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-. .. - PERFACIH

lDurj the recit wVV there'atage onl both sids of' he, Atlantic among research workers in
the fteld of un& water -explosions the feeliE that qonap ot the r. -3Aems posed by the coudltions
of unerswft ae had afready prehfited-themselves in the past 2nd that various attemputs had

b~ttus tooh~ M. asiy dtbO reoids, however, bad been !ost or effectively hiddden eit
-OO ft *W1Wiicie 6.t -cdan pbftowm ad consequerU1y a whole new literature Wa to be

denJOSOM at ooiWPOW daft in V&thi bail'md money, encowas~sing bO old and new problem2s.
A w@UatM of tM&2ti~ft@' Me bees the ftr cobvfttlmx tdot this =-- literature should r-3t
suffer a sia2Uar fate. The kU*i of the ji" publicaties of America- and Britsfl research In the
field of undcrwater explasioisto Inm Lthe Latter part of 1946 and the Iuea was further ex-
PlOred with the Bureau of Ordnance and the Thzrea of SMM United SLAtes Navy Department and
With the British Ad. lr~ltY.' TMor.,ice oi Naval Reaearch, Nav7 Department, in its co'pacity of
disseminator of scient~IM Waraatlo9 undertook tr, sponsor the p~bicatlon and has eveatu2lly

The Compendtim has three major purposes: first, to give a greater availability to many
POPer which otherwise wotfd exist In a -. ry svn&U uimber of ccpies, and to proserve z= revive
c~rtfn rs tMM, the WSa y EW dwhih wVs de to wartime shortages rather than to any -
ficl 91te In the prs themMIVW~s, second, to present a representative summary of original
source miterial, and to display 2* Ce so f this materWiIn r, maw- er wth might make it of
SOreO uinvetea interest to schools and colleges as a branch of applied rscle'ce; and third, to
attaule interest in ths nid for the pwnra benefit of the sciences of Naval Architecture and
Xaa Ordane and to provide those working in these fields with ready reference material on
Many of the bmpartant problems which they must face In their work.

The scheme of the CoomPendimm is as follows: kdl of the papers seected, wtoch represent
betw~en 10 and 20 percent of the tof--l quantity of material knw i to exist, havn been divided into
three volumes. The first volume Is devoted to the primary under-water shock wave, tvw aw-errA
to the bydrady Mica effeeth fallin under incompressible theory Including the oscillations -Md
Lwhaviour of the gas globe formed by the fPlplostm products, and the third to the effects rf all of
these phenomen a Stuctures and to the measurement 2Md calculation of the resulting damage.
Thre paprs have been selected with the object of summmarizing the knowledge over the field
within the scope of the Compendium; these papers, which are placed in the f irst volume, serve
to intoduce the subject both In general terms, and also with some mathematical detail

The allocation of the original papers to the different v#olumes has, in a few cases, not been
obyimu and the editors -ms assume full responslbility for any arbitrary assignment-a. A far
greater respotsbility of the editors has late in the selectios of the papers and in this, various
considerations have hod a voice.

Many of the older papers bave been Included for their historical interest. Sorae* papers ha-ve
beena used to wo~ide nuitable Irtrcdectory or background material. PjLqst rA tfte other paper-, haye
tees Included intat and represent the opinkis of the authors at the time of writing. A few of
the papers have been reworked and consist of new material incorporated into tli ? older original
papers, or consist of a , wammary of several progress reports which were tot. repetitive foi7 eco-
nom'leal inclusion wthout condcasation. Papers which ha.ve been rewritten are so marked with

the new date affixd. In general, selections have been maile in an effort to give the best review
of the entire subject In order to cmvey the most, and the best information within the spase limni-
tations imposed by the exigencies of publication, and within the scope permitted by considerations
of security. Both these features prevemt this- compilation from being exhau-stive, and the latter
feature prevents many successful workers In this field fro-m receiving recognition here.

T1he editors believe that th-'s Cumpendium is a new venture in internntiorgl co-oper-etien
and hope that this effot may prove useful in pointing the way for other similar joint enterlrises
whkhx may be considered desirable.

Best Available Cop,
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A REVIEW OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSION PHENOMENA

E. N. Pox
Cambridge University

British, Contribution

1941

This review was originally prepared in the I ight of knowl-
odge on the subject at the end of World War I1. During the
course of publication certain sections (distinguished by an
asterisk to the paragraph number) have been amended or in-
sertod, at the suggestion of W. G. Penney, to take account of
some of the more recent advances in knowledge.
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D1RODUXTIO

Iesolution or the dame DrobmI

1. The effect of an underwater explosion against a vessel will depend on
both the proziaity or the explosion to the vessel and the way in which the
vessel is constructed. These affects may be sub-divided into:-

1 the effecetof contat explosion* ag'.inst sindle-hulld vassels,
the effeot or nan-cototot explosions against vessels with some
tor ot multi-bulkhead protectos:,

(h) ahe efrer of oontaot explosions against multi-bul)head protected
vessels,

(4) the effect of non-contat explosions against single-hullod vessels.
Fer case 1, a very small underwater charge is suffictent to hole a single-
hullsd vessel when in contact or near-contact Qnd 1ittl 4heor., is
necessary. Por case 2, however, non-contact explosiontn trom normal types
and sises of charges will do little damage to a multiple protective system
except when the outer skin is air-backedt this m y be considered in the
same way as the shell of a single-hulled vessel. Little theoretical
treatment has yet been found possible for ounta,jt explosions in case 3.
Therefores the main theory to be disoussed will be oanerned with the
problem of a single thickness of air-bucked plating subjected to non-contact
explosions sufficiently distant for the damuge to be appreciable, but not
catastrophio.

2. Por such non-contaot explosions the phenomena oo.i be conveniently
oonsidered under the following main hoading:-

(1) The phenomena in the water which are proper to the explosion
it self,

(2) the interaction of these water phenziena with the tar&.,ts this
interaction depending on both target and explosion properties,

(3) the natwre of the deformation of the target insofar as it depends
on the propertien of the target.

.. The treatment of tne material in the main teo^, is suoh that a knoledge
of mathematics beyond interpretation of simple formulae is not required.
Where it has been thought necessary, matheatical relationshi,s have been
illustratd greaphioally. Results quoted in the main text without proof'
are deducad in Apoendioes and are rdfarred to by the appropriate equation
number. An equation prefixed by a letter is derived in the Appendix of
tnat letter.

4. The terms "open water" and "mid-.uater" will be used frequently. Open
water is understood to mean the conditions ,hich usually exist on the high
seas where the only feotrs (exter--! ''n t h-ro , whO',I in,,~no.P tw
explosion are the ourrounding water and the presen.e ou the sea surf.coe and
sea bottom. Mid-wa-er is undmrstood to involve the Vurther restriction
that the point of explosion is suffioiently for from both sea surface and
sea bottom for neitla'r of these to exert a direct influenoe on the explosion.
The most convenient explosive for underwater experimental work is T.N.T.
and, therefore, tho teou 'charge' impl.eu a charge of T.I.T. However,
results observed for TN.T. oharges can be applied to odhargss of other
explosives by means of a oonver ion factor, in ;4xtioular, frow the atand-
point of underwater explosiv6 effects, a 100 lb. oh1arge of t;orpex is
equivalent to 145 lb. -arge of T.I.T. and the weight conversion factor of
1.45 is reasonably constant fbr torpex charges of any site.
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The general Sequence CC eventa

5. Onaidor tar nsiplioty an unosed spherioal charge initiated trm the
owntra* On initiationt a detonation wave will travel out radially from
the centra with a veloity characteriatic at the explosive. #ithIn the
region traversed ty this wave, the eplost.o is oonverted into inoandesoent
gS at a very high pressure. In front ot the detonation wave the
explosive remains unohanged, being "unaware" ot the initiation. In T.N.T.
for example, the detonation wave travels at approximtely Z3,000 ft. per
seo. so thut a charge of 400 lb. T.N.T. oooupying a sphere of about one
toot radius would be all oonverted Into inoandescent gan at a pressure at
the order of several hundred tone por sq.in. In the ver.v short time o
about 40 mioroseoonds.

6. The high pressure gsa bubble then trik. to expand and the first result
is a ompression of the spherical layer of water lmmediately surrounding
thd charge. This layer in turn oampreosea & further layer and so on.
Zn this w^y, a wave of oompreasion is propagated through the water radially
outwards from the explosion. This wave is usually termed the pressure
pulse.

7. The velooity of pnopagation of the pressure pulse at first deorease
as the pulse travels outwards until, at a oomoarstively short distance from
the explosion, it beoomes approximately constant at the normal velocity of
sound about 5,000 rt. per ses. in sea water. Exoept for a =all Inner
region surrounding the onargo, the pressure pulse obeys the usual aoouetio
laws, the Intensity deoreasiln steadily -ith inoreasing distance until, at
ve y large distances, the pulse beoom2o simply a noise. The persistence of
the pulse is demonstrated by the fact that the detonation of a oherge of
only 9 as. guncotton oan be deteoted at a distane ct 40 miles. The
oharateristios or the pressure pulse will be considered in detail later,
but one feature is that the pressure in the pulse can be treated as
essentially positive, any subsequent suction in the pulse being unimportant.
This is in marked oontrast to bleat in air where a phase of positive
pressure is followed by an appreoiable auotion phone.

8. While the pressure pulse is tvavelling outwards to large distanoes, the
original gS bubble expands. The pressure in the gas bubble, therefore,
dooresses and becomes ultimately of the sme order as the hydrostatic
pressure in the water. Exoept in the initial stages, this expansion takes
place relatively slowly and the motion of the surrounding water is in the
nature of a general bVdlly 'low, as opposed to the oomF.ession of euooessive
layers associated with the pressure pulse. This outward flow involves a
nonsiderable mass of water with large kinetic energy and, as a .-sult, the
flow overshoots the equilibrium position in wdauh tht pressure in the gas
bubble is equal to the hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding water.
;ihen the outward expansion ceases, therefore, the pressure in the bubble is
les than the hydrostatio pressure for equilibrium and the bubble oomences
to oontraot with resulting inward flw ouf water. This return flw also
over-shootj the equilibriurm p2nitior, and the Uubble oontracts to a small
volume at a pressure whloh is fairly high, although not nearly as high as
the original pressure at detonation. This small bubble then behaves
effectively as a second explosion and the whole process is repeauted, a
seoond compression wave biing sent out as the bubble commences to expand
agein.

5. Suile theory prediots that thoa oscillation of the bubble would,
colitinue inaefinitaly in ta unlimited maas of water, the original explosio
prodcjng in effect a series of socessive explosions. In praotioe,
hmever, energy 'a dissipated to the su-rounAing water and the pressure in
sunceeding pulses decays so that each explosion becones intrinsically eaker
twn its . edeossor. :.orcovvr, at a later etase, the bubble tends to break
up into nmaller bubule3 with iutrther distipa 44rin of eneray and the process
textinates afte a fw oascillati Onn.



J0o A a further effect# the #a& bubble riaen and in praotiov the gooe
will ewntual y brek sudaoe. Depending on the mst charge and its
depth below the surfsoe tis venting may occur either before or otter the
original bubble has disintegrated into smaller bubbles with a resulting
variation in the surface effect.

11. The primary phenomena associated with an underwater ezplosion after
detonation can, therefore, be sumarised thus. First, the propagation of
a pressure pulse to a great diAtance. Secondly, oaillations of the gas
bubble with the associated produotioi of additional pulses each intrinaiUsi y
fesbler than the preceding one. Third&y, the rice of the bubble under the
Indirect itluence of gravity. Thee phenomena will now t considered in
data L together with the modificationa and additional phenomela introduced
by the presenoe of the sea surface and the as-bed.

The Preaur, nuRse

Variation ot pressure with time and distance

12. for nst purposes, the pressure pulse beboves e.4y as an intense
actnd pulse beyond a relativels all distance from the explsiom.

Therefore, the standard thoocytor the propagation st sound waven will be
applicable to a stut#r ot the behaviour of the pressure pulse. Those
points which are speciall.y relevant to an undertanding of the pressure
pulse are treated in detail at Appendix A where it Ia shom that at a point
distant r from the charge contres-

t ) .. .. .. ... (1)

where
t a time interval after the initiation of the explosive charge
p a me& dvesity of water
a m velocity of sound in water
p a pressure in pulse (additional to the hydrostatic pressure

exiAsting prior to the pulse)

Equation i gives the pressure p as a function of the two variables$ r and t.
Such a relationship can be represented graphioally by a surface n a three
co-ordinate sytm. The dependence of p upon r and t Is illustrated by
the a uraoo of arbitary shape shown In fig. 1.

However, it is instructive to study the variation of p with change in
only one of the two variables the other remaining conatant. Thus the
plane curve AMO gives the variation of pressure with tine at a constant
distance r, from the explosion. Similarly, the variation of prsseure with
distance at a constant time t1 sCter the explosion can be studied from the
plane cuarves FE).

Variation of pressure with time (distance constant)

13o To understand the physial significance of equation 1, lot p, denote
the pressure at time t, and distanoe r, and let p. denote the pressure at
tine t1 and greater distance rz. Then frr= uquation I

p/. /rf(t,- * ... 0.. ... .. 0..... ... .W
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''A

Fig. I -Surface 3howing variation af pressure with time and
distance

It timei and distances are now related by

0

Then frcco equations 2, 3, and 4.

p, r, , p. r _* .. *. . .

If two points of given r, and r. are considered, then for varying t, and t,,
wq~uationd al.a -S te paz../t uJ tt- onz

ary apharica. ound pulse let thege prrsr/iM cnirvmst bi renrented b
;M and A'BIC' in fig. 2. These curves are drawn of arbitrary shape.

Best Available Cop".



DUO. 2 " 9= _ shoW variation pt resure with tt at

]or tmeos satisjVyng equation 4 the respective ordinates are a constant

tine apart and, therefore

P'Q' a rA/r&Q ... ... ... ... . ... ... (6)

it follows that the our" A''O0 can be obtained trm the ourve AM by-
displacing curve AO a distance (r, - rs)/o to the right and reducing all
the pressure ordinates in the same ratio rl/% . The two curves can,
therefore, be made of the same shape by ohanging only the pressure coal.

%4. hp55ssed plV5.o5Ll y, the pressure/tme variation at any distance z% is
repeated an a reduced pressure sOale rl/r, at greater distance ri at & time
(r, - r0)/o later. SubJect to the reduction in magnitude, the pressure in
the pulse thus travels a distance (r, - r,) in time (r. - r,)/o which
corresponds to a constant velocity of propagation, c independent of r, or
r1 ,  Ikation I thus represents a wave travelling outwards with constant
volocity a and giv'ing pressure/time vwriations at different points similar
to thou Illustrated in fig. 2,

Variation o pressure with distanoe (ti e oonstant)

1 . Now consider the variaticni of the preasure in the pulse with distanoe.
This variation is illustrated in fig. 3 for two given times t, and t1 by
the curves M and DIB'F respectively.
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14.3 - OOIM&s howing the variation of pressure wth dittso

will then be a onstant distance o(ta - ts ) &part correspondingl to a onstan
veloi r of propagationm a. The reduction ratio rj/r, however$ is not 4
constant for the two curves but will vary for each pair ot ordinatear,
Unlii the plP~auL'/t~lw variLation, t~he curves for pressure distibution
with distance cannot be mode strictly, of the same shap tr chngn th
pressure scale* Hiowever, dIt the effective length DF (w DIVP) Is i21l
ompared with q, the r~dio r,/r, will be approximtel onstant for the two

curves DW and D°INP ° whi.ch can then be made alproxUIte:Ly the same shape as
the curves iun fi. 2 for presourq/time variaton 1W" a suitable oboios of
scae&e. Thus, ahooslog thO origint of tim so that tihe pressure p las start$
from its contra at time t a 0, the point A in fig. 2 corresponds to time
r,,/* arnd the shape at the curve AM is iven by

a~~ ~~ n oS5?f

Similarly, the povnt D in fig. 3 correaponds to the exitho distanoe at
reached by the pulse in tiaoe and the shape is given by

r IV of now small ompared with OD the ifactr f./r ih sti8 s sentinbly
onltant over the ourve D eatn eduations 7 and 8 Iondcte that to a suitable
holat ofschles, the curves b 1 and Da would be approaotey the "me,

although revesedn with roopoot to the origins of' time a distance.

6 The semilritiy o harati te ouc and pressurq/d st ie curvs
beomes iancreangl y more aocur e oas the pule travels outward to hgea
pastances. Tho essential as ffpton is veleth e factor 1/r In euatlon I
cu r treaed as constant when phenomena over dst cer, small he pared wt
r re u oerve. i asfuption corresponds to nelectin curvature of
the spherual wve ront and treating te oule ta a plane wave. hisa
apprmeutcon will be trequentlh used in the sueedin analys fra the
efeot; duend t he preteure pglie.
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17. In addition to the preseuru, other quentities of interest in the
study of underwater expl.osion.j are the po.ztiole veloity, the impulse per
unit area and the energy assouiated with the pIvahi'ro pule*. Formulae
for these quantities are derived in Appendix a~. The relative significance
of these quantities will depend on the mnechmnism of damage,.

Pertial* velocity

18. The paricle velonity Is the outwards radial valuolty u ommunicated
to the water ty the pulse. It is essential to distinguish clearly
between the wave-velcoity a and the partile velocity u. As a very crude
analogy. the pressure pulse from an explosion can be regarded as "news" of
the explosion tranamitied through the water, the wove velocity a is then
suiqly the speed of transmission of this news whereaks the particle ve.1ocity
u and pressure V represent contents or the news. It is shown In
Appendix A that the pressure p is related to the pokr.tiole velocity u by the
approx~matoesquantion

p a PauO ... 4 0 ** ** .. . . 5

Squst ion 9, which is exact for a plane wave , becameli Increasingly accurate
for a spherical pulse as it travels outwards and is one of the basic
relations which will be assumed in such of the succeeding analysis for the
effects of the pressure pulse from an underwater explosion.

Impulse per unit ares

M9 The impulse per unIt area I transmitted by the pulse across the
spber5 tl surface at radius r is equal to the area. of the prosaure/time
curve and varies simply as the inverse of the distance.

Snergy associated with the pressure pulse

20. The porgy associated with the pulse is defined am the energy per
imit areas & t ransmitted ty the pulse across the spherical -urfaioe at
radius r. This energy. varies inversely as the square of the distance
If the relation in equation 9 is assumed to be accurate. Theoretically,
the total energy 3 transmitted across the spherical aurtace is constant
and im independent of distance. In practice, however, scene of the energy
is left behind as kinetic energy of the water after the pulse has passed.
Nevertheless, at distances for which the pressure pulse from an underwater
explosion can be considered as a sound pulse, these afterfow effects are
small and will be naeglected in the tonceading analysia.

21. All the preceding theory of sound pulses depends asstntially on the
assumption that the amplitude of the waves is smell. The necessary
criterion for the validity of this assumption in' that the ratio LWa should
be small. From equation 9 this indicates that the pressure p must be
small compared withpo wbich is about 150 tons per a4. in. f or water.
Hence, the pressure pulse oan ivulve pressurem of fhe order of' several
tons per sq. in., and still be regarded as of small arnplitude for
theoretfool ansls %. in oontrast, it is interesting to note that for
air jp a is -mly or order 20 lb. per sq* In. Thus, pressures whioh can
be regarded as of small amplitude fcr blast in water are about 10,000 time
greater then pressur~es of waves whiod may be considered to be of suall,
amplitude for blst in air. This toor is largely responsible f or the
present emphasis on small amplitude waves for the prossure pulse in water
so opposed to bhe emphasis on waves of finite amplitude for blast in air

(Parb 1, Chapt er J4 of this Textbook).
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Empiricial date for the pressure pulse

22. The theory at small-amplitude sound pulses is sufficient to
desoribe the propagation of the pressure pulse except in the lisediate
neighbourhood at the charge. Far a T.N.T. charge, the maxima pressure
in the pulse becomes of order 2 tons per sq. in. or les at distances
beyond about 12 charge diameters from the explosion. Fawevor, this
simple theory gives no Indication of the shape of the pulse, that is the
form of the funobion f in equation 1, sinoe this shape depends on the
course of events In the inner region round the charge. Nevertheless,
tor distance& at which the pressea pulse behaves to a reasonable
approximation as a sound pulse of small amplitude, the simple theory can
be used In conjunction with exerimental evidehe to deduce the shape of
the pulme.

23. Fig.4 is a typical
experimentul 'ecord, obtained by
a tourmaline gauge and shows the
variation nf pressure with time
in the pulse. The curve
indicates an initial vertical
front, corresponding to a
instanteneous rise of pressure

tto a maximum value, followed by
k dooreusing pressure. Unlike

blusi in air, the pressure
remains positive throughout with
no evldenoe of ay subsequent

fae. appreciable suction phase.
Spirioal analysis of experimental
results indicates that the initial
decreasing portion followi t--
front is eiponeoitial in shape,
but that in the fEil Otail" the

0, , pressure decays more slowly than
predicted by the exponential

0 oo "60 0-6 -. , curve which fits the initial
M-. Oftportion of the empirical curve.

However, it seem fairly certain
that the final tail is relatively

ig.. - RMpirical curve shu"na the unimportant so far as the
e~esurctlme var tin damaging power of the pulse is

concerned. Therefore, it Is
usual fur thooretioal analysis of daia"e to asaurme the pressurs/time ourve
to bi of the exponential torm

,a .t . (10)

where p , is the n.ximum prossure it; the pulse, n Oeternines the rate of
decay of pressure, and t'is time measured from the arrival of the pulse at
any point under oonsideration.

24. It is found that for distances beyond which % is of the order of 2 tons
per sq. r or less, mesurements are in veasonalole agreemAent Y'rith the
prceding acoustic theory which predinta that pm should vary inversely as
the distance and that n should be independent of distares. 12pirical
formulae for ym, n and related quantities have been prrosed from data
derived from underwater experknonts with the large type tourmaline strip
gauge. With such a recording technique. measureaento "tmre necessarily
confined to distances greater than IOC times the charre radiau. 11cwevecr, in
recent years, o. experimental teoiuuqaa ' hioh depend ,i amlifioation of
signals from vorr auch smaller and simpler tounino gouxea hae been
developed and it is now possible to invevtiatse underwater ofrects at
exueedingly smll r,,ed. Using this tochndque, data fur pressure, momentum
and energy havc been btained uor the whole range of dit!nn.es innludlg



measurements when the gauge vm In contact with th hearge. The resultisof thes e3paftmnts in iate that at close rauses (between 95 vA 13 t ne
the eharge radius), the ariginal empirical f .nilae Are not striotly trUe and,
therefor revised formulae have been proposwL 3  In addition to tittin
resylta obtained at aloe. rarges, thse revised formulae also give a better
fit for early results. At even oloser ranes, further work indioates 1;hatthese revised formulae have to be further modiied. Neverthelees, n order
to indicate the general nature of the formulae, It is Instructive to quote
the original* eqdrioal results for T.N.T. These results ill be reasonably
accurate for diatanoes greater than about 100 times the charge radius. T t

W a weight of T.N.T. obarge in lb.
D - distaoe fromabxe in feet

then the folloing e*irioal tormulae wear proposed from the eam-ly
exprimental data

P." 7 tons persq. in. ... ... ... ... ........ 11)

1 - 1,9 lb. sea@ per sq. in. ., ....... ... ... ... (12)

1ft lb.e per sq. ft. . ... ... ... ... .. (14)

It shouAld be ePhaised that these formulae were derived froa data obtaoe4
at distanoes for which rm is of order of 2 toe per sq., in or les and are
not aeourate tor distances closer to the oharge. The outer rogion in whioh
them formulae are applicable is the region In which the puls should behave
sensibly as a em a l t'Ae wave. nese emirical fcerln onfirm that
the form of variation of the respeotive quantities pr, I a"Ji & with
distance and the constancy of N for the pulse from a given charge agrees
with that predicted 'by bhe theoretical equations in the outer region

25. Nia* the shape of the preasure/time cure is not exactly exponential,
it is neesary to dlOcds which features of the actual pulse ae to be most."ur.atly simulated. vhen using equation 10 to re. sent the pAlse for

a upos&es. icr this purpose, the quantities P, I ad 1 oa be usedbut, in emral, onlay two of the three equations 11-,2 and 13 ozA be
accurately satisfied by a curve of the form given by equation 10 which
inolves only two paramoters

26. It the mlzmN pr eure be chosen as a first cr.terion, then equation
11 is used to give f in equation 10. Therefore, either equation 12 or 13
oan be used to determine an appropTriate value of n for T.N.T. charges.

27. If ioulse is the second oriterion to be adpted fr- fitting the
experiaental resuLts by using equation 10; then from equations A15 aMd 10

Banco, substituting for. Ad I from equations 11 and 12 in equation 15

U , 1 r" . i .. .. .. .

= 7,570 lb. per e13 i.

I a 2.279.1 lb. Boo. per sq. in.

Q 30, 660 ft. lb. per aq. ft.

- 385,200 W tt. f*b.
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28. Alternatively, if energ is ad.opbnd ea the oriterioi, then for an
exponential shape of pulse, equations Al17 and 10 give

" ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 0t7)

Taking a v 5,000 ft. per go* for sea water of density 4L lb. per ou. ft.
and substituting for pn and(' in eqastion 17 tr use of equations 11 and 12
then,

sea ,,o . ... .. ... .. ... ... ... (18)

29. Yet another alternative is to make the exponential torm give impulse
and energy coresponding to equation& 12 and 13 whilet disregarding equatior
11. Then, t subskituting from equations 12 and 13 in equations 15 and 17
respentively, and solving for pm, and n, the values to be used in equation
10 for T.N.T. charges would be

P" 6.3 B tons per sq. is .... ... ... ... ... (19)

S = sea .... . s.*.. . . ... ... . (20)

30. Thw, using various y the empirical formulae 11, 12 and 13, three
alternative pairs at formulae can be obtained for use with eqastion 10,
namely, either (a) equations 1i and 16, (b) equations 11 and 18, or
(a) esquatione 19 and 20. The three sets of fomilae agree for a charge
weight of about 130 lb., and generally for mediwa weight charges of this
ord-r of size, the choice of formulae tor p,, Z and n will not to o vital
importance. aemge produced by a pressure pulse oen depend primarily on
any one of t0 three kam titIss p,, I adnl . Tho oboice of formulae for
p,, I and n will, therefore, depend on the meohanim of damages Where the
damage i not specially dependent on Pty one of p,,I and C equation 16 has
the merit at giving values of n It*r ediste to those given by equation 18
and 20. In general, the simplicity or the exponential farm of equation 10
for thecretica, elysia more then offsets the attendant unertainty am to
the beat valuoes to be used for p, and n.
31. Mzperimental measurements have, in general, been oonfined to measuring
the pressuretIze variation in the pulse at given points. However, the
oorreaponding distribution of pressure in space at a given time can be
deduced by using the preoeding relationship between the pressurs/tmo and
press ,re/ distanoe curves for distanoes at which the pulse is of mall
amplitude. Thus in fig. 4, oorrespon1ing pressur/f sPoe distribution at
the time when the front of the pulse reaches the distanoe r a 40 ft. will
be givon & te by the pressuri/t ie curve. The -.ime soule would
then be rplaced by a distane scale with tine 0 becoming r a 40 ft., time
0.001 beomving r a 35 ft-, ti e 0.002 bs c.=L r a 30 ft. e d so on, the
charge centre lying off the figure to the right.

32. .inoe the pulse has an indefinite tall there is strictly neither a
definite duration of pulse at a given point nor a definite length of the
pulse i space at a given time. However, for theoretical analysis using
the exponential representation of equation 10, the paeameter n determines
the rapidity with which the pressure In the pulse drops to unim ortant
mag itudea. he reciprocal I/n, which has the dimensions oft time, gives
a masure re the order of tine for which the presslwe is Importnt and is
the time (rornaent for the pressure pulse.
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33. In theoretical analysis, this time I n tends to play much the same
role for an exponential pulse as does the duration for a pulse of finite
duration. Similarly, a oorrespondind measure of the characteristic length
of the pulse in apace is provided by the quantity c/n which has the
dimensionse of a length. A measure of the characteriatio durLion of the
pulse from T.N.T. charges can thus be obtained by using one oPr lh

alternat3va formulae 16, 18, and 20. The same formulae can be used to
provide a measure of the oharacteristic length of the pulse 1 i calculating
o/n. For example, usins equation 16 and taking z a 5,000 ft. per se.
then

R O.6 1 ft ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (21)

An estimate of the maximum particle velocity u occurring at the pulse
front is given by using equation 11 and the approximube equation 9. pr
T.N.T. oharges.

u a 230 ft. per z..o. ... ... .. (22)

3. The use of the prinoipleWof dynamical sim;'larl.v ha.. not, in general,,
been mplcycd in the empirical analysis of undermater explosion data to the
same extent as for the problem of blast in air. Although the particular
formulae 11 to 14 satisfy this principle, it should be noted that the
experimental deta from which they were derived can be rather better
represented ty formulae not satisaying dynamical similarity. It is not
yet certain whether this d6parture from similarity is a true effect due to
the fact that different mine charges are never perfect scaled replicas, or
whether it is mainly a spurious result arising from defects in the mehods
et measurement.

Btfecta of finite amplitude of the pulse

35. Th4 simple theory of small-umplitude pulses is sufficient to account
for the oropagation of the pressure pulse at distancee where the maximum
pressure is of order 2 tons per sq. in. or iAes. At much smaller
distances from the charge the simple theory becomes completely inalequate
and a more elaborate theory is necessary.

36. Reassonabl successful attempts have been made to calculate what
happens in the neidhboirhuod of the charge. in particular, the theory
predicts a form and order of magnitude of the pressure pulsc in Zood
agr aweAnt with exeriment.! results and the theory serves to indicate the
magnitude of the pressures near the expl ion where it s difficult to take
measurements. Juch more complete theorif'or underwater explosions is
essentially similar to that for blast in air and it will suffice here only
to emphsise some effects connected I.- partioular with the sharp-fronted
nature of the pulse,

37. The passage of a finite amplitude pulse Involves, in general, an
irreversible heating of the viater and a consequent dissipation of ener !
by conduction of neat tiuoud tue wktor and by internal friction or
viscosity. Both these effr.cts are .r,)t pronounred in the &tcep front of
the pulse where the most rapid chandes occur and both tend to decrease the
pressure in this front. On the other hund, the fact that lerer pressures
travel fi-ter than amallur prenures (as in oir) implijs a building up of
the pressure at the fru.it. These conflicting effects bend to strike a
balance and theori indioites thot the thickneus uf the shook front, that in,
the distance in which the pressure in the water risoa from itr endisturbed
value in the front of the pulse to its maximu value in the pulse, is of
the order of a fea ri~lllonths of a centimetre; thia noricrspnnds to a time

s Recent work has, however, shown that for shock wavee, tho principle of

dynamic atnilsrity does hold-
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of 414 N t hs pj'esux at anI mint 0~ the ownir of 1O'" sea. TMe tsm
of fie As I0 to be be," &y "mm rt ant Work Sandate h *at it
tol at I% as full to 0 " Q Immo Such a t ieoftdoe %A be re za as
bthotm t0A es fr as th mtsjumolom of 4~e to hips i snfa ed.

S, Rt b be rimall aeb4 that Oh amw 4eiptod a beat in the
lI j the Ulu Propag ton Of the pweewNxeVISe s aessuat for

the 1e etegot e' the e w~aosion, Vo ee omaimmone 3,
lIt"" ini e9ation 1i Uhi4h r"101"M the pre ls Psstlsup diw~i

al &1#6 Amt a t the total oner liberated by th el Pson. The
p'ressure p se Vium onLy' aeopanie tor stout X$ or the total onerw A the
r"mani FN to keft behind as wew~j in 04 oh babb 1e en kinetia eWOW
ef ,mit&o $A the water &A the $m& oA bkmhood of th e leoion.
Thks aton will be u it ow atier (aar .. 6a),
I~,t* at mi., .t mae ma"-

1h The Uwttable Prueee of the sea waatae s leci to mporbamt
U4&eaten of the weese &o to an Undrter eqAolioa. In
UnMLiorSi the mio satton &e to rafteotion of the pressure jole, it I
ame md that the sqAlsion i otoaiont Ly 4eep (about 1 c has dimsters
ow asp* for eewestions1 eqiloeivea) tow the pressure pulse to behave sImply
aan intese sm wA puls on 'rivoa at the se mwfao.

., When a w4 poles & ive at a bouary between two different media
It will praee U genral A trommA tted pAse aM a rent2ecte pdlse, For
an merAwtsr prles pulse oariing at the ss surtace there will thus be
a trlomitted pAsee or blast In the air ea a refleOted pulse In the water,
this latter being a4itionel to the original puleo. owevew owing to the
large differen e between both the denity en the a resibilty at sir and
wter, the pressure ot the t emitted bMast in the ir is very swal
oompared with the preso in the underwater plse end it In a very good
apprcxUtion to neglot this transmitted pulse. The sea wurace can thus
be ta oi a a surface wherg the pressure eftectively rmnins undisturbed
and tr this to be Wkse the proesmu in the reflected puls. at the surface
must be eoqw' but ot opo*4 t e sin to tho pressure at the srfaoe due to
the origiail iulse.

41. The pressure at em point below Om surfaoe due to the oombimd
origixW &iM r ntrA pdon can be oovoentl v calculated by utiln the
oncept of Saaem. In t1g.5, I rarosents the enom.,-,n oentre at a
deth 4 below the sea surface A B and a ' -he -.'age at I in the Plane A D.
Tho preaisure pAlse sent out frm S san tlen be tke. as given V equation I
where the distane r is seasured from 3. The reflected pulse can
similarly be onasidered to originate sinmltmnoomaly tom I' end to
oontribute a pressure, p' where 1' ib given by

NO prt(t 6' . ... $so too ... 6 (23)

whero r' deotes the distance from S' . The reflection af the pressure
jAlso at the sea surface as a tonsile p~lse orrespona in afftet to an
eqkkmil but *negative" esxlomion at El° . The pressure at P due to both the
incidont and reflected pulses will then be given by

r a r'



For any point on the sea surrace,
r a r' and equation A, gives sero
pressure correspolndilng to the
condition that the pressute at thiS
aurrooe remains unchanged by the
pressure pulsv.,

L.2. Per a point P below ohe se.
surface rl>r, and the prdasout
givet by equation 24 will be the
difference between the two ourv
0 0 D and 040 X' In figure 6a.
These curves ea resentiay of the

A AIR same shape but differ in ,aagn ,tude
4, the ratie /r'. The timediference 001 Is (r' - r)/oc"orresponds 0o the longer time taken

WA ,R.-. for the rflected pulse to travel
omeffeotively fto. ItI, as compare

, .. ., with the ti taken by the original
pulse to travel. from 3. Then . ~resultant pressure at P given by
equation 214 is then of the torm

.0 0 0' 0' 1 F In fig 6o

ta am JiO. Suoh ue of equation 24 leads
sa~wio s roe to negativ pressures in the water

which could be of much the awe
order as the maximu pressure in the original pulse. Some qualiioation
Is obviously necessary to allow for the fact thai 4 wter cannot, in general,
withstand large tensions. Nsperimental evideoce on the tensile strength
of water is somewhat contradictory. Under laboratory oonditions, with All
air bubbles removed as far as possible, ordinary water can appar~ntly
withstand 9tatio tensions ot the order of 500 lb. per eq. in, whilst water
nearly saturated with air can withstand statio tensions to about 00 lb. per
sq. In. Under dynamio conditionsp the strength is probably less and eo:si
to an almost negligible value it the flow becomee turbulent.

--C

00 ) (hi~

001

(4) (b)

Pig. 6 - Pressure/time variationa for a point below the sea
surface



44s for the prevent problem, if the aedon pressure in the pales $a suchpeater than a few Lund lb. per mq.in. it some fairly certain that the
refleoted pass will cause some Uitation or breaking ot the water. ThisoaTltatIon will be most pronounced for points near N in tg.5 where It
leads to the formation of the spe y doam. For the present, attention willbe confind to points such as P in tig,5 at som hortaonti distnce frmI Nj at much points the main affect of cavitation wil be to repaoe theportion K 0'1 o the prem si& tias curwe In fig6b IV a partion K G w.
The revltant our. 0 0 00 X G H corresponds to the type of record oiswv4
erimently for the pressure pulse an odiod 1 the pramity of theams surfae. Sino, In genersl, the tensle phase K 0 X Is relatively

mll ompared with the pressure phase 0 0 0' ], it Is reamablo enoustomary pjtmimation to negleot the tensile phase and reard thepressure/time ouve to be given 1W 0 0 0' K.

4,5s The rfleotion of the promr re pulse at the sa sufaoe with
subsequent cavitation of the water can be taken into ascount theoretically
by a simple "rarsoo, outaftff ufet. Zt in only asceourt to evlute
r ad r', the respeetive UArtances of wW point P In tig* from tleapo-4on I eand its msage 2. The presmwe pulse from I Is then ommAidredto oease abuptly at time 00' (r - r')/o after Its oommomeont. Thisreplaces ow uso of equation whith Is Imrlidated 1W cavitations

46. The surface out..t doom not .affect the measa premure In th, pulsebut it San aodify a reciably the tenmeitted impulse and ener. Assuming
the expoentil fors given by equation 10 for the crAinmi pole 0 0 D to beoo 'e et, the surface out- o deoreases the transmitted implse IV the
fractional amount

The transmitted ene"gy is decreased by9 the fractional amount

jt2 * ~r~)(26)

The lenqth q d/pas a on the mime of the charge. F or example, equation 21
gives q/u ror a tdH.T. charge. The distance (r' - r) depends an theposition of any targOt-point P in fig.5 relative to the explosion end thesea surface.

#I 5 The effect of refleotion of the pressure puls at afre surfacehas so far boon tivated %- the methods of the the .- of sound. The sooond
order tezu In the by'rodansmioal equation, which are neglected In the
theory of nL-A, are nevertheless of decisive Importance when the inoident
pulse reachen' the surfaue at nearly glancing angles.

A mathematioal discusion 12a has shown that it the peak prassurein the shook wave, in pounds per sq.in., reaches the free surfaoe at anange of Incidence less than a ortticil angle (go - 0.21 )o,
da.tu the out-off theory is approximately aoouate. Should the anl* of!.noidenoe be gr-cter tha the critiosl angle, then the out-off theory isnot ocrrect in that it predicts too kdgl a volue of the peak pressure near
the surface, and too short a duration. The failure of tte si plo *ut-offtheoMy beocmes of practioal importance when consideration is given te large
ezy ost.-a In relatively shallo water,
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Cte? Opp 'MQVey

47. Pars givmn aae at a giwen epth, the traotions .eowe ee n
Sapulse ad .ew will beoiese greater an tw - r~) doesas this will
occur as the depth at P fro I N toreanee. The mmlting influenoe of
suae at o en the wariation at dena e with distance and orientation at
emlosona relativ to the taigt Is discased later. 1hsrweoro it tollows
that damage to. ma ace vessel 1 the pressure pie ehoul4 ta4 to be less
wear the water line than near the bottom of the vessels abjeot of course to
the effeot of a masked difference In strength at the ship'& structure at
dCteoreat levels.

=dleo t _ of1to mal e at the- aa-bed.

48, Pwema ue-tms reooos at i",4erwater o3Wzp.loni often show a pWeseno
pulse, follwing, end partly superimposed on, the siain Vole. The obwiouns
Interla'tatioa of the second winse io that it represents the refleetion at the
main palse on the bottom. The time delay between the direct pwse and the
reflected pulme agreen with expeotations, but the naitude of the reflected
pulse in extzemely variahle, lthoaugh it correlates in a genera vmy with -de
hardnesse of the bottom. Thusn the peek pressure In the reflected wave from

= rack bottom might be as leoxe an 30-%$~ of the direct panse, while for a
mdybottom, the reflected pulse might be altogether abent. Should the

bottom oonsnt of a layer of mid or end over rook, the refleotion appeoan to
occur on the rook surface.

49. The sea bad is on variable that It in difficlt to make quantitative
wediotiorns of the refleced sie. Inded, no satisfactory theory has no
far been de.eloped exoept in two elementary limiti-8 anes. The fist
limiting case in that where the see bed to so very soft thai It behaves
exaotly the ae as water itself, and therefore gives no reflection. The
i"eond limitin cas" in that where the ass bed is oaletely rigid, and the
reflected faw in therefore (in tbe theory of sou~d approximation at any rate)
identical with the incident pulse. No aotuaO sea bed in r.gid, but a rook
bottom eight bhave as an almost perfect reflection for very week pulses(i.e. of order a few bidri ed p o.i. peak preassre).

0i-uo well away from sea-bed

50. Flint, the e losion will be assumed nurioiently far from the sea-bed
for the initial events in the inner region found the oharge to U -,tfooted
ty the sea-bed. The pressure wiLse "ent out by the e plosion will Lhen be
the name as for a c&ge~ in mid-water independent of the sea-bed and on
reaohing the se-bed the pressure lin the pulse will be assumed small enough
for the simple luwnar theory of sound winset, to apply.
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51. For a plane rigid sea-bed
the nensssu7 boudary condition
is that there in no poztiole
velocity of tho water perpendicular

E to the sea-bed. This oondition
is smt&fiied if the effect of the
sa-beA is ecnmidered equivalent
to sr. image explosion at 31 , eqoal

kp . every respect to the actual~explosion at 3 in flg. 7.

s r The pressuren/time creat
sny point P due to the original
PkaJ2 az4 ULM 9A L

would then be of the f orn
of G 0'C, in tig.8, oorresI, rin

*simply to the addition orpesuq
F - - time curves of the fcmi 0 C D and

0' 0' D' in fig. 6a, fra a since
explcsion at distances 3 P amd
3" -P respectively.

11 *O=L*A53. In praotioe, no sea-bed in
oa.pltely rigid and the reflected
pulse is -ml.er in mmoiu 4e tan

ti ± indioated tW tbe preoedg a.mg ption o.! camplote refleoti=.
Moreover, the sea-bed my distort the hape of the refleoted pplse.
In fig. 8 the portion 0' C woud then be roplaoed ty the mraller

s or vca bd p 0' G

Bzest Available Cop,
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54. For a polmn Q oa ths aea4 4
In ris.7, the theory of complete

C1 reflection gSives a reflected

pulse from 2" xaotir oeal wan
Wahronoun with the Irlaolent
pulse trom U and the resultant
preesurw/time curve in simp17 the
orinal pulse doubled in
pressure. In practice, such
doubling is not at% 1nod but t L
maximu pressure, or eample, atpoitan a Oha sea-bed, vo be

Wneros than for a peAat $A aide,
water at the some distance fm •
simiar charge.

55. Summing up, for a charge at
H same distance from the sa-bedp

e'IMiA the etteu -! the aoa-bed s
positive In character leading to
additional pressure which is
largest in general at points on

FiPS8 - Prassete variation at the sea-bed. An upper limit to
a oint near th sea,-"d euch a sea-bed effect can be

obtained by aesuming amplete
reflection to oocur, the pressure In the rdfleoted pulse then corresponding
to that tram a oharge in open water at the image n'1 in fig. 7. As a
Anal point, there is son lmiteod experimental evidence that the
reflection becms more complete at more distant points to the side
corresponding to near glancing incidence.

Oharge on sea-bed

56. When the charge is on or near the sea-bed the events in the inner
region, wb4e the pulse is "borne, are themselves affected by the
presence at the sea-bed and the direct pulse sent out from the charde is
no longer the @me as for a similar charge well away from the sea-bed.

57. For the theoretical ease of an infinitely rigid sea-bed it would
still seon permissible, however, to assume that the presence of the sea-bed
is equivalent to an equal charge at the imuge point, the new effect being
that the charge and lmage charge interfere with one another. For the
limiting ease at a henispherical charge of weight W on the sea-bed,
theory would predict the same effects as a spherioal charge of weight 2 '%
in mid-water. Equations 11 and 16 would then indicate a resultant pulse
trom the charge on the feA-bod having both pressure and time scale
inoreesed by a factor /2 a 1. 6 as oampared with the same charge in
open water. The corresponding energ per unit area of pulse front
would, by virtue of equation 13, be simply doubled. This does not, of
course, mean any change ot' total energ in the pulse since this is
propagated out through a heauhere when the charge is on the sea-bed and
not through a sphere round the charge as in open water far from the
sea-bad. These theoretical results for an infin4.tely hard sea-bed are
subject to modification for actual sea-beds.

58. In praotioet, soft .;d sea-beds behave ,ifootively as further water,
that is, the pulse is ,nn'eretAd by, ho p) oe of the sea-bed and is
the same as far a charge at the some distance in mid-water.
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59.' A Mathematical explana.tiox of the "Mind band* baa not so far been
gi-vma, no doubt because of the ccmpa1ty of the prtblea. H'~wavar, fast
olflO photographs of the motion caused by an electric, spark (to ainiate
an explobdon) wa&& at the interface of two liqaida, the lower one having
a slightly greater density than the upper, sho a babble of very pOciiLL&Z
form. The collapsing stages are indeed remarkable, but 1hat In more
important for the present ocnaidrationa is that the bibble in the unp'tr
liquid even in the very early stages is; sli&t.y elliptical, with the
vertical radian greater than the hor-isontal. The lower likZAd thrti-s
a degenerate type of circular curtain up into the upper babble =nd tho
inner regions of the interface taowr upwardse. Now these peculiar bubble
shapes muist Imply tbn-t the aszooiated pressure pulseg in the two liquids
also are not hsm-'-s~herioslly symmetrical. One mould watiaipate that
the pressure palss near- the interface wmcld be anoalous, as inceed is
observed. The blind band and the cavity, s:r crater, ia the lower madiuma
Aie In fact correlated manifestiatiens of the aame wechanical phencaena,
aii both am' generated in the very early sta.ges of the expansion of the
etxplosive g"13s. Accepting this view, ame rmldA not expect sartif icial
obstructions an the sea bed Lo produce "weing", i.e. a bl.ind band.
This is found to 'ne the case. Fur-heruore, one wrvuld not expeo-m to ton
able to detect a "blind bae. =~ the aiz blast from an explosion on the
ground, except very close-in, becoause the ren-line&r terms in the hydvr.-
iamios of air blast arc so =zr ch --ore important the-n they pe for

water blast, and the departure fron "geometrical optical is correspondi-ngly
far greater.

6o. #tTwo mathematical investigatiorz, one supported by ogtc e~yeriatal
evidence relating to the refleotion of pressure pulses at an intarface,
may be briefly an~ti. ie here. The first is limited to weak palear so tb~
the theory of sound is applicable, "n is due largely to Arcus and oo-workers
at Woods sl.Tho second is purely mateatiokl(2) and rc3.&tes to a
finite step pulse in one medium meeting a aeond mei at a plane Inttrface.

According to the ustal theory of wave motion, vhen an Iinite traln
of plane harmonia waves moving through a Olightr m meum in vwhicAh the wa'*m
velocity is o meets the lane Inte-face with & *donar wadium in which thq
-avc velocit, is C, reelection andi refraction occur, andthi refac___ -

Angles of Inicidence greater than or equ*i to the 'c=ritioal anglen
0 0 o0oseol , inioe total reflect~li. Notice that depcn.s ctly on

the retio of the two wave velocities sAn not othfrqec.Best Available Co-a
By means of a Fourier trasfox , a pulse of 9a±q form may be oemmavaed

a a -- znof various harmonic raves. The pulse shAype of interest for
unriruta explosiona, hs.a a zharp front and dacays eo ntaland a
=Knagaable PFeurier integral oani be found for thin oase. Since the 01ritical
a.e o! 2oto is indepandc-nt ~f requien, =:--h a pul~e shoud be

refleet d comdpletel~y for angles grcater than the m-itical ang4.e.



The Interesting polnt arises, however, 1hat each OMpoUt ir the
seidmet ulse ,periences a c p ut Ak,m the value of whli iki
Idaperiat a the frequency. It all the copor ate of aPmo.e ,*r e
ufe th sam chmage of ihases the wemal$.nt sAoe of puas : ftsy oa
ospeoia$ll Anoe region at a steep front.

This si~pe 1bat Important conclusion agros with emperitient 'but
reenit woft at Woods Hole has shm that the refleoted wave ow nly be
reprofaoed 1W the sathuatial ansysis it an appreciable, obso~ytion at
enery t isaamsA In the refleeting medium. 1articoal5Z~ intresting
Is the wo*k, both theoretical en eperimaental# an the atip wae Vstesm
In shllao water (Ma).

The ocasidorale elgebrsia and omputationul diftImaltioq ,? "tOc
problem ot the reflection and reamotion o? finite presare, 43 ,, e
an Interface are deonatrated ien a stiole W Tauf12o). I a at-l pat"
lead 1w a shoek wave, Incident obliquely at an Intertace w Ah i, "dnoe,0'
wmdium, aways ives a shook In the denser medlim, ad a r.eottod K .oh
o, a relAy rietseted wave, dependIM on the angle of in, &lvn and the
mecanical paremieters, In the lighter mediin. A gnc,.*tI si lu'4cu ht'lq no~t
been obtained.

61. To sm up, for soft ea-beds the presence ot the ses.'bvd mW it.
general be negleoted end the -zplosion assumed to take plaot, iii an x lait
depth at water so far as the pressure pu so is concerned. Fo. hrA sea-
beds the ffects dAfer appreoiably aooordinS ae the oharge Is w 41 &w."
ftm the sea-bed or not. It the charge is not near the soe-N4 he l atter
acts as a partially reflecting suface an the maximam efPot 01 khe oeC,-bd
occurs for points on the m-bed. On the other ham, oha, i, o wejht W
oan a hard sa-bed *an be equivalent to a charge at wesigt 2 f In t44-watez
so tar as the pAlss arriving at points well away from the s *4-e is ocr n*d
At the ame time, it can behave as of weight less than W for tl * lrjul at
points on the sea-bed. This phenoeon has yet to be satis ac tuly
e039Aamde

Oscillation and rise of butle in aid-water

62. After the pressure pulae has been propagated well 'ea frm the
explosion the motion of the gas babble ad the uwroundung woter tike
place relatively slowly in comparison with the initial eventi jr- wdiing
the puls. Henoe, whilst the oompressibility of the water is en all
important factor for the premure pulse, it is quite a good sproz..ation
to neglect this compressibility &uring most of the bubble motion. The
mathenatical treatmnt is, therefore, based primrily on this udiw4' l.is
for inonpressible flow as given in standard text books of hy ,oelpamios.
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65. AL?'&4t the 0o4,.etien of the bubule had been predicted, little
earSiXf8ae was atteachd 4o bubble action Util Wrld Wfer 11 when Interest
wAS raPVIVd 1W.the pporsnoo of two Important papers# one ritish, the
other Amerioant these i wO papers have formed the basis for most ;; the
subsequet theoft of biible motion* AA outline of the basi thecry In the
I'itish fom is given wi Appendiz . Xquationa DO, D9 and B10 er,%ble the
bubble motion to by octguteai, Pi.1O Shows graphically the results
oal.ulated for a smal cbare of 4.63 lb. of T.N.T. e p1oded at a 6epth at
20ft* below the sea sgfaetoo

64. Teor0 A It 0 n
fig.10 shows that the bubble
first expands to a maxium
radius o * 6 ft. and then
c.ntracts to a radius rather
lois than 2 feet before
commening to expend spine,
At the sme time, the bubble
tend& to rise, at first very

lowly whbile the bubble Us
onpending,and then very

Ile. o OI. quioky when the bubble
I beonem of small radius asain.
t This rise is represented v the

I ,. : ,., , - .,,I c um v 0 D a P .

~ '*A.MLS~ ~63. Using Bernoulli's equation#
the pressure in the water

S associated withy the bubble
a" motion is found to be completely
0., 84 negligible except when the bubble

t-l. is near its minimi radius*
The pressure then rises sharply
to give the effect of a second

.iggi0 - Ourves hos ,leuted explosion emanating from the
___ _on "position of the bubble at this

time. The resulting pulse
will be termed the *first

bubble pulse** If" ;hs piessure at a fixed distanoe from the bubble be
considered, the fira'; oC.bble pulse ip relutively feeble oompared with the
original pressure pu:.oot On the other hand, itne the bubble in moving
uward&, a target rwm:n l)ove the oriinal explosion may be relatively .3lois
v; the btbble at its fit :A; mInh1na and the resultifg bubble pulse may have
a janaging effect ospr .. ile with that of he original pressure pulse
emanating from the m)re %! stant ,oentre of the original explosion. Por a
fixed point 6 ft. beLcw 'ia on aurface and 14 ft. direotly above a oharge
of 4,063 lb. T.N.T. e ai.1,-',:d at a depth of 20 ft. the calculated pressure
in the first bubblu )t Is shown in fig. 11.

Por comparison it mar be rted that the original pressure pulse would have
a maxm u m pressure o' abz't 2,00 lb. pet, sq. in. and a time oonstant, 1/4
of about 0.0002 oc,,. T c bubble pulse Is thus of muoh lower pressure b-t
has a longer effe:.tio ,iazation than the original pulse.

a, -- --~--
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" 66. Underwater photograpty and
piesu-el~otrio gauges hwvu been
used to obtain considerable
empirical data on bubble ation
reeult~ng from emall explosions
in experimental tanks*
qualitatively$ experiment

S16" confirm& the theoretioal
prediotioms that the bubble will
oscillate while risin; end that
It will send out a at each
minim, the pressures in each
pulse 1eing small omared with
those in the original preasure
pulse but at longer effective

OhU A' T" .A ..... dauration, Quanitativolys the
?S.e theOr ha given good predictions

ot observed period of first
oacillt tion tnd the rise during

Wigel - O Uted &ressWM/as this period. The tler. cannot,
narteta or m:rs, 53 e boever, prediot with much

Maccuracy the orm and magnitude
of the first bubble pulse and the

cumre ehsm in 411 lhould not be regarded ae an aoourate quantitative
predictIon. This defeat at the theory was eaptated since the aolapsing
bubble tends to bourme unstable and depart from spherical shape and may even
split Into separate maller bubble. which ooalesoe into a single bubble
again cm re-onpasicuo Furtber, near the inimum radius where ohangee are
repid it is no longer a good approxemation to neglect the effects of
compressibility. In general, therefore, the theory cannot be expected to
predict with ooure* aW quantity depending prisarily on events when the
bubble is near its rlncia radius. It may be noted that althooth izn fig.10
the most pronounced ie occurs near the minimum radius, this rie depends
mainly an upward momentum aoquied when the bubble is luarge. (The force
produoing the amentua is the bucyanc, of the bubble which Increases with
the ails of the bubble). The breakdown of the theory when the bubble is
small daee not, thsrqtore, invalidate its use for estimating the rise of
the bubble 1n the first osc llation.

67. With suitable alas ot charge ad dtUa of euplosion, several
oscllatlon of the bubble may take place before it bneako surfaoe or
deSenerates into smaller bubbles. The period oi the second and later
osillations and the assootatod rise owing to the net lydrootatic Coroe
osmncA4 , in pneral, be predioteod with the asme acouracy as the Initial
oscillation and rise. This further defeat of the theory is urdoubtedly
a "saea w it. Aovs or onergy 4urlng oscillation due to suoh ouses &3

tui lulenoe whioh are not allowed tot in the theo,7. Due to this loss of
6s', the later oscillations tend to become more rapid. For example,
in 9, experiment with I ea. charge of Polar Amon Gelignite axploded at a
doptO c, 7 ft. in 15 ft. of water the periods of ti first, second& aa .
third -aIej.llatios were .t-.. to be 0.072, O.I%9 rI, .' 0,15 ae.
respe.tivay. The aaesco,,i energies of the bubLL t,,.on w ,ld then be
about 0000, 3000 and I0M) oa,;rwsa for the suowessix-+ ooiL'tione
indio -ing that f'r this c-se about two-thirds of the urr aS
dissi ated in eaoh oscillation.
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68. The main qualitative featurea of the bubble motion in mid water us
predicted by theory and iobserved experimentally, can be summhrised as
followal-

(1) an oscillation of the gas bubble,

(2) the rise of the bubble due to sne net hydrostatic force, and

(3) the production of bubble pulses subsequent to the original
pressure pulse.

The Initial elosion is followed, in effect by subsidiary feebler
explosions. It the explosion takes place well to the aide of the target
these "explosions" are relatively unimportant. If a charge is exWloded
vertically below a target, however, the rise of the bubble under gravity
say cause one of the later explosions to occur very close to the target
and contribute appreciable damage. This phenomenon of enhanced damage
when an explosion takes place beneath a target instead of to the side, has
been observed experimentally and is pussibg the most important prectio"n
consequence of the bubble motion.

Behaviour o bubble near tree and rigid surfaces

69. Possibly the most remarkable features of bubble behaviour are thoss
associated with the presence of nearby surfaces. One extreme aspect is
the behaviour of the bubble at the free surfa* of the sea where there i
virtually no resistance to flow and whore the pressure remains oonstant.
T' second extreme feature is the behaAour of the bubble at a completely
rigid surface preventing any flow perpendicular to it. The effects of
such surfaces have been both predicted mathematioally and observed
experimentally on the emallsoale.0 Briefly they are as followas-

(1) A f surfaue exerts, in effect, a weak attraction for the
bu51 while it is expanding followed by a strong repulsion
when the bubble Ia small and contrating. The net effst in
that the bubble tend& to move away from a free surface during
a complete oscillation.

(2) A rigid surface exerts a weak repulsion for the bubble while
it is expanding followed by a strong attroion when the bubble
is small and contracting. The net effect is that the bubble
tendA to move towards a rigid surface 2nd stick to it when in
contact.

T".b.h..0 - 4 - -- A , .,.. ..1goad,,, .166 ,eu~eeasng

d inatno from the surface, subject in cuse I to the bubble not breaking
suif'oe on its expansion.

70. The repulsion from a free surfaue and the attraction to a rigid
surface are in the nature or what is known mathematically as a second-
order effect. It is no pos.ile, therefore, to give any short account
of the underlying theory and ettent'-on will be concentrated on the
qualitative ruUlts in connection with the effects of the sea surface and
the sea-bed on the motion of" the bubble.

STite reader is strongly recommended to see cin-filml of bubble motion.
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Motion of bubble near sea surface

71. The tea sutrface behaves as a free surface and repels the bubble
downwards. Po an explosion near the sea surf ace there are, therefore,
two opposing effects; the repulsion of the bubble by the sea surface, and
the tendenqv for the bubble to rise under the net hydroeatic tO. Consider
similar charges exploded at different depths, exoudlng extremely shallow
depths for wh ch the bubble vents an its first expansion. As the charge
depth deoreases the repulsion of the free surface inoreases; the gravity
rise will also Increase, but more slowly because the operative "depth"
affecting this rise is measured from a point 33 ft. above sea level (since
the atmospherio pressure is equivalent to a head of 33 ft. of sea water.)
For a shallow charge the repulsion can be the stronger effect and the
bubble will sinks wbilot for a deep oharge the surface effect will be small
and the bubble will ' rise. At some intermediate depth the two effects can
exactly cancel and the bubble neither rises nor falls. Therefore, the
major effect of the proxmity of the sea surfeae on the motion of the
bubble is a downwards repulsion tending to lessen and even reverse the
upwards motion due to gravity.

Motion of bubble near soa-beds!

72. Rlxperiments suggest that mea-bodo in fact behave qalitatively like
a rigd surface in the sense that they tend to attract tTie-bble. With
very soft sea-beds and/or charges some distance from the sea-bed, this
downwards attraction is weak und manifeasts itself only as a small decrease in
the rise due to the net hydrostatic force. With charges close to. or In
contact , with hard see-beds, the attraction is strong and the bubble
tends to stay on or rdar the sea-bed until it breaks up Into small
bubbles.

73. An Important additional effect observed experimentally is that the
proximity of tbe sea-bod tenida to suppress the osoillations and the
bubble pulses. Thus with I oz. charges and a gravel sea-bed three
oubble pulses were detected for an explosion at 8 ft. from tae as-bed
whereas explosions at 1 ft. 6 in. or less from the sea-bed gS- only a
single bubble pulke. Bxperiments wih i oz. charges and an . fioial
(steel plate) rigid sea-bed showed a similar qualitative effect but the
seonsd pule was evident at a charge distance of 1 ft. thovgh not at a
charge distance of 6 in. Charges of I lb. to 5 lb. exploded on or near
a mud sea-bed also indicated this suppression as the position of the
charge epproached the sea-bed, and with the charge actually on the sea-tcd
there was rarely more than one bubble pulse which was of a broken nature.
Therefore, the major ffeots of the proximity of the sea-bed on the
bubble motion are first, a downwards attraction tending to lessen or even
reverse the upsa-dm motion due to net hydrostatic force, and secondly, a
suppression of the lae' osoillatiuna and bubble pulses.

Vslble surface phenomena

74. The visible surface effects, often very spentacular, consist
essentially of a spray dome produced by the pressuri pulse and a
subsequent plume produoed by venting of the gas bubble. The dome and
plume are not of direct significance in connection with damage. However,
a knowledge of surface phenomena may enable the expert to estimate the
alse and depth of an explosion if photographs of vhe dome ond plume are
available. This can be of operational value.
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Jpruy dome

75. The spray dome depends on the pressure pulse being reflected as a
tensile pulse at the aurface with subsequent cavitation otf the water. To
understand the mechanism of thne formation or the dome it is first assumed
that the pulse can be treated as a small-amplitude pln wave*

I J*
Al Ag----------.

I~ol I4 V a#~ .

(C) (b)

Pihowing the distribution of pressure with depth
?;~;",,,, ,V the exploso

in fig.i2s, tha ourve A B Q represents the distribution of pressure with
depth Immediately above the explosion at the instant when the front of
the pulse reaches the surface. At a later tine the pulse, which viuuld
have reached 4.he pusition A%' DO 41 in fig12b it there were no murface,
is instead reflected as a tensile pulse. The tensions in thsis wave are
given tV the curve A N P D ohioh is tt~e Image GnA o the portion
A' B' N A of the uriginal pulse which has ceased to exist. The pressure
in the woter (apart from the hydrostatic pressure which is negligible in
comparison with pulse pressures) is then given by the difference between
the curve A N Q'representing the remaining~ original pulse and the curve
A TZ P D representing the reflected puls. Over the depth A D the net
result is a tension in the water inoreasintd from zero at the surface to a
magnitude iJ Y a the depth D. Let the instant depicted in Vig. 12b be so
chosen hbat E F is equal to the greatest ten~sion that the water can
withstand. Aet this instant, therefore, the water will oavitate lit the
depth 1) and the layer of thickness A D %IIl be projected upwards. The
top D 7~ of the weter below sill then behave as a new free surface from
which the remaining pulse D I Q' is ref'lected as a tensile wave and the
whole pruces a n be repeated. If 5 F, representing the tensile
strength of the water, is small uompared with D 7-, representing the maximum
pressure In " he original pulse, a succession of thin layers is Prrojected
upwards each of~ which will break into Orops.



76. The reflected pulse Is produced in effect by a "negative" ohargI
above the water tending to suck the water towards It. The particlis
velocity in the water due to the reflected pul3e in thus upwards, that in,
in the sae direction am that due to the original pulse. If the
cavitation tension 3 P is very small, the tension in thu reileoted. pulse
will be approximatel.y uniform throughout the thin layer A D and eqv-1 to
the pressure, similarly uniform, due to the original pulse. Bach pulse
will then contribute approximately equal particle velocities and the total
partiole velocity will be approximately twice that due to the original
pulse. Considering the first very thin layer and using equation 17 th*
velocity of upwards projection of this first layer will be

V 2;m.

where p. is the pressure at the pulse front. For the next layer the
sante type of formula, would hold but P. represented ty D F in fig. 127b,
is replaced by the slightly smaller pressure represeiited buy D B. Uncle
the pressure in the original pulme decreases iateadi3.y each successive
l#Ver will be projected with slig~htly smaller voloulii';- than the preceding
layer. In particular, therefore, the top of the doi'~e is formed lty drops
from the first initial layer and attention will be concentrated on this
layer.

77. So far, only a point
Immediately above-tihe explosion has
been dinzcused. In fig*13, B
represents the charge and 34 its
Image in the sa urf~oe A C.
Consider a point P in the direction

310111 P making angle 0 with the
vertical. Due to the original

N J1 pulse, the initial par.iole velocity
e at is m in the direction S P,

AIR %J whilst due to the reflected 'pulse
*it is u.~ directed alongP El. The

* P resultant velocity v of the water
* WATR ~ *projected initially at P is thus

v~2LIMcosO ! .fooQ . (28)

where Pm refers to the maximium
pressure at P. Since k,, and
var- inversely as the distance a P',

Fi - Resultant vlity of the variation of v along the surface
oro~leoted waer, for a g~iven weight and position of

charge is of the form

V OMCox ................ (29)



I the &OPe thus does ames
stay as the horisonal

AIR aisame tam A iueass and
Isas to a do-shev"e contour.
With the aspiGPN o"# med, e
doime would eintend to 11*11011
tut the itrte&tion at a finite

I 'Value fear de tension
at whioh water eseitatee Vcu2.t
restrict the dome to a finite
ameat oSwat~ as aosrvd in

Fig. i4 thickress, at the initial layer
projeoted at P in tigIJO. Wll bo
greater than at At the voriatIOP

ME atf thloemoss, with distance A P
beiii qAjta ly at the sap It D 3, As th eyo sIncreases In
thisemove : stage wl be reached where It no laWger ees up to be
piejeete am spro end an edge will te formed to the rlsile dome.

?8. UsyM the done there to thue a region SA which ruptu~re occurs bel.ow
the surtee to form a relatiely thick top leyer In a state of tension.
It ft observed In practioe thiat the spray doe is surronded IV a "blak

Aim , the ouer rais at iahis fully dautle that ofthe ose. Itsa
= vokse at eherge is eqhodeil baer a oertain depth there Is no spasy

th wana pressure being insufficient to cuse cavitation In thin
ltwo , *prially this depth tor ToR.~s charges ccmurs when the awdamu
presur ftfnthe ;aoon srrival at the surface is loe than about
0/)tonprs. A.I Thus,for eessple, thereIs no spray do=e itsa

)M0 lbs sharp Is exploded deeps' than about 11.0 ft.

The precise mechanism at the surface pheacms has not been finally
eluoidated, Speark photographs of call sub-ufaoe explosions, show that
the free surface, as it Is thwoen upma..rI, breaks into a vory large anmber
of "needles or spikes", The tops of the noodles peel oft as drops. The
implication of thia result is that an instability ot the interface has appear.d
at some early stage in the upwarl motion. This agrees with some mathematioal
a&M experimental Invstigatirns of (61. Taylor end D.L. Lowis. They have
prod that If a syste composed at two media with a common iz~ertaoe
containing "lal Irregularities (iLeo ripplesl, is cocalerated in the directi.on

from the denser medium to the liahter mediu, the irregularities j~r
exponentially with time. The shook wave striking the tree murfaoe is a limiting
ease ot thiq phenomeom, in that It cause* a finite chage La velocity
Instanatneously. The effect is vo cause the areste of sany smsa. irregularities
to shoot ehead at the main. bulk of the water.

Tho initial velocity of the "profile" of these water drops is greater
then the velocity iv, considered In eopation (29). Were this not so,
mesuremsits of the initial vvlocity %listribution, of the dame Would permit
one to calculate the exact depth of the exylosion# end the peak pressure-
distamee relationehip. buch calculations have In fact been msa4e with
reasoneble euooesjsalad ao must therefores oomollAs that the Instability
La the Ysz7 early paut of the motion ot the dom, in soon absorbed in the bulk
motion, which thereafter prooeed. as if the instability had never existed.

The magnioation of surface ripples y the underwater shook decreases
rapidly with horisontal distance away from the point an the surface above
the explosion. Oine photographs of thi surface show a Uxrkening effect
betore anything also can be seen (18a). The eaot mise of this Otlack ring'
dependsn on many factors, espetially the lighting conditions, but there can
be no doubt that the fndatental eplenotion is to be found in Taylor's
Ideas on th# inatalility of an 'aclerated Interface, in contrast with other
explanatlonw whinh rel.atej the darkening to cavitatio"' below thm surface.



79. The spray dcoe is not of direct Interest in connection with bmseg
aims it gepresenat ery wanted traem the attacker' a polnt of view.
However# the theory of its formation, using equations 27 and 28 or more
complioated analogous tormulae allowing tor a finite tensile strr.,th of
water# an be of sawe use for' subsidiary purposes in conjunction with
experimental measurmnts from aims films at spray woloooiW, also and
shape of the dome. lA pArticular, the depth of explosion cit charges
dropp*'- fram aircraft am be estimeated whilst on the aore tundamental
side msh measuremients am % used to obtain empirical dnta, for the
maximumn pressure pm LA the pulse.

80. Occasiorallyv, it Is possible to distinguish a later secondar s
dome due to the first bubble pulse. The affeot Is generally indis
because for deeper charge& the bubble TAub. and the rasulting ssoonaxy7
dome are amall, whilst for shallower charges this doms tends to be
obscured by' the plumes breaking through ver7 soon afterwards. Pcer
charges near enough to the sarteos tor the bubble to break surface cia Its
f irt expansion, for exaak-Ae, 20 ft. or less for an satol. depth charge,
there Is of course no bubble puls and no seockdary dome.

The plume

81.* The secnd phase of the visible surface effects is the aruption,
through the donal or the %&fter displaced bodily ty the bubble motion.
The resulting plume is somewhat variable In character and time of appearasce
but it has been possible iu some inutanoos, to relate, at least approximataly,
the plume pem 2na with the babble motion. For a 500 lb. T.N.T. charge
ex-plodod at a depth of 50 feet, the first sign of plume appears 1* sea.
after the first appearance of the spray dome. For shallower depths of
explosion the interval becomes shorter until finally the plum and done
became indistinguishable. On the other hand, as the charge depth inoreses,
the interval becomes longer and the effects decrease. At a depth for
which the svpay dome no lonaur occurs, all that apears of the plume is a
churning of th#4 surfaoe some seconds after the explosion as the residual
gases strean up# the gas bubble having degenerated Into small bubbles with
little Interna pressure.

82. A remarkable plume results from the detonation of a charge close to
the su=face when the gas bubble vents through the surface with a high
oilnux velocity. The plume structure from a normal type ct expaosivp W
welght W lbs. detonated at a depth D feet, *aere UVD is about 14. lbs.;
feetli, i.e. a charge with its contra at about owe charge disater below
the arfaoe, is shoam In the diagram. This illustrates the typical
behaviour of such shallow underwater explosion#.

When the gas bubble vents, the pV.s rapidly overexpands, ontmining
water from the region of venting into the brush-like cloud motie which
nonsinto of finely divided water and gas, and so tnsto disperse rapidly.

free surface in, however, unconstrained and peels upwards to torm the stem
of the plume, the base of the stem keeping in step with the M.!paudio
avity. The hollow mature of the stem sheath has been confirmed br pMlse

X-ray phatoptj~ho. The gas pressure within the stem rapidly falls to a
sub-atmospheric value as the stem expends and the excess pressure of the
outside atmosphere makes the fluid inr the uas reconverge Into a jet 'kich
moves upwards with a high velocity, A tall sander column ensues which
reaches a relatively great height and Is c~wzaotsristio of such shallow
explosions.
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If the depth of detoationi D is incrased slightl.y the 1iitial
appeaaoeof i the pi'- inslightly dhaziged be053'B th p. pressoreon4a.- -Z n...e ttA44jw- 'e1,14 son 4imlisih with the

TV Spect,to the diameter ofre tm uutil for a sa.pthi of detnat!=
Vmm U~b is about 1.5 1b fw- the cloud som width equals that

the sam at msadima grwt. i.e. about 2 harge diamters. The ma - i=
of stm and jet tormtion in, hwver, fi~mta y unalterod. ?or
geomistri-412y sma&flar shaLlow underwater e..,emsx of different soales,
the diaamsions of the various plame feabares scale rou4hly as the 1ne
dimensions of the expriment or as the cubs roat of the obarge weight.

Scas idass of the heigbts attained IV the Jets frou such shallow
w~darter erploions is3 afforided by de following figure. A 1W lbs.
oherge of P.1. No* 2 at a depth of 1.6 feet, i.e. fwee W;#D a 1.3 fame
a jet %hich rsab a beigh of ow 20 feewt. A 300 lb.. depth oh&A%.
fired at 5 ft. below the surface, ioe. ii- a 1. forms a jot whiob reaob..s
ove: 600 fee. eM is om1? about 30 to 40 feet in diameter.

UNO*G WATIat CAV~

Best Available Copy
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DWUAUQI 37WMTAM AM*l W1R A1UKMA ML TO
NORCW-AC IUWMZM

8S 80 ter in thie ohapter the explosion he been &sedme to to plese
in open oter vith no target present enA attention ha boon ooeooretel
on the roesulting pressure In the miten Bowevr, the prosees an
behav owr at the target modifies thie premure m that it i not possible
to make the smple esuption that the target io %tb eotod to the
pressure whibh would occur W the ebsme a the targot The Important
aen rether diffioult problema fte Interntion betwen teret ald

plqosioa effects must, therefore, be coMl4orods

b6.P ttet, to effeots associated Ath the pressure plse W ill be
atielk& 2xiatS thearlan for the Interaction between the pressu e
ploe and o target hve followed two beic lines openalwS on two
difforot i1ple typos at ftaret-

(t) the taret io assmed to be plas ene a of I-1nito extent
but eapable of ysIedlo,

(2) the target Is considered to be plane but only a finite
arme i eseemed to yold, the rmisiaOr of the target
being fixed and r41d.

I general the frirt type at theory Is mor relevant to aotuel ship
targets wlt*t the second t"p of theory to espeoially relevant to
special typoe o1 minglelate target& used in mall-soale ruseaob.

Pressre 204140 iNGIMt on infinite- DjorA oir-bookd jIo

O. The dimensions of actual ship targets are usually large oupared with
the effective longth of the pulse end the ourvature of the ship's pleting
I malls. Therefore, it iii not umeasonable to regard thq hull plating
to be an Infinite pleans pl&at. As a further simplication$ the
resistane to deformation of the hull ie represented by a r stanooe
distributed uniformly over the plane area, the movement of any elo nt
of e*os being opposed by a tormo proportional to disploeont o the
olment.

*Suoh a relstanoc is usually assooated with 4n elastic spr4 .g but,
as explained later, this lnear rletion hols also forP _etl,
stzetohing of a plate; it is the letter rather than thm-nTomor which
is loeing similaded, sloe elastio d formsetioo Itself invulves no
permanent damage.
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866 Por t1 amplest oas$, the
poeure pulse arrivos et normal
itcidncee and the explosion to

NCINCI14T OWlI aufficiently far awy for the
POO. tR oPLoN pulse to be treated as a plon

wave. Iveqr element in the
plao plate then behaves In the
sowe way and attetionl *as be
fixed on unit area. !he
ineiinm t pressure pulse from the

RPOLL41, PU M explosion will. then ive rise to
a refloote4 pulse, the form and
magnittude of which will depend

All WATIR on the motion at the plate.
Pig. 15 shows the we ers pulse
Inoident on unit area of
I.tinite plate. 2pWresion
fr the displaement ot the
plate end the pressure on It are

Fig. 15 - 6901 ul 9imt o derived at Appendix 0 where Lt
u n isshown that It

t * time measured tro the ftint awival at* the puls at
the plate

x w displaeent at plate
k 0 resistance to motion for ait area per unit displaceuent

of t1 plate
pia p prosae in irident puloe
p, a pressue in reflected pulse
p a Preaie on plate
p. * mazium prssae In inoident pulse (at time t a 0)
p 6 particle veloit due to the ineident pulse i water

touching plate
U pax-ticle velocity due to the refleoted pulse in water

.touching plate
.P mans density of water
o • velocity of sound In water
m a mass of plaute per unit eros of surface
n a exponential parameter determining rate of doosy of pressure

'henz -- -- " (30)

2p0
p - p+P'- . {je -el. ... ... ... (31)

where - .. . . .. . ... ... (32)
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FI&.1 Pressure gif plate When thore to -no aitaton at Plate or in VAter

Pig. L6 Illustrates tho pmesstke/ttiae variation of equation 31
dtsg~,maticolly szt1 &how& that the pressure aoting on the plate will
be initially 2% which correspondsa to instantaneous ocmpp ote reflection.
'The pressure then docreass to zero, followed by negative values
unioh will ultimately tend to svro asiaptoticellye

87. This oco'irrnon of tensions betwen the water and the plate raises
Immsediately the question so to whether any appreciable tension oan in
fact be sustained 'oetwesn water snd paint or sel Further, if the
precediog theory ware correct, after tension develops between the plate
and the water, there will also be tension In the water for some distance
away froot the plikte. Oan water withstand these teieions? Moreovor,
e';en if the water does riot break, can it exert on appreciable tension
on the plate? The answers, to these questions, affect vitally the whole
problem of damage to air-backed plates by the pressur* pulse. Three
osea~will be oonsidhred.-

(1) The water aticirs to the plate end does not avitate.

(2) The watir cannot exert ar~y tenbion on the plate, but does not
itself cavitate.

()The water oinnot exert any tension on the plat. and itself
cavitate. after the plate leaves the water.

Water sticks to plate and does not cavitate

88. Squsetion 30 holds for any value of tine and the maximumn value of
the diaplacement$ which occurs when t becomes infinitely large, is given
by

2p, 2p.
x - a- 46..(33)

mn6E pok
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This maximum diaplacemert is Indopendent of the target ropwteee, being
in f.~ot simply twioe the diiaaamout *6aoatod wth th Volo ~ila. iamid-water
with no tafget pzeaento It indicates, for example, that at 50 ft. fwom a
chage at 300 lb T. II.T. the maximum deflection o* the plating would only
be about 0.4 in.. This to certainly too mnall in comparison with observed
damage to single-hullod tae vessels having plating about 1/4 it. thicie.
In general, thersfore, tie asaapdons of this case GOem Ualikely to be
relevant in the practical pnbla at damage.

Water exerts no tension " plate but does not cavitate

89. The solution ;Aven by equiation 30 is now valid only :or the initial
period to in ?Ig. 1% during whtch the praaiur an tii. plate is paaitive
At t a to the plat* will leav" the water andi will subsequently be brought
to rest by the resitanewe kx. Putting p a 0 In equation 31, the time t,
is given by

ua rh loge. ... ... ... see 646 (34)

and thence by use* of eOuation 30 the velocity %. of tho plate mt this
time is

this is the velmcity thf whiah the pleto loev~e th.' water. Whilst it may
be permissible under most relevaut practical oonditions to neglect the
stiffness tarm km during the time t. In order to derive equation 35,
it in m!ta.eti: 'o introduce vhi* resistance during -the subsequaent motion
sinus it as then the only aehnim whioh brings the plating to rest..
The subsequent maximum displacement xn,,, is easily obtained from. the energy
equation

V%"',, 4 mv" ... * . ..* ... ... (36)

Tho nai1mm displacement given by equations 35 and 36 will be groator than
that given by tquatton 33 tor ase 1, the at. ffnea k being restricted to
values mall enouCh for It toa be neglected, as scermod in deriving both
equations 3~4 and 35. For example, with A/ in. plate and typical
stiff bess, the explosion of 300 lb. T. R.T. at a distance of 50 f t. would
produce a deflection of about 1.2 In. on the assumptions of as$@ 2 on
ompad with the estimate of 0.4 in. for oss 1. The damage (as indicated
by MOAM * imIScement) estimated on the asumwptions of ase@ 2 is still,
bowover, on the =&Itl side in comparison with observed damage In many
oaSes. It in desirable', therefore, to see whether the remaining 00s0 3
will lead to greater estimates of damaga.

* Eqution 35 is obtained by differentiating equation 30 with
respect to time that is.

To - d
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9Q. For comapriaon with **so I It io contanient to exprosa the roxultN
Cor the present case 2 in terms of the traction or' the energty of the
inciaent pulse which is oamuniostel to the plate. Writing,

mm a oergy communicated to unit area of plot* . (37)

-T- s energy in th3 pressure ptilso, incident on .. (38)
ton0f unit are*, at the plate

then from equations 35 and 32 it follows that

0 14

Water exerts no tension on plate and cavitates after plate lea water

9-b. Ocusider the general case where the water cavitate. at sooe finite
tension. The conditions In the water at various stages of the motion
are then illustrated diagratoally In fig. 17 which shows In each asage
the incident pulse, lettered P to X, moving to the loft and the reflected
pulse, lettered I to U1, maving to the right; the latter is plotted
negatively ammoo it is easier to s at a glance the resultant pressure
or tension sa the differenoe rather then as the amE of the ordinates of
two curves. Pio 17& illustrate& theo conditions prior to the plate
leaving the water, the net pressure, given by the difference between
the curves IQRM and IQ'V1, being positive everywhere. (Pig. 17.
applies also for the previous asses I and 2).

92. Pig. l7b illustrates conditions at the instant the plate break* away
from the water, the net Measure being sero at the plate and positive
elsewhere. Pig. 17o Illustrate& the conditions after this Instant but
prior to any cavitation in the watezn The water i.s subjected to a not
tension aver the range OL and to a not pressure for greater distanoes
from the original plate position. The plate is now ahead of the wate:.,
thst is to the left of AS, with a gap between. The abrupt charge of
slope at T' In fig. 17q corresponds to the charge-over as the plate leaves
the water, from reflection of the incident pulse at the ecoelerating plate
to reflection at the subsequent free water surface AB. (The conditionsI showr In f I&. 17o represent also the water conditions in case 2).
93. Pig. 17o will continua to represent the events In 0-' water antil the
greatest ret tensiori T'8 exceeds the tensile strength of the water. The
resultant particle velocity In the water is represented (to arbitrary
sk.sle) by the am of the full &an broken curves in fig. 17. In particular,
therefore, the water to the left of T'B in fig. 17a is moving to the left
and if T'S becomes just greater than the tensile strength of water, the
layer to the left will break away and follow up the plate.

94. For a finite tensile strength %~f water, this first layer will be of
finite thickness, but duo to the shape of the curves for the incidont ornd
reflected pulses, subsequent layers of -infiniteaimal thickness will be
projoetei after the plate and in effect a "cavitation front" in pr~opagated
beck through the water away Cram the original plate position. Ths
subsequent cot-ditions following such cavitation in the water are Illustrated
in fig. 171 wvhere the cavitation front at position CD sparates the water on
the 1leftt which has cavitatea ea is roliowinF up theo plate, from tho
water on the rlght which has not yet oavitata.
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93. The cavitation front travels back through the water with a velocity
preater than the velocity or the itldvilual pulses, &rd finally the only
part at the reflected pulse which *esoap*s" from the neighbouahood of the
plate is the part P'Q'R' in fig. 174 In which the proaauxe is either pouitive
or$ it nregtive, at magnitude loss than the tension RON to cause covitatior.

96. aming up, the essential testures f the motion according to theme
assuptions are first the plate io projected sway fr m the water,, secondlL
the motor cavitate. and follows up the plate and thirdly, only the initial
portion P'QoR' of the reflected pulse escapes to large distances frm the
plate.

97. The velocity vo with which the plate leaves the water is greater than
the velocity of the water which toll*". up$ but as the plate is slowed
down by the resistance kz of the supporting structure, the first layer of
water will oatch up the plate. As the suoceeding layers of water also
catch up, the plate will have an increasing thickness af water moving with
It an it Is slowed down by the aesisance of the supporting structure.
Some of the kinetic energy at the water which follows up .. 11 be lost on
Impact as esoh lar ostohe up the plate and water ahead, but the rest
of this kinetic energy must ultimately be absorbed by the resistance at the
supporting strinture. The final mazimum displacement of the plate,
representing "damage", will thus be poater in case 3 when the water
follows up than in the previous case 2 where there was no mush pianomenono
To illustrate the potential magnitude of such increase in damage, the
simplest case where the water cavitates at sero tension is considered, the
enrgy lost on Impact as the asuoesive layers catch up the plate and water
ahead being neglected.

8 With the above aimplifying
asesmptions, the total energy to
be absorbed by the rjs .3tarwe k
is the total energyi LL of the
origina, incident pulse leas the
SenrgyS L,.of the positive portion
P'Z In fig. 17d of the

*eflooted pulse which travels sway
to large distances frn the plate.

o.,, With the sesemed neglect of kx in
CASE 3 WHIN WO CAN the initial stages of the notion, WITMA1AMO :a 14"SNIi

AND IMPA LOS S when the posil lie portion f the0, WOE Ni tsCo reflected pulse is produced, the
energyr .in this mositive portion

06. depends only onct anl the remalUf
fraction ct the incident enargy
which in to be absorbed by the
resistance x is shown plotted as
the upper curve in fig. 18 against
an abscisse '/- 4 1 For most

CAS 2praotioal conditions f non-
oontaot explosions againf- xstngle-
hulled vessels the value cf £ is
relatively large corresponding to
small values of the absoiaso, less
thAn 0. 2 in fig. 18. The upper
curve indiostes that for sueh
oases, over 9C% of the incident
energy has to be absorbed by the
resistanne of the plate to
displanemant. For compsrison,

S o o o, os To the lower curve in fi. 18 shows
t the fractinn of the inciient enezw

given to the plate, aocordi.g to
equation 38, or car-e 2 where
there is no follow-up effect.

Fig. 18 - Snergy t -ensfdrred to target For practical ooe corresponding

fran pressure pulse
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to -wn11 eb--jttze in ± 1S 't te &4ev tia in cams3 to arm er~y
ommunicated to tbe plate is about three times or more tan Vlow
corresponding cemmunicated energy ir c*e 2 XCi denaage Is th us to be
expected in case 3 then in cas 2.

99. T he Lqptr ourv C tfi. 18 is based on the negloot of the energy lost
by impa Ass the oevitated voter o&ohs* up the plate. A more rig .-t-a
analysis, allowing for uch impact losses, suggests that for practizal
oases of 1ltrgoE , the eg! finall transferred to the *oat is abotxt
tvo-thir~dA of the incident op= ?hi omzated 9mArv Is atIl1,
howuver, oonsierabny eter tkan that given by the lower oua-. (oase 2)
in f Ig. i8 f cc mall absoissas corresponling to larget .

1CO. The aotual meobordan of oavitation s indi"t*d by Andervater
photographs of ar-baod plates subjected to mall-oeal explosrns is
the formation of bubbles in te moter whiah at first gow in 8sie and
later collapee as the water %Ales up on the doelor-tirg platv. 1hlst
tne roooedlg stapler pioture of On bcIbsar# ce tbo plate by oo4:-.---
layer.'is thus not strietly oowr-ot the min oonclusions already gi vn
are not invali ate& The essntis. toatue from the 4mge aspect in tat
cavitation enables the water to follo-u, the plate and. transfer aspme-b .
extra earlg' frno the water to the target. It appears to be relatiely
urdaportant whthor such foll p taies place by the water splitting ir-to
layers -t-o h bbaer the plate or whthvr it occurs by the water "strtohlv
due to the formation o bdbblse mloh subsequently oollapse s the water
piles up on the plte aid maes fo mad with it

10n. Ttw effect at a plane pulse arriving at an oblque argle instead of at
normal ino Serao oan be tken into ,,eount quite simply. :f I be the
angle 1itveen the pulse front an the plate (.. 0 for nor"a Increi e),
then first, oquations 30 to 35 oan be simply generalised by writi4
P, ao sO3 r P, and a o7. for a. r particlar, equation 32 booma

an 04MI.

Saoondly, the energy lootbot on unit area o the plate is no longer the
same as the enerW pe unit area of the pulse front, tbe two unit are..
making anle..wth one swther.t It is the feemer energy which is rele.eat
and equation 38 is rcplaced by

PL ooo')L

L 2fon

Thaa, if E azrsLk-v, ,mr fined ty equations 40 and *1, the ourws. cf fg. 18
h'-Id, in general, for oblique '.widetc* as well as normal incido=*.
Taking into &ooount Impat loaes, the general result that cbout tvo-tbrdX
of the inoaidnt energy is tran srred to the target still holds for
oblique inidane, the only effot Ce inoidmne being t. deorease of fl ,
the energy inoident pw urit area of plte with inoroasing obliquiyt.

For glanoing inoidenoe, it is possible t ,-t at-alous results ooon
but such csses are usually unimportant tnoe Lt 3 then so Kuall.

Best Available Co p '
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102. The fto that the pulse front to spherical and not plane has also been
Investigated it was Concluded that up to the time at which the plate
leaves the water the assumption at a plane wave In a reasonable approxziatio .
Beond this time, that is when cavitation ets in, the analysis for the
spherical pulse is also invalid. However, it sems likely that in
practical cases the crvetvze of the pulse front will still he" little
effect. In general, it seems probable that the meohanlm of transfer of
energy frem water to target envisaged in case 3, involving ovitttion ard
follow-up ot the water is the most Comen process for single-hulled abips
subjected to the pressure pulse from non-contaot ezplosions, especially
when the Conditions are suh that appreciable defomation or even rupture
of the hull ocour.

Presure pulsei ident on a -YeldiX dispiro in an infiniteunvelL~ng ftff.lo '

103* A considerable amount of experimental work, both empirical and
fundamental, has been carried out by swing targets consisting of a single
circular or rectangular sar-baoked plate to represent a psnel of ship.'
plating In a ship, ony one panel of plating dishing under the action
of the pressure pulse, is restrained from pulling in rourd its edge& by
the surrounding panels of plating.

AA

AIS WATER PLATI

DI 00

ORM MOOVL S0X "COIL

Fig. 19 - essential featre of box and dru, models

Fig. 19 shows a typical sinele plate target, the air-beoked plate DO forming
one tace of a strong box BM. To simulate the resistanoo of the
surrounding panels and to prevent damage to the box (which can then be
used for many experiments) the plate is much larger than the face of the
box ant is fastened by bolts or by welding to a thiok rigi, baffle
indicated in section by AS and CD For the present discussion, the
essential feature of this type ot target is that the large surrounding
baffle is relatively unyielding, being not only very stiff itself but
at,,o wster-backed. The presince of the baffle can modify appreciably the
transfer of energy from the wjter to the effective target plate BO.

Much theoretical analysis tias been carried out for such targets but it
will suffice here to give only the enalyaisi"or the fimplest assumptions
sinme this serwes to bring out the essential differences between this type
of theory and the infinitq plite theory alrebdy discussed.
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*1 106 The yi~laing plate BID of
fig. 19 ic represented in fig, 20

SATES 4by a rigid piston D0 whose motion
AIR WAT2,11,in resitste d by.a f orce proportional
AINto displaceisent The baffe Is t

considered to be effectively

~ fixed and rigid. T'he pressure
FeOOe 4XewaLOsi pulse in taken to be a plane pulse

.0-0 444141e_-of sall amplitwl~e arriving at
normal inoideaoe to reach the

c~. tenet at time ta , the pressure
4~ & in tOw pulse varying with

time according to the exporkntial
form of equation 10. The polem
can be considered in two stages:-

(i) V! the piston DO be hold
fixed then the Whole

PIg. 20 - Prsuepleis u plane ABOD in fig. 20 is
on Yeldng Lsto infixed and rigid uaid the
Inri~tS111Y3.1dia Ipressure pulse undergoes

complete ref leotion. In
particular# the prefsure on B0 will thon be twice that in the
maoidence pulse, namely*.-

pressure withM- fixed a 2pi'" so* 0. (42)

(2) the effect of the motion at the piston must now be added and so
an approximation the compressibility of the water con be
noglected so far as this motion iii concerned. The second
stags of the problem is thus to consider the incompressible
flow associated with the aotion of' a rigid piston in an aper'ture
of a rigid wall So for as the piston motion is concerned,
this flow results in an inrease of the effective msss of the
piston by the addition ce a virtual mass MI, the .sgnitwle of
which de~pends on the size and shape of the aperture.

105. For a circular pis~ton of rsdius a in sn aperture of a rigid well in
water of mass density , the virtual mass M' is given b9?-

8' "

This mass of water It' effectively moves with the piston of mass M andesifrts
a drsr an the nistou which decelerates it. In addition, the resistance
kx on the bauk et the piston also resists the movement of the piston caused
by the incident pulse. The equation of motions for the piston can,
therefore, bc formed from ths three forces. The rosistanoo km is small
in the initial stages, that is, when the force due to the inoidenit pulse
is not sneIL. If the resisattwe kA Is neglected, an approximate relation
for the velocity v communicated by tho pule to the piston is given by

v, 2 "'( s p0  E * . (44)(M4U')n

'"The equation of motion is:- ()WtI)T- +c = 2 fl~pedt 0
If the teim icc 13 ;W,718004 the s~olution for the volocity v is:-

v 2 a t
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The corresponding energy given to the piston and the entrained %*tir of mass
N' is then

This energy has ultimately to be absorbed by the spring asLstnoe andis the energy omuniosted from the water to the target.
106. For comparison with the previous infinite plate theory it is oonvenientto express the results in terms of unit area of the piston, If

0 w M u mass per unit area of piston ... .,, (46)

2o o energy transferred per ur.t ares Mo pinton (47)

L " n energy d Lm incident on uit area of

yon piston ... .. .... ... • (48)

then using equation 43 for IT' it the follows from equations 45 to 48 that

m * i I ... ... ... ... . .. (49)

In equation 49, the fraotion 31%ra~p is always wall for praotical ratiosof plate thio P to plate diameter. The main factor determining themagnitude of £L. is thus the ratio of 0/n, the characteristic length othe pulse as given for example by equation j, to the plate radius a. For
a given target, that is given a, the ratio Ui/t will increase steadilyas o/n increases, that ie as the size of the oa rgenoreass and therewill be a particular size of charge for whiohJ- L. ,or larger Ohargesstring lo"er pulses, the communicated oner gy will become geater thenthe energyfl Lin that portion of the pulse which i directly incident onthe target. What happens physically Is that the pulse striking the
baffle roun the piston or plate is reflected without any absorption ofenergy and the pressure in front of the baffle is higher than in front ofthe yielding pistone Iqualisotion of pressure then tends to set in by theformation of a diffraction wave starting out frm the periphery of thepliton, This wave contributes an increase of preisure on the piston anda decrease of pressure on the bafL01Yj. In this way, some of the energy ofthe pulse incident on the baffle is dtfracted on to the piston Thediffraotion of sound pulses of small ampLitude in water is similar todiffraction in air di;sussed in Part I Chapter 4 of this Textbook
where it is puinted out that long -,ulse are #ubjeot to greater diffraction
then short pulses. This same effect is evideor in the present problemand is responsible f mr the steady increases oft Awith increasing length
of pulse.
107. The preceding simple theory has been extended by a number ofrefinemente of which the most .mpc..tant 13 the oonsideration of the effect
of the compressibility of the water. The assumption of incompressible
flow implies that the wteo" everwvhevi in contact with the piston knows
immediately of the reflection of the pulse at the surrounding baffle and
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mS4ti~s its a 6t s egan) In faot, the net V uch reflection
trises thl'oyih the water wit th e a ound and takes time

ltto ceseb the ea% at the piston by imy Cit the W401r Morecoer,
fta&&mpttoa 0t a &1414 piston implies that %tto% efet oany increase

Ist~ U W4 eay Um ml the otI ~ pietto ishared out Inatantanely Oser
the *410 Ptatsvil in tests :eiauls effects trvel reatiely slowly
fre the 4411 to ths sent" hi plots - mote slowly than th velocity
* el' Wloots in the watsh The Vot result to that in an actual drum target
the odismevt ot the *late at Its oewbe is umaware atf t existence at the
liottle until time iwf arA up to this %let It wAll behave as part at an
infinite plate anti the theor of part. 05.102 La ieloemnt

IOS. FromsqatcW 3)4 and R2 it Gen be shwu~ that to imreasea as n
ferfesiontha sa egha th pt* * c/a Increases;* this time U.

la te waeov Ifto*# i Wopresnt loss with. a utfliently longpule the Aiffoactkan wae" trola the edge will roach the contra of the
plote (C. the tim #a)bete th e ourrence of'say tension. The increaseof presure Aus toM diffrction waw" may prevent any tensionsi
developing. For a outtletently long pulse, therefore, avitation will
nt %ecur &Wtho ultimate notion of the piston will be the s"me as that
Ai~loated by %be assumption of Lamereaaible flow, The effect of

aoresibillto ts than measly to fro4paoo a deaying osillation superimposed
01 emotion for Incompressible W

ON9 Pur the other, entrmisi of a very short pulse, the position ts quite
dWffrent.6 In this case, the prosea at ofGase 3 Involving cavitation will
U: virtually complete at the Gentre of the late before the diffraction
wave arrive trom the edge and uince, the difrated pressure is reesie for
a short pulse it ean he" little effect on the smount at energy ocawicated
to the tart.

1I0 Wo t intermediate le1Mtao at ull*, .then mkay be both appreciable
cavitation aid appreciable Gift raetiori.' Physically, in such caces
avitatian will tend to ovismenoe at the contre of this plate iind spread backc
through the water as a beard of btfbly vter, thes bubbles being
aibseqtaently closed up both by the diffracted pressure from the baffle
aid by the water piling up on the dopelerated plate. Quantitatively,
this prooues Is difficult to analynali but qualitatively it seems fairl

Gcertain that the efect of the diffration frm tite baffle mouat be to
camuntcate more energy to the target than that deduced for the preoedO4,g
asei 3 an infinite plate theory. The previous estimate for oane 31
that about two-thirda of the directly-incident energy is transferred to
tho target should thus fome a loir limit for single-plate targets of
box or drum typs subjected to e:?plosives causing appreciable damage. On
the other hand for the longer pultsea where equation 49 indistee an energytroesir in iexas of the lower lUnit, the use of this equation should
provide en upper limit sine it ivigleots any impact losues associated with
the olobing up of the cavitated veater.

iII. TIhe eApunimtimn that the nfflc in infinite in extent will be a
reasonable approximation ror a baifflig or f inite size ora3y if the baffles
width is large ompared with the length of the pulse. For actual drLn
targets the outer diameter of the baffle in usually about twice the diameter
of thes air-booked plate and the assumption of an infinite battle will not
be Juitified for pulses of length comparable with, or greater than, the
plate radius. Moat vxperisente with drum Laret,,i have, homever, been
carried out with small rnhargas Cox, which the length of the pressure pulse
is nnly Abouut one-fif th of the plot,, rsdiixe so that the asswimption of an
infinite baffle is a fair epprod.instlon. As an eXooption, gau 1u7
SoEniAd *issentially ol. a tOLIt 0yJIturiCAl 1)0(31 01.0301 Ot eah end by a
ckylvi' lcphr#,p with small bofilo, hiave booen used for manty years in
t'-Lals wit firull- oaole aherge:s, th~ e T1 ' 1.lidriz of the die 1ragni
nelring W41m % nii ewiplrlb.til in!uAW ot~ the putonfiel, &mu.e vewr of the
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explosion. In such trials with large charges, for example, 300 lb. T. X T.,
the pulse length is long ompared with the size of the gauge and tag
preceding theory for an infinite baffle In not applicable. A very.
imilr approximate theory can, however, be used. Thus if the pulse is

very long compared with the gsAge dimensions it can be argusd that if the
disphragms be held fixed, diffraction round the sphere will rapidly
equalise the pressure all over the Sau and this prssure will b4
approximately the same as that in the incident pulse. This orreepomis
saply to dropping the factor 2 in equation 42 and the rmeinln nruent
can then proo'ed an for the infinite b--fle. In particular, equation 49
will then be modified by the insertiftof a factor 0.25 cn the right-band
side, that is the transferred energy l is only 25% c the similar energy
for the case of an infinite baffle. Den so, with a sutficiently long
pulse ng a large value of c/na it isatill poesible for the transferred
oneryU. to be many times the direotly incident emrgy, although
reflection from a baffle plays no part in the theory. In this cae, the
yielAing ce the diaphragm.reducea the preure in its noigbourbood below
the inoiaent pressure, and eonery is diffracted on to the diaphragm from
the surrounding water which is effectively much more unyielding than the
diaphrvu It must therefore be r-liaed that viilst the presence cc a
baffle can increase considerably the energy transferre to a plate, it is
by no means essential to have a baffle in , --. t the transferred
energy can be greater than the directly : eerf,.

112. Smming up, the main importance of -. sent theory irrnolvirg
diffraction effects is that it indicates a .chanism by wioh the energy
transferred from the pressure pulse to a target can be greater than that
estimated on the previous infinite plate theory. The present theory is moat
releTant to apecial types ce single plate taxget used in masl-soale
experiments because for structural reasons they usually involve a baffle.
For actual ships, it would appear that, whilst the infinite plate theory is
ir: general more relevant, sone increase of damage due to diffraction effects
is possible. For e.zmple, the hull plating may be stiffened 1.-ally by
seatings for machinery and some of the energy incident on these stiffer areas

will tend to be diffracted on to unstiffened panels %n the vicinity. A
similar affect can take place in the vicinity of panels forming one -all of
a water or fuel oil storage compartment. In general, such effeots are
unlikely to be large and if some allowance is to be made for them, the
simplest correction is to replace the previous estimate (case 3, aruQ9)
that about tw-thizds of the diroetly-incident energy is tranferrd, by
the criterion that all this energy is transferred, that is --
Insofar as any simple criterion can be used for tbq, c- lax problem ot
damage by underwater explosions, this bypothesis fL = C). is most in
accord with experimental results.

113. Finally, for both the infinite plate and the finite plate theories, it
may be noted that by expressing results in terms of the t fransferred
to the target, the stiffness constant k only enters insofi_ as it has beon
assumed effectively mall. Generally, provided the resisting force remains
small in comparison with inertia forces whilst most of this energy is
tronaferred, the exact nature of this resistanoe, for example, whether it
is constant or varios linearly with displaoement, is not important. To
this extent, the mechanism by which the damaging effect of the explosion
is transferred from the water to the target is indSpeOnent of the precise
nature of the deformation of the target. This greatly simplifies the
general problem and enables the transfer process to be discussed broadly
without the added conplication of a simultaneous consideration of the natu'o
of te deformation of the target.

Bodily motion of targets de to pressure Dulse

114. Besides damage to the hull, a ship or target will tend to move as
a whole under the action of the pressure pulse from an underwater explosiac
Such bodily motion would be expected to decrease, if anything, the damage

Best Available Corl
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to the hull Par ships, this etfect ig probably snall, but for mall-soale
targets, iioh usually only sImulate a typlol part f tht ship's struoture,
the bodily motion will be proportionately larger and it is of some
importame to estimate whethebw it Is likely to effeot the damages

115. The one theoretiocl problem for which the bodily motion duwe to a
wall-amplituf pulee has been compUtely solved is that of. rigid sphere
cnd than only on the assumption (usually Justified) that the motion t
mella empared with the radius or the sphere. The enslys iseoat easily
be condensed and attention will therefore be conoentrated on the general
oonalusiom The bodily motion of the sphere depends on the twin
processes of reflection and diffraction, the former tending to increas the
motion whilst diffraotion at the pulse round to the baok ot the sphere tends
to de rease the bodily maotio If a to the radius of the sphere, a is
the distance of the expl.oeion from the onr of the sphers and 0/n is the
characteristic lenth ot the pulse (asumued exponential),* the qualitatt.v
results depend on the ratios de these three lengts" The terms lon
pulse sd short pulse will be used to denote the two extrse oaes Where
a/n to large or small, respectively, compared with the radius a of the
sphere. ]Pr long pulses the analysis and oonolusions as restriate to
the ose wheore gi to also la sineo otherwise the assumption that the
pULse is of a all amplitude will be violated Since long pulses ors apond
to large explosions for most pracotico targets, this condtion that Vs is
large will usually be satisfied It oatastrophic damage is to be yoadded
Por slcrt pulses, the theory ts not restricted to large yalws or x/a and
in practical oases it the dmage is not to be negligible the relevant
values at z w11 usually be at ordea 2&.

116. fe main onclusiou from the analysis for a rigid sphere is that the
bodily motion of a target is unlikely to affect the damage apiweOiably io
the oases of sithor -

(1) a long pulse from a distant large expLosion or

(2) a short pulse from a mall explosion fairly near the target,
for example, x a 1.25 .

117. Par a log plane pulse from a distant large explosion diffraction
round the sphere (target) will tend to equ-lise the pressure on the front
ans book and this equalisation will be hastened by the actual bodily motict
as the sphere moves away from the explosion. Measuring time from the
instant at whioh a paano p'lese first strikes the nearest point of the
sphere, the dtifriAeted pressurel 11 reach thn furthest point on the back
of the sphere in time t u (1 2)/c a 257./o and the analysis In taot
Indicates thet equalisatton Is virtually compleot by this time.
Subsequent to this time the resilual resultant foroe on the sphere as a
whole is small and negligible. Pr long pulses, this time at about 2. 5 a/a
is small cmpared with the oarsoteristic time I/n of the pulse and in
effect only a small initial portion of the pulse produces any appreoiable
bodily motion. In oontrat, the effeot of the equslisation of pressure
is that all elaments of the surface are subjected to a pressure approximating
to thot in the incident pulse and it is on this relatively long dsi'ation
pressure that the damage to the target will depend. In general, therefore,
the bodily notion has little effect on the damage due to a long pulse from
a large distant explosion.

118. Par a ahort pulse from a relatively near small explosion the same
oooluaion is re ohed on somewhat different groun" Here the most
relevant ot is that the mess of the target is large in relation to the
site it charge and only a mall velocity of the target can be produed.
Xn contrast, most of the effect of the pressure pulse will be concentrated,
on a small portion of the arget nearest the explosion and quite large
Local velocities can be prod,,ed. Por saiample, it was estimated that for
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6 sphere 4&mulating some half-scale targets, the meximus bodily veloity
Would be only about it ft. per sea. whereas the corresponding veloctyO of
the plating nearest the explosion, es deduced from equation 35, was about
380 ft per sea* The bodily motion may thus be expected to be unimportent
for such a cose. It will be noticed, that whereas the sphere was aisamed
rigid in the analysis for estimating bU41l motion, the results wero used
to 4erive conclusions concerning damage, which automatically Implies ame,
3-iolding of the surtace. However, It seem& reasonable to expect tVat the
bodilyv motion of a yielding target will be less than at a rlid target
and1 since the thoretical nnolusions reter to cases where the bodily notion
is expeoted to be unimportant, the use of an over-estimaton for the
bodily motion Is Justified* However, for oases where the tWery of the
rigid aphre indicates spgaoiable bodily motion It would be necessary, for
practical aipplicatIon to revise the theory to include amne allowance for
yieldin& This problem io extremely difficult but n*pors o
specific targets can be made by appoximate mthds. p~s o

1196 The problem at bodil motion and the previous problem of copper
diapbraa Souges represent cases Wyee the offet of diffraction round an
abstanUl can be at Impuntin Mei effset to Olaf 4- ame Amn tac
for pleac,-eleotwla Sougsrused to measure the prseswetime variats n
the presisure pulse. Par this purpose it Is desirab"'e that the wesse
of the gauge, which Is necessarily of fialte eAse, saolA not ma if
appreciably the pressure In the water. The effects ot diffraction rond
the gauge and bodily motion assis*to this purposi by teing to eislisse
the pressure round the gauge.

120# Por actual ship targets, questions at diffraction do not &Ase to a
great extant in underwer explosion theory, especially in comparison with
the similar effects in Anr Thus the tvy.ical naval target Is usually
relatively isolated and questions of sceening of one target by smother
rarely arise. Similarly, the diffraction of air blat Into a building via
broken windows hes no real parallel for the underwater target.

Behaviour of ass bubble in wesence of a tenet

121. The attraction of the gas bubble to a rigid owea and Its repalsion
by a free surface have already been describe&. A target which suffers
damage by an underwater explosion represents an intermediate asse or a
yielding surface. The analysis of the behaviour of the bubble near a
yielding surface Is very difficult, especially as some allewavae must be
made for the prior etrect of the Mreasure pulse on Vt, target. S ince
bitble motion is relatively much more Important on the small-scale,
theoretioal and experimental attention has been mainly concentrated on the
behaviour of the bubble for small explojo against box and drum models
targets. An early theoretical analyli for this problem suggested thatI the model might behave qualitatively as a free surface at one stage of the
plate defleotion and as a rigid suiface at another stage with approiable
motion both away arA towards the targets -4 Later revised thea7, however,
sugjgested that repulsions effects were negligible and that the target
behaved essentially s a rigid surface with aresultant attraction at the
bubble towards the target. In the weentlaw, this latter conclusion bad
been deduced from experimental observftioU'; the bubble motion near a
amall bco model wioh showed clearly the attraction of the bubble to the
target. The tnagnitwi~e of these dieiplacenenta were in reasonable alpeewent
with theoretical values calculated on the exeimption that thoflat target
plate and surrounling baffle could be treated assa rigid disa-Wb equal wa
In generl,thorefore~it appears that small-scale box and drum model targets
behave effectively as rigid surfaces and attract the gas bubble.

12"' The bubble pulues are intrinsically much feebler than the initial
prlsoeure pulse but dism to the attraction at the bubble to the target, the
bubble pulses ensa from a source rearer to the target and can thus
contribute appreciably to the damage.
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byesthe menelecryton of the plate stril arer oel altso

(2) prniedbn at the closera distance correspoenaingesto the tre lt
bile itssilfil ag n the presence of fith.Ta ube pa stuends
to Wvn the rt ubbl pulse contrbuteittl to the fixtna daIge

5bnis simularb terl thafo the rit-bed threis tne tppea
theag duetotblbubl pulleeis.onestraAvailableh oCopr
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123. At dist&aOMe greater than the olitleal diatame,6 the tinst bkbblk
pulse originates from a 4GWoc sW3Y trM tOR targt V Iits iutewsetOR
with the target can be treatedllong the lines irdicated for the prsee
pulse in Pame iOai'1. The main point to be noted to that the b%6blei
pulao Is fairly long compared with both the target plate and battle
aivensions. The discussion concerning long pulses is thus *specialty
relevant to the bubbl plse it thee ba model experiments eAn diffraction
effects lead to a tiae red energ some two to tow time t1W ouma
in the pert of the btibble pale direotly Incident an the target pate.

126. Sumiivw up, io smll-scale experiments with box or a models both
the attraction or the bubble to the target and diffraction effect& enhance
the importance of the bubble which cea produce damage comparable with that
due to the initial pressure pulse. The relative importance at the bubble
to greatest when the charge 3s a certain critical distance tfeo. the
target corresponding to the biubble awiving at the target Cieu It is or
minlimmrsdiue %nd the resulting bubble damage tends to be ocentrated
locally on the target plate.

12M For actual ship targets the importance at the bubble In causing
damage is much move problemstial For small charges fairly, close to a
target vessel It saeem likey that the bubble can contribute appreciably
to damagol this is relevant to the attack of aimr by a large
namber at mall charges (cms of wich 0My explode close to the targt)
rather than cms large charge. On the other hand, for lurg. charges the
movement of the bubble towards the target will in general be mall, this
Lmoemnt increasing much slower that the scale cc the explosiom, and it is
doubtful whether bubble damage Is at tmartence to!- such f ull-eale
non-coontact charge against single-balled reusels. A possible exception
is the enhanced effect already mentioned for arges irectly beneath
the ship's bottom tMe effect depending primarily on the ris o the
bubble due to ga'avi~y though it my~ be assisted by the target ataction
as the bubble oppoeohmi the shipis bottom*
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NAW9J (W DEPOWAMICW OP TON TARM

126. yor theovetioal corsideration, it is convenient to consider separael3y
the, behaviour of the target prior to rupture and the conditions governing
rtunse. xisting theory relates primarily to the yielding of targets.
whlst the rupture of targets has beon sasinly investigatod ezpeixasta3.iy.

the major part of the presenit section will, therefore, be concerned with
yielding withouat rupture. Bince nearly a11 nval targets hae steel Imlla,
attention will be concentrated on targets constructed of stool.

liel&Laa of steel tarnts

127. It is first necessary to roopis an essential difference between
the usual problem of designing structures under static loads and the problea
of designing to resist impulsive loading produced by on underwater explosion
The full cumv of fig. 22
Illustrates diagpaintioally
the typical shape of the statio - -------I
ttV$S-BtVIAi curve for & Mild

Steel sp"Gimon tested in simple
tension. The main features ane
the initiel elatio portion AD,
the upper end loser yield
points 01, 0, the relatively flat
portion GD, the strain hardening I
p orti on D&' and the final

fiueafter the ultimate load
ha been reached at F.

126. in the normal problem of
desiga under statlc loads the
naxiam loads to which the
structure io to be subjected RI

are given and the traditional
Mothad. is to design so that for Pig. 22 - Static stress-strain curve
ezample, the --aomn tensile for mid stool
stress corresponds to a point S
in thes elstic rang.. This design criterion mans that it is reasonably
certain that inacooiecis in the method of design will not reslit in the
actual stress exceeding the yield point. It In important to note that,
sinoe load is the given criterion, the elastic range covers mare than Al^fw7the total range of load up to failure. Accordingly, in traiditiona dogigc
the extra saying ot steel bj designing to a stress beyond the yield han not
in general, boon considered suftficient to warrant the extra riskc of rupture
and the potential inconvenience of permanent distortion. problems of soatio
loeW. ig have thus been primarily a design "ustion of elastic defo~rmtion@.

129. OA the other hand, for the problen of impulsive loading du to an
underwater axplosion, the ouaalative evidence alreadyr discussed suggests
that the basia criterion is one of energy rather than load, that is, the
structure has to absorb a given amount of energy rather than to withetad
agiven maxium load. Now iA the static tension test the energy absorbed

in proportional to the area under tli full ourve of fig,2g) Lias energy

a For oertain types of structure the actual static load at collapse
may be many times the load at which tho elastic lizit is first
exceeded locally in the structure. It vee' probable that pnticity
will baoocio increazingiy irnportant in static design problewa in the
future.
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SbaOwpiC tLo i the elstic VOW being small caoqsnd with the mrV
Absorbeda plmatioollye The full Wmm Relates to a norali static teasilan
test at & OW rte OfatrIa. Pe hL&V V&I8Of Atwail &Ato Impulist.y
laing both yield stress apA ultimtile otioe tend to Inme 9 tkaewoer

to the Oratot " tive entesto "aa uppst kigh rate. at stralft the lildhea
ava-iableVO&I eise'uwgsts that tW OW" toods to be at the tom~ AWl..
?im latle absorption ef emrW to still sall ealed with tUS Klaat.
abaoa'ptiomell linse it Is not p ocp~eble to construct vessls Wit hells
,which a Obsorb eurtficiat Samo~la to y to Withstand SAY 111017
seale of attack the mob peator *et&g ebapton *5 piamptio .Telhiia
Is of prum.n~t Impartanes.

i3O. suming up$ timrtores where the traditional designa o easria
otinetures, unftr stati. oad *&t based essentially oft the theor'y
slastiolty" the srenst parob~ss at alltruoo subatttsA to nab ate
explosions in prIuiY a qrsotom at the theory of Plasticity. USe
basiclw a aiquitin appempami~ lnolved in the theory at the pinete..
yielding at swrIAl, threfore, am Itsamussid

Noaeatal appopmptiom for plastic yielding of steel
ii As a first simplificationt yielding In a simple tenaio tent will be

aeemped to take plaes at a onstat Moos. Per static loads this
invoe wegleoting tdiffermec between the upr amd loppor yield points
and limiting moli reftLft to strains up to the point Dinig2 IOU

big% rates of stprain whene the
tr umnv becomes sore of tbe

a Shape AW # the "Assqtion of
afnat topped stresa-atraft
cumw tende to be relatively
&ovuate fo OWstrains fight up
to failure. Tba *SeOMA
Simplification is ti nsota
the initial elastic portion so
that fin~lly the assued curveI to that shown in fig. 93.
This rofers to the ondition
of siopple tension and it is
amW neessay to onsider the
Ieneral Case of any Sstem of
ot-resses.

£ 132, ZIt U0 1 #L ~
denote the three principal

SimlifeA tres. tra maere ooreaponding Prioipal Strains.
Tensile stnesss will bejacenas positive a 0* will wree to tin greatest almebrea Stroe Ad

to the least algebraic stress, that is, d. > 16, > 6" . lor the simple
tension teat the SaBUwd relatio Of tig*23 then Ooil~sponds to

I(#a onstant o

Por mo general conditions of otioes seveal dirlarent theories have been
advaed for the oonditioa of plastic yielding, but only two of these s"le
theories hars survived the test of tim and eqierinmnt.

a Providsd brittle fraoture doss not take place.
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OVe hypothesis doW to Mahi states that plastic yielding camosG when the
-A-wai shear stream reaches a definite value which io tndepeadent of the

nature of the stream system. Since the isaiu shear titross 6a 14alf the
greatest principial streas differenoml this hypothesis sy be written as

le .1(& cnstant aso~ *01. 0 0 - (51)

in which the constant is ehesen to agree with the notation of equation 50
for the special case of simpl tension. this hypothenis is often referred
to as the maimum stress-diferens or maxim shear stress hypothesis.

133. A alternative bypothesis is that yielding aemeonces when (sL

in which the constant tospagin ooneniently expressed in terms of the yislil
'tress e* for simple tension by subtitnung trom, squation 50 IL equation ;I*
This hypothesis an be given a physical oipfioac* %r considering the
elastic deformation prior to yielding. The energy U stored per unit
volume due to a purely elastic deformation obeying hooko's law ORn be
written if Z is louWe a HMAdlus anAap is Potson'sa ratio in the foss,

'U 63 5± d,6'2+ ell 4 -L~ f ( .- ), +~~)~(4 )TJ53)
in which the first term represents t&he work done in increasing or decresing
volume whilst the second tern is the remaining energy stored in ohange of
shape. Heads, equation 52 states that yielding will omneno whem the
emorg involved in change of shape, that is distortion, reaches a certain
detin' to magnitude independent of the stress system. This hypothesis is
attributed variously to von lAaes, Hoooky ana EWAer and is usually known
as the -ax--mm energ of dim tortion'ypodlaesis or the maximum shear strain
mnrg theory.

134. Both equations 51 And 52 refer only to the oondition for the
oosencsnent of yislding and the onstant a, refers to varying stresssystems rather than to varying strain after yielding. For use in the
present problem the constant in either case will be taken as ho-'ding
throughout yielding and since elastic strain is to be neglected, equation 51
or equatior 52 will then be assumed to hold from seo strain up to failure.
ftarimanal evidence indicates that the assumption of equation 52 is more
accurate than that of equation 51. nowver, equaition 52 is a non-li n.a
relation which frequently leade to intraotable mathematios and it is
necessary to use equation 51 or even more drastic approzimationh. So far an
energy absorption is woorned, equations 51 and 52' differ quantitatively
at the most by about 15% whilst for qualitative de~aotiona the two hypotheses
are unlikely to lead to any essentia differences. It my ba. zotel that

both apend essentially on yielding du. to shear stresses since when
6*a p ; and there are no asar stresses, neither hypothesis &a be

satisfied; that is, both indicate no plastic yielding under hydrostatic
tension or compression. In general, neither equation 51 nor equation 52 is
sufficient to datermine what happens after yielding and two further boasio
assumptions are necessary.

135. The second basic asumption, known as the NLaw of Yielding", relates
the principal stress-differences and principal strain-differences by a
proportionality rule, naewly

d. -d. d*. 6' . " :> ... ... (54)

There is little evidencoe to suabstantiate the validity of this law of yielding
but exporimnt~~have shown that, while riot exact, it is at least a fair
overall aj, 4roxit~tion in the range of stresses covered by these experiments.
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136. A tbirdt basin assumption in that under ploatta yielding the steel to
incompressible, that Ip there is no ohW in VolW of thi steel so that
to the first order In strains

0 1. + 4, ea;U 0 ... ... .. ... (55)

This assumption to reasonably acouratt, Nquatiora %, 55 and either
e0 quations S1 or 52 SLYe three basic eoqations for the simple theory of
plastio yielding in steel. Together with the three oqtions of
eq.ilibrium In a static problem or too three eouations of action in a
dyumi problem a total @t six eqaations is tkae obtained to doetouaane the

six frnwn , 0 *' a, ofI* ee In addition, there a"e the usual
relations depedin only on geostry which omanot the atrains se, e 3,
with 4eplaoemnata. theme letter oan be introhaoeA a convenient in any
specific problem it the eqiatatob are thereby smbplified. the bull
structure o a chip my be oonoi~dreA bro& ly as composed of two simiple
units, hmely, a beam an a peas1 ot platiLg. TO illustrate the
Implioations o tb preceding thoory of plstic yielding, two relatively
simple statio problem will first e onsiered.
Plastic bending of a beam
137. tg.2U represents a beam of symmetrioal seotion bent in a ]2€Au at
symmtry. isum, as in the simple theory of e"astic beading, trat plow
seotions remain Plaw e that th beam my be eonaidend a composed of

fibres each of whioh is
stressed either in siple
tension or simple oompressioa.
Zn this "ase, either eqiatioa
51 or equation 52 gives theV result that the fibre stress is
so for a fibre in tenutota or -
so for a fibre in oompressioe
* noe, ngletin M a elastis
region* the stres. is So
everwhere above the neutral

--------------------------. -NIT~. axis and -$* below this axis.,
Po pur bending with no n-
sult*At axial force the aes
above the neutral *xs met be
equal to the a.re of the ross-
seOtion below this axial this
datermines the position of tas
neutral is for any iven shape
of cross section bent plasti.e-
ally. Having fixed this Lais,
the resultant nonnt G dW to

ig 2 - S trioal sectioo of beam the fibre stresms can be ah-a
to depend only on so sM the

shape of the oroa -seotion:G will be Independent of the amount of bending.
Thus, on this simple theory which neglects elastic effects, the plastic
resisting moment for any given beam is a constant Go.
138. Consider in particular that the beam i. simply supported on a span
of length 1 an subjected to a central conoentrated load W. The beniing
moment in the beam is then W24 at the centre decreasing lin arly to sero
at eaoh end. Bnoe, if W ts increased steadily from sero, thin while
W < 40b/1 the bending moment Is everywhere leta then the valu Go n Ocoosry

a The resultant bending ginmat a is given by..

G od s b(x) - 5b() 3: d
dod

where the symbols have t A usaning idioat in fig.24,

m
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to Oa&e plaelAo yielding and, since ulaoxni deeto are being neglaotd, the
beam remains Undetlected, Wholn W a 44c/1 however, the MOMent is Go at tUs
entrs and plastic yielding ecoens at thm oentre. Away from the centre
the awment is still lose than 40 so that the beam remains unbent and tends,
therefore, to deflect in the shape shown in tfi& , consisting of two

(e) (b)

Fig-25 - Plastic o nfR uf og wtd bea by conotrated

straight line portions with a ooncentrated bend at the centre. Since the
resioting momnt 00 is Independent of the swunt of bo nlug it follows
that the deflection will take lae under the constant load W 4%/i.
The load deflection curve is tZ of the flat-toptAd shVe shown in fig.2,
being similar to that assund initielly ror the a sostrain rulation In
simple tension (or oomression) illustrated In fig.23o Uerimenth on
the plastic bonding of beams of arious sections hae shown that this
simple theory is substantially correct.

Dishing of a thin panel of plating
139. Oonsidor t. thin circular plate, initially flat, rigidly find r u&A
its circumofernce and subjected to uniform lateral pressure. For
appreciable plastic dishing, the bonding resistance can be neglocted in
comparison with the resistanos to stretching since the latter involes
far more energy absorption for a thin plate. Secondly, the lateral
pressure will in pneral be small compared with the yield stresses in the
p lane of the plate so that the problem becomes approximately one of tw-
damnsional stres with one principal stress, normal to the plane of the
plate, equal to "ro. By virtue of symmetry the prinoipal stresseo will
then be

o, normal to plate

4 , radial In plane of plate

S, rcumferential in plane of plate.

On theme assumptions, with use of the previous plastioity equation& and
negleoting elasticity the problem has been solved., The most important
result w1hA follows whether equation 51 or equation 52 is taken as the
conditiun cof plastic yielding, is that

61' - e o ... ... ... ... ... (56)

ThiL reault implies th~at the stress in the plan~s of the plate is an equal
tension in all directions, that in, it behaves like a soap bubble.
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149.s the solafion has also bein SiWa tar an elliptically shaped pael of,
plating. In this ease, it the, major Mad minor anse of %Me ellipse A"e tals

55 oO.Oi~.t5 aa Ono 07. It is toogo tha~t Yoe pii~pal. stresses in the
pl at o the plate at sAW point aoweI MA 6$ parallel to the &2.5. sot

6, MA C' wsparately oateat ever the pawel, but are not in general
ec'Ia to emo another, their ratio depending on the ratio of the minor and
major as. ot the ellipse. Nowver, altbough strietlyu G & Ir t it be
assued as am approximation that the elliptieal panel behaves un a amp
bubble with 44 -s a#It em be shMw that the SOMVg absorbed by tho
plate #Loew"i to this approxioatiou differs by only a sail twentie frm
the energ alslate6 b Mhe move emwot aclutio. Using egiatios 31 thi
error varies from 0 to ; a the ellipse varies between the exteemm ases
at a drels Man an intiaiteoy lg Pal, whilst It esgiatos 32 io used, the
oureapondiag error varies tugs 0 to I 3L

1W1 This result tor the elliptiesi panel Illustrates a result whiok ams be
sksoms to be generally ladependet ft at hape at t pamel. flow, for any
02ljoss of plating ubjoeted to a two-flaasional primeipal stress system

66 a G predusiug puisuipal Saussa 0 0 I the PleAyw or the plot*,
the oenerg T absorbed per muitk volume by ' ;keStieteiWngeam be
evaluated 'by using either oqmation 31 or ogtioa 52 togothor with

atioe %1 "Ad 55 and thes Valoo of U as be smared With the soap
approximation OL a *~ o Xhehgves

4A foe(e of foe ... too.. . (37)
Aig 26 sh the resulting
aeqiarisos tow different 'ratios

ex/, f heto toneile strains
i*0 -F' inthe plain, t e plate (The

reaiigprisolpal "at,I - ~-40UAiCN SI give plaito5. For a
ATON $ givenstatsatraii4 not onlyr

does the soap bubble approximationl
Eive an energ absorption

AI'P0XIMT~4differing by relatively small
04.- -.0 TON."amounts from that dadeos4 fro&

04 IAIt equations 31 or 52 but it also
gives A 1AiStoru4iate 60ti10.0

124. The ASSUMUtOn that the
0-1------ 4-plate behaves asa soap bubble

snorting uniform tsionsoa in
all directions the. appears to be
a. reasonable averageo approximation
to e~watiofls 51 ad 52. In
particular, tho practioally
Important ase of a weotanIPula
panel, whtich Wa yet to be solved
by using ecgatiou 51 or equation
52 oc be easily solvezoi_____________
using the soap bubble approxi-
mation~. Providad the onteal,
dstleation Is not azxssive,
that is loe then one sixth of Pi.27 -Plastio atrotabiAs of RMsI b.Y
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the smaller span, the loo,&-deflootion mumse for the plate undeir any given
distribution of statiu pressure wil.l then be of tha straight line form
indicated in fig. 27. The linear load-defleotion relation aore usuuly

assciaed it elsti poblomm', thus holds for dishing ataanla
plating whioh is stretching plastically. It in this result :oh is the
essential jmastifiati..& for the linear resistance assumed In the theories
discussed earlier.

143. in this discussion of plastic yielding many approzitoations have been
Introduced and it might* fairly be asiad - my not the calative error be
so large am to make the final results valueless? The answer to thu
qL"tion. lima in experimnt. Using a large box model with an unsupported
plate area 6ft. : 4 t1.0 a steel pl06e JIn. which was teoted under 41
uniformi static pressure applied bydrulically from the inside at the box.
The results woe In good agreement with the soap bubble approximiation, the
shape of the dished plate being similar to that expected of s. soap bubble
and, iapart from a small stiffening offeat (attributed to some strain
hardening), the preasure/deftleation ourve was sensibly linear. Fuarther
confirmation of the theory was obtained by s. statio teot on a * 80o1.
replioa of the large ba nodA42L

144. it is Importan~t to notice that the soap bubble approzimation is only
valid in problem suah as that Of the lsapod pawel of flat plating in 'woic
the plate is stretching in both directions. For &awred panel at plating
such as a submaria pressrer bull, in whio0 the plate my be ocoressing int
one direction and stretching in the other direction due to lateral pressure,
then either equation 51 or 52 leads to an energy absorption approxisately
equol to So times the numericelly greater strain This approuimation hais
been suggesuted as of possible application to the problem of the submarine
pressure hull but no serious attempt to do this has yet been made.

,Plastic deformation under kynomio loads
145. The only problems of plastic yieldi.ng under dynamic loads wh'ich are
at all amnsble to exaot theoretical treatment are simple *%ses in which the
motion is effeotively omo-disnsonal. The one came which has been treated
fairly exhausitively is that of a long wire fized at one end and subjected to
a suddenly applied load. at the other en4. The basic alyifothsce
was given Independently In this country and in hAmrioa. This ose is not
of direct application to the
present problem of beams and
plates but two general quli-
tative results are of sm
interest. First, If the stress-
strain ralation under dynamic
loading is oonoave to the strainI axis. for exmpnle AD' in fig. 22,
the nigher the stress the sore
slowly is it propagated along
the wire. Pig.28 illustrates
a plastic wave travelling along
the wire tending to become less -
steep as it progresses. The
strz as distribution curves ABC
wave travels to the right. STAI

This is thm opposite effect to
that hold~ng for the shook
wae" in water where the wavei
tends to become more steep s Fig.a - !asi inwx

* A linsar resistanos is not always obtains&I in elastic problemo.
In particutlar for the pt-etnt case of a )Awcl dished by lataral pressur,
elautic stretching of the plate ii~tro11o a a. non-linear tern in the
re stanoe.
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lUa proGreses. A second result for the plastic wve in a wire is that rf)
plastic wave cia transmit a partials velocity peatax than a certain
critical value; thus If a long wire is hur; from a fLzd point and a
weight is dropped on to a yohs at the lover end of the wire it is found
that it the weight is dropped from above a centain height there is little or
no plastic strain in the wire except very olose to the yoke where it wouliL
treak. This result is mere especially relevant to the question of upture
discussed later$

146. For lateral losds on beams, one case which has been solved, inoludil
strain hardeing effects, is that of an i0mtely long beam sub~eoted to
a concentrated dyamio load at one seotion. The mes practical case or a
beam of finite length presents reater difficulties. BoWever, using the
proe4ing simpliied theory that the beam y1oeJ under a constant bending
moment, it i possible to solve mow simple special oases. Conaiaer,
for example, a simply supported bean given an inital triangular impulsive
distribation of velocity which is sero at each end and rises 1l.nearly to a
mauim at the enatre. In this case the deflection at oy tim is also of
triangular shape, that is, of the haW, given in fig.25, &And all the
initial kinmtio energy is ultimately absorbed by plastic )fading at the
centre. Por a given amount of energ communicated as Initial velocity
in this particular Wmy, the muaxim central deflection of the beam can
easily be oalou:ted by equating this given energy to tim energ absorbed
in central bending which is simply Go times the angle of bend at the centrol
this angle is thus dotermwrid and hence the central deflection can be
caloulated.

147. 7or a panel of plating dished plastioally by lateral load@, it has
been seen that the assumption of a uniferm tension in all directions in the
pl*A-e of the plate in a reasonable approxim-tion for static loads, This
approxiation can Qlio be applied to solve certain special oases of dynamia

loading In particular, if
a oiroular pnel of plating
fixed round its circumference
is given an initial distri-
button of uniform velocity
corresponding to a very largs
unitorr. pressure acting for a
negligibly short time, then
the croa section of the
deformed panel at any time t
is shown ir fig.29. Bore

A.. the outer annulus AD, AI'
__.. -(in section) has been

deformod into the cons
....... frustrum AC, AO ', (in

section) which is at rest
whilst the central portion
EB' has moed to 00. &W Is
*till undeformed and wrving
with its initial velocity v.

lig.29 - Sectan throu fo rm oireuar At it later time the deformed
__ shape is Similarly AX'A'

where DD' is uneforcd and
moving with velocity v whilst AD, A'D' I.& stretched and at rest.

148. ITeotively, a plastic wave traveLs inwards from the fixed edge
leaving behind it a stretched portion at rest whilst t|w central portion
ahead of it in un for This plastic wave travels in fact with a
constant velocity O, .4 where So is a yield stress as defined
previously andfl is mass denity. blor steel, 01 it about 570 ft. per se.
and is therefore not orly small oc ared with the veloolty or elastic
wave, in steel (about 70OO ft. per sec.) but also in comparison with t.o
velocity of the pressure pulse in water (about 50C0 ft. per seo.).K

x This result is relevant to the question of whether cavitetion in the
water occurs with a finite p&nel ur pltin&.
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When this plastio wave reaches tk* centre of the panel, the whole plate has
bencze stretched into the form of a oon, AJU' in seotion, which is at
rest and no further deformation or motion will occur, the whole of the
original kinetic energy having been converted into permanent plastic
stretching of the plate. For a reotangular punel of plating given an
initial uniform velocity, the
oorrespondIng final deformation
would be of the roof-tup shape
shown in fig.30, with the
sloping sides equally Incl ed
to the base; the same shape
with the top cut off g2ves tie
intermediate ahpe whilst de-
forming, a central flat
portion being wdAefor--d and
moving with its original
velocity whilt the out6r
stretched portion would be at
rqst.

149. Other special oases
which can be solved are
Analogous to problem of an
elastic eabrane subojeted to
dynamio loading. Such
membranes have certain 5efinite Pig. 30 - of dformed
shapes (theoreticealy infinite rectangular panel
in mmaer) in each of Whioh they
can vibrate with A certain definite freuency. Such a vibration is known
as a normal moade For the analogous plastic pel, solutiuns can be
obtained if the applied ialilsiTe pressure Is distributed over the parel in
the shape corresponding to any one definite normal mode, provided also that
variation of the overall -goitu of the preau.re with time is such that tha
plate continues at all points
until the final deformed shape is
obtained by the plate coming to
rest at all points simultaneously.
In fig.31, for exazple, a
rectangular panel of plating of . Co
sides 2a and Zb with ames Ox, 2 b

0y parallel to the sidseand with
origin at 0 is aubjaeoted to a
suddenly applied pressure
4istribution of pc a oos 7 z/s
om qiy/2b. It is shown at

Apendix D that if such a plat"
is fi ed around the periphery . 7
and the deflections are
relatively small compared with
tt-- s--Ir span (one aith or -ig131 - mangu-.,r pate z,,ec.t-A
less) then to impulsive pr'ssure

distribution

w(t) . 'r (t) '30 s _ 006 - . .. .. (58)

• ,(t) . /2 (1 - oom. t) ... 9... ... ()

where w(t) = defleotionof point (x,y) in tl- a plate at time t
w 0(t) = central deflection of plate at time z

h . plate thickness
9, r uniform wmbrene stress=tmBest Available Cop,
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S &a2 b2,2be ... ... .. . ... (o

4r &a2 ..

The final solution given by eq ationz 58, 59, 60,oaul 61 will be valid so long
am the plate i a strething, whioh is true up to t a 7/04 At thia instant
wo(t) a wo a K and the plate ia at rest everywhere with no velocity ana
W fleoted shape w at any point (xy) is given by

w a K Goan fLA . 9--e ... ... ... ... (62)2a 2

This represents permanent deformation and the plate will ',i fact remain in
equilibrium thereafter sinco the applied pe seure p, coor V/2a coo I' y/2b
is insuffioient to cause further stretching. Equation 62 with K defined by
equation 60 is bherefor the final plastic dishing produced by the suddenly
applie*d pressure p, co TI 7/2a coo f Y/2b.

150. The relajv simplicity of the preceding example lies in the fact that
the plate defleots in a constant shape throughout the motion. Similar
results can be obtained for a pressure distribution of the more general normal
mode type, namely, a pressure distribution of the type p e co m TI r,/2a coo
a 17 y/2b where m and A are any odd inteager. The resulting deflection is
then of similar shape. Up to the time of maauin deformation these solutions
for a plastic plate are separately ilentical with those for an elatio
membrane. For the elastic membrane, the solutiun for &ay distribution of
suddenly applied preesure an be simply obtained by suporposition of the
previous solutions for the separate normal modes* However, for plastic
deformation the prinoiple of superposition cannot, in general, be used.
Thus, if mor. than one mode is involved in the elsatic case the membrane
will in general stop stretohing and start contracting at one point in the
membrane whilst it is still stretching at another point Th.M introduces
no difficulties if the strain is slastio since the some egi, mrotns hold both
for an increase an4 a decrease in stretohing. For the plastic plato this is
uot true, the soap bubble approximation being onPy vali when the plate is
stretching in both direotiona; if the plate oease% to stretch it may remain
inextensible or tend to compress in one or more directions and the
fundamental amaution and equations out be ohanged. For any general
type of impulsive loading on a plastic plate, it would thus Le necessar , when
seeking an exact iolution with e-my given plasticity "aumptiona, to watch,in effeet, every point in a plate azl ohangs the banic equations locally
whenever the plate stopped stretching. Such an allowanoe for the difference
bet.veen loading und unloading is complioated enuugh in the simplivr ce of a
plautio wire subjected to dynaico loadaj for tho plate problem it ham yet to
be carried out scooessfully.

I51. The difficulty introduced by the irreversibility of the plastic
deformation can be avoided by further upproximatio4 For the previous
special cases of loading by oresnure distributions of the nornal mode type
p, os m1 x/2a cos n ;or y/2b the simplicity of the analysis deoends
essentially on the fact that the plate defleots in a constant shape throughout
the deforation so that all points of the plate cease to stretch and become
at rest sisaoltaneously. Tho irneversibility of the plastic deforuation
jiLply implies that the plate remains in this defored state without further
motion. This suggests as an approximation for the case of loaadng by an
underwater expLosion that ihs plate be assumad to deflect in Pons constant
shape. This ,*ssuiptlon I= been termed proportiotal motion tinoe the
deflections of any two points rerain in costan , ratio througtout the motion.
Thus for a rectwigular panel uf plating of wides 2A, 2b, ad thickiwas h,



f± iwd ound the pariphar.Y# the afleotion w(t) at tim t would be AssumedA to
be of the form,

Vlore t(x~y) is any suiitable
:hapa which vanishes a'ouud Use
*din at the Plato Ai animti
at the onitra so that wo~t) is
the central deflection at tins
to Pot practical purposes$
the final permanent daflection ~
represen~ting damage to of
particular ihportano and It
is natural to Coosa t(zy)
to orrspond approaimte~q Ii7
to final observed dislos in E- --
box modal experimnts. Theiee

inf static tosts undor uniforts
pressure and a reasonable
approiimtion to the observed
dishas :is

corresponding to parabolic sections parallel to the sidms am shown in fig. 32.

I Us. Veins the sobraam saiprxnimtion of a unifrm tension a,, and sassuming
that the defleotions are reaonAbly small ooxpared with the &-I ler span,
expressions for the energ i Lp absorbed in plastic deforr,1kion by at-sabing
from the flat plate to the dished shape, the total enegy4 of the daforming
plate and the work W dots by the pressure in deforming the plate are derived
at Appendix Do In particular, it is ohmw that for the parabolac @hWp of
equation 61g

b15tao into assuotons of aropoinalh motion tod ~unio membtraches tes

mama value s corresponding to sero velocity of thn plate*

x This is valid in partioular, if the pressure distribution remins
consant after spr11oation or It the pressure is transient and ceases
while the plate ina till deflecating.
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i., ?bs presedng dis o ion Indicates an approzmte mehod at tratlag
the plastic diAsing of A plate U a glien dynAmlo Pressure. For the
diahing of plates by underwater explomions the pressure on the plate is non
known, eb Initio, mines s previously discussed eit dpend on the motion
of the plate aL JA prtioalar# on whether oritation com 1n the Water,.
The problem i-ihen more oomplicated, but the asumptions of proportional
iNtion end uniform mewwane stream bveo In noral been the main 8irlityln
assmptiosa (so far as the plate to ooae In tiw no"e "oq oatsa
analye 'a s"okIoi for th* intarotion of target and water phenomoena Thoee
analyses lead to the conolusion that in many oases, the pressure pule fromiexplosions tend to ooamnieate a certain definite quantity or oneGAV Which to
aproxAtely equal to the enera directly incident on a d eforming target
plate. It thinIs so, the final dishing at the plate can be estmte
withot intermdiate calaulation of the aetual motion. Thus using a
asmd deflected shape of the type or eqAtion 64 the total ener ebeorbed
In plastic deformation Is given by ea*tioa 65 and tance by *Camm energy
abseorbed to energy ommunicated,

where we is the final eantral defleotion. The diree y Inoidsnt exnrg
depends on the charge weight and the geometry of the target and tae relative
poe ltion of the charge; if bubble damage is appreciable the oontributiona
to ILI from the 4 eubseqent bubble pulses mmt be added to that from'the
pressure pulse.

155. Squationa of the type 66 hawe been the moet ommon siaple basis of
oompaison of theory and ezperimnt for box model and drum model tests,
One minor point which may be noted is that for different assumeA shapes
f(xzY) of proportional notion, the energy absorbed var es les for a given
man derleotion than tar a given central deflection. Thus if V to the
man dsfleotion, the energy absorbed ean be expressed in the form

and if this is equated to the incident nergy fl an estimate of ;Winstead of
wo is obtained. Such estimates of Y very les for different assumed shapes
then do oorresponding estimates of %. For this reason, results of box or
drum nodel tests are often expressed in terms of the man Weiaotion rather
thAn the -mum defleation.

156. The use of an asuumd shape for oalculating the final absorbed energy
fp in the preoeding mnner doses not, of course, depend on the asumption of
proportional motion, but only on the mose general asution that tho plate
stretohes throughout it defoma ion so that the uniform membrane stress may
be assumed as a reasonable approximation. The assumption of proportionalLution Is, howver, of ii~ortne sine it to invlved in analyes fomne,
the the retioal basis for the conoluaion that approximately all the incident
energyh ij Is oomunioated to the target.

17. Tb preceding typo of analysis is especially relevant to experimental
investigations using box or drum models embodying a single plate fixed in a
relatively rigid frame For an aotual ship the supporting framework of thw
panels oannot meessarily be ansumed rigid and the basic system Is rather a
panel of plating sur -rtd by yieldinS tam. This mare diffioult problem
Is likely to defy exact analysis for a long tisa but using an approximate
mthodeche dsflotion of any section of the beam and the deflections of the
ends of the beam can be estimated. This mthnd is of general applioation
to problems of ynamio loading of struotures but is especially xelevant to
the present type of prob.Lem sinoce it enables th, diffioulties Introduced by
the irreversibility of plastio deforamtion to be overcome.
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;^. Essentially, the method is based on mailtona' prinoiples whioh my be
regarded am the fundamental bais of classical 4rasnaac and on aa ssumoption
or proporlioal motion to each se ate uit of a mplsm. Thm top a plato
supported on yielding beaMs the sae otthe detlecting beas woold be
eassumed Ad also the shape of the plate detleotion relative to the beamo
but the overall inpitudes of ben dafteetion and plate deflection vould met
be restricted and Would set necessarily be In a o tnt ratio to oa
another. It bhilton' s prtmtple to applied to the tion when so
restricted, the problem as analogous to one of particle pudom and the
Lpprozmste solution is given by liagrane'e equations. A detailed

ecription of this method and its applioation to too lengthy for diu'isnion
ht:t the wi2 n steps when the mtO is applied to a sipplic elastic probm

eouUlzm1 at APPend& So

i 59 Par problem af plastic detormation the application of the method is
necessarily complicated by consideration of the irreversibility at the
deformations, but, In general, this is not too difficult, involving ainly
a consideration of the motion in several distinot stageseri The potential
aocuacy of the approzimate method has been assessed by applying It *t
elastic problem aoand aomparing the resulting solutions with aodn*12y
exct solution. Raessonable agreement was obtained. Pufther In cos
plastto problem to which the mtho has been applied the ro-4sts
solution we in reasonable agreemont with experntal re tsutmr s

I0. summng up, extoting theory at the plastic detormtion of targets by
underwater ezplosions depends to a large extent on approximate pla tioity
as tions and approimate mthods of analyst. in spite of this, a

rtain maurse of agreement between theory and exeri ent hbs been obtained
aid, pending more accurate theory, approximate mthod my resonably be
expected to thicw light In particular on the qualitative bebaviour of a
ship's hll atwute subjeoted to underwater explosions. For exaiploo the
iqiortant question ao the optima distribution of weight of steel between
plating and supporting framework for m-m4- resiatane to impulsive looatag
is essentially a qualitative question in the aense that the answer ca
reasonably be expected not tm depend greatly On the precise mpitude e
the loacing.

t6i. The onaet of rupture in ateel undoubtedly de e ft on may faktera saaha
cbasacal omnposition. mioro&bruoture, the presence of flaws, size ant' geeft tul
abape of spea n, rate of loadingand temperature. 36" research Is &%
present being carried out to inven tip to the soli tive importanoe of these
factors but at present there is no w*ll-established quantitative theory
which can be used to predict rupture. Attention will therefore be
concentrated on the qualitative points which seen of most Importance in
cn. jtion with the problem of underw.tor explosion dange.

162. Broadly speaking two main types of fracture may occur in steel,
first, duotile fracture in which considerable deformation preceds rupture
and secondly, brittle frao' av in which little deformation occurs* In the
former typo, the enrgy absorbed in the steel prior to fracture is Mnch
greater than in the brittle type of fracture. since, as previously
discussed, damg by underwater explosions depends to a large evtnt on
the ability of a structure to absorb energy it is obviously desirable from
the ship desuine's viewpoint that brittle fracture should be avoided.
The ductil fracture is usually associated with a sliding process in the
steel due to shear whereas the brittle fracture is considered to be a
Iearing apart of the metal due to tension. The .ype of fracture wll
thus depend not only on the relative inherent strengths of the steel to
sliding and tearing but also on the type of stress system to which the
steel U subjested; for example with uniform tension in all directions
thera would be no shear in a uniform material and failure would take
place by teertng and be of the brittle tAA.'
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llotch brittleness
163. Hinute Impeifctioaie or araca in the Steel osm give rim to high
local stOess and, Un particular, there is reason to belie"e that twiadal
tensions may be developeA locally at the end ot a sharp crack with a
consequent tenasoy to brittle frature. This Wa been twestigated
extesivewly by testing speaimna with notches out Is them and it is fommd
thAt brittle fractures can then cocr iwse siia~r uswtche apecimje
exhibit a ductile fracture. Zvi view of - hle# the tera notch brittlees
has become a general ters to describe trtttle fracture where it to Suspected
to be dus to stress ocentrations arl.aivtrom oracka or local inhompeil
af the material. Thaw. seem littl.. axcw that such notch brittleness is
one of the moet important factors AW influence ruptures In particulax
it Seem clearly established that in~ rttues creases with deavessas
tesmjratiare, so that for example a no,%j mraomen ray fai! with a welatively
duc tile frawature at a roos temperature of Z6P' wheweei a similar mpsoimmn
tested in an ice-obath nay exhibit a brittle fracture. Vithaegerd to
cheicoal compoition there is som evidence that mngooes is befiatal
in tending to inhibit brittle fMature as" that a olim wagme content
of 0*30% to destrable, especal1 tow shipseplate owsr Lahti.

Shap and @iss of steel spe cimn or taret
161. When a normal tensile pecimen io tested and exhibitst a dootle
fracture It is well known that up to a eartais load, the *psuas a ede to
stretch uniformly but then develops a concetratedt loca oa where "W tune
f inally occurs. The evarg absorbed in the specimca be somideveal
broadly Am composed ot two parts,

(0) the energ VS& in uform extension af the specimen

(2) energy absorbed in looal nooklag.

Por specimoe Of given diaamter buat varying length made from the raw steel,
the former energy will tenO~ to increase in proportion to the length wheresa
the local necking enrgy absorption will vmmain relatively constant provided
all specimens are reationably long oqpared with diameter* The shape at the
specison as defined by the lengtia-ter ratio thus Influtnees the a"verg
amount of energy absorbed per unit volum at the steel even thoughi the
applied load is nominally uniform throughout the osaeimiu

161. A second effect is the time effect which occurs for specimens at
gsometrically similar shape differing only in overall din-, asians, a&h
specimen being a smaller or larger scale replica of the *thar specimens.
Thus, if similar notched specimens are submitted to similas 3tatia bending

cntio up o fracture it is found that the larger the specison the
by the ratio of central 411flection to zpaa if the specimens ane supportid
At each end and subjected to a oantral load. 0orrempondingy, the energy
Absorbed por unit volume up to fracture Oma"es as the *ims of specimn
increases. The precism echanism for this $ise effect has yet to be
established but it is uaoubtudy relatod to the fat that although the
specimens are true scale replicas on a macroacopic scLe their microscopic
structure Wa not similarly been scaled.

166. Th isis effect Wa also been ohierved in underwater explosion
effecots using different mism of drum model targets constructed as scaled
replicas and sub~ected to Scaled cherie conditions. rve it was found,
that whereas amformationsi prior to rupture scaled1 reAsonably vall, Urp

tat ruptured when dished (relatively) to a less extent than small
targets at rupture. it I-As in fact long been known fros eapirical
observation that damape by underwater explsions to full-s cal targe ts
tended to be ifeater than in corrosponding msll-scale trials. This
mise effect on r-upture toe thus specially relevant to qtwnrtitative
inoerprevations of model tasts.
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17. ptuabo ta.ll y, apeed ot loagdn mr be onveniently oonu ered to
imve two effteot. l t, theIs a a pousible effect of themicroscopio
behaviour of th iteel, t6 resistance to Sliing tending to inorese with
increasing rate of strain. AM a result high rates of strain ae oonfioive
to the brittle " of failure with smlli energy aborption Where the
froture doel rs M ai Aotile experiments with short apeOimn have ohOmn
that o97 high rates of mt tln o lead to a ArgeIncre se n ths yield
point of mi steel and the enery absorbed up to fracture can also be

hanr e in a static ts3t. aeoondly, thare is a poeswble maoroboopio
ef e pe~nding on the 8,ynats of the method by which Impact strasa

ate applio& Thus experimnts have been carried out on Ion$ wie with a
at th lower and subjeotei to the Imaot ot a Wight at diMent

;eiooitis a. Above a certain er-tieal velocity (about 100 ft. per "ea.
Ln times eperimnts) it was found that the energy absorption to trmoture
sudenly dmeas ad This phnomnon dpands on th propagation of platic
wves up the wi t.

168. Por a normal ductile soteril. wih a given stresiftrain aumr
o ve to the strain aLi it is possible to aalyse the Ipl a-.

diamnsional propagation at plastio &train up tm wire an it is in tact
found that %bon is a limit to tim partials velooity whioh can br
treasi ttede in tim ewiinsnt d er coidoration, at tm lamo pe04a
the offet of theeolty iven to tim end of the wise ould be proapted.
up the wins whereas above the critical speed the velocityof the t% was

osater tmn the maxm particle velocity that could be proepsited.
it me in ftot found that, uMrsa below tih oritiol speed ractuwe could
ocu anywhere La the speolmon, above the critical speed, fracture ma
always at the Impact end with themoset or tim wins relatively unatrained.
Thus a low e ergy absorption my be associated with high speeds at loading
even though the fracture itelf is llmentially &&1til'1

169. This type of localised fracture with low total energ absorntion
my be of moms importance in conmotion with the behaviour of shipls plating
when subjected to uneromster oxploslon. Th s a panel of plating will iz
general be W vs4 a higher welooity normal to itmelt tban the frammmWk to
which it -is attached and round the esaps tim resultant lateral Velocity
of setratobing My be greater than oan be propapteo1 through the plate,
The p l un thus fail roun O edges with relatively little oenrg
absorption in the min body of the plate. This effect of eap restraint
is relatively unexlored'but in probably of considerable importance :.A
actual ship targets.
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AP~MlDX A

Zheogr , a mll-aitgas sound pulge

Al. proesure i pulse

Lt t a time interval after the Initiation of the explosive oharge
? mas enaity of water
a s velocty of sound in water
p a pressure In pulse (additicnsl to the hydrontatio pressure

existing prior to the arrival of the pulse)
V U velocity potential
r m distance of point frcm the centre of the charge

Assaing the pulse is of sall amplitude and retaining only the first order
tem, the pressure i1 related to the velocity potential V tW the equation

The partial differential is used since p and V will very in general, both
with tite and with space oo-ordinates 86e*ting the position of any point
in the water. The velocity potential V can be shown to astia* the we
equation

a . , .. . . . . . . .... ... (A2)

where in reotangular co-ordinates

V V 2 3 7R% ra + t 999 . 9. 9.. . 9. foe ... (A3)

Transforming equatiun A2 to spherical polar oo-ordinateo (r, , )

F "1'', " ' (( 1( i)) V

But for any point distant r from this centre, both p and V will be
functions of t and r only and equation A4 can be wrtten

r If. . .. I . (A5)

Equation A5 can be writtln in the tom

one solution of eciAtion A6 is

V a (t ............. (7)
rwhere ' can, in general, be any function.
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From equations Al and A? the pressure is given by

where - t denotes the derivative of P with reepeot to t as defined 1W

t(t) d-1 1 P )i .. .. .. (.. .... )

AR Particle yeloolit. The particle velocity U *an be derived frm
the veloity potentsal V by the relation

I e Pra 1 . 4 to.e .0 see 0 0 (*iO)

rram equations Al and Al0

where t i. defined as before 1W equation A9.

The first term in equation All is similar to the epression for the
pressure in equation AS and decreases Inversely as the distanows whereas
the seoond tern decreases more rapidly as the Invers" square of the
distance* At large distanoes this aecond term, smetmes called the
afterflow, becomes negligible copared with the first tam and to a first
approxtmation

Using the approximate relation of equation A12 and equation AO the pressure
and partiole velocity are related by

p a f~ .*.. 0.. .. '. ... ... *... .. . '

AN uit area,. The Impulse per unit aria I tranmmitted by
the pieacroas she sherioal surface at radius r is givein ty the area of
the pressuro/tIme curve at any distanoce. f the origin of time be taken
from the instant at which the sound pulse starts tro the contre, so that
it arrives at radius r at time r/o then from equation Al

I p a * P f (t d t ... ... .. .. (A)r 0

T'herefore

rf

Since the shape of t(t') 1 independent uf distance, the impulse per unit
- va varies at the inverse of the distance.
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~ ! he energy Par unit area fV , soof spherical auxfaos at radius r Le given

C) a J u d t ** gee $so gee gee 0*. ... (A16)

The Integrn In equation A16 Is the rate at wblob work to done per unit
&MG 1W the 351st within lbs sphere of radius r on the ester outside this
sphe#

Fr=n lbs aPPrOMtsat relatam Of equation A13 and equation AS

C) a4 6 t .*o Of g . ...00 (AM7

The total enrg 2 tranmtted &aroma the spherical surtace of radium r
to given 1W

Thes use of equation A13 in deriving equations A17 and A18 corrsponds to
nesglecting the second term in equation All. if this latter team is
taken into aaoourit, the energy 3 Io no longer independent of distance,
end even when the pulse is strictl.y fits in duration, some energy is
left behind as kinetic anewgy of the ester after tbs pulse 'ism passed.
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Theor of ,au bubble motira

B1. The gas bubble is assned to remain spherical throughout the motion
but osoillates in elte and rises under the influenoe of gravity. The
motio is considered to take pleje in an unlimited mass of water. The
tree surfaoe is taken to be sufficiently far away as to have no direot
effect on the motion, (The e urfece will, howeer, enter indireatly, in
so far as its position determines the hydrostatio preasure in the
neighbourhood of the bubble),

B2. The motion of the gas bubble involves two wll-known types of
incompressible flow. The firs4 type Ia the bodiy motion of & sphere
through water tn a fixed direction, namly upwards for the gas bubble in
the present problem. The seoond V"po of inoompreasible flow Is the pure
radial motion of the Sas bubble oorresponding to an exparing or
ontr-Aotilng spheriael cavty.

B3. The following notation will be used for the analysis o the moties.

t a time Interval 'after the initiation of the exploave charge
a, mass density of water

a a radius of bubble
a a aooeleration due to gravity
a a depth of bubble centre below a point 33 t. above the

water surfaoe
p " pressure inside the bubble
v a volume of bubble
G(a) - potential energy or ga in bubble. This Is equal to the

work mt.oh woulA be done by the Sae on the walls of the
bubble it expanded adiabaticslly from radius a to intidite
radius

Stotal energy associated with the bubble motion

4. It is a standa result that a sphere muving linearly in water can be
regarded as having, In addition to its own mass, a virtual mass equal to
half tne mass of the displaoed water. Therefore, negleoting the weight of
goo In the buoble the total effective mass of the bubble is the virtual
mss 21a3o . The upwards velocity or the g1a bubble is "d-/dt so that
the uapward momen'in is - 2/3lWra d4/dt. This upward momentum is
produced L7 the net hydrostatic force on the bubble. Neglecting the
might of the gs In the bubble# this foroe is eamply the wei,;ht of the
displaoed water, V43 3ps. Therefore, by eZewtona secoond law of motion

Vrta's- A ,17W ,a ) ... ... .. ... ... )

Integrating equation B1 gives

- *3 Badt . . ....... ... ... (B2)

B5. Another relation between a und z can be derived by torminj, the energy
equation of the mntion. First, the kinetic ener&' in the weter round the
buoble due to the combined readiul and lineur motion is given by

* ii (
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Secondly, changes In gravitational potential ener oft the water nan be
saoply allowed tor kV. taking the bubble as having & negaulve We34Sht eOIl
to the weighit af the displaced waterj The potential eneru due to
gravity can thus be written as 4/*a'e ts. PMnally, the potential ener&r
of ompression In the lan has been defined as G(a) ubilat the tollal ener&7
ot the motion in Qb Hence the energ equation oan be written

b n-2 6" + I rf *I, Cs() ... ... (B3)

B6. The valueba 0(a) and Q1 will depend on the nature of the eiplosive.
Por T.N.T. It wAs deduced froa early measurementax of the period of
oscillation of the gas bubble that Qi, a 0.Q where Q is the total ohemical
energ, liberated ty the explosive which as be taken as about 860 alories
per gram tor T.N.T. In 0.G.8. units the enera Q, of bubble notion tor
a T.N.T. charge of mass N grams Igiven W

Q, a 1.8*5 x 10 N erg. ... ... ... .. ... ... (

D7. An expreasion for 0(a) an be obtained tW using the relevant
adiabatic relationship between pressure and volm for ogaseous product&
of the explosion. Using the relationship calculated t" Jones and Mifler
to T.N.T. it to found that

t f
0(s) a.2.189 x 10x;4 ... ... 00# to..... . (05)

where a Is mesaured in am. and 9 in gramus.

38. Iquations B2, B3, B4, and B5 aan be used to determine a and s, tor
a T.N.T. chsrge of g~iven sioe. However, for calculation purposes it Is
convenient to put theme equations in non-d4aensi'nal form. This aan be
done ty Introducing a length L defined by

Hence writing

a1

-'L *09 97)

the equation, for a' and s' are

do' 2 (3J
- I, W 2 a,3dt, too...i. . ... 09)

"Later resulto suggest that a better estimste is, 4. 0.4 Q
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For T.R.T. the ratio " oan be exp'essod a*

. 0.0177 L .. .... . .. . .. ... (BIO)

where L is In oontimetres.

B9. Equat ions B8 39, and BIO are sutfiioent to determine a$ and a'
as functions of time subject to given initial values. Pcr most purposes
It Is sufficient to take *' a 0 when t a 0 and it the oharge is exploded
at a depth m. below the level*33 ft. above the sea surface, the Initial
onditions can be written

a0

-o when t a 0 (B-o).. . ...... (III)

Slce equations 38 end B9 are non-linear, they can In general only be
solved t" a nuerioal mtep-ti-step proces. Moreover, equation 7310
involves L explicitly and since L varies with the sim of charge, each
calculation must be carried out seportel fr a partioular mise of
charge and a given depth.
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S"Ondlj, 011801W in gravitatic ,a1 potential enerw of the wter nan be
si=nV allowed for byr tolcing. the bubble am having a negative meight equal
to th. weight of the displaced water1  The potential enerV due to
gravityv can thus be written as J/%ralgs. Pi1nally* the potential snea
at compression in the gas has been defined am 0(a) wbilst the total aerq
of' the motion is Q, Hence the ensrL7 equation can be written

0b elfa'( a' a" sita + 0(a) ... ... 03)

56. The values of G(a) and Qj, will depend on the nature of the explosive.
Por T.N.T. it was deduced from earVy measurementaff of the period of
oscillation of the S3 bubble that Qb. a 0.PQ where Q Is the total chemical
encrg liberated IV the ez-,lcsivs which cen be taken as about 880 calories
per gra for T.N.T. In 0.0.8. units the eflerg Q, of bubble motion for
a T.N.T. charge of mass 9 grams Is given by

Qbfl0 . 8 5 xl 10 Varse so, ... 900 6* *. .. (i

37. AA expression for 0(a) am be obtained IV' usigig the relevant
adiabatic relationship between pressure and vc7.ima for aaiou products
of the explosion. Using the relationship calculated t Jane and Xiller
for T.N11,T. it is found that

0()a2.189 x 10m 1. . (BS)

where, a is measured in am. and 9 in gram.

B8. Squetions B2, 3, 04,. and 35 can be uaed to determine a and a, for
a T.N.T. char~e of given aiss. However, for calculation purposes it Ia
convenient to put. tbese equations in non-dimensional form. This can be
done 1tr Introducing a length L defind by

Hence writ ing

a a a'L

OW :' L b j.* (B7)

the equations fo at and a' are 3 oO

S2J a ***' ... 09 .*n)

mL~or results suggest that a batter estimate is, gb o .4 Q
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Per TAtT, th~e ratio sL~ on be empao a m, o

whers be to in~ eetaetia

It to rnutttiiat to take a' a 0 When t a 0 and it the obarge to emplo854
4% a Mopth se below the loe.33 As. above the "ea aurtmoe, the It~ tial
oendiviensa en be Witten

Wase equastios A$ end 5$ are non-linear, they een in gonersJ. oft be
44we a nmerieel etep.te p Prsees. moreavero equationflIQ
Inweive. Re euploitly and sine Re variee with the "ala t *her#e$ sek

eel~'.tiemutst be earrned ouat aeParetely tor a Portioelara' a t
GWOr and a given depth.



AN C

Zffotsat Zofur p~aw ulae normallY inOidant DIT Plate

Cl. ?igOCl sibm the pretinur
palss mnrsaly incident on unit

A arts of an infinite plate. Idt- t -tivse neasured from the first
arrival of the pulse at the

1 CO6KT PUIJ 12t
i MOPLOWOM .

unit area pr unit
diplacemett

a, 7*6= praein incident pulse
Pp 1 * pressew. in rof 10teW Pul"a

We U"Y on pla to
AIR ST p. = SaMUiL'U p3rtBl inl p)u*

u, Partic3 -velocity due t3
* tVw Licdet pulse in

water to-hing the plate
u, particle velocity due U4.

,the reflected pulse in
7401- oscor 25l incidiet cc water touching the plate

W it arms of inf knits vlate P a mass density of water
o a velocity crf sound in w"Ver
a w nes* at plat* per unit

area of su.rf ace

The plate can reasonably be assumed thin *mugh to neglect aes'10i urs,"
within it and can be treate as moving bodily with velocity d'/dt. The
particle velocities are taken In the direction of travel of tho rospotir.
moves% The total partial. velocity of the motor it the x 1diraction is
therefore u, -u,. Assuming in the first instaw.o that the plate end moter
msove taotbar, the continuity of veclocty lmplies -

dz

Now equation A13 holda generally for a plane mave or pulse travelling in
ary direction, the particl, velocity being taken an at _,,mod in the direction
of travel at the we. HOU0e

Substitutinig in equation C1

The equation ct motion far unit arva of plate is -

.L p .* .. .... ... . . (C)
dt1  

*

Substituting for p.. from equation '13

at f'I 2p, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5

Best Available Cot;'
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sqmtlao as roe%$&e the "splasomeet of toa to te pressure P4
to the &nattent Palo, thet Is tbe pressure fulopon valor in the absence
It the tawset 1t Lt i anenlent to use The exponentil4 romp tar
this peesurs

Subelttirg to equation 05

Boouti 07 OR be solved tor the Initial 6"mlttoss gkosh eorres"oi
to the plate being at neet beoe the aaplstns, that to

Par 10et pVSotUol Gasee to uh$Ah the thesaY 14 All GppItOAble, it to
suffioctly seuret$, in %he tiret insancte, to segleot the tes amh
is eqMet1em 07, fhe a11tMOR tear the G6aPLaceM411 6t any t&e Le then

a a p -- ;~Igt e . .. (p
mUf (-o)E ItJ

whers E to A monh&mealua Asae t itmad bI

0offelp"Alu to the solution 09 tor t00 thapaemtents the reew#r on the
plate *an be obtained tms equations 03, 06 and 09 Lu the tams

P 14 tf PI ; n 1  ... ... (a011)

Now$ whetcee poaetL,, value be aaa~ve1 toE, soluation a0I1 tiloste
thet the pessure aattmg on the plate mill be L Ltill iftys
oonvapanug to Instentancoua Oamplete ret.eatou cii wi 1, then
dercas tc. acre, tollovcd by nesset"w values wb~ah will utimetely
test to soe Z;mtottoally.

'Ihe symbel P. La wiac4 rather then pm at equation 10 tu s'wvi$
untueion with the letter soffix AMi the symbol a ea tio mass per

unit s4acto platisj.
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AUOM D

Dfomtion at uiol!Sma plastic. pw kJ suaa mied prosaff

:A ft&.DI a ntamular pal of
plaIat~ i es 24 Ib with smis
Oaf Oy parm11e3 to them & e andA
IM @W14$t Ot 0# the plats GftI,
is subjected to a sudisay lidrIPressure dlatributi po. 08
Zr -o
hi a plats tbSiesom

us OAa~t O puats

Q atu*eti at point (W,7) iaL ..- st Use t

then tar Gefleotima whicoh axe alat5Yely Wal ompax with the IMal evan
(am sith as 1ea7s the eqlutioat OMotion of the Plate is

it the plate is find around the periphery the soluation at equation Znlis

subject to the initial onditions that the plate is flat and at neot$ the
soluiton of eqation% D3 to

The final solu&tion~ given by equations D2, Dh*0ai. q will he valid so long
as tis lat inOntci~g whch s tum u tot aHAM Atthis instant,

K*t aw a adtepaeiM ~ o evigywiete with no loolty and has
a dt~ntedshape given b
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whre we a I Is the permanet oenta a derleuttan (tthat I& rt O) ana w in
the peramnent deflection ot Ay point (X, y). Squation D7, theretore,
repOent. pen WAun% detomtionn an the pIlatwllx rain in equiibrium
thereofter since the applied preasure p coan ao' is inmUttiaet to
oauae turther strekbin& Thkav, equation D7 with ! i tiaed by equati D5
is the lnA1nestia dishing produoed by the asaud.y applieA pressure
.o 11 1.

Iersxty ubbaorbed in plastic defor ation

D2, The energ l ubearbeo in plastic datomaation by atretohing from the
tlat plate to t ash e shape is Sh time the inorease in area of the
plate, It proportional motion at the htorming plate be aesuned# that is
the plate deftrogi in a constant s"he throughout the -aotion# then the

deflection %#t) for a poLnt (x# y) in the plate at tiee t would be at the
tnm

W( t) • w(t) t (z, ) ,,, ,.. .,.. a.. ... ..a .... (I.I

where wo( t) is the central deflection ht time t

thrfoe C~ iah~ 04() 0 2~) + 1A2%' dyft .9 (D9)

In particular, it the plav4 I a asumd to defors in thi empirical parabolic
shape given b

t(X,. 7) , {- - . .... ..... (Dio)

then nfleaso I~%~ Soh %(t) ... ... ... ... be, (Dii)

Kinetic energy of deforming plate

D3. The total kinetic energy Zot the dalforaingl plat" at tine t is

fcr the shape given by equatim D1O this Stvwo

- f h , b ... ... .,.. . . 3)
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Work dam by priasar

D6 I' the Mtion is pro4e by sam* Siven presiturs dsmtzibutim
p( to x y) whioh vaties in a Imim manune with t# :* y, %he work W done
by this pressure is

w Ve 1(t) P xit, )t(v)&l ... ... ... ...

Me. Por a givtn presstr p and ,a &s lie4 toxu to the detO ming plate
:Uoh as equation D08 the tlmatm K U Iuwu ken.., equat g the
oosbiaea plastlo ea kinetic energy to th wcwk done, that in

gives fecu equations Mi, D13 i DI$ an equation of the to=

H , k we(t) j1(t) at .. ... (I17)

whore xM j'bb)

q.. ... . . . . ... .. (.. .)

The energy equation M7 own be Gitterent.ate with respeot to time to give

14 Ast~) NJ 0 (t + (t) (Di9)4 *. .

Thus the asmaptions of proportiuw4 mutiun au uul e unitrm moa urms . a
in the plate lead to it motion anoJ.ogoun to that f "a& i on a VxIij of
atittnee k subjeot to a dynaio load I(t).
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D6. For different assume& shapes t( z,y) of proporinal =%oua the
erargy absorbed by the plate as gi.*in by equation, D9 vrwies less tor a
*i~eu mean 4stleotion thatfr a livena eutxe4 doftiection. Thus if

The energy Absorbed hy tho plsto "n bet expresse. in th4 form

Z it to oqua~Jed to the inaet, enerugyfli an estivate of i( t) instead
or w.(t) is obtalned. Such estimates of wt) sM %es for different
assumedashapes then do corespanding estimates of r.(t). Poa this ratm,
resula of box or drum model tests ane ofteASn ees in teons at the ma=
deflubtia rather tha the maximum dsfleoti=6m
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21. * ig 3 rersents a wMifor
eljAstio beams of lgth 2& supported
an spring supports end subjected to
a va1foIr.7 distributed load w
su4,ll applied per uni4t length of
the beem. Under then onditions,
the do lotien or any sectioni of' the
beam istant z from the oentre at
time t to taken as y. and the
Sefleation of the eods of the beom
at this tiesodooted by The
deflection of the oentre 0the beam
relative to the 6.u.J of the beam io
represented ty l2 while the mess per
unit length or the beuam is denoted bt,

First, the bean is assumed to deflect in the constanit shape

Rquation Ii satisfies tie nossax-I conditions that

Beain oent Uj a~ at1shaz) 1. . .. (

The problam in now reduced jo find~ing ad 11 as funat ions of ties. The
kinetic aeway of the beem -0~ is

gas)d * es ... *. .. ... ... ... ... (~

Whilsk the total potential ezurgy H or the systemn is

Hl U(K) ks ' ( x ... ... ... ... ... . .

where the first term represents the contribution of the two end springs and
the second term is the elastic energy of bending of the beam. Thirdly, the
virtual work of the applied load w due to myz small variation Sy in the
4efleotion Is

SW -a ya . .. .. .. 00(5
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Using1 the see~med defeoated ehato eqistifsi 31, s qwliona 33s J and 315
becomeofa the toxu

where A, 3# 0, 1, Q e414 k ane OWASUAte Iep4id~b6 0 the bfa and spr13.
PM Arutie* and the applied load we For the two wwous 5 andizo
Lapsaw's equations we

whLob, wen &pUeG to equation 36 SIi'.

3 .Oj + kJ .Q P. foe .. ... .f . (310

IrAtialy, the oystem is at rest so that

I I U hnta0 o f s

The ordinary siaultejieoua difewentWa equations 39 anM 10 oam be
solved subject to Coaditions of' equaati Ili ad haern. the metho&

determines am
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Airblast r :m undewter exmloj~cm

Not a great deal in kaz about tho airbiast cau~sed ty obiaros
exploding below the vzwfao in water. The few measuremnts wich have
Dean mode have show that if the charge is just above the surface of the
later, the blast wve is the saw as that from & similar chage restin~g

n the !,-'.~. the centre of the oharge is a dcesU -- expressed in
units oft the 'wczjge radius, the blast wave in the air in Lalieved to
be apprvxlintely boi-epAerloal in shape and intenity, ountred at & point
in the water surlaos above the chrge, and1 to be rugAaiy the saw as that
caused t. a dh.arge e weight SW exploded on the ground, where the
re&aotion factor 3 is mb-w in the fmlloulx graph as a ftntion of D.

-6 -1, -

exmple, in the case where a WyaA~rlosl charge, loczg oompared wi ti its
dimlter, in detonated with telongt vertical, part iemder wa+.-r and
Part above, the Part below watar is very appreciably mffled, as is clear
frca an Insecstion of teourve 5 above.

An explosion which on-ss a stroog airbiast wave over the surface
of water throws up spray. A layer of water is ariped off the surfrioe
and beas up into droplets vhi'-h sow In the turbulent boumrsory layer.
It o"n be ihawn that the height tc, stick the spray reaches is &aroximate3ly
1/30 ft.. Whftre I is the positive Impulse in the blast wave, measuredl in
poun1ds wwijit miii iseondmfin 2. This fm=ila r-412 begin to fa~il -6or ma11
charge (i lb. or loss), 'but w-cuild be -tzt. -vai-.~ o agrce~
The failure is duae to th. finite time t~ken for instal-zlities to develo~m
in thbe water surface (af the order I WmIizzeooW2), a time wbic is
indekendent of the scsle of the explo~±on.

Best Available Copy
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AFPUE= G.

GrawIt waves In the sea caused I& oxm.oaia

It & mall charge, ma a. few ounces, is exploded just &bow* or
below & Water surface, an Iispressi"v wave getea IS geunted. Soe

A611g laws trm mall to large charges, however, ane such that large
charges gnrate disppointingly seall Wave qetegs, particularly it the
charge Is exploded above thes Water wrtaco.

The waves "sused 1*~ en explosion below tjie surface isanposed to
result mainly free the creation of a cavity which breaks near its
mazisium, The largest cavity Is caused than the depth of the oharge to
about 70-8CO of the -- 4--~ bubble radius, a result Which alluws the
optia depth to be fticulated. The wave lMight at distances proportional
to the linear dimensions of the bubble (or cavity) ame dircmIF
propor~tional to the linear dimesions of the cavity. Siims the bubble
is created against a pressure which Is the ea of atmopheric presoma
and a head of water eqjual to the depth$ the aixs of the cavity Inoreattes
loe rapidly with charge weight than dos the linear dioensions of the
dAVV*~

Wen the charge Is exploded a few charge radil above the water
surface, the wave system io geunted by the Impulse given to the water
surface. In this case, the caling law Is that the wave hel*Lt at
distances propotional to the linear dimensions of the charge to
proportional onl~y to the sixth root of the charge weight. Comparatively
enormous charges (eeg. the atomic bomb) cause waves only a tew Inches high
at a distance of 1,000 yardst

Xf the depth of water is only of the order of a few charge radii,
the waves near the aentre are comparable In height with the depth of water,
and therefore probably break. The them.7 of smll wave heights, Is no
longr applicable, and the Waves mat be considered moi'a *ralogous to a
tidal bore.

Broadly speaking, gravity waves caused IV explosions are of little
operational Interest, but there awe two possible exceptions (a) where the
charge 4* enormous (seve*" thousands of tons, In relatively aheilow

water), (b) where multiple charge arrays, giving a "besm', are employed.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE PREISSURE WAVE THROWN W
OUT BY SUBMARINE EXPLOSIONS.

CO0NT E NTS.

PART L--AMUVM
SaCTIOr4. kPAGO. PAGI

I1, Origin and purpose of the experiments 3 . 3
2. Scope of the results 4 - 4
3. Nature ard genesis of the pressure wave 4 . 4
4. Effect of a 300.lb, charge of 40/60 Anistol at a dikitanoe of 50 feet - 6 . 6
5. R~egularity and symmetry of the pressure wave - 7 . 7
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PART I.

(1) Origin and Purpose of the Experiments.
The development of depth charges and non-contact mines as a meanF of

destroying submarines has made it necessary to investigate as filly ns n0ssiblA the
effects of different charges under water, at different distances, and under different
conditions of depth, &c. The damage inflicted by a non-contact charge is due to a
pressure wave transmitted through the water, and it is the law of action of this
pressure wave that requires investigation.

The most fundamental way of attacking the. problem is to make an exact physical
study of the pressure wave springing from different char&,s, and then, as a second
step,.to determine the relation between the physical constants of the pressure wave
and its damaging power.

This has been a recognised aim of investigation since observation mines were
introduced in the American Civil War, ad in fact the most extensive experiments on
the subject, up to the present, were those made between 40 and 5) years ago by
Lieut.-Col. H. L. Abbot, U.S. Engineers (" Experinients to develop a system of
submarine mines, &c."-No. 23 of the professionpi papers of the Corps of Engineers
of U.S. Army). Abbot's worl.., however, suffered fromi the limitation that the only
qnantity which he attempted to ieasurp was tl)e iitenrsity of the pre* .-,re at differe:.it
points in the water; tbere were no means for ,'",,:nin7 t!h, 'uration of the
pressure or the character of its rise and fall, though these are factors which may be of
equal importance as regards the effect on a ship. The same remark applies to the
continuation of Abbot's work in recent years by Lieut. Schuyler, U.S.N. Moreover,
p resent knowledge shows that, even as regards'maximum pressure, the gauges used
by Abbot and Schuyler were too sluggish to give correct results (Section 19).

The necessity fcr fuller investigation, taking account of time as wblI as pressure,
was urged on the loard of Inventiun and Research in 1917 by Sir R. Threlfall, and at
his instance an attempt was rr.',, 1-.-b, r rw -- dA.f,! . -', g' th-i-*1..;..d g:c
more complete information. In the first half of 1918 a successful system of gauges

A2
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was evolved depending on the un of Poft copper pihige to register the momentum
acquired by ttc:l pistons exposed at their outer ends to tap pressure in'the water and
free to move inwards towards an Pnvil. 'rho construction, theory, and use of the
gauges are described in Part H. of this report, Part I. daling only with the results
obtained, and it is sufficient to say here that. the measurements from a aet of gaupe
enable a stepped disgrpum to be drawn, representing the average pressure Iuring
different periods at a given place in the water, as illustrated for example in Mi. 1.
A curve drawn through the steps in such a way as to take in as much as it leaves out
is assumed to represent the timo-history of the pressure. The nauimum pressure
was determined separately by a somewhat different type of gauge.

Some prelimirary oxperimnita wnre. made at Portsmouth, but as soou as the
gauges had passed out of the experimental stage approval was obtained for carrying
out a systematic programme of investigation in deeper water. The locality selected
was Troon, on the Firlth of Clyde, and H.M. Drifter ' Malapert " was allocated for the
purpose. The experiments at Troon commenced in August 1918 and were concluded
in the following April. A list of the charges fired is given in Aipendix L, they were
mostly of regilar Service types and ranged from 4f1lbs. of explosiye to 1,900 lbs.
One hundred and seven shots were fired altogether,. amounting to about 21 toun of
explosive.

The executive arrangements and the working party and ship were under the
direction of Lieut.-Commander D. Errington, R.N.

(2) Scope of the Results.
Broadly summarised, the experiments have shown that the pressure wave from a

submerged charge of high explosive is a verl regular and symmetrical phenomenon.
In the region investigated, that is to say, at distances between 25 and 100 feet from a
oL-)lb. charge and corresponding distances from other charges, the pressure wave

follows very approximately the simple laws of sound, the velocity of the'wave being
the same as that of sound and the pressure falling nearly in simple proportion to the
distance. All the principal features can be explained from the standpoint of acoustic
th.)ry. For example, the influence which the surface of the water exercises on the
pressure ut any given point can be completely accounted for by assuming that the
pressure wave is raflected from the surfaci as a wave of tension.

The pressure wave from a big charge is more intense and more sustained thun
that from a small charge, the two pressure waves being connected by a definite
relationship deduced from the principle of dynamic similarity.

Other questions examined include a comparison of various high explosives
(T.N.T., 40/60 amatol, 80/20 amatol, guncotton and ammonium perchlorate) and
also of some powder chargeu; the effect of surrounding a charge with a lari. nir
,;pace, as in a buoyant mine; the effect of exploding a charge on the sea-bottom
insead of in mid-water; the influence of the sb -e of the charge as affecting the
synunetry of the pressure wave; and the effect of composite charges, made by lashing
together several charges, of which only one is primed and fired.

By observing the deformation of standard mine caes suspended at known
distances '-om various charges a beginning has been made in the investigation of the
relative damaging power of different pressure waves, and it has been proved that the
extent to which a structure is damaged is not entirely determined by the maximum
intensity of the pr~cure, but elso by the period for which the presure is sustained.

(3) Natare and Genesis of the Pressure Wave.
Before describing the results in detail it is useful to picture what probably

happens at the moment when a submarine charge is fired. Assume that the charge
is a sphere of T.N.T., weighing 300 lbs. and therefore 22 inches in diameter, and
that detonation is initiated at the cenLre. The velocity of detonation in T.N.T. is
2:.-,00 feet a second, so that in about four hundred thousandths of a second the whole
of tbe explosive is transformed into incandescent gas under enormous presaure. The
globe of gas expands' rapidly (but much less rapidly than it would in air, because it
has the adaitional inertia of the surrounding water to overcome) and in a thousandth
of a second the volume of gas has probably expanded 5 or 10 times Rnd 0- pressure
fallc. to 2 or 3 rpr cent. of itW first intensity. As the pressure falls the gases expand
more slowly. In the first few hundredths of a second levitation has no time to lift thern
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appreciably; afterwards they begin to rise and to lose their sperical form. What
happens to them eventually depends on the depth at which the charge was ired.
If it was fired at a moderate depth, say 30 or 50 feet, the gases rise and vent them-
selves at the surface before their pressure is completely spent, throwing up tall

lumes of smoke and spray. But at a greater depth, asy 200 feet, the pressure of
the gases is entirely spent before they can reach the surface; probably after several
sends the pressure falls to less than the normal hydrostatic pressure, owing to
condensation of steam and other causes; after this the gases are churned vp with the
surroundinp water into an emulsion, which, being of lower specific gravity than sea.
water, pours up 'lowly to the surface.

The eupposed history of the explosion products has been traced to a conclusion
because it is of interest to account for the effects observed at the surface, but it is
only during the first thousandth of a second or so that the effective part of the
pressure wave is generated. At the moment when the wave of detonation reaches
the surface of the exploding sphere the charge may be supposed still to occupy
exactly its original volume (Section 9), and !he water in contact w:th it, which until
that moment was under normal pressure, is instantaneously subjected to a pressure
probably exceeding 200 tons per square inch. The first layer of water is compressed
and thrown outwards, compressing the next laver, and so on, -rd in this way there
is generated the front of a pressure wave, which springs away with a velocity that at
first exceeds and then rapidly approximates to that of sound in water. The globe of
gas, expanding much less rapidly than the pressure wave, feeds the rear of the wave
with a continually falling pressure. At any instant the pressure in the water at
different points along a radius increases continuously from the boundary of the gases
to the front of the wave, where the pressurd is a maximum.

The pressure wave is, of course, nothing but a vry strong sound wave; the
mechanism of its propagation is e9sentially the same as that of sound, the difference
is only in the intensity of the pressure transmitted. According to elementary
acoustic theory the pressure in a spherically diverging sound wave falls off in simple
proportion to the distance from the source, Lhe time-pressure curve at distance D, being

a copy of the curve at distance D, with the pressure altered in the ratio D The

velocity of propagation is independent of the distance. This theory, however, is only
exact in the case of infinitely weak waves, since it rests on the assumption that the
compression of the medium is indefinitely small. At a very great distance, froiu a
submarine explosion this condition will be approximately fulfilled, and the experiments
made by Mr. Boulding in connexion with submarine sound ranging have proved that
ak distances of several miles the velocity o& the pressure wave is the same as that of
sound in sea-water.

On the other hand the simple laws of sound cannot be expected to apply in the
region near the charge, where the very intense pressure produces considerable com-
pression of the water. In this region the velocity ox propagation of the pressure wave
must be greater thn that of sound (Section 23). Moreover, the front of the pressure
wave, where the pressure is greatest, must travel faster than the subsequent parts of
the wave, where the pressure is less, and this involves a tendency for the crest of the
wave to become flattened, the maximum pressure falling more than in simple pro-
portion to the distance. At the same time, if the energy of thp, wave is crerved,
the time integral of the prresnre mst fall less than in proportion to the distance.

The present investigation was confined almost entirely to distances at which the
pressure did not exceed about 2 tons per square inch (25 feet and upwards from
a 300-lb. charge and corresponding distances from other charges). Under this
pressure 100 volumes of sea-water are reduced to 98 7 volumes, that is to say, the
"condensation" is only '013. which is a small quantity though not of an infini-
tesimal order. It was t erefore expected that the pressure wave would behave not
very differently from an ordinary sound wave, both as regards velocity and in other
respects, and the experimental results proved this view V be correct.

There must be a great difference in this respect between, the propagation of
explosion pressure waves in water and in air, for the pressures necessary to produce
the same small condensation in these two fluids are in the ratio 23,000: . An
explosion pressure wave in air must certainly deviate widely from the simule acoustic
laws for a great distance from the charge.
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(4) Effect of a 300lb. Charge of 40/60 Amatol at a disance
of 50 feet.

Towards the end of .1917 Mining School carried out a series of experiments in
which II... Submarine D. 1 was attacked at different distances with depth charges
containing 300 lbs. of .10/60 amatol. Roughly speaking, the result of these experi-
ments was to show that at distances above 51) feet the .,am&ge was not very heavy,
while at srinller distances the damage was vital. The gauges for the present experi-
ments were accordiagly designed to be suitable for the region between "'5 and 100 feet
from a charge of this type, and the pressure at a distance of 51) feet. was made the first
object of investigation.

The result is shown in Fig. 1, which represents the iaverage of five shots. The
pressure rises to its maximum intensity ('80 ton per square inch) almost instan-
tanuously, at most in a few hundred-thousandths of a second ; it-falls in a thousandth
of a second to a quarter of its niaximuni intensity, and afterwards continues to fall
more ana more slowly : after five thousandths of a second there still rem.iaa a rerv
small pressure.

The time integral of the pressure

Spdt --- the area of the time-pressure curve)

up to five thousandths of a second is I (t = 5 x 10-') - "68, a pressure of one ton
per square inch for a thousandth of a second being taken as the unit. The whole-
time integral of pressure, up to the moment when the pressure ceases or becomes
negativc, can only be very slightly greater than this. More than half the time
integral of pressure occurs in the first thousandth of a second, and more than four
fifths in three thousandths of a second, I (t = 10-1) = "40, I (t = 3 x 10-') = "60.

A time-pressure curve such as that shown in Fig. 1 gives complete information
as to what happens in the water when the pressure wave passes. For example, the
velocity of a particle of the water at. any .uoment is

E
ap'

a being the velocity of the pressure wave (Section 6) and p the d .nsity of sea-water,
or 33 p, if the velocity is expressed in feet per second and p in tons per square inch.
The particle-velocity is greatest in the front of the wave, where the pressure is grc,.test,
and there amlouut, in the present case, to '26-4 feet per second. Again, the displace-
meat of a particle from its original position is

-I pdt, or 0"401,
(p.

if the dispiacement is expressed in inches and the time integral of pressure I in the
dimensions defined above; thus in the present case the total displacement of a particle
by the pressure wave is "27 inch.

'lhe flux cf energy, that is to say, the energy which crosses each unit surface of a
sphere with the charge at its centre, is o

F p'dt, or F = 7"4 x RO jp'dt

if F is expressed in foot-pounds per square inch and p in tons per square inch. In the
prisent case F (t = 10") = l-1u, F (t = 3 X 10-') = 15'7, F(t = 5 x 10-') 16,0.
Since nearly nine-tenths of the energy passes in the first thousanudth of a second,
which corresponds to A radial distance of about 5 feet, it is clear that nearly all the
energy of the pressure wave is concentrated in the front of the wave in a layer only a
few .tfet thick. The whole energy of the pressure wave, assuming that it springs from_
tue charge with equal strength in all dire tious, i. 4 r D'F = 72 x IV foot-pounds, or

21 x O foot-pounds per pound of explosive. Since the total energy liberated by the

Qi)
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eXPInsion of I lb, of 40/60 amstol ;a roughly 1(f fno -pniindst, it (tppestre tbqt abot a

quarter of the whole energy of the explosion gets away in the pressure wave.

(5) Regularity and Symmtry of the Pressure Wave.

A. mass of evidence was collected showing that the pressnre wdve from a high-
expiosive charge tinder A-ater is very regular and symmetrical; the pressure wave

springs away from the charge with practically the same strength in all directions, and

when similar charges are fired under similar conditions the results are nearly
identical.

The time-pressure curves illustrating this report represent in most cases the

average of several shots. In only one instance (referred to in Section 10) did the
results of any individual shot differ by more than about 5 per cent. from the group
average. Three typical groups are %hown in the following table, and some other
figures are given at the end of Section 18.

TABLE 1.

D = distance in feet from centre of charge to gauges.

P = maximum pressure, in tons per square inch.

I (t = 3) = time integral of pressure for the first three thousandths of a second,
in units of 1 ton per square inch for oaie thousandth of a second.

- Chue. shot. f D. I'.I(t3)

1,600 lbe. 0120 amatoI - - - 85 63J 1.1 1-25
1 86 1-1 115

87 1.5122
Average. I hSI2

272 No,. R.D. No. 30 mixture 69 50 .68 6
71 .63 61

I 94 *68 *65
A verage. .67 6

312 IN.. guncotton - - - 60 *062 .J
63 .63 -54
67 -59 -52

Average. 61 -53

The symmetry of the pressure wuve was tested, in a very large number bf shots,
b~y comparing the indications of two groups of gauges at oqual distances from the
charge in opposite directions, one group on the side away from the " Malspert," the
other on the near side, and in some casee a third grup o f gauges was hung at an
equal distance vertically underneath the charge. The ratios of the results in these
three direections are shown in Table 11. When copper gauges were not available for
this purpose, use was made of the plasticine gauges described in Section 20. The
distance of the g~auges from the charge was in nearly all case 50 feet from a 300-lb.
charge and corresponding distances (Setion ID) from other charges. It will be seen
that there was only one instance of 'Pronounced dissymmetry (Shiot 27) ; in all other
cases the diffa renceq are slight, averaging Only about 6 per cent. Considering that
the differences recorded in the table must be partly due to errors of the gauges and
inexactness of the measured distances it is clear that the strength of the pressure wave
is generally very nearly the same in all diroctions.

The special case cf a charge of vmry elongated shape is dealt with in Section 15.
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TAsnE IL
= maximum pressure.

I(e), I (p) - time integral of pressure measured by copper gauges and pluticia,
gauges respectively.

"The arrows represent three directions from the charge, - being the direction from
the charge towards the Malapert."

.I t p).
Ibot.

1 7 ... 100 !o
20 - 100 IU -

22 -100 91
2 -- 100 97
25 -- 100 96
27 too00 92
29 1 00 - 10
30 - - 100 90 98
32 - -. 100 lOS
33 - too 104 -
34 - - 100 97 97
36 - 100 98 103
36 - -- 100 96 -
37 - 100 105 -
38 -- 100 8 94
44 - 100 96 106
45- 100 88 94
46 100 106 100 103 100 101 -
47 - -- - - 100 102 -
49 100 100 100 6 - - -
so 100 95 100 98 --
5! - - -- - 100 111 -
52 - - - - 100 88 -
53 100 94 100 95 - -
55 - - - - 1(0 9 -

56 - - - 100 106 -
57 10 95 - 100 94 - - -
58 t00 96 - 100 00 - --
59 - - - 100 103
60 1® 100 - 1o 104 - -
61 100oo I too0 102 -

62 100 105 - - 100 1 -
63 tO 10, - 100 5
63 100 103 - i - -

66 10o 90 - 1oo 0 -

67 100 98 -- 00 8
68 100 4N - 100 106 114
69 1 00 104 -- 100 oo o- -
71 00n 100 1 00 1 05 --
72 tOO - 104 - --
74 100 - 1N -
81 1OW - 106 - -
S4 to0 9i - 100 94 . .. ..
85 100 107 - - -

80 100 102
87 it) (13 ....
97 Io0 108 ..

9 - - -- 100 97
95 1oo 97 - too - _
98 100 101 - - -

100 100 106 -
103 100 102 -
104 100 105

(0) Velocity of the Presure Wave.
The experiments described in Section 23 proved that the velocity of the pressure

wave is, within a few per cent., the saine as that of 3ound in sea-water, or about
4,00 feet per second.
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(7) Variation of Pressure with Distance.

This was investigated by hanging gauges at difTerent distances D in the same

radial direction from the charge. The results. which are recorded in Table It., were

calculated in the form--

Pressure (or time integral of pressure) at distance D1 = [Dt\x
Pressure (or time i tegral of pressure) at distance D, \D11

It will be seen that the maximum pressure appears to fall off slighty more than

in proportion to the distance (x > 1), but roughly speaking the tihe-prebsare curve at

distance D2 is a copy of the curve at distance D, with all the orditates altered in the

proportion D,. Examples are shown in Figs. 14 to is, 20 and 23.

The results indicate that the wave ipreads with very little dissipation of its

energy.
TABLE III.

D = distance in feet from centre of charge to gauges.
P maximum pressure in tons er square inch.
I(t= 1), (t .- P) = time integra of pressure for the first thousanlth of a second

and for the first three thousandths of a second, in units of one ton per square inch for
one thousandth of a second.

4i brge. -but. D. V. X 1) I 1(f ) x

1.900 ,$. 50.10O Amatol. Average of 88, 90 -  46} l"71.. 4 - 1 .. 2 --33 196 10

is --- 4 10

1.6M 1l,. 40/20 A,,ol .- vrn,, of S.3,.86, 87 63 . 1- 1.o4 - . 99

, o 1 1, .. 'k .N . . - 5 5 s o--- 53 4 } " 3 M 6 " 1 0
'I40 )23)

1,000 Ij,. T.N.Vve. - .\o rage uf 32, 33 - T 5 54 S t .95
120 - 3:35 I -1 5f

820 Ii1w. 401601 AmntoIl .vemrage of 36. 37 - 69 -4 * - 7 91

'I I - 1 -9 48
820 Iis. MIN6 Ainonui 52 6 69' 7410

303 -16. " A % o 264 97 .94

310 I1,. 40/60 Ainatol - 29 50 -. " "60 I'

120~ -23 - 1.00
300 R-9. 10160 kinnti A~ entre of 105. 106, 12~ 4 '00,

201

(8) Surface Effects.

When a charge is fire4l at moderate depth the effect observed at the surface is
always twofold. Take, for example, the case of a 3ix)-lb. amatol charge at a depth
of 311 feet. At the instant of tiring (actually a few thousandths of a second after
detonation) the surface above the charge hegins to rise into a white dome of broken
water, which reaches a height of about 35 feet on a diameter of 140 feet. About
a second later the top of the dome is broker, through by a rush of gas, which carries
up plumes of spray to a height of 100 to 200 feet. The first effect signalises the
arrival of the pressure wav. at the surface; it has nothing to do with the products of
the explosion, in fact there is" solid " water between the exploded charge and the
surface at the moment when the dome begins to form. The second effect represents
the venting of the explosion gases.

A large number of measurements of the dome and plumes are recorded in
Section 26. The plumes are very variable, as might be expected; they generally
appear as a, broad bush-like eruption, but sometimes take the form of a single thin
spout, rising to a much greater height (e.g., Shots 51 and 65). The dome measure-
ments are more regular, anti might have been even more so if it had been possible

t) AS lt'.$
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to take cinematograph records ; the actual measurements are from photographs, and
uannct hc regarded as very Accuratu, siuce it is diicult to expose the camera at exactly
the right moment. The significance of the dome measurements is discussed in
Section 22. Some photographs of typical domes and plumes are reproduced at the
end of this report.

When a charge is fired at a great depth the dome and plume eflects appear in an
entirely different form. For example when a 300-lb. Amatol charge is fired at a depth
of 200 feet the surface above the charge, over an area about 200 feet in diameter, is
observed to quiver, and a slight flicker of spray is thrown up, but the surface as
a whole does not rise at all and there is no sign of the whiteness caused by disinte-
grated wAter--on the contrary, if the sea is perfectly smooth the surface appears
darkened, its still water is darkened by a catapaw of wind. Nothing further is seen
until about 25 seconds later, when a largo volume of creamy green fluid be/irs to
p, ur up at the surface, consisting of an emulsion of bubbles- and water, the residue of
the explosion products.

The fact that the surface in this case is not broken at tht moment of explosion is
a proof that the energy of the pressure wave is completely reflected (except a minubte
ira-tion which passes into the air) and since it is a cae of reflection In a dense medium
at the surface of a light medintm the pressure wave must be reflected as a r-'c of
tension. The pressure in the wave front when it reaches Lhe surface is r' 2 ton
per square inch, and the reflected wave starts downiward with a tension expreseked by
the same figure; it is clear therefore that the water is able to support a momentary
tension of this amount without breaking. To discover how much tension sea water
is capable of supporting, a series of 404b. and 300.lb. amatol charges were fired at
different depths. The point dividing complete reflection on the one hand and
coni;Xte disintegration of the surface on the other is not very distinct, and depends
moreover on the state of the sea, the surface breaking more readily when there is any
lop, bit approximately the minimum depth for complete reflection at a flat calm
surface was found to be 60 to 80 feet for a 40-lb. charge and 125 to 150 feet for
a 300.lb. charge, corresponding in both eases to a pressure of about O'3 ton per
square inch, and it may be concluded that this is about the greatest tension that sea-
water is capable of supporting, even momentarily.

The idea of the reflected tension wave leads to a simple theory of the effect which
the surface exercises on the pressure at any given point in the witer. Assume, to
begin with. that the pressure wave is completely reflected, without breaking the
surface. The effect at a point B, Fig. 2, is found by superimposing the effects of the
pressur- wave X direct from the charge A and the reflected tension wave Y, arriving
y the path A C B. The tension wave is weaker than the pressure wave in the ratio

AB

and arrives later by an interval
A'B - AB

a
a being the velocity of sound in sea-water. The result is (as shown at Z) that the
first pa of the pressure wave arrives at B entirely unaffected by the proximity of the
surface, but after a certain interval the remaining pressure is obliterated by the arrival
of the lensiln, wave.

If the pressurc iz strong enough tc break the nuilano the matter is not so oimple,
but there is reason for believing that the same rule holds, at all events very nearly.
To take an iuaginary case, suppose that a plane wave of the form shown in Fig. I
travels vertically to the surface, and that it disintegrates the water to a depth of 2 feet.
This means that the first 4 feet of the pressure wave (from t - 0 to t = '8 × 10-,
Fig. 1) fails to get reflected, its energy being spent in giving an upward momentum to
the disintegrated water. The rt'nainder of the pressure wave, from t = '8 X 10-3, is
reflected from the new surface, feet bolow the original surface, as , wave of tension.
he point to observe in the present connexion id, that while the tension wave has

been shor of its first 4 fpvt it has also 4 feet less did.ance to travel, and the moment
of arrival of the front of the reflected wave at any given point in the water is there.
fore the same " it would have been if complete reflection had occurred at the original
surface. It may be concluded therefore that the rule stated in the preceding pars-
graph still give. the correct moment for the obliteration of the pressure at any given
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pont in the water, and closer consideration shows that the rule is applicable in
the region of disintegration itself, as well as below,

To teat this !zcory. four 261-lb. charges of 8)/20 amatol were fired, at a depth of
34J feet, and pressuti measuremeuts were made at depths of 1j feet, 2k feet, 3k feet,
10 feet, and 341 feet below the surface, the direct distance from the centre of charge
to the gauger being 4) feet in every case. The time-pressure curve at a depth of
341 feet is shown in Fig. 7, which ro.resentP the average of the four shotw. The
results at other depths are bhown in I igs. 8 to I I; in these figures the rectangular
steps represent the experimental results, but the curves are simply copies of the curve
in Fig. i, with the pressure cut oil at times corresponding to the theory; for example,
with thu gauges at i depth of 0 teet the difference between the direct and
reflected paths AB aud'ACB, Fig. 2, is 12'2 feet, corresponding to 2'5 x 10" second,
and the pressure is represented as ceasing at this moment. The good agreement
between the curves drawn in this way and the roctang ulsr step's derived from the
experimental results is evidence of the coricotness of the theory.

Further confirmatibn was obtained by firng a 1,000 lb. T.N.T. charge at a depth
of 51J feet and measuring the pressure -t a point 40 feet bt~ow the surface and
250 feet distant from the charge. The experimental results are shown by the
rectangular steps in Fig. 23, while the curve in the same figure is derived from the
curve shown in Fig. ZO, which represents the presutcre fi'nm the same charge at a
distance of 75 feet, by reducing the ordinates in the ratio . The difference
between the direct and reflected paths is 16 feet, aud the presure is therefore
represented as ceasing at the moment t = 3'25 x 10 -. It will be ,een that in this
case also there is good agreement between the experimental rectwigles and the
theoretical curve.

The effect of varying the depth of the charge is covered by the same principle.
At whatever depth a charge is fired, within practical limits, the pressure wave
springing from it must have exactly the same character, for even at a depth of
1,000 feet the hydrostatic pressure is less than 2 toi per square inch, and the
density and elasticity of the water are practically the same as at the surface. The
only effect of firing the charge deep is to remove it far from the reflecting action of
the surface.

A comparison of Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5, all uf which refer to 300 lb. charges of
4064) Amatol, shows that the pressure wave is the sane whether the depth of the
charge is 84J feet or 20 feet ; with the charge at a depth of 10 feet the first part of
the presuure wave is the same, but after 2'3 x 107 seconds the reflected tension
wave arrives at the gauges and obliterates the remaining pressure; with the charge
at a dnpth of 5 feet the pressure is all over in about Ik thousandthi of a second.

To complete thin series of experiments a charge of the same sort was fired on the
surface, slung between two barrels so as to be aboit three.quarters submerged. The
result is shown in Fig. 6. 1he maximum pressure reaches nearly its full value, but
the pressure disappears very quickly, being practically al. gene in half a thousandth
of a second.

In many instances the gauges gave direct evidence that the prcmsare iu lie water
is followed by a state of tension or cavitation-see, for example, Figs, 4 to 6 and
8 to 11. Attention way also be drawn to the figures for Shot 5b in Table VI.
(Section 18), from which it vill be soen that the pistons in the last g'iuge of the series
were practically brought to rest before reaching the end of their travel, owing to the
state of tereaion following the pressure wave. The tensions recorded were never very
high however, th imost that was olIserved being 0414 ton per square inch, or 6'7
atmospheres (Fig. 11). It is probable that ravitntinn ,w,rs mor- readily at the
surface of the gauges than in the water itself, so that the gauges record less than the
full tension. The zero pressure line in the diagrams represente, the normal hydro-
static pressure at the depth at which the gauges are ho'ig; in Fig, 1 for example,
the gauges being at a depth of 10 feet the normal pressure is 1'3 atmosphere or '008
ton per square inch, and a pressure indicated as '044 ton per square inch below
normal represents only 036 ton per square inch actual tension, or 5 4 atmospheres
negative.

(9) Comparison of Large and Small Oharges.
The experiments on this point were based on the following theory. Suppose that

detonation is started simultaneously at corresponding points in two charges which Pre

exactly similar except that the linear dimensions of one are R times as great as the
52
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Aclordling to the above theory, when the p,,ousure waves from a big and a ksmall
charge art, compared at correoponding dintances the maximium prestre should be the
same it, 1oth easca, but the pressiure from the big chargi, should bie It times as
suiukraiel' tha is to "y, it taker, It trum as long in falling t i any given fraction of its
likiliintiui Intensity, The whole time-integral of pressure shouldl be It timies as great
for the big charge as for the small one, and the time-integral of pressure of the big
chargo tor anuy ptimiod lit ohould 1?e 11 iviet the timne-ittegrt of pesuru of the ma
charge for the corresponding period C. In short, the time-presrure curve of tho big
charge should be a copy of that of the small charge with all the absciessm increased in
the ratio It.

ro lwut the' theory to a batisfactury tost it is necessary to make comparisons with
charges differing very widely in inagnitude. Expuei;ents were therefore made with
,,hiages weighing 10 lbs. tind t 9(X) )6e., giving ai scale ratio R -~ 3062. The Sinul
oarlies were of 40/ ' 0 nuiatol anid tile large ones of 50/50 amiatol, but these two

nitrsmay b)0 regarded as stivinp. identical nffects (see Section 12). With fauges

,it istatices of 251 foet and 02J tiet, which correspond to 50 feet frcni a 300-lb.
,,)harge, results, were obtained whichi are shown it, Figs. 13 and 15 It will be seen
that thio laxitmun pressure from the. aill charge (-78 ton per square inch) is about
A pei c-ent. lowe,, than that from the big cinrg" (85 tone per square inch), but the
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g'reater part of thiti discrepancy Is probably due to the auges, which tend t. tinder-. uder,
eetinitto the maiium pressure from a small charge, as ixplained in Section 19. The Thi
time taken for the pressure to fall to 2 ton per square inch is '80 X 10"'second in md ini
ono camc, and I 'M~ X 10-, i the other, giving a ratio 30. which Is fairly itear the ir tho
scale ratio R - 3,62. The time-integral of pressure of the small charge for ai period )eriod
9 10-1 second is 0,30, while that of the big charge for a period 11* -w 362 X 1 is 0-1 is
31 2giving a ratio 3, 4, which is very closo to the scale rutio. The resultwihih

30-'. charges at 60 feot (Fig. 1) are in equall goo agreement with tho theory, and ,and
sarthe comparisons between other large and small charges shown in Figs. 12 and Dand

20, 7 und 17, 1 and 29. The small discrepancies botween thetry and resuilts may be sy be
impited to orpprimsental errore end to differences in the make-up of the charges.

Putting together the results desoribed in the lNet thres sections, it will be aeon seen
that when once the time-pressure curve has been determined for a gie harge taa
given diotmune it is possible tu construct the tiepes~r curve fra isimilar oharge, a~e

of 
)POy is 
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921 x ~./j~ m167 feet,
and the time-pressure curve for a 6-ton obarqe at this distance is obtained from from
Fig, 15 by increasing all the abecisaw in the ratio

IV181'~

the ordinates of this curve are then diminished in the ratio 167 giin the time- n.

pressure curvc of a 6-ton charge at a distance of 210 feet, which is the direct distance nlee
from the centre of the charge to the point of reference ; finally, since the 4ifference enco
between the direct and reflected paths from the charge to the point of reference, by I by
the construction shown in Fi'$. 2, is 9 feet, the pressure ii cut off after 1P8 x 10-1 10-A
second. The result is shown in Fig. 19. Other examples of predicted pressure curves rves
arc shown (in broken lines) in Figs. 17, 22, 24, and 20.

If the effect of the surface is left out of account, the maximurm prcssure P, the the
time-intcg,al of pressure 1, and the energy flux F from a charge of weight W at at
distance D can be expressed in the form-

P W1
'1

I -KID

F- KWF

K,, K,, and K. being constants depending on the nature of the explosive and its its
container. Neither these formulm Por the above method of predicting the time- me-
pressure curve can properly be applied in the region near the charge, where the the
pressure exceeds 2 tons per square ineh, thiH rogion being ottide the scop( of tho o
present itivestigation.

(10) Bottom Efibt.
The experiments described in Section 24 show that the pressure wave is reflected ted

from a uiud bottom with much diminished intensity ; the tine-integral of the the
reflected pressure is less than half what it wold be if complete reflection occurred.

Another point that was inveutigated wee the effect of firing a char'ge on the he
bottom, instead of in mid-water. It is natural to expect, that it stronger pressure re
wave would be gonerateli , 6he difference should 1,e nore marked the greater the lie
elastic resistance anid density of the bottoni, both these factors inakiiig it relutivr!y !.y
unyielding to a wudden pressure, with the result that the radiated] energy ic
concentrated in the water. In the limit, wheu the bottomn is perfectly uny,1ieldiLg, the he
radiation of energy would be entirely eorafnedl to the water, and the prcsui-e waveA ye
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from a hemnispherieal obharge resting on the bottom would obiviouslly hot the samte si
that from a spherical charge of the same diameter in uiid-water, that is to say, the
charge on the bottom would give the same effect as a charge twice as Leavy with
water all round it, A hard rock bottom should approximate to this extreme, while
saind or mud should give a similar but smaller effect.

'Fxpriiett were made by firing throe 1,000-lb. T.NT. charges on a sand
bottom in 10 fathoms, about li miles off Irvine ;the pieasure wave was measured at
u distance of 75 feet from the contre of the charge, in a direction making an angle of
about 60' with the verticul. Iii the~ '.ki' of shot 7'8 (Fig. 22) the result approximates
to the calculated effect of a 2,1100-lb. TXNT. charge in mid-water; in shot 75 (Fig, 21)
the preusure wvns considcrably letss, butt still greatly in excess of the effect of the same
eharge in miil-water (Fig. 210) ; the third ahot gave results internmediate between the
other two.

Trho differences between the results of these three shots fired on the bottom were
mugrearoter than ya s 'ever observed in the ease of sh~ots fired in mid-water ; this is
not al ther surprisig seeing that the local configurntiono h bto i
the depth of sand covering the underlying rock were quite likely different in all three
caries,

(11) Effect of surrounding the charge mith an Air Chamber.

Fig. 28 shows the time-pressure curve at a distance of 50 feet from the centre of
an H 2 mine (a spherical mild steel shell 38 inches in diameter and A inch thick, with
a charge of 320 lbs. of 40/60 amatol in a central container, as shown in Fig. 40).
Comparing Fig. 28 with Fig. I it will be sef-n that b)0th the inaximumi pressure and the
time-initegral of pressure of the air-surrounded charge are slightly less than for the
naked charge, but the differenece in both respects is not miuch more than 5 per cent.
Tlhis is rat her surprising, seeing that the volume of ai.- is d1early four times the volumne
of explusive.

8otne 11 2 mines filled with an Additional 5tW lbs. of 40/60 aniaol (as at X 7,
Fir. Wt gave the result shown in Fig. 29, which is very nearly the same us the
calculated efftect of the samte chanrge in nakied form.

(12) Comparison of different Explosives.

Fig,-. 12, 1, ind 7 give a Conparison between T.N.T. (tri-nitro toluene.), 40/60
amatol iaminoniun, nitrate 40, T.N.. 60) and 80/20 amatol (ammonium nitrate 60,
T.N.T. 20o). it will be seen that T.N.T. gives practivally the same effect as 40/0
arnatol, execpt thant the maximum p~ressure, is about C' per cent. lower. Allowing for
the slight difference in the weight of explosive, 80/20 aniatol and T.N.T. give
practically identical results. A comparison between 3u0-lb. charges of 40,00 amatul
and 50/50 arnatol showed no dlifference.

1'ige. 3o and 31 show results obtained with guncotton and ammonium perchiorate
charges. Theee results are not directly comparable with Figs. 1, 7 and 12, as the

,hreq were made up in very thick wialled mines (sphieria mild steel shells,
3ti inches in diameter and 13, to I' inch thick). The maximum pressure in both cases,
but especially for the guncotton charge, is a good deal lower than for aniatol ; this
may be partly due to the thickness of the mine shell. On the other hFAnd it ii!
noticguble that the pressure of the aranonium perchlorate charge is very well
sustained; the whole time-integral of pressure is decidedly higher than for ainatol;
writh charges of equal weight and similar make-up the difference would be even more
marked.

(13) Gunpowder Charge.

Fig. 32 shoirs the reiults obtained wvith ;(nie 500-lbs. charges of E.X.E. powder.
This is, a very slow-burning powder, density 1,8, pressed into hex!,gonal prisam
11 inches across the flatb and with a central hole about -4 inch in diameter. The
charge was built up of thcse prisms in layers, and was fireii by a central igniter,
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consisting of a til containing fine Frain powder with a fulminate of mercury ercury
detonator. The tim-opressure curve o this charge is an interesting contrasi; to that to that
of a high explosive such as enatul. The pressure builds up slowly to a maximum ziukum
which is not much more than 5'th of the maximum pressure given by an equaL weight weight
oftamatol at the same distance ; on the other hand the pressure lasts much lender; it ger; it
does not reach its maximun until a time when the pressure from ths amato]l charge charge
would practically have ditappeared.

The surface above the charge showed no sign of breaking at the moment of ent of
explosion, the usual white dome was entirely absent; the teuaton in fact was too £a too
weak to break the water and the pressure wave was completely reflected. It was it was
possible therefore to observe the first stooes of the arrival ot the burnt gases at the at the
surface, which im masked, in the case of high explosives, by the dome of broken water wator
thrown up by the prosure wave. The firat efffet, which appeared at a distinct istlnct
interval after the moment of explosion, was the heaping up of a small mound of green son
water (Fig. 56); this was probably a sort. of water-piston push-d up ahead ol the ofthe
ascending gas bubble; a moment later the gases burst through, forming plumes Dot ea not
unlike those given by a high-explosive charge (Fig. 57).

(14) Composite Qhals.

Some composite charges were made by lashing together three 3004-lb. charges of rgee of
40/60 amatol. Each SMt-I. charge was a cylinder 28 inches long and 18 inches in hes in
diameter; the three charges were lashed with their axes horizontal and parallel, so lel, so
as to give a figure of three touching circles in cross-section; only the top charge was ge was
primned, the two others being fired by the explosion of the first. The result, shown in own
Fig. 24, approximates very closely to the calculated effect of a single 900-lb. charge. arge.

(15) Inflrqnoe of the Shape of the Ohargo.

Experiments on this point were made by lashing together three 3(&Ih charges arges
of 40/60 amatol end-to-end. Each charge was a cylinder 28 inchee long and and
18 inches diameter, so that the composite charge had a length of nearly five diameters. atcra.
Owing to the dished shape of the ends of the charges there was an average distance tafle
of abou- 3 inches between the amatol in one charge and the amatol in the next. next.
One of the end charges was primed, the other two being fired by the explosion of the of the
first. The composite charge was hung horizontally, and pxi.is'Ire measurements were were
takeu in three directions, () in line with the axis of the charge from the primed end end
towards the unprimed end, (2) in line with the axis of the charge from the unprimed rimed
end towards the primed end, (3) at right angles to the axis of the charge. AU three three
sets of gauges were at the same distance from the centre of the charge, The results esults
are shown in Fig. 25, 26, and 27. It will be seen that the pressure i3 strongest but st but
least sustained in the broadside direction, and weakest but most sustained in the in the
direction oppuite to that in which detonation proceeds.

These results admit of a simple explanation ; in the broadside direction the effects effects
of the thrce charges arrive tiiultaueuusly, or nearly so, while in the endwise adwise
directions they arrive more or less in turn; but there is a difference between the two he two
endwise directions, because in the direction in which detonation proceeds the effecte effete
of the three charges arrive more nearly s&multaneously than in the opposite direction, ection,
the time taken by detonation in travelling from one end of the charge to the other other
being in the first case subtracted from and in the second ease added to the time taken taken
by the prestre wave in travelling the same distance in water.

Comparing Figs. 25, 26, 27 with Fig. 24, it appearj that the three charges lashed lashed
end-to-end give on the whole a less powerful effect than when bunched together. It r. It
is probable that, for general purposes, the best disposition of a given weight of ght of
explosive is in spherical form, which most nearly enables the effects of all its parts to arts to
arrive at any given point simultaneously. On the other hand, if a maximum effect is ffect is
desired in a single direction the best shape would probably be a flat disc, the effect of et of
which should be greatest in the direction of its axis.
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(16) Damaging Power of diffbrent Presmure Waveg,

For the practical applicatiop of the results described in the foreging sections it
is necessary to know what it is that determines dama e, whether it is simply the
maximum intensity of the pressure, or the whole time-integral of pressure, or some
intermediate function cuch as the energy flux. The bet way to investigate this
question is to determine the relative distanoes at which big and little charges iniot
the same damage on a given structure. It has been shown in Section 9 that the
maximum pressure from a charge is proportional to

Wi
U,

W being the weight of explosive and D the distance from the cenitre of the charge:
consequently if damage is determined simply by the maximunr pressure the damsginj

W
range of a charge will be proportional to W; the energy flux is proportional to fi, so

that if danage is determined by energy flux the damaging range will be propor-
tional to W , the time-integral of pressure is proportional to

WI
T'1

so that if damage is determined by time-integral of pressure the damaging range will
be proportional to W.

During the first half of the experimentsa grea t many observations were made by
Mr. Robert Rovds (on behalf of the Mining SChool) on the damage sustained by H 4
mine cases at different distances from various char es; afterwards these observations
were extended by the writer to a greater range u charges, and a bottom line was
used, as described in Section 21, to ensure accuracy of distance. An H 4 wine
case is a sphere of mild steel ith inch thick an"i 31 inches in diameter; it is
made in two halves, joined by an equatorial weld, and the lower half is fitted with a
heavy plate carrying the mechanism of the mine. These mine cases, used as damage
gauges, gave more constant results than had been anticipated; the central weld was

emost variable part of the structure, and no great weight i'a& attached to its
behaviour. The damage varies very rapidly with the distance from the charge;
there is a critical distance at which moderate damage is inflicted (d-Image 2 on the
scale given below) and this distance can be estimated with a fair degree of accuracy,
because a small change one way or the other gives either heavT damage or no c.mtge
at all ; if 100 represents the distance at which the mine case is just not damaged at
all, it is only neressary to bring it in to distance 75 or 70 to inflict fairly heavy
damage (3 or 4 on the scale below). The damage begins with the formation of
shallow dents, or places where the surface is pushed in and its curvature reversed ; at
closer range these dents become larger and deeper; finally they overlap each other
and prodeoe a general crumpling and folding of the mine case, and at this stage the
metal is oxaen more or less extensively torn ; it should be noted, however, that (apart
from the weld) the damage never shows any mign of beginning with a crack- wh en
the metal is tom it is always as a result of excessive folding. The different degree
of damage were measured by the following scale:-

0. No damage (Fig. 63).
1. Shallow dents, not more than lj inches below the otiginal surface.
2. large deep dents, say 3 or 4 inches below the original surface.
3. Very lae overlapping dents, producing crumpling and folding of the

metal

4. Mine case very severely crushed and the metal torn (Fig. 64).

Experiments were made with these mine cases at different distances from 40-lb.
charges of 40/60 asatol, 300.lb. charges of 40/60 amatol, 1,600-lb. cbarges of
80/20 amatol, und 1,W0-lb. charges of 50/50 amatol The diffl:'enes in the
compouition of the amatol can bo left out of account, for the corresponding differences
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of, pressure are too sxmall to affet the conluslons. The vrstnltq are recorded in the ini thi:
following table .

TABLEI1V.
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Ietail he qsien utathediac 37fet whrom a 40-lb. charge Ajut ifse toefo dany ingan
ramge ispoton temn ae to abu 1,0-b hra feet iu stances han the a te cub ccbe
aoo af 40-lb.ichagt 1 eoiet; adtuallyte bof charget rm1,eet causes normre. heavy.
apsto 37 fhie td fro a 40-lb. charge ht 16 theo wdagn rainlge ver a hrevy.r i
It oris ler tereWrI thamthe shouald ranthe sm prpionals two cse;thing , bten te
min ade is, anhevl damed t wath 1260-l fehtrges sho t,0 bhage it ieyt wppoul- poxi-

rngecl psroportional to V,# a for -lb it a g t 1urr 0 fromth shults av the ablceffhat efthat

at all whl. hedmg00o 0-lb. charge at 170 or17 t would producel t he saedaaer as avy-l. he-lb.
Iti ara 6fedo theassuptio that the damaging range in propotional to nalthn bewe toe

Wa disancb.b charge a17or15fewulpce to 2arn dae a 4-b eml
NV, isaneof 179 feet from the big cagcorspondsto:.4es from the sml maU 0-b

c'harge. On the same astsumption the same damage should result faoin a 300-lb. 0-b
charge at 71 feet, which is in good accordance with thie observations.

These results bring out clearly tbat ii is neither maximum pressure nor time. time-
intebrPl of pressure that determines this kind of damage, but somethting inter- inter-
mediate; a high maxaimum pressure iA no Use if it is not suffciently sustained to ed to
deform the structu-P beyond its p(;wer of elastic recovery, and it high time-integral of aI of
pressure is no use if the pressure is less that the structure is able to resist. The The

r, A 1 7496
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resIte ar Anniistont with the supposition that the damaonp power of a pressure
wave is determined by its ensrgy nux; na this view an H 4 anlie. case begine to be
damaged when tho energy flux exceeds about 8 foot-pounds per square inch; but, at
best, this can uuly be true approximately and within limits, for it is possible to
conceive of a very prolon_ed pressure ,vae with an energy hux exoseding 5 foot-
pounds per square inch.but with a maximum pressure much lower than the mine
cuuld withstand under tattical conditions, and such a prcnure wave would obvioutlV
have no effect. It is much more probable that damage is a function of the time-
integral of the excess of pressure over a fixed value,

k depending on the strength of the structure; for example, ith, is taken as 0'1 topet
square inch,

has nearly the same value (about 0'2) for a 40-lb. charge at 286 fot, for a 300-lb.
charge at 68 feet, and for a 1,900-lb. charge at 175 feet, which is in good areement
with the results in Table IV., on this view an H. 4 mine cas begins to bedamaged
when

I (p.4' ) de

exceeds about 0 16, p being expressed in tons per square inch and t in tbousawths
of a second.

On general considerations, and quite apart from the above results, it is very
diffieult to suppose that the kind of damage at present in question can be determined
simply by the maximum intensity of the pressure. A crack, such as is produced by
a guncotton slab detonated in contact with a steel plate, may take only a few
millionths of a second to form, but the damage actually inflicted is not of this kind;
it in in the nature of deformation, and must take a relatively considerable time to
become at all serious ; the pressure on the mine case is only of the order of 1 ton p. r
square inch, and the formation of even a shallow dent 1 inch deep must take at- least
several ten-thousandths of a second, in which time the pressure has fallen vert much
below its maximum intensity ; it is clear. therefore, that the extent of the damage will
depend very much on the rate at which the pressure falls. It is an instructive fact
that an 11 4 mine case is generally not damaged at all by a 40-lb. amatol charge at
a dis tance of 29 feet, though the pressure at this distance (apart from any increase by
refitction) is 0'7 ton per square inch, which is many times as great as the mine case
could stand under statical conditions; the only possible explanation is that the
pressure does not last long enough to deform the structure beyond its power of elestic
recovery.

Damage to a hull by a distant charge will probably be governed by much the
batue considerations as damage to a mine case; deformation will be the primary effect,
anid where the metal is torn or rivete sheared, this will be a secondary effect arising
out of the other; the rate of decay of presure will have just the same importance in
determinir S the extent of the damage.

It is very desirable that any experiments that may be made spinet hulls should
include (1) a determination nf the time-history of the movement of the hull itself at
the point nearest to the charge, (2) a measurement by gauges of the time-pressure
curve in the water just outside the hull at the same point.

Experimental results on the damage sustained by a givar structure can be applied
to similar structures of different dimensions by me.ns of a rule first stat by
Hopkinson. This rule is as follows :-the damage inflicted on a given structure by a
given charge at a given distance will be reproduced to scale if the linear dimensions
of the charge and structure and the distance between them are all increased or
,diminishcd in the same ratio. For example, it is known that a 300-lb. charge of
amatol at a distance of 70 feet produces dents about 2 inches deep in a spherical mild
steel shell 31 inches in diameter and J inch thick; consequently it may be predicted
that a 2,400-lb. charge at a distance of 140 feet will produce dents about 4 inches
deep in a shell 62 inches in diameter and J inch thick. This rvde provides a link
between the effects of a small charge -n % small structure and of a big charge on a big
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struat t, but it giveo no informntion at to the relative effects uf ig snd sn all chnrges harges
ou the "swe structure. If a second rule can be established covering this side of tho of tU
problem, the two togetber will ) bviously cover a very vide ground.

Hopkinson's rule can be deduced theoretically as an extension of the principle nciple
described in Sectiou 9. Its validity hm bon proved experinentally for oharsies arges
differin er, widely in 'maguitude. The rule is obviously of great value in enabl-ng bhun
full-sca e i 1rences to be drawn from model experimentt.
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(17) Gauges for measuring the Time-integral of the Pressure.
%When the development of zow gauges was undertaken, it was recognised that the

ideal to be aimed at wam an apparatus that would give the complete timpi-history of the
pressure at a given point in the water, but it wast difficult to see any way of arriving
at this retsult. Hlop iumon'a pressure-bar method (Section 22) did not seem suitable,
especially under sea conditions, for measuring pressures which it was estimated~ would
endure for several thousandths of a second, while on the other band this period was
too short to give much hope of succebs with any form of mechanical chronograph.
First attempts weis~ therefore limited to the more moderate aim of producing gatuges
that wvould measure (1) the maximum intonsity of the pressure, and (2) the timie-
integral of the pressure, or in other words the duration of the pressure multiplied by
its a'verage intensity.

Afteo several faires, whioh need not be described, a successful time-integral
gauge was prod teed in the form shown i a Fig. 34 (Type G). This gauge was designed
with u view to the greatest possible mechanical simplicity and absence of friction, It
is bsed on the principle that the mumeLitum, acquired by a body is equal to the time-
integral of the force that has acted on it. The working part is an easy-fitting steel
pistonl, which rests on the rim of a small washer, with its bottom end exposed to the
water. The top andl of the piston carries a small copper cylinder, sprung into a thin
corrugated metal jacket which keeps it centred. The central hole in which the piston
wvorks rommunicates with four others which act as an air rehervoir. The air chamber
is necessary both to prevent ths. piston from being forced up by hydrostatic pressire
and to redue the cushioui~g effect when the piston is driven in (Section 29).

The pressure set uip by au explosion acts on the bottom end of the piston and
shoots it inwards, aid after travelling a distance of 2 inches the piston hammers the
copper agaiost the eyebolt of the gauge, which icts as an anvil. The energy of tho
pi.,tou is absorbed by the copper, which is shortened to an extent determined by
nmiereaieter measuremnts, By aiud of calibration experiments the momentuin of the
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pilton at the momefnt of impact can be deduced from the abortAning of ti.. copper, ?pper,
ana this gives a mleasure, in definite units, of the tims-integral of tho pressure in the in the
water.

Groups of the... gauges gave exceedingly uniform results, but the question Qeatio
remained whether these results represented the wbole tame-integral of the prossure, surs,
because any pressure persisting after the moment of impact would fail to contribute tribute
to the momentum of the pistons and would be left out of account. It is obvious that, s that
no general answer is possible on this point, because the gauges anight be sole to catch catch
the whole of the pressure from a given charge at a given distance but not from tfromn
another charge or from the same charge at Another d-istance. The question was ~nwM
investigatoid, for the pime of aL AM-h, ;~atol charge at a distainc of 50 fcct, by ct, by
Putting down a series of gauges with pistons having different amounts of free travel, travel,
and it was proved that in this particular case nearly the whole of the pressure. was re wans
taken into account by a 3-inch piston with a 2-inch travel, as in Fig. 34.

These experiments suggested a method b-" which similar gauges might be made ijiade
to yield the complete time-history of the pressulre.

(18) Gauges for deterninng tho coriniot.
Tim.-Presurue Curve.

Suippose it were possible to measure the velocity of the piston of the gauge 1. e s
shown in Fig. 34 at different distances from its starting point; at would clearly be a b
simple matter to reconstruct the history of the pressure from these measuarements. ments
Take any two successive measurements, velocity v, at distance #I, and velocity v, at7 a
distance is; the average velocity during the interven; perio may be taken a ns
j (u,1 + v)-this is not absolutely exact unless; v,-as infinitesimal,, but in practice ratic(
the error is altogether negligible; the tame of travel from *I to a, = distance dvided ivded
by velocity

the average acceleration during the same period =chae of velocity divided by ed b3
time

and the pressure in the water -the acceleration of the piston multiplied by its mass 8 11118
and di ,ided by ia cross-sectional area

=ifCs- vI) (V, + v,).

Calculating all the mesuremnents in this way, the result can be drawn diagraminati- mati.
callr as a series of rectangular steps, each representing a certain average pressure sorf
lasting a certain time, and a smooth curve drawn through all thetsteps in such a way, 8 wa3
as to leave out as much space us it tu.~i in representb the roconstructed time-histury istor5
of the pressure.

In practice it is hardly possible to measure the velocity of a single piston at tn al
different stages of its travel, but a practical alternative which givem exantly the same saine
information is to use a series of gruges with similar pistons havig different amounts ounti
of free travel, the velocity of each piston at the end of its travel being measurad by rod by
the effect of its impuct on a copper, as in Fig. 34. When it came to designing a izig a
serios of gauges for this urgose it %was found convenient to use comparatively long ing
pistons in the gauges with the largest amount of free travel and short pistons in the i h
gauges witb least free travel. The differonce in the mass of the pistons causes Do iseu nec

difuy ; it a piston of mass M har a velocity V after travelling a distance 8, a piston pso
of unit mass licted oaa by the same pressure would have a velocity MV after travelling velling
a distance Mb ; the results obtained with a Aeries of pistons of unequal mass can 5e can
therefore be translated to the basis of a aeries of pistons all of unit mass.

The gauges (t 'lies OX, GY, GZ, GA, and 013) which were designed for trying. tryiflA
this method are it uaLrated in Figs, 35 and 36. They differ from the G qauge ag
prcili inbi.i etd£rteOGadGaue aigsxpsos. ita

ricpal is ben thseeom teOGY n Zgugstkn i itn
each andc the GA and GB gaugeA three. The only -)ther difference worth noting is the i h
annular form of the air chamber. Each of the five types of gauge takes two uizes o~f i7N8 01

V. 8 1
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fiston, miaking a total of teno stepso in the time scale ; one extreme is a piston I inch
ong with a free travel of .1, inch, the other extreme is a *j-inch piston with a 4-inch

travel. Each gauge is filled with pistons of one size only, so that ten gauges must be
put down to get a coteplete time-pressure curve. The six or three coppers in each
gauge are merely to check one another, the average shortening of the coppers in each
gange being taken as the basis of calculation.

While these gauges were being made, the coppers were carefully calibrated by
attacking them with pistons of known mass and velocity, both thm factors being
varied over a wide range. These experiments, which are described in Appendix I,
proved that the shortening of the copper is entirely a function of energy; two pistons
with the same kinetic energy produce exactly the same shortening, though one may bp
many times hsavier than the other. The relation between shortening and energy,
shown in a ta ble in Appendix II., is the basis on which all the gauge results were
calculated. The coppers in these calibration experiments behaved with great.
uniformity, an observation that was borne out by the whole o# the subsequent sea
trials, in which many thousands of them were expended.

When the gauges were tried they at once gave successful results, which can best
be illustrated by quoting the complete figures of an actual experiment. This will also
serve to explain the way in. which the calculations are made, including '. :-'us
corrections v hich it has been convenient to leave out of sight in describing the simple
theorv of the method. The charge consisted of 300 lbs. of 40/60 amatol (Shot 4) at a
deptl of 341-fet t below the surface, and the gau~ee were hung in a vertical Line, I foot
apirt, at a horizoatal distance of 50 feet, the middle gauges being at the same depth
as the charge, Referring to r'able V., L represents the ength, 8 the nominal free travel,
aud M the mass of the ten sizes of piston. The rass M includes not only the steel
piston but also the copper, and the water which follows the piston into its bore up to
the moment of impact, since these contribute their share to the inertia and energy of
the moving system. Another point which has to be taken into account is the
downward impulse which the pressure communicates to the whole gauge, It is clear
that the body of the gauge is acted on by a force equal and opposite to that which
propels the group of pistons, and that at each moment it has an acceleration, velocity.

1.
and displacement times that of the pistons, x being the ratio of the mass of the body

of the gauge to that of the group of pistons. Tho momentum of the gauge is equal to

thait of the pistons, but its kinetic energy is less in the ratio X. At the moment of

impact the momentum on both sides is cancellad, and the energy on both sides is
absorbed by the coppers. The energy contributed by the pistons is therefore less than

the total kinetic energy in the ratio x-i. The real travel S' of the pistons up to tha

moment of impact is leds than the nominal travel S in the same ratio. The equivalent
travel of a 1-oz. piston, that is to say, the distance a I-oz. piston would be moved
if acted on by the same prcssure up to the same moment, is a = MS'.

Thus far the figures in the table are toerely uharacteristic of the gauges, and
would be the same for any experiment; the figures which follow are special to this
particular shnt.

a represents the shortening of the coppers and E the corresponding energy,
ascertained from the calibratnn table. The energy which a copper registers is
principally kinetic, but not entirely, because the pressure existing in the water at
the moment of impact does a certain amount of work on the copper while the latter
is being shortened. The work done in this way is equal o the pressure multiplied
by the cross-sectional area oi the pistoa multiplied by the shortening of the copper,

'036 p & foot-pounds. if p is expressed in tons per square inch. To apply this
correction it is necessary to guess the pressure p ; if the event shows that the guess
%.as a bad one it may be necessary to repeat the calculation to a second approximation,
but it is generally possible to make a good enough auess by comparing the figures
for , with cases previously worked out. The remaihang energy, E' = E - '036p A,

is from kinetic sources, and the part derived from the piton is E- oE'

Knuwing ti mass IN and the kinetic energy E ' of the piston it is a simp-e matter
to calculate its velocity V at the moment of impact, and the equivalent velocity of
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a I-oz. Piston, that is to say, the velocity it would have if acted ont by tho same e same
presue i~ t te aw iM'~u, s -MV. 'r'ho xesulta, are nowv in the Lfi e furuU

postulatedi in thie first paragraph of this section, expressing the velocities v that a that a
1-oz. piston would have acquired at distances a from ita starting point, and the rest he rest
of the calculation is qiestraightforward.

The result is Shownt11 graphically in Fig. 83 as a series of rectangular steps r steps
through which a curve has 'been drawu in such a way as to leave out a. much as it 1h as; it
takes .n. It will be seen that the steps form a very regular eries (as thoy do olso in atlso in
the numerous diagrams illustrating Part 1. of this report), nit that, they pgovide a vide a
thoroughly definite basis for the greater part of the curve re, reseuting the devay ot Cay at
pressure. On the other hand. it id clear that the atteps in Pig. 33 do not give any ye any
poisitive indication. of the formn uf the prebbeuro curve durinug tie first two ton- vo ten-
thoosandthe of a second, when the pressure is a maximum. 'This part of the curve curve
mi'ht have been d4awo, without inconsistency, in quite, , different way frnm flint nI lont.
shown, far example it mnight have been drawn as indioated by the dotted lines. The . Trhe
determination of this part of the curve was A.xected by gauges of a rather different ifferent
typo, which are dealt with in the next se'ction.

It may be pointed out that it is uot alwnys nec~seary or desirable to make use of Ilse of
all the 10 sizes of piston showvn at the top of T~ible V. Tho Gli gauges, with the th the
81-iuch and 6k-iuch pistons, were generally omnitted, being t necessary except ill ept~ ill
the case of very bill charges, and experience also showed that nothing was lost il lost, ill
most cases by omiitting the fl-inch piston.

For comparison with Table V., the results of a number of other shots, nll giving giving
time-pressure curves of quite different character, tare shown in a condensed form in arm iii
Table VI.
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TA9LE V1.

300.lb. Char.js of 40/U0 Amratol on Surface; Oat'sge 50 feet away. (See Fig. 0.)

Shot. IGatiga. GX 1. G GIS. G GY 1. G Y L. IG Z 1, GZ

- L I li I 24 ii

64 A 168 23'4 19,5 19,2 12'3 9'4

- v 300 40'2 46'8 4418 40'3 304

- I 236 . 40 *585 -96 1'60 3.25

6 -024 1--031 -027

267-1b. Charge of 80/20 Amatol ; Gauges 60 feet away and near tho Surface. (See Fig. 9.)

Shot, Guage. (X 1. GY 1. 1G Y . (17z , G Z 2. GA 1.

- L 101 1., 24 1# 41

28 A 17-7 26"5 32"9 23'9 26'5 14"6

- i v 3010 57'7 69'5 68'0 67,6 63-6

-- 28 '645 '
8

15 1.21 2-07 3'873eo- .0 0oo..
- p '60 030 192

1,000-lb. Charge of T.N.T.; Gauge# 250 feet away. (St,, Fig. 23.)

Shot. Gauge. G X I. G Y I. G Y 2. G Z 1. G Z 2. G A 1. G A 2.

- L j 1 2j f 41 3

55 A 7'6 12,0 1606 15'5 20"0 10 2 0 7

- 170 32'0 39'3 47.4 53,7 48-8

- 40 144 2-07 3'23 54

- ~ ~ 1 I ~ ' I ld .7 0158 .024 -1

300b. Charge of T.N.T.; Oauges 50 feet away. (See Fig. 12.)

ht. [Gauge. G X 1. G Y . 0 Y2. GZ 1. G A1.lG A2.

- L I 1A 21 41 8

11 A 17"7 26'2 35-3 33-9 33"1 47-2

17 &A 17'3 27"4 36,3 34-3 34-8 47.5

26 A 18-3 27-8 86.0 34-1 36-3 49-0

Average A 17"4 27-1 SS-9 34-1 34.4 47"9

30 .3 58'4 "4 1 88 0 1 l1'8 141-2

-23 '54 .bO 14 2.86 4-79

-40 (M5

0 AN514"
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li9k(+, 0m+rPo o; h'1wU Aw i; U tup. 46* avi owey (Ses Fi'. 14.)

et. ,i| I . I | G8iGll G

ANN IN, go,& 11111-41 14T.4 106*6

WU ol 0, 0 l Ill 140,1 10418

-. 1*3 1661 416 6.1 4800

111 'I.413 lo I003 3,'18

-,4 -%~ ]_ON4
- p I'? '481 Ri 4 'll K

1,MOQ b, Chn, nif 80/50 AnwM8 ; Grn.ge 92* toot away. (A* Fig. 18)

katl, Gilkts, a X, G.Ia y . , GA, A B ,

+-L a ll slj 8e

No A & 04 aT'# 614 3.S 800 3.1,7

14- WS I? SI'S 64,6 7?'? 61 -T

AA.t. , 13,'11 3' S3 4'0 46'0 78'8 81.?

116,1 a'8 11344 10S'8 21110 21.

- ,108 ,448 .1g9 1,03 3-9I8 8,16

P . . ' 7 .49. 5 '4 '13 "07

1,9004h. Clir~e of 50/50 Anitiol ; Ga"#e 186 feet away. (See Fig. 16.)

0. ( X 6., Y . GZ6 A 3. G A 6.

L I I I 41 3

all A 0' 29-6 38.S 29's 37-4

W 20,9 1.1-1 86 97-4 8689

A 20 e 286 37 53 2816 8711

- . 36-, 60,6 069,6 IUJ'5 I120-1
-- 51 10,4 t18 8'37 5'59

' F .... * '+-'2 .... '23

(19) GaugeN for meawuing tho Maximum Pressure.
It In necosear to supplement the gauqii described in the last section by others

oa able of miourinzg the maximum intensity of the pressure, What is wanted for this
lurpoe In a pugtu that will operatu in the utralleet possible time. If the gauge is to be

of t i same genera) type as those already described, tlat is to say, with a steael piston
wting on a copper ori,,hur, the obvioui, liti of developmet is to redue as much as



postible the weight of the piston and the extent of its movement. In the imit the limit
pisteu becomes a Ouit plate hold .lose up against the copper, so that the only the
movement is that which takes place during the uctual crushing of the coppor. The er,
theory of this type of gauge reqnires separate couiduation.

Let A be the area of the plate exposed to the pressure in the water, r the ,r
resistance of the copper when the plute bas been moved inwards a distance 4, A the C5
anionut by which thi copper is finally shortened, E the corresponding quantt of atit
energy, as shown in the calibrzition tOble, and R the resistance of the copper Zhen prv

a ~, rho eergyregistered LY the copper is equal to the work done by the eb
pressure in moin telate-

E = J rds mA f p) d8.
There rre Livo cases to consider (compare Sarrau and Vieille, Comnptept Rendiis, 1882) o'lM
suppoue in the first placo that the pressure rises so gradually to its maximum jflteflit itV
}that the gauige is able to keep step with it, the resistance of the copper at each i, at0

instalit being equal to the pressure on the plate ; in this case obviously--

Theo other extreme case is when the pressure rises instantancuusly to its maximum aziii
itensity P' anl reminis constant until the gauge has comue to rest iin this case-Be

f p do = PA,

Flo that-

-A&'

if P is expressed in tons per square inch, E in foot-poxinds, A in square inches, and lies,
A in thousandths of an inch-

P = 5*36

In the pressure wave frow a submerged high-explosive charge the conditions uditi
approximate much more closoly to the second of these two cases than to thA first ;the rot;
pressure rises to its manximum! intensity almost instrantaneously, cc'rtainly in a time a t
smaller than the time-constant of any gauge that it hase beer~ possible t-, construct; ;t truct
does not however remain con3tant but rapidly commnences to fall. In this ease-C

f p do
is aproximately equnl to FA, I"' being the averige press-are during the timne o)f time

opertion of the gauge ; consequently equation (1) can be used, substituting P' for 11. 'for
The remaining part of the problem is to determine the time-constant T of the T of

gauge, "ha is' to say, the time d urinu8 which the p late is in mooti on ,,,he!' su bjected to ected
ateypressuro Thi depends' u" the ine rtia uf th6e 8yltcni, which- is seated not ated

oni ithpte btals to no extca in the copper i t is easily, shown that the that
"I' ss of the p late mus t be added to one-th ird of the mass of t he copper to0 get the get
total effective m"ass X. The eq uation of inov enent is-

Mds r =. PA.

It is shown in Section 28 that for moderate crushings r (upproxinlatol:') ,, 4, kb, ,+

where -r 1 00 lbs. and k = U lbs per 10' inch. Cougequently-

d,+ r. + Ice = PA.

Assumning that the presure is constant the solution is-

8 = t (I cot] t)

The o~ovement therefore ceases when-

t
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which iopresents the timc.uoutfint T of the gauge. Expressing T in thousandths of
a second and M in ounces-

T t,16/ ....... 2)
The gauge therefore has a time-onstant which depends on the inertia of the moving
parts, but is independent, of the extent to which the copper is crushed.

It is desirable to examine to what extent the timeoonstant is Jeaffsted by the fact
that the pressure in the water falls off instead of remainiuf constant, as assumed
above. stuppoe that the pressure decays linearly from its initial intensity, falling
to P (I - J)3uring the nominal period T of the gauge. Than--

+ r. + k PA ( - 4).
The solution is-

s a + b sin e - a osCt - bet

where-

The movemeut ceases when-

coact + sinct = 1.

This moment is always earlier than the nominal period--

T

the difference being determined by the factor-
a =r PA-r

The ratio of the actual period T' to the nominal period T for different values of this
factor is as follow--

ir PA-ro -

T 1 935 '875.

For example, if the pressure falls 21 per cent. in the nominal period of the gauge, so
that--

15,

ard if the initial pressure is PA = 1,200 lbs. - 3 r0 (which i.plies that A = about
20 x 10-1 inch) the actual perind of the gauge is 6f per cent. less than the nominal
period. To take a second case, if the pressure falls NJ per cent. in time T, so that-

to,

and if PA 80 lbs. = 2 rq (which implies that A - about 10 X 10- inch) the
difftoice between the nominal and act !al periods is 19j per nent. Roughly

speaking, therefore, it may be said that a gauge of this type will have an actual
period falling short of its nominal period by not more than about 10 per cent., provided
the period is such that the pressure does not fall more than about 30 rer Lent. during
the operation of the gauge, and provided the copper is crushed not less ihan
10 x 10"1 inch,

The form in which this type of qauge was finally embodied ia shown in Fig. 37
(type GF), There are two plates in each gauge, and each plate is clamped by a
central screw against a tripod of coppers. The mass of each plate is *96 ounce and
of each copper , 20 ounce, so that the total effective mass associated with each copper
is M = '39 ounce. The time-constant of the gauge is therefore, by formula (2),
T = 10-' second. The pressure registered by each tripod of coppers is found by
means of formula (1), E being the suin of the energies recorded by the three coppers,
A the average shortening of the threp toppers, and A the area of the plate not covered
by the screw-head. At the same time a parallel form of gauge (type Gil) was used,
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which differed fromi type OF only in having plstos At iuaeh thick instead of j inch, and 4, And
with a time t. eustanit therefore twice &% wrvntt T - X 1W-.

Thoise gauges lave remarkably consistent results ; the difference betweon thle n thle
pressures recorded by the two tripods in each gauge averaged Only 2 per etit, alid in ad in
only one or two costs exceeded Zt pts., utot.

Tile (IF~ and GHl gauges ars suitable for pressures from 6 toix per square inch inch
(4 mu 10 10-1 inch) to 1'8 ton per- aquaae inch (A4s 01 Y 10-1 inch). In the few elow

instances in which higher pressures were measured a mnodified form of gauge (type GJ) e 1J)
was used, with a plate I inch thickt operating on a riug of 9 opper ds stgauge, aUre,
which has a time-constutnt T1'- 10- Scon(,, 1s suitnhb'l for pressures front I - ton per nper
square inch (A - 10 X 10-' inch) to 5-4 ton per' square inch (A - 61 X 10-' inc'h),

The results fronm the OF said 011 gauges proved that t. timp-eonstaitt of at of
101 second is small enough to give th.. true tuaximauau pressure, 11ruvided tile charge tit-to
is not too small. (This was very foitunate, us it would have been impossible to ot
design a gauge of the same type, that is to a , uasing the same coppers, with a tiaoo-ti'-
constant substantially smaller). The proof7 rests on a companion of the results suits
obtained with very big charges. Taking the averape of 3 shots of 1L00 lbs. 80/90 80/2()
anistol, the ratio of the pressuriss record A by the OF~ and G H gaue was 100. 909 1, 90,1.
sand taking the average of 3 shots of 1,900 lbs. 80/50 amnavol t01 -- atio was 100 : 10), 1, Om. I
that is to say, the pressure recorded by a gauge with a tiane- .onstazat of 10-1 second Okld
was the samne, wit~a the limits of error of the gauge, au the pressire recorded by a by a
gauge with a time-constant of 2 X W-4' second. Thu pressure therefore cannot have have
fallen more than a very small fraction during the first two ten-thounndthe of a of a
second. raking the average of 11 shots of 30O lbs. 40/60 aniatol the ratio of the fthe
pressures recorded by the OrF and GH pgaues was 100 :94,6 ; and taking the averrege gon~
of 8 shots of 40 lbs. 40/60 smatol. the ratio wvas 100 :91 -1. These figures illustrate trat
the more rapid decline of the pressure from a small charge. Since the pressure from from
a1 1,600-1b. charge does not fall appreciably in 2 x 10" second it may b concluded, uded,
from the considerations set out in Section 9, that the pressure from a 200-lb. charge arge
falls equally little in half the time, i.e., in 10"' second; consequently n gauge with' a.t a
tue-consitant of 10-1 second may be assumed to be rapid enough for the correct rret
determination of the maximum~ pressure from a charge of 200 lbs. or over, Ott the the
other hand, since a gauge with a time-constant of 2 X 10' 3econd underestimates the athe
maximumn pressure from a 300-lb. charge by .5 or 6 per cent., it may be concluded tided
thait a gauge with a time-constant of 10-' second will underestimate the pressure fawnl ItaU11
a 40.lb. charge by about the sarne amount,

The gauges wvith free pistons desceribed in the previous section difftr from those those
dealt with in the present section in having no definite tune-constant ; the timne from from
the first onset of pressure to the striking of the copper depends on the initensity of ity of
the pressure. It is posmible, however, in cer#Ain oases to coronare the results given by n by
the two types of guaug, and it is always found that the pressure registered by the ythe
free-piston gauge is from 10 to 1.5 per cent. lower than the pressure registered by the ythe
other type of giage. For example, at a distance of 924 feet from a 1,900-lb. charge arge'
of 50.15 amatol a GX gauge with a 1-inch piston registers a pressure of -82 ton per e
square inch, the tuine of opmration of tho. gauge heinq 1* 95 x 10 - second ('lable V1.).A
Under the sume conditions a GH gauge, with a tame-constant of 2 X 10-' second, ouc,
registers *95 ton per square inch. Similarly, at 50 feet from a 300-lb. chairge of o
40700 amatol a OIX gauge with a J-in-cla piston registers '75 ton per square inch, the ,the

time of operation being 2,2 x 10-1 second, wvhile a OH gauge registers -64 ton per per
tiquare isi. It is ;aardlv surprismig that theaeu Ld be a sialla systematic atic
diffcrence between the rebufts of the two kinds of gauge, but the discrepancy gives yes
rise to a oiffilculty in drawing the time-pressure curve. 11 this curve is started from from
a anaximuna pressure corresponding to the indications of the OF gauge it is impossible ible
to makeq the curve fall evenly through the rectangular stops calculated from the OX, OX,

aY &c. g"e excp b repre sentIin g thes ini ti a ec line of t he pressure to be much 
uch

m o r e r . p d t n c n f h c o n i e wmI t t h e r e u taes r d i t h e p r e c e d i n g p a ma - r a -
gah oesrtfacmoainha ob aen it was dec-ide] to reduce duce

sto threo tha wheeve dtel I d emad p essre i te inPrw.o hsti
ecot or in the dilagrms ,illustrati ng it, te expression dntsthe pressure recordcd rdcd

by a 01 (or GlJ) gage m I"u 1 0 per cent.
The methods that have been described are not capable of determining the forim format

of thle risitig part of the pressure curve ; it call only be inferred that the pressule sutoe
0 3
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takes np niore than a fewv oinldto.eu~i~ef a second to reach its maximeum.
In the timie-pressure diagramis the pressunre line been represented an rising to its
maximum instantaneously, in the absence of fuller knowledge this seems a reasonahle
supp"Witon, for the pressure in the oixploded chargec in no dou bt g~reater immediately
aftur detontion than at aniy subisequent moment, and the p art of the wave in which
the pre~aire is grenteqt mnay be vxpauwd to tr-iwol fastest (Section 23) and to remain
in frout, It should be -onelot oever, that the mathematical theory of an
intense pressure wave wi a vertical front, has not proved soluble up to the present.
(Rayleigh, "Ter of Bound," § 231.)

It will be recognised that tha crusher gauge commonly used for measuring the
pressaura doveiriper in ordnaneo hyt the propellant belongs to the typec dincuamod in
this section. A similar gauge with lead cylinderp (Eley'se lead crushers) in place of
coppers is employed for measuring the lower pressures developed in shot-guns, and
wa4 used bT Abbot and Schuyler for their investigations on explosion pressures in
water, It is imapossible, however, with lead crushers to get nea.iy so tm&U a tilke-
coustunt s6 with cop pers. Ast shown in Section 28, tho value of k for Eley's lead
crushers is about 5 ts lbs. per 10"' inch, compared with k= 02 -for the coppers used
in the present experimnts, so that the tame-onstant of a gauge -sing thesR leads 6-

T -u -53%/I1 (in thousandths of a second),
that is to say, with pistons of equal mass the time-onstant for leads is more than
three thies that fox, coppers. T'he pistons used by Abbot appear also to have been
mutch more mnassive than was necessary, and although Abbot's desocription of his

auges is very incomplete it may be gathered that they had time-conistants mrg
?roaaa 4 x< loU' to 8 x, 10-1; they wvere therefore fa to sluggish to give aytn
like correct indications of the maximum pressure ; the more trgandient, pressures from
sinall charges would be relatively under-estimnated compared with the more sustained
p ressures front lit charges. Moreover, the gauges for measuring low pressure had
larger pistons and a higher time-constant than those for measuring high pressures,
with the result that low pressures were relatively underestimated. These considers.
tiufl5 are probablly suilicient to account for the fact that Abbot found the pressure to
vary, roughly speaking, as Dj 4 whilo the present investigation shows that the

maximumi pressure varies as W1(Section 9).

(20) Gauges for Empirical Comparisons of Pressure
(Plasticine Gauges).

The simple gauge shown in Fig. 38 was desigued for certain au- ilinrly purposes
'which required only an empirical measuremeat of the pressure, especil for investi.

piig the symmetry of the pressure wave in different directions roulld the charge.
Ti'hc uorking element is a cup of plasticitie, exposed at one face to the pressure in
the water, which squeezes part of the plasticine through a narrow neck into an
air-chnnmber forming the body of th6 gauge. The extruded plasticinle is cut off and
weighed.

VTery. -ongstent results are obtained from groiips of these gaugeti if they are
carfuly pepred th vriailiy ein ony bou ~ ercent. The batch of
phasicie i throuhlyiuied b reeatd illig ad fldig. ]it filling the cuips
M~ecal areis ake toavod iuhidng ny ir.Eac clp, with the pla~tiviue
heapd u a lttl, i clapedin avic, te platiineis amered until a length
of oe ortwoinchs hs ben etrudd troug th neclad the superfluous
plasicie a to an botomof te cp i shvedawa flsh.After an experiment

the xpoed uic ofthe lasicie i scapedclen. ad. hape up with some more
plastice f ro th az batch, which is hammered through as before, and the gauge
is ready for use, again.

A comlparison of the results given by these gauges under widely varying
conditions lendls tothe conclusion that the weight of extruded Plasticine is pro-
portional to the tinie-intcgral of the pressure as long as the pressure exceeds about

II0 ton per squiare inch, but that when the pressure falls below this valuie it is unable
to ovprcome the statict resistance of the plasticine. Figures supporting thiti con-
clusioaa ait tlinwit in the following table. The time-integral of pressure I(p> -30)
is calculated in each case from the tiunec-pressure curve indicated in the next colun,'
or from a curve derived front this curve by dituinishing all the ordinates in pro-



poril, to the Iistane D). The table is ilivid(d ilito two gmrrus of mhbitm firod in
Octolhier and January respectively. The ratio shown in the last culmn is fairly is
con.-tant iii ench group, considering tile wide ige which tile results cover, but in r, I
higher for the (eto'ber Awet then for those firedi in tile wintcrt month, T1he, results o r
of shiot 66 are oi speial interest, and strongly support the suggested theor~y of tile
action of the gaugesi. TABLE VI

dlx depth of charge (fest).
d "depth of gauges (feet).
= distance from charge to gmiges (feet),

q____ .- wiight of extruded plasticin(iw;).

October, III
26. 11m, 110190 4Amatol 97 34~ 30 S 23'4 33

27 34 3 so 01 to '"6 1 3-.143
28 * 34~ 30 40 9. 7 5 3 1 :1

,0 Ho, 3:2 32 40 I1t0 1 3 1 I 7.0 ~ q
i~~ooo 51,T.r . . S 40 90 ~941 :1o 7:1 i

99~:1 ., * * . I 1 40 a 6:2 ' 34 2 9
4011l~ 40160 AaI . - 3 IN19 M 6 t 1:1 *9 39: -2

3 . 3 18 12 261 160 13 .30 3-12

i,000 iik.. 'Fr.T . 5-3 511 40 75 ' 33 20 2ID i232
. , . * - 31) 621 40 75 -33 201 :.o 2 0-4 2

40 111. 40/60 AMll.iw 36 111 14) 31 *113 13 F 27 2315 21
* ,62 I8 21 25 -170 13 :34 2:!K) 2

11(10 1k.. U;140 Awastul . 66 344 174J 42) 12 1 ils .)'.2.
0. 1t 66 34 1941 t0 '253 1 1 15: 23.5 2-

1 1366 344 !14~ mo -20 1 1 .241:1 2n 1!
-*661 34~ 2:4k 100 060 1 1 *i I
* 66 34 54 1220 '032 1 :0 .2 '4'2

For the purposeof the symm-e'try test, for which 'these ga uges we're p:-ouicipally i
designed it ils not very imaportanot to know% what they actually nwdcare, hilt it i.4 lit
uecesnry to take account of the fact that the results do not vary ira dimple inverse i
proportion to the distance from the charge, as they would (approxiaaay) with a Wi
gaugo which measured either the umlmunt pressure or ll- wholle time-integral of gri
the pressure. The symmetry tests (Sectiona 6) were carried out in nearlv all cases I
with the plasticine gauges at a distanue of 60 feet from a 30d0.lb. vlw~rgL. aad at U
corresponding distes from charges of different size, and under thjese conditionsdi
a difference of 10 per cent. in the plasticine mecasurements represents a ahiflertaca. Yr
of only 7 per cent. an the wYhale time-integral of pressiare. The results revorlea ill dae
Table II. were therefore corrected in this ratio, F r exam pIith seoSut7'lit.
the two groups of plasticinae gauges at opposite sides ofth charge gaven restalti rca
in the ratio 100: 107 ; tl is was corrected to 100: 105, which represents the rnatin le
of the distances at which the two groups of gauges would haive given equ:ih risillts. 11lti

It is of interest to note that Plasticine gauges hunag it few fcet bclow the ..uarflcl, star
of the water give evidence of the abrupt cesmation of the pressure due to the refketauil l
tension wave (Figs. 8, 9, and 10), the extiuded plasticine being torn by its own t
momtentuim right out of the neck of the gauge, like a plazat pulled tip l1w the rfnit.
When the gauges are at a somewhat greater depth the rtalk of plasticine is genetramllyno
broken off a little outside of the neck, and at still greater depths the stalk memnains em
entire.

(21) Methods Of laying Out the Charge and Gauges
in the Water.

The method adopted in all but a few cases was to hang tile chnirge and gaug,, ga
from floats lashed to a grass hawser at measured intervals. The " Valapert "be'ing ba
laid with the wind on her starboard quarter tile gear was padotHnte ud n
dropped astern w~th the drift of the vesse!. WVhen the inboard end of the grass was S

1) 4 ) 4
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atide fast the drift was sufficient to keep everything tAut and in lineo, except on flat
CAbti1 dnvv, whon a tolich of the screw was needed. After the first few shots it was
found that in even modleratte brees the drift waa s'tfficient to draw the gaulge liles
8011101,hut out uf the vertical, with the result that the distances front charge to gaugesl
b~tuie inaccurate this was roinedied by introducing a light hemp bottomn-line at a
level jiist above the charge. 'rho general arrangement will be saoh from Ciae example
shown in Fig .1k), A diagrnin of this sort was madie out for each shot, for record and

for he gidane o theworkng prty It is obviously not to scale, bitt all distances
tire sluwib iue;freape h first gauge line is 011& feet beyodt% cag'
a1nd41 crries two gaitgeA GF3, 01l at depths of 63 feet and 64 feet. Beyond thu lu

ailge lines Are two Ui IV, Mille cases, serviig as damagre gaulzes ; these alao are
corretly distancedt by the bottoni-litie.

rTae Ibints tire not shown in the diagram. Fislierinou's buffs pruved to be the
most convenient Hunats for supporting the gauge lines, but the cbar-As was generally
hugic from a cask ; heavy cliargts were )lung ftra an empty Xar._ 111, mine case, or,
whvii nect-zsary, frouit a pair of these easea. The gauges were shackled by their
eyeholti; to grommet. i6k the gatige lines kFig. 65), which were li-itich steel wires.
The, gau us were uisually hung one foot apart and its net.rly us possible at the same

as'el thle charge. The buttor.-line also wait shackled to it gromnmet on each p-,gs
hille, but its attachment to the chargii line was by means of a shackle embracing the
chaI rge liii,, iii much a way that the charge could spin without twisting up the bottom.
live. The ~'iarge was generally hung by a 1 -inch steel wire but wavc lowered by' a
seijarate hemp Une; after the chlarge was lowered the hemp line was left hanging
slat-l, with itq end hent onl to the grass about 20 feet from the charge line, to provide
for th"w recovery of the charge in case or niissfire; a similar line was attached to the
sitiker of each of the H IV. mines ; these ropes, as well as the firing-circuit, are
omitted from the diagram for the sake of clearness, The " Malapert " was generally

Ui) feet fromi the charge, but this distance was increased for charges of more than
I' he'b.
The arrangement illustrated in Fig. 40 is typical of the great manjority of the

shots firel, thou.gh many of them were mnuch simpler; frequently there were only two
gauige lines at equal distances on opposite sides, of the charge. On some occasions
gau, ges livere huing directly beneath the charge, as in Fig. 43. The experimeats with
lu1 g chargeS, described in Section 15, required special provision for keeping the axis
Of the chmarge parallel to the grass hawsir;, this wast ieeted by a bifilar suspension,
isi.wj ho n a Fig 41, the suspension wires being bont on to the ends of a 12-foot
plank, lashod to the grass, with a barrel at each end. Gauge lines were hung from
the i grass on bo0th sides of the charge, with bottom-lines secured to the ends of the
chlarge, U114 n third gauge line was hung from a transverse surface line, consisting
(if a light hir',u rope with small floats, which was kept at right angles to the -ravs by
t , rilkill' dinghy, the bottom-line from this gauge line being st.,ured to the middle
of the charge.

, e experiments in which churges wvere fired onl the bottom (Sectiun 10) required
an ntirely different selheme, The arrangement is shown in Fig. 42 The gauges

Were threaded by their eyebolts on a copper tube and lashed in position about one
foot apart A steel wire was rove through the tube and bent onl to the ends of a

p lak, tile length of wvire being such as to support the tube at a distance ot U'0 feet
ruthe platpk. The iniddle of thc plank was lashed to the grnAsM haweer, with

Iliritlleg to It , ends to keep it sqvfie. The charm- i'onsisting of LO) lbs. T.N.T.,
was lowered to the bottom in 10 fathjoms by a hemp line, with mark~s at 75 feet and
1W5 feet from the centre of the charge. As soon us the charge reached bottom tile
launip was made fast, so as to anchor the ship, while the two marks were lashied to
the middle of the guge tube and plank retpectively. The gear was then let go and
the " Malapert " allwed to drift until 450 feet of gross had been veered, wheon the
hawser was made fast. The firing of the charge was delayed uutil two fishermen's
buiffs on the ends of the plank were observed to show sians of submierging, owing to
the strain put on the grass hawser by the vessel's drift; by this means it was ensured
thnt the system was thorou ghly taut and the distance of the gauges correct ait the
moment of firing.

The plank and crosls-bar device described in the previous paragraph was also
used in sonm of the experiments described in Section 8, when a line of gauges had to
be wipported at a depth of only a few feet below the Kiurface.
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The foregoing brief description ives no account of the dithoulty of handling &udli
so much gear wit the restricted facilities of a small drifter. Plenty of opportunities unit
for fouling and confusion presented themselves when the lines were being streamed, aa
aud it was due to the skill and experience of the working party that everything went g wq
without a hitch in all except two or three shots,

In sny future trials it is recommended that the drifting method of suspension eu
should be adopted, with a bottom-Lue a~s described iu the first part of this section. S~i
The systen is convenient to iay out and gives accurate distance, and it renders the ae I
experiments independent of tide, Suppose that a new explosive is to be tested test
aganst a standard, such as T.N.T.. the followingt conditions would be suitable t-ble:

weight of charge, of each kind, 300 lbs.; number of charges, of, each kind, 3; the 3;
charges should he in depth-charge form, not surrounded by an ar chamiber, depth ;"
of charge, not less than 30 faet ; two gauge lines, one each side of charge, at a ,at
horizontal distance of 60 feet from centre of harge;rugs on each line as follows- Iowa
OIF, GX ( .inch piston), 01' (1* -inceh piston), 0'Y (1,w-inch piston), OZ (2i-iuoh 2*AiU

foo aprtmidle istn),GA(41.inch piston), GA (3-inch piston) ; auges
foo aprtmidlegauge at same depth as charge; the depth of water shou d not

he less than 20 ftithomns.

(22) Alternative Methods fbr determining the
Tlme-premsure Curve; Hopkinson's Pressure-bar Method;

Sir J. J. Thomuon'u Plezo-eleotric Method.
The results obtained with the gauges described in Sections 18 and 19 are so are

consistent and !ead to such coherent conclusions that there is no doubt in the writer's rite
mind of their substantial correctness; at the same time it is very desirable to check che
themt if possible by some entirely different method. Two other methods are k-nown knol
for determining the time-pressure curve of an explosion. The first of these is ese
Hlopkinson's pressure-bar method, described in the Philosophical Transactions of s
the Royal Society, 1W1I3. In this method tho pressure to be i..vestigated is allowed Io
to act on one end of a steel bur, in which It generates a cnrreopondinig pressure wave, wal
which travels with the velocity of sound in steel, about 17,0WK feet per second. At d.
a given naunient the space-distrihution of pressure along the bar is a copy of the oft
timle-distribution of the pressure which has acted on the end of the bar. Mhe steel estt
bar is divided toward its further end, the opposed faces of the cit being earefull rful
surfaced and held in fiin contact. The compression wave passe% this joint unaltere, Itere
and reaching the end of the bar beyond the joint is reflected as a wave of tension. hlsic
At a given troment tile pressure at any section of the. bar is the algebraic sui of IIIh

the effect. of the forwa rd-t ravellIing compression. wave and thle retutriing tension esit
wale. As long as the amplitude of the compression walve at the joint exceeds that a th
of tbe tension wave the part of the bar beyond the joint, known as thle time-piece, -piec
is held in contact, but, as soon as the amplitude of the tension wave at the joint equals equE

thatof te copression wave the timne-piece is free to separate, and flies forward a
with a definite monientum. This momentum, which is determined by a ballistic aUisi
pendulum, is a measure of the time-integral of the force (pressure mltiplied by area) are
that has acted across the joint upt he moment of separation. By a series of ries
wipprinuentR with tin-iceofndiffeirent. lengths it is possible to determine the ne dI
wijolc tilue-integral of the pressure. the maximnumo intonshy of the prescurc, and C, i
the time during which the. pressure exceeds any given value. The results do not O
give the exact form of the time-pressure cure tey give no informiation for exampleap
as to the relative rapidity of thle rise and fall of the pressure ; if, however, the pesure esu
is assumed to reach its maxiimmo intensity inatantaneously, as is probably very ye
nellily the case, this limitation disappears and the time-pressure eurve is definitely nlits
determined.

Hopkinson's moethod has been exesvl sdfrinvestigatingteprsuei e
theimmdite eigborbod o ,niali chiarges, say, a few ounces or a few pounds of ndsguncotton ; it is in fact the only accurate method available for the purpe. nths the

cases, however, the pressure is of the order-of 100 tong per square inch and is all is I
over in a ttsn-th,..usandth of a second or less, while the present Problem is to measure easupressures of the order of one ton per square inch lasting -several thousandths of a is of
second, The difference in both respects is against the me thod. With a pressuree81
so low as I ton per square inch the velocity of thle timve-piecp wvould be very amall

(I Ad 74.18
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only about 30 inches per second, and its measurement would bo a matter of very
rat difoiulty under sea conditions, Un the other hand to explore the pressure
for several thousandths of a mecond would require pressure. bar of enormous length;
even for one-thousandth of a m.ond the time.piarp alnne would have to be 8j fect
long. It is feared that the utility of Hopkinson's method will be vonfined to tank
exerimanta with very small charges, Work on these lines is in anei at the Research
Department, Woolwich.

The dome of broken water which is thrown up at the surface when a submerged
charge is fired (Sectiun 8) is a phenomenon closely parallel with Hopkinson's
experment. The pressure wave of the explosion is reflected from the surface
as a tension wave, and the exceus of tenaion over pressure causes separation of
the upper layers of water, which rise with a certain amount of trapped momentum,
If it could be assumed that the water separates at the least excess of tension,
the velocity U with which the uppermost layer begnu to rir- ubove the surface
would afford a measure of the maximum intensit4" P of the pressure (that ib to
say the maximum pressure that would exist at a point in the surface directly above
the charge if the wave went un instead of undergoing reflection), It is easily shown
that

U =P
ap

a being the velocity of the pressure wave and p the density of sea-water, or U M tOP,
if U is expressed in feet per second and P in tons per square inch. With a 300.lb.
charge of 40/60 amatol at a depth of 34 J feet the gauge measurements show that
P - about 12, so that the uppermost layer of water should begin to rise with a
velocity of 79 feet per second, and under the action of gravity alone the dome should
reach a height of nearly i 00 feet. Actually the observations recorded in Section 26
show that it rises only to about 35 feet. A 40-lb. charge at a depth of 18 feet and a
1,900-lb. charge at a depth of 64 feet should also give an initial velocity of 79 feet per
second, but in these two oases the actual height of the dome is about 25 feet and
55 feet. The observed height is always much lees than the calculated height, and tLh
difference is greater for small than for big charges, The most probable explanation
is the resistance of the air; this would make all the results low, but would have less
effect in the case of big ohargns hecauei they throw uip a greater volume of water.
By means of cinematograph records it may be possible to make direct determinations
ofthe initial velocity U, and it will be interesting to see whether results obtained in
that way agree better with the gauge results. In any case, however, the assumplion
on which the calculation is based is not entirely correct, since it has been shown il
Section 8 that sea-water is able to bear considerable momentary tensions without
breaking.

Another method for determining the time-pressure curve, due to Sir J. J. Thomson,
depends on the property possessed by quartz, tourmaline, and some other crystals, of
liberating an electric charge under the action of pressure. The charge liberated at
any instant is proportional to the pressure at that instant. A pair of electrodes on
the crystal are connected to plates in a cathode-ray tube, producing an electrostatic
field which deflects the cathode ray to an extent proportional to the pressure on the
crystal. The movement of the ray is recorded on a photographic plate. An
alternating magnetic field, of about a hunidred cycles per second, produces a WeuUnd
movemeint, of the ray, at right angles to that imparted by the piai.o-electric actiou of
the crystal, so as to draw out the deflection of the ray into the form of a loop, from
the shape of which the whole time-history of the pressure can be deduced. This
method has been developed at Shandon by Mr. David Keys, and successfill experiments
have already been made with miniature charges. No great difficulty is anticipated in
applying the method under conditions parallel to those of the present experiments,
and the results should be a valubble check on the gauge measuremnents. It may be
hoped that this method will enable the time-pressure curve to be studied more closely
and in detail than is possible by any other aneans at present known. For example, it
is probable that the time-pressure curve of a charge surrounded by a big air-chamber
is lems simple than that of a naked charge ; it very likely has secondary peaks or
irregularities, and the same may be true of charges fired on the bottom. The present
gauges are not well adapted to show thse features, and if they exist it is probable
that hey can only be brought tu light by methods giving a continuous trace of the
pressure.
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(23) Meawurementx of the Velocity of the Pressure Wave.
The velocity of the pressure wave was measured by means of the spark

chronograph described in Section 27. As the pressure wave passed two contacts at.. u~ I L iu ",t u pL u t t. .
measured distancec from the cbarge ii .Ciuftd VIRCIJ 11 ..i. "Uu .......XU hu. L ut1ulit
.gra.h. The lay-out of ope of these experiments is shown in Fig. 43, and the circuits

i Fig. 44. Each contact consisted ofa pair of brass springs built up with rubber
strips into a watertight unit (Fig. 45). The time for tie contact to close under a
pressure of I ton per square inch was estimated to be about 3 x 10 "6 second. The
two contacts were lashed to a hemp line at distances of 50 feet and 60 feet from the
chnrg . It will lip seen from the lay-out diagram that as the "Malapert " drifted the
resistaneu of the charge kept the hemp line taut. Above and between the contacts
Was a floating box containing the chronograph and its associated sparking-circuits.
Thisn box was connected to the "Malapert" by a 4-wire cable, so that the charging of
the spark condensers and the speed of the cl.'onograph could be controlled from the
ship. 'T'he tiring of the shot was delayed until the condensers hal been charged and
the chronograph brought to correct speed. Each condenser charging circuit included
a high resistance, which gave it a clarging period of several seconds, so that the
chronograph would be unaffected by the rapid reclosiug of v contact, such as might
be occasioned by the reflected wave from the bottom. For the sake of simplicity only
two contacts have been shown in Fig. 44, but actually these contacts and their
assom-iated circuits were in duplicate, so that as the pressure wave passed each contact
position it operated two contacts and made a double record 41 the chronograph. The
results of four shots, in all of which the contact. were at 50 feet and 04) feet from a
300-lb. amatol charge, were as follows. The mean result is probably within per
cent. of the truth.

Shot. Velocity (feet per second).
72 - - - ,180
74 . .. . 4,820

105 - - - 4,830
106 - - - 4,730

Mean 4,890

The velocity of souind in water was determined by Colladon and Sturm in the
LAke of Geneva in 1826 as 4,7t(Y.) feet per second. The modulus of compressional
elasticity-

pdp
dp

of sea-water i. Sj per cent. hipher than that of fresh water kTait, Challenger Reports,
1886) and its density (p) is 3 per cent. higher, so that the velocity of sound-

should be 2 per cent. higher, or 4,830 feet. per second. The experiments of
Mr. ioulding, off Culver, Isle of Wight, iu 1917 gave the velocity as 4,940 feet per
seconl (B.I.ll. 348513,17). The water in the Clyde estuary between Arran and the
mainland ha.s nearly the full salinity of the opeu sea (three samples collected on
different days gave 3" 18, 3 15, and 3"20 grains NaCl per 100 c.c.), so that the velocity
there may be taken as about 4,'J(X) feet per second. This is practically identical with
the figure found for the velocity of the pressure wave.

The velocity of sound in a mediun is the velocity of an infinitely weak pressure
wave. The theory of th velocity of a stroug pressure wave has been considered by
Raleigh (Theory of Sound, § 251), whose observations may be paraphrased as
follows :---Consider a small portion of the medium occupied by the pressure ware
at a given moment, and imagine an infinitely weak secondary wave to be superposed;
the secondary wave will travel, relatively to the medium, with the velocity a' of
sound-not the velocity of sound in the undisturbed medium but the velocity of
sound in the medium.as modified by the pressure of the main wave; but the medium
itself is in motion with a velocity u, depending on the pressure of the muin wave,
so that the whole velocity of the secondary wave is a' + u; what has been said of
the secondary wave applies also to the parts of the main wave, so that the velocity
of the main wave at the point considered may be taken as a' + u. We have to apply

Best Available Cop,
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this theory to th,, pressare wve troas a 3W-1b. amatol e CIare at U dia uce of
5:, feet froim the charge, where the waximunm pressure is about U'7 ton per square
inch. Under this pressure the density (p) of the sea-water is 0"5 per cent. higher
than normal, and the modulus of cur.pressional elasticity-

P.Ip
dp

is about 4"5 per cent. higher (Tait, Challenger Report), so that the velocity a' of
sound in the compressed medium i- 2 per cent. higher than in the-undisturbed water.
The velocit,' of the iedium itself is-

P-- 23 feet per second,ap

or 0'5 per cent. of the velocity of sound. Consequently the velocity of the pressure
wave, a' + it, should be 2 5 per cent. higher than the velocity ot sound. Theoretical
considerations therefore confirm the experimental results in indicating that the
velocity of the pressure wave does not exceed that of sound by more than a fe.v per
cent., In the region near the charge the difference is no doubt greater.

Thirty years ago Threlfall and Adair made a series of experiments uo nhe
velocity of the pressure wave generated by small charges in sea-water (Proceediugs
of the Royal Society, 1889). Sensitive contact makers were mounted on piles at
approximately 30 and 201 yards respectively from the charge, and the closure of the
contacts waa recorded on a pendulum chronograph. With a 9z. charge of guncotton
they found a velocity of 5,71)0 feet per second, and with a 4-lb. charge of guncotton
the velocity was 6,600 feet per second. It is difficult to reconcile these results, which
;uong themselves were very consistent, with those obtained in the present experi-
ments. Sir R.'Threlfall has informed the writer that the possibility of a disturbance
having been propagated through the sea-bottom and the supporting piles was
carefully weighed and rejected at the time of the experiments.

The determinatien of the velocity of the pressure wave is of more than theoretical
interest ; it is a factor which has to be known in estimating the effect of the surfa-e
on the pressure at a point in the water (Section 8) ; moreover, the demonstration that
the velocity is practically the same as that of sound strengthens the argument that
the pressure wave in all respects approximately obeys the simple acoustic laws.

(24) Measurements of the Echo reflected from the Bottom.
All that was attempted in this direction was a measurement of the whole time-

integral of the pressure in the reflected wave. For the purpose of this measurement
it was necessary to modify one of the gauges described in Section 18 in suc'. a rway
that the main pressure wave would have no effect except to set the gauge in readiness
to be operated by the reflected wage. The bottom of a GZ gauge tFig. 35) was fitted
with a shutter A, Fig. 39, held by a powerful spring 13 against a detent C in one of
the piston holes; the pressure of the main pressure wave forces in the detent C
against a spring and also holds the shutter against the bottom of the gauge.; when
the pressure of the main wave ceases the shutter is pulled round by the spring
against a st.p D, in the next piston hole to the detent C, and exposes two piston holes
E containing working pistons, which are afterwards operated by the reflected wave.
The two remaining piston holes were blocked. The time-constant of the shutter was
measured by the spark chronograph described in Section 27, and was found to be
about 7 X 10' secoad. The working pistons were I inch long, with P inch free
travel. Lad crushers were used in place of coppers.

In one typical experiment with this gauge, the charge (300 lbs. 40/60 amatol)
was 341 feet deep; the gauge was 40 feet deep and 50 feet away from the charge ;
the bottom, whihu was mud, was at 21 fathoms. The time-integral of pressure at a
distance of 50 feet from this charge is I = '68 (Section 4); the distance' travelled by
the reflected wave, from charge to bottom and from bottom to gauge, was 184 feet,
so that if complete reflection occurred the time-integral of pressure of the reflected
wave would be '185 ;' actually the gauge gave it as only *6S, corresponding to a
coefficient of reflection of 0'37. In three similar experiments the values found for
this coefficient were 0"29, 0"47, 0'47. It may be concluded therefore that reflection
of a pressure wave from a mud bottom reduces the tiic-integral of pressure to less
than half its incident value.
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Reckoning timc in thouaaadth, of a cccoud from the mtument of detonation, tho the
order of events in the above experiment is as follows :-The main wave reaches the the
gauge at t = 1Q and forces in the detent, at the same time holditug the shutter fron oat
movement ; the tension wav from the urfare arrive. at the gaugA at t = 18, and nd
takes the pressure off the shutter; the shutter then begins to turn and completeia its its
movement at t = 25; the reflected wave from the bottom arrives at the gauge at at
t = 37, ind drives in the two pistons; the crushing of the leads indicates that the the
velocity of the pistons at the moment of impaut is about 15 feet per second, so that at
impact must occur after t - 47, but probably not lter than t = 50 ; the period of of
ten thousandths of a second during which the piston is in movement should be ample
W oover the duiatiuu of the wave; finally, the wave xefllwed LA vu,-w LuLuu ,evea
the surface and is reflected as a wave of tension, which arrives at the gauge at t = 5.2,
just after the pistons have hammered the leads.
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APPIMNDfX 1.

3SUL3 0F 0IAUU AMND OMS

(25) List of Charges.

TARLS VIII.

tov~.'u f Wegh Vlttin-.N alrc at liout n IQtc
Ige kzpto ue. (okituie diroll.

G. 0 l~.. ... 0-7 23 thznill decpth~ eolaer Iylistdltt iild seel
4tt/60 Aittiuttl. Closing Wi th 41611U.ol cl., I foot 9 itt,.lho,

long. 9 Intches dieter, Y, inuch tickI
ox plouivo arraniged as tit Gi Fig, .46.

D. 300 It.. 3j 31 Depth eibarge I eylindrhitil milli aitel calling
40/60or 6/50 AetoLwish dished etul#, 2 feet 341 Inches ")a'
40(6U~~~~ orf(Omtl oot 5 ineiues diameterI. , t u i lid,

completely filled wvish explosive except
cenutral primer tulle,

DO 120 11-9 . 34 1 Deloth chlarge Icioliul; satri as 1) tout otilv
40/O60 Amatol. partly fitled With expimwive.

DX 267 Ill% .. 3j 5 Depthobharge I imilar to 1).

AD) 300 1t-, T.N.T. - 4 Ametrictan deopth chuiorge I simila to 1).
X1 60011It.. 1 T I 'wo D chargeot lioshed sklo ty sile.

401/.O or 50/50 Amiutot,
X2 90() It'.. . I. Three 1) eltirges hitsieil toigother so a, it,

40160 or 5O/50 Atuistol.
81 .tot tI. 'N/'. . . 16 8 Groltuid toltte -, cocreto ciirtg, almiut

2 inchtes thick, as at M1. Fig. 46.
X 1,90t0 Ill., - . 21 3 Spoiuil Chtarge; cylitdricuil titild ,.teul CA-itig

530t Atintol. wiht convex ernie, 4 fot lunlg, 2 foot
8 inchtes 41iiumeter. Pv inch to I inich
thick ;iuutul cielv til Ioil with o plooivoi
except cotorrnt triter tulle,

X 11 1,600 lt.S. - 21 3 Sinitiu]r to X4.
80/20 Amtotu.

6 50t0 I,.. G tuioler M ~XE 3 Special ohisrgc yI t ie I lyid ii ilId steel caig
pri. i powder). with conitvex end,. 3 fvet 3 Itocei 10ug9

foot t it-ie, dlintutiter, j iicl to
itiott thick ;ivoonijutel.% fIil with

expli.ive exceopt 'ouutid primner tube.
112 320 1!-s, . 164 6 lltovnit tuii' Jelitricul mnild Atool miling.

40/60 Amustol. 3 foot 2 intteic iamteter. k intch thick.

F~ig. 40,
X7 82011t.. . 164 4 11:2 muiti 'vith 50 lot. aildisloijil exploloile

40/60 .% matol, itchl itJout at X7, Fig, 46.
X8 272 ttls. It.!. No. 30 mIstore 165 4 Special iflue ; spierical malild seoel coseia,

(usmutotitu perclilornte, !! 3 feet 2 ittelts diamneter. A Ituch to I itch
aluimituittutl powilr, 6 thick I eaito,ie cntral, io itt H2,

- arliffiu wa%, 16).
X9 312 Ill%, ivet gutootton 161 3 special mine: Oimilar to Mf.
P 21 Pll., dry gitucoiwu . - 04 1 Gutcottuii prinuter.

The primer empltoyed for the majority of the@ charges contained 2t 1It, of giitucottit: te priner for
the 112 mine haod II', C.E. itil 2 ills T .NT. I uat for the 11, X4, and X5 charge, hall 4 too. of
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(26) LIst of Shots.

TA1L: IX.

TlvI DtI"IIT h of a 11

$hot ath Mud, (Tro h 14 I1h o ! |:oetiw I Hi ht cl
tI bte of O1ire. ,.thom..I in Fe eltt,) (F,." "Dome('ir r (~.~WI.to ("t .wfh*'I~0UI" DUt

I 1 27.8.18 14' :.W, 3I
j 29.8. IN 341 2(l 'N'W'3 so0 20

3 1) 29-4. 1b 34% 25 WN.W.2 2 160 -
4 v :10.4. IA 31a I 25 N.W. 5 4 120 140 -

5 Li 31.18.I 34. 25 N.V. 4 2 90 140 23
6 AD 3.9. IN 34. 39 N.W. 11 2 140 110 30
7 1) 9.1 :I4. 30 I,3 o 70 160 30

: D ,918 34, 27 S 0. s0 130 30
* D 6:1)114 31. 23 0 0 90.

10 7.9.18 34 24 S.W. I I w 9 - -

II AD t 1.9. IN 34, 30 li.W 2 I 83 120 34
12 11.9.,1: 31 30 WN.W.I I 70 - 10
13 G 12.9.18 144 6 N. W 4 3 90 -.

4 13.9.18 10 27 .W. 1h N 3 2 300 -

is 1) 14.9.18 '1 25 1,. 3 I 400
16 t !.Is 4 2 C , 0- -

17 AD 20,9.18 230 S.W. 2 3 190 145 30
S23.9.14 3 2 N,W.. 3 45 - -

19 G 24.9.15 3 23 SW.6 7 - - -
20 H 2918 341 26 W.S.W. 2 1 10 120 25
21 ti 30.9.11 34 23 N.N.W. 3 1 40 s0 10
22 G 1.10.1 34 26 N.W.byN. 4 0 10 bN

G8 0 4.10.18 344 29 WN 45 90 10
24 11.'0.18, 200 45 W.S.W. I -- - 0
25 AD 11.10.1 : 341 30 N.W. Iv N. 2 130 - -
26 112 12.10.18200 45 N.NW, - 0
27 DX 12.10.1, 344 25 N.N.W. 2 1 70 35
2 DX 13.10. 11 344 0 S.S.W. 3 1 1 70 40 35
29 D 14.10.18 34 27 S.W. 3 2 260 - -
30 DX 15.10.18 31. 29 0 1 1160 - -
31 D 16.10.18 SI 26 . W. 3 450

32 m :3g.10.18 5: 30 N.N.'W I 210 220 48
33 2 ,10.1t A,N.W. 3 190 '06 60
34 G 27.10.18 1s 27 0 0 145 60 24
36 G; 271018 18 27 , W. I 0 90 65 26
36 X7 29:10.1' 47 2 ) 0 125 150 40
37 X7 I' 1 i8 47 30 E, 2 I 190 230 46
34 DX 12.111 34 27 0 0 130 125 28
'9 . 12.11.18 150 45 0 0 - -
40 G 12.11.181 100 45 0 0 - - 0
, 1 ( 4 1.18 80 22 -.S.E. 2 PO
42 G 14.:1.1 ' 22 S.S.E. 2 - ?
43 G 14. II .I' 50 22 ...E. 2 2- 6
44 D 20, .11 I 20 25 S.3 2 230 - -

45 1) 23.1. 11 20 12 S.3 24 90. - -
46 X I 29,11.18 344 i 25 N.W. 3 1 230 170 70
47 G 3.12.1 S 18 22 SW. 1 0 --- -

4 X1 10.12.18' 474 18 N.NW. 3 1 - - I
49 H2 11.12,18 3.1 27 N.E. by E. 2 70 I0 'i
50 X2 17.12.10 49 28 S.W. 3 200 17 43
51 G 31.12 IN I 22 N. K. 2 160 -
52 x7 1.1.19I 7 28 0 0 175 170 39
53 H2 4.19 '34 27 N. E. 2 00 115 29
.4 X2 6.1.19 49 31 S.W. 2 160 195 55
35 U 1.1.19 1 32 E.,by N. 3 260 - -
36 G ,.119 is 22 8 .7E. 3 I 70 - -

5 H2 14..1 34 26 8, W. 1I I50 105 34
58 X2 I.l'.19 49 28 N.N.W. I 0 11 1S0 35

u 20.1.19 51 30 1.ME. 3 280 20)0 52
60 X9 21.1.19 26 P, . I 180 105 39
61 D 2.1.19 10 96 .h.E. 2 1 250
62 G 23. 19 IS 21 N. Iy E 2 65-
63 X9 1 28,1.19 34t 24 1., I 4 7 115 3-'
841 D !29. 1.19 4 26 N. E.3 I 300j -
66 o 30, 11 17 U'.2 I 2w0 - _.

66 ) 31.1,19 341 13 N.E.2 I 250 I-o 38
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14 0 i Is 13 N' t I ISO 96 3

to Ii IT.II 14 V0 IA4 1 150 400 to

Vil 1411t toV.. Vil 10 0. 40so it
Il,3i M 111 10 to to r1 1 130 400 45

it 4 to 3, 4 , l 1 1 V 1 1 4 - -

Vi% M 1,0,9 IQ a,*j t 90

1 111110 Ila V& 0S3 I

00 14,11 IN 30 .~. 0* 0 - 0
oi X4 V*CO 1 o WShpt,3 Il - -

04 '41 "IC1 34 to 93I~ MA IS -t41

all toS a... 41 53 W,4Ill & 3 0 -

k4 AD 31110 34 It3 WINX I I 3It 39o

IsA M( 13,3110 04 43 SilK. 'I4 I RIO - -

ht M 14.311 04 $1 0 0 M0 300 55

%A A 1!:313. IV 64 Ila .hyN"I j 840 - as
WI 4K I. :Ito 34 1 04 V' 7t N,4 U so - 0

A1 IG to,1 40 9? UL 13 ~ 90 - a
KS 14,3 40 V? S.K, a 110 - 0

ol Xl 19,3,10 It"&K5 I IT

IAll 11.3 '19 31 it K .3 I 9

IM V 1. 1" (M) 46 1.~. - - 0
1c3 19 4 91, 0.

its IV,,1 34J 01 0 0 30
WOI I 34319 A 9 0 0 6W -

IN~ I 31.1W 34~ IV N.NW. 4 3 130 40
kll 1)I 31 .3,19 341 33 NX,NW4 1 -

lo)t Ci 1 1,10 34 MIAM 4 -5
kkki (I I I 1.31 IN V. N.t 130 - -

1411 1,.111I IN 14 UN,3 -

Lb 5411 V :4 34 Wlp. -~ 8- -

I) .,4.1 3I 40 W,bI. 0 A, I
.4 ' .1"U' 34 42ti'W aWI yW.3 I- 120 40t

xh't..ti 13, 14, IfiI gild TA Were Orait Oil 4 uend lhotom alwout Ij miles off Irvine I all otheir shots '-rr
Srl,~~ed in a licit m~worix rN\%ao andl Holy IWlod, ever a mud bottaom.

APPENDIX IT.

OALUMATIQI UPUWSIII.

(27) Appsrtun.
Thes e"I'ps .'ylnitili whibl formed thi easmlglIl of the principal gaugs warii colirtt by

On at...l 0.4tol 'it 11h411 froent POuuitt gun, the villooity of the pistons being mesured by' go oloctrio

vilrosogttIh, which *as deveoet o h pitpos.. Ilbs Sa, shown In Fig. 41. consisted of is shot-guck

ise' IMounted vitnca.id ..v.'i 6us Ule UTIL. Trhe piston wae hung by a loop of one wire tom a crowe.

r it, retl i ko otcl.'a ii thme 4mppor ondi of thme barl, ws that when roumpritswd fair vse adimitted taae

t 1tWe ilw off1 is upport endI projtmd ..n to a .Iuppor on thme anvil, Thme top of the barrel wes aloood
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by i sew ip, c icic u tro nhite tutbe to i a servoitt o ciun iv.1 laitr. The rubber tulle wVitlri I, lie VIAlio wd AIy cnta lAde acioR ". , a lveii tis coulhd he it iip.-k no ally momrent 44 &:1 Am. milt .50
this arn rcioe1 ir to time gun l iirr,-s 137 tilwat'giui thet reservoir to %li cent pressuresr a w~ide rawgar if aWid
voiloeltiols could lie obtaliiedi Foutr sies of pIssti were used, welithing 22 4j, 3, aud It ucoaus, Thlie
lighte"% of these pliour was bellow, i shown hI the Iliturs, Willi that reservoir charieit at 73 1W., put t It

lolroinob l.ays aetinkiijiheri praistice Chat l~ts 11 isto11040 ctiitl IM giVenl a Velocity f 10 fest per somened, fet
etrespidit to 33 folot-putimis of silergy, Ua the hetavieslt iitoti Could be givqll a isthmmity 0;: at) Nut par a t
1 06111, corresptonding to as tot -lmniil, For volt Idio fromn I I Lu 6f (lst per Areceittl comprsseid UIl wits prSMA
lok ugased the pisonal behis tiropped froe% dittearvut heights 1imisill o ~tu bil, Fair culmuettisi lower thIn itis
11 feet peat snoku lbe piston wag droipped froit the card of the barrel, Which Wad lirtiglit dlown it, a lightA
suirabie height altval thle aiivil.

Whles the pistom vasl droppedl from Lhe cotld of die isirtl Its Ommeigy at t~to illoallot ue lipact tsA4 t of il
calculated frotar ii weight andm thet hei~lit of its fall, hot la all other cases the vellooity wasd ruemisuteiti by a metal

Fa ir af electric uouki itu ,,miv,m.1~ with a chli ogra pi. fioih e'iiw-wt i'enls41tod -? a v-.,%y hli hiinliirm ighl
aevecr Just jirojarkcting lo Ithe Oul lof(i fight, with it coliper Inebi Ramit T uI-Ilell below It, so that Poltact was that (,I

cioa-cd h7 tire lisactiO of dile piston., , bi I wo liontactt weore ouctly I fot apart, tire uipper olio belng Allit Oto 1,
I foot illow Itoe oit of thre gm iii hel noid the low-Prano I liih i hove the point of lii1It f is th, ct
lttlie roctirii IAN tie xhotgati, the 'liatane e itweau the contacts. y tire iistanuee front the lraor front

contact o epo~lut of iti1PAUt, a Y the aeCOisiratiot iduo to gruvlty, the vcl,)aity of the plotom at the oiout .i ti
of liepami c

+ +T'~2gj

Them oliroaiograph was at liglteisioti, spark apparatus, rlim elotiire of each contact completed holiieu
virotit of At lilrgeA ,.mndeisar (I microfaria,4i, 200 volts) through the 101rintry mf 4 traiismrnmr (a smiall Isfornal
lonitilu coil) causing at spark lii tire secnditry croit hetweean a fixd mlsuhirgo point Rad ita drum rotatinig adru
at n kenown heekvl. A juaher strip oii thre dium was porfoirtted by the lsparks, tind tire dietantio betweenl the ae b
puicforuious, measured enlagilwise Amt the paper strip. lndictatod the timie-itittcrvil betwit the closuire of the healai
twi, oliiiiak. rThu coiwtroctiou of tiw chronograph is shon it, Fig. 48 sill tire circuits Itt Fig. 49. rh'le in FIg
methoid a1mipwAm fioi imaniiiig thu, chironograp b t correct speeud was as follows tA soft Iron uc via wlivel, ka Uri
with 10 toreth, wait Odell ontire ohtroiograoph shaft to that that teeth roatated Past a permaonent iitugitet wotmd it oi
with a coil colimeetelj to it telephonte ;ti arrangement produced a anuibifle note correspoutlitig to tii' speed iliig tb
of tike drum ;in u 6itih of tire sate circuit werlt A battery, a 11buttonee merophoiie, aold ati'ther woutid Ri 131
ttikiict, the ufloropliousa andI oitgneto hoitig Alliniiitd with a tuniiig-fork Ilk thre well-ktnown way to l-knov
craimtititt a retro-notivo system, piroii16mig a sicti loul pure tone the speed tif the echrotngraph motor wils )graphm
iiijitaeil byv a rhostat ititil sllow steady lwats wort beardl in the telophoneo, not mnore thtitoue every suvotil1 -ii. eve

the frequiiecy of tire timeig-fork (it)y cfltolmersoti with a fork d,'tcrtniuod at the National Phmysrll Alai,
I~alm watmiry) was 311, so that wheat thre above all iuttnent kshearet omade it waks itwitw that the drumi wasd hot tie
ciliilg at 51 I 0, 1 revut Itnn Th ec ). 'ie Circumifeiretnce of tike di itti over tire pipr strip, the
wit. 12 60 iiieheel so that I inch ocraotnll to 11 c secoittil.

Tuie prtimaires of tire traosfuotc tad on iitdiitittie of altout 3 toIl li-himico z lie male ulateil time for solal
!itu oouoi er disehvi currenitc tij roachliit oti cimitti wau. tbti ufui ,. 4 i , I'l lt he time oceei1311M to dine it
ustilili it .piirkig pit iitial teai tino doiiit Aleternimmii tinitiust eukilu.I 11) tile ii le eion'ttttt ef thme sei-tiihiry t of tIA
eirotit. atil most have i.,en far less titan this a exporitnacit hi faet ci iwed thiat tire iiuiionut Af arkitu~ig' it of j
te oitie, iyithuiiu 10-3 ceetil, isitittmr tire malucity its the liritnary circulit wits V iiiicumiakl.. mi 9 rikil,

fartid , Whim tever tnay have licat theo uettiukl lug of t liebrmimugisi0i action it was omuly the viarliailit r that lie viar
iatterel. A largo imhuer of "S ~open meAt4 were Bn, usk Ai (II po1itt, foutr ciumuietisoers hinit ihiirgmd Isillig

sinivil timimitisl thtroughm separate triuutsfirmors b y cloi-igi a ciutgie catiot.t attil It iit fountd that tile averrage itihat
mlimioreiu. muiotwemi thn four Indiviidual chirtioralil pirfiurutiou4 wit' hi1t toutoi of the four was iiy aliotit ur wats
10-3 scivtuld. or 14. 1lui1to iencht. Thie variltf ivere lue to warimltring of theus sparks more thti iii r noe ti
ditorenaci l tim of ihlarge. (28) R.euts.

The ,iopper cyli-ler %veo cut fromn rils if paire ki.'cti'mlytic t!opper. eniliidrawii to liamotter -320 611. ailti
tile itigtli of eat1. piesa hiring Aruim 499) look~ to '., N ci w, As all mosasursowtts were tods to tirie tuarest cmlii to
tctm~tiooeattdtIkAs of an !itch it wa.4 ilecouary for thre eitl.4 to mie cit porsectly square. 'I'lii ot pivv'u4 wcre cut
auiiialeml iii an elstyietrijliffie futrntac' at 61)0 C.. tho furitlico issitig poceked with sandi it) avtod ii it ot, avoiJ
'Flue coppAirs wore alitiwel in tool nIrmwly I,, the. foriiiuc, hat quetnchitng thema In water stetits at betor plait t i1s aquaitecedl coppers lirc cleauer atill more convetthiet to measure atill their reqiittiout us aluaroims;t italy is fim

tuc Oilitie.

'rTe uniformity iof thia coppers waod tested biy sithijating 116 of therm (cut floot 29? ditferetat rola) ti a hlleoret
stakiidarti blow of 2' t 46 toot-pundA i the average sliort-itiitg wasl 27 -4 x 10-3 inct, tire elitre-ns vantitioii exreti
tIs.i 26.6 X 10-3 to 27.1)9 x 10-0 4he average di 'uregiie betwesit the mea and itidiclilual recAKIILt 411As 'Idual
0-2 x 10-3, or cia ilisit I Ivor octat., a very remarkables degree of aiotteiisteney.

'iThe calibrnationi exereimenhs proved that the sluortanling of a copper measures tire energy of the low torgy ol
a light end a hieavy pi,,toil eti-owed with tmqtiai amouuts of energy produce the sanAi shortitiing. Tii is orteit
ilotitatel III Fig. '50, wtitlt shows two sections of tire calibiration titrve withl Cite actual resuilts giveit by rantli

oisoiid of lilreti weighat. It was obsorved that thoe was, gonerahly tito appipnshlle reboitiid of the pilot;, imid oh
fromn wiil. it ma'y lie concllu-t thast the whote of its stiergy vioas absorheil by Clio rmilper ti the ielmtioe or t tm
was ill thn ease Of the lightecst ptioti at very high velocities, Nichiemi there was a very peirciitilile roteuiut, rcepjtil
bitt eveni lit tii caseiii ergy of rebounid was only alintit I per cent, of the incident energy, Th le reilation rgy.
huettierk thke shortening A mmiid the impressed energy E . clown in te folloiwimng tale,
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A am ahoorsel"g of ohe "o per, In thoemadtbs of " inah.
Y eopIn toot-Pou ______.____

6 0,29 to 1,910 9 417 ItO 16-78
* 0,99 IS 9,18 40 110 16,6
7 0,36 94 9.29 41 8684 90 30411
a 0,48 is 9411 43 586 9 91,47
9 o'A 96 3,68 48 6-10 100 94840
10 0.69 37 97Y9 44 6,84 108 " 349
iA 26" so 316 48 a." 110 111115
1s 0-?? 39 8*14 46 668 11a C0,7111
111 0,1 80 I'l2 47 7-06 ISO 88,06
it 0.97 111 316 49 7.31 Ila 88.40
Is 1-03 88 370 49 7-89 18, 179"
111 1-19 33 i 8' so 7-84 18" 40,46
17 1,81 84 4.10 68 9.18 140 48,90
All 1-44 U8 431 It0 10,60 148 46-03
Is 1.4? 86 d81 a8 11:93 180 91041
30 1170 87 473 7TO 11846 I 18 "8Sa0e
21 l'ad s6 438li 78 1600 88O$310

The lact that the shortening of a copper Is entirely d~tetwuned by the energ of the attaching piston
can% only he explalost by Napperog that the reeistance of the copper at any momiest is Independent of the
rate at wh~b sh is being sioteed and depends enly on the extent to whieb Is o beesn shortened, 0n
this view the resistance of the eupper for a given asnstealg A Is

and an be detertmined from the calibrationi results. If thus results ame analysed It will be found the, for
small values of A the reulstanee Is approtimately r as re + A A. where ro w 400 tbe. and A as 63 lhe.

Fe 10- 4 inch. For higher crushing*. above Am 80 x 10-11. the rosistamee is less than this formilas
inicates. The Inareas of reuistance which aoeompeniee shortening of the copper is due almost entirely

to tieriloonig of the metal. and It only a very small degree to enlargement of girth ifor exampl#, a cope
crushed 40 x 10 - IInch has a resistanee twice as grat as a copper crsehed 1T7 x 10o - 6Inc, though it.
arnoiieovtionatl area It ui A per ost, greater.

,.For massuritig very liaht Impacts, lame thau 086 foot-Mond, coppers ane to hard and lead cylidsrs
mutt be uoed. Eley 's lead ertieher were calibrated for this purpose, and the result. are shown In Table X1.
These& leads are -500Inchiloug and -398 Inch diameter, The rMltion between L, slid A Is independent
of the weight of the piston. ic that; Is must be eo,,eludoid, as In the aos* of toppers, that the resistauc. of
a lead Is Independent of the rate at which It Is hoen Shortened. An s nthe coos of coppers, the increase
Uf is,,istance Whichi "companies shortaning of tha lend Is due mainly to hardening of the mektal, likit there
is thi lirrone. that whereas the copper keepe Its acquired hardness the lead swiftly reverts to Ate original
softness (Hf. W. H. Masn Arms aoil Explosives. Jam, 1. 1018). The sell.anealiagl process ocempies
a matter of satonds or mirint.., and It certainly has no time to take effect In the very brief duration of
the limput of a piston, which Is of the order of 10 1 secoO,~ but the phenomenon Is worth uotitag sincei
it liavaildstee any statical methood' for deterinisiog the resistanoe of the I sad, and explains the 11creeping 1

*t itedlug of the lead which has bees observead whenever it ht ase attempted to apply such
aiid.Caltulated from the energy data the resistance of the lead ie

r M m& (for smail eruohings) approximately to + A A,
where rs 180 tbs. and A w 11 6 line. per 10- inch.

A se shortening of the lead, In lhoaadthe of on Inch,
E3M ernergy Is foot-pounds.____

a 0.032 s0 0.35 41a 1382 60 2.10
W0 0.127 85 0IM8 so 1.88 88 .
16 0.213 40 0-780 68 1.55 90 2

W0 0.310 48 0.922 70 1.72 95 27
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APPENDIX 111.

(29) Some gonerul Points in the Theory and Use
of Pressure Gaugs.

Theme Is a general question whicht aist In onnusitln with any ftam of up for measuring The *amut
,"eslur* in a llressura wave. Th. measurementt required Is the pressure that would exist in thke water it tile
the gauges were absnt Ito what tatlent ame like long* reults vitiated by the moedification of pressure of
Joe. w the prosence of the paupIt 'rho presence of the limi 9. modifloes tile priesnrti In two wave. In n 1111

thetiesplceth gts as a whole, regueded as sit approximiatel A IMi heavy body. Interesethe prII I e thle
oil its fromn face 'Ie eoite towards the oneomiug wave) by reflection, and a Vmlnishes %he pressuure on Its hl
hack fato hy shaduiili. I'le seriousnessi of tis offet dependse on tile relation between the alse of thes $sit
gtange and the thickness of that part of tihe Pffeutr$ rave w:aIch it Ie su pposed to macmare, As regard$ At
the present gaoe thea eflot will he most seriouts in tile tase of Type OF. (Fig. 37)1 the0 Howa dimenslous r dl
of ths gauge averagq a66M 3 inche ii It hal ik e ostn of 0t.) 4 anondi, corresponding to a 6-Iiloh to
thickness of the wave in the water. 'rhe quostion wait examined ex perimentally for thill type of 16itue ypp
k-y putting down 3 apgs niear line anther at equai distance-I from the charge, the warking ftoeof th fac
Anrst augo being directed towards the chargle, of te oscuid at righit tnglis, and of the third away from WI s
the echarge I In three experiments of this kinid, with gauge. 40 feot away ito-jf 300-lb, charges of aniatol $Siol
or T.., the pNeseres recordedl were in the ratio:t-

103 iUU too
103 4100 97
106 100 94

Averare 106 t 100 t 96

Thoe results show that so far A the present gauglesare conicernied the effects of reflection rind flese
shadowing are not large even in the most unfavourablo caseo I iust alio be remembered that throughout t th
the investigation. with a fewi exceptions$, the gauges were hung Ii the second of the alove three positions, roe
with tihe axie of the poep at right angles to the direction of the ebarge, so that neither reflection tier I
nor shadowing would om~e into play to any appreciable extant,

In thle isecond Plaes every gauge hase a part whicah yields to the pressure thow far io the pressure in a nr
the water redueed by the relief thust afforded to it ? In dealing with this question It Is convenint to have 'tlipt
In itiind an, ittuall example I take the case of a G gauge (Fig. 34) at a distance of 80 feat fromt it 300-li), oil
aniatdi charge *I this age hasl a piston 3 inches long and j inet in diameter, with a free travel of rca
2 Inches bef ore it hammers the coppier ; from ihe moment when tile presiire wave reaches It the piston It it
ninvets with a continuallY ineeeaig veloaity ittigl, after abotit ftvathounilths of a secondl, It reaches the it rel
end of Its travel with a velocity of about 5o feet per second, TShe movement of the piston propljiagire on in
a secondary tension wave whicb spreads in all directioni with the velocity of oonid in water, anid at tny r, st
muomnt tile pressure at : given point Ili the water is thie algebraic num of the pressur"o that would exist t wit
if thke gauge were absenit and the tension due to the movement of the piston, What we have to Nti is ave
tha extent to which the pressure is relieved at the mouth of the piston bole I this call tie sipproximately Kpprc
estimated as follows : under a steady pressure p, water Is forced through an ittollstructel aperture wit &piart
avelocity-

V - V/2-p, or V W 870-',/F

if V is expressed in feet per second and p In tons per square inch ;conversgely, if a piston is wlthdreni Is i
into a pupge with velocityv V the pressure at tile mouth of the piston holle will tbe telieved by an amounit by at
r = 31 X 10-1 VO. [iith 06am fle stated alloys V is only 50 feet per second, so that tile relief of pressure lef 01
as lae than -01 Lon per. square Inch, which s too small to lie of any consequence. Taking the whole Ing I

rainge Gf the -vlremnts the velocity of file plotonsi was generally of the order of 50 feet per Aet:onl or per
lose I In a few Instances It wats of the order of I OU. feet per second, or even a little higher, but this wait r, btiu
only when the drivinle liteasura wast very great, so that the relief of pressure teas still proportionately, small. lohat
It may tbe jonituitiqd therefore that the movement of the iston ct ie( o reduce thfe driving pressutre In ainy eseil
serious degree. 'rho abive way of lookit at tile matter is lail? jitihil Whet, the diameter of the piston -Of I
Is smail compared with the thieknese of wave measured by ste gang..e, as it aiweya is Ili the prellont gauiges 1 130-1
if the diameter of the piston were large ornpareil with tin thickiness of wave measured fly thle gakngo fly I
entirely different consideratloiis would apply, and the affect of tike relocity of the piston in reduinLt tile I-di
pressure would tie far greater,

In caleuilatitig tile roosits given tiy tile Ranges the phltot arc itsuinei to the rigid TIs s t ti his a.
Ia roughly Justified liy the fact that the time required for at prelioure wave to travel from one vii of sit te ti
pis LonI to the other Ii always very small compared with tic tirne duiringitt h tilest pissnet is recelvil' n is

m(fitiiiSfrom the external vressture. SThe moss nnifavoiiralv a i tilei OX gauge ( Fig. 35) with Fig.
I-iieh pistons ;in this ctty, the time requiired for a lircssitre was, to travel fto one endt .if %he istts oift
to the tither is clouot fonr millionths of( A second, while the tiot. loing wich tht. pistoin is reeeivinX ii is
ninitierituiti front thie aierial preasore is of the ordcr of ? X 10- secondu, ir 50 times si long. It isl s lor
perh116a desirable to Ro Into tiis matter It little more fully. Tie movement of she piston at ainy inomeiltt an
cci Ile re-soiveil into all a iniforin movement of translation, wilth it muiomii equal to thle tituu.iisgr bi a ti i
of the force that ls utAd on the sod of the piston, and (N) a state of diissril,iiteij motnenui, of whirls toin,
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the OlUiftle turntoto the whole piston Is gemo corrrepondil to so 0eel0161100 which travels up and down
Int tile ploewo It present* has be appliett i u4 heo of Y %t. Viul IY o w L ~ g ti a WA*tiswe m~l up
end down the piston a number of ifmee, the second movement will be very innali flumprreJ Witli %he Anrt.

'Teenaorgy of movement (U) Is graidually dissipaWa, a smail frsetinu Weig communicated at each oscillation
to the water in contact with the expoii faoe of the piston, Ilk which It p reduces alternate condesations

atu ritfatinsbu titd~siptin f negydoe ne loele anyl In the algbrait total %iwitutw
of ~ ~ 0 th pltn hc setieycm sdi moeen(),adiisoltismenetum, that the gauge is

quie to measured.fe 
&tirtl

When th itnso ge dren1 th ai i te tuhis pom pesd se a ctaino
en my ak te as o a GZ gaug wit I*-1h pitn t h olume thtof lt Is isoei aur i ubic

ladies~~~~ i1 th gag.shn ;adpho 11 feet in the wate s voluesi is rtne t ui
tootse henthsi iston aerieith eu oarisftereucd to 8 cubic lent IfI this

""1 coi iniso I W asumdt take plate adIabat il is t absorb M~8fopu nd feeg h
it i 11114tedifrc, 01 fo pou s t hat isl taken fro th kieiceeg o hepsonaoutnt;aie fJI flpudb a piton hIs id a veysfatio n o t nery of taythepiouwhcso 1in.practice as geeayfrm 8to t10 P ftnsea a n eet ca es t e erode h e cusio0n elli
Whet aaag fte iidsrbd in ton lb is ut moehn 80o60fedeptewa

insidel the auge risab.ovet tos thet pinto frthe kugesc hoeerb usf t eeterdeths

if a N~w pellets of lead-sodium ailoa (6 perts of lead to 1~of soium by wellght) are dropped Into the
air-chamber. This alloy reacs with water to generate hydrogen, and so keeps th air-chamber hill of gnu.
The same deovloe wast used with the gauges described In Section 19, when these were at a depth of aw. -
than 401 feot.
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111411ON 61 CHI( el flMi OALIMS 0 E

(OSTANS In FEET)

ITI

- -t -------

THOUS~AN" OF A SECGO

fit. 1. IM0 lb.. tot /60 Lintel (0, Table VIU.)i I mer% ota 4, 6, 9, 29, W~ 514us 50 toott.
a" r obarpl main.m pmewitit.

~-1~-~--- 0
C/

fi.2. Dtagras 1ii~uatrivtin tht effect of the taflillof wave reflocl.4 from msfc e.
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- --. POgUTIG4 of C4ARGE C snd GAUGES 0

I DSTANCES in EE)

-.N

-..--- 30s

-777

i*.......

' .. . ..

THOUSNTHS OF A SECOND

ri. 3. 1"h. or 40/ mSts (D, Taba Vitt.) * mer ofhot. 4s, A4 owNot .e dep t
P14, 01 eemt "trom t amvp Baim

, psfseea ie

.- : -.OSITION of CARGE C d AUGES G
(DISTAN ES i FEET)

-&MACE

-T4

- AI, +- --- N - - - --

.... t1iIiI ., - - - -

THO.XSANCrNS OF A SECONDO
rigl. 4. 30 IN, of 40/60 A al (p, Tal~ vill.), av'e p d Shots 14, 61. 12, 74, ; share ot so

dep so to F14, ); pu e 50 toeet fnrw MOON' of dl : clUti pressure - .2.
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POSITIO of CHAtINE C and GAUGES 6 POSTION of CHARGE C W4d GAUGES 0

C O1sTANers recyr (OWSTANCES in FEET)

IL4r

T4OUSAP DTs Of A S'~c*O-

t # F, 1O b.o /OatL(I e~ it 6. )0 lb4. of 0/W Ajato ( 0 al IZ~. teooi eu~aeof t~e~l~ 9i ~a. ~ll~llnt 6111, 64 chatge an IMfv. u ., r et.fam
Urume ftprie r ee -t .77. contrs of havp; rnitia pmeaorti~7"'~ i7I IZ7I~ =.iPOSITION of CHARGE C WWd GAUGES G

-- - (ISTANCES in FEET)

IL ~ III7 ZI 4

Lz~ 1 - 1

Tt4OtJSItTS OF A SECW

7 .' 1 6, Of g rA~lOl LX, aobit V111.); &V~rO44 of Shot$ 7, 3B, 30, 36; oa e ~#t
r o ~t f ct r-.'e wma Drew8



POSITION of CHARGE C Ond GAUGES G POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES 0
(DISTANCES in FEET)-- (DISTANCES in FELTI

f -1

TNOUSANOT4S uF A S CNO'
Fin, a. 267 in., r aoao Aaa I I 1 X 1 Yb-.1 Itth); F16. 10. 267 lba. of ./20 AsotnI CDX, Tah YCt,); ht 27: isoShat gnselsl 50 fast i trti *? sharp .tI , 50 foi. t rl en.tp of hir~e and d..per thin to ?li* 'C; hi ratanI -

ag1W go # 12.e i ithpblt S tular atapa show Uhe ioes'obtiihl roavits, the curve ropraost the
e o oieri tl reeflt.. Ih. tec rpe.to JS tuit* ffect predicted by theory.
pvnd.isw by tiiery.

POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES 0,.,SITIONof -- IUSIION f CANGI. G ood GAUGESG
(DISTANCES in FEET) DISTANCES in FEET)

L ------ 4 ------kl

,ji

THCSANIotW OF A SILCUsu
Fq . .4. 00' io / aactoi (h, 1 .1 ti, 11, 2b" b . of 0/,'0 AW WI (DX, Table VII! 0; mus ao

m ts ii r n eo riL , ." r ?t s0 tet fros cotre of chorg. iud deeper than LA btg, t0 U1 1"X s
-ti o -e wu, tpol o. rl. a it. i ae *P S 400 p as In fit . 7; tbe re clai stop. ha l U.e i leotel resultsk" f W, MAt o rveto eipti.-i *j ro erseas ts the effect predilted by LUC ry,
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I- I-PMITIN of C~HARGE C and GAUGES G UGES

:zzz~zzz'z~z~z(DISTANCES in F~EET)'so

LIAN

.... . . 4- h

It- l - .... ... ' --
THCJNOrHS OF A 'ACONC)

Fil. 12, 30 lb.. of T.. (AD, T6lb. Vlt.); ave ie of Shots 11, 17, 25; as oa 50 f rt og centr
of chorg.; mla mi pressu, r .76,.

POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES G UGES
I (DISTANCES in FEET)

rd c

-l-i--. i- - I'- "

-!-

1' - it---- - -

IHOUSANOrHs OF A SECONO

Flo. 1 J 40 .bv. of 40/60 AtoL (G, lb VIt ), everm of Shots U, )5, 62, 65, M; gsep. 25 //2 11 et
t,.w cent" of c turgo; w"mla pz'wlut.v 1 .eet
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POSITION of C;IARGE C ond GAUGES G
S - - "DISTANCES n FEET)

-. 1

I '

- - 1

- sm.....~s.s -

THOUSANOTHS OF A SECONDO

FI. 14. MlbO . Of "/M+ AacoIl (X ., TAbl* Vill.); tvdi.,, of SOhts $8, 90: g+Utl .", too t#t zrum
,nl, el of cnrtgj; a nimau prI surv * 1.77,

POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES G
(D-STANGES in FEET)

'. -!- -I ,- -

.... --------- :-

.. . . . .....-- - - - - - - r-r
--

__ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -F

.. .. i . ... ... , ,
- -- 4-'

THOUr NTH OF A SECON

Fig 1 '5, lmhls Of .O/5) PAm.l , (4 , Tg.e Vill. av.r',g of Lut.h 808, 90; sauis 9, i/ fftt fr.
0.Te O" n r . .xre
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I -(DISTANCES in FEET)

-~o Mill~~ 1 - -

1-J -

---- --- ---

IN 
- Ta

TOUSAWTHS OF A SEON

i.17 I 1,9 lb .of &)2, Asta (, 140xv VII I vrge o uotz 5 8, 0; psuet 6d) 11 ct r

frwidtr* of chre ia peaie I;ttboe Ln ht h uv a ~oaz

ofITO Chri atiRG C~i dandc PrAUGctS GrI th i i.
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-z I: - POSITION of CHARGE C ad GAUGES G
.. (DISTANCES In VNCCT)

-, |

K -

THOuSANDTHS OF A SECONDO

Fig. Is. 600 jbg. ct 60/20 AMAtol (05, Table VIM); ivrg of ShMt 85, 86, 871 gatiges 127 foot
frog centr of charge aa1imum pressure .$6,

- -- - - T.~POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES G
- (DISTANCES in FEFT)

4 'I .

X I

THUSiAJDTHS O A SEON

1 ,0. 19. 10 b e, 0 at , ,Turi e a t ' ve) Awtol .ndtr to e conjitt na uorban in t.10 Inapt

irom r ehw, t of thiri t a k rkl , proisr I t5
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24~ POSITION of CHARGE C ant GAUGES G

DISTANCES in FEET)

T-:

(DSANE inEET

-. I

THOUSANH$ OF A SECOD

Fig. 21). 1.000 ls. of TI.. (, Tble V1.) onee bot1m ShotO 75: 3),o 55 fooeu~ t from tf
cler o f ax& porg;oisp ea.. O .e rinln he h crefrto ie
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POSITION of CHARGE C an~d GAUCI G
(DISTANCES in FEETI
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----- ----- --- POSITION ofCHARGE C Wd GAUMS5 $1
(DISTANKES in FEET)
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ho, LA effec of _,6"4 0 b ap .a leda dX1414.*10O .U W

Ii

(DSANE In F,,E,,

I* --

I 

OTUSATHS O A SXCO0r~ ' 2& Thre 30bhl|io / ktol lilad t~*thee In ibh (X. . TI@ VUKI,) Steftt of o
oi 0, ;|lel?2[eto frt oetJwo uhugel; Banta proii .t * ,76; the broe line

shot tnt effct, of * £1 00 lb. ohage, at to. sam dletsoe, oluletud fro the con.e
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.harge from the prlmed and toid the mrld tMd; m m rw o . ,
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:1:: 
(DISTANCS Iin FEETI

fig 26.l RBLbAW Wad TIl

..... . - - -------- iI

----- 41.
, -~ - - - - - - - - - - - -

- ' I 

p ad Um p iao ami SUSA PMfteif 5

POSITION of CHARGE C and GAUGES 0
(OISTANCES in FEET)

THOJUSAWTK5 OF A SECOW
F I. 21', Three )0 Lk. chate of 40/60 , ol~ la.,d t.otnei Sid to ad X3, Table Vflh. ws-verOf la. I,_l); p27 72 f..t f, u olwt', of cJarg ur to * directi At right sn'le to

Ube length of mae cberxe; MA&M presure - .76.
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- - - jjj -- - ,POSITIN 40 CHARGE C sM AUGES 01
fOISTANGIS m~ PUT)

- - - -- - so

- - - - -orjAIII II

L77

TH0USMANT145 OF A SECON
fig. 2. 20 be of 6.0 MaeLol aW au him~ oeliet Tabo" 36.) a37, 52 w o 9fee frsh

0,#r ) 49, r *3, 57ax ge poss0ut 79 M @e b~rke ta ohms th et . *0I.

at 77k d -ov -aclpe frog o. cHARG in or. G.
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- ~POSITION Of UWARGE C ana taAUGU 0II (DISTANCES hi FEET)

I-.. 41

L:I--I

THIJSANTHS OF A XCoN
h4g. 30 j4 of Cot gwott a amm ieMd~ by a stir cbeabe. (19, TWOt V111.); aving. Of Shut&

6) 7t P406 90 feet tim COW*i Of ehaget1a10 preeMi *PSSP .61.

POSITION of CHAROE C amd GaCs u
- (DISTANCES in FEET)

344
a 

Ii

THOUSIHS (W A SECOP
fit. It. M7 Los. ofNV o 0 oue(m"Ispalna wiie e 6, poraffis

Tw 69, 71. ~pmes 10tm rmCntoa hp;uism Pompt
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- -- .. .....- POSITION of CHARGE C wnd GAUIES GI S
I-- (DISTANCES in FEET)

... ,o --
to40

I I I

THOU ANDTHS OF A SECOND
Fig. 32. W) bms. of gjulpGdor (W, Table VII.)I &ver pe of Shots 92, 93; gauges 30 feet f contre

of charg.,

:-i- -...... -POSITION of CHARGE C ond GAUGES G
. (DISTANCES in FEET I

I
II

-.. . .-

TH.SAN0THS OF A SECOND
fil, )3. 300 1b9, of 40/60 Pastol M, Tablo Vilt.) Shot 41 geugta 51 foot from cointre of c-MPRI.e
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~ seeI~no disastr;ir

Chasbe OanIs~ 14 h po e h nI by etatunnels, 1/4 inch diaimetor tbi.h aetegedb t hepItonthole.; , et1.1/ lc d n,for admitting
sitert 4.arhabTh wgie oas rofor tot1, 11 gesge, abichu 1Csh. i. the figulps, t CY Grm 02
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PXPDRT ON UDERWATER UKALOIONS

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this vepor't is to collect in 'ompact form what is known C

concerning certain practically important aspects of underwater explosions and their d
effects. After a few remarks concerning the role played by density changes in the in
motion of weter, the typical sequence of events in an underwater explosion will be ii
sketched. Then the principal parts of the sequence will be discussed in detail. For 'ai
convenience of reference, the relevant parts of the theory of elastic waves in fluids in
are summarized in Appendix I. A bibliography of the most important publications on 'ic
underwater explosive phenomena is given at the end of the report.

UNITS
Except where otherwise specified, all equations and iuatheatical expres- xP

sions will be written in term of absolute units, which may be thought of either as th
cgs units or as English gravitational, i.e., foot-slug-second units. When the English h
gravitational units are used, all pressures must be converted into pounds per square
foot, and masses in pounds must be divided by # a 32.2. Numerical results wil. be b1
cited always in English units. The density of water of specific eravity 1 is

1.940 slugs per cubic foot

For convenience a few equivalents are given here

1 kilogram per square centimeter a 14.22 pounds per square inch
106 dynes per square centimeter - 14.50 pounds per squarc inch

I meter a 3.281 feet
I pwnd - 453.6 grams

1 English ton - 2240 pounds

F 0wZSURVZ!7. TyPIS Of MION of
I. GENERAL SURVEY

1. COMPRESSIVE AND N0N-COMPREISIVE MOT!ON OF WATER
The motion of water usually involves changea in its density. These changes c

ma' or may not have to be taken into consideration in discussing the motion.
For the sake of convenience, the term compressive moton will be applied 1

to motion in which the changes of descity play a prominent role. The typical example 0
of such motion is sound waves, which consist of alternate compressions and rarefac- e
tions propagated through the water at high speed.* The particle ve]ncity, or velocity v

About 4930 feet per second in "a water at 15 de greee centigrade or 59 OeSea fahenheit.
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of the water itaclf, is usually much less tUam Lb speed of propagation of the waves.
In a train of waves traveling in one dire, Lon, the water in a region of compression

is moving momentarily in the direction of propagation of the waves; in a rarefaction,

the particle velocity is backward (opposite to the direction of propagation). The

variations of pressure involved in ordinary sound waves are very small.

It is always possible to regard changes in the pressure of water as propa-

gated through the water by a succession of small impulses moving with the speed of

sound. In many types of motion, however, the time required for the propagation of

such =n impulse is so short as to be negligible, and the changes of density themselves
may also be unimportant.

The term non-campressive may be applied to motion of such chautr-tor that it I
is sufficiently accurate, first, to treat the medium an incompressible, and swcoud,

to assume that pressure applied to the boundary of the medium is propagated instanta-

neously to all points of the interior. Examples are the notion of water around a

ship, or the flow of water in pipes that are not too long.

As a convenient criterion it may be said that the motion of water will be

essentially non-compressive whenever the motion changes little during the time re-

quired for a sound wave to traverse the scene of action. At the opposite extreme,

whenever a mass of water changes its motion considerably during the time required for

a sound wave to traverse the mass, changes in density must usually be allowed for and

the laws of compressive motion must be applied.

I. ODP.AL SURV
2. UPLOSION PHEN'OINFA

2. SEQUENCE OF EVENTU DUE TO AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION
We are far from possessing complete experimental or theoretical knowledge

of what occurs in an underwater explosion. The general sequence of events appears to

be :r follows.
Man a mass of explosive material detonates, it almost instantly becomes

gas under a very high pressure (1 or 2 million poonds per square inch), without ap-

preciable in, .ease in volume. The exploded gas then begins to expand and compresses

the layer of water next to it, at the same time this layer of water is given a high

velocity outward, perhaps 3000 feet per second. The layer of water, moving outward,

then compresses the next layer and also accelerates it outward, and so on. In this

way a state of high precure and large particle velocity is propagated outward as the

froat of an impulsive wave.

The gas globe, pressing continually on the water, can be imagined to send

out a succession of impulses of this sort, all of these impulses blending into a con-
tin.,oue wave. The pressure of the gas falls as the gas expands, however. Hence the

oximwm pressure and maximum particle velocity occur at or near the front of the wave,
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as indicated roughly in Ficur I. The impulsive wave or pread.re ways, as it is C0m-

manly called, travels eventually at the speed of sound, and may then be regarded as 4

an intense sound wave; but at first its velocity should be much greater than the or-

dinary speed of sound. As the wave moves outward, both the pressure and the particle

velocity in it decrease; when the distance r from the center exceeds about 10 times

the radius of the mass of explosive material, the decrease is nearly in proportion to

I/r, as in ordinary sound waves, but at first the rate of decrease should be much

greater. The length of the pressure wave in the water, according to Hilliar's sea-

surements, (1 ),* is of the order of 10 times the radius of the original mass of ex-

plosive; hence at a given point the duration of the pressure is one to several mil-

liseconds.
The form of the pressure wave as indicated by Hillier' measurements is

shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 refers to a brisant explosive such as TNT. Fig-

ure 2 shows the wave from black powder, in which the rise of pressure is more gradual.

Time Time

Figure 1 - From a Brisant Explosive Figure 2 - From Black Powder

The ordinats sboes the pressure in the Impulsive wave as obsfred at a given
point in the water, as a function of the time .

The sae figures also serve to represent the distribudion of pressure in

the water at a given instant, in a wave being propagated toward the left.

The true curves, however, are doubtless more or less wavy or even oscilla-
tory. Furthermore, several lines of evidence point toward the occurrence of repeated
impulses, following each other at intervals much longer than the time occupied by one

im-nulse. These impulses are believed to be due to oscillations of the globe of ex-

ploded gas.

1. GENERAL SURVEY

3. ANTERFLOW

. THE AFTEMON
It is well known that in a apherical wave the partidle velocity consists

of two components (Appendix 1, Section 1; topic: Spherical Waves). One component

Umsbers in parentheses indicate references at the end of this report.
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Is mtly proportional Lo Wie excess pressure, &s in plane Waves. The second compo-

nent represents an additional motion that is left in the water by the wave as it trav-
elm outward. This c' mponent, possibly representing thi Osurgew of some writers but
called here the afteerlow, tends to be inversely proportional to the square of the
distance from the point of origl.n of the waves. The afterflow is important, there-
fore, only close to the source.

"X. MT ZPLOSJcaI

II. THE M 0OION

It will be assumed that the explosion process is of the typo cal2!M deto-
natio. In such a process a dotomntion wave, initiated at one point, sweps through

the explosive material. The front of the detona ,ion wave is extremely steep. Bach

particle of the material, as the front pases over it, undergoes a sudden and fairly

complete chemical change, its temperature and pressure rising to very high values; at

the same time the intense pressure gradient in the detonation front imparts to the ma-

terial a high forward particle velocity. Behind the detonation front, the pressure,

temperature and particle velocity tend to fall off gradually to lower values, which

are deterwined in part by conditions elsewhere in the exploded material.

The velocity of propagation of the detonation wave, or deteation velocity,

D, is a condtant for a given kind and density of material, provided the dimensions of

the mass are not too small. Observed values of D for several substances, and a few

estimates (not very reliable) of the maximum pressure p, an centigrade temperature

t, in the detonation front, are as follows (1), (2) and (13) (of. also (20)]:

Picric Acid TNT f Mercury

Gjaoton (1.63 g/en') (1.59 g/cam' I Fulminate
D, feet per second 20,700 23,700 22,700 14,800

p, pounds per square inch 1.61 x 106 1.42 x 106

t.,, degrees centigrade 3- 3360

When the detonation wave reaches the surface of separacion betueen the ex-

plosive and the water, it is partly continued as a wave of high pressure in the water,

partly reflected as a wave of expansion traveling back through the exploded gas. The

initial pressure in the water wave, however, should be considerably lean than the

pressure in the detonation wave itself.

The waves set up in the gas globe may strike the surfacc of separation be-

tween gas and water repeatedly, ind in this way oscillations may be produced in the

pressure wave that is sent out through the water. Furthermore, in actual cases, the

deturation wave may reach different parts of the surface of the explosive at differ-
ent times, dopending upon the shape of Use mass of explosive and the location of the
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causes msa b osimaste very' r ,4 by dividW twice the diAi are L (in feet) of

the me at iploov. by an estimated average velocity of 10,000 teet per second,

Olving a period of 21,104 aeonnda, or ;buut 104 aseconds for ordinary heavy charges

The a te e ade ia this s tow n oooernLM the exploston prowess rep-

resent, fer *he most part, theoretical ,oncl'aitons, Littl.e is bwn oxperitmntally

beyond the valuaes of the detoation velocity P, "or have say theoretical calcula-

Woe been meads PlAailtbe equations, differential nd algvbriao, can be set up,

but their VolqUAt requires amwerioal ljtegraionl

The oaloulati of 0. 1 Taylor
deservs senkln (4), He cons iders the
case of a spher, at OhT I which the deto- "'4jI
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the exploded material is at ret within a aphere whose radius is 2/5 that of the ,et.

onation front. No oxperisental tvidence exists to cheok the*e r'vaults,

I. Tot PUI.URY. WA) A) AFIMUX IN THE WATCH

Only a few observations and calculations have been mais of the wave pro-

dueed in water by an exploiLoc. Uperlsontal obaervationa are made difoult by the

fact that the doomity of tne ueortal composing the instrument ti necessarily com-

parable with the density of the medium in which the wavo exists, in contract with Lt

as of blaet "ovea in air, Theor tioal aniations are hampered both by lauk of

knowledge of tho properties of1 matter under very high pressure and by mathemAtinalI

Pr poily to wideritand the phonomens requirea familitrity with certain

phypical ideas and thoorvt,#cal results nonoernau Qoepreueive waves. For oonverirl')i

of refOrenae, these ide.ai And reoulta are collected togutber in Appendix I, and fa-

silarit with tie osal., rmi in Uiat section will be assumel .
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, OlIRVATONS I

1. OBSOVAIONS ON Tim PRESUIRE WAVE
AOT'S OBSIRVATIONS (1169-1881), (4), the firt extensive Investigat ion,

are chiefly of historical titerest, because the interpretation of his data id open
to question, The following conclusions from his work say be cited.

(a) Gunpowder gave erratic results, but the results produed by dynamite
or guncotton were very oasiatent.

(b) The 'iean' pressure In the water we found by Abbot to vas In proportion
to the liaear dimensios of the charge, and as i/r"'' where r is the distance of the

point of observation from the center of the explosion (nore recent work indicates a
variation as 1/0.

The following remark may also be quoted from his report as oenstituting
enrly ovid~oe pointing toward a multiplicity of some sort in the pressure waves *It

is a general olherseteristic of small and deeply submerged charges of the explosive
compounds, and of some quick-acting explosive mixtures as well, that at the Instant
of detonation, before any disturbance of the water at the surface is visible, three
sharp sounds are heard . . . . of nearly equal intensity,' the interval of time be-
tween the last two being shorter than that between the first two. He states also

that succoss ie impulses ae felt by a person standing in a boat,
HILLIAR'S OBSERVATION8, (1), published by the English Department of Scion-

tific Research and Experiment in 1919, are the beat no far available. The report In-
cludes observations of the pressure wave, of the surface effects, and of relative
damage to targets.

The pressure wave was studied chiefly by means of what, eight be called

impulse crusher gauges.' The working part was a steel piston several inches long

ani half an inch in diamster, set in motion by the water pressing on the outer end.

After traveling a known distance, the piston struck a short cylinder of copper, From

the shortening produced in the copper the final velocity and momentum of the piston

were oalolated. The momentum was taken as a measure of the impulse jpdt in the wave

from the start up to the instant at which the piston struck the opper. Te coppers

were calibrate" by otriking them with pistons moving at measured velocities. The

shortening was found to be proportional to the energy of the blow, regardlesa of the

weight of the piston. Dy using several gauges with pistons having various distances

of free travel, all mounted at the sami distance from the explosion, various portions

of the total impulse could be seasurod; and from the calculated values of the final

velocities of the pistons and their di.tanoes of travel, the times could be calculated.

Nuimum pressures were also measured with a crusher gauge in which a plate,

actuated by the water, crushed a copper with which it was initially in contact,

There to a possible source of error in the use of such gauges which is not

aisoussod by Hilliar. Since the pistons moved parallel to the wave front (vortically),

they rould be caused to press agalAst the wall of the hola owins to acceleration of
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the gale by the pressure gradient in the wateri and so would be retarded by friationj
turthemorel elastic oscillations, in the #&uge my be get up, with the same result.
The indications of the gauge would thus be mae too small. As a matter of faot, a
systematic dIscrepancy of 10 to 1S per cent was noted between the Indications of the
Impulse and We. saximn-prensure gouges. This was overcome by arbitrarily reducing
the indications of the maximu-preavure gauges by 10 per cent. Perhaps the correc-
tion should have been reversed,

For comparative observations, use was also made of simpler gauges in which

a uase of plastioino was extruded through a hole by the pressure of the water, this
msas being subsequently weighed,

A typical curve thus obtained, representing the avenige from 3~ shots, is
shown in Figure 4. The curve is drawn by estimation through the rectanles, whlih
correspond to successive portions of frIt. The gauges were 50 feet from the charge.

IQll AT 102 M- -

Tim;, I l i.tsteads

Figure 4

The following features of the behavior of the pressure wave were Inferred

from the observations:
(a) 1aw of Similarity. Charges of various site produce equal pressures at

distances and at times which re in proportion to the linear dimensions of the
Charges.

(b) Varintion with Diata s. the maitude of the pressure wve decreases In

the inverse ratio of the distmoe r free the charge, at least it r lies betwee 30

end 12 O times the radius of the *barge.
Becauseo f these simple features, It can be deduced from the observations

that the mnauimum pressure due to W pounds of smatol ot 7VT at a distance of r feet
is about
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P, a 13, 00 pounds pew square inch

(a) Velocity. The velocity at the wave Is nearly that of sound, within the
rapg specified.

(d) Rtegularity and Symmetry. The pressure we" does Aot vay much two. one
charge to snother of the ane kind m.d @is*, sad it to spherically~ symtrical, pro-
vided the charge is approximately symetrical. 1hen the charge Is decidedly elon-
gated or flattened, the pressure wave is not quite the momn in different directions
from the charge. The oboorved differences due to this cause, or to initStation of the
detonation on ones aide, can be explained qualitatively by imagining the "resure *ave
to be mae. up of component waves emitted by the various parts of the charge, and then
allowing for the differences in the time of travel of the omponent waves. Thus the,
wove from a long rod detonated at one end would bt strongest but of shortest duration
at points lying on the prolongation of the axis ad in the direction of travel of the
detonation wave, and weakest but of greatest duration in the opposite direction. It
a maximum effect were desired in a particular direction, the beat shape would probably
be a curved disk, concv toward the side of the given direction, detonateod at the
center.

Surrounding a 320-pound charge of anal with four times Wt own, volume of
air at atmospheric pressure produced little effect an the prese wave.

(e) Refleations. When the *barges were fired rather claoe to the surface of
the water, the pressure wave was observed to be cut off at a time corresponding to
the arrival of the wave refleated from the surface of the estop. According to acous-
tic theory. the reflected wave should consist of a raeftaction, which in thn mirror
imago in the pressure axis of the incident pressure wave, atmospheric pressure being
taken &a asro.I Actually, althovah the positive pressure insetantly disappeared st the calcu-
lated moment of arrival of the reflected 'ewes, the maximum negative preseare observed
did not exeed 90 pounds per square, inch below the hydrostatic pressure at the level
of the gauge. There lot knomn to be a rather low limit to the negative pressure that
water can stand, without the occurrence of cavitation, ohen it is in contact with
solid objects. Very likely cavitation occurred around the gauges used in the.. ob-
servation ad the true negative pressure ourring in the water as not Indicated.

Sflection from the bottos was also observed. The pressure reflected fros
a sud bottom was only 0.1. times that lva the incident wave. 04 the other hand, then
a charge r'f 1000 pounds of TNT was laid directly on a sand bottom at 10 fathoms, the
presslie wave was cot such less than that to be expected fros a 2000-pound charge
nsowv;d oy water, Tmir is understandable, for the situation in question could be
imitated rcughly by passipg a Pigil diaphragm through the aenter of a 2000-pound
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charge ad the surrounding water and then removing the charge Ad water on one side
of the diaphra.

(f) Various Explosives. Anatol and TNT were found to emit very similar ozes-
sue waves. Guncotton and samonium perchlorate gave considerably lower pressures.
but the peasure from smonium pasrchlorase was observed to fall off with time such
lose rspidly than that from TNT.

Gunpowder gave a pressure curve of rounded form, without a steep front, e
tn figr 2. The pressures were ale much less,

Hillirle' report has been sumariet rather extensively 'here because no
other comparable series of observationo has been reported, And there is no evidence
u yot of large errore in any of his conlusions.

4, LALTIML eAV&S

2. MLTIPLE FPUM WAVE
Considerable evidene has accumulated showing that an underwater explosion

produces not one but several pressure waves of ocmparable magnitude. Besides the
coma observation that several sounds an hear4, repeated impulses have been seen
on osoillograp roeords. It was observed that the periods betweon sucoaeaive in-
pulses grew shorter; also that the period diminished with increasing depth of the
point. of explosion below the surface of the water, MovinR pictures of a uovel boat,
below Phich a charge was detonated, showed he boat to be kicked upward several tinee,
at lAtervals of about 1/20 second.

The multiple impulses are probably due to oscillations of the gas globe.
Such oscillations have been observed to occur, but the observations of Raasauer (5)
and of Ottenheimer (6) will not be disoussed here because their interpretation is
not wholly clear and the problem is under Investigatiokn at the present time,

Observations of the pressure wave need to be extended to cover theme ee-
onda7 parts of the pressure wave. It is iaportant to ftnd out whether the second
impulse is larger than the first, and whether there is a difforenc- in wove form,

, QUALITATIV% NOORY

3. QuALITATIVC TUZOY Or TU PMSMt WAVE
An exact aor of the mction of the water produced by n explosion can be

constmeted only by laborious methods of numerical integration. Th main features to
be expected in the phenomenon oa be predicted, however, by mas of resoning based
a the eleontary priAciples o compressive waves and of bydrodynaios. The quall.
tative theory thus obtained will firet be described, for purpoews of orientation,
Then the isportant phases of the protes will be discussed in ore exact tem.
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When the detonation wave in the explosive reaohes the surface of Separation

between explosive and water, it compresses the adjacent layer of water albolt isltla-

tanously snd at the su time gives to it a high velocity outward. The outward rush

of this layer then oompresses the next layer, and at the earn time the high pressure
in the first layer gives a high velocity to the next layer. Continaation of this

process results in the propagation of a stat* of high pressure and large partiale o-
locity outward as the front of a diverging spherical pressure wave in the water, As

the wave moves outward and becomes spread out over progressively larger areos Its

intensity decrease*, ultimately in inverse ratio to the distance froi the center.

Meanwhile, the gas maintains the water next to it at a high prossur , e/M the state

of pressure end of notion In this water i. continually propagated outward to form
subsequent portions of the pressure wave.

As the gas expands, however, its pressure falls; the expansion should be
nearly adiabatic, because of the rapidity of the expansion. The laws of ideal games

will not apply at first, however, because the density is then almost equal to that of

the solid explosive. In the pressure wave, therefore, the pressure and the particle

velonity should decreas behind the front. Thus a short time after the explosion

occurs the distribution of pressure p and of outward partial* velocity u in the water
should be somewhat as shown in figure 5, provided elastic oscillations wilhin the

gas globe itself art i~noredt the abscissa r represents distance out-ard from the

menter of the original explosive seen, which is assumed spherical. The distance
marked "gas is the radius of the globe

I cof gas at the inst~nt in question; pressure
and particle velocity within the gas are not

I I t.41 shown. The distance marked 'original solid'
is the radius of the original sphere of ox-

- ou-r - -  plosive material.

As the gas continues to expand,
0 Rodlus r its pressurv will eventually oink to the

Figurt 5 hydrostatic pressure p. proper to the depth f
at which the elxplosxoa uaoaur. It we were

desaling with a one-dimensional casoe ard hence with plane waves, the particle velocity

v would now be wc-o ani1 the *).pansion oi the gan globe would ea.e.

In the case of divergine waves, however, we have to rockon with the "after-

flow,' described in Appendix 1, Section 1, topics Spherical Waves. The passage of

a spherical pressure wave through the water leaves the wator flowing outward, with a

velocity roughly proportional to the inverse equar of the disLance from the center.
perhaps the pressure wave Itself is to be identified with the Phase k of some writers,

and the afterLloe with Phase B or the "surge." The term after/lw is preftrred here

hecause, after all, iven in the prossurt wave there occurs a powerl'ul, a1boit short-

lived, forwrJ "srge" of the water, The distribution of precure p iaJ of rv'ulL-

iont particle velocity u, 1n,.luding the velocity of aftvrflow, it t w instant when p
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has sunk~ to p0 at the
gas globe, should be,
therefore, somewhat an

shown in Figure 6, In G
which the scale of

abscissas in reduced
relative to that Of r
Figw'e 5,lThe after- Figure 6

flow haa two effectll
The notion of the water due to the fterf3ow tends to modify the distribu-

tion of &retsure roughly ms if by adding to it a component proportional to - ipul

( p density, u a particle velocity), as in the Bernouill equation of ordinary by-

drodynamics. Since u decreases in an outward direction, this effect tends to in-

crease the pressure in the water as compared to that of the gas and so to prolong the
prossuro impulse. It can be said that an excessive amount of momentum is taken up at

first by the water near the gas and is then paid out as this water moves ou.tward and
slows down.

The second effect of the afterflow will be that a largo part of the energy

originally in the exploded material is not oarried off by the pressure wave but re-

asins behind in the water in the form of kinetic energy. Henoe the water will con-

tinue to flow outward after the its pressure haa sunk below the hydrostatic pressure;

it will flow outward until, after the lapse of a ocmparatively long time, it is

brought to rest by the action of the hydrostatic pressure.
The gas pressure having now become very small, the hydrostatic pressure

will start the water moving inward, and the gas globe will thus be compressed sain.

Wring this second stage of compression, a second intense pressure wave will be ott-

ted. The gas globe may oscillate in this fashion a number of times. The situation

may be compared to a mams, representing thk inertia of the water, mounted on two op-

posing springs, a powerful one, the gas, that ceases to act beyond a short distance,

and ,, very weak one, the hydrostntio pressure, The weak spring will undergo large

displacements, but, given tne, it will get the msa moving inward again and so will

eventually restore the initial state of high compression of the strong ajring.

During each of the expansion phases, negative pressures (relative to the

hydrostatic pressure as zero) will be transmitted to a distance. Thus we are led to

expect that observation at a Mtnes will reveal a succession of strong pressure im-

pulses, separated by relatively long periods, during which both positive and negative

pnesurts of moderate amplitude occur. The first impule should have a steep front,

wo.reas the subsequent ones should have rounded tops and should be progressively
weaker.
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The theorsticl pictur, of the pressure am a function of the time Waus ob-
tained is oketched In Figure 7. It appears to apes at leasnt roughly with the facts.

Figure 7

4.TU LAW Or' 8XIIAUTT
The exact equations for the aotion of non-vinoous fluids lead to the msoe

law of similarity that wasn established experimentally by Hilliar (Section 1, proed-
Ing). If the linear dimensorn of the exploding charge are changed in the ratio so
without other change, the pressaure our"e previously obtained at a disntance r from
the center' of the charge should now be obtained at a distance sr, except that all
time will likewisne be changed In the ratio s. UsT energy and the impulie, pdt
carried by the wave will, therefore, alsno be s time a preit. Since the wave covers
a sperical snurface a' tines an great, the total amount of energy is thus pr'oportional
to ss or to the weight of the charge.

III. PRR59 ATS
5. A UAION

5. A CALCULATION Of TIMl FIRBT IMPULSE
The only available quantitative calculation of the first pressure wave

seems to be that made in Wgand hy Penney (7). Use starts with a spherical mass of
TNT having a radius of 1 foot and hence a weight of 390 pounds (specific gravity
a 1. 565). instead of solving tho detonation problem, however, Penney substitutes an
idealised L ,aoitioci he aamumea that at a certain instant the TNT Is all ex-
ploded within its original volume, the exploded gas being at rest but under a prem-
sure of 1,300,000 poundsn per square inch. The genesis and propagation of the pres-
sure wave in the water, ad the mtion of the globe of exploded gas are then worked
out by numerical methods, for tints up to 0.7 ailliscad from the start.

In the beginning, the pressure at the interface between the exploded gas
and, the water is found to drop instantaneously to about 500,000 pounds per square
Inch, the water and gas at the Interface acquiring smumltaneously an outward velocity
of ab"t 3000 feet per second.* A shock wave than proceeds outward into the water
while an expansion wave travels back into the gas. After the lapse of 0.7 milli-
sod, the distribution of pressure p a&W of particle velocity u~ (taken positive
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when directed outward), as a Nnntinn of the distance r from the center of the gas e
globe, are found to be as shown in Figure 8. The long dotted line shows the instan- !
taneous position of the interface be-
tween gas and water. The distance . - t40

marked 'initial solid" represents ". h.ll .1- -

the radius of the original sphere of AI _ 0
solid TNlT. IN-

For times exceeding 0.7 ail- - - - ,to
lisecond, Penney uses a rough method 1 4 0 .. s
of calculat ion, primaril.y for the pur- -0
pose of discovering how the pressure -

mybe expected tochange with dis- 0 -0

tance. ge oonoludes that no marked .40

change should occur in the shape of .0

the pressure wave as it prooewle out- Radiu t . Ma.e

ward, but its intensity shou'.1 de- Figure 8
crease. Beyond a distance of' 50 feet

from the charge, the pressure in the wave should fall off like that of ordinary sound
waves, nearly in inverse ratio to the distance, but at first the rate of decrease 4

should be more rapid. At a distance r feet from the center (i.p., r times the radius
of the original sphere of explosive) the pressure is z ties to grat as it would be
if it varied as 1/r, where x has, for example, these values:

r 3 5 13 50
S,,2,5 2 1.3 1

In conclusion Penney shows a comparison of his curve for the pressure at 50
feet from 300 pounds of TNT with an experimental curve, which is almost the same as
that published by Hilliar. The two curves agree in showing an initial pressure of
1800 poundu per square inch, but Penney's curve drops off more rapidly. The oscilla-

tory feature in Penney's curve may be due bo the peculiar initial condition from
which he starts his calculation, or it may be that such features are missed in cur-

rei.*, methods of observation.

Ill. FUIINi WA ..16. Tum r esOon twa

6. ThE.RY OF ThE stC= akY IwULUSE
In the absence of an exact theory of the oscillations of the gas globe and

of the pressure impulses produced by them in the water, tome light say be thrown upon
the phenomena by developing a theory in which compression of the water is ignored.
As a matter of fact, the actual motion must approximate closely to the non-compressive
tipe except during the phave of intense copression of the gas.
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Let us start with a sphere of compressed gas of naligible density mor-
rounded by incompressible water at rest, and neglect ,jravity. During the motion,
the pressure p and particle velocity u of the water at a distance r from the center
will be given by Equations (8] end [2] of Appendix II.

( pup -O) TP p l

in which ro is the radius of the sphere of gas, us a dr/dt, pa is the pressure of
the gas, p0 is the hydrostatic pressure, p is the density of water. At a great dis-
tance the Bornouilli tori,jpul, is negligible. Near the center, however, this teri
is not negligible; it causes the pressure transmitted to a distance to be determined,
not by the pressure p9 of the gas alone, but by the quantity p, 2 u#. As the gas

expands, P9 decreases but %' increases. The pressure impulses are thus made broader
than would be expected from the variation with time of the gas pressure alone.

It is evident that oscillations will now occur in the general ser des-
oribod in Section 3 preceding. ftoe no energ is lost here, however, the gas must
return at each collapse to its initial pressure; hence all secondary pressure waves
will be alike, and each one will be symetrical about its center. The first p"sure
wave will be only a half-wave, arising from a single outtroke, whereas each subse-

quent wave is due to instroke plus outstroke. The impulse at distant points due to
each secondary wave will thus be twice that due to the primary wave.

For the period of the oscillations an expression is readily obtained in the
form of an integral (see Appendix II, Equations [171, '(19], [22]). In two extreme
cases the value of the integral is easily found.

The period To of small radial oscillation of a gas bubble about its equi-

librium size, with its pressure oscillating slightly above and slightly below hydro-
Sstatic pressure, is given by uinnaort'. formula (8):

To - 2,,o

in which r, is the equilibrium radius of the bubble, p the density of the surrounding
liquid, Po +he hydrostatic pressure, ad V the ratio of the specific heats of the gas

at constant pressure and at constant volume, respectively. For air in sea water, at

a depth A, roughly

where r, and h are expressed in feet. That the occillationa can occur so rapidly

becomes plausible when one recalls that the velocity of efflux of water under a

press= of only one atmosphere is 47 feet per second.

As the amplitude of oscillation increases, the period increases. When the

saximum radius becomes 6 times the minimou, if y a 1.4, a numerical integration
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indicates that T f To , approximately. Finally at very large amplitudes the
period is given appioximately by Willis' formula:

T - 1.83 r. - 1.14pp 1

where rm is the maximum radius of the bubble or W, is the maximum energy of the gas,
moving adiabatically, during an oscillation. The gas need not be assumed to behave
as an ideal gas. In all oases the theory indicates a decrease in the period with
increasing hydrostatic pressure, as iA actually observed for the Litervals between
the seconda impulses. For a gas expanding adiabatically from a given state, ro is
proportional to lp' 13o where Y is the ratio of the specific, heats of the gas. Hence,
according to the small-amplitude formula, To is proportional to p3"+ , , whereas
according to the large-amplitude formula T is proportional to po-f.

The total impulse,fpdt , is very simply related to the particle velocity
in non-compressive radial motion (e.g., in Equation [3] of Appendix I, Section 1, let
the velocity of sound c become infinite). When the amplitude of oscillation is large,
the total positive Impulse at a distance r from the center, i.e.,fpdt taken over the
part of the cycle during which the pressure p exceeds the hydrostatic pressure p., is
given by the formula (Appendix II, Equation [25])1

Pp- Podt , 2pipi wi
When compressibility of the water is taken into account, all o * these re-

sults require modification and, unfortunately, the theory can be worked out only by
methods of numerical integration.

Whereas the motiou of sn incompressible liquid is all afterflow, in a com-
pressible liquid the particle velocity contains an additional component that is pro-
portional to the pressure and hence in phase with it (the term pt/'c in Equation (3]
in Appendix I, Section 1). The effect is both to modify the motion of the gas and to
cause a radiation of energy. Such effects should become appreciable in water et
pressures exceeding 1000 pounds per square inch.

Because of the lose of energy, the gas will collsp3e les completely in
eact successive oscillation, end the maximum pressure and the total impulse will de-
crease from one secondary wave to the next. It may even happen that the first second-
a impulae is smaller than the primary impulse. Furthermore, the interval between
oscillations will decrease ulowly, as is actually observed for the intervals between
secondr impulses. Exact calculations for the secondary waves am needed.

There is ample reason to believe that the loss of energy will be relatively
large. It can be shown that a pressure curve such as that obtained when the water ie;
treated as incompressible would involve, in actual water, a loss of energy in each
oscillation comparable in magnitude with the energy of the gaa. From his observa-
tions, Hilliar (1) concludeJ that the part of the primary pressure wave which was
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covered by his measurements carried off about 1/4 of the energy available in exploded
TNT.

The total impulse at distent points must in any case be measured by the ve-
locity of the afterfiow, as stated in thie foregoing, for at a distance the compres-
sion of the water is always negligible. This fact furnishes an easy method of con-
eoting 9e impulse with the energy of the afterf low, as w.s pointed out by W. C.

Herring (9). Estimates thus made in actual. oases come tut surprisingly large. Thus,
in the case of 300 pounds of TNT exploded 34.5 feet under the surface, If we insert
in the formula given in the foregoing for f t-pa0 t , 9 1 -' 300 x 1,200,(X0/2 foot-
pounds, representing half of the initial energy that is available by =xpding the
exploded TNT to sero density, also p a 1.99 slugs per cubii foot and p0 e 2 X 14.7
x 14 pounds per square foot, and then divide by 2 in order to have the impulse due
to mn outstroke alone, we find for the impulse in the primary wave, at a distance of
50 feet from the charge, 3.3 pound-seconds of impulse per uquai e inch.

For comparison, the part of the pressure wave, 4 milliseconds in extent,
that was measured by Hilliar represents an impulse of only 1.45 pKund-seconds per
square inch. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. The observed pressure
wave accounts for only a quarter of the energy in the TNT, so that tte calculated
value of.3.3 should be an underestimate. Perhaps an appreciable impulie may result
from small pressures acting over relatively long times during a later plase than that
covered by the measurements.

It may be remarked that spherical symmetry has been assumed in te forego-
ing discussion. If the motion is asymmetrical, the collapse may occur in such fash-
ion as to break up the gas globe. Evidence of such occurrences in the case of small
explosions has been secured by cinematic photography.

I xxii. NWrXs e aAvz i

7. TURMENCE

7. TURBULENCE
The 'uestion may arise whether the motion of the water produced by an ex-

plosion is turbulent or not. Turbulence can be produced only through the action of
friction; and it seems that friction should have time to produce appreciable turbu-
lence only near solid objects, such ai fragments of a burst case. There exists no
mechanism by which turbulence so produced can be propagated outwards with the pres-
sure wave.
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IV. DEFXCTS OF THE PFE SURE WAVE ON AN OBSTACLE
1. MOia OF ESTIMATING EFFECTS

In the pr-ssure wave there are four phybical magnitudes of interest:

(a) pressure

(b) forward particle velociLy

(c) momentum, of total magnitude fpudx (p density, u = particle

velocity, z - coordinate in the direction of propagation)

(d) energy.

The effect of the wave upon an obstacle, which we shall hereafter call the
"target", can always be calculated in terms if the pressure exerted upon it by the

water. To do this, however, we must know tho extent to which the presence of the ob-
stacle in turn modifles, the pressure in the water. Because of this complication, it

may be more convenient to consider the process in terms of one or more of the forego-

.ng magnitudes other than the pressure. The moat. advantageous choice of a mode of

approach will depend largely upon the relation between the dimensions of the obstacle

and the effective length of the pressure wave.
Misconceptions may easily arise from carrying over into the dynamic field

modes e thought that are appropriate to the static field cnly. The following gen-

eral I inc.ples may be noted:

A. St,,ngth of materials may be of little impu'tance in determining the ef-

fects of explobeons. For example, it is unimportant that a pressure of 10,000 pounds
per square inch i required to rupture a metal structure if 50,000 pounds per square

inch is availAble ir, the pressure wave.

The action of explosives upon objects near at hand will depend more upon

tneir relative inertia than upon their cohesive strength. At greater distances, on

the other hand, cohesive strength may be Lhe chief determining fector.

B. The poth of least resistance will not be favored by explosive forces to the

same degree as by forces of smaller magnitude but longer duration.

For example, a charge detonated in contact with a metal plate may punch a

hole through the plate, although the path of least resistance would lie through tbs

air. The air is accelerated outward with extreme rapidity by the high pressure, but

the adjacent part of the plate is likewise given a considerable acceleration, suf-

ficient to cause rupture. A dense object placed over the explosive, such as water or
earth, increases the effect on the plate because of its inertia, the time of action

of the explosive being thereb$ lergthened. Water on the opposite side of the plate,

ca, the other hand, diminishes the effect somewhat.

C. Large-scale effects tend to be very much less severe thsn the local effects
close to the charge. This is a consequence of the short time of action of the forces.
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Violent effects may be produced on a mall quantity of target material near the

charge, but after the momentum given to this material has been distributed over a

much larger mass, the velocities generated may be moderate.

These principles are well illustrated in the :amiliar example of a small

chsre detonated under a few feet of water in a tank. The explosion ruptures the

tank, for which a static pressure of 4000 pounds per square inch would be required;

yet the water is projected no higher than it would be if issuing ftom a water main

at a pressure of 50 pounds per square inch. The pressure that acts on the t.nk may

be close to 50,000 pounds per square inch, lasting a ten-thousandth of a second.

Against such a pressure, a tensile strength of 4000 pounds Is hardly di8 inguishable

from no strength at all. On the water, however, the same general effect can be pro-

duced by the meek presoure in the main beoause the time of action is much loager, of

the order of 0.1 second.

Viewed from another angle, the water illustrates the contrast between large-

scale and local effects. The layer of water next to the charge experiences a momen-

tary fore of nearly a millioz pounds per square inch and is given a velocity of .-

something like 10,000 feet per second. After 0.01 secondhoever,1e ressure wave

will have completed several trips back and forth through the entire mass of water, be-

ing reflected ropeatedly at its boundaries, and as a consequence the momentum will

have become distributed over the whole mass, with a very great reduction in the ve-

locity of the water.

The problem of determining precisely the effects of a pressure wave upon a

target is comparatively simple only in cases of extreme simplicity. Several such

caseA will be discussed in detail in order to throw light upon the general problem.

IV. lcrS oz. nJSSUUi WAhVES
2. MA. TPARS 1

2. TARGET SMALL RELATIVE TO THE SCALE OF THE WAVE
Suppose, first, that over any distance equal to the largest linear dimen-

sion of the tr.'get, conditions in the pressure wave are nearly uniform. Tben, to a

first approximation, the flow of the water near the target can be treated as non-

compressive, and the pressure can be treated as if it were static.

This is easily understood on the principic, applicable to all cases, that

the flo of the water is acommodated to the presence of' an obstacle by meanc of im-

pulses propagated through it with the speed of sou:,d. These impulses serve to modify

in %,he proper manner the distribution of paausue and of particle wlocity. If con-

ditions in the wave undergo little variation over a distance equal to the greatest

diameter of the target, the impulses have ample time to keep the flow around the tar-

get adjusted from moment to moment to the slowly varying conditions imposed by the

oncoming wave.
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The pressure upon a small target can conveniently be resolved into two
partet

(a) the pressure p that would exist at the acoe point if the target
were replaced by water, and

(b) an additional 'dynamic" pressure, positive or negative, caused
by motion of the water relative to thk target.

The magnitude of this additional prewsure can acarcely exceed
pulwhsre p to the density and u is the particle velocity in

the wave,

ThuA, a pitot ube, small as nompared with the thickness of the pressure
wave and turned toward the aide from which the wave approaches, would read the volue

of
P 4JPu'

A4ain, it the target has an axis of symmetry in the direction of propagation of the

wave (thi axis constituting, therefore, a streamline), the pressure at the point on

the front face where the axis cuts the surface of the target will be p + pu t .

In pressure waves in water, however, pu 2 is much smaller than p. If, as
It usually the Oase, the linear or small-amplitude theory can Le used for the wave,

and if for the moment we neglect the af terflow, we have p a peu ( c is the speed of

sound), hence f A

p 9

In practical cases u is much alaller than c. For example, ct 25 feet from 300 poinds
of THT, u <50 feet per second, hence u/c <50/493i 1/100. In blast waves in air, cA

the other hand, pts tends to equal p.
The afterflow velocity at the point just mentioned can be estimated from

the third term in Equation (3) in Appendix I. The value of fp'dt'at that point is

about 2 x 1.45 x 144 pound-seconds per square foot, r - 25 feet, and p w 1.94 slugs
per nubio foot, hence tta term in question gives an afterflow velocity of only 8 feet
per second. 'Thus even at 25 feet from 300 pounds of TNT, which is well within its

damaging range, dynamic aftecta of the afterflow or "surge" will usually be smell.
One effect of thf? wave is a tendency to set the target 4n motion in the di-

rection of propagation of the wave. The acceleration results from the combined ac-

tion of the pressure gradient in the wave and, if there is relative motion between
target and water, of the dynamic pressure pu and of viscosity. Minute suspended

objects will tend to undergo the same displacement as does the water itself. Larger

objects, if free to move, will'be displaced less.

If the target can be crushed, its deformation will be determined almost
wholly by the majnr component of the prescure on the target, which is the prebsure iW
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the incident wave itself, and this pressure can be treated as static. Paradoxical to
it May seem, parts of a small target may undergo displacements many times larger than
the displacements df the water particle& in the undisturbed wave. A particle of wat-
er is accelerated, first, forward at the pressure rises to its maximum, then backward
as the pressure sinks, the presnsre gradient being now reverse", and in the end the
water is left at rest except for motion due to the afterflow. Tf part of the target
is movable, however, it experiences a positive impulse of magitude Jpdt and so may
be left in rapid motion by the pacz: of the wave. The water will follow this local
motion of the target approximately according to the laws of non-compressive flow,
provided the velocities involved do not become excessive.

In this way, for example, displacements of the piston of Hillier 3 gauges
could occur amounting to several inches, without causing much distortion of the pres-
sure in the water, although the diaplacement produced by the wave in unobstructed wat-
er should have been only a fraction of an inch.

To take another example, suppose a wave like that at 50 feet from 300 pounds
of TNT passes over a light, hollow metal sphere of 6 inches diameter; the maximum
pressure of 1700 pounds per square inch is far more than enough to crush the sphere.
The resistance of the metal will, therefore, play only a minor role in determining
the initial phase of the motion. If we neglect this resistance altogether, it is
easily calculated from Equation [6] in Appendix 1I that the water will start rushing
toward the center of the sphere with a velocity of over 300 feet per second, The
local motion involved is on a small scale as compared with the 5-foot effective length
of the wave. The inward motion will continue until the kinetic energy of the water
has been spent in deforming the sphere.

We may consider also the 31-inch mine case shown in Figure 64 of Hillier's
report (1). At a distance of 126 feet, a 1600-pound charge of amatol would produce a
aximum pressure of about

13000 (1 1180 pounds per square inch

and hence a maximum water velocity of

1180 .1180
!e "- 17 feet per second

From Hilliar's Figure 1 it can be calculated that the total (observed) impulse from
300 pounds at 50 feet is equivalent to the maximm pressure acting for 0.85 milli-
second. The time for the larger charge would be 0.85 x (1600/300)1 - 1.48 millisecond;
and 0.00148 x 17 foot per second x 12 - 0.3 inch for the displacement of the unob-
strunted water. Yet the mine case is indented et least 15 inches. Even an objeet
31 inches in diameter should be small enough relative to a wave 5 to 10 feet long for
the small-target theory to be partially applicable.

It may be of interest to consider the afterflow, also. An upper limit can
be set to the displacement prnuced by it in unobstructed water in the following way.
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From Equation (21b] in Appendix II wc find that P gee globe from 1600 pounds oi asa-
tol under 60 feet of water might perhaps expand to a maximum radius of 30 feet. The*

we have 4r x 301/3 cubic feet of water displaced outward over a sphere of radius 126
feet, requiring a linear displacement if the water of magnitude

4",-20 -0.67 foot -, 7 inehos

This displacement is of the sase oder at agnaitude as the indentation in the mine
case. Nevertheless, the afterflow cannot have had anything to do with the orushing
action, for it occurs in too leisurely fashion, requiring over a quarter of a second.
The pressures due to the afterflow must have been quite negligible.

WFlCS Or 11Z81!fl CAvil
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3. TARGET LARGE RElATIVE TO THE SCALE OF THE WAVE
At the opposite extreme, when the target is large as compared to the thick-

ness of the wave, the water has no time to esoape sidewqs, and adjustment to the
presence of the target must be made on the spot. Relatively large modifications of
the water pressure may then occur. The appropriate ideas to use in considering the
impact of the wave upon a large target are those associated wit the reflection of
waves.

In order to throv some light upon the complicated phenomena to be expocted,
a number of simplified cases will be discussed which are amenable to analytical

treatment.

IV. UIICTS O PPSSURE WAVUB
4. IMOVACIA IMrMFAC'

4. RFMMCTION AT AN IMOVABLE INTEACE
Consider a plane wave in water falling at an angle of incidence 0 upon the

plane face of a target consisting of homogeneous material of a different sort, gas-
eous, liquid, or solid. Let the wave be of sufficiently low intensity so that acous-
tic '.heory can be used.

Then at the interfeace between water and target the incident wave will di-

vide into two, a transmitted wave which continues into the target at an angle of re-
fraction 0 , and a refleeted wave which retures into the water. Let the pressure and
particle velocity in the incident wave be p, u, in the transmitted wave p', u', in
the reflected wave p", u". Let the density and the speed of sound in water be p, and
C1, respocively, and in the material cf the target, p2 and 02 (Figure 9).

Then according to the usual laws for the reflection of sound waves (Appendix

I, Section 2, Equations 19a), (9b and [10]),

clsinO - c sin#'[]
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Water Target - eC .a am$....... (2)

The reflection ooeffiotent. is thus

RP2,, ax (P+ P5 ONO.) :4
UU The ratio of the total pressure on

the interfacu to the ixicidont pressure is

N-w - 2pcc's (--
Figure 9 P P2M le '

The pressure measures the rate of transmis-
sion of-mnmentu across a surface (so long as the amplitude of the waves is small);
hence the value of N is also the ratio of the momentum absorbed by the target to the
momentum brought up by the incident wave.

These equations hold so long an Equation [1] can be solved for 0'. If,
however cminG~cj, total reflection occurs, with p" a p and R - 1, N - 2.

We note that if el -mc2, p, m p,, then R * 0 and N - 1, that is, the wave
merely continues into the target without reflection. If P2c2 - 0 (e.g. for vac.uum),
R a 1 and N a 0; also p" - --p. In this case the i nc ident wave is on"mpletely re-
flected with change of phase, compressions becoming rarefactions and vice versa; the
particle velocity has the same direction in the reflected wave as in the incide~it
wave, so that the reflected wave carries all of the incidint momentum back into the
waLer. If P 2 ._0 W oni the other hand, as for an extremely dense or rigid material,
N= 2. Although the reflection of .Qnergy is again total ( R- 1), the motion of the
wtiter io reversed by the reflection and the momentum given to the target Is double

that brought up by the incident wave. In this laLter case the pressure in the water
at the face of the target in likcewise doubled.

At normal incidence the equations become
p' 2p2 c p" V'P2C 2 __ pICI
PP i2 (2 ICI P P2C + PICI f6a, b]

R = (Pa -PICI 2
(22+ PIC, (7)

N= -C .1I+ P2C2- PICI .8
PICI + P2C2  P2( 2+ PICI

The effects of reflection at normal incidence depend only upona the ratio of -the
acoustic impedances, PIC, and P2c2, in the two mediums. The pressure on the target
is greater or less than that in the incident wave according as P2C2 > PIor

P2C2 < PIC I. In Figure 10, R and N are plotted as funotionn of the ratio P2C2 1PC1
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Olle C- -. . :,-

I polla

Figure 10

for 9 - 0, in a double plot whose mode of ccnetruction is sufficiently obvious. Val-
ues for three target materials in contact with sea water, for 0 0 O, are as follows:

Steel Copper Air

P"/P 0.92 0.91 -0.99946
N - (p4+ ")/p 1.92 1.91 0.00054
R = p" 2/P2 0.85 0.82 1 - 0.00109

IV. Ea.ncrS OF PRESSUR WAVES
5. STEEP-FRONTED WAVES

5. STEEP-FR0 NTED WAVES
If the incident wave has an extremely steep front, as has the pressure wave

in water resulting from a detonating explosive, the wave transmitted into the target
will also have a steep front. Waves of this character are easily produced in solid
material by impact, and there is no evidenci that they possess any spe,-il tendency
to rupture or distort the material. It may be concluded that the precise shape of
the steep front of the pressure wave is probably of no prAntioil interest. Nor should
the e.fects of the secondary impulses be altered murh by the mere fact that they prob.
ably have no steep fronts at all.

The general form of the pressure wave may, however, be of importance, in
some cases because of resonance effects.

TV. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE WAVES6. INTEMAL INTERFACES

6. TARGET WITH INTERNAL INTERFACES
The simplest type of a non-homogeneous target is one in which internal in-

terfaces occur, as at the inner surface of a ship's plating. Additional reflctions
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will then occur at these interfaces. The reflected waves thus produced, returning

to the outer surface, will be partly transmitted there end partly re-reflected back
into the target; in part they will again be reflected at the internal interfaces; and
so on. If the various interfaces are clone together, however, as in a ship's skin,
the interplay by repeated reflection goes on so rapidly that the various waves quick-
ly blend together. Then other methods of Anmly.is beuome sufficiently accurate and
t x :aorc convenient,

Even if the target contains laterally dispersed structures, such as braces,
the analysis in terms of waves is still applicable, but it becomes much more compli-
cated.

IV. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE WAVES
7. ON A FREE PLATE

7. IMPACT OF A PLANE PRESSURE WAVE ON A FR THIN UNIFORM PLATE
By a thin plate is meant one so thin that the time required for an elastic

wave to traverse the thickness of the plate is much less than the time required for
the press'ure in the incident wave to change appreciably. This condition may not be
satisfied at the very front of the wave, biut the small error so caused will be ig-
nored. Under these circu-stances it is suffitiently accurate to treat the plate as
a rigid body.

As before, let p, u denote excess pressure (above hydrostatic) ond portinle
velocity of the water in the incident wave, and p", u" the same quantities in the re-

flected wave. Let rn denote mass per unit area of the plate, and z its position mea-
surcd from any convenient origin in the direction of propagation of the wave, which
we suppose to be perpendicular to the face of the plate (Figure 11). Then the equa-
tion of motion of the plate under the influence of the water pressure is

mat - P + p' [9]

PU Air pressure on the opposite side of the plate is sup-
posed to balance the hydrostatic pressure. Since the

m per plate and water remain in contact, we have also
unit d = u + u"- ( P - ")
area T PC

where p and c denote density and velocity of sound in
the water; for p a pcu, p"--pcu"(Appendix I, Secti -a
1, Ek4ation [2]). Eliminating p":

Figure 11 dm z + X
m + Pc - 2P [10]

Here p is a function of the time which may be denoted by p(t). The equation can be
solved for z when p(t) is known. We shall consider In detail only a simple type of
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wave bearing a rough resemblumce to observed pressure waves (Figure 12).

Exponential Wave p

Suppose that

p(t) 0 for t<0 PO
p(t) = p ."' for t>0

Then it is easy to verify by substitu-

tion Lhat a rolution of [10] is, for
t >0,

-- dx 2Pu, (-o, _ - 8 = P
at PC- am Time

This solution also satisfies the nec- Figure 1'

essary bowdary condition that (dx/dt)
= 0 at t 0 0, the plate being at rest before the wave strikes it. (If pc *am, the
solution is

dt m

Since the plate obviously comes to rest eventually, it follows fromn the con-

servation of energy that the wave must be totally reflected from it. The total dis-
placemient of the plate is finite and equal to

T t CIpc

This may be compared with the net displacement undergone by an unobstructed
water particlc az the incident wave passes over it, which is

ud fE dt -PQ de - --= -O

Thus we have the following important conclusions:

1. The plate completely reflects the wave;

2, The total displacement of the plate is finite and is just twice the dis-

placement produced in unobstructed water by the incident wave.

These conclusions are independent of the mass of the plate. A heavy plate

acquirec a smaller velocity out retains it longer. It can be shown that the same
conc1usions hold for a wave of any form. Furthermore, it crn be shown that the same

conclusions should hold generally for any target provided that

1. its characteristics vary only in one dim.nsion, Ln the direction of inci-

dence of the wave;

2. there is a light medium, like air, beyond the target;
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3. the target is elastically coneed throughout and does not break loose

from the water.

The point of the last proviso lies in the fact that, since the target must

be negatively accelerated during the later stages, negative pressures may occur in

the water and cavitation may result.

It appears to follow from this analysis that if the skiA of a ship were

plane and held in place or ly by air pressure, the explosion of 300 pounds of TNT 20

feet from the ship wouio merely shift its skin inward an inch or so and leave it at

rest. That damsge actually results from such an exp)oeion must be due either to the

presence of stiff bracing or, perhaps, to cavitation in the water, so thf, tbe nega-

tive pressure during later stages fails to arrest the rapid inward action of the skin.
The case of oblique incidence of the waves is much more complicated than

that of normal incidence and will iot be considered here. It involves questions u

to bending of the plate.

The next case studied will be designed to throw light on the effect to be

expected from bracing.

IV. EFFECTS OF PRESSUR WAV i]
8. 1ASTICALLY SUPPORTED PLATE

8. TARGET, A THIN UNIFORM PLATE WITH ELASTIC SUPPORT
Let the thin plate just described be held in position by springs or an

equivalent support, with water on one side and vacuum or air on the other. The

strz ngth of the springs con most conveniently be specified by assigning the value

of the frequency to, with which the plate would vibrate, moving one-dimensionally

in a direction perpendicular to its faces, if the water were absent. An before, we

assume a plane pressure wave to fall at normal incidence upon the plate. Then, as

the equation of motion of the plate, we may write in place of (9) or (10],

M-,-F + 4704 nx - p + p"
d~x [111s

md2 +p + +P40d Y'mx-2p 1p

Thus, if oc - 0 and p a 0, the solution is Asin (21or P0 +a), representing an oscil-

lation at frequency Po.

The left-hand member of Equation (111 is of the type encountered in deal-
ing with linearly damped harmonic oacillationp. The equation may bi rewritten in a

convenient generalized form thus;

d 2z + 2yL+#2 = 2p [2d-2 2,,-+Mx - ([121
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where in the present instance

" MPC o"M i're [13s, b]

Damped Free Oscillations
If p - 0, the plate can execute oscillations damped because of radiation

of its energy into the water, the energy being cdrried away by compressive waves.
The snlution of [12) when p - 0 is, according to circumstances:

if y > p. (overdamped): z - A, e-"" + A@-Yg's, y = y + 6 ._-M__.' Y -V *-*:
if Y < # (underdamped): z - Ar-"'ain (2* vt + a), to - ,., IV,

Here A,, A2, A, a denote arbitrary constants.

Effect of a Pressure Wavi
If a pressure wave strikes such a plate, it is evident from conserv .Lio of

energy that the final result must be complete reflection of the incident ener j. The
point of practical interest is the maximum displacement of the plate, to which cor-
responds the maximum strain in the springs or other elastic support. The maximum
displacecent can be determined by solving Equation [121 if the pressure p in the in-
cident wave is known as a function of the time.

Consider, for example, the exponential type of wave already employed:

p- 0 for t<O, p-pce - 4a for t>O

Suppose that the plate is initially at rest and In equilibrium, with z 0 0. The ap-
propriate solution of [121 is most conveniently written in terms of the two auxil.
iary constants

MIU0o /jesT

The constant z, represents the static disp.acement of the pla.e under the maximum
pressure p0 (as may be seen by putting in Equation [121 2p-p 0 ,d z/d t 0, d:/dt
w 0). The value of 0 determines the character of the free oscillations; and n can
be -egarded as the ratio of the natural time scale of the plate to the time scale of
the exponential wave.

p> 1 (overdamped)
1- 2n8+ "2_* 0:

2.p+ L  - I + n

n - , ( -T7)y

1- 20 + n2 = 0:
_._z .[8 n

/ t  
o 1 -,S .(c, ~ t - ,)., = , ~~_ [ , "-P' ' , (

O!.i n
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*1 (critically damped)

ft2 = IL

6< 1 (under-damped)

7 ~2 [Cw' VH ain PV ot + t

Here tan-' KVY-fl / ( j6 -- n ) is to be taken in the first or second qi~adri.:.'
The equations for z as written still contain the constant po, but thin -.on-

atant serves only to specify a time scale for the whole process. Otherwise all fea-
tures are determined by the values of P and nt. All of the equations represent the
plate as returning ultimately to its position of equilibrium, as would be expected.

A plot showing certain values of x,,/x,, the ratio of the maximum displace-
ment z. of the plate to its static displacement z, under the initial pressur'e p,, ii
shown in Figure 13. Onl2y a few points were calculated, because of the laboriousness

of the work; the.se points are indicated
2- ~ -by vrosses on the plot. Baseu on these

- points, roughly correct contours were
__drawn byestimation corresponding to var-

ious values of xlz/~,, as indicated near
the contours. The abscissa of each point
on the plot represents a value of atn or
Y,-; for values above 1, however, dis-~7~7i7 2 0tances along the axis are laid off in

~. ------- I. ~proportion to the reciprocal of irv4 start-

plot. Similarly, the ordinate represents
values of 8 up to 1, then of 14?l from 1

S 4 1 toO0, i.e., ofp0from oo auso
2 Z.z,,,z for points between the contours c~n

Figure 13 be estimated by interpolation.
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The largest value, xl/x, - 4, occurs when n -, O, i.e., for no Jamping
and for a steady pressure beginning suddenly at a given moment. The value of zm/z,
decroabas with dcreaae in the natural frequency of the plate (decrease injM,), or
with decrease in the length of the wave (increase in a); either of these changes
makes the effective time of action of the wave less adequate for the production of
a maximum effect. In an actual case the plote wr'n1d probably be heavily overdamped
by the radiation of waves into the water. Thus for a steel plate 1 inch thick in
contact with sea water, y - 3900 (i.e., 68.2 x 144 x 12/2 x 7.8 x 1.94), so that for
Ys< 600 cycles per second 6 - y/pt = y/2 7r o> and overdamping exists. The plate is
not loaded by the water, however; its frequency of oscillation Y is modified by con-
tact with the water only because of the damping action.

For the conclusions of this section to be valid, the lateral dimensions of
the plate must be large as compared with the wave length of the compressive waves
emitted into the water.

avFZCTS OF PUESSURE WAVES

9. LFFECTS ON A 8HIP

9. ECTS ON A SHIP
Oscillations of the t:.'-c just described might correspond roughly to oscil-

lations of a ship in which one of its sides moves in and out as a whole, against the
elasticity of the bulkheads. The natural frequency for such oscillations should be
of the order of 100, corresponding to Mo - 6(A; but, with a weight of 50 pounds per
square foot in the skin, y a 3200 (i.e., 68.2 x 144 x 3P.2/2 x 50), so that j'u Y/Aj)/
a 5. Thus the oscillations should be heavily overdamped. For a pressure wave with
a= 1200, as in practical cases, n - aI/o - 2. A glance at Figtre 13 shows that
zxz, is snall, the maximum displacement being such less than the static displacement
due to the maximum pressure in the wee.

The same mathematical theory should be applicable to all modes of oscilla-
tion of a ship's side. It is only necessary to substitute in the formulas suitable
values of the damping constant -, and of the undamped frequency Y0e. In all other
case. than that of the infinite plane plate, however, vs is altered as if the vibrat-
ing body were loaded to a certain extent by the water. As a rough rule, it may be
said that damping by emission of compressive waves will be large or small according
as the lateral dimensions of: the vibrating segment of the ship are large or small as
compared with the wave length in the water. Thus, the commonly studied oscillations
of a single panel, at a frequency of perhaps 10, corresponding to a wave length of
500 feet, should be only slghtly dauped, as observed.

It should be remarked, however, that the time required for the propagation
of elastic impulses along the bulkheads should also be taken into consideration.
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10. jNERGy-QOjMMTU CONSIDERATIONS
In designing a structure to resist damage by an explosion wave, it may oe

more helpful to view the effect on the structure in terms of energ) and momentum
rather than in terms of pressure. The energy and the momentum broyght up by the wave
must be either reflected back into the water or absorbed by the structure.

If the structure is rigid, the energy is completel, reflected. Since, how-

ever, compressions are reflected as compressions, the particle motion in the reflect-
ed wave has the opposite direction to that in the incident wave; hence the MoAentu
taken up by the structure is twice that brought up by the incident wave. Further-
more, the process of r6flection occurs in this case simultaneously with that of in-
cidence. Hence the doubled absorption of momentum requires doubled areases and
strains in the structure (in addition to a possible further increase due to resonance
effects).

To decrease the absorption of momentum, the structure must yield to the
wave. If it yields, however, a fresh complication arises; for then it will take on
part or all of the incident energy. Two alternatives are then open.

The en-rg) may be converted into heat by means of friction and permanently
retained in this form in the structure. If this is done, perhaps by the use of nor-
elastic materials, the impact of the explosion wave is handled somewhat a.. is the re-
coil of a gun, whose energy of backward motion is absorbed .n dashpots.

If, on the other hand, the ztructure is made resilient, the energy will be
returned into the water in a reflected wave, accompanied by the usual amount of mo-
mentum. As in the case of rigidity, therefore, the total amount of momentum ab-
sorbed by the aLracture will be twice that brought up by the incident wave. With the
resilient structure, however, the process of reflection occurs partly or wholly after

the incidence of the wave. Hence the doubling of the maximum stress is avoided. The

general concussion of the vessel may be about the same in either case; but with the
resilient structure the probability of ruptur'e or deformation shoild be loss. This
conclusion appears to be illustrated by the case of an ice breaker sheathed with 4

feet of wood, again8i, which a mine was exploded. The general damage throughout the

ship was appreclable, but the local damage to the sheaLhing and to Ue bLeol hull was

negligible.

As to the desirable amount of yielding, the theoretical answer is, the more

yielding the better . The results deduced from c'lculation in the foregoing simple

cases indicate that as the yielding increases to large values the absorption of en-

ergy decreases again; the absorption both of energy anl of momentum tend ultimately

towad zero (see Figure 10). The ideal procedure would be, therefore, to make the

skin of a ship easily movable in 'directions perpendicular to its surface and to sup-

port it only by means cf very flexible springs or by air pressure. Then, a the cal-

culation for a thin plate shows, the pressure wave would be completely reflected, its

only effect on the ship's skin being to displace it inward an inch or so. No damage

would result, and the concussion would be negligible.
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Aside from the practical difficulty of adopting such a mode of construc-

tion, the following consideration raises doubts as to its complete efficacy. From
a highly yielding structure, a compression wave is reflected as a wave of almost
equal rarefaction. There is a limit, however, to the tension which water will stand,

especially when in contact with solid objects. During the later phases of the motion,

therefore, the water may pull loose from the yielding structure, with the result that
the structure will not be brought entirely to rest during the rarefaction phase but

will be left with a high inward velocity. Or, cavitation may occur in the water, with
the result that a layer of water next to thi atructure will also be left moving in-

ward. The supports may or may not be adequate to check this motion without damage.

Little is known concerning the magnitude of the tension that natural sea-water can
stand momentarily without breaking.

Direct experiments on the effect of pressure waves upon highly yielding

structures should be illuminating.

IV E.OF PRESSE WEAVS
1. D"MIA 310

11. OBSERVATIONS OF DAMAGING RANGE
In illiar's report (1) extensive observations are ree-rded of the damage

inflicted upon empty H4 mine cases, made of mild steel 1/8 inch thick and 31 inches

in diameter. The degree of damage was founa to vary rapidly with distance from the
exploding charge, being heavy at a distance equal to three-quarters of the minimum

distance D at which no damage at all is produced. Thus it laecomes of special impor-
tance to determine the critical range D as a function of the weight Wof the charge.

A partial answer is furnished by Hopkinaon's rule of similarity: "The dam-

age inflicted on a given structure by a given charge at a given distance will be re-

produced to scale if the linear dimensions of the charge and structure and the dis-

tance between them are all increased or diminished in the same ratio.* This rule can
be deduced theoretically, and "its validity has been proved experimentally for charges

differing very widely in magnitude."

As the result of extensive observations, Hfilliar concludes that, for a given
structure, the damage range D is approximately proportional to the square root of the
weight of the charge.

By combining this result with Hopkinson's rule, a general formula can be
deduced. Letting L stand for a convenient linear dimension of the structure, we have
from Hilliar's result that

D- W f(L)

where f is a function not yet known. Changing all linear dimensions in the ratio r,
we must have then

rD - (r3 W)i f(rL)
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Hence

f(rL)= f(L) W DL

in which D. is a constant. Thus on similar structures

For a structure like an H,4 mine case, of diameter L feet, ana a charge of W pounds of

TNT or amatol,
D7.6W WL - fe et

Or, we can say that the damage on any structure distant R from the charge is

where F Is a function depending on the type of structure.
Seeking a physical basis for Hilliar's result, we note that neither the

pressure nor the impulse varies as %4. It could be stated, however, that an H4 mine
case "begins to be damaged when the energy flux exceeds about 5 foot-pounds per square

inch." Hilliar is of the opinion, nevertheless, that this relation with the energy

is fortuitous and that the significant quantity is more likely to be the time inte-
gral of ;he excess of pressure over a fixed value, J( p - k ) d t, where k depeads upon
the structure. On this view, on H4 mine case begins to be damaged when f(p - 200) dt
exceeds about 360, p being in pounds per square inch and t in milliseconds.

V. SURFACE PREMNENA'I

V. SURFACE PHENOMENA OVER AN EXPLOSION

The surface of the water over an explosion behaves in a manner that is full

of iuterest and often spectacular. These phenomena are of comparatively little prac-
tical importance, however, and will only be summarized here very briefly.

Three distinct effects are noted:

(a) At the instant of the explnsion, the surface of the water seems to be

agit.ated, and a light spray may be thrown up. This effect is not noticeable if the

explosion is very deep.

(b) During the next second or two after the explosion, the water rises into

a flattish *dome" which is often whitish in color and may attain a height of 50 feet

or more. As the depth of the explosion is increased, the maximum height of the dome

diminishes, and finally no dome is formed (e.g., there is none from 40 pounds of TNT

or amatal 60 feet deep or 300 pounds 150 feet deep).

(c) Plumes of spray may be thrown up. If the charge is only a few feet below

the surface, the plumes break through the dome while the latter is still rising, and
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my at.n at ma ium height of am uoh as 0 feet. An the depth of thu explotr io is

inareaed, the plumes became leas marked and also appear later, they may break through

ties d. 1t the instant when the latter has attained its greatest height, or when it

is minking again, or the plumas may not &pAr until after the dome has disappeared.

M'inalty, at great depths, io pluae are formed, but a minute or so after the explosion

a %a** of oreaq water pours up to the surface.

All writers agree that the initial agitation of the surface ic produced di-

rotly by the pressure wave, and that the plumes are thrown up by the exploded gases
as they ewoape thrugh the aurfaQe. Various theories have been offered, however, as
to the aume of the dome.

Hilliar views the dome as an indirect effect of the p)-,aure wave, arising

from the fact that water can stand only a limited amount of Len.ion. In the process

01' retleotion f rom the surface, the pressure wave firat gives to the water a high up-

ward velovity, then endeavors to jerk it to rest again as tension develops below the

aurfaov. Pits of the surface may thus be jerked off, formine the initial spray 'hat

Is cometimes observed. The water may also become broken to a depth ot several feet,

and in thia case it will retain part of its upward velocity and will rise until

checked by the action of gravity; a temporary dome of water, filled with bubbles or
vacuous orevioae, will thus be formed.

The explanation of Oie dome just described sounds plausible. Upon reflec-

tion ut a free surface, the particle velocity of the water should be doubled.

Uill ar's roport lists 43 domes due to charges fired a long way above the bottom of

the water. In all oases, calculation shows that the velocity required to project an

object against gravity to the aaximum height of the dome is less by at least 20 per
c, nt thrn twice the calculated maxima velocity due to the reflected pressure wave

t. Ue surface of the water.

A final remark may be added concerning the explanation of the great height

to which the plumes sometimes rise. Hilliar records a height of 1,0 feet due to 300

pounds of TNT fired at a depth of 34.5 feet. As the gas approaches the surface, it

will occupy a volume which, If spherical, might have a diameter of 20 feet. Even if

this were flattened down to 1 feet, we should have the pressure due to a water head

of 10 set transmitted upward through the gas against the last layer of water, a foot

or so thiok, so that this water would experience a momentary acceleration of the order

of 10g and would be thrown violently upward. It is plaubiblo that actions of this

kind would be capable of projecting water to the heights observed.
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ArPENDIX I
SMALL AMPLITUDES

For convenience of reference a summary till be given here of neein parts.
of the theory of compressive waves. For references see eapecially, besides books on
sound, Lamb's Hydrodynamics and references to Riemann (10), Rayleigh (11), Becker
(12), Boll$ (13), and Epstein (14) at the end of the report.

It is convenient to divide compressive waves arbitrarily into three types,
which will be discussed in turn. It will be assumed, except where atated, that ef-
fects due to heat conduction, viscosity, and thermal hysteresis are negligible.

I. WAVES OF ISMALL AMPLITUDE - THE LINEAR THEORY
As the amplitude of compressive waves is made progressively smaller, the

waves come to posess more perfectly certain simple properties; in the differential
equations deserlbing them, certain ters become negligible and the equations are then
of the type called linear. The stock example ia ordinary sound waves. The properties
in question, predicted by theory and confirmed by experiment, are:

1. UNIFORM VELOCITY
The velocity c at which the waves travel through the medium is given by the

formula

where p is the pressure in the medium and o is its density. The value of c is inde-
pendent of wave length, and the relatio. between p and p follows the adiabatic law.

In water, c increases slightly with rise of temperature or with increase of
pressure. Some values of c at 15 degrees centigrade (59 degrees fahrenheit) and 1
atmosphere, expressed in feet p-" econd, are:

Pure Water Avera Steel Copper Air

C = 4810 4930 16,400 11,670 1120 ft/sec

2. UNIFORM FORM
The Form of a plane wave does not change as the wave progresses.

3. SUPERPOSABILITY
Small waves can be superposed on each other, as occurs when two trains of

waves meet. The resultant pressure is the sum of the component preseureL, the re-
sultant particle velocity is the vector sum of the particle velocities. The energy,

however, exhibits the familiar phenomenon (f interference, in exact analogy with

light waves.
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4. PRESURE AND PARTICLE VELOCITY
Pressure and particle velocity are definitely related to each other in pro-

gressive waves. *  The form of this relationship is somewhat different, however, in
plane end in spherieal waves.

In pla. waves the OpressureO p (i.e., the excess of pressure above normal)
and the particle velocity u are related by the equation

p - pcu (2)

where o is the density of' the undisturbed fluid.
The coefficient pc may be called 'he acoustic or radiatl.ve impedance of the

fluid (also called ':acoustic resistivity,' although no disoip ,.u of mechanical
energy is involved). Some values of pc are as follows, expreoned for convenience in
units suggetel by the relation, pe a p/s, the pressure p being expressed in pounds
per square inch and the velocity c in feet per second-

Pure SveWt.ge Steel Copper Air (15 degrees Centigrade, 76 cm)Water Sea Water I

PC (By/t 64.8 68.17 1720 1400 0.0185

In English gravitational units, the values of pe are equal to tnose given here multi-
plied by 144. The value of pe is more than 3000 times as great in water as it is in
air, because both the density and the elasticity are much greater. Tn a sound wave,
where the pressure is 1 pound per square inch above normal, the particle velocity is
less than 1/5 inch per second in water but 34 feet per second in air.

As a spherical wave moves outward from a center, the magnitude of the excess
pressure, positive or negative, decreases in inverse ratio to the distance r from the
center. The particle velocity, however, does not possess a unique relationship to the
pressure at the same point, as it does in plane waves. The reason is that the decreame

i in magnitude of the pressure as r increases gives rie to an additional component in
the pressure gradient, over and above that component which is involved in the propaga-
tion of the wave; and becaure of this additional pressure gradient, a compression

acce.ersates the water cutward while passing through it, whereas a rarefaction acceler-
ates it inward. The aaditional acceleration thus produced by spheric-l waves is pro-
portional to p/r.

The particle velocity u in a train of apherical waves spreading out from a
center, at a poLat where the excess pressure is p, is given by the foimula

+ + fp'd ' + u( [31
' pr f'o

Here u is called positive when its direction is outward. The symbol u. stand? for the
particle velocity at the point in question at a time t, at which p n 0; andf pdt

$$
The Lori "progressive* is wa.nt to imply a disturbaice travelin in a definite directior., as opposed

Lo "stending" waver or any other eadmixture of nrogressive wave traius.
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is the integral of the excess pressure with respect to the time, or the impuise, at
the point in question from time t o up to the time t to which u and p refer. Since p
itself falls off as l/r as the wave moves outward, the additional velocity represented
by the second term on the right in I)] veries from point to point as I/rA. This term
is thus of importance only near the source of the waves.

The name after low will be given to the part of tht velocity represented by
the second term on the right in Fquation [3]. Each part of the pressure wave, as it
passes outward from the center, makes a contribution to the afterflow whose magnitude

is proportional to 1/r 1 .

5. ENERCY AND MUMM2TUM

In plane progressive waves of small amplitude the energy at any point is
half kinetic and half potential. If E is the energy density or energy per unit volume,
and M is the momentum per unit volume,

E p U- , MM -pU m -  (4a,b]
Pe C

If I is the intensity of the wave, or the energy transferred across unit area per sec-

ond as the wave advances,

I - CE -p Cis - (5]

In sea water, if 1,, denotes I expressed in foot-pounds per square inch per second,

and if p. denotes p expressed in pounds per square inch,

'in pi [~P, 61

In small waves the energy transferred equals the work done by the pressure p on the
water moving with speed u -p/pc.

APPM TA 1
2. REFLETIO OF W&VZS

II. REECTIn*4 OF SMALL-AWIITUD WAVES
When r plane wave encounters a plane surface at which the nature of the med-

ium changes abruptly, the wave divides into two waves, one of which travels into the
second medium as a transmitted wave, while the other returns into the first medium as
a reflected wave. The conditions to be satisfied at the interface are that the net

pressure and particle velocity must be the ea.'e on both cides of the interface.
Let the incidence be normal, and let p, p', p" denote the excess pressure

(abo-.e normal) in the incident, transmitted, and reflected waves, respectively (Figure
14). LAt the particle velocity te measured positively in the direction of propagation

of the incident wave. Then, if u, u',u" denote the corresponding particle velocities,
end if p4, e, and Ps, c denote density and speed of sound in the first and second
mediuma, respectively, we have p o c1u, P pacau', p" = - pC, u"(the negative sign

because'of the reversed direction of propagation). At the i nt,-f.ce
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p + p" -.. U + U" an U

or
-P- P" "p2-

PIC1  p1Cl P2c2

S o l v in g , . 2 2  c 2  p a s s - C U M

' ple + p 2 C2 P, P" V c P Pacb]

The refleetion oeffic aunt, or fraction of the incident energy that is re-

flected, is

R (0 - Pie I)?\P1C1 + PAe 8

We note that everything depends

upo,, tha acoustic impedances of the medium.

If these are equal (pic, m poc-), no reflec-

tion occurs. If p4I< pac., p" and p have

the same bign, that is, cnmpressions are re-

2 flected as compressions and rarefactions as

rarefactions; if Pic,> pce, p" and p have
l opposite signs, so t:,at compressions are re-

flected as rarefactions, end vice versa. If

c2=0, or if pl- 0 as for vacuum, R = 1, re-

-___ U flection being total.

Some numerical values for waves in

sea water reflected from various mediums are:

Steel Copper Air

R 0.85 0.82 1 - 0.0011
Figure 14 p/p 0.92 I 0.91 - 0.99946

1. OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

If a plane sound wave falls upon 2

a plwne interface at an angle of incidence

* (Figure 15), the problem of reflection is got

easily treated provided one medium can be

assumed to slide without friction over the e
other. Then, equating components of the

particle velocity perpendicular to the in-

terface in the two mediums, we obtain ., "

P. 2pi scoe >
P" ptc2 auG + pc o0

p" I p C, c0" [9a,b]

P P2C2caso + ,,orFigure 15
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9' being the angle of refraction so that

ca sin e - c, sin 01

As before, the coefficient of reflection is R- (p,,/p)a.

If, however, as in all actual cases, sliding between the mediums does not

occur, the boundary conditions cannot be satisfoed merely by superposing upon the in-
cident wave a reflected and a refracted one. A local disturbc .ce must then occur near
the interface, which involves shearing motion in both mediums. There should, however,

be no appreciable effect upon the waves, so long as the amplitude remains small. If
the waves are not sphericsl, or if ca sin&>cl, so that total reflection occurs, the

phenomena at the interface are more complicated. Special effects due to this cause
are utilized in geophysical sound-ranging.

APPMD1iI 1
3. FINTE hPLITMDFS

III. WAVES OF FINITE AIPLITUDE
Waves of appreciable amplituae should possess none of the properties listed

for waves of indefinitely smell samplitude, except it approximate degree as the ampli-
tude becomes rather small. In water, effects of finite amplitude should bc a reci-

able at wave pressures exceeding 2000 pounds per square inch.

The various parts of a wave of finite amplitude travel at different speeds

for two reasons. In the first place, the wave ip carried along by the medium in its
motion; and in the second.place, the wave velouity itself usually increases with in-

creasing density of the medium. Hence regions of higher pressui* are propagated
through space faster than regions of lower pressure. Consequently, a compression, as
it advances should become pro-

gressively steeper at the rear,

as suggested in Figure 16. There

is sme experimental evidence in P >°0

support of this conclusion from

theory, at least .n the case of

sound waves in air.

The final result of
such a procese would obviously < 0

be the production of infinite

gradients, i.e., discor..inuities Figure 16

of prissure and of particle ve-
locity. When a discontinuity comes into existence, however, the ordinary laws of
hydrodynamica fail. A special theory for the further propagation of such discontinui-

ties has been given by Riemann (10) and Hugoniot (15). This theory will next be de-

scribed.
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IV. SHOCK FRONTS

Let P be a plane dividing the medium into two parts, and let the total pres-
sure in the medium be p, on one side of this plane, and p, on the other side. Let the
corresponding densities of the medium be A, and Ds. Let the medium on tie first side
be moving with velocity u,, and that on the second side with velocity up, the motion
being perpendicular to the plane and the positive lirection for u being taken from
medium 2 toward medium 1 (Figure 17). Thus at P a discontinuity may exist not only in

thp pressure and the densfty, but also in

the particle velocity. It was shown by Rie-

mann that the aIss of the conservation of
2 I matter and of momentum could be satisfied by

assuming that the discontinuity at P propa-
gates itself from medium 2 into medium 1 at

P, ,1 at a velocity U given by Equation [111, pro-
U vided u, and ua have values such that Equa-

P2  p, tion (12] is satisfied. Such a self-propaga-
ting discontinuity is called a shock front.

As the shock front advances, suc-
cessive portions of thc medium unde,'go a

P discontinuous change from density p, and

pressure p, to o and p,, at the same time
being accelerated from velocity u, to u,.

Figure 17 It was pointed out by Hugoniot that a certain
change in the energy of the medium would also

be required by the law of the conservation of energy. He showed that if E,, E, denote
the internal energy per unit mass of the medium in the two regions, then the difference,
E,- E , must have the value given by Equation 113). In ordinary sound waves E varies
with p accordhig to tLe law that holds for adiabatic changes of density, the change of
E representing the work done by the pressure in compressing or rarefying the medium.
To satisfy Equation (131, E must vary with p more rapidly than according to the adia-
batic law.

Now it, the phenomena of viscosity and of the conduction of heat we are fa-

miliar with irreversible processes by which the internal energy of a medium can be in-
creased, with an accompanying increase in its entropy. No process can be imagined by
which the energy might be decreased; probably such a process would violate the second
law of thermodynamics. Hence it is assumed that a continuous irreversible conversion
of mechanical energy into heat occurs in the shock front, of sufficient magnitude to
make Equation (131 hold. The energy thus converted is brought up to the shock front
aR it progresses by the ordinary processes of mechanical transmission of energy through

Lhe medium.
It can be shown that positive amounts of energy will be delivered to the shock

front only if Ps>Pi, &nd hence p,>p1 . Thus only shock fronts of compression can occur.
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In such a shock front the medium undergoes a sudden compression, a.Ad its temperature
rises by an amount geater than the rise of temperature due to an adiabatic compres-
aion of the same magnitude.

A further condition for the existence of a shock front may be derived from
Equation [12], in which the positive square root is meant and hence it is necessary
that u .>u,.

Thus we have for the velocity U with which the shook front travels in the
direction toward medium 1, the change in internal energy of the mealium produced by its
passage, and the necessary conditions for its existence:

U , - + _- ( P t i l1

,- , -- ( , + P )(, - 1) (1]

2 (PI+ PI)A Pt[13]

U2, > lf P,> Pl, P > Pl [14)

Equation [13] is known as the Hugopiot re'atiom
From Equation [11] it can be shown that the shock front advancec through

medium 1 faster than does an ordinary sound wave in that medium, whereas iti speed
relative to medium 2 is less than the speed of sound in that medium, i.e., if cl, ea
are #,he respective speeds of waves of small amplitude in the two mediums,

V, P, Z 01. I/0 ;7 - a

It follows that no effects from the shock front can be propagated into medium 1, and
the values of pl,p,, ui, will therefore be determined by conditions elsewhere in that
medium. Effects of conditions elsewhere in medium 2, on the other hand, propagated
with the speed of sound, can overtake the shock front. We can vegard these effects as.
furnishing one condition for fixing the values of ps and ux just behind the front.
Equatinas [12] '-d [131 furnich two other conditions for the determination of the
four quantities p., u,, p2 and E2 ; L.Ad a fourth relation is furnished by the function-
al relation between E, p and p that is characteristic of the medium.

Since the existence of a shock front involves a continual dissipation of

energy, it may be expected that shock fronts will usually weaken as they advance and
ultimately disappear. As the ratio pa/p, or pu/ps approaches unity, a shock front
appraximatea to an ordinary sound wave, and its velncity of propagation U reduces to
the speed of sound.

In a physical meditsm, actual discontinuities are doubtless imposeible. If
,.he theory is amplified so as to allow t-r the influence of viscosity and of heat con-
duction, which are ignored i, the ordinary theory of compressive waves, it is found
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that there is a limit to the steepness of the pressure gradient that can be propa-
gated through a medium (11), (12). Waves of intense steepness can occur, however, in
which conditiona on the two sides of the steep gradient are related by the shock-froat
Equations, [111 to [14]. Such waves might be called ph es Aock Jrote, in con-
trast to the mathematical shock fronta just discussed. The thickness of a physical
shock front should be of microscopic magitude (for the method of estimating, see
ferene (12)).

The theoretical determination of the distribution of proeu * within wi in-
tencti physical shock front present* a difficult problem because the ordinarl theory of
viscosity and of the conduction of heat W be expected to fail when the thickness of
the front ceases to be Iage as copa"e with the distance& between molecules.
Turthermore, various forms of thermal hysteresis are likely to occur.

A certain amount of experimental evidence exists in support of the theory
of shock fronts, especially as to the occurrence of speeds of propagation such exceed-
ing that of ordinary sound waves.

Dtonation waves in explosives are believed to be shock waves in which a
chemical transformation occurs almost Instantaneously as the wave passes. Because of
the chemical change, an enormous rise of temperature occurs, and the pressure in-
creases, as the wave passes, such more than it would owing to tke increase in density
alone.

I1
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APPENDIX II
RADIAL NON-COMPRESSIVE FLOW ABOUT A CENTRAL CAVITY

I. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
When incompressible howogeneous liquid flows with radial symmetry about a

point 0, its velocity u outward from 0 can be written

where r denotes radial distance from 0, and u, the velocity at r - 1, which may be a

function of the time. Suppose the space within a sphere of radiui r. about 0 is free

from liquid; it may be empty or it may contain gas. Let u denote the value of" u at

r - r,. Then u, u, / r, I and we can also write

(2]

Because of this simple distribut,.on of the velocity, it is possible to in-

tegrate the equation of notion of the liquid,

t ar pOr

where p is pressure, t is time, p is density. From (1]

r(4]

Hence we can write [31 in the form

U. +1. U2 + =0

Taking dr of each term in this equation and noting that

f- = L a j dr - p(, - p," r2 r , -P or

where p0 is the prescure at infinity and p that at distance r, we obtain
I d U u. 1U+ 1

r t 2 p (P-P)= 0

P _ (I~ d~ u.r - I u2) + p. (5]

This equRtion can be written in two cther useful forms by using (4] or ty writing,

Irom Ell, u. -r 6u

d1 21 p

__ p (r,2 U') U Uj + P0 (7]

Equation (6] expresses the pressure p at any point in termo of the velocity

near that point. Equation [7] cnnnects p "..th conditions at the cavity. Another ex-

pression for p, containing the pressure p0 at the cavity, is obtained if we write down

L51 for r - r. , namely,
= pg
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and eliminate vR between this equation and (51
I P Pl P, - ,(. + ' .1 ' + (8)

The impulse at any point distant r from the center can be found from (6] or [71

J(p - hb) dt -prAtt - Yl pjtt'dt - EA (rt*u,) - lpfusdt [9]

where A denotes the change of a quantity during tW ti-LO of integration. If r is
large, fus't can be neglected.

APPMI) 11
2. SCILLATIOS

II. OSCILi4TIONS OF A BUBL IN INCORESSIBLE LIQUID
Suppose now that the cavity contains gas of negligible mass; let the gas be-

have adiabatically, losing or gaining enery only by doing work upon the liquId. An
equation of motion for the bubble of gas can be obtained by putting in [7] p a p
r a rw and u a u., carrying out the differentiation, and noting that '& a dr,/,t:

re_- P dr + re + P.Oe
['1L (dt! ) dtJ

Multiplying this equation through by rI dr /dt and then integrating with respect to
the time, we obtain successively

Jp.r.2 d r, .1.p P "'s + port + coi. (11

Now the volume of the gas is 41r1
,,. m. [121

hence

Or4ff (13]

where W is the enerv7 of the gas. Thus we can write
fhrolt d rw " - + cont.

Then Equation (111 can be written
(d,,' C _ (141
~dti : ip*

where C is an arbitrary constant dependent on the initial conditions. If the gas is
ideal, and if the ratio y of its specific heats is also constant,

w. hY p,# - A onsat.

and, using (121 we find W. ( a s) - AI
2ffp: -(TY~ 

21rp(y -1) (15]

I4
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4? [ APPUDIX 1
12. OSCILLATIOS

In any case, let the conatant of integration in W be so chosen that W>O.
Since %.oo as rb ) 0, the right-hand member of C141 is negative at r. * 0 and

at re = . If C is large enough, however, it will be positive between two values
a r, and ro a ra whinh are the roots of

W. 0 (16]
r, 2,rpr: 3 p

Then the bubble will oscillate between the radii r, an( r, with a period T givdn by

T , ( 2f 4) dr, [17]

the integrand being given in terms of rv by (14]. Even if the gas is ide'l. the inte-
gration involves, in general, unfamiliar functions.

1. SMALL OSCILATIONS
Lat ro be the value of r at which the bubble Is in equilibrium, with its

pressure p, - p0. If it in slightly disturbed from this position, It will execute
simple harmonic oscillations about rp - ro. For such motions, we can neglect (dro/d)
. n Equation [10] and also put r9 * r0 obtaining

d 2r 1
i . - (p - 

p
°)

dt 2 P ro 0
Since p. - po is small, we can write

db
d r,

The period of the oscillation is, therefore, from the usual formula for
harmonic oscillations,

To- 2[(P r( ) (18]

the derivative being evaluated at r, a ro.

If the gas is ideal, so that pv%? • p9 (4nr,8/3)" - const.,

Hence

- (r - 19]

2. LARGE OSCILLATIOfNS
As the amplitude of the oscillation increases, the period, given by (17],

increases slowly. For r./r, a 5.9, nuaerical incegration gives T - 1.30 To (20).
When the ratio r2/r, becomes large, a good approximation can be obtained as follows:

At r a r, the term containing Win (16] or on the right in [141 cannot ex-
ceed the term containing C, else the whole would be negative. As r increases from r,,
the Wterm decreases faster than the C term. Hence, if ra/r, is large, the Wterm is

________ I ____
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olithle over moat of the ae'tev frrom I, to re and especially noear i a r,. Let, us,
thcrtfort, Atop this tortA Altogother, Then (16) dives

" - 11. 1 1201
Furthrmr., mince the range of integration greatly exceeds r,, little error will re-
Ault if we Also extend the rango back to r, m 0. Then (17), (14) and (201 give

'Then
r'- 2 (Loi ",I r.

The integral can be exprusae in twrms of' gamm~a functions or evaluated numerically;
it value t) 1.124.

In the applications, however, it is more convenient to express Tin terms of

the maximum enerl W+ of thi. gas, which is its eder~y at sinimum size, when r0 u r,.

Since I',/ri is assumed Thrgo. it is evident from (20] that, when ro * r, thc first
ttm in (16] is much lrger than the thir and must, therefore, be nearly equal to the

second. Hence, with the help of [203,

1_.C_2 pQ ,a r(3W 21a,b]

approxtmately. Thuc, evslu Ling the constants,

T - 1.83 , l.14plpo 1 (22]

valid for large ro/r, (petrhaps rx/r,>10).

APP&dDIX It
3. PRESSURE ANu tIuMPiUS

III. PRPFSURE AND IMPULSE IN TRE LIQUID
Tho pres,.re p at any point in the liquid, as the bubble oscillates, is

given by (8) in terms of the pressure p, of the gas and the velocity u, or dr/dt of
the interface, which is given in turn by [14]. Or, in Equation [71 the pressure is
given in terms of r, and u,. To find p as a functinn of the time, Equation [14] mus'x
bo integrated.

Expressions for the impulse in the liquid are eacily obtained from (6] and
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(7]. At lavjiv +, the Bermouilli te*rm1/PJpm8 can be neglected. Hence, integrating,
we obtain

f(p- po)dt - prA A- A ( [23)

where u denotes the velocity of the liquid at the point in question, and d the tottl

change during the time covered by the integration. The value of r is held constant

here whereas r,, varies with the time.

The total positive impulse during an oscillation can then be found, provided

we know the maximum value of r u,. From [14]

W 2E 4) 243U, (C,+ r p, - 'k1" r"
This is a maximum for such a value of r. that

S W _ - I r ,.O
C -2rp 8 p e

In the case of large oscillations, i.e., large r/t,, this last equation can be solved

approximatoly. For then we can write it, using [20],

2 
W 8 2vrp

The value, r, - 4-1 v', is too large, for it makes the left side of this equation zero;
but for such values of rg, as we have seen, W/21rp is small as compared with C or (2po/

3p) ',. Hence a small decrease in r, will satisfy the equai.ion. Neglecting this de-

crease, we have, therefore, approximately,

4+
Inserting this value of r, in [24], dropping the term in W, and using (21a,b], we find2 e(e 1 - po-  8W

Inserting twice this value for 4(r,'u,) in [231], we obtain finally for the total positive
impulse, during the part of Wie oscillation in which p> po, at a large distance r from
the center,

f+.(p-pO)dt .. 482 pi pO" w [25)r
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Abstract

The fundamontal equationo of the hydrodynamio tho r of one-dimenioml .

shock waves, i.e. the oquationn of conservation of :ws, momentum and energy,

are developed. These are used to calculate the properties (velocity, loss-

velocity, temperature and pressure rise) in shook wmves in eir and water.

With one additional equation, they suffice to permit a oaloulation of de-

tonation volooitio-j in -rseous and solid explosives. Predictions of de-

tonation velocities cm n function of loadinrg density are thereby achieved,

accurate to a few percenIt. Presmures, temperatures and zoss-velooitiAs

inside the explosive are also computed. The question of the refaction

wave following the detonation front in the explosive is investigated. The

initial velocity) pressure etc. of the shock wave produced at the end of a

stick of explosive are calculated successfully. The aying away of shook

waves, problems of reflection etc. are also discussed briefly.
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Symbolst

* On an eqtu~tion no., means for idoal ases only.
11as Fiuhnnriptig, refer to initial and final state.

a velcity of sound In ideal gas at Pl, V1.
b Cv/nR (Sea. 20).
0 velcity of sound.
o)a speoifio hoats at conistant V and P.

d Rifferential symnbol,
o base or exponr.ntials.
f arbitrary function# Eq. (103).

h arbitrary function of T (Sea* 20).
i subscript. mneaning ideal state.
k constant in i1q. (89), also subscript for kth produot.
no n2 no. of moles of -,aseouE products from M grema of explosive
q no. of carbon atoms
r no. of hydroaen atoms
a no. of oxy~en atoms
t no. of nitro(3en atoims, also time
v volume ocupied by M -Xams
* piston velocity
* oartesian ooordina tevalso abbreviation for Khfv.
y abbreviation, Eq. %;)
z abbreviation, Eq. (73).
A cool'. In heat capacity Eq. (54).
B t f I! it to it

C heat oalinoity at constant volume (m Grma), Z moan heni capaoity.
I) detonation or shook vave velocity.
R internal ener.-y per unit msa.
F function of x, usually 1 + xe P3 x.
T oubscript meaninG differentiation alonr, flwgoniot curve.
Hf heat of forwmation
K oovoluina constant, Eq. (51).
M molecular weight.
P pressOUre (usually Oo.O@a Unite).
Q heat abore at constant volume per 141arama.
R raa conotant per mole.
S entropy per g~ram.
T absolute temperature.ST' constant of integration (,sec. 20).
U ao velocity.
V specific volurne.
X coordinate of~ piston
c4. cnotant in "q. o~f atatc.
03 It ft if It to

Sop/ov

abbreviation Eq. (15).
A4 1 Eq. (1).

01 thickness of alice.
density.

%f time for piston
91 anj~le in Eq. (21).
W abbreviation, Eq. (90).
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AST I. BASIC PFRINCIPLES

1. Introfuotion

a. The detonation velocity. When a stick of explsGive is detonated from
one end, Lhe chemical reaction which occurs takes a very short, but never-
theless finite, time to travel to the other end. This velocity of propaga-
tion of the chemical reactiun is called the detonation velocity (D) and is a
constant for a Given material and density, provided that some conditions are
satisfied, e.g.: the stiok is not too narrow, the part. le size not too
lar1e, initiation was stro enough, etc.. The Trogress of the explosion down
the stick is accompanied by an immediate and very large increase in pressure
and temperature. in fact the pressure in the burnt (ases immediately behind
the detonation front may be as roat as one hundred thousand atmospheres and
the temperature my run from 3,000 to 5, 000 deerees Centijrade. In addition,
the burnt Gases acquire a very high forward velocity. Whereas the i;tonation
velocity, which is the velocity of progress of a conctiton and not of any
atter, may run from 3,000 to 8,000 meters per second (0a. 7,000 to 18,000
mph.), the actual material velocity falls in the ranhe 1,000 to 2,000 meters
per second.

b. The reaction zone. The time required for the explosive to react
essentially completely to the burnt oases is, under favorable conditions, so
short that the zone in which reaation is takinj place at any instant is ap-
parently very narrow. Consequently a mathematical plane dividing the un-
touched explosive from the burnin; matorial travels alonG the stick with
velocity D, followed very closely by the plane which divides the burninci
maherial from the essentially completely reacted gases. The rise in pressure,
LU 1upf'dtU8e and sterial velocity takes place in this narrow reuc;Lin ziuou.
Little quantitative information is available about the thicknens of this
zone except that it must be quite narrow. It may well be that this thickness,
which measures the steepness of the rise in pressure, is an important measure
of the ability of the explosion to cause deatrction. 'lowever, for the pur-
pose of caloulatin; the velocity of etonntion its 9xect value in not
important and for mathematical simplicity, the zone is assumed to be
inftnitely oarrow.

c. Rarefaction behind the detonation. Evon when the explosive is
strongly confi nd 7n a pipe with the end containing the initiator closed, the
reion of hIC;h prossure, temperature and material velocity must be followed
by a region in which the pressure and temperature are falling to somewhat
lower values while the rrteril velocity falls to ziro. Such a travelling
rn je of fallinr, pressure is called a r.arefaction wave. Its front moves
with appruximately the velocity D but; its back surface moves somewhat more
slowly, actually with the velocity of sound in the burnt Oasen in the condi-
tion in which they are left after the passage of the rarefaction wave. It
will be shown that the detonation velonnty D lo equnl to the velccity of
3ouni in the heated, compressed GasoI in front of the rarefactin wave plus
the material velocity of these gases. The rarefnction wav, thus continually
spreadL out.
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The rarefaction wave may affect the observed detonation velocity if the
retafaction wave follows so closely on tho detonAtion front that th- reOLon~

of reaction is overlappod by the rarefaction., This phenomenon bee been
little studied but nA-y account for the lover velocity observed in narrow
tubes., in which the radial expansion also produces a rarefaction wave.

d. Theory of finite waves. INiny of the above statements can be
verified by direct experiment, while othors arc coosquencas c±f t'he bydro-
dYnamic theory of detonation and shock waves,$ the subject of this roport.
This theory has been developed over the past oentum7 by many investictore
and is now quite universally accepted as a valid treatment of the general
features of the problem. The theory originally arose froL a consideration of
sound waves of finite amplitude so thait It is worth while discussing these
here.

The ordinary theory of sound is applicable only to waves of infinitesimal
amplitude. InvectimatIon ahove that that part of a compresuional pulse which
is of 'areter amplitude travels faster than the parts of lover amplitude.
Therefore the shape of the pulse changes as it moves alonC;, the top tendin:
to catch up w~th the frcnt. The pulse1 thus becomes steeper and stfreper. If
viscosity and thermal conduction (and the finite time required to establish
equilib!im) are neC~iected, the pulse will ultimtely acquire an infinitely
steep front; i.e. a discontinuity in pressure and temperature will be formed.
This Is called a shock wave. The mterial behind the shock wave also
acquires a forward mterial velocity.

The forz tion, of a discontinuous shock wave may be ndo to seem reason-
able by the followinG, qualitativo ar~ument. ' Let a piston In a I.on,. tube be
given a sudden smell velocity. A sound pulse will be formed which advances
ahead of the mnoving piston with the velocity of sound in the medium. The 6-as
in front of the piston and behind the sound pulse will be movir<; with the
velocity of the piston. Nov increase the velocity of the piston by another
sudden small increment. A second poulse will start travellinC; with the
velocity of sound relative to the RxovinG Cps and therefore actually travelling,
with the velocity of so~und plus the previous velocity of the piston. This
pulse will. thus catch up to the first one. Carry this procedure further and
it is clear that a pilinj up of pulses will occur which will produce a dis-
continuity.

e. R~arefaction waves contrasted with shock waves. Revorsing, the above
arGumenta, we see that rarefaction waves of finite amplitude will tend to
spresd out instead of pilinG up. In the absence of viscosity etc., rare-
faction waves are thermoynamically reversible phenomena, i.e., no chang~e of
entropy is involved and the ordinary laws of adiabatic expansion can be ap-
plied. Shock waves on the other hand are irreversible; there is a continual
dissipation of energy into heat. This my seem etrange when viscosity, etc.,.are nealected but if the shock front is infinitely steep, dissipation can be
aused by infinitaly eal values of the viscosity and heat conduction.

f. Basic winciples of hydrodynmic theory. It is assumed that every-
where in the internal there is conservation of' mass and energy an , that all
motions are Governed by Newton's lawa. P'urthermore, for simplicity It is
usually but not necessarily assumed that the viscosity, thermal. conduction
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and wall ondiutiLn aro neI:ln<ibla. Tn any numnrlcal calculntin it Is also
necessary to) hav, equation cf state and wreulflla haL datia for the materials
involved. Upcn t.hco o imlc Pnd unqu-atimmnLbly vA 1-t rondations it is pos-
siblo to build a thery which is calpable of predicting u considerable frec-
tIon of the observe4 facts and in addition provJdinr, information not yet
capable of direct observation.

2. Basic Differential E1uations

In re(-ions of spacoe and time in wach nc ,liaaontinuities occur, the
basic equAtions of ccnoervatton of mass, moinentwu and enorgy can be expressed
as differentinl Cquinti.no.

a. Conservation ..)f mas. Consider a very thin slice of the material
in the tube. Lt the thickness of the slice be , its pressure P, its
density ( and th absolute velocity U at any instant. The position of the
slice alon; the len~th of the tube is iiven by the coordinate x. If the
matter in the back face of the slice moves forward with the velocity U while
that in the front face has the velocity U + , then the thickness of

the slice will chanre with time as follows:

dS_ = u(1)

The slice is a definite ixrtion of mtter so that its moss must remain
constant. Theref. re:

d ('(' , (2)
t

or, combinjnj, equ.tions (.) ana (2),

d (I - C ) U(3)

an equation which in an expression of the law of connervation of matter.

b. Conservation of monentur. Newton's law of motion can be expressed
as follows. The 'orce on th bacit face of Lhu lloo is P (for unit cros-

sectin) while tho force on the front Pace is -P- --- j. Condequently the
law W.' nution becomes x

dU P()

where V has been cancelled from both sides.

c. ConservatIon of enerny. The law of conservation of energy can be
stated in the form: the increase in the internal enerCdy and kinetic energy
of the slice in unit time equals the nec work done on the slice by the forces
on its feces in that time. The w' rk done on the back face is the force times

i
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the distance it moves in one second, or P!J. Consequently the ener g equa-
tion to

where I has aL,;ain been omitted from both sided. 2 is the internal ener3y
(chemical and thermal) per unit mass. This equation may be expanded and
then simplified by combining it with Dq. (3) and (4). The result is

dE (p/ P4 (6)dt dt

Eq. (3), (4) an4 (6) are the fundamental equations which must be satisfied
bye, P, E nnd U.

3. Conditions at a Discontinuity

The differenti.al equations of Soc. 2 jovern the situation vhei-ever no
discontinuities occur, but if there is a dincontinuity in C, P or U the con-
ditions of conservation limit the values of' the density etc. across the dis-
continuity.

a. Basic equations. In a time dt an amount of mars (j(D - U1 ) dt is

brought up to a movinc discontinuity (velocity D) from the right, if the sub-
script 1 denotes the properties imedately to the right of the discontinuity.
The cross-sectional area is unity. The mass ( 2 (D - U2 ) dt is taken away on
the left in the same time. When dt is made very small so that the layers on
either side are infinitesimal, the matter brought up on the right muat equal
that removed on the left so that

l(D- U1 ) = 2(. ), (7)

even if D is not a constant.

Similarly, the chan;e in momentum uf a very thin slice of matter of
mass (j(D - Ul) upon the pasaage of the discontinuity can be equated to the
force acttng; i.e.

Cj(D - ul)(u2 -Ul) = P2 - 31 •C()

Finally the wor'- done on the slice by the forces actin must equal
the increase in enery so

P2--271= &D- ui)(F,2 - Zi +~ - U1 ), (9)

whore Z is the internal onergy per unit mass.

b. Another form for bas-l equations. From the above equations by
straiGht al ebra one obtains (if V = 1/c )
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D U1 + Vi (P2 p1 / V1 2),' 10l)

U I  , - v2 ) , (i)

" - (Pl1 + P2 )(Vl v2 ) • (12)

Knowled o of the .quatilun uf juiLu anl heat ,apaolty enabloa cno to
calculate 1:1 - E1 as a function of P2 and V2 so that Eq. '12) becomea a rela-
tion botwoen P2 and V2 (for given P,, VI)s This is called the Rankine13

Huaoniot 7 relation. A typical curve of thia kind is shown in FiG. 3-1. It
should be noted that this curve

K Fis. 3-1

is not the same as either the adiabatio or isotheral P V curvem.

Since there are three equations involvinG the quantities, Fl, V1, Ul,
D, P, V2 , U, a kno-lede of Pl, Vl, U. and one of the others enables all

to be computed.

A snecial type of discontinuity satisfying the above equations is worth
notin,,. It is one in which D4UI=U2 , P2 =PI, but VIV 2 and T2 TI . Suci, a
diacontinufty (which iwy be a boundary between different kinds of 5aees, for
oxample) would not be stable fu r lonG if heat conduction and diffusion were
considered, but Is of practical importance in the shcrt time intervals 'f
interest here.

ThA no ',,tirn of a Siven problem is therefore determined If values of
P, V and U can be ound which satisfy the differential equations (3,I4,6)
wherever the properties are continuous, fit the relations (10-12) at all
discontinuities, and are such that U equals U of the pistons, If' nny, clooln-
tho ends of the tube.

4. 8imkie Shock Waves in an Ideal Gas

a. General considerations. A simple and yet important application cf
the basic equbtions is to the problem of a shook wave produced in a lierfec.
gas in a tube by a piston suddenly accelerated to a constant velocity w. Th.

______________________________________________
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situation is shown in Fi 5 . 4-2. in which the ordinate represents distance
alow; th3 tube and the abscissa remresents the time. The full line gives
the position of the piston as a function of the time, while the dashed line
showei the pro-rese of the shock wave Initiated by the sudden acceleration of
the Diston.

1,. Vl' /FiG. 4 -1

t

The region in front of the Gas is at rest with pessuro PI and specific

volume V1. The Cas behind the shock wave is at the hiCher nireasure P2,

lower specific volme V2 (higher density), and is moving with the uniform

velocity w, that of the Wtston. The values of P2, V2, w, P1 and V, are con.-

nected by th', three basic equtions of Sec. 3. The motion of the mp on
other side of the shock wave must satisfy the differential aquatins of Sec. 2.
Obviously, a mass of ,as of uniform density and pressure movin3 at a uniform
velocity dooe satisfy these equations. T.he three eqiutions at the discon-
tinuous shock frunt ere oust sufficient to apecify the unknowns D, P2 and V2
in ternis of the piston velocity v.

b. A2lication tc n If the heot carocity is assumed to
be constant, the energy of a perfect Gas is

, - ev (Tq_ - T, (1.7*

whore c,, is the specific heat at constant volume and T the absolute

tempera Lure. Insertion of this and the equation of state

=V B,/M

(R ia Cas constant per mole and M the molecular weight) into the basic
equt.Lons of Sec. 3 leads to the follnwin, results.

~~~ VY~ P1 V1

whre= + ')/I4a 1/4i (1 + (

and aT t vs ly I bit

* Fvuitionc valid for idoal gases only will be marked with the symbol *
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3ere a is the vel-oity of ordinary sound in the oriqinal medium, and
3= QP/Cv, tho ratio of the xpnzifio hoatn at constant pressure and volume.

This expresnion reduoes to D=a for waO, au it should, and to

D -4 (1 + W) w

for w larre. rurthermoro, accurately,

P2 - P-1 -- -w/Vl ,('t

(V/l 1 - (wlD) W- - -)(Y+ 1), 1)

and 2 - T- - [(P2 + PI)/(?2 _ P)] w21ev (19)*

The table shows the results of some oalculftions for shook waves in

air, based on these equations. Here a - 3.4 io0om./seo., ' 1.4,

V ( 380 cc. per 6ramr, ov  0.9 10o .rsa/G./dog., R/M = 2. 37 x 10
er.c/decG./gram, PL . 1 atrm.

W / 0.5 1 5 10 20

D/a 1.34 1.77 G.16 12.1 24

1,- 1.87 3.5 41 :L5,9 625 atm.

V2/ VL 0.6 0) .44 o.19 0.17 .167,

. T ; 120 °  1720" 6500' 25o00 C.

These results are obviously only illustrative, since the variation of
specific heat with temperatuie should be ta1en into account. They d.,
however, show thz.t very high tomperatures and velocities are accompanied
by relatively low preseres, which 0 In uareemunt with the fact that shook
waves in Pir aro nt particularly destructive compared with similar waves
in water.

More accurate results for nir are given in Sec. Ica where the variation
of specific heat is taken into account.
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PART IL. CkLAIAION Or, DONATION VELOCITIES

~Chal n4 -Joyf.t Condition for Detonation velocity

A detonation Vaive differs from a shock wave in that it is self-sustain-
inet. The enerCjy equation must include the chemical energy released by the
Ucploeive on decomposition. F~ther'e, the velocity of the detonation, D,
is not controlled by the velocity of the p...tou, nor indeed is a piston
necessary. There are therefore four' uamow quantities, D, P2P V2 and U2
and only three conditions (mass, =inetum and energy). A fourth condition
is therefore necessary. No entirely satisfactory proof of this fourth oon-.
dition has been aiven, but it is. cenwrelly accepted that it is

DP- U2 +~ c2 p (20)

where a2 is the velocity of sound in the Gas behind the detonation wave and
U2 is the maes-velocity of thiis Cps. This is equivalent to takina D as the
mini~M= velocity compatible with the other conditions,, as will be A4in

Cha~lan merely postulated, Sq. (20), but it can be partially supported
by the followinrj arumzenta: The detonation velocity D., beinc, given by
(Bq. (10))

D. Vl V (P2 1.. P1 ) /(V 1 - V2 )

is therefore also equal. to

D V, (21)
Wher~e P is the an.~le between the line A Z and the ne, ative V axis in
Fi~l>. 5-1. Z is the final point %)2, V2 and A is the initial puint Pl, Vi,
1,hich does not lie on the Hwuconiot curve in the detonation case. The point
j1 is the

Pa J\.Fir.5-1

point of tanGency of lines from A and is therefore the final state P2 , V2
which rives the ininimiai value of D,

IAf the final P and V correspond to a point on the Hu(;oniot curve hi[gher
than the point J. it will be shown that the velocity of Bound In the burnt
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, asea is greater than the velocity of the detonation wave relative to the
burnt Gases. Consequently, if a rarefactio wave, fue tU. anry of a nuizber
of causcs, starts bohind thc detonation wavc, it will catch up with the
detonation front. The rarefaction will then reduce the pressure, causing

the final P and V to move down the curve toward the point J of Fig. 5-1. This
e:plains why points above J on the curve are not stable. The rarefaction
wave miGht be started by a deceleration of the piston, by turbulence back of
the detonation front, or by loss of heat in the burnt gases thOuG .. onuc-
tion, etc. At the point J, the velocity of the detonatinn wave is equal to
the velocity of sound in the burnt (Gases plus the mass velocity of those
gases, so that rarefaction waves will not then datch up with the detonation.

The argument which is used to exclude points on the HuGonlot curve be-
low J i6 based on the entropy of the products. Consider the two points Y
and Z on the same straight line from A (Fit. 5-1). Both Y and Z co,'cspond

to the same detonation velocity D by Eq. (21). It will be shown that ths
products of combustion have a greater entropy at Z than at Y. Consequently
Z is a more probable state than Y. This is true for all pairs Y and Z on a
line from A until Y and Z coincide at J. Therefore points above J are more
probable than points below J but points above J slide down to J because of
the effect of the rarefaction wave, so that J represents the stable and
point. The condition of tan.ency therefore g.ovides the additional condition
required to specify the detonation velocity b uniquely.

The statements zmde above remain to be proved mathematically and this
will now be done. First consider the velocity of rarefaction waves. The
velocity of sound in a medium is given by

c2V ,(dPl dv2 ), (2.?)

the subscript S denoting; that the entropy is held constant. It is there-
fore important to investit.ate (dP2 /dV2 )S for various Points on the Huconiot
curve. In general

T2dS2 = dE2 + P2dV2 (23)

and by differentiation of the i}k-oniot expression, 3q. (12),

S" = ( (I + P2) (Vl - V2 ),
holdin..; Pi, V, constant, one !-ets

dU2  (- (P + P2 )dV 2 + I (V! - v 2 )dP2, (25)

so thnt,

TI (dS2,  V ' (25
(2 '~=( V2 ). ( - Pl - P'2 )/(VI V22~

the subscript It denotinj the derivative alonC the 11 curve. Now suppose
that at some point along the It curve the adiobatic expansion curve (P-V curve
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with S constant) passinC tbrouCh the point has the same slope as the H curve.
Then d- = o there and, frm. T. (26)

dP2) (dP2 P - P2
= S V -tan (27)

W2S1 V1 -V2
'Ia the anle mad by the line AZ and the neative V axis. Therefore, at

this point, (J of Fi. 5-1), AZ is tangent to the I crve and the velocity
of detonation is Given by

D. v= V (P1 - P2)/(v2 - vl) V1  (P 2 V2)s (28)

= (V1/V2)c2.

FoTh Eq (7), C2/(C "V,/v2 - D/(D-U2)

whence

D U2 + 02
as stated above, Furthermore, the entropy S2 is an extrcmal (since dS2 - 0).
Actually S2 is a minim=m at this point, since by solvinG Eq. (26) for dS2/dV2
and differentiating; with respect to V2 at the point J one gets

a2 )H . 1 *V 
2 

_ ( d2 p (29)

dV2 2K 2T2  =dV2
2,

But dS = dV + ( ) dP (30)

so that 0 ( ) + AS) (dV. , (31)

and
dl:/ J (32)

Therefore,

(dP) _ (dn) S t)t ((
froml whicoh one finds tha t
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(a1r 2p] (d 2 p ) d2S d(,12 d.V' ) .(d(34)

at the point J, since there the subscripts S and H are interchan43eable.for

the outer differentiation. Combination of this result with Eq. (29) shows

that

d 2  7- 2  d 2
1 + (1(35)

;7 H ,dV2  2 2T2 \dV/ i

In General ( 2P/dV2
2 )S > 0 (i.e., adiabatic expansion curves have positive

curvature) and for compression waves V1 > V2, so that (d
2S/dV,2 0 o 0, show-

ing that S2 is a minimm at J.

Eq. (26) shows that

(0d 2 l - P2  2T2  d

, tAV2j': " v. 2 - V 1 V 2 t(V 27 (36)

Combination of this with Eq. (33) shows that

dP P2 -P . vdS T + 2T(

"1 Vl -V2  dVJHLk d V1 - (37)

For points above J (e.g. Z) (dS/dV)Hi is negative from Eq. (29) so that for

those points

") >2 V (38)

or c >D - U2 , where UJ is the rass velocity of the burnt gas.

Now consider the entrop!y at points Z and Y of Fig. 5-1. Becker'

points out Lhat an ordinary shook wave with initial P and T those

at Y and final P aad T those at Z would have the same velocity as the

detonation wave with P2 and V2 at either Z or Y. In the shock wave the

entropy is higher behind the wave than in front of it so that S is higher

at Z than at Y, as previously asserted.

rhere have been other arg'ments advanced for the particular choice of

detonation velocity on the H curve, for example those of Scorah.- However,

the whole question of the theoretical justification of Cha-pman's condition

does not seem to be in a very satisfactory state, although there appears to

be little doubt of its correctness.
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6. Gaseous Explosions

.,plosions of raseous mixtures such as hydrogen and oxygen provide the
best experimental test of the validity of the theory. This i.9 true because
the pressures attained in those explosions are sufficiently moderate so that
we can use the perfect Gas lzw and the available knowledge of gaseous
equilibria. Furthermore, results vith these mixtures throv considerable
light on the question of whether equilibri,, is really established ir the
detonation process.

5. Equations. Since the equations used for ideal G1ses will later
prove useful as a first step in the treatment of solid explosives they will
be fully developed here. Consider first the Cl mn-JouGet condition
(see Eq. (28)).

For ideal gases, the adiabatic expansion law (S constant) is

P2 V2i (2 = const., (4o)*

(the subscript i will denote the ileal Gas state). Therefore,

Di=(VINO V/ 2 iP 2 10 = (vI1v 21) 1, n 2 ,R±T2 i/M, (41)*

in which n2 is the number of moles of gas per M Gramb of burnt Cases.

Furthermore U can be eliminated from the equations for mass and momentum

(Eq. (7) and (u)), giving the general result (if U1 = 0):

P, - P, = D2 (Vl _ v2 ) / V1
2  . (42)

+
In the cases of interest PI can be neglected compared with P2. Then

substitution of Eq. (41) for D yields

V2i
Vi - V,2.

This expression may be used to reduce the Ilusoniot equation (c7q. (12)) to a
useful form, by elimination of V1 - Vp. The result is

E2- El= ?i, Mv2  (2 =4 4lT1 /)2

For a perfect Las,

M(fl2 - l) Q + Ci (T2i - TI), (l5)*

*Eqaations valid 17or ideal gases only will be marked w4th the syibol *.

f'h.s i 111 .1y Ft f 'ir &y;,ro.'n: iti-n for rd i 'y - .-.'. e.;.)J j -o;.I': i.ut
is very f',nd fer a ... d-.
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where Q is the heat of reaction at constant volume (heat absorbed) per M
Gems at the initial temperature T1 , while Ci is the mean heat capacity at
cOnS Lant volume of M grams of the burnt Cases from T, to T2 . It should be
noted that Q and Pi are to be computed on the basis of the final composi-
tion at T2 i, not the composition at TV.

Eq. (I ) and (15) an be combined into) an equation for determining T2 j:

n2 21 Y21- Q + 6i (T21 - T).

If the reaction went quantitatively so that shifts of the equilibrium with
temperature and pressure did not enter, this equation could be solved for
T2i, given the dependence of 51 and Y on T2i. However, in practice n2 and q
depend indirectly on T because the equilibrium composition of the products
depends on Ti,. This implicates the calculations considerably but does not
alter the principles involved. lhving found T2i, cne can compute Di from the
followinc2 combination of Eq. (41) and (43)!

Di (2i + 1) 2 R 2 i/ 2 iM (1-)*

b.- Comparison with experiment. These methods have been applied to
mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen by Lewis and Friauf 17. These authors chose
for their calculatons the best values available at that time for the heat
capacities of the several substances involved. They are mostly four-constant
empirical equations which could be somewhat improved with the modern data
available. The resultant numerical changes in the results would be very
slight however. The data on the equilibria 2H2 + 02 = 2 F20 and 112 = 2H
seem also to be reliable, but the equilibrium B20 + 2 02 = 20H, which becomes
important in mixtures rich in oxygen, cannot be calculated even at present
with high precision because of the uncertainty in the heat of this reaction.
The equilibrium 02 = 20 wans not allowed for by the authors and they did not
take into account the excess heat Lapecity of oxygen molecules due to
electronic excitation. Both these omissions are not important. All in all
it appears that similar calculations undertaken today with the aid of the
most modern thermal data available would give results differinG from those
of Lewis and Friauf only inslgnificantly.

The followinG Table 6-1. Gives a comparison of the theory with the
observations of Dixon and others on gases at atmospheric pressure and room
temperature, confined in tubes of more than 20 m. diameter.
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Table 6-1.

Calculated Detonation Velocity

Comrosition of Quantitative Equilibria Moasurod Deviation
the mixture reaction allowed for %

(2R2 + 1 02) 3273 meters/sec. 2806 2U19 -0.4

i 1 N2  2712 2378 2407 -1.2

+ 3 N2  2194 203 2055 -1.1

+ 5 N2  1927 1850 19322 +1.1

+ 1 02 2630 2302 2319 -0.7

+ 3 02 2092 1925 1922 +0.2

+ 5 02 1025 1735 1700 +2.0

+ 2 112  3650 3354 3-273 +2.5

+ 4 H2  3759 3627 3527 +2.8
+ 6 He 3602 3749 3532 +6.1

The following Table 6-2. shows a comparison of the theory with
experimento of Lewis and Friauf on stoichiometric mixtures of hydrogen and
oxygen with additions of helium and arGon. As the authors state, their
measurements were not very accurate and in the case of the stoichiometric
mixture they obtained a detonation velocity lower than that found by Dixon.
This may be due to a rather narrow tube (19 mm.) used in their oxperiments.

Table 6-2.

Calculated Detonation Velocity

Composition of Quantitative Equilibria Measured Deviation
tho mixture reaction allowed for

(2% + 02 )
+ 1.5 He 3772 3200 3010 +0.2

+ 3 He 3990 3432 3150 +9.6

+ 5 He 4o3, 3613 3160 +14.5
+ 1.5 A 2500 2117 1950 +8.4

+ 3 A 2212 1907 1,300 +6.1

+ 5 A 1992 1762 1700 +3.9
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The results of these calculations musL be considered as an unqualified
success for the theory. With one exception the differences boticon c1l-
culated and obberved values in the first table are all within the experi-
mental errors of velocity measurements. This is very impressive when it is
considered that the results of calculation could have been easily of an
entirely wronr, order of manznitude. The second table is less satisfactory
but it may partially be explained by a systematic constant error of velocity
determinations. Another explanation of the diecre-enc4 3s, advanced by the
authors, is that ir detonatio.A waves travoling at particularly high speed
and in which the temperature is relatively low because of additions of
foreign gases, the explosive reaction is too slow and the equilibrium is
not fully established. However this mey be, the results prove rather con-
clusively that one should calculate detonation velocities under the assump-
tion that the various equilibria involved in the reaction mixture rid t ite
to be established. Such calculations should -ive the upper limit for the
velocity of detonation, which agrees closely with experiments unless the
conditions of detonation are exceptionally unfavorable.

It has been shown that when heat conductance and viscosity of gases
are included in the calcula ion, the length of the shook wave front is cal-
culaled to be less than 10 - cm. The detonation passes this layer in less than
10 .l secondb and it is of course entirely impossible that the complex re-
actions occurring in a hydrogen czygen mixture can reach equilibrium within
such a short time. The calculations of Lewis and Frmauf show therefore that
the hydrodynamic detonation theory correctly describes the observations even
thouGh detonation is not a near disoontinuity in the medium but rather is a
Gradual wave of many times the lefrh cuaeted m heat conductance and
viscosity data. For the Pro]ation of th, wave not the shape of its front
but the state of the medium at the crest--ahead of the rarefaction wave--
must be of decisive importance.

7. Solid Explosives

If Pf is iLnored with respect to P2, the only properties of the unburnt

material enterin the basic equations are the sue-y and density. The
hydrodynamic theory has therefore been applied to solid as well as to Gaseous
explosives. There is, however, a serious difficulty. The Greater density
leads to much higher pressures in the solid case and our knowledGe of the
equation of stalt and equilibrium constants of substances under these condi-
tions of temperature and pressure is rather scanty. Nevertheless, it is
possible to obtain very useful results. The first step is to discuse the
question of the composition of the burnt gases.

a. Free atoms. Dissociation into atoms and free radicals is for-
tunately not of importance because of the high pressures in detonation waves
of solid explosives at ordinary densities of loadinG. Consider for example
the dissociation 12 = 2 I. At 50000 K (rather high for most explosives) the

dissociation constant has been calculated statistically to be 44.7 Atm. The
.concentration of free hydrogen does not expeed 101p by volume with most
explosives end if the total pressure is 10- Atm. it is readily found that 2
of hydrogen is dissociated into atoms. This means an absorption of heat
rowghly equal to A Keal per Z! of explosive, whose total heat of explosion
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is normlly o£C the order of 1000 Koalft. Thus T,, is lowered by the
inclusion of this dissociation to the extent of 0. 3 but et the somse time
th mole number is increased and henoe the pressare is -reater. This ef-
foot is of the order oZ 0.101 and hence the total effect on the detonation
rate is (because of the square root relation) (-)(0.3-0.i0) S - 0.10%.
Similar calculations show that the water dissociations. P1,0 . % + 20H and
21O20 . 02 + 21% are of srll imp)rtanoe. D)iuooiations o: oxy3en and
nitrogen are still more InslgnIficant.

b. Polyatomic molecules. Various polyatomio molecules have been
reported in the ,n samples withdrawn from bombs after detonation. Thus
Shatidt reports CM4, C2 X2, HCN, C2N, NH3 in variable but suell amounts
from almost all explosives. To allow for equilibrium f-rmation of all th(se
molecules seems mathematically an almost impossible tAsk, psrticularly whn
it is considered that the thermodynamic functions of most of thcso molecules
are not too accurately known at the high temperatures in question. Ap-
proximate oaloulatiora usin6 ideal (se laws made on some of those which are
found in greatest amouts indicate that the observed concentratiorns are in
excess of equilibrium existinG under the conditions of the detonation wave.
In all probability these molecules are formed during the cooling process
after detonation. But even when it is supposed that the analytical data
represent the true conditions in the detonation wave, the formasLion of all
these complex molecules does not alter greatly the results of calculation.

Taking as an example the particularly unfavorable case of TNT for which
the oxygen deficiency is larie and the complex p oftuts partlolnlarly
abundant according to Schmidt) 6one finds that in the formation of all complex
products reported by Schmidt a total of 8.7 Koal of heat is absorbed per
X3. of TNT, while the total heat evolution is 375 Kcal. At the same time
the mole number of ;aseous products is reduced from 32., to 30.7 and there-
fore the total effect on the detonation rate is approximtely represented
by the factor: [(30.7/32,(375/W .3)](1/2) 0 0.965. The neglect of the
complex products thus overestimates the rate by 3.%, but it is believed
that in Zemeral the correeponding error is smaller.

c. Free hydrogan and carbon. The formation of free hydr,.--en in thedetonation wave in the absence of solid carbon can be neglected becausethe equilibrium constant of the reaction I20 + CO = 002 + H2 ranges from 0.2

at 000o to 0.07 at 5000'-. Thus the greater part of the hydrogen is pr"H"t
as *, ter and the formation of a few mn1rs of frome hdrot.en per KX of
explosive is of little effect on the detonation rate. This follows because
there is no mole number chanCe in the reaction and the heat evolution is
only 4.5 Kcal. per mole at 30000 and ir less at 50000. The neglect of
hydro;en In the absence of solid carbon causes therefore an underestiaiation
of the rate by a few percent at most.

In the presence of free car1 n, on the other hand, the formtion of
free hydrogen will proceed almost quantitatively. The equilibrium constant
of the reaction C + 320 = CO + is about 10 Atm. at 30000 K and my be
estimated as 5 z i00 Atm. at 50000. Since the pre3sure (or fujoity, to
be more correct) of carbon monoxide in the detonation wave seldom rises
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to 10 Atm., the ratio Pu,/PO is areater thun unity su lone as o~rbon is
present. The assumption that tho rpetotlon ans.n cmpletely to the ri,-bt
moans an overostimation of the detonation rate because the heat absorption
is overcompensated by an increased mole number uf Cpseous products. The
following examples in Table 7-1 demonstrate the manitude of the effect
on D of the extreme assumptions concernin- this equilibrium. It is seen
that ideal rates oalou!itod with no oarbon and those calculated with no
h ydruren differ only by 3, or loss. In aotudlity the first case is approached
closely almost always and hence the error resulting from the extreme assump-
tion must be 3311.

Table 7-1. Bffect of equilibria on ideal detonation rates.*

Compound Docompositiou equation Ti0K Di ni/eu".

Picric 5 CO + 1o + -1 N2 + l N2  344o 21o
Acid

51 CO + l- 1Vo + j + N2  .6l5 2120.

TNT , Co + 2 *J + C + 12 N W0 2070

3CO+- - + 31 . + 1 N12  3650 2005

Tetryl T CO + % U + 11 % + 21 N2  3950 2350

5-', c + 21 H2o + ]. C + 2 N2  4245  2290

d. Sumyr7. Suntaing up the results of this discussion it is found
that Lhe effects of chemical equilibria in the detonation wave are divers
and altogether nzy effect a decreasec of the rate with increasing pressure (or
density of loadin,) amountirn to perhaps 10 or at the very most 19,. This
conclusion is intereetin6 from the theoretical point of view since it
indicates that the study of detonation rates for solids does not proide
crucial evidence as to whether chemical equilibrIn are established in the
wave or not. For the detonation to comply with the present theory it is
only necessary to postulate that the reaction is "complete" in the sense
that the oxygen c )abinoo with all the carbon to form 00, the excess oxy" en
combines with hydrogen to forni water and if any is still loft over, it
combines with CO to form C 2 .

8. The Equation of State

If the ideal zas law is used, the calculated detonation velocity does

not depend on the density of loading., as is seen from M. (47). This is found

* Calculated uoin,; ideal -,s law,
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to be true oxorirentally for saseous explonions but it i not true for
uolids. Instead D increases sharply with increnasinc, loadii density,
cimotimoc up to four times the ideal value. This riwn i to be oxT.lainod
by doviations of the extremely dense burnt aseos from the ideal state.

In Part II of our prelIminary rojnrt owe deocribed the very sucooessful
oaloulations of D for solid explosives, mde by Dr. R. S. Ikalford in
cooeratic:n with us. There the equation of state

W = PV 2  RT (1 + xox), (VII)

'X 1,/Tl/3vM (490)

was used. M is the molecular weight of the oriir.al enlosive, and K a
constant obaractoristic of the comly)sition of -the burnt pases. More recently
these oalculations have been improved by Dr. D. P. MauDou6nll and Dr. L.
Epstein of the Iigh Explosivus ieesearch Laboratory of the Bureau of Mines,
so '.nt the results nf Pirt .T., thr,h satisfactory, should now be con-
sidered obsolete. In the new calcula'ione fewer approximations have been
employed and a more Eozeral equation of state tried, namely:

AM n,. nT (I + xe (X (50)

with = I:/T' VM . (s1)

Various values of o and 0 havo been tried but very satisfactory results
have been obtained with

= 0.3, o(= 0.25.

The results with other values of o and ( and the oomiarison of this equation
of state witih Drid-;nan's exporimental measuremento on the volumes of Games
at hi ;n pressures will not be discussed here as they will be fully treated
in Dr. VlcDouall's roport. Instead, the above equatLon will be assumed
and applied to the calculation vf detonation velocities.

2. Practical Calculation of the Ideal Detonation Veloity

a. Definition of ideal state. An a practical rutter it ic convoniont
to er rry out the calculation of the detonation velocity of a solid explosive
in two stops. The first is the calculation of a purely hypothetical Di, for
which the followjn ; properties are chosen:

(1) All product ,Ases are ideal and the volume occupled by solid or liquid
products may be ne;lected.

) All disscciatLons into freo radicals and atoms are rn-axistant.
3) Only solid carbon, CO, C02 , I0, IL2, 02,N 2 (and iICl. C.1, -aseous

sulfur, SO,, metals or metzll!o oxides, Insofar as tho correspondinG
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olements are 1reseont in the explosive) are formied.
(4) (x en rucl' quouLiLa Lively ,ith carbon t' frorai CO, Liu vecs

forms quantitntively H2 0 and what is left over reacte tc form 172 .

The questiont of vheLher a real pressure and temperature ranCe exists
in which all, these assumptions hold Is entirely immaterial for the follow-
tnC, because Di and other "idoal' quantities resulting fron those calcula-

tiono are merely convenient steps to reach the real detonation velocity D.

The second step is the calculation of D/Di. In this step any

inadequacy of the conditions defining the ideal state must be correctel.
The discussion in Sec. 7 shows that the ideal state she -4" aree quite well
with the real cotdition of the burnt gases except for th use of ideal 4-09
behavior.

b. Decomposition eguations. The detailed procedure for the numerical
calculetion of Di will now be ,iven. This is pnrtioularly simple for a
special class o. compounds with Cenernl formula

CqHrOsNt such that q~s42q + r/2.

This class includes most of the coruixon orCanic explosives, except TNT and
nitroGlycorin. Then the application of the eneral rules shows that such
compounds wil. decompose according to one of the followinc equations.

Case A. q + r/2s, n,2 j (2q + r + t).

SIrCseNt . qO0 + (q-s+r/2)1 + (s-q)I1,o + t/2 N,. (52)

Case D. Q. + r/2,l , , (2q+rwt).

Cq10s11t = (n-q-r/)C0, + (2q-s+r/2) CC +

(r/)i2O + t/2 U2 . (53)

F'or explosives not of this type the onoral rules above muot be applied
in each case in order to determirne the composition of the products.

c_. _Aat ca~acity oeuatiuns. In order to calculate Lhe ide!l teratre
T i it is nooessiry to know tho menr heat cnpaolty of th products as n fTuin-
t ,)n of tomperature. Fortunately the hest capacitlies of simple molecules can
be ualculated theoretica3ly irith considerable accuracy. The available
inft rnwtion has been incorporated in, empirical formulas of the type.

- I T  CvdT = A+DT, (54)*

2 = - 300

in which A and B are numerical constants given in i ble I of the Appendix.
These equations ar'm correct to about 1, for the temperature range 2000 to
50000. From those tabulated constants for the individual ga3es, constants
A and D for the mL,ture can be obtained as explain d in Tuble I.
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d. Calculation of the idee'l temperature. If the empirical form~a
Givon above is substituted for Ci -' n Bq. (146) and this equation Is soved
for T2i, the result Is +A

-Q2j + A+T 2T2i - -(n2fR/ 2 j 4 i(2 -TI)

Here the subscript I. denotes, the ideal state. In the above equation T2j
occurs on the ri ;ht so that the equation is goperly a quadratic equation

butitis asor to solve It by successive approximations. A trial value of
T2 , (say 4ooo ) is inserted in the denominator and the riGht bond side
evaluated. The value of T2 j thus obtained is substituted in the denominator
in place of the original. trial value arA a new valluc of T2i obtained. Usually
two trials are sufficient.

Strictly speakiTV,, ?f21 will vary with T2 and alio with the composition.
In ratio, owee _ihas a range of only il0, for the substances con-

sidered in this report. F'urth~ermore the term n21/2 W2- has a value :)nly about
l0ep of the total denominator. Therefore, less than 0.5%, error in T2 i will
be introduced if the constant mean value of 0.80 is used for R/2Zr'21 in
Eq. 155).

Tbe heat of reaction Q can be obtained from the heat of formtion IHfQ
of the exnlosive, since

..Q a fo f (56)

where Hfj, denotes the hent of form Ition of the kth product species (per
mole) and nk the number of moles of that species. The heats of combustion,
of most explosives are known so that the hents of formtIon are available.

e. Calculationm of Die Eq. (147) can now be used to calculate the ideal
detonation velocity Die The heat capacity ratio Y2i could be determined
directly from the ,Mown beat capacities of the products and the temperature,but this is ratber tedious so an approximation bas been adopted wh
yields values Of Di about 2o low. This error is largely removed by the
methoc' in which D/Di is determined. The approxiation consists in calculating

f "..,sng the mean value a instead of the heat crinecity at T2 i. A very con-
venient equation is

a~it_'1 +n 2R (7621. ~A + BT21

A and B havirK; been obtained already for use in Eq. (55).
With the values of T2 -. from Eiq. (55) and 'iagvnaoe*D. i

easily computed from Eq. (47), repeated below:
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f. FPrmulation for cases A and B. Fur the special classes of compounds
(A an 7d.) meontioned in Se. 9b, the heat capacity coefficients and the heats
of formation of the products can be introduced numerically into the above
equations, yielding the follwing formulae.

q Jr o 11f - 30,50Oq+9l7r+9,0o55+97t (5)
T2i (1.86q2.06r2.95s+2.37t) + (-OOq+O.15rO.250+0,llt).10"3T2,

q + r/2 <.

T ue - 40, 724q-4, 2i8r*69, 249s+957t (59)
21 - (0.26q+l.26 4.558+2.37t) + -OO4q+0.15r0.2590.1it.l-O-3y .

For both aoes the equivalent of Eq. (47) becomes:

Di = 21 + I t/2+ r/2+ q . -3 /soc. (60)21 12q4.+169+l-&t " .1 i2.0 3 m e. (0

10. Calculation of D/bI

a. General Equatiuns. In order to calculate D when the burnt gases
are imperfect, the analysis of Sec. 6 must be repeated in some general form.
From pure thermodynamics we obtain the relation

(dP) (dP (dTJ (dS dT ~ dP) (1
~~dV/s T/v dS/v MOdTP d ip X- I -V4(

From the equation of state

PV - nRT (1 + xe Px) / M (62)

with x .M iMVT

one obtains the result

where F - l+xeox ('10

and y = l+?Ae @ x + 0 x2eOX . 1,.x(d,/d). (65)
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Substitution of these into the basic equation for D, Eq. (39), yie.ds the

expression

D-l1 /P2 r272/!F (V /V2) r 2n 2 2 A (6-)

This equation can be substitutod into Eq. (42) for P2 to obtain

P2 - P2 X2 2 (Vl-V2 ) / V2 F2

o'

(Vl /V2 ) - ('2/'l) - 1 + (F2/7r2 I2), (67)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the initial and final states,
respectively. This equation is ver7 useful in connecting x2 and x I .

b. Fatio D/Di. Divialon or F4. (66) for D by E. (47) for Dj gives

DD Xit)V :'2 T 2  Y2 (68)• 2 1:2 2

It should be noted that V2, T2 and Y2 differ in the ideal and real final
states. It is found that tables of D/Di can be constructed so that it ie
not necessary to nArry out a detailed calculation for each explosive and
density.

a. Calculation of Y2/ T21, frm thermodynamics one obtains the fol-
lowing equation for the actual hest capacity in terms of the ideal heat
capacity Ovi (per 4 gem).

- qvi + N S (d P/dT ).dV. (69)
0o

Also

When the equation of state (62) is inserted in thoso expressions, the result

is

Cv M CVj + n OL (z-1)i, (71)

and

Sl + nR(z 2/Cvy) , (72)
in which

z = F - c (dr/dx) = l+(1- a )ze -0xo x2 2 x (73)
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I'Vom th(ecowt±ao ner be comtpkto( "a a funotlon ot &. n
thl'oQ10tiIf ~kin fi X (esvntialV tho donaiti of lodna) thirouh

pro Ia th tt Cj 1:3 ,!vrn F'ortratoly tho final. ratio P 1 is
1".t ye% OI n&ItJ .a t( C &l u tlw~t tnbloo for' throe di±'foror.t values of

Ov/nnr koitp for iill tile exploo1veaonui1orod,

c ", ~oulation of rVra, rc improot _,nen thm Sq.~O

veq+Ci (Tj-T 1) + Mi jVA (dY:/dV)T2dV, (74)

whi.ch expraonou tilearv1Ao~ation of tile firot law of thermodyna'aoa. The
rmoi~ottO is first carripid ovt to the final tomiperature at a lar,.,o vol~ume,
QUnOh t~int the pruduoL paa tire ideal, anid these ;~aeon are thon omfpreaso~d
t ) U)th1 finla vo).~le wIth a roslint ener~y torm bouse -:f the ips im-

UUIuI OWu uqtkl 0 Lor o. NLAA Q~(2) Lind atandaird thorinodynaimas, One ob-

- __ -P (a

M j (dE/dTr dV + n2 RTw J(dF/dx )dx

n, T2 at L, 0 n (wT-l). (716)

F-q. (ii m be i'enirronged to read

v'.th which the lHugontot oquntton (III) becoinn

~?-1P2~V/y ~2 ~-mI2T2.Fn5/ya 6 -1 (78)

hvarrC )e, 'Cruii .,,I. nnd (3i.LQ

i.-T" ,n,,' 0( n *1,2

(nfl."y (8)]U0)

oomii r')d wiIt~h
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for the ideal 0ase (see Eq. (4 6)). Equating these expressions, one obtains

T2 + n 0 ( tlO4 ) Zr- (3 2)
Strictly speakirqj the value of 01 in the denominntor should be evaluated
at T2i and that in the numerator at T2, but these vnlues differ so little
that the value at T21can be used for both.

e. Tables of D/Di. The above results have been incorporated in
Eq. (68) for D/D and tables computed of D/Di vs xl, (xl is proportional to
the density of loadinG) for three va~ues of di/np. The results are muf-
ficlently insensitive to Cj/n2 so that these three taL. are sufficient.
Those tables also Give T2/T 2 i. They are included in the appendix, as
calculated by Dr. D. P. MioDouiall and Dr. L. Epstein. In order to compute
D for a Given explosive, the procedure is therefore to calculate Di first,
then to get D/Di for the given density of loadinC; from the appropriate
table. In ordor to do this, however, it is necessary to know the value of
K, the "covolume constant", which enters the equation of state. The evalua-
tion of K will be discussed in the next section.

11. Determination of Covolumes and Comparison with Experiment.

a. Method of evaluatin K. It is difficult to obtain sufficiently
accurate values of the "covolume oonstant" K from direct experiments on
Cases because the equation of state used does not apply vory well at easily
attainable temperatures, where attractive forces play an important part.
From a practical viewpoint, it is better to use the available data on
experimental detonation velocities and work backwards to obtain a rule forevaluating ,he constant X. This rule can then be used to compute K and then
D for a now substance.

b. Effect of density of loadi g. As a first test )f the theory, thevalues of K whioh brinG the calculated and ubaerved valuis of D into a6ree-ment, were computed for a large number of different densities of loading of
FE'TN by Dr. MccDousAll and Dr. L. Epstein of the Bureau of Mines. The ex-
perimental measurements of three observers were included. If the basic
theor±y, the form of the equation of state, the variouu approximations made,
and the experimental measuremonts were all satisfactory, the e's so obtained
should be the same. Table 11-1 shows how nearly this ideal result is
aohieved.* The worst deviation of any value of K from the average is ep
and the Great majority of the deviations are less than 3'. The oxperimental
error is at least that Great, as judged by the disagreements between the dif-
ferent investigators. Similar constancy of K is found in other cases also.
This gives us considerable confidence in the method.

c. Different explosives. Next K was calculated for a number of dif-
ferent explosives. Its value should depend on the composition of the burnt

Actually I/T21/4is plotted but T,1/4 varies only slightly over the range
of densities used.
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'Lblc 11-1. Covolme Conotnnt vs. Density of tjadin: for PITN.

.50 1., .74 46, +2.0 Friedrich

.6 1.04o .95 41, + .7 "
.go 2.050 1.17 4)2 + .7 '

1.00 2 .3oo 1.425 49o -2,01.120 1. 1 )34 1.77 466 +1.5
1.40 2.97 2.09 472 +2.u "
1.60 5.305 2.335 471 +2.6

.75 1.o15 1.13 476 +37 Ith
.91 2.213 1.34,- 467 +1.7

1.04 2.397 1.53 465 +1.3
1.45 3.085 2.19 477 +3.9
1.72 3.369 2.044 440 .) ,4 "

.50 1.2564 .75 4-(4 +3.3 Coaims

.51 1.62 .705 437 -4.8

.53 1.664 .75 44,T -2.6

.70 3..035 .945 427; -7.0

.80 1.995 111 439 -4.4

.81 2.020 1.135 443 -3.5

.91 2.220 1.35 469 +2.2

.92 2.27!) 1.365 4, 9 +P..
1.00 2.31 1.4h 455 - .9
1 16 2.535 1,675 449 -2.2

Tilble 11-2. Covolume Constants for Various Explosives.

3ubstanco pi N/T1 ,/4 1Noba calc.

IETI li,93o 459 3346 3879 +0.9
Cyclonito 4650 319 2655 2622 - .5

eOtryl 3950 412 3313 3330 + .5
Piorlc Aci.(7  3440 342 2663 2545 - .6

4~~~u.1 550 67> 55969 5&50+ .
S...... )-.,. 344 ,3o 2305 -4.3

ii troonunone 3350 597 115141 4553 + .3
iii trr)pr-ntnlA 3 970 627 4973 5115 +2.3
Nitrm<hexanune 2,2O ,71(6h)) 49 15 (L!749 ) 4756 - ,2(-3.6)

Uitrolioxaaol 3515 739 5694 293 -6.9
3)50 294 2272 24i +7.9

U~itrolycu . 5300 233 1909 .396 -4,6
!,PT(I ot,. 4oo 7517 12107 1 P,-23 +3.4
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asoo. The assumption voac then tried that K Is an tidditivo i'nutiun of I's
otiaraotoriotio of the different roducl woleouloc. The prinoipal, p':dunt

-pooius Are IN2 , CO, 0,, COCP 120, Up aad solid carbon, it was found thit

values of IC k could be assi ned to these substances no that very oatisfaetory

agcreement is obtalned between the values of ,' obtained from the inoneurod
velonities and those computed from the additive rulei

Table 11-2 shows the nature of thin agreement whi!b Tablo 1I of tho
Appendix gives the values of Kk used. This sucnss In quite pleaoing since

it 31veu uo confidence that this method can be used to predict detonation
velooitio for other substances made of similar co.mponeonts.

d. Calculation of presqure, et. Furthenorn, thie success -ives us
faith In the calculations of pressure, tempernturn, density and mass velocity
in the explosion which can be mado uainrg the theory. The necessary auxiliary
quantities K, x2 , D etc., can be onlouated theorotically from a knowledgje of

the composition as shorn abuvo, or if D has been measured for the oiven
doaasty, the following schemo my be used. First calculate Di (see Seo.

(9)). Thon from D/Di work backwards in Table (II (Appendix) t,- x2, T2 /T2i

and x1 . Then, from the dlefinition of x

The pressure can be obtalned from either tho equation of state

or froi Dq. (42)

which should ivo tho same value (units are dynes/sq.cm if 0 ,0,a, units are

us id fnr D

To liss-velooity of the btunt psea in :iven by

U2 -D(I-x /Xz )  (6)

which comes from the law of conoervation of mass, ;q. (7), with (JU-O. Values

of P2, U2 , and T2 for some importint e,.plosives are jiveri in 'fable V of the

Appendix.

e. Limitations. IL shinuld be otated hero tha"t this method does not
work too well when solids or iVquids are present in tho hot decomposition
products. This means that the results are somewhat in error for TIT and TNB,
for example. This d, fect can doubtless be eliminatod and efforts are bein,-,
made to do so.
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f, Au owl~egoment. We should like to repent at this point that
the method described above iu "lutied oti that 3iveu in Part II oui r p'n-
lim inary report, which wn" A1v&loped to a considerable oxtent by Dr. R. S.
Ialford. The numerical results, taboes, etc., are, however, tnknn from a
report by Dr. Duncan YzcDouCall and Dr. L. Epstein of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, which uses the modified equation of state. This report, (which
will be available through the N.D.P.C.) should be consulted for further
details.

PART III, PROPERTIES OF SHOCK AND RAREFACTION WAVES

We now return to motions which involve no release of chemical oner-y.
These motions can be divided into two oategories; shoo% waves and rare-
faotion waves. It is particularly important to be able to compute the
properties of the shook wave initiated in thi L01 ,)undinj medium by an
explosion, since this shoolk wave is one of the fao re causinj damaGe. It
is necessary, however, to understand rarefaction wav,7- before the other
problem can be treated. In what follows only the one-dimensional case
will be considered, but it is hoped to report on the three-dimensional
case later.

12. tnertion of the EneryEquation

So lone, as no disogntinuities occur, it will be shown that the
pressure of a given material point is a definite function of the density
alone. This function my, however, be different for different material
points but should not ohange with time (if one follows the material point
in its motion) unless a discontinuity occurs. In general the function will
chanCe from one definite form to another on the passage of a discontinuity,
If a Given material point has a Given P( (D ) at time tj and another material
point has the same P( e ) at any time t 2 then evidently the two will always
have the same P( e ), barring discontinuities.

The pruvf involves the combination of the equntinn of state with the
energy equation ,6). From the equation of state and the heat capacity,
etc., one can obtain E E(P, ). Then

an equation conneotin dP/dt with d ( /dt and known functions of P end

Zc P P
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If the initial values of P and rare civen, the oolutlon of this oquzition
vitit.NfIl:v these initial onr(.V.tionr. t the derr-, function P - P( )

For nn idunl gas this procedure Gives the adiabatic law

p ( -a k, a constant, (89)

where b. cp/C v.  It should be noted that for a aiven mterial point, i.e.
for a Given point moving with the ,as$ k will remain a constant only while
no discontinuity occurs, It will chante on the passagez of a chock wave.
Furthermore, in the general case k mny be different for different matorial
pnbnts.

13. Riemann's Form of the Ndameena -.a-ns

Whenever there is a portion of the x-t plane in which no disoontinuiton
occur und in which all the material is on the same adiabatic, it is possible
to transform the fundamental differential equations of Sec. 2 to a-othor
irm of considerable value which is due to Riemann. 5 Under the restrictions
given, the arg umont of the last section shows that P is a definite function
of P alone. Then also o, the velocity of cound, is a function of 0 alone.
Introduce a mathematical quantity

'0
J - r dc / "  (90)

where c = (dP/d e )i Is the velocity of small amplitude sound waves under
the siven conditions. Co is the initial density. Then

(91)

' a () (92)

Since d U - the oqw.tiozs of conservatlfn of mass and
T 5t 77

mornmturt, "in. (3) te, (4), onn ho . n ( ,

', + u -x (93)
U + U (94)

Addition and subtraction of the'e equations yields the new pair:

{ + (U+ c) ; ()+ U) = 0 (95)

~ + (u - c) =(&-u)o (9
I Ix
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These signify that the quantity e, + U npnears to bo constant to an observer
movinC; along the tube with a velocity U + o while the quantity tJ - U appears
constant to an observer wov~nt, with the velocity U - o. (These velocities
are not necessarily constant.)

When applicable theso equations enable one to see the nature of the
solution. Two khia. of lines can be drawn in the x-t plane: "r lines",
dx/It - U + e, along which

r=i ((J + U) is constant,

and "s lines", dx/dt . U- a, along which

s=J ( i - U) is constant.

These lines nave certain uofu.l properties:

1. There is a line of each typo through each point of the x, t plane.

2. If the values of s and r on the lineo passin6 through a giv6n
point are known, then U and e are known there, From these r and P can be
found from Eq. (90).

3. If lines of a Given kind havin% different values of r (or a) come
together at a point, there will be a discontinuity in U, C at" that point.

4. If in a Given reg3ion s has the same value along adjacent s lines,
thn r itnee 8re straight in that roion. For r io constant alonrG En r line
(whiCh will croso the a lines) and if a is also constant along the r lines,
both U and 0 , therefore U and c, therefore the slope of the r lines must
be constant.

5. Likewise if r has the same value alonZ adjacent r linns in a ,,iven
reGior., the a lines will be straigsht in this rergion.

6. For a perfect cas, at least, the co-ature of an r or an a line is
, positivo if U increases alonc tho l!.ne.

Proof: (r case) curvature is determlned by

But do do d C dc

and O dP/d" so 2c(do/d(O ) d2p/d ,

so dc/d4) (' (d2 p/d (32)/202 , a positive quantity. But alonc- an r line
4) + U is constant so d&.) . -dU. Therefore

d + c) ai (3- (d 2 p/d f '-)/2c2 I dU .(93)
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For a perfect r- P= ,^, 2p/d C2 m . -2

[a- (d%/ 2 (l 2) /Pc"] 1. n' 2> 0. (9

Presumably this result will still be true f r imperfect ,oues. We do not
know what the result will be for water. A similar rest~t is obtained for a
lines.

7. Only in exceptional circunstances (U + e - velocity of Tiston) can
_ or r lines run parallel to the piston curves-(in x, t plane). Ordinarily
these linea will end on the piston curves. At theso e*,3U m U of piston.
Therefore if a (or r) ia -,nown for a line, U, 4) , (0, c and P are determinod
by U of the piston at the point whore the lne ends or be-ins at a piston.

14. Solution for Proressive Waves.

In certain oasea o 1 ((0 - U) is constant over a region. The r lines
are then straight as already mentioned. Furthermore the solutions of
Riemnnn's eqwxtions are readily obtained for such a regiton. For If

8 -2- (Wi - U) = const., (100)

then W 2o + U U + const., (101)

Do that ' q. (95) becomes

U + (u + c) -' 0 - (102)
t ax

The solution of this equation (RayleiGh9'is

U fi[x - (U + c)tj (103)

whore f is an arbitrary function. The proof of this Is

_)U_ ' U I-tel + f,.

U fl/,l+ tf, (1i+ do] , I4

where r is the dorivattvo of f. Also

C , z-, U + c)+ t(I+ T )
L)'td U 0 ~t

S -U-- + tf (I +-O )

from which Jq. (102) f 11lws.
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This solutirn "wioo that o 1s a ULiuLLn uf U alor. That this Is
correct follows from the f'rn- h'it P and therafore a is a function of
only and that r is a function of U thrau6hi Zq. (90) and (101). However, o
will be a different function of U for different (constant) values of s.

15. Simple Rar"efaction Waves.

as Graphical method. One of the simplest applications Is to the
onse of an infinite tube, closed at one end by a movable piston. Ever3thin,,i
is initially at rest and at time t = tj the piston begins to move backwards,

thus initiating A rarefaction wave which travels down the tube to thn right,
away from the pisten. V, i -1 shows the path of the lA sLon and tliu a and r
lines.

/ Ji', / '."

t o I

Since at t c0 the fluid is assu ne o be unifor and at rest, U and -- 0S at t 0 ( Co 0 taken as initial density). Therefore a and r = 0 in the

region v so that buth sets of lines are straight. The s lines from re6ion
I cover the whole x - t p ne, sinc the tie is infinitely lon. There-
fore i = 0 he a lines ar e ed straihwt everywhere ane ire
really contour lines for U. The value of for any r line equals the

balue of U of the piston at the anrting point of the tine. The lines
startind before t . t n thus have U = . Betwn en t h nnd t the piston has

a ne ative acceleration so the tr lines slope less and loss steeply and
correspond to values of U decrenasng, from U = 0 to U --- V (-w is final
velocity of piston, attained at t . t2). Since r is cnun',from line to

Sline in region 11, the a lines are curved as shown (dU < 0). In region III,
U is a, ain constant (=o;:) sc that bnfh sets ,f lines are strai,-h t in this

refion.

b. Analytical method. The onalyti-, solution Js ,btaned,: as fobllows°
Let X and V1 rerreoent x and t for the piston. Then the c )orad1no!,cv x, L of
an r 1i~ of vas UM T. lnrtin ; from tho piston Troint 79 "T 'Ire re];t, by Lhe
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equation

X X + (t - r ) (U + c) . (16)

Le, X = X( r ), then U = dx/dr . X'() at time 7-. Also c is a known
function of U, therefore of ? . Consequently, Eq. (106) can be converted
into an equation involvirC only x, r and t, or by solvinZ U = ./d = XI

( if Vrr ? in terms of U, an equation involving only x, t and U can be ob-
tak.cd, Solution of this for U -ives U as A function of x and t. and
thc trfore , P an c as a function of x and t, the complete solution
of the problem. RayleiCh gives some explicit results when the acceleration
of the piston is constant from t1 to, t2 .

It will be noted tit the front of the rarefactlon wave propagates
with the velocity of sound in the original medium, whi4 the back propaeatea
with the velocity of sound in the final rarefied medium plus the (nt~aative)
1re0s velocity of the final medium.. The rarefaction wave therefore broadens
out as it passes down the tube, and no discontinuities are producod.

16. Sim le Shook Waves in Air and in Water.

If the piston is instantaneously accelerated to its final velocity w,
the problem is readily soluble, as was shown in See. 4a, whert, the fluid
was assumed to be a perfect jas with constant beat capacity.

a. Air. variable heat cpaciM. The heat capacity of air actually
vnrie with temperature. , and Teller2 bave carefully investigated
shock waves in air, takinr .is into account. Their results are given
below in Table 16-1.

These investiGators also studied very carefully the effect of the
finite time required for translation, rotation, vibration and dissociation
to come to equilibrium. These lass, especially that of dissociation, alter
the shape of the pressure and ten erature rise. In Table 16-1, there are
two sots of entries. The first is calculated on the assmption that all
decrees of freedom, includina dissociation into free atoms, are in
equillbrium. The second set is calculated on the assumption that there is
no time for dissociation or vibration to cbhnre. ComparinG the two cases,
on, sees that if equilibrium is established, the shock velocity D is less;
the density higher, the temperature lower, and the pressvre less than in
the cese when equilibrium is not completely established. Presumably the
equilibrium values (-e the proper cnes to use unless there is a rarefaction
wave or some other phenomenon imediately behind the shock front.

At the present time Table 16-1 is being extended to higher velocities.

b. Shock waves in water. Shock waves in water differ greatly from
those in air. If the pressure difference is the same, the shock velocity
and the mass velocity are considerably less, and the temperature rise is
enormously less. If the piston -velocity (equals mass velocity) is the sam3
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Trble 16-1. Pronertioo c SIoc: Wjvos in Air.

(adented from Bethe and Toiler)
a .t3d m.!s. i' velocity or sound nt L atm., 300' K.

Equilibrium Case Both ix:ooiotion or Vib ration

U2 /a C2/ 1Cl P P D/: -IlU/
I. 72 i. 907 2.,43 40 '.. 52A 400 2. 53 3.90), .723

1.2536 2.59 4.432 500 1.98L 501 4. 45 2. '  1.234
1.640 3.225 ,5.45O 600 2.377 6o4 .2 3.139 1.630
1.931 .3 , 51L 7  700 2.725 709 .49 3.591 1.966

2.283 4.O15 10.707 )00 D.o4l 31 20.62 3.904 P.262
2.55G 4.5114 12.94 900 3.331 925 12.7, 4.14C 2.527
2.015 4.54o 15.23 1000 3.611 103 15.o 4.34+6 2.780
3.399 5.069 21.12 1250 4.235 1320 20.72 4.7106 3.335

3 .9L- .454 27.27 1500 4.797 1616 4 , .943 3.3,7
4.3 5.746 '53.52 1750 5.307 1925 2.7 5.09, 4.2,6
',.all 5.)7S 59.25 2000 5.773 2222 33.3 5.23.5 4. T;

5.593 6.359 53.01 2500 6.)43 234 3 51.4 5.409 5.4I4

5.530 i.5 7.05 3000 7.433 3 1 64.5 5.521 '.103

7.14,; 7.22 '4.09 3500 8.315 4300 00.5 5.15 ,. 4
8.039 ,. 97 10.02 4000 9.297 5300 100.6 5.691 7.663
9,168 0.385 134.4O 4500 10.410 6570 126.2 5.754 3.601

1U.5 't y. L) 36 5000 II.395 8030 155.6 .3), 9.590

Tnble 16-2. Plr>pnrt4.en of Plano Shock Waves in Water.

(p1  1 K./cm. 2 , T - 29w K. )

U2 mterial velocity behind wave front (meters/sec.)

D shock wave velocity 
"

P2 presouro behind wave front (kg./cm2 )

4 T temperature increment through wave front.

Cl 1000 2°  1607
115 2000 5 1710
165 3000 3 ' - @d!

206 4000 12 1901
247 )000 15 1939
2,'- 00c 20 2070
320 7000 24 2141I
3'4 3000 20 221,
4. 10000 36 2345
477 12000 45 2490
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in air and in water, then the shock velocity is considerably higher, the
,ressure difference very much higher and tho teii1rature rise lover in the
water case.

In order to ret these results quantitatively, we first put the
Rnkine-Hwxoniot equation (Eq. (12)) in a rather general form. From purely
thermodynanical considerations, one obtains the result that

The second integr'a1 can be evaluated and the last one can be integreted byparts. If this ta done and the result inserted in the Rankine-ugoniot
elution E2 - E1 = (P1 + P2 )(V'V-2 ), the result is

T2C:-T , T2 Y d T- T, f 2 AVI

" (P2 - P (l+ v2) + /T 2 P cITT '2 g ~l '

(d -PP
vT2) Pi &V d T .Pi FT (107)

This equation should be quite onerl for any fluid to which the fundarental~equations ere applicable. In applyinG it to water, epirical data for V asa function. of P ant r can be used. This data has been obtained by Dridgemn.

Professor J. G. Kirkw~o~d' has devised a very effective method of
solving this equat:Lun numerically for water usinGSsuccessive approzimations.He inserts the value of an P1 an an asetried value of TRa into a difiedqfor of the eqution and obtai a bettor value of Ta. fro nd

aomes fr m Thid~rons resiults. Table *L-? shows the venues of P2, V2, T2
anM f coifuted by ICIr'wood.

1?. /refactTon Wave Folloing Shock Wave.

Suppose that the piston is accelerated ntantaneously to a constant
velocity w, so that no diffc lties arise over the initiation iprocess, but
that later the piston is gradually brouht to rest, as shown in . 17-1.
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Fi.:. 17-1

Then it will be shown that the rarefaction wave which is started by the de-
celeration of the piston will overtake the shock wave and weaken it. The
shock wave will therefore travel with constant velocity until overtakon by
the front of the rarefaotion wave, whereupon its velocity and inteng!+y
'ill be continuously reduced, presumably until an ordinary sound wave results.
Therefore, even a plane shock wave in a medium with no viscosity or thermal
conduction will die out unless it is continuously supported by a moving
piston. This result may not be new, but we have not noticed it so far in
the literature. The spherical case has not been treated but presumably
would show a fallinC off greater than the inverse square.

Two arguments suport this conclusion for plane shook waves. The
first is a thermodynamic one. The compression of the medium which occurs
when tho shock front passes a Given iterial point is an irreversible

3) process---the material is shifted from one adiabatic to another in the
process. Consequently energy in continually beinG degraded. But if the
piston is ultimately brought to rest, only a finite amount of work is done
by the piston on the column of :naterial so that this work must ultimately
be dcgraded to heat by the irreversible process. The ohock wave cannot

in. therefore continue indefinitely unaltered.

The second arg-ument is more detailed. The rarefaction wave should
behave exactly as the simple rarefiction disouceed in See. 15 except that
the velocity w is superimposed. Its front should thui propaGate with a
velocity w + o, where c is the velocity of sound in the compressed, heated
gas back of the shock front. The shook wave itself travels with a slower
speed than this. '1gls is snown for tae perfect ,as case by inspection of
Table -1~, inwhici (D/a) - (w/a)<l or D - w<a . But 0> a bocause
of the higher temperature. For a more general proof reference may be made
to Sec. 5. There it was shown that If the final sta e of tho wediuni is
above the point of tangency J ou the AuGoniot curve, the velocity of detona-
tion is meas than w + c. But in the shock wave case the initial point A
(Fi,;. 5-1) lies on the IHugoniot curve, rather than below it as in the detona..
tion problem. Consequently the only point of tan-ency is A itself so
that the Littal state for any shock wave must be above tho point of taniency
and therefore the velocity is less than w + c and consequently less t1in
that of the rarefaction wove. Duhem has also discussed. this.

______________________________________________ _______
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When the rarefaction catches up, reflection will presumably ensue.
At this point the simple Riemnn theory vill no loer appij because whon
the shock wave amplitude is reduced the medium beck of the reduced shock
wave is not on the same adiabatic as the medium through which the un-
diminished shock wave passed.

Although it ray be quite difficult to calculate the exact law of
decay, it is --,ear that the shock wave must decay and that the way in which
it will X.ecay will depend on the time durinC which the piston is movinG and
the Wve in which the piston is decelerated. This problem is under con-
sideration.

Incidentally, it is at lest conceivable that more effect could be
produced at a lonG distance by a gradanl acceleration of the piston than
by a sudden acceleration. During, the initiation periou the procossees
occurring are reversible until a discontinuity is produced. By a slow ac-

celeration the distance in front of the piston at which discontinuity occurs
is increased and therefore the deGradation of enorgy is ;ostponed.

There have been many criticisms of the flusoniot treatment (Iamb,
11

FleyleiGh),Athe difficulty beinr, connected with the idea that the passaGe of
the shock front Is an irreversible Ivocess althoug;h there is no viscosity or
thermal conductiun. As RayleiGh points out, perlhap one should consider the

Huoniot equations as limitingj equations for very small viscosity, etc. Then
the existence of a very steep shock front could result in a finite dissipa-
tion of energy even though the effect of viscosity, etc., could be neglected
elsewhere.

18. Rarefaction Wave FollovinM a Detonation Wave.

In this section detonation waves initiated by a single impulse from
a piston will be discussed. At the discontinuous dotonation frontthe
HuGoniot conditions must again be satisfied, with the modification that the
change in chemical energy due to the reaction must appear in ^E. In ths
shock wave the velocity (U2 ) of the va back of the wave was that of the

piston and all the enerry came from the piston. Now, however, the detona-
tion itaelf supplies energy and there is no reason why U2 should equal w.

There is another condition which must be satisfied at the detonation
front, c con!Ition which was discussed in Sec. 5. Upon the introduction of
this condition, P2, V2, and U2 become fixed without reference to tho piston

speed, so that in order to keep the roduct ises at a constant velocity,
the piston velocity w -st be specified, instead of being one of the
independent variables as in the shock wave case.

Therefore if it is asouriod that the detonation reaction starts
instantly, the situation is quite simple when the piston is Instantly
accelerated to the proper final velocity w. F!i;. 1'-1 shows this case.
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Ini tl, on**) It the pinton is later brouGht to root, a rarofaoticn
wave In ftertd which should behave the oame way- as the rerefaotion wave
in the 0orroevmndl, shook wave oasoo i.e. aooordlrin to Via. 18-2, exoept
thnt it 4oea not catoh up w!th the detonation wave since here L . 4 V.

I ! ,_
/ % / U L 1 Fig. 18-2

\ VO' P 1,: t wk

t

If thn t .-Im Cturin Which tho p]aton i boinr; alownd down is decreased,
In the i1.!iIt I, atuatL, itm oh ac shtwn in Fi,';. IA-) should provail.

1 13 -I /7/

/ / "FQ . 18-'

4 *;,N auI -Oou Lho lon ,th ' : time the piston travels to be roduced to a
mW.0-tw'n. In t~ho lihit) the situation would look like Fin3. l-4.
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Here the sonrp detonation front is imediately fnllowed by the rarefaction
wave. The Gas in front o' the detonation front1 a u L rest, imediatoly be
hind it has the velocity w, and this velocity falls off until the erja. of
the rarefaction wave is reached, after whioh the Cas is at rest.

It should be pointed out that this limiting ones provides no mechanism
for startinv the detonation. It does illustrate, however, a situation close
to that of an explosive detonated by a short sharp blow on an end otherwise
bloc1led off by an imovable partition.

Another difference from the usual shook wave case is the fact that the
products of an explosion are ordinarily mixtures in which rarious chemical
equilibria can occur. As the cs couols off on decompression, these
equilibria will shift, at least until the temperature Pulls s low that the
equilibria become "rozen . Those shifts cause ohvnGeC; In Cv, the heat
capacity.

If the detonation front is not infinitely steep, and It of ourse can
not be in reality, there is the possibility that the rarefaction wave may se
cool the gases that the reaction is stopped bofore complote C3tonation has
taken place, thus woalceninC the explosion. This may be the reason why the
mode of detonation is important. Poor d oI%&ton my cause the rarefaction
wave to follow too olooely behind the detonation front. If the rarefaction
does cut off the end of the detonation, it should reduce the detonAtion
velocity, because it provents complete chemical reaotion.

As the detonation proceeds down a stick of explosive, the detonation
front should be unolcnaraL but the width of the rarofaction "ave increases.
This may account fr observed differences in effect for different lengths,
since the region (f hiJ;h pressure and velocity will increase in lon3th as
the detonation proceeds.

Quantitatively, the rarefaction wavo back cf the detoration wave ean
be treated by a procedure exactly similar to t'io simple rarefaction -Wave
discussed in Sec. 15. Provided the equation of state of the product gases
is known a complete solution can be obtained for any given deceleration of
the piston, Practically, thoujh, the qualitative results alrwidy outlined
contain most of the useful information, inasmuch as the "deceleration of thepston" ii the actual case is unknown and is determined by the mode of
initintion of the detonation.

19. Phenomena at Boundaries: Reflection

Reflection plays a very important ro'le in the initiation of shock waves
by Pn acceleratln, piston, in the dying out of a shoclr wave duo to its over-
running by n rarefaction wave, in the effecL of chock waves on nn obmtaole,
and on the initiation of a shock wave by an explooion. In this section
will be iven the bu,;innings of the truatment of reflotions.

The snplost case is that of a compressional shock wave reflected from
a rijid wall. The a lution wilch satisfies all the requirements 4.q shown in
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Fig. 19-1. The reflected wave is also a compressional shock wave but it
moves ajainst the mass motion of the fluid and loaves the fluid behind it
at rest. Its velocity is given by the nxprRssions

Drf. w+ V2A---.I7Tt)

0 -w + (vP--p) (V2 -VT , EV; - E2 "(l/2)(P 2 + P3 )(V2 - V3 ) O

(109:

P1 *V /\ P, V,/ ".

x Ul 0i \U3 0 N etc.
\ I V4 , .. ,

/P 2 , V2 , \ U Figl. 19-1

t

Further reflections will take place from he piston, if it is rigid,
as shown. The waves going in the negativa direction will have lower speed
(relative to fixed axes) tnan the forward waves, because they go in the
direction opposite to the piston motion. As the fluid becomes more and more
compressed (note that it does so in discontinuous steps in this case), the
velocity of the waves increases.

If the rigid wall is replaced by v second medium of infinite dxtent,
a shock wave will be transmitted into thib second medium and either a shock
or a rarefaction wave will be reflccted. Across the boundary there must be
c, uality of pressures and of mass vwlocitie,.

Let *4rbe the mass velocity and P2 t,1e pros'r in the first medium
before reflection and let P3 be the pressuu .hich would be produced in
medium II by a piston with velocity w. Then;

iI shock wave reflected
P3 )P 2 ,

If PL <P rarefaction weve reflected.

This result has been proven Rigorously for ideal gases by von Newmannla
but seems reasonable for any media.

PI, Vl', UlI 0 P5, V5', U3

x -

/,' \P5 V, U3PI, V1, / \Fig. 19-2

U1 = 0 /P 2, V2,

t
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The MConiot conditions must be Satisfied at the dotted lines and
equality of Vressure and veloolty miotained at tho interface. The fluid In
contact with the piston mat have the velocity v of the piston. Theme eOn-
d1tionb are just suffiolent in number to specify all the free variables.

20,. Calculation of the Velocity of the Shook Wave
Produced by an Eposion

a. aso sc inoiplo. When the detonation wave t.?olllng down a etics
of explosive reaches the end, reflection occurs and two new varse are eo-
duced. One is the ihook wave in the air at the end -f the 3tlok; the other
is a rarefaction wave movina backward through the bwnr, eases. The boundr7t
between the burnt aaes and the outer air will also mve forwnrd, though not
as fast as the shook wave in air.

The problem is treated most simply if the forward-movinw rarefactlon
wave which inevitably follows the detonation wave (see Se. 18) is ignored;
i.e. the case of a semi-infinite stick is treated. The effect of this rare-
faction mey be added later.

21 ' lt/ , - o

boundary /
X ;?3, V3 . U3

Figx. 20-1
D / f \raref.

/ V2 , V. . ..

t

The situation is Lhcn as shown in FiG. 20-1. It is assumed tht
aoress the boutdary betweon the vxvloalve aim). Lhe air Lite pressures xwt
rAMAI n Al1) Anti PA 1A hMWR, 1 ,1O ._ e@ if t'e pmopertiee of the
exploslve are known, Pp,, V2 , w and D can be calculated as shown in Part II.
The values of P3, V3 and V3 across the reflected rarefaction wave are
calculated af, seen below If one of them is known. That is, P3, sal' is a
known funotion -f P2 ' VP w and U 3 . Likewise twa the theory of shook

waves already Siven, P3 , VI and U3 back o'f the shock wave are connected
so that P3 is a knwn function of U3, PI, and V1 . It is then merely noses-
eary to combine these two a'iwtions oonnectirr, P with U3 to solve for both

and U , and therefore P , ttc.
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Usln; the method of Se. 13, we see that (since the stick is
infinitely lon, ) the vhole r'j,' on in the buLrnt reses Is coverd by r
tyrt lines oriinatin; in the rogion of uniform -geasure and velocity
(P2,w) book of the detonation front. These lines run peraillel t,' the de-
tonation front in this recion and curve upward on passinG theouch the
rarefaction wave. Consequently, aince r . (w + U) is everywhere the
same (in the burnt Gases).

U3 " -()+ cont. (110)

where 4. uf (c/ d (111)

On ohoosingC C 2 the oonst. becomes w, the mass-velocity b,'c.": of

the detonation front.

To summrize: the burnt as expands reversibly, at the same time
Increasing its forward velocity and reducing its aressure and temperature.
The air is compressed and aoquires a forward velocity. The solution is
assumed to be the situation reached when the pressures and velooities are
equal across the boundary.

b. Use of a neneral equation of state. The equation of state will be
written in the (General form

Pv ,nHUP (x) (112)

where x = (IC/v) h (T) (113)

in which P is the pressure (o.G.s.), v the volume occupied by the Gases
resultinG from the explosion of M crams of explosive, v=VM, n is the number
of moles cf products (all products are assumed to be aseo), R is the -,as
constant per mole (c.&.s.), F (x) is some function of x, K is a oonstant
for a Given composition of the gases and for the Given quantity M, and h
(Z) is a function of the temperature T. It will be assumed that the
composition (therefore n and K) In independent of T and P.

The velocity U3 of the burnt 0ases is connected with the density
through the equation

s shown above. It. is convenient to write the inteu-ral in the form

'd.P (dO) dx(1)

in which the inteGrand in expressed as a function cf x. We thezefor'e
need (dP/d (3 ). and (d (P/dx)s. In addition we shall want P as a function
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of x, and T as a funotion of x, the latter as an auxiliary quanti,y be-
Oause T will appear in the intesrand above. P will be obtained br tn-
tagratinl (dP/dx)S and T by integrating (dT/dx) S .

'rom pure thermodynamios , . obtain the followine relations:

AdT mT (116)

)v/, kdv/i.

1 dP) (18)

CV . v+Tj( d v (119)

in which C i io the heat capacity of the M grams of buxnt gases at the
tempereturT txreated as ideal gases, Cv the same quantIty for the real
gasee at T and v. ' is p/Cv for the real gas.

The dbnsity equals M/v so

d = -M! (120)
dv

Also, from the definition of x,

dx = -(x/v) dv + (xh'Ih)dT , (121)

Id)s .- x + xh'(dT )s - x xhIT a
(Iv)- v h' (00V

- x hCv + vh'T (dP/dT),. (122)
hv 0v

These equations my now be oombined W0 give the results desired, i.e.

'dP dT ) /dv\r h vT

Qd4 8  ( Is 5-s xthC v (dT1(P)v + vh'TJ , (123)

an expreoion which can be inteiSrated to give T as a function of x, for
given T2 , x.

Also (P) AMdP (dv) Cv (dP&%),~F. (124~)
Wio c d\v as se iea t "i [ v + vhT (dPndaT)o ]

which can be integrated to give P as a function of x if P2 and X2 are knovn.
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Firaly,

?r hvO~ (3-25)
= ' 1 v-r X Lhv vh'iT (dP/dT),J

so that
U3  2 al-..'+ -h 

'(di __ i #vC

'22 R (Tdv-/T x hC ; hI (Pjd 126

In all these expressions C and should be considered as functions of x
with S constant. The quantities (dP/dv)T and (dP/dT), are given by the
eXp2 essions

(I .r'T) , - (F + FIX) ( 27)

(dP, : . R(r,+ xlrrT--hilh) ,(128)

in which h' = dh/dT, F' = dF/dx.

The above equations give U3 and 1 as functions of x, so that P3
can be plotted against U3. The intersection of this ourvo with the corres-
pondina one for the shock wave Gives the value of U, (and P3 ) expected.

c. Use of a special equation of state. The equation of state "oed

in Secs. is a special case of the above general form. It is

Pv = nIar (1+ xe 0X) (199)

where x , XI/vT , o( U 0.25, -.3 , (130)

i.e. F . I + xe , h = T-  ,I

F' ,e x (l+ x), h' a -,th/T

and (dp) . P (1I .2e + , x2ex)m
"dv}T vF vF (W1)
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where 7 F +~ r =1+ ft' * X Q+z2  ae X3 .

Also (d) % a (F-(XF') nR (32)

where z a Generl e 0 v w e G n t h. (132)

Then (dT) jr-Z with b O0r/n1.

S.. b--  .
T Jb r

in which T' is a constant of integration and 9 = l"(0t s/b).

Fromn the general equation for 0 v, we got In this oasu

bmb +04Cz-l1) , (1,34)

where bi  Cvilnj i.e. the ideal value of b. Also

2( 1 + (22/by). (35)

The presoure is obtained from the integral

ie "- d% , (136)

vhile U3 fw- -K V ZT7  'dx , (37)

in which T/T' is taken from the previous calculation.

A rather exact treutment could be carried out using these equationn,
which enable the velocity U3 and the proosni P of the expanded burnt
gas s to be tabulated as a function of x. From this U3 vs. P, is plotted
and compared with U% vs for the shook wave in air, taken Trom Table
16-1. The Intersection or the curves Gives the solution for P3 and Up ,
Do that the shook velocity D' can be read from Table 16-1. At the present
time, however, the above equations have not yet been applied rigorously.

d. An auwcmimate wocedAre. In the oaloUatione so far carried out
o-+^I" aImplifioations have been used. First T2 , P21 w and x were Oalou-
lated for the burnt ases directly back of the detonation front by the
methods of Part II. Then the variation of heat capacity with temperature
was ignored in applying Eq. (13) and (133). It was thus possible to
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tabulate T/T' as a function of x for a fixed value of bi (Ovi/nR). From
this and a knowledge of T2 and x2, T' can be reed. This table in found in
the appendix (Table A-:V). Lkwwise, the variatiou of bi with temperature
was ignored in oomputing log P/P as a function of x from Eq. (236). This
is also tabulatedin the appendix (Table A-1V). From it and a knwledge of
P and x2 , 106 P is read off. Eq. (37) can next be employed to obtain
U3 as a funotion of z. The intearal in Iq. (L37) can be tabulnted (Table IV):
so that little labor is involved in oaryir43 out these computations. When
U and F, have been computed for several values of x, 17 oan be plotted
against L . and this curve compared with the corresponding owurv for shook
waves.

The apprcminmtion of ignoring the variation of heat capaoity is probbls'
not too serious. At the high temperatures involved the variation is not
great; furthermore its ef-ect partly cancels out.

e. A Sample CaloQUUaion. As an example consider tetryl at a density
of 1.2 8.o0. aereM 207, h 11.5, Ti a 3950 and Di U 2.3 105 cam./seo.,
aocording to the methods of Part II. We could also compute the other re-
quired properties theoretically but to -void compounding errows, it Is better
to make use of the measured detonation velocity, D = 5.9 x 1-P at " 1.2.
Then D/D 2.50. IEamination of the heat capaoity of the products snows
that Table A-II with Cvi - 7 is the right one to use, wheie we get xi -
1.67 , x2  5 .246, T2  5.4-. from F. (8jb), Por 10.7 I X 1010 dXn 7es~s,
aci. (over lo atm. 3). Then usine Table A-!Vwe et log P - 8. ;42 and

=1180. Also w a 1.51 x 10fom q. (86).

These numbers mey now be inserted In Eq. (137), meking use of Table
A-rl LO hLaleh Lim valu e u' Lie iz, merAl. The result is a Table of values
of U3 aGainst the final x. From Table A-IV also one can obtain Io10 P3 vs x
knowing log P'. Therefore loC, can be plotted against U3 , as shown in
I1,. 20-1. On the same plot Is shown lot I vs , for the shok wave in
air, these points being from Table 16-1. The intersection of the shock
wave curve with that for the burnt gases Gives the predicted mass-velooity
U , which enables D' to be found, asin from Table 16-1. The result in
tIs case is D' x 7' 30 metos/eeo. for air. The experimental value is
7900 mr./ec. It should be emphasized that these are only the initial
shook wave velocities; they will decrease as the shook wave proceeds.

f. Other results. Little experimental data exists with which to
compare calculations of initial shook wave velocities. Some of the avail-
able data is sm-rized in Table 20-1 below, together with the velocities
coaputed as above. The agreemeut ia all that oould be expooted.

Table 20-1. Caloulated and observed Initial Shook Wave Velocities in Air.
(Epcr4mental results from Cairns)3

Ekplosive Density D'calo. D'obs. *
0.5 612c 6500 5.5

" 1.2 7G80 8100 P.7
Tetryl .0 7600 7700 2,6

3.2 7760 7900 "!.2
* For values beyond the limits of Table i-1, the table in Sea. 4b use
provisionally used.
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At present the wvk* decrbed in this rewt Is being omzried further
and it is 1oed to be able to attend It to thre dlMIft.. TbO POUesi
of the dying may of .book waves Is being studied nm and It IS bo~ed
ultimtely to be able to asloulate to a paeoasi degr*. of aowacy al
the phenim semloOaited vith an vSilmen
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APPENDIX

Table A-I

Mean Hoat Capacitios

StI/(T2 "300)1 T0 OvdT = A + B2

Substanoe A B Coef. Cage P Coef. Case B
C (solid) 5.94 o.2y x 10-3

O0 5.61 0.21 x I0 - 2-s+r
002 10.16 0.46 x 10-3 s 'rl
H2 4.91 0.30 x 10 q-8+r/.

o20 7.86 0.55 x 10-' s. r/
N2  5.5 0.21 x 1O-3 t/2

The mean heat capacity of a mixture is also given by the equation

C A + BT2, (calories par Gram-mole)

in which A and B are obtained from the ind'vidual values given above by
multiplying each by the number of moles of that oonstituent and adding.
The number of moles for the simple oases A and B of Sec. 9b are given
in the fourth and fifth columns. The results above are accurate to 1%
over tho rnnce 2000 to 50000 for T2 .

Table A-If

Covolume (onstante for Individual Product Gases.

Gas Kk (0.c.) Gas Kk (.o.)O 316 549C 549 0 241

For a mixture K = n nkKk

For oases A and B, the coeffii3nt,3 nk are Given in the previous table.
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Table A-Ill. D/Di, T/T2 etc. vs. x1.

(1) cvi = 7 oa /do.

.20 0.324 290 976 .982 1.178 172 1.80 2.398 238 ,965 .&96 2.627 210

.40 0.614 273 .963 .%8 1.350 i 2.00 2.636 23 .96 .879 2.857 eam

.60 0.887 265 .964 .95 1.522 172 2.20 2815 240 .963 .875 3.060 258

.80 1.152 256 .963 .942 1.194 17, 2.40 3.113 238 .962 .875 3.298 260

1.00 1.403 250 *963 .0 1I.870 1 2 60 3.351 233 96 .881 3.553 290

1.20 1.658 252 .9 4 .917 2.050 1,36 2.80 3.584 232 9 .894 346328

1.40 1,910 247 .964 '96 2.236 192 3.00 3.816 242 955 :91 4.176 392
1.6o 2.157 241 . 95 2.423 199 3.20 4.058 .952 958 4.568

(2) C -= 8.5 oas./Aec.X /2 (It T2/TmiD/Di Xi 1' 2/Tzl D/.Dj

.20 0.328 292 .980 .91- 1.131 1 1 1.80 2.414 242 .975 .899 2.648 210

.4o 0.620 277 .973 .973 1.355 i@ 2.00 2.656 239 .975 .891 2,858 219

.60 0.397 266 .971 .96 1.529 175 2.20 2.895 25 975 .84 3.077 232

.80 1.163 253 .971 .952 1.7o4 179 2.40 3.130 240 ,9 .880 339 247

1.00 1.421 254 .971 .941 1.383 183 2.60 3.370 236 .973 .873 3.556 266
1.20 1.675 251 .972 .930 2.06 188 2.80 3.606 234 .971 .881 3.822 2o4

1.4o 1.926 245 .973 -920 2.254 194 3.00 3.840 3O .969 .890 4.116 32

i.60 2.171 243 .974 .909 2.443 200 3.20 4.070 .967 .907 4.:442

(3) Cvi = 10 oals.ldec.

X3.  Y/2 j T2/T2 j D/D X1 X2  YV/ rT 2 /T2 i D/D1

.20 0.331 295 .95 3 .988 i.182 176 1.80 2.o426 242 9 .931 2.665 210
.40 0.026 277 .9 .97Y 1.5.3 175 2-.00 2.668 240 219

.60 0.90 257 .975 .968 1.533 177 2.20 2.908 236 982 .894 3.094 29

.80 1.170 261 .976 .959 1.710 181 2.40 3.144 239 .982 .837 3.323 242

1.oo 1.431 254 .976 .950 1.891 186 2.60 3.383 237 .931 .882 3.565 257
1.20 1.685 251 .978 .940 2.077 190 2.80 3.620 235 .980 .880 3.822 276
1.4o 1.96 246 .979 .930 2.267 196 3.00 3.855 231 .978 .382 4.098 30
1.6o 2.182 214 .980 .920 2.465 2C2 3.20 4.086 .976 .88 4.400
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Table A-IV. Properties of Burnt Gases from Exnlosion.

(Int. = 2 !Ti dx/gx with a'= 1.23)

x  T/T1  log. P/P 1  Int. x TI/T I log. P/P 1  Int.

0.1 1,)00 0 0 1.5 2.303 2.1628 56725
0.2 1.181 0.4449 9030 1.6 2.389 2,2456 59834
0.3 1.306 0.7169 15040 1.7 2.470 2.3180 62860
0.4 1.414 0.9303 20000 1.8 2.560 2.3962 66024
0.5 1.505 1.0992 24170 1.9 2.646 2.4646 69126

0.6 1,594 1.2526 28080 2.0 2.742 2.5392 72377
0.7 1.674 1.3815 31590 2.1 2.833 2.6044 75584
0.8 1.757 1.5063 35040 2.2 2.936 2.6763 78952
0.9 1.832 1.6137 38250 2.3 3.033 2.7390 82294

1.0 1.913 1.7216 41480 2.4 3.144 2.8087 85809
1.1 1.987 1.8154 44530 2.5 3.249 2.8694 89315
1.2 2.068 1.9121 47650
1.3 2.143 1.9965 50650
1.4 2.225 2.0352 53650

Table A-V. D, P2 , T2, 2 and U2 for Some Common Explosives

Exnlosive __ 2 D(obs.) P2 (atm.) T2 (OK) U2 (m/s)

PETN .5 .73 4000 15,000 4740 1274
1.2 1.63 6100 115,000 4520 1602

Cyclonite 1.2 1.62 6310 122,000 4220 1633
1.56 2.04 7890 226,000 4100 1876

Tetryl !.0 1.36 5500 78,000 3560 1444
1.2 1.57 5900 106,000 3520 1513

Pieria Acid 1.03 1.39 5150 70,000 3080 1332

1.63 2.11 7210 189,000 3020 1632

Nitroglycerin 7..6 2.15 7400 222,000 4660 1899
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NOTE ON THE LATERAL EXPANSION BEHIND

A DETONATION WAVE

G. 1. Taylor and- M. lore.

May 1942

When a detonation wav;e travels along the length of a cylindrical explosive charge, the
front seems to oe a surfacr which is nearly perpendiculmr to its direction of motion, i.e. to the
surface± of the charge. trehedlati.l y 0behind the detonation front the products of combutt ion can
expand laterally. If th.: explosive is contained in a tube the inertia of this tube is In most
cases sufficiont to ..nsure that the prvssure across any sectioc of the expanding tube is nearly
uni form. when th.~ wall of the tube is verf light or when the charge is unc,.sed the conditions
are morke com'plicated and the latcral as well ts thc longituiil component of velocity in the
expandin4 gais must bc considered. Though the motion of tho expanding gases from a cylindrical
explosive cannot no descrilied coaplfetely without great compl-xity of anlysis. the motion in the
region close to trw point where the detonaetion wave meets the su r~acc of the cylinder can be
analysed.

The problem is simplified in the follois4 way. he consider a semi-infinite block of
explosive bounded by. and lying below., the xy-pla ne. Co-ordinates arc taken moving with the
uniform detonation velocity U0 in the positive. x direction. The lower half of the yz-pl;jne than
represk~nts the detonati,)n wave front and the motion of the exrendirrg gases is *6cady relative to
these movingj axes. On account of the Chapman condition, we know that, referred to this system,
the products of the detonation wave front are moving in the direction of the negative x - axis
with the local velocity of s- und C. The flow of the hot oases and the osit Ion of the Shock
emv,- which is produczd in thi. surrounding medium can readily be calculated by thL methods
described by Taylor and Pftccoll (Aerodynamic Theory, W.F. Durand Vol.111). To obtain nuftr'.cal
results the law for the adiabat ic expansion of the explosion products must be known, and this has
been given by Jones and M4iller, amd Jones for T.N.T. at densities 1.5 gn/Cm3I and 1.0 gm/cM3

respectilvely.

Referring to Figure (1), 04 denotes the detonation wave front, which is at rest in the
c,-ordinates considered, with gas passing through from right to left with velocity c where

C2  
.

("1o

p is the pressurte and p thty donsity, and the Suffix o denotes values taken over the Plane OA.

The Pquations *'f moti on for two dimensions are

N ~ .v2! ! _ 2 (2)at r 6 r p8r

u L . ! -_v 1 Lr)r r p r 6(3

where r and 0 Are polar co-ordinats with roslpect to 0 and the reference line Ok, and u anid v
are the coaponentts of thte vvlc'city parallel and Perpendicular to r respectively.

We assume the existence of a solution (verifiable! A posteriori) in which p. u and v are
functions of C9 only. Equation (2) then beccomes

v (u) (a)

and (3), together with the equation :if continuity,

gives...
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g Ives

V2 . dP (5)

Also (3) and (4) with the condition that When p' aP,. u 6 
a and v *cgv

u C 2 - V2 -_2 fo ! op (6)

From tabulated adiabatic P. V relations. the values aft9 and Adp have been calculated for
op 00P ,

various pressure~s. Thus tl* Values of u And v for A given prOasure At Obtai'V .2 from e"motion$
(5) and (6). ThE angle specifyinlg the radius vector along Which these Values Of U. V and P
occur is given by v~ust ion (4) which fty be rewritten

This integral he$ to be evaluated nuaircAlly.

The direct Ion of the streazm IInes is denoted by the angle o* relat ive to OA as reference
line, which Is given therefore by

C= G tan-' V S

Tables (1) aid f2) ;I.'e the angles 9 and it and also u and v for various pressures below the
initial valu. p 0 , or the loadin~g demhtities 1.5 an 1_ '"slo~tively. Cures in Figures (2)
arid (3) Show the angles 9alid 4 t Plotted against log10 P.

?he Shock Wavte in the Surrountdipti Nediust.

When the expansion takes place into a imdium buc as air or inter the solution can be
obtained as folIlues. The solution already qiven holds over the region ADO. Along 0S. the
pressura is constant and thte stream lines are all parallel To 00. i.e. the angle AO00 is the
v.l,*o of O nr.pondi mg to the value of C9 4011. In the rcgion BOO the pressure is constacit and
the stream lines are straight and parallail to 0D. OE represent' the shock wave front in air;
the angle EOA wL denote by 4,. It is known from the theory of obi ilue. shock *av"s (cf Taylor
and Waccoll 1lo. rit.) that b'~hind OE the strewt lines arte %;raight and the pressure IS corstAnt.
The solution i . uvtermineo therefore' by the following two conditions. First. the Constant
pressure in the rigion EQO miust be equal to that in SO0. and secondly, th. direction of the
stream lines behind OF Must bA given byeJ. !.t.. they must be MqrAllp) to 00. Thpre is a
tangential discontinuity in tme velocity along~ 00.

L~et U~p) be the velocity with which a Shock wave is propagated into the outside medium
in the direction of the norrel tc, its plane when the pressure behind the shock wave front is p
and the medium in front of the Shock wave is at rest. Let u(P) :;t thp corresponding particle
voloCity behind the Shock Wave front. The first condition n'a' then be expressed by tht. equation

sin (0 -if U(P) 3
2 U0

Since the velocity of the mediumi relative to the shock wave is U(p) -u~p) the second condition
is expresSed by U(;,) - u(p) - U 0 cos - tan ~-)or sinl cog 4i- tan

U(P or it 'my be written in the form

Nu0 - u(0)) (to)

The finctijens, U(p) and u(p) depend upon the mendium Into which the expansion takes place. for
a jerfeet gas at pressure pa in which the velocity of sound is c 0 40 have

U(P).
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U(p) c c. (- ) *- (11)

27 Pq2) 2a/ 2

where 7 Is the ratio of the specific heats.

For inter, tables of the functions U(p) and u(p) have been kindly suappliled to us by
Dr. Penney. These functions at.- Shown in Figure (4) in Which U(p) and u(p) are plotted against

lgop were p Is expressed in atmospheres.

To determine the shock wave we- take a given value for p and from the %hnis value of U(p)
we finid q from equation (9) and -also 0 from eauation (10). The points 0. log p so determined
are plotted in Figures (2) and (3). curves (a) and (b) relate to air and water respectively.
The intersect ions of the qr. log p curves obtained in this way witlh those obtained from the
values of tables (1) and (2) determine the angle and the press-re of the Shock wave mintained
In the given ediwa by the adiabatic expansion of the explosion products.

A solution of this type in which the shock wave passes th'ough the po~nt 0, Figure 1.
is no elways possible. In a gas, for high values of the pressure sL6ch as we consider here,
(I - u(p) U(p)) tends to a constant value (y - 1)/(Y + 1). Thus, If we denote for brevity
tan (c by 77 and tan 77-) bye aquation31 (9) and (10) give

The greatest value of 7y for which this equation has a real root in 13 given by

and the co responding value of 4s is given by

tan IkMax - 7) ' =5

For air, assuming v -i1S1 we find 416 135 degrees 35 minutes. Thus if the curvo (1) Figures
(2) and (3) has not cut the 0. log p curve whenw' has reached this limit ing value r~c Zolut Ion

Of the type sought is possible. The effect is similar to thaet of the formaetion of a shock
wave by a moving wedge. When the angle of the wedJge exc~eds a certain critical Value, the
shork wave no longer passes through the vertex of the wedge but moves ahad. Figurest (2) arni
(3) show thet for T.M.'T. in air the angles 6 are less than the critical '.alUeS so that solutions
of the form shown in Figure (1) are Poasioie.

If the surrounding rediurl were haelium gas (Ye 1.47) the limiting value of 6would be
1U6.9 degrees so that in this case the Shock wave would be ahead of the detonation wave for
both densities.

It is interesting to find te angle X at which the particles of the surrounding medium
are threwn forward in the shock wave. i.e. with respect to the explosive at re.st. X is the
angle between the direct ion of motion of the partiles and the direction of the detonation wave
norm)l. The horizontal and vertical components of the pmert Ice velccity 1r, the Shock wave
(i.e. perpendicular and parallel to 0A Figure (1)) are respectively

UDsin 6')sin (q; - 7) (

Cos t 6

and

U0 COS (i-7) sin - ()

Cos 0' - 0

Thus tan X* cct (4'-77) or X S -

The...
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Th. murtirical results are sorinarlsed holowt

T.N.T. donsity 1.5 Itm qO - 4090 ml I I soji.

a a 114 degrees 16 falnutes U *1* degr~ees It min~utes ,( 141 UdleS
14 MIncstoX 0 s34 depeN, 34 Minutes. Pressure In %hpe shock wave a 300 Onw.

9 63 degrees 4b - 100 doilrees 36 misutos 127j dere .T minuS lnts
61 degrees 51' minutes. Pressure in the %hock wave - 49,tai allies

T,N,1, density 1.0 gmlrceill UO a $$is -millIsocomis.

in I-Ir

6 W5 Otpleps 6 ml fluts* 0P - 131 doirves '4 mliuwtes k, - 14t de0Fri16
at wihnltvs A - .3% dilreas 'is rinuti, Prsuwrt III th, shuJck vavo - 200 atwak.

In W~er

V 5? Ogreas 0 ra~ ielFtes 6 mlnutts %I% ' 41.'1:c6s 6 minutos
N*50 0vqro-!s 54 minutes. Pressure, in t-t shock wuvo a 31.610 A-ea.

Thir strolm lines of th~k ttcw relatilve to tn* datwsatlion wave NCr' pown in Figure (1)
for air ands In Fiqture M~ for wter. ?he linke 00 ssperatin; te *ux'lo~iom products from the
%uproun0ing air or water Is shown clearly In toIth figurei. As thigt ow txpectod the exansion
is ... Ropqra rpid ki air thjil In water. The ac~roe of cnfinetwnt O0tci1nt by surrounding
the k -plotioe with Al? 6113 eatvr respectively !%y bet Judged by cwnpe~lttg the prossure At the
sufncfi at s-perat Wit beteflun the PoCducts of Onbfjstlkpn amid the surrounding "odCiumn. in air
this I% only I0C atlCQsphot'c5 white In water it Is $6.000.

ThiN pr,.oure may be compnei'd with thINit-,It PCIr*U?O at thn interface betwoon ivtN?
IdA'-" 0 sxPIooivC, tlutdtud by P6,'?.)1 * 36.00C atonolphervs. In Penney'$ Colo. the

,*I I," Ion pr.-4oitj wtre niuined At rest b-forI, being suddenly reloa36d. A higher figure would
i') tliwe it Ih. motion of trw qa- in the dttonat ion wove 'i.id been tikqen ipto Account.

Thuegs ut
9LSO the interfac,, own in Figures (1) and (5) aret the%* which would actually

L-' s. n in -in istintangoits p"Itozr4,ph It the detout We' process did in fact take place in .1 thin

kfn),et, nr tlnItj eiC t night c the u isoC jt of , xerjnnwnt 0  tolt Is the prvdict lam that
to. ~ -, Anc e1. Nr sMr of 001.11 11*uIJ trh 4 hoed 0i tinv ditontllon ve if 0Copoded

deAs t r -

~vdgrq ' T-grwes. V ptillc. v Cm/sec.

15.10 e4 ti9?3 V VO &.
66 -so u 0i 54 ' 4.493 11 3.33

010t 35, l07* 14,' 355 1.76
".1 x1 16 ts 1143" f1.134 1.111

%.,)310 * 1~ )60w, It, Aet 111 *:

1.441 . t ' Il1 10 is, 64611 * 01911
?.g I0 46 o 16t 6' 12 5* 11 A.6%, 1* POtj

.100 - 146 2.' I19N
0 

w0 6. ?51 *L ORt

I lON" 50' 1 30A' 6.605 L.lo)
10 1400 68' woS 30' 6.6911.66

0,640* 1*0 64, tA)~Cl' ~b.3e
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TABLE I I

T.K.T. densit 2.0

p dynes/cm2  19 degrees dCgrees u cm/sec. v cm/sec.

8.211 Y 1010 0 qoO 0 3.703 x 105

4.606 4 15' 30' 950 C 2.851 x 105 3.346

2.748 620 3C' loop 1b. 3.789 - .937

1.7. " 74, 3 C. 1040 1' A,32 2.503

1.213 82 21 i07 C lP' 11.684 " 2.173
6.607 x 109 l0 36' 1110 54' 5.057 1.675

9.333 x 108 1140 5a 1230 42' 5.528 " .85,

4.467 t 120P 36 12f 54,' 5. 6 " ,125

5.689 x 1C6  '1111i,0 I' IL a, 5.63" .461

C 6.C2 " 0

Figure (1) Oiagram snowing the Stream lines for T.N.T.dm'Si~ y 1.5 gqmcm3 detonating
in air. Line 00 separates the prcducts of the explosive ard tne air of
the expl.osive and the air of the shock wave with wave front OE.

Figu ) T.N.T. density 1.5 gm/cd. Explanation in text.

Figure T.N.T. density 1.0 gm/cr . Explanation in text.

ShOCk waves in water. Data supplied by Penney.

Figure (S Stream lines for T.N.T. density 1.5 qm/cm' dEtonating in water. Rcgion

EOD 1s the wat_'r VIock wave. DOA is region containing the produtts of
the exploding T.O.T.
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THE PRESSURE-TIME CURVE FOR UJNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS

W. G. Pcnne)

November 1940

*~~1 * * C C

The purpose of this mrathematical Investigation Is to estimate the time variation of the
pressure at various distances from the Centre of an explosion of a Spherical charge of T.N.T.
surroundei by vstur. The results oi some measurements are available for coemparison, and the
agreement Is Satisfactory. Confidence may thoe, re be placed In the valAs given by the theary
for the pressures at Positions so close to the ch~arge that the force of the explosion prevents
measurements from being made.

A rou~jn descripticn of the v~srIous events that occur is as 'allows. The explosive Is
$%opposed to be detonated, and for want of more detailed and accurate information we assume that
the resulting hut gases are Instantaneously at rest. and that the temperature, pressure and
chemical composition %rj unifonrm. Thus, at the Initial instant of tiffs, we have oa sphere of
hot gas it a very high ptesa.re, zgrrounded by WfterF at atmspharIC. ;rcssure. A smcrtk wave of
great intensity sets off into the water, AMd a rarefaction WAV* starts off Into the gas. At
the semi time, thc water and the ga-s V hc ~t neighbourhood of . gav-water Interface
acquires a high velocity (of the order t~oo m.Isec.). By thte timei the rarefaction wave has
reached the Centra of the gas, all parts of the gas are moving outwards, but the speeds In
different spherical shells are different. Similarly, In the wetter, various Shells ')p to the
shock Wave front are moving P-t different speeds, and there is a considerable variation of
pressure tnroughout the system. As the gas "expnes. It does work, and the tamperbaure, and
hence the chrrical compsition, change. The pressure everywhere ar..ps, but nowhere so quickly
as at the Centre of thG gas, tha origin. immwediately the rarefact ion wave reaches there. The
next stage, therefore, IS one where the prnsairc at the origin 13 very low are rlti .mrp -or
less uniformly to a iexiim at the shock wyco front. The pressure gralient near the origin
soon stops the ias In this rcegion from~ furth er exptnsion, and In fact soon causes gas t.3 rush
bahk ajain to the origin, restoring the pressure as It does so. The pressure gradient at the
origin then becomes reversed, and gas rushes out aigair. The order of magnitude if the speeds
at Which the gas near the origin rushes In and out Is 200 or 30D m.Jscc. The effet of the
pulsat ion of the gas In the central region passes out Into the rest of the gas and thence Imtj
the water as rarefact ion ,jnd compresion waves. Another set f waves Is continually being
generated at the gas-ater Into!fate, and the net resut of all these waves, going in and out,
Is to average out most of them. Nevrtheless, the pressurc-time curve due to the explosion,
even at considerable distances froms the bomb, should show fluctuations. Becaise of the
Involved nature of the motion of the gas near the origin, It Is not possible withcut very
lengthy Investigation to proceed to times muich In excess of k.6 x ao;3 seconds after the Initial
Instant. Fortunately, most if the events which Interest us have occurred by then, and are
being propagated outwards. ev '~ ro~oyl eiweert h ~ti~eeeh

One Interesting fpct brought out by the calculations Is the rapid decrease of the

Ihock wave intensity with distance. If the tneory of sound were a valid tpproximation, the
vlrets!" drop it the 5'lcak w-ef-n e;! ajIi:j',wUcrI;t'eVSa~ rm ?
origin, and )f course this will hold for very large values -)f r. P";qure 4 sh,-ws h~w the
pressure drop at the Smock wave depenos on r, for values of r up to about 25 Charge diamieters.

dsrbsate--sremto fodein wihaisubneo hrll )Y1erinOui calculat ions may conveniently be separated 'nto different Sections. section I

fluid. Seo-tion 1t deals with the numrical construction of certain auxiliary functions
formally Introduced In the previous section. Section III coMwAt.'f! shock waves In water.
ecilon ;i gives the resits of tke calculations. Sectio.n V z-onsIders the extraoolatcon of

the results to the position at which masurements wero mde, ond c- ..w re- the results with
those obser.,ed.
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SECTION 1. THE nIYDRODYNIWICAL sE ,ATIONS.

Qonsidar an invIcIa fluid in which pressure changu ar- nccurring to fast tht theflfhl
=;; *' -tO ,jc' thit c'eey * vt ttild 1I1cmflffll tt thm n o

adiabatic equbtlon. Thus, wu are ssuwin, thrt the flui could be reduceJ by suitable local
adiabatic pressure changes In different reajions into a condition In which the pressure, density
and temperature arc all uniform, Whan this is so, the pressure wy be takon to depend On
density only.

For a state ol spherical symmetry, the equation of continuity and the equat Ion of motion

are

u (a)

at r pr o r

Following thc we)1-known solution of Ritemnn for the corresponling one-dimmlone cais,
we Introduce two new functions P and Q, both of Which Involve an arbitrary function f(O), whose
precise definition we Choose later, t, suit our convenience.

P .f fp)+ ti, 0 - to) -u

Multiply (i) by fl(O), and add to (2).

; " u "a P I !U 1 P - (Pf ) 
"
p f " p u ( )

*- 5-r p dr -ar ~ r r

Write

C f,(o) ]* * - ~

thereby oetermlnin; f(p), *part from an arbitrary constant. This const- t ray be conveniently
Chosen by eking thfe value of fW) iero for sae stekdard state, denoted by sufflix zero,

vv
V

Using the definition of fl4p) in (3), we obtain

P r r

wow P Is afunct'on of tw) I. ew'Anl ables only, r and t. werw

W r A

Mainj use of (5), this bacoms

NOW ..)t.

See Lsll' h orodv r ,
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%u .Ptf Ig~ a the "i ol 0 1tort of sieno V. ot"Ce top a w4in% ,mnllld wit too. voql City

Uk

Thos. it th,, vAlu~s of P onl u, irc me h ,v-rywh,,ra& it 1w.i, tohus determining the
valmC of 0 and Q tvrVooefo it this Iiwo the value of P everywheire at tin'. t. w T may be fond
from I). At I %hat cw hmthu to do is mvn tnt. voihn' of 0at Point r to point r + (V q ) r,
.%~ A

0 efvfeo, thh alu teoy :uvyrlr, A flimilar brocades 41vo tri A.'. function Q. as the
fotto"inj Anaipais ihow.',

multiply 11) by I"(0) 41AG $ubtteet (2). Theno

10 tj f .. -(P .t 0

- PI I t(P) fat

he r

meo u point mvo wit (Amo'* Addeias y fir

Frcom' the now values of 01 an 4, the values of p and u are everywhoora detemined, Thus
at any ownint

" . 4 ("*- Q) .~ o ? " )

AMd friet the curve 4 lnlnj f(tP) al; a ? nction of o, the value of p may be road off.

In the proolef *Mclh 4,- are cut,,klrin there are ton fluids I nol vcd. Thu analysis
divQMAn V aloSpoylian In bCth flUliS, With tha..roropriate functions P. Q. V. COtc. The boundary
conditions at the Interface uro that the pr.aisune and velocity should ovcCont Inj ous. The boundary
condition at trw origin is that the velocity Is Zer'o, and1 the boundary conaltion at the outer linrit
of the oieturoance in thl wattl' noay he ~exwo6 as a relation bteen seand u, 1101 last
condition we shall discis later. wren wo consider the Osetlle of the Step*ty-Stop ZftItuiatki1

STIONr TI, MUKERrCAL TWITf AS OF NURVLARY

lie nhow runtidar how to ootinitot the values of the functions f(P) and V Ih ierrm of t~f.
pressure ae iod00pendont "sllaole, both for water and tho. eowplodO )as". Clearly what Is
required Is the rotation fm y, tn, siclfiC Yvqmi. (1~, U/P) In tvem f' Wn hlDll cases.

First let ise ool-iln fiC) for the AA0oi0ed daeS. WO Mdhe U3L, Uf someo results otained
by Or. H, Jones foe the 04DMIll of the Jose$, the initial r.4.T. havinj a ilnslty 1.565 gm./CC%
Jones 41vco napri"Al vdiucs of In,, prossure in Zarms of the volJ4t, In, 1mitjI vojune' unp

A few.
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A ew specimen fijures fromi Jones' rosulti are jiven in In,)followinj table,

Tuhif 1

The voliwf4le v arce In CC., ard the vregsfes p are In units5 V3 kpe 2.

Fut valuos of v between i.*5 aro 200, the aiovit values are fl-tted fairly well by trie
c Iuat Ion

;+ 15. 65) (Y - 112. 3) It 390 (0)

and tut,.l~n the limits just quot~d the equation is useful for theortleal work.

Before No jo any firtner wt must docidn on a vale fur the Initial radius of the Chiarge.
ror conv(enico we tak4 this to 0, 30 cm., so that the weliht IS 176 egni, or 190 lb. By 9u'table
scale cnanjie, described when we coIU t,; cunsider the egoerimpental results, our results iway be
easily irodi fled to 4poly to An Initial radius.

The acorocrieto i,:0ificatlon of the wove rebstion between p and v, valid for
9 71 9 .6 i ,

(6+16.65) IV - y0.4Q5) - 19.3 (9)

wVhre v IS ttM teeicifiC voluM.', i.e. ther voli.~ tir 9ml. or l/p, *Iiero is4 the density.

Frr' this equation it I$ easy t ; fihd the velocity of sOujjo

v / )z~ it 5. 20) mqitres per StC~nd,

valid for p '1 10.

F.)r lower values of pn, the Simplest way to jet V 16 probably Oy numerical differentiation.
WO tir.j vul,.ah Ilown lo Tdolt! 2.

Thi,, function f(p) ,'eay also be. obtainev In the nijhqr pr~ssure region, lnmdiately from
the wsc of (9), and we find

f~p) - 1380 loj ( + p/16.65 ) m./sqC.

For the lower Pressure regions direct numerical differelntiadon and then Intogratio,,
must be made. The values we find are Shown in Table 2,

AS 0eC haV nI rcady rnont lonA, sosol je velueei 3P f(p) are of no cnseq'uence: all thit
natters is oiftrences, Th. zero *,)ich we Choose for f(p) ccrrnSpends with p 0 in (),) And
therefore hus no OhYSloll1 nlinfl tnv IS~ Is neCrthl':;3~ ConyCnjt.

TAWL 2. L~o

P 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9

V 230 2 2n6 .00 33")V plo ItP 06S C2 k 44 766 to1

f (0) 649I 1079 1426 1690 oV a) 21 01 2280 2431 2562

Tablle 2
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The Voi Is tor V ano f(p) are metres per second in every case.

8ri dsM-w Ma hasrde accurate measuremnfts of v for varios values flt p end 1T for? wat'r,
but the 111fiimuw Value Of 0Which he was able to reach weas a o 12. Ne the meSt Iniporl~ont r82 ion
for our Calculations Is indo.Jljtedly covervid by h~is IIv'ftureWvfltj, out nevefltheless we do require
to know the rcation aetwo. .n p snd v al,)ng -th odabatic for Ofssur0a ~A hih -A$ 40,000 kjrfi.
The best that we can do Is to fit the adicoatic )btsned from 8ri,1tl.ran's fliros up to 1 12
with a suitable iqu~tion, aful then apply this equation ur, to a - 40,

From his measuraenoits, eriqjeman aS% atic to construct curves showing thO adiabatic rISL
In temnperature caiused by a sudden smalli incrase In aressure In #ttor at verblw temparAtuires
Aund Dars1urrs. Theg,' CirY"~ AWMnl one to constratt curves for wa1t P 'at VArIOUS initlu1
lmvvOer1,%tur8S Showing thv risc In hasoperature atna treasure In Increased adiabatically. such
curves are tor tho most part Smo'pth, )Vt 00 exhibIt Pteruliar btepiO, ASSOCie'ed with the anomalous
maximum denvsity of water at atmospheric prestkure at 4

0C. we have madeS no effort to take such
tinyt oqtalis Into consio',ration; by assuminj that thi oater waa initially at 2eC, hoevcr, an
adiabatic Curve Singularly free from bups Is ottiinad. Frorr Oridgeiwo's results we find that
To, the adiabatic for voter whiICt 1 it ]DOC for .r-vSsjrg one atmosphere, the followinc lquation
n~twoun p0 adv holds wItl'in About 1S over the Presvsur ranja I< o < 12,00o atmospheres.

(C + 7. 82) (V - 0. 680 7) - .493 (s0)

the crror t w t t !.v -r~ur, oi03.

T
his i$ the romticn which Wa use over the ontir. ol'ussure ranger with whichs we have to

For Initial tcmporatures 1?~at?- than 10*C. *e find thne fclLuwing adiabatic relation
holds quite *0ll

a + e.A2) ( v - 0 o Io - 0. n~oyc (To - 21 2,493 + 0.006 (To - 2)

wnqvse To Is the twoperatirv 1 atnu ur, preinnute,

Oiral:t Calculation snows that the volo.Aity of sound is aiven by

V . jbC'C 4 11 p *wtres ea'r Second.

The function f(pi works out at

For usell values uf p we may ex.)L0vo

f 63.5p, a

Teale ) Shows Values Cf V and () for cornparinrI with trooc of TuL- J Z. It will a',
seen that If our CalCladion% nre voslo at U&a very hi4h 05orLsti,, the VuloCIty of sound Is
appreciably jr-3ater In atoer then In tht .xplodeo jas.
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TAILE J.

• % 00 1 - 1 2 6 1 10 20- 1 30 1 40 1

V 1550 1660 1770 .22C 26W0 3770 480 5990

f(p) 60 113 283 .1 17 890

Once again the units for Ve,! f(p) are metres per second.

SECTION III, SOCK NAVES I WATER.

The theory of ugoniot anI others on shock waves in air may be mosified to apply to
water. There Is no neei to consi:er anything out plane wv-vS Oecaose the shock wave is of

nejljible ticohenq, an: t e .03c, save eqj~ti.ns only ,x;r;_. c:n,.rvti:n tn-.rtes for various

proo-hrties from the flild on one side tc %he other.

Let the Shock wave velocity Of. U, tht mass velocity, cr,3sur,, t eerature and specific

volume on the high pressure side * u, D, T and v respectively, and the corresPonlin, varlabler.

on the low prussure side by 0, pop T 0 And v , res:cctivcly.

Tn. conservetion of mass gives

SCu- a) v% . uv, (11)

anj the conservation f om.ntan

Uu (p - 1 V, (12)

whrt: the -nit f velicity ar c- sc. and -f cressure .r, dynes/cm ,

rite 0 = xu, anJ take t re unit of velzxity as metres/see., and of oressure as

10 Xm/cm 2. Then tr, equivalent forms cf (U, And (12) are

U1 xu - 313 v'(xQ)

x' vl(v, - v)

Mlorly - nee: one furt -rr 7,4uation to itermine x bcfora it is possiDle to find all

varlabls In tdr s of o.

Th, us.jal ar;ument of tmv piston in tne cylinOer Shows that the incrcase in internal

energy per unit mass of fluid in aessln from te lcw oressre Side to the hin pressure sidt± Is

p(v0 - v) - i s. Usinj (11) an, (12) lv obtain th; usual Hugonict quaticn

11 E - + PP0)(vc - v) (

In ,rder to out this eauaticn in a for, from which V may be found, we oroceed as follows.

Evaluate the work ::ne in an aziatatic ex:.nsior from the initial state p.,v to the state %.v ,

wnere vI is th., volThe t;orrespon'Jing tc th, oressure z. on the ediabatic containing a,v. Supoly

het ,t const;int prnssure until tn volum1 ns incr:-.sec to v. Then by the fi-st lrw of

tharmodyr~nsics

E T -(Vv -;C V-V1

I '

Suostituting.

Best Available Copy
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SQ441111ting the k~nown *qWAtlcn for the ad14iabt and 0611111 In L ),Varleal CoofICIent
to $morels C0 in ffihaflicai *ark jntb we obtainl

jT

*her$ T~ I I the tteporatutu at stat. o,,~

This equatlos mijnt b. solved ty trial and error. Thus a vwlue MI 4ht be attumed ?or V;
the equation of sthe then fixes T, 5na ilroct SU01tit. Ln, aSssassj t. known s A Nuoction of
tempareUrs, 0W'~gd srkl. to. Coh dy the Q4 e w.5 bille~ t isj.vi Subst.1uent attempts Could b50
made nearer -nd no,%ror to %hv trov aututlon. Portuestly. we 0,2 net nead such gieat Accuracy,
and for our purcoso it IS sufficient t., tIkL C 0a unity. Briarsn's results show that this IS
a go* approximation,

Then

I C PdT (7..-T

This simplification hoes considerably in s015154 (1o) by successive approximnation. The first
aprox Irat I on itoptv*VIn the rilst )Iov 31111. Ejuate this Value to 0.76? (7 - T ) to
find r. valuq f r T. From r 8rd.jane's rosultt read off a corr,2sponaing ''lue for v. U IN hi
value of Y. substitute In the right hand side of (14); equate to 0,76? (T7- T), sn2 so on.
Th' procoes conver~es rapidly. Of couror., in the higher pressure regions, Orf'iggnan has nO data,
and the beat that one ccc do IS to study the trend of his rosults and make an inspired guess.
AS we0 have airCad3Y CtatC3, the orosunre in our orouiam starts very high, out drops rapidly Ito
tn re~ivn covcrod by BrI2jeman, and errors ouc to faulty approxirnstiona In the Initial stk~es
.annot seriously effect the later course of the mton

Fr pressures up to scout I 103 kjr4f(fl*. or roughrly t3 tons/incth s~r hock wave velocity
and the mans velocity incrioa,: llnoearly with ps.

we fina

UI , bS 115 99o *., u 63,512 (1 - 0/16.6) +

where the uits i~f velocity are metres jer second, and the units of o are 10ll akjmcm. Thus for
small p. u and P (p) *re thet same tc, first crier.

The ?0110wioN table gives the shock wave velocity, the mass velocity behind the $hoc.
".ae, 6 T, the ris, In tem~pratura irmm the Initial State to tht! State Dehied the Shot., ways, and

6 T, the rise. In teme4rmtv- 'mm? O' vn adiabatic comor.cvoion from tthe initial stdt's tv the Drueurc

behind the shock wave.

TABLE 4,

p 0.001 it 12 20 3C 40

U 15d 1920 22 10 249C 3000 35do 4 2 I

u C 20! 354 474 655 830 930

6T 0 30 iS5 61 94 152 212

6T 080. ~ 5 0 012 1144

We have now enrvn informration t inocrite how the a~t.ai calculations fr. made.

Section Ih.
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seCTION I1P. TFhE rALCUIZ1TIOMS.

Sect Ion I has 04erttld 8 &tapiby..top methb* by wIIch the orocagation of the d I toir"AfCS
leAp be followed, orovides that All parts Of the fluid bf-110j to the OnP Adi~h~tir, Teig it net

the ease in the problem we wish to consider, because the shMIk wAvc raises the temperature eaore
then does adiabatic Compr~sion to the same prtasur Thus, if tW crseure lifferenco an the
two ald*s of the $hacke Wave wint )0,000 kkb0fI 2, It* ecesus rise it temperaturs over that of the
adlieatic compression, from Table 4, is 4&0e. The shSock wave. as It pass*s outward$, expands and
rapidly becomes loss Intense; As a result, tlic tatets risc In teateiratul'i Decomes rapidly 1944.
For example, when the difference In pressure has dropoe2 to 20.000 kp~/@52' the oxceel rise In
temperature is only sg*.

No estimate that the shock Wave has Mroved only about 12 Cm. (and Is therefore a radius

42 cm.) befoe the presure difference on the two sides has dropped to 20000koatl

Trio physical properties of wetor at very 1414h oressures In so fer as they affect the
ransilasion of pressure waves cannot vary very much In a fow du~rre. we therefore, nnglect toie
11eatiNt Caused Dy the Shock wev'w In e~cess of the adiabetic heating, an,' this sooroil on
antbics uis to mnake use of the Simple mathentatical process described In Section 1.

At tise* t a 0 Second$, therefore. wO hatve A 3ohere of expio~1ad gas at rest, of radius
30 cm.,at uniform pressure, temperature and density, and surrovndad by watur at 200C and
u:mosoharic Pressure. a rarefaction wave sets off Into the gal 3nd a Shocg wave sets off Into
the water. we wish to find the Pressure at the interfsce, Clearly, It Is somewhere between
92, the ln'tiel pressure In the gel, ano 0,001, the initial pressure In the water, Since the

Initial densities ae about tho Same (1.565 and 1.0), WO anticipate tOmfthin4 ao~ut the avoraqe,
say p - 4S, The proper value may bo found as follows.

Let us for the eminent consider only the one-dilmenslonal tiweann problem and therefore

Ignore the Changes In the functions P and Q caused by tha 'spherical' term Vu/r in toe equation
of continuity, Then In the nsrrow strip of gas In the neijnOourhcob of the Interface there will

be very rapid chaniies of pressure and velocity, but the ,.reSSvre and velocity arc connected cy
the r,.lation

uct (p.) f (90), 15

where the suffix jstanc 'Of Use, since the value, of 0In this region IS that which was -)rlyinelly
In the undisturbed Dart of the 0as.

N04 the Pressure arld vv~u( ity are cont inuous ucrcss tl'c Interface, and from our work on
shock waves In eater (stction III) We know the valies o u corresponoing with values of p. we
therefore try various values of pand jet the ,;orresoccn value of u. By tryInU thee' values
In (15) we soon jet the tinner Solution. The solution is

P - 37.41, 0 - 960.

leo corresporteilj Shock wave velocity Iu

U - 11010.

After timrer7 secondS, where 7, is a ver) smorn interval (We took 10"t secods) the shock
wav- has mved to 30 + 0I 7, and the interPface nes3 moed to 30 + u ', and the pressire and eas,
Weocity between thks, two radii are Constant, end are jlv~n by (16).

Ths Pressure are velocity distribution In that part of the jas which has been affected
ourin~j ithe tinIr May We obtained oy the following 4rjuffanti. From (15), at &my, point In the
jes whe the pressure) at a particular Instant is P. the MASS velocity U i!1n (9 , - f (p),.
sO* the injOInJ Q wave a! thIs Doint has velocity V - u, where V Is the " elocity of soa It

this pressure, Nence the value of correep..nofnj wltIh a pirtlvular p Is orooajejod lervas
with a Velocity dependi only on v, Oarl.- V- f (96) *f 1

0) or 1950 # 35.21; f IV)i- (9Z).
makind ise of the expressioni for V 0 oleted In Seition $I." The forM of the 'unction a fter

time Ir may therefore OC found. r,,q value of 0 ?verywrrerc ir ti, gas Is f (92), Hence p and

u May everywh-ro cc deterined.

AS a5..
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AS a particular examlepl let us take o -60, Then, using the results described In

section i we find u - 80, Q 163D. After time 105seconds, the Q value 1630 has moved to

r - 26.42. Hence at time 10 seconds, the vmlue Of P at r a 26.112 is do, and the value cf u

12 480. the units of 0 and u being mnetres/second, and of P, j,03 kgmlcti'.

Fl gure I shows the distribution of pressure and velocity obtained by the above

approximations, after time 10-5 seconds. Thep step--by-step process may now be applied to obtain

the distribution at later times. There arA three points that need further explanation. They

are the fitting of tho boundary conditi.;ns at the interface, the Shock wave ami the orijin.

Let us take the conditions at the interface first.

Suppose that tlie Irnterfac is It raZiu: r at time t, and that the pressure ano velocity

therv at this time are o and ui resoectively. After a small further time r, the Interface, to

first order of small quantities, has moved to r + ur. The step-by-step method, using the

functions P and Q, enaoles us to get the pressure and Velocity throughout the main bulk of both

fluids, but not in the narrow strip on eitheii side of the Interface, bounded by radius

r 7 v- - V r on thc Inside and radius r + t; *+. r, on the outside, where V Jand V, are the

local velocfitios of sound in gas enl water respectively. The velocit, --.i pressure distribution
curves, however. may be extended oackwerds Into the strip from both sises In Such a way that

they join up smoothly.

Let us now take the conoitions at the shock wave. If the shock Wave radius at tim t

Is R, and the velocity is U, then aftar a small further time r., the shock wave Pas moved to

R + U 7. There Is no difficulty about constructing the P curve at the new time, beause the

P curve moves outwards3, &no the rate of emvement of any P value, iccording to the Ideas of
Section 1, Isv V u, where V Is the local velocity of sound and is greater than U. ThQ curve

in the neighbourbood of the shock wave Is not Immediately obtainable, becaseo the Q wave Is
moving Inwards, and the value of Q Is not conserved In passing through the Shock wave, However,

In compensation for the lack of knowledge about 0, we have tUe dymimical equaticnS of the shock
wave which 41ye us a relation between p and u. Thus, at the new radius of the shock wave
R + Ur' we have the value of ', I.e. one relation between p ansd u. while another relation Is

provided by the SnOCk wave equations. The two equations for p and u may t-e solved, and therefore
the newl vdluei Of Q at the Shock Wave found. Sy joining up this nMW 0 point tn the neighbouring
Q curve obtained by the usual methnd, tho cmlete Q curve Is found. for low values of p, it
will be scen thiat the Taylor's expansion for u and f beg 09in with the sm term In p. Hence

Q at the Shock wave beiins with A term in p * Even for a. , at the Shock wave Is loss than

1m./second.

The condition at tha origin Is that u * 0, and therefore that P * , There Is no

especial difficulty about getting Q at the orijin, but In semo of the steps thu arithmetic was
lengthy, because of thee term 2uVT/r In dQ. This term, of course. Is always finite, but u
changes very rapidly as the rarefact ion reaches the cantre, and several Interpolated steps were
made in the region of the origin, to Improve tUa accuracy of the values obtained for, Q and P In
this ragion. Even so, we do .iot Claim much In the way of accuracy. particularly as time Droceeds,
In this region. The Steps should be taken very much stivller than we have taken. Neverthele:s,

an error in this regjion will not affect the pressure-time curves at distance 50 feet from the
charge until about 0.6 x 107 seconds after the Shock stave has passed.

In all we carried throjgh 27 coeplata steps, and Reny interme0iate steps over ni small
region of r when this seesed necessary. As a result me obtained the oressure as a function of

radius~ attm .7 0 seconds. AL this time, the shock wa'e rajius is M7 Cm., and the
interface radius 58 cm. The pressure differrence at the two sides of the Shock wave Is 1.92 in
our units, or 12.6 tons o-or square incs.

Figure 2 gives jraphically the results at the end cf the 27th Step (t - 0.7 x 1C73 second)

Notice the chanoes in the sign of the velocity u, and? tree fluctuations in the pressure curve.
The pronounced minimvum In the pressure curve near r - 100 cm. has arisen from the great release
in pressure in th.j water near the interface accompanying the expansion of thie Interface in the
earlier stages of the motioi. (in ti'e earlier stages near the irterface the Pressure Is such
that water Is apereciably less compressible than the esplodad gas).

Section V.,..

Best Available C
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SNG'2ION V. £A'rRAPOLAFION OF !IE SI'EP.-8T- S2'P
RNSULTS AND CO3NPR! SN WITA' IERIKNT. -

The next problem 1: to leis the proasor- and velocty distributiwn curve& at the end ot
t-he 77to lit.., and oxtrapolate to very much jroAtor raoli, and later tim,.,. This can be dome
fairly accurately without much trouble, because thig )rjlnary teory ot souna is now nut o bad
approximation, SOne nvigltiCatioll at thG Shock cave front Is however nacessety.

Lei P 0 be the oressure aifterene al, the Shock wave front when, the radlue Is %I, at
rbtained by the last Sep In the step-by-step Calculations, Than, It thil theory of sound
applied exactly to the preesur. oiscontinulty at the ste)ck wave, trio preseuuj Mirihice P at
the ahCCk wave aihon the radius ws R. R > R c ould be

The value of P jion by this formula May be taken al a first epproXimat ion to the true value,
Better approximratilons mry be otfined by the following arguments.

11M Spae at which a particular value of the oressre at a point just behind t he snock
wave IS Passing up Ino tht shock wave. thereby oletanminInj the Pressure there, by the reults
of 5ection III, In V * u - U. or 74P matrge per second, Hoes by the Cirec the Shock wave hec
reached radius It, the pressure at the shock wave rims comle from5 a point which woe distance 0
behind the Shock cave When thc latter was at

a . fj (v . U - U) at,

the limit$ aft beind those corresponding with the passage ot the Shock wave tram R to R.
Now., with good a proximration,. we ey replace it by d#/il, ang tak . only the l.sainj tan" -'f U,
Masly 1.55 x tog. Similarly v * u - U may ' e replaced by 7400P. Moeover, P Is given
Aporoximatuly by (L6). Taus

0 t01 40 * 1.5IykO to$t I R 0 MR - 0.01,8 0 0R 0leg CRJR (V)

d', 0 MP ar In m, nd 0 s In103kj4m. He nave Used the Symol d' instese of d to
remine us of the ioproximato nature ot the calculation by which it *s obtained. Clearly d' Is
en upper limit to 0 0ecaube the valuo fd P giiven by (16) Is too large, and this error swamps all
thO ether erropr.

From the presur@-rsoius curve obtained In the )AS& te of the Step-by-step calculatilons,
the pressure at pittance dl behind the Shock wave may be mvad off. Let this be pod'). Them a
hficon appomtion for tno Pressure at the' Shock weRe front when the Nave has reached r is

To et another, approximation, Ne us* Chis expression Instead of (1e) ono rqpPat thre
Calculation$ to get &Mother approxiffat ion d' to 0, Clearly

11 0.00w(R - d) p (d~j log 014

Tho val~e V' Is probsoly vs much beThw d a ,5 is &bydts. Thus toe, averaae of d- one
d* should be a very good aoproxinuton to d. We take

d - (d' + ')2

QsInj this expreislon tor 3, we use an equation similar to (1s) for 'the shock wAve
presure at r~dijs 0?, norrely

P - (P - 3) ()'()

This utqjotlon, togeher with th- results ofthCe 106% stop in tee stei-Ut-stec calculation,
enables ws to ceicoIat the rt~s!;ure of the sho1ck *e at ii ny let(vr time.

In orer ..
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In order not to put too groat a strain em the accufacy of (19), we first take a

comparatively mall value of 4, namely P. 274: I.e. 100 cM. greater than that Of the lst Step

In the ste)-by-stee calculations. The rest of the wosegre-radlus curve, for ant of something

... . ..... =a. .9=0! ...... '.... !t.. . ... vp.. .

27th step. Actually the error cauascd by this approximtlon appears to bt Insiflificant

iMvinR obtained the pressure-radius curve when the shock VMve is at R N 27. we 41Y Maw

repeat the argument Vt get the curve at a later stag &-A so on. my roceeding In three or

to 1 411 steps we fim lly reach f stajc where the. shock wavo is at R 0 1665 Co. Table 5 gives our

results for the dlfferencc in pressure on the two sldes Of the shotk wave as a function of the

felpu i,'? the ave. Te vounts are i0g kadcmz for presaure and M for radius. For purposes

of changing the units, I kI /Ca 0.97 stos. * 6.5 t ,4ll
2 .

TAILiU5

I 1M St IS ITS f 25 7 1445

P 37.4 12.5 .8 1.02 1.01 .412 .22

Z Z- - -I
S 0 500 260 26 7.

WO MOVe a1e0 Incluled u. the Mass velocity at the Shock Wave front, the units wing

matres par seco.w.

Figure 4 *owa a ld of PR against R. it tve theory of sound were a valid approximation

at all values of i, then PI wOulO De constant.

Coukpa io wth bserirnet .

The rsulta of am mesurements on the pressure a"e to the a.plosion of 34 Io. of
T.N.T. surroundud by water are jiven in the Comsilation of data resulting from trials to
determine the explosive effects of aircraft boms, (Research Oepartment, Woolwich). The

measuremet9 were MMd et a distance of t ftoot. ,JP fjures "for tn a soherical charje of
mas 390 1b. To convert our results into a form in which they may De directly cwer" with

the exParliafltal values we must divide our time scale oy %/(000) a 1.091, and divide our

radius scale by this Sam factor. NOW W - 1540 cM.; henCe, to get the Presqure end velocity

at this distancq from a )00 lb. Chargc, All that we need is to jet the prossure and velocity In
our cae at R a 1665 cm. From Table 5 we see that the Initial or-ssore, attained on the arrival
of the Shock Wave, is 0.1.22, or 0.5 tonsdinch

2 . This a roxe perfectly with the experimental

results.

Fig.re 5 showS tne time variation of the or-ssure at so, from the 300 lb. charge. The

experimental curve is also shown. The airesmnt here is not good, but there Is a rou-jh similarity
between the too Curves. The diffarence my In part De due to tne experimental Charge not being

quite sperical; this would Cause flmCtvpt;)ns in the Pressure-time curve to be smearea out.

In any case, the theoretical curve Joes seom definitely to irop more rapidly than the experimental.
As we have already oxplained, it is very difficult to jet the Pressure at times later tnAn About
0.7 x 10 seconds after the arrival of the Shock wave, because the pressure then corresponds
with the very complicated seouence of events that occur near the centre of the char;e arLer t'.e
main rarefaction wayt hat pssed ant the oressure Is o.3cII.ztI., raidly.

The very good agreement between tho Initial pressures yives one confidence that the

variation of thu shock WV,: orisure with radius is roujhly right.
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* 0 10 0 6 0 0 0

5Nrirat 110114--610 COIgglIWOn have bet MAde 01, the <16"elOpnt of en und#'*&tcr
ulartoena eue~i OF tIv imh cal 4eto~eition '? a I .t. th3fr t 9daintity I .5, rho theorsticAl .

*tg ore. upk,*$ 6% '4 01etaNo agree 8a1iafactorily with to$* observed. It 0 tonsloquai. Inch
lb the Seek 01 01110o 55 0 40t fue a ehfrJO 0 lb., thth ImProtc' valuel of a fit the foflejla

The eperlewtal valvbes at A flIltA69re O ChAfgOI Of donli t) 1.6 art 6~00ut 111* higher.
?he discrepooV noay be due to mny causes, the teo main am#% being It) the mint IS) densities Mnrs
noat 4uite the saime, (2) the aIss~Y pressure and velocity curves In the Spherical detonat ion wave
wort not quilt correct, and torrtseond withi 4 Cheerical energy releage of goo~ calories oar oroma
to better Value wouiri be 1obe).

The est Inkofestino result of the calculation Is the enero) distribuotion ttcro.whout the
tyit:*. I" lte early $tag-%, tt ' WOWc surroundinj the chtegv MINI up e.proy very Pepioly. tr'e
suW010 v9116ity is about 1%00 metree/aecond. Roughly )01 of the energ~y of the charge haS to"
given ireverilY %o the Wate( AS heat by the tine that the peak pressure Is I lonliqvare inth.

This paper *escriee sn mttait to improve on the CalCulations of the underwater Creature-
time ourves dosarihe.' I,. tho report -the PlsssurG-time Curve for underwaiter CEpioolons" (hereafter
.called ilomopt 44'), The~ resulls, 9'?V*-' eI" ... r ft-h thir-W vA t nwfnre. AJrw..nt With
940e6418st Is very U0oe, nvIN '"eflS t0 the *91t0 difficulty of maintaining aCCuracy throuih
a long eeries of stpe-4y-step colculations.

'he 0ethod used iP A MuditIcatIon of that goed Wv, And for' brevity we $hall thereforv
write this ogr am the ungeratardina that It IS to 00 reed Ir Conjunction with Report 'A%.
Certain lapr"vWentt In %t Val004 Of the WWIIrt Of 60o000 and the shock wave variableb In water
as funetiontl of the pressure have been made. The Initial conditions In the 0ee bubble have nmow
been taken to be those hehind the Spherical detmeatien wave In fe.,derived by Taylor In N.C.17$,
Considerable di fficuIty was sperIanged In jett ingq aStart On the steg-Gy-gtoo Calculation$, because
Ith irse grid veloc ity irnidients at the detorutlon wVe front Are Infinite. After IOMa cogitation
We 410ci144 that the fjIwe shown In Figure a must me eougihly right. The guid'ng principle Which We
used In avera;Inj out the Infinite gradiants of the detonat ion wave front w&e to kreep t Po energy
balanced. stri , Ily aeesIng our Initial coditilong Should be considered to be thoee ct figure I
rather than thele given by Taylor.

Ads .sticti Cld thock wavee in attr

lixortosing pressvres p In omit$ tOO sdqc. and volume v of 4 p.r of Water In c.c,,
It wae luggetled In Repojrt 'A* that the 441iatics of vater pegeing through the slate T . 2D*C a,
ativoloherIc pressure are 41in by the equation

(Q 0 M11)i (Y - 016eon) - ?'"(&M

Areconeidersti of the Oats of Iridgena IS$,~w.Aa.Si,~I~6 *, 5931) up tc
p a II#e andsat further rw deltl up te 0 50 which he hat xindly Suppl led have led us to adopt a
differ',ot e"Watt"o. we naw use

The ..
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rN fwt;ehe orrom in v agorantly occurs In the in.e J.3 ( p ( and is less tlan I pan*
in tOo. i'or orasiu'-s in the rsne ,oOt < a < 3.5 ad 5 o o i 12 the error is "alllr by a
factor ). At very idJh pressures, yo a , o or more, the error may of several or cent but the
CVC.h!-tt0 -1-tA If* fM At OMSMI Qt iu tey ~CO1I~ky ai,- 44, V.1. t 1, n" *155i.
a feu oar cent,

SAOAkas WQin wattr

Con iler a Dlane smock wave in water. Suspose that th? ortSsure on the toe pressure aide
iS atiospheric, il, -that th# volurse per jras It vi A1  an the teomieratufa Is 2OC, Let s0 ta the
2reallur and v tht volume on t0e hijh resure aide.

'he mhct wavo oqaytiolnl a1

o ~/~p ( 1 .v), ()

u • / , - vi), ()

*here v2 I to Oe fOund for any *O ifled p lfon the Huioniot equation

2 - l i (l w oiS (wt - v2) (b)

No simple exact excretslon Is available for E2, altho gh the data of Irldeman ate ecomoletc
eouJh to enale values of t - EI to C monstrcto d numricnlly foi shock wve prOssu 9r uo to Is.
We a$hil rm jire the SOlUtIOn Of Shock wave equations uO to muIch hljher pressures, amd extrgPolotion
of his results Is neceaaary.

Figure I shows diaramnatiilly four nolnts 4. 8, C, 0 on a p - v diajram; A represents
the InitI al state of the water effore it enters thO shock wave, and C is the state after it has
Passed tnrogr., There aer to convenient reversihlit Oaths by which the water ray be takdlm from
A to C. The first is ABC; this ccrasponds to railing the pressure aidheticatly to o. AM then
susylyin; htat Alonj IC at Constant Or s l0e 1 The sCond is ADC; this corrasoode to supplying
heat it atmosprorl preISurc until the Water reaches C, %no then raising the pressure aolabatically
till C 1. roehie,

The coefficient of thermal exansion at high creetures is apareclably smaller tmo it IS at
atesmnoorlc preaure, ane v2 - v1Z, .Nvn At O. "C, Ii mot more ttmn two Darts in a thooaij.
Consequently, the path SC is unmnmortant compared Alth Ag, and ADS Is inown from (). Itn contrast,
the route AC Involves a different qlai lc for Pv..ry value of p2. Thus rotote ABC Is much sore
convenient for our calculLtluis tUtn ACC.

Fron the first and second laws of thermodymaniics, it follows that

E2 - E " p ,v is COT - p(v, - v, 2 ) .  (a)

where Co is the Speciic heat at COnStant pressure 02.

The laeoain tits on R.NS, of (4) can bfe evaituatt accuratly with the aid ? ()
Perfonmil; the Integratin, and Out;n@ p, . 0, it IS fo0,lJ that (5) eno (6) lead to

01 e 5 v-w v C) (VI - v,)(4 02 + ).400)) - Oseo004 0 2 w 2a

where V, corrtespond with P, . 0.

The SolutiOn of (5) for v, ,Ilvn P2 is mott 0eally fojndi by iteration, The process
cannot be carried far beuause C. and the o fficient jo veMpalon at nijn oesses are not know
accurately.

r,,.o
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The f irst proktlo n is to assin, the shock Wave "vftrsibli, so that In Fivre 1. 1 sri C
or ovoN554 to coincie. Then v, * v IN awn V' fellow iwN4lately trom Mt).

go**,% nhtal a *I..9 It,# I. a -tIS fftr (?) .. no;CCI ** V, On 40.

for aIIcIItI, 0s * tiat Cp a I :.l.In. T2he.2

O.gal 9 V1 - v )( p + J
-
.600) . 0.1n6005 o vi (B)

hWM5 9 Is - 1' - e to a edthe 0.0fo m has arisen ftro expreseing wal.,gm. In 'mchanlfl; units
ov, p beig I 0o .gm,/soco. And v In Coo,

USini the eXplorrantal value at the Coftt leltnt Ot epansion Mt pressure p, Over the rrnge
T"- 15 to T., we then get a ecand seoproinwot Ion to v,. boam approximations to U am u foll0 o
I"rsruitely. The Ittratlon process converges so rapidly that further approxlmistions ere not
warranted by the accrmy of the expelriental data.

It p < 1, the nestIng 9 In GC, Above the adiabatic heatinl, Is liven by the fotrla

o a 0.0)42p - 0.0112P4 + 4.0038iP - 0.0010 , .4.0 (9)

The velocity of sourns In any theomyamic atate of wster lying on tW* adiabatic through A
Is obtained by itterntlat ion of (). Uipressing 0 In metres per secand

CA - 1461 (1 + t1 3 )0'Ji (10)

Thus, the velocity Of sound in ater at 0°C srie atmospheric presure Is estinuted at
1461 ns.IeCona. This eArees eXactly with the experimntal valun, within the limits of ox0orknlntal
error.

The followina taile gives a selection of valuet of U, u, vI - ve. To, 12 And CA for
varios P

F~1 is 1 t 1 0 5O t

V1 V2 *009 .1101 .1403 .1822 .2%51 .40 NY7? .347

T, A 1,61 30.106 6.46 0967 565 5 D I

22 21.54 31.10 1.20 54.45 77 1104 tog 500

U 1591 119I 2062 2324 1621 2650 3266 )49)

u 61.7 206 M 423 86) 600 09) too

CA 1665 2106 NAT7 2760 3101 3517 41W0 5

U P In I kgm.Ilq.m, a 6.3S %onsq4 uar Inch, v1 - v 2 in Co, to T in "C' U em
u in M. /secnno.

The Valu@$ givmn In Table I agree well with those given In 'opot "A', aecpt that the values
have beem IMOrovd, are with ths quoted by Kiltiskonky end Wilson (Finsl ftprt on the hydrody"Anin s
Of Shock Waves, to@.5.(.) The t praturl JIven In this last report, where they differ ?rom those
aove, re Probably More Accurate thwU those qoted here, because they allowed for the variation of
C with tean ertur.. rhe difference never evre*.At 1% The values of e were nol Calculated by

NtlekoWeh GM 1 W1110, sand their values extend only up to p o 12,

In the stp-bj1.etsp CIjlle ione described In followIng oaraphirs, the entropy gradient
term in the hydrodynic squatlone were oritted. Thus, the C lculations were MdI on the aesuept len
that t,0i1egMereturt difftrence 0 se Ineigni I inant as far as the propagat Ion of orelsure waves lp
cnCefrnod. To be onshtent throughout, we have therefore calulatea U, u# v. C behind the hock

wave on the essumptlon that 5 &no C in figur I art coneistent. Tool# 2 gives the numrical value.

TAIa. ..
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The Ntissann funetIon f Is a ntmeleral mltiple at a.

f .n .dv - 0,1202 C.

Th~is relation Is extraordinarily convenient In the nueical work because It mans that 4 We be
found by merely multiplying (P 4 (A at any point by 0.1401.

INhrt'v w~astalfir in hock wV#Vs

shock Waves, of course, ore irrevrsbl*, &no It Is Impossible without Vloying perfect heat
enoineu to regain in mechanical form all of the enffy being veed In eec'ntainIng a shock lae of
pressure OV TiPe eater an too ni~n Psurrie 10* e llnettt anerg), already In moctanleal h"

and I n virtue of its prneure, way be made to 60 escianilal Work by adiabatic espension to ateasphoric
pressure against a full resistance. The water' will then be hatter than It was or'iginally (aftC and
the heat excess OWp be Woousd the NIaStqe'. 'rheowstage per gromw of Water Will be 1lmet slactly
9 calories. A very smell correction should be applied, because the teerature difference between
o and A In Ftjore 1, the true wastage, Is not quite the sa &s the difference between C andl 0, cailed
0 above. However, 8 hW not been calculated accurately enough to justify waoking a correction of
this typo.

Reflexion and otarnati,,n frehause.

According to the theory of Sound. an inflniteesal plone pssune puls# p0 + * incident
normally on a plane rigid wali, Is reflectedA anto preasure on the W1' Is p0 4, Aple this effet
Is usually known as Odoublinq oje reflexions. if the plane wall Is of finite arm., the pressure
Instantninooosiy Is doubted, but soon falls to pop0  because of diffraction. when the Incident
pulse Is of finite Intensity, variations are poe'01o Fir'st, the Instantaeos pressure excess

oep0 Is not doubled,. but Is Increased by a factor greater than 8 esefdlng to the sedliet endSthe
0precIut value Of ot* tecond. the MIgS velocity of the fluid u etlcioted with the originail eressure
pulse WAY 0e les than, equal to, or greater than the velocity at sound C in the fluid Carrying the

0oles. If a 'C , the Situation is des6cribd a soic iSIt U > 4 %t situation IS described as
supersonic. Details wile be found Ioi PoyltIgh, ScientitIc fapers V. p.4011 a holpful esmary,
together with numerical examples for air b.' - 1.s), will be found in #.C.115 (Taylor).

Consider noe a alone shock, wave In water sbout to iNPinge normally o a finite plane rigid
wall. Tote first point to notice If that conditions8 near the wall are Sonic Up to pftresell
00e.)nd 50 (Say' 300 tone squjare ioch). This way be seen from, Tables I or J, Whser, c Is always much
greater th", u The pressure at the stagneition point, I~e. the point &t which the strew h's Reo
velocity, may be calculated fromy the oressure and Meocity in the min stream by the use of
Pornoullili's theoren. Th'e itebtaneos pressure an the wail way be found by introducing a
reflected shock wave of sufficient Intensity to reduce the ease velocity to Xera. The following
values have teen computed to Illustrate how the ordinary lees of sound refloxion aooly foasomebly
well In wator oven at emorma,a pressures.

TALS)
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Is the pr54~vf (10 ag..(sq.CM. tossu* 'PC1 eid%0Icdn hC Vr
2. is the Instanltaneous reflected Preasuf5. s as .is the stainston fl sID

The thickriess of the thock mWec invt

rho Adiralty records of the pressure pulss of underwater explosions (Goik wa~d. Uttefi

of tile pressure impuls produced by the detoistion, of axploelws under water, &A inwat)WIIioA 07

the p1mo cloectric cathode-ray osci111fp1 athlod*, hmtfet called %seon 16) all Oma finite

t Ie Of rise r of the pressure to ItU pek value; the observed value. .; -r rafq* from 14 to 106

microsecos. Even when corectioni Is mad for the fialf', i~In of the augee It still AP90873

that Tr Msaurel a real aff~.ct, whose5 exact nature Is uncer'tain.

If the ties Of rise Is 0 UIRCI'OeCOfS the park pressure lags by obo~t 7 as. beinid the

lading ao. We have estimated the thsickhms of she.-k isves In water tvt Intensity les then

1000 atmospheres, to Wee It' w ay be partly attfibatV to the thickness of the Sehock *&ve.

The Calculations are only rough. anot follow those 0) Taylo and mecColl for shock we In

air. (Carand - Aerodynamic Theory, Vol. 3, P.218).

The equation of energy is

Axi -t ;L dx dg OLE

TM 3Qaif OR ft COXl I ft.

The equation of State way be taken s

v - V 0 (1 + C -$P)

The adiabatic aw be taker as

When p0 and co ae functiloqg of 0No 7 Is contant,

Selvir4 the ei~mtjona in aslmtle? MWs to that evised by TayW orad MacMCll, it is found

tat 1#9 of the clangs of velocity an tee two rid" of thle Shock Sava emuts within thle thlCeass T

o -f L=Y L&

The .nivtlcal valoss of the parmters are

6S.0"0. A . *54 x ide, p. * 01004. k *."uis, y-.z 0.s tIhat

Waref xa 0 01 f 1000 Kgm-/ SQ-Czm ard x * I .0 i If 0WOO kpd Sq.m

Thm....
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Thus the tChnQ$6S Not%$ 'Jut at aOut 10
-
4 CM. the OalcuIVIon ii ,actIcally

meaningiess, exseel in so far as it shows that to puelse thickness is less 'd the a slttt
thickness for which the calCulation would Oe a reason ole rpretation *f the Pat$.

Alto stfp-ox-ateg colicuaot.

A moolfication of the method described in Reoort A* ma used.

The first light st.o were perfomnd In exactly the am my as doscribed In %sor "A
° .

The courst of the disturbance wua foloe by maa of lol distoftions ad lliplam.0nt of an

outward moving eur P sn an Inwad mving curve Q. In u mall Interval If

dP - 4 - - wrir.

UnforWuAelAy, the viluS Of T neeo to fo)ltlW tht 0114041111 to a Charge rai ll Iab it
)o steps require vatl @ of r rather too large for the seond order c0rrectlone to P a&M Q to be
Iftoprvc Iat. We therefore mdifled the proedur after a very mall Ste$ to

oP * - a (u!vcr),

doQ -I("Wl r)Q

where the Average values were found by a two foreard oe bacikare ScM.

upouoSe that the Stag up to (o - 1) ofe ;omlete, ard have been ecapted as correct.
The th and the (n + I)th Stops are thm mada by the Seport 'A' procedre. Ffs the (At +)
values, the dP volus In the nth atep are Corrected, oy taking the ave ralof luWr in the nth

step and 2ueV/r In the (I + I)th $too, the Values In the tAttfr cas being found At the Points
to which ttec * curve ed mwed. Similarly, the 0Q values are rorrected. From the adjusted
nth sto, .ndjuatlt were than mo3e In the (n + 1) step, &Mt the (n + 3) step done by 1sport 'A'.
A steo backards from (n + a) to (ei + 1) then gave the Colrected (n a I)th Stop. Than (n + 1)

was correcte, and (n * )) cejun. Thus every step as In fact erfornd three time. bing
Averajed from Informtion provided from steps on either Slee. it iS much Qitklr to Mie tao

corrections than It Would be to taker one third aM mall, and perform three step% becase any
of the col ns lo not ctanJe, dnd only oe seat of jraph paper Is Ind for the three phdse
of one stt,.

Resu I ts.

The results of the calculations are shown in figure$ ). 4. St 6 and 7. figures ), a

and 5 Pwe been given In & form that applies to a La00 lo. charge; slet* salt Changes by the
cub, rmot law would give the corresponding curves for any other weilht of charge. Th Mpressure

and velo+It+ dlstributlons In the 4ntw region* of the Oubb1e are rot Shown because the calculated
values vre not reliable. All that can D. said Is that In thu later stages of the calculations.
th eteroure in the bubbal m rapidly tending towards uniformity. eOA that the gas radial velocity
did not onywhere etceed abbot 200-300 .I second.

The calculated Shk ave pressure iei teshquare Inch at I chare rodill over the mnee

I( < a flts closely to the 1w

Thus P at 0 feet from s Charge V lb. Should be

40

The Pressure at 50 fest from )0O 1. charge Is calculated to be teeO lb./aqurv IWnh,

compaoea with the experimental value 2100 lbolsqaro Inch (RoperS "PO).

The asymptotic fortula for P as 0
" 

CC is

e - 14O W1/310 lt 44/0qre Inch,

Compared with the experi ental formwla (wood)

1 W 52 O 'J/p/ lb./square inch

CorreI .n....
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Cerrootilj %his last formula to Oaks 0 devend 1A wIJS the best iltgPiretation of the
eaeeerNntal "eSuit$ Is obtained aith the toetals

P a ISUM ",:I to . inqworw sim.

Since the theary cannot be fel led OR to withinl to Or J4, tite SIMONt AWith upstimet
Is qwite astietattoey.

An "prim~fate calculation of the pfesoote-timas curve ter a 3w lb. own*~ it% a Fast.
Uesed on figvre 6, ;Ives esults agreting very closely with iho OUStbUMtal data, ms oh In
fioor* e. Figore ? Grove amet the orviosuls and velocity 4lettibutleit duty"e at warlms slop.

Smorgy Oistribsin throuithoft the sv:tUa.

although lbes los qtunt "totm the tkeoreticl se eperiavtal govleureotion isam
Is eatrowply "Otstotqy the oeufaly of the eopOiIl"Mal curves aes. " lo t lom,

The the" ory omwvr, Gs stevlde Mosohlfo m Ctsrmtion abolbs he orgy distributtee
throughout the system. AllI that 10 know suerimtally Is that rowdy wonoprer ot the
chemical 'Inors of the ChargeI moe I " i the plew u las at the oth15 Wkrsf the O5w opure
Is do" to I tenlspiere Irnh. (See. for ofolo. we", hosen 1S).

At any ctose in the Ntion. tao Vnoray ,/ be odivisea &s follws-

(a lifintit enfloy of water (T
(4 Potential #mrgy of valor (Va
(3) $prorevrsble hating ot USter, or voltage (W)
(4) 91ine emergy of C2w (T ?,
(5) PotentiCal *"$mgy at gae (v a

Ot these, (t) end (e1 salt for no ecosmtsj (2) merely represents lbs eneray Storwe as
tenpressioi In the weer; (4) also may be ftoefUO' .,a wnorgy stores by comproreesi. avt the
ultimate soat of energy here Includes chemical a o* l a oftesre tosrp because lhe cMIGNIa
cosoition of the is$ varies along lbs adiabatic; (0) is the ordinary Notteo aassiated With
$iNck Waes (an Account ot the Voltage cAStCiated With shock Waves in Water is given artlier In
this paper).

The following U0bl has been consrocted to shom the energiesg of the tivA categarlee whe
the chock Wave tront to at x-.charit radlI (initwol density ot corge i11), the o ise being calories
per gregme of r.O.T.

x T 7 v

%.M 0 a s

5 5 1 3 to 5 -

II2 7244 )

5191 lot M 177 -

4.- -t - -s

Thesu ofn "oIt enteraies along any row ould, of coors*, equal the late, enery a? the
0010loeive (here laken, to be 100 Cal/p.) * but eW&sO ot the gitticulty of Nelnlaiing ovsufas
in the Inner regions of the 0066l.. the valuee of W andVP the ltestage.$of a ll rev",.
The first throe cologne, however, argre fsonbly Scu1ele

Figure I shm$ hn the wo-s acquires useful eVera (i.0, T~ 4 VI) p a~ of a
The rewsrkable restore of the Ourve Is the ewleItely feeld ris mar tha elsig( )

r te bllm lg a, 1. a
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1ijht rejaro the thin layer at c $vrosaed water as te elngi certainly it0 velelty aM energy is
lomearsoil with that of a steIe ceal surrounding a imilaf has.m . At x * Ls ch rge radii, Ithe

water It cotoressed fr^ I to original thlckerlle .01l to .00$ and Its average velocity I Mot
1450 M. hocand.

The Salt"nel wastage between x 0 6.0 and V 0 i only 60 caI.". Thus We have that

the energ) wastege at the Ilimit of d miging range Is $01 St the Chelicl etit, aId Is therefore
roughly eYel to that f the eneroy of the pulse at the M range.

It will be notlced that the total energy of to T.P.T. 1e taken as $00 al4.a,. ?This Is
perhaps an the lo side. jone., in P.C.IIZ, estimales the chemical energy released per P. of

T.M.T. at loaino density 1.1 gm.C.C,. to be £050 Cel./P, hoever, the adiabatic p 4 by Taler,
t.C.17e, was only oporoxmate, and the total energy per gin.. sesnino Taylor's pressore aid ease
velocity curves together with Jres' odieetlle, A.C4.1, wele out at 500 cal./lim. A realcultlI
of the Spherical detoait ion waves In T A.?. for leading dealt$ee 1. an 4.0 iN In propose, ain a
report on the resltsl will be rooe shortly.

the energy of the disturbance at the ed of the ltei.by-st calculations is leToo tl.Aw.
most of the errore Certainly Occur In the Inner regilne.

?dilu of bubbloi and vlgoit-y o.
t 

ifitrflie.

Toile s gives the radius of the bubile In cm. at time8 t microaeco, for a charge

Initially S0 c. rlius. The rail velocity In matre per second Is elso given.

TALC J.-

t 5 t 0 0 10 40 so 70 90 Uo o

r 60.4 8 65.5 0.S 67.) 73 70.2 62.0 91.2 go vfq9 L006

I lO 0 675 110 110 Il U40 314 lO ;2 295

TA. tD~toki~g~tg~Lmd tioi. of rias

As men'ioned earlier, the records of undeeoter enplosions Aloser to show a finite time of
rise I to tme lk presure. If this effect Is real (apparently there is still s dotibt about It)
the origin of i, might ow sought i., any ef the followingi.

(1) the effect of the cue,
(2) Odetratiom not spiterical, so tha the ple records a tines of elmntay

pulses building up to i xIimt.

(3) change of phase of olser.

The following tole Indicates that (1) and (2) taiken aeertely are unlikely to provide the

full eplanation of r. we have calculated a ihstance o In tens of tne elog, ve radius a m tor
charge of Initial radius 60 am, At the Instant that the spherical detoit Ion wave reaches the

surface of the charge an swoardtig sound oults In the water has Its 1linl edge at S0 + O 0 IS

thn chosen so that the thOeN wave Overt es the sound pulse at radius 1.

f1 5$00 a00, 3 l. 1t1 . I0.6 14. 10.1 l 100

16 $00 ,lso . . .1 sm0,5 0o

Thus, If the Sound wave hid a itart Of 500 icreeecatde over the eShca wave, the SoUnd OsIto

would .yet be masked by the ehock wave at Olatance 10 cM l djugting the Scale to a 100 lb. charge
gives the etift 5s 90 mlICrosoeorld, TO give an 0oberve r of . Se, go wicreeonda rekuliio Chat
the Sound wave must 04 given A Start )80 MIcroaoonds. This $Ates too large to be attrib4,e to
the affect of the cue or non-U hrical detonatlon,

Discussio O ....
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1hicu asson

file calculatlotts described &aove air*# better *Ito SF5. observations Ihan did those dostrlued
IoPowirk 'A-. on. preboreto. tune falIto sway muich mre slowly with tiew, And It seto& likely

that the thearatlealt urva Is imnotonle. Protbly tho maut intoresting feature o~f tho ormittqt
calcultiions iv the onn-r~y 4iltrihut ion of the disturoance In tot 080l tt11 e About di Of tot
eneroy Is tarrled by the waits! by the tlima that the ehock Wave front has reached 6 charge radi,
415 Is useful work and sts Is unavallo,

Similar calculations could be made on other, more paorful explosives, owl In the meant le
It seeim clear that the useful work given to the water will Increase With the thIMlcal energy of the
explosive, but less rapidly than linearly because thi wastage goes up faster. it scen most unlikely
son t An ovyltsive with g reet energy release will cause energy to be dissipated In the first few
cha9g radii so M;tidly that Its Odaging affect' (or more precisely, the useful Work left In the
water) sill be loe at greater distances than that given by a less pou.erful explosive.

Mossutsm.nts af the pressure-tilee curves at a distance cannot be used to determine the very
early stages of in explosion# because of the ovortohing effect, described earlier. It Seems lafe
to SAY that Whatever occurs within 30o cicroseconds of the detonaitif -y e Ina J00 lb. chorges
reaching the surface Of the charge Is Comletely wrolotectablit by ees~raents at 00 feeft. The
question asrises whether the best results at 80 feet might be obtained by preparing the explosive
In such a way that the pressure does teot build up to ito maximum until J20-400 microeee.Ws after
the detonation Wave has reahtd the surface. in other wordis, if alweilut Is Present In an
exlo0sive meixture for use at a distane wnder Water, there MW well be an upper and a lower, limit
to the site of aluminliw particles required.

tisure I. two reVerSible paths ARCO ADC by which waer ewy be taken from the Initial
IaleS to the final state of the shock wave transition.

figure a The pressure and velocity distributiona So micreondrs after complete
detona tion of 1 60 Cm. sphere at T.N.T., density 146# Surrounded by water.

; .q m vv at $i.*. CM.1 Interface at 55.6 cm.

Plauts If*Te fined version of the i? step. the two forward, Wn backward prreaeure
givois a tripling of each P and Q Curve, but the Scale of te diagram is not
Sufficient to snow all the Curves. The q,, Curve Is practically the sam
en all cases, the PIN curves vary by ab'rut to e./second.

fliurs it. velocity distribution curve after 24 cumplets steps (t j sm x I) secOnds).

Figure I, Pressure d isbrlbut iun Curve after 24 complete stepi.

21 ur 6. The prissurs-time curves for 0 $00 l0. Charge At 80 fet.- IeXperIIM1ntal
rtheoretical. NOe Accuracy of the thaearstical curve Is not high since iV IS

obtained by an extrapolation of uncertain validity,

Flaure 7. Pressure and velocity oistributionsA at various timas t nt 1114 soconas frt a
charge of Initial radius so ca.

Figure I, the useful work and the wastage given to Sne water in cal./j". or T.v., as
a tfunttion Of the radius of the Ihech moe X0 eaprigged In Charge rmail.
(A3Q 00 ICharge, density 15p VSe a radius approximaeoly 11 Inches),
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AN APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF THE
PRESSURES PRODUCED BY !DETONATIHG

LINE CHARGES UNDEPIWATER

G. Charlesworth and A. R. Bryant

December 1943

Summar

Calculations have been iredep of the forms or the pressure-time curves produced by the detonation
underwater of )!- rhargcs. on the assumption that the line charge is N~uivalent to a nri*er of
elemental sources ot pressure such that the pressure due to unit elemtnt at a point distant r from
it is of the form pe 0 kt.

r
The pressures produced 5y straight line charges at points on the perpendicular bisector end

also on the axis of the charge in the direction of and in the opposite direction to that of detonation
have been evnlumtd. The pressures produced by a r-ircular arc and by an PArc of an equiangular spiral
of crArge at the centres of the circle An.j spiral respectively. have Also been calculated. mwrierical
examplei hive been considered ?or in arbitrary value of k = 60,000 sec.-I and the results have been
coowpsred with experimental values obtained using CcrdteA charges.

It Is concluded that the theory predicts to a first approximation the form and relative
magnitudes of the prcssure-time curves produced by line chnrges. It has been noted that the theory
Is limited by the uncertainty in the values to be trisigned to p0 and It in Any perticular case and by
the breakdown of the simple acoustic approxiwatlon at points near the char.

rrnt roducti on

The purpose u; imis noie is io aiiwioi to calcLulale Zbp .9prvhwumte awthuiisi the dstribution
of the pressure effects produced by the explosion underweter of line charges.

Ge Pi ral

The analysis used may best be illustrated by considering the special case shown In Figure t,
where the line 01 represents the Charge and 0 is the point of initiation. It is assumed that each
elemecnt of the charge length Sx produces at a point p distance r from it a pressure

p(t) bx
r

wherp p(t) hs a fujnct ion of timie measured from the Instant at which the element was detonated, it
Is also assumed that the pressures are siiply additive.

Let C1 be the detonation velocity of the charge

c2 be the velocity of sound in water

where C I > C 2
Let t 0 At the Instant of detonation at o

Consider the effect at time t at a point P due 'a an element bw distant x trom the end o? the charge
at which detonation cavmnces. The element Sx produces no effect at r until a tie.

C C

The.

Best Available Corn,
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The pressurc it P Oue to this lehent is thus

pO < + r

u t r 6AP

It 2 71+71

The total pres3ure at P will he the integrated effect of all the elementai sources. Until some
ti- to there will he nn OffNct at P. at any intshnt after this time all the r.lements do not

n,,c%$ssarily contribute to thn pressure at P. Lot the effective elements lie Detwon 1 and 12,

whore II An5 )2 t;e the roots of

x + r t
c I  c2

Then for this condition the pressure at f- is

p p2 (t - r

After some later thit ti, the whole line will be contributory at P and the limits of lnte ewtinn

will De 21, and 0 respectively where 2L iS the total length of charge.

S'pec ial Cases.

Some pdarticulor ciSeS of line clharge, will now he considered. in all these cases the

funrtion for pressure has Oeel assumd as

p(t) - P 0

'
kt

aind the total length of line is 2L.

, Fecti Ltneur Char,'e,

CaSh,, I P in the perpendlcular oisector of OL. (Figure 1i0.

The first effect it I is produced by the lement at X where xP is nortnol to the wave front

a.t P ind

(9 C2

For this case L - d tan d sc 6 where d is the distp-nce of P from the
to  C + s-2 nearest point of the cha'ge

ZL (L
2 

+ d
2)
4

I c+

Th. values of I ind 12,.are given resprctively

~ LC0  tc2 ; 4 (L - C Q2
1 

- d2 (cl- C2i)k for t~ < t < t
22 J

with tha conditions that I u

I 1 2L

When ..
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when t = t0 1, 2

r Is ve" tY

L. - X~ ) J

The pressure at P is thus

P 0 ; fr 0 < t < to

.. r 2(t  It 0 it
-c - -4Co t t whtI . ere !

PC jo r 2 - t Ix I 2L.

I r 2

9 P .1C 2  dx fort I Itt
o r

Case 2 P on the axis of the charge in the direction of d~tontion (Figure 1c)

-2L.d

t= ZL + d
1 2

1 2 = 2L for t 04 t

I t. £ t for t 4 t t2 c 1 1

r= 2k - x + d

The Pressure at P is

p O, for 0 < t < t0

P-- of -L c1  C 2  dx for to < t< L11 r 0

. _ r. )
-P -f 2 L j d I .;z _ x f o r t 1  t

0 r

cas a on the axis of thie charge in the opposite direction to detonation (Figure 1)

t = a

C2

I- o. for t < t

12 i .-- i = T - tO for to < t < t

C2  c I

r = d+ x

The ......

A, "JsfAalable Copy
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The pircssure h~t P is

p 0. for 0 < t

P. ~ ~ f' 7 2 dE for t0  t tt I

-k(t x
pC~ C2  U fort1 Itt

r

case 1 Cir,:ula3r arc of chdrye. P at the centre of the circle.,I

This Cdbf. is Anoqwn in Figure 2(a). USing thO sae notation as before, It I$ Seer! that

12r

t 0

in~ t'i% rase thep -,uaticm far the pretSure at P my be integrated directly to give

p: <

1 e2 ehar3 formir part of an equiaivqular spiral, P at the c'~ntre of the Spiral.

T~is Iro" ivpmin F~ igure 2(c) is that for which all the elements start to be
A ,t P pit th- saffe ins~ant. If S be the length along the cIare from the point of

iqton~ 0 to Sonw. poinlt 0 Ind PQ 2 r

S~ + r to

.Irri tho rhitrgo [t thw*, rArt nf mn ^eiuigular srrm ,~1

Putt ing I'c eQUAl to th( diStinCe from P to tP.e point of detontion.

c 
2

Thi., pressure at P, aft~r Integration has been perfored Is

Best Available Cop,.,
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-5-

p 2 pO C ek(l - t
o
) log ( to < t

62- clo T42L

Vfumerical 'VaLues

The forms of the pressure-time curves for these cases have been evaluated for particular
values of the various parameters. For all cases

C, - 20.000 ft./sec.

C2  - 5,000 ft./sec.

ZL - . ft.

k 60.000 sec.-I p. = 5.000 lb./sq.in.

For cases Al, A2 and A,3

d = ft.

For cases 91 and 02

r 5 ft.

5 ft.

respectively.

The forms of the various pressur%-time curves are shown In Figure 3(a), (b), (c) and
Figure %(a) and (b) together with curves observed using plezo electric gauges and Cirdtex charges
of the same lengths end in the sam positions as those in the calc.iatlons. The integrals for
CaS s Al. 2 and 3 were computed numerically. in Figure 3 and % the time after detonation to the
arrival of the wave is aswurd to be the same for the observed curves as for the calculated curves,
sincp thPse tlrws ware not observed exoerimentally. For underwater explosions of Cordtex, the
va(lues of cI and c 2 correspond approximttaly with those used in the calculations.

it is not knor what values should be taken for the pressure p 0 at I fcot from the explosion
and for k wiw:h deternmnes the rate of decay of the shock wave pressure, in order that they my
correspond with the Cordtex. It Is seen, however. that for values for p0 of 5.000 1b./sq.in. and
for k of 60,000 sc. "2 . the relative shapes and magnitudes of the calculated curves are not very
dis-similar from those observed. The agreement Is even better than is apparent In FiguPe 3 and w.
Thus the sharp cut-off of pr.ssure In Figura 3(b) and 3(c) whith occurred about 0.6 milliseconds
after the start of the waves was due to the r-flected tension wave from the free surface. The high
peak pressure in Figure 3(c) was probably due to the added effect of the detonator. The gradual
rise of the pressurt shown in the record in Figure a(b) was almost certainly due to the effect
of the finite size of the gaugt. jf it is assumed that the actual wave reaching the gauge was
shoch-fronledwad-pproximate calculation estimtes the true peak to be about 4.500 lb./sq.ln. Instead
of just over 2.0o0 lb./sqin. which is more iii accord with theoretical predictions.

From Figure 3(a). 4(a) and a(o) it is seon that relatively small alterations ;n the shape
of the ChArgo produ(:ed considern-le chanqes in the forms of the pressure-time curvcs. For these
cases, however, the impulses were not very different and it is therefore possible that the damge
produced by these charges would not be very dependent on the shape of the chajrge.

The report therefore indicates t.e extent to which the forms of the waves produced bv line
charges can be predicted to a first mpproximation, by the single theory given in this note, it Is
to be noted, however, that tte use of the theory Is limited by uncertainty in the choice of values
for p ard k. Further, the effects near to the charge will not be represented by the simple state
of affairs assu'ed in the theory since the finite amplitude cif the waves will result In their
Interaction in a more complicated manner than for waves of r.cousti Intensity. Thus, although the
acoustic approximation may be valid at points more remote from the Charge, the form of the waves
reaching such points w;11 have been determined to a certain extent by the condition obtaining near
the charge.

Best Ava~ilable
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(,a) CIRCULAR ARC,

(b) ARC OF EQUIANGULAR SPIRAL,

FIG.2, CURVILINEAR CHARGES, 0 IS TE POINT OF

WEONATOR, OL THE CHARrE AND P THE POINT
OF MEASUREME[NT.
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DASHED CURVE OBSERVED F014 COROTEX. TW E AFTER DETONATION
OF THE DASHED CURVE ASSUMED THE SAME AS FOR THE
FULL CURVE

Dept. of Scientific . Industrial Research S/FS. 3592
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.1

PROPOSAL AND ANALYSMS OF A NEW NUMF.PTCATL If.THOD

Sumary

A. The differential equations of (compressible, non-viscous, non-

conductive) hydrodynamics are of a not too complicated type as long as the

motion is continuous and isentropic.' It is knovm, however, that almost all

hydrodynamical setups cause a development of discontinuities, so-called

sho:ks, sooner or later. These shocks almost never remain "straight", and

as soon as they are "curved" or intersect cach other, isentropy ceases. The

mathematical problem then becomes one of a most unusual and altogether in-

tractable type: A differential equation in a domain ',ith an unknown, "free",

boundary along which "supernumerary" boundary conditions hold, and in many

cases the coefficients of the differential equation rill themselves depend on

the (unknown) boundary.

A rigorous treatment of such a problem is only possible in a few

exceptional cases. .bie direct computational procedures for its treatment

are very oomplicated and lengthy.

B This report suggests a computational treatment which corres-

ponds to the original differential equations, completely ignoring the possi-

bility of shocks. Arguments are brought forth to support the view that this

computational treatment will always produce (arbitrarily) good arproxirmntions

of the rigorous theory which allows for shocks. That is, even when shocks

are formed, and the motion ceases to be isentropic.

It is shown that the suggested treatment corresponds to a return

from the continuum (hydrodynar.ical) theory to r" kinetic (molecular) theory,

using, however, a very simplified quasi-molecular model. The essential sim-

Best Available C ,..
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plifications are theses

a) The number of molecules -N("Loschmldtfa number" for a mol of

substancu) is lscalcd down" from its actual value -10 1 to sizes of

0O to I0,)

b) The intramoleciLlar forces are correspondingly "scaled up" so as

to approximate the correct hydrodynamical situation.

) The intramolecular forces are essentially simplifted in various

other respects.

C. The envisaged computations appear to be well suited to oe effi-

ciently carried cut on punch-card equipment. The ue of such equipment was

made available for the exploration of certain problems of this type by the

Ballistic Researoh Laboratory of the Ordnance Research Center, Aberdeen,

Maryland. A number of thece problems have already been solved, under the

direction of Mr. L. E. Cunningham of that laboratory. Among these three

"experimental" problems are discussed in this report. They lead to very

encouraging results.

Specificallyt in one-dimenbional shock problems values of N -- 14

or 29 (that is, 14 to 29 "molecules") and a IS t about one-half of its maxi-

mum allowable value (for details cf. section 18) produced results of highly

satisfactory precision. The duration of the computations, including their

setting up, was very reasonable.

D. The report contains an analysis of these complitations, and of

the main viewpoints in connection with further computations of this type.

Physizal aspects of the problems, like the hydrodynamical theory of the prop-

Agation of disturbatices (sound) and the conocrvation of the total enery, as

well as its partial "degradation" by shocks, play an important role in dis-

covering errors and keeping the equipment under control.
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3

The possibilities of extending this method to spherically symmetric

C ~ . C m, a iC,'%V w

It is proposed to treat in the future variour problemns concerning

the development, interaction, reflection, refraction and decay of shocks,

by this method and its extensions.

Best Available Cop
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4

§1. The considerations which follow apply to any gas or liquid

in which compressibility is taken into account, but viscosity and heat cor--

duction are neglected. From the point of view of gas dynamics such a sub-

stance is conveniently characterized by its caloric equation of state, which

specifies the internal energy L? as a function of two charac eristic parm-

etcrs, preferably of the specific volume 4 and the specific entropy C!

Then the density 9 is

(2)

and the prc.ssure p and temperatur" T are given by the equations

The equations of motion will be stated in the Lagrange-ian form,

for the main part of this discussion one-dimensionally. Then each elemen-

tary volume of the substance is characterized by a label c, its position

being )e at the time t . The purpose of the equations of motion. is to de-

termine x as a function of G,, "t.

(4) x ( ', t,
it is convcnient to choosc the label cA. in such a manner that the substance

contained in thc inrterval A, 0. %- A " has the mass mL), . I.e. that the

"deiisity in the label s;pace" is identically I . This being understood, it

is ij:,atcrial whether the label M, is lso rhe position x at some "initial

instant" to (which is frequently the case) or not.

With the ahove convention concerning the label, the specific volume

V is simply given by

(5) V -

The conservation of momentum states Ghat
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K 
-

(6) -v -j ...

i.e. by (a) and (s)

(7) ZIK

The conservation of energy, on the other nand, gives a relation which is

easily transformed with the help of (3) and (7) into

(S) -S = 0b t

In all these equations o,, t are the independent variables.

J2. Equation (8) implies that if is constant at some initial

instant t = to , then it stays constant at all times, and so (8) can be

replaced by

(9) S Constant.

This principle of isentropy then makes (7) the sole equation governing the

motions, and renders the problem amenable to analytical or numerical treat-

ment.

It is essential to realize that the decisive equation (8) expresses

the conservation of energy, and nothing else. Thus, although it involves

the specific entropy alone, it expresses nevertheless the first, and not the

second law of thermodynamics. Furthermore, since (8) secures the constancy

of specific entropy along the world line of each elementary volume, the sec-

ond law, which requires that specific entropy should never decrease along

that line, does not now impose any additional restriction.

$3. It is well known that a motion satisfying (7), (8), develops

sooner or later a discontinuity of the first derivatives ---.- , " More

precisely: apart from exceptional and degenerate cases, no solution can be
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continued beyond some finite t t and the singularity at this ts

z ett in b- L hemnwinp infinite. At the next instant y

can only be kept one-valued by permitting first-order discontinuities in

XI 'x X

It has been established experimentally that this st: anre behavior

of the solutions corresponds to a certain extent to the facts: In typical

situations like those referred to above, real substances do indeed develop

"discontinuities",- i.e. rapid changes of the specific volume V = '-. and

of the velocity V = X which are discontinuities in the same approxi-

nation in which viscosity and heat conduction can be neglected, and are

called shocks. These shocks appear even if the state of the substance at

the initial instant t = to was perfectly continuous, they develop as far

as can be observed at the times t = t at which the solution of (7), (8)

becomes discontinuous, and as far as the motion stays continuous (7), (8)

seem to be satisfied.

§4. After shocks have formed, the motion is still governed by

the same conservation principles.(of momentum and energy) on which (7), (8)

are based. Hence (7), (8) still hold in the regions of space which contain

no shocks, but beyond this it is necessary to apply those same conservation

principles to the shocks themselves.

Let a shock at a. - .(t) be formed by the states V

VU at o.zand.LOVand.

VV, at 0t = -0D. The position of

the shock is l x(.(t, +) its velocity D = C- _ is
e w o dt t e

the flow of mass across the shock. Then the conservation theorems of mass
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(which is an identity n the Lagrange-ian form, and was therefore not re-

and energy give sucoessively

(10) +, VV 7,T:
1;~U.

- -- L
2. V.

Equations (10) are based on the conservation of mass and of momentum alone,

(11) expresses (with the help of (10)) the conservation of energy. These

are the familiar equations of Rrkine and Hugoniot.

It is well known that (U1) (together with (1), (3) for ,, V.

S, U, and pa, v1 , ) necessitates in yeneral that

Z, t: )A . As was shown by C. Duhem, H. Bethe, and H. Weyl, for the

most important equations of state (1),

(12) Sli ( P1,-

Now the second law of thermdynamics forbids a decrease of the specific en-

tropy 8 along the world line of each elementary volume; i.e. it requires

hence by (15)

(14) S13, ,+;.c " " : '  '

Summing up: When a world line crosses a shock, the specific en-

tropy A changes, and the second law imposes the additional restriction (14).

S5. The general motion is thus described by (7), (8) in the re-

gions where the derivatives are continuous, and by (10), (11) with (14) on

the discontinuity surfaces. Accordingly the specific entropy g is con-
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stant along each world line while it moves in the regions of continuity,

but it under~oes a discontinuous increase each time a surface of discontinu-

ity is crossed. The second law of thermodynamics is automatically fulfilled

in the former rogions, but it excludes 50 per cent of the solutions at the

latter Purfaces.

This is a most remarkable, and itt first sight rather paradoxical

violation of Hanc!:el's principle of the "conservation of formal laws", but

the investigations of W. Rayleigh, 0. I. Taylor, and R. Decker on on, hand,

and extensive experimental material on the other, make it impossible to ques-

tion these cmnlusions.

From a mathematical point of view the emergency of shockL, and the

addition of (10), (11), (14) to (7), (8) represent an extreme complication.

*.71thout shock:s there is usually isentropy, i.e. (8) implies (9), and (7) can

be written as

(15)

where

may be considered a known function. Then (15) if; a hyperbolic differential

equation of a familiar type, and can be treated adequately by Riemann's

classical method of integration. If shocks are present, however, the situ-

ation changes radically. They act as unknown boundar:ies for the regions in

Ah-h (7), (8) hold, and along these boundaries (10), (i), (14) must be ful-

filled. The latter are easily seen to contain twice as many equations a

natural boundary condition (on a known boundary) for such a differential

equation shiould, ,nd thi s miperdetermination along the unl:no-an boundary

-hould lead tc its determination. Such problems with a "free boundary" are

difficult at best, but in the present case an additional difficulty inter-
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venes. Th, change of s-Icific entropy 5 at the shock Co a M 4)depends

by (11) on the trajectory of the shock, i.e. on the unknown boundary o, IL (1),

Now a enters explicitly into the differential equation (7).

!ence we are dealing here with a "free boundary" problem where the coeffi-

cients of the differential equation themselves depend explicitly on the un-

known, "free", boundary.

Problems of this type have never been treated in any generality$

and appropriate analytical methods to deal with then are entirely unkn,)wn.

Ritorous solutions have only been determined in very special cases, where

thi trajectories of the shocks could be guessed by other means, up to a few

numerical parameters. Analytical approximative methods (e.g. expansions)

or numt:rical onEs are also very difficult and restricted to very few special

cases. Furthermore the approximativq numerical procedures do not seen to

lend themselves for problems of this type to efficient mechanization.

§C. The idea which will be dictiosed here is tu treat the contin-

uous case (7), (8) with an approximative, numerical method, and to ignore the

possibility of shocks, (10), (11), (14).

In order to diagnose the character and the implications of this

idea, let us consider a special case of the equations of state (1), (B),

which is itself of not inconsiderable practical importance.

Assume that there exists an absolute relation of the form

(17) p .

where p.(Y) is a known, fixed function. That is that the source oe (l';)

is not (16) and (9) - that the differential equation (7) assumes the torm

(15) without (9), i.e. without isentropy. Owing to (3), (17) can hold only

if the caloric equation of state has the form

(18) U Jv,) ( V. + c)
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in whirh case (3) gives

.4 U.

(19) d. U

I.e.: In order that the pressure p be determined 'y the specific

volume v alone, the same need not be true for the internal energy U, but

U must be the sum of two terms 1J. U , ,of which LT depends on the

spcific volume V alcne and Q. on the specific entropy 4 aione -- and

there can bu no "interaction energy" involving v, S together.

In many coripression and shock probloms inlolving solids and liquids

those can be treatcd as such "intcractionlss" substances.

In this case the spocific entropy disappears from the diffr-

ential equation of the continuous case, vhich assumes the form (15), and

also from the shock conditions (10), (14). These equations ari sufficient

to determine the variation of YI P1 ,V i.e. the visible motion of

matter .ind the mechaxiical forces actine upon it. The, depend only on the

*1 term of the inner energy U (cf. (18)). and T come in

only in (11), which bccomes

(20 ) o , -V6-

V.

Thus (9) is nof needed in the case of continuous motion, and (11)

is not needed in the case of shocks. Powever (8) and (11) express the con-

servation of energy, so we see: For an "interaotionless" inner energy (18)

the visible motion and the mechanical forces can be determined by themselves,

without using the conservation of crergj.
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The latter then determines S, T by (8) and by (I1), i,.. (20),

a JCv) is the potential one, TJY Ir~s

is the thermdc energy. The total enerey Is made up of the kinetic, the

potential, and the thermic energies. Since the total energy if the entire

substance is conserved, and since in the case of continuous motion the thermic

energy is conserved in each element by (8)$ so in this case the kinetic plus

potential energy of the entire substance is conservet. too. In the oase of

shocks proceed like this: Let the shock be oriented in the direction of the

flow of substance, i.e. 1 0 , Then . by (13); hence

tJ < All sides of (20) are hence positive, and so the last

expqression in (20) necessitates V, >V1 ( p& ) is usually convex

from below as a function of v). (10) now necessitates 0. 4 PA . Since

the thermic energy increases in each element by the above, the kinetic plus

potential enerey for the entire substance decreases.

So we see: If the thermic energy is left out of account, then the

conservation of enerGy is still valid for the continuous motion, but it is

rerlaced by a loss of ener ,' for shocks.

This explains the apparent conflict between the nechanical conser-

vation of energy and the principles of thermodynamics in the earlier forms

o02 the theory of shocks.

According to the above, this loss of energy ic' better destiribed as

a degicdation of eneray. The specific degradation of energy (i.e. per unit

mass) is

the rate of degradation of energy (i.e. per unit time) is

(22)M A
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(21)o (22) must be evaluated with the help of (10), (20).

§8, In carrying out numerical aproximations of the hyperbolic

ditferential equation (15)l the continuous independent variables 0 t must

be replaced by discrete ones, For various reasons it is advantageous to

carry this out in two SucCessive steps, and to begin by makng . alone dis-

crete. One of these reasons is that CL is really a discrete quantity,which

was made artificially contimuous by the classical transition from the kinetic

theory to the continuous, hydrodynamical onet the elementary volume, of the

substance, for which o is a label, should be naturally discrete entitie,.

Thus the label 0, is "naturlly" discrete, while thi coordinates x. t iro

"naturally" continuous, (Note that in th.s setup the Lagranee-ia.. form is

preferable to the Euler-ian, since the latter deals with Xt only, without

a.,) Making (k discrete, and leaving x, corLinuous, has thercfore a

cer'tain physical meaning, and this will turn out to be very helpful presently

Acordinuly, lut c. run ove' a sequence of equidistant values,

which mlay as well be normalized so as to be the integers:

(111 ) r.. = . . . . , " 11 0 , , ,, , ,

It is also advartagerns to ,,rrite for X

(24) (.X S

The hyperbolic (partial) differential equation (15) can now be replaced by

the approximat .ve system of (total) differential equations

§9, It is an essential circumastance concerning the equations

(25) that they are not only mathematical approximations of the riZorous

equation (15), but also the rigorous equations of another physical system,
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which is a physical approximatlon of that nne underlyina (15). Indeed,

tho system (25) in that one of the equations of' motion of an oruinary (point)

mechanical system Nith the coordinates ,, ,, 11 j',, X, ,

and with thtj total energy

(~C) 4.X,) 2. + J, (
This i a system of mass points Nos .. 2, - 1) O, I 2,., the point

No. hnvjng the coordinate X. Othe nass I, and any two neighbors ( ,.,

and X. heine 6onnected by a 1,sprine" which has the potential energy

X = L W Lv) when its length is V = V-

Now this system of ,,beads on a line, connected by springs" is

clearly a reasonable physical approximation of the substance which the hydro-

dynamical equation (IS) describes. It corresponds to a quasi-molecular de-

scription of this substance, where the mass ascribed to one "bead" (i.e. the

one elementary volume) is the mass of a "molecule". 17e nhose to treat this

as the unit mass, but it may nevertheless correspond to any deslired real mass.

Clearly this is not the "true" molec-alar description of the substincel For

any workable conputinL scheme the number of these "moleculesl,, i.e. of ele-

mentary volumes, vrill be much smaller than the actual numbr of molecules.

Thus if a gram-mol of a real substance is considered, the true number of

molecules in it is Locchmidt's number N 0 , ( 1) Pwhle fnr

practical computing scheme some number of "molecules" /V between 10 and

I 0 u will be appropriate. However, the actual value of Loschmidt's nu;-

ber N never figures in hydrodynamics; all that is required for the valid4.ty

of (15) is that N should be a Creat number. The actual N -6 iO 13

is certainly great, but much smaller numbers N may already be sufficiently

great. Thus there is a chance that N I will suffice.
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So the replacement of (15) by (65) amounts to the introduction of

A q mi-molnrlikar dteription with a LoAchmidt number NV chosen for comput-

ing purposes, and therefore much too low, Reality is not (15) eltherl it

is molecular with the correct N - (0, 0 " , Hence (25) is an aecept-

able approximation if this "scaling down" of t/ from Q , 11) to the

value used, say I0 is acceptable. At this point two more remarks are

in ordert

First: This "scaling down" of N requires a corresponding "'cal-

ing up" of the "intramolecular forces", to produce the correct hydrodynAmt 1

forces. "his has indeed been done, The potentials In (2G), i.e. the forces

in (25), were chosen so as to approximate just the correct forces i. (15).

Second: The actual intramolecular forces are of course much more

complicated than those of the simple "beads and sprinrs" model used in (25),

(26). However, the classical derivations of hydrodynami1cs from molecular-

kinetic models have established .,hat these more subtle details or the intra-

molecular forces are immaterial for this part of hydrodynamic3: It can be

derived from the "beads and springs" mcdel just a wall as from one where

those details are taken into conbideration.

§10. The above considerations make it plausible that the ostem

(25) is a good approximation of the hydrodyrramical equation (15), even for

moderate values of the number of elementary volumes tV . The minimum size

of N which will give acceptable approximations must, of course, be deter-

mined by effective computation, and it may vary from problemr to problem. ",e

expressed above the Surmise that values between 10 and 10O will usually

suffice.

All these considerations are, however, only plausible as long as

(13) describes reality without any further rompli,.ations, i.e. in a contl.nu-
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ous motion. When shocks appear, the situation seems considerably less

fam.rablC. ThC rtmanhc cucly.

First: In the presence of shocks the real motion is not described

by (15) alone, but by (15) together with (10), (14). Now while (25) is

clearly an approximation of (15), it is not at all olear whether it is also

one of (10), (14).

Second? Antually there are reasons to expecL that something rust

go wrong with this latter approximation. Indmed, we saw in F7 that the

total kinetic plus potential energy is not conserved in hydrodynamics when

shocks are present, but that it is continuously degraded (i.e. decreasing)

according to (2k). On the other hand the exprension (26) represents pre-

cisely the total kinetic plus potential energy -- no thormic ene-'gy

makes its appearance in this expression, and there is indeed no room for a

separate thermic energy in such a quasi-molecular model. And since (25) is

the system of the ordinary (point) merhanni 'A1 erqlvitions of motion belong!ng

to the total energy (26), therefore (25) must conserve this energy.

Thus (25) must conserve (26), while (15) with (10), (14) does not

conserve the analogue of (26). How then can (25) be an approximation of

(15) with (10), (14)-

§11. Nevertheless it is hard to see how (25) can fail to describe

the equivalents of shocks in certain situations. £.g. Ict the "bcads and

springs" model of §9 collide with a rigid wall; in this situation the wall

would .end a shock into a compressible substance (in hydrodynamical theory),

and something similar must happen to the "beads and springs" model. The

boundary conditions which describe this are easy to spr.u:ify: For 0

the substance is in its normal state (i.e. each V. _ X- X0__ I,

hence . . + CoheSt. I e.g. K, , ) and is moving uniformly
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to the left:

.with a given . ,

For t 0 the wall etops the molecule a., 0 at XO:

(26) For all t > C' -

Clearly (27) should only apply to the right half, i.e. to 0 I 2,

Now (25) conserves the energy (26), i.e. the totzx kinetic plus

potential energy, while ll) i.e. (20) excludes such a conservation., And

the laws of .ankine and Hugoniot, on which (11) is based, are merely applica-

tions of the basic conservation principles, .hilch hold for (25) too. How

then can (PS) still conserve the energy (26)?

The plusible answer is that (25) will produce something like a

shock wider tae conditions specified, but that the notion of the X4 beyond

the shock will not be the smooth hydrodynamical one, but rather one with a

superpored oscillation. This oscillation should contain, as a kinetic ener-

gy, that deeraded energy which can only he acrounted for in the hydrodynamical

case ((15) with (10), (14)) b r introducing a separate thermic energy V'

Tndeed, (25) describes a quasi-molecu].ar model, an,, in such a rodel the

thermic energy appears necessarily as a part of the kinetic cnergy.

§12, These considerations sugge.st the surmise that (25) is always

a valid approximat.on of the hydrc/ynam.lcal mLiur, i.e. of (16) wLL. (10),

(14), but with this qual.'icatic: it is rot the X (.) of (,5)

*hich a},pi mw1atez the z X ( t h : (), bt the avcragc -f the ,

ovcr an interval (of rufficicnt "-th) of coo:tilulous Thu, t

selves perform oscillations a:ojr2d thesc averages, an:d these oscillations do

not tend to zero, b,;t, they make f_-.ztc ccntributior, to the total energy 26).
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Indeed, these contributions are continuously increasing when shocks are pres-

The velocities produced by these oscillations are easy to estimate,

Denoting such a velocity by V0,= amplitudes (maxima) by and

averages by , clearly

(use (21), (20)), and assuming that the oscillations are essentially harmonic,

From these

Va.

Actually (20) should be corrcc-.ted inasmuch as s may not be

entirely kinetic energy: If the oscillations are of finite size, the non-

linearity of thE potential energy wil l LT[ Cv) w cause U -

to be different from - ) and while the hydrodynarmcal energy

contains the first expression, (26) contains the second one. Thus

U ~ ~ (KU-,,) T too contributes to the specific

dissipation A If the oscillation of V. X - Ka is V

then this term is approximately

, T
O * ( -

'l (ICI

2. 2- vL vt ~ I
where

is the local sound velocity. The average is
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Assuming harmonicity

So the left-hand side (29) should be replaced by

(31) Q.* + . a.

§13. In the mathematical terminology the surmise of §12 means

that the quasi-molecular kinetic solution ((25)) converges to the hydrodynam-

ical one ((15) with (10), (14)), but in the weak sense. I.e. that only the

averages converge numerically. (Even this vequires a sl.Cht qualification

due to what was observed above concerning the T. -averagps; but the= e is no

need to consider such details already here.)

A mathematical proof of this surmise would be most important, but

it seems to be very difficult, even in the simplest special cases. The

procedure to be followed here will therefore be a different one: We shall

test the surmise experimentally by. carrying out the necessary computations

for certain moderate values of N. (of. §§9, 10), oit problems where the rigor-

ous hydrodynamical solution ((15) with (10), (14)) is known, and produces

shocks. The comparison of the computed, approximate motion with the rigor-

ous, hydrodynamical one will then be the test.

§14. It i worth while to state once more what we propose to du:

The systern (25) is a compatational approximation of (15). (15) describes

continuous hydrodynamical motions, but not shocks. It is nevertheless ex-

pected that the approxination (25) vwill prove itself better than its original
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(15), and give adequate approximate descriptions of shocks.

In order to evaluate the system (25) by effective computation it is

now necessary to carry out the second step mentioned at the beginning of §8,

i.e. to make the remaining independent variable t discrete too. Choosing

for t a sequence of equidistant values

(32) t z S'r) T fixed and > 0 S , ,, , Z'

a certain care in choosing C is necessary.

First, we amplify (24) by writing

(53) Xs a X10

Second, the system of total difterential equations (25) must now be replaced

by the system of difference equations

S-0I S s-I
(34) X 4- . + X A. = -( .) 0. (xS -nXi

Third, it is clear that in the recursion of (54) Ks* '  is determined by

9S S -' $-1 3-2.
4X i.e. X:. by it.-, X X -,

So Y is determined by a family of ,' 's with

I.e. K Ca, +)is determined by a family of x ( a.>')'s with

(35) 1 d,' -o 94 1 14'- .
On the other hand the underlying hyperbolic partial differential equation

(15) has a definite way to propagate influences: along the characteristic

lines. The equation of those lines is

i.e. the area in which a change made at a., m sakes itself felt is given by

IOL CK f+
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or, using (30), by
,.( ) Ii,' a e. C _ , - .

r

Note that r was the velocity of zourd in he E'z:ical siaze A, t while

is the velocity of sound in the label space t. Zquivalently, 1 5s

the flay. of mass across the sound wave.

Now as R. Courant pointed out first for a wre general class of

problems, the computation cannot Live significa"t results unlea, the depend-

ences (35) which it permits cortain the dependecej (36) xhich the =nderlying

problem demands. Conseqently it is necessary that

IZ S&

i.e. that

(37) C

Practically even a certain "fac.or of safety* in (37) will be aevisable.

§15. The system of difference equations (54) is well suited to

mechanization. Specifically, it can be solved with punch-card equipment,

with S being the number of each one of he .uccesaive stacks of cards pro-

duced, and m the current number of each card within its stac". iowever,

the following points must be emphasizedi

First: We expect that after crossLt, the equivalent of a -hock, a

"molecule" o_ will develop an oscillation of 0 hich represents ther-dc

agitation. The period of this oscillation will be of *re order in o.

i.e. of the "grain size" introduced by the n'erical anpro.i,=at4cn, by thc

operation of makin! the continuous a. discrete.

Now by the usual standards of nuerical co -puting. the appearanre

of such oscillations (of a period which is imposed by the "grain size" of nre

approximation, and not by some quantity derived from the =nderiyin; differe.-

Best Available Cop',
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tial equation (15)) is a symptom of some inadequacy of the computing setup.

it iS tilerefie iwp~~r~aflt LO V.aUa&eM thlt ill the prupooed ael~up this ci-

terion must be abandoned: As soon as a shock has bccn ^rossed such oscilla-

tions must develop, and they have a perfectly good physical siL'nifioance.

They represent the thermic agitation cau-ed by the degradation of energy

through the shock.

Second: Since this important criterion for spotting errors or in-

adequacy of the computing setup is los4, we raust see what other crite-ia re-

main. For errors there is always effective numerical checking, but it is

practically difficult to get along without additional criteria of a more in-

trinsic significance, and they are also necessery in order to judge the ade-

quacy of the entire setup.

The following criteria suggest themselves:

(A) Any conspicuous feature which appears in 4he initipl conditions

or anywhere later in the solution, will be propagated by the computation ac-

cording to (35), while hydrodynamics cause propagation according to (26).

The signal of (35) is the numerical or false signal, while the signal of (36)

ir the hydroeynamical or true signal. According to (57) the false signal

must always be -head of t~he true signal. Hence an actual computation can

only be significant if the false signal is very weak (it should become weaker

than any specified amount for a sufficiently small "grain size"), and if the

essential changes arrive Yfith the true signal.

(B) Since (25) conserves the total energy (26), therefore (34)

should approximately conserve the equivalent of (26), .e.

(38) - +
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Of course (38) will oscillate, since this conservation is only an approximAte

one . B'it . ag'. ~t~~ca' 'cha.or has~ b'een det erminav An

excessive deviation is an indication of qome error of computation. Any

clear trend of (38) with S is an indication of an inadequacy of the comput-

ing setup, particularly If it is in the direction (decrease) and of the order

of magnitude of the shock degradation of energy according to (21), (22).

Here the numerical rate oi degradation is the significant quantity, i.e, the

degradation of energy while S increases by i, i.e. durine r units of time.

By (22), (22) this is

Hence oscillations and trends of (38) must be judged by c-mparing

them in size with this & I

(C) It is advisable to acquire some general routine regarding the

adequacy of computing setups, by dealing first with some selected aem en-

tal problems, i.e. b piwle problems in which the hydrodynamical solution is

known. The comparison of the approximate, numerical solution with the

(known) rigorous, hydrodynamical one will clearly be of considerable orient-

ing value. The problems should be chosen in such a manner as to make it

sure that shocks will develop, and preferably also other characteristic

features of continuum hydrodynamics, such as Riemann rarefaction waves, wave

reflections and intersections, etc.

16. The Ballistic Research Laboratory of the Ordnance Research

Center, Aberdeen, Maryland, is carrying out explorations of the suitability

of its punch-card equipment for certain computations of the type described.

This work began in early March 1944 and is continuing at the prescnt time,

under the direction and following the setups of Mr. L. E. Cunningham of the

laboratory. The author wishes to take this opportunity to express his
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thanks to the laboratory and to Mr. Curnningham, whoso active interest 1ade

the r eclisve tests possible.

Three experimental tests of the kind described abuv) vhiiuh were

made at Aberdeen, will be discussed in 116-20 which follow.

The precise formulation of these problens is this:

The equations of state which correspond to (19) are assumed to be

as simple as possible without impairing the significance of the results, irk

order to facilitate the computations. Specifically

(40) p = P. Cv)

is assumed to be a polynomial. It is well known from hydrodynamPce that in

order to be realistic, the curve (40) :sust be convex from below. According-

ly

(41) pv +v 'IFv 4Va

was chosen. This "substance" "collapneo" (i.e. 4 o ) for I .I, and it

"cavitates" (i.e. p - 0 ) for \ 2. ; however it behaves reasonably in

the intervals

(42) vZ. I > pO,

and

(43) -, , p go,2

was used as the "normal", initial state of the substance, By (30) the

sound velocity is

(44) C =Vi71_

hence the "normal", initial value is

(45) CI I C), O 107

The boundary conditions correspond to the collision of this sub-

stance with a wall, as described at the beginning of §11. It is preferable,

however, to have a definite finite number of particles, i.e. of values ofe.,
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(46) 0 0, 1, * 2 ~*..'.-I

and to place rigil wallS at tne two enoa:

(4'?) For all t 1 0 V.. ,

This corresponds to (28). The initial state cf the substance is as in (27),

i.e. "normal" specific volume v v I and uniform motion to tUe lefts

For t -0 iL a - 04
(46) for aU c 2., ,

with a given (

As the system of total differential equations (25) is replaced by

the system of difference equations (34), the boundary conditions (47), (48)

are to be replaced by

(49) For all S 0 1,2,,X S -0

(SO) For all ix 1 , 1

X,= a. - N T

The following remarks are now in order:

First: Of the 0* I "molecules" C A , , . -1

n.- I n the first and the last, o t 0, a , represent the two

walls. Hence the substance proper consicts of the o- I molecules

Second: The initial velocity -o( points to the left (tewards

a. =, away froi, CL a, ), hence tnere will be a compression ,ave url-

gina+-ing at the wall I. 0, and an expansion wave at the wall 0.: , -

I.e. the former will be a shock, and the latter a Riemann rarefaction wrave.

Third: In order to have a way to estimate the significance of a

given initial velocity O on an absolute scale, it is best to compare it

with the "norral" sound velocity C, of (45). This gives as a measure
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1l7. The problems considered correspond to the choices
Ws) 0( 011 OZ OIf, i~e. IA.= (), ZQ, 0.6

With these initial conditions (and the equation of state (41)) simple hydro-

dynamical considerations allow determination of the rigorous, hydrodynAmical

solutions. The results are theses

(A) At the wall Ov 0 a shock originates. The velocity of .his

shock is D 0. 555, 0, n ) ; the state behind it ia given by

v- 0.7 1 5, O, S')( and 11 00, 0. A and mass velocity

0.
(B) At the wall o.- a. a Riemann rarefaction wave originates.

The velocity of the front of this wave is 0 ,07, / 7 the

velocityaof its back is D"= O.1 T7 0 0, (4; the state behind it is

given by IV , I. , W I %and P 0. 19 , 0. 020and mass velocityQ

(C) The waves of (A) and (B) meet at the time t . a
D,+ D

At this instant the rarefaction wave begins to undergo a refraction on the

shock, anid its front continues be hind the shock with the velocity

(D) The shock of (A) ha,. the specific dissipation of energy

A= O,000 77) O, 00 2,1 and the rate of dissipation of

energy V 0 , OOo5R, 0, 00 4 17.

§18, The chcice of t in each problem is governed by (.27). he

upper limit. of (57) i.s the smallest v which occurs in the problem, i.e. by

(44) the smallest I.e. the - belonging to the

\jT7T ~V
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smallest V This is clearly the v behind the shock, hence by (A) abnve

14 t C, k1. 50k'O and so 77 I, 2 (01 1,'7 Thus

the requirement of (37) is i & , , ,nd therefore r 0 S-
would seem to be a safe value,

We can now state the three problems for which the solutions were

computcd:

Problem 1: 0 O, 2L i.e. the first choice of §17, cK ,

i.e. N - -I "molecules". V" O . Calculation carried
until s- *1 ie.. 15I..

Problem 2: Same as Problem 1, but - C.).5 (as a check),

calculation carried until S 51 i.e. t 12, 7 5.

Problem x: x o i.e. the second choice of §17. ao-" 3..),
..e. A : ,- "-_ "molecules". = 0, T, calculation carried

until S= 61, i.e. t ' 0O F,

As pointed nut at the beginninipof §§15 and 16, the computations

were carried out on the punch-card equipment of the Ballistlc rlesearch Lab-

oratory at Aberdeen, Aiaryland. They produced very encouraginC results.

Such difficulties as presented themselves were all overcome by the very

compiete and efficient punch-card equipment of the Ballistic Research Labora--

tory under the direction of Yr. Cunningham. The actual computationa on

each problem required 6-12 working hours net, and the entire program (settr.

up, etc.), insofar as these three problems were concerned, took less than T n

days.

A detailed analysis of the numerical material obtained was undc-

takcn, 'and it gave very valuahle pointers for the further devemr'"ent of this

mcthoc. It will not be attempted to give here a detailed account of thIs

analysis. Wc shall, however, point out sorxe of the main features, and at-

tach some graphical representations.
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119. First: The results obtained in Problems 1 and 3 are repre-

sented by Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The results in Problem 2 agree so

well with those in Problem 1 that a graphical representation of the former

would not have been distiruishable from one of the latter, i.e. frou Figure

1 (except for the halving of r . i.e. the doubling of s ).

In each figure the abscissae are the a.,and the ordinates are the

$. T hf lllines, originating at S a o and &.a l,.., a.-i,

- I , are the world lines of the corresponding 'mleculees. The da.sh-dash

lines reprsent the mamn h dradywmacal features, that 13, the loci wh.re the

rigorous, hyo ulaical solution plaes then according to (A)-(C) in $17:

the line o-iginating at the lower left corner is the shock, the two lines

originating at the lower right corner are the fr-ot and the back of the

Riitann rarefaction wave, and the refracted front of the rarefaction wave on

the shock is also indicated.

Second: Doth figwres how that the initial motion, which is a

family of parallel straight lines in the C.. S -plane, is significantly modi-

fied only wben the shock or the front of the rarefaction are reached. These

are the true signals in the sense of (A) in 115; the false signals are at

the lines So a. or 1 O,-a.' i.e. well ahead of the true ones, and at

the false signals nothing visible happens. (The n.uerical material shows

this in more precise quantitative detail.) Also, the change of directior at

the shock Is rather sudden, vile that at the rarefaction is gradual and con-

tinuous. Suing up, the criterion of (A) in 51S is satisfied, and even the

details of the compression and the expansion caused by the two walls are thore

which the rigorous, hydrodynamical solution leads one to e-pect.

Third: The numerical material shows that in all three problems the

shocks are followed by oscillations cf a more lasting nature than those which

Best Available C
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accompany the rarefaction. In Problemu 1, 2 these are too small to show n

?ib-urc 1, bt irn Problem I they are considerably greatar ani rigurs 2 shows

them accordingly. That figure makes it quite clear that the shock, but not

the rarefaction, is followed by strong "thermic agitation" due to the degrada-

tion of energy which is caused by the shock alone.

Fourth: The values of v obtained in (A), (B) in §17 for the re-

gions behind the shock and the rarefaction can be compared with the oomp es-

sion and the expansion shown on Figures 1, 2. The quantitative agreement is

excellent. The world lines of individual "molecules" are also ir good

agreement with those obtained from the rigorous, hydrodynamical solution: if

allowance is made for the post-shock oscillations.

Fifth- The numerical rate of degradation of energy is, by (59) in

(B) in §15 together with (D) in §17 and the T -values of 518, found to be

(53)• , L,. - O.Oooa9 O,OooiS, O.OA-O.
fr Problems 1, 2, A, rm .x~t1voty,

As discussed in (B) in 515, this is the quantity which provides the

significanit standard of size for the o:scillations and trends of the approxi-

mate energy (38).

Computationc of (18) show that its total oscillation nevcr cxcccd

the quadruple of (53) in either problem, and that the overall trend of (38)

is less per unit of S than one-twentieth of (53). This makes the signifi-

cance of our computinp procedure very nlausible, and permits an easy snottint,

of computing errors with the help of the oscillations of the approximate

energy (58).

120. A more detailed inspection of the numerical restats in Prob-

lem 3 allows also locating the course of the shock across the rarefaction.

This is shown by the dash-dot line on Figure 2. It should be noted that
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this represents already a result which cannot be obtained by cl&ssical

Mei.hds In iLhe rigzrv=, njMQr.L* 6"VC- WAA Cl

and a rarefaction.

It is proposed to extend this method to rare problew of this lat-

ter type, involving more cowlicated oe-d tue ional. interactions of shocks

and rarefactions. The experence with Prbleis 1, 2, 5 shows that a "sub-

stance* with 14 or 29 Oleculesf is fully adequate to describe the finer

nuance$ of hrdrodyeac mtion. We believe therefore that the possitlltiee

which are opened up by this method are nsiderablP.

The equation of sate (41)

sst of ourse be replaced by more realistic ones. ActQ.1ly nown-polynomial

equations, e.g. the Nadiabatiew

(54) - V

can be handled by the pmwb-.ard euitpnt through a-pro-riate a.rrgo-mnts

quite simply and efficiently.

All these problim, as well as the extension from the srecial equa-

tion of state (18), (19) to tkw general one (1), (5), will be dealt with in

subsequent reports.

S21. Aong ore-tan-ne-ds local problem, those of spheri-

cal syetry su9get themelves first. fere z and . may be viewed as tte

distanced from the center of sywetry of the pftsical space or tLC lab:i

space. This replaces the hydrobmunical partial differential equation (1 )

by

(SS) - - -( .I
&k
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which is of a very similar nature. Our approximative, numerical procedure

applies to (i5) in esnstsril the stite way au to (15) in .he ne-dimer -Onna*

case.

Numerical investiCations of (55) are very desirable, since such

problems as the decay of a spherical shock belong in this class. This sub-

ject will also be considered in subsequent reports.

§22. Truly two- or three-dimensional problems without the sym-

metries used in §21 are more difficult to handle. Our general approxl-native

procedure still applies, but there seem to be reasons to fear that here the

necessary number of 'molecules" becomes inconveniently large. As pointed

out in §20, 14 or slightly more "molecules" may suffice in one dLmension,

but this suggests that 11 , . 00 and 0 , 3 000 may be

needed in truly two- or three-dimensional problems. These numbers seem too

high for the existing machines, although 200 "molecules" are perhaps not al-

together beyond capacity. The subject will be investigated further, particu-

larly in view of the great importance of the hydrodynamical problems which a

success in this direction would make accessible.

in the truly many-dimensional cases the possibility of using other

types of machines vrill also have to be investigatid. In this respect the

relay-selector type machines seem very promising among the "digital" ones.

The exploration of the "non-digital", "physical analogy" type machines Is al-

so being undertakenj some of these seem to be quite promising, although of

lower precision than the "digital" machines.
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CONSIDERATIONS OF UNDERWATER SHOCK-WAVES

FOR SPHERICAL CHARGES

H. N. V. Tenperley and J. Craig

April 1945

The results of calculations of the pressure pulses produced in water by spherical charges

of T.N.T. and T,N.T./Aluminium 8/15 are presented. Thi eq.nt'r'rS of state for the exploslo, products

were those calculated by Booth, while the equation of state for water was that used by Penney and

Dasgupta which is practically identical with that used by Kirkvoco ad others(3). The gases ire

Initially assumed to be at rest and at uniform pressure, as is done by Kirkwood and others(3) and in

Pennvy's original calculations.

The results of the various theories are compared with experii,.ent an. the calculations now

available enable the causes of some of the discrepancies etween the various theories to be traced.

W!th one or two exceptions, the experiments seem in good agreement with theory. The most serious

discrepancy between theory and experiment seems to be In t,e single result obtained from the pressure-

bar(i), which suggests a time constant much larger than the theory indicates. The most serious

discrepsncy Obtwein thO theorlks seems to be the differing effects of the addition of alumiln;um to

T.N.T. according to Kirkwood's theory ano according to the present calculations, WA have confirmed

Kirkwood's assumption that the main portiom of the pressure .ulse Is exponential, but it seems probc-ble

tnat Kirkwood's method o? obtaining the constants in the exponential expression is too crude.

Intro ductio

It is desirable in explosion research to have some idea of the form of an undereater explosion

pulse very close to the charge, say up to distances of 10 charge radii for a soherical charge. With

the possible exception of T'ylor and Davies' prnssure bar(l), (which so far has only bean used for

one Shot) no instruft.nt 5as be'n devised which will stand up to the very high pressures in this region,

although th.re are indir~ct -otheds of inferring the peak pressure which we shall discuss later on.
It Is therefore necsnary to resort to theory in order to gain s"e idea of the pressures to be ex;¢ct23

from contact or near-contact explosions, to assist both in the design of instruments for measuring these

large pressures Snd In the design of structures to resist such explosions.

ethods available.

Two methods suggest themselves. One might start with experimental results at great distances

from the char.e and attempt to extrapolate inwards or one might start fron the equations of state of

the explosion products and of the fater and, assuming reasonable initial conditions, follow hydro-

dynamically the variations with tine of the prossure in the water and in the gas sphere. in this

report we shell nmt Ll*. th firgt mthono which ha% recntlv been used by Kirkwod nnd others(2) tut

we shall concentrate on the second. The success of this mothod naturally deplnds on the accioracy of

our data. The equation of state of water over the pressure range required may now be regarded as
fairly well known, covered as it is by recent experiments of Bridgmen and others. The equation of

state, of the explosion products cannot be observed directly, but must be calculated thermodynamically.

This has been done by various workers. Eyen if one takes proper account of chemical equiliorium

during the early stages of the expansion of the explosion products, it soon appears that thc tempErature

falls rapidly during tie expansion, and at soe stagc the explosion products will no longer e in

equilibrium. Thus. at least one arbitrary assumption is involved in this calculation. 4 second

difficulty is that explosives such as T.N.T. form solid carbon, and it is cifficult to oecide whether

or not ;t should be considered to be In thermal equilibrium with the gases. A similar ques-Ion arises

with the aluminium oxide that is formeo when al,.zminised explosives are oetonat d. Penney is also

suggested that the aleinuinu mijht actually burn In the wat r near t;ic charqc. Fortunately, hcwever, it

appears.

Best Available (,
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appears from the calculations of Kirkwood(3) and others, to be discussed later, that mall chnges
In the chemistry of the oecomposition make surprisinjly little difference to the final results.
In tile repcrt we shall use the adiabatics for T..T. and (T.N.T.IAlminIum 85115) obtained by Sooth.

We may therefore take it that the two equations of state are knon with sufficient acuracy
for practical purposes. A more difficult question Is to decide the initial conditions from w!ich
to start our hydrodynamical calculations. It is known from Taylor's theoretical work that a
spherical detonation wave is a #heoretical possibility, but there is no definite evidence that it
really exists. We have therefore two possible choices. We might take the-gas to be Initially at
rest at a high, but uniform, pressure, 3r we might take Initial conditions based on the assumption
of a spherical dotonetion wave. It is desirable to obtain data using both assumptions.

CaLcua'ios already carried out.

The first attempt was made at this problem by Penney. Me obtained results which give the
correct value for the peak pressure at great distances, but tne wrong form for the pressure-tim curve,
the pressure very quickly dropping to zero, th'n rising again, an effect which is not observed
experimentally. In a secod attempt Penney and Oasgupta attacked the problem again, obtaining a
curve very like those observed experimentally. It is difficult to compare these two reports directly,
because, although in both sunstantially the sam method of following the changes in pressure is used
(a step-by-step method based on the 9iennn hydrodynamical equations) two of the assumptions are
changed. in the first paper the initial conditions are thosE of a gas at rest at uniform pressure,
in the Second those proper to the region just benind a detonation wave. in addition, cifferent
e'quations of state for water are used in the two papers. It was partly ;P order to sort out the
effects of these two changes that the present calculations were undertaken.

Inde endently. Kirkwood and others(,; have attempted tc obtain a theory of %te propagation of
the pressure pulse which shall enable results to be obtained in analytic form for different explosives,
without having to report the laborious step-by-step process for each one. In all cases the Initial
conditions assumed are the same as those of Ponney's original paper (gases initially at rest), but
the equation of state for water Is practically identical with that used by Penney and Dasgupta, no
that hero again no direct comparison is posSible. Kirkwood(3) and his collaborators have carried
out the work for a large range of explosivus, and h,ve also examined tie effect of small variations
in the equation of state of the gaseous products, and :;f temperature and salinity varations in the
water. It appears that the effect of all tnese can be neglected for practical purposes.

The calculations actually carried out, the results of which are presented in this report, used
the step-by-step method described by Penney. To try to maintain accuracy the steps were kept quite
swell, so that in 30 - 40 steps the -.ock front at the head of the pressure Pulse had attained a radius
of about six times the original radius of the charge (taken for convenience as 50 cm.). These results
were extrapolated to greater distances by a method suggested by Dsgupta, to be described later. The
equation of state for water was that used by Penney and Dasgupta and was prctically identical with
that used by Kirkwood and others(,). The equation of statc for the gas was that calculated by Sooth.
while the Initial conditions were th-1e the gas was It rest ait uniform pressure. In addition to T.N.T.,
the calculations were carried out for a T.N.T./Alumin;um 83/5 mixture, to obtain a direct assessment
of the effect of adding aluminium to a high explosive, and for comparison with Kirkwood's(3) work.

With these calculations available, we are in a position to make the following comparisons:-

(a) To ascertain the reason for the discrepancy between Penney's earlier results and Penney
• nd Dasguote's later results.

(o) To make 3 direct comparison between the step-by-step and Kirkwood methods.

(c) To obtain an oissessment of thq pffoct of adding aluminium to a high explosive).

Criticism of te, MetAods.

The me hods have both been fully described elsewhere, so that it is sufficient to say here
that the step-hy-step method is based on the equations:-

Best.. Best Available
Best Available Cop) -
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(c +U) 2 0c(j
Dr r

22 21(2)
Ar r

where u is the particle velocity, t tre time co-ordinate and r the distance co-ordinate, and

P I +u. f - u and f is the Rlemann function f " r 0. c is the velocity of sound,

p the density and p. the density at atmoipmarice) prtissure. Kirkwood's(3) method is based
essentially on two assuiptions:-

(a) That the function G - r + I f2  is propagated outwards unchanged with a

velocity c + f. (In the earlier reorts f was replaced by u in these expressions).
A similar function is propaptcd inwards into the gas.

(b) That the important part of the pressure pulse can be rojdrded Rs exponential.

In both methods due account has to be taken of the fact that at the shock front energy is
being dissipated because the shoc.k-front travels slightly slower than and thus 'eats -up the roroinder
of the pulse, the relation between shock front pressure and velocity b.eing dcternincd by the
Rankine-Hugoniot equations. The dis,ipation of energy due to tis *ovecrtaking effec. represents
the effects of viscosity and thermal conductivity, which cannot ce neglected at the steeply-sloped
shock-front, even if thoy can be neglectcd in the remainder of the pulse.

The objection to the ste;-ty-st o method is that if tho steps are made too small errors
accumulate, while if they aro taken to lar;c the sccond-urdf.r t, rns ar not negligible. P~nncy and
basgupta attenietel to allow for these second ordJr terms by thEir 'backwards aId forwards' process.
This process was not uspC in the present cilculations, buecu,: it wes considered that the adcitiz.nal
labour and possibility of error entailed by working over three very similar sets of figures was likely
to counterbalance any gain in accuracy. It was oreferr d to keep the stups small at stages where
special difficulties occurred (at the Daginnin4, at the instant when the rarefaction wave in the jas
first reaches the origin and at te instant when a discontinuity in the Q function is obout to set in,
as desc'ibed later), ind to obtijin a rough mnck on thc over-1.-ll tccurIcy by computing the kinetic
;ind potential energies of j;js .nd Piter at a number cf instants, -ddinc to them the energy dlssipp.ted
-it the shock-front irar see inr -w nearly the t~tjl 1rmined constant. The results suggest that the
;ccuracy remains ffirly _or.c, at lest in the 7-,rly st.gcs of the work, io are given in rables I and
I,.

TABLE I.

Energy balance for T.',T., expressed in calories per jrdm of explosive.

Positio of 3hock- 1
rront. 1.00 1.03 j 1.12 1.8U 2.16 2.92 3.68

(Charge Radii). .

:.E. or Gas 1 028 107 152 7 i 471 336 204

K.E. of Gas 0 8 112 158 I 102 25 8

P.E. of Water 0 5 45 80 97 110 113

".E. of Water 0 9 94 176 201 265 269

Wastage 0 3 3 32 76 01 - 1-4 1 .

Total 1028 1032 1035 1027 972 880 765

Table II .....

Best Available D".1,
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TASLE I .

Energy balance for T.N.T./Aluminam expressed in calories per gram of explosive.

Position Of Shock-
Front. 1.10 1.04 1.21 1.58 1.93 2.18 3.I0

(Chiarge Rhdii). I
P.E. of Gas 1377 1350 1200 909 745 641 )77

K.E. of Gas 0 10 72 187 194 303 1'

P.E. of Water 0 6 29 69 96 120 136

(.E. of Water 0 10 57 152 226 290 337

wastage 0 2 27 78 118 160 222

Total 1377 1378 1385 1395 1379 1314 1087

The discrepancies in the energy in the latter stages of the work are due to a systematic

cause explained in Section 6. It must Got be assumed that the work has suddenly become lss

accurate.

10he method of calcuJlating these energies is fairly oOvious. The potential energies of
gas and water were computed as functions of pressure from the equation of state (by means of the

familiar integral p whicn gives the potential energy per unit volume). The kinetic energy

PC, P
per unit volume is gvr~n simply by p u ano u being knownrat every point, so that o. o:, Zhtain

the total kinetic energles by integrating this over the whole volume of the gas and the disturbed
volume of the watcr. the weighting factor oeing 4 1i r

2
dr. Similar integrations give the two

potentiAl enwrgrmna. Th t.otj wmstn : w-s calcolate4 from the fi;ures given In Penney and Dasgupta's
paper Table I, relating 0, the rate cf wastae, to shock-wave pressure. The relations between time

and position of shock-wave ano value of shock-wave pressure being known, the wastage while the shock-
h

wave moves from R to R is given by 41 J r
2 L pdr.

Kirkwood(3), by a process that is not explicitly stated, concluded that his results were not
likelv to oc ;n error by more than 2Os, and that they would be too high. This conclusion seems to be

borne out by the ccsnparisn ctoepn thiJry nd experirent, as wili be seen later. Penney has

questioned the validity of some of ,:rKwouO's Assumptions and Kirkwool h. rtrpi;ed answering some of
the points raised. The only serious difficulty still outstarding is to decide to what extant one

can replace, is Kirkwood dogs, the .tate of affairs represented by equations t1) and (2) by his rather
simpler scheme of thi(14S, in which 1he outqoinl wave in the gas and the ingoing wave in the water are

both neglected. C.lculations in fact Show that the ingoing wave in the water is very far from

negligible. It occurs for two reascns. First, because of the term - 2uc in equation (2). which
cluses the Q functijn t, build up negatively as the wave travels inwards. Secondly, because the

,-frr. :tc in, .:: ways as re.t.r . thc :vurLakinq effect, sc tnat Q is not
precisely zer cvwn just behind the shick-front. In Kirkwood's first paper (O.S.R.D.588) It was

erroneously stated that the theory implies neglpct of the Q function. This is not so, because
Kirkwood's function j is not precisely the same as the Riemann function P, and Kirkjood has pointed
out that his results in fact imply values of 0 of t e same order of magnitude AS those given by the
step- y-step calculations. However, to(- procedure of replacing two waves proceeding In ;pposite

directions oy a single wave cannit be c rried ou: even In the simple case of a stretched string, so

it Is hard t,- see hw it can la, val Id hcre. The cmparative success -)f KIrkwood's theory is
probably due 1b0 two main causes:-

(s It Is definitely a better approximation than *acoustic' theory. B est A vailable
(b) Substitution in the hydrodynamic equations sho~s that the first-order correction terms

vanish, at all events for water.

A.
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A check on Kirkwood's theory of the propagation of the pressure pulse in water has been

made by Road Research Laboratory by comparing the time and space derivatives of the pressure just

reveals discrepancies of up tu 30,i in the values obtained from Kirkwood's assumotions in the very

hijh pressure region oecurrin initially near the Charge. This check is a sen-itive one, and does

not Imply that values of peak pressure. etc., show errors of this order.

The extrapolation P'oc'ss.

As stated, the 3tep--by-step process we- used until the shoce-front had reached 9 ooir,t about

5 - 6 charge radii from the centre, And trr pressure haO dropped from its original high value of the
order of i& Wloars to about 2 kilobars. Some spr;cimen values of P and 0 and the pressure are

given In Toole Ill.

TABLE III.

V-ilues after the findL step.

T.N.T./A1uminlum

r p P 0r p 7

ems. kilobars netres/s-c. metrs/sec. cMes. kilob.Wrs metres/sec. metres/

I sec.

Shock 268 2.25 260 0 313 2.25 255 0 Shok

front front
248 2.05 255 - to 290 1.65 215 - 15

2t6 1.55 220 - y,( 249 1.20 195 - 35

18 1.00 145 - 65 216 .70 160 - 60

152 .C.5 20,^ - 1is 13 .- 145 - a5

Inter- 107 .30 315 - 265 152 .25 175 - 135

121 3 .30 26S5 - 215 Inter-
I _ _ face

Original radius of charge was 50 cK.I in oo.h cases.

It will be seen that, even at these comparatively low pressures, the function Q is still not
negligible except in the region just behind the shoCe-front. An attempt to carry the step>-by-step

process further (we need values at least 10 chirge radii to Yet a s~itisfactory co,"arison with

experiment) might load to an unacceptable piling up of errors, while any extrapolation process

involves the neglect of thb ingoing vnve. It was considered, hovw.ver, that the application o Such
a process would give a better nswer than -;ither further pplication f the step-by-step methoO or
Kirkood's method, which amounts virtually to an application of extrapolation starting from an

instant just after the pressure-pulse has begun to fore. In particular, it should give a sufficiently

good answer for the variation of peak pressure at v~rious positions of the shoCk-front, and for the

portion of the pressure-time curve inmediately behind thQ shoek-front. On the assumption that 0 is
zero, we have:-

u A f (3)

Also P" f u (dr C + fryM equ'!tln (1).

T
herefore.
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in addition to the formulae already derived, it is neceessry, as will be explained later, to have

an expression for the distance r2 - rI moved by the shock front in the intervel t2 - t1.

For this purpose, U, the Shock wave velocity, has to be ntroduccd In the expression

I dt. The decrease of U with time is not known. but it is related to the pressure by the

t1

following relation, which is satisfactory for small pressures:-

U . c0 (1 a+x) where a = 3'

AS given above:-

dt A = M dx

ftn n+1
c- - (c - C0 )

2  c 0 ? i * x)7l x2

U dt - r r * - C c1 ax) 2n n

t C 0 c"-- (1 + x)
-- -  x2

c0 --' L~x " tl *. x) -' x2' K3 1  .. x) -' x .

r, -r j (x) - J(x1) (9)

where J:L Nr).f2 a +1 +C1 +

wheZ (+ x)-'I X2 2  (I + x)': x

The upper limit of 2 in the integrals has no special significance, but is introduced in order to

simplify taoulation.

Method of ctIculation.

Knowing the pressure (p,) cistribution in water when the Shock-front has moved out to a
distance R. in time ti, we t cn assume tne Shock-front to have moved to a furthor distance 22 and
use equations (51. (6) an (7) to find the pressure distribution in the new position at time t2,

The variouS sieps (f the calculations ire as follows:-

(a) The integrals I(x) and J(x) arc tabulatrid for a series of values of x < 2.

(o) Knowing p, hence c, at R1 for the shock-wave, we can find M by using equation (7)
with r • 1 c C1 .

(C) At this stage it cannot be assumed that the leading Point of the shock-front at time
t. will always rerain the leading point (the pressure thus decreasing according to
equation (5)) and on this assumption use R2 and the value of M found by (b) to find
the value of c2 in vquation (7). In .ctual fact the velocity U of the shock--wave is
rithrr less tren that of the l,'-iding point, So that the method just descr;bed would
cventlly givu P2 at a point br-yond the actual position of the shock-wave. Instead,
we must make use of equation (7) which was Pvolved from an expression for U. Thus.
knowing R, - Rl. M and xV, we find J(x2), ,ence x2 C2 ind p2 at R2,

(d) The n.ext step is to find t2 - t1 Iby equ,.tion (8) using the values of M, x,, x2 row
known. The time t2 - t1 is a fixed time banis for i11 further calculations.
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So far we have found the pressuru at the fLue position of the shock-front. We now have to
find the pressure distribution in the region behind the Shock-front. For this purpose, we select..
a range of values of c, at O;stanCes r, when the Shock-front is at R.. Each pair of-values
(r,, c) is then extended to the flew values (r2, t2 ) by the following methods:-

(a) As bcforc, knowing r IC I her~Ce XVw find the corresponding M from equation (7).

Mf Using the fixed time ba-is t2- t I already found, equation (6) gives IN (x) hence
X2 1 C2, p2.

(A) Returning to equation (7) in the form r 2 C 2. 3202  (c 2 - C 0  m, we can therefore
find r2,

Thus, the Conditions at r I hAvo oe.~n translated into toe corresponding conditions at r2.

This eethoO is repeated for each chosen r I until the pressure--distance relationship for
the shock-wave in its new position R 2 has been completed.

As before, most of the complications ar;t due to the fact that we still have to take due
account of the overtaking tffvct even at comparatively low pressurn.s. The extrapolation process

is basid on the constancy of the quantity rc ( - Cc ) for corresponding points on the pressure
curve at different times. It is interesting to compare this with Kirkwood's method, The
function that Kirkwood assumes to uo constant is given by:-

G - r +1 2 wwee fis the Rieme~nn function, defined as before.

Again using the equation Of St3te for water, we find that th~is ?er=tion is given by:-

~c2 - c2  2 ~
[.- r .In.-.1 + 7;..7 Cc- C(0 )

For low pressures, c is nearly equal to c 0. and the main variation of the quantities G and M wIl
be due to th~e variation of c - CO, which occurs to the first power in both quantities, the second
tc-rm in equation (1o) be~ing negligible compared with V~e first. it thus follows that in this
limiting case the sxtripolation procrss we h~ve used is equivalsnt to Kirkwood's. For pressures
Of the order of 2 kilotarSC - C 0 is about 30% of c0 . so that the pee pressures would have to be
greater than this for th;k two methods tc give significently different results. Simple acoustic
theory would give nearly as good an approximation.

It was found that the pressures t~r *. c* values at coints more than a few charge
radii behind the shock-front, so that c becane nearly equal to C 0 ar-I the extrapolation process
oecae inaccurate. Thus, apart iltagethser froin th5 fact that Q was not negligible, it was not
possible to apply the extrapolation prore~s to points in the region of the water near the gas bubble.
On the other hand, the overtaking effect continually destroyed the front of the pressure pulse.
it was, therefore, net practicable to carry the extrapolation process beyond 30 charge radii, which,
however, is encu~h to give us 3 satisfactory com~parison witI. xp,,rir~ent and with the results of
other workers.

Difficulties encountered in the calculations.

We have already mentionp.d the difficulties connected with the extrapolatior. in the
calcullt iofls proper, sone further dif culties were -encountered.

(a) ;Mce th~i rarefaction wave passing into 1 e ;ms had reached the origin, It became
difficult to mwintain accaracy on account of the term - 1 Swhich remains finite B est A v i K-,_,
at t-v origin but carnet be determined grapnically with any accuracy. For point3

rear~ ~ thVrgn~wsrpae y~ but this quantity was also difficult to evaluate
on account of the fact that the curvc. of u ag'iinst r ends at the origin and ordinary

methods.
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methcwfs of nirical differentiatlcn are not applicable. An attempt to netintain

the accuracy, by keeping the first few steps after the arrival of the rarefaction

wave at the origin small, was made but it is difficult to 
assess thb error due to

this ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -=;:: Mcc-..v-t a h r!! , .... ~c !..,-t

of the pressure pulse for a reason that we shall discuss Imrwitely.

(b) The step-by-step method broke down in the gas 
shortly after the reflection of tne

rarefaction wave at the origin, d discontinuity in the Q function appearing ibout

half-way between the prigin and the interface. A similar effect seems to have

occurred with Penney 'and basgupta calculations, but it 
is undorstood that it did

occir in Penney's original calculations. The effect might be interpreted as the

incipient formation of a shock-wave trawgling ;nwards, 
but It is difficult to

see why a rarefaction wave should suddenly reverse its direction of propagation

and thus boicow. a shock-wave. Such effects are usually associated with a

boundary raflection, out no bdundary Is anywhere near. In another report we

have descrlocd the phPnomonon in detail, and have suggcsted .hat it may be an

instance of an apparent "negativc shock-front', such as has been observed by

Libessart though the persislence of such a ph-nomenon for any finite time also

leads to serious difficulties.

For the purpose .f these calculations, it is important not so much tc elucidate the exact

nature of the effect but to decide what effect it is likely to have on conditions in the water.

For this purpose the calculations were continued in the following way (after we had first satisfied

ourselves, by rcpeating part of thu c;,lculat-tins with a rdouced -iz, o! stcp, thtt the appearance

of the discontinuity was a rcal phenomenon). A continuati on of the calculation, accepting the

Riemann theory literally, would have givcn us a 0 curve 4itn two or ,,nchEs vverlapping one ".nother

and connected bj dn S-shaped portion, so that. for certain v -lues :f r tn-re wculd have been three

possible values of 0. The lover part of the corve, starting from the origin, was retained up to

the point at wnich the S- .hped portion tugar. to bend backwards, and all of the upper branch of the

curve overlapping this portion was eras._1 It is clear that this procedure will lead to the total

energy being under-estimated if the rral rnenofrnnon is (say) an ingoing shock-wave, and we find

Indeed from Tables I and II that trhre is a morked lccr)as in the total energy in the latter steps,

the decrease in fact practically coinciding with the appearance of the discontinuity in 0.

Our reason for adopting this method of calculation was to try to find lit whether the

rarefaction wave could reach the interface, and thus affect conditions in the water, posibly

producing a pronounced minimum in the pressure-time curve of the kind found Dy Penney. We obtained

the reassuring result that, even witn our extreme assumption, the oiscontiruity in 0 was only propagated

with a speed comppre.bbe with thm 1dvanc-C of tns gas-water interftc, so teat ;t would be a long time

oefere it coalO aff-:Ct ccJitions in the wats:r. Ir fact, the aiscentinuity in Q was still far benind

the interface when the rain portion of the Pressure pulse had formeC and the step-by-step calculations

were broken off. Tnus it would appear that conditions at the orijin are not likely to have any

important effect on the pulse fn the water.

Swmwary_ of r- .u -ts.

In Tables IV and V the relation netween pressure and time, which is what would be measured

by a gauge at a fixed position in %Pace, is givwn for distances of approximately 2, 3. 4 and S charge

radii for both explosives. In Fi~uresi and 2 the Same data are plotted logarithmically, and it will

be see that, with the exception of ti case - 3.03 for T..T., the pressure-tire curve Is a

reasonable exponential even quite close to th, charge, thus proving some justification for Klrkwood's

second AS.u..ti.n. Th :X ....p . .nt:1 ;s n t. the S OP f these curves are

also given in the Tables. Owing to the *eatinj-uo" of the pressure puls by the shoCk-front, it Is

not possible to obtain satisfactory figures for the time constants beyond 5 charge radii. A rough

comarison with Kirkwood's figures is mide in Tole Vl.

In Figure 3 peak prassure multiplild by number of charge radii Is plotten c-g2!,st distance

for T.N.T. and T.N.T./Aluminiom accordn; to th4 pr-snnt cRlculstions, and according to Klrkwood's(2)

latest figures (O.5.R.D.2022). Also inclun,'d for conparison Is Icnni-y's carlier work on T.".T.

All these curves are baL.0 on the assumption that ths jas is at rast initially. Penney and O&sgupta's

calculations Include the 'fffuCt of a dttonation wave, a d cennot, therefore be compared dirertly with

the others, rhe followIn'j differences butween the various calfulatiirs must aJso be noted:-

(a).
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(a) In Penney's curve the equation of state for water differs from that uses In the
other work.

ko) The densisy of l.R.i. was i.*# gms./cc. in Airswooosti) worm, 1.:55 in Penney's work
and 1.50 in the present calculations. The differencea so introouced are not present

calculations. The dfferences so Introduceo are not likely to be serious. They can

be estimated by comparison of Kirkwooo's results for T.N.T. of densities 1.59 aid 1.40.

In Figure 4 a comparison is Mile of the Present calculations with th ose of Penney and Dsgupta
to see the effect of intruducing a detnatizn wavc.. The equation of state for water Is identical

in the tw cases, the equation )f state for the gas n:t significantly different, but It should le

noted that the Initial Conditions assumed by Penney ad Oasgupta are such that the g3s initially has

a total energy of 800 calories per gram of explosive. as against 1028 calories per gram for the

present calculetions. This differpnce is partially counterolld ced by the fact that Penney and
Dasg;%upta use a T.N.T. of higher dinsity (1.555 Insteae of 1.50. but this still leaves a discrepancy

of 191 in the 'norgy for a .charge of the same volume. No attempt has been made to introduce any
correction for this in Figure 4.

Figure 5 includes all the tneoretical curves of peak pressure against distance for T.N.T.
Fijures 6, 7 and 8 -show th Jistribution of pressure rnd particle velocity as functions of distance

for o T.N.T. charye nt 3 differint instant%, while Figures 9, 10 and 11 give similar data for a
T.N.T./Aluminiur charge. Te dat? for the conditions in the gas are only given between the

interface and the first discontinuity in Q, for which region it will e unaffected by the behaviour
of the discontiity.

TABLE IV.

P - t Relationships for T.N.T.

2.6 3.08 . R.9
a'2.06 0 , a - oU5.0 I

P t P t P I t

11.75 0 5.95 I 0 3.90 0 2.55 a
10.65 20 4.85 50 3.10 70 2.05 90
10.00 40 .00 100 2.55 150 1.65 180

8.90 60 3.60 150 2.00 210

7.60 90 2.90 210 1.55 310
6.50 120 2.20 280 1.10 400 9 - 10M s
5.55 150 1.55 360 .80 490

4.90 190 1.10 440
4.0b ,'30 .90 520
3.40 280 .65 610 e 325 a

2.60 330 .40 700

1.85 380
1.60 40
1.25 510 

=
260A .

.85 590

.70 670

19 220 _ s

Table V......
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TABLE V.

P- t ReoltioAhiq fIrT.N.T./Aluminium

V 1.98 = 3.0 4. 07 - = 5.01ao a 0
o  a.

P p t t P-

14 85 0 7.60 0 4.5 0.214:.,0 15 6.40 45 3.6 702.1 |150
12.90 35 5.0 95 2,85 I O1.20 3 50,
12.00 55 4.40 1 45 2.20 20.55 i550 .

o.35 80 .1160 200 1.35 40
9.10 110 2.85 260 .55 600
7.85 1ao 2.25 3i0 .15 800 360 g s
6.70 175 1.65 410

5.40 215 1.18 510
4.35 260 .60 660 6• )o3 s
3.10 310 .25 860
2.75 360 _

1.90 .s e•265 p

6 220  s

TA8LE VY.

Comparison of Tie.-ConstAnts with Kirkwood's Values,

D R 1.00 2.06 1.8 .01 7.51 10.0

1 950 P r ,en . 
calculations) - 220 260 325 410 - -T ". . -- 

I 
. ,T.N.T (9 (Xr.,od) ~ 17 2  (260) 0330) (1400) (D60) 560 j695

I ensity
... . . __... . " _o ,. . 1.00 1.98 U.00 4.07 5.01 7.71

1.765 6 (present calculntiuns) - 220 265 330 360 - -
T.N.T/A . .... i.. ' ' ' !f

3 0  
11

1.6-94 (Kirkwoo) 203 1(2t) (360) ('50) (520) 612 725

All values refer to .3 charpe of 50 cm. radius, anJ are Qiven in microecnI1j.

N.TE: rhe fi~uren in brackets are taken as -ccurately as Possible off Kirkwood's
curves. uncracketed fbures are o~tained from valjes quot.-d numcric1llly.

Comparison
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Comp~arison with exteriprellt.

Fi~r 5 Inles all tthc thoorctical curves for T.m.T., although It Is emphasised again

that they do not ori~inat In precisely the $amv asumptioms. in addition, experimental Infornitition

zin qr-ssurv~s v.ry ner the cm'.r~ie is includEd, tak'*n from variouJs published reports. It is belitived

that this :cvors prictic'illy all r~lults that have been rtportod, at All events within 15 - 20 Charge

radii. The following Is a list oif instrumunts and methods used.

(ei ) tie !2:.Lctric j*.ue (Wod's Holi) (2) U.S. Report U.s. 24.

(o) Pressure-b r (Taylor ind ttivics) (1)

(C) Sp=ey-Vel-City t.no Air-Shcek wave (Roa-d Research L botatory)

(d) Spray-vnlacit, (*;-d's Hole) U.S. Rep.,rt U.E. 27.

(?1 ii~l Tt ld (affect on refractive Indlex of water) (Wood's Hole) U.S. Report U.E. 23.

In addition, two tmpirical lines 1 avc b'een Included. one according to the law recently
sug'3ested in tC U.%~A. (nOnogram issutd by Prince.ton University Station mnd stated to Or bA~Ad on data

supolicd by U.E.R.L.), and the othstr according to Wood's formjlak.), This latter formula Is based cn

rreasuronrrntS at com~paratively large distances. As It does not scale up exactly with radius of charge3,

it his te*--n dra-.nm In for A 300 lb. charge.

The followinn cornmts are rrade on, the various experimental pointS:-

(a) , The lino drawn through the points obtained with the plezo-electric gauge was obtained by
Kirkwood's -*,xtrapolation rxethod(2)o Of which a preliminary account is given in U.S. Report
U.E. "It,

(L' Although th: one~ point obt'&incd from the pressure-oar gives reasonable agrereet. with the
theoretic-11 curvc-,, th, *xparirrvnt indicated a tim)-constant much greater thin. too
micros,.conds, wm'.r'As theory inilicates a t ime-constart of the order a? S0 microseconds,

(C) -,- ;r*..vurc wajs inforr.d by tw~o distinct nrethiods, by tM vclocity cf surface spiy -~d
by the V00lCity of the Soc3k-front rising into the air from the water surface. These
two "ethooS igrt-e will1 except n.t the 2 sh.rge radii position, where the shock-front is
pr-blbly oscurvA by the spray. Thse 1, er point is obtalied un the rtsslmpticn th'.t the
sh-ck-frnt v',I~city ij,. Ar Is tmh si ame the Sproy voloelty. T1,aSe e!xp.'rimcnts wero
with C.E. -nd 51 has b.-fl arbitrarily deducted frcr' the readings tC give a comp.irlsin
with T.M.T.

W~ Tr: ep-r:,y v?'I'c~ty r-ethed Is alvpl led in this case to T.N.T.

(r) In the optictal rao-thod the shotk-wnv, wAAt used as a lens. The exp'.osivz was Tetryl,
which actorlin,; to Kirkwood'r (3) fi;t.res has a tltaoretical peak prinssure distance
curve &nrmost iijsntlcal with T.N.T. of d' nsity I.E9. According to experirtental work

4uotrd tiy KirkwooC (in O.S.R.D. 2022), Totryl has a peak pressure dlistinctly above the

thvoretc.r, :It Ill cvrnts for points near the charge (son Floure I of tha1t Report).
This is in -irp contrast with T.N.T.. for which the peak pressures are below Kirkwood's

curvo as is Ilear from ri'2ure 5 of tmis report. (one would expect Kirkwood's theory
to over-(.,stlIn'ate the pressure somewhat), it is therefore not clear oy what factor Lhe
T.'tryl r-.:sults ihojllC be correct-d in order to give a comparison with T.M.T.

Dt q C U q s -0.

WI~n the exc.'otion of the strange result on the tirm-constant revealed by the pressure-bar.
it flay be st-30ia theit the dasr~mcmts btetween theory and t.xperiment are no grrtatier then the
dIscr,.oan~ti: vt~v?,.n tre! various win ,i, Also that the various rnnthods of measurement agree well
dmon4 tPV:i5(le'', *e lire, h**oe'r, now in a posit oii to trace at any rate some of the causes of
tinese diSCri Wrie 1, A 1d to infer thec approximate effrect that they have. We may I st them for

c,.i.~n~'n. ~r en~n,~rof hrsadis.

(a) -Best Available Col
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(a) variations of loadi'.g densities and enery release.

av intperoolat inc between xirgiwood'-. rurvesr3) for T.N.T. densitv 1.59 and T.N.T. densitv

1.400" we Conclude that an overall reduction of the order of 105 should be made in the peak pressures

for a dvrttity of 1.59 to compare them with a density of 1.bO. This would give much better agreement

with the step-by-step results, but we ought loqflcally to apply a similar correction process to the

T.M.T./Aluminjum results, and this would worsen the agreement because Kirkwood's density Is less.

It is difficult to know how to correct Pinney indl Dasgupt.ils cure to 3lloN for the fact t:.at they

assumed too small an energy conto.nt. The discrepanty in nnergy was !91. So the discrepancy In peak

pressure is unlikely to be more than 101, -ind will protbably be less, owing to the fact that the wastage

of energy in the shock-wave increases faster with pE.k pre4sure than does the energy given to the water.

(b) Variations of the equation of State of the gas.

We may deduce from Kirkwood's(2) pork that variations In the Co'posit ion, equilibrium, etc.,

of the exploded prodticts makes relativcly little difference to the pressure In the water. The

step-by-step calculations give no evidence on this point.

(c) Vaitso f t he quton ofa tatef thewte.

It will be seen from Figures 3 and 5, comparing Ppnney's original work with the present

calculat ions, that the peak oressurc distance curve is only affecteid by the change In the equation of

st',te in the region very near the chara.. However, the pronounced minimumn in the prn.sure-tive curve,

which w'is such a disquivting feature of Penney's original results, has disappeared. It was suggested

by one of us thet %his minleim hMo Apperod due to N'nney's origlnil equation of state giving too small

a compressibility of W.'ter -i.t high prsuu.which surmise seems to be confirme..

Iirkwood's (3) work indicates that minor changes in the constants of the equation of state, due

to temperature and salinity changes, are of practically no importance.

(d) Vairiations of th,4 assume~d initial conditions.

Figure i4 giv,:s a straight comparison of our calculations with those of Penney and Casgupta.
Apart from the fact that the equation of state for the gas IS slightly different, the only change that
has bann madS is that we have r,';laced the *aetonat Ion wave" cord It Ions by the assuiipt Ion that the gj&3
is Initially at rest. It will be noted that Penney and Oasguota's curve crosses ours twice, and this

would rurrnin trur ev,!n if one made a correction of the order of 5 or 101 to allow for the energy

difference already r'-ferre to. On.account of the fact that higher peak pressure in the water Involves

a more than proiCoCtional rat of wastage of ener~gy at the shck-front, it is clear that this phenomenon
of crossing over is to De expected. in another report it has been suggested by one of us that an
affect of this kind (different detonation volocities and pressores) may account for the anoamous results
observea with Torpex and Minol I I, Torpex being apparently better at great distances, whi le Minol I I

gives bigger deflect ions on the oCx model (small distances). An attempt is made to correlate this with
the detonation properties, Torpey oting a sensitive explosive, whereas Minol 11 is difficult to detonate.

(e) The e'ect of adding Aluminium.

Neither our chIlculations nor Kirkwood's(2) throw any lI ght on the question of whether or not the
effect of iluminiur is diue to *after-burningw, i.e., to the tim~e of reaction of the Aluminum with the
other explos ion products being comparable with the time of expansion of the gas bubble, In the

calculations of tho adiabaitS it is assumed that the re-kction of the Aluminium is virtually completed
before the expansion ct':gins. Leaving asid.2 this point, it is clpear from Figure 3 and Table Vi that
Kirkwood finds thit t"e addition of Aluminium has hardly any Offact on the peak pressure but lengthens
the time-constant, while we find an appreciable increase in the peak pressure' but practically no effect
on the timc-conitant. Indeed, at 5 cnar~c radii the tiew-constant for the aluminised explosive drops
below that for T.N.T., this presumably toiig associated with the fact that the ratio of peak pressure
Is Increasing if this reg4ion. At 30 charge radii tjur curves for peilk pressure are approaching one
another rp~idly. 5nd we smoula 'xoect 'his dmcr-.Asn In the p-.:ek pr, ssurE r-itio to be assoclatcC with
an Increase In the ratio of tim cnstants, although we have no definite figures to bear this out.
If so. It means that the stcp-by-stetp and Kirkwood metnods givv similar predictions at large distances.
In agreement with the experiments, whichi indicate practically no effcct of the Aluminium on the peak
pressure, Out an Increase In th-: time Constant.

At ..
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Mt small distances, however. the two theories are In fundamental disagreemeent as to what

:xaretlv the effect of adding Aluminium i$. This disagreement is particularly serious because. In
each pair of results, rothing has been changed except the adiabatic of the explosion products so that
it Is clear that eithe~r one or the otner theory cannot be relied on near the charge, even ior
cmiprison purposes.

(t) The effect Of neglecting the ingoing wave In the water.

Cosprison of the two se~ts of curves Indicates at Once that lirkwood's(3) theory tendt to give
too high values for both peak pressure and time -:onstant. but that the correction involved my well
differ consderably for differvnt explosives1.

g) The effect of Kirkwood's exponential assumption.

Kirkwood's theory apparently involves a straight assumption that the Ppssure-time curve Is
exponential. The constants art, determined by the Initial conditions of continuity of pressure and
velocity at the 3s-water Interface. -imd once this has been done the subsequent behaviour of the
pressure pulse is deptermined entircly oy Lhe properties of water, the properties of the gas having
no further chance -l' influ.'ncing the Answer. Wie think that our results, showing as they do that the
predicted form of the pulse I., expocne ntinl, r.oproscnt a distinct lImprovedent. and also that there my
be some way of determining tho time constant which shall take account, by some averaging process. of
Dert of the early history of the gas bubble, as distinct from the conditions at the Initial Instant
only. At later Instants, tne 0 function in the water will have to be Considered explicitly. This
point will be investigated further.

CovicLusions.

Apart from the except Ions noted above, It will be seem that the various theories are In
reasonable agreement with one another and with oxperient, and that the Causes of meny of V.: apparent
discrepancies can be traced. The step-by-step calculations justify Kirkwood's(3) assumption of an
exponential orcssure polse, out inoictte that the determination of tic constants of the exponenial
curve needs some mewthod rmorc e'laborqte than that used by Kirtwood(3). -won if only coaparison of
different explosives are wanted. it Is pro~bable that this Method will need to take explicit account
of conditions it the surface of the gis bubble ait insttnts other than the Initial one. The Q
runction i the water is thin no~t negligiDI-n near the. gas bubtlw, and will probably have to be
allowed for also.

Refe refC e.

Mj T3Ylor and Davies. 'A Measuremernt of the Pressure close to an Explosive Underwater*

(2) Kirkwooo and Othur-. U.S. Report U.E. 214

(3) Bethe, Kirkoood 'The Pressure-wave produced by an Underwater Exo'ueion'. A
et al. series of rcports beginning with 0.3.R.0. 566. !4ost of the

inforratior, is suimraised In 0.S.R.D. 2022 which supersedes
soe of the earl ier reports.

(4) wood. 'Nature of the Pressure impulse produced by the detonation of
explosives under water. An investigation by the Plezo-electric
cathode-ray oscil beeraph method'.
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Hydrodynamic Properties of Sea Water at the Front of a Shock Wave*
J. M. RICHARDSON"

Baker Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. V.

AND

A. B. ARONS*** AND R. R. HALVERSON****
Underwater Explosives Research Laboratory, Woods Hole Oceanographic institution, Woods Hole, Massachuselts

(Received June 2, 1947)

The Rankine-Hugoniot relations have been applied to appropriate equation-of-state data
in order to calculate the propagation velocity, particle velocity, enthalpy increment, Riemann
function, etc. at shock fronts of various amplitudes in sea water. One set of tables provides
values over a wide pressure range (-p to about 80 kilobars) and is principally intended for use
in conjunction with theories of propagation of shock wave originated by underwater ex-
plosions. A second set of tables contains values which are closely spaced up to pressures of 14
kilobars. These are calculated with somewhat greater precision and are intended for use in con-
nection with experimental measurements of particle and propagation velocities, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION development of the theory to independent inves-
TT has long been recognized that the velocity tigations of Earnshaw and Riemann. Qualita-
lof propagation of sound waves of finite tively this work indicated that, since the higher

amplitude in a fluid medium is a function of the pressure portions of a wave travel with greater
pressure in the wave. Lamb' ascribes the early vclocity, an arbitrarily-shaped pressure pulse of

*The work described in this report was performed finite amplitude must, during propagation, alter
under National Defense Research Committee Contracts its shape in such a manner as to build up into a
OEMsr-121 with Cornell University and OEMsr-569 with shock front. By applying the laws of conserva-
the Woods Hole Oc .nographic Institution.

P resent addre:s: Bell Telephone L boratories, Inc., tion of mass, energy, and momentum to theMurray Hill, N. J. transfer of matter across the shock front,
**0 Present address: Department of Physics, StevenR rankie an Hgt obt e seof tree

Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J. Rankine and Hugoniot obtained a set of three*'00Deceased. relations among the five variables: pressure,
. H. Lamb, Hydrodynamics (Cambridge University Press, density, particle velocity (u), shock front

London, 1932) 6th Ed., p. 481.
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po and specific volume vo, the pressure p, specific

-- ilm -1), an ( Tprtice lo vl 4-1; ,( +11

[I, C3 behind the shock front arc determined by the
A' Rankinel-liigoniot' conditions, which express

the conservation of mass, momentum, and
/ energy of an element of fluid passing through the

front. For the purposes of this paper, these con-
ditions mtay conveniently b~e Norittefl

6! u[(ppn)(o-v] 1 ,(2.1)

(p,, T,, 
U= LVo[(P-Po)/(Vo-V)]' (2.2)

AJI= (1/2)(p-po)(v+vo). (2.3)

r -In the last equation, All is the s,26cfic enthalpy

FIG. J. A'd~ahalir awld Hugoniot contours~ in p- T plant', increment of an element of fluid when it passes

through the front. The specific enthalpy is de-

velocity (U), andl ,_ntlialpy increment (AHI). fined as the sum11 of the internal energy per gram

These relations, when applied to data onl tile and the pressurc-voluxne product, pv.

equation-of- state and specific heat, make it pos- Given equation of state indi specific heat data

sible to calculate v, U, and All and to evaluate for the fluid, any three of the variables p, v, U

certaiii other functions applicable to the theory and u may be determined as functions of the

of the formation and propagation of shock waves fourth. Here wc, sha.,ll regard p as the independent

originated by explosions.' variable. For certain hydirodynamic applications

Precise knowledge of v and U also makes it we must have, int addition to v, U, and u as

possible to calculate shock wave pressures in functions of P, the sound velocity

cases where the particle velocity or propagation
velocity can be measured. The purpose of thc c= (ap/ap)'.q; p= 1/v. (2.4)

calculations (described below was to apply the the Riemiann o'-f unction+
H ugoniot relations to appropriate equation-of-
state data for sea water in order to provide (a) [v[.,',. S]/c~p', S]]dp', (2.5)
tables of the desired functions uip to very high "
pressures (ca. 80 kilobars) for use in the theory. and the undissipatedc nhap
of prpagatt ion of uinderwater exp lojsion waves,-

andl (b) tables of particle and propagation cc vCp'. S3jdp', (2.6)
velocity at fairly close pressureC interval!, in a r
lower pressure region (up to La. 14 kilobars). wvhere S is the entrop..

11. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY AND COM- In practice, one m ust resort to successive

PUTATIONAL PROCEDURES approximations to effect a reduction of the

In tis ecton e gve a acoun ofthe Hugoniot conditions, combined with equation-of-

hydrdynaica andthemodyamicl rlatinsstate arid specific heat data, to a set of relations

and the computational procedures leading to thle epesn ,U nva ucin fp oti

numerical results tabulated in Sections I II and 3 W. J. IN. 16nkinv, Tran!s. R oy. Soc. London, A160,
IV, For thle convenience of the reader a glossary 277 (1870).

I IT. 11tiui~oIl(, J. do. 1'ecoI polyt. 51, .3 (1887). 58,

of symbols is presented in Appendix Ill1. 881
Whena shck wve avanes wth vlociy U tnTe Rienumact-function orc-ors in ierniann's forin of

Whena shck wve avanes wth vlociN U the hvdrcxlvnatnical equat ions, which, for the case of
into a stationary fluid of unperturbed pressure silhericaI -yrnnietr%, mna- hev written tse reference 1):

1j. G. KirkwwpoI andi If. Bethe, The Pressure Ware I+)=-2ur

I'ruduced by apt Uptderuvittr E~xplosion (D~ept, of Commecrce LI /f-(c- )'/) o- a) = 0,

B'jbliographs NoII3. 11 2M, 0S,7fl) Rieport No), .598, where t iF the tiniv aud r is. the radial1 coordinaite. The

flrt I. ot her i uat iivs h. cc dl lvhbeeni defi ned .

Best Available (~nr-
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end, it is expedient first to consider certain kilobars, the Tait, equation-of-state.
quantities as functions of p~ressure and1( tern- W~O, T) TV(p 10,/.~O T) . (1/,n) !g1+/(J
perature, p and T, or pressure and entropy, p and ' IT I2#It,1I)& . (2.7)JFJ
S. 134o1v pi'ocumuding to d 11o01 dlulied dis. -T231)C (.7
cussion o! the calculations it may perhaps hielp In the first case, the initial temperature was
to orient the reader if we consider, qualitatively, to~ -15 0C; in the second, to - 2SC. I n both cases,
contours of some pertinent quantities in the p-T the initial pressure po-O. Neither of the two
plane. In Fig. 1, the possible states of a giveni equations-of-state are complete in the sense that
fluid just behind the slbock front lie along a single vo-v(O, T) must be determined by auxiliary
curve, which we have label ed "Hugoniot." An thermal expansion data (also discussed in Ap-
element of fluid initially in the state (ps, 7") pendix 1).
which has attained a state (p, T) just behtind We express dhe ei~thalpy and volume incre-
the shock front finally returns to a state (po, TOs ments l- pT H( o)
along the adiabatic, so labeled in the figure. Also IIHpT-HOT), (2.8)
;nrluded are the designationms of a few points on AV = VkP, T) - vA0 TO),
a p-S basis using square brackets according to ini terms or line integrals, first along an isobar
the convention introduced in Part b of this from (0, To) to (0, T) and, secondly, along an
section. In general, T, is larger than To because isotherm from (0, T) to (p, T) (wee Fig. 1). For
of the dissipation occuring at the front. The the enthalpy increment we obtain

cetra part of our problem is the determination
of the Hugoniot curve.

We shall consider in Part a the calculations AH- TC(,T)T= vT
clue to Arons and Halver-Axil which are intended frlI, C(,T)T
to be accurnte in the range of relatively low (2.9)
pressure (cn. 0 to 20 kilobars). TIhese results as A ~ =fPp T) - (p" T) 1dr
stated in the introdutction are intended for the 0 J vP. )-T d'
determination of the lmenik preltsure of a shock
wave from measured values of the shock, front AT= T- To,
velocity U or pairticli' velocity n. In Part b, w'e where c,,(O, T) is the specific heat extrapoLtled to
shall consider the calculations of Kirk*-ood and zero pressure and ep is the mean of C. over the
Richardson,' the results of which were originally temperature range AT.
intended for the applications of the shock wave For the volume increment we obtain
propagation theory of Kirkwood and Bethc' VA+A,
which required data over a higher rn gi of pre. AoVA, +T-v,To- AT,(.0
sures (ca. 20 to 50 kilobars). Arv -v(0, T) -v(0, T),~ , (.0

a. Calculations of Areas and Halverson where fib is the mean thermal expansion at zero
Here we outline the calculations' suitable for pressure over the temperature range AT.

the relatively low pressure range (ca. 0 to 20 From the last H-ugoniot condition, Eq. (2.3),
kilobars) bsed upon the equation-of -state and and Eq. (2.9) we obtain
specific heat data discussed in detail in Appendix Cv(O. 7)+Il/2)(A,.v)Jp-ArII
1. For the range 0 to 1.5 kilobars, the Ekmnn AT- - - -- - -,(2.11)

equation-of-state was used: ;n the range 0 to 25 C1.- (1 /2) (Asp)
$A.. Au, ditl R4. R4. l1almi'fwn. ftlvaeeII Cculaz. where ArIl is to be calculated by meani of the

how lowv .%w Itits W * FO'rowi, OSRI) Ro-port third of Eq. (2.9) And the appropriate equation-
01. 0t. Kirkumod and J. M. Kkharvl..oti The P~ijue of-state, and where Ay is to be obtained from

lme Pr'.drfvdhpyufj'dpin tps Parit 0I ORI) compressibility data. The right-hand side of Eq.M., ,jw #4CMMerre 01iI6qdphy NO. [In (2.11) depends, of course, on the temperature T.
KijwwwE 10# K- Mlm,.gl phI'eiire O The determination of AT is accomplished by the

NO67 1l tsPF #4 CnMnM.VrP Iltl1liVmtPh%. f'll.2I 4_41 method of successive approximations. A trial



k'I*I. I.L-r'..it, itnt .1II ill low presiture region theory of K~irkwoodl and lBethe 1 These are basedl
d on tu knumi &-;hin~l.tw et water, Iniil po the eutol.-auwd5)cfcha

W111110di~UmIY~iC' ,vtliniiy~ .41 patsi per thmind M.79 i cu.i~.f41 t &dspcfcha
wt. Perrent NaCQ) re- 491?.8 Ft "wec 1500.5 In...&v. da.ta1 dIiscussed in1 detail ill A:)Ip(nlix It

A 1.160 1 11odifif.'d Tail. equation-of-state conncting
V . W 1, -e AU~, v(P, T) and ip(O), 7') to be discussed below. In
14 (M l131/ -1 r;I I (it., (Cal most respects, the data is made to fit the proper-

- tieq of an aqueous 0.7 niolal NaCI solution
.is 2V0 13.1 s' 20w 1.14 29.1 4 assumned to be roughly equivalent to se-a water

* s S" t 1 72 60m 3 1 1. .4.7 of salinity s=32 parts per thousand (see Section
I.13 1.0 74. 2.1% to .0 .411, 139.7 1 : of Apoendix 1).

:0 1.4 7.1MU W 6.33 l".01 19.0
1.0 114 5. 1 .0M ;'.3f louts 22.1 Ill these calculations thle initiai piessure po is

1 6.0miI1 171 1Siljt.(Nvl ~ fl%) 1j im tken to be zero, and several different initial
21.W' 10.37 2M6.5 1"

22.0043 11.35 I-M6 Mt.5 temperatures To~ are usedI 00OC, 20'C, and 400 C.
- - Before indicating the precise iiature of the

Thamil 1 M. L-iite. t-. aind .111 in interlnedliate pre~sure modification of thle rait equation, it is desirable
i-io I i it) _5 kitobars) lba~edl on Tait equa~tinn-of- to mention that in this p.Lrt two dlifferent pairs

ltate; uf=7.Wl.) B-n3.012. Sea water: Initial temperature ~ needn aibe ilb sdpesr
13*C: mIin:g 04 r e thou-.ind (3.79 wt. percent ofandteperdn atriale will T), an c presressand
Nancb: e-5014.7 t1w - 15283 m hvc. adtmeaue(,Tadpesr n

_ =entropy [P, ST. Conscq..intly, in order to
A B idct hc )i r sdi ucin ewl

V .o it .findiaewihpi r sdi ucin ewl
IM (al!to (t,(a/Ueprnhsstiniaetefrtaran

0._____ 0-i0 ' 0 0.0 0 o square brackets to indicate the scond, i..
1.0 85159 SQ 230 20.0110 11.0 2,%h 31.3 v(P, T) and v[p, S].

13 Ilo 4 S: 40. The modified 'ormn of Tait equation introduced
1. P7 3 10 50.111110o 24.7 384 7
.4 J0 5. 7.1 1,0 28.7 67 20 by KirkwooclZ 6 is
4,0 2794 J'QJ x il 510.41111 .5 6.1 73 101.0

3 ' 0 11 14. o1 1/' 10. xt(no,. SS1/. n) log(l +p,/.4r 55), (2.12)
5.1 44.13 446.1 1 72.9 : IM M 42.8 1014 130.0in 56.7. "',I 16.9 214.0 120.010) 49.2 1168 1711.0 where

6~ 43"e 466.A 254A5 140.01 M 131. 1 1a07.0)
7 i .2.4 1111.9 ) A 20 . 1 o iWEin WA 1443 21510
("All u 760P. 1,, 514.4 tuomu x0 .; (,(1 54 .2&4.11 v, .3] =r(/), Trp. 5]), v vO

- -I-- ~(see Fig. 1) n is anl empirical constant, and thle
function A ES] is related to the function B(1) in

value of AT is used in evaluating the right-hand the original isothermal form Of thle Tail. eqwi-
aide giving I more accurate value of AT on the tion, Eq. (2.7), as follows,
left-hand sie, and the process is repented until AESJ.IB(1[O, ]), 1-(T-273,16)"C. (2.13)
the results of two successive steps differ by a esn o nrdcngti idlctoto
sufficieitly small amount. One or two steps The reason fquaintredcn thi vaiL c (1) the
general ly suffice.thTateutoaratva wdl:()ie

We have thus obtained T as a function of p anomaly of it vanishing specific volume tqp, T) at
.dnong the Hugoniot curvv (r-j Fig. 1). It is now a finite prtegurv dlig .1 give,, ilgilic (whlich
;xmibke to cankul-itc immedintely the pnrticle. (lCs nlot differ markedly fronm the I-Igoiniot curve
velicity u. the propagation vlocity IU, ;Indl thle in the ren of waler) is remrnvedl tona higher prvs-
!61wvific volume v as functions ,. P behind the surte by replacing [v(O, 7T) -r'(P. 7')jEv(O, I)]
Phock front. The results using the Ekman TVA1lt.1i Il.V6111tgv! llr U-v tot tillilt e llirwraiwe,"
* etpnwnnof~tteand the Tnit cquation-of-ttile 111,(1 40ilie% -it i5,~t !4 .lve o preit4 of 1ixi
Are tabulated In Tabk-s I and 11. respectively, of
section M1. %lmi

b. The CalcUlaton of Richardson and Klrkwood - . S71
Herr we outline the calculations' Intentled for .12 71111

014' 4WIC4'1tmni, of The' ohock -Awr j'roplnnilort~ ---- -- -
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by 1og(v~o, S)/vrp, S]), a~nd (2) thle calculation (0, 1o.) - [0, So] to (0, 1"0 -£0, S] ald tile
of qu~intities defined by liit. integrals along second along an ndinbatic from (0, 7'1) - [0, S)
adiabittics is tireatlv simplified by taking S to (p, 7') - [p, S] (see F~ig. 1), giving:
instead of 7' as one of the independent variablt-a.

*The function AC[S] is relalted simrply to C), the
sound velocity at zero pressure and entropy S W, (v[P', SJp', (2.20)
according to Eq. (2.4) as follows f

A[SJ-c 1 ,t:j c-c[O, Si. (2.14) r37

On the basib of Bridgman's pk.P T data for pure h=j S T[0, S'JdS'- fuo cP(0, T')dT',
water, nn average value of n equal to 7.15 haswieeisteulsipcdchayarad
been selected for the present calculations. In weewi h nisptdetap led
Section 2 of Appendix 11, it is shown that n defined by Eq. (2.6) with po-O and given ex-
deviates from this value by less than 4 percenlt plicitly in terms of cl, vi, and v in E~q. (2.19).
in a large pressure-temperature field bounded by The dissipated enthalpy hs can be determined as
.diabatics starting at zero pressure and tem- an explicit functonn of To and T, from specific
peratures of 20*C and 60*C, respectively, and heat data (Appendix 11, Section 1). Combining the
extendling to pressures of 25,000 kg/cmt. We third Hugoniot condition, Eq. (2.3), with Eqs.
assume that n has the saime value for an aqueous (2.19) and (2.20) we obtain the relation
0.7 molal NaCI solution as for pure water, and h 1I n+ 11
we obtain by interpolation the required values - - Y- (1 1 - 1)
of D(J) from R. E. Gibson's values of B(1) for CI 2n n-i

dilute aqueous NaCI solutions (see Appendix 11, - y - 1), (2.2 1)Section 1). The appropriate heat capacity and 2nvl
thermal expansion data are discussed in Section TABLE TV. Properies~ of vca water at a shock front.
I of Appendix IL. (Initial temperature 0*C; salinity 0.7 In NaCI; Co- 1443

We now proceed to the calculation of the In/sec.)
qua-ntities u, U, c, a, and w. We first express these A LI c uXIO* Ath
quantities with use of Eq. (2.12) in terms of p, (110 '"1 (I/ In (m/ (MI UUIRdI; (enk?:

ba) vcsc) sec) ' se)in) ) 3m)
VsMv(p,T)-ov[P,Si, vo'.V(0TO), o o - I) 0 0 0:99ts

5 257 .0 1930 2190 23 0.4S65 .4 9
M' 433.0 2290 2720 420.5 0.8720 25.W U" AMVIr mv(O, TI) -v[O, S], and el -c(0, 7*1in-cE0, S] 15 3.0 23531S45 552.0 1.210 54.40 .7710

(wee rv:qs. (2.1)-(2.6), also Fig. 1) as follows: 23 805.5 307S 383) M6.5 2.030 122.5 .7319
30 905.0 3285 4125 835.5 2.405 160.3 .7)86

40100 66 440100 3.140 244.0 .0959
54) 1240 4000 5095 1175 .M 331.0 ."*42U'..Pee/U, (2.16) 60 133 40 4511 4.375 430.0 .6728

70 SI 483 87 1 5 .211S 5094 A) 641
rACI(V1/V S,(2.17) 80 1633 4855 6225 IS5*5 6.000 395.3% AM'7

10 740 5120 £,370 1705 6.730 670.0 M641
2c,

uin[( ,)" 3  
1i (2.18) TAnut V. Prnpertieq or Pea water at a 83ock front.

(Initil tempera~ture 20*C; mlinity 0.7 ni NnCI;- Co.. 1517

Winn-(2.19)i-IM (30o (n m X10' A
lkia)sc . ~ ~

Me)___0_am RM)Once the temperature TI,, to which an almn 0 0- .1
of fluid re'turns along the adiabatic IntersectinR , . l8 21 2)0 Irs 411 A" 14
the Huxoniot curve at (p, T), Is determined, all Is 507.0 2"0JIM t44: ONO 93 .7781
Of the above 4uantitics may be determined us 15 791,030 :33 7(51 2,OSO MA3, .1.19.10 " 1.5 .029 4140) 8AMU MIS2 132.3 J12)%
functons of p. To accompieJi this, the enthalpy .1 9"0 ~3510 440 94.1 2.710 1121 11

increment, All, occurring In the thirtl Hugonlot 30 113 402 A11 A

Londition, Eq, (2.3), Is written as the sum of two lt0 II 4100 SW 1 %32 489:)

line Integrals, the first along an Isobar fo



iTA&LK VI. 11'fli of owa waterft is ii hock front. TIhe results in T'able I I are applicable principally
0altial titmperiturie 40*C: aulity 0.7 11 N&CI.) to the region between 1.5 and 14 kilobars (ca.

* . .<~** ,, * 200,000 1.s.i.) and arc based on a careful fit of
IV101. I M m "" 1's.1"'01 (ciia the 1ait equation to Adams's experimental corn-

~ ~ -~ w T ~ pressibility data (wee Appendix 1).
3 249.3 2W0 US35 10.fl 0.1kio 3.34 J174% Tables I and I I were computed for certain
1* 44". MCI ill 3.1 3 0. "0.2) 41 ..l'.73 A169

M sw@ 160 All 33:. I.N 4831 JR5 sI cific vaiie sz of tem perature and s~a w ater
23 ".30 t '3W 4110. 6.00 I4 11 ,~Salinity (equivalent to 0.675 molal NaCI), and

33 "1.11 JM 4411, "3s.3 21663 1149.5 1i-1 it is showvn in Table IIl that the value of
40 logo 3703 WOdd 1010 . 1. I.1.5 .7080
30 Iml WILIS MID6 12M2 .1923 .115.0 .692 U-co/co is not v'ery sensitive to changes in these
00 1330 4340 SSI5 I131 4.406 4M0.5 1.)6I U

TO Isla 46.3 3900 148 3.S370 4"6.0 .737 variables.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF KIRIWOOD

wley - (v/jv) %. With the aid of tables of n'/cI AND RICHARDSON

and vi as functiors of TI and To, Eq. (2.21) may In Tables IV to VI1, the particle velocity v, the
be solvcd by successive approximations giving T, shock front velocity U, the sound velocity c, the
as a function of the paremeter -y. Since the equa-Rem n fmtithudsspednhay

tion of stae, Eq. (2.12), may be expressed w, the dissipatedI enthalpy hs, anid the speciic
smpl aspmBT,-23.1Wy-J. te trn-volume t, of sea water (0.7 molal NaCI solution)

perature,T, may be determiined as a function of are presented as functions of pressure p along
the rc~urep b a abuar limnaton f y Bythree Hugoniot curves, starting at zero pressure

giraphical interpolation, T, is finally determined and the temperatures 00C, 20*C and 400C,
for the desired integral valuecs of p (in kilobars), respectively. These results have been calculated
and the functions u, U, c, a, and w are then corn- by the procedures of Part b of Section 2 and
puted as functions of p by means of Eqs. (2.15)- the data of Appendix 11. The results above 30
(2.19). kilobars represent extrapolations beyond the

M. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF ARONS AND ringe of experimental data: consequently the
HALVERSON validity of the results above, say, 50 kilobars, is

it, fundamental ibhock wave studies, it is fre- questionable.

cluently necessary to know values of U-co/co In clositig Lhis discussion of the calculations,

and u itt givn pressure levels to the highest the authors wish to acknowledge their gratitude

possible degree of accuracy. WVith this object in andl appreciation to Professor J. G. Kirkwood of

view, the calculati..n methods described in Conl University fr iscontributions i

Section 2A were applied to the best available initia~ing the work and in suppllying valuable

equation-to~tatc data. The numerical results are guidanfc4q and( adlvice.

given in Tabiles I and 11. A critical discussion of APPENDIX Itt
the cquation-of-staitc dlaih will be found in Ap. 1 aiiyadTmeaueCniin
pewdisi I together with references to the sources 1 aiiyadTmeaueCniin
from which thcy werc obtasincdl. All calculaitions~ were made for sea water

Table I gives mrulti for the "low pressure" having it salinity of 32 parts per tilousand (the
region, covering Phock wave peak pressures of average salinity of tiea water at Woods Hole,
from 0 to 1.50 Unboars (ca. 22,0.0pO.') The Massachusetts). Salinity is definted in termis of
cakulations in this table were bawel upon tihe dlirectly menstreil chlorinity nis:
FRkman equation-tof-stte for %ea water (-wi" All .00+ .03
pendix 1) .00;h isl ow ill the Calculation Of -003+.0 C
WMMn velocity for cho-rngng tables. where s ri'lC nrc- exprvased in parts per

.5ine. the Kkmnatt i-quatlon deviates isppreci. thousand.
ably fromr n~imental rompres"uhilio- dlatia at It wits cnlulated fmm the average composition
Pre~'msm eceihtlnt 2 kilotiaro, th4% eqluation waool1tIl.fIlC'~i~ iclI nmtttoio

'It.Indmlrw In fht iurwli~ prslrrgow, I.II~Iw~

Best Available Cv7Iir
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of sea water that (on the basig of ionic strengh)a T,\i.iL( VII. Counitarisoi of Adanix's experiniena
salinity of 32 parts per thutusand is equivalent (IIrn~iit~e tdteeiiii i ie ycEm,
to an NaCI solution having a molality of 0.675 ___

or a Yeeight percentage of 3.7Q pevrcent NACI.
Table I was computod for an initial tempera- Adams ittman Tait* equation

ture of 15M because this temperature is a rough P 1 ulre na 179 qs 8-n B-3.12 o l,

average of conditions normally -ricountercd in (~I Tl .) .... -_ 8S~~
experimental work. Table 11 was computed for 0.0 0.0000 0.0W0 0.0000 0.0000 0.000(0, .01I2 .0196 .0198 M097 .0198
an initial temperature of 25*C because this was 1.0 .0393 .0368 .0370 W068 .0370
the temperature quoted for the available com- 1_5 .0555~ .0522 .0M2 MIS1 .05222.0 .0699 .0658 10655 .0653 .059presuibility data.' Table III shows that the 3.0 .094S M094 A071 .0887 .0897
results are not sensitive to small variations in 4. 1132 :iO9i .1083 .1095

temperature and salinity. 6.0 .1485 .1417 - .1405 .1431
7.0 .1(.2 .1552 - .1540 .1569
8.0 .lliii ,00 .1662 A1695

2. Specific Volume and Coefficient and 9.0 .1858 .1781 - .1775 .1812
TemlEpnin10.0 .1964 318 - .876 .1917
ThrmlExasin11.0 .2059 .1980 - .1972 12017

The bvst sources of data seem to be the ________ _____

oceanographical tables of Knudsen.' Second .- )I' /) o) -B).

power equations in 1(OC) were fitted to the data
tabulated for v - 32: where

For Table 1: C,,. 1.005 -0.0041 36s +0.0001098s2
- 0.000001324s3.

v(t) -0.97709+2.05X 10-1~(t- 15) In the above equations, t is temperature in 0C

For Tabe I 1:+4 X106(t- 15) 2. and s is salinity in parts per 1000. These data
For ableII:are in good agreement with those used by Kirk-

ip(t) -0 Q7Q56+?.5X 104(f-.25) wood and Richardson, quote in Appendix 11.
+4 X 10O1(1 - 25)2. 4. Compressibility Data fo~r Low Pressure Region

3. Heat Capacity (Table I)

The heat capacity data used in computing The following equation was used in computing
Tables I and I11 are those quoted by S. Kuwa. TFable I :
hara :10 4886

1011 - ,_ [272,3-.5t
C,= C,.- 0.00042 26t +0.0000063 2112 cal. /gm 0 C, 14-0,183p

TAPLE \'11 Comparison of ex perimen tally measured +0.004t'] + P[105.5 +9.501-0.158:2]
sound velocity with calculations based on the Ekinan-2

Compres~ihilit 'v Equation. 1,Salinityf 31.7 pasrts pcr 28 £4.- .2
thouaod. 1.5p__ - 10 73- ,2

Tvmaure Velocity of soond (ft/,e) +004eviati.on0.710.21)
.C Meatsured Caskuhited (%/) +.42P3.-.7+.22

10.9 48.8737 4875.6 0.26 2
I1.6 4885.8 488.318 0.04 + " C.-.i-~.-00t]
11. 41 )3.1 4883.8 0.19 t
11.5 4902.4 4882.5 0.41
11.1 4888.3 4878.5 0.20 where p is pressure in kilobars, tis temperature

_____ ----- --------- in flegrees Irenligrade, and A im defined hy:

Adan, 3.Ar. (Them. Soc. 53, 3769 (1931).
'Oceonographical 7'ables, Comiswaiat oif Agriculture, V =V00(1 AMP,

USSR, Moscow, 1931. (A general compilation of oceano- -t is defined by:
graphic data by N. N. Zubov.)

10S.uwahara, Velocity Mt sound in Sea Wa'Utr and v-0.069 +14708 Cl - 0.001570 Cl2
Calculationz of the Veocit vr U'se in Sonic Sounding
(fHydrogiinphic D~ept. IN. Iokyo, 1938). +0.0000398 C',.
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The above empirical equation for sea water check the Tnit equation against the Ekman
conipressibility is due to E kinan1 and hans been equation used for computation of Table 1, a fit
Widely used for computation of sound velocity was first made to the lower pressure region.
in -wa wae."1 The validlty~ of the IEkilnan Valiucs of in nd B(250C) were so selected that the
equation for sound velocity calculations was equationi not only fitted the data of Adams with
verifiedl experi men tall yas, indIicatied in Table VI 1. adequate precision but also yielded the correct

E.~peiiental sound velocity measuiements velocity of sound in the limit of zero pressure.
were madt- by recording with~ a rotating drui 'rhis additional restricL.on (that the equation
camera the signals applied to a cathode ray give co- 1528 rn/sec. at 25'C and s =32) required
oscilloscope by tw~o very small piezoelectric that nB(25*C) - 23.497, the latter relation being
gauges placed a known distance apart. The sound obtained from the thermodynamic equations:
source was .No. 8 detonator cap placed far iOV Vol Ti av 2
enough away fronti the gauges so that the effect - )= I)of finite pressure amiplitude was less than 0.03 opi T co2 ca

percent. An crror of about 0.2 percent was in- IOV \
herent in the experim'!ntal work owing to slight - at P - 0.
error-. in the alignment of the two recording apr nBQt)
gauges with the sound source. This accounts for In this case n was taken as 7.445 and B(250 C)
the mnagnitude and systematic nature of the dis- as 3.156 kilobars, and the resulting equation fits
crepancy apparent in Table VII. the data of Adams quite closely up to pressures

Further verification of the applicability of of about 4 kilobars as shown in Table VII11. For
Ekman's equation in the region up to 1.50 purposes of further calculation, the temperature
kilobars is given in Trable \V1II where values ob- Variation of B was assumed to be the same as that
tamecd from the equation are compared with the used by Kirkwood and Richnrdson on the basis
experimental values of Adlams for MaCI solutions, of a private communication from Gibson (see

S. Compressibility Data for Intermediate Pros Appendix 11). Calculation of U-co/co at 1.00
sure Region (Tabl HI) kilobnr yielded n vnlie nf 7.R5 peri-ent, in goodl

A% ndiate ii Prt o ths apedix a eaagreement with the value of 7.81 percent ob-
wae inite of 3r arts ofrilikappnd a se tained from the IEkmai, equation.

wa'e sainit of32 artsperthosandcor iPaving verified the accuracy of results ob-
repondst to a 3.79 weight percent solution of tamned from the Tait equation when fitted as
NaCI. The compressibility of NaCl soitition of (lescriled aove, the samec technique was used to
this concentration was obtained by szr"phical fit the equation to the intermlediate pressure
interpolation nf Adalms'ii dati.4 range (up to -values for I1I kilobars quoted by

The rait equiation in thle fornt: Adamis; it was assumed safe to extrapolate the
;.(0. T) -o~p. T) !e(fl. 7)- (1,n) Iog~l +.'(O, resulting equation to pressures of 14 or 1S kilo-

1-(r- 273.16)*C bars). It wits found that the best fit of the dlata
was4 then fitted to .Adlans dlata. In an effort to as well as a correct value for tile velocity of

I ~t ~fA.~idecta,,.enp~i~. ~ ~ soundl were obtained by taking n -7.800 and
mginit it 7.1.4 In conipetintion of %T),. B(250C) - 3.012, the temperature variatioh' of B

- . --- ~-- again being assumed to befthnt mentioned above.
The Tnit equa~tion contauinn thew-, parametcrs

,(I 7.11 I Iit' 7.13 was theni used for the computation of Table 1I.
An 7.16" 7116 6.%60 The fit of the equantion to .Vnins'i ditin is shownfp 7,411 7.O.M (.58

- -_ .7 _ in Talel V1I1.
g00ee tokl iaISwg ofW 0.to"f APPEINDIX It

10% W ('44..q.f 110 S 4.1/ 1. D)ata Employed In the Computations of Part
%ef.rf. \ftelmIm'fi ' B2 ofSeton1
f 14! w f.p'* ,aNP, 4 ,As tVkot #.,,,t olIofo Poo IIIe' ile niomliriee TI'lt eqution, E~q. (212), h

**10 If I, ,.~t Oripioj 11 ji Islit)' functinn .4 .CSi - l3), where I- I'[0, SJ -273.16,
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is determined fromt the empirical valuct; of 11(t), AccordIing to the convention introduced in Part
fitting the original isothermal Tanit equation, REq. 13 of Section 11, parentheses ( ) alter a function
(2.i), to experimental dl,ai, R. M, Gibsou" glvca ccnotc ; that the indepc'tdl.nt vaimhles are , P and
third-degree I-expansions of .13(t) for various V', whereas square hrackts ] dernte that they
molalities of NaCI, Bly interpolating the coef- are p and S.
ficients (the constant term numerically and the Now we wish to test bEq. (11-1) with lBridg.
other graphically) for a miolality of V,, on! m1an's" p-v--T data for pure water with the
obtains B3(t) -s 3,134 - 1.65 X 10-3(1 55) - 1.181 ultimate object of finding the best value for Pj.

x l-~t -5)05.1 X10(1 5)0kilobars. We assume implicitly that n does not vary
The specific heat c,(O, 1') for a 0.7 molal NaCI rapidly with NaCI concentration. To make the

solution N~as Obtained by interpolation fronm the comparison, we first nmust know the values of the
values quoted in the International Critical Tables temperature 7' correrponding to the various
and P/aysikalisrhchcnsische Tabellen. The resulting point-, [p, S3, the calculation of which we con-
set of values is fitted adequately by the ex- skier below.
Pression Letting T(O, S"$. Fo, TEP, S1 - , and r- T ,

4-Ot 273,16) -3A9644+6.24 AT, we havc.
X 10-11 joule/gni, deg. fe" 0 TEP S] "O vEp, S]

From Gibson and Loeffler" a set of valuies of ap' as.~~ -- d . (13
v(0, T') covering the range from 25*C to 95*C O
inclusive was obtained for a 0.7 molal NaCI Using Eq. (IlI- 1), at simple calculation yields
solution by means of empirical equations giving G
vQJ, 7') as a function of cvwrcetation for each Ay='. -- K1 D( + A
temperature. fin cxtrapolating to higher tem- ( pA"
p~eratures, the relation, - (n+D)(1 +p/A)11"+?z-1, (11-4)
v(0, 1+273.16)=0,994150+2.929 X 10-(t- 25) where

4- 3,241 X 10-1(t - 25)1 em 2,/gin. A A [S]BIn)
wast used; for lower ttem1peraturus (t< toA'Sc[,5),,B()v~,7,

v(O, t +273.16) -=0.991442 A 6.025 G =-=
X 101(1 38)1 cni2/gin. n - 1 (H - 1) -C~, .17)

2. Test of the Modified Tait Equation with PiA [5]----

Bridgman's Data for Pure Water. Deter- 9n9(t)O
mnination of the Characteristic A 'Sv[o, S] B'(to)7'(0, TO,

in2heforT alclt ' ie a specified p and

log(V[0, SJ/vflp, S]) T'o= T[O, Sj, a tentative value of n - 7.15 was
(I/In) log(l 4-PIA[CS]) (I I- 1) chosen for use in IFq, (11-4). The corresponding

%%,ereACS isreltedto heB~t intheoriina vaueof v[p, S] =v(p, 7') was obtained by inter-
wsoher [i reat edn o sthte as inteo rigna polation from B~ridgman's" p-v-T data. In-

;soleaal qutio ofstae s fllosserting these valutes of v[p, 8] in Eq. (I1I..1), and
A CS] (to),knowing the values of tv[0, S]=v(9, T o) and

to To.-- 2 73,16, (11-2) 13(to) for pure water, a tiet of values of n was
_____ 7'O,.S]. calculated for p=5,000, 15,000, 25,000 kg/cm2

11 Ptivate coininuiiication, B"lridgmnan, 1. CThem. Phs 3, 597 (1935) 4jml private
14 Gitison and Loffl~er, J..\m. Chemi. Suc. 53. 443 (1941~ :orn'unication.
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and fe" To-273,16-200, 40, 60*C. the results particular, the results obtained for lowv pressures
summari~ed in Table IX. wvill disagree with known data b\ several percent.

Additional data (for pure water) used in Rqs,APEDXR
(li-i) and (11-4) wereAPNDXI

B(I) - 2.996+7.28S X 10-1(t.-25) - 1,790 Symbols
X10-4( - 25)' +6.13 Xl0-~TQ- 25)' kilobars,'2" E' ua2trIImMII~ 'dani" ,i ain

and BI~() -parameter in isot hcrtnal i'nit equatioin.of-state.
r w local velocity of mtiur 1,

I a~ IngvkO, 273,16+1) cs-velocity of sound at xero pressure.
230 c --* - p ciitc heat at constint pressure.r

A -dissipated enthalpy increment: I' q~(O, 7")dT',
2(1-3-98) fn-enthalpy increment: Al-'+h. T

2i44,860 +15,040(t-3.98)' 62flcharacteristic constat in Taft equation-of-state.
po-initial pressure ahead or shock front, pso-, in

(0.62) (15,040) (1- 3.98)1.42 these calculations.
p-pressure bhind shock front[244,860+15,040(t -3.98)0-6212 S -en tropy,
s -sea water salinity.obtained from lpatov's" empirical equation for t -temperature in Tc.

I, by differentiation. T-absolute temperature.
, he average value of nz ii; 7.146. lit the present ut-particle vclocity behind hock front.

(alculations this value hais been rounded off to U-t shnrk front propagattion velocity.
7.15. i'-specific volumne of medium ahead of uhuock front.7. M v-specific volume of medium behind shock front.T'he entries in rables IV, V, and \11 therefore o-tean compressibility at zero pressure over temper.

contain more significant figures than the test ature rnge A~T.
justifies.. On the basis of the test, the errors P-density.
associated with the use of the modified Tait o Riemann f unction: C P 0S dpP
equation are of the order of several percent. 'n P

IA \ 1py j i','~('hm, U.SS.R) 5123 (134) w-undissipated enthalpy incrcement: J"tP', Sldp'.
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THSORY OF TM~ SHUK WAE RQIDJCE BT MN
UNDERWATER E.LOS ION

By Stuart R. Brinkley, Jr, and John Go Kirkwood

ABSTRACT

The effect of an underwater shook wave from an explosive sowree

upon a target structure Is determined by the amplitude and duration of thle

shook wave. The theoretical description of an uude1rater shock wave is thus

of 1.mportance in the determination of the effectiveness of different wcplo-

ulves for use in underwater ordnance.

The kinetic enthal.py propagation theorir of Kirkwood and Betha is

developed frou the assumption 1that leve4'. values of a function G ar (W + u 2/2)

are propagated outward from the ge.aerating charge with a velocity ;; u c + up

where r is the distance from the charge, w the enthalpy increnent of the

wat"~r for pressure p, u the particle velocity, and a the sound velocity at

pressure p. Kirk-wood and Bethe have estimated an upper bound of the error

resulting .from their basic assumption and have developed the relatioz neces-

sary for the calculation of underwater shock-wave paraanetera as functions of

distance from the charge.

In the similarity restrainf. propagation theory of Kirkwood and

Brinkley, the explicit isategration of the equations of hyrodynamnies in

avoided byr Wei asumptlon of on exponential Lagrange mr'gy-time curve and

-6" utilization of the second law of thermodynamics to determine at an

arbitrary distance from the charge the partition of the initial shock-iave

energy between dissipated energy residualX in the fluid already traversed by
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the shook wave and energy ava:.lable for further propagation. There result

a pair of ordin w differontIAl mijuatina for peak pressure and shook-wave

energy as functiond of distance fro the charge that are easily integrated

with simple numerical procedures.

In the present report, these two theories are de.loped in detail

forthe shock wave of opherical symmetry. The shook wave of cylindrical

symmetry from an infinite cylinder of explosive is treated by the methcds

of Kirkwood and Brinkley. Calculations of the shouk-wave parameters for

several ruloives by the two theories are compared with each other and

with the results of experiment*

2
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THC*RY (F TH SflOC WAVE PflODU=E BY U4
UNWRWATER EXPLOSION

1. IntrodyU99~o

When a spherical charge of explosive submerged in a large body

of water i. detonated at its center, the following sequence of events oc-

curs. A Wtonation wave travels from the center toward the surface of the

charge, converting the explosive into certain decomposition pr'oducts. At

the instant of arrival of the front of the detonation wave at the boundary

of the charge,9 a shock %ave advances into the water, the boundary of radius

a(t) moves forward, and a reflected wave recedes Into the gas sphere,, comt-

posed of' the products of the explosion. Thu reflected wave, according to

the oircutmainces, may initially be a shook wave, but it mst rapidly be-.

come a wave of rarefaction in the region behind the advancing boundary a~t)

Physi Chaist, Ixplosivee Branch, Bureau of Weec., U. 3. DepartaenT
of the Interior,

j/Professor of Chwiritry, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California*
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between the two medituns. The shock wave with a profile consisting of

practically infinite steepness and a tail of diminishIng intensity is

propagated int-I the Watr and pntluceA the initial pressure pulse in the

environment of tha explosive. After a relatively long neriod following

emission of the shock wave, a series of secondary pressure pulses of

considerable breadth and low intencity is emitted. The secondary pulses

arise from oscillations of the gas sphere, which withdraw energy for

their production from the slowly diminishing tail of the shock wave.

Although the secondary pulses may play a certain role, the damage to marine

structures produced by an underwater explosion must be principally attrib-

uted to the initial pressure pulse. Because of its probable role in pro-

ducing damage to structures, the theoretical and experimenta) investigation

of the intensity and duration of the initial pressure pulse is of consid-

erable importance.

The hydrodynamical analysis of the initial pressure pulse emitted

by the expanding gas sphere presents certain rather formidable difficulties.

Although the wave approaches acoustical behavior at large distances from the

charge, neither the acoustical approximation nor the incompressible approx-

imation is adequate to describe the motion of the water in the neighborhood

of the gas sphere in the initial stages, owing co the high pressures and large

particle velocities involved. For example, in the case of TNT, the initial

pressure in the shock front is of the order of 30,000 atmospheres and the

initial psrticle velocity of the order of 1000 meters/second. Furthermore,

an analysis of the initial stages of the motion is iecessary to predict

the amplitude and duration of the shock wave, even in its later acoustical

phase at large distanc:o from the charge.

2
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Lamb/ has proventied a solution of the problem in the hcom-

priesible approimaion, remark ing that a more elaborate analysis appears

hopeless. The moderately good sgrewsaL 4r L~mblz thoory '4th av~ilabli

experimental data fur TNT Is completely removed when an appropriate ec a-

tion of state such as that ot Wilson and KintikowskyV is employed for

the gas sphere instead ot the ideal gas equation of state, Lamb's theory

has been Inproved somewhat by Butterworth, who attempts to fit an

acoustical solution ot the hydrodynamical equations for large distances

to the incompressible solution for small distanms At. a distance equl to

sevoral times the radius of the gas sphere, A thorough sknalysis of the

problem has beem givm by Ponneoo-/ Pentley' a calculations are b aed upon

the numerical integration of the Riemann equatino, valid if dissipation

tome in the equation of motion of the fluid can be neglected, This direct

method safera from the disadvantage that a laborious process of numerical

integration must be repetted for each explosive.

Kirkwood and Beti2 / have developed an explicit theory of the

shook wave produced by an uxderwater explosion. The theory oan be employed

tQ calculate the pressurse-time curve of the shock wave at any distance from

a spherical charge of explosive, given the thermodynamic properties of the

He -, b, Phil, Mag Aj, 259 (1923).
. G. 3. Kintiakoweky and T. B. Wilson, Jr., 03RD deport No. 114 (1941).

S. Butterworth, British Report, S.R.E., Sumuary No. M.S. 5%4/36 (1936).
W. 0. Penney, Btiti:sh Report RC 142 (1941). W. G. Penney and H. K.
Deiriit., Rr'1.A4h Report RC 333 (1942).

7/ J. o Kirkwood and H. A. Bethe, OSRD Report No. 588 (1942).

3
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explosive and those of water. A description of the theory divides itself

naturally into three partst The specification of the initial conditions

at the boundary between the water nd the gaseous products of the explo-

sionj the formulation of a new and adequate theory of propagation of the

spherical shook wave in water; the investigation of the motion of the eur-

face of the gas sphere composed of the explosion products. Our discussion

follows ol')sely tho exposition of the original papere/

In the section 2, initial conditions are formulated and a method

is outlined for calculating p, and uI, the initial pressure and ini.ial

particle velocity at the surface of the gas sphere. In section 3, the

theory of propagation of the spherical shock wave in water is developed.

It is found that to an adequate approximation a quantityfojf is propagated

outward from the surface of the gas sphere with a velocity c+u, where p is

the distance from the center of the charge, c the local velocity of sound,

and u the particle velocity of the water. The functionil , called the

kinetic enthalpy, is equal to ) f- t2 , where J is the enthalpy incre-

ment A H-relative to the undisturbed water ahead of the shock front. Owing

to the fact that c+u exceeds the velocity of the shock front, the crest of

the pressure wave is progressively destroyed as the disturbance travels out-

ward. Also, owing to the fact that c+u dependu upon the local intensity of

the wave, the wave profile is progressively broadened as it travels outward.

tigated, and the quantity Ga(t), equal to C(t)tA t) , is determined

as a function of time t, a(v) being the radius of the gas sphere at the time

4
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t and/I a(t) the kinetic urthalpy of the water at this surfuoe. Due to the

rapid decrease of Ga(t)j it can be adequately represented by the peak formula,
tc) ,, ..e-l ,

where the subscript 1 denotes initial values of the scveral quantities on

the gas sphere surface of initial radius a.) 0 ; t 0 4 , 4/ are the enthalpy,

density, and sotwd velocity in the water, 4*, and Cl the density and sound

velocty in the gas, and and are factors of mgn1ude unity for whtih

explicit formulas are given in the text. All quantities are functions of

the initial pressure P, , After long times the peak formula ceases to be

valid,and Qa(t) aries as (I + t/02)'4/5 but this behavior affects only the

tail of the shook wave.

In the section 5, the development of the %:inetic enthalpy

propagation theory is completed by the evaluation of the spread parameter and

the dissipation parameter. The significance of these quantities is described

in the text. In section 6, the naymptotic behavior of the pressure wave

in discussed. At distances exceeding; about 25 charge raO.ii from the

center of the charge, the pressure A is 8iven by the asymptotic formula

AtXP> )" -
Po ' 4 ;Z,. X = x. ),( ..)

where t' is the ime measured from the instant of arrival of the wave at R.

The dissipation parameterx(A)and the spread parameter Y (A) are slowly

varying tunctions of RO for which simple algebraic formulas are given, and



/ is the density of water at zero pressure, In the diaussion of the

a&a3ptotio behavior of the wave at large distances, the relation between the

d ', rnt'nn nf tho vAv0 nran't, AnA tho di . it.Ion of onF-rey At the vwsve frort

is clar.fied. Ir. the sectlon 7, the method of calculating the prcssure-tinm

rurve of the shock wave is ootlined, the necessary formulas are assembled,

and typical renults of the applLcation of the theory to service explostves

are exlib Lted.

In the development of the kinetic enthalpy propagation theory all

elements of the fluid are assumed to be on the sawe adiabatic. This is not

strictly trte, since the entropy Increment of an element of fluid at a shook

front of changing intenuity depends upon the time at which it passes through

the front, Kirkwood and Brinkley have developed a propag-tion theo7 which

takes proper account of the finite entropy increment in the fluid resulting

from the passage of the shook wave, The partial differential equations of

hydrodynamice and the Hugoniot relation between pressure and particle veloc-

ity are used to provide three relations between the four partial derivatives

of pressure and particle velocity, with respect to tim and distance from the

source# at the shook front. An approximate fourth relation is set up by im-

posing a similarity restraint on the shape of the energy-time curve of the

shook wave and by utilizing the second law of thermodynamics to determine,

at an arbitrary distance, the distzAbution of the initial energy input be-

tween dissipated energy residual in the fluid already traversed by the shock

wave and e.'ergy available for further propagations. The four relations are

used to formulate a pair of ordinary differential equations for peak pressure

and hock-wave energy as functions of distance from the source and in addition

V7J. G. Kirkwod and S. R. Brinkley, Jr., OSD Report No. 4 (945).

S. R. Brinkley, Jr. and J. G. Kirkwood, Phys. Rev., Z, 606 (1947).

6
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to dete uine the initial slope of the pressure-time eurve of the shook wave.

This theory permits using the exact Hugoniot equations of the fluid in the

nuierical integration of the propagation equations. While less flexible

than the propagation theory of Kirkwod and Bethe, the approximation* em-

ployed are loe drastic than those of the latter authors. In section eight,

this alternative propagation theory is described in detail for the ease of

underwater shook waves of spherical hsymetrr.

In section 9, "e di.cuss briefly the results obtained by Rice

and Ginel1/ in their application of the methods of 1.-kod end Bethi. to

the shook wave of cylindrical symetry geerated by an infinite cylinder of

explosive detonated simultaneously at all points of its axis, These results

are less satisfactory than for the case of spherical syametry because the

propagation velocity of the kinetic enthalpy is not well approximated by C €4

The shook wave of cylindrical symetry can be satisfactorily described by

the methods of Kirkwood and Brinkley,,2/ and we describe their application

to the shook wate generated by an infinite cylinder of explosive in which

the detonation wave travels in the axial direction.

2. Specification of Ititial Condicts

In this section, we wish to examine the initial conditions at the

boundary between expluaive and water leading to the emission of the shock wave.

When the detonation front arrives at the surface of the sphere of radius a,

forming the boundary between the initially intact explosive and the water, a

shook wave travels into the water and the following boundary conditions are

established.

7J 0. K. Rico and R. Ginell, oRD Report No. 2023 (1943), 03RD Report No.
3950 (1944).
6, R. Brinkley, Jr., and J. G, Kirkwod, OSRD Repor No 1
Phys. Rev.2#, *109 (1947),. Proc. SYmposia APP
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where p* and ui are the pressure and narticle velocity of the gas interior

to the spherical boundary a p and u the pressure and partiale velocity of

the water exterior to the ,urfe- a,

At the ahook front in the water, the Rankine-Hugoniotondtions

are always satisfied,

#.#A U(2.2)

where P and P are the pressure and density of the water behind the shook

front, P1 and 4 the pressure and density ahead of it, and U the velocity

of propajation of the front. The internal energy increment at the shook

front, 6 E, is a function of P ap , ?j, and , whioh mry be explic-

itly calculated from the equation of state of the fluid. Eqs. 2.2 thus

provide three relations between the four variables P ,A , #A and Up from

which any three of them may be determined as functions of the remaining

variable. An alternative form of Eqs. 2.2 which frequently proves useful

is the following,

A Z/H* I + (2.3)

where I& H is the enthalpy increment at the shock L£xvnt, 46 4.jP/,#

At the instant t 0 0, when the shock front is coincident with the boundary

w. J. M. Ranklne, Phil. Trans. 160 277 (1V0).
H. 14ugoniot, 4del,eole Polyt.,SJ 3 (1887); Z 1 (i88).
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of the gas sphere, the Huganiot oonditions Eqs 2.2 or 2.3 provide one

relationship,;

between the initial pressure p, and initial 'elooity u1 at the surfaoe of

the gas sphere.

To obtain a second relation between p, and u1 to be used in

conjunction with Sq. 2.4, we must consider what is happening in the interior

of the gas sphere. At precisely the initial instant of time the situation

Is rather complicated. The front oi the advancing detonation wave "a co.-

incident with the spherical surface a,, and its tail extends back into

the @as in the interior. Near the detonation front both pressure and

particle velocity are high, although the pressure does not greatly exceed

the equilibrium pressure Pe corresponding to adiabatic conversion at con-

atant volip n the Anlld Axplnmivp intn itA d nmPOrit',nn prmim~ts, A(-

cording to G. I. Taylor,111/ the detonation wave is of appreciable intensity

only in ah outer spherical shell bounded by radii 3a./5 and a., the g:as

in the interior being at rest. The velocity of the detonation wave is in

,neral of the order of 5000 meters/sec, Thus the time width of the head

of the wave is quite small, of the order of 10"- ao0 if a o is expressed in

metors, We shall find that Oo, equal to ado O where ao is the velocity of

sound in water at sero pressure, is a convenient unit of time to employ in

discussing underwater explosions. Tho breadth of the head of the detonation

/ 0. 1. Taylor, Britih Reprt W 173 (1941).

9
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wave is about e/6 in the typical case, We may reasonably expect that after

an interval of time of this magnitude, the head of the detonation wave will

Wive di. pw, d L, the gas sphere by tranamlsi.7n of a shook wave to the

water And by the smoothing effect of receding rarefaction waves*

In the theory of propagation of the shook wave in water, we

shall And that the crest of the shook wave in progressively destroyed as

it advances outward and that the wave emitted from the gas sphere before

a certain time It 0 (R) is dissipated before the shook front arrives at a

distance R from the center of the charge,. In the typical case of TNT, to

is about e0/2 at a distance of 25ao . Thussexcept in the immediate neigh-

borhood of the charges we may assume that the initial details of profile

impressed upon the shock wave by transmiasion of the head o" the deto-

nation wave into the water are not extremely important. We therefore

specify initial conditions in the gas sphere which are closely approxi-

mated after the very short initial period of time 9o/6. These are the

same conditions as those employed by Penney. At time t w O, the gas sphere

is assumed to be at a uniform pressure pe, the equilibrium pressure corres-

ponding to adiabatic conversion at constant donsity of the solid explosive

into its decomposition products. The pressure Pe may b e calo-Ilated from

the heat of the exqlosion reaction and the heat ca-acity and equation of

state of the products.

The pressure discontinuity Pc'Po at the boundary ao is at once

propagated into the water, the boundary conditions 2.1 are established, and

Eq. 2.4 is satisfied. At the same time a rarefaction wave starts into the

gas. By the Riemann theory, the value of a certain function V is initially

10
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zero for such a receding rarefaction wave

(2.5)

where € * is the velocity of sound in the gas. The integral deining the

function 04 is to be taken along the initial adiabatic of the gas from

its initial density fto a density (lt determined as a function of

along the adiabatic of entropy SO by the equation of state of the gas.

Sqs. 2.5 therefore provide a second relation between p, and Ul,

0 *( 0)4. UI aa .(2.6)

Simultaneous solution of XqsO 2,4 and 2.6 determines the initial values

of p1 and u1 on the gas sphere. This solution is most conveniently car-

ried out by graphical determination of the intersection point of the curves

F(p) and - OP(p). The pressure P1 is generally much less than ps

The caloulc-tion of the pressuro P. for adiabatic constant volume

conversion of the explosive to its products is a straightforward problen

in thermodynamics. For this process,

4 (2.7)

where E is the molar heat of formation at constant volume and temoerature

To of the i-th product constituent, Eo is the specif.c heat of formation at

constant volume and temperature To of the intact explosive, ni is the number

of moles of the i-th product constituent per gram of explosive, and (, is

the bero-preswire specific mean heat capacity over the temperature range of

5.1
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the explosion product&* We may employ the KiatiakowskY-Wil
s5OW equation

of state, 0 R T -r +2

= r - (,p
(..e

where yk in the total number of moles of products per gram of explosive,

ki is an empirical parameter characteristic of the i-th constituent with

dimensions of volume which can be called a covolume, and 0( and / are

empirical constants. Then

)V2 V .9)

We may represent with adequate accuracy the mean heat capacity as a linear

function of T in the form
- - "rjiq A . n; 8 ", (2.10)

where A; and 8; are constants characteristic of the i-th constituent.

With Eqn. 2.9 and 2.10, Eq. (2.7) can be wr'.bten in the form

4.A +,En-;) -rL p)7e>otx (2.11)

which can be solved numerically for the temperature Te of the adiabatic

constant volume explosion state if the composition of the products is

known. The presste p,, corresepnding to tempera ree T. and densitY/I

can then be determined at once from the equation of state. The specific

entropy S T0'T) is given by

7) 7 r) - /?(Alm ,IrIr (2,12)

12
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where Si is the molar entropy at unit pressure of the i-th constituent.

Nith the equation of statp 2.P, we obtain,

5? 77r) ,,(r)- jo, T(e k ,,]

which caw be employed for the determination of the entropy of the adia-

batic constant volume explosion state and which then suffices for the

construction of the adiabatic p = (p4 ,*St ) if the compositicn of the eK-

plosion products is known along the adiabatic expan3ion curve. In the

construction of thiscurve, it is convenient to employ the %,iuperature as

the independent variable and to determine,

)3 M %S (2.14)

: (r )

The lunntion (y* (p) can be calculated by numerical methods from a tabular

presentation of relations 2.14.

In the calculation of rjl(/ 4)and the contstruction of the

curv p's ,./ . ) it is necessary at each stage of the computatione

to know the composition of the fluid composed of the explosion products.

The calculations are carried out iteratively. The state (T, ) is deter-

mined by the appropriate relation for an approximate composition. The com-

position (ni) is then calculated for this state by standard thermodynamic

methods. This composition is then employed in the determ ination of a

second approximation of the state, and the process is continued to con-

vergencec

The composition is determined by solving the requisite

numher of eq uations expressing t he conservation of each kind of element

13
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sinultaneously with mass aoti-n expressions of the fbrm

K :T -ru T7 , ' (2.15)

for equilibrium of the chemical reaction

E P Y M 0 , (2.16)

where Y(') denotes the formula of the i-th product constituent and K is

the value of the mass action constant. We discuss here the evaluation of

I for the pressures charaoteristic of the explosion process. A discussion

of techniques for the calculation of the equilibrium composition oL" systems

of many constituents has been published elsewhere.la/

The specific work content A(t,T) is given by atandard thermo-

dynamics as

A F 1 (2.17)

The chemioal potential is defined as

S(JA ) 0(2.18)

Employing the equation of state 2,8, we obtain

)2.19)

W 8* i nke, r* JChm. P7., , 3W7 (194).

14
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For eqi ilibrium of reaction 2.16,

(2.20)

and

(2.21)

Where

e (2.22)

isa the thermodynamic equilibrium constant for reaction 2.16, and

3* PLrpagation of the Kinetic EnthalpZ by an Underwater Shook WaV-/

In this section it is our purpose to investigate the form of the

pressure wave in water emitted by the expanding gas sphere. This wave is

contained in the region between the gas sphere of radius a(t) and the shock

front of radius R(t). Under tht initial conditions prescribed in the fore-

going section, a and R are coincident with a0, the radius of the intact

charge of explosive, at, the instant t - 0, and a(t) advances with the

velocity u a(t), R(t) with the velocity U(t). Our first task is to relate

the motion of the shock front and the foria of the wave behind it to the

motion of t s.as Tha'rt srf~ce a(t).

/' See Refer.nce 7, Section 2.
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In describing the motion of the water in the spherical shell

between a(t) and R(t), it is convenient to use the Eulerian f-rm of the

hy drn..mi ..... . .ril .. . d t n, With h..... .... '. .f

stresses arising from viscosity, these equations are:

Pa~ z - V7I-A
P 1

D t

whereP is the density, p the pressure, and u the particle velocity#

Eqs, 3.1 must be supplemented by the equation of state of the fluid,

which provides a relation between pressure, density, and entropy, and

the equation of entropy transport

0 D(3.2)

where S is the specific entropy of the fluid (entropy per gram). The

entropy transport equation is based upon the assumption that the fluid

experiences only reversible adiabatic changes of state behind the shock

front, which is true if the influence of heat conduction and diffusion

can be neglected in the time interval during which an element of fluid

is traversed by the wave. At this point it is not assumed that all ele-

ments of fluid are on the same adiab!tic; and, indeed this is not strictly

true, since at a shock front of changing intensity, the entropy increment

of an elbment of fluid at the shock front depends upon the time at which

it passes through the front.

It is conveoient To eliminate p and P from erniations 3.1 and 3,2

with the introduction of the enthalpy or heat content H, defined as

16
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H + '(3*)

where 9 to the nternal enery per ramn of fluid, We shall denote by LA)

the enthAl3py inramont

w a 14 IN I , (3.4)
wheie H. is the enthftlpy of the wntiturbed Liuid in front of the shook

wAve, The fwxdwnesntal thermodynmic eqtiatlon for H yields
4t 61 v T d +" + 11)/,?, . (,-5

whore T i the absolute teqnratur., The enthalpy i,;,.?,ement i, may be

written in the fo r

4) a 11 M 4. or (3.6)

whure p. and So are the pressure and entropy of' the undisturbed fluid, and

the line integrals are on pgthe of constant entropy, 3, and pressure, P.,

respectively. Int-oduction of Eq. 3.5 into Eq. 3.1 with the use of Eq. 3.2

yeldt

(A X ( (VX U) v- .(37)
* V AA(k

wherell may be called the kinetic enthalpy and a is the velocity of sound

in the fluid in state (pS). Nw.ierical calculations based upon the equation

17
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of state of water and the entropy increments at the shook front demanded

by the Hugoniot conditions show that, up to pressures of 50,000 atmospheres

the dissipated enthalpy 4  T(p4oJS'j 5 amounts to only a tew percent

of the total enthalpy W * We are therefore juatified in approximating

tj by P S

and in neglecting the dissipative term in Eqse. 37. With this sitaplitloa-

tion Eqa. 3.7 become

x (Ve u.v. (.9)

In this approximation the entropy transport equation becomes irrelevant.

The initial conditions correspond to irrotational flow, and Eqs. 3.9 then

demand that V A f remain zero for all tties. Moreover, for pure:.

radial flow which we shall have to consider, VN M* is zero under any con-

ditions. We may therefore introduce a velocity potential

IL u. (3110)

Introduction of 3.10 into Eq. 3.9 yields

(3011)

Elimination of ) between Eqs. 3.11 gives the wave equation

18
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For the case of spherical symmetry, which we shall consider, Eqs. 3.12

take the orm

4 'e' ,4r a a.(3.13)

4fl anid u are related in the following manner,

where C t* is the velocity of propagation of the function ? (rt).

An alternative formulation or the hydrodynanical equaLions 3,1

is the well-knomn Riemann formulation.wSince we shall use the Riemann

equations in an auxiliary capacity in investigating the solutions oz

Eq. 3.13, we present them hera. If a function 00 is defined as

0"Jr (3.15)

taken along the initial a(liabatic Sop and diseipative terms can be neglec-

ted, Eqs. 3.1 take the form for the case of spherical symmetry,

4. (Arll 5FW C X +e. (3.16)

5/ . Rliemann, Nachr. roe. iese. attIngmn 1;4 r

'9
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Introduction of the rew yuiablee,

yields the Rieann equations
U C

edt

The kinetic enthalpy n is rclated to the Riem functions I* 4nd in the

following manner

a relation we shall presently use.

It is instructive to review the integration )f Eqn, 3.13 in tw

limiting cases, the incompressible approximation and the acoustical approx-

imation. The incompresible approim ation is obtained in the limit V --0 04

and Sq. 3.13 becomes

KI 0 (32arl

which with the boundary condition -4 40 as F -0 leads to the result

and

In this oase we note that rn is propagated outward with infinite velocity.

The acoustical approximato.n is obtained by slpp ,seing nonltine*r

terme in kq. 3.13;

A14 - 1 -.- 4% 0 )(3.22)
)r CO at%

20
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with the solutions

where a. i tho asymptotic sound velocity for waves of vanishing amp;itado

in the undisturbed fluid# the solution i (t- 004) being appropriate for

an outgoing progressive wave, For U and U4, we obtain

k a ( /(t ,)tr / Cr 4. (3.2.)

ln this case, we note that 0fn is propagated outward with the finite and

constant velocity C. o The acoustical approximations to the Riamann fuo-,

tiono F and as of interest. For an outgoing spherical wave, they ae

Ce L. (3 24)

We note also that in the incompressible approximation, Lim (c o ) ' 0

we have ') (3.25)

Thus the function/ h, defined as

) j +(f/P 1 (3.26)

vanishes both in the acoustical and in the incompressible domains of flow.

It it also vanishingly smll in the region behird the shook front in the

initial stage of its formation, since j I& alway sall Just behind tt*

shock front and is equal to r to) A

Since in the incompressible and acoustical limits r'fl or

is propagated outward in the one case with infinite velocity and in the

21
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other Case With constant velocity 00 a we an led to ask whether the apher-

ioal shoolowave problem possesses solutions caorrosponding to an outgoing

Praeiv waYo in ww~L~h rt*z ur & is prvag4atohd behInA Uhe &hook .rt:%

with a variable vulocity j depending upon the intensity of the wt., To

Investigate this possibility, we consider the characteristics otGwith

the differential equations,

sonschematically 1A Figure 3.1.

It is assiimd that the oharacteristics rft.G) are monotonic

curves with finite positive slope a * which do not intersect at any point

behind the shook front. We then donne a funotion r'(e t)by the relation,

G( ) w &(-t ) (3.28)
where for the present Cf is an arbitrary function oept ibr the requirement

that V be a single-ve&led function of 0. q. 3.27 mar therefore be writtqn

We now integrate So 3*29 along a path of constant r in the form

r &lot(3.30)

where 4(+t) is the radius of the expanding Sas sphere at time t. We remark

that t has been assigned the dimensions of a tiso and that the integration

constant in Sq, 1 30 has been so chosen that

Eqs. 3.29 and 3.31 then detemine the arbitrary ftiotion Cr(f) as

G it) I r[a)t (3,32)

22
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17haracteriti
08 r (Gt)

G~as surface a (t)

tX

FIGUPJ 3- Qlharaoteristl. 
or zq. 3 .27. Thiat±0 , (t) are OoIntoure of Oonst~ut ; az4of 01astmt
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Thus r,(t) is the value of the function C on the surface of the gas

sphere at time t . We are now provided with the following relation be.

4wfust Liao kLoat.le tathalpy a at any point (1-0 t ) and the value of 0 on

the surface of the gas sphere, 0* (C) at a retarded time 2r determined

by 1q. 3*30,

Ai(r,t) - ca/r (3.33)

where f(t) is the value of 41 on the surface of the gae sphere at time

t.
At first glance it might sees that the solution 3.33 wou3d differ

from the incompressible solution, Zq. 39.21, only in the detail that the wave

requires a finite interval of time to reaoh a given point r , However, if

C diminishes with diminishing rj and if the value of f at the shook front

exceeds the wave-front velocityj U ), then there are other important differ-

ences. There will occur a progressive destruction of the ore8v of the wave

at the shook front end, when G ( t) is a monotone deoreaeln function of

t a progressive broadening of the profile of the wave as it advances

outward#

To illustrate these points, we consider the value of %'(Ut the

shook front given by Sq. 3.30,

-A l a U t ~ J o ft r ( 3 3 4

where the integral J' r'/U Is the tbia t, required for the shook

front to travel to the point R. We remark that if 6 ) U , r , ini-

tially Lero, is an increasing ~ainction of R. Thus at a specified point
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R# only that part of the wave emitted ly the gas qihere after the 1~im 'o (rI)
is re&ised, the crest of wav emitted in the interval 0 (t' " '3 ing

destroyed at the shook front as the wave Drogresses out-wards

For mall intervalm of time t' after the wave front has passed

a polat R 6 we may expand Ir Ln a Taylor series,

a )0

(f
where t e is the tim at which the front reachas the I Ant a , e

is the partial time derivative of t' at time to An expansion of this type

could be made not only at the shook front R but also at an arbitrary point f

behind the front, if desired. From Eq. '30, we obtain for V

Y = I - -- ' ( ;')C.' (3-.6)

It is to be expected that Z is a decreasing function of r at constant V*

since it is a deresauing function of rl and G., ( is in our applicatione

a decreasing function of time. Thus Y will be greater than unity for suf-

ficiently large r. This means that the t scale is broadened relative to

the r- TO scale, and the wave profile at R is broadened relative to the

time profile of the wave during mission from the gas sphere surface,

At sufticien tly large distances A from the center of the charge,

1 A(, t) , though not of course i , ) 9 can be approximated in acoustical

forin by where A, 4 is the density of water at ero presure. With

this approidmation and the approximation, Eq. 3.35, Sq. 3.33 becomo
t= -, ( CLP,'R ) P ( t"+ t Y).

/t o  (3.37)
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These relations, together with Iqs. 3.34 and 3.36porvi4d en en asamtotic

relation for the pressure as a function ot tim t at a fixed point R in

teims of tle radius of the gas sphere Q (t) ad the enthalpy of the w**e.

at tis surface .t m T* tt

The foregoing analysis reduces the problem of propagation of the

shook wave from the gasasphere surface O(t) to an investlgatin ot the

slopes E of the characteristics ot , An erot deteoJva tion ot C o1

even a rigorous proof that Z has the properties kypuUitioally as.ribcd

to it appears to be prohibitively difficult. However, it is possible

to get information about the asymtottc behavior of Z , to assign a

reasonable approximation to E , and to estimate the error entailed In this

approximation. rom the acoustical approximation, 1q, 3.2%, we reark that

6 approaches to, the sound velocity at sero pressure, as P increases.

The asymptotic value C. is not adequate for our purposes. As a possible

approximation to Zj the local sound velocity C + 4A in the moving medium

suggests itself as reasonabUe. In order to investigate this approximation,

we Wit., rO A r~ '

a D G. (3,38)

where is the va. ation 01 a±& ng the contours of slope 1# + IL.

Expressing W r in toet of JC-/at and ,writing iI& as

46(( ) Ov/dt). and using Eqs. 3.13 and 3.19 for the calculation of 3
we finally obtain
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a r 4-L

DO Jc r 9-~J(.
, <...

A further reduction of with the aid of Eq#. 3.13, 3.16, 3.17, and 3.24

yields,

+ .Ct

3 A-Ph-- J (3.40)

We have already remarked (Eqs. 3.24 and 3.36) that 11 vanishea in regions in

which the flow is either incompressible or accustiai,, a circumstance which

makes the form, Eq. 3.40, espscia~y convenient as an expression for

Froms Eqs. 3.23 And 3.26, we remark that W and V. behave asymp-

totically as Ili- and 5 as 1/r %. If 0 is a continuous function of density,

we may assume it to be an analytic f~ncti on of (r of the formi C; eO .

Since W is equal to ,oC0( it has the power series C.& + Cj

Thus the sum of the firsit three terms of the expressi~on for 3, Eq. 3.40, is

at most of order V and thus of order I/ rin its asymptotic behavior. In
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regard to the last term of Bq. 3.40 we remark that an alternative u tpes-

sion tor h is

where 4;p isApropag&tionl velocity of ( f ) * From Eq. .22 we sea that

mqC- Cc in the acoustical approximation and thuso since Ca( " 4 I4 will

consist of terms of the order of 01 and L aand higher. Since $ orC r- #AYPI

is of order I/P , we may consider the dominant term in h to be of the order

F /ao . Using the Riemann equations 3.18 to compute the derivatives of

r F'/ t wvegetr a! h) I, wa  h)1

(C-)A) + 0F) (3.42)

Thus the remainder term g in of order I/) . In the pure acoustical approx-

imation, we note that P4 4' and tends to unity. Therefore

.r) +0 ( #/r .)

A more refined analysis than the pure acoustical thory, based imOn the ax-

presont
( ) "- -_,

shows that if C contains terms of order I/ )A then

) asn '- 00. (3-45)

The asmptotic behavior described by Eq,3.45 arises from the fact that there

is some spreading of the wave profile even in the acoustical limit.
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Therefore, we have been able to show that idth increasing r

= Q+ (j V.r), (3,46)

where 0 ( w r/1-) denotes terms diminishing to ( 101 1'V1/' or more

rapidly. • Th, we have the asmptotic result,

We *hall find it sufficient to adopt L+1Aas an approximation to C.

The corresponding approxmation to the retarded time 'r of Sq.

3.28 then become I

C#A

where the integral Is again taken along a path at constant ' * The error

in GCb,0 0 arising from the use of the approximate I of Eq. 3A. can be

eo~pssed in the following manner. With this definition of ( , (/c'J

is no longer zero but has the value

r (a. # A a

whers 7(1PoT) is given by Bo 3 .46. Since the approximate b becomes equal

to t when " is equal to a (t) , we obtain by integratin 3. 49 along a path

at constant

G., (r) *46'tr

We shall find that water ia a particularly favorable case for the

applicationt of the approxite theoy. N rical estimates of an upper boun
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to the error 4 in examples to which the theory ia to be applied indicate

that it does not exceed 20% in the most unfavorable cases and probably is

much less than this. Sines m. im1kel raically negative. the approximate

theory in which it is neglected yields an upper bound to ,

4. Motion of Surface of Gas Skherei/

According to the initial conditions described in Section 2, we

have at the instant t % 0 a gas sphere of radius Q. at a uniform pressure

p the equilibrium pressure of the product gases arising from adiabatic

conversion of the solid explosive at constant volume. The water surrounding

the gas sphere is at a uniform pressure . (1 atm. or for practical pur-

poses sero). The discontinuity in pressure -1 at the boundary between

water and gas is removed instantaneously with the establisluent of a pressure

P, and velocity UI on the sphere 1, % r. At the some time, an advancing

shock wave starts in the water and a receding rarefaction wave starts in the

gas sphere. The motion of the surface (t) is controlled by these two waves.

The propagation theory that we have dsveloped for the wave in water can be

applied vith slight modification to the wave in the gas sphere, sines in a

rarefaction wave the requirement of no dissipation is satisfied exactly.

Howover, in setting up the equations of motion of the gas-sphere surface, we

shall restrict our considerations to an initial period of tim. during which

the wave Just interior to the surface C (t)is a simple recessive rarefaction

wave.

After a period certnly greater than 2../C* where 1 .

the initial velocity of soxnd in the gas, a reflected wave will arrive at

the sphere surface, after which the rarefaction wave becomes compound. A

' see Reference 7, Section 3.
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solution of the compound refaction wave involves the spherical an'log of

tho L ikanri batlhtntc pob~l.m n n n very comploatOd. We believe that

U)e ,O.le" 1' 1  
l ,ti hy minotnivo reflections of the rare'action

wve\ between thi cant r and lsurfna' nf the gat sphere is not ot' 'eat prac-

ictal importanp for two reasons. Firvt, the major part of the water shock

wvav is emttted In an interval of the order of IL 4 /4'V) so that the

tiret reflected rave would at most disturb its tall at all distanco of

practical interest, Second, due to the attenuating effett of the factor I/?P

in a spherical wsev and the fact tha- the gas sphere will have expanded to

several ti es its initial radius before the first reflected wave arrives at

the surfae, the pressure will already be so low when it arrives that it

will have litt3e accelerating effect on the surface. Nevrtheless, it is

possible that the successive reflected waves in the gas sphere will produce

small pulsations in the tail of the shock wave, which we shall ignore in the

present theory,

At the surface 9(L , we have conAnuty of pressure and mater-

ial velocity and therefore of the total time derivatives of these quantities.

Making use of the continuity condition, we may write the Aqationh of conti-

nuity exterior and interior to 4t)(* in the form,

P t - C

where C and refer to the water just exterior to the, surface; & and ? L uO

the gas Just interior to the surface. The partial derivatives ( /Jr t ) and

(taw r)# are in general different. To elliminate them from Eqs.

10
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4.1, we muat make use of the theory of propagation of the shook and rare-

faction waves emitted by the moving sphere surfaoe, The advacing shook

wve, lu water we treat acording to Sectioa 3 am a wave in whic 1h
or G in propagated outward with a velocity L". The receding rarefaction

wave before the arrival of reflections from the oenter of the sphered we

treat as a recessive wave in which P or & is propagated from 0660 with

velocity - t..

To illustrate the procedure$ we outline the elimination of CM/J?

from the first of Eq. 4.1. From the theory of propagation, the eqiit.on of

motion, and the definition of , w have

ata
16 (4.2)

ft

Eqa. 4.2 lead to the following relation,

u~ r (4.3)

Elimination of Z /c r between Eq. 4.3 and the first of Bqs. 4.1 yields at

the surface r a a

In an exactly similar manner, w obtain from the propagation equation for the

gas on the interior of the sphere

rO, -- +
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where 440 is to be computed along the Initial adiabatic of the S..

Sqs. 4.4 and 4.5 constitute a setm of ttferential equations f*bro ad

1A the solution of v'hich togiUkr w1U, thf iLiAtia values of those t=*-

tione deterines P and 1A on the gas sphere as functions ot tima, the veloo-

ities 0., e, 0 0, and a- 0 being detezmined as functions of p and ot A along

the initial adiabatic ot the two fluids by their respective equations of

state. In the present discussion, we OAll suppress the iubscript ci, used

to denote values ot ftnotione an the surface .WCt in Seotion 3, since all

equations of this section refer to this surface alone,

We now introduce the approximtions 4 +1A and L. - for F and

I into Sqs 4 .4 and 4.5. The error introduced in the rarefaction wave in

thegas by approzxmting C with e-K IA of the see relative magnitude as

the orrespouding approximation in water, although perhaps nuerioally a

little Uzrger due to the fortunate oancalation of certain terms in the re-

mainder for water. With these approximations, Eqse. 4*4 and 4 5 reduce to

.L b '- f6 ,t. J. M' .

from Es,. 3.5, we obtin by re*rangoet,

l lj
I?- U6rR l

Zo- . (4.7)
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Since w i positive and Wois negative, T and 7*are initially positive

quantities of order of magnitude unity. If oscillations of the gas sphere,

which occur only after a long period of time are ignored, Ttemains pos-

iave, but 7 ma become negative, though never sufficiently so to make

s b positive$

From Eqs. 4.7, we infer that ) 4m/b i* initially large

in absolute magnitude and negative in sign. Although decreasing uonewhat

in magnitude, it reains negative during tha initial phase of the mot on.

The peak approximation is therefore appropriate for as well as for the

functions "AJ and 0"ml /  The derivative / may initially have either

sign, depending upon the equations of state of the two mediums. For a boundary

between vater and typical gas mixtures resulting from explosion products#

1bW'" is initially large and positive, but diminishes rapidly to zero

and becomes negative. As a more detailed investigation will show, L depends

1_I/A function F(t), described by the peak approximation, is suppoed to
have an exponential decay of the £orm,

where (o), and-116 is the initial value of the loga-

rithmic derivative of P with respect to £0.

. Lc4A1 - d pr Ct6)/d. CL 6
r may be called th e time constant. The function F ( i i thus

represented by a two parameter curve, an approximation that is ap-
propriate when p (* is initially a rapidly decreasing function
of .
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asam.totioa23.y an time as Ce I +Y. where Sgis a characteristic time.

The Initial peak apprmaation to the toern C # I Ct ,, (t) is there..

tor.e poor, but due to the rapid ohnge in sip offWtD , Ot) may be

treated as a slowly varying ftaotion of tis.

The peak approximation to the nthalpy(A in to be obtAined a*

follows$ /g
toDoII W jt (44)

where (j), Is the intial value of Qw (t) on the gas sphere. UsinS the firs

of Eqs. 4.7 to got the li-it on tCe right-hnd side of Sq. 4.8, we obtain

A Co/i g

o ^ 0. , V e(7 .. 9

where the subsoript i denotes as usual initial values of the quantities on

the ps sphere surface. Since at) is a slowly varying fumotion of timp

the appropriate peak approximation to Q(t) f0t) is

0q. .t,(t) f aI* Q 1 C 4.0

Eqo 4,10 therefore dotemines the first term in GC(t) , equal to

d a(t) +- /g , as a function of tine and of parameters depending

upon the initial coanditions at the gas sphere surface.

In order to investigate the manner in which 14(t) , the

velocity o the gas sphere surface depends upon time, we return to Eqs. 4.6,

the first of which may be written in the alter tive Sform
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*j

Dt 4

/~ ~~ t~ %tA

The in o pressible apprdu /tiun to . heIt) is the follaingo

In this approximation, Sq. 4.11 becomes

J~u __ _ (4.12)
Dt?

Eq* 4.612 was eWlaysd by Lsmb./ in~ his thsoz7 of underwter explosions to

describe the motion of the Sao sphere. To integrate Sq. 4.12, he neglected

Pe and assmed P to be the equilibrium pressure of the uniformly expanding
Igas sphere of volume Jfr,1Q. If the term e is retained in the last term

of Sq. 4*,2, one finds that instead of a monotonic increase in Q(tr) , osoilp

latit n of the Sas sphere occur a long time after the emission of the shook

wave. ButterworthV/ and Herrin have given a satisfactory treatment of

these oscilations and the secondary pressure pulses arising from theu.

Since they have no appreciable influence on the shook w ve, we shall approx.

iiaLe the asymptotic value of Elo) at long times by zeo instead of W/00

In order to integrate Sq. 4.11 fbr the initial stages of the

motion of the gas sphere, we recall that the peak approximation is suitable

for and Qi as long e.s their magnitude is of any eignifioance for our pur-

poses. App..ying the peak approximation to the factors J and Dp/OtiJn the
first two terms of B(t)and neglecting the relatively small term tl/.c - U),

we obtain

S-C. Hering, NDRC Dividon 6 Report C .sr 20 (1941).
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~ ~ £(4.13)

B(co C. I L
wher the slowly varying factor (a,/a)" is reaned in for .o-

venience in integration. W iti g.Da/l* for I and integrating oe we

obtain Wdt-14 U a & A ,+r
jA. -, U, /.. ,."

Again writinag ]Da/Dtfor 1A and intel-ating Zq* 4.14o we get

I , fr 
o(

The ap Mtotla forns of Eqs. 4.14 and 4 15 at large times ae

Ps 141*.a&# _I(4.16)

The asy ptotic constancy of &#A U and variations of Q/4, as Sir

hold rigorously when P, is sera and p tends to sero more rapidly than t .

The constancy of Oo U laplies conservation of the kinetio energy integral

of the fluid. At al time of sigiftioance to p my be treated as zero,

since wo are not concerned with the secondary pulse* which have already been

adequately treated by others.

The second term o.(t)W*) V in &.(t) beeeos)wlth the use

of Eqs. 4.14 and 4o15
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A(- l~(.4pI

o 4 (4,17)

where properly tes of the order e "2t/4and t e "t/L should be dropped

to be consistent with the peak approximation to I(t) . If we add Eq.

b4.17 to the peak formula for 4&() of Eq. 4.10 and suppress such toer ,

the resulting expression for Gef(t) i slightly in error for t s 0 .

Since, however$ UA/t is eall relative to W) in the initial stages of the

moticn#a a suitable Interpolatio formula for 0 t ) , acqurate for f a 0

and for long times, and consistent with the peak approx iations of Zq. 4,10

and 4.17 is the folloving# .qib W

(4.S)

W,= , A 4,

Since to is in general small relative to t". , the complete peak approx-

rG,t) G doso ife (4.19)

may ,. toefor l values of when doe not df greatly

from I f, E q. 4.19 is mployed to represent Gr,(t' , the tail of the

shock wave will of course be distorted since the exponential differs widel7
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from ' /for lorg times. A suitable compromise between Eqs. 4.J. and

4.19 appears to consist in using Eq. 4*.19 for calculating 'e and , the

retaraed t n ari time spread, and then using Eq. 4.13 -ri ,6 e.x t

calculation of the pressure be~iind the front forv 7Y.. However, the

complete theory based upon Eq. 4.19 yields surprisingly satisfactory results

and is probably adequate for most engineering calculations requiring an

estimate of the intensity and duration of the initial pressure pulse produced

by an underwater explosion.

Equations 4.19 and 4.19 together with the propagation theory of

Section 2, provide a complete description of the shock wave emitted by a

spherical charge of explosive in terms of the initial conditions mn the

boundary between the gaseous products of the explosive And the water.

5. Dissipation and Spread Parameters_2/

In this section, we mish to complete the evaluation of the retarded

time-eof the shock front and of the time-epread parameter 'fnr use in the

propagation theory, Zq. 3,33, and in the asymptotic theory of Eq. 3.37. The

latter theory is appropriate for the calculation of the pressure-time curve

of the shock wave at distances from the charge exceeding about 25 charge

radii, and it forms a basis for the discussion of the limiting properties

of the shock wave at great distances from the charge. In this section,

we shall explicitly employ several properties of water that are derivable

from the equation of state, and it is necessary at this point to introduce a

particular equation of state.

The Tait-/ equation may be written in the form

19/ See Reference 7, Section 2.
P. G. Tait, "Report on Some of the Physical Properties of Fresh Water
and Sea Water." The Phyaics and Chemistry of the Voywags of H.M.S
C vol. II, Part IVS. P. 1888).

See also R. E. Gibson, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 6, 4 (1934); 5 284 (1935).
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where " is a constant and B a function of T only. This equation has

been shown by Gibeon and BridVan to represent compressibility data for water

at pressures up to 350,000 lb/in. 2 . For our purposes, we employ a modified

form of the Tait equation along an adiabatio in the forms

9 D 
(5.2)

Aq. 5.2 is of a more reasonable form than the isothermal Tait squatiom for

use at very high pressureas since the latter permits a state of sero volvae

for finite pressure and in consequence mast overes"Amate the sound velocity

at high pressures. The adiabatic of sea water (taken to be 0.7 molal HG1

solution) passing through 1 atmosphere and 200 C. is adequately represented

by Eq. 5.2 with TI a 7.15, B * 3.047 kilobasrs. q. 5.2 permits the calcu-

lation by straightforward methods of the shook-front conditions (Eq. 2.2)

and of the enthalpy Q , acoustic velocity C , and Riemann function o' as

funotions of the shook-front pressure. The results for sea water initially

at 200 C, are listed in Table 5.1 for shook-front pressures up to 80

kilobars ./

In the further discussion of the propagation theory, it is necessary

to eploy various explicit relations for the various variables behind the

211- The quant'i'ties vI and S were supplied by R. S. Gibson.
J. 0. Kirkvood and J. M. Richardson, OSRD Report No. 813 (1942).
See also J. M. Richardson, A. B. Arena, h. It. Halverson, . Cham. Phys.j

j,785 (1947).
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TAB E 5.1 - Properties of strong shock fronts
in salt water irLtially at 20@ C.

(kilobarsi) ¢,,,lse. ) (a./sec.) (M./aec.) "(m./ec.

0 0 0 (34,65) (1465)

5 251 249 1975 2230

10 426 416 2335 2755

15 567 549 2630 3175

20 6'9 663 2880 3535

25 796 765 3110 3055

30 a98 859 3320 4140

35 990 947 3510 4405

40 1075 1030 3690 4650

50 1235 1105 4020 5100

60 1380 1330 4325 5505

70 1510 1465 4610 5880

80 1625 1600 4885 6240
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shook front. Eq. 5.2 provides a relation that is convenient for this pur-

pose. Although the shook-front conditions should properly be calculated

from the tan~ing-Hugoniot reiationh, Eq. 2.2, the soll value of the entropy

change at the shook front maizes It possible to assume an adiabatic change.

Since the pressure P of the undisturbed fluid can be neglected compared

to the parameter 13 , we note that

where V is the density and CO the velocity of sound in the undisturbed

fluid. Using Eq. 5.2, we find the following important relations,

1 W e

0( (5.4)

where / in the pressure, 4Z sound velocity, and gosound velocity at zero

rresAre The enthalp 1j equa t)o7.J2 e

S la o - ,with nelect of dissipation

fl-I
whessre.

"--, (5.5)

Moreover, if the Riemann function S is small at the shook front, the wave

front velocity L) is related to 0' in the following manner,
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1) (5.6)

Detailed numerical calculations, based upon the isothermal Tait

equation and the Hugoniot corditions, have been carried out for the proper-

ties of water at the shock frnt up to a presAre of 50 kilobars (1 kilobar

986.9 atmospheres). They show that S is very small in comparison with &4

and that the change in adiabatic along the Hugoniot curve is slight. Except

for the sound velocity 4 at the higher pressureq the approximate formulas

5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, based upon the modified Tait equation 5,2 integrated

along the initial adiabatic, yield results which are not significantly dif-

ferent from the numerical calculations based on Eq. 5.1. Since the Hugoniot

curve for water crosses the liquid-ice VII phase boundary-at about 25,000

atm., extrapolation into a metastable liquid region inaccessible to measure-

ment is necessary. The occurrence of the trans4 tion during the short time

of passage of a shock wave seems entirely excluded on the basis of Bridgmen's

experiments.

We return now to the aaitotic theory of the pressure-time curve.

The retarded time?. ( R ) at the shook front is given by

_____ ___ -(5.7)

obtained from Eq. 3.34 with the substitution F= CW- . The time -spread

parameter Y , a measure of the broadening of the t - to scale relative to

the ?r 1F scale, was defined by
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Y (3.35)

Thai asymptotic propagation equation, valid when & (1?,)can be approximated

in acoustical form by s, h been shown to be

We remark again that at the shock-front numerical calc ulat.cin shows

S never to exceed a few percent of U . Therefore at the shook front or

in a region immediately behind it, we can safely approximate Z by zero and

44 by cr . We shall employ this approximation jn oalculating le. ad Y .

Although the second integral of Eq. 5.7 defining V,, is taken along a path

extending behind the snock front, it is easy to see that no point of this

path lies very far behind the front. This is because the shock front mt)

moves only slightly more s.Lowly than the waye of constant VO , that is,

the point v(t', ".) . The time ela .ing bet,;een the passage of the shock

front and of the wave of constant l,, at any given point r is of the c'rder

of 'r or smaller, and for our theory only small values of -o ar, important.

Therefore the Riemann . has .io time to build up to appreciable values.

With the neglect of 6 , we may write, using Eqs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.

*0-

U if
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From the equation of propaation, 3,.32p 0' and v atisfy the relAtion,

G.(j 0 0 - (5.9)

Change of variable from r I to do In the integral of Sq, 3.1 and use of

Sq% 5*9 gives

Z L 4 /,aC. a a

where the subscript I denotes the value of a function on the surface of the

gas sphere at time 10 * By differentiation of Eq. 5.10, we at once obtain

Lte tAimeepread parameter ry of sq. 3.35

I__ _I J42f)

where Z andZ7, aedefined in Sq. 5,11 an 14 1/71/Crand ~I-+

respectively,

To determine the retarded time eat the wave front, we con-

sider the time -to required for the wave front to reach the point R.

where I~()corresponda to a position of the front at point P . Gha~nge
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of variable from r to d" and VO in the integral of Sq. 5.12, use

of Sq. 5.9, and substitution in Eq. 5.10 yields, after an integration by

parts, 
L /

oe , a a .(r.

C,' a . , r I

2W To obtain Sq. 5.13 we pi'oeed as follows. Ffrou Eq. %.9 we get b
differentiation

__ - - C - " ..

Employing this result together with Eq. 5.A for U in Eq. 5.12,
we obtain

- L

Jcra c/0.

Integration of the last term by parts, division of the interval of
integration in the sond term

and partial integration of the term

y.olds Eq. 5.13.
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where C9 , , and 2o refer to the initial wiuoe of these variables on

a sr

ZI

Into Nq. 5.33 and differentiation with respect to gives the following

linear differembial equation,

fore t I i n - _ 7 -

k'To obtain Sq. 5.16 iwe first inegrate the linear equation 5.15 In stand-
ard form, using the conition u for a 0.a ThenC . ,t-

(.t)~ ~ Z. . - [) + d-qi(xt

Imtegrating the first term of 06 4 N( ) diroot3 and the second
tem by part. we obtain Zq. 5.16.
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When C t)is kn~own as a function of +lAm*$ Sq. 5.16 determines to as

a function of a' at the chnok front, *ino is a function of 0' alone

by Sq. 5.14. r13 S-. 5.9, V' u*4 I,, tai' be exr1,i'sad as A ruaoti. v: R

and T an thus Sq. 5.16 determines "* as a function of R . In order to

put the relationship into a more explicit form, we Intrnduce the following

defVnitions,

mI

0 G~? c , W (441P

From S~q. 5.9 and th. definition of Z as V /de, we find that 2.is a

function of alones

17 r, (1h.)I]

where 42. is the initial. value fL0 ( 0) of the kinetic enthalpy of the water

at the gas sphere surface* Since v is a fuotion of Z alone, it is by

Eq. 5.18 a function of t alone. In fact, for large we got the asymptotic

relations

Zo -1-eZ
The dcinition of the characteristic time 0,(Td) is particularly useful

when we employ a peak approximation to G,,(t) ,

With the definitions of Eq. 5.17, Eq, 5.16 may be written in the

form
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K,/, / e /x ) 0

K , 0C (z,-#)/I Z, -(4 J1/1 ,

We may ca. (l*) the dissipation faotorlrsince it specifies the ratio of

the peak value Cra r,, ) at the point ft to the initial value 0, (0)

of t ) on the gae sphere surface. The part of the we" emitted ft-m

the gaos.phere surface in the time interval %0 is destroyed before the

wave reaohes the point R . Solution of 1q, 5,20 yields
2K,

IlI

Sq. 5.21 is strictly a transcendental equation 'or s , ince

depends upon TO through ;6 , and and Ko depend upon '4 throgh

the integrals T, ad J. Given &(L;) , one may solve it exactly by

graphical methods or by aweepwive approximation. However, in most oases

of interest to us, j and U c can be neglected in oomparison with the

other terms in K. and K, without significant error. Moreover when the

peak formula,

-Ie (5.21)

e in S,..,n4, s e d fo / ) 8 , w €.4
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and I(:s a constant. Under these circumstanoe, Sq, 521 is particularly

convenient, since it at once determines the dissipation factor ) as a func-

tion of , and therefore or.t or R1%.
When the peak approximation, Sq. 4.2l oan be employed for

the time spread parameter Y of Eq* 5.11 assumes the simple form,

;t Iid U~Qi ze #f 2+ 1 Z JJ
z -14-g (5.23)

where it is usually adequate to approximate Psby t
We now employ the definitions of Eqs. 3.35, 4*.9, and 5.17 to ex-

press the equation of propagation, Sq. 3.33 Lj its final forms

X1 (R, t) - n, e "

(5.24)

where J 'is the time measured from the instantt 0 at which the wave front

arrives at point R . The dlosipation parameter Y is to be calculated by

means of Eq, 5.21 and the spread parameter r is to be calculated by means

of Eqs. 5.23,

6. Asymptotic Behavior of Pressure Wavew'

We have pointed out that the kinetic enthalpy propagation theory

is considerably simplified at large distance# from the charge. At distances

grA t aIg"t mo that the kl M c enthalpy can be re"presented by its acous-

tical approximation, the theory reduces to a description of the propaga-

tion of the pressure, thus facilitating calculation of the pressure-time

See Reference 7, Section 5.
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curve of the shook wave. The intensity and shape of the wave are determined

by the dissipation parameter ) and the spread parameter r. These quanti-

,,- t ,e .,, Parti.asulriy -fmoruma at large distances from the oharees.

AnI . A eintion of their asymptotic forms permits a clearer

grasp of the physical characteristics of the pressure wave than is to be ob-

tained from the more exact but more complicated formulae of the preceding

discussion.

The propagation equation has been written in the form

, tt (5.24)

where to is the time at which the wave front arrives at point ? , and where

the dissipation parameter X srd spread parameter V are given by Eqs 5.21

and 5.23. At distances at which Jl (R ,t-) can be represented by its acous-

tical. approximation N O Eq. 5.24 yields for the pressure,

p = 44 /R) P4. e 't/ a,
- - , - Y(6. o) ,)

where e is the density of water at zero pressure. For most explosives,

/rP is an entirely adequate approximation toQ' at distances exceeding

twenty-five charge radii.
At large distances from the charges, R/4 A> I , the wave propa-

gates with nearly acoustic velocity o, and a sufficient approximation for

the particle velocity UA (of. Eq. 3.23) is

IA?'
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The afterflow term i Ris negligibla relative to the first term At large

dietaneces fvr a long period of time after passage of the wave front. In

ZauL, we uwh deri oa the initial pul3a &a tho region behind the mve front in

which is negligible. It becomes the dominant term in the afterflow

region which does not concern us here.

The asymptotic expressions for the dissipation and spreading

parameters, & and Y, at large distances are the following,

p. M /Q :o/a., (6.2)

if we approxiAate Kby unity, from which it differs only elightly. The peak

pressure at the shock front P is given by the aoyiupLutio formula

61(9.Co)/-( ) P16(6.3)

Eqs. 6.*2 and 6.3 have several interesting features. The peak pressure does

not decrease exactly as I/ a as required by the elementary acoustical approx-

imation, but slightly more rapidly because cl the logarithmic factor,

(log R/o )_V& in x. This factor varies, of course, very slowly in com-

parison with J4 . Its presence is due to the progressive destruction of the

head of the wave at the shock front (increase of I ) which persists even at

large distances. The difference between local sound velocity and waveafront

velveity, which givoo rise to destruction of tph, wave front, is connected

in an interesting way with the energy disaipation at the shook front, as we

shall presently see.
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The peak pressure at large distances in not proportional to the

initial pressure at the gas sphere surface, roughly PO or ,. 1,, but

varies onl4 as the square root of this quantity F / Since the peak

pressure contains the factor k, which measures the time of decay on the

surface, it will be larger the more sustained the pressure is at the sur-

face of the gas sphere. In the a symptotic peak-pressure formula/ the explo-

sive is comupl.etely characterized by the ratio P Ao or 0, /R
Recalling the definitics of 6, Zq. 5.17, we find

- -- ,r) (6.4)

for times ' sufficiently large to permit the neglect of G(4) in com-

parisonwith GrI in the exprension for * With the ue of Eq. 6.4, the

peak-presaure Eq. 6.3 my be written in the form

R RI I .

The peak pressure is thus determined byT", the time integral of ,, G I)

over the interval , and not by the initial value a.6 on the gas sphere.

The result is independent of the form of r,() t

After a time V' long in comparison vith the time of decay of the

pressure at the gas sphere surface, we might expect K to approach a constant

valuer . This is not quite correct since the afterflow term O.U/ in
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rj a (r )  prevents the integral t fmrn converging as Vo -4 0 . However,

the afterflow term contributes only a slowly varying torm of the order of

1 tcV ~. if 1. iq .4 4" nne irk nrnmpArinon with the time of

decay of the presbure on the surface of the gas sphere but short relative

to the time of decay of the alterflow term o6%11 1, # will approach the

v a l u e %r

a 706(%)4 (6.6)

and remain nearly constant for all distances at which the peak pressure in

the initial pulse has practical interest. In the peak approximation, Eq.

4.21 X Is of course independent of 4 and has the value 1.02

at all times.

We turn now to the time scale of the pressure wave at the point

R The parameter ' , Eqs. 5.23 and 6.2, measures the spread of the

time scale. Waves generated at the gas sphere in the short interval V

are spread out over the much longer interval )V when they arrive at a

distant point ( . We first consider the asymptotic form for Y appropriate

to the peak approximation, Eq. 4.21. In th.; approximation, the second of

Eqs. 6.2 becomes
Y /) (6.7)

In other words, r is proportional to the reciprocal of the dissipation

parameter X . As a consequence of Eq. 6.7, we find that the asymptotic

,aration 1 nf the pulse, equal to 2I~ does not depend directly on the

time 91 o: emission of the wave from the bubble surface, Instead 9 depends

only on the properties of water and the peak pressure PJMat the point
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From Eqs. 6.2 and 6.7, we easily obtain the interesting but of course

rough estimate of e ,

bo US IV F*?~ 40 t (6.8)

if 1 is expressed in milliseconds, R in meters, and pm in kilobars.

The factor 0.125 is to be replaced by 0.017 if R is expressed in feet,

p. in tons/in. 2 and comon logarithms are used.

Thus far we have considered the parameter Y as constant

throughout the pulse. This is not strictly true, and in fact the

approzimation formulas of Section 7 are somewhat inaccurate as a re-

sult. At small values of J(, Y approaches unity and the distor-

tion of the time scale is removed. Thus, while the crest of the ini-

tial pulse will be considereably spread out in time, its tail will

arrive with practically the same time scale as that with which it

originated on the gas.sphere surface.

A rough approximation to the time scale without use of the

peak approximation may be obtained in another way. RememberIng that

is (WI) r'n and i.aegrating the second of Eqs. 6.2, we get

Ji(R?,t) =P"(I-t1)

B (6.9)

where 0 is identical with the time of decay of Eq. 6,8. Although

the linear decay of pressure as a function of time, embodied in Eq. 6.9,

is too crude an approximation for practical purposes, it is of some

interest in showing that there is no reason to believe that a very
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sharp pressure peak exists immediately at the shook front. If such

% peak existed at the gas sphere surface during the generati on of

the wave, it would be viped out by subsequent development of the

wave, accompanied by destruction of the wave crest and spreading

of the time scale.

An important quantity oharacteriting the wave is the time

integral I of the pressure, which we may call the impulse. The

values of I and P. are usefl in characterizing the duration and

intenaity of the initial pulse. We define I as follows$

r 1) ?)fo)Ott(6.10)

where to is the time of arrival of the wave front at R and tm - t o

is a finite time long relative to the duration of the initial pulse.

Due to the afterflow, I fails to converge for t -; 00 unless the

oscillations of the as sphere are taken into account. From the equa-

tion of propagation, we get

r 10/R

(.f (6.n)
0 ~~ &&dt

With Pe use of the asymptotic relations, Eqs. 6.2, we obtain,

We remark that the momentum integral 10 is asymptotically determined
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by the sane parameter ir as is the peak pressure p., In the

peak apprcsimation I. is equal to P091 . It is interesting to

notice that I- is conserved. that is. it is unaffected by dissi-

pation at the front. The latter statc-uent holds not asymptotically,

but can be proved to be true at any distance R from the charge.

Another important quantity characterizing the initial pulse

is the total energy flux Ef at a distance R from the charge. Quite

gei.iralle , the energy current density at a point in the water iafsdl,

The total energy flux through the sphere R is therefore given by

At large distances, U a ./e 0 , and the theory of propagation gives

] &?'F- (6.14)

With the use of the asymptotic relations, Eq. 6.2, we obtain

The asymptotic energy flux again depends upon the properties of the

explosive only through the single parameter 14 , which also deter-

mine the peak pressure and momentum of the wave. We remark that the

energ f is not conserved, since it contains the factor x which de-

creases monotonically with increasing distance from the charge.
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The decrease of thm energy flux with increaslg distance

from the charge allows us to give a physical interpretation to the

nqleatity , v Whl-h jii+.tfi-qit de+Ml.ition o ae -he °°et°+a^o

parameter. We shall in fact show that, although we have neglected

dissipation terms in the equation of motion behind the ohook front,

our theory implicitly takes into account energy dissipation at the

shook front and does so in the correct way. Differentiation of

Eq. 6.15 and use of Sq. 6.2 yields

d E4 qrr~l - 3
d e'. (6.16)

The rate of dissipation of Ef at the shock "ront is therefore pro-

portional to (3) the coefficient of V in the shock.front velocity,

U a C(.1 • It can also be shown that for shock waves of low

intensity, the parameter P determines the entropy increment dS

experienced by unit mass of water in passing through a shock front

of peak pressure pm.

(6.17)
U +f*&Y(~r

where v is the specific volume of w~ater. Thus we may write,

As the shock front advances a distance dR, the water in a volue
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'?1~i'L exsperinces an entropy increment per unit mis5 given

by Eq. 6.1. An a result an amount of energy -dMf equal ts

"I I IC J A A -.. a4.-a -mA 4n +. 4

water after the passage of the shock wave and return of the pressure

to the value sero. The rate of disipatio in therefore given by

oAIf 1
-~i yLp * (6.19)

which agrees exactly with Eq. 6.16 obtained from our tbeoxTr of

propagatiou.

Since all the quantities p., Q, I 0 d f depend upon

the explosive producing the wave only through the parameter k ,

it is desirable to 9aimrize the formulas relating them to this

parameter, of. Eqs. 6.3, 6.9, 6.12, and 6.15.

. o: f°aut o' Cl! Wa*2 A./2 t f/

3 C0  .t Y4 SI

The peak preshare and time of duration of the pulse are thus propor-
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tional to $ the momentum to n , nd the energy flux to

In order to estimate - I it is, of course, necessary to use the de-

tails -of the theory, of the preceding discussion since W. it neot

specified in any way by the asymptotic theory.

7% Calculation of Press.xe-Tlne Curve.

We now proceed to outline on the basis of the theory of

the propagation of the kinetic enthalpy a scheme for calculating

the prussure-tIme curve of' the shock wave pr-oduced at a distance

R from an explosive and to list typical results of such calculations.

The formalas necessary for this calculation can be assembled at once

from the foregoing sections of this report. te shall restrict our-

selves to the peak approximation to Oa(t), sine )although it distorts

the tail of the shock wave somewhat, it leads to a particularly simple

set of formulas which are probably adequate for engineering calculations

requiring estimates of the intensity and duration of the initia. pres-

sure pulse. More elaborate formulas based upon the more refined ex-

pression for 05(t) of Sq. 4.18 may be readily set up when desired.

The peak formula for Ga(t) is obtalaed in complete form

from &qs. 4.9 and 4.19,

GIL..) : G, e .4/0,,
C, .- o, j ,*%/a
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where u1 andal are the initial values of material velocity and

kinetic enthalpy of the wter at the gae.phere surface ao;

A -I ... .. ....a4 . .. *, . . ,,v ,• .... ......... .-

of the water at ac;l /T I •C 1 . the initial values of the same

quantities in the gas just interior to the sphere surface ao .

The equation of propagation, Eq. 5.24, has been written

in the form,

. x z(+o+~, i, (7.2)

where t' is the time measured from the instant to at 4hieh the wave

froat arrives at point R. At distances at which J1 (Rt) ca be

represented by its acoustical approximation, we have obtained (Eq. 6.1)

+0I,= fl ,
PC (7.3)

where is the density of water at zero pressure. For most ey-

plosives, the acoustical approximation to JQ is entirely adequaUt

at v~luee of R/a..) 25 . For smaller values of R/a 0 , it is preferable

to use Eq. 7.2 rather than Eq. 7.3.

In order to calculate the dissipation parameter x and the

time.spread parameter, Y , we again introduce the variable qR R/o -L- )e$. (7.4)

Neglecting the relatively small. terms in Jo and Jlr Eqs. 5.20 yield
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/*0/1 z (z,-q )

S( . = Qo ZIz, - r (,rt /Z, ) (, 8.- ,i )/A ,
Z' i * ?/817 + ( /I'+ ( /WO)aJ /,0

Eqs. 7.5 suffice to determine x as a function of q for given initial

values of 2,, , and B • After Q1,, 0- , and have Veen,

determined for a given explosive, x is conveoiently determined as a

functio of R/a o by first calculating it as a function of q by Sq. 7.5

for several appropriate values of q, plotting or tabulating these values

of x against xq (equal to R/a o by Eq. 7.4) and Interpolating from the

graph or table to obtain x for a desired value of H/a o .

To calculate the time-spread parameter ' , we employ

Eq. 5.23 and apprnximate qa by x.

i ~ ~ -. Ec- Z" Z+. 1/4- " t (7.*,
)e.6

Eq. 7.6 determines the parameter ' as a function of q and x(q). Tt is

convenient to calculate Y for those values of q employed in the calcula-

tin of x(q), and to plot or tabulate the resulting values of e against

xq. r-om such a graph or table one may at once interpolate Y for a de-

sired value of R/a 0 We remark that at large values of R/ao, the last

term af Eq. 7.6 is the d--inant one in V . It contains as a factor

0( or O.8A, i here % is a0/c o * Thus at large distances the time of

decay, 1 , is controlled by 0o, a time characteristic of water rather

than of the explosive, although of course the second factor in this term
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in Y depends on t characteristics of thee xplosive.

The results of the calculatim by the methods of this section

of the shook-wave parameters for the undersater explosim of spherical

charges of TNT and Pentolite are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Figure 7.1

shove the variatig with distance from the charge of the peak pressure

and the time constant 0 for TNT. Figure 7.2 shows the variation with

distance for the awe substance of the dissipation parameter X and the

spread parameter ) . Theoretical predictions have been made for 48

different explosive combinations comprising 13 different explosives.

Reference should be made to the original reports for the complete

tabluations of the results of the theory._/

8. Similarity Restraint Propagation Theory 7j/

In this section, we describe an alternative thpory of the propa-

gation of shock waves from the underwater explosion of spherical charges

of explosive. The theory to be described redults in the formulation of

a pair of ordinary differential equations for peak pressure and shock-wave

energy as functions of distance from the source. These equations can be

integrated numerically for specified initial conditions, and they provide

a particularly simple method for the extrapolation to points close to the

charge of experimental peak pressure-distance curves, measured at large

distances from the charge. Althnugh less convenient than the analytical

theory that has been described in the previous sections and less instructive

/ J. G. Kirkwood, S. R. Brinkley, Jr., and J. N Richardscn,
0PDW Report No. 2022 (1943); OSRD Report No. 3949 (1944). Cal-
oulations in earlier reports by Kirkwood et al. are superseded
by these reports.

V/ See Reference a.
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TABU~ 7.1 - Calou~ted shokW" camsmters fwr T W? dmit, 1.5

zIr (10-5 .s./*a.) (kSilabw.)

11.00 1.00 0.31e4 37.1

10 J39 4.04 k.09 1.39

25 e300 6.43 AU42

100 .231 9.55 3.29 .000

TABLE 702 -C ou t. holyga .w esul rfr to *o

ft/%L (10'-! seo.Io.) (iaas

1 1.00 1.00 0.310 41.8

10 *372 4.37 1.37 1.46

25 .27? 7.09 2.22 .435

50 .23? 0.96 2.01 *IV7

100 .211 :to.6 3,33 ,631
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FIGUME 7.1. Caloulated peak pressures and time constants

for TNT, density 1.59,
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1 REUE DI0TANCE0R

]FIGURE 7.2 -Caloulated dissipation and spread parameters

for' TN~T, density 1,59.
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as to the physical features accompanying the decay of the shock wave, the

theory of this section requires fewer assumptions than does the former

theory. Since these assumptions are quite different in nature from those

of the former theory, the comparison of the two theories is of considerable

interest.

The partial differential equations of hydrodynamics and the

Hugoniot relation between pressure and particle velocity may be used to

provide three relations between the 'four partial derivatives of pressure

and particle velocity, evaluated at the shock front, with respect to time

and distance from the source. If a fourth such relation could be formulated,

it would then be possible to formulate an ordinary differential equation for

the peak pressure as a function of the distance from the source.

(8.1)

On mathematical grounds, it is, of course, futile to seek a fourth relation

between the partial derivatives which does not involve an integral of the

fundamental equations of hydrodynamics. However, we shillshow that an ap-

proximate relation of the desired form can be formulated by imposirg a sim-

ilarity restraint on the shape of the energy-time curve of the shock wive

and by utilizing the secend law of thermodynamics to determine at an arbi-

trary distance the distribution of the initial energy input between dissi-

pated energy residual in the fluid already traversed by the shock wave and

energy available for further propagation.

The &alerian equations of hydrodynamics, Eqs. 3.1, for spherical

symetz7 are "

r ' Or rt O (8.2)
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The delopment of the theory is moat easily carried out in terms of the

label (Lagrange) coordinate r* , the Position in the undisturbed fluid of

denmity P,, of a volume clemnt wh-ch at time t h=e the position r. The

transformation from the Eulerian coordinate r to the Lagrangian coordinate

re iS effected by means of the definitions,

) t L ( .L

and the La4rangian equation of continuity, which is

for spherical symmetry. Eqs. 8.2 are thus transformed to

/ +o

0 0

where kt is the particle velocity, the pressure in excess of the pressure

of the undisturbed fluid, e the density,/, tha density of the undis-

turbed fluid, t the time, and I- the Suler coordinate at time tof an element

of fluid with Lagrange coordinate 10, # Eqs. 8.5 are supplemented by the

equatio. -if state of the fluid and the entropy transport equation j Wt, 0

the latter of which we shall not explicitly use. Sqe. 8. are of a hybrid

form 'n that we use the Lagrange coordinates r. and t as independent
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variables but retain thi Euler equation of continuity. Eqs. 8.5 are to be

solved, subject to initial conditions specified on a curve in the () ,t )-

plane. and to the Ranklne-Huvoniot conditions (Eqs. 2.2) at the shock front.

IA. *:.(8 .6 )

where 5H is the specific enthalpy increment experienccd by the fluid in

traversing the shock front, and U is the velocity of the shock front. The

Hugoniot conditions constitute supernumerary boundary conditions, compatible

with the differential equaticms and specified initial conditions, only if

the shock front follows an implcitly prescribed curve R(b) in the

plane. having thus stated the mathematical problem, we shall describe an

approximate method of avoiding the ep licit integration of the partial dif-

ferential equations.

We shall denote a derivative in which the shock front is stationary

by : (O i- a+.
R{t) ta Ot

0 e.7)
*. Udtlr:

If the operator 4/dR is applied to the first of the Hugoniot relations

(Eqs. 8.6), and if Eqs. 8.5 are specialized for the shock front, r = we

obtain the following three relations for the four partial derivatives
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, n, d :o t the shock front,where r(t,R) =1?,

z Ul
Ot

'I1

/ =f U,, ., U t.. n,),  q, eJ ,

where . A po u I ct L- U/cIfj/.,, and where the p.7::m ndicates

that the partial derivatives are to be evaluated at the shock front. The

derivative I is to be calculated from the first of the Hugoniot relations,

iaqs. 8.6. All coefficients in Eqs. 8.8 cin be expressed as functions of

pressure alone by means of the Hugoniot conditions and the equations of

state of the fluid.

We now desire to establish a supplementary relation to permit the

forn ulation of an ordinary differential equation for the peaI pressure ac a

function of distance from the charge without explicit integration of the

fundamental eauations of hydrodynamics. The physical basis for the supple-

raenta-1y relation to be established lies in the fact that the nonacoustical

decay of waves of finite amplitude is closely associated with the entropy

increment experienced by the fluid in passing through the shock front and

the accompanying dibsipation of energy. As a shock wave passes through a

fluid, :. leaves in its path a residual internal anerey increment in each

element of fluid determined by the entropy increment produced in it by the

passage of the shock front. As a consequence, the energy propagated ahead

by the shock wave decreases with the distance it has traveled from the source.
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The work V4 0. done by a spherical shock wave on the fluid ex-

terior to a sphere of radius is

W'(R) ( (89)

where P and LC denote excess pressure anu particle velocity behind the shock

front, t('* the time of arrival of the shock front at point/ s, and P(F"tf)

the euler coordinate of a particle of initial Lagrange coordinate R . The

integral is along a path of constant Lagrange coordinate . By the second

law of thermodynamics,we assume that after the shock "ve has traveled to

infinity, the work W(R) , delivered to the fluid beyond j , is dissipated

to internal energy of the fluid, each particle of fluid returning adiabati-

cally to a state of thermodynamic equilibrium of pressure A. and an entropy

exceeding its initial entropy by the increment corresponding to the peak

pressure at which the shock front crossed it.

The adiabatic work W (equal to the energ. of explosion) done by

a spherical charge of explosive of initial radius M on the exterior fluid is
00

- JAo J 1 (8.10)

where f is the specific energy increment of the fluid at pressure and for

an entropy increment corresponding to shock-front pressure Now,

0j,,

where P is the final density of the fluid, and AV is the volume increment of
the gas sphere composed of the explosion products. Using Eq. 8 .11, we com-

bine the last term of the time integral with the first integral to obtain
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R ro

where the dissipated enthalpy h = + . (i i. the specific enthalpy

k increment of an element of fluid, traversed by a shook wave of peak pressure

p after return to pressure Pe on its new adiabatic. Assuming the time

integral to vanish at R , we have

h f (q) o + Z- . (8-13)

Subtracting Eq. 8.13 from Eq, 8.12 and tiAnsposing, we obtain

(R1) IRtS(rd) ( e.o

To exclude contributions of second shocks arising from possible oscillations

of the gas sphere, we may within the limits of approximation of incomproesive

hydrodynamic theory apply Eqs. 8.13 and 8.14 up to the time the gas sphere

reaches maximum radius instead of to infinity. AV then represents the

volume increment of the gas sphere to maximum radius, and P'6 V the part

f of the energy of explosion available for secondary pulses, which may eventu-

ally develop into shocks.
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The integral of the energy-time curve, )(), is thus expressibl e,

through Eq. 8.14, in terms of the peak pressure-distance curve of the shock

"ve % 1 --- Al R . i. ie .t hP remarked that Ec. 8.14 and the dis-

sipation assumption do not violate conservation of momentum, since, through

spreading of the wave, it is possible for the total momentum to remain finite

while the particle velocity everywhere and the total kinetic energy tend to

zero. Our dissipation assumption breaks down if the first shock wave can be

overtaken by second shocks built up in its rear. This w_ not be the case

if the pressure-time curve is initially monotone decreasing with asymptotic

value PO . If the excess pressure P has a negative phase, a second shock

will develop in the negative part of the pressure-time curve but cannot over-

take the initial positive shock. In this case our theory will apply to the

positive phase if the time integrals of Eqs. 8.9 to 8.14 are extended not to

infinity but to the time t, at which the excess pressure in the positive

phase vanishes. The general theory of shock waves is not sufficiently

developed to permit one to say that there is proof for the foregoing state-

ments, or even that a spherical shock is stable, but the statements can

nevertheless be accepted with some assurance as plausible.

We now shall express the energy-time integral in reduced form,

Df R) - 'PRf4,U u(Pm) t4'--

._ 2.LL__.w)I" 51P R, ~ , (8.15)

= I~~R' ,, O,,.
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The function f(R, a ) is the energy-time integrand, normalized by its peak

value M tthe shook front, expressed as a function~ of fl and a reduced

tim i' whia norm.alizea its initial uln~po to -1. if Pdo'!1 not vAMni01 Thbmu

F (~ .~) is a function having the pr.opertioa,
f(R .

fw ~v '](8.16)

We also assume fto be a monotone decreasing function of 0. Elimination of

r between the first two of Eqs. 8.,5 yields the desired fourth relation be-

tween the partial derivatives at the shook front supplem3ntngEq, 38. It,

of course, involve,- integrals of Eqs. 8,5 for the knowledge of the redued

energy-tmt. .- ction ifR,)). However, if f (99., ) is initially a mono-

tone decreasing function of i , f (8C, ) wdil remain so, and in fact will at

large 9 become asymptotically a quadratic function of h corresponding to

the linear form of the pressure-time curve shown in section 6 to be asymptot-

ically stable. This means that I) is a very slowly varying function ofR 9

for which bufficiently accurate estimates fbr many purposes can be made without

explicit integration of the hydrodynamic equations, Eqs. 8.5.

The assignment of a constant value, independent of * , to 0 is

equivalent to imposing a similarity restraint on the energy-time curve of the

shock wave, This type of approximation is equivalent in principle to that

underlying the Rayleigh-Ritz method for solving vibration problems, although

we have i,-t, of course, developed a variational procedure designed to carry

the result to any desired degree of approximation.

The initial pressure-time, and also energy-time curve, of an ex-

plosion wave is rapidly decreasing. An expansion of tne logarithm of the
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function in a Taylor saries in the time, the well-known peak approximation,

is appropriate for an initial estimate of ). This corresponds -to an expo-

(8.17)

For the asymptotic quadratic energy-time curve, corresponding to the linear

pressure-time curve of the positive phase of a shock wave,

+ j- ;P',) ..

As a convenient empirical interpolation formula between the two extreme

values of_ , we have found the following expression to be satisfactory.

- = I- - (8.19)
For explosion waves in water, the value is suitable for all but very

great distances from the charge, (3 >> 100 charge radii.

Elimination of r between the first tw of Eqs. 8.15 and combina-

tion with Eqs. 8.8 yield a s. of four equations for the four partial deriv-

atives (Op/lat)'(/)', ( /t, and ()ce/ lobat the shock front,

I? % iU

12I I

U' (U ' M 4-7
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whe: the coefficients art detrmined as functions of PM by the Hugoniot

relations, Sqs. 8.6. By differentiation of t second of Eqs. 8.19 we

ubLaelu a WL*1a~ dIf~ferw&lal wq~ati to~~i~ 01 an I Rw

Equations 8.20 and 0.2 are waot, although in using them we shall mploy

the similarity restraint in estimating the slowly varying function d., we

remark that Sq*, 8*20 are valid for plane and cylindrical shook wve when

the tern. 2 %A/R are replaced by aero and m,,,/R # respectively.

Solution of the equations 8.20 for ( * at) #and OP 4010.)1

and the applioation of Sq. 8.7 yields the desired total differential *qua-

tion for / along the shook front. This equation is to be solveod

simultaneously with Sq. 8.G2. The tieal cLitferential equations an be

written in the toml&/

27 We remark tha if these method are applie to-the one-dimensional
cases of the plane shook wave and the cylindrical shook wave result-
ing from adiabatic oonst*nt volume conversion of an infinite cylnder
of explosive to its producLs, the resulting propagation equations can
be written in the fozu,

where W 0 for the plane wave and a(' for the cylindrical wave,
and where ( ) It

The sauook-vave energy per unit area of initial generating surface is
equal to .' ; 1 r)1 , qs. 8,22 for the spherical wive are obtaine,
with 4 'm . , It may also be noted that the theory has not required
the approximation of adiabatic flow wmployed in the kinetic ethalpy.
proclaation theory. The exact Hugoniaot wrves ot the fluid m7 be em-
ployed in the numerical integration of the propagatinn equations. As
a result, the present theory is applicable to blast waves in air as
well as to explosion waves in water.
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I t(R TOO.

~. (8.22)

where In R (I- C "

9q,,,,) 2 ,.D¢, ll t ,

By means of the Hugoniot relations, Eqs. 8.4 and the equation of state, the

coefficients of Eqs. 8.22 can be determined as functions of peak pressure

only.

For the solution of the propagation equations by numerical inte-

gration with specified initial conditions, it is convenient to transform

Eqs. 8.22 to the dimensionless variables,

P 0
/__._1 (8.23)

'1 \v*,/ pR
where 11 and 8 are the parameters of the Tait equation of state,

~ ~ (5.4)

The resulting propagation equations may be written in the form,
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where ( T ___

Jf,,., Ji .w4J

The quantities L ) 14 (A. and are listed In Table 8.ol as

functions ofk"/b and the. axilaz quantities C WQ (Is) a

pand~ U/C., are listed in Table 8.2 as functions of the same

argument.a/ The integration of Eqs. 8,24 by numerical methoG iv 'avily

carried out by standard pmoeduresolw

It is of interest to examine at once the asymptotic form of the

solutions of Eqs. 8,22 or 8,24 for wal1 *=ea pressure Po 0 The normal-

isation of the ooeffioints of Sqs. 824 has been so arranged thatLin - 0) L z ),o

L. -. ) N ,,) .
The asymptotic equations are

Sa -P j

00?

with the integraa1sL
c.2 Rj' (8.26

W . . L 11r NkY, Jr., n T0U. 71.7rood, ow -Report 5149 (P949). Ti-
ulated value# of the impulse (infra) listed in this report contain a
systematic numerical error. The shook-wave impulse should be separate-
4. oalculated by Eq. 3o34

1/ For example, see 3. a. Soarboroughl Numerioal Mathematical mal'aia;
Johns Hopkins Prema, Baltimore, Md. (1930)0 pp. 218 ft.
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TAITZ A.1. - PFtmetion fo the int.'eation of the
ro t @ations ite r

Lp)X(P.) N(p) pk/B

0.50o0 1.5000 0 0
.4950 1.43 0.001495 0.01
.4892 1.4670 .002924 0
•4839 105524 .004355 .03
• 4778 1*4363 .005725 .04
.4721 1.4207 .007075 .05
.4665 1.4054 .008 .06
.4600 1.3871 .0097?4 .07
.4560 1.3759 .01112 .08
.4510 1.3617 .01247 .09

.4462 1.3479 .01380 .i
•3984. 1.2175 .02622 .2
•3576 1.1098 .03745 .3
-3215 110095 .04763 .4
*2939 .9305 .05676 .5
.2673 .8555 .06581 .6
.24.50 .7923 .07388 .7
.2268 .7378 .08156 .8
.2102 .6886 .06867 .9

.1945 .6439 .09517 1.0

.144 .4793 .1235 1.5
.1133 .384 .1416 2.0
.0889 .. 3123 .1563 2.5
.0690 .2524 .1696 3.0
.0536 .2048 .1815 3.5
.0428 .1695 .1919 4.0
.0366 .1465 .2009 4.5
.0345 .13 .2085 5.0
.01276 .05140 :2506 10
.00694 .070 .2678 15
.00452 .01731 .28W 20
.00359 .01242 .3343 25
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TA& 8.2 .. AysiU& tAotions tor shook I :in S40a ,n.

U/0o 0(p) ....______

0.01 100 0,9971 0,005654 1o001393
.02 1.006 .9944 .01121 1.002774.
,03 1.006 .9917 .01669 1,004142
,04 1.011 .9090 ,02211 1.,05502
.05 1.0124 .963 .02737 1,006e46
.06 1.017 ."38 .03250 1,002 10
.07 1.020 ."12 03773 w.9499
.04 1,023 .9787 .04270 .010
.09 1,025 .9762 .04777 1.01213

A 1.027 .9737 ,052" 1.01
,2 10% .9532 09, 100250

3 1.072 .916 .1371 1.0 36
.4 1.103 .914.7 .1706 1.0OU40
.5 16126 ,2011 1.0035
.6 1.102 .0659 .2283 1.06797

.7 1 o170 .730 .2525 1.07M
. 1..191 N627 .274, 10.56
.9 1.2 .6526 .2949 1.0992

1.0 1.231 .435 .3130 1.1010
.o5 1.321.06 .3062 1,13(

2.0 1.407 .76%1 .1500 1,1673
2.5 1.,46 .7400 .4975 1A.935
300 1,555 .72 ) ,5192 .2236
3.5 1,619 ,7241 ,5296 1.2302
400 1,602 ,7110 .5515 12178
4.5 1*742 A69M .5602 1.2630

5 1.797 .6906 .5799 1.2762
10 2.272 .6 .6593 1720
15 2.1,62 ,6149 ,694 1,42%
20 2,961 .903 .7142 1.67
25 3,252 :5636 .7255 1*4945
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where P andR are constants. Eqs. 8.26 are in agreement with the asymp-

totic result of the kinetic enthalpy propagation theory Eq. 6.3.

The most impor-ant parameters of tne pressure-tia curvo in the

analysis of damage to tructures by explosion waves are the peak pressure,

energy, and impulse of the wave. Since the en-rgy is most simply related

to our propagation theory, we shall discuss it first. The energy of the

shook wave when it arrives at a point R is '-y definition the orkdone on

the fluid exterior to the sphere R i. Thus, the shock-wave energy per unit

area of the initial sphere of explosive is */If we denott by

(1) the shock-wave energy per gam of the initial explosive charge, we

find

7? (8.27)

where is the density of loading of the exp3--aive. For the shock-wave

energy delivered to unit area, U(?) is to be divided by "R W , where

V , the weight of explosive, is to be expressed in grams/ and 1 in

centimeters.

The impulse I of the shock wave has been defined by Eq. 6.10.

We may approximate the Euler pressure-time curve of the shock wave by the

peak approximation, t/

) (8.28)

where the Euler time constant of the wave is defined as

II
Olta (829)

In terms of Legrangian partial derivatives, the tim constant is given by
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or

S Iin('bL " ' 8.1

Poplor1zi Sqs. 8*20, we obtain

All quantities in the expression for @ may be expressed In tom of the

integral& of the equations for the shook wave, Bqs. 8.22 or 8.241 th the

aid of the tugonlot relations.

For an exponential presswue-tim. curve consistent with the peek

approximation and exponential energy-time curve, the Impulse is given by

pow 6) (8.33)

and therefore

Sqs. e,4 require th specification of two constants of Integra-

tion for their explicit integration, which is to be carried out by numerical

procedures. The constants of integration msay be determined either by the

theoretio&Z calculation of the initial peak pressure and energy of the

generating pulse from thernodnmic information conoerning the explosion

productsi or from experimental measuresments of the shock-wave parameters.

The formor method makes possible an & jrgr detemination of the peak
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pressure-distance curve of a given explosive, The latter method is useful

in providing an extrapolation of an experimental peak pressure-distance

uurva, measured over a limited range of distances, to smaller or larger dis-

tances from the charges.

The constants of integration may be faken to be T, and , the

initial values of the reduced pressure and energy variables. The initial

pressure hi for the instantaneous detonation state corresponding to adiabatic

isometric conversion of the explosive charge to its products is determined

by Eqs. 2.4 and 2.6. The initial value of the redueM energy variable i:i

thin determined by Eq. 8.23.

In order to determine ( given by

it is necessary to determine the partial derivatives (K a/dt) a

up~' ' 1  a The equations of hydrodynamics in the gas sphere --id in the ex-

terior medium yield four relatons,

t(8.36)

(a80
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between the six partial derivatives (3IA A (
()P/j j-0)1*'s~ /)~ DI and ( 1/t where the asterisked

quantities refer to the gas and the meaterisked to the exterior nedium and

the subscript denotes the initial value of the quantity* The two Lagrange

tim da ivatives are identical in gas and exterior mdium b"oLase of con-

tinuity of pressure and particle velocity. Tw further relations are pro-

vidod by the shook-front stationary time derivative of the Ifugoniot relation

between/: and eA In the exterior indim and by the intial andiltioa,

( ,on the gas sphere,

Solution of IEqs. 8.36 and 8.37 for U ~/c)t) and l)t and sub-.

stitution in Eq. 835 yields the desired expression for q as a function

of P IDP(, 6n' " G-
(8.318)

where

/ 0

and where the necessary thermodynamic properties of the explosion products

are calculated as funotions of 1 by methods outlined in section 2e
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When the bubble of explosion products has expanded to ma~xmu

radius, it has a potential energy oqual to PoAV , vh"AV is the

dirro"Mip iiiI wn1jWW ha+.Wam" +.hp "Ihi-thb A+. mmv4mnu "At

charge of explosive of radius Q. a The energy associated with the explo-

sion products after emission of the shock wave can thus be estimated frem

experimental measurments of the imu bubble radius. Far TNT, it is

known that the energy associated with the gas bubble at its first mximu

is approximately 480 al./p., a figure which is 45 percnt of the estimated

energy of explosion of 10 cal./p. The bubble energy at the first maximum

is quite generally about ne half the energy of explosion.2 / The assumption

that ! , where is the initial shock-wave energy and E e the

energy of explosion, makes possible the formulation of an alternative method

of determination o2 Q8 s the initial value of the reduced energy variable.

Making use of Eq. 8.27, we obtain

2" 2 e Et.(8.39)

The disadvantages of the approximate nature of Eq. S.39 are to some extent

minimized by the circumstance that except in the immediate vicinity of the

charge the ahock-mave parameters are not very sensitive to the initial

energy of the wave.

Calculated values of the shock-wave parameters for the underwater

explosion of TNT at a density of 1.59 g./cm. 3 are listed in Table 8.3. The

initial pressure, PI - 37 kilebara, was calculated by Eqs. 2.4 and 2.6 and

j'f A. B. Arons and D. R. Tennie, Pbyao Rev., 20, 51? (1948).
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TABI 8,3 Z Pak Rressures and shakio mieruiga for h
VW*Lerator oxyloaion of TNT. density .5

0On 1 37.0 2390

5 3.07 1590

di 10 1.3.4 1320

25 .34? 111

50 .152 1020

9) 100 .06s0 955
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to identical with that mployed for the calculation by the theory of

Krkwod a d Beth. The initialJ value t the redueed energy variable*

Q, 5 234 Was "IU ted by WaUS f 1&q* eM Ti vglu, -2rot~

ka Uh, value - 57u 2 al./ps or, with an ewlosion energy of 1060 o1./

i#, to a enerigy of the gal bubble at ito tirst a.maum of 478 cal/./s.

The remarkably good agreemet of the latter figure with experiment is

probably fortuitous,

Tat calculated peak preosuro-distance curve Is ompared with the

predietie of the kinetic enthalpy propagation theoiv of Kirkw d and

ethe in Figure d.l At large distances, the reult, obtained by the si.-

ilaity restraint theox are about 18 percent lower than those obtained by

the kinetie enthealpy propagation theory. In view of the very different

nature of the two theories, it may be concluded that the two theories am

in satisfactory agreement,.

The epplication of the similarity restraint theory to the oaloula-

tion of the hkejowave paraweter. for partioular exlosive. has been facil-

Itated by the preparation of tables of the integrals of Eqs. 8.24 for a

aivaer of initial values of the peak pressue nd reduced energy variable.2 /

These tUDL,* permit the immediate evaluation of tle shock-wve parameters

for particular explosives after the initial oonditions have been computed,

and they may be employed with ourve-fitting techniques for the extrapolation

of experimental results, measured cver a limited range of distance, to

larger or saller dist~mies from the charge.

a/ The thermodFnamA properties of toe explosion produ ts of T were
taken from a tabulation by J. G. Kirkwood, S, R. Brinkley, Jr.o,
and J. M. Richardson, MRD Report 2022 (1943).
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aO

10\

Kinetic enthalry theory

IS (KIrkwoodthe)

1

Similarity restraint theory/
(Kirkwood-Brlnidey) /

.4'

3 10 30 100

REDUCED DISTANCE R

2S

FIGURE 8.1 - aloulated peak pressures for TNT,

density 1,59.
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9. The Shook Wave for Cylindrical Symmetry

The theoretical description of underwater shock waves has so far

been imited to the case of spnericai symptry. Tnis caae is thze simplest

one that corresponds to a situation that can be realized experimentally;

and it is a good approximation, particularly it large distances, to the

shock wave produced by charge shapes counonly employed. However, the

theoretical investigation of shock waves of different symnetry is of in-

terest for the infomation that it can give on the effect of symmetry upon

the wave.

The methods of the kinetic enthalpy propagation theory of Kirk-

wood and Bethe have been employed by Rice and Gine12/ for a theoretical

treatment of the one-dimensional case of an infinite cylinder of explosive

undergoing instantaneous adiabatic isometric conversion to its products.

The shock-front conditions of Rankine and Hugoniot and the equation of

state are the same as for the spherical case, the differences between spher-

ical and cylindrical symetry appearing in the fundaental equations of

hydrodynamics. The initial conditions resulting from adiabatic constant

volme explosion are also unaffected by the symmetry.

In the acoustic approximation, cylindrical waves undergo a change

of type as they are propagated, and the variation of some property of the

fluic such as pressure, as r "F(t- r /c), where F, is an arbitrary

function, is valid only asymptotically. The corresponding variation as

)-- F(t- r'/c.) for an acoustic spherical wave is valid at any distance.

A finite amplitude theory, in which the approximations are suggested by the

acoustic case, will therefore be less simply related to the wave. In the
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theory of Rice and Oinell, it is assumed that level values of a function

G = r' ha are propacated outward with a velocity a %tA * Asyptoti-

cally, thio accumptiai in cquivaltnt to the basio assumption underlying

the treatment of the spherical wave, However, detailed calculations showed

the asumption to be increasingly in error at decreasing distanoes from the

darge, and somewhat more satisfactory resu.ts were obtained by taking

S 1.n ith Of equal to 4/10 instead of 1/2.

In view of the fact that the shook wave from an infinite cyl:.n-

der of explosive is satisfactorily treated in a direct manner by the

methods of the similarity restraint theory, an extended discussion of the

theory of Rice and Ginell will not be given here, reference being made to

their reports for the details of their treatment.

We consider two cases in the application of the similarity restraint

propagation theory to the shook wave from infinitely long cylinders of em-

plosives. / The assumption of adiabatic isometric convenion of the explo-

sive charge to its decomposition products results in a one-dimensional

theory in which the shook-wave parameters are functions of time and radial

coordinate. The consideration of the shook wave produced by a stationary

detonation wave traveling in the axial direct i-n of the cylinder with a

finite velocity leads to a two-dimensional theory in which the shook-wave

properties are functions of time and radial coordinate only, since the

axial and radial coordinates are connected by a relation Z = z(R) .

The basic assumptions of the theory as applied to the cylindrical wave are

Identical with those of the previous section, the treatment differing in

detail due to the change in symmetry.

/ See Reference 10.
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The shook wave generated by a stationary detonation vavo traveling

in the axial direction of an infinite cylinder of an explosive is stationary

in a coordinat'e system wi.h origin in the detonation wave. Therefore, ih.

ulerian form of the equations of motion, Eqs. 3.1, is the preferred formu-

lation for the development of the theory. They may be written in the form

P =2 PtJ) (9.1)

where L4 is the vector particle velocity, the pressure in excess of the

pressure of the undisturbed fluid. the density, and C the Euler sound

velocity. They are to be solved subject to initial conditions specified on

a curve in the(r t)-spae ( r is the Euler position vector), and to the

Rankine-Fugoniot conditions, Eqs. 2.2, which constitute supernumerary bound-

ary conditions at the shock front that are compatible with the equations of

hydrodynamics and the prescribed initial conditions only if the shock front

is an implicitly prescribed curve JJ (tjin th4 t , I--space. Theze relations

are supplemented by the entropy transport equation, which we shall not use

explicitly, and by an equation of state of the fluid that permitsin combina-

tion with the Hugoniot relativ*s evaluation of all of the properties of

the shock front as functions of the peak pressure t . The particle veloc-

ity U of the Hugeniot relations, Eqs. 2.2, is here taken to be the component

of particle velocity normal to the shock front, and the shock velocity U
is the velocity of the shock front in the direction of its normal.

For the system with axial symmetry, we denote an operator which

follows the shock front by
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where R is the radial coordinate of the shook front, 11- and n are

unit veatore in the radial direction and in the direction of the normal

to tho *huouk Zruras respectively, and I" is the defo'mation-rtation

dyadic. The components of g j are easily fowud at the shook front from

the tact that the medium eerienes a pure strain of magni iudo A/ -1

in a direction normal to the shook front as the result of the passage of

the wave. If the operator d/AA is applio4 to the Hugoniot relation between

the pressure and particle velocity normal to the shook front and to the re-

lation describing continuity of the tangential component of partimle veloc-

ity at the ahook front, there result

C(CjU j ti@ /O

The derivation of the approximate energy relation which avoids

the explicit integration of the equations of hydrodynamics in analogous to

that of section S. The adiabatic work W per unit area of initial generating

surface done on the fluid exterior to a generating cylinder in given by

2 rraoazo.W, E 0,.

f 4 ( 9) (9.4)
where . b. 2 denote particle velocity and excess pressure behind the shock

front, 'i) is the time of arrival. of the shock front at the point with

lagrange cylindrical coordinates r z R, z = Z(I) , E(PLis the

specific energy increment of the fluid at pressure P. for the entropy incre-
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mert corresponding to peak pressure 0 .e is the radial Lagrange coordi-

nate of the generating surface, andedA is the Euler area element into

of the shook wave. Now ,

Z) c A4 R, Z dr- d(9.5)

where r is the aler position vector of the area element, (r., 70, t)

is the Euler radial coordinate at time t , and where the variable of into-

gration is restricted by the path and the definition of C4A to the radial

coordinate. The integrand of equation 9.5 can be shown to be an exact dif-

ferential of r., and t along any path of constant Z. . Accordingly, the

path of integration can be abanged to

Now,

Lt(A), zJfdr.4f j ir r, z' j e
~00

since Euler and Lagrange coordinates are identical at or ahead of the shock

front, and (it O)

With the equation of continuity, A0 - I Eq. 9.5 o...

(1?,) Udoq t=(aZ) -,ictt - ( -1)27ri d ;, it(9. 6)

" J "f(%J
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Combimni Aq. 9.6 dith Sq. 9.4 and introduoing the dissipated enthalpy

h(tln = f~in i Ik))o4 obtaizas

tlA0 (9.7)
j # j& -JA olt

The time integral of the right member may be assumed to vanish for

R 90 e It one subtracts from Sq. 9.7 the ezpreeion obtained from that

equation for I m  , tbere results the relation
W

where

NoW, d6A4 a W r CIS , where 07 is the unit nomal to oS into vieih

J in transformed by the passage of the wave, and therefore,

Eq. 9.9 becomes

The enery-time integral can be oe4 e.eod in reduced form,

-) F Fl , e
90
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The function f( I 1) is the energy-time integrand, ncrmalized by its peak

value at the shook front, expressed as a function of R and a reduced time

which normalizes its initial slope to -1 if 14 does not vanish.
p

At theashok front,j lV r 19whr
is the angle betwen the tangent to the wavefront and the Y -axis. The

desired energy-equation is obtained by eliminating IA between the first two

of Eqs. 9.11 and =nking use of the Hugoniot relations. As the result, one

obtains

(1 + V~r t)75t .D t

where 0 S is the Eulr rate of strain dyadic, and where each term is eval-

uated at the shock front. The shock-wave energy at ? per unit area of ini-

tial generating surface is 'D(i?)/O. , where Ois the Lagrange radial

coordinate of the generating surface and .)) is given by

& ?'' (9.13)

obtained by differentiation of the definition of the energy variable

Eq. 9.9.

As in the case of the spherical wave, )?. I for the peak approx-

imation to the Lagrange energy-time curve, and the assignment of this value,

independent of the coordinates, is equivalent to imposing a similarity re-

straint on the energy-time curve.

In order to obtain the propagation equations for the one-

dimensional wave, the origin of the radial coordinate r is taken to be
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the axds of the generating cylinder, Eqs. 9,1, specialised to the shook

f ront r a R , together with Eq.. 9.3 said 9.12, provide foure nonhomogeneous,

linear relations bet.'een tbh. fir tnnvAni shing time and distance derivatives

of pressure and particle veloeaty, evaluatod at the shock front, with coef-

ficients that can be expressed as functions of distance and peak pressure

through Eqs. 2.2 and the equation of state. The equations can be solved

for the derivatives and an ordinary differential equation, dP,/d RI % F(,P )

formulated with the aiG of Eq. 9.12. An additional ordinary differential

equation for the shook-wave energy is provided by Xq. 9.13. The results are

_ --_ i --q,(9.14)

where /OWG

ff (An- : - Z€ - C-

S.qz. 9.1.3 and 9.14 may be integrated numerically, employing tables of the

funotiono (functionji( )i~ , l(A, I(,), which can be constructed by nuseri-

cal methods from the exact Huoniot curves for the fluid. Eqs. 9.13 and

9.14 are identical with the relation- obtained with the simpier considera-

tions of the last section.3-/
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The asy totic forms of Eqs. 9.13 and 9.14 are

11 O 12 ro,

d +(9.15)
+- -l.

with the integrals

(9o16)

where ?I and are constants,

To obtain te propagtion equations for the two-dimensional

wave, we let r and Z be the cylindrical coordinates rela-

tive to an origin in the detonation front viit% the Z -axis coincident

with the axis of the cylinder. The velocity of the detonation wave rela-

tive to a stationary origin in the negative Z -direction is U . The

profile of the shook wave i a surface of revolution 2 = (R) vith
the differential equation

190" a (9ol7)

Since the distance Iraveled by the shock front in time Of in the direction

of its normal is U Ckt~ and in the ese time, the origin of the coordinate

systm travels a distance Li clt in the negative . -direction,
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TayloiAW has shown that the Chapman-Jouguetz2/ conditions can

be satisfied at the front of a stationary detonation wave by solutions of

VrI %1jUftW.1LA@UJ. W4 &VA4'WLWUQ "i"U&I "UPA J LLh.j II I Sp 9 WIM W.LI0UJ.AAS

of the Taylor typo,

D/Ot- = (U - /)'7 *(.9

The solutions of Eqs. 9.1 and 9.19 for the exterior m~edium are compatible

with the conditions on the boundary between explosion products and the ex-

terior medium if solutions of the Taylor type are valid in the explosion

products behind the detonation wave.

At any finite distance from an infinite cylinder of explosive,

/t and

LL.V . (9.20)

Eq. 9.20 can be employed to provide three relations between the derivatives

with respect to timue and the distance coordinates of the pressure and the

components of the particle velocity. These relations and Eqs. 9.1, spec-

ialized to the shock front, together with Eqs. 9.3 and 9.12, provide nine

nonhomogeneous linear equations between nine partial derivatives with coef-

ficients that are functions of R~ ,Lj4, and Jj,. The equations can be solved

for the derivatives and an ordiza ry dif ferential. equation,q 014jj RA ;~ F (P 0

formulated with the aid of Eq* 9.2. The result is

f(P LY (P) 4.?T M (O,)(9.21)

SG. I. Taylor, Btitish Report RC-178 (1941).
H. L. Chapman, Phil. Nag. (5) J7. 90 (1889).
Z~. Jouguet, Comptes renduss 1L2 573 (1901).
So* also S. Rt. Brinkcley, Jr., and J. G. Kirkwood, Proc. Third Symposiuv4
on Ccubustion, Flawe, and Explosion Phenomena, Williams and Wilkins Co.
Baltimore (1949), p. 586. 9
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wherer , feAL,., I " Ui / -

W o L& ( 9 .2 2 )

and here D(R) is given by Eq.- 9.13 and fl1L),M)have been given frthe
one-dimnsiona cae.)Ie is known, the profile Z (I?) of the

shook front can be obtained by an auxiliary integration

dr ( (9.23)

We Aote that IAad q. 9.21 is identical with Sq. 9.4

in this 14-it, Also, Lin 0 ) j = 1, and the asymptotic solutions of

5qs. 9o24 and 9.21 hay - the aam fors.

The two constants of integration cmi be determined from the thermo-

dynamic propertion of the e xplosive and those of its products in the Chapman-

Jouguet detonation state or in the instantaneous detonation state. The con-

stants of integration may be conveniently selected as 01 and 6# , the

initial values of the peak prepsure and the total shock-mvae .nwg deliv-

ared by the explosion products from unit mass of explosive.

The initial excess preame P and particle velocity U°, con-

tinuous 4t the boundary, are determined by the relations,$

7112
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WhWe e is the Riemam function in the gas s.'ere and U(1 ) is the

shock velo t in the eterior medium, determined as a function of pts-

sure by the migoniot ecnditions. The asterisked quantitims refer to tin

explosion products and the umasterisked to the exterior medium. The sub-

ocript R refers to the Chapan-Jouguet detonation state. The first of

Eqs. 9,24 expresses the fact that the Riemann-r , computed normal to the

generating surface, Initially vanishes in the receding rarefaction wave.

In the lint of infinite detonation velocity, the first of

s. 9.24 reduces to

which is in agreement ith the ipresejon of section 2 for the determination

of the initial pressure from the instantaneous constant volume explosion

state.

In the development of the propagation equations, the rate of

enerG delivery has been approximated by an exponential fanetion of time.

As in section 8, we may assume that the integral of this exponential fmc-

tion is equal to about one-half the total energy of explosion. The disad-

vantages of this procedure are minimized by the circumstance that except

in the immediate vicinity of the charge, the shock-wave parameters are not

very sensitive to the initial energy. Accordingly, the initial value of

the energy variableb is taken to be

T(2
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wh e0, eL he % th:ra lonf I" total explatson energy de.vered t the

irat tho1ko tan be esimated frolm measureentso otohe maximum bubble

MUIae rMta pneteal chhlee, or 3A the abienoe of sub inor a:Long

reh1M awa ip mate b the value 1/I. A more re e4 analyses for the

4etormianation of the initial @book-wsv enrci j siAla to that for the

pherleal shack wva, ha not been carried out for the cylindrical *ase,

10, Coeu"rigan A~h the AM;erImen

We conilu e the discussion of the theory o t the propagation of

underwater shook wvels by comparing with experimant&a vlues the results.

at the calculation o shook.wave parameters by the two theoretical prooe-.

tmrel which have been outl.ined for two typi4 , explosives. The kinetic

enthalpy propagation theory and the similarity restraint propagation theory

are Leed uvi vitirely dirferent theoretical assumptions, and it in therefore

at interest to compare the predictions of tht two theories and also to com-

pare the theoretical predictions with experiment. A discussion of the tech-

nij ues for the experimental determinition or shook-wave parameters will be

found elsewhere in this work.XW

The use Qf the peak approximation to the kinetic enthalpy on the

gas surface ir the kinetic anthalpy propagation theory and the asaumption

ot an exponentie Lagrnnge energy-time curve in the similarity restraint

propagation theory reults fr each theory in the prediction of an exponen-

L1A4j r,m of the 1i ular aure -tie curve. The eyprnnt.Ak preRsurd-tirne

IV-see Mao R. H. Cole, Underwater Explosions, Princeton University
Press, Princeton, New Jersey (1948).
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curve is a good approximation to the initial portions of the experimentally

obtained pressure-time cirves of underwater shook waves from explosive

sources. It ic not, however, a good reprevontatin Af tho latta rptinna

of the experimental curve. In the later portion# of the curve, the decay

is much slower than that predicted for a exp onential wave, the tail of

the wave being the result of essentiavly incomprossive motion exterior to

the gas surface. The excess pressure associated with this motion become

zero only at that time at which the gas pressure becomes equal to the hydro-

tatic pressure, This time is of the order of one-tenth of the period of

pulsation of the gas bubble and is many times the time constant of the ini-

tial high-pressure portion of the wave. However, the peak approximation to

the preaure.tims curve provides a good representation of that portion of

the wave for which the presaw-) is appreciable. In Figure 10.1, the exper-

imental nressure-time curve obtained at 20 feet from a 300-lb. charge of

TNT37/ is compared with the exponential pressure-time curves predicted

by theory. It is evident that the exponential approximation is a good rep-

resentation of the initial part of the curve.

Although the comparison of theoretical and experimental values of

shook-wave peak pressure is unambiguous, a difficulty arises in the compari-

son of parameters which result from the integration of the pressure-time

curve, The e:cerimental form of the shook wave is such that the impulse, 1,

the integral under the pressure-time ourve, does not converge rapidly to a

limiting value with increasing values of the time. It is not therefore

practical to define an tpper limit of the time for which the impulse is

' 7 R . H. Cole, o. cit., p. 231.

.i8
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FIGURR 10.1 - Pressure-time curves for BT (density 1.52)

at R/WI / 3 = 3 tft./b.1/3.
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obtained. For this reason the experimental impulse or a shook wave is

customarily obtained by an integration over only the initial high-pros-

Rtiri ravirme nf tho n-iw-¢! a amPV 1n A, arbitrarily assigned upper

limit.of tim,. It, has been found that the figures obtained in this way

for the impulse are entirely ,.-atisfactory for the comparison of the effea-

tiveness of different explosives if the integration is 2arried to a time

equal to five times the initial time constant of the wave. Although the

experimental determination of the energy density in less ambipous, a

similar situation, described in detail by Cole, axista in this case also.

Since the theoretical values of the impulse and energy density are obtained

by integrating to infinite time an exponential pressure-time curve, the

comparison of theoretically predicted values of the impulse and energy

with the experimental values is somewhat arbitrary, and agreement as to

absolute magnitude is to a certain extent fortuitous.

In Table 10.1, we list the result of the calculation of the peak

pressure, impulse, and energy by the kinetic enthalpy propagation theory

and by the similarity restraint propagation theory for underwater shuok

waves generated by spherical charges of TNT of density 1.52 gm./cm. 3 and

Tetryl of density 0.92 gm./cm. 3 . The theoretical predictions of the

kinetic enthalpy propagati&n theory have been obtained by interpolation

of the values listed in a report by Kirkwood, Brinkley, and Richardson./

The initial conditiona for the calculation of the shock-wave parameters by

the similarity restraint propagation theory were obtained from Eqs, 2*4,

2.6, And 8.38, employing the tables of the thermodynamic properties of the

explodon products given by Kirkwood, Brinkley, and RiclArdson.2 6 /  The
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TABLE 10.1 - Calculated and observed underwater shock-wave
parameters for spherical TNT and Tetryl charges

TNT (Density 1.52) Tetryl (Density 0.92)(ft./Ib.13) (1). (2) (3) Wz (2) (3)

Peak P,'ea'e pm (104' l./i. 2)

1 2.99 2.62 2.55 2.56
2 1.16 1.04 0.987 1.06 .Ul 0.964
3 .691 .629 .624 .6414 .679 .605
5 .367 .334 .351 .348 .372 .336

10 .162 .148 .16 .156 .16y .152
13 .120 .109 .119 .115 .126 .112

Reduced Impulve I/V1 3 (lb. of./*.2/bY3)

1 1.4 1.35 1.47 2.oo
2 .4" .786 0.788 0,843 1.19 0.902
3 .606 .556 .549 .603 j862 .607
5 .383 .360 .349 .376 .554 .36810 .204 .192 .188 .193 .299 .186

13 .161 .151 .149 .171 .232 .1i4

Reduced Energ z/w/ (1o3 in. lb./in. 2 /lb. 1 /3)

1 3.75 3.93 3.33 6.36
2 .865 .e56 0.582 .795 1.46 0.700
3 .372 .357 .254 .345 .624 .299
5 .126 .120 .0889 .116 .211 .102

10 .0294 .0277 .0215 .026 .0499 .0238
13 .0172 .0160 .0126 .0174 .0286 .0137

(1) Calculated vith the kinetic entalpy propagation theory.

(2) Calculated with the similarity restraint propagation theory.

(3) Experimental, calculated by equtions 10.,
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calculations by the two different theories are thus based upon the sam

determination of the themodynaemi properties of the explosion products.

The theoretical predloticai by the alm ilaity rstralat popagat4.u the oY

were obtained by the use of the tabulated integrals of the propagation

equation, Eq. 8.24.2/ The theoretical results have been eWreseed in the

English system of unite that is comonly mployed to record experisental

results. The shock-wave energy E i %ae energy flux at distance I

through unit area. In accordance with principles of similitude, the ds-

tance R, bapulse I, and enerygy;, arm reduced by the cube root of the

charge weight. The experimental results for spherieal TNT charges and

cylindrical loose Tetryl charges were obtained at the Underwater Explosives

Research Laboratory, Woods Role, Mass., and are cited by Cole.3/ The

ex-)erimental results were fitted to empirical expressions of the form

P. - k (W31t)o( ,

I/V 113 . 1 (vl/3/Rt)P (10,1).m
ZIWI1 . a tW.l3/k)V,

where k# I sa, O, to, and V', are ampirical constants and where the die-

tance and time scales have been reduced, in accordance with principles of

similitude, by the cube root of the charge weight, W. These relations have

been used for the calculation of the experimental values given in Table 10.1.

The data of Table 10.1 are also shown in Figures 10.2 to 10.4.

In each of the figures, the flnction plotted as the ordinate has been

R. B. Cole, p..O.., . ,...
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selected to display the nonacoustical nature of the decay of the function

with distance. The predictions of the similarity restraint theory for the

ciee of !etry.! rafent the fact that the calculated initial value of the

shock-wave energy is somewhat in excess or t pmbable value, determined

from the maximum bubble radius.

It may be concluded that the tw different theories are in satis-

factorya greemen± and that they give, on the whole, a good account of the

experimental observatins. The thecreti-al curves are very sensitive to

the initial conditions, determined by the therodynamic properties of the

products of explosion. Although the calculatitm of the initial conditions

is straiifhtforward, it reqmires a knowledge of an applicable equation of

state fbr the explosion products. These products exist at a high tmpera-

ture and very high pressure, a state that is inaccessible to direct experi-

mental study, and the equation of state is subject to considerable uncertainty.

The calculations given in tbis section have bon based upon -hermodynraic

properties of explosion products determined with the aid of an e quation of

state of a form proposed by Kistiakoweky and Wilaon.W The parameters of

this equation were determined from observ velocities of detonation for a

series of explosives by methods which have been described elsewhere.22/

Unfortunately, more recent experiment has resulted in a revision of the

experimental detonation velocities which were employed for the evaluation of

the equation of sthate parameters, nd the equation of state is presently in

need of revision. It appears probable that consistently satisfactory theo.

retical prediction of underwater shock-wave parameters could be achieved if

an ac':urate equation of state for the explosion products were known.

X7 S.R. Brinkley, Jr., and E. B. Wilson, Jr. OSRD Report No. 905 (1942).
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Introduction

Part A. ,Methods and Aparatus.

Part 9. Experimental ResuLts.

OIJECTS OF TWi EXPIRIMEINT

The experiments described in the report which follows are part of a series of practical and
theoretical v.iestigatlons. when complete these investigations will give data for determining the
damage which will be done to a ship's structure by an underwater mxplo-ion without tho necessity of
carrying out large scale trials.

A first step In determininq the aeformation which a structure will undergo, when subjected to
to the effects of an explosion, is to- ascertain the magnitude of the forces duo to the explosion, and
In what manner these forces vary in the short interval of time during which they act.

it is apparent, after slight consideratlon, that there are numerous factors which may affect the
pressures generated at a point in the wter. and their manner of variation, and which will therefore have
to be taken Into Dccount in any .ttempt to predict the effects of an explosion under water.

The chief factors are--

(a) The weight and nature of the charge.
(0) The distance of the charge from the ga.ge (or poit s'; which the measurements are made).

(C) The distances of the charge and the gauge from the surface and bottom of the sea,
and from bodies or surfaces which might maexify the effect of the eyplosion.

(d) The nature of thp chorge ccntainer (mino-case. tcrpedo warhead, etc.). the shape
of th. chargc_ an-d the ;sit icn tf the 3on r p.intS of initi.ticn.

A sequence of different water-pressures due to an underwater explosion is completely described
if we are able to state how long the abnormal pressures h%ve endured and what was the excess of pressure
over the normal at each instant during the time of operation of the effects of the explosion. it Is
therefore the Dzjcct of this report to exhibit some of the relations between the shape of the curve
showing water-pressures plotted against time. and the factors (a). (t), (C) and (d) above.

There is one further point which shculd be mentioned, ultimately it is the effects of large
explosions about which we desire inforertion. The greater number of the experiments described In this
-eport were made with smell cmarges in the hcpe of discovering laws by which the effects of large
explosions could e calcusated. Laryer Charges were fired to check the laws derived from an examination
of the results of ewpoIl'wints with small charges. The ease of contact charges is outside the scope of
this reoort.

Results ....
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The object of tho @vperin,jtS, It has been Statsn' ihove, was to express. it possible, the under-
water pressure-time curve to an explosion in1 terms of certain distrinces. weights, etc., which Could
easily be measured or assumed. many pressure-time curves have now been completely determined by the
methods described in the report, but, from the point of view of expressing the doeaVing capacity of an
explosion. It has ceen found easier to speak of the numerical values of the maximume pressure. mo~mentum
and energy of the pressure-.train, and of the times taken, for the preusure to rise to Its mexinxjn and to
die away, rather then of the so"What cumbersome mathematical formulae which can be used to express the
shape of the pressure-time curve. the five quantities. maximum pressure. nmentse, energy and times of
rise and fall of pressure, have some clear relations with dwmging power, While the equation of the pressure-
time Curve has no obvtou% interpretation In tenrms o'f damole. nor has It yet been found possible t(. refer
any given amount of damage definitely to tho numerical factors whkch determine mathematically the shape
0f the pressure time curve.

Shape of the Pressure Time Curve.

in general, the Pressure-time curves due to under-water explosions show a rapid rie of pressure
to a maximum value, followed by a fall lasting about twenty times as long. These times are clearly
relat.d to the rate of growth and collapse of the bubble of hot gases produced In the water by the explosiop.
and the results of experiments are In good agreement with a theoretical Investigation Which has been made
Into the movements of the surface of the bubble. The time taker foe the pressure to rise to Its maximum,
and the maximum pressure rea~hed, may be me..Ifiod by the presence of air in the case containing the Charge.
the mechanical properties of the Case, and the method of Initiating the explosion. The average t'mo of
rise of pressure for all charges of the high explosives tested of weights between 26 and 1600 l1bs. Is about
five hundred-thoussndths of a second, and the average time of fall Is about one thousandth of a second.

measurements of the tVia taken for the pressure to fall to a definite fract ion of Itc. maximum
value Indicate that this tin.e IS approximately proportional to the linear dimensions of the charge, I.e.
toc.W i* The sh,,pe of the curve Is often seriously Irregular and the departures feom smoothness have been
traced tW irregular itijs in the charge ane its case, and to bodies in the neighbourhood which may reflect
or absorb thii pressures in the water.

The relations between maximum pressure, momentum and energy. and weight of explosive
end distance

The mean of a large series of observations made with charges who$@ weights varied between 26 lbs.
and 2000 lbs. may be expressed as follows -

(1 r axiume 12000 V38lbs. par sq. in.

(2) momnrtum *1.90 1, lbs. secs. per sq. In.

~) Total Fnergy * .'x 10~ w ft. HI~S.
of the
spherical
wave due to
an explosion
under water

or Energy per
a i. ')f AV

front at a
distance D 2.79 x 10'4 1 ft. lbs.
from origin 0

2

where w - weight of charge In lbs.

0o distance, In feet between the centre of charge and the point at which the pressuires
are mneasureed.

These .,
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-3-

!he=e r1nw.~e nnly tn .a.m".t.. l. nr runcntton in the region where the maximum pressure does

not exceed two tons per square Inch, provided the Charge and gauge are both more than 10 feet from the

surface or bottom of the water and are sufticiently removed from other bodies or air spaces. Relation

(3) above shows that about one quarter of the chemical energy of a charge 
of these explosives is converted

into mechanical energy In the form of a pressure pulse in water. The values of (1). (2) and (3) above

are little affected by the methods of filling the charge or, except in ritreme cases, by the method of

initiation or, except an stated abce, by the depth of the charge.

Reflexion of the pressure train by the surface and bottom o the sea or by the hull

Records have been obtained or reflected pressure-trains in water. Observations of surface

reflexions Indicate that sea water can probably support a momentary tension not greater than 200 lbs. per

square Inch. Tensions of 100 lbs. per square inch and 170 lbs. per square Inch have been observed fnr

water in bulk and at a water-steel surface respectively. Records of bottm reflexions show that the

ratio of' the maxlmum pressures of the reflected and primary pressure waves Is abOut 1.2 for a bottom

composed of mud and sand. As a result of this phenomenon, the maximum*pressure developed rear a mine

laid on the bottom of the sea will be greater than that developed by a similar mine moored in mid-water by

about SOS. A record was obtained during the O.-rgcn, trials which Showed a sudden drcp in the pressure

at the gauge. due to the arrival it the reflected pressure-train from the hull.

Additional observations.

The experimental methods used in obtaining (he aoove data were used to determine the velocity

with which the disturbance due to an explosion is propagated in sea water. No certain difference between

the velocity of these nigh pressure waves and that of ordinary sound waves was detected. Preliminary

experiments wore also made with a method for determining experimentally the rate of growth of the'bubble

of hot gases produced by an underwater explosion

BEARING OF THIS WORK ON FUTURE EXPERIMENTS.

The experimental methods elaborated for the work described in this report will be used, with

others, in the series of model experiments which is to be carried out on the damaging Capl tyof pressure-

waves due to explosions. The work which has been done has given us reasonably reliable means of predicting

the form of the pressure-time curve under dif'erent conditions, and of calculating its more important

characteristics. The next step is to link this infdniution with -damage done- to different types of

structure, One difficulty in working out estimates of damage is to arrive at a satisfactory numerical

assessment of damage done, but already the theoretical investigation of this question has given encouraging

results, and the ndel experiments, with possibly ene r mzre large trials, shculd give infomation which,

when taken into conjunction with our krwledge of the characteristics of pressure-time curves, will be of

great value in determining what explosions Can safely be withstood by the hull of a vessel.

Introduction and object of intestifation.

For a considerable number of years efforts have been made by numerous physicists and engineers to
obtAn informAtion, on the form, meonitude And destructive effect of the pressure wave produced by an

underwater explosion out the results achieved are often very conflicting and throw litt)e or no light on

the problem, on the other hand certain experiments, notebly by H. w. Hilliar. and Dr. G. w. Walker have

cleared up many obscure points and have placed the whole problem on a more scientific basis. Hill iar's
work, using the 'copper crusher-gauge' method, has yielded data not only r'gerding the maximum pressure

developed in the explosive wave but also as t- the form of the pressure-time relation. alker's "spray

rthod' has given a means of determining maximum pressure, but throws no light on the question of the

variation of pressure within the pulse. The 'copper diaphragm method', originally proposed by walker Is
a promising form of -damage indicator,, but the interpretation of results is difficult at this stage.

None of the above methods, however, gives a direct indication or record of the pressure-time re~at;on
In the explosive pulse. HIlliar's method gives indirectly an indication of the rate of fall of pressure

from .,

3est Available Cc
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from its maximum value but .t supplies no information regarding the rise or pressure o: regarding small
fluctuations of pressure in the *fall' curve. Aga;n. all the above methods are based on certain

assumptions relative to inertia in the mechanical system which indicttes the pressure. Thus in milliar's
methcd, assumptions ore made regarding the inertia lags in the steel pistons (with added water) and In the
coppers. in walkeros 'spray method', assumptions are made relativw tr the size -f the spray 6drcplets'
and to the f.rces retarding their mutlon through the air. in the 'c.-pper diaphragm, method also. thecry
is faced with diffi:ulties mainly concerned with the motion of a metal plate strained beyond its elastic
limit. It is not proposed at this stage, however, to discuss these methods beyond the point of showing
how necessary it is to utilize a more perfect means of indicating the form and magnitude of the explosion
pulse. Such a method must be free from all mechanical time-lags and must give a 'true, record of the
actual time-pressure variation within the explosive pulse. The nearest approach to such an ideal method
is that originally proposed by Sir j. J. Thcmson' which utilizes the piezo-alectric properties of certain
crystalline substances, e.g. tourmaline, with a cathode ray oc11.,' t- record the variations of
electric charge devoloped on the tourmaline when subjected t, :he pressue pulse produced by the explosion
of a Charge. The feasibility of the method was first demonstrated ty 0. A. Keys 6 at Adm',Aty Experimental
Station, Shandon. Since that time, tho method and apparatv- .mpY)yed have been consileraoly impr-oved and
during the past two years a large mass of data has been obtained with '.e improved apparatus and technique.
It is the object of this report to describe the method and apparatus employed dur;ng the past two years for
obtaining automatic photographic records of the pressure-time curve of explosion impulses, and to consider
the more important results obtained. it is also a matter of interest. and Considerable practical value,
to compare these results with those deduced by the 4i11iar 'crusher gauge' method, and to provide a standard
of comparison for any other methods (such as the 'copper diaphragm' method) which might prove of practical
value In the service as 'damage' indicators.

The records obtained not only indicate the pressure-time sequence of the pulse, with the derived
momentum-time and energy-time sequences, but also supply information relating to the reflection of the wave
from the surface and bottem of the sea and also from the hull of a ship. Relate'ns are obtained between
the pressure, momentum and energy of the wave, and the size and distance of the charge from the piezo-
electric gauge. Determinations have also been made of the velocity of the explosion wave in the neigtbour-
hood of the charge, and a method has teen developed for recording at h;oh Ap.d the i;tltle! stgeeS f tc
explosion wave in order to obtain accurate data relating tc the time of rise of pressure a.nd the fine
structure of the pressure pulse.

Part A. Afethod and Apparatus.

In this section it is proposed to deal with the more important details of technique and apparatus
employed in obtaining photographic records of the explosion p/t curve, and to the methods of calibrating
the piezo-electric gauge and the cathode-ray oscillograph. Consideration will also be given to certain
precautions which must be observed in order to obtain 'true- records.

General Outline of Yethod.

Certain crystals e.g. tourmaline, quartz, rochelle salt etc. possess the property of exhibiting
electrical charges on their faces when mechanical pressure is apolied In certain direction- L. The -ogntity
of electricity lioerated is found to be exactly proportional to the total pressure applied *. Hence a
crystal of tourmaline may serve as a pressure gauge when used in conjunction with a suitable indicator of
the electrostatic charge' on Its faces. If the pressure Is of an impulsive character, as in the case of that
developed by an undcr-,vter explosion, then it is essential that the indicator or recorder must be quick-
acting and dead-beat. Ihe cathode-ray oscillograph fulfils the required conditions, for the moving element

(the ......

* Sir J. j. Thomson En;in"-ring Vol. 107, 191;, pp. 54-5b4.

6 0. A. Keys, Phi.. Hag. ,2, PP. 4J73--488, October (1921)

'd This phenomenon was termed 'piezo-electricity, by Curie who discovered the effect in 1880.

This Is true up t the pint of fracture of the crystl.Best a a e
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electrostatic changes. The oscillograph is quite free from resonance. being equally sensitive at all
frequet~cles.and will therefore indicate faithfully the fluctuations of electric charge produced by an
Impulsive pressure on the faces of the piezo-electric crystals. The cathode-ray oscillograph consists
essentially of an evacuated tube in which a beam of cathode rays (high Speed negatively charged electrons).
Is generated oy means of a hot filament and suitable accelerating poten.Ial. A fine pencil Of these rays
passes between a pair of electrostatic deflecting plates and the poles of an electro-magnet, and ultimately
falls on a Phoslphoresctent observing screen cr a pnotograpthic plate. The electrostatic deflecting plates

a re connected to the faces of the piezo-electric crystal and consequently the cathode stream Is deflected
In proportion to the magnitude of the charge on the crystal faces i.e. to the pressure applied. The
electro-magnot is employed to deflect the rays at a kno~n rate And In a direction at right angles to the
electrostatic deflection. i.e. to generate a 'time*-axis* for the pressure-time* recorit. The linear
deflection Of the Cathode-rays IS Ot'red1 . making use of the rise of current in the magnet circuit
containing sul-sble Inductance, risistance and voltage, in the early stages the rise of current Is
practically linear and the corresponding deflection of the cathode-rays is, to tiha required degree of
accuracy, also a inear function of time. The timing arrangements. to bring th,! pressure-time (p/t) record
to the middi f the plate, are rendered automatic by means of i pressure-switch in the sea situated between
the Chargo and the p.-3. gauges and connected In series with the above magnet circuit.

The distances of the switch from the gauge and the spee of traverse of the spot are adjusted
according to the circumstances of the record to be obtained. when the charge is fired the pressure wave
first Closes the pressure Switch, thereby starting the cathode-rays on their traverse across the plate,
and then reaches the p.e. gaut. which develops an electric charge anid consequently deflects the cathode-
rays In a direction at right angles to the time axis.

In this manner, knowing the pressure-sensitivelness Of the p... gauge and the rate of traverse of
the time axis, we obtain a p/t record on the photographic plate. it is of course necessary to Calibrate
the crystal vessel nt known presoures and to determine the sensitivity and speed of the 'spot' of tho
cathode-ray oscillograph under different conditions.

With this information tria explos ion recoros cotainea by the method just outlined give at once the
pressure-timre curve for the explcskcn pulse.

2. #Par7atu .

The cathode ray oscillograph used throughout the invest igat ion is of a particularly robust type
suitable for use on board a rolling ship with engines throbbing - it has now been in Continuous use in a
ship for 2 years. and un several occasions under very severe weather conditions, without breakdown. The
piezo-electrrc gauge and the pressure switch have also been specially designed to withstand the forces near
underwater explosions of large charges.

(a) The Cathode Ray oscillograph.

The cathode ray cscillograph used in these experiments is illustrated in the Figure. The cathode
consists of a spiral of tungsten or 'leme-coated platiewi wire, which is heated by means of an insulated
b~lttAry TNP hnt -tpr~l ;c so p'o'tjd i *ide a cy!;ind,;czl she--t! ah~ c ?ctz fouing ac cw, un tiee
cathoc r~y~t as they travel towards the ?node. The rays are accelerated by means of an applied voltage
of 3000- the positive end being ccnnected t . the anode and earthed. After passing through the pinhole
tube In the anode the cathode rays travel through parallel electrtostatic and magnetic fields and ultimately
fall on the phospho:-rescent screen. Remcval of this screen exposes a photographic plate to the Action of
the rays.

The..

w e shall use ;,/t A en aboreviat;:n fcr pressur-tine, and pi.e. for *piez,,-electric-.

Best Available Co,.
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The OSCiIlograph is OescrIoeo in proc. Pnys. seK. voi. 35. tepruary 15. 1923. it witi De seen
from th~e illustrations that thie instrumeent is of very rohust construction, ccnsisting mainly of strong
metal parts and a miinimum airoLnt of glass. The osc1Illograph is cvacuated to a pressure less than 0.001 an
of mercury by means of a Gaode mercury pump with suitable backing pump (a Fleuss hand cump or a rotary oil

'box' pump). under normal conditions the desired vacuuml can be obtained after about 10 to 20 minutes
Continuous pumping. conveencing ,t atmospheric pressure-. The high tension D.C. suppy is obtained from a
5000 volt generator. An automatic cut-out is provided which prevents the space current in the tube from
rising above 20 mililiamps, and incidentally protects the operator. rho vac'jum, conditions In the apparatus
are examined qualitatively by means of an auxilisry test bulb anid spark coil.

A quest ion Of considerable importance in, asing thie oscillogripn for photographic purposes is that of
the most suitable photograxphic plAte, since cathode rays of velocity corresponding to 3000 vf.lts :an only
penetrate extrwiely thin films of matter, e.g. Ic- mi. of gelatine. it Is importa-t that the energy of the
ray MhOOl be expended in the mest efficient manner. Consequently r. spe iii type of photographic plate.
known as the Schumann plate, hss teen emiployed In prefereince to the ordinary golatno-co..twnd ')late.
AnalySi,, Of the film to determine the ratio if AV gr to gelatinii in an ordinary plate and a Schumiann plate

* has shown that the Schumann plate has about 100 times the proportien Of A9 Sr to gelatin, that is found in
the ordinary plate. on thtse grounds It would be anticipated that the cathode rays would produce mjch
greater photographic effect in a Schumann plate thi-n in the ordinary geilatine-coated plate. and this is
str' kingly borne Ovt in practice. The Schuann plate gives excellent photogrnphic results even when the
cathode rays are deflected at the highest speeds. Fo.r comeratively slow records. however. Paget msalf
Tone~plates have been found to give fairly avttisfact,,ry results.

The electro-magnet shown In the Figure is used to deflect the rays at a knw rate across the plate
I.e. to generate the time axis af the p/t record. For certain resosa it is not convenient, and In some
cases it is impossible, to generate a time axis by mechanical movement (translation or rotation) of the
photographic plate In a direction at right ang2les to the pressure axis of the record. The swe result Is
obtained much mire simply by passing a currant which Varies in a knoon manner through the oeeCtro-maignet.
Thus If A.C. Is applied to the magnet Winding the cathode ray Spot Oscillates Sintusoidally on the plate.
it is, however. preferable that the time scale should be linear. since the photographic record IS then the
true pit record and no further analysis is necessary. To generate a linear time axis the meovnet Is woun
with an auxiliary coil which carrie: a stoeady, current sufficient to deflect the spot from a position In the
middle of the plate to a point just off the left-hand edge6. it now a more powerful current Is switched on
the primary winding, and in opposition to that in thte auxilip.y winding. the Spot will be swept qcross the
plate from left to right. The speed of traverse depends of course on the magnitudes of inductance.
resistance and volt;,;( in the circuit of the primary windii,. ly reducing inductance anod increasing
voltage the speed can be incMeased as desired, In Wh" early sta1ges the growth of current is very nearly
linear, and the deflection of the ctthode rays will thus be a linear fuinction of time.

on certain occasions two cathode ray oscillographs were employed simultaneously.

(b) The Piezo.-Electric Gau~e.

in selecting a suitable piezo-electric crystal for use in measuring explosion pressures it is
necessary to tear in mind the experimental conditions. Touraline, quartz and rochelle salt all give
strong piezo-electr'.c effects out on general grounds tounmal irbe was considered to be the most suitable crystal
to use for the investigation of explosion pressu'es. its piezo electric seoisitivity is greater for
hydrostatic pressures than for lateral pressures 4. it is strong mechnicaly and is not attacked by sea water.
For use in explosion iauges the crystals are cut into slabs. usually 1 cM thick 41. The piezo-electric
gaue, as usod in t9tc explosion research, consists essentially of a mosaic of Such slabs of tourmaline

(varying..
originally invented by Schumann for photography of' the ultra-violet spectrui.

SThe crystalline structure of toumal ine differs from t.hat of quartz.

xA The charge pr uiced by a giv'en pressure is ind-npendent of the thickness of the crystal slice -
thie Choicez of thick~ness there fore is decided by other conditions to b2 fulfilled in the design X8
e.g. tre gr.:atcr the thicIrmss t"~ snaller t"e c~pacity etc.'B s I
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kv iN it nape ano sizel suitaoly mounTeo -care bein~g taken to observe that &ll the pieces have t',eir
polarity in the same direction. The design of the gauge itself is a matter of contadrable importance,

as we :?tell see iater. toth the material and thec dine.nsions of te montn hving an ;mpc-tant bearing on

the results obtained. Experiments havi, been made with ia number of different types of gauge, Dut in all

cases the following important considerations have been kept in 'nnm in the design:-

(Note:- in the original paper follows a detailsd discussion of the following points:-

(i) Insulation

(H ) Absence of air cavities

(Iii) Maeterial of the mounltinlg

(1y) Dimenesions of gauge)

(Cc) The Pressure 3pitCh.

AS WO have already stated in the g~narol outline of the p.e. method, the function of the traggurt
switch is to Close the magnet deflecting circuit 'in the oscillograph. thereby starting the Cathode rays in
their traverse across the plate. It Is essential that the switch should Close quickly (in a time of the
order of 10' second) should not re-,open, and should bf sufficiently robust to withstand the blow of t."
explosion wave at a short dig ince from the charge. The type Of pre$ssue-switch finally adopted Is shom
In Figure 6a. it consists essentially of a pair of stainless steel coned points, electrically connected
by means of a twin-ocore cable to the ship, mounted in a massive bras$ cylinder as shcwm. A lead disc
inches thick is clamped by a screwoed cap im this end of the cylinder and just dlepr of the tips of the
stainless stecdl Points. The body of the gauge behind the points IS filled with ecianite and insul~tirg

cumpond, the whole being water-tight and free fr~m air cavities. The lea* disc is sufficiently stiff to

prevent nkling contact across the points by average hydrostatic pressure (say up to 110 feet depth of water),
but Is easily forced Into cuntact by the explosion pressure which often reaches 2000 lbs/gaq. Inch or more.
These large pressures earthe lead disc at the clwsping edge and Impale it on the steel points. thus
closing the magnet deflecting circuit of the oscillograph. The presswre--switch Can be used again for the
next explosion, after creaning and fitting with a new lead disc, in the majority of cases !he pressure-
Switch was arranged at a distance of s to 10 fee* from the gauge on the side neareir the charge, Taking
the velocity of the explosion wave as 5000 fp,,t per second this gives a time Interval betwen 1 anC; 2
thousands of a Second before th. pressure puls. reahee the pi.e. gauge. Coffbinee. with a knowledge of the
ratot of traverse of the spot Across the plate this orov ides tha necessary imfonmatlion to tocal ise the p/t
record In a suitable position on the photogra±phic plate, in special cases. of Course. It was often
necessary to vary the distance of the pressure Switch from the gauge. time Intervals being reckoned as
"efore, i.e. 5 feet per abli second (allowing 2 or 3 % III-a second for the lag in closing the pressure
switch). On account of an dcent of uncertainty in the electrical resistance- of the cressure switch,
which woule throw doubt on the actual ratc of traverse of the spot across tht, plate it was considered
advisatle to insert a quick-acting relay* in the circuit, the 'locul* contacts of the relay to act in
p'!rallel with the pressure switch, nho operation of the pressure switch in this case not only starts
the caithode rmy moving across the plate ou.it also actuptes the relay, the local of which closes (and remains
closed) at least .001 second beforp. thp proi-ur0 .~iv. r~eiP."s t'_ -.. ga;. --- ~ ia:~
constant of the deflecting circuit during the cl! rec--rd is rendered perfectly definite and any compications
due to a possible re-operiN4 of the pressure-switch are obviated.

(riote:- in the original paper follows

(d) Descri;tion of trr1 Pl-ctrical circuitq endc auxiliary appiratus. inclu In1

A converted Prown reed telephone with a lag, u~nder tht conditions of working, of not
,nore thar ,COC5 second.

Best Available cop .
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(1) Cathode ray circuit

(2) Pressure Switch circuit

(3) Piero-electric gauge and testing circuits

(a) Calibration :-ircuits:-

(i) Oresjure calibration cirCut- - o-c., Rotiting potentiometer,
and inductive time base methods.

(ii) Time calibration circuits.

(0 n taistimeit ion is Moll of the mecoanpical Ind electrical legs its the piejo.4leCtric gaa
and Its associated Circutits.

Mf Explosive Cherge.

Much of tht preliminary work of the Investigation (testing gauges. pressure switches. *11Getrical
circuits etc etc.) was carried out by means of sall gun cotton charges either 26 lb. primer tins of Dry
G.C. or 161 ;o. tins of wet G.C. primed with 21 lb. tins of dry C.C. when larger charges were required
for test purpoSes 300 lb. Am.tol depth ch11rge3 werfe used. in the main part of the investigation a special
Series of T.ig.T. charges was employed, thost. charges being filled, to vernon w9 instructions, at Woolwich.
TtP'se special T.N.T. charges were 'poured, fiings from the sne 'melt img, of T.N.T. to ensure uniformfity
of composition and density. Thie chargs were made up In Isimilmr, cylindrical Cases (length - diameater)
ta the following !tpprowimate weights4- 20. 6o. to o. I,. 2,So, 710. 1000 and 2000 lbs. A cerlain
niuber of block-filled to0 lb. T.ii.T. charges wert fired also for compearison with the 1O0 lb. pCursd-fil,:d
Charges, The T.N.T. charges mere primed with C.E. pellets and a standard detonator was us"d.

In order to compare different method of primrni ,wm~ datnneting it" nf tho 1t)(1 lb. T.1,.r chArges
wpre detonated near onme end of the cyliner wnilst vnth, other the lotonation ova initiited centrally.

The small gun cotton charges were found extremely useful also in examiim certain theories of
explosion pressure and the behaviour of the p.e. gauge urW~r different conditions. ".asurments of the
time of rise )f pressur.-. velocity of pressure wave, surface and bottom reflection~s werr made with these
gun cotton char;.ss.

The 21- lb. Dry Gun Cotton Charge - cninsist f 0 - cylindrical slabs of dry gun cottion, each 9 ozs.
pachoad in cylindrical watertight Cont.-in.:rs, ICt inch, s lona. ;I Inches iiiit'r mtyl r',2 inches thick in the
w3ll. Two no. 9 sarvice detonators are fitted in ptrallel at )ne cnd and a watertight gland servas to seal
thc tin and bring out tthe firing leads. We Figure: i. Charge iso. f1a).

The 181 lb. G.C. cha-rgc - Consists of 16* lbs. of w.t gun cotton (witth 20I added water) paicked in a
cylindrical conta* nom (natt weight 13 lbs.1 104 inch. 5s do-r-oter x tj& inct.'% long, having too cylindrical
h.eles into ont of whicn (the axial hole) is fitted a 2* lb. dry G.C. primer, the other hole bcing left open
to ihe sea. The primer is fired as before with 2 No. 9 service detonators in parallel. The tnicoiness of
the outer wall of the charge is iiinches. Reference to the diagram no. (13) In Figure a shows that the
charge case ib. only partly filled with wet gun cotton the spaces between the cylincrical slabs being filled
wit" air.

Cepth Chargps. These are of the stanoard scrvice Pattern shon in F~wr sz m. (11) Containing
300 lbs. of 190/50 An~ato'. For tho, purposes of the present experiments they were prepared for electrical
fring being fitted with C.E. primers and standard detonators. These charges are Practically free from
Air caities.

Best Available Ce',
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14.11 mines. These are of the standard service pattern shown in Figure 8 Ne. (12). fitted with
an inner case containing 320 lbs. of 110/60 ,snatol. This inner rase Is currounded by an air space of
considerable volume and a further iron container of spherical form having a diameter of 3g Inches. The
thickness Of the well of the inner cihar~e is aInch anid of the cuter spherical Shall Ic. The
influence of the largo, air space is referre-i to in section 1v of the ruprt. iIfti caie also the mine
was fitted with a C.E. primer arid standard electrically-fired detonator.

Special T.N.T. rges. A numboer of specially designed T.N.T. poure filled charges were prepared
by Woolwich for the main purpose of explosion resiirch - using $ll forms of gauge under widely conditions.
Ntorence has slrs-ady been made to the principal features of these charges which are shown diagrammatically
to scAle In rigurt a. It will be Observed that the charge cass are completely fille&* with T.N.T. the
liner dimensions of the inside of the cast being apprcxdmatoly proportional to the Cube root of the weight
of the charge. The density of the T.n.T. filling is x.47 pg. Thrae size of primer, of the me type
and fitted with the SaM Standard detonator. are shown in figures s. oo. j, 9 P.Ad 10 and also fitted to
the T.N.T. charges loos. (1) to (7).

3. Ct)scity Gid rRSuLGtiQN Of the Pieso Elfcttic Citculst

The voltage V developed In the circuit when a pressure p lau/sq. in. Is apolitd to a total are& A

sq. Ins. of tourmsaline crystals is

V a 8.ss5 V -
C

where C is the Capacity of the circuit measured in farads. Since the deflection 8 of the cathode rays Is
directly proportional to v It will to seen thrat this r,!lst ion has an impoortant Dearing on4 the Inter pretat 110n
of the oscillograph record. not only is it recessary thst the value of C should be known accwuately. but
it is also Important that it should be kept as sill as rassible so that the oscillograph deflect icns at
V should provide an acreirwto moonquro of the oressure. %Ince C is determined mainly by the lefnth of cable
between thn gauge and the ship carrying thn, oscillograph, this latter conition Implies that the CabNe should
be as short as possible. Against this. homwer, is thre fact that the charge must be place at a distance
fram the Ship not less than tthe Imininm safe diStance* (determined ty experience). The *safety* limit,
fixes the minimum length, and Consequently caperty. of csej 4 to be Used. This being knom , Sensitivity
muat be Incrr;*ased by Increasing the area of tourmaline crystals or the sensitivity of the oscillogrsph.
for certain re isons, the latter method was not practicable, Consequently the dimmeter of the gauge generally
employed was Uxed at 7 inches, the effective are Of crystals in this case giving Sufficient sensitivity
whilst meeting the Conditions relating to the safety of the ship.

The types and length of cable having been decided upon it is necessary to know accurately the value
of the capacity of the circuit at the time of Cring the charge. This quantity is measured immediately
before anid after tiring on every occazion - tho A.C. bri;ge shown In Figurc 7a being employe" for the
Purpose. Capacity meASUrmOnts are Considered ocurate within %5.

now the total electrical charge generated on thve tourmaline crystals is a very Small *eantity although
the esplob'tun pressur- ;s high. Thi.s the ex? lzz**-- c? !^- I. T... at a dlztar... c -_- !.=t aro -,n
p.e. gauge develops a charge of the order of 16-6 coulcincs. a very small el-ctrikal quantity. This charge
only exicts for a period less than 0.001 second during which it must De conveyed, without loss, to the
OSCillograph on the Ship. it is evident. therefore, that the insulation of the circuit must be good in
order that as little as possible of this charge shall leak aiiey. From the point of view of leakage it is
indeed fortunate that the electrical charge only exists for a very Short period and that the capacity of the
circuit is considpi'rblo. Thus if V cis the voltage (~ ccg pl ) in the circuit at any instent and V, is its
value at a time It, after.

Vt

IL Aerials were avoided wherever possible on account of the difficulties involved in fitting
at seb.

* The Cable used with the p.c. gauges is pattern No. *,399A. x"J. Cable, having a capaci ty~
to earth of w42M mfd. per ICo0 feet, tE. insulationi rpsistance being very high. ~ 3\:A '.
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V V0  - (not considering the fluctuations of V due to prensure changes in the interval)
where c is the 4epecity, t Inaulatiun rwsistsne, and a the base of Naforiin logarltlm, it will be seen
from this relation that the larger the values of C and A. the more nearif will vt/V0 o 1o i.e. the 1ess
charge will leek away. The following table giveO en ide of the qusfntitls lInvolved-

C a i0O' farad t a .0001 Iecodl

I Vt/VO  LOe due to lekage

(1) 100 Mgoi'mt I I
(2) 1Q 1o 1

1 100 0.99 41

Cs) 0.1 * 1000 0.90 lo

C 10 farad t a .0001 secona

(1) 1oo meg sto -
(a) 10 oo 0.99 is

(4) , . 10ooo 0.317 7

These vslues Show that even in a time as short as 10" l 
second there may be appreciable leakage

if the capacity is wall (e.g. 16'
9 farad) and the insulation poor. The effect of such leakage on an

actual p/t curve (taken from mr. Hillier's report) is Illustrated in Figure 9. It will readily oe seen
from Inspection of the deduced 0le0y circuit, curves that it is of great impoance to secure good
insulation. OtheVise the following errors nay be Introducedt-

(i) The prossur-tim. curve recoNied is not the true curve Fo the qxp~luviwi.
(1i) The maximum pressure recorded Is less than the actual maxi um.

and (iii) when negative charges' are recorded, they do not necessarily Indicate negative pressures.

I all cases, therefore, where the record is runctdered reliaole, it has been carefully observed
that the insulation resistance is :ufficiently high (when conseOered in relation to capacity). in general
the capacities employed were of the order of 10-

8 farad and the insulation resistance not less then 40
nwgohms. in 10"4 second the leakage is in such a case considerably under 0.1s. Certain records have
been obtained, however, under conditions where charges were fired when the insulation resistance was known
to be low (.5 magOhn). in these cases the record shows false 'negative' oresurews - compare Figure 9 curves
c and 0, with records c, 0 and 0, sheet it. in every exploj.on experiment therefore careful measurements
of capacity and insulation were made immediately before and after firing the charge. Rqcords f .nd g on
Sheet i are reproduced to compare with records c, d, e, as showing the effects of good and bad Insulation
respectively.

Before the pressure-time curve recorded by the oscillograph can be interpreted it Is necessary to
know the Sensitivity of the various parts of the apparatus and the speed at w~lch the ays have traversed
the plate.

The voltage sensitivity of the oscillograph and the pressure sensitivity of the p.e. gavge are,
under the experinental conditions, interl Inked Out It is a matter of some importance to know the oscillograph
sensitivity independently, so that corructions may Do applled under circumstances slightly different from
the standard conditions.

(a).

The negative charge referred to ni (iii; begins to appear when the positive charge, due
to the inCreaeing pressure of the oxplosifcn pulse, has leikedJ off, fitrther diminution of
pressure (in the falling pressure region of the pulse) resulting in m negative charge
being produced,
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(a) Electra-Static Sensitivity of the 0SCI-1ogapa.

It Can easily bO Shown On theoetical grounds that the deflection 3 of a stream of Cathode rays
of velocit 'Y v, charge 9 and manss ow. after passing between a pair of electrostatic deflecting plates of
length X and distance apart d, Is given by the expression

a E X X
d 22  W

Shere E is the p.d. applied across the deflecting plates and I Is the subsequent length of path~ af the rays
fine the end of the deflecting Plates to the photegraphIe film. The Velocity v Can be expresse In tene
Of Voltage Y generating the rays,

V 0 5.95 V 7 x 07 css/sec. v measured Iivolts.

whence we f Ind

8. f4(L . .'L) (2)

whtre I Is the osCI Ilograph constant and E In Y are exprhessed Inm volts.

it will oe seen from (2) that the deflection 6 is directly propeirtiongl to the voltage applied to
the deflecting plate" and Inversely proportional to the voltae enerating the rays. Thee theoretical
results have been verified expeormstally. it is Important to note. hewever, that the vacuum eainditione In
the oscillograph must be good for eqution (2) to be strictly correct. of gas is preemt the cathode rays
are reduced Ile velocity by collision end consequvently the sensitivity Is Increeged I being larger than the
Value detined by (2)". if therefore, the vacuum tube Is soft whan a record Is mad (this condition of
course being avoided In general) It Is necessary to soe an indetPendet voltage Cali11rat1141 Of the osCIlla-
graph. generally speeking. homvsr, when the vacuss Is geed. relation (2) Is strictly appl icable end there
Is no need to maea this special voltage calibration. under these Condit ions a atanoarf value of v Is taken
In practice, viz. SWO volta. and all obsrvat ions of deflect ions 11 are reduced to this standard, i being
taken as Inversely proportionsl to V.

The tine axis of the oscillograph rerord is Calibrated acording to the method Outlined In Wetion 11
iv.0 above. The circuit of the deflecting magnet Is In this case Identical with that used In making the
explosion record. in certain cases the t lir Cal ibration was recere en toe ae plate as the actual
explosion record but any slight advantage of this method over that In which a second plt Is used, is lost
In the Increased risk of fogging Ad possibility of Spoiling th9 eisplosion record Itself. Consequently the
general practice has been to expose a separate plate after the explosion has been recorded. Attewsts were
moo to 'dot, the pit record at reglar time intervals but the results obtained were not very satisfactory.
A relay sjetem wa devised also whereby a voltage cal ibration of the oscillograph ws recorded at the end
of the p/t record - set Reord h Shtt 11 but this was only empgloyed In a few case. Various experimental
devices of this nature were designed aRd tested but On the 01ole It -as found more satisfactory to maee
calibrations on separate plates, rather then run the risk of spoiling a valuable explosion record by additionel1

cer~leat''i, yplcel time seilse are shown on ""et i ecords a, b, C and d,

(b) Pressure Calibration of Piezo-Electric u s

The calibration of the gauge Is a matter of fundamental Importance to the method and Involves certain
difficules Of a theoretical nature which must *fr'st be dealt with. WhnM Used to indicate explosion
pressures, the gauge is subjectemd to t varying pressure and the Conditions are essentially adiabatic
In character. A static calibration of thts gag. under isothefsI I conditions, is therefore at least open
to question. Keys 91 has dealt with this point thermodynamically and has arrived at the conclusiO0 that

the *.... C

M 5316 x 101 E.S. units for Cathode rays.M

ot Variations due to this Cause hays occasionally been noticed when the tube IS very 'soft'-
changes of sensitivity of a fee per cent being observed. under these Conditions, howver,
the IndI~at ions of Softness of the tube are obvious.

IF Keys - Phil. Meg. Vol. wib,. P.03 (1921) (Adiabatic drd I@Othesal Pieza Electric Constants
of TourmalinfeJ.
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the gauge isothermally doeb not emceed 0.31% - negligible quantity. No experimental verification
Iii given. In ?pitt of this rettsuring; theoretical deduction, howtvzr. It Is desrabile that the
exparimentil calibration method Should, as far as Possible, approach the deal adiabatic condition.
Towards this Ono. the pressure apphretug Shown In Figufe 10(a) end Wb has been deslilned. Nh pressure
vessel consists of a heavy wrought Iron Cylinder Capable of withstanding a Steady hydrostatic pressure of
the order of * ton psir square inch. This cylinder Is f'itted with a Watertight gland, ?or the Cable of
the p.s. gauges and a special device for suddenly releasing the pr.eure on the gauge. This rolease
consists essentially of an aneasled copper diSC (14 Inches diameter effective. and .00? Inches thick)
Oo.llo a hale an the lid of the pressure veissel, The Copper disc, whilst making e goo pressure joint Is
halo between the Jews ot a circuler cutting punch - a alight rotation (30o) of a hand screw Causing this
jmh to shear the Coppor disc completely around Its circterence. Pressure Is applied to th, p.o. gauge

in the pressure vessel, by swanis of a hydrostatic piston pumep (with non-retuirn valve) hand operated, tht
pressure being Indicated on a Bourdon pressure gaugo* 0 - 1*00 los./sq.in. When all joints are tight the
pressure vessel holds a Steady pressure of 1000 lbs./sg. in. without leakage. If himw ths oroer diaphragm
5$ sheered oy rotation of the cutting arm the pressure In the water filling the Vessel is suddenlgy releasou

through an sperature Ij Inches diameter. This sudden release develops a charge on thle gcc. gauge proport-
ional to the change of pressure. the records Indicate that the time Involved In the fall of pressurt Is
a little under 0,01 second, Although this time may be considered large compared with the tie of rise of
pr ,ssure. via.. .000j second, In an explosion Impulse, it must sitill be regarded as of short duration when)
we are considering adiabatic and Isothermal effects. It ems reasonablet to suppose tncr.efore that this
method of calibration IS essentially adiabatic, and the piezo-ilctric sensitivity of the gauge thus
obtained Is applicable without correc 'on, to the Cato of the explosion record.

in making a calibration record It Is important of course to measure the-Capacity and Insulation of
the p.s. circuit and to observe the voltage generating the cathode rays. The time axis of the record Is
made by one of the metthods described In Section i1 Iv, s. The rotating potentiometer method and the slow
traverse method have both proved eat isfactory and mujch superior to the older A.c. Method. Raeord s
Illustrating the three methods art shown on Sheet i. Records e, f, g and h. From such records as these
the Sensitivity of the gauge is determined. The pressure sensitivity of a gauge Is usually expressed In
terms of the pressure require* to product cm. deflection of the cathode rays when the Oenerating voltage
V is )000 volts end the Capacity of theCcircuit Is 0.O1js farad". All observations are therefore reduced
to these standard conditions, making use of the Information that 60 L4... where P Is the pressure i

C v
lbs~nC capacity In microfarads and v the generat!.,g voltager of the cathode rays.

The graphs Shown In Figure 11 were experimentally determined In this manner and indicatel-

The deflection of the Cathode rays Is

(i) irectly proportional to the pressure applied and

(11) inversely proportional to the capacity of the cireult.

in both cases the generating voltaGe v Is kept constant, in (1) the capacity C Is kept constant whilst P
Is varied and In (H)i P ix kept constant whilot C Is veied.

in eCction 11 (t) (iv) above it wab puinted out Lriat the otaE developed. in tie p.s. gauge
Circuit i3 proportional to the area A of tourmaline crysta~ls (E s .L.). Gauges of different sizes have
been constructed and this point also has been verfied experlimentilly . a 7 Inches diameter gauge having
approximately double the sensitivity of one 5 inches di~meter, Slight differencez between gauges of the
same site have of course been observed as the crystals mciuntod in the gauges are irregular and do not
completely cover the surface of the supporting metal Liite. To swinnrie, - the theoretical roe-ion

co " .~ has been exporimentilly eriried,

The..

This gauge i3 calibrated at intervals and has been found to remain .Orrect,

' These values of voltage and capacity were chosen as stindard since they represent average
values over the whole working oeriod,

x r E cc cF
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The values of & in the p/t record of an explosion, after reduction to standard circuit conditions
(C - .01 mfd. V - 3000 volts), can at once be platted in terms of pressure when the constant of the gauge
is knlown.

Lay-out of Charge and Gauges in the Sea.

when firing large charges of the nature with which we are concu*rned in this report. the place
chosen for the experiment mujst be at a Considerable distance from the shore and in reasonably deep' water.
A point of vita) Importance is the distance of the gauges from the charge, whilst a secondary, tho~ugh not
unimportant. point relates to the depth of the viarg.1 and the gauges below the surface and their distaice
from the se-bed. The majority of the charges fired in this investigation were situated at a point ifl
the 'prohibited area, off Ryde, Isle Of Winht - the eepth of water being approximately 17 fat1'xMs. For
the purpose of the large-scale eyperlments two vessels are required, on one of which ('Carstairs, and J'ter
!M.22') Is Installed the oscilliograph recording apparatus and accessori-t. The. second vessel ('Skylark'
.)r 'Redwing') lays the *tr;t,, i.e. the system ...f buys, wire, gauges arc charJ-ps ds it gradually drifts
sway from the first vessel (at anchir), a steel hauser and a grass l In* ccneting the lw. vessels. It
s!huld be mentioned at this point that In the large-scale trials the p.e. gauge was .inly one ut a large
number ,.f other gauges (these being essentially mechanical in character) laid at the same time. A series
of buoys attached at definite ppoints of the* steel CAlW. c:'nnecttng the twe7 ships supp.rt the weight of
the charge and a number of steel girder-sucticrn frames which carry the gauges. supporting wires, which
suspend these frames from the main steel trot-wire, are cut tc definit, lengths thereby locatirng the
frames (and Ccnsenuently '*%e gauges which they carry. With respect to the charge. At the m~mvnt :,f
firing the Charge the second vessel starts her engines and pulls on the trct-wire. in this manne-r the
trot is Straightened out and Pwe frames hang at their schedulid distances from the charge. with this
arrangement of heavy frams and measured lengths of wire it Is not pcsstt;la that errors of distance due
to tidal action on the frames can be of serious i-noortance. The distances are considered accurate within

±1foot.

Large scale experiments were only carried out when the Sca was moderately calm.

In addition to the above mentioned large scale trials, howevker, a considerable number of small
charges (2k Iti, and 18+ lbs. G.c.) were fired for other purposes. with these sms ller shots the second
vessel was unnecessary, all gauges etc. boing lnid from the first Ship (e.g. M4.22) at anchor, the tension
on the trot-wire being r"aintained by a smil: boat or by s large ouoy. It Should be observed that in
these cases the heavy iron girder frames were not used and the gear on the trot was comparatively light.
Extra precautions (additional wires, etc.) were taken to ensure that the charge-gauge distancee were
correct. Particular attention was also Paid to the method of Slinging the p.e. gauges to ensure that
they were oriented in a definite direction with respect to the line of the charge, and that they were,
situated at an appreciable distance from resonant metal bodies (other gauges or frames) and from air
Cavities (e.g. dipitragm gauges).

in certain cases, e.g. whire it was desired to record surface or bottomf reflections of -.he explosion
pulse, the gauge and charge were necessarily suspended on long wires. in such circumstances the spread of
the IV' to the two supporting buoys was very small. In these cases the charge was fired at Slack watcr to
ensure the gauge -arid charge hanging verticatlly and at the correct depths and dist.'iAnces apart. Reference
will be made later to certain observations of the velocity of the explosion wave. in these experiments
the two p.c. gauges used were bolted at a definite distance apart (known to .05 inches) on a 6 feet iron
girder, the charge and prossure switch being arranged about lo feet away on an extension of the line of
the girder.

occasional larze cars 00C lb. H.11 .inet or depth- charges) her- fire.d ir connection with
other work of Vernon. m,. and in sane of these cases it was Possiel- also to ottdin p.e. records, in these
circumistances it was not always convenient to employ the usual trot nrr-.ngeme*_nt to ensure accur,-cy or
distance, and less accurate methods werc adopted.

in general, howevr, th~e CisteAnces in the exPer~rents were known, as stated above within t I fcot.

6..

Best Available Cr
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6. Method o Fxtrime.nt.

whilst the trot Is doing laid too oscillograph is evacuated and idjstee until a suitable recording

'spot' is obtainedi. A general preliminary test of the various circuits-joflectig naianvti relay, kS.
plates etc. is then made. when the trot is laid and the p.s. cable and preassusi switch cable joined to
their 'espective circuits, after Itavnil a sufficient length in the sea to ensure the ship being at a

safe distAnce from the Charge, a Cjreful mea kurment Is made of the Insulation and capacity af the complete

p.o. circuit.

The Insulation must be good (say > 50 megohms) and the capacity must be adjusted. by adding standard
capacity, until it is estimated from the experimental conditions that the deflection of the Cathode rays

will be satisfactory, A final test of insulition and capacity is inde just before firing the charge, otter

all cables have been made fast and the capacity is steady. The de'lecting magnet circuit is adjusted to

the required speed of traverse of the Spot and a signal given 10 seconda before filing. At this signal the

second v.ssel keeps the trot wire at a steady tension, a kinig is started, and an opera.'. stands by the

firing key which is in the ohi liograph room. At another signal the door of the os:Illograph tcaisra is

opened and immedlately afterwards the chargn is flird. The Insulation and capacity of the p.e. circuit are
now Checked - it posasible, for very frequently the cab)s break and an 'earth' appears - before the trot Is

wilghed. A record is also made of the time scalt (at known frequency) the conditions of the deflecting
circuits remaining exactly as in the explosion experiment. The operation of opening camera door ftiring

and reclosing the door should not take mo'a than a traction of a second, The longer the door is open. the

greater is the danger of togging the plate from diffuse cathode radiation.

in some cases where a very s!. traverse Of the spot (e.g. .01 to .1 second) is to be made as in a

bottom echo record, it is necessary to employ am auxiliary switch, closing with the firinb switch, to cause

the spot to jump on the left-hand edge of the plate: at. or before, the instant of firing. This Switch

introduces a resistance shunting the auxiliary deflecting magnet, this reducir, the initial deflec-tion of

the spot to the left. In this manner, the spot is on the plate for a short interval just before the pressure

switch Is cluseO. Otherwise, it would not, in many cases ae possible for the pressure switcn to bring the

epot on the plitp hefore the arrival o
f 
the pressure waVO at thr g*ugv, This device has peoved very

serviceabie in many cases where the pressure switch alone would hnve been of little use.

on certain occasions simultaneous records mave been made with two cathode ray osciliographs.

Section a. Expe'rimental Results.

Ater a prel iminary series of experimnts with small charges during which the technique of the method

was greatly ImproveO, it was possible to count on o6tainlng a satisfactory record of almost every shot and to

examine the effect of the site and orientation of the gauge on the recorded pressure-time curve, an of the

proximity of air cavities or resonant structures near te gauge.

Variot on of Naxtmrlm 4rassure, Aomentum and Enerry in the -Prssure ulse with
fejig and . stance of Charts.

oaca ooraineo tree a largo number of small charges were examined to eliminate accidental Irregllarit-

le in the charges and were used as a check )n the results obtained from a number of large charges. The

latter serles of large charges consisted of specially designed TNT. charges of weights varying from go

to 2000 l1s. arid a few 300 lb. matOl depth :hArges and H.2 mines. lhe special charges were all prepared

from the samr lt o
f 

T.N.T. of density 1.67 Ind every effort was nade to render the? similar.

The exporimental results given in ohit follows r!fer only to the region where the maximum pressure

leve)opea in less than 2 tons pe. square inci.

(a) ......

in some cases e kinem is used to photograph the spray and 'plume- phenomena accompany the

explosion. 2tnerwise the 10 second signal Is not required except as a general warning signal.

_____________ ________________________ ____
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(a) yarilktion"of P. max with Distance.

Too distinct methods of determining the variation of maximm presaure With distance from the Charge
have been employed, in the first method a nmber of charges are tired a&M records made with a piezo-
electric gauge at different d'stances from the charge. From malsuremears of the waximum deflections of the
Individual records it is possible therefore to plot a curve connecting P mx and distance. As We have
already pointed out, hoever, the me~iim pressure varies considarably from charge to charge (apparently
similar) ox! It Is necessary to mke a number of records at inch distance in order to obtain a relable
average.

Obseurat ions with a large nmer of 2h lb. and 15j lb. guai-cotton chaT and .. number of larger
T.N.T. charges Indicate that the pressure falls off inversely as(~tne~ within the limits Of
experimenta) error.

In View Of the fact that Charges are so variable and that slight errors In calibration of gauges
and the oscillograph might affect the deductions, It seemed very desirable to devise a method which is quite
independent of the differences btween oae charge and another and elmirvtes a" asumtion with regard to
the gauge sensitivity or the oscillagraph c'Ircwit. The method invulves only a knowledge of the distances
of the gauge from the charge and the deflect ions on the oscillograph record.

The principle of the so* -mhdIs as follows:-

Two P"ug8 A and 9. connected to one oscillograph. are laid at distances; and 0 2 respectively from a
charge, and a 'slow-trsvvrs' record Is taken ~he the charge Is fired. Each gauge will record Its pressure
peak on the plate In the peCillo~raW. kSeee St and S are Ithe musvred amplitudes of the"e peaks.
Then. asasuming the pressure to vary as e~ we hen

1Iaa 1 x , 2 = 112.02

where a Involves all the parameters external to the gouges (charge. oacillograef sensitivity, Capacity of
circuit) and Ill. 92 depend only on the gouges, aividing & I by 82 we eliminate a and obtain

2 2 \O* (1

Similarly, it a second shot be recorded with the gages A a at distance o$ o~ gIv Ing peak mol Itudes
3and a. respectively

D4 ) (a)

Dividing (1) by (2) we have

81 D1 (4 )X
s -- *thereby eliminating K K

whence

in the practic0l aplication of this m~ethod Zr. similar gauges A I C were employed sleultaneously,
and three 104 lb. G.C. Charges w 9 7 were fired, 'the gauges being Interchanged (Agc. CAB, SCA) in the
respective shots. This was done to obtain as much data as possible with the fewest shots. The
results are given in the following t.ible:_

Shots.

Best Available Cop,,
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shots Gauges 0 1 0 03 D4 1 2 3

0.C. jo 45 45 20 1.40 1.83 1.10 2.10 0.965

A.B. 20 30 30 45 1.10 1.90 0..e 1.10

A.C. 20 45 30 20 '. 10 0.83 0.65 2.10 t. 00

A.C. 20 30 30 L5O 0 .85 1.05 0.38

A.9. 30 45 aS 20 ('*15 1.10 0.36 1.70 1.02
D.C. 20 5 30 20 2 0, 1.10 1.05 1.70 0.93

A.3. 20 30 45 20 1.10 1.40 0.38 1.70 1.035

B.C. 30 45 20 30 1.40 0.t13 1.70 1.05

AC. 20 45 45 30 1.10 0.83 0.38 1.05 1.06

indeterminate since 0 0, a 02 0 3 0"n X 0 1.00

Them results indicate quite definitely that the law of variation of P mix with distance is
given by p 8 £ fs ' iio an lb. charge over a raNe from 20 to 4L fegt. It should be noted,, in

apolying the above method, that the accuracy diminishes as(0I g \ approaches unity, and Its logarithm

zero, when the value of x (in formula 3, page is) becomes i Meteminate. in order to obtain an accurate
result, the value of 01 x 0 should Du wruat compared with 0 x 0 consistert with the condition that the

values of 8 a a 8 shoull all be sufficlently great to De2 capale of accurate meesurement.

it is considered that the relation between P max cc 0 obtained in this ehanner is considerably more
reliable than that obtained by the statistical average method referred to above. It is regretted, however.
that no oportunity occurred during the investigation, of repeating the tr;ple-auge experiment with larger
charges - only isolated observations haviog been made n such cases. The experiment appear. to be well
worth ding, however, to establish if the inverse distance law. which holds so exactly for 191 10. charges.,
is equally accurite for larger charges. Except in the region very close to the charge, pclaps, thare
appears to ic, no physical reason why this should not be so. Typical records are shown on Shc-t ii Recrds
a and b. Record a' was obtained from an 18t lb. G.C. charge, whilst in b' a 100 lb. T.N.T. Cha ge was
used.

(b) variation of P m with weight of char;e.

This relation is one which Is considerably more difficult to determine for now we can rely only on
the average of a number of shots. Individual variations of maximum pressure for charges of the same
weight a.J composition and packed in similar containers are considerale. Thus for the specially prepared

T.N.T. shots variations in %ex from the mean value for a particular weight of charge were, in extreme
cases, as high as 205; the mean variations of course were cons;dcrably less. Then again. with small gun
cotton charges the extreme variation of Pmx was Approximately 30. the mean vriation being about 5 or
10S. The necessity for firing a large nunter of :harges to Otain a reliable average value of "Max is
apparent.

in order tn rontore e1 crarges .-' c~ords to t;, e ,masis of comparison the inverse Oistance
law has been assumed. As we have seen in (a), -t 'v, this is probably true for all sizes of charge at the
distances with which we are mainly concerned (viz. 10 to 60 feet from the charge). In Figure 16a are
olutted the values of log Pmx (at unit distance. i foot from charge) as a function of log w. obtained
from the analysis of i8 p.C. records. The nwrber of individual observations, of which each point on
the curve is an average is indicated. Considerable weight must be attached to the points corresponding
to 21 lbs.. 19* lbs. and 100 lbs. charges, for these represent mean values of 38. 70 and 24 COservations
respectively. it will be observed that all the points lie on or close to. a straight line represented
by Lhe relation

log Pmax a 0.38 log W + 4.08 \ e
or Prsax 9 12.000 lW's lbs/sq.in. at 1 foot distance from a charge

of weight wlos. of .N.T. gun otton or .

or .m. ..
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or combining this with the inverse aiatance law,we he

P. -*3 &D"b.a . ISdsq.in.

(at distance D feet)

The relation obtained by plotting3 milliar maximm pressure gauge (G.F) observations' Is identical
with this - see Figure 16b. sow the simple theory of explosion pressures, as outlined by mill jar (P.12
R.E.192/19) Indicates that pwshould be proportional to w3 - see dotted line in Figure 16b. The
difference between the two curves show~ Is quite outside the limits of experimental error. it has not
bee pusulblo, however, to obtain a definite physical Pxplanstion of this difference between experimental
results and simople theory, but It must be realised in the first place that the simple theory given Oy
Hilliar does not Include all the facts. The resistance' offered by the charge case, for example, Is
Ignored - It Is Probable that the elastic constants "ix dionensions of the charge case exert a definite
Influence on the wexiawA pressure imprted to the water. The question has be6 Amie by Mr. Butterwortho
who gives a rough theoretical estimate that on this account the recorded pressure will be about 6% lower
then without the above - the correction beig practically the ae for all sizes of charge since the
thickness of the metal cases employed Increases in proportion to the linear dimensions of the charge (see
Figure ii). it would &Mpar therefore that Under these circustances the difference between the experimental
result P.ex cc W-38 nd the theoretical deduction 11a -w03 remains unexplained.

Again It Is probabla that air cavities in, or nesar, the charge effect Pmx- but Such an affect
would probably be of an Irregular nature and would effect P.ll Charges, large and wnall, by about the saein
extent. it Is realised, of course. that the method of recording P a is open to c.*iticism, for the p..
gauges used have a finite size and measure only r.ra pressure around the point of maximum~ compression
in the pulse. On this account a positive correction, increasing as the size of the charge (and
consequently the thickness of pulse) diminishes, must be appl led to the recorded pressures. This would
tend towards the cube root law but would require positive corrections to the obsprved values Of 32% for
Si lbs. 17j% for 1@4 lbs. and III for 1oo lbs. charges. assuming no appr-tiable correction is necessary In
the leord of a 1000 lb. Charge.

This question of correction to the recorded values of Pmxwill be dealt with more fully in a later
section where the form of the p/t curve Is discussed. (s section s).

A Point of some Interest And Importance in connection with the experimental results shown graphically
In Figures 16a and b. Is the fact that observations ofPa with gun cotton and matol charges lie on the
samne straight line as the observations with T.N.T. Charges. The results Indicate therefore that there is
no appreciable difference In maximum pressure developed qy equal weights of these three explosives.

(c) Momentunm (f pdt) and weight of Charg .

As in the case of maximumi pressure, it has beem found that the value of momentm, as measured by
the aree of the pit curve, for a given size of charge is a very variable quantit:. it is only by taking
the average of a large number of observations thereore that reliable data can be obtained, with this end
In view a careful analysis has been made of 116e records the area of the p/t curve being In each case
measured by means of sn Aisler iteyrator. it * s aeceary for this purp)ose *;r.;t of ..l1 to analyze tie
original records end plot on an enlarged scale the graph of the pressure-.time curve.

These graphs were then utod in the planimeter mca-surements of area. Since it is impossible to
extend the measurement to inf*,iity along the time axis it was decided to mea sure areas up to a definite
time 't' which Is takien as Proportion to w a value of t a 2.00 x 10O3 socund being adopted as a

stiAndard..
* The Hillier gtuge results used In this curve were obtained simultaiecusly for the sawn shots

and are direcily comparable with the p.e. records. The difference between 'O.F.- (3 copper)
and '.*J.1 (9 copper) gauges has been dealt with in a report by Mr. Butterworth. See appendix.

# See appendix 8.

a Any small error involved in this assumption, only affects the result in the second order of
small quantities.

-,A.-v
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standard in the case when W a 100 lbs. Under these conditions a correction of 41 may be required to

all measured areas to give the true area up to infinity; i.e. pdt a.otf plt approximately.

Thus for a 2* lbs. rharoe the area of the pit curve was m.esureJ ui to a ti.e 0.565 x 1O- second,

whereas in the caseof 3 chrge weighing 1000 lbs. the measuremnt of arEi extende: to t , 4.30 x I

second. in plotting results it Is necessary first of ell to bring all the observations to a standard

distance of i foot and for this purpose the inverse distance liw has ben SSuMPd. All the experimental

evidence available supports the view that this law applies to momentum m as well as to Pmax* !n Figure

17 are plotted the values of M ( u 0 ft pdt) as a function of w the weight of charge - the logarithms
0

of those quantities being used as a convenient means of determining x (in N - wie) the slope of the line

In the graph. it will be seen that the expesrimental points (each the mean of all reliable observations)

lie w ll on the straight line given by

10g M 0.65 log W + 0.26

1.82 v6s M - momentum in lbs/sec, per sq. in.

- W - we, ht of charge in lbs.

D- distance in feet.

This has still to be corrected to bring the area observations to infinite time, i.e.

S 1.90 W 6 5  lbs/sc in. secs.
0

it will be seen that In this case the experimental result is in good agreement with theory, that

momentum is proportional to the 2/3 power of weight of charge. The experimental result now obtained is

regarded as very reliable, for in this case there Is no doubtful gauge correctio- to apply, the area of

the recorded p/t curve being exactly equal to that o* the actual curve, sincef pdt is independent of

the gauge dimensions.

(d) Energy and weight of Charge.

The p.e. records and graphs referred to In (c) above were also used In the measurement of energy

which is proportional to f p
2 dt. All observations werp ;-educed to the standard distance of L foot taking

E a 02 f p2 dt the law of inverse square of distance being assumed since the experimental data supports

this law. In Figure 18 the results of all reliable observations are plotted in terms of log

E = log 02 f p2 dt and log w - the nuber of Individual observations at each point being indicated. It

will at once be seen that the points lie well on a straight line, which can be expressed by the relation

log E a 1.00 iOg W + 4.12 or E a 13200 k

i.e. E - 13200 W - lbs. weight of charge

02 p - lb-t/sq. in.
0 - feet
t - secs.

I.e. the energy in the pressure pulse is directly proportional to tte weight of the charge. it will be

observed also that in all cases, Pmax m or E, the experimental observations for gun cotton and amatol lie r "

well on the same straight line as those for T.N.T. (see Figures iS, 17 and to) - an inortant point in 0
dealing with the practical application of thesp results.

A matter of some Importance arising from the above experimental relation connecting energy and

weight of charge, is the calculation of the proportion of the available chemical energy of the charge which

ultimAtely appears in the pressure pulse. If p Is the pressure at a point at a distance o from tme charge, -0
v te particle velocity andP the density of the water, and C the velocity of elastic *ves in the water,

then the energy per unit Irea in the wave s f cc p v dt. Since p = p Cv approximately this is equal to

f p2 dt. That is, the total energy passing acrogs the surface of a sphere of radius 0 is

1... 2 f o p2 t. Now our experiments indicate that 
2 f 2 * i o0 per lb. weight of explosive,

the ......
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the distance 0 &no pressure p being measured In f0et and lbsiaq. in. respe1tIWelY.

Converting to c.o.s. unts a 0~f p11 dt a ,05 it Lots Per lb. wt, Of exPlosive, WhenCe Wit8*
that the total energy in the pressure wave Is AS~ x s.6 x Sat~ x 11,11 10U per lb. Weight of

charge.A

Comparing this With Sir A. Robertson's statement (journal Chemical Sudiety Vol. jig Part I toll)

that the cheMICal energy per gram of T.N.?. Is gja calories, corresponding to 17.5 X lot' ergs. per lb.,
we at onto obtain the Interesting result that 171 Of the Chemicat enefit Of the 7.5.?. ..Amost In the

it is also Interesting to Observe that the relative cheGMICal energies per grew of Y.5.1. ametol

(uolso) and gun cotton, are given as gas, 920 and $92 respectively. These values Only differ by about 31.
It Will be acn from the graph In Figure &S that the energies In the pressure waves from 1,... Noute) a"d

gun cotton are almost the sa0e - a result In good agroement with the chanca) d~fa.

summarising the principal exporimertal results to which reference has been made In this section,
we find that the piezo electric-records Incicate

(1) Pmax -12.000 0 110

(a) 9. 1.90 Oi /D,

(0) fp dt -13200 W1 00,0
0

Where w Is weight of charge In lbs., distances 0 are measured in feet and pressures.
In lbs/sq.in.

(Not" - Momentum s a pdt Energy D2 f ' p2 dt)

(4) About oine quarter of the Chiemical energy a? the explosive appears In the pressure wave.

(5) Relations (a) (2) ( ) and (ui) are equallY applicable for T.N.T. wiatol (40/60), or
gun cottton.

a.Effect of___epth of C arge and Gagj

in the foregoing experiments on the variation of PmxM arM E with Weight of charge w, particular
Care was taken to ensure that the charges and! 0auges were suspemded at a kniown depth below the surface,
For the purpose of Comparisun 0r Charges of different weights It was considered desirable, on general
grounds, that the depth of submergence of the charge and gauges should be approximately proportional to the
Cube root Of the wesight of the Charge taking 2) feet for too lb. charge as standard. Previous to th~s,
however, It had been ascertained 0t.t except at very Small depths, tht~ Influence of depth on the pressure
was atlmost if not entirely negligiole. It Will be Seen in what follows that this was Confirmed by
Subsequent experiments, It Is to be expected, of course, that as tne depth of the chArgo or tho 9miolP
becoROs Smell 10 COMPerison Witht their distance apart, the 'tegative' Wave reflected from the surface will
Interfere with the direct positive wave received by the gAUge. AS the depth diminishes this effect will
become more and more serious out It will only be at very shallow oepth that the pressure mvIimum Will be
affcted, as we shall see. The experim~ental observations tray be divided Into two Sections.

(i) in which the depth of the charge Is kept constant whilst the depth of gauge
i3 varied,

and (11) in which the depth it gauge is kept constamt and the depth of charge Is varied.

in..
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very silightly aflected by depth; when the gauge is one foot from the surfaco the value of PmxIs on~ly

106 I-Vero 03n sit 15 feet depth. The effect on momentu xod energy is. however, more serious at such
shallow depths, for the reflected pulse arrives r.6ar the point of wmume~~ pressure and a considerable area
of the pulse Is therefore cancelled. At depths greater then 5 feet, however. thoe values of F.n f pdt
and f p dt are practically independent Of depth Of the gauge.

t~i the second series (i1) 100 Its. T.N.T. charges poured filled. were used, the depth of the gauge
In all cases being greater then 10 feet. it was found as in the previous case. that the values of m
0 and t are practically constant so long as the depth of the charge excecs about 5 ?eet. The effect of

surface reflection Is most Marked In ralation to Moentum, since after a certain Interval. depending on

the difference between the direct and reflected paths of the wove, has elapsed! the pressure Is suddenly
cut off by the surface-reflected eve. Unless the depth and difference of path are Small, however.
(less than 5 or 10 feet) this effect becOMes egligiblt'.

As a result of these experiments therefore. we nay conclude that the 0epths of chre r the
gauge are practically Iemmterial provided they 0=0ee a inimm of valwe o! about 10 feet A. In this
statmnft It Is of course Implied that bottom reflections are negligible, the bottom also being at a
minimima distance of 10 feet from aither gauge or charge.

The discussion of surface awl bottom reflections Is reserved for a latar section (see Section 5).

~. Costarison of Exlosil s. Powred and glack Filligo. 'End' aitd Cextrol'

T.N.T., Aestol 40/60 aid gun cotton charges of the SO *eight give.equal values of on Mroaent W
and energy.

A comarison of 'poured' and 'block' fillings. and of 'end' and 'central' Initiation revealed no
certain difference In these quantities.

4. Ie For. o! the Pressure Pulse.

before going on to discuss the experimental ov!.JenC* relating to the form and magnitufe of the
pressure-tim seuefnce In the explosion -we enanat~nj from different sizes of charge under varying conditions.
It naY be of sMe assistance to consider the probable course of events when a charge is detonated under
Water. We shall assume in the first place that the charge i5 a sphere of radius 'r* centrally detonated
and enclosed In a metal case of known elasticity, density and thickness. If the rate of detonation Is
taken as 7000 metres/second w the time taken for the whole Of the Charge to detonate will be r/7 0 swonds
for a 100 lbs. T.N.T. Charge of radius approxisotely 0.2 metres this time is 2.9 x 10-5 second. It Might
reasonaibly be assud that the velocity of detonation If not greater than. is at any rate oqual to the
velocity of propagation of an elastic pressure pulse through the-charge. Consequently it Would SeOm
probable that the pressure on the Inside of the charge case will rise Instantaneously to Its saxisum value at
the Instant when All the Charge Is detonated and is converted into incardescent gas. The charge caxe and
surrounding water now begIn to maye radially, starting from Zero velty and rapidly rising to a Maximum.
That IS, the p-tess'- pulse 't'er-smitted Into tte water will hav.e a f!?!te t?! Of rile t,: it ~~~veltp
this time of rise probably depending on a numicr of factors viz: (1) the Maximumn pressure instantaneously
applied to the Inner well of the charge case. (2) the strength (elastic Constants) of the material of the
Charge Case, (3) the Inertia of the charge Case and surrounding water which is Set In mnotion: It is probable
also that the viscous resistance of the water plays an important part in the 'degradation' of the pressure
pulse near the charge where the displacement amplitude is large. G. W. Wlk~er formlated a theory of rise
of pressure. His est imate of the time of rise of pressure in an W.2 mine cases is surprisingly near the

observed ...

* This is based on a single observation. It should be noteo that under similar conditions
individual variations up to 305 have been observed.

It This statement strictly speaking applies only to such distances apart of charge and gauge as
are myet vith in the present investigation.

0 T.K.T. 6950 metres per sec.. 11a OoP
Dry G.C. 7996
Wet '5820
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observed value in the present investigation viz. iq.e x ju- secona.

3. Sutterworth' has more recently eamonned this p&*stion theoreticully by a differmnt process aria
&lSO finds that the time of rise of pressure as affected by the presence of charge case and surrounding
water Is of the order 0.5 x 16" second.

After the charge-case has burSt. the ,ublii of high pressure gas will rapidly expand With
consequent fall of pressure. In the present Investigation we are not concerned with the expansion of the
bubble after a time of the order of .001 scn. when it rises to the surface and expends Its remining
pressure In throning MeSse of water Into the air In the form of a spray anda pluues.

Froms uch general consideration It is to be anticipated that the pressure pu'se passing through
the water at a point saws distance from the chairge will have a short, but finite. time of rise to a maxima
value follwd by a ware gradwal fall of pressure to zero again at a rate determined by the expansion of
the gas bOle. A glanse at typical explosion records at once reveals ttoss, c~cracteristles. the time
of rise being wsally of the ore of le~ sec-d whilst the time of fall, of the order of 10~ second,
depends on the size of the charge. in what follows we shall deal In more alal with the principal
chAracteristics of the records. It is our purposet also to determine as far as possible ham nearly the
recorded p/t curve represents tft actual presr-time variations taking place at that point In the water
In which the p.s. gauge Is situated.

Mi Tioe of min IMd ""n Pressur.

in the original Paper follows a detailed discussion of (a) the effect of the charge caso. arid
(b) the effect Of the finite $sz of the piezo electric gauge and the weight Of the charge.

Mz fttO FalO t~W. VrainWt #qtOf Charg.

The question.of expansion, With Consequent fall of Pressure of the 4cas bubble has been dealt With
mtheumticallY 4 by Professor 0. LMM the dedutWilons being In general agreement with the experimental
results non obtained. Considerations of the rate of growth of the gas oboc indicate that the rate of
fall of presaure Is inVer*4ly proportional to the radius of the charge, I.e.. to the cube root of the
weight of the charge.

ftesuremeits of the time It, In which P a falls to 0.25 of its initial value (takiin from records of
charges varying In Weight from 2j to 1000 lbis.) Indicate that tis deduction is experimentally verified.
The results of observations are plotted in Figure 23 where it is SWe that

log a 0.32 W or t w*3

a t

wnich reiation with,,i expermental iim;t. i'ndkatqs. that. the rate or rail or pressure varies inversely
as the linear dimensions of the charge. Taking m I as the rate of rise of pressure and f as the rate of
fall, the following are approximate mean experimental values of the ratio m./m 2 for 2*, 10*, 100 and 1000 lbs.
charges. viz. 2. It. 7 and 16 respectively. These values were employed to calcuate the correction to the
Mill Ear mexiun pressure gauge G.F. It will be seen that the ratios Vary approximately as the cube root
of the weight of the charge.

* S. Butterworth. See Appendix B.

.APhil. Meg. January 1923. M. L~amb.

* Note - This result is Obtained by assuing an exponential fall of pressure. The form of
the pressure is more accurately expressed by the difference between two exponential
functions but the slight change In SP/3t Involved ffmb P a I to P = 25 between the above
Expression and the more accurate one is negligible.3c t K.
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(3) Irregularities in P/T Records.

in adit ion to the reguler rise and fall of pressure which alone has aeon considered up to this
point, the mjority ot pit records exhibit Irregularities of a more or less serious character. These
Irregularities have In samw cases been found to originate In the charge Itself. It others In the p.o.
gauge, whtlst in others they have been traced to the influence of bodies external to b0th the charge and
the gauge. The Irregularities arecClassified as periodic and non-perioidic.

(i) Ths pgriggic fluctuions of presture In the records hae been traced to the following
causes.

P)~ Vff10tifat Ione -in t he ssmuoe Muntin29. Wn the teurml In* crystals are mcutse
inside a cast prass ring (as in Figure 46; It wsfound In every Instance that the p/t
record showed a superposed damped oscillation of frequency about I00/Second, The
Initial amplitude of this oscillation wa a considerable proportion (los or so) of the
total pressure amplitude applied directly to the tourmfline. With a gauge mounting of
ebonite or Xylonite these oscillations, if preset at all, are negligible. Renord g
Sheet 3 shows the result obtained with an 'ebonite' and a 'Orass' gauge exposed to the
same shot (18* lbs. G.c.. The oscillations due to the bras$ gauge are very pronounced.

(.OM esoant sciltIon of the tourv'line slabs. A certain nummer of records, but not all,
show Indications of high frequency smell amplitude oscillations which 'my possibly be
ascribed to lcngitudt a1 oscillations of the tourmsline slabs In the direction of the
electric axis. These oscillations are shomm In Ilecore a b c * f h j and k on SMet 3.
In a b C a and f the gauge used wa 7 Inches circular broedsIde-on; In 1h1 the gauge ins
a 'strip' 15 Inches long used en-cn in j 'strip' and 7 Inches circular both broadsie
on; and in *kl 7 Inches circular edge-on and 7 iviehes circular broaside-on.

It will be seen therefore that the high frequency oscillations indicated by 'dots'
on the record, occur whatever the orientation or the gauge with respect to the charge.
In s0a0 cases, but not in all. it is possible to reconcile the frequency of these
Oscillations with the simple theory of resonant oscillations in thle tourmline Slabs.Thus in record 'j' the period of the dots in the first peeks is 0.31 w 10- second.
Taking 6000 metres/second as the velocity of elastic waves in tourmaline anid the thickness
involved 2.2 caim. the calculated period sho,1d be 0.37 x le~ second in fair agreement
with the record. Such agreement, howver. is not always obtained and we Mest look for
other causes also. It Is Interesting to note, In passing, that the dots In recmrda
b c Shcet 3 appear In pairs.

It IS difficult to explain why these Oscillations should appear In some records but
not in others - It is possible that some slight Initial variation in the form of the
Incident pht pulse may produce resonanice in the tourmsaline on One occasion bt noti
another. An examinat ion of this point and a test of gasiges h*~Itg touraline slabs of
different thicknesses would be intsresting.

y) Electrical Resonance in .C. Circuit. A Possible cause of high frequency oscillation
on the p/t record Is the existence of inductance and capacity In the electrical ci rcuit
of the P.e. gauge and oscillograph. The inductance (calculated) of the single coreC)
cable with earth return as used In the Present experiments is approximaetely 0.5 x 1r4 (7r)
henry per 100 feet. With a 300 feet length of cable, of total capacity of 10-8 farad,
the frequency of the superposed oscillations will be 105~scn preiaey hc
Is of the sam order of frequency as the oscillations due t.- resonance in the tourmaline
slabs (soe (2i) above). The cause of the high frequcncy oscillations recorded my, 4
therefore, be due cither to (e3) or (-/) or both, a~nd can only be distinguished with
certainty by varying L and C or by varying tte thicvrness of the tourmaline. A simpleI
test would be to use two gauges, having tourmaline of different thickness, In the samW
circuit for a record of the same shot.

In any case the amsplitude of these Oscillations is too sm.1l to have any practical
signi ficance, &a the records Show.

01i)...
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[YOM in the COOe Wharf the HlOunting Of the gau9e It non-esonant many of the p/t records
Still 6010111 Irrelgularitis which must be anscribed to other #,auses. A large nuer
of recoids have been obtained In Which two different p.s. gauges have been used - the
aceillograph rocort! consisting of two peaks cortesponding to the passage of the pressure
pulsep over the two gauges. A cesparison of such pairs of records reveals many
interesting features SoNN of Which We have mentioned already (e.g. variation of so and
P mmwith Ose of gauge). Apakrt from the Influence of the gauge Itself It Is at once
evid~ent that maily of the pecularIties occurring In one record of a pair appear also In
the Other. A large aMount Of evidence of this nature makes It clear that the charge
Itself Is resposaible for a large proportion of these Irregularities. Par eusapa I t
has been found that the p/t records of lei lb. Charges are very variable, son records
being Comparatively Smooth whilst others show vary serious Irregularities. Such
Irregularities and differences between individual .charges receive an explon' ion when
It Is reieftered that the 181 lb. G.C, Charge contains air cavities of tonsiderable
volume and somewhat Irregular distribution, 16 lb. charges are also suwwhaW variable
but not quite as and as the 160 lbs. - they also contain som air but only a Small
volume. In order to eliminate nntirely the possibility that Such Irregularities were
due to a particular gauge or oscillograph a numitir of records were made using two
Independent OSCiIlaOgraPhl end three P.*, gouges (strip and two circular (one Broadside.
7 Inches one Odj3e I Inch)), In all cases the three p/t peaks recorded were practically
Identical tethking allowance for any differences arising from tho difference In the siles
of the gauges used). Many of the Irregularities occurring In the records of T.N.f.
poured filled charges are probably due also to the presence of air cavities In theo
explosive - about )0 or 40% of the records are, however, practically *smoothl Records
a and b Sheet 5 are a typical example of a Smooth record reproduced1 on :1 different

ggC~S end With two different oscillographs. In this case the harga was 100 lbis.
block-filled T.N.T.

As was anticipated, the general effect of Increasing sile of P.O. gauge (fron 1 inch
(7 Inches broadside) to? IInches edge 00) was to smooth the recorded p/t curve. This
effet vas strongly marked in the comparison of gauge records, the broadside-on gauge
sometimes revealing very sharp pressure peoks which were smoothed cist almost ontiely
byv the edge-on gaige.

in certain of the earlier T.N.T. shots it was observed that tthe fall of orassure wee;
Irregular, but ShOsed the sane general features In all the records, It Was then
notlCeO that In these cases certain large diaphragm gauges containing air (cylinders
6 nchas to 12 Inches dianut.1 were lrtid at a certain distance (about it ?We further
frcm the charge) from the P.O. gauge. These large air cavities constitute a 'su1it' of
energy for the pressure pulse and the ref lected tension wave neutralises a portion of
the Primary pressure pi ssing over the p.e, gauge. Repeating the experiment, after
removing tile 'liaphrigm gougels, rc-ords comparAtivcly free from Irregularity were obtained.
It appeared from such results as i-ro that air cavities have a very powerful Influence
on the distribution of pressure at Appreciable distances away. in order to test the
point directly a 3-gauge 2-oscillograph comparison was mede with an Lei lbs. 0,C. charge
placing an empty Primer tin about 2 feet above the charge. The same Irregularities
appeared In the second oscillograph record. A 5liier experiment (with a 2 gallon petrol
tin near the charge) using two gauges recording on one oscillograph gave the result Shown
In Sheet 5 record Ig'. In both Cases It Will be seen that the air cavity Introduces
ver,r definite Irregularities Into the form of the prossure pulse. The effect of the
two qallon petrol tIn Is very pronounced And occurs at an instant coinciding with the
difference of path traversed by the primary wavu to the gauge and the wave which I$
rnflected from the empty tin. The earl ker Irregularities on the p/t curve of the
crcular gauge which do not acpear on the 'strip' record are probably due to the fslet
that the second record commew~es before the first Is finished - this statement applies
to many of the records where pairs of gauges were used a few feet apart.

In..
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In further Illustration of the effect of air Cavities it Noy be of Interest to
compare the record of an ordinary 300 lb. Amatol depth chargi (Figure 4 (1&)) with that
of a typical 14.11 mine 310 lbs. Amstol (figures1 (19)). Thle N.-h mine In every Case
exhibit& a second subsidiary peak of pressure Which does wt k ocCur In the depthocharge
record, The secondary peak has on the average a P I about 131I of that of the primary
Peak sni0 occurs about 1.1 thousandths of a second afterwards. The moentume In the
secondary Is about 10% of that In the primary pulse. It sees probable therefore that
about 901 of the wie~vntwo i % .umwunicated directly to the weter through the enda of the
Charge Case whilst the remaining 1ts fol lows eubloquently through the spherical mine
shell via the air-space. the htef of passage of secondary weve through the sir space
(about I toot) would probably be of the order of a thousandth of a second as the records
Indicate).

The record shown on $hoet 5 'h' is Interesting. In this case '-- charge (Ili lbs.
c.C.) was lashed to the end Of a sPar of soft Wood (about j inalies diameter). It at
observed that the maximum pressure recorded is abnormally low, the cugltomarg pesk Of the
curve having been cut off. It Is difficult to recoincile this result, however, with the
fact that the mfaximum pressure developed bY a 320 lb. 14.11 mine or an 15* lb. tl.C. charge
Is practically normal In spite Of the presence of a large surrounding volkese of air.
In these Cases It should be observal that the Irregularities produced by the air cavities
frm.queutly occur subsequently to the maxhim pressure being reached.

RLation of Presseur. Puts# from Surface and Bottom of the Sea. Reflectiols
fm the llL oz "GCrion".

it Is a matter of Importanco In co. iduring the affect of the o~plosion of a charge under the
water to determinw not only the magnitude and form of the direct Impulse but also the Impulses reflected
from the surface and bottom of the sea . In the case of Surface reflection me be* dealing with the
transmission of a prssfcuro pulse from a denser to a lI ghter medium in which Oka* the reflectec wave Is
Similar to the primery wave but reversed In phase - I.e. the reflected pulse appears as a wave of tension.
The actual process of reflection of a pressure pulse of largo emplitude Is complicated by the facts that
water Is Incapable of transmittirg a large tension and that the surface breaks up Into spray St the onset
of the prirmry pressure wave. Reflection from tie bottom Is comparatively simple but presents certain
diffIC01ties With which we Shall deal later. In this case the pulse Is travelling from a lighter to a
denser mediums so that the reflected wave has the sans phase 2s tht, Incident wave, I.e. the bottom reflection
Is a wave of positive pressure similar to that of the primary pulse.

(a) Lottos Reflect ion

When the cathode stream Is traversed sufficiently slowly across the plate It is possible to record
not only the primary pressure pulse Which reaches the ;f.e. gauge directly but also the reflected pulses
from the surface end tho bottom of the See. From geometrical considerations It Is a simple matter to
determine the moet suitable rate of traverse to record these reflected pulses. Typical records showingbottom reflections are reproduced on Mhost 8 a to d.

The following table Includes the results of measurements of records of this Character. In the
table hi and h, are the distances of the charge and p~t. gauge respectively from the bottom, the charge
being 15 feet from the gauge In each Case.

Table .....
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Weight Length of path Maximem Pressure amplitude Ratio of

No. of h1  h2  (cms. on record) amplitudes

Charge Direct Reflected Direct Reflectd of reflected

lbs. Feet Feet Feet Feet and incident

pressure

waves

I I 6 5 15 19.2 2.5 none -

recorded

2 21 11 11 15 26.6 1.76 0.53 515

3 2 *2 42 15 43 1.90 0.15 451

4 2 6 66 15 133 1.55 0.11 501

5 21 66 66 15 133 1.40 0.08 501

6 21 s0 80 Is 165 2.30 15 701

7 2* 80 80 15 165 1.5 0.10 701

(8) 2A 80 80 iS 165 2.4 0.11 451
9 100 80 80 15 165 2.7 0.1# 571

The values of efficiency of reflection given in the last colum of the above table were obtainod

by referring the reflected pressure to the same distance, 15 feet, as the primary pulse assuming the inverse
distance law of p.assure variation. Thus in shot No. 2 the observed reflected pressure amplitude is 0.3

cms. the reflected path being 26.6 feet. Referring this value to a distance of 15 feet we obtain 0.90* cms.
which is 515 of that produced by the direct preslure pulse at this distance. Shots (2) and (3) in the
above were fired over i soft mud bottom in Portsmouth Harbour whilst the others, except No. 1, were fired
in Spithead at a point where thn bottom is hard mud end sand. The mean of all observations indicates an
efficiency of reflection of 55* approximately from a bottom of :,Jd and sand. This result has an' important
bearing on the use of bottom mines of the 'M' type. the maximum pressure, and presumably the nonentum,
developed by such mines being consequently 505 greater than the correspondin; values for ordinary mines

moored in miduter. Similarly the result is of importance in relation to echo methods of depth sounding
where a small amplitude pressure pulse is reflected from the sea-ted.

(o) Surface Reflection. Reflection from the hull of H.M.S. 'Gorgon'.

The question of the reflection of a large-amp itude pressure wave from a wate-air surface is
much more difficult than might at first be supoosed from a consideration of the work of eariier investi-

gators, in particultr of Hilliar and Walker. Thus both assume that the pressure pulse Is completely
reflected at the surface, but reversed in phase, the effects at any point in the water being simply
determined by a supr'oosition of the positive direct and negative reflected waves, making due allowance for
the time difference in arrival at the point in question. It rill be shown that such is not the rse.

n order to determine the critical depth at which the surface was only just broken %or just not broken, as
we Chose) into spray, Charges were fired by these observers at different dcpth. On the basis of Such

experiments it was found that the maximum pressure applied to the water turface was about 0.3 ton/sq.in.
at the critical stage when spray is just beginning to form. Consequently it wes stated that the wave of
this oressure amplitude is perfectly reflected, out it was erroneously concluded from this observation that

water is capable of withstanding a tension of th;s amount. It will be shown in what follows that such
is not the case, it has been rightly supposed, however, that the surface is capable of reflecting large
pressure amplitude (of the order of 0.3 ton per sq. inch) but It must be remembered that at the instant

of reflection the water below the surface is still under compression from the 'tall' of the advancing

pressure pulse. The effect of the reflected pulse therefore is merely to neutrallse this positive

pressure (either totally or in part) but nrjngcessril)_to produg.j ]gZ eJ&aLoj in the water.

Typicai records showing surface reflections are reproduced in Sheet 7, whilst the experimental
results for a numbr of 2k, 16* and 100 lb. charges arc included in the following table.

Table ......

Best Available Copy
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.RFACE REFLECTION

Depth Feet Length of Tin Maximum Pressure NegatIve

path feet difference recorded Pressur-,

Charge Charge Gauge Direct Reflected of second OTrect I RefleCted
Id -r- Cale. lcS./sq.in. lbs./sq.in.

1. . 4 .. 5. 6. . 9.

W1) 18* lbs. G.C. 15 15 20 36 .0032 1765 75 53

(2) (a W 15 15 30 1*2 ,002*1 1165 93 50

(b * 15 is 45 54 .0018 80 40 50

(3) (a r 15 is 30 42 .002 1460 joM 68

(b 15 5 54 .0016 900 83 60

(4) (a 15 15 30 42 .0024 1170 93 80

(b ' 15 15 45 54 .0019 750 50 60

(5) (a " 15 IS 20 36 .0032 2000 92 64

(b 15 iS o 50 .002 10% 58 30

(c 1s 1 61 68 .0034 612 40 20

(6) 15 1* 24.5 25.7 .0003 1200 600 lbs. 60

indef-
Inite

(7) 15 2" 23.8 26.2 .0005 1315 500 lbs. 53
Indef-
Inite

(8) 2 lbs. 30 30 15 52 .009 1190 20 20

(9) 30 30 i5 52 o0 90 15 15

(10) • 60 60 15 120 .020 910 15 is

(it) 15 15 15 33.6 .0038 1390 60 42

(12) 1t 14 15 33 .0038 1150 30 30

(13) ' 14 14 15 33 .0038 1020 30 30

(is) it 14 1I 33 008 1500 0 40

(15) 11 11 15 26.6 :0023 1300 55 None

(16) 100 lbs. 10 13 40 46 .0012 1779 320, None

(S.16) T.N.T.
(17) 100 lbs. 23 23 60 74 .0028 895 150 100

(5.22) T.N.T.I

(18, G.4 15' 15" 47 i .0006 (2600) 570 170

250 IbS. 6 from from

T.NT. surface surface

In all cases (1) to (17) the actual values of tension must be regarded as approximate only.
The value in (1) Is fairly accurate.

The conditions of reflection In these cases when the gauge is practically In the surface -

are rendered uncertain oy surface Irregularities and the presence of the air floats near

the gauge. The records indicate, however, a considerable drop In maximum pressure and
Momenttum.

The reflection in this case took place from the steel hull of H.M. Ship "Gorgon'.

A glance .

3est Available Copy
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A glance at the above table reveals a number of outstanding points. In the first place th2

maximum tension recorded under any circumstances is 170 lbs. per square inCh; in the majority of cates
the tension is of the order of 50 los./square inch. It see.T4 improbable that the actual tension attained

at any point in the water ever exceeds 200 lbs./square inch. On the other hand, the maximum pressure
amplitude of the reflected pulse may reach 600 lbs. per square inch - se Column 8 of above table, In which
case only a small fraction (sometimes zero) appears as tension. When the total reflected pressure amplitude
is small the proportion of tension Is usually great.

The results 7ncludcd in the table cannot possibly be explained on any theory of simple reflection
from the surface, for the reflected pressure amplitudes recorded are, as a rule, only a few per cent
(N or 5 usually) of the expected values if perfect reflection is assumed. In certain cases, hor>,vr, e.g.
Shots (6) (7) (16) and (1s) in table, the reflected pressure is much greater than usual and In one of these
cases (16) there is no tension recorded. In order to explain these appare,;tly wioaly varying results the
following qualitative theory (deleted) Is suggested. It Is assumed that perfect reflection takes place
at the water-air surface and that the tenilon at sny point In the water cannot cx ,

-d 'p' lbs./quare Inch

without rupture and the consequent formation of a new water-air (or vacuum) surface.

The experimental results are In general conformity with the above theory of critical layers and
multiple reflecting surfaces.

it seens not improbable also that this theory will explain certain large discrepancies still out-

standing between the 'spray method' of measuring explosion pressure (see G.w. Walker's reports) and other
methods such as Hilliar and the p.e. method row described. The question of the spray phernemea on these
grounds requires further consideration.

To sumnerise the results of this section it appears that,

(1) The value of the maximum tension which sea-water can support momentarily Is probably less than

200 lbs./square inch. Values of 100 lbs./square inch In 'water-in bulk' and of 170 lbs./square
Inch between water and steel are the highest tensions recorded.

(2) The maximum recorded pressure reflected from the sea surface is about 600 lbs./square inch but
there is no reason to suppose that this is the maximum possible.

(3) A Qualitative theory is proposed to explain these results. On this theory it appears that when
the depths f charge and gauge re greater than certain critical values (depending on the size
(if charge and distance from giuge) the reflected pressure amplitude cannot exceed a certain s")Il
value of the :'rder of 200 lbs./square Inch.

(4) In the circumstances tated in (3) the practic3l effect of the 'negative-momentum' reflected from

the surface of the sea ;s negligible.

6. Velocity of the Pr. ssuri Y'aw.

Experiments carried out at St. Margarets Bay S/R Station' in 1920 and 1921 gave an accurate value
of the velocity of smell amplitude explosion waves over a base lime of the ordor of 10 mileg, The velocity
at different temperatures was expressed by the fcrmula

v t - 4756 + 13, t - 0.12 t
2  

feet/second at a salinity of

Hilliar in 1919 measured the velocity of large-amolitude pressure waves (close to large charges) by

means of two contacts at a known small distances apart and a chronograph running at a know, speed. His
experiments yieldeo the result that, within a few per cent, the velocity of the explosion wave (of pressure
amplitude 0.7 tOn/sq.In.) is the same at that of sound waves In water, or Pbout 4900 feet/second. The
temperature of the sea at the time of the measurements is not specified.

In the

Proc, Roy, Sc. A, 10), p.284,, 192).

Best Available Copy
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In the present Invest igationi an attempgt yess made to determine tie velocity at the pressure wave
near the charge as accurately as possible In order to obtain the variation of Velocity with pressure.
amplitude. The method finally adopted employed two exactly similar circular p.s. gauges placed broedile-
on to the charge and fixed on a rigid Iron bar (of girder section) at a distance apart usually 6 test
(approx.) which could be accurately measured. The pair of gauges were suspended at a known distance
from tho Charge on a continuation of the line of the ant passing through the charge. The depth of the
charge. IN* G.C. and the gauges was kept constant at 15 feet the disances of the two gauges being 16 and
20 feet respectiialy from the charge. The gauges were connected In parallel to the oacillographt recording
plato.%, the usual circuits containing the pressure switch Oeing employed to traverse thot spot across the
plate. In order to obtain an accurate measure of the time-interval between the two preveuret peaks (due
to the two gauges) to be recorded, the potential variations In a valve circuit oscilll. Iri at a frequency
of 2000 1- (or In some (4Nsea 1000 -/secomC) were appili to Oo of the deflecting plate's, Of the pilci ilograpi
whilst the record was being fade. In this manner tot record consists of an oscillation of 2000 ijcond
on which the two pressure peasks are superposed. 3inca the rise of Iressure Is very sudden, the Instant
of arrival of the explosion wave At each gauge can be read off the record very accurately. ?.! frequency
of oscillation was standardised at the time of firing the charge by comparison with a tuning formo of
frequency 1000 -/second. A steel tape graduated If, toot (tenths and hundredths) was employed to measute
the distance apart of the gauges. It Is Considered that the distance apart of the gauges Is probably
correct to I part In 1000. The probable error In measurement of the velocity due to errors measurements
of length of base ;a not greeter than :t 0.1%, I.e. to 1 5 feet in a velocity of the order of $000 foot/
second. it must be pointed out at this stage, however, that the proiable orror of the final result Is
considerably greatev then this due to errors Introduced In the actual measuretment of the records. Further
reference to this wil be mado later, Temperature observatio~ns. using a reversing thermometer weri made
on Pach occasion of firing a charge. Ths preliniinary observat ions by the method Indicated above gave a
valut. which agreed closely with the ordinary velocity of small amplitude waves, i~e. in accordance with
the St. Margarets Say results. This unexpected result, led us to suspect a possible orror due to the
movement of the iron girder-bar which carried the gaugeso In the direction of the oreAsre wave, such
movement being transmitted (at a velocity higher than that In the water) through the bar Itself to the
second gauge. Such a movement would have two effects, (1) to increase the effective length of the base
tIie tetwen tmno gauges and, (?) to develop a smt-0l prcssurc on the stjcond gauge Wefre the arrival of
the pressure pulse thrLugh the water, The entire absence of (2) made It seem Improbable that (1) was
of a serious nature, In order to leave no room for doubt, however, the experiment was repeated~ with the
two gauges SVSPCnded freely (though at a definite distunce apart) by means of spinyarn from Short cross
bars fixed on the girder bar. Tht, values of the velocity ."re, however, unaffected by the change In the
method of mounting the gauges, thereby elim~inating thu possibility of the error mentioned above.
Further measurements were therefore made with then gauges rigidly clamped to the Iron girder-4ar.

The velocity observations may conveniently be divided Into two series viz. (1) those moo march -
May 1923 when the see temperature was nbovt 10*C aid, (2) those trade in December 1923 the temperature
theft being 7%C approx, In the first series of ooservations the time scale was generated Oy an oscillation
of 2000 -/ second wIt h high harmonies (see Sheet 8 Records a to d), It was thought possible In this manner
to obtain 't' the time intorval between the gauges more ecci~rately on account of the increabed
probability of obtaining sharply defined turning points on the times scale occurring at or near the instmnts
of commencenment of the pressure rise at the two gauges. In thia case ;t vies arranged that the 'pressure
deflection' on the record should be large compared with the i.,C. oscillations. Thin frequency of
ocillat ion was adjw-ited to 2000 ,/second by tuning eurally to a 100O'-/socond fork, It Is estimated
that the error Introduced In this manner does not exceed I In 280 In frequency, i.e. :t 20 feet in velocity.
In the second series of experiments a large amplitude sine wave of 1000 %4&econd was used as the time
scale, the pressurc deflection being kept rolativ'uly small (sees Sheet 0 Records e, f and g). The
frequency in this case was adjusted to that of the fork by beat$ and Is considered accurate to I In 1000,
euivalent to ± 5 feet In velocity, The results of all obeervationS are include'. In the following table,

where a comparison ja made with the Values of velocity for afll-amplitude wavus at the saiw temperatures.
The dmstances of the two gauges from the IS* lbs. charges were In all cases 15 feet and 20 feet respectively,
corresponding to a value of P MXat the miCd point of the base-line of 2000 lbs /sq.in,

Table..

This fork had previously Coen standardised ty direct comparison with a similar fork maving
an 4.P.L. certificate its frequency being 1000.35 at 16eC.
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Record ho. Temperature LWngt ot Velocity V feet Correspondin'v' Difference
OC base toot per second for small amplitude (V~v)

waves ft./stc. ft.sec.

V.2 9.5 46.996 1162
16 9.5 16,190 487S
6 9.5 U1.089 46600
7 10.8 44,917 '6680
8 12.0 5.010 4W87

Mean 10.3CC mean 4378 tt./seC. 4686 tt./,sec. -10

V.16 6.6 4.99? 4066
17 7.0 '.90 46910
Is 7.0 4'6,A 46940
19 7.2 4.825 '192t
20 6.7 4,825 '6875
22 6.? 46.828 4896

Mean ti.4C mean '6906 ft./sec. '48146 ft./sec.- 460

Mean or 8.50C 46890 ft. /3"'. 16865 It./see. 45

ell records

The chief source ot error In the velocities ;Ivan in te above table is that Involved In the actual
measuremtent of the records. In the first seriet V2 to Vg, for example, the probablei error due Wo this
cause In Individual measurements is 1 30 ft./see. by taking a series of Independent measurements of each
recnrd, however, the error nay be reduced. Taking Into consio-3ration all tne ative inu;tiwied so-jrce3 of
error It seems probable that the velocity '6875 tt./sec, at 10.30C Is correct within I alts of ±1 '60 ft./sec.
Similarly it was considered that the value '6906 tt./sec. at 6.90C obtained In the second seris Is also
correct within th(- linits t 30 ft./sec. It will be observed, however, that whilst the average of the
first series gives a value of velocity of 10 ft./sec, lower then thy known value for small amplitude waves,
te averaige of the second series Is 60 ft./set. higher. It is difficult to account for this difference.
Tak4ing the mean of all observations the velocity of the large-mplitude preceure pulse Is '4890 ft./sec.
at 8.50C as compared with 4865 ft./sec, to- 'waves of very sma~ll amplitude. The difference between these
values is small and~ oncertain,

Growth of Gas Bubble.

ReferOnCe has Wleady been made- above to the elperimeetal obst~rvat ion that the rate of tall of
presue s roorioalto tne raisoTh hre hin of course implies that the gas bubble formed

at the Instant of complete detonation expands approximetely In accordance with ordinary gas laws. it Is
a matter of som theoretical smd probably practical importance to nmataure th6 rate of expansion of the
bubble. and co-isequently the rate of displscement of the water surrounding It, by more direct methods.

This question has already been examined by lemsauer' by the following method. A numer af steel
points at known distances from~ the charge are conhect,,d through Insulated leads to corresponding
electromagnets which are arranged to control markis on a chronographic drumi Hormally, dirnct currcmt
posses %hrouVh tm,; pvints an returns through la1rg^ virth plate, whon the charge is exploded, huwever,
and the expandin4 gas bubble touches one of the points the current is Cut off and the corresponding
electro-magnet recordis the instant on the chronoilraph. Similarly for the other points. In this way
the chronograph reforo indicates the arrival of the bubble at the successive points, where It IS
possible to deduce tne Velocity arid accelerat ion of the boundary of the gas bubble. using charges of
Ory gun cotton of I to 5 l03. weight, It was fourid that the maximum displaceent of the boundary was

given 4..

C, Ramnsauer (Ann, der Physik V vol. 72 Heft 4., pp. 265.284 August 1923) and Admiralty
Technical Records Ac. 117.
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given by 0 mlax a 159.3 4VI -1

where W Is weight In grams and P is the total external preasure (at"Ospeheric + hNa4 of water). In the
came of a particular charge of 16.10 grams of dry G.C. fired at a depth of 500 am$. It was found that
the radius of the bubble passed through the values 50, 100, 200. SO0 and 400 ems. at time$ cPorspoMOIng
to 44, 60, 100 and 125 x W4' second respectively from the Instant of dotonation, From observat ions
of this nature the speed of water displacemant at varying distance& and depths was determined.

Using piaza electric records of the pht sequence of explosionso Iutterworth has dealt with the
question of aepansion of the gas bubble theoretically. Rsemsauers experimental results are In goo
agreement with the theoretical deductions,

9xperimmte were Commenced during the present Investigation to test a modification of RNomaurr
method but no opportunity offered for Completing the work. It way be of interest, however, to outlinen
the method for future use with large charges - Roagsuer has only applied his method to charges up to
about 5 lbs. weight. In the proposed modification a nue6ber of points In the soa are supplied with A.C.
of known frequency. rhe potential drop across the points and earth return Is Indicated on the cathode
ray oscillogreph. AS the bubble passes #2ch point In succession the voltage changes corresponding are
Indicated by a Change of amplitude of she A.C. wave on the oscillograph. Traversing the spot In the
usual wanner therefore should give an A.C. record showing a 'ceopped' appearace, eah 'Step' Indicating
the arrival of the bubble at one ot the points. The insttat firing the charge is Indicated by the
spot coemnencing to move when the pressure switch Is closed. The time-intervals between the steps are
kmown from the knowledge of the A.C. frequency. hI'M preliminary tests of the rnwtho# Indicated, however,
that the phenomena are not So simple as WAS at first supposed. Thus It wae feumd that the bubble on
arriving at the first 'point' Instead of increasing; the effective resitance of the point actually
reduced It to a very Small value. thereby meshing t'ie *ffnet of the Progreso of the bubble Oyer the
Succeeding points. There can be no doubt that the intoricr of the bubble In these early stages of
expansion Is a good electrical conductor, this being due, no doubt, to the intense Ionisation due to
the high temperature of the newly formed gas'. with a little modification, however, to Meet such
Practical difficulties, there appetars to be no serious reason 11.'y the method should rot be developed so
as to be of service In mfeasuring the rate of growth of bubble for large charges.
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APPINCIA A,

-. Pi ego plF ctric ronatonts and Other Properties of ToaraLne

(a) Chasical Cgmposit ion.

17 Al20'31 9 Fe O, 2NeO2  24 Si02. 11103, ?H2D.

) Specif,, Indkcive Capacity 0 6.78 (A..L. meurent) of 11ick, Tournteins,

Wc) !l o Eletric Constants.

() Pressure aspiled along the electric exis 9s a -5.72 x tOe I.S.U.

(9) Pressure applied along the optic axis. Ka a 0.

(3) Pressure applied In the 3rd Direction. K, 8 -0.56 x LO'4 .-. 11.

(C) Hydrostatic Pressure. K . s K2  3 a -6.6 x tire E.3.u.

and Q a K p A where 0 Is the charge developed In E.S.U. 'p' Is presure In dynes per
q.ln. and A is the area of crystal free at right angles to electric aviS.

d) Velocity of Sound in rournellne slob. 6000 metres/eacond (Provisional only)

(a) Density of black Tourmaline 3.0 to 3.a

2. Pieago ILectric Constants of Quartz and Roghe-L SW.

Quartz

KI  6,MS x o-6

K2  0
W3 -6.MB x 

"

K - Ki + K2 + K0

Rochelle salt reiponds only to $hearing forces and consequently gives no eflect on application

of hydrostatic pressure,

3.Data RelatijLL. Cthode Ray 0 c;llogr'i.

(a) vdelocity of Cathode Rs

v 5 .95 e ca/sec.

where V is the p.d. (in volta) earceerating the cathode rays.

() Voltage Sansativlty or Cathode Ray Oscillo-rsit.

Deflection 8 .A C.,C~ caB. per volt.
2v d 2'

whs *a distance from aid-pain of deflecting plates to screen.

Is * leigtt of deflecting pletes.
d di a cae apart of deflecting plates.

According to "Tsbles of Phye ial Constants" plltihed by Fren h Physical Society, the
conpos,tion Is very variable.
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Wc Itinetic soinatIvIty of Cathode aq ascflogjp..

! 0. .9 t .
OarleCtiofl a L 04rm3II 7'"

where N s strength of regnetic.field.

X length of magnetic field traversed by the cathode raps.

anid I - distance from mid-point of magnet to scream.

.Cpacities of Cable, fO.e. "'aul-e$ etc.

(a) Single Core cable In sea (Pattern 1309A Ps C

used with p.e. gau0ss) 0D o 0 4r,1,-52 e.

kc 2.5 for rubber

capaity O* W 1.002 fd. per 100 feet

(b p.e. gauge (7 inches oia~retpr) capacity 0.00035 tfd. (approis.)

Wc Oscillograph Deflectig la~tO capacity a few cms. only.

(d) .d.rsL.rp c lo 11-CS d a diamester of wire
2 lg.~ ~ h a height above earth

x length4 Gis.

IV . 4754 + 19.8t - O.±2t
2 fect/sceond.

where tIis the temperature of the sen in degrees Centigrade and the a lInity of the 3ee is 351.

6. Some Poerties of Ex*losiveos

(a) Rates of Detonation.

Cxploslve Density of VelocityILoading metres/sec.
T.NT.1.57 6950

Gun cotton (cry) 1.2 7)00

"rito) 40/60 1.55 " 670

mercury Fulminate loose 3000

"")Met and Oases1 on D toti.2.

calories per gram Total gates c.c.

Cwpos v.water gaseous par gram.

Y.,N.T. (m1.3) 924 726

Gun cotton 96237

Amato '0/60 0A 1.3) $6 6

Proe. key Soc. A.

too journal C".in $c, Vol, 119 O., Sir R. Roberts. W,&~ ft"CIO



SOTS ON 2I(E SFC2' 0." A 2WItN SNIL PLAPS IN MEf
~~~Au ~ I~ Oi A ND jR~ LLSI0NQ VAYR

Ifr a smSI I awpI Itu~e Wave Of any type passes normal ly through the surface of iiepat Ion of two

mei having densities p, p, and characteristic velocities of propagat ion c,, C, then at the surfece

of separation there will be produced a reflected and transmitted ways whenO pressure amYplitilis are

obtained from that at tho Incident wave by muiltiplying by cO4fflciefits r, 3Ssuch that

r I P I QI1 1  andsa v I +r

P1 C1 a "' It

in these tortwjlao the incident wave Is Suppowqe to be travell Ing In the medium of dniyp I h

direction at trevel be reversed the rftlectionl and transmission co-ofticients airdsit iS the

a ar 1~ 4 1~ 1  in tha case whore the media are water and steel we tirid r 6'OiS.

ttthis result be applied to the cost of a thin steel plate placed normally In the Path ot an

explosion wave we fin~d that tis emerging wave Is built up of a succession of waves ech of the earn
form &a the Incident eve but delayed In time by intkirnal to and fro motion between the surfaces of the

plate. Thus the first wave emerging Is of a.3plituds ts(thv Incident wave being assumed unity) end Is
followed by similar waves of amplitudes ss r1  4 61  s .. a nevl r t twee''i

the time taken to pass ecro~ss tie plate with the velocity approprists to steel.

if, as Is approxirmately the case tar an explosioni wave, we u,:sumw the Incident wave to be

represented by e' (When the time t') and zero When t negative the emerging WAve Is given by

a 4 ( l 4 * 2-nt ("t ~7)
+ +. rr 1(

when t lies between 2(n-1), land 2n -. Thus the merging wave varies by jerks at intervai& 2 *r.

It these Intervals are Short at Is the Case ;Iri thin Plates we cam obtain the general course of the

Wave With time by putting

2 M 'r 4 t r, 4 . CE

and the energlig wave :t then 0 WCt - (17A)

where p r lg

The maximum pressure in the xwrgent wave occurs when t i ogepBanid has the value

trm P W (B ),t3. . In Illustration suppose the Incident wave to fail to 11C In 10 second
(as it approxim~ately the case far s wave developed by a 500 lb. charge of T.N.T.) And let the Steel

plate considered be 1 cm, In thickves. Then sincfe the un It of time Is 10 second and the volocity

ot propagation in steel IS 5 x 105 cm. per sacond, -r 0,002 end with f, % 0.912, A 1 36, P a J. giving

Pmoe a 0,977 and t 0 0.102 x to-) aecond.

The theory given above Is of course only accurately aipplicable to waves of small amplitude. it

has, however, been used In tt* text tu eat nmato the eftect of the mine-case In altering the form of the

pressure wave. Since In thes. sipi catIon3 tho al teration Is small fare awtell a-mplitudo wave, it may

be fairly safely concluded that tiE effect& for iarge amlie waves will also be smell.

For simplicity the unit of time Is chosen to be thetime taken tor the wave to

tall to I/C.
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CORRECTIOS ONF ?riED)-fiE RIC RECRDS LUE To

it Is uissued that the pressure recorded at any Instant Is the man pressure ovter the surfaes
of the gauge.

The 2601te Is mot oft to the wave end the a for Pressuret-11gce Is taken to be

Let the radio$ Of the gauge be I and caneicer the momhent when the wave front has reached the posit ionA f In Viglire I (Appendix C).' Let A I sublend on angle 1$ at the Centre of the gaug aid let a narrow
strip C 0 of width ax paral lel to A 0 subtendl on angle 119, Then the Contribution of C 0 to the total
pressure Is

PC $x -k, pin(9 )

since l0' 2& $inil9, x0 a Nosill- toi#). &x - - a 4i"19118

integiating frq x* 0 to x a (M a (I -coos011 that Is frm 89 4btou 0, we have for this Integral
pressure Us P Sim2 0 dO where p Is expressed In terhis of 1 by replacing

x by a (CosE69- Coos$) In (1)

Making this substitution in th$ Sri*s int (1). Inteorsting term, by term end dividing byt ar 6 we find
for the wean pressure

Pm a PVA + C A 4 0 *2a2 C + 0)

where 4, 1. C are functionA of$ vlgz-

Ci C06240 (5 4 sin a2$) - Icoaosin~~w+ 6$ Saim 1))

The formulae give the following values for 4, 8, C.

A C 0 1- o

000 0 0 o
300 0.029 0.001 0.00 0 IJ4600 0.196 0.040 0.01 Q.500900 Moo0 0.218 0.04 1.000

1*00 0.605 0.&sO 0.211 1.000
1500 0.971 0.066 0.00 1.864

Ig*1.000 1.000 0.62 2.000

Ily MOMn of this table and equation (3), the Course Of the prsssure-tim cus-ve recorded by the gauge
up to the momenit the waye fromt tee traversed the gauge diameter my "e obta Imed for any given valuesoA and a, for If TOI the time to traverse trte gauge diaeter and t the time so travese the distance

Thus
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Thus, when IWA 0,1 we obtain the flwing results

t/Or a O/le, 0-o 0. 5Oao 0.00 0.750 0,9)) 1.000

PmlP 009 0,181 0.160 0.707 0.15 0.6l5

During this interval the recorded pressure is rising practically the whole time. Whon t ue."S4 I

the recorded pressure mea5L twe5ssariy tail ,end will follow she law

Pm - Pr 4, (t , 70) (5)

where Pmo Is the value or Pm whmn t 0 r) and m gives the rate of decay of the true proelue with 1nw1,
As a first epproximat Ion we nay take thn mximum pressure ao ocurrihq at t a r a and as given by tie forlmile

Pm " P(l- pa O.wl/j
3 2, ) (at

We will now obtain a nire accurate expresslo for P since the time to reach the maximwu Is slightly
loss than 0 . Asswuing the Pnximum to oa¢u" when q"iffer8 frow by & sMaIl angle 0/ put 1 0 w -

in squatilors (4) and ,xpnd In ascending powers of $t then

A L-* P + ...... to order #'

* - I + - * 2+ ..... to order. . (7)

C ." .... , to order 41

0 (co-efficient of 4 h
3

) 4 to order unity.

Substituting In (3)

ft -' P (I O -.. (P5)PA+Pm101 A ,[ - -, , Sp+ .n+ i a
3 ,,. (0)

in the neighbourhood of to aif
To find the maximum, differentiate with respect to W and equate to zero. The maximm occurs when
0-pam and has the val ve

Prnax P (IM + A 2 a2  ,7ra ' 'a 3 ()

and occurs at a time r such thlt

4 V
2 2 

Coo)

Equation (Y) Vives the following values for P"xan '7

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.)0 0. 5 0.50

PeX/P 1 0.951 0,906 0.61 0.846 0.79t 0,759 0,731 0.708

7/' 1 0-998 ,99M 0,96 0.976 0.962 0.94G 0 916 0,90M



Sheut 

()Ti.ma Scale (b) T'ime 8o=1O
S1000 per/soo -. 2000 per/saoo

( ) Time Scale (d) Time Scale( O,00 ver/sca. i10,000 per/sac*

(a) ProsoUra Ca ibration (f) wussuru Calibration
AC. Method%. Rotating Potentiomoter

method.

(g) Proessure Calibtion (h) roasswc Calilration
Znauctiva othod. InductivO Method.

(Notc co vOltage,- Alibration)
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Sheet :CI

(a) Variation of P with (b) Variatimn of P with D
distanse 18J Ibs. G.C. 100 lbs. T.N.T. charge
Ga ges A.D. & C. at 20, Gauges at 15, 40l and 60 feet
40 and 60 feet. X2, E and X,

(Note surlac refleo- (Note surface and botto
lanso )refectis).

(a) Record saring electrical (g) Good insulp.tion
leakage. I 8 lbs. G.C. charge
181 lbs. G.C. charge- at 20 feet.

(Note surface reflections). 3.0 ms. m 001 sec.
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Sheet III

1a) 8, lb. G. oharge at (b) 1e4 lbs. C,. at 13 tet,
13 ft. 0 Me. . .001 sc. , =. .001 acco*r.

(Note pairs of ldots on (Note dots on rising
rising preoa~ur lined. press).

(0) i8i, lbs. G.C. (k) IW; lbs. G.C.
Strip and Circular (7') Two circular 7" gauges
gauges Iroadside-on at Edgo-on at 150 A
15' and 20 feet. Broadside on at 20 feet
Empty primer tin 2 feet rcepoctivoly.
rabove chArge. (Notu H.. Dots on rising

(Note (i) dotted rise pressure).
of aressure( iirrxegularities due

to omuty primer tin).

(a) 100 lbs. T.N.T. (Block (b) 100 lbs. T.N.T. (Block

Filled). illed).
Strip Broadside 36 ft. Oar Edge-on 36 ft.
Oar Broadside 42 ft. 1,3 oms. e .001 sec.
1.35 azs. a .001 sec. Record on Osoillogreph B.
Record on 0.Onllograph A.

(a) and (b) are records of same shot).

(g) Effect of Air Cavity () 1%7 lbs. G.C.
near charge. 18' lbs G.C. Car Broadside 15 ft.
9trip Bradside 15 ft. Strip Broadside 20 ft.
Oar Broadside 20 ft. (The ohxrgf in thia cace

(Note effect of umpty 2 wis lashod tn a spar of
gall. petrol tin at 2 ft. soft wood).
abcve charge).
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SURACE AND BOTOM MUiION

(a) a lbs. G.0. at 1 ft. (d) ;4 lbs. G.0. at 15 ft.
Charge and gauge to surface Charge and gauge to surface
a 11 rt. a 21 ft.
Charge .and gauge to bottan Charge and gauge to bottom
a 21 ft. 0 11 ft.
Both surface and bottam Note large amplitude bottom
roflections shown olearly. reflection.

(g) 1 , la. C.C. at 20 ft. (h) 250 lbs. T.N.T. at 47 ft.
Depth of charge and from p.u. gaugo. The
gauge 15 ft. lattor hung t- ft. from
0.5 a . . .001 sea, hull of ship ("GORCQN).

Note surfaou reflection. Note markod hull refleotion and
slight tension developed.
(Upper part of main poak

P ~ aoaidontaly out off in
original record).

VE1LOCITY PJL0OEDE

a

(a) Time Soale 2,000 per sea. (d) Repeat of (a).
with large -,mbur of
hamoniss.
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A MEASUREMENT OF THE PRESSURE CLOSE
TO AN EXPLOSIVE UNDER WER

0. 61. Taylor and R. M. Davlos
The BnaLneering Laboratory, Caubtids.

Juno 1944

This Report describes an experient In which an viectrrcal modification or the Hopkinson
pressure bar was iued to measure the prossure developed by a charge of I.5 lb. T.N.T., primed
with 0.05 lb. C,.,. and exploded under water with the pressure end of the bar at a distance of
7.79 Inches from the centre of the charge.

The record obtained In the experiment can be Interpreted as giving an intial pressure of
about 17 tons/Sq. In. which remains constant for about 0.08 to 0.10 milliseconds; for the conditions
of the experiment, the calculat ions of Pegnney and Dasgupta give an Initial pressure 6? about 20 tona/
sq. Im., dropping. to half-value In about 0 07 milliseconds. rho agreement between the theory and
our experiment Is not good. It musat, however, be remenoterou that the theoretical result Is for a
spherical dotonation wave, whereas the exporiment was carried out with a cylindrical charge.- at the
sme tim, difficulties irise In Calculating the pressure from the oscillooran on account of She
disturbing offects of dispersion In the pressure bar and of the normal pressure acting on Its
cylindrical surface when the shock wave is propagated outwards.

in two recent official reports we have described an electrical modification of the H~opkinson
pressure Dal which can be used to measure high transient pressures, the apparatus has been adapted
to measure the pressure near a charge exploWe under water end the present report gives the results
of an experlimort carried out wilh thin apparatus in Portsmouth dockyard In February, 1942. the
oscillogram which was obtained In the course of the experiment showed a number of uonwpected features.
same of which might have been Caused by the dispersion of the elastic wAves' in the pressure bar. thepublication of the results of the experiment was therefore postponed until the theoretical study ofthe propagation of elastic waves In bars had been completed,

9eactL~on of the APP ratus,

rhe general arrangement of the pressure bar, etc., is shown schematically In Figure 1. The
pressure bar was owade from a bar of tool at@@l, 1* Inches diameter and gg feet long; the durai on
of the longest pulse which can be recorded by a bar of this length without overlapping due to reflected
pulses Is about 21 milliseconds,

The bar was supported vertically In a girder framg atteched to a crane, so that in the
experiment, the bar wae imeirstd to a depth uf about is feet; the total depth of water was about
30 feet.

it Is impfortAnt to support the oar with rubber or some similar material. so as to Insulate
the bar as fir as elastic waves Ore concerned, For this purpose, two horizontal Steel Shelves,
about 3 feet aport in a verticil direction, merp provided In the girder frame; a hole 11 inches
diameter was drilled In the lower Shelf and a tole Zj inches diameter In the Upper Shelf, A sh~ort
lonoth of rubber hose-pipe of suitalble diameter was clamped to trio bar by a sjubilee* wone-drive hose

clip ...
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clip and the bar was inserted in the frame so that the lower surfncc of the hose-pipe rested on the

lower shelf when the arrangement was vertical. The bar was adjusted centrally relative to the hole
in the lower plate, so as to give an ail-round clearance of i inch, and with the bar in this position-

the gap between the bar and the hole in the upper shelf was packed with strips .f sheet ru!ber so as

to prevent lateral motion of the bar.

The ring Switch, used to trigger the sweep ol the oscillograph spots, was of the type
previously described; it was situated a few inches above the lower shelf in the girder frame. The

sweep circuit wms -idjusted so that the displacement of the measuring end of the bar was recorded on
the return trace.

The bar condenser unit was a cylindrical unit measuring the longitudinal displacement of the

end of the bar. The locating tube of the unit was an easy sliding fit on the pressure bar, and the

unit was suspended from the girder frame by three adjustable weak springs as shown in 1 .;
these arrang.,monts, together with the rubber cylinders sipporting the insulated cylinder of the unit,
ensured that the latter remained at rest during the upward motion of the measuring end o0 the pressure
bar due to the hxplcsicn. The girder rame was covered with a wooden box (not shown in Figure t)

which protocted the apparatus Irm damage by water.

The charge consisted of 1.465 lb. of T.N.T. totether with 0.79 oz. c.E. primer, contained in
a cylindrical charge case of mild steel plate, 1 inch thick. The charge case was suaended from

lugs attached to the lo,,er fnd of the girder frame by spun yarn slings, approximately inch diameter,
tt-e distance between the lower end of the bar and the upper surface of the charge case being 5 inches
in air. when the bar was lowered int, the water, the spun yarn contracted and a separate experiment

showed that the contraction un6,!r the conditions of thls experiment was I rm. per foot length of spun

yarn; the contraction in a length of 1S foot wa thus 1.5 cm. = 0.59 inches. so that the true
distance bvtween the pressure end of the bar and the uoper surface of the charge case was 6.01 inches.

3. ixPerimental Results.

The oscillogram of the p.d. develoed acros. the input terainals of the amplifier in the
experiment is shown in t+e lower trace in Figure 2; the upper trace in this figure was produced by
a timing wave of period 0.0S25 milliseconds. The anr..ysis of the oscillogram of Figure 2 is given
in curve (A) of Figure 3, where the displacemrt f of the measuring end of the bar is plotted as
ordinate, and time t, reckoned from the arrival of the stress pulse at this end, is taken es abscissa;
the values of i and t calculated from the readings of the measuring microscoe are indicated by dots
in Figure 3.

Assuming that dispersion effects in the bar are negligible and that a uniform pressure P is
applied over the lower plane surface of the bar, the cylindrical surface being free from stress.
the value of P corresponding to the point (t. f) in Figure 3 is given by equation

P = *,PCe 2.OSx 104 ... ... ... ... ... ... (.)

where p is the density of the material of the pressure tar, c is the velocity of extensional waves of
infinite wavelength In the bar and f is the slope of the T. t) curve at the point considered. Since

the values of p and c were not determined for the particular bar used in this experiment, the 4alue
Of PC (4.10 X 106 gm./sq.cm.sec.), found in earlier experiments for the sawe type of steal, has been

adopted for calculating P from the (f, t) curve.

Figure 3 curve (A), shows that. After an initial curved portion, the (. t) curve is sensibly
oinear over the region t - O.0"S milliseconds to t - 0.1s, milliseconds. if this iflear portion

is produced backwards to cut the t - axis, the length of the intercept on this axis corresponds to
about 0.021 milliseconds. it can be shown that when the length of this intercept is not zero, the

finite length can be due to three causes:- (1) the finite time taken by the applied pressure to rise
from zero to a finite value. (2) the distortion of the pressure pulse due to disaersion in the bar,
O! the distortion of the p.d. developed across the bar condenser unit, due to imperfections in the

amplifier .....

Best Available Co,
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anilfIe r. since the length of the intercept Caused by imperfections In the amiplifier Used in these
experiments Is of the order of 0i.4 microSeCondS, I.e. 0.-0004 milliseconds, it Is clearly legitimate
to neglect the effnjct of distortion in the "mlifier. The length of the intvrc-vpt caused uy distortion
In the bar can be estlimated the caleulations show that the approximately linear port ion of the

tk~e, ) Curve for bar 8, If produced backwards, will cut the t - ax a at t - +3 microseconds
approximately, Sinee*the ordinate of this curve begins to differ from Zaro at about t a- 20
microseconds, the length of the intercept Is about 23 microseconds a 0.023 mnilliseconds. which is of
the san* order as that actually fount here In Figure 3. it should be ri oberel that the errors In
the theory on which the calculations are based are likuly to be greatest In the neighbourhood of
t a ; It Is nevertheless cloer that the initial curvature of the curve of Figure ) may be caused by

dispersion In the pressure b4r and that It Is difficu.lt to docide from experiments with a bar of this
length and diameter, Whether the ppil ied pressure does or doemnot rise instantorieoual/ from zero to
a finite value.

Colisidtring nlext the portion of thei (e V) Curve of Figure 3 lying betwit, w o.035 mlilliseconlds

and t w O0.ju3 milliseconds, the equation to the straight line of closest fit draven through the
experlmentil points Is found, by Awbery9 inwthod", to be

9 1.365E~t - 0.0320......... .... ..(()s) (4 In cm.h, tIin mIllistconds).

The curve shiwn in Figuril ) has been dra-Re uslne, thik equation tetepo the limits of t for which it
applies end, on the SC81le of this figiure, It is worth noticing that. spart from the point at
t 0.111 rill.6ociands, the scatter of the experimental point3 around the Straight line (s small.

From equation (~5,It follows that, over the linear portion of Figure 3, 4=1.356 x
1)cm. /rtc.. and h.~nce, from equat ion (3.4),

P 0 2.Ob X tO0 6 1.356 X 10' V 2 780 x 109 dynes/sq~cm.

P a P.780 x 109 dvnra!sq.cn. - 18.01 tons/sq.ifl.

whon t fve'eds 0.14) milli-econdS, the (e. t) curve shows a ftximumwhen t v 0.166 mllilseonds,
followed by a minimum when t 0 125~ milliseconds, and a .4radui, Irr(,qular rise which extands as far
as1 t 9 0.146 milliseconds; finally, this rise It followed by a series of Irregular peaks,

The maximume and the minimum In the region extending from t . 0.1614 to t P 0,22 milliseconds,

are probably due t dispersion effects In the bar, assecioted with a decrease In the applied pressure.
whilst it Is true thet the effect only becoes prominent With a parmllel plate condenser unit if the
applied pressure undergoes very swdoen vnriation, it must ben remembrered that the (response frequency)
curveb for a cylindrical condenser unit show tmit this type of unit rxeg9nifiee and reverses the Signs
of the high frequency cceoonents Im a pulse, relative t0 the low frequency components. it follows
that dispersion affects will show up more prominently In a record taken with a cylindrical condenser
unit than in one taken with a parallel plate unit, For these reasons, it is difficult to make any
ovetaItiat ive deductilons from the (-;, t) curve when t exceeds 0.114 miI Iseconds,

The periods of the =11l occillations swprp.ted on the re-cord when t tecods 0.225 millliscconds
are of the order which one, would expect from cons iderat ions of the propagat ion of a pVIlSe Cons ist Ing
of. extensional waves, on 3roup velocity theory. This is shown by the agreement between these
periods and the pe~riods of the domnrant groups which have tieeni OSltulated, and which are represented
to scale In Figure 3 by the lengths of the small sine-Curvos, C, placed at Intervals of o.05 milliseconds.
As to the series of irrpgular peaks which occiur when % exceeds 0.146 milliseconds, it was once thought
that they might be due to flexural cr transverse vibrations of the pressure bar, casaSd for examnple
by an asynmctry of the charge relative to the prcsure end of the bar; the Investigation of the
propagation of a pulse of flcxural vloiro'.i i m a cylindrical Dar, given In the appcndie, shows

however, that the jsto.,t possille group of this type will not reach tre measuring end of the bar
within the time covered by the record of Figure 3. It may be that the peaks In question are caused

by ...

J. H, Awery, Proc. Phyt. 5,)C., Vol. 41, P.3t84, (1929).
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by the Impact of fragments of the charge case against the pressure end of the bar.

The results of the eperiment within the limits It - 0.0)5 and t - 0.14) milliseconds can be
compared with erevious calculat ions of Penney and of Penney and Dalgupta. The calculations given
relate to a spherical charge of T.N.T. of radius 50 cm. packed to r density of 1,5 gm./c.c.; with
this Value for the density of T.M.T., the Voluvo of our Charge i5 540.0 C.C , Whilst the Internal
volumes of the Charge Case used In this experiment Is about 550 c.c. These two Values 0f the volume
of the charge are in good agreement and the radius of a sphere of volumwe Baas~s c.c. is 5.08 Cm.a
2 Inches; this sphere Is shown In sectiorf In Figure 1 by the circle drawn in dotted lines with Its
Centre at the Centre of the charg'le Cast.. The ratio of the radii ..? the ChArge used In the experiment
anid In Penrey's calculation is 10.16:; when comparing the results of the experiment with the
Calculation, It will be sufficiently accurate to take this ratio to be 10.00), :InCe the errors In the
exper~iment and In the calculation both exceed 1,61.

iLet r1I and v be the values of a pressure and a velocity at timie t' (say) reckoned from the
beginning of an explosion and at a distance r (say) from the Contre of the Charge whon the radius t
(Say) of the Charge Is 60 cm.; It follows from the similarity relationship tlat if ro a 5 Cm., the
Oreeeuro and the velocity will have the values P1I and V when the time is V'/10 and the distance is
t/10.

using this relationship, the curves shown In Figure at, relating to ro0 5 cm , have Oeen
calculated from the dotA Uiven elsewhere, in this diagram, time t', reckoned from the Instont of
detonation Is plotted as Abscissa, and distance r from the Centre of thle charge as ordinate. The
horizontal straight lines of ordinates 5.0s em, and 19.79 cm, represent respectively the surfsce of th,
charge, essumt-d Spherical, and the pressure end of the bar, The CurV2 l-)elled 'shock ae" gives
the relationship between time t, and the distance r of the shock wave surface from the Centre of the
Charge. This Curve has been Calculeted from the values of the Shock wave velocity U given by Penney
and Oasg~ptn, the v.-Ouo of the 3hoc4 wav,; prossurc P,(say) corro-ponding; to agiver, Yviluc ;i? r Doing
calculated from the equation

P1  a 46r 0 ero (P1 In tone/in.
2).............(ti

r

The curve labelled -InterfaCe' in Figure u show~s the relationship between time t' and the distance,
from thet origin, of the irterfate sep~arating the gas bubble and the water; the date for this cuove
is taken from Poenneyls celculations.

Figure 4 show$ that the shock wave arrives at the pressure end of the tar when I' is
approximately 0.065 milliseconds; the corresponding value of P1I calculated from equation 1,4.1) is
19.? tons/eq.n,. The time of arrival of the bubble at the pressure end of the bar cannot be
calculated with any degree of maccuracy sitre the data available does not extend 0',Yord t' - 0.130
millismcond, ind as t- incrtases the rAdiml velocity of the Interface decruases, If, hotwever, we
asacesc that the radial vviocity of the Interface rmains unchanged at the vmlup (246 rn./sfc.)
correspondlin to t' - 0.1)0 milliseconds, then the bubble would reach the prestire v*nd of the bar
at time t' -t 0.49 milliseconds,

The suosldiary curves (1) ... (4t) of Figure 4 show the distribution of prouro over the
lower purt ion of the bsr when the shock aeve has travelled different 0i~tancC3 from the pressure
end; curve (1), for example, relates te timea t' to 0,085 mill isecond5, and the pressures (in tons/
Sq.in.) at thc, Oiffturtet puints on the bat, at this inttant are reprcs.,nteaoby tne horizontal
distances bttw~orn the curve -id the vortical line througn o 1. Curves (1), (2) and (3) have been
deriveo from the last two curve$ in Figure 7. curve (14) has Oee extrapolated from curve ()),
assuming that the shock wave pressure Is Oiven by equation (u.i) and that the pressure behind the
shock Wave falls off according to the ordinary theory of sound, The curves (ii . .. (at) Show that
as t' Increases from t' 0 -065 miII1l(.COrd, the pressuee distribution along the bar undergioes
consltdelah varitions. owho I, - 0.065 milliscto d, the cylinlrical surfatce of the bar is free
from -stress *hilst the plane eiO-hnwrface f Aclrg the chArge is suujpCted to inocrreal pressure of

19.7 tons.
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19.? tons/sq. in. On the other hand, when t' a 0,166 millisecond, the cylindrical surface of the bar

is subjected to a normal pressure, which varies from 7.4 tons/sq.in. at the shock wave front to about

2.1 tonssq. in. at a distance of 3,2 cm, from the pressure end of the bar; the plane end surface pf

the bar is subjected to a iormil pressure of about 1.6 tons/sq. In.

Thus, after the arrival of the shock wave at the measuring end of the bar, a portion of the

cylindrical surface of tee oar is stressed normally, tne length of the stressed portion increases

non-linearly with time. and the value of the pressure at any point in this part of the bar decreases

as time increases; in addition, ,he plane end surface of the bar is subjected to ss normal pressure
which is less than the shock-ws ve pressure and which decreases as time increases. In these

circumstances, equation ().4) giving the applied pressure in terms of the velocity of the measuring

end of te bar, ceases to be true, and it is difficult to derive the relationship which will hold

between thA two quantities under the actual conditions of the experiment, It is, however, possible

to investigate the simple case of a cylindrical pressure bar, subjected to i consteat, uniform

hydrostatic pressure along a portion of its length, assuming that the length o' -,.ressed portion

increases uniformly with time,

in Figure 5 let Ox represent the axis .0 a cylindrical pressure bar, the origin 0 being taken

at the pressure end of the tar. We shall assume that the bar is sufficiontly long to avoid overlapping
of direct and reflecteo pulses, and that the radius of the oar is sufficiently smell to enaible dispersion

effects to be neglected, Suppose that the pressure on the boar is initially zero and that a region of

uniform hydrostilic pressure e1 moves with a uniform velocity u in the positive direction of the

x - axis; let the toundpry tptw'n this region and the region where. the preesure is ziro, i.e. the

shock wave front Ir. the experiment, arrive at 0 at time t, . o. Exaggerating the changes in the

radius of the oar, the state of affairs at tirp t, may be represented diagratlcally Oy Figure 5,

where the shock wave front hac,' reached the point A (OA - Ut,), whilst the front of the stress pulse

in the bar, which starts from 0 at time L' , 0, his reached the point 0 (00 P out'). The Dar thus

consists of three regions, - the region of uniform hydrcstatic pressure, PI. region (1), say - the

region of the stress pulse, in which the oar Is strainem in the direction Ox, the cylindrical surface

Luiryi fre fre,. strc_ rcon (2), sey-ni' finvllv, the undistorbed region -region ()), say.

Let u%, u a the particle velocities in regions (1) end (2)

P - the prussure (in the dlrer!;on Ox) in r.gicn (2),

A1, A, 4o 
= 

the urra of crosS-section of the bar In regiont (1), (2), (3) r-spctivly,

-, ,$ S the density of %he Paterial Of the bar in regions (1), (2), (3) respectively,

it follows th,'t:

P ...u (.................. (u,2)

if we superpse a velocity U in the negative direction of Ox on the ear, the oundary 8' is

broulht to rest and the par.ticle velocities in regions (1) and (2) become (u - u,) and (u - uI

respectively.

Under these conditions, conservation of mass at the boundary 8C ;ives

/,AI (u - u) C A (U - ) .. .. ..

conservation of momentum at this Doundary gives

PIA1 - PA - PA ( - u) u -u) 0 P 1A41 (U - u) (u,-u) . .. ( ,

In order to fine the relationship Detween P. I u and co, it Is rcessary to eliminate

u 1, C, C1 and u from c.articns (4,3) sn (9,). For this purpo-, consider a portion of the

bar in the tostraine stat,. (regicn (9) of Figure 5) of length I., radius re and cross-sectional

,s rqI ....
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area A0, Let I be the length Of this portion, r the radius and A the cross-sectional area when
it is subjected to a longitudinal compressive stress P, the cylindrical surface being free from stress.

ift 7 be Polsson's ratio for the material of the bar, then

I • -. r +

The quantities P/E, o10A and similar quantities are strains which we assume to ba sufficiently
small to allow squares and higher powers to be neglected. It follows that

A ,r 2  
+ aS r. * . ........................... (s,.)

0

and, from the consorvat ion of rats,

PA 1 '4su" os that S . ......... ......... .. ,...ss

NeXt suppose that the compressive stress P is removed and that a uniform hydrostatic pressure,
P10 is .%plind tn the porticn of the bar, and that Its length, radius 1knt cross-Nectional arts become
I1, r, and A1 rospectivcly. we now have

I r p1 t . I(I- )

0 r

so thal,

A r2o ~ ~ ", 37"I t (l- ) ... . ,.... (4.6a)

and

+P - ... ......... (4.6)
00' '1 [

From equatiot (K.;)

L - u - + rl x" )

ftn quut;(JS (4.5) and (4.6).

Neglecting squares and higher orders of the Sall queanlties Pf£ ... u !. u/U, equetlon
(ii.7) becomes

U, V - Cip) )...................(4.9)E

From iqustlon (4,it)

PAU.-OJAI P -A 2PI -r) P 1 +

AW - u)

from..
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Clip and the bar was inserted in the frame so that the lower surfacc of the hose-pipe rested on the
lower shelf when the arrangement was vertical. The bar was adjusted centrally relative tc the hole
in the lower plate, so as to give an ail-round clearance of i inch, and with the bar in this position,.
the gap between the bar and the hole in the upper shelf was packed with strip- f sheet ruZ'ber so as
to prevent lateral motion of the bar.

The ring switch, used to trigger the sweep ol the oscillograph spots, was of the type
previously described; it was situated a few inches above the lower shelf in the girder frame. The
sweep circuit was adjusted so that the displacement of the m..asuring end of the bur was recorded on
the return trac".

The bar condenser unit was a cylindrical unit measuriAg the longitudinal displacement of the
end of the bar. The locating tube of the unit was an easy sliding fit on the pressure bar, and the
unit was suspended from the girder frame by three adjustable weak springs as shown in :
these arrang,.ments, together with the rubber cylinders sJiporting the insulated cylinder of the unit,
ensured that the latter remained at rest during the upward mtinn of the measuring end o the pressure
bar due to the Axplcsicn. The girder frame was covered with a wooden box (not shown in Figure 1)

which pretected the apparatus from damage by water.

The charge consisted of 1.Z65 lb. of T.n.T., together with 0.79 OZ. C.E. primer, contained in
a cylindrical chnrge case of mild steel plate, A inch thick. The charge case was suspended from

lugs attached to the lo.er end of the girder frame by spun yarn slings, approximately .A inch diameter,
the distance between the lower end of the bar and the upper surface of the charge case being 6 inches

in ir. when the bar was lowered int, the water, the spun yarn contracted and a separate experiment
showed that the contraction unctir the conditions of thil experiment was I mm. per foot length of spun
yarn; the contraction in a length of 15 foot was thus 1.5 Cm. = 0.59 inchs. So that the true
distance between the pressure end of the bar and the uoper surface of the charge case was 6.04 inches.

3. xkerimental Results.

The oscillogrem of the p.d. develoed acrosb the input terminals of the amplifier in the
experiment Is shown in the lower trace in Figure 2; the upper trace in this figure was produced by
a timing wave of period 0.0525 milliseconds. The anr.;ysis of the oscillogram of Figure 2 is given
in curve (A) of Figure 3. where the displacement f of the measuring end of the bar is plotted as
ordinate, and time t, reckoned from the arrival of the stress pulse at this end, is taken es abscissa;

the values of I ind t calculated from the readings of the measuring microsco2e are indicated by dots
in Figure 3.

Assuming that dispersion effects in the bar are negligible and that a uni~orm pressure P is
applied over the lower plane surface of the bar, the cylindrical surface being free from stress.
the value of P corresponding to the point (t, l) In Figure 3 is given by equation

P = ,OC e = 2.05 x 1 ... ..................... ( )

where p is the density of the material of the pressure tar c is the velocity of extensional waves of
infinite wavelength in the bar and f is the slope of the (, t) curve at the paint considered. Since
the values of p and c were not determined for the particular bar used In this experiment, the ,alue
of C (4.10 x 10 6 gm.lsq.cm.sec.), found in earlier experiments for the sane tyi* of steel, has been
adopted for calculating P from the (f, t) curve.

Figure 3 curve (A), shows that, after an initial curved portion, the (, t) curve is sensibly
oinear over the region t - 0.035 milliseconds to t - 0.14) milliseconds. if this linear portion
is produced backwards to cut the t - Axis, the length of the intercept on this axis corresponds to
about 0.024 milliseconds. It can be shown that when the length of this intercept is not zero, the
finite length can be due to three causes:- (1) the finite time taken by the applied pressure to rise
from zero to a finite value, (2) the distortion of the pressure pulse duo to dispersion in the b&r,
(31 the distortion of the p.d. developed across the bar condenser unit, due to imperfcctirns in the

amplifier ......3 est Availale C
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AgheRdi.t, ras Oroillepatton O 1fitiplse *1 Ageural waves in a cylindrical bar,

it the #Otte$ applied 40 the Pretstre end of a bar are unsymmetrical witin teap:rt to the
vsia of the bar, the forces are equivalent to a lengitudina, force along th@ AN&$., ttghat with a
couple, the longitudinal force gives tis to k stress pull* composed of 11oncitudli A1 or extensional
waves *no the couple to a pulse consisting of flexural or transverse waves, SIAI.e a cylindrical
corldenser unit tan respona to flexural waves. It Is Important to find yriether an tat~illogram, wA~h
as thst shown In .' lgure 1. Is affeated by this type ot wave, Ad this appendix deals with the
propagation of % flexural wave pulse from the standpoint of the method of stationary phase, following
the line$ of the diSCuasion lop ewesetlWave pules.

the diffo'Antitl eqiuations. Which have bean used for deacribing flexural Vibration In a Liar,
fall Into two classes, - the exact equations, due to Pachhemiser and to Chree, derived from the gonofal
equations of the theory of elasticity, afd te Slimpler lse e*act equations, derived In a more
elementary manner fromt a consideration of the stresses In the strp the former have been g,-risod
by LOWe, and Calculations, basso on these VW eetogivingj the phse velocity of floxvial waves for
different wavelengths, have been publi0h0 MOcenly by Iludee 0.

The simpler equetlens, and the Assumptions on erith they are based have been swsmriseda by
Timoshonho wI wore recently, a very thorough discussion of the problem has been given by Prescdtt.e

Conaidering a cylindrical bit of radius a. lot the axls af th~t bar (assumed straight When In
equil ibiiwn) be taken aP. the OV14 of X. and let the direction of' the displacement of the bar In flowural
or tretniwerac vibrAtion be taken AS the axis of y. It Will be ASSuMed that the ar is uniform and
that the disillacothts are s$all,

Lot Wr tlexuril dlsplacement at time t at a eross-settion of asciless, x.

a a density of the milterial of the bar.

E to Yuwniii modulus Of thes material of the oar.

av modulus of riV4.lity of the mtriAl of the bar.

ora *Poisson's ratio of the material Qf tile bar.

C 0  a -! ve'locity of extensional waves of Infinite wavelength In the bar.

c, Cg phase and group vwlocitleS resgetivuly of wsves of wavelength A
Int the DAr.

A A allus of gyratio of the cros"snCtion af the car about an awls
through the Contra ) f rvity, perpendicular to the xy plane.

p i .Eirnltw ConstAnt, dodpandino nit the inape of the cross.
Section of the tar. (for a circular crosso-section, R a 10"11).

a * (LA 0 aS (I + a)

A.T a waveisingth And perioo of n flmxural wave.

5,,,Love 'hiathen'ticAl Thvory of ClaSt kitly', Art, ac1 (5th Md) Cetoridge(tj)

Gi,. Hudson, Phyll, Rev- Val. 4), P-ea, (144)),

~ ,Timosheteo, Yiorwitlon *ftohlexi in En9gnaring', Arts. 40-4) howe York, (191s).

w P.j rescott, Phil. , , V' 3), . *~ (1942).
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A T A

The simplest theory of the flexcural vibrations of a bar a riUMes that the displacment of an

element of the bar consists solely of translation parallel to 0y; the differential equation may be

written in the form

C2  K2  
a4u C........... . - .......... (A.1)

For sinusoidal waves of unit amplitude. uy will be of the form

u a a i (yx+ .wt) ............ ... .... . (A,)

end, substituting In equation (A.1), it is easy to show that the phase velocity c of sinusoidal

flexursl waves of w,-v-iengthA is given by the equation

C a o:a " a ... ........ ... .(A. )

The correspoM:ing value of tne group velocity, Cg, qiven by the equation

* C a d (c/c )"__o  ^ dI'/ l l (A.v).
VT c0  A d /A

is here

g 2C a o . ........... ......... .(A.5)

This theory leads to a result wich i4 physically absurd, na.cly t. at a wave-paCket consistir';

of waves of infinitely short weve-lengths will be propagated with an infinite velocity; it also

follows that a wave-packet consisting of waves of Infinitely long wave-lengths will be propagated

with an Infinitesimally wall velocity.

When the elements of the oar are considered to undergo rotation (without distortion) in

addition to lateral displacement, the differential equation (A.1) is modified to the form (due

apparently to. Rayleigh.)

C2. K2 ?Vu K2 --'uY + 
2u

0 - K 2  . _ - 0 ....... .. (A.6)

A t 2  
?t

2

The effect of the rotation of tht alements of the bar is represented by the term

- K2 axUY

?O2 tl

proceeding as before, it my be shown that the phase and group velocities, derived from

this equation, are iven by

C o  o  (A 7)

whenX is small, the valijs of c and Cg given by this equation become equal to those given

in equation (A.6); where- is large, both c nd Cg approach the value co asyritotically, so thatA ,

a wve . ...wave

'OrdPtyd~h,(,T(-%,~v l' Sundl iv. 1 P.2U, ordo (194)



a wevemoackel consist ing et *$Vel of infinitely short wavolength will be Propagated net *Itn hInfinite
vetlcity but With a veleocity "Iua to the veloity of swtsneslle waves of Infinite wavelength,

When %te shearng the rotation Wn the lateral a*icefle at the sit SRI$ of the bar aretaken lae aeseumi, the flttereei&I 0"116he Sae the term given by Timoshaeeo 0 enii by Prescott
(let, Wit4

a M r _4r "ftakr.L 0 ' (a)

isi equation differ*s fee equation (A.1) by the term involving tIn* non-dieaignal perafster
I as a fester,

Istcan be sh~ that the ONas AmW grfup Veelties derivee from equation (All) ame Oven
by the POWetionehips

i

01' (1**ai

Per A given Volve Of QAU the tirst Of these eq94ations bemes A quadraic in 41141 theK two rootsare real, the larger giving a vIwlue a eWhich exs"$eda e* eweet in the limiting eass where t/A-INwhilit the wsAller gIVes a Volu" Ot a Which Is always lessl t hen o* Tht larger Moet desl not appear
to have any physical sionifigane u'demorrinary comttionsa o ~ Hoerw (got. Prescott, luu. tit.),60n1 warsevar the #111et theory ohme thot ell~ is1 a &IsiIII"eved funet ion a &I we Shell
therefore Ignore this rast. hnd, with this restrictisef, It follows that the Values of eleca cItgIiven by equationA (40) r060e6 to these givent 6y 0q11tienM (a.)) *ni (A.11) when a*% It ell.lc§AA. Is large, 0%e ae 4 OQ0 /to Weesh the Vvu 11 xomanmtot Ically.

Assuming that ca 6.116 the variation af else W 4 1 It, with &Ah given by equations (A.)),
(Aot)$ (A.?) and (At$) Is shown graphically In Figures Alto An A10; the Values givent by equations(A.,) end (A.11) Get Shown in the boFkent-line Curve labelle4 61116ural weivas - Clementery, Theory',these1 IV11" 1, .IqU41tio (A,I) in, the, Chsinsdottd curve'- labelled 'FIevurel mave'e - Itayleigh Theory$,
anid those derIV(-d from equation (AMg by the points markt by tros$$s These dligrace so Showthe values tit 4C 1 and acI It deOduced from the 'ea I .. , by muditool these values are given by thecurve label1 sle eursl wave& (set theory)' 4rd, for purposes of comparison, the vulues of Cie aano 4 It , tor exttenanl waves (tit node, meet theory) have beon iheludod In the curves worked*Iwte10tnsl WAves', the CurvS given in these diagrams show a nuffier of points ot interest,wnon AAA Is small. the elementary theory lives the correct result. As I& incrass from zero,the Values of Cie,, and 9 iven by the elemtatryV theory and by the ftyloigh thsor, art greaterthan thoe 4ivon by the 1eet theory, When a/A becomes large, the ohase and group Velocities betameinfinite an the olemntsry theory &ad equal to Cte eno haylvigh theary, whores on the exact theory.they becaus equa to to, the Velocity at th rasyrIgh Surface waves. one Interesting feature otthe curvel Is the degreeO of dill'e010t ketwee the values Ot C/10 and #1 it given b) the enact theory
Ind by the timj&m~sko theory, se even when the error Is a owsi " i iI., when 04~ Is Very large,the error of the Tiwoshenko theory is net esC614lve, since the limiting value& 0f c/c and 4 /Ca(wen or * &~) PR 0,514s on the enact theory A 0,S90# an the Tiselhahee theory, othis 4taro ofthe Yimwathpnho lboory justifies Its urs# In deallin with problowa, such as the daerm~iretlon of thefrvquency of laterai vibration$ ot sees. where the enact theory Cannot be emeloycs because of lis
*el emity,

for
0 S. IuitjNna. Phi , eug,, v,)l. 41, o.1h4. (left)
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For the purpose of discussing the propagation of a pulse of flexural vibrations, consider
a bar which Is stressed initially so that the flexural displacemnt is zero mverywhere except at a
certain cross-section where it is infinite; this cross-setion will be taken as the origin of x.

if the stress Is released at tiffe t, - 0, the period T p of the dominant group in the disturbance at
a cross-section 0$ abscissa x at time t, can be deduce-d by group-velocity methods. it is convenient
to take thf non-dimensional ratio tI*JT0 as the independent variable and the non-dimensional ratio

T /T7 as the dependcnrt variable, t a and *T a being equal to the tiffiGs taken by an extensional wave
Infinite wave-length to traverse the distances a and x respectively. since

an -. t a c. . . (A.10)
a a # n To c

the values of these non-dimensional variables can be derived from the curves of Figures X..x. and A.?.

The (T /T. l* T curves deduced In this way are shown in FiueA.3. ccrigto the

eleimentary theory, T pITa A gft:1 , t -/j To -.A-; the (T /TI, *tl/*To Curie is thus a3 par,'.bol i
7YA P

Passing through the point t-/*T0, . 0 and symmetrical about the axis of 7 /T7 passinq through this
point. This Implies, as has already been pointed out, that wave-p-ickets comsisting of infinitely
short onves Arrive 3t the cross-section of Abscissa x at the instant at which the disturo;,-.ce at;arts
from the origin. As :, decre~ses, the values of T /7I a nd tl/ATo both ir2' e 'd for 1arge

valuel of a/,.. (outside the range of Figure A1.3) the curve given by the elementary thcory coincides
with the Cu Jes gJiven by the more exact theories.,

According to the curve given by the Rayleigh theory wave-packets consirling of infinitely
short flexur-al waves take the same time to travel through a given distance as wave-packets composed
of infinitely long extensional waves. AS I1 IT aincreases (or a/A decreases) tl#T, cecre.ases unt;I
it raaches a minitmjI value at t'/*T0 X 0.92. when T7 IT ais about 3 and a/A, is aibout C.S; beyond this

point t'/fT, decreases as T P T. incre-ases. Thus, according to this theory, whf-n an infinitely intense
flexural disturbance initially concentrated at the origin is released, the first components to arrive

at a given point do so at time t, 0.92 to /2; their period is about 3Ta and their wavelength is about

1.25a. In the intorval between tie arrival of these components and time* t' - T0 /z, two groups of
different wavelungths end period arrive simult~ncOuslY at each instant: finally when t, exc-ecdS TO/2,
only one group nrrives at a given instant, the period arid the wavelength of th, oroup increasing as t-
ncreases.

Considoring the results of the exact theory, it is clear that the faster components, originpting
in an infinitoly intense disturbance at the origin, arrive It the cross-section of abscissa x ?,t time
t' 1.568 TOI2: the period of these Components is 5.29 T I and thteir waveregtn is .?qu-:l to 2.7!.

Between this value of t' and t, - 1.735 TO/2, two groups of differcnt wavelengths :~id periods arrive
simultaneously at cech vvalue of t'; at t' = 1.735 TO/2, the Rsyleigh surface? WIVeS ;Ind WIVES Of ppriod
17.3 Ta arrive simultaneously. When t' exceeds 1.735 T012, only one group will -.rrive at each instant.

it is clear that the elementary theory and the Rayleich theory give results which are very wide
of the truth, and any solutions based on these theories of problems of the action of transient flexiural
stresses on bars arc unlikely to bi? aC-urate unless it he2ppens *,, t th= M7iS*urtncc, jr. h;Urh thlt

waves of short wav,'length are unimportant. Again, it is interesting to notice that the, results derived
from the Tiroshcnko theory are in excellent Agreeirent with those deduced from the exact theory,

As -far as the present experiment is concerned, the min intarest of the curves of Figure A.3. is
that they show that, on the exact theory, no flexural displacements will occur at the cross-section of
abscissa Y until t') 1.568 T 0/2. i~.V) 15a / remembering that the rvtoro in a given
experiment t'cins vhrn cxtensional displactrents of infinite wsyvelengths arrivc at the cross-section.,
a. when t' - To/2 - X/o it follows that dIisplaccments cut3 to !lexura) waves will nct appear on the

record until e time 0.568 x/c aftar the beginning of the record. ror tle, bar used in this experiment,
x - 670.5 Cm., c0 . 5.26 x 109 cm./5cC., so thAt 0.568 x/c. 0.725 millisecond, which is outside the
range of time covered by the recori.

Best Available Copy
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Fig. 2.

Oscillogram of the pulse due to a submarine explosion.

Pressure bar :- length - 22 ft.; diameter . 1j inch.

Condenser unit :- cylindrical type, measuring the longitudinal
displacement of the end of the bar.

Upper trace timing wave of period 0.052 milllisecs.

Lower trace :- amplified p.d. frorn condenser unt.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
UNDERWATER EXPLOSION PRESSURES

ABSTRACT
The David Taylor Model Basin, in its efforts to provide instruments

for the measurement of underwater explosion pressures, has developed three

pressure gages, two of the piezoelectric and one of the resistance type. The

construction and operation of the gages are described in detail.

The most important causes of distortion of a gage signal are ana-

lyzed, and the measures taken to overcome them are described. In particular

the mechanical disturbance of a gage cable by an underwater explosion gives

rise to a spurious signal which is large when ordinary coaxial cables are

used. An investigation of this effect has resulted in the development of a

coaxial cable which has many advantages over any other type that was investi-

gated, r.id which permits accurate measurements of momentum.

Several techniques for calibrating the various gages are discussed.

The best of these methods gives results which agree closely with those ob-

tained by workers in other laboratories.

The gages were subjected to explosion tests with charges of about

one ounce of tetryl, in which pressure-time records were obtained. Only the

tourmaline gage has been tested with larger charges, of 00 grams or more.

These tests yield records which exhibit a high degree of reproducibility.

INTRODUCTION

When intensive research into the fundamentals of underwater explo-

sion phenomena was started in the United States less than four years ago, one

of the first problems encountered was to find a satisfactory gage for measur-

ing the high-intensity short-duration pressures in the water.

A number of gages had been developed by previous experimenters in

this field, some of them mechanical and some olectrical, but none of them

wcrc entisfactory for the new work being undertsken. MechAnlcal gages such

as the Hilliar gage (1) (2)* were not fast enough to indicate the rate of

rise and the peak pressures accurately, and the piezoelectric tourmaline

crystal gage suggested by Sir J.J. Thomson (3) and used by Keys (4) was, like

the Hillier gage, so large that it was suitable only for work with large or

service charges.

The rapid progress wmich had been made In the development of elec-

tronic instruments in the decade preceding 1940 suggested the use of some

0 Numtr, In t rontt,.oo Lndi.ato rtfbrorices on pig. 47 or tdn report.

I PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
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durL of electrical gage with osoIllographlc reeording. Studies made with

various typos of electrical gages demonstrated that, at least for the small

charges being used in the new series of experiments, the gaee had likewise to

be small in physical dimensions.

In view of the importance of the proJoct and the necessity for de-

vising an accurate and satiacfntory gage before msuch real progress could be

made on the research program, a number of different agencies began work on

gages and carried it along simultaneously until all were satisfied tha. the

desired result had been achieved. This is n case where duplication of effort,

if it may be called by that name, was not only justifiable but nant-iary.

TV'e David Taylor Model Basin was one of the ageneles which engagnd

in this program of development. This report has been prepared to give an

out ine of the history of the project and n rather complete description of

the results as they stand to the time of' writing. All of the work in ques-

tion has been done with electrical gages; two of the final designs are of the

piezoelectric type and one is of the electrical resistance type.

For the convenience of the reader, the report is divided into five

parts, giving first the general specifications for the gages, then in turn

describing the pickup or sensitive elements and the cables and recording

channels. The manner of calibrating the gages Is described, end the report

concludes with a description of the performance of' the various designs during

laboratory and field tests.

PART 1. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

The pressure of a shoc", wave resulting from the underwater detona-

tion of 3 small charge of high explcsive reaches its peak vAlue in less than

a microsecund (1 x 10" second); this pank value may be several thousand

pounds per square inch. For explosive charges less than 1 pound, the dura-

tion* of the pressure wave Is less than 70 microseconds. The characteristics

of a typical wave are shown in Figure 1.

The pickup has to follow the pressure variations occurring in this

time intervai, and the period oV i:s lowest mode of vibration must be small

compared to the duration. For example, if this period is required to be less

than 1/10 the duration, then the fundamental frequency of the pickup must ex-

ceed 1.5 x 105 cycles per second. This in turn means that none of thc physi-

cal dimensions of the pickup may exceed about 1/2 inch.** The frequency

* The durtion is defined as the time required f',r Lm pressure to drop to I/e, or 36.8 pcr cent of
ito peak amplitude.

hr example, at, the lowest mode a freeLy swtpended s tee disk 0.25 inch thick and 0,8 inch in diAm-

,tir vibrauts at a frtquw ncy or approximttiy 1.5 x 10! cycles per second.
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should in fact be even higher than
1.5 x 105 cycles per second to pr,,,.
vent the pickup from overshooting
the peak pressure.

The pickup must be free
of hysteresis and have good mechan-
Ical properties. It must not be

brittle or have a low tensile Figure 1 - Typical Pressure Record
strength or be soluble in fresh or from sn UndArwater Explosion

sea water. It must operate without This record was obtained by A tourmaline gar

permanent deformations and it must suppiled by the Underwat.r beploives Reearoch
Laboratory at Woods Hole| the charge was 150

respond linearly to the pressure. grad. of totryl at 3 feet from the gap.

Finally, some way must

be provided for transforming the mechanical variations of the pickup dimen-

sion, into electrical variations of voltage so that n record can be obtained
with o cathode-ray oscillograph.

Both high- and low-impedance pickups were developed, to provide a

check on the validity of the pressure measurpmerts. The two types supplement
each other, as will be discussed later in greater detail.

EARLIER PIEZOELECTRIC GAGEO

Before the TMB gages end the manner in which they fulfill these re-
quirements are described, the bckground of development should be filled in

somewhat more completely than was done in the Introduction. As mentioned

there, Sir J.J, Thomson was probahly the first to suggest the use of piezo-

electricity for the measurement of explosion pressures. An early form of
piezoelectric manometer was devised by Keys, who u&ed a dozen tourmaline

crystals mounted in mosaic fashion inside a brass pressure vess,3l 5 inches in
diameter. So large a voltage was developed by these crystals that the output
could be impressed directly on the deflection plates of a cathode-ray oscil-

lograph; no prior amplification wAs nenAsspry.
A more recent and much smaller tourmaline crystal pressure gage wRs

devised by Professor E.B. Wilson, Jr., and developed in collaboration with

Dr. R.H. Cole of the Underwater Explosives Resunrch Laboratory at the Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts (5). IL consists
of a single tourmaline crystal in the form of a thin plate, with two copper.
plated faces or electrodes to which the cable leads are soldered. The pickup

is insulated from the water by a thin protective coating, usually of Bostik

cement. Typical overall dimensions of the crystal are about 0.6 inch by 0.!;
inch by u.08 inch. A shielded, rubber-insulated Belden cable connects the

pickup to the amplifier.
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Because the crystal is small, the output must be amplified before

it is fed into a cathode-ray tube. However, thie gnpe has the advantage that
it can be used to study explosions of charges smaller than those required

with the Keys type of &age,

PO T 2. TMB PICKUP ELEMNTS
Two materials which satisfy all of the specified requirements for a

high-impedance pickip are quartz and tourmaline crystals. Their piezoelec-

tric properties are described in detail In References (6) to (14).
Quartz crystals have been used in the measurement of raplc.,y chang-

Ing pressures in internal combustion engines (15). More recently the NAval

Ordnance Laboratory has been developing a quartz indicator for the measure-
ment of underwater explosion pressures (16). The two types of Taylor Model

Basin piezoelectric gages use quartz and tourmaline, respectively.

THE TMB QUARTZ GAOE
When an "X-cut" plate of quartz* is subjected to a compressional

force normal to its parallel faces, equal and opposite charges proportional
to the force appear at these faces. Quartz is not sensitive to isotropic

vressure and a quartz crystal forming the sensitive element of a pressure
gage must be housed in a case so that the pressure will act only on the faces
perpendicular to the electric axis. Quartz plates have been subjected to

pressures up to 50,000 pounds per square inch in a testing machine, end the
relationship between charge and pressure has been found to be linear over

this full range (17).
The present TMB quartz gage has passed through several atages in

its evolution. The earlicot form had a large crystal and a plastic housing;

a subsequent model used a double crystal and a brass housing; the gage de-
scribed in tnis report is considerably smaller than the previous models and

is of the single-crystal type. T'ie techniques applied in the construction

and aasembly of n qunrtz gage at the Taylor Model Basin are described in the

Appendix.

An idea of the progressive reduction in size, to obtain a high nat-
ural frequency of vibration for the quartz-mourt system, is presented in Fig-

're 2. In its present form the pickup element consists of a cylindrical

quartz crystal 1/16 inch thick and 1/4 inch in diameter, housed in a brass

cylindrical mount 7/32 inch high and 1/2 inch In diameter; sec Figure 3. A

brass tube, integral with this cylinder, contains the wire conductor attached

* A plate of quarts is said to be "X-cut" if its plane is perpendicul4r to an electric axia of the
crys tai.
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A

IM VE-9078a

Figure 2 -Three Stapes In the Evolution of* the TMB Quartz Pressure Gage
A Ii an narly modcl Mith piL~tic ncunt;
8 Is ai double-c' ystal model will brass mount; and
C Is a sinnlu-si'y:tal model. O,'wn In grnatur d,,til in Figure 3.

All three of 'he ga; ro reprrduced here in apprcximatply tiheir nattural size.

to one electrode on the quartz; the other side of' the crystal is grounded to
the mount. 'rh- brass tube lo coldered to a longr coppor tube which serves as
a cable,

The sensitivIty of the pickup Is determined by the arer, ofr the crys.-

tal and Its total capacitan~ce, the distributed cable capacitance, ind nny

lumped capacitance that may be added. The output of' the quartz crystal used

ia approximately
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Quart# Getiolia I t Brass Cuvro

Electrode\ -:-1 9 h~
soste J: fi

Silver Solder

Ifsltotd Wife
frome Etlechode

Copper Cable
Foiled with~ WOx

Figure 3 Components of the TOB quartz Piezoelectric Gage
The brass housing consists of three parts: a "pan" which contains the crystal; a cover; and a brass
tube which In silver-ozldoed to the pan, A cylindrical, X-cut quartz cMetal is cemented on one side
to in electrode concioting of a thin copper d~ok, and on the other to the cover of the brass nousingp
through which it is grounded. The use of a copper disk for the electrode obviated the tr'ouble of
electroplating. Laterally the crystal is surrounded by en air gap whit:h is required because quartz
is insensitive to isrotropic pressure. It iki the need for this air glop which makes a housing necessary.

A A-5 x 10-' - coulombs
44 pounds per square inch

where 6Q is the charge produced, in coulrSIos,

AP is the pressure applied, in pounds per square inch,
K is the piezoelectric constant for quartz, about

1.03 x 10-11 coulombs per pound, and
A is the area of one side of the crystal, in square inches.

If a capacitance of 5000 micromicrofarads is used with a crystal
0.05 square inch in area, the voltage sensitivity Is

KA _ AV , ~ 5. x ot lo4volt

T_ A F , 16 -~ pounds per square inch pounds per square inch

For a pressure of 4000 pounds per square inch the signal AV is 0.4 volt. The
voltage variation across the capacitance is led through an amplifier into the
Input of' a cathode-ray oscillograph. Then the record produced on the fluo-
rescent screen can be photographed.

In any quartz gage intended for work under water, It is essential
to have a watertight mount which will provide an air gap surrounding the lat-
era! surface of the crystal. Rnpid leakaire of charge between the two elec-
trodes must also be prevented. The leAkage resistance of the TMB piezoelec-
trotn quArt7 gq~vpg Is isu,4lly several thousprnd mepg-~hms.
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Nut

Bottom View

.0.1

Nut S'ud

Housing

Top View

. .TM 9079

Figure 4 - Modification of Quartz Gage for Attachment to a Surface

A nut is soldered to the bottom :a the housing, and a threaded stud is soldered
to the surface at which the pressure Is to be measured.

The brass housing of the quartz gage lends it great durability, and

thus the gage will last for a very large number of explosions. This ndvan-
tage is offset by the vibrations set up in the quartz mount when the gage is

subjected to explosions. The observed frequency of the mount is of the order

of 7 x 104 cycles per second, not high enough to prevent the introduction of

an error in the determination of the peak pressure. A quartz gage of modi-
fied design which should possess a con8iderably higher natural frequency is

under construction at the Taylor Model Basin.
The quartz mount can be readily adnpted to the measurement of ex-

plosion pressures at the surface of on underwater structure. This is Accom-

pliched by silver-soldering a nut to the bottom of the mount, and attaching a
threaded stud to the surface in question; see Figure I.

THE TO' TOURMALINE AOE
The TMB form or tourmaline pressure gage differ from the one devel-

oped by the Underwater Explosives Renenrch Laborntory nt Woods Hole chiefly
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E c irode ,

.. .. ... . - ,,"-. .- ,-

Coble Spaghett Insu!atio- Crystal

Figure 5s.

This is a view of the gage element before the rubber coating is molded around the crystal.

Rubber Insu ion

L ____ ____

TM99095

Figure 5b

This Is a view of the completed gage.

Figure 5 - TMB Tourmaline Gage for Determining
Underwater Explosion Pressures

in the type of insulation and cable employed. The construction of this gage

and of a TMB copper cable have been described in detail elsewhere (18); they

are shown here in the photographs, Figures 5a and 5b. Tourmaline i3 sensi-

tive to Isotropic pressure and therefore requires no mount. Thus the fre-

quency of the lowest mode of vibration of the tourmaline gage is much greater

than that of the quartz gage. Thc crystals employed have approximately the

same area and sensitivity as the quartz crystals. The tourmaline crystals

are insulated by molding a sheath of rubber with a low sulphur e.nciint about

the crystal and that part of the cable to which it is attached.

A modified form of this page hAs heen used to obtain load-time rec-

ords at a surface of an underwater structure exposed to explosive loading.

The rubber Insulation Is not only molded about the crystal and the copper

cable but also to a brass plate; see Figure 6. This plate is then bolted to

the structure. The structure must be heavy enough to be utrffected in its

deformation or its motion by the screws or by the weight of the brass plate.

Pressurit rddords obtained In this mnnner are compared with "open-water"

records later in this report.
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Figure 6 -Adaptation of Tournf line Gage to Surface Pressure Measurements
A. i1ole for Alignment of brass plate with mold
B. Rubber insulation surwrounding tourm'aline cryital
C. Drilled hole to admit bolt for attaching bra plate tc, structut.
D2. Clamp to ase'urs gage in cavit Qf brass plate
E. Wax-filled cable of copper tubing

In use, the entire aesambly is bolted to the facine plate of the structure being tested, d

PRECAUTIONS IN THE USE OF k'1kZUkLECTRIC GAGES

Inasmuch as piezoelectric gages Pre high-impedance sources, certain
precautions Must be taken in their use, If' the cable leading from the pickup
to the amplifier Input 1.3 too long, then1 it acts as a trAnramission line withf
attendant frequency d1ntortion of the signal. This is due to the fact that
the high Impedance of the gage does not match the loou surge impedance of the
cable; the latter is generally less than 100 ohms. This will be discussed inI

greater detail in the section headed "Cables and Recerding Channels," pages
12 to 18?.
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The time constant of the gage is defined as the product of the
total capacitance in parallel with the gage and the input rc3istance of the
amplifier into which the gage output is sent. It is necessary that piezo-

electric gages have a large time constant compared to the duration of the

pressure under study. If the time constant is not sufficiently large, the

signal will leak through the input resistance of the amplifier and will ac-

quire a corresponding distortion; see pages 24 to 27, inclusive, for dttailed

calculations which provide practical criteria for the magnitude of the time

constant needed.

Care must be exercised in the selection of a cable for piezoelectric

pickup elements. It was found in the Taylor Model Basin tests that most ca-

blee, when subjected to an explosion, generate a signal of their own which

has a low amplitude and long duration compared to the true signal. If the

cable signal is not removed, measurements of momentwa in the pressure field
are particularly unreliable. A comparison of the signals produced by various

cables is given in the section beginning on page 12. The cable finally se-

lected (18) consists of an annealed copper tube with an outside diamter or
1/8 inch and a wall thickness of 1/32 inch. The central conductor is a Num-

ber 20 or Number 24 copper wire insulated with enamel and a double layer of

glass fiber.* The space between the central conductor and the wall of the

coppcr tube is filled with ceresin or paraffin. The wax prevents vibration
of the central conductor inside the copper tube when the pressure pulse from

an explosion strikcs the cable.

THE TMB RESISTANCE GAGE
It was felt desirable to supplement the piezoelectric gages with a

gage of the low-impedance type of approximately 100 ohmc. Such a gage is

particularly convenient if a very long line is required between the pickup

element and the amplifier, or if a signal of long duration is to be studied.

Since the impedance of the gage matches the surge impedance of the cable,

there is no frequency distortion o1' the signal by the cable no mittcr how

great its length.

The principle upon which the resistance gage operates is that Its

ohmic resistance changes when the pickup element ie subjected to pressure.

This change in resistance affects the current in a ballast circuit, The cor-

responding variation in voltage acrcss part of the ballast resistance is re-

corded by the cathode-ray oscillograph, It is evident that insofar as the

pickup element is concerned, there is no limitation on the maximum duration

This wire is maruractured by the Anaconda Wire and Cable Company under the trade name of DVE wire.
'VVF" wi.' elgnifi'e doutle vittruLUA w n ,MIAd.
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of signal that may be studied. The

low impedance of the pickup also
serves to eliminate cable signal.

An early form of a re-
sistance gage, constructed at the K var R / _=Kderod

Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, consisted of a 250- or 500-ohm G Tube

resistor* imbedded in a rubber Gla s,-sii*I-mllResistemce Wire
sheath. The pressure changed the

average distance between the carbon Figure 7 - Glass Resistance-Type Pickup

particles on the glass tube in the In the upper diagram the gage in shown in Its
natural sie. The element is made of 705 glass

resistor, thus producing a change as manufactuAed by the Corning Glass Company.
in resistance. This gage was found Kovar is used fr the metal parts because it has

the same coefficient of expansion as glass over

to be fairly sensitive when connect- a large range of tAmperatures. The Kovar rod is

ed to a 15GO-ohm ballast resistance slipped into a glass tube, and the tube is put

into a Kovar cylinder. 1-mil Advance wire is

in series with a 5-volt battery; then wrapped about the glass tube and the two
the voltage sensitivity was then ends of the wire are spot-welded to the Kovar

tv s tewire and cylinder, respectively. A rmll glass
about 5 x 10-6 volts tube is unen slipped over the and of the assem-pounds per square inch' bly at which the Advance wire is spot-welded

of the same order of magnitude as to the rod. The entire ubit is healed with an

the sensitivity of a piezoelectric oxygen-hydrogen torch until the glass parts and
tim Kovar are fused into ean integral unit. After

pickup. the element is annealed it is ready to be assam-

However, these resistor bled on a cable.

gages showed high hysteresis. Tne
calibrations of some of them varied by as much as 20 to 50 per cent after the

element had been exposed to a number of explosions.

A gage was then developed at the Taylor Model Basin, which is elas-
tic and which shows little hysteresis in the range of pressures encountered

in underwater explosions. This gage consists of a glass element in which ap-
proximately 100 ohms of 1-mil Advance wire is imbedded; see Figure 7. The
enda of this fine wire are spot-welded to a cylinder and a rod of an alloy

which has equal thermal expansion with the glass, known by the trade name
of Kovar. The overall dimensions of the glass element are about 1 inch by
7/32 inch. The Kovar cylinder and rod arw sot coaxially to prevent electri-
cal leakage between them through the water. These elements can be calibrated

In a static pressure chamber by measuring their resistance change with a
Wheatetone bridge for a given applied pressure. They possess linear calibra-
tions and show little hysteresis.

Thid resistance gage has the dicadvantage or very low sensitivity
compared to the piezoelectric gages. When a 100-ohm resistance element in

0 Asm nuafortued by the Int~rnatlonal aedinptneme Company,
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series with a 100-ohm ballast resistor and four 6-volt storage batteries in

subjected to a pressure of 3000 pounds per square Inch, tha voltage across

the element changes by 5 millivolts. Furthermore, the gages are fragile com-

pared to the piezoelectric elements and they seldom withstand more than half

a dozen explosions.

When long lines and signals of long duration are encountered, it is

desirable to use the resistance element as a check cn the piezoelectric gages.

The resistance gage may also be useful in determining whether or not cable

signal has been eliminated from a piezoelectric gage; this is par 4nu]arly

Important In the case of explosions of large charges. Long lines are then

used so that the operating personnel and the amplifiers will be at a safe

distance. Thus successive parts of the cable are subjected to the pressure

wave over a relatively long period of time; i.e., the time required for sound

in water to traverse the cable length. If any signal resulted from this pres-

sure on the cable, the tail of the true pressure curve would be obscured. The

resistance element should show no cable signal under these circumstances.

This is important particularly if the momentum as well as the peak pressure

in the pressure pulse is being investigated.

At the time of writing, the resistance element is not sufficiently

rugged to be used as a field gage.
The sensitivity of the glass elements to pressure changes varies

from 1.4 to 1.8 x 10 pounds per square inch' It is interesting to note that
the compres4lbities of various types o, glass range from about I to 2 x 10-7

pounds per square inch'

PART 3. CABLES AND RECORDINO CHANNELS

TYPES OF DISTORTION OF A OAUE SIGNAL

It has been mentioned in Part 2 that a long cable will act as a

transmission line. Thus a signal propagated by such a cable will at a given

instant possess cilfferent phases at different points along the line. This

may give rise to distortion of the gage signal. Moreover, there are other

causes of signal distortion, such as mechanical disturbance of the cable, In-

sufficiently large time constant of the circuit, and Inadequate frequency

response of the amplifiers. These will be discussed in turn.

DISTORTIONS DIlE TO THE THANSMISSION LINE

The usual equations (19) describing s transmission line are in-
cluded here for the reader's convenience.
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I, ,, II

Pig cire 8 - ohematho Dtram 3t a Tranamseion Line Ctriuit

Zn Pilare 8 S is~t the voltage produoed oy a generator,

Il is the impeda me a the generator,
as a distance along the tranmission line, varying from
1%to t,

E(gj., " is the voltage at a between tne pair of conductors which

onFtItute the transmission line,
t8i the combined impedance of the resistances, inductances,
and capacitances as used in particular oases,

Zg is the terminating Impedance, and
ol iu .h.l t'equency of the improosed voltage, in radians

per second.

These quantities are related by the equation

E(z) _ZE[Ea(j + ra-i-d l
z + 0*l- 1-

whern Zo - is + C o the surge impedance of the cable, defined As that

impedance which must terminate both ends of a dissipationless line
to muke it a distortionless line,

R is the resistanoe per unit length of the line, with both conductors

in erleb,
G is the l.akage conductance from ine conductor to the other, per

unit length,
L As the distributed inductance per unit length,
C In. the distributed capacitance per unit length,
a - Y(R + j 'wTM(FYTC3 is the propagation function of the line,
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ro 2 and

Z + so

:t in the quantity E() which is equal to Rl that is important,

This represents the output voltage of the cable and therefore the input volt-

age for the amplifiers.

EI8(1 + PI)

-(ZI + ZQ)(e*' - rod 12]

The assumption will now be made that the line has no dissipation;

i.e., R - G a 0.4 Since C Is approximately 40 x 10"' farad per foot, G is

unimportant above 20 or 30 cycles per second. The approximation is not as

good for R since this quantity Is approximately 0.01 ohm per foot for Number

20 copper wire, while L Is approximately 1.2 x 10"7 henry per foot. However,

good agreement with experiment Is obtained even when R Is neglected. This

approximation simplifies the equation considerably.

Z o lo now a pure resistance.

SEZ(I + r()

(z, + zo)(e - _I _

It is to be noted that even for a dissipationless line there will

be frequency distortion; I.e., El is still, a function of the frequency w/2w.

However, if the line were terminated at both ends by impedances equal to the

surge impedance, i.e., if ZI = Z2 Zo, then r, - r - 0.

-2

and

2

The amplitude Is now independent of the frequency, while the phase

is altered only by having a constant subtracted from the time. Thus if the

dlssipationless line is terminated by its surge impedance, it becomes A

* 9 10' Mho per foo
t

for the cables used.
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distortionless transmission system. It may be noted that the phase of 1 he

original signal has been alterod by subtracting a constant time, IYU. Since

V 'm 1/v, where v is the phase velocity, LM represents a time lag which is

independent of the frequency. It is the time required for a einusoidal com-

ponent of the signal, as in a Fourier analysis, to traverse the length of the
cable. If a nonsinusoidal voltage is impressed on the line, all the harmonic

c4mponents will be subjected to the same amplitude and phase Qhanges during
the transmission. Thus a replica of the impressed voltage will arrive at the

receiving end. This addition of the harmonic components possible since

all the differential equations are linear.

The important question that remains is the following, What magni-
tude of error Is introduced by having the terminations Z, and Z, not equal

to Z? The following analysis will give crIteriR for the length of line and

the size or terminating impedance that will keep the distortion below a spec-

ified amount.

Substituting the values of rl, r2 , and V ILFCVL7-/ ICZo - CZo
into Equation [41, we obtain

EZZ, ]
E2 - [7)

TI- +Z, 4 72) .WZoC, + (ZR + 21Z2 ),sintZnC

C, a IC Is the distributed capacitance of the whole cable.

In this problem the pressure pulse gives rise to the generator
voltage Elc jwl of the piezoelectric gage. The generator has an internal im-
pedance

,- j JC--

where C. is the capacitance of' the piezoelectric pickup element. If q is the
charge generated by the gage then

q R ,CO

and therefore

,E2  q Z 2  Zle
Z(Z + -I-)cooeWZ 0 C, + (ZO C7 + mi)jin w Z0C,

It is customary Lu terminate the cable with a capacitance to non-
trol ;he output voltage. Therefore let

- I

wiere C 2 is the terminating apacitance. Then Fquation [8) becomea
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(CO + C,) ,WsIz*Co + (I - _'C_____ o W G C.

This result has been obtained by Lampson (20).
The order of magnitude of the various parameters may be ocompared.

C# is very small, probably less than 40 x 10It farad. C, usually varies
from 10" farad to 10-7 farad. C, a IC where C Is approximately 40 x 10"1*
farad per foot and I ranges from 20 feet to 1000 feet. go is thu ,i:rge Im-
pedance and ranges from 50 to 70 ohms for ordinary microphone cables. The
range of frequencies w/2sr of Interest in underwater explosion work extends
up to several hundred kilocycles, say 3 x 10' cycles per second.

If the length of the cable I is small, then sinwZ, / oC, and
cosaoZoC, may be replaced by unity. In that event

9

La - c, + C, + C,(i - o'CZ:C,)

If the terminating capacitance Cs is not large, then

Ct + Go + C,

This value for the output voltage of the line is valid for short
lines and for terminating capacitances C, that are not too lerie.

A comparison of Equations [11] and [9] shows that the effect of a
large value for Ca or for I is to increase the value of Es over that which
would be obtained from Equation (11].

The effect of finite lengths of line can be easily estimated. Sup-
pose it is desired that the value of Eg should vary by no more than 4 per
cent for a range of frequencies up to 3 x 1O cycles per second; assume that
C, and C2 are approximately equal and that C, is negligible. Then Equation
[9] can be rewritten

9 in W & C (g al
C,( .,zoc. + (9a]

For small values of the argument wZnC, we can write

cosCw z 0C, I (W 1 z - C)

sin iZ - (&iZ0C,)
2

w6
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Thus .he prescribed maximum variation of 11 per cont in Eg will occur if

ooswZC, is allowed to deviate from unity by 0.03, and sint,#Z/wZ0C. by

0,01. Then

(aiZ C)
1 -0.99

and therefore

wZ*C, " 0.245

Let Zo a 55 ohm3 end C= 40 x i1"2 farad per fo,.,. Then

- - 59 feet

This is the maximum length of line thnt may be used under the
stated conditions.

Similarly the effect of Cg in causing distortion may be estimated.

Let the deviation of 1 - ogCOZ0'C, from unity be 3 per cent for the range of
frequencies up to 3 x 103 cycles per second. Let C, - 30 x 10" ' farad, and

Zo = 55 ohms. Then

w3 CZ(;' < 0.08

Therefore

C, < 0.11 x 10-4 farad

A 0.1-microfarad terminating capacitor is thus the largest that

could be employed under the given conditions.

This is not a serious limitation on the attenuation of signal volt-
age. Capacitors larger than 0.1 microfarad may be employed to obtain greater
attenuation by using two capacitors in series on the end of the line. If one
capacitor is kept below the limit of 0.1 microfarad, the other capacitor may

be as large as needed to secure the desired attenuation. The eignal would

then be taken from the larger capacitor. The combination would be an equiv-

alent capacitor whose capacitance is less then the smaller of the pair and

hence less than 0.1 microfared.

Tt is more difficult to compensate for the use of a very long line

to avoid distortion of the signal. There are two methods of dealing with

this problem. One method is to use a preamplifier on the end of a line; for

example, in the case just discussed the line wns less than 59 feet long. The

preamplifier is so designed that its output impedance is low enough to match

the surge impedance of the cable. A line of any length can then be used from

the output of the preamplifier to the input of the next amplifier. Such a

preamplifier has been designed and tested in conjunction with 500 feet of
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single conductor cable with a surge impedance of 72 ohms. The frequency-

response curve of this preamplifier and 500 feet of cable is dusentially flat

between 100 cycles per second and one megacycle per second.

Another method consists in terminating the cable, at least approx.

Imately, in its surge impedance. This method has been described by Lampoon

(21). Other work has been done at the Taylor Model Basin on this problem
( 2).

DISTORTIONS DUE TO MECHANICAL DISTURBANCE OF TIM CABLE
In Part 2 it was pointed out that the type of cable used with a

gage is one of the factors which determine the degree of distortion of the

signal obtained. In testing a piezoelectric gage at the Taylor Model Basin

it was observed that mechanical disturbance of the cable modified the voltage

signal perceptibly. It wa%,evident that in using the gage to study the

pressure-time variation near an underwater explosion, a spurious signal pro-
duced in the cable could introduce an appreciable error. Preliminary tests

confirmed this conjecture. A series of tests was undertaken to compare the

voltage signals from various types of shielded, single-cunductor cables ex-

posed without other pickup to an underwater explosion. An attempt was then

mode to improve one of the heat of these, a coaxial copper-tube cable, so as

to reduce its distortion of a gage signal. Finally, certain relevant proper-

ties of the modified cable were studied: The reproducibility of its voltage

signal, and the effects of change in its orientation and configuration.

Each cable under investi.gation was rwepsred for immersion by insu-
lating the wire at one end, buth from the concentric shield and from the wa.

ter, by rubber tape coated with Bostik cement. The other (;nd was connected

to the input of an amplifier. The cable was then taped to a plank and low-

ered diagonally into the water to a depth of 3 feet, as shown in Figure 9.

Both cable and charge were mounted on suitable frames by means of which their

depth and relative position could be accurately adjusted.

A Number 8 detonator was exploded, and the volwt e uutput of the

cable as a function of time was recorded with a Du Mont Type 208 cathode-ray

oscillograph and an auxiliary camera. The tim, axis on the cathode-ray

screen was swept out by a TMB sweep generator, and eynchronized with the ex-

plcsion by a trigger circuit. Voltage and time scales were calibrated with

a 0eneral Radio Microvolter and an oscillator by impressing a sine wave of

known amplitude and frequency on the screen of the cathode-rny tube. The

photograpnic records were enlarged, and peak voltages were read off.

A detailed description of the cables, including the capacitance of
each, and a tabulation -f the results will be found in Tables 1 and 2, re-

spectively. The peak voltnges generated hy the different cables rarge from
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TABLE 1

Description of Cables Subjected to Underwater Explosions,
and Peak Voltages Produced by These Cables

Serial Nenufeeturer'. Central Naminal Well

Outside acian e ikness took

Lre Insulation Shield Sheathing 0 per toot of Copper Voltagee
Letter DeJiation Se uIcephs im f ubes mi llivolte

inches

A elden 8421 20 Rubber Ct r Rubber 0.260 44 136 t 12

Copper -

a Belden 0401 26 Rubber Phosphor. Rubber 0.245 25 108 ± 10
Stranding

elden 8216 14 Rubber Strend'n aubber 0,35 25.5 So ± 9

D Preeilson 20 Plber-glass Copper NoIW C 108 0.007 10 t 2
opper None 0.125 57 0.030 13 t ?

B Cable E 20 Fuberbelana o Tub

Plber.g aesn Coper
P Precision 20 end r one 0.218 107 0.013 40 t 5

Celluloid Tub

0 Belden 1637 20 Rubber Copg:r None 0,256 161 0,012 21 t 3

L 1 Relden RM93 fl0 Rubber, Copper Nonv 0.25 33 26 + 3
Cotton stranding None , _, _ __ _ _ _ _

The peak voltace was determined from at least four trials with each cable.

10 to 136 millivolts. Oreater signals were produced by the rubber-sheathed

cables than by the unsheathed ones, the former ranging from 80 to 136 milli-

volts, the latter from 10 to 40 millivolts. Typical durations of the signals

were 2 or 3 milliseconds.

These large cable signals may give rise to important errors when

used in conjunction with a crystal pickup in measurements on the initial part

of the pressure pulse In an underwater explosion. Even larger relative er-

rors will result, however, Ln pressure determinations during the ensuing pe-

riod of sveral millisecond3 characterized by distinctly lower pressures. The

character of the tail of the curve corresponding to this later period may be

completely masked by cable distortion. When meueuring impulse or momentum

the area under the pressure-time curve must be determined, and since the du-

ration of the cable pulse is long compared to that of the true pressure pulse,
a tail area of considerable size would make a large spurious contribution,

say as large as 20 per cent, to the measured impulse.

The lowest signals, 10 and 13 millivolts, were produced by the

cables designated as D and E respectively, see Table 1. The shielding in

both consists of copper tubing rather than stranding; they have fiber-glass

Insulation, their outside diameter is small, 0.100 inch and 0.125 inch re-

spectively, as compared to tho.7e of the other copper-tube cables tested, and
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To Ampifier To Ampifier

3 /

FIgur9e9A - 8ideie Orientation Figure 9b -* Endwie Orientation

The charge is offset from the cable, to produce The charge Is in lius with the end of the cable.
latoral .jveent of the latter.

Figure 9 - Orientations of Cable Relative to ChArge
in the Early Cable Tests

they are unsheathed. In Cable D, prepared by the Precision Tube Company, the
copper tubing is placed over the insulation by a drawing operation. The re-
sulting hardness of the tubing cannot be removed by ennealing because this
would damage the insulation. In Cable E, prepared at the Taylor Mo'iel Basin,
Number 24 wire covered with fiber-glass insulation is inserted into tubing
with a wall thickness of 0.034 inch. Because the tubing in the latter cable
can be annealed before the wire is inserted, it has the advantage o^ flexi-
bility. however, since the central wire is rather locse (this cable was made
up without wax) it is capable of motion relative to the concentric tube. Hence
the cable signal shows high-frequency oseillptions due to the vibration of the
wire; see Figure 1Ob.

To determine how much reduction in the peak voltage of Cable E could
be effected by reduclig th relative motion of the central wire, a test was
made with a charge placed on an extension of the axis of the cable; see Figure
9b. The distance between the immersed end of the cable and the charge was
kept fixed. The resulting peak voltage was 2 millivolts, compared to 13 mil-
livolts when the charge was in the position shown in Figure 9a.

It appeared that of all the cables tested Cable E would be the most
satisfactory for uso in explosion gages, provided that it could be made in-
sensitive to orientation. To accomplish this, it was decided to fill the
space between the tube and the wire with wax (18). The modified cable, here-
after called the "TMB ',ble," gave satisfactory results, as shown in Table 2,
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Figure 10b ILEM I Oc

9
0

Time 

Figure 10a

Figure 10 - Voltage Signals Produced by Three Cables Subjected to
the Underwater Explosion of a Detonator

Figure 10 ehown a signal from a rubber-sheathed cable; Figure 1Ob, a signal from a coaxial
copper-tube cable; end Figure Ic, a signal from a wax-filled TMB cable.

Figures lOb and 1Oc were originally taken at larger amplifications than those exhibited here,
to permit accurate measurement. They have been reduced to show the three cable signals
approximately to the same voltage scale. The apparently sharper focus in Figures 1Ob end
10c is due to this reduction. The ti scales are different. The total time on each oscil-
logram is the same, 12 milliseconds.

TABLE 2

Comparison of Peak Voltages of TMB Wax-Filled Cable
and Unmodified Cable

Peak Voltage, millivolts
Cable Sidewise EndwiseOrientation Orientation

Figure 9a Figure 9b

E 12.9 2.0

TMB 3,) 2.6

which gives the peak voltages obtained wlth the original and the modified
cables for the positions shown In Firure 9. The capacitance of the TMB cnble

was 50 mlcromicroferads per f, )t.

Figure 10 is a comr rtlon ,f voltsge-signal records from q rubber

cnble, r, m the unmodlfiel (: rr-',n cih le, nnd from ,e TM cahli . It
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should be noted that although the time scales are different in the three rec-

ords, the voltage scales are the same.

The TO' cable possesses the following advantages:

a. Compared to the unmodified Cable E, it is relatively

insensitive to orientation.

b. For sidewise orientation, Figure 9a, it gives a peak

signal less than 1/3 as large so does the unmodified copper cable,

and about 1/30 of that produced by commercial rubber-sheathed

cables.

c. High-frequency voltage oscillations due to vibration

of the wire in the unwaxed copper-tube cable are eliminated; com-

pare Figures lOb and 10oc.

d. It is very flexible, since the copper tubing remains in

the annealed condition after the central wire is inserted.

e. The use of copper tubing as a shield makes it easy to

lead the gage cable into a pressure chamber for calibration.

With rubber cable it is difficult to seal the gage inside the

pressure chamber so that it will hold high pressure without dam.

aging the rubber insulation.

f. It has a relatively low dielectric absorption. Conse-

quently, its capacitance shows a nekligible change with frequency,

as compared with variations as high as 15 per cent observed for

rubber-sheathed cables between 150 cycles per second and 30,000

cycles per second.

Because of these characteristics the TM cable appears to be better

suited for use with underwater explosion-pressure gages than any of the others

tested. It has been adopted for all such gages recently constructed at the

Taylor Model Basin.

In addition, two other features of the cable were investigated; the

reproducibility of the voltage signal and the effect of changing the config-

uration of the cable in the pressure field. In a series of five detonations

under nominally identical conditions, the peak voltage signal from the cable

alone was found to be reproducible to within a probable deviation of 4 per

cent. To test the effect of departure from a linear configuration, the cable

was bent into a circle with the charge at its center. There was little change

in the resulting cable signal.

Further tests of the relative merits of the TMB cable and a rubber-

sheathed cable were subsequently made at the Underwater Exploitves Research
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Laboratory at Woods Hole, in connection

with the use of larger charges. These

experiments differed from the earlier To Charge

ones mainly in two respects: charges Cystal

of 250 grams of tetryl were exploded 1'

instead of detonators, and each of the 3 3_ --

cables tested was part of' a complete

piezoelectric gage assembly. The crys- Figure 11 - Positions of Cable and

tal signal was delayed so as to sepa- Crystal Relative to Charge
in ti:a Cable

rate it from the initial part of the

cable signal. This was done by bending

the cable into the shape of nn isosceles triangle with the crystal at its ver- 1
tex 30 inches from the base; see Figure 11. The charge was placed at the same

dista nce on the other side of the base. Hence the pressure pulse struck the

cablft about half a millisecond before reaching the crystal.

Cable signals obtained simultaneously from a Belden Series 8400

rubber-sheathed cable and from a TMB cable are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

In these pictures the time sweep proceeds from ieft to right; thus the first

disturbance at the left is that due to the cable. The steep signal which
n11nw, is produced by the cry:t,%,* and the peculiar appearonce of tho cub-

sequent portion of the curve was probably caused by the output of the crystal

overloading the amplifier. Pairs of' surh records from ten explosions were

obtained. These show a steady Cnange in the condition of the rubber cable as

Figurc I. - Voltare i'Jrn"i ProdacF4 Flgure V5 - VoltAge 3ignal Produced
by a Rubber Cable .ubjected to prn by a T M Cable Sublected to an

Underwater Expl "i .'  l) f Underwnter Explozion of
C'50 Orqmo of Tetryl 2.',t Grams o' Tetryl

:rutl dlgndl.
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it is subjected to additional explosions. The peak voltagn in the cable sig-
nal decreased from 22 nillivolts in the first explosion to 6 millivolts in
the tenth, while that in the TMI cable fluctuated between 1 and 2 millivolts,
This effect of "aging" on the rubber cable, due to repeated explosions, had
been observed previously at the Underwater Explosives Research Laboratory.
The investigators at that laboratory report that the change is reversible: if
an aged" cable Is put aside for a week or two it reverts to its former state
and again gives rise to large signals. Other ,ubber-sheathed cables showed
the same features in even greater degree.

When large numbers of gsges with copper cables were used simultane-
ously on a ship, the noise level became objectionably high, probably as a re-
sult of eddy currents through the copper tube which serves as a return lead.
One way to overcome this difficulty may be to replace the present combination
of single conductor and grounded copper tube with a double conductor enclosed
in a copper tube, the latter acting only as a shield.

DISTORTION DUE TO INSUFFICIENT TIME CONSTANT
Another type of distortion of the gage signal occurs when the time

constant of the circuit is too small compared to the duration of the signal.
The following analysis provides practical criteria for the magnitude of the
time constants needed to reduce this kind oP distortion to a given percentage.

A piezoelectric gage circuit ma; be represented as in Figure 14,
To minimize distortion caused by leakage of the signal charge

through the input resistance of .he amplifier, the time constant of the cir-
cuit expressed by the product RC must be large compared to the duration of
the signal.

The piezoelectric gage generates a charge which is proportional to
the applied force. Since the peak pressure due to an underwater explosion

occurs almost Instantaneously, the peak charge is generated at the very start.
As the pressure decreases, the crystal reabsorbs as much charge as it pre-
viously generated; this reverses the original current.

Q(t) is the charge produced by the crystal; i.e., the

true gage response which it is desired to asure,

q(t) i the obectrvd charge on the capacitor,
C is the combirnd distributed capacitance of the

R cble plus the terninetIng lmped capacitance,

PTr in the input resistance of the amplifier,

Gage H fC is the time constant of the cJrcuit, i.J,

I iv, it, and %, are tLe instantaneous currents in the

I dr0- id rsn.h.'s. r the Hrei'' .

Pi.ure 1 - Simplified Equivalent Circuit of a Piezoelectric Gage
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Thus at first the charge

is produced and thrown on the capac-

Itor plates. Then as the pressure

diminishes the capacitor discharges

into the crystal and through the re- /Vt
sistance R. It is apparent that if V (obs,,ve).
the resistance were infinite the 

e

voltage on the capacitor would follow Tim*

the original pressure faithfully. Figure 15 - Dltortion of a

However, the presence of a finite re- Piezoelectric Gage Signal

sistance causes a leakage through that Due to RC Leakage

as well as back into the crystal. Thus Vt is the value which would be obtained if the
leakage were zero.

the voltage across the capacitor is

always less than it would otherwise be. In fact, even if the originsl pres-

sure :ere always positive, it would be possible, because of the leakage

through R, for the capacitor to reverse its charge and indicate an apparent

negative force. The disbortion of the signal from a piezoelectric gage due

to leakage is shown irt Figure 15, in which V0 i the observed voltage and Vj

is the voltage to be expected for zero leakage.

It is apparent that the relative error (Vt - Vo)/V increases as

time progresses. Thus if it is desired to study the late phases of the rec-

ord, it is necessary to make the product RC quite large. This requirement is

more severe than if the peak valucz, alone were being investigated. An analysis

of the distortion is given below.

Let i, = -dq/dt be the total current flowing out of the capacitor,

ii,= dQ/dt be the current flowing into the crystal, and i, = q/RCbe the

current flowing through the resistance R, Then

i= ig + i [121

or

,,q q dQ
dt RC dt

and

d+ q-dQ
dt RC -dt

q(t) e -fdRC [f i efdIRC dr + l

RC-RC [Qt (-r) e dr + c]
0
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The initial conditions are that 9(O) - Q(O) - Q,, the initial charge
produced. Therefore

9(t) - Q(t) - -L **RC Q(r) ?IRCd
RC 0

where T is the variable of integration. The relative error is

(t f Q Q(,r) 41/"RC -Q(t) - [(t) AQ
ek a IRC

Q(a - - " V Q(t) 0c [13]

Thus far tho expression for the charge produced by the crystal has

been an arbitrary function. Now two special forms for Q(t) will be considered.

Case 1 Q(t) - Q04 ie, (4]

Case 2 Q(t) - Qo(1 - 5]

where to - RC is the time constant of the discharge,

For what time ought the
rAiative error to be calculatod? TABLE 3

It is seen that the error increases Relative Error AQ as a Function of RC
with time. As a practical choice for Case 1 and Case 2

the comparison may be made for the Case 2
time at which PC As RC 2

-L a 1 in Case 1 to Q to
to

and 1 1.00 1 0.92

t 2 2 0.65 2 0.55
to - in Case 2 3 0.47 3 0.39

In both cases Q(t) is reduced to a 4 0.37 4 0.31

proximately 1/3 of its original 5 0.31 5 0.25
value. 6 0.26 8 0.13

Table 3 is bases on Equa. 7 0.23 10 0.11

tion (131. It gives the relative 10 0.16 16 0.07

error AQIQ as a function of RC/t. 15 0.11

The conclusion to be drawn 20 o.084#

in each of the two cases is substan-

tially the same. If the error is not i

to exceed 10 per cent, the time con- . I
3tant should be 10 L-) 15 times as LO___
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1arMe 4s the period of time which Is of Interest, Thus if the time of In-
terest ta 20 milliseconds, the time constant must e7reed 25') milliseconds.

DISTORTIONS ME T0 P8EqUENCY RESPONSE OP AMPLIIIERS
Thus far distortions associated with the cable end those due to in-

adequate time constant h-,vv been diAoussed, Anothor kind of signal distor-
tien arises from inadequate frequency response of the amplifiers. There are
several ways or describing this frequency response. The following are three
methods in comon use.

Let Et sinw t represent a st.andarc sinusoidal signal going to the
input of the amplifier. Then the output wili have the form

S aln(wt - 9)

S ia the amplitude of tho output. If it Is a function of the fre-
quen,, w, I.e., S w S(w), then the amplifier has amplitude distortion. 9 is

the change in phase introduced by the amplifier. If 0 is either a constant
or * lineor function or the frequency, i.e., G a 9(w) - aw+ 8, where a and 0

are constant, then there to no phase distortion. If 9 is a nonlinear func-
tion of w, then the amplifier has intrqduced phase distortion. In the case
of the properly terminated cable treated in an earlier section, see Equation

S(W) Which Is independent of signal frequency w;

6(w) u j1YHdw, which is a linear funtion of w.

Thus the properly terminated cable Ia an example of a distortionless system.
When N(w) and $(M) are determined exierimentally, the frequency response is
completely known.

A second method involves obtaining the response of the amplifier to
a periodic aquare wnvu,

A third method Is to ob- A, C 0 .
Lait, the risponoc or the ip ifier . . ..
to a unit pulse; se Figure 16. --,

These modes or descrip- A , .. . -

tion are esapntiAlly equivalent, 06

and any one may be dp-ived from 04

nny other (?3) FEach mny he ,.eirid
for some specific purpose. Thuo, .
for example, if It Is desired to i i

t/t. in rod,Inn

learn thA effect of some pnrqmeter, Figure 16 - Types of Response of
such nu the vom fr n revistance Amplifiers to a Unit Pulse

"_________________________
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or capacltance, on the frequency re-

sponse, then the response to a square
wave may be "stopped" on the screen

of a cathode ray oecillograph, and

a,.hiiIA, ; the change in the response can be
;(0) observed visuAlly and continuously

as the resistance, or capacitance,

I Is altered. Thus the square-wave
ft Imethod is valuable to anyone build-

!Ar t.- ing an amplifier. Once the taapli-
fier is built it Pay be necessary to

determine the response to a given
input transient signal, It is dif-

Figure 17 - Illustration of the ficult to derive mathematically the
Duhamel Integral response to a transient signal in

terms of a known response to a square
wave (23). This question may, however, be answered very conveniently if the
response to a unit pulse is known, and for studying distortion, the square wave
of adequate duration Is sufficiently equivalent to it. The following analysis
(24) shows how the response of any amplifier to a given signal may be calcu-

lated provided the response to a unit pulse is known. Let

SOt) be 1 for t a 0'

be 0 for t < 0 t

A(t) be the response to the unit pulue, usually called

the indicial admittance,

S(t) be the input or excitation signal, and

R(t) be the response of the amplifier to S(t).

It will be assumed that the amplifier is a linear system, i.e., it
is describable by linear differential equations. In that case the principle

of superposition may be used. It is also necessary to assume that the coef-
ficients of the differential equations of the system (amplifier) are con-
stants. This means that the rebponse is only a function of (t - i) where r
i. the time at which the unit pulse is applied, and t is the time at which

the response is desired.
Consider the input signal S an represented in Figure 17, The sig-

nal is to be considered as the sum of many rectangular pulses. Each pulse
starts at a tine 4r after the previous one. The height of the pulse is given

by
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As At

Thus a pulse of height AS is applied at the time r, while at a time At later
another pulse ts applied, and so on. It is desired to find the effect of all
these pulses at the definite time t. The response of any one of them is pic-

tured in the lower half of Figure 17, and Is given ty

A-.A(t - r)

There is also the contribution of the pulse whose height is S'0). The corre-

sponding response is given by the product

S(o) • A(9)
The total response is obtained by adding all the steps. This yields

R() - S(o)A(t) + A(t - r) At

In the limit as r -i 0, the summation is replaced by the following expression,

known as the Duhamel Integral

R() - S(O) A(t) + f'---- A(C - -) di

This formula gives the response for a given input signal S(t) pro-

vided the response to a unit pulse. i.e., A(t), is known; see Figure 16 And
the upper half of Figure 17.

A specific case will be worked out in detail to illustrate the

method.

Assume for instance that the response to a unit pulse has been ob-

tained experimentally and is representable by the empirical equation

A(t) = 1 - e-1/90

to is a measure of "the time of rise" of the amplifier.* Let the input sig-

nal be that due to an underwater explosion. This may be represented fairly

well by the form**

S(t) -

where T is the duraticn of the signal. Thus

The response of actual amplifiers frequently approximat thi, form.

For eimplicityp S(o) is chosen as unity, and S(t) and P(1) are dimensionlesa.
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0 0.2 a4 QS s0 . 2 1.4 1. 0 18 2.0 92 2.4 16 1.0 3.
/T

Figure 18 - Response of an Amplifier to an Input Signal of the Form Ec l i r

The eaplflier Ln quston is oe wb4.oh shows the response to a unit p lse depia by the
lower mwvo in Figure 16. The response is expesaed by Equation 17J

and is plotted for two nlaws of to/r.

R(f) - 1 0 -f'I ( 0 - 01.' ) dr (16]

0 (7

T o

See Reference (5).
The original signal S(t) and response R(t) are plotted for the in-

dcet ed values of t/T in Figure 18. It is apparent that the response ap-
proaches the input signal more closely as to/T approaches zero. There is a
considerable loss of peak signal even for small values of to/T; for example,
a loss of 7.5 per cent for to/T= 1/50.

It is useful to obtain the peak response as a function of to/T. The
t0/T necessary for a given allowable loss of peek response for the assumed
type of' signal "an then be specified. Differentiating Equation (17) y~elds

7' [._ - I . ,,/.]
( -- to T to

Setting this expression eq'ial to zero, we obtain
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where t, is the time at which the maximum response occurs. The maximum re-
sponse RO at this time Is given by

T 11- W ' tellsT t.o ! -

Lot X a to/T. Then

but, from the preceding
X" Id 0 J - X)

Eliminating t,, we obtain

I - x (tx))

and

R. "X x lI -x) (19)

This is the desired function giving the peak response to be expected

from a given value of X- t/T For values of X less than 1/20 we may use

0.6

0.02 O 00 n 010

Figure 1q -Peak Response as a Function of X=- to/T

The m .ime of the family of curves in Figure IC are plotted against the parameter t./r.
This graph is a pl4t of FEuation P[1.]

R,,= Xxwith an ei'ror which is less than 1 per cent. A plot of Equation !19]
is given in Figure 19.

As a numerical example of the use of this esult, suppose the am-
plifier is required to record 9( per cent of the peak pressure due to the
underwater explosion of an )unee of tetryl. What time of rise hould the
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amplifier have? The duration of the pressure from an ounce of tetryl Is ap-
proximately 35 microseconds. Thus

T a 35

R, a 0.97 a Xx
Th

X- TT6 u

Therefore

0a a 0.2 microsecond

This imposes a severe requirement upon the amplifier, as can be
seun from the following oxample. Suppose that the frequency response of an
available amplifier falls off by 8 per cent at 300 kilocycles. It then has a
time of rise equal to 3/A microsecond, a time too large to give the desired
accuracy for an explosion of an ounce of tetryl.

It may be asked, what is the smallest charge for which the cited
amplifier will record 97 per cent of the peak prebsure? The duration of the
pressure variep as the cube root of the mass of the chkrge, Therefore, the
desired value of weight W of the charge may be obtained if the required dura-
tion is known. In thic cace

R. a 0.97

to a 0.75

Therefore
T = 0.75 x 170 a 127 microseconda

Comparing this time with the duration of an explosion of one ounce of tetryl,
we have

,. ) 47.8 ounces ,f tetryl

Therefore the required charge is 3 pounds or more of tetryl.
If valid measurements are to be made it is necessary to take such

precautions as working with relatively large chariges or using very high fi-
delity amplifiers and cablem which are not too long.

THE TO RECORDINO CHANNEL
The Taylor Model Basin recording channel consists of a series of

units as indicated by the block diagram in Figure 20, The amplifier was de.
signed by members of the staff and responds to frequencies up to 300
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PRESSURE APPARATUS
Calibration pressures are developed inside a cylirdricAl steel

pressure chamber* filled with a rust-inhibiting solution of potansium dichro.
sate and sodium carbonate. Oil Is not used, since upon repeated Immerslon in
oil at high pressures the ruhher insulation on the tourmaline gages would be
damaged. The cryctal end of the gage Is sealed Into the pressure vessel by
neoprene washers eandwiched between split brasss washers. The latter fit snug-
ly around the copper-tube cable, and the neoprene washers are compre3sed by a
retaining screw through which the cable emerges from the chamber. The pres-
sure is raised to some predetermined value which Is read on a Bourtw.n-tube
gage. Three such gages with ranges up to 2000, 5000, and 10,000 pounds per
square inch have been used. These have been calibrated twice at the National
Bureau of Standards. They can be read to within 1/A to 1/2 of one per cent
at the usual test pressures.

Ir the calibratlun of the piezoolectric gages, a rapid change tn
pressure is required. Therefore, once the desired pressure hao been attained,
it is released by one of the following two methods. A release valve is sud-
denly opened, permitting a return to atmospheric pressure in approximately
0.05 second; or a thin brass diaphragm, sealed into the chamber on the oppo-
site side from the gage, is punctured, releasing the pressure in 0.2 to 0.3
millisecond. The diaphragm must be thick enough to withstand a given pres-
sure, but thin enough to be readily punctured with, say, a thrust of a screw-
driver. In practice, the diaphragms are trade of brass, 1.12 inch in diameter
and 0.003 inch to 0.008 inch thick, depending upon the pressure to which they
are to be subjected. It requiros but a few minutes to remove a punctured
diaphragm and replace it with a new one.

Unlike the transient character of a piezoelectric gage colibration,
that of a glass resistance gage is static; i.e., the pressure remains at a
predetermined value while the change in the gage resistance is measured.

CIRCUITS FOR MEASURING THE OtrPtrT OF THW 6AOES
For a piezoelectric gage the output to be measured is a quantity of

charge, whereas for a resistance-type gage the output is a change in resis-
tance. Accordingly, different circuits must be used in calibrating the two
types.

CALIBRATION OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES
The charge 4Q developed by a piezoelectric crystal under load is

proportional to the change AF ir the total force acting on the electrode

This appratus wa desigp d by Lt, Denreos Uncroft, USR, of the DavLd Taylr Mudml Bet. stLaff.
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surfaces, i.e., dQaKA; where K is he ptezoelectric constant of the efrya.
talline material along the electric axis, When a piezoelectric gagc is Pub-
jected to hydrostatic pressure, It is convenient to write 4Q- KA AP. The

change in pressure 4Pacting over area A determines the total force trnnnmit-
ted to the electrode surface. From the constant KA of a particular gage, the

change in pressure responsible rut a giveo output of charge is inferred.
Since values of K are given in the literature, it may be inquired

why calibration is necessary; why not simply multiply K by A? There are sev-

eral reasons. The piezo constant is not the same for various specimens or
tourmaline. It is difficult to know which of the valites i,.,und in the liter-
ature is a correct value for the sample used in the gage.

In the case of the quartz gage there are two sources of possible

error in computing KA rather than in determining It experimentally. In the
first place, few quartz crystals are altogether free from "twinning" or
riglt-handed anO left-handed quartz. Twinning reduces the effective K of the
crystal, since the two types of quartz show opposite polarities. Secondly, A
is not known precisely, As pointed out in the Appendix, it is necessAry that

an air gap surround the quortz crystal laterslly, The brass cover which
transmits the external pressure to the crystal is supported partly by the
crystal and partly by the cylindrical wall of the housing; see Figure 3 on

page 6. Moreover, a portion of the brass cover lies over the air gap. Thus
the effective area A subjected to pressure differs from the electrode sur-
face of the crystal alone. Though it is possible to estimate approximately

how much of the area over the air gap is supported by the crystal, it is not
easy to compute this exactly. However, if the gage is calibrated, it is not
necessary to Iow A, since the product KA is obtidned directly.

For these reasons it is desirable to determine expcrimeninlly the
constant KAof each gage. Now for any particular method of calibration, re-
sults of high internal consistency are not incompatible with the occurrence
of c systematic error. To ensure reliable KA values, therefore, it is impor-
tant to compnre the results obtr,.i t.! 1 given method of calibration with

those obtained by bnother method, and, if possible, by an independent o'ser-
ver. At the Taylor Model Basin, in Addition to the nlternative methods of
applying a pressure chng.e which have already been described, experiments
have been made with several different circuits for measuring the charge. One
oi' these has proved especinlly successful, yielding results which not only
show internal consistency but which agree closely with those obtained for the
same crystals in other laboratories. Experiments have also been performed by
two other methods of calibration. One of these used a Compton quadrant elec-

trometer; the other utilized a "microcoulometer" or high-impedan current
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amplifier and a moving-coil galvanometer. These letter two methods have the
disadvantage of requiring exceedingly high gage impedance, at least 30,000
megohms, for successful operation. The oscillographic method, on the other
hand, requires an impedance of only about 10 megohms. The various calibre-
tion techniques will now be described.

Osclllographic Recording

In this method of calibration the pressure is released by a burst-
ing diaphragm, and the output is recorded on the screen of a cathuoi-ray tube.

The gage is shunted by a mica
capacitor and connected into the

amplifier of a Du Mont Type 208
cathode-ray oscillograph. A hori-

zontal time swep is provided by
a TIB sweep generator and synchro-

nized with the pressure release by
a simple trigger circuit. The out-

Figure 21 - Calibration Record Obtained a trigr ascit is t-

with the Direct Oscillographic Method put of the crystal as it is s0-

The pressure inside a calibration chamber is rleased jected to a pressure change appears
by puncturing n thin bren diaphragm, The time as a voltage-time Curve uon the

cale runsg rom et to right, screen of the cathode-ray tube;

see Figure 21. It Is photographed
with an Ektra canera, and the film records are measured with a micrometer
microscope. The time required to release the pressure by puncturing a dia-
phragm, about 0.2 to 0.3 millisecond, makas the process especially amenable
to oscillographic recording. The event is fast enough so that the required
RC is not tnconveniently large; on the other hand, It is slow enough so that
the demands of flat frequency response on the amplifier and adequate beam in-
tensity on the cathode-ray tube are not excessive. The slow descent of the
portion of the curve to the right of the peak gives an indication of the
large RC, 40 milliseconds, which was used. This time constant is so large
compared to the time required for the release of the pressure that the leak-
age error in the measurement of peak pressure, As in Figure 15 on page 25, is
less than 1 per cent. For time calibration u soiu wave of known frequency is
fed into the amplifier from A Hwlett-Packard oscillator. T~h amplitude is
calibrated by putting a step vol".age from a potentiometer into the Amplifier

of the Du Mont oscillograph.
Table 4 gives the results of a typical set of' calibrations on five

tourmaline crystals. Each KA value cited in Column 3 Is the result of the
number of determinations or "trials" indicated in Column 2. Thus the KA value
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TABLE 14

Piezoelootric Calibration Constants of Typical Tourmaline Goges

Number KA x 10" Per Cent Area K x 10"
Gage of coulombs per pounds Difference aquare coulombs per pound

Trials per square nch in KA Inohes
___TM Stanolind TMB Stanolind

275 36 9.6 ± .08 9.21 0.5 0865 1.o58 .o64
282 30 | 9.2± 0.o6 8.87 1.7 0.084 1.074 1 .058
284 17 9.10 ± 0.11 9.02 0.9 0.085 J 1.070 1.o6
285 28 7.85 ± 0-18 7.89 0.5 0.074 1 .o~i I .o66

XT-503 41 11.82 ± 0.1 12.06 2.0 0,112 1.5 1 OT

fol Gage 275 in based on the measurement of 36 oscillograms like Lhe one in
Figure 21. The deviation given in Column 3 is in every instance the standird

deviation. It will be seen that the KA determinations for a given gage are

internally consistent to within one or two per cent.

It is interesting to compare these KAvAlues with those obtained

for these same crystals by the Exploration Laboratory of the Stonolind Com-

pany,* from whom the plated crystals are procured. Their figures are ,isted

in Column 4, and the percentage differences between these values and those

obtained at the Taylor Mode] Basin are given in Column 5. The TKB calibra-

tions differ from those of Stanclind by 2 per cent or less. It should be

emphasized that the two sets of calibrations were performed by independent

observers using different techniques. One of these gages, XT-503, wAs pre-

viously calibrated by the Underwater Explosives Research Laboratory at Woods

Hole; the value obtained there is in agreement with StAnolind'. within 1

per cent.

From the value of KA and the measured area of A of the crystals

listod in Column 6, the p1p7oeleetric constant K of the tourmaline used in
these gages is computed. The values of K deduced from the Taylor Model Basin

determinations and from those of the Stanolind Laboratory are listed in Col-

umns 7 and 8 respectively. These figures may be compared with those computed

from piezoelectric moduli given in the International Critical Tables (10).

Uiing the moduli of lp"cke and Voigt found in these tables, the piezoeleetri1

constant of tourmaline along its electrical axis when the crystal is suhjected

Dr. Daniel Silverman 1k tho Sunoilnd Company carried out these calibrations with a microcoulometer.
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to hydrostatic pressure 1s computed to be 1,078 x 10" coulomba per pound. If

the moduli determined by RUntgen are used, a value 1.087 x 10"" coulombs per

pound is obtained. The agreement with either of these values is thus quite

satisfactory.

Quadrant Electrometer

An alternative method of calibrating the piezoelectric gage utilizes

the Compton quadrant electrometer.* This instrument possesses much higher

Sensitivity than that required to measure the tipioal output of a TM piezo-

electric gage. 'y shunting the gage with a total capacitance of viut 0.01

microfarad, as illustrated in Figure 22, a potential differenci or about 0.1
volt was impressed on the quadrants. Although the instrument Is capable of

many refined sensitivity adjustments, it was found possible to ;et the de-

sired range of sensitivities merely by varying the needle potential between

45 and 65 volts. Because of the high capacitance in parallel with the gage,

the instrument was usually stable and free from excessive drift. However,

for satisfactory operation the impedance of the electrometer system had to be

kept high, of the order of 50,000 megohmm. Oages of lowor impedance could

not be calibrated with the electrometer. To prevent moisture from collecting

on the insulation, a small quantity of calcium chloride was kept inside the
casing of the electrometer as well us irside the box which shielded the

switches and capacitors.

Gages were calibrated in the following manner: After the needle

potential was adjusted for the desired sensitivity, the "floating" quaratits

were grounded by momentarily closing switch K. ; see Figure 22. Then, with K2

I to 10,00 ohms Crystali3- Needle- 7 gmoh

-; ------ JStandardKI I
LColl

C-Shleidln9 Sox Ouadrant

Figure 22 - Electrometer' Calibration Circuit with Potentiometer
The doflectiond of a Compjtu que.drant elactrouter are celibrated by puttirg a known voltage

on the needle with a Wds ad Northrup Type K poteLAoeter.

The electrometr was obtained on loan through the courtesy of Dr. L.9 Curtis of thu Radioactivity
Soction, Natiinal Bureau of Standards.
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in position A, the pressure on the crystal was released. The corresponding

ballistic deflection was read on a scale about 1 meter from the electrometer.

This was repeated for various pressures.

Voltage calibration of the scale was carried out as follows: First

K, was momentarily closed. Then K2 was thrown to position B, charging up a

mica capacitor C1 to a potential difference which was precisely determined

with a Leeds and Northrup Type K potentiometer. By reversing K2 the known

voltage was impressed upon C2 and the quadrants. Deflections of the needle

were observed for a suitable range of voltages.

Voltages 4V were plotted against corresponding pr.o-sure changes AP

and a "best line" was drawn. Usually the experimental foints were so nearly

collinear that the slope AV/4P could be determined without recourse to the

method of least squares. The piezoelectric constant KA of the gage is given

by C(4V/AP), where C is the total capacitance in parallel with the gage. C

was measured with P Schering

capacitancL-bridge circuit

manufactured by the General 9 t 4,
Psdio Company. __

The results obtained 1 0-
with this method of calibration
are described at the end u Vhe 4.v 7oK

next section.

Microcoulometer 7.e V 45V -:

A third calibration 5K

technique makes use of an im-

pedance coupler, Figure 23, m-. 5,

with a large time constant, T 2

together with a voltmeter con-
slating of a moving-coil gal-

vanometer* in series with a Figure 23 - Piezoelectric Gage Impedance
This Coupler with Large Time Constant,

suitable resistance. TTermed a Microcoulometer

circuit has been called a mi-

crocoulometer. It has an in-

put impedance of 30.000 megohms and an input capacitance of 10-8 farad. Hence

its time constant, about 200 seconds, ia long in comparison with the time of

deflection of the galvanometer coil, which is about 2 seconds. By the switch

K1 , Figure 24, either the piezoelectric crystal or a potentiometer may be

STbe galvaenomtr employed to manufactured by the usneral Ele tric Company mder Serial Number 12,
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connected to the input of the-a
potontlomt impedance coupler. With K3 the

• 1cyta output can be fed either into the
ti galvanometer or into a Simpson

I *Imps test set.

(Mlarooov lonG i, a, The following calibra-
n tion procedure is used: First

the gAge Is momentarily s ,arted
Te Set by the switch K2 . Then the var-S1K*iable resistor in the tmoednnce

Figure 24 - Calibration Circuit Employing coupler is adjusted until the

the Microcoulometer output potential is zero. For

The circuit in Figure 23 is represented by the box preliminary adjustment of the
labeled "Impedance Coupler." The "input" and "output" output, the test set is a conven-
of Figure 23 correspond to connections K, and K3,
respectively. The galvanometer G together with the ient indicator. in the interest
geriea reels' %nce R constitutc the voltmeter. of uniformly high accuracy, it

is desirable to get nearly full-

scale deflections of the galvanometer for eaoh rel'e. :;,^ p-'our., Th~s is

achieved by varying the series resistance R, which controls the galvanometer's
voltage sensitivity.

To translate galvanometer deflections into volts, the potentiometer

is employed in much the same manner as that described for the electrometer.

Several voltages are applied to the microcoulometer for each value of R pre-

viously used, and the corresponding galvarmcter deflcctions are noted. With
these data it is possible to plot voltage against pressure change and as be-

fore, KA is determined from C and the slope AVIAP of the curve.

The values of' the calibration constant KA obtained with the elec-

trometer and the microcoulometer are between 7 and 13 per cent lower than
those determined with the oscillographic recordIng technique. The oscillo-

graphic values are judged to be correct within the experimental error, inas-

much as they have been independently substantiated by workers In two other

laboratories. Moreover, they leal to a value of K which agree closely with
that found by both Voigt and R~ntgen, Both the electrometer and microcoulome-

ter methods offer considerable difficulty because of the high input impedance

which must be maintained for successful operation; the former is especially

troublesome as it requires an impedance of 50,000 megohms. The discrepancy

of 7 to 13 per cent has recently been accounted for (25).

Program for Further Piezoelectric CalibrPtion Studies

Several important questions concerning piezoelectric calibrations

remain to be answered, Some observers hav, found an indication of' a differ.

ence between the KA value determined with a "bare" crystal, i,)., before the



Insulation Is coated on, and the va'ue obtauined after the gage has been coated
with rubber, This question Is heinsq investigated.*

It Is also planned to study the effect, It Any, on 1(4 when the gage
ts subjected to a series or explosiona, In this connection it ihould he ob-
served that the osaillographic calibration technique has a groat advantage
ovep the other methods, In that It can he applied to a gage after repeated
explosions. It In found, for example, that the Impedance of a gage after
several explosions usually drops well below the 30,000 megohms required for
calibration with the microcoulometer. Hence rscalllbr&.'F)n by this method is
Impossible, On the other hand, the osclllographio method does not demand sv'
Impedance af more than about 10 mesgohms, and the rvt'-. .Iadnee seldom drops
below aoweral hundred megohms. When it does, the gage becomes useless in any
event, for the RC of the gage circuit to then too small.

CALIBRATION OF THE GLASS RESISTANCE GAGE
The gloss resistance gage is calibrated with R Wheatstonet hrid,,e.

The gage Is sealed Into the pressure chamber in the same way as are the piezo-
electric gages, except that a brass washer soldered to the cable nbove the
gclass element facilitates the closure.

A series of jpreaaJra inetrAmonts AP up to 6000 pounds per~ equnrc
Inch are then applied to the gage, and the change AR9 in Its rosstance is
measured. Displacements on the galvanometer scale, which are proportional to
the resistance changes 4R,, are plotted against AP. From the slope of the re-
sulting line the caliL..'tion constant of the gage 11R, (t.R0/AP) Is obtained.
Values of this constant are of the order of 1. i __~.x10 pounds per 3quare inch'
31nce Re Is about 100 ohms, Afto Is of the order of '1,015 ohm for a change ir
pressure of 1000 pounds per square inch.

PAMT 5. GAGE PERFORMANCE IN TESTS
UNDERWATER EXPLOSION TESTING

it was thought deeirnble to test the piezoelectric gages under a

variety of circumstances, using larger charges than could be fired at the

Taylor Model Basin at the time this work was done. Tests were therefore con-
ducted by TAylor Model Basin pojrsonnel at the Underwater Explosives Research

Laboratory, Woods HolA. Considerable work on explosion pressures had been

done by investigators at that laboratory with tourariline gapes manufactured

by the Stanolind Company, and some of these gages were availeble for direct
comparison with TMB tourinaline gages. Therefore it was decided to concentrite

* r. A. 3ordon reports t.at preliminary experimen~ts Indicate a differnen of' lin thov. I per cent
between the aore and the oated ostala.
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initially on testing the performance of the ourmbline gage rather than that
cf the other gages. The recording facilities at Woods Hole were generously
made available. The overall frequency response of the cable and amplifier
was good to 300 kilocycles per second.

PRRSAURPS TN OPEN WATER

A welded ring 9 feet in diameter of 1 ,/2-inch steel pipe we% used
for the mounting of charges and gages; see Figure 25. The charges, which

ranged from 50 to 2r0 grams of loose
tetryl. were placed in the center of

.0 the steel ring. The gages were

mounted i.n thr Plane of the ri 3'
inchoe from thb ige. The charge
and the gages were secured by verti-
oal and horizontal wires. The wires
in turn were attached to vertical

steel rods passed through drilled

holes in the 9-foot ring.
Three gages and recording

channels were ordinarily employed;
t- I'\ ~ these gave at least two good records

for each explosion. Two of the
gsdes were usually the TB copper-
cable tourmaline type, whereas the

I \third was a similar tourmaline gage

mounted on a Belden 8400 rubber-

sheathed cable; the latter gage wasS" -supplied by the Underwater Explosives
Research Laboratory, The tetryl was

/ detonated by firing a Number 8 deto-
nator cap placed in the center of

7 / /the charge.

Figure 25 - Welded Steel Ring Used for Figure 26 shows photograph-
Mounting Charges and Pressure Gages ic reproductions of some typical rec-
Tide ring was md by TO personnol in 'sets at ords. Table 5 summarizes some of the

the Underwater Explosives Rese rch
LAboratory at Woods Hole. results obtained. Peak pressures re-

corded by the two types of gages gen-
erally agreed within 3 per cent. The average deviation of the pressures
recorded by a single gpage was also about 3 per cent.

After the consistent operation of the tourmaline gages when used
*Ith charges of this size had been established, it was decided to test; their

_____
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Fligue a6a - Record Obtained wit.h a ,*01 t'lgue 36b - Reord Obtained with a ap supplied
Tourm.line Pressure Gag, by U Underwer, lves Rsearh Laboltast,

Figure 26 - Pressure-Time Oe1e logramns Obtal.:e,
with Two Tourmalin Cimips I 'pen W'iter

150 gie of tetryl 3 teet from t.e gage was used in each o: e two .xplusio,,.

TABLE 5

Peak Pressure and Duration of Explosions as Registered
by Tourmaline Piezoelectric Oasges

The distance from the gages to the charge nso 6 inches, plus or minus I inoh.

Tetryl Osge Number of Peak Pressure
'INS Or Records pounds per Duration

grams Record square inch microseconds

100 XT-C2 THE* 9 3140 ± 110 55.4 6.2
100 S-300 UERL** 8 3010 - 120 52.3 ± 4.8
150 XT-C2 THE 7 3b40 140 63.3 ±2.2
150 XT-C4 TmB 11 3840 ± 50 58.9 2 2.0
150 XT-B13 THE 6 374o ±125 52.2 1.7
150 s3-00 UERL 14 3880 ± 6 54.5 ± 2.3I M* O refers to a Taylor Model Bamin gage.

'UZRL" refers to a gage belonging to the Underwater Explosive Research Laboratory.

perfo-,iqce when used with plosions of 1 ounce or less of tetryl.0  In Ad-
dition a comparison of the records obtained with tourmaline gages with those

of the quartz and glass gages has been undertaken. These Investigations are

still in progress, and the results will be given in a subsequent report. Ex-

perience in these testr hes shown clearly that the task of obtaining valid

pressure-time records of explosions is greatly complicated when small charges

are employed. For reasons set forth elsewhere in this report, the shorter

The upper limit of I ounce was imposed by the fact that tiee tsts more to be performed at the raylor
Model Besin# where focilitiev for larger explosions *ere then not available.
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duration of such explosions imposes roqviremcnts upon the pickup, amplifier,
sweep generator, end cathode-ray tube which are much more s"ringent then for
explosions of larger charges.

PRESSURES AT A SURFACE OP AN UNDERWATER STRUCTURE
A modified form of th tntirmp1tne gage has been used to obtain

pressure-time records at a surface. The rubber insulation is molded about

the crystal and also in a cavity sunk in a brass plate. The latter is bolted

to the surface of an underwater structure; see rigure 6 on page 9. Thus far

only preliminary comparisons have been made between this surface tye of gage

and the usual open-water type.

The brass plate was bolted to the center of a piece of plywood 2

feet square by 1.5 inch thick. The plywood was supported only by a rope so

that it was free to move in the water. A 22-gram charge of tetryl was placed

20 inches from the surface gage so that the line joining the gage and the

charge was perpendicular to the plane of the plywood. An open-water type or

tourmaline gage, also placed 20 inches from the charge, served as a compari-

son pickup.
Figures 27a and 27b show a typical pair of comparison records. Two

interesting differences always appear in these comparisons, The surface gage

shows a higher peuk p-evbuve Lhaii is observed in open water; the ratio of
these peak pressures is somewhat less than 2. The time histories of the two

records are strikingly different. In Figure 27b the pressure indicated by

the surface gage has dropped to zero in a time interval during which the pres-

sure indicated by the open-water gage has decayed only to approximately 1/1

of Its peak value.

F.giure 27a - 1ploeion Pressuree in Olen $ater Figure 27b - F plooicn Pressures on a Surface
of an Underwater structure

Figure 27 - Comparison of Explosion Pressures on a Surface
of an Underwater Structure and in Open Water

Tto record in Figure 2.7? was obtained with the usual tyrpe of open-water gage; that in Figure 27b
with a suface-.type of tourmaline gage sunk into a braes plate. The return to zero

preusure Is much =,re rapid on the surface than in open water.
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The approximate doubling of the penk pressure is to be expected be-
cause of the reflection of the pressure wave that takes place at the surface

of the brass plate, Professor Kennard of the Taylor Model Basin staff hp%
offered the following explanation for the rapid fall of the pressure to tero
which is Indicated by the surface gage. The pressure wave Impinges upon the
brass plate and causes it to move initially as if it were backed by air, be-
cause of the small acoustic impedance of t6e plywood, The brass plate under-
goes very large accelerations and after a certain time t, cavitition occurs
in the water. If we assume that cavitation sets in at zero pressure, And
that the form of the shock wave is given by #a', then t.z time t, at which
the record should indicate zero pressure is (26)*

1 1 nI. I In X
a X-

where

am

pc is the specific acoustic impedance of the water; m is the mass
per unit area of the brass plate.

a was determined from the open-water record given by Gage 280 in
Figure 27a. It is approximately 28,300 seconds"I if i is in seconds; m is
0.075 pound per square inch. This gives

t, m 35.3 microseconds

Direct measurement on the curve In Figure 27b gives 35 microseconds for the
time required to reach zero pressure.

USE OF THE TOURMALINE GAGE IN STUDYING A SLOWER PRESIURE CHPANE
The duration of an explosion of 100 grams of tetryl is about 50

microseconds. Recently the TMR tourmaline gage has been used to study pres-
sure changes which are a thousand times as slow as this, i.e., about 50 to
100 milliseconds in duration.

The phenomenon under investigation was the load on nn experimental
6-inch, 47-cAliber, high-angle turret due to the recoil of the guns when they
were fired. The shock of recoil is absorbed by a hydraulic brake or buffer.

A 1/3-scale model of the turret at the Philadelphia Navy Yard was ueed for
this test. The loal due to recol was simulated by the Impact of a 2000-

pound car rolling down an inclined track, and striking the piLtuwr uf the
buffer (28) (29).

* See also Reference (Z?), which deuls with the explosive load on underwater structwer eu modified

by bulk cavitation
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Prom a measurement of the

peak pressure inhlde the buffer the

peak load can be deduced. This

measurement has usually beam made

with a Crosby high-pressure engine

indicator. It woe desird to cnl-

ibrate this instrument against a

0o50 so tourmaline gage.

The gago was sealed into
Figure 28 - Oscillogran Showing Pressure the buffer by a specie adopter.

an a Function of Time Inside a
Hydraulic Brake or Buffer An tC constant of 1 second was pro-

This record was obtained with a TO toumallne goge. vided by shunting the gage with a
fte duration of this phomooon io oboit 1000 tim 0p
that of typtcal explosim described in this repot. 0.01-microfered capacitor and using

a cathode follower with an input

impedance of 100 megohms. A trig-

ger circuit was designed in which a capacitor discharge, actuated by mochan.

loal contact of two wires, set off the sweep. Contact was made at a prede-

termined time before Impact when a bolt projecting from the moving car pushed

one wire against the other. To record the pressure-time curve, a Du Mont

Type 208 cathode-ray oscillograph was used together with the auxiliary equip-

sent usually employed in recording transient pressures at the Taylor Model

Basin.

The car was released from varlo,4cs heights up to 20 feet, and a

pressure-time curve was obtained for each impact. Figure 28 shows a typical

record for a 15-foot drop. The initial, sharp pulse is due to a shock-

pressure wave transmitted through the buffer. This is followed by the main-

peak portion of the curve which shows the variation of pressure instde.the

cylinder as the piston moves through it.

In an effort to check the validity of the pressure-time curve, the

change in momentum mv of the car due to impact was compared with the total

Impul e fPdi deduceed frnm the Are under the prese ure-time curve,* I I the

mass of the car; v its velocity st the initial moment of impact; F- Pa, where

P is the pressure recorded by the gage at time t, and a is the area of the

piston. The integration, performed with a panimeter, is extended over a

time from the initial moment of impact until the pressure returns to zero.

The Impulse measured in this w'y agreed with the calculated change in momen-

tum to within 5 per sent.
Thus, besides its usefulness in explosion research, the TMB tourma-

line gage appears to be equally suitable for the measurement of much slower

pressure changes.

0 The recoil volortty of the cor is negligible.
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APPENDIX

CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUARTZ PIEZOELECTRIC OA ti.

Figure 3 Ia a view of the quartz gage with a secaton out away to
show the various components, The principal parts of the pnge will flrt be

described, then the details of its construction.

Outft crystel - - b-els Cover
le~~lted-roe Pon

Solder Joint

.Silver Solder

shellac o Sols 'ube
SOkeilit uvlhing- so o, i

Solder

ilesulled Wise
train Electrode

Cosoer Coble
Filled with Wax - "

Figure 3 - Components of the TMB Quartz Piezoelectric Gage

The brass housing consists of three partil a "pan" which contains the crystal; a cover; and a brass
tube which is silver-soldered to the p. A cylindrical, X-cut quarts crystal is cemented on one ilde
to on electrode consisting of a thin copper disk, and on the other to the cover of the brass housing,
through which it Is grounded. The use of a copper disk for the electrode obviates the trouble of
electroplating. Laterally the crystal li surrounded by an air gap which is required because quartz
is insensitive to isotropic pressure. It is the need for this air gnp which makes a houwing necessary.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL PARTS

The copper electrode is insulated from the brass pan by a thin

sheet of mica. It is connected to the central lead wire, which is covered

with enamel and a double layer ef glass fiber. The space between this insu-

lated wire and the concentric copper tube is filled with ceresin wax. Near

its entrance into the pan the wire is insulated from the brass tube by a

bakelite bushing. The crystal is so oriented that a compressional force pro-

duces a negative charge on the surfnce next to the copper electrode. When

the gage Is in use, the electrode is connected to the grid of an amplifier

tube; thus whe grid is charged negatively during compression, The brass

housing is sealed watertight by soft-soldering the cover to the pan.
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ASSEMBLY OF Thi , E
Before asc'ly th vurious components or the , -- P.0"ed as

followst an annealed 0emper-tube single-conductor ckble Is filled with wax,

using a technique developed at the Taylor Model Batin (1P). The outer aur-

f'ace at one end of this cable, as well as the inner slrfsce of' the briisp tube

to which it will be soldered, are tinned. The lateral s,,rface of the cover

le also tinned tu' prepare it for soldering to the pan, Pure orsnge -hellera

1 . ,%re hooted until they just ,nelt; then thin (:.ats of shellac are ap-

plied ta the inside surfa.. v' t.-, ,,er Rnd pan, as well as to hath sur'acns

Hosig

Copper Electrode

Central Wire

After Peening

Before Peening

'A,
Bokelite Shellac Mica Quurtz Brass

Bushing Crystals Grystol Cover

Figure 29 - Details of' Assembly of' the Quortz Onge
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of the quartz crystal and mica.* Before the shellac iried, the mica is

cemented to the pan; similarly, the crystal is atta.,hed rentrslly to the

cover. The slight depression in the cover serves -cuai 'urpose: It helpe

in aligning the crystal, and later when the gage iz finally assembled, the

wall of the depression prevents the crystal from 'lippin&, sidewise off the

electrode; this ensures that the full area of the crystal s utilized.

Before the wire is connected to the eP-"1rode, tn, copper cable is
pushed into the brass tube farther than It will bc in tb' -.mTpleted gage, so

that the wire emerging from it protrudes beyond 'ne pen. ; oakelite bushing

is then slipDed over thin wire. The end nP 4h- .."re is bared and attached

to the electrcJe at $^ " i ! i a pening haun~h, see Figtre 29. A tight

Jc " ,esults; the shcrt length of wire in the slit becomes virtually

a part of the elec:rode. Then, onit, '-, it. bushing is inserted into the

brass tube, the cable is pul.ed back until the copper electrode lies concen-

trically over the mica. The cover with the autahered crystal is forced into

the pan with a small C-clamp, and presure is maintained by this clamp while

the cover is soft-soldered to the pan. During the soldering the shellac

films remelt; thus, upon coolirg, the various components are bound firmly to-

gether. Finally, the copper cable is soldered to the brass tube. The C-clamp

Is removed only after the metal has cooled. In both soldering operations

great care is taken to keep the surfaces clean, so that the joints will be

impervious to water under explosion pressures. If all the work hAs been done

properly, the gage is now complete and ready for testing.

STATIC TESTING OF THE GAGE
At this stage the impedance of the gage is measured. For calibra-

tion with the microcoulometer described elsewhere in this report, the imped-

ance should be at least 30,000 megohms. Next, to make sure that the gage is

watertight, it is sealed in a pressure chamber and subjected to hydrostatic

pressures up to 3000 pounds per square inch. Once more the impedance is meas-

ured. If the latter has dropped below its pre-imtersion value, then the sol-

dered joints may be leaky. If, on the other hand, the impedance is still

high, the gage is ready for calibration.

SURFACE-PRESSURE MODIFICATION OF THE QUARTZ GAGE
The housing of' the quartz gage has been successfully adapted to the

measurenent of explosion pressures on the surface of an underwater structure.

* When the crystal Is subjected to a change in pressure the opposite charges developed on its two

faces are tansmitted by induction to the central electrode and the grounded cover, respectively,
through the layers of sac.

Best Availaablr,,
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Nutt

Boltom V18*

Nut 15ud

H-ousin~g

Top View

TMB9O79 _

Figure 4 - Modification of Quartz Oage for Attachment to a Surface
A nut. in soldered to the bottom of th, hous-inq and a threaded stud Is soldered

tu the surface at which the pressure is to ho measurod.

A brass nut whose outside diameter Is the sAme as that of' the pan, 1/2 inch,
and whose inside diameter is 1/4 inch, is silver-soldered to the bottom of the
housing. Since this nut Is only o.08 inch thick, it does not add excessively
to the size or mass of the gage. A 'rass stud 1/4 inch in diameter and 0.075
inch thick is threaded to fit the nut. This stud is soldered to the surface
widir Inve6tlgatlun, and the gage is then screwed dowrn securely over the stud.
Figure 4 shows the brass mount before and after adaptation to the surface type
of gage, together with the nut and stud used in the conversion.

This type of "surface gage" has been dosigned so that it can be
firmly attached not only to a rigid surface, but also to the surface of a dla-
phrasm subjected to explosive lo'Ading. In the latter caLe the brass-plate
type of tourmaline gage illustrated in Figure 6, on page 9, is inapplicable,

as it is much too massive.
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THE ELECTRIC POTENTIALS PRODUCED IN THE CONDUCTORS
OF A SUBNERGED CABLE BY UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS

A. M. Bebb and 3. V. Bundy_

Otober 1945

An account is given of a method of measau'ng the spurious signale
contributed W the length of cable to the pieso-sleotwio reoord of an
urderwater explosion.

The origin of "noble signals" has boon qualitatively mialysed and
methods of troatin the cable are discussed with the object of reduolng
these signals. One speolad treatment has been shown to effect a
reduction of 500 times.

9cforenoo has prviounly bocen made to the ofict of up.rioua cable
signals upon tho reliability of the une -f miniature ploso-eloetric auges
to record pressure-tLoa signatures in undorioter exploaions and an account
of the cable dovelopod for uce with largc piosO-0lootrio SOuges was given.
Thin cable h1n. not boon further modified, tio contral or Inoer aonductor
oomistinS of seven copper strands 0.012" esah in diameter and surundM
L' teloothene or polythene to & diameter of 0.29". The outer oowlwator
consists of a tinned copper vire braid and is sunounded by a reoend layer
of polythene, the outside diameter of ,?hioh in U.4-3". This I. further
oovered with a touh rulr sheath, and the overall diameter of the eable
is naminally 0.56".

The constants of this cablo are as followit-

!a) Inict noes 0.4.3 a N par metrtj
W Otpaityl 59 umj F per metre;

af Surge impedaeoc 85 ohm.;
a e variation of capaoity with frequency up to
I mosoyol/saooond is negligible.

I't is found .lqt the oable daeor bwd Above gives a vcry oonsi ttnt
cable signal whiah, unliko that am to most oablea, does not vary with time
or 0. 4 repeated subjeotion to explosion pressures. The cable sinal in
itself is not sog ; 'giblo and is in fact greater than that obtained with
most oablos; offvotive marna of reducing it hnvu, hormoer, boen devloped,
and this report is concernod with a doscription of Its measuramont and of
the mohod ap pliod in roducing its value, so eta to be nble to use the
o.ble# in partioagar, s4th miniature puce.

A reduction of some 500 times has been achieved t' coating the Inner
teloothene core of the above cable with gralhite or aqua-dagS this, of
ocurse, is the surface vihioh is in intimate contact with the outer conductor
of tinned oopper braid.

Work on this subject Yrsa startod in this Establishment early In 1944v
and was onmtinued throughout the year. In January 1945 it was learnt that
similar inveatigSat ons had ben sta-ted independently in January 1 ?4 ly

Road ...
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Road Research Laboratory woreing on the theory that cable signal arises from
frictional charges in the cable dielectric.

The cable based on this research, wa produced by Mcssrs. Callender
and was tried here, but, although apparently entirely suitable for blast and
snall scale underwater work, it prcvided unsuitable for the conditions of
trial required in this Establishment.

Th; present report therefore deals with the continuation of the
research, applying the general principle to the particular cable defined above.

TIe irinciple used in measuring cable signal is as follws; the cable
is sealed at one end and a length of several feet is subjected to hydrostatio
pressure. The pressure is suddenly released by burating a copper diaphraqu
and the signal rcoeived, amplified by means of a two-valve amplifier, an
then recorded on a cathode ray oscillogrnph. The amplifier had a reasonably
flat response between 100 C/ and 50 kq/s.

The use of long oables, properly terminated, together with the design
of Pn amplifier for use with both large an& small gauges, is being proceeded
with; but in this co~mection it nccd only be stressed that for the tests
described in this report the length of cable was kept approximately constant
and as short as possiblo, and that the same amplifier and recording equipment
was used throighout these tests.

It will bv shnAm that the minimuiu size of gauge that cpn be used for
prbssuro-tirae moasurecmnts of an underwater explosion is entirely dependent
upon the cable signal reduction that con be achieved. To use small gauges
':itheut reducing cble signal to the order of i% of the peak presare expected
frora the explosion gaw cen cause incorrect interpretation of the records,
particularly in impulse and energy determination because of the long duration
of the cable signal. The cable sign.l vlue for any cable used with pieso-
electric gauges must therefore be kowmon. If it is not m3J A orrentio
for it may cau:ie considerable ambiguity in deterinining the three cnain
propertics from an explosion wave record.

WIr.FZTAL PRO=IDURE AUD RESULf.TS.

The work that has been carried out on cable signal has been
intermittent. Per example, the cable developed for use with pieso-
electric gauges has been brought to this final design for reasons explained
in the report already refe;-red to in the introduction; other cables of a
standard type have been tested also for cable signals, in order to aim at an
understanding of the causes of cable oignal. Reference to those will not
be made except where evidence helps to explain this phenomenon.

(a) Test with "standard" cable: touah rubber sheath outer
oover.i=n T..6)

Omitting the graphite layer, Plate I illustrates the cable used in
the tost. One end was completely scaled. The central conductors were
sealed inside the inncr teloothono core, and the braid inside the outer
tlcotheme core. The outer tough rubbor sheath vase then rubber taped to
prevent water from seeping through to the surface of the outer telcothene
layer. The insulation resistance of the cable under test (capacity
O.OO1u F) was infinite, both between the central conductor and the braid,
and beten the braid and the outside prossure calibration pot or laboratory
earth as measured by a 2500 volt me7er. Eightcen feet of the cable was
placed inaid the pressure pot and then subjected to a pressure of1000 lbs./in.2 . The cable had to be shunted with a capacity of 0.075 a F
so that the deflection on the cathode-ray tube, expressed in volts, did not
exceed the linear output voltage of the 2 valve amplifier (amplification 625).
Later as the cable was " ithdram from the pressure pot, the shunting capacity
"es reduced to 0.020 " F. The cable signal records obtained by a sudden
ruloase of pressure, i.e. by bursting the copper diaphragms, ar. shorn in

Plate 2
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Plate 21 the spare spot on each osaillogrm representing a sins wave
oscillation of period 0.001 sea, Tne defleations have been measured and
Table i givea thu rtsulta obtained. Graph 1 shows how the cathode ay
deflection varies with the Ieonth ae cablo subjected to preor .cc for the
two values o circuit oapaity.

From either of those two curves, the cable signal par toot of aable
can be duturminud, Beth curvet give praotioally the sama value, and this
oan be expressed by stating that it th tcable oapacity wore 2 5O0ulA, and
no amplifier were used, the voltage prodiuced aoro.ss the cathode ray plates
would be 0.171 vol ts I t of cublu .ere subjected to a pressure of
1000 lbso/in. .

(b) Test with standard cable: a P.VC. oute oow g

A cable similar to the "standard" type tut kt-. a plyvinyl ohlorid,;
covering instead of rubber vins used to examine the variation of signal with
pressure, Graph 2 gives the results obtained. For a oiblo capacity
circuit of 25O0AAF the voltage produced across the cathode ray plates would
thus be 0021 volts if , toot of cable wore subjected to a pressure of
1000 lbs./in.2

. It is intoresting to note hero that the ommencement of
cable signal moasuremonts, about 30 foot of this cable (i.e. %4th the 1,V.C.
covering) was subjected to a rQloaso pressure of 1000 lbs./in. when the
cable was connected direct to the cathode ray plates in a circuit of
approximately 2500 .sA F capacity, a deflection of about I alt. was obtained.
This figure is now confirmed of course by the more elaborate results
obtained later and given above. (CRO. film sensitivity a 15.85 volts/r ).

(O) Teat with Admjraltv Pattorn rubber covmred cable,.

Primarily with the object of obtaining evi dence as to the cause of
cable signAl, and also with a viav to determining the signal given by such
rubber covered cable as worc used bv former wozrers with large pieso-
oelotrio gauges, Admiralty Vattern 1bbd cable was next examined. This
consists of 19 strands ef tinned copper wiro, each strand being 0.018" in
diameter, bound with a tough rubber sheath to an overall diamotor of
approximAtely 0.35"; a jnotogruph of this cable appears on Plat. 1.

The results obtained showed that under the same copditions of
subjecting 1 foot of cable to a presspvt of 1000 lbs./in, in a circuit of
capacity 2500 AsjAF. the voltage dovelOped across the plates of the cathode
ray tube would be 0.040 volts, but the direction of the cable signa1 w'as
opposito to that obtained for the two teloothene cables.

The ocnolusionn to be drawn fran these tests and the ourves
illustrated in Graphs I and 2 are that the cable signal voltage is
(1) directly proportional to the pressure to which the cable is subjectel,
and (2) directly proportional to the length of cable subjected to pressure.
it the oasu of hu cable developed for use with Dieso-eleotric gauges at
A2LLdA l ty Unaex Works, the cable signa is quite large, in the opposite
direction to nti about 4 times reator than that of one of the standard
Admiralty Cablus, Adiniralty Patturn 1888. Mitroover the cable signal for
the "standard cable" is in the sao direction and nearly 1i times that of
an identical cable where the tough rubber sheath has been replaced by a
polyvinyl chloride covering.

At this stage it is necessar y to oampar, the efi'eot of the "standard"
cable signal writh that of the g;auge signal. The piezo-eleotrio gauges
being developed at Admiralty Undex 'orks are of three types, (i) the large
two-ply type of dimensions .. aes. x 4 oas. x I an.j (ii) the medium two-ply
type i" in diameter, i" thick; and (iii) the small two.ply type i" in
diamneter, ." thick. Eight gauges of tyre (i) have been cmspleto6, each
fitted with 250 yards cf "standard" cable, but modified to reduce cable

signal .....
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signal in the manner described later. Type (ii) is being proceeded with
together ith the 4evo-e1 nt of amptierand the solution of the cable
termination problem is being pursued. Type (iii) is being considered but
at the moment is in abeyance, pending the practicability of reducing cable
sigal even it Its physical interpretation cannot be explained completely.

In the case of the type (i) gau;s, its eataoity is about 200 Mtu PI
and it the gauge is connected I, 250 yards of "standard" cable directly to
the oathodo ray oseilleueepo, the total capacity of the circuit will be
about 14000 #As& T. The piozo-ilcotrio constant of the toumsaine used was
about 2.2 x 10 17 coulombe/dvnc. Knowing this value, and ausuming tht
the gtuge is rouired to rmnard a proasure o 1000 Ibs./in, ' from an
oxplosion lae, it can be caLcull.:1 tha'v the voltage developed across the
cathodeo ray plates will be 3. volti, For the uazm length of cable, and
assuming 30 feet of it to be subjccted to the samo pressure all in phas ,
the cable signal will be 2 x 30 x 0.172 volta w 0.92 volts. Henuu the

cable signal is apprWx3a-9 of tha gaugo signal, the direotion being
opposite to that of the pressure pulse. 8inoo tho duration of cable signal
is long, its affect on Uipulac and eoner is very largo with this ocble.

To consider the type (ii) gauge, its oapacity is only about 20 AAA P,
and under similar conditions to those already deacribed, the voltage developed
across the cathode ray plates will be only 1.11 volts. It is av seen that
the cable signal may be of the same order as the crystal signal.

It need only be pointed out that the voltage develcpod across the
type (iii) gauge can be calculated to be approximately 0.26 volts uder
similar conditions. The cable signal voltage will therefore be over 3 times
as large as that developed by the crystal.

It should be noted that the untreated' "standard" cable referred to
in thin report exhibits a rather largo cable signal but the order of
magnitude of the effect is the same uvvr the range of untreated cables so
far ,xaminod. The fon of signal obtained with the "auuemrd" cale whthvi'
the outer covring be T.R.S. or P.V.C. is azovt identical to the signal
obtained in calibrating large ioaso-claotrio gauges in the pressure pot,
except for direction or polarity.

FM=~i ThST. WITH CABIX~ (b).

In order to try and eluoidate the properties of cable signal, it was
next duoided to try to protect the cable in the pressure pot. Two and a
half f-at of the cable with the out,.r P.'T.C. covering was seled inside a
strong oanvseod rubber tubing f" i:-ternal diameter cnd 1j" external diameter
rith a seal at either end to prevent any traoe of water seeping through.

A oolwt of air would therefore surround the portion of cable under test.
The :seiuction in cable signal was only 20o and therefore insipifioant.
(It is romarkae. that probable A metal tube as outer cover to protoot the
cable might have given a better rcsult, since it could withstand the
subJQctod prcnsuru without doomeztion).

The reinforced canvassed tube was next removed, as well as 2 ft. of
P.V.C. thus exposing the outer layer of telonthene to the waver. The
cable signal was sensibly of :he same order of mapituds although a W,4
increase was observed, in tw7o tests.

A length of cables was then obtained from the manufacturer, closely
resenbling cable (b) exeupt that (i) the i?.V.O. outer coverinm was removed,
(ii) the thickness of the outer toelecothane laye;r was increased to mako the
overall diamuter approximatuly the s .c as cable (b), and (iii) a lapping
of oapor foil 0.0015" thick :;as t..pod over the outetr surface of tho inner
telcothene core, i.e. underneath the braid. The cable signal was still
not sianif ioantly reduced, the valuo obtained oeing about 4 of that
obtaining for cablo (b).

At.

, Th. ex'!.ation for this t~st is given later.
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At this stage it was thought that balanced-line cables might be
selected to give a cable signal of the order of soe 10% of the ax imum
cable signal of a single-conductor cable. But from considerations of
the magnitude of cahbl signal P4 compared to the gauge signal, already
calculated and Hscribed above, it was realiscd that the order of reduction
which might be achie-vd ty the use cf balanacd-line cables was not
efis.stl y si nizant, in parti:.Ii.r, due to the difficulty in obtaining
oliotrical barv~,e.

MUN. ON OMIR CAMLES.

In order to gather nv:+onco about the origin of oatle signal, Teats
were carried out on other cablies. Details are not given but the :ol!v . -.
general conclusions P~cro drawn from the tests.

(1) In the case of telcothene cables, unless "ohe braid vas also covered
with teloothen,, the cable signal appeared to be inconsistent in
value for identioal repeat shots even though the Insulation
resistance betweQn the braid '.nd earth was kept high by choice of
a water-;roof P.V.O. covering.

(2) When the braid was exposed to the water, the pol.rity of cable
signal was reversed: this was also accompanied by some roduction
in the value of cable signal.

(3) On ono particular occasion, the cable signal revcrsed in ;wlar~ty
and increased considerably in magnitude, without any trace of
water being able to penetrate to the braii through the P.V.C.
covering; the only ohange made was in wash .ng thc pot and
refilling with now water.

(4) A simIlar cable to (3) but with a considerably less overall
diarnetur showed a roducticn of 2 in cab'csina vzl tago
between observations over two suoccasivc days.

(5) One non-telcotheie cable in particular was tested - a cable
being used extensivcly, it is belicvcd, by experimenters working
with miniature gauges. It cnnsisted of sevorl central conductors
cnciosed in a soft synthetic therMo-plastio or rubber-liko
composition, the o'tside of whioh is bound .ith cloth; a tinned
copper braid surrounded this and a cotton tape was wound over it,
and then npporently a soft P.V.C. compound served as an outer
co-aering.

With successive subjecting to hydrostatic pressure the cable sgnal
exhibited a form of hysteresis effect, becoming gradual'y worse. When
Water penetrated to the braid, the cable signal reversal and decrease was
again observed. The cable signal varied in value between 1/30th and i/i0th
of that obtained for the "standard" cable.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

It was realised that the problem or cable signal was a most diIficult
one, and might mean a long-term research programme with special facilities
for its elucidation. But by the following reasoning, an attack was made
which cnablMc a practical solution to be achiovd and a reduction of cable
signal by a f~ctor of some 500.

The prensure applicd to thb "standard" telcothene cable apparcntly
caused an olectresta.tic charge to bu inluccd, and thus a potential
difference to be dvlopced betcen the central conductor and the braid.
This electrostatic charge w,'s shor from the expcrnents already described
to be directly proportional both to the length of cable subjected to the
pressure, and to t1w pressure itsclf. Also it was found that the

Best Available Cop po.et.a
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potential difference developed, as regiutered by the cathode ray, depended
upon the nharge induced and on the tintal mircuit capacity.

With high leakage resistance, the charge remained for a long time
as indicated ;in the records. This long period may affect measurements or
impulse and cnergy in the prossure pulse to a largec and unknown degree.

In the ose of the cable under hr.,-nz (5) in "Tests on other Cables",
it was concluded that the fric+O onil ... g effects in the rubber
composition dieleotric were rw.xofd by 4* Aloth and tape filings either
side of the braid. gator ... %- the braid produced a reversal of
the sisgm%l.

It wAs concluded -aso from the telc-..none c:le -csults 't +be
cr.bla signal in the main was produced beimeon the inner oore dieleut L
t' . brAV,.. C,-'-.t.z..uontly, It was prestz.od that if tb. braid made a more
intimate cor".e:t Aith '-th , Uootrio, a marked roduct-.on might be obtainm'-.
Hence, alth-ugh It wao t ftnc idcred ..ltegther sc.",: to have a cable
constructed similar to the "seandard' oAC.e but withaut an outer .ow'ir
r ltogcthor, since an outside rubber covering had wor.z red cable si*;al ac
compared to a polyvinyl ohlorilc covoring, yet on the other hand, tests hnd
rovoal0id that the cable signal ras about the some with or Yrithout a P.V.C.
covering: consequently to save time such a suale length was manufacturod
Aith a copper foil lapped uornoath the braid. The result was disappointing
although a throc-fold reduction in cable signal ias definite.

This naturally led to tho further consideration that if the inner
dielectric core of the cable was covered with say aqua-dag or graphite,
success might very well result.

FINAL TSTS ON "TAMAUE TMAJYD CA=.

The iner telcotheno core of the "standard" cable with its outer
rubber covering was now subjectwd to an equa-dag or graphite treament;
that is, the outer surface of the inner core In intimate contact with the
brid was covered with this conducting layer uniformly spraod over it.

Tests carried out with sample 1,;qgthe o Oab3e gave very satisfaotory
cable signal reduction. These tests are still rat quite completed but
it is anticipated that they will prtve to be completely aatiafaotory, when
the cable is produced on a large scale. Results at present have proved
that hand-made sample lengths have given a greater reduction (of the order
of 3 tines) than cable produced in long lengths of 250 yards for example.
This discrepancy is boing pursued and has been taken up with the
manufaottrer. But it can be stated that at the present stage of production,
the reductin is such that when 1 ft. of cable is subjected to a pressure
of 1000 lbs?.in. 2 and the circuit oapacitar is maintained at k500 gjM P, the
voltago developed is i millivolt rompared to 0.172 volts for the same cable
untreated. Hand-made sawQaes, where by inspection, the aqua-dg has been
thicker and more uniformly sprayed his given a rofdution to I millivolt
under the sme conditions, so that the reduction has boon of the order of
500 and 170 times rospootivoly ifor the hard-made and the bulk method of
manufacturing the "standard" treated cable.

0-OIDVATION OF TIM MAITU .OF OWZ SIm&L.

Taking the lower cable signal reduction factor of 170, for the
three types of gauges already described, the following results are
obtained:-

Cable signal = 0.92 volts (under oonditions alreadky specified,
namely 30 ft. of cable subjected to 1000 lbs./ln. 2

in a trial where 250 yards of standard cable of
tSUs). Best Available Copynenoe cablc signal M., = 9-2 0.00% volts.

170

0 )

(') ....
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1') For the la. o two-pl gauge of dimensions J,0 emu. x to. ams. x i uz.p
i ag PI a 33-3 voltv-.

(2) For the adimwato-Ply Puao of dimensions I' diameter and *1 in

Gauge signal a 1.11 volts.

r UUA L -.00

(3) 'ti. tho miniature tia-.ply gaugaofat dimensions ~"in diamoeter and
*"in, thicknessa,

0~ugo signal a 0.28 volts.

It', an *)%sated, tho cablu manufacturer ae-n produc-n in, i'lk,
troatod" cable, similar to the samples, the paroontag~a givon abova W t
reducod throo-fo14.

Tho "standard trocatd" cablo doveloped and reforred to in this
account appears to be highly satisfactory for use with both large and
miniature gauges. Thoso gaugas are boing produicod at this Bstablishuont
togothar with piezo-oler'trio recording ao±uinont.

The variation of oapacity with freqency is negligible up to
i megacycle for this particular cablo. Cable asgnal has boon riidue4 toa reAsonably cnall portion of the Saugo .ignwl.
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SIa(ALS RECORM1M FO VAfIOtM LMGM8 OF RSTAfIR"
WAU lw1 S13J3D a~ M AZ= aw-sm a1000 1ga./iu-.

OLUDI OF fuat~ TOmA mCUZ Oamoi R&X
IN QAAITZ AT W%==Z0

NO. nIBB POT AkPLii I W7 I' Z N MflJJDo8

3* 0.0763m

3 ~0.021 24

8IMULS MWCOD FOR A 0WTMJ LEM~ (24. rt.) op

CAWW mm TOlLI

12 245 0.060 1.1

13 500 61060 2.3

11. 95 0.010 4-7

D able with outer omrIug of rubber

I Cable with oue o'voi-in or P.v.0.
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TI ZLROTRIC POTENTIALS flR0DUMI0 IN ~TE OONDnCTORS
OF A SUMMM CABU: af M=WVA4 kR92

Further work on the lines of this report has resulted in the practical
elimination of unwanted signals induaeti directly by underwater explosions in
cables used for pieso-eleotrie measurements.

DZSOVMSION OF PRSULTS.

(i) Further development has proceeded with a vieiv to reducing "cable
aigral" lit the ease of the oablc shovm in Plate I ot the abovo report.
Two changes have ben made. namely, (a) grilphitlg the outer surface
of the inner core o the cable underneath the bra:. with a much
thickor coating than hitherto, and (b) graphitig he nner surface
ot the inner core which is in contact with tho central ooneuotcrs.

(2) The manufacturers p-oducing speoimens of this cable for experimental
researeh at this Establishment have now boon able to m nufacture on
production scale an equally satisfactory cable as a hand-mado
speclmon.

(3) The magnitude of tho oable signal for I ft. of this cable whul
subjected to 1000 lbs./in." pressure in a circuit of capacity
2500 MMF Asa found to be 0*172 volt. In the previous report
it was observed that this vAlue had boon rcduoud to 1 millivolt
for a prootiction length wheroas a bpnd-mada len3th gave a value
of abaout * millivolt. The now fiaurc achieved is of the order
of 40 microvolts under the samo pressure and cirouit conditions
when both effects (a) and (b) ,bove have boon introduce, sho ing
a reduction in "cable signal" of some 4000 times compared with
untreated cable. The method of carrying out the tasts is the
atndArdisod one described in the above report.

(4) The implications of his improvement may bo illustrated by the
folloving calculations. Assuming a total length of cable 250 yards
(capacity 14000 mioro-mioro farads) of which 30 f't. is immersed
and subjontod to a pressure of 1000 lbs. pe aqunro inch is us,.d
with a t o ply gauge " in diameter end il thickness then the ratio
of cable eignal to gnugc signal will not oxoe(.d 0.1g. If the
rystal dimensions arc reduced to 3/16" diameter and 3/3" thickness

the ratio will be about 0.%.

The investigations reported in the report and this addendum have

resulted in the production of a cable in whioh the unwanted parasitic
signals due to the impact of the explosive pressure on the oab3 have been
reduced to negligible dimensions.

2. This work may be regarded as a nacessary and successful preliminary
to the development of pioso-electric gauges of dimensions small enough to
be regarded as suitable for recording the pressure history at a point.
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Abbreviations

In the circuit diagrams the following abbreviations arc cmployeds

(a) pseo a mioroseoonds. inseo a milliscoonds.

ke a kiloeoyles/aeoond.

(b) Resistance values are in ohms unless followed by suf'ixes

K or U to indioate thousands or millions of ohms. For

example 3K a 3000 ohms. Resistances are j watt unless

otherwise indioatsd. VAW means wirewound.

(o) Capacity values are in microfrade (pf) unless otherwise
indioate*d

(d) Inductance values arc in henries (h) or millihonries (mh)o

xii
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IMTRICAL DWThUNTS OR STUDY OF UMKWA'TR EXPISIONS

AND OTIR TRANSUNf P5NOWMNA

Abstrai

This report contains diaFara and brief descriptions of
electronic circuits used at the Underwater explosives Research
Laboratory for recording transients: amplitiers for catheds-
ray tubes, time bases, time delays, and calibration equd.ment.
Most of these circuit* are intended primarily for use with
piesoelectric pressure gauos but are readil3 adaptable to.
other types of gauge or pickup. R-ated pieces of annaratus,
such as master control unttes cameras, and speciul firing air-
ouits, are also described, The requirements to be imet by
equipment used in recording transients are discussed at some
length.

I. £NTROUCT ION

In order to examine the properties of underwater exwplosions and their
effects it is very desirable to be able to obtain a continuous reoord in
time of waoh quantities as pressure, acceleration, and deformation. The

most powurful class of tool for doing this is an appropriate electrical
"transducer" for developLig electrical signals proportional to the mehani-
cal quitity. This is followcd by a recording cathoie-rny rinmi1]ograph to-

gether with appropriate auxiliary equipment for its operations 'rhe purpose
of this report is to make available detaedl of circuits which have been

successfully used at the Underwater Explosives Reseoarch Laboratory (UERL),
together with some discussion of the requirements for such circuits and
their operation. Very little of the equipment described is wholly original --
some of it having been adapted from commercially available instruments - and
much of it has room for improvements It has, however, Leen developed suffi-

oicntly to obtain useful results in field work with reasonable precision.
This report is written in the hope that information about such equipment will

be of use to others.
The bloM. diagram (Fig. 1) represents the various elements involved in

recording transients by a mathodo-ray tube, The signal from the gaue or
pickup is ordinarily too small to be applied directly to *.he oathode-rar
tube without an intermediate amplifier, and a voltage calibration of the
amplifier and tube is nEccessarye For a permanent record of deflection

-7-.
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against timc., photographic recording of the spot is made6 The spot may be

moved across the screen at a uniform r. unu 41 still picture takon, or t.he
film may be moved past th imane of .hc, s.ot at constant sp :cd, If . linear
sweep (time bass) is used to move he ,.,., the starting of this tracer must

be synchronised properly withtka ev'it to be ,'ccorded by some triqger signall
it is convenient in some cases to add a cotrolled interval between the two

by a time-delay creuits Further, it is nearly always nesssary to increase

the cathode-ray spot intensity for a suitable time interval and again turn
it off, bt.cause mechanical camera shutter s are ua uap'Jy too Slow and inaccu-
rate. Some sort of cilibration of the apred of the spot or ;:ilm is also

necessary and can be supplied to th, tube from a reference oscillator either

as a deflection signal or as a modulation (dotting) of the spot intensity.

Auxiliary equipment is also neceswiry Lo provide suitablc power for
operation end, if much routine recording is to be done, master control
(switching) circuits for tht various operations sre a great time saver*

It should be noted that the equipment described in this report was de-

velopod for use in thc iIfdervnter explosion rseArch -it this laboratory. Thu
instrumentation for air-blast work is to bc d;scribed separately in NDRC Re-
port A-373 (03RD-6251).

IM
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11, BASIC ELECTRONTO STUIMwNif

The rcquircmnts of an amplifier for recording transient signuis de-

pend, of course, on the nature of the transionti its magnitude. the im-

pedance of the gauge or pickup circuit, the maxirnum rate o~f changq~ and the

duration of the signals For example, shook pressures or accelerations rise

very rapidly to a large peak value and full to a very small value in a few

millisecondt, whereas displacomentm or bubble-puls. pressures may have only

a gradual smooth rise over a comparatively long time intervals In the first

case, severe demands are imposed on the high-fr~quency rceponso; in thb spc-

ond, the response must be good at long times afte~r atpplicati~on of :i signal

if distortion is notto results An amplifier to be usod with a piesoulaotric

gauge or other high-impedance device must have a high input impedance ih

order not to distort the sIgnal, and undor some nonditions it is essential

that it not bc microphonic as a result of shock. No matter what its useo

the awplifier should have sufficient undiatorted output to provide an adequate

range of deflection voltage for thu cathode-ray tube platcs, and its g~ain

should renain coostant over a period of time suCIticient for recording and

(1) Freouenc3,-responso characteristics. -- The frequoncy-rGose re-

quirements for recording traflsionts oan bUst be appreciated by co'nsidering

specific cases, An analysis which has proved use rul in work it UERL is that

of the effect of aimplifled response fur.aions, which approximaitu the etrzrae-

teristics of resistance-coupled amplifiers, on a transiont pulse having the

form of a discontinuous rise followed by an exponential deciy. The results!

are sufficiently simple to bring out cloear~y the design problems and propcr-

ties of circuit transient realanse and to givc an approximate :idea~ of the

errors to be expected in practical cases.

77Teeresults have been reported elsewhere in less detaill see Ras-
urement of underwater explosion preue, yE-.WisnadR.H o -
55RD-523. 11~,M .B isnadR ,CTO
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(i) High-froquency response. In an ordinary rosistance-couplcd timpli-
fior stage, the high-frequency response f.sls to zero with inorc ising i'rc-

quenoy because of the shunting capacity of circuit elements (tubes, reslis-

tors, wiring) iz parallel with the load resistor across which the response

signal is developed.
The relative response of this circuit to a signal of frequency 1 is

given by

(I) F(.w) a + (,)2]-U

where 41 a 211f and the utime constant" r - RC - where R is the load resist-

ance and C is the total circuit capacitance in parallel with its The quan-
tity I can be evaluated from the response curve, -i it is equal t,-, 1/21Tfc,

where fc is the frequency at which the r.sponse has falh~r. to 70 ercent of

its value at lower frequencies* The admittanec function,, of %:,,hloh the re-

sponse F(w) is the modulus, is

( )F (P) I 0r

where p a ic and i a v/:. The transient responsc resulting from thk;

action of this or any other admittance function on a transicnt pulse F(t)

is most easily obtained by the use of Fourier transforins, or paLrs, if

these can be found for the functions UlMlved. An cxtcnsive_ tablc of these

pairs compiled by Campbell and Foster, -/ hereafter refurred to as C-F,
simplifies this procodurce

An ipplied transient 5(t) in the form of o negative exponential

(3) S(t) a t/Q

has the transform

u it)] - A/(p + i/). IC-F, Pair h38]

-- * A. Campbell and R A. Fostcr, Fourier integrals for practical
applications, Bell Telephone System Monograph B-5Uh.
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The response R(t) resulting from the admittance futnction (Eq. (2)] is

then the transform

R(t) am [F(p) m ES(t))"

r4 1/A

Therefore

(4) R(t) * A {et/Q 0-t/7 1 (O-F, Pair itw3]

The result (Eq. (4)] isa plotted in Fig., 2 ais a~ function of the reduced

time t/O for various values of the ratio G/ro If 0 - co, corresponding

to an input pulse in tht, form of a stepvise charge of infinite duration, the
resons inR~t - 11- 0t/VJand it is evident that r. is the time con-

stant of the rise to the lirtiting value A, Unless this time constant 7 is

muceh smaller than the tine constant 9 of the tapplikd pul~e (91r > 1) it is

evident from Fig. 2 that considerable distortion of the initial parut of the

curve and loss of peak height result, From the plot it can be Neen that

the maximum of the response curve lies on the true response curve (the curve

marked 9/? % co in Fig. 2).* This is readily shown by the usual means from

Eq. (4)s setting the derivative of Eq. (4) oquil to zero gives for time t
of the maximum

and substitution of this val4 in Eq. (4) gives for the maximum response.

It is easily seen from Sq. (6) that~ R(t.) as Ae as a(t1 ).

Plots of JR(tm)/A and tm/9 as functions of the time-constant ratio QAY
are shown in Fig. 3, It cart be soon that the maximium response [,t)
approaches unity asymptotically as 0/7 approaches infiniLty, 4nd that tkhis
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ratio must be very large if appreciable reduction in peak height is to bc

avoided. For example, a lose of only 2 percent of the peaK requires that

G/r a 300. If a pulse of time constant 0 a 50 paco is to bc recorded with

this accuracy, ? - 0.17,vseo, and the amplifier stage should have 70 per-

cent of its midband response at a frequency fa a 1/2,ar a 950 ko.

Another property of the response characteristic is that the area undor

the response curve for an valuo of Q/Y is equal to that under the applied

transient if the integrition is extended to infinite time. This .appeirs

reasonable from Fig. 2 and is easily proved by direct integration of Eqs.

(3) and (4):

JR(t) dt , A 1 - t) - AS,

s(t) at aA 9 (. - 0ot/) • AG.

It is interesting to considor the area under tho response curve for more

gencral conditions. Lot the response curve of the applied signal F(t) be R(t),

and the response to an applied st3p signal be S(t). If the systcem is linear,

the response R(t) may be cxpreSead as a function of F(t) and S(t) by the

superposition theorem.2
/

The relation may be written

(7) R(t) a S(o) F(t) + IF(%)S(t - x)dx,

whore the prime superscript indicAtLe differentiation vith respect to thp

argument of the function. In the present case S(O), the response at zero

time to a step vo'ltage, can be taken as zero. If we intcgrate from t - 0

to t - t', the area A(t') under the response curvw is

" /o-r a discussion of the supcrp-isition theorem, see Gardner and Barnus.
Transients in linear..eystems (1942).
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A(t,) - io (t)dt -/ '1 (x) SI(t - x) d f.

Interchanging the order of integration and integrating over t, we ob-

tain

A(t') - F(x) S'(t - x)dt dx
(8) rt,

- / (t, - x) F(x)dx, f 8(0) -.
0O

If the applied function F(x) becomes negligible in a time somcwhat less

than t, and the step response is essentially flat over the remaining inter-

val, the area A(t') is determined essentially by the limiting value of the

step responue at long time. For example, if the stop responso S(t) has a

limiting, or shoulder, value 8(oo) as t -4co, and the applied funotion in

significant over a limited time range, the appropriate r(;sponse value for
use in area calculations is S(c)* The limiting mcsponse area under the

response curve as t' approaches infinity is

(9) A(o) - U /t -x) F(x)dx.

If interchanging the integration and limiting processes is legitimate,

(10) A(x) a (t - x) F(x).dx0o) (:) t'-®

FmfwAttions S(X) and F(X), which converge sufficiently rapidly to limiting

values S(w) and zero, respectively, as X approaches infinity, this b0comes

A (o) a S(j / F(x)dx.
Jo
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Under such conditions, the area under the response curve is independent of

the high-frequency response characteristics and is, except for the instrwment

factor S(wj equal to the area under the applied signal. It is difficult to

state any very general condition on the functions S(X) and F(X) sufficient

to insure this result, but its legitimacy can be readily determined for arty

fairly definite set of conditions.

(ii) Low-frequency response. The failure of electrical circuits to

have a finite response as the frequency approaches zero is usually due to

the presence of capacitance in the circuit as a series element. / In the

case of conventional voltage amplifiers, successive stages are coupled by

condensers in order not to cascade operating potentialn Q9 the tubes. If the

plate of one stage is coupled to the next grid by R capacitor C in series

with the grid resistor R the signal applied to the grid has the magnitude

P (-) a

relative to the signal across the network, where A - RC* The admittance

function is then

Fr(P) _ PA~

The response R(t) to an applied exponential transient S(t) - S(O)e- t/o

is given by the Fourier transform

R(t) - M [F(p) M4 (SWt)j S(O) M*

The solution of this oluation is

(11) R(t) -. s(o) e t ° t /

W/Oaugoa which have un internal impedance equivalent to a capacitanco
will also have zEro response at zero frequency if shunted by any resiste.nce
element. These conditions occur, for example, with a piozueleotric gauge
shunted by the input resistance of an amplifier oircuit, The analysis of the
nase is similar to that for the amplifier-coupling circuit*

!1. !lll !nl ,l rl! l !! ''p!l , /
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I/A f 110 (hat 11, ampl fer time constant ten time Lhat Of th DUlse)$

It to Seen that, while the response curve has the same general tarm to the
ajppt*p4 stgl, It tall* increasingly bclow the true curve as the time in-

treasesol
Zt mone i tgratsu Eq. (11) to in tnite time, on* finds that the total

Area vvica' the respenso curve to *eras Nence, the curve must go negative
and remain va for a cons iderable interval, this interval incoeing as the
%too oeastant A incrt~osas The result of sera total area is 0~ he expected
quite jtnerally on the basis of the superposition theorem e4erivation carried

out above, It las shown that the response area is ittermined primrily by

the limiting value of the -tfiporesponas characteritic at infinite time,

which ti Sero fr convontional amplifiers and circuits involving capacitativo

couplings (As aliredy noted, pesoeleotrio or simple oApaoitan -.type gauges

have equivalent o1rou ts of this f'orm).

The error In area measurements for an exponcntial pulso a n be calcu-

lotid fv'lm the integral uf Lq9 (I) if the timu L. LL ,h~uhU intwrati' o

to carried is not rt .atr than one-tonth the time onstint A of the mircuit,

the fraotional error M/A in the .reoa A(t') Is approximately given by

Aitt, < 1

If this -rror is to b, less th-An 5 perctnt, tne amplifier time oonstant must

be at least twonty thmiw t.ht. of thv pule. ',uatlon (III, although approxi-

mate, Is very qsnful in i guid, in Qlrouit design,

It louat b%. rmtmbtrcd that the analysis leading to Eq. (12) is based on

tho assumption that tht low-fruquenoy rcapons8 is that of a sinl. R-C cir-

oult. It low-froquenny compensation is pruvidvd i) tho amplifior, the re-

spons. can be improvd over a limitod rangc )f 4r'quencios in the cuitceff
rvgiur, This can b, expressed in terms of an equivalent timc constart, basso

jI I the time constant of the circuit is much longer tOin t, Lme
constant Q of the signal, the correction trm can be approxi~mtvd by a series
expansions The first-order correction. ncglucting thte squar, and hisher
powers of t0), ia t.hn

R U) S(O)et/10 .ti
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on the initial rate of decay in respone to a step voltngeo This can be
made much greater than the value for an unoomponsator amplififir, but is
applicable only if the time of measurement t' does not exotod the time for
which the compensation is effectivee

Although the analysts of roaponse charaottristioe carried out here have
been rather simplified and s3Ocialised, it is believed that the rtquirements
for other types of applied uignal and response arc best oonsidered along
similar lines, to which the present discuasion may riot as a ruide.

(b) Input impednne, -- For certain applioetionse particularly use
with pitesoeleotric gaueas, an important faotor in dettrmining the .b!-fre-
ilucnoy raosponse uharacteristios is the input impedanoe. The low-ftequenoy
time constant of a piezoelectria-gauga circuit of capaoitano G togother
with an input impedanou R is given by the product RC, which must b. of the
order 50 to 100 times the interval over whioh a faithful rcoord of he tran-
sient gauge signal is rt:quirede

The necessary input impedan"ou so dctermined is usually oovoral megohms
for neoessary or desirable vnltes of the gauge-circuit c paoit ,tie C. Orid-
circuit impedanoce of this magnitude fraquently rcquire spr.olil deigns of
the input stag, Usually these dasigns involve scloctud tube types and

opuraLing uudiJtions in cathodc-fcllowur ercuits. o-mr1# of which will be
found in circuits dcscribcd In the f.ollowine,

(c) Linearity and stability, -- If .%ourate meas urements are to be
takun from rccords of transifnt output signals from in implifier and indi-

cating circuit, it is neoeLsxry that, the sonsitivit,, of thu combinatt.or

reamain uonstant ovtir at 1, i-st short interv-ias, and that the output si nal be
u lincir function of tho applied voltgqv. It is usually desirable to use
regulatcd supply voltaRes, p,%rticularly in thu low-lovel stagico, topt-ther
with conuid wablu degnaration of thc woll-known types, Linearity And sta-
bility arc both improvd with use of push-pull or bilAnced amplifier atagus,
which are virtually essuntial in high-luvvl stAges In the int.rests of
lknoarity thcse stages should Aiso be Qonsiduribly ovordusigned le compared
to cu mr'ial praictice.

(d) Ampltfier circuits: diagram. and d&sriLptions, -- (i) Modifiod

Du~ont typw 208 oecillo raph. In much of thu tork which has been done at
this laboratory, it htks bemn found possibiv to adapt the DuMont t,;pe 208
osoill raph and make it a usable Instrument for rccording transient. The
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nocesary modifications inCIUck C)V1Ad.. in Mh vtrt.10d1 zr nlewil imilftor,
inorcas~n In iccelar-Ating -At*~'na & mrodI!b',on of the 4tfctin*-pi,%tt
c~onnections, Thfl modifications or thu -mplifivr circuit

(1) tht, kie *,r % low-impo~dncv' compons,ted attp ..ttrnitorj
(2) minor ch'angos in fro 1itncy-aomywinhi~tion etoutvil
(1) redibsincd position-control cirouitl

IA)doorqted lo~d rosistanoo 4nd dirrct plate to a~thodc-r-&y
tube connections in the output stnge,

Those changces were wide to improve the i fuucnay-ro~cpona~r. mnerf' undiar

all conditionsi of Vain~ ind spot poultior, anii to rrovide krinwni giin stt-

tinge whion can be rpt oducAs~d The schummtio circ tit Uiil-r i) is sho~wn In
Fig,, 5,

Fint, control of attenuation, withou.t change in frequency r.'~uponse2, to

obtainod by the use of' i e-mpd~ volt.aiz divitcr , nd 1 st~ p aritah
which hap vary low stray otpauitfintw. The ampifier rkispo%,s' la farther im-

proved by tho. omission of % 0OOS-oaf condenser in theo cithodc of' the first

3mplifi~r 3tagt, the altcriLLon .3f the vertiocil poattioninN circuit which
rodueov output impod~neu, and tha ru.dooiqn of' the outpat stiqp to r. duco
loand resaltnc and stray captitance, Adjustmant of the four compons-Iting

indactmnoes rtquirca or rind undcrotinding of the prinei:'lvn .nvolvc 1.
Often turno. miust bc~ ta,, from tho output-3tai6 inductzincca6 ho rid~ucio thvi'

value,
For use in recoi ding tr~nhiv';es, -in elight-pin Jones plug pormiti prtch-

cord connection of the oci.Lloeraph to othr control units, SihR1e.-qwofvp

and beam-briphtoningt voltiq~ atk control of' 1' thodc-r%y ,Rpot P.-ittn.a MV

thus be provid.vd by k..xtrral units*

In the routi tt~tir.q of' this 1nvtrumcnt, -% chc~k snout Id uned and a

totst film is madu to detrmine thc pvrforminoo of the oscill'griphs The
high-frsqquwnoy rescponse to fir~t mc.isurod viniktly with i sinJ,-wavu inpit
at th". followino frt.Wv(noi -%t )Op 30, 100, Iq0, 200, 3,u, itd 400O kcr/m.m.

To be acceptable~, tho osci1lo~r-iph must be flat withiii pluts or rianut; *? P.r-
nent up t~o 100 kc/oco -%n show no ri.w %4, hoo ko/sIo. UL Tn jt. ney~~r~-responov

curvc of n typical in.-triir.nt is -,h,%Nn In FC6. *.A photaer~tpl W~ Lhun imdn

to detormine~ how shv'U thc usnilloeopi will rt'prodite. R~ttW08 With i rn In-

finitoly sharp rise aind oepponentit 1 tkc~iy. Four siqn~i Aiki usuri with timi

constants corrosponding to 50 pava, 150 p.a-a, 500 pso and infinite time
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conatunt. The ritio of the rcsponac for Lin,* cviistant 0 to the responac for

infinite t.ti QonaLant is plotted agiinat the rcciprotlE of the timo onnstxnt

i, as shown in Fieg. 7 Over the range of intsrost, tht. curve is approxi-

mattly a straight lino. This ourve can be eompared with i apecified stand-

ard of porformanct, and aiso provides %t convvnient me-ns of detcrmining

the error in recording a negative exponential of stated duration, The dashed

curve in oiloulated from 4q. (6), assuming an equivalent amplifier time con-

stant V of 0.36 pcc. This value is obtained frdm t.ho !requcnoy-rcsponsc

curve for th same., instrument, which shows a 30-percent drop in rosponso at

a frequency of 440 1w/so [see Fig. (6)1. The agrtsmcnt betw,,'n the two

ourvos is fairly good, in view of tho simplified anAlysis leading to hq. (6).
Thu oomponstd low-frequency response is checked by a voltago step on

thu test film, which has rarely shown iny vari'ition grcter th'.ii I parount

over the 2-msoc interval used. On a typical unit, the time to fill 30 per-

cant is 160 mace, corresponding to n froqutnoy of 0.99 cycle/seo.

Tho sensitivity is 50 my do.. per inch -t maximum gain -nd m.ay bi. d -

crQased in stcps of approximately 35 percent to a minitum of 5 volts par

inch dafloction on th tub:, scrcen. The linearity is mcisured from the tst

film wnich has Wpto of -1n, 1-In,, 1-in,, ,and '2-in. deflcction on the

screen. To pass the tost, scopes must hau the ratio of du£lction to volt-

%go igr.e to 1 pcrcent up to 1l-in. deflertion. The gain mtability is tested

during ust and is usually bett.r thAn I percent provided the a-c .ino is

stible,

The troubles tnoountcrt l with thL t,,pe 208 ovoillo aph are usu&14 due

to tube or mcchanic*l. f-tilurus% The most common iret noisy input. 6FR~tuba,
bad focus of the cthodc-raiy tubu due to age, a broken Wire in the output-

st g inductances, loose cuthode-rAy tube socket, and occ'ision'lly a very

hdh-ftqunoy scillatin in the r(gul,;tcd 150-volt cupplye This last

trouble m:y be cured by instilling a 0,01-pf condenser from the plitu of the

input 6F8 to ground,

Up to thisatimel, 18 oscillogr,%phs have bccrn modified ns outlined in 4he

forctoing, itid h:,v btn in use for periods up to thrie years.

(ii) Four-chan iul osuillQgr'h. Thiw unlt wv'us J., 1 gu to fill the

n, d for -t c mp'act multichannl onoiliogr-tph rtcwrdimg, on moving film, -It

i's -, flat frcqu.ncy rvsponsu from direct curri nt to 100 kc/socj a maximum

i ___
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sensitivity of 50 my d.c. per inch de$lebicn on the cathode-ray tube scrren,
and negligible drift during a day's operation.

(1) Description of operation. Thure arc five units in th(. oscillo-
graph -- a Amara assembly, an amplifier chassis, a cithode-r'-y tube chassis,
and two power supplies. Theso can be instnlled in cy' standard relay rack
of sufficient height, and then interconnected by patch cords.

Sach Amplifier (set Fig. 8) is built on m small chassia which is then
plugged into a shock-mounted relay rack unit which holds all four amplifiers.
This quiok-chinge unit has many advantages, including matis production ,nd
easy replacement of a faulty units The eloctrohio part of the system can
bQ understood by referring to Figs. . The input is a cathodc follower oper-

ating with reduced platv currcnt and plate voltage. Fo* dirout-coupAld oper-
ation, 20 mngohms is a reasonable input impedance. If a coupling condensr

is used, 1000 megunme may be used in the grid rcturn if caro is t.ken to
ullininatt leakaqu currents. The amplifier sta,-e employs a conventional
delta-type attenuator in the cathode circuits, Ine problem of zero signal
driAt was found to be reduced by the use of 86H7 tubas rathur th:n 6AC7 tubes,
which were originally tried. InitiAl di'ferun.vs in tubes tire compensated
for by the usc of a 50-ohm variable resistor (fine gain balnnce). The nu:xt
stago is ur.d to shift the d-c level of the sighnl from +72 volts to -62 volts

and at the same time to provide positioning control of the cathodo-rAy spot.
The output amplifier io conventional, but thr use of a c nLhodc-followor out-
put is nccessary when thG amplifiLrs arc- it a distance from the cathd n-ray
tubes. This has the furthcr adv'ritar.ca of leasocnine th capicitritive load on

the output amplifier. An unexpected phenomonon was observed in the initial
design when the high-frequLnoy rc.sponse fell off at lAre dolMctions, This

w .s becausc the cathode follower wis orieinally workinR too close to cutoff

on the extreme of the signAl swings

The cnthode-r ay tube chassis (sue Figs. 10 and 11 ) is uxtremoly compact
and has n-thine unusunl in it wxoept for k l,-vul shiftcr which allows -. beam-

brightening sivnal at ground potential tD be applied dir,.ct-couplcd to the
qrids .,f (h, cabholc-rny tutce it a lrvel of -1000 volts as do-cribcd in

Sees 2(9), Jn tho front panel thur. 'ru individual intensity and focus crn-

trols, individuil b,.am on-off switchcs, and % mster intcnsity control. A
Sylvinin R1130 cr,t-,r tub is included to qivQ a timu sc-lA on the r-.cord,
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Fir 10. Viaw, of fon-chzrnnel oocillograph amplifier and cathodo-ray tuba panals.
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The low-voltage supply (sea Fig. 12) is a conventional regulated power

supply of the cathode-follower type. Of interestb however, is the divider
network supplying the scrcen of the 6SJ7 amplifier tube* This allows the

screen to work at a respectable voltage and still supply perfect compensa-
tion for input voltage fluctuations. The use ,'f Amperite ballast tubes to
regulate the heaters of the amplifier tubwa is a great improvement. Even
more improvement can be obtained by increasing the working voltage drop
across the Amperites by the use of a transformer rated for higher output
voltage. A regulated negative supply delivers 1000-volt auceleratine poten-
tial to the cathode-ray tube circuits@ The circdit is similar to that
described in Sec. 2(b) and shown in Fig. 13, except that a half-wave rectifier
without doubling is used. The other half w.ave from the supply transformer

is used as power source of a 1700-volt positive supply for the cathode-ray
tube intensifier electrodes. This is a conventional half-wave supply with

tjpe 2X2 rectifier and condcnser input filter,
The camera unit consists of a hood which is bolted to the front of the

relay ra~k, This hood has fittings so that either a General Ridio oscillo-

graph camera or a rotating-drum camera (sr.e Part III) may be u3ed,

(2) Testing of oacil.aph. The unit is tested in esscntially the
manner described in Sct, 1(d). However, much morc care is necessary in the
cheocking for base-line drift. This is usually caused by a difference in the

characteristics of the first amplifier tubes (65H7).

One unit hos been ', usa f.r six months nrd has given very saticfactory

service,

2. Cathode-ray tubes and cupplies
The requirements imposed on cathode-ray tubes used for recording tran-

sients are more sti .ngent than when the tubes are used for observation of
stationary pa'terni, particularly v'hen high writing speeds are needed% In

the first place, higher acceler.ating voltages are required to give a sharper,
more Jntense sp:,,t* Second, .i :a eans must uslially be provided for modulating
the spot intensity. The intensity-cuontrol grid is usually operated at a

high negative potential, whih makes necessary a coupling dovice from the

brightener circuit (sec Se, 2(e)], and in addition, it is important to avoid

undesired modulation of the intensity by 60-cycle or other pickup-% A third
considuration is the fact that the deflection factor :f the tube (voltage
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required to produce . given dofleot.Wmn) is directly proportional to the
applied accelerating voltage. As a result, supply-vltac variLtions may

produce serious changes in sensitivity of the recording systom.

(a) Cathode-ray tubes. -- Most of the oscillographs developed at this

laboratory have used one of three DuMont cathode-ray tube types: 5LP5, 5CP5,
or 3FP5* All of these tubes have blue screens and the DuMont intensifier
electrode for additional acceleration of the beam after deflection. The

short-persistence blue screen is virtually essential for moving-film record-
ing at speeds greater than about 100 in./sec, and the intensifier circuit

permits greater spot intensity for a given deflfction sensitivity. The
first two typos are 5-in. tubes, while the 3FP5, with 3-in. screen diameter,
permits a more compact unit and has been found very satisfactory. The nega-
tive second-anode voltages used range from 1100 to 2200 volts, and positive
intensifier voltages from 1100 to 3000 volts are used*

(b) Power supplies. -- (i) Modified type 208. The stock DOont type
208 oscillograph does not provide adequate writing speed for most recording
of transients. It can, however, be used at sweep speeds up to about 2 in./msec
by increasing the intensifier voltage. This is done by addition of a half-
wave rectifier tube and heater transformer, the high voltage being supplied

from the original power transformer. 6

It should be noted that the accelerating voltages of the type 208 os-
cillograph are very susceptible to line-voltage variations, since a condcnser
input filter without a filtcr choke is used. This type of filter responds
very rapidly to incrcases in rectified input voltage and has a rather short
time constint for decreases in input voltage. As a result, these oscillo-

paaphs must be used on a wll-reulited power line if the sensitivity is to
bo kopt constant. With a good power source the over-all sensitivity of the
oscillograph is reproducible to lesE than 1 percrnt over a period of an hour
or more*

(ii) Regulated high-voltage,,,Supply. A 1300-volt regulated power-supoly
circuit which has beon used for multichannel oscillographn and ')thor high-
voa.tnge requirements is shown in Fig. 13. It ia capable of delivering up-
wards of 15 mr at 1300 vlts with good load and input-voltage rup.ulati.)n and
ncgliriblo ripplo.

YlIhis circuit wa~, eriginnlly developrid at the David Taylor Model Basin.
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The circuit 6mplyed in basically a deRenerative stabiliser with ampli-
fied control voltage applied to the type 807 series tube. The amplifier is

a so-called "oascode" circuit,-/ oonsisting f tubes 6J5 Nos, 2 and I, cOn-

trolled by output-circuit variations coupled to their grids by the dividers

in the plate circuit of tho conetant-current tube 6J5 No. 1 (see Sc. 3).
Reference voltages for this tube and the cascodo are supplied by the Ras

repulator tubes VR1O5 and VR150. The interlock conneotion in the power cir-

cuit is intended for connection with other equipment to prevent premature

application of voltage. The lining up and operation of the circuit are

straightforward and require no comments
The output voltage changes lass than 2 volts when the a-c lin; 4s varied

from 90 to I5 volts and the peak-to-peak ripple in the output is less than
0.5 volts. The internal impedance of the supply is loss than 500 ohms"

(o) Intensity-modulation coupling circuits. -- The reqiLremnnts for

cathode-ray tube beam modulation ares (i), a means of applying a positive

voltge of 20 to 100 volts to the grid of the tube for intervals of from a
few milliseconds to seconds, the d-c level )f the grid being 1000 volts or

more below ground potontial; (ii), freedom from 60-cycle ov, other pickup.
Two simple coupling methods can be employed uccessfilly - condenser

coupling to the grid ,or applying anuch larqer brightener voltage to the top
of a potentiometer circuit on which the grid is tapped. The first is the

most easily constructed circuit .f all, but suffers from two disadvantages.

First, the time constant of the grid circuit must be mudh greater than the

time the beam is to remain on if the intensity is to remain essentially con-

stant. If this duration is longer thin, say, 100 msoc a condenser of high
capacity and voltage rating is required and some time must be allowed between

brightening cycles to permit the circuit to recover.
A second drawback to use of cnndenser coupling is that the condenser

effectively cunnects the cathode-ray tube grid tu the brightener as far as

fluctuations or ripple is concerned, while the cathode follows accelerating

voltage-supply variations. The result is that any ripple in this supply

appears as an undesired intensity modulation. Though the ef'fect is not

always oerious and a god high-voltane supply will eliminate it, it is a

basic difficulty.

- Hunt and Hickman, Rev. Soi. Inst. 10, 6 (1939).
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The divider, or potenti-neter, mu.th.,d suffers from the disadvantage )f
being wasteful In that only a mm],.l frncti,.n .f the larc p,:;itlvl vo)ta;e

which must be applied at the t,)p .)f the divider is used, This places special

requirements on the driving circouit., Also, aime of thn accoleratinq voltage

must be wasted to provide bias for the tube.

U-re satisfictory coupling circuits for brightening can bq provided at

the expense of added tubes and compQnents. One fairly simole method is to

use a constant-curront tube, as shown Jn Fig 1L4. The plate crrent )f tube

T2 can be made independent if its plate voLtaqn by Rivinct resistor R, the

wluo 02, whre j is the amplifioati n factor.- / A siricl applied at the

grid of tube T, will therefore appear unchanged except f :r d-c level at the

plitn )f T2 or any intermedite point in the plate load resistor R3  The

by-paos condenser 0 is included to insure rapid rcsponse.

+ 300 V

Input 1 C Shifted
Signal ) Signal

/VVVV --- _

--. R3

-Battnlry

I"- or divider
R2  1

Fig. 14& Voltage-level shifter,

-ThiB circuit is not )ri~inal, but the r:)pcr person t: credit is not known.
The sn.me circuit is used in the regulated hiRh-volte e supply 1Ircily described
[tee Sec, 2(b)].

IiA
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The "level-shifter" circuit Just describd has the disadvantage of

drawing current from the high-voltagc supply. Its operation is also criti-

cal to the grid potential of tube T2. Small variations due to resistor

changcs may thus cause drift in intensity ovrer a period of time. A coupling

method which is preferable for high accelerating voltages consists in putting

the whole brightener circuit and its power supply at the potential level of

the cathode-ray tube grid. vitn such a circuit the only coupling to circuits

at ground potential required is for synchronizing pulses, which can be ap-

plied by a low-capacity condenser, and the power required is obtained from

a surce independent of the accelerating voltage supply. A circuit of this

kind is described subsequently (See. 3(c)i.

3. Time bases and ynchr )nization circuits

In ony rccording of transients it is necessary to switch on the cathode-

ra: tube spot for a controlled interval after application of a signal which

is properly synchronized with the event to be recorded. If time resolution

is obtained by moving the cathode-ray tube spot across the screen, it is

necessary also to provida u properly synchronized linear single-sweep cir-

cuit. In many cases it is desirable to provide a controlled time delay be-

tween the synchronizing pulse and the :)peraLi.n if Lhtse eOrcuits, . ThA tie-

delay circuit should provide accurately known intervals, the brightening cir-

cuit should provide uniform intensity of the electron beam, the sweep circuit

should displace the trace at a constant rate across the screen, and all units

should trigger reliably on readily obtainible pulses. The circuits which

have bcen developed to meet these needs arc describod in the following.

An important practical consideration in 'inderwater-explosion recording

is the means of btaining a synchronization pulse. The simplest solution is,

of course, to eliminate the need of accurate synchronization by use of a con-

tinu.,us-film movie cameri, which is started manually jvst before the time of

interest. This method has also the advantage of being able to give a virtu-

ally unlimited time duration, but If any very great time rosolution is re-
qiir.d, larre quantities cf film are required, with inoreased expense and

problems in film nr)crccin ne o result. In s )me casi, hziovor, use of such

a camcrs may be the best so2ution.
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Stvcr-tl mcans )f synnluonizing liner-swcep and r')tating-druin re-

c.;rding )f underwatcr expl,;sibns have, bcon used at bhis laboratory, inir2J-ving

cithcr the firing circuit or the prcssure wave fr,,m the expl-)sibn@ Tho details

.f those methods are described at the. end )f thio sentibn,

(a) Linenr time base. -_ The main function Df a linear time base is to

m~lvc the spot ;f a cathcdc-ray tube across the scrcen at a c~nstant and pre-

determined ratte. This formis thc time axis for the recorded transient. Other

fwictijns include the initiation of the sweep by a trip pulse,, turning .-.n the

sp,)t or be~am at the maine time, ind turning off the beam ).f the end ')f the

timne. For c..)nvenience, a c-'-.ntinu)us swoep Is available~, as5 wcell as a self-

tripping single swee p.

The iperation of the sweep may be understo):d by reference to Figs. 15

and 16. A positive pulse (2 v-Ats )r greater) applied at the trip input

*terminals is amplified and operates n. trigger circuit of the "flip-flap"

*type*2 This cuts off a switch tube, which allows the timing condenser to

charge thrnugh a highly degenerated triode. With the ai~d of fetidback from

the sueveedine cathode foll-jwcr through a 200,000-;hn resistor,.i2'the ')utput

is ,i vet:~wh sL- decay is hig7hly linear with respect to time.

A c-at.hAe-fA17xcr sutput circuit is usud t- rt.;6uct Lhu~ pQu-jibilty )f

m~dulaiti-n by -)utside so-urc..s. F.r ccritinuous sweep a p.rti'.)n of the sweep

sirn-J. is fed ba2ck to make a solf-oscillatory circuit* Self tripping at

2-see intervals is obtained from the pulses of a neon-tube oscillator.

Turning the cathode-ray tube beam on and off is accomplished by means

of two iqnals fed into a mixer stage. The first pulse turns the beam on

when ',he sweep starts, and the second turns the beam off when the sweep has

rv'ached its end. The regulation of the voltage supplies is rather critical,

and va.zuum-tube regulators are uspd for both positive and noiative oupp"Iies.

-1i Lc'ublu LhaL havc! been encountore6d in tli course of' a year's iise

are as followso If the tripping pulso is followed by a large, nejgdtivc signal

(about 10 volts at full. gain) the sweep can be stopped in midrange. This

2/Thic and other principlen :aro dcscribrd in an uxccjllunt book by 0. S,
P'aekle, Time busus, (New York. 19bl).

0Thacircuit Is anc~t.:l 'initugraboro and thQ fe'udback method
aIpf I i I ' It is th". analog~ue Of a iifferentiator circuit duscribed by
.rrii,t :iri.J Toliez, FRcv. Sci, Inst. 13, 115 (19h2)*
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could be eliminated by the use of a thyratron in the input. When the tiaing
condensers or wiring thereto show appreciable leakage, the linearity is
affected. The beam-brightening circuit is direct -coupled and is likely to
drift under extreme conditions of heat, humidity, or tube and resistor drift.
Finally# the regulated supplies require wire-wound resistors in the ampli-
fier-tube grid circuits to assure voltage stability.

In operation this design has given very good service, The linearity,
in terms of time-displaement ratio, is better than 1 percent and is non-
stant over a period of time which is long compared to the time required for
a single measurement. The range in speeds is from 0.5 msec to 50 . seo for a
4-in. trace on a DuMont type 208 oscillograph.

(b) Time dela and beam bihtener, - This unit fills a double func-
tions Upon the reception of a tripping signal, it produces one pulse at a
variable time Itter, and then a second pulse at a variable time after the
first pulse* The other function of the unit is to provide a variable time
delay after the tripping signal and then produce a beam-brightening signal
of variable duration.

The description of the operation may be followed by reference to Figo
17o The tripping signal is fed into the first thyratron through a cathode
follower to remove the effect of thyratron-grid current upon the tripping
circuit. The required tripping signal may be varied from 40.3 to +7 volts
by adjusting the thyratron-grid bias. The heart of the time-delay system
is the next circuit. When the first thyratron fires, it changes the next
tube from full conduction to full cutoff, The timing condenser C proceeds
to charge toward the potential of the positive supply, and when it reaches
-3 volts the second thyratron fires. The starting voltage for thiL charging
process is substantially independent of tube constants because of the large
plate resistor (5 megohms), and the charging action takes place with the
tube cut off. With regulated supply voltages, the time to fire the second
thyratron is determined only by the resistance and capacitance. When this
action is over, the same process is rcpoatod in the second delay circuit. A
neoa glow lamp indicates when this process has taken placc. A manual reset
button prepares the circuit for the next operation by cutting off the thyra-
tron supply voltage.
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The dolai pulses may be taken from terminals on the front pancl of the
unit. The same pulses are fed into a mixer which gives a squar( bom-brightvn-

ing pulse whose delay is controlled by the: first timing circuit and whosu
duration is controlled by the second timing unit, Except for leakage in the
timing condensers, this circuit has caused no trouble ove.r in operating period
of a year. The accurany of timing, when checked, has bcen better than 1 per-
cent*

(1) Trigger-circuit beam brighteer. -- The purpose of this unit is to

turn on the beam of a cathoae-ray tubf. upon the reception of a positive pulse

(any duration) and turn it off when a negative puls. is received, Operation

from 1-mae duration to infinite duration is possible, The unit (sec Fig. 18)

is part of a complete oscillograph, but the description is Inclrdcd here as
an example of a useful method. In practice it is activato by the time delay

and beam brightener described in the previous section.

The operation is based on a flip-flop type of circuit with two stable

conditions. A positive pulse of short (or long) duration makes the first

tube conducting and the second tube nonconducting. The posiLive swing of the

second plate is applied to a level shifter and thence to a cathode follow.r

for the output controls, A positive pulse returns the circuit to its original
condition. As the whole unit is operated at the level of the c,thode-ray tube
cathodes, this makes a convwniet way to control the electron-bt.am intensity.

This unit has been in use for approximately six months and baa required

readjustment only when the 6SN7 tube was changed.

(d) Synchronization circuits. - (i) Use of firing lin. It Js evidvit

that the voltage required to fire an electric detonator cap provides a signal
related to the time of explosion. In order to make use of ths signal several

difficulties must be kept in mind. First, a delay of several milliseconds

occurs btwFn applinatinn nf" th firing, volt.ge .nd d.ton,.Iton of th,'! cap.

This interval may or may not be reproducible, dopbnding on the particular cip

used and the current in the circuit. If this variable delay is unimportant,

a simple switch arrangemant can be used to provide the douirwd pulse. Onc;

precaution must often be observed, namely, that the firing line bc left un-
grounded in order to prevent ground loops with the vignal cabluo, ThiSa, f 

present, may induce considerable signal because of fluctuations In the firing-

line current. Btcause of this, it is usually necessary or desirable that the
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firing line be isolated from the other ciruit grounds* A firing pulse can,

in this case, be obtained from the firU& circuit by inserting an isolation

transformer in series with one aide of the firing line, the trigger pulse

being taken from the transformer secondary, one side of which may then be

grouLded.

Another method is to use a switch mechanically coupled to the firing

switch but electrically independent of it. Ani switch will have a time

difference between closing of the two circuits, and in many switches this
interval is of the order of millisenonds and not very reproducible* It has

been found that some ordinary a-c tumbler switches as used in howie wiring

give a time difference between the two circuits of less than 100 psec, which

has been found reproducible to less than 10 psoo,

Another means of synchronization utiiizes the change in firing-line

current when the circuit is broken by detonation of the blasting cap# Sever-

al practical problems arise in application of this method. First, the cir-

cuit must be arranged to prevent the possibility of extraneous voltages

triggering the circuits prematurely. Such signals may be developed by chatter

in c. .sing nf thc firirg iwitch or ch.nmc- in firing-circuit resistance due

to heating of the blasting-cap fuze wire before it burns out, Second, the

breaking of the blanting-cap circuit is not necesaari'ly eoituident with Lhe

instant that detonation begins. Seismographic caps are especially designewd

to insure this coincidence and can be usej successfully in small-charge work.

A great deal of difficulty vas expcrienocd with early attempts to use the

break of the cio circuit in detonut Lng service weapons. Theae difficulties

wre never- completely explained, but it is, suspected that ionization of the

gas, sphere aft.r detonation of the charge gave rise to conduction in the cir-

cu:lt which prevented s-itisfactory operation.

(ii) Pre.sure switches. In general, attempts to use the break of thu

firing circuit, have given wu istifavuury results. Methods that work properly

for a WhilL break down when one begins to have confidence in theme As a re-

sult, this type of synchronization has been abandoned in favor of morp de-

pendable methods. The first of these used at this laboratory vas a simple

switch, consisting merely of a lead disk -- supported at its edge -- which

was drivn against a steel pin by forco of the shock wave, This switch func-

tioned reliably but had the disadvantage of requiring reassembly for each
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shot an. of being damaged to some extent (loosened thruads, picking washers).

A less troublesome system is simply to use a piezoelectric gauge of suffi-.

ciently rugged and waterproof construction, Such c gauge develops a ropro-

ducibJe signal, is easily tested, and wnless damaged requires no maintenance.

It can be placed at almost any desired position in relation to the charge and

other equipment, thus providing considerable freedom in timing without need

of auxiliary delay circuits.

For some axperiments, it is desirable to fire one or more detonator

caps with a minimum time delays A condenser discharge circuit can be used

to fir6 two or more caps in series with short dely and a difftronco in

firing times of 5 to 10 psec.



il. PHOOORAORIC RECORDI D

Tho oamsrA has the tunotion nt rAcordinR permAnently tfht movement of

the spot on the sathode.ray tubes In some cases the spot movement contains

the time b, s a wall as the dealrod signal, For this type of record a
eamera with out tilm or )3-imm film may be used in the conventional manner,
In qther types of rpcording, tha time bast is supplied by the movement of

the film, and % rotating-drum or streik-film omera in used,

The operation of a11 cameras involves the following components a
hood to keep out stray light, a lena and shutter oombinationp n film back,

film, And lastly A means of viawing tho object photographed. The units used

a a D6.Mont tye 108 osoillograph are shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

for recording several chinnels on a single film special oamera hoods
ire construotcd to take th. stiodard camera backs and fihn holders.

Th. standard hood is hingd at both front and rear for inspection of

t.;* othode-rny tube screan. Insie th- hood is a manually operated shutter

and on top i A viewing hole with prism,. The section that swings open holdu

A lne (1/2.0, fonai Icngth 50 in), a ,ollensak ahuttcr, and ulamps to hold

any of the three staa dard film backs, The out-film back takes a standard

6ja m film holder, And gives four exposures as the back is removed and

rotated. Thi roll-film back contains a rebuilt Argus camera which gives ex-

posures on 3-mm films The rotating-drum back oarric.s approximately 10

in, of )5-mm film and may bv drie.n from a constant-spead motor, either by

a flexible-shaft drive or by 4 pully drive.

The fiLm. used Is not extremely critiocal, but the best records have been

obtained with Eastman Fluorographic film. A typical development uses D-19

ter 6 min at 180C* It has been found that an increase in time or tempcrature

will raise the background fog more than would normally be expected, Other

fast films and contrikety developers have been used with sjomot eyiv'.lCnt

resultab
Using this equipment, it has been routine to photograph with good reada-

bility a single trace in the form of en exponential pulsc with a time con-

stant of 50 psec, which croasts R 5-in, athode-ray tube sorcen, " / in M300.

U-/Aoelerating potential and intensifier electrode potentials each
1100 volts,

41i



The only trouble enoun~tered has been with cable releases of diaphragm
shuttera; hence the manual shutter is used for important shots*
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V. CALIbrATION EQUIPMENT

In the use o! any system for rtcording transients, it Is necessary to

have an accurate calibration of its sensitivity -ind Lime resolution. It is

also highly dwairable to have a means of determining its transient response

to an input signal of known form. In recording piesoelectric-gouge signls

with long coupling cables, it, is also necessary to dotermine tho character-

istics of these cables*

It is comuon practie in much osoillograph recording to calibrate both

voltage and time scales by means of a sine wave of known frequency and ampli-

tude determined by an a-c voltmeter of somL sorts While this coirbination of

Cunctions is economical of time, it has the disadvantage that reither cali-
bration Is made in a fundamentally satisfactory manner for precision meas-

urements A sine wve is not ideally suited for interval moasurements, as

it is a smooth ourve without discontinuitiee or other convenient reference

points, and it is difficult to maintain accurate voltage calibrations of

a-c meters,
It has been standard procedure at this laboratory to attack the cali-

bration problem in a different way# The timing signal is shaped to have a
sharply peaked wave ferm easily and accurately measured* No attempt is made

to use this signal for voltage calibration, but rather a step voltage of

known amplitude is applied separately. This atop voltage is not only easily

measured if the recording system has a good response, but also servo as a

calibration of the transient response characteristics of the system. This

additional information could be obtained from steady-state signals only at

the expense of using a wide range uf test frequencies, a procedure not

practical tn field work.

The concept of a routine calibration and transient-response test can he

extended to include the impedance characteristics of Any coupling netwerk

between 'he gauge and amplifiers. This is done, for example, in the %Q-step"

calibration principle,- / in whioh, in effect, a known quantity of charge,

2/The Q-3tpp principle, and its application to cable response testing,
iA described in NDRC Report A-306 (OSRD-4561). A brief description of the
method is included for convenience in Seo. 6(b).

45-
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corresponding to charge developed by a piezoeleotric gauge, is impressed on

the coupling circuit and amplifier. In this use, the Q-stcp eliminatos

the n eed for an impedanca bridge in determining cable response characteristics,

as well as providing the necessary information in a more usoful form.
, Transient voltage standards

The requirements of a voltage standard are that it develop accurately
known, dependable range of voltage value*. It is very desirable also to have
an internal means of checking these voltages at least approx.matcly. If the

same circuit is to be used as a generator of transients, it is necessary

that the transient be of known and reprodvoibli form adapi..d to calculation

of response errors. The test single function for such a purpose is a voltage

step, or Heaviside Unit Function, which jumps from one voltage level to an-

other in a time ideally zero, practically small compared with any intervals

involved in the measurement. Although a square wave is an approximation to

such a stop function much used in commercial practice, it has not been em-

ployed for testing of transient response at this laboratory because it

gives no information at froquoncies below the revetition rate, and because

no good way of insuring the accuracy of its amplitudc was s -n. Instead,

attention has been concentrated on development of stcp-function generators

that would provide step funutiorof known displacement cither by manual

control or automatic triggering at regular intervals, and would provide a

synchronizing pulse preceding the step by an adjustable time interval.
These generators may be resolved into two parts: a standard voltage source,

and a switching method for producing the step fliction&

(a) Standard voltage sources. -- The requirements placed on a cali-
bration voltagL standard are that it remain reasonably constant over time

intervals between cheeking and that it bc capable of supplying adequatc

power to the external circuit without disturbing the calibration -- in

other words, that it permit lor-impedance output from the sources It is
ueually difficult to satisfy both requirements simultaneouslyl most sources

compromise between stability and power cpqbility.

(i) Dry c s The simplest standard voltage source is a dry cell
operating under constant but low current drain. A circuit employing a

Burgess type 4FA 1-volt cell, operating 1ith a drain of i mi requires
recalibration once every two weeks. This is quite satisfactory if the

moderately high output impedance can be tolerated.
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(it) Gaseous voltage-r .gulat9r tubes,. If a gaseous voltage-reogulator
tube is opcrated under constant ourrent, its t irmin.l voltagu will rtintml

quito constant, The amount of stability is a function of the type and the
individual tube. It has btn found possible to select type VRI05 tubes with

a stability better than 0.1 percent. The noise level is less than 1 mY.

For selection the tubes are warmed up for one half hour, under their

normal operating conditions, before being testod* Instability exhibits

itself in rapid fluctuations during continual operation or in voltage jumps

after the curr%nt is ititerruptcd momentarily* Usually any voltage change

is accompanied by a shift in the glow discharge over the cathodo

The circuit employed in this laboratory is 3hovn in Fig. 21. It operates

from an ordinarily filtered power supply. One voltage-regulator tube, type

VR150, is omployed to filter out any supply variations, thus maintaining

constant current through the VH105. This circuit will prLvide adequate

powr for most calibrations as well 'as maintain accurate voltage.
B+ ' R2

17 ma 10 ma

Sr Load

VR 150 .VR 105

SR1, R2 Function of load current

Fig. 21. High-currcnt standard-voltage source.

(b) Step-fun tion gnEratorss -- (i) Relay steg-function generators

Although it. is possiblc to obtain clltn voltage changcs by inechanical switch-

ing, thK mcchrLnlc :1 J, ic Z trid hcr hiv; always sufftr,..dto someatent from
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one or more of the following diTficultiaia

(1) lack of reprodumtbility, time of closing variable,
)volbugv no6 d1wayo cloan

(2) failure to remain in adjustment, necessitating
cleaning of the contacts and "tlinkering"i

(3) todious to use, rcquiring manual resettingo
The most satisfactory scmi-mochanical device of this kind used here

employs the openinR of a.relay contact, the rclay beinf en;rgizcd by a
vacuum-tubm circuit ohiah also provides the synchronizing pulse for trigger-
ing the time-base or brightening circuits, and a rcgul,.td voltage source.

A simple circuit found %dequate at this laborator? is shown in Fig. 2:.

The relay-plaed in the cathode of a flip-flop is normally energized, The
trip pulse, after passing through a variable time-delay circuit, trire the

flip-flop, de-energizing the relay* A Sigma type 4AH, 500-ohm plug-in relay
was used here.

Bacuuse of its simplioity, very little trouble has arisen with this
type of generator. It was found necessary, howsver, to keep the voltago

difference beowcon tha relay coil windings and the relay frame as low as

possible to eliminate electrolysis through the insulation. Furthermnre, at

r"uQrding speeds faster than I mscc/in., even faster releasing relays ex-

hibit some chatter and rounding of the step bises This makes difficult

accurate measurement of the stp height from photographic records in oscillo-

scope calibration. However, at slowtr rcording speeds, units of this type
have performed quite satisfactorily.

(ii) Electronic step-function generator. When the speed of rccording
is so fast that the chatter in a mechanical step-function generator cannot

be tolerated, it Is necccsary to employ electronic means to generate the

step function. The method developed here involves a rapid cutoff of the

currant to a voltage-regulator tube network such as described above, result-

ing in a drop in the output voltage which csn appear as 4 positive or nega-

tive stop function, depending on the method of connection to the r cording

circuit* The step function generatud in this manner is quite clean.

The circuit devolopd at this laboratory is shown in Fig. 23. A type

6A07 tube suppliqp the power tn th VR network, operating in push-pull with

another 6A07 to maintain a constant drain on the power supply. For step-

function enoration the 6AG7 supplying the VR network is abruptly cut off,
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while the other 6AG7 is driven to full currento Use of the Step Duration
Flip-flop [sbc. See. 3(a)] to drive the 6AG7 stage insures a sharp voltage
chang 'Lrd provides a. mea;ns for controlling the duration of the step func-
tion.

Tho operation is initiated by the closing of an external switch or by
an internal oscillator, The p~lsQ, so derived, trips the Time-delay Flip-
flop which, on tht. initial flip, produces a pulqe for actuation of the ex-
ternal recording mechanism, and on the return flop provides the pulse for
trippinr' t re Stop liration Flip-flop. The time delay between pulses may be
adjusted over the range 130 psec to 2 sec.

The output covcrs a rangc from 5 mv to 2 volts in four decades. Be-
sides thQ step function, provision is also made for the gcneration of ex-
ponentially decaying functions of 50-. 150-, and 500-psec time constant,

t rough use of an R-C circuit.
For fiel cqlibrations a circuit is rovided to check the standard

voltge output at on3 point against, a 14-volt dry cell. The battery net-
work is prcadjust,:d to give a convenient fixed voltage; this is connected
through a series rc.si.stancc and switch to a point of presumably equal voltage
on thc. standrd ...tagz range. On closing the .t.h, any difference in the

two vcltages appears across the series resistance in a step form* Amplified
in a condenser-coupled amplifier and viewed on an external oscilloscope,
the voltart, difference appcars as an exponentially decaying function. A
stall adjustmcnt of the. battery voltage is provided for estimation of small
diffr.rnzt.s in volt°tgc.

The main difficulties encountered with. this circuit have been in select-
ing the Vh tubes an:d in combating leakage problems. Since the B+ is grounded
to 'bt-iin positive dircetion of the step, considerable care must be taken to
pv., ,. .ie.. oa to t', h.'n-i:g.p.daz rid circuits from affccting the opera-
tion, virticul.riy that of the. flip-flops. Care in wiring will eliminate
m.st of this, howev:ro

Four urits of this type havc been in calibration use for over six months,
-ond sitdu from thu diffiultios m.ntioriod, have given excellent service.

j~ur ca':ir.oA t. ,W . .i sczluz, an accurate, reliable, and easily
c.,ibrbt..;i t, st. r.J",rl 1s rc.cruirod; -n output wave form easily measurable

Best Available Col
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from photogr,iphia records is also desirablo for some uses. To rovc:" thu

ranugc !f timt scalc employed at this lIboratory, scvraji. types :f timn

standards have boon usud.

(a) idultivibrators. -- For time scales requiring time standirds of

frequency gre;atr than 100^ :yclo/see, the multivibrator is the most relinble

and convenient. In this circuit$ a frequency standard, usually a cryst.'l

oscillhtor, generatts an accurate time signal, whose frequency is divided

down to the wlues desiredi for calibration*

Th, circuit, shown in Fig. 24, is a multivibrator designed at this

labordtory to generate output frequencies of 1, 5, 10, and 25 kc/scc, ob-

tned from two multivibrator stagEs synchronized ith a 100-kc/suc crystrl-

controlled oscillator. The output signal consists of very sharply spiked

pulses*

The fundamental oscillator is a modified Oolpitts circuit. ciectron-

coupled and controllcd by a Bliloy SOC-10 crystal. Small variable ceramic

cond- nscrs afford small adjustments of the oscill~itOr frequency over a range

-of -pproximattly 100 cyclo/scc,

Thc multivibrators irt thc convcntional type employing 6SN7 tub os; the

first multivibrator stnge, opkrating at 25 and 10 kc/sec, is synchronized

;,Ath the 100-kc/skc oscillator; the sccond, operating at 5 and 1 kc/sec,

with 'the 10-kc/sea output of th- first, The synchronization pulses are

shorply pt' kud and Ippliud across a resistor common to both multivlbrator

grids, in order Lo assur, eju7l synchroniz-tion of both sides. The fre-

quc.cy-range switching i acconplishcd by changing the grid circuit elements,

while the fine idju~tments of Esuch range utilize variable resiistors in the

grids.

The output oignil of c oh multivibrator is poRkcd oy a grid-lok bi-asd

• rli rr, Vrlable n .Lytivwlv %nd n- siti(Iv spiked output v:il.f,'to. 'Irp

availliblk with a m-iximum output Impediricc f 500 ohms at the ends of the

Th:. oscillator is ",dustcd by b.ting itr cignotl on an ordinary receiver

with th o -'..c c rrier .)f Wtt ,n WV of the Ntional L;urrIu cf Stuid-rds.

The v-xi 'I. tHi:,.Io1r 1i r3.,ro ohuld b. adJusteld together, tD kt-cp the tw

capacitinC. t'lu-il,
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Adjijstm _nt of the multivibrztors is best accomplished by adjusting their

uxsyichronized frcquency to roughly 005 of the desirid value, by 11, u.s Qf
the variable resistances in the grids1 the synohronization voltage is then

adjusted to give the correct frequency. Proper adjustment can most e:asily

be ob : rvcd by placing an oscilloscope across the conuron grid resis ce;
the input impedance of the oscilloscope has no effect on the operation be-

cause of the low impedince of this resistance. The voltage across this re-

sistance shows the grid swings of both sides with the synchronization pulses

superimposed on them.

The high-frequency components in the multivibrator and output signals

necessitate careful planning of lead and tube locations to void cross pickup.

Other than this, these instruments have caused little trouble in field use.
They are particularly stable to line-voltage fluctuations, s maint.ining

their accuracy at input line voltages as low as 70 volts rms. Mulivibratrs
of this typo have been in service for almost a year and have proved quite

reliable.

(b) Tuning forks. -- For time standards below I kc/seo, tuning forks

are the most convenient. Most forks must be carrfully sh,-ek mounted and
oriented horizontally in order not to disturb their calibratiun. Tho Ofrncral

Radio type 813A and 815C forks have performed quitc satisfactorily hero when
operated correctly. It should bc noted tnat the larger forks, especially,

are vulnerable to shock and should be used with caution in the rcc'ion uf an

explosion.

(c) St.bilized oscillator. -- Fir field checks on the frequency stand-

ardo, a number of battery-opuratd, resistinco-stabilized L-C oscillat~rs

were constructed. These were stable tQ 0.1 percent and could hnv ben usrd
as st.ndards if more accurite sta,.ndird6 were not avilable. The circuit fqr

(d) Miscellaneous circuits. - The Eccles-Jirdan tye. counter circuits

have been used t.) d- ,ide down thu fr,,qucrcy fror s,,a-, ither .t.n(r.v.rd, such

as a tuning £'J'k xV auLivibrator, Nh(.n the standarl frfequency w'is incon-

venients The time unlts j., pruduetd '-re usually nt ei1ple numo¢.rs, a fa..ct

vih ,h is inccnvenicnt in ri-e'.ourinq timin rec.rds.

6. Ilpedince stAndards

It Is virtually essential that any lab,. ry which at'empts to make
quantititivc, clectric-_l measur, nts have fr.or standards )f impedancu
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and precise mothods of impednnce measurement., The work of this l',bv-at:ry

has involved extensive development and uasr cl piezoelectric pressure auges,
in which the charge developed on the crystal is proportional to the pressure.
As ordinarily used, those gaugs are shunted by large capacitances,!)/ -iaieh
must therefore be known if the charge resulting from pressure changes is to
be determined from meusured terminal voltiges,

This laboratory has been fortunate onuugh to have the use of a wide-
range resistance-capacitance bridge of considerable accuracy, which has ben

described elsewhere in detailsik/

The bridge arms and other impedances are checked periodically aqainst
Oeneral Radio type precision fixed condensers, In order to standardize
levels of measurements, interlaboratory checks of reference capacitors have

occasionally been made*
For capoitanoe measurements in the field# a bridged-T capacitance com-

parison circuit has been developed. The development of the Q-step" cali-
bration method described in See. 6(b) has provided a better means of cali-
brating piesoelectric gauge circuits in terms of a fixed condenser.

(a) Capacitance bridge. - This bridge is used primarily to measure

capacitances of electrical cables for fault location and to check condensers
ubed Jrt Li e "Qw-calibration procedure [see 6ec. 6(_)]o

The operation of the bridge is based on a substitution method in a

bridged-T network (see Fig. 26), This network has zero transmission at a

frequency determined by the two balance conditionsr
5/

.22/Calibration and use of piezoelectric gauges for transient pressure
measurements are discussed in forthcoming OSRD Reports.

14/K. S. Cole and Ho J# Curtis, Revs Sci. Inst. 8, 333 (1937). The
bridge and associated equipment were made available fCor this work through
Kenneth S. Cole and The College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni-
versity, to whom this laboratory 1A grrtly indebted,

-5/The balance conditions are readily determined from the fact that
for zero transmission, the sum of the short-circuit transfer impedances
of the two parallel paths from oscillator to detector must be zero. For
a discussion cf bridged and parallcl T-nctworks, see W. N. Tuttle, Proc.

IO_____L8,_23_(19_0)
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ax  ,n e~/ t asC J)2 ,

"x 14. 2L- C - 20.

It an unknown impedance is connected in parallel with Cs, its capacitance

Ox is equal to the anount by which the condenser Og must be decreased to
rebalance the network, and its resistance Rx is determined by the change in
Re necessary for rebalance. These two balances are indrpendnnt. In the

design used, a nominal driving frequency of 10 kc/sec is employed# and

capacitance ranges of 0 to 100,000 upf, 0 to 10,000 jptf are obtained by
mutable values of inductance i.

The driving frequency is provided by a resistance-stabilized oscillator,

the output of which is amplifi..d in a tuned L-C circuit driven by a cathode
follower, and coupled to the T-rietwork by a second c,%thode follower. At

balance, no signal appears at the output of the network, and thlis balance

condition is determined by an electron-ray (magiu-eye) tubwe This tube is
operated with its triode amplifier section biased to cutoff; an a-c signal

applied on the grid produces a d-o voltage on the ray-control electrode

which changes the shaded area on the fluorescent target. For greater

sensitivity a cathode-ray oscillograph or other indicating instrument may be

connected to the terminals provided.

The T-network used has the advantage, an compared to a bridge circuit,

that both input and output voltages and the unknown impedance have one side

grounded. The balance is, however, frequency dependentl hence a stable

oscillator frequency with pure wave form must be provided to prevent drift

and balance errors from harmonio frequencies passed by the network, Good

quality air and mica condenserm should be used in the network.

The balance drifts while the oscillator is warming up and is affected

by large line-voltage variations, but these errors are usually not serious.
Except for condenser drift or failure, the accuracy of capacitance balance

is 0.1 percent of full scale. Units of this and earlier types hMv, been in

service for two and one-half years with satisfactory results.

(b) Q-step calibration. -- Tho Q-step calibration precedure is, in

effect, a means by which a known quantity of charge can be applied to a
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oap, ttitve circuit, the cwAirgis bing dcVtrmined in torms of n vo.tVag nd

tJled Qipaoit.anoe. i' a stvp voltagk Is %pplitd, the mcthod AI1) tetrnminr

the transient rt.sponnc of the vystum,

Consider the network of Fige 27(j), If the admittonc6 of the Ruge

and coupling impedance in parallel is Y(iL, the voltage developed at Ou

rrcorder is given by Vp s qp/(Qo + Y(i.)/liJ, where Qp is the charge dn-

vulupwd by the pie.soelogtrio gauge, If, to calibrate th yst'm, a known

n Gauge Go ..&use O .

Fig, 27. Connections for Q-stcp calibration*

voltage Ve is applied is shown in Figs 27(t), the resultant voltage V0 at

tho recorder is given by

V C Y(i(ei)/iu).

Eliminatinq the admittance Y(i,), we have for the charge at

Q GOVs(Vp/Vo).

Hence the gauge output j is determined in the terms of the fixed capacitance

013 the voltata Vp, and a ratio of voltages (or deflections) indicated by

tho ruut'dii-vi systems Both t.he gauge crcuti t And recording system are cali-

bratud in the one operation and the procedure is valid for any frequency or

time characteristic of the applied voltage as long as the gauge circuit can

be r.garded ae a two-terminal network,- In work at this I'boratory, th

voltage Vs is ordinarily applied by a step-function goncrator (see Sec, 4(b)J,

and tho transicnt response of thu: cable ,and recording system is thereby de-

ermined.

'161-f the gauge circuit includs 5 coupling cable, this rctriction will

not be satisfied for transients occurring in intervals of th, ordcr of tnn
transit tim for the length of cable,
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V, MISCELLANEOUS

7, Alternat. g-ourent power
The electronlo equipmont uf this laboratory is dosignad tn run on 117

volts rma nt 60 oycel/seoo. The equipment designed here will work ovcr a
plus or minus variation of 10 volts from this rated value and show no vara-

tion in portormanode However, the DuMont type 208 osoillographs show a

linear variation in sensitivity wth rospea2t to line voltage. This is due

to the use of unregulated supplies for the cathode-ray tubef and it has been

found impractical to Lnitall regulations Therefore for a reproducibility

of 1 percent, when the DuMont type 208's are used& the noewr-line voltage

may not drift more than 1 volt during the period required for oalibration
and shooting, With osoillographa such as the four-channel osoillograph, the

line drift may be 10 volts. All the Instruments are comparatively insensi-

tive with respet.to frequency*

There are three sources of a-c power comonly used. The power supplied

by tht local power and light company has wide variations in voltage owing

to chnnging loads This is eliminated when ntoessary by the use of a Sola

uonstant-voltagc tr,,nmformera There is, hovmrer, a frequency variation of

0.1 cycle/see average to 0.2 cycle/soc maximum, which produces a voltage

variation from the regulator of 0.3 to 0.6 percent.

Gasoline-engine generators, such as the Deloo or Onan 5-kw, four-oylindeo

units, are capable of giving verv good regulation under constant load. For

example, one generator has i.drift of approximately 1 volt during a dayts

work, with random variations of less than * volt* If an engine is in poor
conditionp .variations of 10 volts are not uncommon*

Battery-driven converters in the range of 500 to 1500 watts are capablo

of very good regulation. A trpical marine installation has 20 storage

batteries of 100-amp-hr cnpac:,tyo These are recharged by rectifiers using

gonerator or commercial i-c vower. When battAri.n mvr in poor condttinn

they may oaus L troubles

Power distribution is cortrollcd by i panel which has two channclse

Voltage st(.p-up or sf.'p-down is controlled by Variac transformers, and volt-

age, current, and frequenny are shown by mctors.

U. Lastcr control panel,
In the recording of % shot, switching proble= are facilitated and

human error made less likely by the use of a "Master Control Panels" By
-6
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usc of a sinli knob, %lL cloctrio switching is accomplished for the three
protogr'ipt, rquxrd 'r ont shot, n:amely timo-scale calibration, Q-utnp cali-

bration, and th, uitual transaint, Also: included in the panel is a meter which
mviisur(is the gr.ugo rablc reslstincvs, a space for the "plug-in" rMhlo com-

punsation atwuLivke, and vxn inItrlooking firing-switch system which prevents

thi opcrtor from firing the charme when the master %witch is in the wronst

position,

Th circuit for the muster control is given in Fig., 28, Tho design is

ai mitter of switching and layout tog ive % miximum utility and frndom fror

orrore

A m.stt.r control unit of this type is useful primarily for work in which

,a 'ontidurablw number of similar operationn are to be conducted. In these

zircumsta:ncc s, the time saving and inoreas in efficiency due to simplicity

of opcxation tnd frecdom from human error are very grtat, and can perhaps

b. properly appreciated only by those who have to operate a oomplioated

arraty of c.quipmi-nt and by those who hav. to ar.Alyse the records*

9. G,nr',l considcratiuns in instrumentation

A background of four years' experience in dusign and construction of in-

strumont, forr rrmnrdirg trinsi ,nts in the field has shown the importance of

factors which ire of loss concern in laboratory work. Those considerations

are doubtlss famillar enough to all who hnvi made such meacurements, but the

fol.l )wing discussion is included as a possible help tc those who may be

called upon to plan equipment for field toisti.

FiC.ld measurumLnts of underwater uxplosions must frequently be made under

:adv.rsc conditions, both for the operator and for the equipment. It is there-

forc. important that tho cquipment function properly under unfavorable coin-

bin-tions of tL."pcrature, humidity, and primary power-supply variations. For

t.h,, , of th,, op.r-ltor, it. i nlsio impcrtant that the necessary, controls bo

si,.pL .nd straightforward, and th.t proper functioning of the equipment be

-.-sil, d~trminablc. The ponsible need for repair inothe field with limited

facilitics should alo be t-kon into account.

A particul.rly iuportint consider:Atixi Is the fNct Lhut explrsiunu occur

ono(,. ind y irolve considerablc -imounts of tl. , effort, and money, Tz

t;sc -ircumst-in,%s, .quipmcnt which works 95 percent of the time may be

wo?'sc, U-Ln uscuos~.
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These difficulties of field work underline the importance of mutual

understanding on the part of the man who develops the equipment and the

man who uses it. The former should know what will be required of the equip-

ment, and should have field experienoe! the operator should have some knowl-

edge of the basic prinoiples of the equipment in order to use it intelligent-

lye When a new type of measurement is to be undertaken, the design of needed

electronic equipment must be based on knowledge of field requirements and

what is reasonably possible*

The actual design should then be developed to meet the requirements

with a minimum of adjustments and a maximum of reliability* Larga safety

factors should be allowed, to take account of such things as tube variations,

tolerances of component parts, loaskage currents. Good mechanical layout

and construction and clean wiring may mean the difference between servicing

in the field and stopping work until laboratory repairs can be made. It is

also worth while to use standard and readily available nomponents as far as

possible.

The completed instrument should he tested under aoual or simulated con-

ditions and these results kept recorded as a part of the service rccoris on

the inatrument, Routine tests and inspections of all equipment are valuable

in maintaining it at peak performance and avoiding breakdown.
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T1m Asum inT OF Um RWATrm EXLOSION FROM sEVICE WEAPONS
AT THE UNMIRWATER EXPLOSflflS I1FSTAJRCHIIABORATORY (uFRL)

by

J. S. Coles, March 1940

Abstract

The instruments and methods used for measiaring the effective-
ness of and obtaining other data pertinent to underwater explo-
sions of full1-scale serv:Lce vmapons is described in detail. The
theory and use of mechanical gauges, including the UELL-diaphragm,
~IOL b all-crusher, BuShips 11,odugno, and momentum gauges, are dis-
cussed; the practical application of piezoelectric g;..uges to
full-scale measuremnents is illustratc,.. The highly s'pccialized
techniques involved in handling such a combination of henvy writh
friable equipment at sea is described.

1, INTRODUCTION

The comparison of various explosives in full-scale service wteapons was
begun by the Underwater Explosives Research laboratory (IMRL) in December
1942 at the request of the Bureau of Ordnance of the United States Navy.
The very early work -;ma done under great pressure and made usc of Lh~e exist-
ing facilities at the UERL, which required the rather cunbersoe~ coordina-
tion of several vessels. This workc haw been described previously VI*
When it became apparent after the first sc.ries of tests that there would be
a large amount of such full-scale testin~g to be done, a special vessel was
purchased for this purpose and converted into a floating laboratory. This
vessel, Schooner RELIANCE,, has been in corA inuous use since that time and
is fully equipped f or the recoruing of the signals from. eig.ht piezoelectric
gauges, as well as servicing the nechanical-type gauges in use at UELI.

The measurement of the undervrater effectiveness of an ecplosive ulti-
mately involves the determination of damage to an actual targot. In prac-
tice, this is best accomplished by,, measuring cei-tain paramneters of~ the shock
wave resulting from an underruater explosion, and by measuring the actual
danag3 to small targets such as small1 StOCldaor1g

The variation of presure Trith respect to tine (Fig. 2) -,ay be measured
at a given -point in the vwater by means of a niezooectric caugce frors Vii s
pressure-time curve, the peal: przeasure .o momentum or impulse I, and the
ener~r K of the shock wamve -iay be obtainod. For must casc~o, the pressure-
time curve may be represented b~r

*The list of references has been deleted.

Best Available Cop,:
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cosa' %N rmgtoimon IVW 0 to t * go whoire in the titie inoasud from the
k WIis %I* tini constaW~ of the tihook7%m~voo '4'ho respoitso of mcchan-
u44gamp to tho shacok wmvo i ort tunotion of the initial portion of'

the preptsur4-time curve out to a time I co responding to tho completion of
attion o the prtioular g uoi Thus omicaR gauges with a roespone
tim that in ahvt rolative to the duration o the shock wave maaaure quan-
tttts assoclated olosely Avith tho peak proasurs, while gauges with long
roative W maouuJo quantities 'lated more to the impulse of the Ihock
wave, The s wituumemnt ,o with reopot only to the primary shock wave#
and %ro not affected by secondary pulses resulting from osoillations of the
"bubble" in the waterq although the p usaolotric gauaes may bo used for
this purrms when so desrad

Due to the urgeny of the work at the tima it was undartakan it wia int-
possible to omplato the instrumentation before the actual compariaoio or ox-
plosivas was begun, Thus during the narly exporimente only 2 piosoootrico
gaugos and a few diapiral # ballorusher and ?odugno gauges won used on
each shot, while in later axpvrimonte as a tiy as 8 piozos lov.rc gauges, 25
balruo horu 8 diaphralm, 8 Modu no, and 0 Hilliar-typo momontum gauges
vftro wad, \lhIa the early work toy have sufferod somcwhat bocauso of the
small amount of inatrmfntation, it warn novertholesa possiblo to produce
useflo results that qould not otherwise havo been obtainod.

Tt groater Wat of the vtork of tho RELIANCE has boun In tho comparison
of variowa xplosivos In standard vervice vapons, such as depth bombs,
depth charao, and alroraft-dropeid mines. Other typos of morc f=damantal
research havo b on done whenover possible, including the datormination of
aJitudo *%u'vo from sphur.lul ulougw#, th, study of the precourc field
about iinu chargoa and multi lo oharos,

I
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II. GERAL MISCRIlTI01,; OF GmIt USEID

19 Vessel and equipment
The RELIANCE was a 76-ft Gloucstor-typo fishing schooner convcrted in-

to a research vessel, equipped writh an clectronics cabin and a rcchnical-
,, 'go cabin, as =ell as the necessary sources of power for the .-rork to bc
doneot A t=o-way radio telephone and a recording fathomotur vrrc a part of
the standard equipment. In addition to these sciontific accomodations there
woro a galley, quarters for the croyr, and a general workshop (Figs. 2 and 5).

Deck space vas available for the &gccssary gcar and other equipment,
including a large powr-drivon reel for the piezoolectric-gauge cables.

2. The "one-dimensional" fore and aft rig
Practically all of the work in comparing oxplosirs was done by locat-

ing the various gauges u-ed on a straight line fore and aft through tih
chargo and parallel to the surface of the water (Fig. 3). At the aftcr end
of this line was the sea anchor used for maintaining tension. In the middle
vas located the charge, while the forward and of this line was attached to
a tow line loading up to the vessel RELIANCE. The gauges and charge wore
usually 40 ft below the surtaco and vicro suspended from slwfaco floats.
Those components were attached to one another by moans of the stel spacer
cable which was kept stretched out by the strain of the sea anchor as the
gear was towed through the imter. Electrical cables for firing and for
transmission of piezooloctric-gaugo signals back to the electronics cabin
were led to the surface and than to the RELIANCE by means of a siwface line
supported by special floats@

3. The "two-dimensional" paravana rig
A grcat disadvantage of the "one-dimensional" rig vms that it allowed

measurements to be madc for a single charg, in only two directions 1;-,
were opposed by 1800. To obtainA a masure of the explosion ficl3 in four
diroctions from a charge, the two-dimensional or paravano rig was developed
(Fig. )e As with the one-dimensional rig the gauges and charge were sus-
pended at the same fixed 6opth below the surface, Yrith a line running from
a sea anchor at the aft end of the gear through the charge to the twr line
leading to the RELIAiCE. In addition to thic part of the gear, which is
the same as. for the ono-dimonsional rig citud above, thcrc vicrc also gauges
mounted on two lines that were attached to the charge at an angle of 900 to
the fore qd aft line. These side lines were hold out by moans of two
paravanos/ attached to the gaugo blocks at the ends.

There arc many difficulties inherent with this paravane gear. It mat

be sot in perfect balanco, otherviso the paravanos do not behave properly

-/Dotails -ill be found in Partrt TV, V.

/A ravano here refoers to a flat surface no suspended that it pulls
out and down as it is towed through the vator. Opposing those two forces in
the force from the opposite paravano and th, foron iijp:%rd duo to a surface
buoy.

-3.
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and zay fo,, the rig and oven bring the vcrjscl into scrious trouble. There
is alays some baw in the side spacer cables duo to the drag of the water,
which causes an uncertainty with respect to the anglo betvxocn the gauges
and the charge and the gaugo-to-charge distancos. However, this uncertainty
in gaug-to-charge distance may be overcome by comparing the results for. an
asymmetrical charge to results for a symmetrical charge fiLrcd under identical
conditions. For the piezoelectric gauges used off the sides of the chArge
there must be a separate return line along the surface to carry the gaugo
cables.

The difficulties encountered ith the paravanc rig probably )utveigh
the advantage in. obtaining values regarding the pressure field in two dimen-
sions. The same resit~ts could be obtained more rapidly and with loss
trouble by using the one-dimensional rig and firing twice as many charges.

4e Instrumentation

The instrimentation may be gcneralxav dividcd into tWo types - piezo-
electric and mechanical. The piezoelectric instrumentation gives rather
complete fud4Lntal information hbout th explosive shock -nvo in the Trater
but is difficult to maintain and operate. On the other hand the mechanical-
gauge instrumentation is easy to maintain and operate and is very reliable,
but the results are muoi harder to interpret in terms of the shock-wave
parameters.

(a) Piczocloetric-gauge instrumentation. - The instrumentation with
,piezoetectric gaugcs consistod of the folloring groups: gauges, transmissionlines Trith their compnsating notworks, amplifring and recording equipmcnt,
time- and voltage-calibrating equipment.

() Gaugs. The piezoelectric gA,.is used in this work were composed
of 1, 2, or-4 urmalinc elements (2,3]. The ones usually employed vore ofthe doublet type with a gauge constant of roughly 4ucoulomb/(lb/in).

(ii) Transmission of Saugo signals. The transmission system for bring-

ing gauge signals to th RELIANCE consisted of the following elements, a
copper tube rith central conductor attached to the gaugoe and running d!roctly
back in the opposite direction from the charge for a dtstanco of 20 ft wheor
it was spliced to a Miller plng. From the other side of the }:filler plug
AMrm-Navy Type RG-41/U concentric cablc ran up to a surfrce buoy, The
longth of this section of the cable varied from h0 to 80 ft dpcondinR upon
th parlicular location of the gaugue This cable terminated in a second
Millor ermmnctor at the surface buoy, whore there was insertd a componsat.
ing patch cord containing a resistanco-capacitance network which was a Wt
of the doubtl-ended ucblo compensation uscd with the RELIANCE-typo gear.
(Such compunsation is necusuary to correct for frequency response and di-
eloctric absorption on long c"bles (4i) This patch cord was connontod in
tUmn to a 600-ft Ion-th of RO-41/U cable Which ran back along the Surface
to the rccording vscol, torinating at the lar~o cablo-rtol on tho dck.
A 20-ft section of the same cable carried the si nal from the reel down to
tho input of the compensating ntovmrk in the wator control panel,



(iii) -Rcodig of ausi1nmlss The signal from the master control
panel was fu ietyitotevria amplifiers of the cathode-ray os-
cilloscope. The trace of this signal on the Y-a-xis of the cathode-ray tube
was recorded cithe-r by a rotating-drm camera or a still-film camera., In
the forrter case no signal was uscd on the X-axis, while in the l.attecr case
a linear' sweep Nnas intsodwcd in the X-axiso For cach record a time cali-
bration must calibrate the driz or sweep speed, and a voltage (V-stcp) or
charge (Q-stcp) calibration must be put on the film to calibrate the cloc-
trical and photographic amplification of the trace * If a voltnge step is
used for this, the capacitane of the dabko and gauge system must be inca-
sured separately on a capacitance bridge, while if a chargo c-alibration is
used independent determinations of the capacitance ,.nr vcCltagc arc unncc-
essary.

(iv) Interpretation of rccord.-. The photographtic rc.cords so obtained
were analyscd by transforming them~ into abisolute units of pressure and time
from comparison with the V- or Q-stop and the time calibration. This was
formerly done by measuring the records on a movable-stage micrometer micro-
scope, but more recently the prossuro-tiie curves have been projected on
photop'aphic paper simultaneously irith a twvo-dimensional &rid which has
been adjusted for the X-axis to road in absolute bime: units and for the Y-
axis to read absolute prcssura units, according to the tine and voltage
calibrations (goo Fig. 1)o After the prcssuro-tir: curves have boen trans-
formed into their absolute units, the peak prossurc nay be road off directly
and the impulse and encray factor may bc integrated graphicelly.1. The energy
factor obtained by this simple graphical intogration does not include the
after-flow cnorgr, vrhich is imortant for spherical shock riavcs, Other
pertinent data which axe apparent on the prcssuore-tme cuwvcs may also be
noted at this time,

(k,) Uochanical-geugo instaumentation. - (i) The UERTJ diaphragm gauge.
The gauge that has proved itself to bc the most reproducible for all routine
mecas'urements: of explosive effectiveness has been the UERL diaphraq~q gauge
[51o This gauge consists essentially of a steel pot 3-1/2 in. in dicuneter
on the face of wihich is mounted a thin diapburagn. The diaphragm materials
and thicknesses vary, but for lnrge-scale measurements )L-gauge (B and S)
steel was generally uscdo Explosives were compared by taking ratios of the
maximum deflections of the diaphr'agms aftcr being subjected to the explosive
shock wave. For large charges these diaphrngm ga-uges rcad a quantity that
corresponds to peak pressure, although the finite time of ga-uge action is
l-onger than for the ball-crushe-Ir or LeurcgautVgCz-.1 T r"agc ee on
in pairs, sometimes in a heavy gauge block and other times in a very light
gauge black.

(ii) The Naval Ordnanee JkiboratoE;y ball-crusher geaugc. The Naval
Ordnance Laboratory ball-crusher gauge L bJ -6as uscd in very large numbr
because of its operational simplicity and sm-ill size. A 1/2-in, diameter
piston rests directly on a copper sphere which is supported by an anvil.
When the piston is struck by the explosive shock, the copper sphere is de-
formeds the amount of deformation being a measure of the explosive effectiv-.,
noss. The spheres used for most work were 3/8 in. in diamters although
the gauge was so dosigned that 5/32-in. diameter spheres could also be used,
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A ratlu dth-~n thoory M~u bcon pruiwntcd for the Actiw tit this gauago
[7#91 and its reproducibility hus been nummarisod (83. H~owever, While it
is possible to calcula'te tho response of tho gauge from a knovin pressure-
t1imo ourvo,, it i4 not poinsiblen to dotertidne the form of n proxauro-tima
eurva from the Cg ugo response* Dofori~tions of the copper spheres can be
transformeod to values for peak pr assure provided the formi of the prossuro-
tire curve is previously Icnown 103.

4Ui) Th oun The Bureau of Ships has developed a diaphraem
typo of gaugo 1MvMnas tho odugno arugo (11. The effectiva diaphragm
dinmeter in I in,# and Wivu 'h agm m:V be of various r~torials and thicl'.
noss. Those used at UEr'rwo aithor of approximatuly O.065-iri. coppor
or 0*050-ine thick cold-rolled stools Comparison of the maximm ciufloction
of those platos after being subjected to an explosive shock wave Ca"e the
rolative offeetiveanius of~ tho explosiviss. For largo charges thesei gauges
measured approximatelyv poalt pressuro, having a sooewhat shorter motio'n time
thin the UERL diaphragm gauge but longer than the ROL hall-crusher gaugo*
The theory for these gauges has not bisen worked out to allow a computation
of peak pressure from tho gauga deflection, oen When the form of the pres-
suro.-tio curve is knoiyn# nor a calculation of the maximum deflection from
a known prossure-tim our*,t

(tv) lilliar-typ 1a em. Mechanical gauges that !.ntegrato the
prosuc-tDu cuveto yew te impulse in the shook wava have boar, do-

signed folloviina the principles laid downi by Hi1Jliar £123. In this type
of Mauge the vatcr tr,-nsfors its imapulse to a freely moving piston which
at thz cnd of its travel strilteo ?n orpvr n ylnder or copper sphere, and
from the deformatiun of the cylinder or sphere the energy of the moving
piston ,it tho t3'n of impact can be calculated, Frot this onorgy and the
dimensions of the gauge the total impulsc impartod to the piston by the
shock wvev =%y be dotornined, as voll as the travel time of the piston be-
forc striking 6hc copper cylinder or sphere (equivalent to the time: of into-
grat ion over the prossure-tim cw.vc),

(1) The improval Hilliar .cu too A modification by Hartmann of the
original KiaII rgauee ncorporatf seven pistons of different sizes and
travel times into tr. s.m gauge body (131. One of the pistons has zero
travel distance since it is in contact vrith a copper sphere (essontially
the sarn, as a bull.orushnr gauge). From the gauge dimensions and cylinder
doforn~tions the average preonixu of the water shook wave diwine different
time intervals may be c"Icularca,, and by plotting thuw.u pcszwroc
against time a pronsure-tuna curve -nay be drawnm. Wihile this gauge ,.s some-
what diffiiclt to assomble and operate, and the caleulabCons necessary to
obtain a prcssure-time curve are raiLhuL' 2.egthy, -it is possible: to obtain
a qualitative idva oe' such a curve .-ithout the wBO of elecctronic ociuiprut.

(2) The Har'timann. mc1!ienturi 1-augo. A Hillier type or gauge using a
wsi~lu piston of large mass -with O nly a smaill area cxpos , to the ithooki vtAVO,
vrill noasure the itipulse over tho major portion of the proissure-tim curve.
This gauge in much simpler to aszomble and operate than the improved 11illiar
oauF~a mentione d above, and Vac calculations of the; "total momentum" nay be
made by rofcronee to a graph of impulso versus deformation. However,, it
doecs not Give any info =atiun re,,,xding thu forn of the prcssure-timo curve.
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III. TYPE OF RESULTS OMAIiED

5. Comparison of weapons with different explosive fillings

Cuncirrent with the continued development of better instruments for
measuring the effects of explosions, the major portion of the work of the
RELIANCE was in comparing different explosive fillings in various weapons#
Because of unknown variables and variables not subject to control it was
necessary to make all comparisons against a standard fired under identical
conditions. Thus any uncertainty of the explosive effectiveness due to
change in the absolute level as measured by the RELIANCE instruments as
eliminated. Such changes in absolute level were inevitable with the con-
tinual evolution of the instrumentatioh. Since charges were usually at
least in duplicate, a givexi series was usiaally divided into two or more
strings with one charge of each type being fired in each string for the pur-
pose of comparing the primary variable. If there vere -e~ondary or tertiary
variables, such as orientation effects or booster effects, these could be
compared from one string to another [(1].

(a) Procedure followed in analysis of data. - The principal results
obtained in comparing explosive fillings and other effects were ratios of
gauge readings for a particular explosive to those for standard explosive,
usually TNT. However since the effort necessary to obtain the data ras so
great, a rather elaborate statistical analysis was carried out which elimi-
nated many gross errors and at the same time ensured that all good data
were usable,

After the experimental data had been entered in tabular form, according
to the distance from the charge and the type of measurement (that is, ball-
orusher, Lodugno and UERL-diaphragm deformation, piezoelectric peak pressure,moment,m and energy, and illiar or .artmann moment m), th .crccntage

difference between the reading of two gauges fornzing a pair of a given type
at a given distance was calculated. The standard deviation bett,:.en two
gauges was determined from the r-centage differences for all pairs of a
given type of gauge. When the percentage difference between two gauges form-
ing a particular pair exceeded three times the standard deviation betvmen
two gauges of that type for that whole string, one of these two gauges was
considered to be suspect. Examination of the gauge itself or comparison of
its results with the results of other gauges would usually detcrmine which
gauge of the suspect pair was giving anomalous results, so that that partic-
ular gauge value could be eliminated fr3m consideration.

For each string the ratio of the reading of a single individual gauge
on a given explosive to the reading obtained by the same gauge for the stand-
ard oxplosive was calculated. These ratios vmre thcn avcragcd for all gauges
of a given type and the standard deviation of the individual ratios from the
moan was obtained. The ratios for each gauge type from the various strings
were compared to onu ariothor for reproducibility bctwven the strings and
then Yxrc averaged over all strings and the standard deviaLion- of the ratios
from the mean and the standard deviation of the mean calculated. (At any
point in the analysis where an individual gauge ratio deviatcd from the mean

-7-
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of all gauge ratios by an amount greatcr than three tines the standard de-
viation from the mean, that ratio was considered suspect and gauge readings
for the two shots Ymre examinea individually for possible errors. Usually
suspect values found in this manner were also suspect on the basis of the
analysis of percentage difference between the two gauges of a given pair.)
The mean of the ratios so obtained gave the average difference between the
two explosives for an equal volume of charge measured at equal distances
from the charge. This particular type of comparison may or may not have
been the one desired for a part'cular application but other types of ratios
could be calculated as discussed below provided the weight and distance ex-
ponents ana the densities of the various explosives were known9

"hen secondary variables wore being studied it was necessar7 tc go
through similar analysis comparing the results from the same explosive be-
tween tne different strings* When it wos not desired to study the effect
of secondary variables it was the practice to change the charge-to-gauge
distances between strings so as to give a good logarithmic distribution of
the values of WI/3/R, where W is the charge weight and R is the charge-to-
gauge distance. This alloweU a well-distributed series-of points when the
results were plotted on log-log paper.

The standard deviations calculated in the above analyses gave an esti-
mate of the significance of the results obtained. The 5-percent significdnce
level was usually employed at UERL (a significant differe:,ce between two
values must eAceed twice the soandard deviation of the difference bet-veen
these values). This level of significance as obtained by using from hO to
50 mechanical gauges and 8 piezoelectric gauges on two or three strings, and
it was usually possible tn Miiti.rod sh betioen two explosives which differed
by as little as 2 percent, By increasing the number of gauges on each shot,
or by increasing the number of strings it would be possible to obtain a
higher ievel of significance or make closer disti?.ctions. However the iarge
increase 2n the number of gauges or n.mber of snots necessary to appreci.ably
raise the significance level was not deemed warranted for this Vwork.

(b) Conversion from one typc of explosive ratio to another. -- The
directly determined experimental ratios from the RELIAiICE work wore usually
the ratios of the gauge readings for equal volumes of explosives at equal
charge-to-gauge distances (DVd). (For convenience, ratios are designated
in the form uVd, where the letter on the line indicates the ratio and the
subscripts indicate the quantities which remain constant. In particular,
DVd means the ratio or the r-auge rcadings D for aqual volumes of explosives
V at equal chargc-to-gaugc distances L ) For uertain proses it .;ac -
sirable to compare explosives or a different basis. For example, in air-
craft where the pay load is the liriting factor it would be desirable to
compare the explosive powers from equal wights tf explosives at equal
distances (Djd)# Also it is often desired tu determine the might of a
particular standarO explosive that is necessary to do the same damage at
the same distance from the charge as a unit vight of some new explosive.
The ratio of tho vreiGhts (WDd) is referred to as "equivalent irmight."
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The various ratios are defined as follom

Mbol Eqaent DnriniLioa

DVd (D t!/ 1))v d  'rho ratio of the gau",e read-
ings for eqal volwies at,
equal distraces.

%d (Dp,)/)Wd The ratio of the qaugo Yead-
ings for equal vmiiht4at uqutl
distances.

w /W) The Yeight ratio for equalS)Dqn readnRs at equal dis-
t\nces. (11eqvA-Lvlent w ,iht").

(Vl/V2)Dd The volume ratio for equal
0:,xue readins at equal dis-
tances.

dDV (d2 /dl)D V  The distance ratio for equal
gauge readings from equal
voluz.1e s.

INW (d 2/dl)D$Vr The distance ratio for equal
gauge roadins from equal
wn J lghts.

WV (vi 2)v The weight ratio of charges of
equal volume (density ratio).

where

D gaue reading
W m chw-s! weight
d - charge-to-gauge distance
V * charge volume

If it is assumed that the gauge readiigs follow the law

D a k if
dnl

whern m and n are constants deternined by the properties of Lhe diaphragm
conversions Yrom one type of ratio to another are fairly 8inple. The equa-
tions for conversion are aj follows:

a VIM D l/m

Dad V n VD V d/1, I/M D Vnl
1Dd -Wd dV -Vd

dDv 1/d

DVT Id________
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Table I will be found ecnvenient for making conversions from one ratio to

another.

Table I* Conversion from one to _ of ratio to anoter.

Ratio d
Wanted

.... . .. ,,Z,/ Vol n n
Vd V"Vd D_ DV Y M1

%" WDVd ____VDd " VJV'
_____ 7 m l./m _ _ _~_

W_____ D1 ~ 1V V 15iV -; Vy ____V1____

. - v.. V d -V " DV V TV

1i7/n an II

Extreme caution must be exercised in converting from ome type of ratio
to another, due to the high sensitivity of the conversions to weight and
distance expononts. The wei ht anA d , ance exponents for the mnechanical
gauges are not constant for different charge weights and different charge-
to-gauge dictanoes, since the au~e reading is depetdent on the decay con-
stant of the shook wave. Any deternminotion of gauge exponents suffers from
very low preciuion,./ originating in unoontrolled variables (such as load-
ing variations) over the large number of shots necessary, and, to a certain
extent, in the inherent difficulties discussed above.

S. Other types ,of data obtaidned
Data were obtained in the course of these studies in addition to the

comparison of the effeotivenity of various explosivesi Among these weire:

(a) Efec . of chrTe orientation. -- The asymmetry of the shock wave
rcsultan roft the e oion of an a-- rmietrioa charge was determined,
usually as a secondary variable in an explosives comparison series. This
information was useful in ascertaining whether or not major portion of the
explosive nry was being relasnd in a direction which was not likely to
include a target.

(D) Booster cAo ots. - Th size, composition and location of boosters
were ason ooth a privry variabs inlsies pecially designed
to study booster effects, and a secondary variabos in explosives comparison

series.i
i/sce aoc. (g).

(b ose Iroq T.-ie opsto adlcto fbotr
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(o) ShaIg oeles - Chrrcs of various shapes ware fired ad th
shock wave studiud in various orintettionx frmnv th-,n chrv-m. Threo :I; f-
for'. nt shapes were confined to sphors, and to cylinders with diffN',nt
ratios of length to diamoter,

(d) Similitudo lam. - Tho relationships boweon the reading of a
Civen gaugo and thw harge Nmip it and charao-to-gaugo distance i'cru doter-
mined. This work was much more difficult due to the fact that it involved
the absoluto level of thu variots quantities. It was not until the instru-
mentation was fairly well stabilizod that it was desirable to publish such
results, and even then it has boon necessary to revia the absolute kI'ls
reportod on occasion.

(o) Mutilo chros. - A. study of the offcots of oubdividing a chare
into smaller un ts of the sam total right as a 7ivan sinl, Tharge, and
the conparison of the results so obtainoe, w.,as oarriod out in proliminary
exporimients. In this work it w,,ms fxtremcly im,-ortant to consider thu
various measured paramters in differont direetions from thu uh'.u.

(f) Sarface offccts, - Tho effect of the air-v'tcr intcrface "'nd the
bottom in producing reflectcd rarefaction and pI'essure wavos has been
studied under various experimental conditions.

Tn Pper ITI tho type of work which vms done on the RELLA CE has bccn
sumnarized. The details of the results are being reported olscv.horc [15].
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IT. METAM L IOF TRUUI ATIMI

7. '-1zeecrc -e arnd associatd qipment
Eight separate channels ere used to transmit, avplify. and record the

sipnIs from eight tourmalizie Vtiuges. The eight cables for the !Pauge sig-
nals . ''r f' 7i ' thc pilit uge e*gal (ihen still-film catoras Tiero
usedS and the ~i.r. '.Ar . ., AL. -4r -~ivyt, a unit fct convomicnce
in .- ,ying out. The pilot g cab.:. 4as 't-It-r- .h Lhose of the
recording gauges, and unde' , .. 'n conditions cou-d servoe as a spare.
WritLng speeds fo- tl.-1 oe .ii . from ver 3essac/in, with the eloo-
tronic smep and sIJOi-f-.jri c -cra d:n to laso ti -.on I00 moc'i: '. with the
rotaing-drimn c. -- as vmi - avaC... L. Block d0 *'r showinr. ..m connec-
tion3; of the vtnxiou:i c,.onects for t )th typos ')f .'. -ording ar- given in
Figs,, 6 and 7. he irAividual c-vnc ts e ' de. ,e#, that 3ne type of
recadig may br. tubstituted for the other '* '% 4;h. 1 7) d v-ttis by. chan.-
ing ; atob ord connections and camera b .ks

(a) Gauges, (i.' (II ;.."A 1 piezoelectric gau.ges used
for A --, . '. 'Ab, u u rantourmaline afers of approximatcly
1/8- ui. t2 ,ness and 1/2-in. di tr (Fig. 8). Elactrodes VDo attached
t9 the faces of these elements by various mans, the more successful of
which have been the fraslw silvr-eleetcolJtic copper and the baked sil.-
ver spay process 12,3].

41i) A829I o E~l-nments. The crystal eloments with ele-
trOdes attached wore assembled Into-doublot gauges (Typo A. or quahruplot
gauges (Type B) [2]. In the Type A asson*ly the positive faces of the two
crystals nr sweated togther and attached to the central conductor which
ms lad off through a copper tube, while extensions of th copper tube wore
fastonod to the two outside negative faces of the two crystals@ In the
Typ B assembl7y (Fig. 8) two doublet elements similar to Type A Tmro fastened
on either side of a central stool tab, The two outside faces a-nd the two
central faces of the crystals marc nogati-o and vwrc connected oloctrically
to this tab which vs then fastened rigidly to the copper tube, The t-:.
positive electrodos were connected to the central conductor which ms Id
through the copper tube# Due to the use of muoh thinner crystal elements
in Type B it vas possible to employ quadruplet gauges vith an over-all thick-
ness no rcater than 1/8 In.

(iii) tRa ,oofinaw te c letod - ar ous methods of wator-
proofing those gauges have boon fcund to be satisfactory, Among th materials
used mre moulded rubber, rubber tape and Bostik cement, Tygon and Zophar
wax G276. The last mattrial mentioned was found to be the most satisfactary
in warm wathcr, but rubber tape and Tygon vire better in cold vvathor.
Good coatings on guages must be mcoha iically strong, have satisfactory
dielectric properties, be free of bubbles, be adhesive, be free of electrical
signal# be thin and easy to apply.

-2 Best Available Cop,
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(iv) Calibration. The amount of charge developed by a given gauge
per unit changeo in applied prossrc -was determined by means of a "stratic"
microooulometer tachniquo [g]. The assembled but unmounted gauge element
ms subjected to 3000 lb/inj pressure which could be suddenly relcascd,
and the charge developed by the gaugc read on a microcoulomoter. Calibra-
tion of unmounted elements by this technique was reproducible to better
than 2 percent but owing to the following factors the absolute value of the
gauge constant in actual use was not necessarily represented by this pre-
cision: (1) the static calibration did not subject the gauge to a pro-
p'essivo shock wave simulating that which the gauee is used to measurc; (2)
the gauge copa tant may have boon modified during mounting and coatirG; (3)
cable signa1wf may have caused a variable apparent gauge constant diffcrcnt
from the actual gauge constant; (4) gauges may have bccn unkniowingly dam-
aged during use thus altering their constants.

(b) Electrical cables. - The transmission of the gaugn signal fron
the gauge to the rccording vessel was a major problem in studying lc7o cx-
plosLvo charges, The eectrical signal produced by the gauge v'as smi.ll,
and the lung cables necessary caused attamation of this signal and d-d not
have a linoa frequency response. In addition to this It was found that
concentric cables themselves gave off, a signal rhon subjected to mechanical
stress. These problems have boon dealt vith in detail by R. II. Cole clsc-whero 141 but arc presented below particularly vith view to the RELLTi!CE
work.

(i) Cable, sinal. When a coaxial cable is struck by a shock v.vo an
oloctrostatic chargeis developed between the shield and central conductor,
In a high impedance system such as encountered in usinE piezoelcctric
gauges the magnitudo of the chargo so developed may be largo relative to
the charge developed by the gauge itself* If the cable is Iading directly
away from the gauge, this signal does not affect the peak pressure value
obtained, since the shock wave vll not havo. struck the cable before the
peak has been recorded. Howaverp if it is desired to obtain tie complete
prossure-time curve this signal may introduce serious distortion, either
positive or negative. As it vas not practicable to construct gauges with a
higher voltage output, it was necessary to overcome this problem by the use
of cables with very small cable signal,

The cabln used at UERL for this purpose mwas the type developod by the
Taylor Model Basin (163. This consistcd of a copper tube of 1/8-in. outer
diameter and 1/16-in, inner diameter ttwough which was led a fibcr-gl3ass
innulted. cnameled wire wahioh sorved as the central conductor. Hot 'eresin
wax rns drawm into the siace between the central conductor and the tube.
The cable signal dovcloped by this tube was mall. compared with the gaue
signal. The piezoelectric gauges vmre attached to 20 ft of the ,u be for
most w;ork Ythich, since it lead directly awny from the Elauge in the direction
of the propagation of the shock 'wave, gave a 4-msec interval during which
the cable signal was as low as possible. When pressure-time curves over

WScc Scc. 7(bi).
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longor tima intervals 'mro required, longer longths of copper tubes vcro used.
Thoae copper tubes stood up .11 rith the normal handling on the RELIANCE but
they did "wear out" with tim (that is after they had boon in use for con-
siderable periods of time they gave larger spurious signals when struck by
a shock wave)& Botween the end of the copper tubes and the recording equip-
mont it was satisfactory to employ commercial shioldod cable, such as micro-
phone cable or Armj-Navy type RG-4l/U, since tho shock vavo did not strike
this cable until after the desired signal had boon recorded.

(i) Frojuenoy rosense of oablos. In addition to the distortion of
the signal duo to the finite size of the gauge and to cable signal, further
distortion may be caused by lack of linear frequency rcponsc. This may be
due either to impedance mismatch between the cable and gauge or cable and
oscilloscope, or to the dielectric absorption of the cable. .Both of these
difficulties can be ovorcome by the use of the proper terminating networks
at the end of the cable 14]o

For the early we-k done on the RESLIANCE (previous to shot RE-125) the
cables were compensated by a rosistanco-oapacitance-inductaneo network at
the input to the aplifiors of the cathode-ray oscilloscope (Fig. 9).

This compensation circuit ib familiarly referred to as "single-ended"
compensation, After shot RE-136, "double-ondod" compensation was used.
For this a reebtanc-capacitano network is placed at the 4 nput of the
cathode-ray oscilloscop and also at the far end of the cable as shovm in
Fig. 10. With the double-ended system of compensation the steady-stjte
response of the cable is flat Nrltlin * 3 percent up to 100 ke/soc 4nd +,he
ri.so tme fnr n' stnp-Impulso input is 2 p so and the overshoot not more
than 3 or 4 percent compard to the stop height at 1 moc.

The compensating network at ho far .nd of the cables is insertud in
the form of a small patch cord between the cables leading up to the surface
and the 600-ft surface cables loading back to the RELiaNCE. These units
wore suject to frequent failure from mechanical stross until the type of
construction shove ir, Fig. 11 was adopted. Those patcO chris for thc dif-
ferent cables wore all interchangeable, so that in cabu of failure they
could be quickly replaced Yrith a spare patch cord. The compensating not-
work at the oscilloscope end of the cable v'as located at the input to the
master control p~nol. These notworks wero also identical and Vtere of the
plug-in type, so that one network could be quickly removed and another one
plugged in* The condenser in the lat or network also served as the stand-
ard condenser for the Q-calibratiionu..

(a) Recording equipment. - After the signal had been brought to the
iecording vessel, it v.'u nu-su ry Lu £aku a pNrnnont record of the tran-
siunt voltage produced by the shook wave crossing the gauge. Cathode-ray
oscilloscopes wee used with photographic recording for this purpose.
Associate equipment involved voltage-step sources for nalibrating amplifier

97See Sec. 7(cv).
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sonaitivity and camera magnification, a capacitanco bridge for mcasuring
cable capacitance when the Q-stcp Tas not used, standard frequcncy sources
for the time calibration of the sveep or film speed depending on whether
still-film or rotating-drum cameras w -e used, electronic s-weeps for still-
film cameras, and the necessary cameras.

All of this equipment .was efficiently housed in the electronics cabin
buil' into the hold of the RELIANCE, the plan for which is shown in Fig. 2.
The arrangement of the various electronic components is showm in Figs. 12,
13, and 14o The panels forming the cabin bulkhead behind this equipment
were removable to allow minor servicing and the changing of patch-cord
connections (Fig. 15).

(i) -Master control. For routine shooting, where many channels are
used, the 1g of time and large chance for error involved in connecting
and disconnecting gauge lines, steppers, frequency sources, sweops and
tripping devices into the oscilloscopes make it imperative that some form
of master control panel be used [17]. With this master control panel all
sw.tching operations were made by turning a single knob. Positions were
available for voltage step, Q-tep, time calibration, and firing, a. well
as for resistance and capacitance tests of cablas. The circuits were inter-
locked so that it was not possible to fire the charge =nless the master con-
trol panel was in the firing position. A metet was available or. the master
control panel by which the various cable resistances could be tasured by
turning a selector switch. There was also space in the back of the panel to
provide for the plug-in cable compensation r.:'bwork.

(ii) Oscilloscope and amlifiers. The Dumont 20 oscillotupeu viere
used as the recording equipment with certain modifications. A low-impedance,
compensated, step atten,;ator was inserted to give reproducible Wilification
setting3. The frequency-compensation circuits were modifiea so that the
oscillo3cope had a frequency response flat to within 1 2 percent from about
5 cycle/sec up to 300 kc/sec, with no rise at 400 kc/sec. The accelerating
voltage of the cathode-ray tube was increased enough to allow writing speeds
up to 3 in./msec. Beam brightening and positioning could be controlled ex-
ternpally, and a single, repeating single, or continuous sweep -vs provided
externally. The .senitivity range was from 5 v/in, deflection mini~rin up
to 50 m/in, deflection. The deflection-voltage ratio agreed to within 1
percent up to 1-1/2 in. deflection. Type 5LP5 tubes were used oriinally
and later 5CP5 tubes were used. These tubes had short enough persistance
so that they could be used successfully with rotating-drum caneras.

(iii) Voltage stepler. To calibrate the amnlifier sensitivity and the
magnification factor of the camera, it wp~s ncccseary to place a 'Inown volt-
age on the plates of the oscilloscope and measure the resultant deflection
recorded by the camera. This as done by changing the voltage level on the
vertical plates when the trace vas part wray across th. tube (in the case of
the stll-film camera) which resulted in a step. The use of Q-stcp net-
worh,/ alloved an estimate of both the high- and lo-a-froquency response of

Ysee Sec. 7(cv).
Best Available Copy
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the system by noting the rise of the step and its decay. Voltage steppers
which have been employed at this laboratorY have used as standard voltage
sources both battery and regulated electronic power supplics [17]. Steppers

using a battery as a source of standard potential. have the inherent diffi-

culty of being high-impedance devices. The electronic stepper which depends

upon voltage rerlator tubes as the source of standard potential has a low
impedance output which is essential for iwe with the Q-atep. The voltage
stepper involved a time delay and a switching circuit, The time delay was
so adjusted that the potential ms switched from one level to another after
the spot had progressed a certain distance, across the screen. Art one of
several standard voltages was selected so that the step height corresponded
roughly to the expected peak height of the pressive-time curve* The steppers
were also provided with an exponentially decaying step which aproxmates
the form of the shock wave. This proved to be very useful for determining
the frequency response of the oscilloscope as *ell as checking focus and
intensity settings. On the later model electronic stepero a voltage-
standardization check was provided by checking the potential source from
the VR tubes against the potential of a *y cell. Periodic checks of both
the electronic and battery sections were necessary with a standard cell
and potentiometers, A triggering pulse, emitted with the initiation of the
time delay for the stepper, uos used to start the single sweep for the still-
film cameras, or to brighten the beam on rotating-drum cameras6

(iv) apaitance bridas When the voltage calibration was used it was
also necessa to det the capacity of the gauge and cable system in
order to calculate the gaup output. A capacitance bridge, included with
the RELIANM equipment for this purpose, us based on a substitution method
in a bridcd-T network £17]. The nonAna!, driving freqnency for tae bridge
was 10 kc/sec. This bridge was also used to aid in locating faults in
cables as well as for measuring t'e standard condensers used in the Q-step.

(v) Q-step calibration network. By applying a known voltage in
series with a known capacitance across the cable used, it was possible to
eliminate the necessity of independent voltage and capacitance determinations
(4,17], The principle of this is illustrated in Fig, 16. For recording
signals the connection is as shown in Fig. 16(a) and the output voltage Vt
is

C* + Ct

where CoV, is the charge developed by the gauge and Co i mich smaller than
C*, the cable capacity, For calibrating the cable and indicating instruments,
th connection shown in Fig. 16(b) is used. and a step voltage Vs is applied,
The output voltage under these conditions Is

CtV
C + Ct
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Solving these two equations for 00Vo lie have

O0 t , t~~ Vt

The unknown charge C0V0 may therefore be determined from a kn~own quantity
of charge CtVs and the ratio of the voltage oubputs. This voltage ratio
is the ratio of the displacerionts on the cathode-ray oscillograph screen
as recorded loy the cameras In actual practice the standard condenser Ct
was a part at the cable terminating circuit (corresponding to C2 in Big* 10).
In addition to the greater ease in caliorating, the 0-step alloirs an esti-
mate of the cable response characteristics. For example, _f the cable had
low impedance due to dielectric or salt-water leakage$ the Q-sop fell off
exponentially. The conditions under which the records wiere actually made
Tiere thus kown, and prossure-time curves could be corrected wthen necessary
from the Q-stap record by the superposition theorems.

(vi) Time standard. The standard frequency source ommonlyv used on
the RELIAC ?or oaliting the tine base was sk multivibrator whtch -aas
driven by a 1.00 ko/soc crystal-controlled oscillator (17]. P 'aquenoios of
25# 10, P and 1 ka/sec were available. Some of the earlier circuits for
this multivibrator would allow it to look in on soras sub-multiple of the
oscillator frequency other than the one desired but lator dorsigna uvercane
this difficulty. The multivibrators were checked in the field by a battery-
operated, rosistance-stabilimod 1,-C oscill.ator which was stable to 0.1 per-
cent, thus allowing any major diacarepancy in frequency (dixe to the wrong
interlocking) to be detected# These frequency staddards were checked against
the standard frequhnoy of radio station VJWV.

(vii) Still-film cameras. The still-film cameras employed were mounted
in a special~ Silt camera Hood fitted on the Dumont 208 oscillop'aph (17].
An f/2.0, 50-mm focal length lens wa= used with a manual flap swinging in
front of the lens as a shutter. Diaphzragm-type shutters were not found
satisfactory because of trouble writh the cable releases. The flap type
shutter was very satisfactory sine it was positive in action and shuttersI on several caneras could be very easilyv ganged to operate as oneo unit.
Cut film 2-1/4 x 3-1/4 in, was used in a Rocomar holder fitting into a
camera back which could be rotated to give four different exposures on a
uinglk f! 1*M4

(viii) Swoep. When a still-film carmbra was used the' cathode-ray spot
had to move across the screen at a usniform speed. This was done by means
of a linear time base whieh swept across the screen once after being
triggered, at the came tine brightening ttw beam so that it rocorded on the
photographic film. Swoep speeds weore available from 125u soc/in. to 12.5
muc/In. For purposcs of adjustment, both automatic intermittont single
swoeps and continuous sweeps, in addition-to triggered single swoops* could
be obtainud from this linear timei base (17].
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The sweep speed was calibrated by placing the output of th time stand-
ard described in paragraph (v) on the vertical plate of the cathode-ray
tube; this calibration was done imoediateiy before the shot was recorded in
order to miniuise any poseible drift in swop apt idas

The most reliable method for tripping the swoop was by the we of a
pilot gauge at some point between the recording gauge and the chrec, The
signal resulting as the shook wave struck the pilot gauge actuated both the
swoop and buam brightener# The distance botyoen the pilot gauGo and rocord-
ing gauge determined the time interval bot~wee the beginning of the trroo
and the pnak of the pressuro-time curve.

(ix) Time delays Fkor recording several phenomena which occur within
a few milliAcconds ci each othor, only one syoop circuit need b. used$ the
X-axis positioning control being adoquate to cause the record of the desired
phenomena to occur at the proper position on the cathode-ray tube sorccn.
However, if those phenomena occur at ties differing by more than a few
milliseconds, moro than one sweep must be used. Such a situation exists whon
gauges are used for recording the shock wave at sovral distances from an
e.4xplosion. As additional pilot gauges for tripping thd additional sweeps
would require additional cables for transmitting the tripping pulso back to
the voasiol, it is more convenient to use a circuit capable of aoducing
pulses Ior tripping the later sweeps at fixed time intervals after receiv-
ing the pulse from Whu trip gauge. A time delay circuit which iould givo
one pulse with moro time delay, and two other independent pulses at any da-
sired time fro.m 0 to 100 maec after the trip pulse input vms uacd routinely
writh still-film cameras on the RELIANCE. The two gauge pairs at the two

oleoestgaage positions all oporated on a soGop tripxad at zero delny, thu
third gauge pair on a second sweep tripped by the first timo delay, and thu
fourth gauge pair on a third smoop tripped by the second tie delay.

(x) Rottinj-drum cameras. Camera backs fitted with rotating drums
of 10.0-in, c rcumierrinco v'rc also asod on the regular camera tuber mounted
en the oscillographs (Fig. 17), Fer the eight channc.s on tU' RELIA1CE
those cameras Yere driven by moans of flexible shafts from a corwion drive
shaft. Also driven from this common drive shaft wero the synchronizing
control cams and tachometer in the sequence boam brightener panel. Those
synchronizing cams fired the charge aL' a tine so tiat the record would not
come On the break in the film, brightened the cathodeo-waboms at the be-
ginning of the revolution and shut them off at the end, and also caused
the cratcr tub s t-o fThpl f'or one revolution. These crater tubes arc driven
by the multivibrator described abovo.

Among the advantagon of tho rotating-drum cawera for this work arc the
followings (1) the timc calibration can F-, rcoordcd 5:iulta cou ly with
the prcssuro-tim curve1 (Q) there is no difficulty in reading the records
due to nonlinearity of zwecp speods; (3) it is not necessary tc use a trip"
gauAo or other device near the charge to brighton the beam for recording,
since this is done by control cams; () non-orthogonality of Whu cathode-
ray tube plates noed not be considered; (5) a largo range of recording
speeds is easily )btained and by means of the tachometer the approximate

________________
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recording spood being used is nocm in advanco (6) by monans of the sc,'uc11co
bcam brightener, the scvcral differtwt channcls m~y be madc to rt.-.ord t
several widely different timeso (7) the length of a sinaio trace can b, as
much as 10 in., which is 10 tinos roar'er than the usable trao obtained
with a still-film can'cra

The sequence bo4m brightener, in conjunotion with the control caml.,
brightens the beam for various intervals as indioatod in Table II,

Tablo 11. Duration of beam brighoning for various sequence
. bam brightener ao-tinass

Master Control Firing Q.4tp V4 top

Boam-Brightenor Interval of Boam Bightnin 4

Setting (dgros)-
1 0 - 360 0-180 360
2 180 - 40 180 - 360 360- o
3 360- 720 360- 5o 540 - 720

* Aglo ^ rotation from zero positions of the control cars.

The displacement of the base lines for those calibration stcpo .rom
the base line of the pressuro-timc curve is intorlockod with the swritching
in the master control pancl.

(xi) Crater tubo, For pl.acing th,- tming frzqucncy from th multi-
vibrator ont Mte im, 6 Sylvania. type R-1L30B tubes ("cratcr" tubes) wero
used. Each one was moun:d inside the individual cnmera tubes and the im-
ago of the spot placod in the pl:,nc of focus of the cmera by moins of a
prism (Fig. 17). A power unit driven by the multivibrator was necessary
to operate the crater tubes* It vwas found that the crater tubes would not
start properly in tothl dQalcss, so a i/4-watt neon bulb vrs placcd ad-
jacent to each one to pnotosonsitizc it,

(xii) Record identification. A minor but very csscntial part of making
a record is in its identification. This should be done while the fim is
in the camera, at the time the record is made. A device found wcll-nuited
for this purpose was designed by J. P. 31lfko, and consisted of a small
Portablo proiector with adlustable numbers. which. aihcn placed over thn
viewing eye piece ca the camera tube, would thrw the image of the desired
numbers on the scrcen of the cathode-ray tube. This imago vas then photo..
graphed on the film in thc carmorn, Whcn ,,snd viijth rot..ting-drtun cnmCraksL
the drum must be stopped before Ohis can bc done.

(d) Ar lyns of records. - The cathode-ray oscilloscope trace of the
prossuro-timo curve rocor~dcon the film must be transposed into absoluto
units of pressure and time by comparing it wit% the Q-sBep and time cali-
brations. The pressure is given by
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whorO RCA WAOUlomb/(lb/in1)] II the constant for the gauge used, ht and h0
the pressure loight and stop height, rospootivo4, and the ether quantities
aro as deginad previousl-. When the voltage stop is used in place of the
Q-top cacliration# It bwcms CO the tota1 oapaoity'in the gauge ofrou e
The dotormnatign of the impulse and onerW factor Involveo the evaluation
of f? dt and Px dtg usually by reans of the trapezoidal rule. This re-
quires recording the values of the Iressure at a, large number of time from
the prossure-tim curva. The followng a thods have boon found mst satis-
factory for this work on a routine basis*

(i) Ntor ant M*ee A micromtor microseope with a calibratod
stage for movin the lilm at right angles to the mioronetor in the eyopioo
wa fomrly used for analysis of all records. The flilm was aligned on the
stage so that the prossuro axis Nvas measured by the micrometer eyepiece and
the timo axis was measured by the scale on the stage. The ocular units of
the eyepiece wore transposed to pressure units hy cc pvwtson with the hoight
of the step, while the tim units of the stage scale ware transposed into
timo units by comporison with the standard timing wave on each films

These records wore usually integrated graphically in torI Of the
ocular and stage units and transformed into absolute units after integra-
tiens When desired the set of points was plot.id on graph prpor In terms
of absolute units

(ii) " , A device vms developed for obtaining a photoraphiu
pojotion of horossur-tima ar'vo suurinposod on n tymo-dimnsi~ondl

grid adjusted to road absolute pressuro ;Ad time units, This dovioo Which
is laioim as the "Mrp" (Fig. 18). ocuists of a photographic on3rorger with
one fixod and one adustablo grid at right angloes, immdiatoly over an
easel holding a shoot of photoernphio on3ging papor. The film is pio~od
in the onlargor rith the prossuro axis parallel to the fixed grid lincs,
and the enlargement factor is adjusted until the fixed grid roads convenient
units of the time scalo This involves comparison with the time bae which
was plaood cn the record at the time the shot -,= =do*

After +.h time scalo is adjastod, the imago of the Q-stop is thrown
on the papor and the adjustablo grid is moved so that it rill road in con-
venient preasure units, This is done by calculating tho prosureo that
corresponds to the stop hoigHt, using the formula:

C tv

L, cases whero the voltago stop.is. used, I booomos tho capacitanco 0 of the
gaugo-cirduit cablo, Tho adjustmgnt of the horizontal grid is MdoL so that
the stop roads that prticular prossuro in absoluto units on the grid.
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AJ this adjustable typo of grid has proved to be extr,,Pmely useful and
has not boon reported clsowhuro by Division 2, it will be described in
proator detail. It was first dovolopod at the Woods Hole ocanoparhic
Institution by Eving and Vino for use ir. the analris of bathythormograph
records, On two opposite aides of a parallolograim are placed strips with
holos equally spacod, Throad or wire is strung through those kalos to form
the grid. The most uAtirfactory material found for usc with this partioulsr
instrument has boon black nylon filament, As tho pnallclogram is closed
or opened, the spoing betimon the grid strings bocomes swallor or greatiro

This vras adapted to the Harp by adding a fixed grid mounted immediately
below the strings of the adjustable grid. Small angular &rJt,'Wtronts are
allowod for slight doviations from 90, corrooting for any rton-orthogonality
of the enthode.oy tubo plates. The whole asscrably may be rotattd, or moved
in a vertical or horizontal direction to allow the base line and o.,igin of
the prossur. and time axos to bc sot to correspond with that on the I..ago
of the pressuro-time curvo. Those Adjustments arc all made by means of
screws whose controls are convoniontly located for the operator. After ad-
justing the Harp so that the pressure and time grids road in absolute units,
and the origin and base lines are properly alignod, the front of thu t*ssombly
is raised to allow the photo~raphio paper to be placed below tho grid, The
back of the aoserably is rigidly hinged so that it cannot got out of adjust-
ment during this process. The assembly is returned oo its rest position,
a mask is placed around the edges of the paper to identify the axes and
place a form in the upper right hand corner of the projection for recording
portinont data. The timing calibration shows directly on this projection,
allowing a check of the units of the time axis at any later time. A projoc-
tion of the calibration stop is also made which allows the units of the
pressure axis to be chocked later if necessary.

The Harp reproduces photographically an exact graph of the original
trace of the pressure-time curve, This obviously has many ildvantages: (1)
the tedious readings on the micrometer microscope have bban eliminated) (2)
time and pressure calibrations may be checkcd directly on the prints3 (3)
the process is photographic which means that the original piezoelectric
record may be inspected in detail in its onlarged form, and .fine structure
which may be present may be immediately detected. This is not the case with
micrometer microscope readings since the fine structure is o±'ten too detailed
to record point for point* A very important advantage of Harp projection
is that the projected reor-ds thomselvob indicate the uncartainties in
values due to poor traces, vridth oe r u d 1 £urth. Thlb 1 10ot
possible when the records ware read on the micrometer microscope b tech-
nicians.

Pank pressures may be read directly from the records and the impulse
and enorgy integrals may be calculated by the trapezoidal rule ac they were
from the micrometer microscope readings. With regard to the Q-stop there
is a small overshoot at the beginning which anounts to from, I to 3 percent
(compared to the step height at I msec.) due to the frequency response of the
system, Since the major portion of the pressure-time curve is used for
measuring impulse and energy, the Harp is sot on the Q-stop I aseC after the

__ __ __ _
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step. This gives a good average setting. However, for measuring peak pros-
sure a dowmuard correction corresponding to the difference between the set-
ting of the step and the value for the stop at t w 0 must be made. The peak
pressure read directly from the Harp projection is always high due to this
factor* This illustrate another value of using the Q-step calibration since
the cable respnae, being the same for the pressure record as it is for the
atep record, is taken into account in reading the pressure# impulses and
energy.

(ii) The mechanical evaluation of the imulse and enera inteIralu.
Even with Harp reoord' the integration of the Fressure-time curve for impulse
and energy by the trapesoidal approximation was still a time-oon.1ning
process. Linear planimetere were available for evaluating tho impule.e, but
quadrate planimters for the energy integral were not available. For this
reason a mechanical integk-ator which would simultaneously evaluate both the
inrulse and energy functions under the pressure-time curve was designed and
constructed (18. By the use of this Integrator the impulse and energy in-
tervals may be rapidly evaluated using either the Harp projetAlion, or the
original film in oinjunction with an internally contained projector.

(iv) General considerations of the integration of oressure-time
curves. The question as to how far out on the time axis the integration
should be carried is one which can be answered only by compromise* Since
most of the RELIANCE work wvs done for the purpose of comparing explocive
effectiveness, it has been felt that the amount of energy or imulse de-
livered in a time comparable with the time of damage of the target is the
important factnrs For this reason the pressure-time curves wars integratod
to some constant time value which was the same for all of the particular
charges being compared in a given series. The value used was usually from
4 to 8 times the time constant of the shonk wave. Integration to these
times included almost all of the energy in the shock ;iavo but did not in-
clude nearly so large a proportion of the impulse. This integration to a
constant time could not be used whore it was desired to obtain similitude
curves for the different explosives, For this purposel t was necessary to
obtain the time constant for the particular value of W / /R involved and to
integrate to some exact mul lo of thiQ.yalue. The time constant must be
taken from the curve of 9/i versus /3/R, which is the best line drawn
through values from all chaxges and gauges of a given series, Othemriso
errors due to the low precision in measuring the time constant will exag-
gerate the errors in impulse and energy being integrated.

The integral fp2 dt is trans-formed into the energy of the shock wave
by means of the factor A/pCo. The quantity A is

A w 1 - 1.67 x 10-6 P. -49 x 
"ll 12 pl

mm

while OoCo - 5.58 x 0.0061T9, where T (00) is the temperattwc of the sea
water, valid for T a 0 to 200C [19]
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For spherical shock vvn thc onergy factor calculated' from f p2 dt does
not include thec cntti'o shock w-vr.,e cnerrf, A bettor approxirnation to this is
given by thev ifl?,P dlit dt. This takes into account thw aft-fo:crein
duo-to trio sphorical forn cf the vr1ve, vrhich may arount to as much as 25 "*C-
Cent of the value of the c.ir~ factor at .distzanccs of less than 20 ch;'rrc
radii !/ lenc,, the enerc,-- calculated from P 2 dt which is ronortcdC for
RELIANCE results is re fcrrod to as tlie f"unergz factor."

Wc G'encroaJ co~mments concecrrinr P:Lezo-.lLctric int~vctto.The
ratherc compre hens ive information conccrfting the pres!sure-timeo rolationshins
rcsulting from an undcruat'rer explosion r,;'icrh on be obtain.d by the usc of
piezoelectric gaures is irnvaluab"le but at the same .iercquircs much work
and infinite patience wihen comparec to the oase vith whi c.' results may be
obtained from mchanical, gauges. To m.aintain 8 channels i-n operating- con-
dition tho following personnecl roquircrionts !rst be Piet: maintenance and
repair of Gauges andc~ abos, 3 semi-skilled persons; checking and oporating
equipment on board vessel., 1 technician (collee training or equivalent)
writh help from cab~le -ion; davelopment, construction,, ropairs miaintenances
and laboratory checking of ciectronies equipment,, 1 to 3 college-trained
cocctronicians; analysis of piczocJlcctric rccords and i.-'kring up results,
1 college girl with major in mathomatics or physics aTnd 2 assistants VwIth
college training; supervision of all work, correlating field work, laboratory
work, and record reading, troubtle shooting,. planniaig and exceutior of ex-
periments, 1 college., trained i-_tn experienced in electronics, physics,. and
underwrater explosion phenonena. The above is the staff required for averrage
loads, and does not include suarion to set the charge and gear. Under pecak
loads additional helD is neccs-zry.

6. The UERL diapwa auge

Thc first Cauge to bc suoc -tflully uscci at this labora-tory for compar.-
jig c:xplosivr-s -..-s heL.ThL diaphrg-au. [L,,2](i.1)

(a) Description. - This gauGc Js constructcd by vicl ing a 3-in.
length-of E__In. double erxtri strong stoc2. pilc (filli2ivlrc to an L-ner diam-
etcr of 3.270 in.) to a sq~uare base of 1/2-in,. )late. A top plate in hc
thero, is a hol-c of thc same diameter a3 the inrer dian.!Cte;r of the pip~e is
welded on. '; copper or streel diaphragm is then placed over this top plate,
a cover plate sli pped ovcr the diapi'llagn, held in place by 8 can socs.
Diap1-wagm -;ghich have bcon usc~d liave been. of HTo. IL B and 3 ga ugc Clectro-
lytic copper, No. 20 and Ho. l U.S. st-ndcard gaurrv hot-rolled steel. The
lit-gauge steel div1a mr o the_ ones connonly used, the tensile strength
being about 60,000 lb/ini Small variations in the thickn'ess of t.he steel
made it nocessary to correct all defornitions to a standard thicknecss of
0.08c: in. Thickness corrc:rctions Y.crc made, according to Kirkwrood theory,
and Lat-er nwcording to cm.nirical rcsults obtaincd dizaing shooting with
small cha11rcs.

(11) UMcasurumoni of explosive effectiveness. - The relative affective-
ness of various oxplosive-s is measured Yrith the diaphragm gauge in terms of
the mziximun depression of the steel dlapbragm, causcd by the shock wave, The

21 A@ B. Arons, privato cogmiulcation.

Best Available 0(1:
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offoctivonose may also bo mosurod in torms of volume of tho icrwn, lion,
but this mcasuromant doos not land itsl' to a gvcat preoision and is also
more difficult tc perform. Dial-tyjo depth gauges with a 6-in. bs, S u'e uSod
to inoasurc thii maximum deprossion to the norc t 0.001 ins During: shoot-
ing th gauges arc mountod roughly face-on tovrd the charge, and it hns
boon found that tho maximum doprossion is not too dolndont upon the ongle
of inoidonco of the shook rvo. The tilt of the Saugo airy from the cweo
must bo groat onough so that the diaphrgnm is deformod unsyv;itric.lly ho-
fare th6 dopession is affootod.

(i) Pr ocision of results for .r!ao charpes. The UEfL diaphragn gugo
has boon tho most prociso gauao used by this laboratory, the stindt-.v do-
viation por gauge being roughly 15 to 2 parcent (taloulatod fror' "iffor-
oncus botv ccn the two mombors of a 1)air of gaugs).

(o) To . - The theory of the UERL diaphragm gaugo has boon wvorkd
out in-dota1-5 Kirkwood (5,21],, who has also stum-arizcd the vmrk done on
tho problom of tho plastic doformation of circular diaphragms by G. I. Tay-
lor, Kirkwood# Goranson, and Kennard. For stool diaphragms the oquations
given in this section which INir.viood obtainod from his par'bolio troatmont
have provod to predict the =iximum dopression to within 5 porcoent of the
valuo obtainod cxporimontally. Tim symbols used in the equations .Lrc as
follows:

Symbol unit Definition
RO  in. &adius of circular diap.ag.m.

no  in. Thiokru~u o: JiLfplw m
gm/cm3  Donsity of di,%hpagm

lb/ioa ild strcss of diaehragm

gm/oeM3  Donsity of liquid, mtxlium
in. Radius of bafflc of n.iahragm

CO ft/sco Vclocity of sound in tIe liquid
medium

Plawtic frcquoncy of the dia-

phragm
m300 'Dccay constant ansm',ing the shock

vJLvu L~o duu u~is oisti ,,ly
(P sorn o-x w horc P is tho
pr'essurc nt any timc t aftor the
pak jjv ssurUI of th shock vtwavo
Pm)

lb-scc/in3 Inpulso of the shock v,?.vc3 for
exponontially docaying shock
v(.vo5 I , Pm@

z;a in. Maximum central deflection
tm sec Time of deflection
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Ymaxinram deflection Zm is given by

Z w
0 0(1 + Ao Ro)

Time of deflection tmis

t A

where

-1 -1)

-utafl O + COOS ' *

vL -2 -cos R 1 /C0 +4,9 i wRC7)

( Ri/CA) e-SAGQ

0.206~8 /L 0

--o R I + /,a

It will be noted that i orrckr to calculate the dam-- e it is necessary to
1mov that the pros stn'c-tirac curve fails of' exponetially at least as fnr
out as thc time of action of the gaure, and. to lbavc: the max'cmu, nra-Ssurc
and the tim constant, which are usually obtained from piezoelectric da-,ta.

Weight and distance expononts. - For O.O85-in. Wot,el diaphragns,
the distance exponent is 1.2, and the weight exponent 0O.-2
9. Thc Naval -Drdnanca laoatv balceso au~c

The UOL ball-crusher r'xlig [61 1,,-s becn uscd on all MlLIUNCE shots.
Va1rious sizes of copper spheres iveri3 employed in the gaugc and the ,?auge
uvas mounted in various types of blozks and orientations,4

- Sco Sce, 5. )
2SoSc.- 13(c),
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- For spheres* The cau ig. 20)Cosita or b oor1,-ino di or% whichi include's the anvil aga.inst
which the copper sphere is pressed, a stud by which the gauge is scrowxd
into the mounting block, and a stool or brabi body in which those tW
pieces are mounted. In some versions of the gauge those piecos of the base
are made as ono units The upper part of the base is threaded to Accept the
braus head (cap and piston guide in Fig. 20) of the gauge (also 1.-in.
diamatr). Th ceonter hole of the brass head accepts the piston of the
gauge, which is 0. in. in diameter and 0.* in. long. The base of the pis-
ton, which rests against the copper sphere, has a 0. 625-in. diameter ridge
to allow a bearing surfaco for the small spr.ng that holds the piston in
contact with the copper sphere at all times. The coper sphcr- ts placed
in a rubber centering washer and inserted betven the piston and anvil be-
fore the head Is screwed on to the base of the augo. When completely
assembled the gauge is 1-3/4 in. in over-all length.

(ii) ior 3/8-in. spheres. This same gange may be used vith 3/-in.spheres by Insrting an adaptor ring of O@218-in, t hielmess hotvtoon the

head and the base before assembling. This allows the larger sphere to be
inserted, and at the same time keeps the pi ,ston flush writh the outor face
of the gauge.

(k) Measurement of sphere deformtion. - The deforation of thn
copper spheres may be obtainoi frox m romotor measuroments of the diameter
before deformation e4A t1 dietanoc between the two flat facus after do-
formation. Since the oriotation of the coppor sphere ithin the gauge can
not be controlled, those spheres must lhave an out-of-roundro,- which is loss
than the desired precision of Lhe moauurcd deformations. Another Zactor
affecting the roproduciility of the result. is the hardness of the spheres;
all spheres must be annealed dead softi The hardnoss i.s chock:cd for all
spheres used at UERL with a drop tcst machino10/

Because of the largo number of 3/8-in. spheres used on each shot, it
was found convenient to -set up a standard reasuring procedure for themo
The spheres were first subjected to one hundred percent ivspoction writh go-
no go gauge to keep any variations in out-of-roundnoss and diameter t' .Ath-
in 0,0003 in. of the average diamaetr for the particular lot of spheres
being used. This inspoction modo it unneecssary to measure and record the
diameter of each inividual sphcre and identify each sphere uith a particular
gauge. After the spaeros wore duformed they worce placed in onvclop,R m.rk d
to identify them fth tho g.ug i d itu positi6n during tho shot. The do-
formation was measured by means of a bcnch-type dial gauge sot to road zero
doformation for a sphere of avorage diameter for the purticular lots The
deformations of the damagrX spheres wore read diroctly roin the dial. The
uncertainty In this measurement was the tolerance alloyod in the avoragu
diameter and resulted in somewhat lower precision in the rosults. flowvcr,
the efficioncy gained in servicing the gauges by this procedure made it
possible to greatly increase the number of gauges that could be used on
each shot.

' Sco Appendix VII.
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(i) Precisiono The standard deviation of a single ball-crusher gauge
on a single shot was from 2 to 3 percent, calculated from the difference of
readings of the two gauges in the same 'jair for a number of shots. A de-
tailed analysis of many ball-crusher results from different sources by
Brown (8] is in agreement with this estimate.

(c) Tho. - The ball-crusher gauge was designed and constructed by
the Naval Ordnance Laboratories and used by them to evaluate underuuter ex-
plosion effectiveness empirically i terms of the deformatior. of the copper
sphere. Static calibrations of deformation in terms of applied pressure on
the gauge vmre also available. Later, lartnann developcd the theor for the
ball-crusher gauge to enable the calculation of the cbeo 'tc value for the
peak pressure. This involved the solution of the differential equation,

M + lo: = A P e "Ut
m

for the gauge. Here M is the mass of the moving parts (piston, water behind
it, and a 1.rtion of the copper), x the piston displacement, R the piston
acceleration, k the force constant of the copper sphere, A thc piston arca,
Pm the peak pressure and AA(M 1/.) the decay constant of the shock -ave, and
t the time measured from the incidence of the shock vmve on the gauge. The
solution is:

A \

_ sin ,t -cos wt +e
... I + t (f

where

A partially analytical treatment of this equation has been carried through
by E. B. Wilson, Jr. (22], who found that the equation

O.31/2I a 050+M /
expresses the relation with sufficient accuracy over the range (K.ik)l/2 AJ
from 0 to 1.0. Pa is the apparent peak pressure calculated from the" force
constant of the sphere and its deformation according to Pa - Ilc/A. Sub-
stitution yields

So.5oo + o.8o6(, kJ

For 3/8-in, diameter copper spheres with a force constant of 3,49 x io5, the
equation becomes Pm/x - 74.5 + 6.72A where x is in 10-3 in. and P is lb/in2
(23].
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Peak pressures calculated from ball-crusher deformations, according to
the above theory, assuir.ing an exponentially decaying shock wave and using
the decay constant obtained from piezoelectric-gauge results, give fairly

good agreement with the pieoelectric peak pre sures. In one series of tests

where the gauges were mounted face-on to the charge, ball-crusher peak pres-
sures averaged 3 percent higher than piezoelectric peak pressures. in an-

other series of tests where the ball-crusher gauges were mo-onted side-on to

the charge, ball-crusher peak pressures averaged 8 percent lo er than piezo-
electric peak pressures. The latter case covered a vdide range of cdistances
and the rate of decay with distance of ball-crusher peak pressures ws equal
to that of piezoelectric peak pressures within the limits of error of ob-
servation [24,25].

Calculation of sphere deformation from the pressure-time curve has also
been made by an iterative method [93, and Halverson and Slichter (10] by means
of the superposition theorem have calculated the gauge response for shock
waves which were not exponential. General considerations of the gauge have
been given by Finkelstein [7], who found that the infinite baffle thickness
for steel is from 3 to 4 m.

(d) Weight and distance eponents. - For 3/8-in. coTper spheres, the
distance exponent for gauges in the composite blocks (baffled) is 1.2, and
for those in othier mounts (unbaffled). s 1.0. Independent of the ethod of
mounting the weight exponent 

is 0,4.VI 
d/

10. The Bureau of Ships Modugno gauge

A diaprrnAm tye. of iriigpe nlovoOned by the Bureau of Ships frovi the
gauge described by Dr. Francesco liodugno of the Royal Italian Navy has been
used routinely for most of the RELIANCE heasurements. This gauc offers no
particular advantages over the baU-crupher or UERL-diaph axn gauge and is
somewhat more difficult to use than the crusher gauge. 1-io adequate theory
has yet been developed for the !iodugno gauge.

(a) Description. - The guage (Fig. 21) consists o? a steel cylinder
1-9/16 in. in diameter, in the end of which thcre is a hemispherical cavity
of 1-in, radius, a circular diaphragm is placed over the end of the cylinder,
and a cap wtith a circular opening 1-in. in diameter is screwed over the
diaphragm and the end of the cylinder. The flat surfaces of the cap and
cylinder outside the hemispherical cavity have lands and gooves which aid
in holding the diaphragm securely. The opposite end of the cylinder (below
the spherical cavity) is machined do;.m to a 1-in. threaded stud 2-9/16 in.
long.

(i) Diaphragms sed. Diaphragm thickness varied from. 0.02L to 0.067
in. depending upon the prostate region in which the gauge was used and upon
the material from which the diaphragm, was made, Materials used =_re both
soft copper and stainless steel. Each lot of disks used has been calibrated
statically to allow corrections to be made for variations in h-irdness or
tensile strength from lot to lot (Appendlx VIII).

WSC" oc. 5 ..

I.
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(b) Measurement of deformation. - The Bureau of Ships recommends [ii]
that thc diaphragm deformation be measured in the gauge by ta!Thr. tbe dif-
ference between the position of the c-ntcr of the diaphragm beforc and aftcr
the shot. While this Tras done for all RELIANCE shots, "out-of-gauge" read-
ings of deformation vere also made by placing a dcpth gauge across the edges
of the deformed plate and measuring the maximum depression. Out-of-1,aunc
readings merc consistently lower than in-gauge readings, but the ; rczison
of the reading was not markedly different. For the comparison of e::plosivcs
the out-of-gauge readings were equivalent to in-gauge rcadlTtts, anid arc i:much
morc convenient since it -mas not necessary thcy be nzmde in the field nor
need the gaugcs be carried back and fo.'th to the laboratory.

(i) Precision. The 1-odugno gauge is about as rrociso as thc ball-
crusher gauge; that is, the standard dcviaticn per gaugc per shot is 2 to
3 percent, calculated from differences betwcn the two members of a pair
of gauges, Howevcr, bceause of the greater difficulty in handling 'odugno
gauges over ball-crusher gauges, they cannot be used in as great riunbers
and therefore the same degree of prccision is not so easily attainable Ps
with crusher gauges.

(c) Wcipht and distance exwononts. - For 0.065-in. copper disks, the
distance c- xponent is 1.0, and the weighu exponent 0.3.127

11 Hilliar-type gaucs

(a) General theory. - During World War I, Hilliar dcveloped in England
a mechnical gauge which would integrate the prssure-tiimc curve avnr a
range of times L12). In this gauge a free piston w.s accelerated by the
force due to the pressure of the water shock wave. After travelling a given
distance this piston struck a coT -er cylinder. Thp kinctic energy of the
piston at the moment of impact could then be calculated from th" deformation
of the copper cylinder. The impulse of the vratcr s1iock w.vc transferred to
the piston up until the tirnc of impnnt was then dotcrmincd from tlAc relation-
ship,

A g

where I - the momcntun of the Tatcr shock w.ave
%IL I .& a.. - co h po

g - the acceleration due to gravity
A - the area of the face of the piston
E - the energy corresponding to the dcformation of the -eppcr cylinder.

The time t over which the, gauge integrated is equal to the time of trlvcl of
the piston. This may be represented by t = L M/g I A, vherc L is the length
of travel.

SO Sc. ho
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1.2. 3 wury' of fl1LIAMIOR ins t.rix;icntton
ThL' instrwiienta3 which -live tlhe rtrcitcst ,vi( nort conj'ir(.h rin~tV inteor-

mation for mo:euring cxplool,)ns from 1'r~c chrx;c,: nrc the piuoe)ucbrLe
gaues and asooiatoc, equipmont, from rohich cow~plcta rc. or.! of ,rc3!:,,rc ind
tine. may ba obtained, Hov.vcr,, thii t,-po of instrurientation is. vcry dirifi-
cult to iintain zinl operate as oxitlined in S-c ()

In conu'lraut wi~th the piczoolcetric ;aur~cs, -% reovr~ku difflii.ty of
operations are thU inechanical gxiges, particularly the ball-ciushcr gnxurc.
One mani can handle aa rniny ,a 24'b-ill-crushor pauer on the vasol, and
tho mitaouroent of the deforrmation of thuj copper b.alls cin be d1one in VICo
lraboratory by othur technicians, Thc Modugno and UI.tz*rg augos aro

oniuvhvAt more difficult to handle# oxpocinlly tho lattcr. 611ot
UVfI-diapkh'ngn Caugo has Creator precision~ than the Modugno or ball-orusor
Caugc:, so t~hat not as i-many of .homn are x'ejuired on ;ach shoto These thrcu
moch-triieal gaugca give very little information about the form of tho shock
a-tavus Onily, Whu U:ll-oruslior gaujrc ilj uapablu of ha~vi As .~.~n triiV-
formned c-.sily itno pe:.k prcastu'op and ovum, this roqu.1-ca inforrintion re-
gCtrcina thL, for-P and dccay constant of the shook wavo.

Thc Hartmannt momentum gaugo, wrhich intorr:tcs the prccsurc-timp curvoo
is morce diffielt to handle than the above mochanieal gLauges, and the comn-
positc Hilliar gav.which ±v a rough form of the pressure-tine curve,
is the most difficult of thc mchatnical Cup~s to operate. The amount of
information obtainud by Wic use of each gaupe is apparently in proportion
to the difticulty of its opcrntion.
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V1. DETAIIS OF GEAR

13. Gauge mounts

The manner in which thea mechanical gauges and the piczoelectric gaugcs
were mounted was found to have an important bearing upon the results, both
with respect to the absolute level and the rep-oducibility. The very early
work Yas done with the gauges hanging on free suspension from various cables.
This manner of mounting was abandoned soon, however, because of the large
scatter in results from shots fired under identical conditions. From then
on the work was done with the gauges rigidly mounted in blocks.

(a) large composite gauie blocks. - Thi first gauge block sucuessfully
used and the one used most generally was the large composite gauge block
holding two UERL-diaphragm gauges, two NOL crusher gauges and twio Modugno
gauges (Fig. 3B,24). It will be noted that the all-crusher gau!e- mre
mounted with their faces flush with the face of the block. The 11od -no
gauges were screwed into the block so that the face of the gauge plate was
roughly 1 in. in front of the face of the block. The diaphragm gauges were
mounted in the lower half of the block so that their face plates were flush
with the block. The overall dimensions of the block were 14 x lh x 4 in.,
and fastened to The bottom of the block was a piece of h-in. channel iron
4 ft long which attached to the spacer cable in such manner that the face
ol the gauge block was always perpendicular to the line of propagation of
the shock wave. The block wms suspended by a chain bridle from the back
plate of the block so that it as fairly well balanced wher hanging freely.
The first blocks made weighed over 250 lb with all the gauges in place.
later on these wore lightened so that they weighed from 195 to 200 lb with
all gauges in place. No difference could be found in either absolute level
or relroducibility of results as a result of this lightening of fhe blocks.
Siece Lhe effective diameter of a baffle is the distance from the center of
a gauge to the nearest edge, the UEL-diaphragm gauges wmre not baffled any
more in these blocks than they ware when ruspended individually. However,
the centers of the Modugno gauges were 3-I/2 in. from the edge of the block
which gave them a greater baffle than they would ordinarily have had. The
exact effect of this baffle on the 1iodugno gaugs -as complicated by the
fact that the gauge plates were 1 in. in front of the face cf the block
proper, so that the baffling was not effective until 30 to 35'U pec after
the shock wave had struck the 11odugno gauge plate. The distance from the
center of the baU-crusher gauges to the ncarcst cdge of the block a-s 2 in.
so that the effective baffle of these gauges had a 2-in. radius.

(i) Effect of bafflinjg on ball-czusher gauges in the composite blocks.
To .,dy the effeot of the baffling of the bal-crilher gn.uge , - in +the-tn cem-
pos-ite blocks, a pair of ball-crushcr gauges vmre mounted on 1-in, brass
rods in the Modugno-gauge hole in the block. The faces of the crusher gauges
were 8-1/4 in. in front of the face of the block itself. This prevented the
wave reflected from the face of the block from striling the gauges until
about 270/4 scc after the shock wave had struck the gauges. As the ball-
crusher gauge action for large charges is completed in from 1 0 to 20 0 /f sec,
thse gauges were effectively unbaffled. After correcting for the difference

- 32 -
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and oharge-to-gauge distances botwcon the unbafflod and bafflod ball-crusher
gaugus in these Saugc blocks, it vi a found that the ratio of thc deformation
of the spheres in the unbaffled gauccs to the deformation in .ho baffled
gauges vms 0.835. No significant di. .oronce in the scatter botiocn the XVto
mombers of the pair of baffled or unbafflod gaugeos was observed.

(b) Lght dialhra -. au e blooks. -- A gauge block wms designed to
hold tio dia'hrag gat,.eM, keeping the size and mass of the entire assembly
as small as possible. These gauges wore mounted by their back1 plates and a
piece of stool pipe about 4 ft long was ed to keep them criented toward
the charge. Effectively there wore twu diaphragm gauges side by side, facing
the charge* The weight of the entire mount includIng the -au #Us vms 70 lb
compared with 200 lb for the composite gauqc block. No aifforoncc in ab-
solute deformation or in roj'oduibility of deformation tras obsarved betwoen
the two types of blocks,

(q) Small crushr-gauge motunts, - Due to the simplicity of operation
of the-bal1-cr uIsir gauges and hkiorm theory of their operation, it vms
desirable to use as many of this typo of gauge on each shot as possible.
To this end, a number of different types of srall ball-crusher gau~g mounts
w.r designed and tested. Effects of the different tZpes of mounting upon
absolute level and reproducibility virc noted.

(i) Vertical drop-line mounts, ?w-ro vertical gauges were mounted
(distance between centers -7T78 .) pointing dovnmrd on one of the 3-1/h
in. x 1-in, faces of a pice of steel 13-1/2 x 3-1/L x 1 in. (woi,,ht 14 ib)
which Yms fastonod to the drop line supporting one of the composite gauge
blocks. The gauge wore 4 ft above the level of the spacer line. A similar
mount was constructed with gauges mounted in tho same nosition except that
the length of the block vs suc thiat the total weight was 1/2 lb. No
significant differences wro lound in absolute level or reproducibility or
ball-crusher gauge reacting due to the different weight of mounting. Com-
parison of the side-on orientation of unbafflcd gauges in these vertical
mounts with the face-on baffled gauges mounted in the composite gauge blocks
(after correcting for differences in gaugo-to-chrgo distances) gave a ratio
of from 0.80 to 0.82 for the unbaffled deformation to the baffled deforma-
tion. No correction was made for the difference in gauge orientation. This
result was consistent with that reported for baffling in Soc. 13(ai).

(ii) Crushcr-gaugo motut on Lhu momentuC-auge frame. A pair of ball-
crusher gauge vuu aitc, faco-on tetrd the charge and a second pair
mounted side-on toward the charge (face dmnward) in the momentum gauge
frame. Those gauges were all effectively unbafflod but there was the possi-
bility of reflection from the morerntum gauges on the franc to the ball-
crusher gnuges, For one serius of Ltisko Uhu rAtio of tho side-on gauge
deformation to the face-on gauge deformation =as 1.05, while for an6thor
series of tests t.Ais ratio vp.s 1.07.

(iii) Small block face-on versus side-on mountis. Further tests of
side-on versus fAce-on gauge orientations and of: weight of backing of
ball-crusher gauges were made by constructing small blocks which clamped
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directly to the spacer cabJ.e. Two gauges were mounted facc-on parallel vrith

th spacer cable with the center of each gauge 1-1/8 in. from the cable. The
side-on gauges "iere mounted near the end of this block so that their axes
vre perpendicular to the spacer cable. The rei-ht of the smill block and
the gauges Yas 5 lb (Fig. 26), A block with the gauges mounted in identical
positions but of greater length was also constructed so that the total Veight
vins 22 lb (Fig. 25). The ratio of the damage as ncasurcd by the side-on
gauges to that measured by the face-on gauges was 0.95, The difference in
the mass of the backing had no effect on absolute damagc or scatter. Since
in previous tests on the momentum-gauge mount, the side-on gauges had shown
greater deformation than the face-on gauges, it : -rs thought that there might
be an effect due to the close proximity of the spacer cable to the face-on
gauges.

Another type of mount was built : Ith tho centers of the face-on gauges
9 in. from the spacer cable and those of the side-on gauges about 12 in.
from the cable. These mounts vre built in models of two different weights;
one weighed 5-3/4 lb (including gauges) and the second 23 lb, Using these
mounts the ratio of the side-on gauge readings to the face-on gauge readings
Y'As about 1,04. No difference in absolute magnitude or scatter resulted
from the difference between the masses of the two gauge oumts.

(iv) Quadrilateral ball-crusher side-on mount. As a result of the
above tests, an extremely compact mount, holding four gauges side-on tovwrd
the charge (perpendicular to the spacer line) and easily moved from one posi-
tion to another along the spacer line, was constructed. This mount (Fig. 3A)
consisted of a square of 1-1/2 in. stcol plate 2-1/2 x 2-1/2 in., with the
four baLl-crusher gauges screwed into Lhu four rectangular o4dc of ths.
plate. The steel plate vrs divided diagonally to allow it to slip over the
spacer cable, and this diagonal cut was notched to receive the cable. By
loosening the ,screvm holding the two halvs of the plate together this mount
could be slid along the cable to any desired position. The faces of the
ball-crusher gauges in this mount wmre 3 in. from the spacer cable. This
type of block was used for mounting crusher gauges after shot RE-155 and
proved very satisfactory.

(d) Momentum- and H1illiar-gaure mounts. - Thb first Hilliar-gauge
mounts wcre made by placing a cross bar at right angles to the spacer line
and fastening the gauges at the end of this cross bar. This would not with-
stand the explosion and had to b repaired or renewed after each shot. Con-
squ.ntl.y a trian la .. pens inn fa'rr. rins constructed, which moiunted five
Hilli-r or momentum gauges and four ball-crusher gauges. Inter on this frame
was replaced by the cross trussed rectangular frame as shown in Fig. 3.
This frame would mount four momentum or Hilliar griuges at the four corners
plus one at the intersection of the cross truss, and proved to be exception-
ally sturdy in use. Bridles w re used to keep all of these franes hori-
zontal so that the gaugos wore alvays face downwards.

(e) Piazoclectric-Sauge mounts, - (i) H-frames. Piezoelectric
gauges wer normally mounted on an H-frame, the cross bar of which vms
attached at mid-point to the spacer cable. Two piezoelectric gauges were
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atteched to the t;o sidcs of the H. (Fig. 3E). The dist'nce bct-v~;n thc
two gauges was originally 24 in. then later 18, and finally 12 in. The

12-in. spacing v'as found to bc satisfactory, casier to use, and morc resis-
tant to damage.

(ii) Other methods of mounting. Piezociietric gaugcs --vrc som.ct"cs
attached dire-ctly to the spacer cable. This vias usually not satisfactory
because of reflections or signals picked up f'on this cable. 1ow:cvcr, for
certain typops of mcasurement it as 'necessary to know the czxct location of
the gauges writh the rosrxct to the cable ind to each othcr, aid under these
circumstances the H-frcumes could not be ased sinee they v':erc iranc to ro,.atc
about the cahlc as it twisted and untwisted with the strain of the gear.

In connection with mounting piezoclectric gauges there *.r certain
points whicn should be -de. It ,-;ns noted that whcn gaugcs wrce placcd at
four different locations -wth all piczoelectric gau7,c cables lcading direct-
ly back Lung thc spaceor c-ablc, the Irxo nass of thsce cablcs crused
spurious sig;nas to be produced in the -auges at the catcst distance fr0n

the charge. Those spurious sig:nals -mru eliminatcd whcn the four cables
from the first tro gauge positions .xrc led up to the surface before rcach-
ing the third and fourth gauge positions. It was also found necessary to

metallical): ,ound by means of a long 'wiro thc copper tubcs of the gau-;cs
at The four different gauge positions when the distances betw:ccn positions
wvrc large. Before this metallic grounding T.as used, various disturbances
v;mre noted on the records of the fPr gauges at the time the shock Vravc
struck the near gauges.

l4. Gauge and charge spacing

One of the most inportant details of7 any explosive mrasuremcnt is to
set up and maintain the desired o.'icntation between the ch , -a and the
various measuring instr.umcnts. For RELIAINCE work this h.s been done en-
tircly -rith flexible cables.

(a) .Vertical components. - VaMo, instr=.,cntr and other -car we ro
maintained vortically by mcans of drop lines and masses sufficient to hold
them rcasonahly straig-ht. The drop lines (usnally 5/16-in. warc rope) werc
suspended from surface floats , The size of the surface floats depended upon
the aight which had to be sapportcd (Fig. 27). Thcse surface floats -wcrc
kept as small as posZible consistcnt nith the required buoyancy, so that the
minimum drag on the floats -as produced as the -Car was towed throu-h the
wvatcr. Surface floats h-vc consisted of 30- and 50-gal oil drums, of empty
!brk 4 or Mark 6 mine ca~cs, or of mooring buoys of various sizes. The
mooring buoy most cocmmionly used was the 21-in. spherical buoy. Sphric!%l
floats of !4--a.ugc. s tcl (-.nufactued by the Chicago Float ;Jorks) 'livQ .1so
proved extremqly dutrablc. Hovaever., the largest size in which these could
be obtained had a 14-in. diamutcr and 'mrs not sufficint for supporting
heavy gear. For supporting the charge, oak barrels Tnore ordinarily uzed.
These wer-rc less cxpcunsivc than steel dtrums and their brca-a,-c dIid not matter
since in this position directly Pvcr the char7c even steel drms could usual-
ly be used but once. The Mrk 4 or ,ark 6 spherical mine cas -.s -tro very
resist,.nt to shock .ve damagc, but it .s extrcely difficult to attach
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the drop line securely since the fastenings on these mine cases failed easily.
Those cases were modified so that the strain from Lhe drop line v. assumed

by the top of the mine case rathor than by a weld at the bottom (Fig. 28A).
Another advantage of this modification vms thz it allovwd the insertion of
a shock absorber to take up the shock occurring vrhen the shock wave struck
the mine ca3e. In attachdng the drop lines to the steel oil drums it -,as
found best to make two bands of iron which completely circled the drum at
two points, running a bridle bctv.eor. these two bands and attaching the line
to this bridle. Much difficulty Ms experienced 'ith having the dron line
snap under the impact of the shdck wave. Steel cable 5/16 in. in diameter
has a breaking strength of roughly 6,000 lb and the heaviest weight put up-
on these cables was not more than 200 lb. However, the uprrard component on

the float duo to the pressure and the shock wave gave sufficient accelera-
tion to break these cables. This was overcome by the use of some sort of
shock absorber which would take up this instantaneous acceleration. Tro
modifications which have boon used successfully are shovn in Fig. 28.

In addition to the stool drop lines, mar!la safety lines were employed
go that in case a drop line ported the gear ws not lost* The manila lines
wore also used for lowering gea (snubbing around a cleat on tho dcck) and
for retrieving gear since they could be brought in over a winch head. It
was customary to attach these to independent fastenings both on the float
and on the gear which vws being suspended so that in case if failure of
either fastening the gear was not lost,

The backward drag of the surface float caused variations in the depth
of the gauges from the actual measured length of the various drop lines.
This rAs not serious for the type of measurement being made on the RELIANCE
since an arbitrary limit of variations in depth up to 3 ft vas allowed.
However, if depth must be maintained cxac ly, modifications to the type of
rig here described must be made.

(b) Horizontal components, -- Horizontal distances wore maintained by
keeping the horizontal spacer cable under strain at all times, This strain
was the result of the 18-ino sea anchor at the stern end of the gauge spacer
cable reacting against the 1 to 1.5-mot velocity of the gear as it was
towed through the water. Near the sea anchor was a weight suspended from a
surface float at the depth Which it was desired to maintain. Frofn this
weight a manila line ran to the sternmost gauge block and 5/16-in. steel
cable was used for spacer lines from this block forw.ard to other blocks.
Erom th 'm foremost gauge block st.el spxacur cable ran for" ard 6 . 200-lb
lead veight suspended at the proper depth and from here the tow line ran
back to the RELIANCE at the surface. The mass of the lead wight was suf-
ficient to overcome the upmwrd component of the zow line. The drag on the
tow line at the vessel vas estimated to be 400 to 500 lb. The general lay-
out of the gear for a fore and aft shot wms modified from time to time, and
the four main modifications are shown in Fig. 29 and 3.

No lowering of gauge deformations due tv the "shadow" of one composite
gauge block on a second further from the charge Yms found at the tie Modi-
fication C 'oms adopted. However, to minimize the possibility of any such
shadowing, the rear block was hung on the opposite side of the spacer cable
from the front block with a distance of at least 10 ft between the two.
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For the two-dimensional paravane rigs the vertical suspension was as
described for the one-dimenrional rig. The horizontal spacer lines were
also the sane, with the exception that to maintain the distance at right
angins to the direction of the spacer .ine, paravanes iere used at the ex-,
treme ends. These produced an outward drag which pulled the gauge blocks
away from the charge. Distances determ.nad in this direction were not cer-
tain because of the bow introduced into the cables by their resistance to
the water as bhey moved through it.

l . Electrioal cables and their suspnsion

The electrical cables were led back from rhe pilot gauge and from the
two piezoelectric gauges nearest to the charge by attachv-g them to the
spacer line at intervals with friction tape. At a point 20 ft forward (to-
ward the RELhANGE) from the second piezoelectric gauge (Fig. 3) the cables
were led to the surface along a drop line from a surface buoy, and then back
to tl* connection barrel supporting the lead %eight. Electrical cables from
the two piezoelecLric gaugas £arthest frow the charge were led forw-'ard (away
from the charge) to a point 30 ft from the farthest gauge and then were led
to the surface along the drop line supporting the lead weight. At the sur-
face float (connection barrel) the cables vere connected to patch cords and
were lead back to the vassel aloav, the surface attached to a manila linc
which took the strain of the gear. Fourtoen-in, spherical steel floats at
intervals of abouL 6o ft buoyed the rope line and the elentricn! 1 blos,
At the RELIANCE the electrical cables wore attached to a ?arge reel (Fig. 30)
where connecting patch cords leading to the electronics cabin w.ere plugged
in.

.I
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VI. SETTINg A' D RETR7I7VM OEAR

16. "0no-dimenaional" fore and aft rig

As I-as been mentioned previously most of the ,rork was done w'ith a one
dimensional fore and aft rig$ which allowed gauges to be placed on two sides
of the ,harae on two straight lines 1800 apart, This rig was very simple to
sat and recover oven in the event of a misfire,

(a) Settins the eoar* - For setting the gear all the various com-
ponents wore laid out from stern to bow on the port side of the MELIAIICE in
the order in which they would go overboard (Fig. 31)o The heavier componcnto
such cs the composite gauge blocks wore lifted over the side and snubbed
just above the water line by means of the ranila recovery line. The charge
asa armed and prepared for launching. Then it vas lifted by the hoisting

boom by means of a pendant led through the supporting ring for ". l charge
with the two ends of the charge hooked on to the hoisting boor! tackle.
When those preparations vwre complete, the large float nearest the sea anchor
was thrwm over-board and allowd to drift back aimy from thu vessel. During
the entire operation of setting the gear the vessel was kept undnrway and
also steered slightly to port to kuup the goar away from the propeller.
After the sea anchor ball had been payed out the sea anchor itself vas put
over-board and opened. The small weight near the sea anchor was then put
over, and that part of the gear Yms payed out by the line ihich lead up to
the stornmost gauge block. When small ball-crusher gaugo blocks were
located at groat distances from the charge, the ltne vas made Mf 5,l)-i.
vire rope. Hwcmveer, whn such gauge blocks vrore not used, the line Vi's
usually of manila. When the line became taut on the sternmost gauge block,
the block was slmvly lowered by moans of the manila safety line snubbed
around a cleat on the deck of the RELIA?1CE. Duo to the proximity of this
gauge block to the next compositr gau-C block forirrd, the pnnnr' nahnb
between the two soon became taut and the lovoring of the second composite
gauge block was begun, snubbing with the rope recovering line over a cleat
as in the first case. As those two gauge Olocks werebeing lovered the strain
came on the sternmost of the mrionentum gauge rigs. These momcnturn-gauge
rigs worc then lifted over the sides and low'ercd, snubbed again by means
of the manila recovery line.

Before tho strain roached it the charge vms lifted by rm.ans of the
hoisting boom tackle and svmng ovwr. the side. The weight of the charge vas
then taken up by a manila snubber line, and the pendant by which the charge
had been lifted was removed. Another rope snubber line, one end of which
was made fast to the vessel, was passed through an iron ring just forward
of the forward momontum-Raure rig, and was used to take the strain of the
after part of the ger until the charge -,-ms fairly well d.wn in the water.

As the gauge blocks and charges neared their final depth, their sup-
porting floats wore thrown overboard, and the snubber lines quickly thrown
off the clcats. While the charge was being lowered the other components
eroe lowered simultncously) keeping all lines tight.. The spaaer line

forward of the charge (carrying the piezoelectric gauges, and for the early

- 38 -
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shots two composite gauge blocks) was carefully lowered and then snubbed by
the safety line from one of the composite gauge blocks or the recovery line
running to the connection buoy. Lowering was continued and the various com-
ponents cast off as they reached theL final depth. The connection buoy(which also supported the lead weight) was then made ready to go overboard,
and the lead weight lowered by means of the main towing cable which ran from
the drum on the winch. As this gear dropped astern of the boat the piezo-
electric gauge lines which ran along the surface were payed out. Since the]arge reel holding these lines was on the starboard side of the boat amid-
snips, these cables previously had been led around the stern of the boat andup the port side outside of all rigging to the bow (Fig. 5 and 31). They
were then payed out until there was no slack to the driri the cables were
reeled off the drum as the gear dropped astern, A manila line to take thestrain from the electrical cables was made fast to the connection barrelsand was payed out with the electrical cables. At intervals of approximately
60 ft a spherical surface buoy Tras attached connecting the electrical cables
and the rope line together by means of a snap hook passing through gro,:rets
on these two lines., This gear was payed out as quickly as possible, syn.-
chronizing the rate for the electrical cables with the rate for the torting
cable from the main drum (Fig. 32). When the charge was about 600 ft from
the vessel it was in position for firing. With smaller size char-es (less
than 50 lb) it wins not necessary to pay out the entire amount of cable be-
fore firing the charge.

After securing the main towing cable and the rope line taking the strain
from the electrical cables, the patch cords were plugged in to the Miller
connectors on the large reel. All patch cords were color coded for olugairiinto the big reel to minimize the possibility of error in connecting the
proper gauge to the proper oscillograph recording channel. A:'uer the cali-
bration of the electrical and rec irding equipment vras madc the charge .asfired from the electroni-s cabin. Coordination ras necessary at all times
betw'een the. electronics cabin and the master of the vessel to be sure thatthe water was of sufficient dopth, and aio that no traffic ms near the
point at which the charge imas being fired. An intercommunication system ras
used for this purpose.

(b) Retrieving the ear. - (i) After firing the charge. Vhen the
charge Tas fCued tbh gear was cut, into tio Ilialves, split at the positionformerly occupiad by the charge, The stern part of the gear drifted off
Trith the tide, while the forard par-t of the gear was sti]l attached by means
of the tow LItie arxi Lne electrical surfacc Line to the vessel* The main
towing cable ras reeled in on the winch drum in coordination with the elec-
trical cables being brought in by pulling the nanila strain line on a gypsy
head. As the electrical cables were separatcd from the manila strain linethey wore reeled onto the large reel, where the patch cords had been pre-
viously disconnected. This large reel was driven by an electric motor anda Graham adjustable speed transmission. (Power drive for this reel was
necessary because of the grcat weight of the cables. Befcrc power drive
was installed it required two mra to turn this reel by hand and one man tolead the cables onto the real. After power drive was installed one man
could control the reel and lead the cables onto it Yithout additional help.)
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When the gear was recovered to the lead weight and the connecting barrel
supporting it, these were brought aboard and the connecting barrel Tras led
forward to its usual position on the dock of the vessel, The clctrical
cables ware fastened around the stern of the veeol and up the port side
high up in the rigging to keep them out of the wmy of further operations.
The rope recovery line dtrung from the connection barrel to the point 20 ft
furward from the second piazoelectric-gaugo pair was then brought in by
moans of the gypsy head. Simultaneously the steel spacer cable (to whicn
the two piozoelectric-gaugo pairs farthest from the charge wore attached)
was pulled in by hand and placed in its proper position on the deck. In
turn the second connection barrel was brought aboard and placed in its posi-
tion on the dock, and then t%0 romainlor of the jpaccr cable with the two
piozoeloectric-gauge pairs nearest to the charge was brought aboard. Except
for ary damage caused by the explosior, the goe was in a position rceady to
go overboard for the succeeding shot.

With the forward half of the gear retrieved the vessel picked up the
after half of the gear. During weather of good visibilitv the after half
was easily found, particularly since the ocean currents Yroro Tll knov ' by
the master of the vessel. If the visibility was bad, or if it was after
dark, special precautions had to be taken. In some cases a man put overboard
in a dory inmediately after the firing of the charge attached the doy to
one o2 the surface floats of the stern half of the gear. When the vessel
was ready to pick up the stern half of the goar, he signalled his position
by moans of a fog horn, or a light if visibility permitted. Another scheme
ias to attach a small flag (or light, if after dark) to a mast on the sea

anchor ball before it was put ove'board. This usually permitted easy loca-
tion if visibility was good.

In retrieving the stern part of the gnar thc sea anchor ball was first
picked up and the anchor spilled by a s;~j-Lal line. The sea anchor was
brought aboard and then the line running forvard from the sea anchor weight
to the stcrnmost gauge block was pulled in. The stornmost gauge block was
lifted aboard and then the second gauge block and momentum gauges with their
respective surface buoys. All of this gear was placed in its proper posi-
tion on the dock ready for the next shot.

The ball-crusher, Modugno, and momentum or Hilliar gauges were removed
from the rig and takcn to the mechanical gauge cabin for servicing in pro-
poration for the succeeding shot. The diaphragm gauges wore serviced in the
compositc bluck, or the deck, Any -rnnftirs to this part of the goar or re-
placements of surface floats damaged during the explosion were made at this
time.

(ii) Aftur a misfire. hen the charo had not fired sucocs.,fVlly the
recovery of the gear was much more difficult. In twese c,%sos, a period of
about one hour was allowed to elapse before recovery Yrs attempted, to be
sued that the misfire wms not a hangfire which could have uxploded after
some time had elapsed. The gear was then brought aboard in roughly the re-
verse order in which it veont out# Since the distances between gauge blocks
and between gauge blocks and the charge wero less than the depth at which
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the gear was set, it was necessary to pick up the various components almost
simultaneously in order to keep strain off the charge, and also to keep he
total weight on anr one line small enough to be handled. This was analagous
to th procedure in setting out the g. ar and was one of the main difficulties
of this operation. 'When the various gauges and other components had been
lifted sufficiently for the charge to be placed on dock, the charge was dis-
armed and an investigation vms made as to the cause of the misfire.

17. "Two-dimensional" (ravane) rig
(a) Setting the ar. - Tho two-dimensional paravano rig was used in

order to obtain more ormation about the distribution of the shook wav
around a chargc without the necessity of firing additional charges. The
various parts of this paravane rig are shown in Fig. 4. These were arranged
on the stern of the RELIANCE, roughly in the order in which they were to go
out. The charge was hung directly over the stern and the sternmost gauge
block was hung on the starboard quarter of the vessel. Just forward of this
was the starboard gauge block while the port gauge block was hung on the
port quarter, and just forward of this was the forward gauge block. The
two paravanes were kept on the starboard and port sides, respectively, just
aft of the main rigging. As the gear Yms sot, the sea anchor, its weight,
and supporting ball wore payed out until the strain came on the sternmost
gauge block. This was then loetred, together with the momentum-gauge rig,
until the strain came on the charge, when its lowering also was begun. The
stern gauge block and ito buoy were cast off as soon as the block reached
tl des red depth. Am the strain from the two side spacer cables came on
the starboard and port gauge bloclks, these wore laoered simultancously with
the charge until the cables running to the paravane bocmne tight. At this
point the two paravanes wore payed out very slowly and in good balance* It
was important to boar in mind that the greatest strain on the paravanes had
to come from their toyring lines, If the strain came from the line running
to the gauge block, the paravane would shoot in tmvvxd the center of the rig,
rather than pulling out from the charge. Whon the paravanos wore proporly
sot and pulling, the various compononts vore lowered further, including the
forvard gauge block Which by this time had begun to take part of the strain
of the charge. As soon as possible the charge was cast off, and the two
side gauge blocks wore later cast off simultaneously. The forward gauge
block was payed out -and cast off. The paravones were allowed to drop back
as the main towing cable wapayed out(Fig. 33), at such a rate that the two
side gauge blocks were always somewhat forward of a line through the charge.
This condition was maintained until the charge was at the proper distance
from the boat for firing, and then the two side gauge blocks imre allowed
to drop back until they wore exactly opposite the charge. It was extremely
important for tll these maneuvers to be carefully coordinated during the
setting of this gear. Due to the short distances between the various com-
ponents compared writh the depth at which the gear Was set, they all had to
be lowered almost simultaneously and exact horizontal symmetry had to be
maintained# One paravano pulling harder than the other would cause the gear
to become askew. If oither paravane tended to shoot in, the gear became
hopolossy tangled around the charge, and when working with non-standard
booster systems or lo.dingap there would be daoer of accidental detonation&
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(b) Rtiglns of naa -() After firing the ch , After the

charge had been fired the aravane rig was separated into our soctions at
the point £ormerly occupied by the charge. The stern section drifted off
with the tide, the starboard and port sectionc swung far out due to the
action of the paravanes, while the forward quarter remained directly astern
of the vessel. The starboard paravane and gauge block were first takten
aboard since two piezoelectric gauges were attached. The port paravane and
gauge block were taken aboard, and then the main toviline, the forward raxre
block, and associated piezoelectric gauges* The same principles held dur-
ing this procedure as were described in Sea# 16(bL). The stern portion of
the gear was then retrieved as previously described.

(ii) After a misfire. Due to the complexity of the rig, retrievine a
charge after a m ife was very difficult. However, this was usually accom-
plished by allowing the starboard paravane and gauge block to drop back be-
side the stern part of the gear and by pulling the port paravane and gauge
block ahead beside the forward part of the gear. This brought all com-
ponents into one line and they were then brought aboard in a fashion s milar
to that described for the one dimensional rig. At times when the gear be-
came badly tangled, due to mishandling of the paravanes, it was necessary
to retwieve without attemptinG to fire. Under these circumstanceq it was
not always possible to retrieve this gear in an orderly fashion, and it eros
brought up in tho safest manner feasible*

I ________________
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APPEMDIX I

Use or the URL DIa~,agm- Goge
by C. R. Niffeneger

The UE, diaphragm consists of.

A, The main body of the gauget: The face of the body is a ground sur-
face which has 8 tapped (i/2 in., N.C. .3-thread) holes equally spacld
around it. Through the back plate of the gauge are four tapped holes which
are used to hold the gauge to its support. The number of the gauge is
stamped on one edge of the face.

B. The face plate: In the center of the face plate is a circular hole
(3.432 in. in diameter) with a beveled elge. One side of the face plate i
a ground surface vAth 8 holes drilled O)rough to correspond with the tapped
holes through the front face of the body. The face plate, also, is numbered
on one edge.

C. Toe diaphragm: There are two thicknesses of diaphragm in use: 14
gauge (about 0.085 in. thickness) and 20 gauge (about 0.038 in. thickness).
Eight holes are drilled through the plates to correspond with the holes in
the face plate and the face of the main body of the gauge. The diaphragms
are numbered according to lot number, sheet number, and individual plate
number within the sheet.

D. Twelve bolts (1/2 in. N.C. 13-thread: I in. long). Assembling the
gauge: First of all the inside of the main body, the ground surfaces, and
the d aphra must be thoroughly cleaned. The ground eurfaces and disphrajm
should then be checked for burrs. If any are found, be sure to remove them
as they will allow leakage of water into the gouge.

A thin layer of Kaeson water-proof grease is spread completely over both
sides of the diaphragm. This waterproofs the gauge and, a lo, prevents rust-
ing of the exposed part ol the diaphragm. The diaphragm is then placed be-
tween the front face ofthe body and the ground surface of the face plate,
so the numbers stamped on all three are ou the seane side of the gaitge and so
the numbered side of the diaphragm is towards to face plate. The bolts are
then placed in position and all 8 bolts screwed in evenly until the diaphragm
and face plates are just held in place. (If any of the bolts cannot be
screwed in with the fingers, the hole should be tapped out or the bolt re-
placed.) They are then tightened with a torque wrench to 35 lb in. The
gaue Ia then securely fastened to Ue support ana is reacy ror use.

Measuring the diaphragims: Before the gauge In assembled, the thickness
of each plate must be measured with a micrometer at the three unnumbered
sides to get the average zhickness. Theme thicknesses ar recorded.

- 43 -
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After the shot a dial depth puge is used to measure the depressions
in the diapbragms. Because the edges of the thin diaphragms assume a twist
after deforvation, a means must be used to hold these edges flat.

Since the plates are not of uniform thickness, a correction factor is
applied to the depressions. Diaphragm of l4-gauge thickness are corrected
to 0.08%-in, thiekPess and 20-auge diaphragm to 0038--in, thickmess.
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APPENDIX II

Use of the NOL Crusher Gauge

LAdapted from Havy Dr-partment,
Buird (Re2c) Technical Note No. 15.]

Arrangement of the eauge: The gauge when ready for operation. consists of
the following pieces:

1. The base, consisting of (a) the anvil against which the copper ball
is pressed, (b) a stud by me:-:15 of which the gauge is screwed into the mount-
ing block, and (a) a steel or brass body in which these two I'ieces are
mounted. In some versions of the gauge these pieces are combined into one
unit.

a. The copper ball, which should measure 0.375 in. in diameter.

3. A rubber centering washer for the copper ball.

4. The piston, a mushroom shaped piece of steel, which is used to de-
form the copper ball.

5. A small spring, somewhat like a section of a corkscrew, which is
designed to fit around the smaller portion of the piston and, bp wussing
against the piece described next (6), to hold the piston lightly against th.
copper ball.

6. A brass head for the gauge, into hich the piston, spring, ball,
and washer may be inserted as described below, which is screved into the base,
completing the assembly of t10 gaugr.

7. A spacing ring, for use with gauges in vhic a O.375-in. copper
ball is used.

PreparinM gauges for use-

1. Copper spheres of 3/8-in. or 5/32-in. diameter should be obtained
from a lot which has been samled and tested for uniformity of hardness.
Spheres should be rithin -0,0003 in. of the mean diameter of the spheres in
the particular lot, and their out-of-roundness should not exceed ±0,0003 in*

2. Determine the number of gauges to be used in the test. Procure
that number of each of the (7) pieces described above. _% sure that all
parts of the same gauge bear the same serial nunmoer.

Check the gauge vrith a sphere in place to be sure the piston (and
spacor ring, if 3/8-in. balls are used) Zs of the proper dimension so that
the facc of the piston is flush with the facc of the gauge.

The piston must be free moving, without side play, in the body of the
gauge.

L 5 -
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The rubber uashers should fit snugly into the cavity provided for them.
After a washer has been usecd for some time it tends to swell. This leads
to improper functioning of the gauge and is not desirable. Only washers in
good condition should be used.

The small springs tend to lose their elasticity after a time and become
ineffective. It is important that resilient springs be used.

3. Arran,-e the items in rows as follows:

Farthest from the gauge oporator, line lp ,the bases. The studs should
stick up in the air. Slip the spacer rings over the base; friction will
hold them in place. In the next row, place the heads. The intor-'.l por-
tions of the heads should be exposed. Miak. sure that the numbers on the
various pieces correspond.

Tle third row should consist of the pistons. These may best be arranged
vrith ti larger surfaces dmn. Again make sure that the piston numbers cor-
respond to the other pioccs.

N The fourth row should consist of the springs.

The fifth row should consist of the rubber washers. This row is nearest
the gauge operator.

Finally, in each wvasher place one of the meanqted copper balls, making
sure that the vashor fits around a diametric plane.

Now, place the springs from the fourth row on the pistons in the third
row. Invert these ti.o pieces as a unit, nd insert them in the head pieces
in the second row.

At this staqe, one has left only throe rows of materials.

Next, insert the rubber washer and the copper ball as a unit into the
head niece. Make snre that the washcr fits snugly into the cavity, and
that the piston slides freely in the head.

The last step consists of screvring thia complete head assembly onto the
basc. assembly; that is, combining the elements in the farthest two rows,

When the final assembly of the head has been made, and it is being
scrc'ld onto the base, the ball and rvashor unit shculd not be permitted to
b~com, loose.

4# The complotely assembled gauge should be checked by pressing on the
piston. if the spring and washer arc in proper condition, no play should be
ohsorved. If any play is observed the gauge as assembled is unsatisfactory
and may give a deformation -,hat corresponds to a higher pressure than actual-
ly existed in the shock wave. It should be reassembled using a spring or
washer in goo! condition.

Cleaning the gauge: All parts of the gauge should be carefully cleaned after
each usc. The parts made of steel should be immersed in oil to prevent cor-
rosion. Remove sill oil before assembling the Cauge for ro-wso.
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APrENDIX III

Use of the Hartmann lonient-um Gau

[Adapted from Navy Department,
BuOrd (RE2c) Tcc'nical Ioto No. 15.]

Arran e.ent of the gauge: The gauge, when ready for operation, consists of
the folLoiing pieces:

1. The body of the gauge, into which all the other pieces fit.

2. The cap of the gango, wiich scrovs into the body of the gauge, and
also into the mounting cap.

3. The piston, into -ihich all the remaining pieces are placed.

4. The copper pellet, which should be 0,500 in. long.

5o The rubber washer, which cantors the pellet in the cavity provided
for it on the piston.

6. Two small cylindrical stop pins, and a spring, .which fit into a
cylindrical hole extending horizontally through the piston.

In additon to the item present in the gauge, certain additional devices
are required to assist in the assembly of tho gauge. These are montioncd
belaow.

Pre aln the RauZ. for use:
le Copper pellets should bo selected from lots of uniform hardness and

diameter, and the length of each indiidual pellet should be recorded to
0.0001 in.

2. Determine the number of gauges to be uscd in the test. Procure that
number of each of the six pices- or seta of pieces- described above. Be sure
all parts of the same gaugo bear the same serial number.

Check to be sure the piston travels frecly in the gauge.

Be sure spring catches do not stick in the body of the gauge.

3, Arrang. the items in rv's as followis:

In ty,' royr farthest from the operator place the bodies of the gauges
rith the s0mall opening upward. The purpose of arranging the bodies upside

down is to provide a stand for the pi3tons, Place the appropriate piston
in the corresponding hole, so that the large part of the piston rests on
the bottom of the gaugc body.
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In the next row, imnediately in front of the row of bodies and pistons,
place the corresponding top caps cl the gauges.

Now distribute one copper pellet, one rubb~r centering washer, two pins
and a spring to each gauge, mahing three rows of materials.

Each pellet should have inscribed upon it the number of the gauge in
which the pellet is to be put. Slip the rubber centering washer over the
pellet and insert both in the cavity so that the' pellet is correctly Dosi-

tioned.

Nekt, insert the pins into the piston, and slip the retaininR cylinder
over the piston. Remove the piston from the body of the gauge, invert the
gauge body, and slide the piston into the gauge body. Do not drop the pis-
ton. Make sure that the piston is properly seated, and the pellet is in
pla~e.

Screw on the cap, and the gauge is assembled. (A thin layer of grease
may 'be applied to the surfaces which rub, if desired.)

4. It is necessary to Taterproof the gauges when they have been
assembled. To accomplish this the following procedure should be carried
out.

(a) Sealing the top part of the gauge. Clean off any grease that
may be present on the outside of the gauge. Wrap one layer of scotch tape
around the gaugge so the join bethmen the body and the cap is covered. Paint
over with waterproofing (Tygon primer and 2 coats of Tygon black).

(b) Sealing the bottom part of the gpuge. Place one strip of scotch
tape over the opening at the bottom. Paint with waterproofing.

(c) After the gauge is vter'roofed every precaution should be taken
to avoid puncture of the atertight seal. When it is necessary to unscrew
the gauge from its mounting before it is used (which is the case when dif-
ficulty is encountered in screring the gauge into the mounting and the gauge
must be removed to permit cleaning, lubricating, and/or chasing of the
threads) the body may rotate with respect to the cap and thus destroy the
seal. Gauges must not be set on their faces; since this may puncture the
atertproofing over the piston.

Claaning the gauge: All parts of the gauge should be carefully cleaned
after each use. A slight coat of oil should be used to prevent corosion
of the steel parts. Keep oil off the rubber washer. Remove all oil before
assembling the gauge for re-use.

Precautions: ;Jhen the nomcntum gauge fails to function, it is nearly al-
ways due to rater leal-ing into the gauge. If leaks occur, any information
obtained is unreliable. The instruction found herein is designed not only
to assist in the proper assefoling of the gauge, but also to assure that
the gaugo after assembly Yrill be and remain watrtight until subjected to
a shock. vavc.
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APPENDIX IV

Use of 'the IMproved Hilliar Gauge

[Adapted from Navy Department,,
Buord (Re2c) Technical Note No. 15.]

Arrangemcnt of thz gau: The gauge, when ready for operation, consists of
the folloring pieces:

1. The body of the gauge, which- is used as a housing for most of the
other pieccs.

2. A cap for the gauge.

3. Six anvils, numbered 1 through 6.

4. Seven piston!. numbered 0 through 6, and corresponding springs.

5. One small retaining plate with three holes.

6. One sheet of cellophane.

7. One rubber gasket.

8. Onc ridge ring, with slots to fit pins on the body of the gauge.

9. One thraded clamp ring designed to hold the ridge ring.

10. Six copper cylinders, 0.,00 in. long, and one copper ball 0.375 in
in diameter.

U1. One rubber centering vresher for copper ball.

Preparing the gauge for use:
I.. Copper pellets and spheres should be selected from lots of uniform

hardness and diameter. Ths length of each individual pellet should be re-
corded to 0.0001 in. The diameter of each sphere should be recorded to
0.0001 in., and the out-of-roundness 3hould not exceed 1 O.003In.

2. Determine the number of gauges to be used in the test. Secure
sufficient parts, as described above, to constitute that number of gauges.
Be sure all parts of the samn gaume bear the same serial numbor,

Check that all pistons travel freely in te gauge.

Since the cellophane disk serves as thj waterproof seal for the bottom
of the gauge its preparation Im important. This disk should be cut with
the cutter (biscuit typo) designed ospocially for this purpose. Scissors
should never be used to trim cellophane to size as this is likely to produce
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out-of-roundness sufficient to cause leaks. Before any cellophane disk is
used on a gauge all ravelings and any grit on the surface should be removed.
If any creases or pin holes are present the cellophane should be discarded.

Line up the sovan pistons in numerical order and cement on the appro-
priate pellets, each, of which must be inscribed with the number of the pis-
ton to which it is to be cemented. This stop is done first in order to give
the oo,.ent time to hardon before using the Cauzc.

NOTE:, EXTRE CARE IiUST BE TAIMN TO INSURE THAT THE PELLETS ARE CEIMERED OW
TIE PISTONS. IF TIM ARE EVEN SLIGHTI OFF CE'I R, TI1 RESULTS OF
TIE TEST ARE RENDERED DOUBTFUL, SI=E TM PELLETS ARE TIEN SQUEEZED
BY TIE SPRiIGS.

Place the corresponding anvils and springs beside the pistons.

The next step consists of waterproofing the face, or exposed end, of
th gauge. This is accomplished in thc folloving manner.

Place one circle of cellophane over the face of the gauge, centering
it properly. lay the rubber gasktet and the stool ridge ring around the
edges, screw on the clamp ring hand tight, and then tighten it slightly
(1/8 of a turn) with a wench. The cellophane snould be ur.rinklcd. Uake
3 holes in the cellophane over the screw holes for th central plate, and
place one drop of waterproofing on each. Put the retaining plate on, place
anothcr drop on each small hole in the plate and secure the plate with the
scrws provided. The face of the gauge should now be vmtertight.

The subsequent stage consists of the insertion of the pistons; Slip
th small spring over the zero piston and insert it the entire distance,
using a small wooden dovel, 1A in. in diameter and about 10 in. long. Lay
the gauge on its side and slide the remaining six pistons into their proper
holes. 'Use the wooden dowl, not a sharp metal instrument Yhich may mar the
polets.

• ihcn all the pitons arc installed, insert the springs. Make sure that
no spring touches a pellet. Also insert one copper ball and its centering
vashor in the zero channel. Slide - do not drop - it in.

Hot place the six anvils in their corresponding holes, and screw on
L1u Cp. IL vill bu aucussw'y LU huld dUVOaL anvils 4, 5 and 6 ,ith a platu,
such as the blado of a putty Imife.

The fiial stago consists of waterproofing the top, following the same
procedure as that outlined for the momentum gauge.

Whcn the retainer platu, the pistons, and sometimes the gauGo body
dov'olop sharp edges which ber ag,.inst the cellophane disk, puncturo of the
collo:phano is lilely to occur, On novi -auge parts sharp edGas are prevalent.
To prevont loais from any such punctures these parts should be polished
smooth 'rith crocus cloth. The sa.e !;rccautions for maintaining vratortight-
noes which apply to the momcntum gauge also apply to the Hilliar gauge.
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Clo&ninr the Pauwa: All parts of' the Zaiiop a hA I, f~sv-o4ifMy-1ta
each use. The metal parts should be oiled to prevent corrosion. Before re-
usc, the gauge should again be cleaned to remove all the oil,

Precautions: When the Hillnr gauge fails to function, it is nearly always
duo to va-tor leal ng into the gauge. If leaks occur azr information obtained
is ureliable. The instruction found herein is designed not only to assist
in the Proper assembling of the gauge but aUlso to assure that the gauge after
assembly vill be and remain watertight until subjected to a shock mave.

Thin layers of cement often cling to the bottom of the pellets, This
layer and other dirt should be removed bofore the disks qre measured.

I
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Sleatrio Powie for S~chooer RELIANCE
by J. P. Slitkfo

Both a-c and d-o sources of power in 1l5 v .nd 120 v reepo .ivcly ware
used aboard the schooner HELIAWCE, The d-o source consisted of 20 6-v auto-
mobile storage batteries of about 120 amp hr rating, This source vies used
on a 0.7.5 KVA inverter which supplied quito steady a-o current at 115 v for
D uIont osoilloscopes. The d-,c source wa.s also used un thw shipls lights
whon an a-o source was not available.

The model 50 AA1 Doloo generator aboard the schooner supplied 5 KVA at
115 v, xinglo plase 60 Q/scoe When the RELIANCE wns tied at tho -Ik,
either 60 c/see, ll-v, singlo-phaso povmr from thu Cape and Vineymrd Electric
'Company, or the above mentioned Dolco power, was used as an a-c source.

Sinou the voltage regulation for the Delco plant vas poor# no loads wore
vritclhd during calibration and shooting. Furthormoros gasoline for the

Dolco-plant engine was filtered Lwico to insure a steady flow of gasoline
free from impurities and viator into the oa.rburotore

To further insure steady a-o voltage for the RELIANCE electronic goar,
n Soreonon model 1750 automatic voltage regulator was used, The manufacturer
claic:d n 0.2 percent sutomatio voltage regulation for a pro-sot voltage
independent of variations in input voltaga, power factor, load or froquoncy,
providing input voltage is between 95 and 130 v at 50 to 60 c/see and load
vres between 800 and 2000 v amp* They also claimed stability and a complete
rccovr.y of voltaC w.ithin from 1 to 6 vy-lis depending upon the m.gnituIe
of the voltage changes

I
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APPENDIX VII

and Clindors with Freely Falling Vcights

by P. 11Zcmrk and C. R. Niff negger

Several sizes of stool Moights woro released by an elcctromagnct from
v..rious hnights and alloxd to fall frcoly on copper spheres or cylinders
Trhich in turn rested on a h-wdened steel anvil, Plots of the energies re-
quired to produce. given deformations arainst tho. deformations are shoM in
Figs. VII-2, VII-3, VII-4 The curves fit quiteI closely the following cm-
piricnl equations in terms of E - encrM, (ft-lb) and D 0 doforrm.tion (10- 3 in.)

For 3/8-in. spheres,

E - (330D + 0.2792)2 x 10 - 8

Lor vluca of D - 40 x 10-3 in through 150 x 10-3 in.

For 5/32-in. spheres,

E - (1goD + 0.87D2)2 x 10-8

gor values of D - 30 x 10-3 in. through 110 x 10-3 in. For copper cylinders
(0.33-in. dimeter, 1/2 in. long),

E - ('oo .C-46D2) 1,6 x 10-.•

for values of D a 40 * 10"3 in through 1o x 10-3 in.

The ontibrAtions orc madc on the n-chine showm in Fig. VII.I., or on
one similm, to It, No sig-r.fican differoraocs could be noticed between the
calibra'tions from diffrront mwchins, provided the concrete base is suffi-
ciently lxirg.

Weights varyrg from 1/4 Lb to 10 1b, dropped fro heights up to 4 ft
"acre used in the prcsont calibrations• Strain rates vnriod from 48.1 scc-i
to 195*0 sce' for tho cylinders and from 62.3 see- I to 257•5 sec-I for the
spheres.

In almnest all cases the Wo fe--ccs of the deformed specimens were not
parllal, the extcnt to which the faces icro not pxrallel varXicd. iicron-
eter measwenents of doform.tions were taken across the centers of the two
faccs, ar vre reproducible to a high deTco.

Rebounds of the wights vmrc studied by motion pictures at a speed of
64 r=ros/scc and were foind to be significant. As the energy availabe
from the dropping woight Just before impact (input energy) was increased,

54h
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bound. About 3-1/2 percent of the input onrpy %,as manifested as rebound
energy at the 1 ft-lb level, whereas at 34 ft-lb the rebound energy wits but
1 percent. Cylinders V vo about 10 pu.-cont greater rebound energy than
spheres. Nevertheles, a correction for rebound ias omitted from thu Onorgy
versus deformation curws because the calibrating machine operates in a
mann.r comparable to the gauges in which the cop-or crushers are used (momen-
tum, Hilliar and ball-orushr gauges) and comparable rcbounds probably occur
in th gauges.

As in the carlior calibration studios, no definite speed effect vi-s
noted over th range of strain rates used.

The barreling effect (barreled rather than cylindrical shape of deformed
cylinders which rough surfaces of anvil and piston wvill produce by constrain-
ing the motion of the cylinder faces) noted by Winslow and Bosaey (High-
Speed Compression Tosting of Copper Crusher Cylinders and Spheros, II, Final
Report, NfRC Report A-324 (0SRD-5039), p. 18) vas noted in the prescnt tests.
It vas most pronounced v.ith large deformations of 0.1 in. or more. An ox-
amination of cylinders deformed by momenti and Hillir gauges shovMd the
same phenomenon. This indicates the need for maintaining smoothly finished
surfaces on the anvils and pistons of all crusher-tvpe rgauges.

I
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APPElNDIX IX

r Th,1 ,h ,mini and F.ring Synohronizer

This unit synchronizes the firing of the chergo with the beam brighton-
ing for three separate groups of Dumont Oscillos, )pos. It is used in con-
Junction -with the rotating-drum mer. drivn on the schooner RELIA1NCE and
enables location of the recorded shock pulse and calibrations at certain
points on the camera film rolativo to the overlapping ends.

A master vrltch rith the same positions as that in the mastor control
panel:* selects the operation dosirod. There is also one group delay switch
for each of the thro groups to dotorminn the delay after firing of the re-
spective group bcam brightening pulses in turns of 1800 rotatLons of the
drive shaft.

The synchronizer consists of two sections, - the sequence brightoning
circuit (Fi1g. IX-1) controlling the beam brightening for the three soparate
groups, and the firing circuit (Fig. If-2) controlling the firing of the
c har go.

The sequence brightening chassis contains a shaft driven by the rotat-
ing-drum drive, on which four cams rotate. Two of these cams (00 and 1800
cams in Fig. IC-l) are constructed to ground a contact to the drive shaft
over 100 of a revolution and are oriented 1800 apart; a third (firing cam
in Fig. IX-2) closes a contact over 100; and the fourth insures a good eon-
tinuous ground contact to the drivc shaft, For use up to the present the
00 and fring cas have boon aligned.

The brightening circuit contains a train of Type 2050 thyratrons, in
which each, ith the exception of the first, rcquirms the preaviuus one to
be ignited before it can be tripped. This Is obtained by making the positive
rise on ignition across tho cathode resistor of the preceding 2050 decreaso
the bias of the second grid of th 2050 in question, so that subsequent
grounding of its first grid will trip it. The first 2050 is tripped in Q
cal or V cal position by grounding its first grid through the shot switch
(knife s itch on paiicl) or in fire position by a positive puloc from the
firing circuit. This sets the second 2050 so that it fires the next time
its first grid is grounded by the 00 cam. The first grids of 20501s in the
train after the initial 2050 are connected alternatcy to the 00 and 1bOc

oms, so that the 20501s trip in sequence 1600 apart as their grids aor
Grounded, In this way, step pulses 1800 apart over a rango of 00 to 7200
rotation irom the origin n y bv olbt -iod aroas the 2 K resistors in the
2050 cathodes.

The proup delay switches, one for each group of oscilloscopes controlled,
select two step pulscs of dcoircd delay and scpar:tien. Those are applied
to opposite grids of a cathode inverter stage, productng on one plate a
be~an brightening pulse of the selected delay and diwation equal to the sepa-
ration of the original pulse.

*See Section 7(ci).
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Tho switches arc -rrangad to Sive dclnys up to 3600 although addition

of more Typo 2050 tIrVratrofls in the train could extend this. The bric,.htcn-

ing duration for any delay setting is 3600 for the FIRE position of the

!.mastor switch, while tho Q CAL positic' gives brightening for the first

1800 after the selected dolay, and the V CAL position gives bri-htoflifg for

the second 1800. In this ways the Q CAL step will be conveniently located

on the first half of the record film and the V CAL -'top on the second 1*alf.

The pulse to trip the stcppcr* for Q.- and V-step calibrations is taken

fromi the brightening outpuzt of the first group*

Lianual brightening is produced by applying a step pulse through a micro-

switch on a cable to one of the inverter cxids, The duraion of the bright-

oning is controlled by the time the switch is held closed.

The Type 2050 tbyratrofls moot be reset after each operation by opening

the B+ load through the RESE zicroswitoh which is connectod by cable for

convenience. Ignition of the REST neon bulb indicates that the 20;501s are

reset.

trgThe firing circuit utiliwo a Sylvania type SN% Strobotron which, Yhen

tggered, dlischres 1604, f at 250 v through the firing line and charm,.

A tretnaformer in series with the firing line produc'js a pulse at the timh

of firing for initiating the sequence brightening action.

The S114 is triggered by a 2050 t1b'ratron who-i. firing is controlled by

the shot sywitch and firing cam. Normally the two CgridE are biased below

firing potential; closing the shot switch comxocts the sceond. grid to the

cathade,, so that the next tim the firing cam shorts the first grid to the

cathode, the tube Trill f ire., The plate load of the 2050 is run through the

master switch so that the tube can fire only in FIRE position.

The firing circuit, is completely' insulated from the other equipment,-

experience has shown that serioum pickup and round loops can arise if this

is not observed,

*Sco Section 7(c.,iii),.
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(a) CONNECTION FOR WFORDING SIGNALS,

(bl CONNECTION FOR CAL193ATINO CABLE AND INDICATING INSTRUMENTS,

FIG. 10. Q-111TIP CALIBRATION NgETWORK.
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bell crusher gaug mount. side-on vs. Na*-e. U1al rasher gauge moat

A. Composite page blocks 0. Usnills, drop line to uurfao float2

B. race-em ball srusher gauge H. mall as lb fage-on To. side-on &&ug

C. 514.-on ball crusher gauge mount (Section 13 (a) (lit))

D. Wirs rope "ar lina 1. Elartiann, momulimn gauge

1. MaIL.a snubber and safety rooovery line 3. a.. aneor ui waY

to sur'face floats K. copomit* gauge block buoy

F. Wire rope drop line to surface floats L. 14 In. buoy for e1actrio cables
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A, York 4 mine case after several ushots
B, 30 eal oil drum, slightly damaged
C. 30 Cal oil dru~m, severely dantaged

after the explosion of 700 Tha TNT
40 ft below sitrfaco and at a
horizontal disanoe of 30 ft

Pie.. 27. Surfaoo floatS showing typic-A dae.
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FIG. 29c. MODIFICATION C
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P DIPHRAGMCTR GAUGES

F I PILOT GAUGE FOR TRIPPINQ
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A, riezoeleotric, gauge cables

(800 ft eetioni) leading to

big reel

B. CampoitS gauge block
0. xwnt gug frame Best Available Copy

D, Charge
1. Sufe float

F. Qu~Adriltrl ball aru-sber
gauge block

]Pit;. 351. Oear (*one dinmoll' modifleatton C)

3M4A out on deok roady for nottin3, looking toward otern.
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As Soo anphor buoy 0. Forward pugs blook end electric cable

B. Buoy for stemn composite gpuge block colmection buoy
C. Buoy for stomn onaposite gauge block as UmnIlls line supporting pieoolotrie
D. Momentum gpuge buoy gauge cables

S. charge buoy Z. Piemcoletrie *able* (600 ft section)
F. Forward gauge block buor 16 &all real for piesoeloctrie @able#

Fig* 32. "One dimensional" par (wnoiflcation 0) astern of Reliance*

- a -As Sa anchor buoy
---. ~Bs Stem gauge block and conneetion buoy

- Co Forward gage bl',ck and connection 'buoy
- D, T..a4 weight buoy

* -No Side pup block buoys

- * F. Port poravane buoy
ft' 0 . Piosloctrio paugs cables

(3 (3-. . Stool towing sables for parans

*Starboard pairaiane and connection buoy

7ig, 933 "Two dimensional" Cuoravane) gear &atern of Reliance.
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I-1 diemn. cold rolled

g ~ " thick bru~se carriage

UsectromgAot

4 lb cold rolled steel wt.

5,

Qo.1 i~.l.~&stee wsi ht

Hardeod stool Sjiyil with toppir sphem in place

*Hubbel- and shoot lead an~vil gutAm

3,ZL lb - 1l0 x 15 x 19 oaiiorstv bao.

Wooion bmst support

Best Available Copy
Fig.V-. Copper cmisher calibration machinie,
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Fig. VII-4. Dynamic calibration of 0.1562-in. diameter
copper sphorea (lot of 2/6/46) with freely falling weight.



APPENDIX ~.STATIC CALIBRATION CURVE, MODUGNO GAUQF DISKS.
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PIEZO-CLECTRIC (4AUGES - F)EVELOPMENT OF THE
MINIATURE TYPE

A. N. Robb, P. ,; 1. aIlee end D, V. UY119

nval ConatruetiAon Research Imtablishaent

MAY 1941

The dewlolaent and experimental tests carried out with miniature
toimmliae pieso-eleotric paug*e involving ditterent modeas of conteruotio
we described in this report.

The ea t of difftrent thiokosses oft olectrodes, eithor cemented
or snterod at high tuspraturo to the oystal face@, at eloatradms made
trm various materials, at w. tam ot insulation such as tolothono,
imbbor taps pratffin ax-vaeel ., rubbarcid wax, cured natural latex and
cobinations ot these insulators a desoribod in some detail. Plates ua
Inoluded to illustratu the results obtained tr the mn constructional
changes carried outb.

To evolve a ruliablo gauge, the shots firad at it in various a"
af progress consisted main.y at standard 1* lb. T.fl.T. blocks in standard
mstors. Bare 1 lb. T.N,?. charges as well as spherical P.1 changes

havo also boon utilisod.

It in bolievd tlt Lho design of tho gauge is now omplotoly
satisfactory tor recording prossure-tmt, pulses resulting trm undomter
explosions end wrk *-, this end in epr, water is now oceeding. The
ettects of the iresence ot targets, water-bsoked and air-backed, in the
neighbourhood ot the explosivo charges, will alsa be studied in the mar
future. It is intondod to use the miniature gauge close to explosive
oharges.

Doesoriptions heo prvviously boon given ot the three typ e of piso-
electric gauges developed at this estaebliftent for the mcasurount of
underwater explosion prosurcs, and also ot a special wido-raesio &plifior
tor use with the gauges. At -hat ti e, no shot# had boon tired &gainlb
the tnieo k l 4ypos of gau e, ant Whilsl, it hkAm hno.n r rovn het both we o
moh teoall robust, it romainod uncertain whothor iing under controlled
onditions would reveal certain improvements in design. Under static

conditions of alobratin, all thrce gaugoe had exhibited similar pressure-
tine rocards, In order to avoid a re-dosign of oalibration pressure
.Apparatus for tho ateall g oufuis thu origieal modified by fitting a solid
brass ecylinder up to the level o t tith nn-retum vlve cnneotina the
rsinfro94 rubber hose fro the pump to the prestire aylindcr, and a new
lid via eanstruoted whioh eonbled the auge to be inserted into the steel
cylinder vrithout resort to the laborious methorl of threading the gauge and
its long length or attaohod special signel-fro cable through a lMd.

The largo typa of gaugo has boon proved reliable in miscellaneous
trials and whilst it must bu accepted that te to its large eise it oan
only cnabl. tho avorag pressure from an undonentor explosion to be recorded,
nevertheless for such tLats as ouparatt.vo ef'ioionoy of explosives, it
meete a dofinite ruquira mnt.

This ,....
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This report therufore deals primarily with the development and

re-design of the miniature gauge, and it is now believed that finality has

been reached, although it is just possible tat further trials may reveal

minor improvements. It is hoped to measure peak pressures, mmenta and

energieo resulting from an underwater exposion with high aoouraoy and

very near to the cxploding charge.

(i) Mothod of suspondinn charge and gaumge.

The alteration in design of the small gauge has been brou!ht about

as a result of experimental work carried out during the last few months

under controlled water conditions. The depth of water is about 36 foot,

the surface area being 850 feet long and 120 feet wideo A boom, shown in

Plato 1, was oonstrutoed to onable the charge and gauge to be suspended in

the wutor about mid-way.

(ii) A.stanocs d dopths and sizes of ohares.

The distance between charge and gauge was varied from approximatc3y

8 to 1% foot, but mainly kept onrntant at about 10 feet, and the depth cf

gauge and charge was varied from 5 to 15 feet, but generally kept constant

at about 10 feet. This report does not deal with actual magnitude of the

pressures recorded but only with the form of the pressre-time signatures

in order that reliable data for explosive charges may be ascertained in the

uturo. The charges were generally i1 lb. blocks of T.N.T., but a

considerable number of 14 c. P.E. spherical charges were used latterlyi

the former charge was used vithout its case on many oocasicns.

(iii) Orientation of gauze.

fter some initial experiments, means were provided to enable the

emall gauge to "e either face-on or edge-on to the charge, the two faces

=-nd c;poct. being ,,, rately direotet. at the nressure vwave. The

length of ca'ble attached to the gauge would natuxalljy hang vertically,
but later oa provision was also made for the two faces of the crystal to be

both parallel to the water surface and at righ angles to it, the cable
attached to the gauge being then parallel and leading away from the

direction of the pressure wvave. The above eight orientations were possible

by fixing the cable and gauge to a T-bar about 25 feet long which was
flxcd tc a rotating attachment on the boom.

(iv) Connection of gaue to amplifier.

The gauge was conrected to the amplifier via a 150 o. 200 feet
length of non-signal cable develoeod at this Establishment ) having a

shunt oapaity not less than 5 times that of the gauge ard cable. A
rcsistano equal to the surge impianco of the cable was Ineert&. between

the ontral conductor of the cable and the common point of the ChMt
ocondnser and -Lhe grid of the first wi-ve. This method cf oonnoction
shown in Appnndix 1, is particularly uceful to avoid end 1 lootons 7fon

very long lengths of cable envisaged in fiell trials are boe.ng uased.

EXiGI TAL WORK : PART I.

The numerous tests o~rrioA out and desoribe& below ran parallil

with the development of porfooting the tuohnique of construction of the
miniature gauge. After a few early tests it was realisod that thiuknose

of electrodes should be reduced to a minimum, and that the best method
was to spray conduoting films on to the crystal faces. The effecot of

insudation, in giving iiotortion to the signature of the pressure-time
pulse frmo an undcz Ator exrlcsion, soon manifested itself. The gauge

cof !trtion finrilly 'e~lc ios described in Appendix 2.fir ....

The first ..... 6
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(a) The first miniaturn two-ply gauge.

This gnuge had two touralinu discs i" in diamet.r and *" thick, a

central stool lcotrodo 0.013" thick and outor steel elootrodOs 1/6" thiok,

coemntud with "gelva" to the crystal faces. The insulating layer was

toloohene envloping thu ga,,e itself and connootod to that surrounding

the cable braid. Throe layers o' good quality rubber tape served as a

furthor protective outer oovcring and this was joined to the rubber

covering of the cable.

(b) Res L'ts of first shots against two-ply gauge.

The charges usd fox- thu firat oxp-orumontal toests wero 1 lb. blocicz

of TN.T. in standard cases. No attempt was made initially to orientate

the gauge, and although there was similarity between some of the pressure-

time reoords, the variations were considerable both in form and amplitude.

Later, therefore, the gauge was orientated towards thr, pressure wave, and

this remlted in consistent records being obtained with the gauge edge-on,

and faoe-on rspeoctively, but the types of records in the two directions

ifforod considorably from each other.

Plate 2, Records I and 2, respectively show typical face-on and

edgo-on records with a sinusoidal 100 microsecond time base. Record I

(faoo-oai) has two peaks about 23 microseconds apart but the signifioanoe

of this is not clear, and the spurious frequencies associated with both

sigmturos mar the theoretical condenser dischargo type of pressure-time

signal normally associated with an undornater oxplosion. The time of rise

of the face-on pressure pulse is slightly shorter than for the edge-on

condition. Had the records been faithful ones, this feature would have
boon more pronounced, as will be ahown later.

(a) A sinscle orystal gouge.

This was of similar construction to the two-ply described briefly in

paragraph (a) above, the two electrodes being of steel 1/16" thick.

() Results with singlo orystal sauge

Plate 2, Records * .nd . show face-on and edge-on records. These,

except for minute details are very similar to the results disoussed in

paragraph (b) above. It was concluded that whatever the explanation for

the curious form of the prossuro-tiLns signatures, in general the single-ply
and two-ply gauges behaved with remarkable similarity, but for fundamental
exploration, it w;as decided to continue firing against a single osrtal gauge.

(o) Single crystal maugo aith thin olootrodes.

The oonstrivtion remained the same as indicated in paragraphs (a)
and (o), except that tinfoil 0.001" thick was used as electrodes.

(f) Rosults vrith the thin e-!ctro- sisje crstal -

Plato 2, Rcoords 5 and 6 arc typical records for face-on and oage-on
positions, There is still a tendency for the face-on reoord to show a
double pcak. The sinrcturos aro considerably cleaner, however, but the
timeso vi zsI of thu wavo front are considerable. Morcovwr thoro was a
difforcnoc (records not shown) betwoon the rooorded aignatures for the

opposite fanrs nn cedgcs.

It wes notud elso that the pressure amplitudos were considerably
loss than for the thick stool cloctrodo single crystal under approximately
similnr firing conditions.

Thiu griucc vno rooonsthuctod and onlLy one layer of rubber used ns

the out,,r itu~rting e ovur. The records (net hckin) wore ,liffurtnt, but
net to .vr/ mnrkud dcgre. The nnor Inaulotion layer wrn till

t(lccthunc.Best AvailableCc
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teloothene. The inference was that not only thicokness of insulation, 'but
thickness and material of electrodes had an effect on the pressure-time
aignatur s.

(g) Original two-DIX auzo with tinfoil electroes.

The oonstruotion r amnod as hitherto except that the outer steel
electrodes /i6" thick were replaced by tinfoil 0.001" (ick.

(h) R lt with the fo-p mo. hai t3.rtoi1_oujcoaorandoe,

Plato 3, R,.oords i, and ib, 2s =!d 2b, were obtsined with the gauge
taco-on (two opposite faces) and edge-on (two opposito edgos' respootivoly.
As 14inted out under paragaph (f), the rocords for the tw ppoeito facos
are not identical nor are they identical for the two opposite edges, This
can Uo accounted for partly by the fact that the gauge was not tiuly
faoe-on nor truly odge-on in any one position, but s proved later, this
is not the omzpleto explanation.

It con be soon that with the two-ply gauge, the record# obtained aro
oleanor than whon thick stool outer electrode@ arc used. Moreover thoro
is again confirmation thut the amplitudes &ro loss with thin tinfoil
electrodes. The double peak has still a tendonoy to remain when the
gaugo is face-on to the pressure wavo; and thc wave front is lose stoop
thazi expected.

(i) Sinsle cryqtl with thin srW stool electrodes.

Thu construction reainod as hitherto, except that thu two oleotrodes
wero mado from spring stool 0.0015" thiock.

QJ) .osalts with sinle crystal gauge. having stool foil
eleotrodos.

Tho rocor. obt ai d aro shown . .l.to 3, Roccraz 3 - 4. with
the gauge faco-on =nd edge-on rospootl.voly with respect to the pressur
TIave. Records (not shovm) wore again somewhat differon' for the opposite
face and edge.

(N) Alterations in amtniier.

During the above mentioned series of tests considerable temporary
alterations were made to the amplifier used with a view to asertaining
the cause of the curious signatures reoordr. These comprised changes
in cable termination such as the shorting cut of the insorted osistance
equal in value to the surge impedanco, the shorting out of the grid-
inuctance ;hich roducod the flat rosponso of the amplifier at the highor
frequency rWAe from 550,000 s/a to about 200,000 q/64 The conclusion
reachod mas that tho amplifier did not account for the distortions in
the reoorded pressuro-timo pulso.

(1) YirmA agapast 'Lo oabl, .

A singlo crystal gugo was oom.-oted in the normQ, manner except
',hAt itm oltotrodca ore discottooted frcm the oable oonduntors. Two
chargos 'oro fired against the cable ith the circuit as normally
**nMrotod to the amplifier and cathode ray tube, No movmont of the
0%thcdo ray spot was obt aind. This proved that the cable was free frtm
plok-up due to prosaurQ changos in the ;,.tur.

( TppRY MMAV wI fol-ej~ae2.Best Available Cop
The eontrnct1on w ta ntcjdard oxnept that the three electrodes were

nat*A trom spring stool 0.0015" thiok,

( n)
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89 Rsults With !at gs .hLA_ vina steel 6Aslotimda.

typical records are shown in Plate 4, Record Ia and lb, Ra and 2b
when thi gauge vsa faoe-on (two opposite faces) and edge-on (two op osite
odges) :?,epootivdly to tho pressure wave. The face-on records shoy domuble
peNc LIth the second one largr than the first. The amplitude of the
false peaks have been rostoro with the spring steel electrodes, with tho
restoratim also of the spurious high frequencies.

% o) kinao&Urstl- gauge with th~k o ,to lotgo&o
Thc construction remained standard oxcopt, 4)t tho stual electrodes

were increased to 0. 25" thigck,

Typical faco-on and edge-on records are bhown on Plate 4, Records 3
and 4. Double poaks ana increased oscillations appear, particularly in
the faco-on record,

(q) Ttycway gauo with thick stel olotodee.

For +,he purpose of continuity, it appeared roasonhbl to rooonstruot
the two-ply gauge with thick stool outer electrode& 0.25" tnick and a
contral eleotrodo 0.0015" thick. Othowseo, the construction remamed
standard.

(r) IQato with the two-y --ug haIngtiksol lc ds

Records I and 2 on Plato 5, face-on and odge-on types respectively,
show the pronounoed frequencies tiOt up by the thick stool electrodes and
their masking offect on the true pulso.

(6) wlgco~~~ ith annealed aorer eleotLode.

Annealed copper foils 0.022" thiok were now cemented y gelve onto
the aoces of the cryst.. tbut othordec tho oonstruction in-,Aod unaltored.

(t) ault.. vith inlo-ey 2au9e having eoVIpr oleetrods.

The face.on and edge-on signatures are hown on Plate 5, Records 3
and 4, respectively. The faoe-on (second face not shown) did not mhow
such a pronounced meoond peak and was quite similar to the pair of edge-on
records.

Per the fi!rst time in this exploratory work with different thiouesesoeand materials of electrodes and insulation, the gauge vias now arranged witI,
its crystal face parallel or perpendicular to the water surface aid with
the first few inohee of thu n.dlr led hcri- nt.lly away IfuA Was wave fzont.
The pulses recorded are shon in Plate 5, Records 5 and 6.

Those two records are emilar, and similar to the ones obtained
(not sholn) for the opposite faces and edges in the parallel and porpendoi Lc r
dircotions with repcot to thu wator murl'aco,

But it is sill to be noted that wdiLat tho ruords are cleaner than
those obtai,od vith the stool electrodes, they do exhibit markedly high
frequency oscillations; moreover the stoop wave front expected with the
gauge face-on is not in ovidonoe,
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It was realised that whilst the otteota of thicknehs, material ed
method of attachment of eleotrodes were of fundamental iportanoe, the fact
that the stoop front associated with the pressure wave from an underwater
explosion had failed to manifest itself, indicatod that the method of
inaulatinL the gauge writh toloothono and rubber tape wit onatistaotory.
It made the gaugo into a meohanioally robust unit, but at the oxpenae of
distortion of the pressure pulse. (ohe amplifier had boon proved to bo
capable of dealing with a wry iharp uavo front),

Whon oalibrating a piono-oleotrio gaugeo in the pressure pot, as
proviously ausoribed thu record normally shows a time of rise of the
order o a millisooond which is the duration assooatod with the bursting
of the copper diaphrag but in the pro-uurc pulse from a smll underwater
oxplosion, this time of rise is of th. ,rdor of a miorosuhond. Hondo, any
insulation or olcjtrodc variations arc not likely to reveal themselves
during calibration.

Toots wero therefore aemoonood vrith ohangos in the moda of insulating

the gauge.

(a) 8inguloa gaugiO Vithout el©©©then© inpulating laver

Th gauge hd annealed ooppor foil electrodos 0.022" thiok, i.e. as
used in i(s) and 1(t) above, exoopt that the insulation onaisted of throo
ooatings of goad q"aity rublor tape only, the inner toloothon© layor
having bcon rewvod.

(b) Reslts with s-nio-mly gauge. having only rubber nSulation.

The reoords were still far from being satisfactory, and for comparison
with Record 6 of Plate 5 with the gauge porpondioular to the water surfto,
Record 1, Plato 6, is shovn. The only point to omphosise is that the
toloothono layer Mi nn effect on the form of the pressure pulse..

(0) Singlo-Ply -auo with rubber solution as insulator.

The gauso hnd annealed uopper foil oluotiu.2's 0.022" thiok as for
(a) and (b) above; the rubber tapo was ruplacod ty rubber solution.
Meohanioally it did not prove a satisfactory oonstruotioi.

(d) Results with sin lo-ply au having insulation of

Plato 6, Roards 2 and 3, show the prrsuro pUlso obtained with the
gauge faco-on and o37o-on rospotivoly whoroas Record 4, Plato 6, shows
the pulse whon the gauge had its faces por;ondioular to the wtor surface.

It vldl be apparent, for the first time, that the faoe-on reoord shows
a tendency to a very stoop front %,&eres the # e'-on record and the reoorl
taxen with the cvistal face porlmndioular to the vater surface show sowhat
equal and finite times of rise. Whilat the oscillations at the peak had yet
'to be olim~natud, th~ru ,ias considerable improvement in the signatures.

ZXThNTAL 7OW: AT31

Whilnt evovin, muthod, of sintvring rn met.llio conductor on the
surface o± thu touzmlinnL crystal and providing it vith a thin rubberoid
insulation, d&cribcd 10 r in Appendix 2, experimental tosts proceeded
with the inuJlation used in the larg, type o gauge, namely a mixturd of
2% parzbfin nx 'i-19,; uvaliic, Thu miniatur. gr ago was iniulatod by
dipping it in thiz hot mixtur, and allowing the inin auw, thiokieEs to
adhorG on cooling.

(a)
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(a) Altration in aue thickness.

The investigation was continued with the single-ply gauge j" in
diameter, and " thick, and in addition with single-ply gauge of thiaesses
i" and 1/16"

(b) §1 lo-Li au yth -v Por eleotrodes and w a%-Orsf

For all three thicknesses of gauges, the olectrodes oonalstel of
the annealed copper foil 0.0?2" thick as used recently, the insulator being
a thin layer of the paraffin w-x-vasolin mixture.

(o) Roesult of sinale-okh &aos, hayvi= wx-a rA nsua,,tif,

For comparison with proviou& records ahowm in this report, typioal
records are given only for the pressure pulse siaturr,, btained with .ho
i" thick gauge. Those are shovm on Plato 7, Records 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Records and 2 wore obtained with the gouge face-on and edgo-on to the
pressure wave respectively whorc-,s in Records 3 and 4, the gauge had its
faces parallel and perpendioulnr respectively to the water surface.

It will bc observed that in Reoord 1 there is an overshoot and that
the time of rise ie certainly of the order of a microsecond. "hereas,
with the remaining records, although Record 2 is slightly different in
form from Records 3 and 4, the tines of rise of the wave fronts have 'boon
measured and found to be about 8 mioroaeoond, which is the time that the
pressure wave takes to traverse the diameter of thu gauge. In Record 1,
the overshoot is duo to the fact that the gauge wV 3 rigidly held, the
tendency bving to rocord a peak prcssure aoublc that of the inciient %?avo.
Uinen thc gauge is hold fuoc-on in a somi-rigid mannor to the presourc viavL,
some intermcdiate but indcterminatc value between the peak pressure and
double the peak prcssuru value of the explosive wav would be expected.
Therefore whilst a thin 3UgSu held face-on to the pressure vave would be
advantageous in giviio uxtremely shar times of rise provided the amplifier
and reocrding film is capable of folowing and rosolving the signatures,
the better arrangement is to hold the gauge edge-on to the wave and
preferably perpendioular 'o the water surface with the cable loai4ng away
in the direction of the motion of the pressure wave. Allowance has to be
made for the effect of the reduction in peak proseuro; this is brought
about by averaging the pressure over the site of auge. For a g gauge,
it amounts to a 3,1 reduction in peak pressure.

On the wholc it viaa found that the same features worw exhibited with
the thinner gauges.

(d) Gauzes with hinterod silver elgotrodes.

The method of sintoring silver onto the crystal faces is dehribed
in Appendix 2 of thia report. The silver is estimated to be only 0.O025"
thick. - The insulation is still a lae r of paraffin wax-vaseline mixture.
Three such gauges of thiloknees J" " and 1/16" respootivey were tested.

(o) vith Rr eleotrodea -A

The connection between the electrodes and the cable loads was made
by soldering a"eInc a copper str~lps *" lofg to the silver film. Therecords obtained are not given but in the main they are almost identical
to those shown in Plate 7. It would appear therefore that sintering
silver electrodes onto tho crystal faces is not greatly superior to cementing
metal foil eleatrodes of ooppeot, althougb it is knosm trat cementing "t*il
other tian steel vr..th golva is rot modhrnioally satisfootory for long
durations.

()
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(f) Repeat teat- firing aPains cable.

This was similar to test 1(1), except that the end of the cable

(a differant uawplo) immcrsod in the water was sealed with a paraffin-awx

vaselino insulator. The r(sult on firing however was the same. The

cablo again provcd itself immune to signals as a result of pressure changes

in the water.

DPU.ZNTW; WOW: -PART .

When this stage of the experimental work had been reached, the
method of cohatruction described in Appendix 2 had been evolved. Briefly

this consiabs in sintoring silver at a high temperature onto the crital

faces, soldering small connecting copper tags to the faces- and enveloping

the whole gaugo in a very thin film of special rubboroid wax. The space

between the cable end and the base of the gauge is filled with this vwa:,
and the *ole gauge after 1ipp4lg in natural latex is cured at a moderately
low tcmporaturo.

(a) R.'ults with single-ply k g o x " thick.

Plato 8, Records ' and 2 are typical face-on and edge-on r cords
of the pressure pulse of the explosion wave. The only point to emihasiso
is the overshoot of the peak pressure in the face-on direction which
amounts to about 65r of the true peak pressure for this relative largo
t4cokness of gauge.

(b,) (i) Results with eirale-ply. " gauxe x 4"1 thick.

Typical face-on and edge-on records are shown on Plate 3. Records
3 and 4, and attention is again drawn to the overshoot on the faoe-on
record, which now emounts to about 2% only.

(ii) Amplifier changes.

F'rthcr facc-CZ- signatuee ru shown on Platc8, Rorords 5 and 6.
In Record 5, a change was made in +he amplifier, reduoiig the flatnoss of
it: high froonoy response from 550 kc/a to about 300 k/s, whereas in
Record 6, th) responso was flat up to about 20 kO/S only.

An overshoot of about 15; is still present in Record 5; not only
also is the pock rounded very considerably in Record 6, but the time of
rise of thn wave front is lengthened.

These records confirm that to avoid a reduction in the recording of

pea: pressures, the amplifier must have a suitably hig froquecry response;
and, for faithful determination of peak pressures the gauge mst not be
directed face-on to the pressure wave.

(a) Results.with slgle-ply " &iue x 1/16" thick.

Typical face-on and edge-on records are shown in Plate 9, Records
I and 2 respectively.

(d) (i) Ra IC2to with Ewa2-ly J" mue x 4" thick from
riout' chi,. .

On Plato ?, Rooords 3,, 4 and 5 indicate the pressure-time pu
for a standard Ir lb. T.N.T. block o^rge in its standard case, a s+,-Ard
1,. h. T.l.T. block bo.fo charge without itn cno, and a IL. a. P.S. 3, ' '

sphrialbar c~0 irod without a primer) respectively. Tho gaugo
w'nm diroatod faoe-on to the chargos in ll1 three eases. It will be
obtrvod that thu tail of the signaturo is a little smoother for th.
o'-rioal P.E. ohArgo th= for the T.N.t. ehargon, the bare !XN.T. olirge
Uoig .liPlhtly mocthur th11, tho etandard onood charge.

(b) (.)
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On PlMate 9, Record 6 is a typical aignature obtained from a 14a s
PS. spherical bart charge. The extreoely sharp rise, overshoot and fairly
smooth decay is to bo noted when the iatug is directed face-on to the
pressure wavo

Although it now appearci that the most praotioal tpo of miniattre
gauge for ganeral purposes was probably to be of dimensions " in diameter
and /16" in "hioknoas, and that the construction would be similar to that
given in Appendix 2, it was felt that in order not to lose sensitivity, a
two-ply gauge would be nocesary. A tvo-ply gauge had not yet been
constructed with vw;ry thin silver eleotrodes sintereod onto the crystal
faces, and moroowr the singlao-ly had not boon zallj o sted edge-on with
the orystal faces perpendicular to the water surface and tho cable leading
away from and porpendioular to the pressure front. It was also felt that
it would be worth exploring a auge only 1/32" thiok as Woll as a gauo I"
in diameter and *"thick. Circumtanoes might ariso where this lattor-
sisod gauge vrch double the thioas might be used. Per examplo an
approxirat e theoretical calculation rnvouled that whereas a Ij lb. charge
fired at a " gauge odo-on caused a peak pressure to be recorded l ess
in value than the true peak pressure, the error would not be greater than
obout 1 for a 300 lb. charge fired at a i" gauge odge-on. The tourmalinu
Position buing slightly precarious, it was thought worth while testing
gauge$ 41 in diameter.

(a) The L" diam tor sqingleorystal gauge,

Throe such si 1-ply gauges v cru constructed, according to the
description given in Appondl:: 2.

Tho gaugosworo of thioknousus "At, 1/16" and 1/32".

(b) Results wi th the _,, 3,.jtOlc-ely z&_=og.

There are no spoc.mi features to omphasiec for the normal face-on
and odgo-on records except thtit in th- former case thu tine of rise is
certainly not groLtcr than I microsecond but with a dofLiite tendency to
overshoot at the poakc, r-nd the time of riae of the pressure pulse in the
latter case is roduced to about 1., microseconds.

Plate 10, Records 1 to 6 illustrates the pressure pul.mos recorded
With the gaugo haviAng their faces perpendicular to the water surface and
the cable Icadlng awry from the preisuru front. Record I was obtained
Mdth the J" thick Augo, the explosive being the standard 4 " lb. T.N.T.
charge in its case, Records 2 and 3 were obtained with the 1/16" hiok
gaUgo, Record 3 being obtained frm a spherical 14. oZ.'P., bare charge
without a priner. Records 4., 5 and 6 were obtained with thn I,/2" thick
gau6w, R cord 6 iroia a spherical 14 oz# P.E. bArn "harge, and Record 5
from ab hare 1, lb. T.N.T. charge. The spherical charge gave a smoother
tail to its prossutu-time sigature than either the cylindrical bare T.N.T.
charge or the oharge in its otandard eanistor. The pressure pulse
obtained from the stAndard charge in its nari is also a little More
dioturbed in ±t6 ontour than the pulse olitained from the bare charge.

(0) -The I" dicust,.r singlo crystal gauge.

The construction of this gaugo is similar to that given in Appendix 2.

the thickncss of the gauge being -g,

(d) Results vith the 1" Uametr sijlo crystal gaugo.

The rccord cttr.ino,; frcm , i,1 lb. standard T.N.T. charge, with the
gouge feo0.-on ,xi dgt-on :.rc shmn on Plate i1, Rcords I and 2 respectively.

The ..
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The faoe-on record showse the overshut, accolniAnied ty the almost
instantanieous time of ri&e, :hnrclA3 the timec or risi in the case of t~t
edge-on record is of the ordco' of 16 microseconds.

On all edge-on records oscillations art apparent on the slopin~g time
of ris, aund whon, as in the ase4 of tho 1"l &euge, this time is rol&bively
long the film spood makes tkie mrore pronounced. These are the natural
osoillations &at up in the tourmaline crystal, and thei, frequaencies are
dependant on the site of the gauge itself, In tho *&so of the 1" crystal
gauge the oscillations have frequenoice of #Approximately 240#00,o/a.
They are referred to here for tho first time in this report, but of-wus
class examination of the record& obtained with the ill and J-1 disalater
gauges reveal similar osoillations In odge-on positions. The smaller
the diametcr 01' the gauges, the higher those frequenoies become, the
further roefuront~ to tham ap:9oara in Appendix i.

On Plate lip Record 3, is oxhibited the pressure-time pulses
obtained from the ill gauge with itb. orystal faces paralel to the water
aurfaoo and tho cable loading away from the pressure wave front. Plate lip
Records 4, 5 v~&d 6 show similar prosaure..timo signatures with the crystal
faces perpondioular to the water surface, Record 4 in the case of the
1* lb. T.N.T. charge in its standard can12ter, Record 5 for a bare 1* lb.
T.N.T. charge, and Record 6 for a 14 om. spherical bare PS. charge without
a primer. It will bid seen, that there are oscillations similar to those
menticned above, a finite time of risc of the pressure wave (16 microsecondls)
an1 that smoother contours are obtained with the bare oharges, partioularly
the spherical types.

When thu high frequency response of the ampliftur vas cut down Vrom
about 500,000 c/o to aLbou.t 1/10th of this value, the sharp peak vaa rounded
off and. the amplitude reduced by about 20Q.

ZMMIUI1AL VZ0IMJ PAWT 6.

This vicrk constitutu8 the records finally obtained with the newly
doigncd I" gaugc, both 4inglo-ply and twrin-ply. Tho method of oostruotion
#if twin-11ly g~ugvu was blcin developed simultaneously wl.Lth ids exporimental
ivork. This is docribcd in Appendix 2. Here, there is only need to
mention that tho contral electrode of silver ftfl" only 0.0025" thick is
strictly cernparablv with tht; buziihcd silver paste sintered and baked onto
the outer orystal foccs. Flat ligaments of annealed copper are soldered
onto the outer uilvcr flms but thec o.ntral elctrode of silver foil is so
cut as to prcvido it-- oan zilvor ta~g for noldcring o.nto the central core
of' thc cable.

(a) The hingle-plyv't " 5Ae.e

The onatruction io on similar lies to that given in Appndix 2,
the thioknotcs of crystal being 1/116".

(b)oz t,; %,ath th- -"' cingle c t~ ra

It was not considered ncceoisary to repeat the normal face-on and
edge-on rec.ords,. Shots ere f'±rud thtrefore with the gauge having its faces
parallel and perpendicular resentively to the rater surface and the cable
attacheil to th, ga6. luu~di2&,4 my from the~ pressure front - these arc
edge-en rcoordr; with th., cablc having its effect in distorting the pressurc
f ield rcduc~d to it.- nynncttv c miniaum.

On Pla~tt, 12 flLcord3 I &"nc 2, are shown pressure-time N-ecords to'. a
standard 1 .- lb. T.IfT. civirgc arld for " 11. ez. l'.r. spherical bare charge
respectively, A.rti thP g_1uPC h!LV~ng it.- tace parallel to the water surfaclo.
On Platt 12, Rcordj 3, i. ,.nJ r), prt~ssua-e time pulses are exhibited. for a
itanMArd I.. lb. ',.'c hzrgc, in itn itn.ndArd case, for a 1z' lb. T.N.T.
bare rhrgQ and for a1 ophriocil chivg resprctively, the gaugo having its
faors perpondicW. ir to thG vMct~r o~ur±'cr2. The timen of initial pressure

rise .....
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rise to sal these records is 8 m icroseconds and the oscillations @hiblt
twice the fro ue ny registered %V the 1" gSge. Bar* and spherical chrges
again show moothor contours for the tails of the pressure time pulses than
the standard charste in containers,

(a) Tho moava: 4." a&Wua

The a eestuetion of this gauge is described In Appendix 2. It
conisto ot two crystals i/16" tek, the central silver tol elotwode
being connected to the onatrol *orea of the cable and the outor silver
sintered facos being connoctod to the cable Uraid. Apart from the
special rubberoid wiax at the base of the gauge to remove all possibilities
of trapping air cavities, the only insulation is a film of o.red natural
latex sumunding the gaugo mid blonded into tho rubber covering ot the
cable itself.

(d) Results with the tvv-a& 1" maute,

Three faco-on pressure-time si tures are shown on Plate 13
Records 1, 2 and 3. These wore obtad ith the standard 1* lb. I.N.T.
cha g, the boxe i lb. T~.NT. charge and the 14 o. P.R. sp le 'ioal eharge
(without pamer) respectively.

In tha case of the spherical oharge, the smoothing effect on the
tail of the signature is particularly noticeable. The overshoot and sharp
tines of rise arn again predominant features for the taos-on records of all
three charges.

Further pressure-time pulses are shown on FA&ate 13, kteeors 4, 5
and Records 6, 7. In the oamu of Records 4 and 5, the faces of the crystals
were parallel to the water surface, the gauge being turned through 1800
for the snoond reocord. Similarly for Reoords 6 and 7, the faces of the
orystals ver perpendicular to the water surfaoe, the gauge in the latter
case being alse turned through 100. In Rocods 4, 5, 6 and 7, the cable

elf ktee was led army from t!,o onset dirction of the prelait front, thte
ohaxge in all of those ftu records being a ij lb. T.N.T. bare charge.
For those edgo-on reooords, the time of rise is 8 miroseconds, and the
natural oscillation froqu, 'nisn of the crystals are oloarly discernible.

DZSOWMEO OF M=ULS AM CO0NM.USI0.

Thp nn ±.onc! dtails of the throe types of piao-eleotrio
gauges develops1 at this Eatabliehcnt have beon desoribod elsewhere. One
of the objects in producing the mediua type was to adhero to the principle
of using the s mo 4po of construotVon and of gauge insulation (paraffin
wax-vasalinc mixture) as that for the wll-tried large type of gauge. In
fact only one short series of shots w e fired against the medium typo of
construction, and the gauge itself was simply the original two-ply miniature
type i" in diameter vith thick steel outer electrodes /116" thick surrounded
1 a Wass case and having wax-vaselino insulation. The pressure-time
signaturcreordod vith the medium typo of gauge were not satisfactry.
This is partly duo to the el trdos, as can be scon from this present
report, partly duo to oscillations set up by tne brass case, and partly duo
to the typo of insulation.

This report deals with toeoonstritional modifioations made to the
miniature gaugo frn that givt' C in Appedix 2; the finalised design
evolved as a rstult of a largo number of tests.

The cable developed at this Establishnent(1) has been used throaugut
these tests. The ratio cablo signal/gaugo signsm has ben proved to be a
negligible quantity even in the case of the miniature gauge.

The tcaoothono and rubber tape formerly used in insulating the gauge
into a robust unit hve bcon abandoned, and the final design has simply a
soating of cured natural latux.

The air .....
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Tho air trapped underneath the teloothene, the thiotes eM
eomposition ot the teloothowe as well ta thAt ot the thick rubbs tape al
ontributed to distortion at the recorded pressure pulse tros un mderwater
e2Iplosioh.

The thick steel outer leatrodes have been rtm ,Ocd 1w layers o
silver sintered onto the crystal tacos, and tine anseaLed opapr Use a e
SOt soldered to these to enable connections to be made to the cable 14.i,
T central steel electrodes has also been replaced % a thin silver tol
tused between the nogative facs oft the tw crystals.

Thiok metal eleotrodes have been shown to produce serious oeillationa
superimposed on the true pressure-time signatures These nat clay disto t
the puls* but give false peak pressures, and modify the time of rise of the
steep wave ronet assooated with the datonation wave l.tm an unde water
explosion.

Although the pressuro pulses recorded f ideltal gauges when tine
annealed copper elotrodes "gelvaed" onto the crystal are not mch, it any,

erior to those reoorded with sintered silver electrodes, nevertheless
mechanioally the adherence of annealed copper electrodes is not msuttfienty
robust to record peak pressures of thousands o pounds per squarle inch, i.e
with oharges alone up to the gauges

The total thiomess at the complete two.ply miniature gauge is now
and it oonsists of two tourmaline crystals P in diameter, The

ialls/dieater ratio of the Ouge is, In part at lest, defined 1 the
strength and quality of the tourmaline disco. The gap between the oopper
tags at the baao of the gauge adjacent to the central conduotors and 'etaid
of the oable is filled with a molten rubberoid wax oomposition, nd great
care is taken to prevent air being trapped. As thin a film of natural
latex as possible is then cured onto the gauge unit.

Experiment has proved that the more nearly the tourmaline gauge
zocomblca the baro twin wyatalop Lhu ,xre fait'aul the reproduotionof the
prvssure-time pulse of the detonation vave.

For ftithful reproduotion, the gauge rwie to be directed edge-on to
the pressure front with th( sable leading away from the explosion wave,
the faces of the crystals constituting the tourmal.inn gattge being at riht
angles to the water surfao. For a 1i lb. oharge, the sharp time eo' rise
of thu utup-frontcd wave is modified to about U mioroseoonds which is the
period taken by the vmve to traverse the gauge diameter: this causes a
peak pressure reduotion of about V for this particular charge, but for a
charge of about 30 lbs., the reduotion is not greater than 1%, When the
pressure pulse is travelling parallel to the plane of the gauge, it will
be undisturbed by it so that the prossu:re on the plane will be equal to
that in the ptlec. The time of rise of the wave front as registered with
the gaugo face-on is of the order of i microsecond or less but a false
peAd. promourc (dczrib4d auLi vershocot ir. thu bullyaf ur Lh report), is
recorded, particularly with a thick gauge rigidly held towands the pressure
wave, This penk pressure has been proved to lie somewhere betwen the
tnre value of the inoidenb wave pressure and twice this value when the
reflected vr kvc is in ph c,

The amlifier developed for piero-eleotrio reoordin at this
Eatablishircnt iz ca ablo of ruuording faithfully a steeT fronted wave
ha-'ing a Jurtion of only 1 or 2 mioruv.eaonds, And this is about the limit
of film resolution and ,riting speed weith the present drum camera.

Expur.untal geugen having " ar ill diamzeters re ectivel have
alse been us '., +t .cotorily in the tests sarried out and desoried
in this rcpert.

It is believed that except for the natural frequency oscillations
set up in the tounnaline diacs thuneselvcs, that the miniature gauge will

nowie



ram rcaie e tthfvlly the p ess.ue ehMes in open wter as a result of
iadAerwwter t,1csion, Moreovor it is confidently expected that the .teoot
at chanoo brouht about t the presene of atter-backd and air-baoWe
targets in the vicinity of explodWn carges can be deterned4.

The simple theory of pressure measurement with a touxAzline gauge is
given in Appenix 1, together with "%a theoretical effect at cable sigw~
A wd'oecto to the natural trequaency oscill.ations set uap In tourmalins
Usaes is ele given,

Workc involving oxj oration of the prese tield as nw~ an undorter
oxploding *og as possilie is now praceedang with the finallaed type of
miniature liuge descr'ibed heroin.

(1) The olectwlo potentlal produced In the cond'otoi,, -,f a submrged
cable by undevvator explosions. AsK. Babb %rA R.V. Lndy.
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The miniature pugs is conneted to the put oat the piemo-elootrie
aplifier as shown bolet-

R

The capacity at a n-Ply gauge ia given b

k - dielectric censtant a touzmalae (7.44)
0 n k fr ads A a am& of toualino diso in om.

.wdX 9410" A m thiokessa of tou~wvAlmne die in ms
kc a 4.5 tar Quarts

x . c 0.658 x 10-12 farads. 56 tor Roeh salt

The oharge dwveloped by a n-ply gauge due to a pressure V dyneq/0
in giron by

n k° p A oom.boeb Wo * pioso-eltotrco nstant or
tou aline (2.20 x 101 coulomb,/

papressure in ryes/amg.
A area in 0m.,

1.518 n p r jo-i12 ooulomb& (P a presnur, in lbs./in2 ).

Vn - a 2.31 rd volts. P a pressure in lbe./i,12

d a thiokess of diso in ms.

The speoW' , cablg developed for use with pieso-elctrio gauges has a
capacity ot 16.5 x i0"I farad per foot. Let tuta l 4uth r ua1jlu uua
with miniaturt, gaua be L fcot long.

c. -o 18.5 L x 10 12 farads.

Hence voltage VRn developed across the ama ifler input is given very
closely by

A-A x 0.658 x I0"12
VR . .... x 2.31 Pd volto (omitting the shunt

18.5 L, x 10-12 capacity OR)

0.0822 L volts. n a number of tourmfli disc
P s pressure in 1bs./inl
A a area or tnuraine disc in om 2.
L a lI.gth of sable in feet.

Conuider a two-ply niniatur gaugo, each tourmaline d.se beIig i in

oalmeter and 1/16' thick.

Tha, C 2 ply = 10.5 raicroticrofarades
Q 2 ply 3 ,85 P mnoromiorocoulombs
V 2 ply a 0.367 P volts.

The voltage o oroos the amlificr in)ut is given by

VI 2 ply =0.2U6 
.L

If L
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If L # 750 feet, P a 1000 Thse/AI

then V2 ply a 0.|7S vIts.

The ratio Cable ligmal/Gauge Siplaliee

Lot cable signal pr toot Ot *able per lh./InI presIure por too
length of cabe in circeuit a u Volts.

Then calo b sigal per toot of cable per lb,/in pres xure pr L feot
of cable in circuit a volts.

And cable aIgnal per ft aoot o perP V e./tng pressure per L tet
of olbie in oircuit wlit,

It i toot of this cable is Ime ed in the vat e aubjeote to Vi
came pressure as thg miniatuo gouoet thm the cable eikal Per I.tot e
sable pae P bs,/in' pressure per I. t t cable in oiroult a J volts$

Haee pereentage ratio,

Gaul * L k/18jL &Zrou ~

LUW i26

For a two-pa.y minature gauge fe in diameter, sama that a trial is
carried out where pressure measuramento arc required involving 30 feet of
tke cable immersed omplntei. in wnter and therefore subjected to the namo
presswi as tho gauge from the underwater exraosion.

6% r n I4380 ",-

Now with the special cablo, experiment has sbown that when i toot ot
the cable Is subcted to a pressure nf 1000 lbs./in prosure in a cirouit
capaoity of 2500 mioroicrofarad (135 feet), the voltagn dw npe in
corteinay luu Uhaw of a millivolt, but taking this figure an an upper

r w 14380 4 5 x 106

a 0.QV

As dosoribcil in the body of the report, firing against the cable has
confimod the fact that cable esial is not significant.

3. W CILLATI , IN TOU JL0 fl DISCS FRO(M SHOOK IXCITATION.

Variout oomlex modes of vibrations may be set up in crystal disco
of tounaaaine AvheA these are subjected to underwater explosions. It is vory
probable that lth the present miniature gtqo dfreoted odge-on to the
preseure wave, the precure-tinc aignaturo registered 'qv the cathode ray
oscillograph i: ao faithful that only resonant vibrations of the rytal
slices raoin au)crimposcd on the pressure pulse. This is particularly
noticeable W thc case of the I" diameter gnue wherre about 1 oaoillaions
appear on the slope of tho wavo front (oomplete period 16 mioroseconds),
giving thcrcfnr a frcqucnoy of oscillation of 250,000 o/s. oreover$ ifthe wave-lcngth Ls assumcd to bc equal to the disc dia eter the frequenoj
calculatcd Is approx,,aatcly in aGrcoment vith the observed froquoncyp ae;"w
3ound velooity for tour:ieine to be 6000 raetcrs per second.
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AlTENrLIX- 2

CO'NSTRUCTION OF TWO-PLY MINIATURE PIEZ0-M.ECTRIC TOU0tALIN GtXGE
Ai~CONMCTION TO -EC;AL CA=-E

R.V Bundy and-a. Hendry.

1. T Jhe two tocum'~aline d~iscs, ; in iameter wuL 111611 thick are cleaned in
benzone, nd'l.vdt! ry ':hir resi~ tanccs arc 4-hen mcusured ;7ith a
25CO volt ricgrer and only cryo-ta2s s howving a resistaneg greater than 10,000
megoluis are accepted.

2. A~ veryj thin layer of silver -:ste (Burnish silver paste No- 38 purchased
from Ut~.;s 3*~,ir la-truwn L+. .) i-s am)"icd with L apatt2.a to each cr~ystal face,
Ani the dis cs arO placcd. vort!co.'y w;ilh their cdges resting in a V-block,
contact b .;oLin ±he uisvc: r, nr i the Inloek iitsclf being avoid~ed. The
Aclzwlly is ncv: -rut :X a -re-hcat J nu.'Le.e furnace, th6 temiperature of wvhich at
thinstige '.st not be higher th~x 100 0C. Its' tcempc -turc i~s then raised

Sto 55-0 , an. -.. -ir.thained i'nr TO riinuttom, The furnace is n. =:-It-had
off !'nd all.vei d to co^oL to. r :or temnycmiturc. The crysta!.'i are rcmevel,
rc-tovtcd w:ith a 2500 volt :arggcr and1 carcfully lapped flat on a large toumnp-1-irc
alat conpictiely 4i';r...rzad in ~e~.Tht operations acccribed above take about
3' hours to oe-peto.

3. The 3ilVrO"crl fj.C v.r !e:t~~ or polarity arid pioso-electric
ncnsiti.vity-, tha ;o..tiv* bocxq z igtl arked. The crystals are once
morec lcrd in 'bcenc or nctrol.

E~ fach pnsitivc fact'c .ic a sccond and slightly thicker coat of
s4iver paste, nr.. echc ds - ;,-41iVC Side up, in Separtpocli
coruoib2 ca and re-heated :a. 'icccrijc ib paagap 2 above.

5. X~tc-r thicn trtrient, 1 citaw of' cach oryista2. is again checked,
and the noCativc ffaccn rnvarecv thcir seond coat of' silver paste. On bop,
Of a ttcul -&ad -,L': in di,-ater anvi 4, thickc, resting on a specially constructed
end Plate Of a. jig, one. of' the aiscs is-now~ fitted with its negative face up;
t, zilvrr clectrode out, to the approp~riatc shape !'rom 3ilver foil 0.0025" thiak

inrr'~ it th- t ':i' iz c face. 110e 6e,'koht aIu is now fitted
in thc Ji., .vith 4t.--, i~fa ~~ in contoct wvith the silver electrode
andc, f'urth(.r stec! -al it i: ct or. tot, The second end plate of the jig
is bol1ted oi- to fo-rce th, c~c.ent n.,rts o. Lhn Cauge and the steel pads into
al igiient. The pressure required to force the crystals and silver electrode
tengctk'.er in . :p3.'d by n-anz ref soer'vs in the end plates bearing directly on
the' n~ y~rtds. The ,2 g is- motnod to the pro-heattd funace and the
tinperaturwC raised S:2.Iy to

6. The Fgugc unitn, conzists of t-vn silvercI tourmqlInn disca fuzod to
the silvtr !!cectrccdc lcatoi oet4v,cn thern. The outer or positive faces of the
gvtigf %)-, hu-ni:thoa -tri& th- zz% izt,,no betw:een them and the centre electrode

1. thi :'iA-.la in I.o-.;. it is usually f'owia posible to restore
the hig.h 'rluc bycle:*Ling thce :dgc- ef the unit rrith an abrasive Such as
bukelised di--wacni d-ut. Tiis !.a-ztcG -s in any case advisable. Two copper
cleotrodet'. I... ona x 0., 1" trsal ars, ,, fti 1ror anesled. corpper foil 0.004"
thirk, an rc t solderoai~e the tc utcr fvaccz of the unit,

7. Thte gau-'e unit i.; s'e'ito the e-hic described in reference 1,
th 4ecrn ~ t'.t11. ~ir T?:. clecas' t.- from the gauge

nrt: 'h Url.,.~ 2-,~..txe . ecl rmAe to the centre
cmduntez, .ie th;at tzs~ .a., s;fsulrud #gi*h its under edge approximately

~. 5 fr~ t~; tA:ct. . . 'U ;-n ! -md ro ~ =it i1z lhor'oughly viashod
in bmz~..n or .utcrl on ti,,.;:~~ of' gauge and cable Moasurod.

8. Th "nag i: n~w -r. I~c rbberlsod wax (I. C. 1ot Volt
5.. 2r7) ';--,,:'turc of 130 0C, the cable end bo14~

riravi to a :et.of n,j'.i~:stl, The wax is allorlod to cool,

*n T'ing ccrltil,'I, until thc g.:ougo and 3ablo enrd in embedded in a. blolof i.. The Watx i. -=.Tlrn, r -nc1vtd from tho beckal an .... srd K a \
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baok to the and of the cable, and tho imit now appaars to be fixed to the
apex of a wax cone, with the base of tide oone moulded to the oahlb anii.
The wax is reheated. to 1300C and the unit dipped to give a smooth ftnished
surfacoe thereby finally leaving also a very thin wax film on the orystals.

9. The gauge is lightly washed in petrol, and approximately 1" of the
outer rubber -overing of the --iblo measured from the base of the wax cone,
is also thoroughly cleaned wiyh petrol or benzene prior to rubberising.
The resistance of the gauge and cable is rechecked. The gauge am cable
end is now dipped in 60% concentrated ratural latex (North British Rubber Co.)
aW rotated by hand in order to obtain a uniform thickness. The rubber
covering is allowed to dry until it changes from the milky whits to the
transparent state. The naxt stop is to apply a ridge of latex to the sharp
edge of the crystal faces to counteract the dilation of the rubber due to
surface tension. When the ridge is dry this alternate process is repeated
three times. It is important that each coat be allowed to dry before the
naxt is added; failure to observe this conition =--- result in a gauge of
low resistance. The gauge and about 6" of oabla enters the oven through
a modified vent-hole, and the rubber is cured Icy baking it a constant
taperature of 4700 for a mininn period of 15 hours.

The total time taken for the construction and rttaohnent to the cable
of a miniature piezo-eleotrio gauge is approximately 36 hours.

10. A photograph of the jig details is shown in Plate 1%, an of the
gauge before application of the special wax and natural latex, and after
completion in Plate 15.

Best Available Cc
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Design and Use of Piezoelectric Gauges for Measurement of Large Transient Pressures*

A. B. ARONSt AND R. H. CoLz4
Undervater Explosives Research Laboratory, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institutitm, HWds tole, Massachusets

(Received June 22, 1948)

This report discusses the design and use of piezoelectric gauges for the measurement of rapidly varying
hydrostatic pressures of large amplitude in gaseous and liquid media. Reasons are given for the selection of
tourrmaline in preference to other types of crystal. Fundamental principles of design are stated, and gauge
constr, tion is described in the light of these principles. A simplified theoretical analysis of transient response
characteristics is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION extraneous signals, adequate high and low frequency
T HE original suggestion that transient pressure response, minimum _:= _rtion of the pressure fizld,

waves could be recorded as functions of time by ruggedness, and simplicity.
observing the trace of a cathode-ray oscilloscope as it The efforts of the UERL group were directed toward
was deflected by the signal from a piezoelectric crystal the development of a gauge affording a practicable
has been credited to J. J. Thomson. Early experiments compromise among these requirements.
using such apparatus to record shock waves from under III. SELECTION OF THE GAUGE MATERIAL
water explosions of TNT were described by Keys in
1921.1 Since that time, the technique has been applied Of the many known piezoactive crystals, those that
to several types of large amplitude pressure measure- have been used and investigated most extensively are
ment, the most common being pressure-time phenomena rochelle salt, ADP, quartz, and tourmaline. More re-
in internal combustion engines and in shock waves due cently, crystals such as barium titanate and its various
to explosions in air and water. modifications, lIthium sulfate, and certain tartrates

During World War 11, a group at the Underwater have been successfully prepared and utilized.
Explosives Research Laboratory of the Woods Hole The most sensitive of these materials are rochelle
Oceanographic Institution made a number of contribu- salt, barium titanate, and ADP. The first two do not
tions to the technique of shock wave measurement, appear to be suitable for measurement of fairly large
utilizing tourmaline crystal gauges. A discussion of the pressure amplitudes owing to a relaxation or hysteresis
present status of this technique will be given in this effect which causes them to produce a rising signal upon
report. The type of gauge developed at the Underwater application of a step pressure. Rochelle salt and ADP
Explosives Research Laboratory will be retCied to in exhibit further disadvantages in that they a':e not
the following as the UER.L gauge. hydrostatically sensitive and iaot sufficiently rugged for

the applications here intended. The other "synthetics"
Y1. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR A PRESSURE- present various difficulties due to their solubility or the

SENSITIVE DEVICE presence of water of crystallization.
It is illuminating to-outline first the criteria which An extensive survey of piezoelectric activity of

an ideal electromechanical pressure-measuring device minerals has been reported by Bond.2 It is interesting to
should satisfy. Although in principle these criteria note that after listing all the known piezoactive, natu-
should apply to any magnitude or duration of applied rally occurring minerals, Bond concludes that only
pressure, in practice their relative importance depends quartz and tourmaline are practical for any extensive
on both characteristics. in this paper, we consider pri- piezoelectric work. All the other active mine: als are verym rI!y the measurement of transicnt prcs3urcs lasting a rare, occur in th, form of exceedingly ,mal, crystals,
fraction of a second at most and with amplitudes from or are very weak iechanically.
one to hindreds of atmospheres, as opposed to static Quartz %as rejected because of its lack of hydrostatic
pressures or acoustic waves. The requirements for such scnsitivity. Because of its ruggedness, linearity, insolu-
purposes can be summarized as follows: linearity, bility, and hydrostatic sensitivity, tourmaline appeared
freedom from hysteresis, thermal stability, freedom from to offer most promise for the construction of small,

The work described in this report was initiated under contract simple gauges and was selected accordingly.
with the OSRD in 1941 and after 1945 was continued under con-
tract with the Navy Department, Bureau of Ordnance. Contri- IV. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
bution from the Woodi Hole Oceanographic Institution, No. 437. TOURMALINE GAUGES

t Present address: Department of Physics, Stevens Instituteof Tcchnology, Hoboken, New Jersey. A. Basic Considerations of Design
t Present address: Department of Chemistry, Brown University,

Providence, rode I-!and. Since the criteria listed in Section II are not all mutu-
I D. A. Keys, Phil. Mag. 42, 473 (1921). ally consistent, the design of a gauge for a particular

These gauges are now beinq produced commercially by the
Cambridge Thermionic Curporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts. W. L. Bond, Bell System Tech. J. 22, 145 (1943).

31
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application resolves itself into a search for a suitable the signal has not been completely eliminated (although
compromise among these factors, and sometimes the it has been very greatly reduced) and one must always
final design cannot satisfy all the requirements to the make sure that the gauge signal is large relative to the
extent desired. It has been established that tourmaline residual cable signal in each application.
is satisfactory with respect to linearity, freedom from Although much work in the past has been done with
hysteresis, and stability of its pressure sensitivity, but singie-ended systems using coaxial cables,3 it is well
there remains the problem of arriving at a design ade- known that push-pull or balanced systems effect ma-
quate from the points of view of sensitivity, frequency terial reduction in residual cable signal by canceling out
response, and ruggedness-all factors which are to some components which are symmetrical about ground. It
extent under the control of the designer. seems unlikely, however, that. such a system would

Piezoelectric crystals develop polarization charge eliminate the difficulty e.' irely, since there is no reason
when subjected to pressure changes. This charge dis- to expect the cable signal to be a perfectly symmetrical
tributes itself over the capacitance which is in parallel phenomenon.
with the gauge element, and consequently the amplitude The sensitivity of a piezoelectric -4,!ge is directly
of the voltage appearing at the amplifier input is not proportional to the available sensitive area of crystal. In
only directly proportional to the applied presslire change cases where spurious signal due to cable or gauge mount-
but also inversely proportional to the total capacitance ing is a significant factor, the permissible lower limit of
parallel t-) the gauge element in t.e input circuit, sensitivity imposed by such signal places a lower limit

The necessary gauge sensitivity must therefore be upon the size of the gauge. On the other hand, the dis-
evaluated in terms of the following controlling factors: cussion of high frequency response and pressure-field
(1) magnitude of pressure variations to be recorded, distortion given in Section V shows that higher fidelity
(2) total capacitance of the gauge circuit (this depends is obtained with smaller linear dimensions of the sensi-
principally upon the length of cable required to connect tive unit. Specific requirements as to accuracy with
the gauge to the amplifier or preamplifier), and (3) respect to high frequency response consequently put an
amplifier sensitivity. upper limit on the linear dime'.sions of the gauge, par-

A lower limit is sometimes placed upon the required ticularly the dimension along the direction of propaga-
sensitivity by the presence of spurious signal arising in tion ofthe wave, and this upper limit must be reconciled
the cable or the mounting of the gauge. In many arpli- with the lower limit indicated by the necessity of
cations, a piezoelectric gauge is connected to recoding swamping spurious signal. In some cases the two re-
equipment by means of shielded cable, a certain length quirements cannot be reLoniled, and onc or the olher
of which may be unavoidably exposed to the pressure must be compromised in designing the gauge. This is
wave as the latter advances from its source. Spurious particularly true where it is desired to measure very
signal arising in such cases is an integrated effect which :pid pressure variations in liquid media. In gaseous
generally introduces little error into the determination media where the high frcquency response requirements
of initially discontinuous or rapidly changing pressures, are usually less stringent, large gauges can be used and
but adds progressively more signal as the wave en- the above requirements can generally be reconciled.
counters more cable. It is evident that measurements of In the actual construction of gauges, a given sensi-
small pressures behind an initial high pressure region tivity can be obtained and the linear dimensions
may thus become highly inaccurate and an effort to minimized by stacking two or more crystal plates in
obtain reliable values of impulse by integration of the parallel. This feature has been utilized in all UERL
pressure-time curves may be entirely vitiated, gauges, but, except for a few special cases, it has not

Experience has demonstrated that most ordinary proved practicable to use gauges having more than four
commercial rubber microphone cables and polyethylene plates in the pile.
cables are completely inadequate since the -ignals the
develop when subjected to pressure variations are very B. Construction of Gauges
large and may even be, under some conditions, larger
than those which would be produced by the gauge ele- The object of the UERL group was to develop a unit
ments themselves, suitable for measurement of explosion-produced shock

A number of cables were developed which proved to waves in air and water. Many of the basic principles,
b adequate, and one typc -a copper tubing cable, however, apply to measurement of transient pressure
origina.ed at the David Taylor Model Basin-was used waves in general, and properly modified UERL-type
successfully for several years in under water st-,dies. gauges should be useful under a wide variety of cir-

More recent developments have led to the production of cumstances.
a polyethylene cable (designated F.O. 5879 by the The principal difficulties with the early gauge designs
Simplex Wire and Cable Company) which appears to be proved to be lack of stability of pressure sensitivity and
superior to any other cables previously available and prevalence of large systematic discrepancies between
which is equally satisfactory for measurements in both I R. H. Cole, "The use of electrical cables with piezoelectric
gaseous and liquid media, However, even in this cable, gauges." OSRD Report No. 4561.
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gauges used on the same mesurement, even when the ceedingly high particle velocities are capable of causing
sensitivity of each gauge appeared to be stabilized, severe damage to unreinforced gauges.
These difficulties were largely overcome by adoption of T'ae gauge design described is also well suited to the
an improved construction tcchnique, the governing construction of push-pull units. If one pair of tourmaline
principle of which was to prevent disturbance of the disks is arranged with positive faces connected to one
electrodes during the later stages of gauge assembly and high potential lead while the pair on the opposite side of
during subsequent use. the central tab has negative faces connected to another

An assembly drawing of a single-ended UERL gauge high potential lead, the central tab and outer pair of
is shown in Fig. 1, and a picture of the different stages faces can all be grounded to the shield of a two-con-
of construction is shown in Fig. 2. Properly lapped ductor cable while the two high potential leads are con-
tourmaline disks receive a coat of electrode material, nected to the two center conductors, respectively. This
such as Du Pont liquid silver No. 4391, and are baked
for about an hour at 550*C. Four disks are then as-
sembled in a pile, two on each side of a steel tab as
shown in Fig. 1, and the pile is sweated together into a
single, homogeneous unit by being placed in a spring
clamp and again heated in an oven. Provision is made in . s
this operation for electrode connection to the inter- PLAN IttVLTZON

PFLL I .E
mediate crystal faces.

The peripheral edges of the pile are insulated by the
application of a thin layer of dielectric material such as .
pure latex which can be painted around the edges andcured in situ by baking at ca. 120TC. With the periphery rA ---

properly insulated, contact can now be made between . .
the outermost crystal faces and the grounded central

tab. Originally this was accomplished by direct soldering Say tPA"Oto LIC"".,
to the electrodes, and the technique was revised because $-N1AM NS LA.HN tLIC5 "9Y v,?A:M .,

of the deleterious effect on the intimacy of electrode- 6-t I iVPT"S
crystal contact. The present technique is to make con-
tact by means of a conducting silver paint which can be
baked on at tcmpcratures low enough to be compatible !tG. 1. Assembly drawing of UERL- ype tourmaline gauge.
with the insulating material used around the edges of
the unit. results in a perfectly symmetrical, completely shielded

In connecting a unit of this type to a I'-neth of unit which develops signals balanced about ground. A
electrical cable, it is only necessary to solder the central less symmetrical, but more efficient push-pull gauge can
tab to the cable shield and spot solder the high electrode be made by connecting a single-ended-type unit to the
leads to the cable conductor. These connections can be center conductors of a two-conductor cable without
made quickly, with a minimum of heating of the gauge grounding any point within the gauge.
element. In this manner the electrodes are afforded the In the case of gauges intended for measurements in
greatest possible protection during mounting of the unit. gaseous media, the serious effects of perturbation of the

(ow around the gauge' can be minimized by surrounding(Elements of this type have also been mounted in the gauge element with a streamlined housing or bafflethreaded inserts which can be screwed into the wall of a of suitable shape and proportions. Various aspects of
container in which pressure variations are to be studied.) this design problem arc still under investigation in

Gauges of this design have been used to measure pres- several laboratories.
sure, impulse, and energy flux in waves ranging in
amplitude from 0.5 to 100,000 lb./in. C. Coeirg c! Gauges

It was originally feared that the introduction of the After the gauge elemet is assembled and mounted, it
metal central tab might tend to introduce spurious me- is necessary to apply a waterproof coating, since contact
chanical oscillations on the pressure-time records. How- with even minute quantities of moisture results in lo'
ever, there has so far been no evidence of the presence of gauge resistance with consequent impairment of the low
oscilations more serious than those ordinarily observed fue resp onse
with gauges of earlier design which were not provided Nuersconecwith central tabs. Numerous coating techniques have been tested by the

iTh central tab. prnUER. group, and only a few have proved satisfactory.The central tab principle is also vitally important be The most useful method has been the application of a

cause of the strength it gives the completed unit,
particularly where measurements are to be made in ' J. K. L. MacDonald and S. A. Schaaf, "On the estimation of

perturbations due to flow around blast gauges," OSRD Report
gaseous media in which stresses caused by the ex- 170o.6,9.
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thin, tight winding of high grade rubber tape over a thin preventing serious pyroelectric interference from changes
layer of rubber cement such as Bostik 292 (BB Chemical in ambient temperature and changes due to temperature
Company, Cambridge, Massachisetts). rise of the gas on adiabatic compression in the shock

Where the cable or other mounting is rigid (as in the wave.
case of copper tube cables), successful coatings have
been obtained by dipping the unit several times into a V. TRANSIENT RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
molten mineral wax (such as Zophar Mills C276) and OF GAUGES
allowing a thin wax coating to be built up. ;A. High Frequency Response

Successful, but fairly bulky coatings have been ob-
tained by cold-molding of Thiukol (Minnesota Mining We shall first analyze the effect of the geometrical
and Manufacturing Company). Molding in plastics has size of the gauge upon the fidelity of its peak pressure

reading.
(1) Frequency response. Assume a simplified ideal

ctse in which the gauge is represented by a circular disk
of radius a, and negligible th'ckness, and assume the
gauge to be oriented edgewise to the diection of propa-
gation of a sinusoidal standing wave P0 cos(2rx/,),
where x is the distance from an axis through the center
of the gauge and X is the wave-length.

If c is the velocity of propagation, it is readily shown,
by integration over the surface of the gauge, that

A R (f)=2J,(2rfa/c)/(2fa/c), (1)

wheref is the frequency of the standing wave, JI(2,rfa/c)
is Bessel's function of the first kind, index one, and

n* @R(J) is response of the gauge, iefined as the ratio of the
actual maximum force it experiences to the ideal maxi-

aw 4S. mum force given by the product of Po and the gauge
'J c m area. R0") is plotted as a function of afic in Fig. 3. It is

seen that the response falls to zero at the frequency
-f0 0.616/a.

At higher frequencies the response undergoes suc-

cessive reversals of phase and gradual decay. It should
Fic. 2. Stages of construction of single-ended tourmaline blast k,'noted that ordinary steady-state response measure-

gauges. ments are insensitive to phase, and the negative portions
1-Raw tourmaline crystal. Cuts are made perpen- of the curve would be measured os positive. This

dicular to the principa! (Z) axis. rectified form is indicated by the dashed curve of Fig. 3.
2-Slab of tourmaline before dicing.
3-Dicing tool (periphery charged with diamond dust). As a numerical example, the response in water of a
4-Tourmaline slabs cemented to glass plate for dicing gauge 12.6 mm in diameter will be half its static value at

operation.
5-Stacking of disks and central tab. (Silver electrodes a frequency of about 60 kc/iec, and zero at a frequency

have been applied.) of about 100 kc/sec.
6-Element after being sweated together in oven. A number of gauges were calibrated for the UERL
7-High lead comnecting intermediate pairs of faces. group by the Columbia University Underwater Sound
8-Center conductor of cable.
9-Brass tube. Reference Laboratories, the frequency-respon. curves

10-Special lead-sheathed microphone uable. being obtaincd at ic .l°'"h . ,,ing th ,' ii'e to
11I-Various sizes of gauges which have been constructed. __-1 --

Diameters,!eftto right: IJ,1, , ,andJlin. (i-and pick up the signal of a standard projector previously
i-in. gauges are used for underwater measurements). calibrated by means if the reciprocity principle. A

12-Central tab soldered to brass tube. comparison of the theoretical calculation with experi-
13-Latex edge insulation.14-P ainted silver shield providing contact between mental results is given iT, Fig. 4, and it is seen that the

outer faces and ground, two are in generally good agreement. The hump in'the
experimental record for Gauge 5A53 has the charac-

been unsuccessful because of the brittleness and poor teristic appearance of a mechar.ical resonance and is
adhesion of thin layers of these substances. Moldi )L" in probably due to a cantilever vibration of this particular
rubber has proved impractical because the accompany- gauge on its 5-in. length of copper tube cable.
ing high temperatures dam-ige the gauge elements. (2) Step response. If a gauge is to be used for transient

In air or other gaseous media the coating serves an pressure measurements, it is desirable to analyze its
additional important purpose in that it provides a meas- performance in terms of its response to simple forms of
'ire of thermal insulation to the crystal element, thus traveling wave. The simplest useful case is that of a step
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I,. 
'°  

- . .the response of a circular gauge is shown tc be,

1 f0, _.when 1<-aic
I I#r[- (sine coso)/r- (a/3rcO)
iI St)= =1 X (3 sin0-30 cos4--sin30), (5)
-, I when -a/c<t<a/c

- :L1-i/0, when t> a/c

where, as before, 4 = cosl(- ct/a).
The saw-tooth response of Eq. (5) is plotted in Fig.

- - as a function of /O for various values of the ratio a/cO.
If this ratio is less than about %, the maximum response

0- lies very nearly on the true response curve and is lower
than the true maximum by the fraction a/c0. The time

" ,, -I--- required for the gauge to give the maximum response is
, very nearly the crossing time 2a/c. As a numerical ex-

Ftc. 3. Frequency response of a circular gauge of radius a ample, consider a gauge 12.6 nim in diameter used to
oriented edge-on to an advancing pressure wave. (f is frequency, record a shock wave in water having a decay constant
and c is velocity of wave propagation.) 0 = 400 Asec. The time to cross the gauge is 8.4 sec. and

the indicated peak pressure will be approximately one
pressure of value P0, traveling with velocity c parallel to percent low. If a gauge is to record a shock wave having
the faces of the disk. If the pressure discontinuity is at 0=.50 Asec. with less than one percent error in peak
xfO at time tr-, and the gauge of radius a has its pressure, its diameter should not exceed 1.5 mam.
center at x= 0, the response of the gauge, R(t), is readily The be.havior of the saw-tooth response suggests that
shown from geometrical considerations to be given by: a measured value of peak pressure for a wave similar to

r0 when I< -al a saw-toth in form could be corrected for the effect of
R)= sin whn()gauge size in either of two ways: (1) by adding a fractionj(€-sncos4)/., when -a/c<1 <a/c, (2) (a/c)/(i-a/cO)of themaximum response to this value;.Li., when t>a/(2) by extrapolating the initial -iecay of the response

where back an interval a/c along the time scale, determined
either from the measured radius a or from the measured0- COS-z(-ct/'). )

Equation (2) is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of ct/a. t .:, TIM

From the symmetry, it is evident that the area under -% -6 . . .- 9 , -.
the response curve is the same as the area under the
ideal curve if the integration is carried, from -a/c to
times greater than +a/c. The interval 2a/c is obviously .
the time required for the pressure wave to cross the -,V.--.1,l
gauge. For a 1 2.6-mm diameter gauge in water, this Q * - z ,Jf~

crossing time is 8.4 psec. It is apparent that a gauge of . '.
diameter 2a cannot be expected to give very detailed ... ,
information about pressure changes occurring in time 2 1".' ......

intervals of 2a/c or less. I
(3) Response to saw-tooth wavc. The response of a -' , • I

circular gauge to other nrbitr ry fnrnia of transient ran 0.~ W. _W"~r.
in principle be obtained either from Eq. (2) for the step N I I',

response by use of the superposition theorem or from
Eq. (1) for frequency response by use of the Fourier
integral theorem. Tn many cases the practical difficulties
of the calculations are cons'iderable, and answers in "''1'-~

closed form involving evaluated functions are not ob-
tainable. In the special case of the type of wave en- PO .' "" "'"".
countered in shock-wave measurements, however, the U...., . ....
nature of the response can be adequately illustrated by N 1 s..
assuming a saw-tooth shape. If the incident wave is 4 I....

given by, , 10o

F0 when / Fio. 4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical frequency
P(X , we .<x/c (4) response curves for two gauges. (Experimcntal calibrations per-

(P0[I- (1/[)(t-x/c)], when t> x/c formed in sinusoidal acoustic field.)
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-- -provides adequate correction for amplitude effects up to
, --- . about 10 to 15 percent, but then begins to show serious

---- - - departures from observed values. It has also been foundI, " empirically that the gauge radius a which must be used
in the thery is not the radius of the element alone, but

"-- -- rather the radius of the coi.plei gauge including coating
material.

V I I B. Interference Effect
S. -- -- -- -- The analysis of the effect of gauge size on transient

./ - responseneglected any disturbance of the pressure wave
due to pr'nence of the gauge in the field. Actually, of
course, the gauge material is a medium through which

." 1sound waves can be transmitted. As L result, one can
.-- '-expect interference effects due to repeated internal re-

.a,. . flections of the incident wave at the interfaces of the
Fo. 5. Response of a puge of radius a to a prt.ssive step wave crystal. This would have roughly the character of a

of veoity C. damped saw-tooth oscillation. The frequency of this
oscillation cannot be calculated accurately, but it is

time required for the gauge to give maximum response, probably of the order of 100 kc/sec. for the types of
this time being theoretically e-4ual to 2a/c. gauges described in this paper.

The validity of such a correction involves the as- In order to examine the effect of interference on re-
sumptions that distortion due to diffraction effects dies sponse of an actual gauge, we might consider a circular
out sufficiently rapidly not to affect the curve after the disk in either of two orientations: face-on and edge-on to
maximum, and that the true pressure curve is suffi- the approaching pressure front. The Coulomb sensitivity
ciently simple for a linear decay law to be a good ap- of a disk of tourmaline depends only on the face area,
proximation. It is reasonable, however, to expect that not on the thickness, and, as a result, the travel time is
any diffraction effects will have the general character of obviously minimized and the natural frequency highest
damped transient oscillations about the gradual rise as if a thin disk is oriented face-on. It is to be expected,
the gauge is covered by the advancing wave and should however, that Bernoulli effects4 will be much less if the
not be significant after the gauge is covered. Whether or same disk is edge-on.
not the pressure curve is sufficiently simple to be repre- To the extent that a single very thin disk is practical,
sented by a straight line or smooth curve, depends, of ;-c face-on orientation may appear preferable because of
course, on experimental conditions. Unless appreciable the inherently higher frequency characteristic. In actual
interference or reflections are combined in the resultant practice there is a limit to the thinness possible, and in
wave, the corrected maximum pressure may well be used the interest of greater sensitivity, it is desirable to con-
as a significant measure of the wave. struct a gauge from a pile of disks; thus multiplying the

This principle has been extensively applied by the effective area and sensitivity and obtaining a better
UERL group in the interpretation of underwater shock electrical ard mechanical design. Under such circum-
wave records and the estimation of true peak pressures stances the face-on orientation would have much larger
under conditions where the gauge size introduced ap- interference oscillations than the edge-on orientation
preciable error. It was found that the simplified theory and comparable transit time and flow effects.

II /
Fz~zI-- - - ->- -

-Flo. 6. Resnonse of a gauge of
/,'. "" -radius a to a progressive saw-tooth
"- I wave of decay constant * and

-- --- --- --- velocity c. Solid line represents
incident wave. Dotted curves show

----- -.. ., -response for various values of a ce.

_w " Ve

.--- /IMI/
.." .. *': -' I ------ - - -

S4 @l -J - *J• 0.5 65 0. O, U
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Comparing the two possibilities, one might expect the temperature changes in the surroundf! '1 v-um or
edge-on gauge to have a much smoother rise in response from radiation such as sunlight, explosion, flashes etc..-
to a step pressure, taking a longer time, but approaching The first effect has been shown to be negligible by
the true curve more smoothly. Experimental tests have Keys.' The second effect depends upon the amount of
roughly indicated this state of affairs, and practical ex- beat developed external to the crystal and the rate at
perience has also shown that records obtained with which it can raise the crystal temperature by thermal
gauges in the edge-on orientation give about as much conduction or radiation.
usable high frequency resolution as face-on gauges and The pyroelectric sensitivity of tourmaline is such that
are much cleaner and easier to analyze empirically, a change in temperature of I °C produces a charge

euivalent to that developed by a pressure change of 200
lb./in.. In liquid media, hnwever, the pressure wave

(1) Internal impedance. Although a piezoelectric durat'ons are usually very short, and although the
crystal under ideal conditions develops a potential differ- adiabatic temperature change of the liquid is appreci-
ence between its faces which persists as long as a force is able, a gauge can hardly undergo more than a s-mall
applied to it, in practical use unavoidable leakage re- fraction of the ultimately possible temperature cho.nge
sistance and input resistance of recording equipment during such intervals, particularly in view of the
afford conduct;Tg paths by which the piezoelectric thermal insulation afforded by the gauge coating.
charge is gr.dually neutralized. As a result, the response In gaseous mcdia, however, radiation effects, temper-
to applied pressure falls off as the rate of change of ature changes due to adiabatic compression of the
pressure decreases. The electrical properties of a piezo- medium, and effects due to variations of ambient tem-
electric crystal are represented with sufcient accuracy perature become very much more pronounced. Special
for the present discussion by an e.m.f., Vo, proportional care must be taken to provide adequate thermal insula-
to applied pressure, in series with the capacitance, Co, of tion by using coatings of sufficient thickness for the
the crystal. In actual use the gauge will be shunted by particular application. Excessive thickness of coating,
lead capacitance C and leakage or other resistance R. however, has be'n found to affect the gauge properties

The response of such a circuit to a step pressure Po is a by introducing spurious oscillations and other unde-
negative exponential: sirable e2.ects, and a suitable compromise must be found

V.-[KA/(C+Co)JPe - 'li, (6) in difficult cases. Radiation effects can largely be pro-
tected, against by the use of a bright coating, such aswhere V1- terminal voltage; KA , gauge sensitivity ex- silver paint, on the outside of the gauge.

pressed as charge developed per unit pressure change; The longer the duration of the signal being measured,
and r-R(C+Co). the more difficult it becomes to combat interference due

From Eq. (6) it ;s et'ident that the response in the to pyroelectric effect, and thus the applicability of the
limit of low frequencies or long times approaches zero. tourmaline gauge is more severely limited by its
The useful lower limit is obviously increased by in- pyroelectric sensitivity than by the other natural
creasing the time constant r. Therefore the inpul limitations of input impedance, time constant, and
impedance and other resistances represented by R piezoelectric sensitivity.
should be made as large as other considerations (for
example, amplifier stability) permit. Likewise, the time VL REQUIREMENTS Or ASSOCIATED
constant can also be increased by use of larger values of RECORDING EQUIPMENT
C. (In practically all applications Co<(C, and increase of Detailed discussions relative to the design and con-
crystal capacitance would have no appreciable effect struction of oscillographic recording equipment and
on T.) cables for use with piezoelectric gauges will be found

Unfortunately: an increase in the value of the adding X & 7 ! ,'- the pu.rose he" to dc, briefly
capacity C reduces the output voltage by the same pro- only certain requirements of such equipment which are
portion. If one is limited in allowable gauge sensitivity intimately associated with the selection and use of the
by high frequency considerations or by low pressure piezoelectric gauges themselves.
amplitudes, improvement of low frequency charac- From the foregoing considerations, it is obvious that
teristics in this way requires increased sensitivity of the the low fequency characteristics of an amplifier should
recording system. The best solution in difficult situations be such that its over-all time constant is long relative to
requires a compromise between gauge size, resistance of the duration of the phenomenon being recorded. In ex-
the circuit, and sensitivity of the recorder. treme cases this might require a d.c. amplifier. Input

(2) Pyroelectric effect. A second factor that may
affect the low frequency response of a piezoelectric I D. A. Keys, Phil. Mag. 46, 999 (1923).

4.Cole, Stacey and Brown, "Electrical instruments for study of
gauge is the development of charge as a result of temper- underwater e posions and other transient phenomena," OSRD
ature changes in the crystal. Such charges can arise Report No. 698; NDRC No. A-30.
either directly from increased temperature due to K. Fraenkel, "Apparatus for measurement of air-blast

pressures by means of piezoelectric gauges," OSRD Report No.adiabatic compression of the crystal, or, indirectly, from 6251; NDRC No. A-373.
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-__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _

Fo. 7. Amplifier error vs.

"Oomittances 0 for incident waves
of various a. (See teA- for ex-

a d .. planation of notation.)

,.-

impedance can generally be made sufficiently high by shock -wave. Thus the total error introduced by the
use of cathode follower preamplifiers. combined effects of gauge size and amplifier high fre-

The situation with respect to high frequency require- quency response is:
ments is slightly more complex in that a certain amount E-A+-i2 (16)
of high frequency distortion is unavoidably present be- with respect to the incident shock wave peak pressure.
cause of the geometry of the gauge. (This effect was thgre7i t tepini n ock wave sule
computed for some simple wave forms in Section V.) Figure 7 is a representation of Eq. (9) which should

In general, therefore, the demand upon amplifier re- prove useful in estimating error due to a given frequency
sponse will be conditioned by the gauge response, and a response for various gaug conditions or for design
useful quantitative calculation can be made for the purposes where one seeks to find the frequency response
special case of steep-fronted waves, where high frequency necessary to keep the error below a certain selected limit.considerations are most important. The problem of calibrating piezoelectric gauges is a

We assume that a saw-tooth wave is incident at the vital one, involving rather highly specialized instru-
gauge and that the shape of the signal reaching the ments and techniques. Owing to fairly recent develop-
amplifier can be represented to a first approximation by ments in the field, calibration will be discussed in a
a linear rise to a peak value followed by a linear decay, separate papcr at some future date.
i.e.: VII. ACKNOWLBDGMZNTS

.when I<0
F(S) - Sly when 0<1<'f, (7) The knowledge and experience upon which this report

I- (1-)/0 when > -r is based could not have been accumulated were it not for
the cooperative effort of a large number of individuals

where 9 is the decay constant of the wave and y = 2a/c, who participated in the work of the Underwater Ex-
the transit time of the shok wave across the gauge. plusives Research ,  .borator.. The authrs are plea .

The step response of the amplifier is assumed to have to acknowledge in particular the significant contribu-
the form: tions of Professor E. B. Wilson, Jr., Dr. W. D. Kennedy,

R(),= i-' 1 '. (8) Dr. W. G. Schneider, Dr. A. M. Shanes, and Dr. W. E.
Eapressing the above relations in terms of dimension- Gordon, and regret that space does not permit a more

tern parameters with 0 as the scaling factor (amy/O, adequate identification of the contributions of each
0m/). and applying the superposition integral, it is individual to the fundamental understanding of the use
shown that: and dezign of piezoelectric gauges. Much credit for de-

velopment of techniques of construction of the pre!-ntAx -0 inDl+ (I --- '/AI], (9 gauge design is due Professor C. Frondel of the Depart-
where A represents the fractional error introduced by ment of Mineralogy, Harvard University. Earlier con-
the amplifier in reproducing the peak of the applied struction techniques were developed by Dr. D. Silver-
function, F(t). F(f), however, already contains an error man and Mr. H. M. Lang of the Stanolind Oil and Gas
a/2, with respect to the peak pressure of the incident Company.
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NAVAL ODNANOR LABORATORY MEORANDUM 10467

14 November 1949

prom: Otto Meier, 7r. (83)

To: 0. No Rartmana (a)

Via: 3. Swift, Xr. (sm)

Subject: A Study of Piezoelectric Gauge Cable Termination.
(Task NOL37-Re2c-3-1).

Abstract: This memorandum gives data resulting from a study of the simple
R-C cable compensation network developed by Lmpeon. Calculations
and measurements are included for both the steady-state and step-
transient response of the cable and termination. The steady-state
response of a specified length of cable having known values of
characteristic impedance and total capacitance can be predicted
from these data, for wide ranges of terminating resistance and
capacity. The corresponding step-transient response can also
be predicted. For examle, it is found that the initial overshoot
of the transient response can be eliminated entirely by the
proper choice of terminating resistance.

Foreword: The data and conclusions presented here are primarily for the use
of the Explosives Di; i.!on, but should be generally useful in the
selection of the best values of piezoelectric gauqe cable terminating
resistance and capacity to be used with specifiwd lengths of any
cable having known constants. The interpretations heroin are those
of the author and are not necessarily views of the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory.

Refsr (a) ORD 4561; "The Use of 3leorical Cable with Piezoelectric
Gauges", R. H. Cole; 12 Decomber 1944.

(b) 0StD 1179, (kDRC Memo. A-63m); "Cable Compensation for
Pionoelectric Gauges", C. W. Lampoon; 18 'nteiry 19,13,

Incls: (A) Plate 2; CGlculated Steady-State Cable Response, Terminating
Capacity Equal to Cable Capacity.

(B) Plate ); Calculated Steady-State Cable Response, Terminating
Capacity Two Times Cable Capacity.

(C) Plate 4; Cao.oulated Steady-State Gable Response, Terminating
Capaciy Four Times Cable Capacity.

(D) Plate 5; Calculated Steady-State Cable Response, Terminating
Capacity Six Times 0able Capacity.

NOLM 10467
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(1) Plate 6; Comparison of Measured and Calculated Steady-State
ReSponse of 955 ft. Simplex Cable with R-C Termination.

(F) Plate 7; Calculated Step-Transient Cable Responses Terminating
Capacity Equal to Cable Capacity.

() ~Plate 8; Calculated 3tep-Transient Cable Response, Terminating
Capacity Two Times Cable Capacity.

(R) Plate 9; Calculated Step-Transient Cable Response, Teminating
Capacity ?our Times Cable Capaoity.

(z) Plate 10; Calculated Step-Transient Cable Response, Terminating
Capacity Biz Times Cable Capacity.

(3) Plate 11; Oscilloafe of Step-Transient Response of Lampoon
Compensation N~etwork,

The R-0 TseM&ation Circuit

1. The circuit dealt with here is the simple compensation network
developed by Lampoon (see reference b), It Is shown in Plate 1. Double -
ended compensation t not considered here because of the Inconvenience of
placing compensation aetwork components at the gauge location in practical
underwater field work. Moreover, the simple single-ended compensation network
yields superior initidl peak response and can be adjusted for satisfactory
steady-state and transient response characteristios.

cc R~

Plate 1. Lampoon Compensation Network.

The notation is that given in reference (a). The cable is assumed to be ideal
in the calculations, so that losses due to series resistance and shunt conduct-
ance are negleted. The cable constants are the characteristic impedance R
and the 'capacity C of the total cable length. The voltage Vo and the small
capacity Go represent the gaugge tusud at the input end of the c Tle, The
terminating resistance R2 is given as k times the characteristic impedance R
of the cable. The terminating capacity C is given as a times the cable
capacity C for the total cable length. TRo output voltage is Vt.

2. All calculations and measurements are for single-ended circuits.
In applioations where double-ended or push-pull circuits are involved, the
data presented here refer to one side only of the double-ended circuit, which

-2- NOIX 10467
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is assumd to be symetrioal. In partioular, where twin coaxial Cables
are employed, the values given here apply to one ooaxial line only of the
twia coaxial oable.

stoady-State Renonse oalulaioS.

3. The steady-stftte response of the network of' Plate 1 is given by

() Vt
0 a7$ n W 1 4 i ,m R 0 ) ) .0 m 0 0 o 8 R o w

%here ). 21rf and f is the frequency in oyolos per
second. This is a oomplez expression and the absolute
value Is used in the oaloulations.*

As cO approaches zero, the limiting value of Eq. (1)
becomes

(2) , 1 
0oVo I F O '. m) 0 02

The response of the system at a given frequency
relative to the limiting response at low frequencies
is expressed as a relative amplitude which is obtained
by dividnag the absolute value of Eq. (1) by Eq. (2).
Henoce

(3) ]Relative ala
amplitude sin ROW (14 ib no) #MoosI l RO .t , N a) ,+ m o s t

The raelnttvo ampl1tui@ee are plotted as ordinates in Plates 2, It
4 and 5, against values of 1ca as abscissas. The use of the quantity Ro
permits the application of these curves to any cable of known values of R
and C. The curves are therefore not liaited to a particular type of cableII I

It is to be noted that this expression is somewhat more general than
sq. (7) of reference (a) because of the use of the constants k and m.
Moreover, Eq. (7) of reference (a) contains an error in the denominator,
where the quantity given as iFC2 W should read 1.R20 20.

3 NOWM 10467
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as would be the case it frequenoy wer plotted along the axis of abscissas.
Thus If the cable has a characteristic Impedance of 50 ohm, a capacity of
30 Acramierotarads per toot, a length of 1000 feet, and if the frequency of
interest is 100 kc, the numerical value of Mb) Is 0.942. Then for a 2
the curves of Plate 3 are used, and for k a I a value of 1.16 is obtained
for the relative aplitude corresponding to the value of 0.942 for RMW.

The calculated steady-state cable response as given by the
relative amplitude from Eq. (3) i plotted in Plate 2 for m a 1, and for
k a 0. 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4. 1milar curves are plotted in Plates 3, 4, and
5 for m a 2, 4, and 6 respectively.

4. From Eq. (2) it can be seen that greater sensitivity of the
overall recording system can be achieved by using smaller values c.? the
termieting capacity 02. This corresponds to the use of smalle.r values of
m and hence greuter ou put voltage Vt In Eq. (2). A value of m a 2 has
been used successfully in field work and the use of m a 1 will rive even
greater gignal response. It is to be noted that after the value of m has
been chosen, the corresponding value of k to be used will be determined by
both the steady-state and transient responses desired. For example, for
m a 2, from Plate 3, the use of k w I will give a steadt-state relative ampli-
tude of 1.62 for Mw.a 2, but from Plate 8, the initial overshoot of the
transient response will be on the order of 50 percent. As shown by Plate 8,
this initial overshoot can be eliminated entirely by using k , 2 with m s 2,
but the corresponding steady-state relative response from Plate 3, will be
reduced from 1.62 to 0.82 for WO a 2.

5. From Plates 2, 3, 4 and 5 it can be seen that If resonances are
to be avoided in the steady-state response, the value of ROW must not be
appreciably greater than 2. Since C is proportional to the cable length and
since w, a 2Ff, this condition places unper limits on the length of cable
which may be used with a recording system capable of transmitting a given
rane of frequencies. For example a special Simplex twin coaxial cable has
a capacity of 30.5 mioromiorofarads per foot end a characteristic impedance
of 50.4 ohms for one of the twin coaxial lines. Fur an upper frequency of
200 ka, the value of C is 31,600 micromicrofarads; hence the cable length
should not exceed 1037 feet.

6. From Plates 2, 3, 4 and 5 it can also be soon that various
desired degrees of steady-state ompensation can be realized by suitable
choices of m and k, after the lengt. of cable to be used has been specaifed,
For example, using 7(0 feet of the sme special Simplex twin coaxial cable,
and for an upper frequency of 200 kc, a value of 1.35 is obtained for ROW .
Then for this value of ROW and for m a 2, the Ourses of Plate 3 indicate
a relative amplitude of 1.32 for k a 1, and by interp~olation a relative ampll-
tude of 1.14 for k x 1.25. The particular degree of oopensation desired,
and hence the relative amplitude desired, will of course be determined by the

- - "2 110467
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limitations imposed by the steadiy-state frequency response characteristics
of the other components of the overall recording system.

SteadymmState Response Maueeta

7. Measuremnts were made usinj one coatxial line of a 955 - root
length of the special Simplex twin coaxial polyethylene cable for comparison
with the calculated ourvon or Plates 2, 3, 4 and 5. Plate 6 is typical of
the results obtained.

The input signal Vo was taken from a cathode-follower output
amplifier of low output resistance, The signal sources used to supply this
amplifier were a General Radio Type 605-B Standard Signal Generator and a
Hewlett Packard Model 2000 Audio Oscillator. T~or thim input capacity C(0. a
100 miorouitorofarad capacitor was used to represent the pluzoeleotrio gauge.
The input voltage V and the output voltage V~were measured by a Hewlett
Packard Model 4000 ;TWM The input voltage V0I was held constant at 5 ras
volts* The measured characteristic impedance of one of the twin oeaxiftl
lines of the cable was 50.4 ohms. The measured capacity of one of the
coaxial lines wasn 30.46 miorcaierotarads per foot.

In Plate 6 the calculated curve was obtained by using Sq. (3).
At the higher frequencies the calculated curve exhibits sharper resonance
peaks or greater magnitude than those of the measured curve, This Is
because Eq. (3) wee derivedi trcm the theory of an Ideal cable in which the
series resistance loss and the dielectric loss are neglected. When
allowance Is made for the attenuation resulting from these losses, the

measured and calculated curves are In good agreement.

stel-ianhient amsonso Oalculatinn

so Vollowing the mathewatical procedure Sleveloped in reference (a)
It can be shown that for the network of Plate 1 the first two terms In the
equation for the transient response to an applied step voltage V.~ are

(4) tt * * i O

t 1: RO

+ 2(k-1) Te 14-R 2 *

(1*k) 2mr (T4k)

t V 3RC

5 NOWM 10467
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Zn this ozpression, t is the time In seconds end all other quantities are
the same as previously defined. This expression is a general one for the
step-transient response or the network of Plate Is It covers the "oetal
oases considered in roferenob (a)*.

%n Eq. (4) the time required for a signal applied to the Input
of the cable to travel the length of the cable is given by the transit
time RD, Konee the value of the response at the output of the cable is
zero for all values of time rom t a 0 to t a M. The first term of Eq. (4)
represents the direct signal at the output after one trip along the cables
The second term af Sq. (4) represents the reflected sienal at the output
after it has been reflected from the output end and again from the input
end of the cable and has therefore mde three trips along the cadles Thus
for values of tine between R0 Ad 311 the transient response is calculated
by using only the first term of Eq. (4), and fto values of time between
3W and 510 the transient response is oloulated by using botr.. terms of
Eq. (4).

In the ideal case, the perfect response to an applied step
voltage V would be a constant response equal to the final value of the
response for all values of time greater than t a M . Tn the actual case
of the network of Plate 1 a high-impedence gauge represented by Vo and 0o
to connected to a low-impedance cable and the transient response will
oscillate about the final value and will be attenuated because of the
cable losses. The magnitude of the initial response at time t a M and
the magnitude of the oscillations can be varied by proper selection of the
teriating resistance and capacity.

Ihe final vaue of the transient response can not be obtained
from to terms ot Sq. (4), However, sines the final value of the step-
tre.ient resq... after a long thmo has elapsed to equal to tie st..4y-
"tase respose as the frequenoy approaches zero, it can be f'ound from Sq. (2).

Hence the relative amplitude of the step-transiAen response wae
btained by dividing the calculated values of Eq. (4) by Sq. (2). alulated

values of the relative amplitude of the step-translent cable response are
plotted in Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 for time values from sero to 510 and for the
Rse ranges of values of terminating resistance and capacity as were used for

Oe oalOulated values of the steady-state response.

- It is to be noted that several errors ooomw in the nerioal constants
In Sq. (6) of reference (a) as published, for the special ORR%
oonsidered there. The correct values of these numerical constants are
given by Eq. (4) of this report.

-6- NMX 1467
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9. From Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 it can be seen that the amount of
the initial overshoot (or "undershoot") of the step-translent responsis
depends on the value of the terminating resistanoe R2 employed with a
constant vrilue of terminating capacity C2* The amount of this initial
overshoot (or "undershoot") is particularly important in the faithful
recording of an applied stop signal and hence also in the faithful recording
of an applied exponentially decaying signal having an initial rise time
approaching, zero. For example in Plate 8 for m - 2, the calculated initial
value of the relative amplitude for k u 0 is 3.00 and therefore does not
appear on the scale of Plate 8. This can be oalld an overshoot of 200
percent, As the value of k Is increased for m constant, this overshoot
decreases, beconmes zero for a particular value of k, and then becomes an
"undershoot". Plate I Indicates an initial overshoot of 20 percent for
k a 1.5, 9 percent for k a 1.75, zero percent for k a 2, and an initial
"undershoot* oif 25 percent for kc a 3 (corresponding to a rslat lye amplitude
of 0.75 for k a 3). Similar results are plotted in Plates 7, 9, and 10.

From lqs. (4) and (2) it can be shown that there will be zmo
overshoot (and also zero "undershoot") whenever k and a are selected to
satisfy the condition.

(5) k, 2 A
a

10. Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 also indicate the magnitude of the oscilla-
tions existing for time values up to t a 51O. In general the oscillations
are less in magnitude for those values of k and L which result in little or
no overshoot. Hence for the optimum step-transient response for a given
value of m, it in desirable to select a value of k which will yield little or
no overshoot and therefore a re-Auced magnitude of oscillations.

Ster-Tran sent Response Osoillopas

ll. An experim~ntal verification of the results indicated by the
calculated step-transient responue curves of. Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 Tos
obtained by an ooillographic study usLg the same 955 ft length of special
Simplex twin-coaxial cable as was used for the steady-state asurementso
Typical osoillograms for m a 2 and various values of k are shown in Plate 11.

To obtain the osoillograms, a 10 ko sine wave from a ltewlett
Packard Model 200 G Audio Oscillator was supplied to a Hewlett Packard Model
210A Square Wave Generator which was operated single ended. Since the
output Impedance of the square wave generator was 500 ohms from one side to
ground, a 50 ohm resistor was connected across the output terminal* so that
the test wave form woluld be obtained from a low.-Impedanoe source. The output
of the square wave generator was applied to the cable through an input
capacity C0 of 100 sioromiorofarads. One coaxial line of the 955 ft Simplex
twin coaxial cable was used and was terminated with the compensation network
of Plate 1, using various values of k and m. The output voltage Vt of the

-7 3011 10467
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cable circuit was too small for direct application to the osoillograph
and therefore was applied to the amplifier portion of a Hewlett Paclard
Model 600 C Voltmeter which served as a pro-amplifier for the DuMont Type
248 Cathode-Ray Osoillograph.

Plate 11(a) shows the wave form of the single-ended output of
the sqaare-wave generator when applied directly to the osoillograph. One
period of the 10 ks wave is shown and hence the time base for the complete
wave form shown is 100 microseconds.

Plate 11(b) shows the test wave form after it had passed throuph
the pro-amplifier used with the oscillogreph. This was obtained by passing
the output of the square-wave generator throuch the pre-amplifier only
before reaching the oscillograph. Howevwr the cable with Its termination
was also connected to the output termInals of the square-wave generator to
serve as the normal load on the square-wave generator during this test.

Plate 11(c) for k x 0, m n 2, shows the extreme overshoot of
the initial response and the violent oscillations that continue throughout
the 50 microsecond time interval after the initial response for the case
where the terminatiug resistance is zero. Similar oscillations throughout
the 50 microsecond time interval were obtained for values of m x 1, 4, and
6, with k a 0 in each case.

Plate 11(d) for k a 1, m a 2, shows an initial overshoot of
approximately 30 percent. The corresponding calculated curve of Plate 8
predicts an initial overshoot of 50 percent. The curve of Plate 8 also
indicates the oscillations to be expected out to time t a 5RO, but yields
no information after tUis time value because only two term were retained
in the series expansion for the relative amplitude. Plate 11(d) shows
oscillations in close apreement with the calculated curve out to time
t a 5RC. and also indicates that the oscillations are completely damped
out after time t o 5RO. ?or Plate 11 the test length of 955 feet of
special Simplex twin coaxial cable has a transit tine RC of 1.47 microseconds.
Since the initial response occurs at time t a WC, the oscillations predicted
by Plate 8 and obtained by measurement in Plate 11(d) exist over a time
interval from t a RO to t w 5R0 or for 5.88 microseconds. This time interval
can readily be identified In Plate 11(d) when it is remembered that th" time

base shown after the initial response is 50 microseconds.

Plate 11(e) for k x 1.5, m 2, shows a greatly r-4 uocd initial
overshoot which is not greater than 10 percent This is to be compared with
a 20 percent overshoot predicted by Plate 8. The oscillations are again
evident for a time interval corresponding to the calculated ittorval of
5.88 microseconds, after which they are compietely damped.

Plate 11(f) for k a 2, m w.2, shows the complete elimination of
the initial overshoot. Indeed ka "undershoot" on the order of 10 perocen
can be sen. This compares with zero overshoot predicted by Plate 8. The
osoillatioas again exist only during the 5.88 adcroseconO. time interval out

to t a 5RC.

-8 - NX 10467
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Plate 11(g) for k a 3, m . 2, clearly shows an "undershoot"
for the initial response. The initial response is on the order of 8O percent
of that of the test wave form of Plate 11(b). This can be called an
"undershoot" of 20 percent and is to be compared with an "undershoot" of
25 percent predicted by Plate 8. The oscillations again exist only during
the 5.88 microsecond tim interval out to t = 5RC.

These oscillograms thus provide a very satisfactory confirmation
of the txalsient response predicted by the calculated step-transient response
curves of Plate 8. Similar confirmations were cbtained for all other values
of terminating capacity considered in Plates 7, 9, and 10.

12. From these results, selection of the most suitable cable termina-
ting network may be redo to satisfy various experimental requirements.
Reference to these results should facilitate the determaLation of the optimum
values of terminating network constants to be employed whenever modifications

oto the recording equipment are considered.

Otto Meier, Ir.
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PLATE!I

(a) SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR (b) SQUARE WAVE AS ALTERED
OUTPUT, 10 KG. BY PRE-AMPLIFIER. USED

AS 10 KG TEST WAVE FORM,

(cOUTPUT RESPONSE (d) OUTPUT RESPONSE (o)OUTPUi RESPONSE

ko0 .klmx2 I-,m 2

(f) OUTPUT RESPONSE (g)OUTPUT RESPONSE
0'2, m*2, k*3, ms2

OSCILLOGRAMS OF STEP-TRANSIENT RESPONSE
OF LAMPSON COMPENSATION NETWORK
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AB STRACT

In the Bureau of Ordnance the damaging effect of

underwater wean~ons Is at present measured by piston gouge.

Since the difference In oesk-nressure and Imn~ulse between the

better explosives Is only of the order of 60%, It Is Important

to !-Pve a rel.iable theory of the gauges which are used to compere

explosives and weapons. Therefore, the theory of piston gouge(,

is considered here. It is now customary to use much a gauge In

the "side-on" orientation, namely, with its pressure-seelstive

fae perpendicular to the face of' the shock. In this nosition

theoretical interpretation of the msaurements Is difficult be-

cocise nf diffraction and rjossible Much reflection. In the som'e

orientatior. t.-ermental dis.persion Is 'Larger than for the "heed-

oTJ" position (where the shock Is incident normally nn the sensitive

faca of the gauge). Henob, in this reoort, the theoryis given

for the head-on orientation, The effect of rarefections emitted

by the recoili~ng pistons on themselves and on each other is cal-

culated. This effect Is small; it~ alters the prepsure by only

a few oereent. On the other hand, the recoil of the front face

of the bloic affects the pistons so much that I~t mskec the head-

on gauge useleps If the block is not thtick. Tnerifnre, the block

shiuld b~e thick; the necessary thl.okness Is estimated here.

Another correction to be conisidered Is due to the Bernoulli effect,
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This may change the prese ure behind a Vieton by a few percen$,

since a piston may reooll with high velocity. Cavitation a-

turbulence are shown to be unimportant in present gnugee '. he

Important affects, namely, recoil of nistons. recoil of block,

and Bernoulli effect can be corrected, exoeDt for an uncertainty

of about 2% in the pressure provided that the gauge l e used in the

head-on position. It Is thus theoretically oreterable to is a

gauge in this ooeition. It, for any rensoi, however, i; g. 1,e

is used In the side-on position, it may be calibrated agatript

head-on gauge.

I

~-U! -
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TABLE OF PR;NgIPAL NOTATION~

A :face of viuton or pistons, also area of niston.

AtA at time, t = 0, als face of niston number 0.

A1: fuace of nieton number 1.

3 face of block In uhioh pistons move.

Bo;; B at time, t z 0.

Co: To - A0 - Boo.

L :length of piston,

M " effective"l mass of tniston and ooprer ball or Toellet.

P ZInlstanataneo0us total nreusure at center of orifice.

Pe: mean value of Incident vressure over face of orifice.

PM: maximum value of Incident oressure at a given Doint.

R =radius of tkiston, also Reynolds number.

Rb=radius of block.

To= Infinite plane contamining A0 and B0

T = A + B v~ Co.

0st acceleration of fluid at surface of T. T can be seceiAied

to A, 2, or 0I b :distance of point from axis of orifice.

o velocity of sound in water.

o : velocity of sound in block.

d :thickness of block.

dv thieltness of effectively infinite, rigid block.

da: thickness of effectively Infinite, soft block.

e zex'rlosion.
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R gauge.

k force constant of coPIer nellet oornected for dynamic strain
rate,

m , Og/Q.
n Q b/20,
n :Instantaneous totl pressure due to Incident wave and wave

thrown back by gauge (minus hydrostatic pressure).

DO: instantaneous pressure of inoirent wave In Pbsenee of gauge

r z ratio of pressure at surface of rigid block to PnQ= a measure
of effect of recoil of block.

r = distance from a point in pressure field to an element of area.

s a distance between centers of two orifices in a gauge.

t * time.

I material velocity of water,

v magnitude of v.

Vb= velocity of block or baffle.

ve 2 material velocity In incident wave.

z % coordinate normal to To, positive in direction of recoil.

ZT= z coordinate of surface T. T mmy be saecialized to A, B, or Co.

e = time-constant of incident vulee, I.e., time e,1qrd for nroaNure
in incident pulse to decay to 1/P th of Its reak value.

0b= Rb/c a diffraction time of block or baffle.

ec= cavitation time.

ed: ?bd/c = damoing time of block.

g = timp ennmtent of gaugo, i.,., time required for gouge to rag1qtte.

el= R/c 2 diffraction time of piston.

es= 2d/Cb time for sound to cross block twice.

- VI -

___________ __________________
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eL=PpL/a = daMping time of piston.

A= reslatance coeffiolent.

1AZ coefficient of viscosity.

* density of water*

ft : density of block.

. :density of niston.

Q angular coordinate.

) * velooity potential.

: velocity potential of nressure field due to explosion.

W : velocity potential or pressure field due to gauge.
d

- VII -
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1. A theory of dianhragm gauges has been developed by Kirk-

wood (1). A theory of piston Raugem has been given by Hilliar

(C) and by Hartmann (3), but their work ignores diffraction.

This report gives a deori',tion of piston gauges which does not

neglect diffraction. A piston gauge is to be interpreted as a

ball-crusher gauge, a Hilliar gauge, or a Hartmann momentum

gauge, and in these calculations there Is no essentlal difference

between them.

£. The essential element of a ball-crusher gauge (Fig. 1) con-

tains a steel piston, one end of which touches a small copper

evhere. The other end of the rieton is exposed to the explosion.

When the shook wave falls on it, the piston is drtven forward

end deforms the ball. The strength of the shock may be measured

by the deformation of the ball. The Hilliar type of gauge is

similar, but it may contain several pistons of different lengths.

Each of these may have a different time of free travel before

striking an anvil and deforming a cylindrical oellet, carried

Fig, I on its front face. The

Hillier gauge supplies in-

OPPER Wt-FR_ formation on the time-7ariation

P 3ON of pressure, sines its pistons

lave different responee times.

Finally, a Hartmann momentum gauge contains a single piston of

such long response time that It may measure the total momentum

~I.
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in a shock. Further details on these gauges are found in

references (P), (4), and (5).

. The theory of the Hillier gauge and the crusher gouge te

given In references (2) and (3), under the aseumtion that the

ece of the riston Is rerpenlicular to the face of the shock,

(Fig. 2). This crientation of the gauge IF here called "side-

on". It Is DosAible that the aDproximations made in referencee

(2) and (M) are fair, but it is difficult to estimate the arl,-

rectione which should be made for them. In nrticular, t:>

diffracting effect of the gauge was not calculated, end the o. L-

bility of *irregular reflection" from the gauge face was neg1sc !el.

These roints will now be donsidered.

1. A side-on shock will cause a wave to be diffractcd fr= 1 -

Fig,_______ lead'Ing corner, C, of the blo.)'-

0 (Fig. P). According to refore;u -s

(P) snd (3) the rresoure on "h

face CD :.e the amme An tn t':. .1.

cident shock (n). According t:

a well-known acoustical raradox, if CD is rigid And the wave

d tfracted from C Is neglected, the nrespure on CD I 2p, In-

denendent of the angle of incidence. 1'riedlsnder (6) has cal-

culpted the actun! nrepcure on CD in the acoustic nurroxlmri.o,

without neglecting the disturbance from C and hes shown that ti.

wave diffracted from C Is a mechanism for reducing the nrepsu;

from 2 to t'ie neighborhood of n, the value which should be

-2-
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norreot for g1lancirng Incidence. Although the preet, e on CD is

nossibly close to n.- as assumed In (2) and (3), It 3ems to be

difficult to estimate It more accurately for the gi gee In current

use,

~.A second neglect in (2) and (3) Is the possi' '.ity of "ir-

regrular or H1ach reflection" (see (7)). Since so-c. led regular

reflection In water ceases at an angleref iriciderc -:'car 65 0for

shocks ,of 300 atmospheres (8), Mac~ reflecticn :,-u; id-on gauges

io also to be expected in the preesur- range whici" nterests 'us.

In fact, the comp~lete extolanation of the doubli~ng rndox referred

to In the previous paragraph may depend upon non-i -ear theory,

e'ven for very weak waves (see von N~eumanin (7), nsg 8)

. In order to avpid the unsolved theoretical r, 'blemis aiasoei-

ateL.. with the side-on orientation, the cese of nor " incidence

to Cok. sidered here. In. this position reflection I regular and

the dif I r'ction problem Is much eaeier. !"here ie Lso extreri-

mental, ab well 6z theoretical, reason for rref err ig the head-on

ore~.-!. sinca dispiraion Is less there than fr the side-on

rosition. Acco t-ding to reference (9), page 20, t standard

deviation Is from, 'S to 30% w'ore In the side-on ora :itation. The

increased disnirsio4 lo iresunmebly due to the Fsan. ',&usest ir-

regular reflection and ".ffraction.

7. The ultimate Droble. Is to Infer the preseu, -time curve

of a shock from the deforms. .:n of eevernl noTry- )elletc. To

do th, vt itoi necessary to kr, lie resoonee of tV tdstons roe-

Donsji-4e for these deforma~tions. 'F'iAs respon-c I d~etermined by

- Adoo e~quilAV IseS
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two conditions. 7trst, the motion o any piston denends on the

Dresesure over its exoosed raoe. Second, and Inversely, the oressure

is a function of the motion or the piston Itself, an well as o the

motions ot all other "nearby" parts of the gauge which recoil.

(A moving element is to be regarded as "nearby" It sound ha4 time

to nome from It hefre the gauge has completely registered.) We

have to exorees the motion as a funetion or the total nressuzs,

and the total pressure as a function of the motion, as weil as

of the Incident Oressure. These two conditions, taken together,

lead to an Integro-differential equation which is characteristic

of this kind of problem, and which is suffllent to determine the

motion of the ciston (nistons).

II. THE PReSsURE FEW_ KM A GAUGE

8. We first exrrese the total oressure as a function of the

motion of the moving parts of the gauge and of the incident

"ressure, unperturbed by thf gauge. The analytical method of

doing this is nrovided by Kirchhoffle theorem. This theorem e-

valuates a solution if the wave equation at any point In an arbi-

trary, closed region in terms of retarded values of the function

itself, and of its space-and time-derivatives on the boundary of

thin roginn, The data required in KXrehhofftu theorem are radundant.

For example, in our oroblem, knowledge of only the rotarded scele-

ration of the fluid over an Infinite vlane is sufficient to determine

the pressure at any point in a certain region on one side of the

plane. In ParagraosI.-. of the appendix the explicit exoression

-4-
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for the nreeeure in term of this information is oplculated trom

Kirchhoff'R theorem.

j. Before giving the adaotatlon of Kirchhoff's theorem Just

mentioned, it is convenient to introduce the following notation.

The surface whieh the gouge n'ementr to the shook consists eas-

eentilly of two rarts: the face, A, of the niston (pistons),

and the face, B, of the block, in which it moves (see Fig. 3).

B may be extended by a battle. A, of course, moves rat;r raoidly

while B moves much more slowly. At the time, t = 0, when the shock

nulse first strikes the gaugo, A is flush with B. Let the infinite

plane containing A and B at t u 0 be TO. At later values of t let

the orojections of A and B on T be
0

A and B. Let the test of T be
0 0 0

A so that
(9.1) To  AO  B + C

0 0 0 0
Let the broken, movIng sufece,

S. A. 5. Co/
WAVE THROWN T, be defined by,BAC K BY GAUGE, ,beeindy .

B, --- G (9.2) T = A & B 4 CO

Then in terms of the surfaces, To And T, the fundamental exnression

for the rresure is (for nroof see anendix, nAregrsnhs . -.

9. 3) n -- 2 -9 J ,(

where
V) total Dressure, excluding hydrostatic rressure,

at any time on the niane To at any point which is

behind the wave front thrown back by the gauge.

De "value of the nressure at this noint if no gauge

were oresent.

-5-
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* density of medium (water) in wh ich gauge Is Irnersed.

dS = element of area on To.

r = distance from d5 to point at which n is evaluated.

o a veloolty of sound in medium (water).

aT = acoeleration of the fluid at the oroJection of d8

on T, the moving surface defined in (9.2).

The integral in (9.3) is to be extended over the inflaite nlane,

To, but the retarded integrand makes it out off at a finite distance.

At the surface of the gauge aT is the acceleration of A or of B.

Elsewhere (Co) it is not directly related to the motion of the gauge;

but in our applications of (9.3) the surface B is usually taken so

large that the integrand vanishes on C0 by retardation. Equation

(9.3) is, therefore, the desired exnreesion for the pressure at any

time on the plane To in terms of the gauge motion and the Incident

pressure. The possibility of having &T instead of ate in the form-

ula for p depends upon the very slight oompresatbility of water

(appendix, paragraph A.)

IQ. The equation (9.) Is, of course, acoustic and anDlicable

only to "weak" shocks. Although the meaning of *weak" is not

entirely clear at oreeent, a shook of 300 atmospheres In water is

probably ell-described by acoustic theory if it Imoinges on the

gauge at normal incidence. When a linear shook of 300 atmoenheres

is reflected from a rigid wall, the acoustic approximation is 3%

too low on neak pressure and 2% too high on the momentum ImrAr.ed

to the wall (reference i0). Since we assume normal Incidence, we

-6-
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may use (9.3) end expect it to be error by not more than 2%.

11. With the help of (9.3) one may discuss the way in which the

pressure changes at the mouth of the orifice left by a retreating

*iston. Consider a gauge which has a single, perfectly rigid

ruston and a completely immovable, infinite baffle, i.e.,

(11.1.) ZT (bCj , t) = zA(t) b 4S R

2T (b,(p , t) -= 0 b) R

where zT is the coordinate of a point on the surfaoe T, and where

(b, q , ) Is a cylindrical coordinate system whose origin is at

the initial opoition of the center of the piston. R is the radius

of the Dipton. By (9.3) and (11.1)

P°2P I z (t dr

or (11.2) P : e Pc [1A(t - i . 0]

where P is the value of the nressure at center of the orifice

(r t 0, z d0), n A is the coordinate of the niston. Assume

that ell narta of the gauge are at rest before the shook wave strikes

it. When the piston first begins to move, iA(t - R/a) is zero, and

it remains zero until t R/c. During this period

(11.3) P : 2Pe - a i A(t)

For large values of the time, on the other hAnd, P may be expanded

in the following form.

(11.2) P Z2Pe " jc [zA(t)(" ) 2

It will be shown later that second and higher order terma in Rio
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may be dropped. T,-n

(11.4) P 2 " 2 0R W

By (11.3) the relief pressure (,he decrease In pressure 4ue to

recoil) is at first proportional to the velocity of the piston

and by (11.4) it later becomes proportional to its acceleration.

At t : 0, the total pressure is 2Pe. Xt then falls because of

the recoil of the piston accordinx to (11.3). This situation

continues until t = R/o, at which time the Dres6ze-inoreaae Oroia-

gated in from the edge of the orifice has reached its center. From

then on (11.4) holds if R/o, or the third and higher derivatives of

2A are sufficiently small. The neglect of these terms is tested

In the popendix, paragraph 2. Although (11.6), on the other hand,

is nerfectly correct, it holds only for a short time. For examnle,

In all Bureau of Ordnance piston gauges R u.1/4", R/c Z 4 x 10-6

seec. The corresponding deformation time of a crusher gauge with

P 5/321 ball is, however, of the order of 200 x 10-6 sec. tref-

erence 3). Hence the initial motion, as described by (11.3), Is

6hort (4 microsec) compared to the total motion (200 microsae).

The situation is even more exaggerated for Hilliar and for momentum

gauges where the total motion may require 100-9000 mierosec (de-

pending on the .iston) mnd Pbout 4000 mieroseo, resectively. For

dianhragms R/c has been called the "diffraction* time by Kirkwood.

It is anoroximately the time at which (11.3) ceases to aply and

at which (11.4) begins to be correct. The fact, thet the motitm

changes type in this way to an Illustration of Kennard's "reduotion

"--
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nrincIVlo' (11), nam-'y that any motion appro&ohes its Incom-

,oressive atoroximation after a suffioiently long time (see 8ara-
gravh IA. ) .

12. Only at the center of the orifice does the pressure vary

exactly as just described. Near' an edge waves coming from the

direction of that edge spoil the proportionality of the relief

pressure to the velocity In a shorter time than R/o; but, on

the other hand, waves coming from the opposite edg; take a longer

time than R/e to arrive. The net effect is probably to make the

piessure variation nearly the same for central and ecoentrio points.

III. THE R3SPONSz ' Z PISONS

21. In (9.3) the total pressure is written in terms of the

aoti#n and the Incident pressure. The esond condition, giving

the notion as a function of the pressure, may now be stated. The

response of any piston obeys the foilowInR equation

(Ao)
where

X x effective mass of piston end copper ball or pallet

A x face of piston, also its area,

A : forward travel of piston,

k z force constant of Delet corrected for dynamic

strain-rate,

p x pressure at mouth of orifice,

Ao a mouth of orifloe.

Here N Is the mass of the oiston only If It is moving freely, as

-9-
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n a Nillir gugel 1i should be Inoresoed by 1/u the mass ot

the acroor pellet, It the pellet Is lVaY* in contact with Ate

anvil, *a in a Orueher gauge. (ee Arpendix, noregraph fi.) The

costant, k, to also different in thene two oseel It vanishes

far o trooly moving oieton. Since the preseure to Integrated

over the mouth of the orifice Instead of over the face of the

platon, the ses, M, muet be augmented by that of the %&ter following

the piston ito Its cylinders Thin voter moss, r Aa&, Is zero

for a crusher gauge, since here the piston Is always In contact

w1 the bell, and the maximum value of &A 'a negligible.

3A. The equations (%3) and (13.)) are the two conditions which

determine the reepone of the gaee. Thee do not solve the

arables completely, because the region of Integration In (13.1)

i Ao0 while in (9.3) it to Tol end, in general, knowledge of

as and *0o Is difficult to obtain. The vroblem Is solved here

for a a ue designed so that ag In very small and so that ao

makes Itself felt only after the gauge has regiotered. We combine

the two equations by calculating the right hand member of (13.1)

from (9.3). This will be done under two approximationot (a) that

the velocity of sound to infinite, and (b) that the mean value of

the Preseure over the mouth of the orifice in equal to Its value

Pt the center of the same. The first apnroximation Is generally

celled the JInX111im:8 one, and the seon will here be celled

the £A&h1 approximation. It the time required for sound to

crose the orifice Is small oompared to the tote) time during whioh

- 10 -
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the Diston to In motion, one should exosot these to be good

*Dproximations; it will be verified that ther are.

1, Consider the incomoressive, non-central, atproximation

first. Let the gauge have a rigid piston and an Immovable, In-

finite battle, am specified In (11.1). Thst is, the region 3

In infinite and 1 : o. Then by (9.3) and (11.1)

(15.1) P-2p. fif Loa'
where VA Is not retarded, and A. is the mouth of the oriice.

After integration (18.3) gives for the pressure at the point

(b, f )

vkere

( ,k) : J - k2 gin 2 ] * dq-0

Is en elliptic Integral of the second kind. Equation (18.2)

shows how the relier pressure according to the inoompreseive

sonroximation decreases from the center (9(0) = 1.67) to the

edge (9(1) : 1). To get the total force acting across A0, the

mouth of the oriftioe, Integrate (15.2) over this area. Let Po

be the mean value of the incident tressure, P.' over Ao. Then

(18.3)O = 2P8 : A - R 3 A
(A 0 )A

since 
(O

J 3(k) k d
0

In the terminology of veragraph 1. the approximation (15.4) is

(-11-
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non-central. The r%,4uired equstion of motion of the aiston Is,

by (18.3) end (13.31)

(15.4) (H 4A?5A'Rkt)*&* +ts =AP

The additional mass, 8/3 ' R3. was calculated by Rayleigh (12)

for the case of a disk vibrating with sileAe harmonic motion.

The preceding caloulation shows that the mass of the Diston Is

augmented by the same amount when the motion Is not periodic.

This conclusion can also be deduoed from Rayleigh's result by

raking a Fourier analysis of an arbitrary motion, and noting

that the increase of mass for each frequency is independent of

that frequency: but the above Oroof is more direct then Rayleigh's

for our purpose. The equation (16.4) is simil r to the one given

in refev'enoe (a) for side-on incidence (but of course the pressure

is not doubled in that case). We conclude from (18.4) that in the

incompreselve anproximation the effect of the rarefaction emitted

by a recoiling siston is siap4"1 to increase its effective mass.

IA. In the nomenclature of Daragraph .J, the equation (18.4)

is correct for the inoompresslve, non-central aproximation. In

the appendix, paragraph :., this Is ComDered with the oompressive,

central And with the incompressive, central equations. There it

is made olear that either the incompresuive, or the central aenroxi-

mation, or both together, may be used without appreciable error.

Equation (15.4), the incompressive, non-oentral apnroximation

should be used, hovever, since it is as simple as the inoompressive,

-12
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central solution and ol.*,htly more accurate.

.11. It Ia also possible to give on upper bound to the error

associated with the use of the incompresaive equation (18.4).

The calculation is made in the appendix, paragraph f., where It

Is shown that this approximation may be regarded as introdueli g

an error In the effective mass of the oiston. For a crusher gauge

the relative error in effective mass is of the order of

(17.2) 1 4 x 10- 3 per cent

where R,M, and *g are radiue of piston, effective mass of pitan,

end deformation time, all in age units. For a tyvical gouge

this relative error is 0.85. (Here R a 0.6 am, N x lg, and

9 a 20o x 10- 6 seo). For a Hilliar piston the relative error

is even less, namely,

(17.) 4 x 10- 3 ver cent,

where 0, the time-conetant of tho Inaident pulse. is genekally

much longer than the time-consta t of a crusher gauge.

11. In the illiar tyoe of gauge there are several pistons,

all set in the same face of the gauge. There Is thus the nosmi-

bility, suggeeted by liprtmann, that the recoil of each ciston

will relieve the pressure on every other Diston. A simole calcu-

lation of the erreet may be made as follows: The force Fl0 which

Dieton 1 exerts on piston 0 Is by (9.3)
181) 'F = a J_ a a(t - D) d9. de

10 j ATI 1 a d8
(A1 ) (A 0 )

where a1 is the acceleration of piston 1, r is the distance between
b

-13
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as, and S0 end the 'Integration is carriod out over the areas,

A, end A or the two orifices. This integral is calculated in

the appendix, paergranh 1J.; but 01 may be apwroximated with

sufficient accuracy by Its leading term, since Its value Is small

In any case. As an example one may find the effect of the air-

oumferential pistons on the central piston (the zero oston) In

the Hartmann-HIlIar gauge. (See rig. 4, and reference 5 for

rdetails. The zero pieton

Is set In *enter of the gauge

and Is surround by 6 vistons,

all at the distance, a. from

@ @ It. The pistons are all of

the same radius, R.) If the coupling (18,1) Is Innluded, the

corrected equation of the zero piston of the Hartmann-Hillier

(18.2) (. A 'S ,. a ,.[ = UP ..f , I)(I

The sum is carried out over the masses m, of the 6 circumferential

oitons. The oor'oction to be made .n the deformation of the

pellet to 1.4% In a typicel oaee.

IV. THE igBONSE OF TH BLOC -AND ITS I-NFLUENC ON THE PISTONS

12, Consider a mingle vinton nt the center of a finite circular

baffle. (The words battle and block are interchangeable here.

- 14 -
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In our sematIo oloturs, 'he gauge consists of two narts: (a)

the piston, end b) the comparptively massive object in which

the piston moves.) We have so tar assumed the battle to be in-

finite and at rest. Actually it will move, even It rigid, un-

less it Is very heavy ss well as rigid. Motion of the batle

will further diminish the pressure on the piston. In tact, the

relief oressure due to the moving baffle is

(19.1) Pc a I (t 8b) - Tb (t - ep))

where vb is the velocity of the front faoe of the battle; e

end Ob are halt the times required for sound to cross the piston

end baffle, resueotivelf. (19.1) is calculated In the same way

as (11.2). It the action of the gauge is completed before

t a b, the expression (19.1) becomes

(19.2) -r vb (t - eo)
In this case, while the gauge is resoonding, the relief oresiure

from the baffle is oroportional to Its velocity, but the relief

pressure from the oiston itself is vroportional to its accele-

ration. Their difference in benavior In due to their different

sizes: the time for sound to cross the piston is small compared

tr the response time of the gauge, while the baffle is so large

thitt the time taken by sound to travel from its edge to its center

exceeds the reeoonse time' of the gauge. We shell usually assume

that this is the situation, i.e.,
(l9.s) e's <

- 18 -
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where Is the response time of the gauge. This condition

aleo enables us to Ignore pressure waves which are prooae:dted In

toward the viston from water beyond the edge of the baffle; since

these arrive ton lte to influence the gauge. Finally, It Is not

difficult to construct a gauge which satisfies (19.3).

P&. If the condition (19.3) is not satisfied, there Is a

further reduction In pressure due to rarefactionh travelling in

from the reelon beyond the edge of the block. This region has

been denoted by 00 (ee fig, 3). Let the Inoident wave be olahe

and neglect the oerturbation caused by the block in the region

00. Then the pressure there is , e pressure of the incident

wave. Let the correenonding velocity be ve o If we assume that

the velocitv of flow across 0o Is constant between the edge of

the block and infinity, the relief pressure due to this moving

water Is

(20.1) ?a IV (t 00) - ve (t - eb)J : - o e(t - 9b)

just as the pressure due to the finite baffle t given by (19.1).

Sinne the incident wave it assumed to be planes, the material

velocity is e/? a. By (20.1) the relief pressure due to the

moving water becomes

(20..) - De(t - eb )

The correction (2O.2) has been made by Goranson in his experi-

monte (3). There is, of course, more uncertainty in using a

small baffle end applying the correction (90.2) than in using a

baffle large enough to satisfy (19.3).

- 1s -
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2. In order to take Aoaount of the rarofaotion (19.2) It

Is necessary either to calculate the velocity of the front face

of the reoelling block, or to make the block so heavy and so

nearly rigid that this velocity Is negligible. The procedure

hero is to suppose (19.2) decreased to a small value experi-

mentally and to estimate this small quantity. The pressure

(19.2) oan be made @mall by choosing a nearly immovable block.

Consider one which Is rigid aA4 laterally Infinite, i.e., Rb z@.

Let It be struck normally by an exponential pulse, namely, pe

Pm e't/9. If the block Is infinitely thick as well as wide,

It does not recoil, and the pressure on Its front face Is always

2pe. If its inertia per unit area is finite, it recoils and the

pressure on Its front face is only a certain fraction of ep*.

Let it be 2per. %here r = 1 for an immovable block, and r de-

creases when the thickness of the block decreases. In varagraph

M of the aone-ndix, r is calculated. There it may be seen that

r a I at t = 0, and that r decreases as t Increases. Its value

Is of no interest for values of the time longer than t a Or

the deformation time of the gauge. In order that r (0g) :099,

the block must be so thick that the following equation t satisfied.

Ci,.) ,ta : z n in (0.02n + 0.98),
n-1

where

m g/O F.. = density of block
n : Od/2e d : thickness of block

U f& d/ c

-17-
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Here m is proportional to the gauge time, and n is proportional

to the thickness of the block. A graph of d against 0 Is

shown In Fig. 5. The values of d are seen to be very large.

The equation (21.1), or Fig. 5, specifies the thickness of a

rigid blook for which the relief pressure due to recoil Is not

more than 1% of the total pressure during the response of the

gaugo.

22. It Is next necessary to realize that the bloom. Is

aotually soft rather than rigid. One then arrives at a seoond

criterion for an effectively infinite block. Let o a velocity

of sound in the block, end let d 9 its thickness. A shook wave

falling on the front faoe of the block does not return until

a time, *s, has passed$ where

If a8> a * (the resoonse time of the gauge), t:,e gauge does

not receive a signal from the back face until after it has

registered. Honce the pellet deformations are the same as they

would have been if the back face had been at infinity. There-

fore a soft block is effectively infinite, if
Z 2d

£ .. In the apendix, pa 'graoh he, he two criteria, (21.1)

18 -
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end (2P.P) are comnared. There it is shown that If a baffle

must be of thicknesm dr to satisfy the rigid-block criterion,

(21.1), end of thickness do to satisfy the soft-bTook criterion,

(22.2), then always

(2S.l) dr > d

This inequality is true only If P b %b/r < 200; but this con-

dition is always matisfied in irsetice, e.g., for steel,

PbOb/o 2 27. That is, it in only necessary to satisfyr the soft

criterion (22.2). In so doing mne fails to satisfy the rigid

criterion (31.1); but, an remarked in the orevious narAgrevh, one

gains nothing by exceeding the thickness da. If it had turned out

differently, i.e., If the result had been dr < d , then it would

be nossible to use a thinner block than that snecified in (22.2).

An it is, an effectively infinite block should nrobably be de-

termined exoerimentally with(22.2) as a guide. (A typical value

of de is 50 am, corresponding to a gauge time, eg, of 200 micro-

eeo).

21. It is then possible in princirle to make the Influence

of the block on the piston negligible by giving the block a cy-

lindrical form of length, d, end radlue, Rb, where

(24.j) d = -0a

(2. Rb: oG

Inertia and thickness having been considered, the principal re-

maining factor is the way the softness of the blook allows the

front face to move.

- 19 -
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~I. f the Incident pressure Is poe by ordinary acoustic

theory the velocity uf the front fese Is

(25.1) v 2p?bOb 4f 0

This is correct only for time. not exceeding 2d/ob; but by

hypothesis the gauge metion Is over by then. The corresponding

diminution In pressure due to softness Is by (19.0), If ep/a

Is made <4 1,

(25.) 9? p.

If the block Is steel, the correction is laproximately 3.6% of

2pe. The expression (25.2) t correct only for a block of In-

finite radius. It supposes that all parts of the front fans move

itwards at the some velocity In response to the same pressure.

This, of course, to not true, since the pressure, end hence the

velocity, at the center are greeter then the corresponding

quantities at the edge, where they are diminished by diffraction.

The expression (25.2) therefore gives an urper limit for the effect

of softness.

V. OTHER EInIFz

PA. Some discussion will be given to show that there Is no

cavitation In front of the recoiling piston., It will then

appear that the same is true of the block. Conditions favorable

for the development of cavitation are found In front of large,

thin plates, which are given rather high velocities by im-inging

shocks. The retreating nlates send out rarefactions ilich cause

- 20 -
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tensions sufficient to break the water. The conditions near a

viston gouge aovenr quite different. The pistons are of very

small diameter and relatively thick. It has already been seen

that the rarefaetions which they vroduee are weak, and In additton

they fall off as 1/r. The argument may be made quantitative In

terms of the Kirkwood criterion (1). which oredicts no cavitation

if

(6.1) e e

where ew = R L = length of piston

a _ _ _ in : = density of oiston

0 - 9 L  "9L

OL ' : damping time of piston

This oriterion is based on the fact that the total pressure at

the face of the piston does not becume negative after the inoom-

Pressive solution has begun to hold. Since this hapnens at 'the

time ep, the pressure falls to zero, if It does at all, before

*p. The time required during the compreseive regime for the

pressure to reach zero Is 0 . The condition for no cavitation,

therefore, t that ep < 6 . The oonstant 0a has been called the

cavitation time. This test Is really only a test for "Taylor

cavitation", I.e., cavitation at the liquid piston interface.

Ttk, Kirkwood criterion is admittedly only rough, but it hag been

checked very well by the exDeriments reDorted In reference (14),

- 21 -
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page P6. In the cases which interest us here eL/S is very small.

Assume SL/ : o. o. Then cavitation should not apear, according

to (06.1) unless R/L > 20. Hence cavitation should be expected

only for very thin, wafer shaped pistons, which are never used.

2Z. Effects of viscosity and turbulence in the fluid behind

the recoiling Distons are usually small, but they may become

appreciable in long bores of small diameter. In the amendix,

naragraph 12., a short calculation on these points is given.

Tarbulence is to be exoected in tubes when the Reynolds number

(see anvendix) reaches approximately 2000. Behind the recoiling

nistons R, the Reynolds number, may be of the order of 10 - 106.

Hence the flow may certainly become turbulent. At low velocities

the Dressure gradient necesse"y to maintain a given flow against

viscosity is given by Poiseuille's law end is proportional to the

velocity. When turbulence appears, resistance increases and the

required Dressure gradient is proportional nearly to the square of

the velocity. According to the aenendix, Daragraph U., bowever,

the pressure necessarr to overcome turbulence Is hot large - about

I atmosphere for pistons of the usual diameter.

2A. In references (5) and (11) the possibility of a non-neg-

ligible "Bernoulli pre@sure" has been pointed out. The reason it

does not snear in the treatment given here is that the fundamental

aquation (9.3) is based on acoustic theory, which neglects non-

linear terms in the hydrodynamtoml equations. In Daragrash 10. it

was remarked that the acoustic aproximation is in error by not

22 -
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not mWre than e% In estimating the momentum of shook& of the

etrengtha eanoidered here when thoy are reflected from rigid walls.

However, ele the ostons, unlike rigid walls, recoil, the velocity

of the fluid behint them may become high. Thid may be as large

am 4 a 103 am/eo for a shook of 300 atmostheres. (The aorres-

o4ing material velocity In the wave Is only 2 x 103 cm/sea).

As a result, the fore eating on a piston is lese than the value

caloulated ftom linear theory by the amount A. For examaple,

Instead of (18.3) one has for the force on the aleon

10~* Is ?h - TIF AT k l

Thle is Phown In paragr ph 1A. of the aspendix under the Inaom-

presive approximation. When the velooity of the piston is 4 x

10 % o m/se, the Bernoulli term is seen to be 8 stmosrheree, or

eX of the total pressure.
VT, hMMAB

Piston gauges are gonerally used In the side-on orion-

ta~ton. In this position Interpretation of the measurements Is

difficult because of diffrootion and irregular reflection; and W

I the same position, experimental dipreruion Is found to be larger

than In the head-on orientation. Here the theory has been given

for the head-on orientation. When a oiston recolle It scnds out

a rarefetion. The effects of this rarefaction on the motiton of

its generating Diston and on the motion of the other nietone in

the gauge have been calculated (paragraphs U. and T.. Thee,
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effects are, In geneaal, small. For example, in the Hartmann-

Hilliar gauge the reliel pressure from the circumferential olotorie

diminishes the pressure on the zero piston by lees then 90. going

small they can be found from the inoompresive aDnroximetion, the

error in which has been oetimated In (17.1) and (l7. ). The gauge

block itself is the source of rarefactions for two reasons: (1)

it recoils as a rigid body and (2) the fron Tacoe retreats because

it is really soft rather than rigid. These effects have been esti-

mated (paragrepha 21. - P.). The thickness of an "immovable" soft

block is always less than the thickness of an "immovable" rigid

block (paragraoh ). In general, the relief oressures due to

gouge blocks in current use are prooortional to their velocities

mnd a"e rather large, while corresponding nresurep from the nistons

are nronortional to their accelerations and quite small. According

to the Kirkwood criterion there should be no cavitation in front

ut the ultone which are now used. Their small diameter inpures

both no cavitation and also accuracy in describing them with the

Incompressive asnroximation. Turbulence should be imnortant only

if the Distons are of small diameter and travel long distances.

In most gpuges the nressure necessary to overcome viscosity and

turbulence does not exceed I atmosphere. Finally the high velocity

of the recoiling pistons introduces an error into a describtion

of their motion by linear theory, and makes It necessar.y to con-

sider the Bernoulli effect, (paragraph .2.). The Bernoulli

presbure may become of the order of 10 atmosheres.

24
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NOT: An equation number whioh Is underlined refers to an
equation of the appendix.

i . Paragraphs J.-A. of this aopendix are devoted to a discussion

of the fundamental expression for the pressure (9.3). A common

starting point of the diftrction theory Is Kirchhofts theorem:

Let 1 (ut) be a solution or the wave equation,

whose partial derivatives of the first and second order are

continuous within and on a closed surf&o 8. Let F, be a point

inside of 8. Then

where r Is the distance frn 1 to dS, denotes differ-

entiation along the inward normal to 9, and square brackets in-
dceate rtatded velue, e.g, r1 Pdi (t- A- ). it, nowever,

i1 lies outside 5, the lateral vanishes. The integrend in ("),

which depends upon the position, #1, of the field ooint and the

position, 'e, of dS will be denoted by

L Kirohhof's theorem W be applied to a progressive wave

moving into an undisturbed medium. Let 31 be that eart of te

wave front which hoe arose ,A a certain plane, T, and let 52 be

that oart of T which the wave front has left behind. Let S h

St, Since the retarded quantities 4'J , and [.]J

Ii1-
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Fle- vanish on 81, the integral In
r (.I) extended over i1 also vanishes.

This Is true for e voint, 11, internal

to 8, and almo for a ooint, ; ex-

ternal to 5. Hence the ihtegral over

5,+ Sz =  $ oollaoses to one over 82, and one may

writ*

(8L)

where s1* any noint inside of 8 and where 12 Its image

In 82. Addition of (Z,.,) and '(CL ) gives

The value of thin integral is not changed if it is extended

over all of T, since NOW vanishes everywhere on T outside of

8g. Note that the gradient Is taken onposite to the direction

In which the wave front advances. (2,) requires much lees

knowledge of the boundary conditions than (L.).

5. Now divide snace Into two nrts, G and E, by an infinite plane,

T, on orennite siden of which are the rauge, g, and the source,

e, of an explosion (Fig 2). The expiosive wove starts out from

e, strikes g, And is roflected and diffracted back into C. In

1.the acoustic approximation the

I r disturbance due to e may be des-

ecribed by a velocity potential,

, from which the nressure,

E
20
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and the material veloolty, , ay be derived.

(A.a) ( ,# (~- -~9~JP p

i may be divided into two oartse

whore qe is the disturbance oroduced by * In the absence of

g, and where 4. in the perturbation due to the presence of g.

Let the normal component e f the fluid velocity aoirous T toward

g be v., Then

4. The velocity potent;al satisfies the wave equation. Hence

(2,A) is aoolioable to q) e and 4) g. (2.) gives for the ooints

P and Q In Fig. 3.

('rJ

(JAI) and aI4) are valid on

/yeW I T Itself Inside of the YI g wave
FRON front. Let P and 4 coincide on

T behind the g wave front. Then

-by ( ,,,- (-Z ), (LZ) a nd

(T|
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(T)

where P is any point on T behind the ' front. 'By (L)

the total oressure at P Is

where pe is the ioressure due to e In the absence of g. '&!e

corresponding equation for the pressure in front of T follows

similarly from (L), ( ), ("i), end ) It Is

('T)

where P is any point between T and the 4J wave-front and where

Q is the mirror Image of P in T.

5. The equations (J.4) and (LA) express the pressure in terms of

boundary conditions on any Infinite plane dividing the gauge

from the source of the explosion. However, what is realiy needed

is an exoression for this pressure

i / I in terms of the motion of the

gauge. In order t;o obtain such

zJ VJ1 . an expression, ohoose the plane T

r of the oreceding onragraph to be

initially coincident with the face

of the g~auge. In the fol".owing, this plcie is denoted by To in-

stead of T. In Fig. 4, let

A : face of the piston (pistons),
B : face of block In which the piston moves,

-4-
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A0 : Pro.~eteon of A on Top

so  OroJeotion of B on To .
Let 0o and T be detfn6L as followst

(LI ) A 0  * a0  : To,

(L) A 't  0o 8 T.

T Is a moving, broken surface, which Is only Initially oon-

odent with To. One would like to express the boundary oon-

ditions on TO in terms of boundary conditions or, T, because on!7

the latter are directly related to the coordinates of the pouge.

rortunately, the displaoement of the blook to small. It io,

therefore, assumed that

Further, the flow behind the moving vtston Is nearly one-dimension-

al and inoompressive. (In a shook of 300 atmospheres the density

changes by about 1%.) It the flow Is one-dimensional and Ineom-

preseve between Ao and A, then Z a o there by the conservation
OIL

Of mass. Hence,

(Li) I

by (5.1L4
a Val ~i

or

(~j) (~V /1 (VY < (VV),
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where dr is the acceleration of thi luid at T. The quadratic

term in (LM) vanishes in the acoustic annroxlmatlon. Probably

the only plece where anneal to the aooustic approximation may be

questioned Is mt the orifice where the material velocity may rather

greatly exceed Its value in the Incident pulse; but here the flow

is one-dimensional and nearly incomoressive, henee 4 is small,

and therefore the quadratic term in (.1) Is small also. Then, by

(La) end (44)

(k~ft)a a fr f M ~y

where o is the acceleration of the fluid at the projection of dS

on T. At the surface of the Rauge OT is the acceleration of A or

of B. Elsewhere it is not directly related to the motion of the

gauge; but in our anlications of (&&), the surface B Is usually

taken so large that Its Integral vanishes in CO by retardation.

(") is therefore the desired exnression of the Dressure in term@

of gauge ocordinates. The corrisronding exnression for the oressure

at greater distances in front of the gauge is by (JAI)

p (-) * t + Q)-4- 1 -L [a, I 1

Th.Mass if in Equation (13.1)

6. The factor, 1/3, is oorreot for a enring of uniform density,

is probably satisfactory for a oylindrioa nellet, and it is
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oustomary to aesume that it is Aleo correct for a sphere. If it

to intended to use ball crusher gouges with short time constants,

and if it tnen becomes necessary to use a ball whose mass is com-

porable to that of the niston, this factor should be reexamined.

In typical Bureau of Ordnonce gauges with 5/39" and 3/8" bell@,

the messes of the soheres were respectively 2% nd 98% thet of

the corresponding pistons. It should also be pointed out that

ignorance of the plastic response of the ooper ball or cylinder

In now the cause of the main uncertainty in the theory of niston

gauges.

Tgat nf the 1h ng ' aivea nd entrAel AtDnroimatigno

7. Equation (18.4) i the inoomrressive, non-central solution. We

repet it here.
(Za) (M + t p, R '- -,O t .7f, z R + , * , Z".,

The onrresponding compressive, central equtinn follows from

(11.2) end (13.1). It 1,
( -) (A t.Or ,F' "4'.0 4pl rIl " e. , (A+. - i s ']

This equption may be rewritten, when RZR negligible, and the

incident pulse Is exponential, as

(7.2)' MR + Cis t* .[

where

a : - initial acceleration ef niston,
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rinalny the two approximations may be made simultaneously to

give the incompressive, central equation

Since the radii of the pistons In current use or* small, the

differences between iquations (Li), (=I), and (=j) are also

small. They were compared numerioilly for a crusher gauz-e with

the following constants,

V 14. g so = 82.0 10-6 sec

R 0.60 cm 81 82.4 l0S sea

@29 4.0 10- see

In, the Incident pulse, S x 500 10-6 see

Equations (=i) and (L=) differ only in effective mass and In

that by loes than 1%. N#umerical Integration of (=I)' gave a

neximum dienisoement differing from the corresponding quantity

for ( = ) also by loe than 1%. This result also shows that It

Is legitimate to neglect the higher order terms In equation

(11.2)'.

The uo Riic' n the IpeomnZAMuIv. "AXIMAvlMut~

8. During the action or the gauge, the aceleration of the otaton

le always decreasing, after Its Initial 3ump, since the vressure

is falling, while maps and resistance are Increasing, hlence at
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times beginninoR with t 2 2Rt/0, one has

(&I) a~t - P.R/o) - a~t - r/c) > s(t)

where Rt Is the radius of the tiston, r Is the diIptaflce between

any two points on Its face, and a Is the acceleration of the

piston. Therefore
(La) ~ ~ ~ ~ ' -( - &/)4 5~tt4~ >ad adJ -

(fl.) >a

Again under the assumption of an Infinite, immovable baffle

equation (9.3)becomes

Let p1 b e the correct relief pressure and let Fx be the In-

compressive approximation to It. Then by (&I) and (A

or -e E± M~ j wher .*-f/ <R/C CL6]

orr

since a s

D(9.3) and (13.2) one has

(A o'm+isJ

-9-
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or
€L..a) (,I.-rRZp *L R3) ,*&Z ,  5 ts 

- ''

By (LM) and (JLA) one finds that the error in the effective

me@#9 M, due to the IneomPreselve anproximation is not greater

than the right side of the inequality:

(L3 4- 1t-t where

For a crusher gauge (particularly for one subjected to a very

heavy charge - see reference a page 4) we have IS/at i1/ewhere

o is the time required for maximum displacement. Hence X N/M

Is in this ease aproxlmately

(Lz) ' -o'

In ogP units. For a freely moving oipton, such as one in a

Hlliar gauge, one would extect that tA/al 0 1/e, where 9 is the

timhe oonstmnt of the incident pulse. Instead of (&_?) one would

then have

f- 10-5

which is even smaller than (LZ).

Harefattion CounlIng betwean Two PistonA

9. The integral to be evaluated is

( l.Ir)o -1  -

- 10
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Z.xsnd Cal) as far as first order terms In r/c and expand Vr

about the centers of the two orifices. F10 Is then calculated

to be

where s s the distance between centers. When R/s : 0.25, the

error in Flo due to the expansion of 1/r is estimated at not more

then 0.5% and that due to the exnansion of Ce is believed to be

not more than O.1% for a 0.B millisea Dulse.

The Thieknemg. of an Immovable Rigid Bloek

10. An estimate of the thickness of on immovable rigid block way

be made es follows. Assume that the Incident wave Is plane,

and that the block is infinitely wide as well as rigid; that is,

neglect diffraction at Its edges. Then the separate relief forces

contributed by the front and baok surfaces are equal and orovortional

to the velocity of the bloo6, and the equatlun of motion Is

(2Q..l) (P. .1 ) = -ajT7,,(C - . CZ

where whr A density of block,
d u thickness of block,
2- displacement of block,

ceak tressure of incident wave,
8 decay constant of incident wave.

We calculete the velocity of the bfffle from (IIL) and then

the relief pressure from (j9.a). The r6sult may be exnressed as

- 11 -
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the ratio, r, of the total pressure to A1 C , the value correct

for a oerfectly immovable, rigid, and infinitely wide block.

where * C

n is a measure of the thickness of the bloo.

When t a o, r a 1; and as t increases, r decreases. The formula

doep not interest us for values of the time longer than t a O ,

the deformation time of the gauge. If the block has so much inertia

that r(e) = 0.99, then its thickness must satisfy the equation.

(] . ) m n ;_.in (.02n 4 .98)
n-l

m - e/e

The Two grite 4i fnr an InfinitelZ Thiel Batfle

11. The rigid block criterion is

(11,J) m z L ln (.02n * .98)

n-l
The soft b]ook criterion is by !%2 . &,)

(.) m gn
where

Sunosee that the gauge constant, S. , and the nulse constant, e,

are fixed. Then m is fixed. Let the solutions of tl],J2) and

(11A) for this value of m be nR and no, resectively. It will

bs shown that nR > no, If g > 0.02. (For steel g a 0.18.) Let

- 12 -
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(,.A) y : in (en .9),
Ua,.) a (nit- I)

tR and nS are$ of @uirs, both Doeltive.

Then, It C ) 0.O>,

s k y. when% 1.
henco

nit, a > na Yo when nR 1.

nR> ns
Rin*e, It a block must be o thickness dR to setlsf (j),

end ort thlokness dl to hatisfy (31,J),

(U.) G% > de .

1P. The Reynolds number, R, correeoonding to flow In S tube, to
(LL1) a = '--

wehere v , velocity of flow,
D a diameter of tube,
w -onsity of fluid,
a visoosity of fluid.

T'he oresure difference netessry to maintain turbulent flow

along a tube of lengt~h, a, Is

At ~- A. -3 .-'
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where

A : a resistance coeftfiient,

: mean velocity of flow,

The following empirzical expression for A has been given by

DIaslue (see, for example, reference 18).

(2hL) A a .3(R)--25
Let 104 am/see, R = 106

I: 1m, Ap 9.48 x 10, 3

D: 1 am,

Then A U .5 atmospheres.

The Hei'noull Erfeat

13. The equations of continuity and motion are

(," F I) - -P

It has been shown that the ineomrr6saive aDproxmation Introduces

negligitle error in the descrintion of a single piston. zene*$

assume that the fluid is InoomiDressible. Then, If kP Is the

velocity potential, equations (1.1) and (.) become

recnectively, where A Indicates differentiation along a stream-

- 14 -
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line* Hence, along a stream-line,

(,4,A) t a r & - +" constant

In order to find the pressure one may determine Y4 from (2b..)

and the given boundary conditions, end substitute in (3, ).

The solution of (ILZ.) Is the same in the linear end the non-

linear approximatione, and ic given by Kirohhoft' equation in

which a In made infinite, It then follows from (M) that the

*acoustic pressure" may be corrected by subtracting t. from

it.

I
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RSPONSF OF ThF. BALL CRUSIR GAUOE TO VARIOUS DRIVING IVNCTIONS

by

A. B. Arons
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Th* fundamental principles and theory of the ball crusher type gauge
have been thoroughly discoeed by several authors. It to the purpose of hes
appendix to present certaln uset"l numerical results oonoerning the response
ot the bell orusher gauge to various types of driving tunotions which idealize
conditions likely to occur in explosives work.

As QL luaMemenal 19tmal..on g A.,i

The equation of motion of the ball orusher gugot ) is given bFy

4.

M x G(s) a 1(t) (I-)

where a

M a equivalent mass of moving system

x a dofozation of the ball a displacement of the piston

A a accelerat ion of associated mass M
da

G(x) t the "forse function", i.e., the opposing force at defomation x

F(t) w "driving tunotion", i.e., applied farce as a ftnction ot time t.

In the case of the ball crusher gauge, It has been sonapbO) that,
within certain limits, the force function is linear, allowing 0(x) in
Zq. (1-1) to be represented by

0(M) a kx (I-a)

The equation of motion then becomes

U + k. , F(t), (1-3)

-92-
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A ordinary, linear differntir,. oquatiou readily soluble for various types of
driving fustiosoe

A brief discussion of the experimental determination of k will be found
in the reference listed in footnote b of the preceding page.

Finkeletein a ) shows that for a rigidly mounted gaugeb) the aseociated mass

Mu mass of piston + 1/3 mass of ball + 8 o r3 (1-4)

where:

= density of fluid medium

r u radius of piston.

The last term in . (1-4) represents the mass of fluid which becomes
associated with the motion of the piston, thus adding to the inertia of the

systemo In the case of the NOL design of ball crusher gauge), used under
water, this term constitutes about 44% of the total manlitude of Us When the
gauges are used in air, the term is negligible.

The sensitivity of the kuge (ioe, the valus of k) sen be controlled by
varying the size of the deformable copper ball. Two sizes, diameters 3/8 in.
and 5/32 ins, respeotively, have become standard. Various numierical parameters
pertinent to the two types of gauge are given in Section 13.

3o Opgnee1Poele or the Xnuation of Motion-

Lotting (a u (k/M) 1/ 8 , Eq. (I-3) may be rewritten:

+ O=a x - r(t) -e

This is familiar as the equation of motion of a spring obeying Hookers
law, and having a natural piriod

T w FA vi7k 2/

a) The Theory of Piston Gauges, by Re Finkelstein, Explooives Research Report
No. 5, Navy Dept. BuOrd, April, lg".,

b) When the body of the gouge is free to move, correotion must be made for the
relative accelerations of piston and gauge body (see referenoe listed in
footnote o of the preceding page).

-9-?
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1t is important to note# houe.er, that In the ease ot the ball oruber Iputel
the Aefozmation to rinamentS)rather than slstat , eno* lq. (1-) dna" not
represent the mottun beyond the point of miUmum defoUation %.

in the problem of interest, the Initial boundery os41itione en

:nO, iuOatt SuO (1.8)

it will be *he purpose ot the tol.owftm sections to solve Iq (145) tow
varou toins ot T() In the light of these bouladw Coditions,

O4FI :.D1 M OIaOt.atI I($

Xquablon (I-b) may be rewritten in the notation of the Oanohy4eaviie
operationa1souu

+1 al 

-(t)

where Dt Is the operator a e 1(t) is the unit stop tunotion.

X ~~~P/A ,I IS

Separating Sq, (1-8) into partial fractionst

z - 1 3.....(t)

II

I'
X U - (I. - oN at) t)

To dtermines the maxiun defleotion z an4 the tim o. miimum defleotion

a) For a. discussion of corrections necessary for th e1ight amount of
elastic recovery when working at low preseuree.
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z si - i5 aO

5 4 hao (

OabluVi FMa. ( a.4) au4 (1*),

a, ths aooS3 1-) om"t
SIm s 1(t) - t() I - I( -%) U)

No # -btIa this eae, ta (Ru-) heomee

it t*> (s sq, 140), the stuation zeouoes to that developed In

e0

BeatOn;( 4 ot t;hise appendlzo " the dLotilOon ot Us up1 is ompleteo before
the time to of pressur out-.Otte

k 11
Vh4Q t > tog Gl. ("43) o*a be weuritteai

-I [..(t - to) - so. et]

X af (oos eo " n0ia 4t + etaat sinet at oo at) (-14)

TO t an d

i. [sinagto 004 Sts ("aoWs o 1 lls 0stjs

-
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U% Z =et , % t 1  taxi ot*

NrOWOI the tllowlaa Izlaaeulax substi tutions

41A ato A ( - -on 40) ta ea 0oln h to.

Gos t0 - I Goo eta 0-some%*

W 1 [Goo ea (Goo at* fi) at. *u Goo *S 4

sin** the zomponae o 1 astop tuatoto 1*S/k (Zq,. 1-11), the w.2asive
weapon-

03 .?07 Vl - sOo. Ot0  1.

sin at*

tena to si (115

tan eta-2

Ipw 1-1 aonalata oz Samerlla. plate giving WA a24w/Rt as
funotion. o atos

.96a
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From the dat of Seatlon IS of this appendix (for the bell crusher puge

used under wte.)s

*.82 106 4 0-1o for 5/32 In. bells

W .92 x 10 ao- for 3/8 in. belle

Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show Y and ta as funstioais of to for 5/33 In. end
5/8 In. balls*

It is interesting to note the extent to whioh the intr$. of the system
to instrumental in maintaining the .nplitude of the response as the duration to
tells below the step response tiaos Y to down only 10% when to io No leom
than the step response time*

Subtituting Into Sq. (1-5)t 0

(* t + on) Dt Ow8 + t' as DI a()(-

X *o SO~ I W ( +t)t

GElo$ st) (t)- .T

z a 1.(2. cos at) (t -&~ (at - sinumt) x(t) (el
k e

To Getezue the -aima deformation$

* U sin ats- I* . 0 F t ..

T1W N @05a 0~ I-

Gas
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I Ii

4142

0

-ti-
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It A

0,a at MUM' rospous to stop tumston
i I ~ Iof"

R esponue relative to stop vesponse -L .. 4.

7 illa *Time at sexils 4sronksllo

30 Le0 10 6 100.10 340de water.6

1- .1-777 ---- 7

0 so 40 60 so ~100IO 10 6 S
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Applying the following trigonometrio lationmt

I - oos z tan *,mn- a - ;a ' an 2z8 1D~lX- qtn:

and oabiuIA with Eq. (1-89)

Un ~ ts et * ml

Ombining lqs. (I-a1) ew (1-aa)1

z i...1 - II

I -+

The response (relative to stoep respoase):

It should be noted that an additional consideration arises in oases of low 0
where 9 boomee ' tu If th, driving function actually continues to go
negative for t > t, ihe above developmient is applicable. It, however, the
driving t otion remains zero for t " 0, it would be necessary to solve
Eq. (1-5) with
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(t)H. (t . )

Bines this oonsideration aies at values of 0 lower than those
nozlly aoouAtee4 In the use of ball o*usher ptet, -the solution will
not be ea'ied out at this ti.m.

A £gersiud plot of Y and ,o / vs. e to given in Flt. 1-4. Ploat

of y and ts vs. 0 for 5/38 In. and 3/8 in. balls (used under wAter) are given

in Figs. 1-5 end 1-6.

. Im/ h t rA, 1(t) • p ,t/o l( )

Substi/tutinlg into Nq,. (1-5):

0

LDt M ) (*+ .)+

(D ~ I 2 ~- *)] 1 D, (t)

+ ios[ 6t9 .i

1 1 sit.611) I(ia -m) + (t) R
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Z -$I [.L .in at - Gas at + ./t H(t) (-M)

To obtain maximmu detomations

+ k 0 .

.ma /o a Gas Ot + go sin (c-)

The tine ot mazim detozuation, t5, Must be obtaine4 by solving iqo (-9).
$iaos this is a traseenaental equation, the solution maat be carried out
gephi lly or by esoesseive appre3dzmAion. A new solution to required tor
esah new vlue ot 0.

Putting sq. (1-89) Into sq. (1-28):

It 7 F'' in + 00 @in (5t Ui] sin Otm
9U(1l+ as 0) L'

and henc

8 wesin (ats (1-30)

The relative response is therefore:

Oeeralized plots of Y and mt/i/ vs. wO aro given in Fig. x-4. Plot*
of W and tu vs. 0 for 5/32 in. and 3/8 in. balls used under water are given
in Figs. 1-S eand -6.
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Be !Anpl Doa with gOff*~

t~ I

Sa't -I G to)

0 t

Subtituting into Zq# (1-5) and teUlewing the develomnat of qs (1-49) 3

X 7 9,-L[. @in wSt - ace at 4 4/] IMt

UI +tnat d 1( -i4
at L $in NO - to - Goo a0 - to + a tI

a +u~~ 08i e~ a~ 02)s ta 0  46jdott 0

for to -. t -e- t, Zq. (I-31a) boooms

S0 r 91 $ (t - oo t - in Mt - t )
M(. + (as -) Lwe-

(I-.b)

"t0/ + 4e-to, tDifereta 11-o 4 , sin Wto0 m ic)

ton n " - I *ofl Oita+sfi."to
$ sin *to +  oo* wo - soa

iettlg the numerator and dencminator of Eq. (I-81o) equal to a ad b r pe0-
tively, and porforming a trigeonactria substitution:

-l-g
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, (1, + 02 os) (I, + .n to o 006d 'myw%

b

p l ug sq. (Z-31b), and substitutiug tfro the above tringle tor os "
md In eta:1

k aaG a1

Tbo relative response i Is th r tores

we I + s.1 /(Z-e'e/GOto-
-. ., 030 1n(-s,

0. 1A&IM UKIL L LU A BAK L 7mJ, L- P

FMt) - r(/t 0) a($) (t/t) R(t - to ) + 1 a($ - to)

lt
.- 1(t/t*) 3(t) - Lji 3-(tS So) Kw-h)

ubstlitutlg In Zq. (Z-O), ad aovl . In . (i-n0)1

"loam
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_. - on OtIN(t) - . to) .min O(t to)H(t- o) (1-33)

When t > to

r ~[o " sin Ot + sin N( - to)] (1-34)

kto I od+oo
To obtain m i- oAtio,.

Go. ~@ fats + 008 M(tm - to)] a

008 Ota - 05 wto o atm + sin ato sin 'it

taose 1 teno (-S)
a m sin Cato 2

Simo* t must be > to, the solution require by Eq. (1-35) 1a.,

cita . + -.' (I-sB)

PuXttin zl q. (1-36) into Eq. (I-34):

Li i .Z

i +" r + 2 * sin ] ,,,,

and therefore

+0 s

-lO0-
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ere ty If the r lpOne MeM.TS to Step responS. As Wt * 0, Y -.-- 1,
I.e.* eppraeShes step rsponen as ezpeote8. As eta -- + o # -.. 1/0 A Plot
of I vs. ato0 I iven In Figs 1-?.

9. SueessIve 1J.& M*1teee r8_ j I + A a vs

0 to ---- ot

F(t) - 1 M () 4 ? N( - to) (1-9)

1- - s(t) H -( - to) (1-40)

1al0011 the development leading fm Eq. (1-,) to 1q. (-O), the solution
to Eq. (1-40) lot

ZX 1(1 -coo at) w()+ A I - o 4(t to)] H(t to) (-4l1)

k~ At

Ittg0. then toi t > to I

X 1 -,16008 at + A - . (00 at O00O a + in at sin a)
k k k k

I. . ++ .. o~., + . .. ,,.,,,
Z - ..[j., +41. so$ at. 0 *as at- . min wto in at (1-68)

low, mezaw Cet os 04!lias-jA sn o*ss

For deama 4 titon:

tan ata A 1 sin at 0a
11 4 41 os a

..3.1.0,
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AA eto .- 0 , Stu -- 4 x * PeGro he tolow trwiuaCStro UbsntitUtiona

7Z~~o *to) oJot

Ii. A 1 e

kala IPS + AF o@ *to) A 74mJL t

To shook Uq 81. (ZM. £.t 0

h

V o-4,Oea

.A" " ....](.

o h ek Bl. ( -4 ) i s o 0 N

A - 0, xA -- I,

lo the $peotal oo 7l w"I, (nomiauJ refleoton fm as rid "mrao),
Sq. (Z-44) Woomom
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wall
It the gauge Is oriented against

the rigid satos as shown In Pigs I-a,
to ts appro~dmtsly 25 micros**. Then Oe0g

at* a 0.505 tor 5/32 in. balls.0 Direction of

(1--j twavgl o aves
ito a 0450 tor 3/8 La. ball.VS 1

Putting Eq. (1.46) into sq. .(1.45)0

zn w 0.971 f' or 5/32 in. ball*

mm w 0#96 . for 3/8 in. ball.

10. ta kDfomation

Apply a stop pressurwe wave F Hi(t) to a guuge in which the piston sterts
frm est in contact with a ball having 1nJiJal iWtunr~tion moo

The boundary conditions are given by z = zo azd *0 at t *0, and the
equiation or motion beoomess

Z W I Bt4- zo Dtt ~ 2-. -.L2 (1-47)
Dt2 + 412  t aD + do$

X (1 00 (a ct) 11(t) *4x oos (at H(t) (1-48)
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For maximum deformation:

F i - -1 0 sin tu 0mo

and hence

atm - (1-0)

Putting Eq. (1-49) into Eq. (1-48),

rm - xo  (I-50)

Equation (I-50) is important in the interpretation of ball orusher gauge
behavior, and will bat considered in detail.

Reviewing preceding derivations, tho dAformftion produced by a step
wave F H(t) is given by Eq. (I-1):

XM =- - (I-11)

The deformation produced by a forca F applied infinitely slowly is given by
Eq. (I-37),

I (I-37)

(This assumes that rate of strain is not significant in the production of the
deformation. The assumption is manifestly incorrectj but a consideration of
these idealized results is nevertheless illuminating.)

The deformatioo obtained under tho dynamic conditions lzpicit in
Eq. (I-l1) is twice that obtained duo to the same Ostatia* force in Eq. (1-37).
This in due to the fact that in the former case the piston acquirea kinetic
energy in the initial stnes of deformation, causing it to "overshoot" and
give a final deformation 2F/k.

Now returning to the consideration of Eq. (1-50): When an initial
deformation existe, the piston oanrot acquire kinetic energy in the initial
stages; in fact, Eq. (1-50) shows that the piston cannot begin to mo; ul- i
the applied force exceeds twice the step force %tich would originally hava been
necessary to produce the deformation xo t In other words, if xo had been pro-
duoe* initially by a stop force Fl, so that

k 
(1-.5l)

-114-
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then a stop force exceeding F., would be required to produce additional dofor-
mation.

From another point of view, the quaetion arises as to how nall initial
defonations should be used in attempts to correct for their existence.
Equation (1-50) shows that the correotion is'additive, i.e., the inoident step
force 7 must be calculated from the sva of the final and initial defonation:

r k(zrm + xO)

It is obvious that these results are highly ldealized and stem from
asamptions implioit in Eq. (I-l)0 Ole latter equation is simply an expression
of Newton' s econd law and fals to account for phanocAna asnooiated wit'r, the
propagation of the plastic wave t~rough the copper sphere and subseque:t ;.fleo-
tions from the Interfaces at piston and anvil, i.e., Zq. (1-1) asmuies that the
far end of the copper sphere is instantaneously conscious of events at the near
end.

The theory developed In this seotion must consequently be regarded only
as a first order treatment reliable only when the corrections are not large.

U. Gauze Not Rigidly Mounted

When the gauge is free to move under the influence of the pressure wave
ad is so mounted that the rear end of the gauge is not exposed to the pressure,
the following force diagram are applicable.

I - IVs. ?A 9k(x, - x,

F iF Nza

Y k(SO - A)

Fig. I-9. Piston and Ball. Fig. i-10. Gauge Body.

There:
P w applied pressure m - mass of p.ston + -mass ball jr 3

a - piston area M - mass of gauge body

A a area of gauge body x n deformaticn of copper bal

X a  piston displacaenut k= gauge oMdy displaceent

-115-
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P. mE5 + kCz a -z )

en'

Fran Fig. 1-10:

PA = MA - k(Xa- z,)

mPe - - m ,- "r 1-5k,

By definition:

and (I-5 )

Mft M. m1,+k(. a-x

Oa ing Eq.. (I-5S) and (1-54), subattiuting Eq. (I-45), end aasuming P

Prom Fig I1

to be afntiono ie

Equation (-5) ma? be written:

P; + kx P PWt (1-57)

where:

U m ( (equivalent mase) (1-58)

. Ma - MA (equivalent area)M+m

An M o 0 (rigid mounting),

-1m and a (-60)
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12. The Forao Function, G(x)

Coppe: spheres have been ca 'brated at UEIU by measuring deformations
produced by means of known weights dropped from known heights, i.e., measuring
the eonrgy Z required to produce various deformations x. The force function
is then given by:

d
G(x) d () (1-tJ)

It has been found empirically that over the initial reaion of doformation,
the function Z(x) is aribolic:

E(X) - (1-62)

G(x) a kx (1-63)

From a series of calibrations (made lab.. 6, 1946) on spheres to be used
on Operation Crosmroads:

k 1.51 X 105 lb/ft (1-64)~5/32 In.

k3/ 8 in. M 3.60 x 105 lb/ft (1-05)

In the case of the 5/32 in. spheres, the force function is linear u' to
deformations of about O.G0 in. or 1600 lb/in-2 in a stop wav. ror the / in.

spheres, the force function is linear to deformationas of 0.09 in. or 7000 lb/inf
in a step wave. Since the !eviation from linearity is not very great in the
region just above the values quoted, the systems can probably be considered
linear, without appreciable error, to pressures of 2000 and 10,000 lb/in.,
re hed f1 f xy.

The data of Section 13 of this appendix give:

-11.7-
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/ 1,2- 10 4 sec -1  (I-e)
=5/32 lxx.

3= 1.82 x 104 sea "1  (I-87'3S/8 in.

If Y(Q) = response (relative to step response) to an arbitricry
shook wave having time parameter 0,

A w piston area

xx - deformation of ball (in.)

P = peak pressure (lb/in:f)

P l - (1-88)

2k Y(9)

P . 3.19 x 10I-eV)
5/32 in.

P3 3  = 7.62 x 10 3M (1-70)

13. Gag Constants a )

A. Constants for 5/32 in. Balls (Under water)

M = mass of piston + i mass of ball + r 3

3

- 13.9 + 0&097 + 0.68 = 14.7 g = 1.01 x 10- 3 slugs

Piston area 0.197 in. 1.37 x 10-3 ft2

B. Cgnstents for 3/8 in. Balls

=13.9 4. 13 + 088 = 15,88 g 1.09 x 10 " 3 slugs

-118-L
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NOTE ON THE WATER FORMATION PRODUCED BY AN

-UNDERWATER EXPLOSION ON THE MODEL SCALE

A. J. Harris

load Research Lsboratory.
London

August 1943

s~arh photograohs nave Deen taken of tne ,ortical mo;emsnt of water produedO by th*
excoesion of a Aio . a cetonatcr at i,,C z:!= t~p water su "-. in a mos) tank.

Analysis of a drum camera *sCnlieren' record shows that the Shock MYve leaves the 'ester

surface with a velocity soft 50 sef cent ireater then toint of Souna.

in order to throw light on the experimental results the transmission of shock waves

through a water-3ir interface has beon ixairlino theoretically. Trio Intensity of the shock wave
in water has been evaluated from the velocity meeasureents ano the effect of obl ique Incidencto
has been stuled.

1. 81PERIWTA

tn oductsoit.

Previous reports have oen given of the dome- ano "olure, formaution produced by the
explosiion of a No. a 3,tointor in water, Studied by Means of a succession of nOtograothe taken
at 1* milliseconds Intervals. The imital vertical velocity Of the water formation has b-len
mesuore W;tt. a --c'.at~'".r4' tocan ~ ack !'- *h the h:c
wave leev~i 11% wat -r surface at the instant at ohiCh it vegins to move upes. THis present
report deals in esre atali with th- rmv~nuat of *ster and the acconicanying ShoCK veve from the
@eIOS Ion Of a Jetcuutot I Inch deep.

Exerimeental methods:- Spacrk photogralpAX.

Witm a detonator i Inch Ote., the Initial movement of the water surface is strjut
1.000 ft./secono - too ra:io fog. tne SV1oloyi'ent Of the orevious cetognsomic method ,avin, a
OiCusre frequency of only n00 aictures/seconi. A nusioer rf Spark photoireohs of tte chenceena,
I.e. wavement of vater surface and acconsanying Shock wave, were therefore obtained at intervals
of about 100 microseconds corresoondinj to a oicture frequqncy of about 10,00 zlfuo second.
The rxcerewntal arrangement emoloyed is shown In Figure 1 being that originally otviaeo by
Cranx and Senarlin. Soark iIis triggered through a thyratron ay a Oiaonragm coe'taet In the
water near the detonator and the succeeding soarke are triggered in Succession by Suitable
eoectf~c aviay circuits. sen-. i ovae the 1iiiumkne;On ',o the ft-CON' give by Caiifa i anu
so on. in this way up to nine shadow oictares can to obtained a: intervals ranging from 2. to
200 jeicIsoeeos asendiing on the characteristics of tne aelay circuits.

&vNm ygoers record.

The drum camera record of the water front and of tne Shock wave front ftg Obtalmeo by
the lichi eron' temthoa described arvviouSly.

fiesuits obtainsed.

A selection of tile scark ' hotogracho Wbakned are given in Figures 2 and 3. Figuro 2
shewe successive stages I" the water forhiftion and Figure 3 shows a later stage Mrs Clearly.

wtor



water formation:

in the early stages of the water mo~vemenlt the wplir rises to form a nave scwaewhat
similar to that formea when a otncll as oaShe3 upewds into a shiet of rubber from beneath.
This formation Is then oartially trokbn up by a Isin; Spherical aiStjrbance 0uich an early
drum camra recao s.qgestod might DO hallow.. It is Delieve2 that the shock Wave first
dttiches a surface I.,%yer of water and fling$ It u~wdras and that ial gas bubble then bursts
throuph this layer.

3hoCk wave:

Figure i hows tnee SwUccSSivestajSS In the daelccn-ent: of the smaOckI v. it
first rlses from the water surface in the form of on arc, then two straight branches develop
and firally a third wave develcos where each Strbight Dranch joins the Control arc. This
bifurcation of the shock wave Is shown more clearly In Fijurs 3. rho anotoarachs only show a
section Of the true Shock wav formation, the true shaes aging a bo Surmountin~g a Cone, the
whole formtijn o~inj symmetrical oaoovt P vertical awis.

The photographic record Drcaucea b.y the domi Is densor than that I;ven by tf;e Came
(Figure 3) Indicating that the dome is a more Intense Shock wave and Is moving at a greater
sceeo, the Pressure and gated being Possibly greatest at the too of the Comes. The doe thus
beome more Prominent as the Ahock wave eystemi doveoloos. The cons arises from the outward
propagation of the *soloslon along iris water surface. Thus Ift An &M are the velocities of
orooajation In air and eater resoectivtly then A/W - sin CL where CL Is the angle %do by the
cone and the water surface on a vertical aoane tihrougil the Contre of th~e explolnt. A man
value of a from several racords Is 13.6* gIvinj Ws - 4.2Ai. This Is within i Per cent of the
ratio of the velocities of sound In air and water: at 13*0 (SMIthsonian Tables) for sound
A - 1.110 ft./second and '- - 4.730 ft./l#comd gIvimj Ws - '.2SA. The reasons for the feveloasent
of the bifurcation are not fully underst.-o.

.Schlion' record: velocity cf shock wAv

Figure MSshows a drum cAmerA *schliaren, recorn giving the initial vortical velocities
Of the too Of the dome and the accompanying Shock Wave, that is, the velocities of th~ese
odisturbinces In an uowdro vertical direction through the Centre of the Explosion. It will be
seen that the 6S~hi Ieren, record is curved. Mesasurement Of this curvature shows that the shock
wave leaves the witer surfce with a Velocity Saoe 50 ocr cent greater than that of Sound.
This mttcr is dealt with more fully in the following theoretical section.

II. THEORETIcAL

fm tto duct ton.

In this section anl evaluation is melae of the Intensity and velocity of the shOC& wowe
transmitted into air oy a shock wave in water incident normally on the free surface. The
Velocity of the surface IS also 00taineJ and the results are CO~areC with those founda
exoerimentelly. Th. effect of Ool ique InCidtbnC- IS evWeInnW and It is found that a Simple
reflection theory does not reconcile the exoerimental res-lts for obl ique and norytal Incidence.

we consiCer onlY the case of a plane shock wave. The results Shtzulc aoeiy to sohcrical
waves or indeed to eaves of qny form since the effect of atteniation will be Infinitesimal in
comari 'on with ine chenqe3 due to reflect ion, anid tranmaicsjn.

In plane waves of finite 3mpltude the thances taking place ney be regarded~l as duo
to forward Propagation of a quanicty 0 f(0) + v with velOCit, C + v ar,3 Oackward oraragatiom
Of Q*f(D) - V. with velocity C - v, where

a - reasure in the mdium5
v - Particle velocity

- velocity Of Sound at Point Considervo

f(p f ;0 i.e. tioe.nn Function.

Pwe 

e al ..
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We shall treat the Shock wave in. water as a wave of finite amulitude and nelect tr4 Irreversible

hnat;,tg at the Shack frcnt.

A shock wavi in water of intensity pw an- =rtlcle velocity v strikez nornally on the

air water Interface. Immeoiately aftarwards tnc ersaure ano carticle velocity at the Interface
ar. a Va Wlv a shock wave f Intinsity c,. a na :3rticle velocity va has set out intc the
air. The law -f Prooajetion If ,%no quantit.y I tnen givn us

f(0W) 0 vw f(oA) * va

in ChoCk waves the cartIcle velocity Imeelatelv behind the front is a fjnction of

Pressure so that we have two furt"hr latlc.ns

v - ,, (6,.) (2)
v " €. (a ) i 0)

wmre . and 0a are the aoorocriate funCtions for water and sir rms~ectively. (qo) ano f(o)
for water have Oe comiculten oy enney and Dasjuta e.41 tabulatdt 

2 )
. For air an- for ore-sjres

not exceeoing about .0x atmosoheres 4ta(V) is the well known Ha.,,,nlnt fonula which has been
tabalated by Taylor *1

.  
kith the aid of these tables and equations (1). (2) and (3) the valaes

of *c aM va may be found for a lvemn value oa . Table I shows the results together wita w an

Ua the velocitie, If the shock waves In water and air resectively. The tacle was constructed
assuming a toweerature of 206C. &n3 a aressarl of one atnosahere. Pressures are sasolute, not

cooso over one st.oonr.

O aa v U
(t(lb.Is.in.) (ft.,l9C.) , . e, ./sec.) 'atoohra

.0066 14.69 0 4800 1127 1. 0
1.12 16.16 77 SM UJ7a 1.1
2.18 17.63 148 49"0 O220 1.2

4.24 20.57 277 S011 1306 1.,
6.13 23.50 391 5200 136 1.6
7.91 26.4, 49. 5310 1"3 1.8

9.59 29.38 589 54O 1535 2.0

7.0 44.07 974 S 0 185 41.0

20.3 51.,2 1132 5960 1997 3.5
23.4 5.76 1274 6100 2120 4.C

29.3 73.45 1527 6360 2370 5.0
3. j6 881. 174 6w0 2590 6.0

Iobarisort h4-th r airr.meat.

If the water velocity v a or the intensity, or velocity of tne air shock wave IS known then
Table I M0le9 us to determine the inteelty :w of the shock wave In ater. A Curve has been
given Ihowinj the velocity with which the water surface moves when a No. 9 dltongtor is exolooed
beneath It at lothe from one to eight Inches. The ortsent s)oer contains a record Figur# 4
from which the velocity of te tranmitted hock way can c obtained when the ootonator is At a
depth of One inch. M04Aurseftt of this record gives the followi A figures.

Distance Oe wave from water surface 0 1 2 3 5

Velocity of wve In ft/'l5con2 1710 1102 I!20 I i.6 110 1280 i 1260

The Inte nity of t e Shock wave in water fr om a #to. 6 2etonator bas o on the water surface

velocitieS ;S Show In Iliure 5. it falls off muCh more raolily than the r9cIorocal of the

ditance .....
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distance. At a distance of I inch the Intensity is 20.6 tons/eq.n. The figure derived from
the velocity of the shock Wave Is much lower, oein; only L1.2 tons/Sq.1n. The reason for this
discrepancy Is not clear, out It seeam that the value bsed on the shock wave velocity entails
fewer assumptions about the mechanism Invelved and is the more trustworthy proviced the wasurment
of this velocity is sufficiently accurate. We have assumeud that the orm camra records give
the Initial velocity of the surface out It Is not certain that this is She Case. It seems
orobao'e that a layr or scvsral layers breas away from the water and are orojecteo uowards.
I? tM first layCr is vzry t.ir. Its v:lccIty thculz *cr va --.- n ;I .o !n ,-1 bVt t ne th!ck.ne:
depends on te tension at which cavitation occurs, while the tendency of the water to break up
Into droolets may also affect the mesured velocity.

The effct of.oblique.incid:nce.

A simple theory based on geornetrical reflection of the oressure wev as an eal1 tension
wave shi's that for an angle of Incloance 8 the surface velocity Is va -a06 whre v ;s the
,velocity fbr nonmel Incidence. The velocity of th6 water surface for-,Ajles of Inc/oence 00
to d0° is otaines from Figure 2. Dividins these values oy cos e we get va as a fanction of
distance from the detonator. In Figure 6 these values are shown and It acosers that the values
of v a dMucmd from the oulique reflection are considerably higher than those derived from ncrmal
Incidence.

The reason for this discrecancy a also for the different Intensities oerived from water
velocity SnO $hock wave velocity Is not apearent. The ohenomencn of the rising water surface
iy be mor complex than was supoosec. Careful ooservatlon of the dram camera record for a

Detonator at I Inch deoth Shows that the water surface Immilately soove the detcf'!tor is
strongly decelerated for the first Inch or so and then maintains a more or less constant speeo
or y even be accelerato.

References.

(1) Lane's oydrooynamics, 4th :oition, ch. 10, o.477

(2) "orssure-time curves for sub-marine eoxlosions (second paper). by
W.G. Penney a&no HK. DaOjuOte.
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FIG,5. PRESSURE DISTANCE GRAPH N@S. DETONATOR UNDERWATE

42600 1
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TRANSMISSION OF A SHOCKWAVE FROM WATER 
TO AIR AT

NORMAL INCIDENCE

A. 1. -Harris

Road Research Laboratory,
London

_1 944

Summrar.

A Shock wave In water lives rise, whenever it meets the fr e surface, to a shoCkllve

In the air. The case of normal Incidence was discussed eist'.
-re 

x) In the present not; the

calculations are exteno:O tr an air sh-ck wave cressure of 100 .5s.Ot , an l ar? 4svo to

evaluate the pressure near 4-oz. choeaS of C. . fro(. ex:erirmntal ata (2
.  These pressures

are comoared with theoretical values

in n previous Inv:stIgaton(1) the evaluation of the intensity of the transmitted air

shoCk was not carried abOv: & atmsoa erv , since the cerfect gas equet! ,s th-ro cease to be

aoolicable. The work has now ben extendei to 100 atmosoheres on the basis of the data jiven

by Denney and :avies for shcc* wnves In air -it H.T.P. In cerfect gases verticle and shocd

wave velocities are prooortional to the square rcot of t .e absolute temoerature of the

undisturbed las. Now although air at oress.res above 6 atmosohares cedarts from :erfection the

oiscreoancies In nartico- and wv,, velocities do not exceel 2.51 iven when the Dr.zestirp Is

300 atmoscheres, and In consequence !" has been 
assumed that for shock waves in air 

at T
O

absolute, the velo s ray be found quite accurat-ly from those given by Penney anO Oevies

by multilying by

TWOb ! !"S the "'Suits so derived for ?r"s~ric fwtir .1121. C. to air ct

N.T.D. and to air at 20°C. anr one atmosohere cressure. Differences of water tcewerature are

likely to be less Imcortant than differences of air temoerature since th, effects on density and

elasticity Arz mch smsiler In a liquid than in % gjas.

Some measurements of tne SheCk wave and ray velocities above a water surface when

, oz. of !*'. were cx3lcieo ene"t1 it have oeen given(2) and from these the cressure in the

watcr shoCk wave may De Inferred with the helo -.f Table 1. Both velocities usually fall cff

rather raolly so that it Is Oifficult to cxtra~clat, back to tn initial velocities With m0ch

accurac), but on the oasis of tnese .xtracoltea values the oints in Figure i nnvw bt*in ootained.

There is a 4ifficilty about the records taken at 2 Ince deOth. The otner records snow the shoce

wave moitn ahead of the soray but at 2 incn eoth it cannot be distin)uished secarately. it

is oossible that the s.ray is moving faster than the shock wave but there is no evidence tf this

and it s:MS best tc assume that the two velocities are equal. A single velocity measurement

at 2 Inch O2?th thus yields two water pressures; the higher valu being ootaineo when the

measured velocity is interr,.ted ns soray vulocity. It IS lifficult to see how thu water

surface can be in front of the shock wAV2 unless the scray travels much fast'r th.n tn'. surfrce

from which it was formed or the shock wave is the more r-oidly 3_celerateo.

fenney an Orssgucta
(
3
) 

have tiven a formula for the water snoce wave oressure near T.N.T.

an ex001,1e about 5S less effective in oroducinj beak cressure than C.E. They have assum.J for

T.N.T. a enemical snergy reless of $00 cals./pm, but su',jbet that 1000 cels./g,. would bc .

better value. To ootain fromi their roults the Drisures riar C.r., the cralurcs for 4 .g

T.N.T. were calculated frol the formula of (3) Ond thrin increasco in the ratio 1.05 x .

The calculated values are shown In FIjure I There is reasonable aireement between the

calculated cressures and those duoiced from the velocity measurements at i, inches anj 6 incites

Out at 2 Inches there is I consiozrable JIvcrjnc. esceciaily if the measur.3 
velccity is

Intarorttwo its surfacc and not shock wave velocity, A OOSSibld source Zf oisagr.rnnt b2teen

theory ....
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theory and experiment is th - tact that close t: the charqe the shock wave Is Oy no mrans
soherical as assueo In tho theory but ccnCcntratir atong tha colar axis an equatorial Fline
cf the charge, possibly giving pressures ih both of these directlons higher than if the wave
had been iniform.

TASLE ,

WATSR AT 20* T AIR AT 20* WATER AT 200 TO AIR AT C*
Air hater Shock Surface Vel. of Air hater Shock Surface Vel. of
Shock vel. air shock Shock vel. air Shock
atmos- atmo.-
oheres tons/3q.in. ft./see, ft./sec. coheres tons/sq.in. ft./sac. ft./sec.

1.0 0. O 66 0 1128 1.0, .0066 0 lOq9
1.2 2.2 148 1221 1. 2 2.1 10 1184
1.4 4.2 277 1307 1.4 4.1 267 1261
1.6 6.1 391 1387 1.6 5.9 378 1339
1.$ 7.9 495 146 1.8 7.6 478 11 3
2.0 9.6 589 1536 2.0 9.2 569 1483
2.5 14 797 1704 2.5 12.9 769 1645
3.0 17,0 975 1857 3.0 16.3 941 1793
3.5 V.3 1.132 195 3.5 19.5 1093 1929
4.0 23.4 1275 2130 4.0 22.5 1231 2056
5.0 Z9, 1528 2372 5.0 25.1 1475 2290
6.0 34. 1747 2590 6.0 33.3 1686 2500

159 0 77'0 3161 4040 15.0 74.0 3051 3900
30.0 137.0 4656 5680 3G.0 130.0 4495 5480
50.0 207.0 6084 7310 50.0 14.0 5873 7050
65.0 260.0 7002 8290 65.0 245.0 6758 8010

100.0 37e.0 8003 10200 100.0 357.0 0497 94 0

References.

(1) Mote on the water fcrtIon produced by an ufderte r explosion on the Model Scale.
by A.J. Harris.

(2) Measurement of the shock wave velocity In air above a water surface, due to the
detonation of a submerged charge. by 0. Croney ano R.D. Davis.

(3) Fressufe time curves for Submarine Explosions, by W.G. Venney and H.K. Oesgupta.
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TFEERY OF PEAK PRESSURE AND TIME CONSTA~T DETERMINATION FOR SHiOCK( WAVES
BY TIM M~HOD OF OPTICAL DISTORPION

R. R. Halverson

A theory has been developed for several sets of experimental conditions designed to
moaaure the peak pressure of shock waves by the method of optical distortion. For one of
theme experimental arrangements (1 below), a method has also been developed for calculating
the time constant. Since this arrangemint has hg4 considerable success experimantally, it
will be discussed in detsil.

1. Grid in plane of center of oharte; oharge off to the sido: spherical shook wave

To study the distortion of light rays passing through the high pressure region
behind the shock, an experimental arrangement as diagrammed in F t'gMwe 133 was used and
the theory developed is baeed on these experimental conditions. E ia the charge producing
the shook wave S to be studied, C iz the camera lens, ? is a flash charge and G is a
luio *beet marked off in a unmiform grid of 1/4 in. zpacizn;. The grid i3 so placed
that the grid lime intersect the shook ways diagonally~ in vxportion of the shock
studied. Two typical intersecting lines are shown in the front viw in Figure 133. The
charge was )Iaced in the plans of the grid, and the line perpendicular to the grid
passing through the center of the camera lens intersted the grid a short distance
behind the shock, approximately 5% of the radius.

In the system of Cartesian coordinates shown in Figure 133 the position of the
center of the camera lens is defined at (3co, yo zo). On the assumption that the grid

cts as a source of diffuse illumination, a ray whose reverse path ia the vector
Ifro.i the camera to the shock front is considered. The intersection of this ray with

the shock front is def;l.Vd as (xys.If there were no disatortion, the ray would con-
tinue, along the line ZVand strik, the grid at (z", 0, YO), but actually the ray follow.
some curved path X determined by the decay characteristics of the shook and strikes tbe
grid at the point (x', 0,z'). Knowing the actial distance from the charge to a uniquoiy
defined point on the grid, one obtains the radius of the shock wave from the photographic
print by reference to this po4 nt after the scale factor of the print DR determined froM
the undistorted Dart of the grid. The coordinates of the camera are also obtained by
reference to this point. On the photographic print, the points (xw, 0, z"), and
(x1. 0. s') a" be. located. the latter being obtained by extending lines from the un-
distiorted pert of the grid until they interseat behind the shook,

(a) Peak =our*iw dote= p4 io4. -- As a first approximation, an average proeL're may
be calculated by asnuming a step shock wave, that is, a constant pressure behind
the front. With this approximation the curve t is replaced by the vector ~
(Figure 133) from (z ~stox 0,0,21), and the step presue calculated is, to
this approximation, the pressure in the decaying wave on the spherical surface
een*ered at X and passing through a point on E at which the tangent of Z is parallel
to A. 11. define this index of refraction or pressure for a given intersection of
grid lines as ! or p , respectively.

A very simple derivation of the index of refraction conresponding to this
overage prssure as a function of the-distortion vector V, (the vector from
(x",0,a* to (XIAOZs) for the given rmy 1,) and the geometry of the experiment
can be given in the system of coordinates discussed above. Ws are given
(2c9,oso), (XN,0s), (x' 0,.') and R , the radius of the shook wave. -he
point (xq,z) is readily oitained. as the intersection of the line joining
(ZopYopso) and (xU,0,uU) with the sphere of radius IRI

The following vectors are defined.

p -i. + yJ + nk,

x-xoi(-0j(-.k

ii (X*-)i+(O-y)jt(s's)k,

MIS1
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= (x'-x)i+(O-y)j+('-z)k, (il-i)

- - N - (x,-x")i+(z'-%')k

SDxi+Dk.

The magnitude of all vectors and distances is to be taken in units of IRI ,
i.e., IpI 'a L

Consider the following cross-produot relations.

sin (11-2)

I - ,sin ,',

Ieeqis a unit vector perpendicular to the plane which cntsins a,; nd
Dad eand Of' are the angle) of incidence and refraction .. peotively in this
plans. This is not necesearily the plane showa in the toD view In Pigure 133.
Applying imul i Law,

sine,
sinea no

where nay Is the index of refraction corresponding to the average pressure p,
andn o is the index of refraction of sea water at sero pressure, we obtaintL'relatl,

?rawm the last of (Zqs. 11-1),

or using (Eq. 11-3),

which sW be written,

JIW- (syys -*y

tx¢ yrx-.. ) tar
art

j&I + IN-

SIN( ox NI

The distances III , III and fliii can be readi3 obtained from the coordinates
(x,7,), (Xoyo,Io), (x',0,s'), and (x'QSU). Although two values of the index of
refr:tion can be obtainod from each distortion, they are not independent, and in
general becaua. of the coordinates chosen and the experimental arr=ngment used D.
was too mall to be measured.

Given from the above and Ac for sea water, P can be obtained by
auplying the relationship between Me index of refraon and pressure for water.
This relationship is discussed later.

681516
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Sinoe the computational method outltied above is somewhat lenltb, a more
direct method. again assuming a stop shook but tking advantage of the planer nature
of the probl ., was used in the altvl isloulationp. The determination of the
;Optical planes, that onta nig . . , , 1 0 is very simple when the charge
is in the plane of the grid, for, n this casN, the Intercept of the optical pl an
in the ploe of the ild contains Vad It. nowing the projotion of the camera on
the lim containing D nd II and the perpendioular distance 4 of the osners from it,
the optcall plaes is determined and a be presented as In Figure 134. The
diane |RI to whish all other dimensions ee referred is obtained as described
above. r' and r are obained directly from the print as above whereas d and e
ae obtained from the Imown position of the osera relaIv" to 6; grid. To derive
the adex of refraction from the distortion of the rylU in terms of those measure-
ints using the q'mbola shown in Figure 134 the following Pelation. ere used.

s . , (,1-6)

d

where # may be positive or negative, aA sinoc (RI 1s

occ (,.) .i 0074op . (17

Then using the law of oawcseso

It om be shm , using the law of mines, that

tanJ -t (11-9)

on Applying omelI's Laws

fin 0si

.ar-b .i a [vow -1 + og , tan,
NO  a'" , 0 - coo 0 tan '

where 0 a 900 - $g, -,A)
In order to convert may to Pay, data on the pressure coeffioients of index

of refraction for water ae required.

Data were availahle for fresh water, and were assumed to hold tor salt water
as wo. This assumption Is felt to be valid to within a few percent as is
Indicated by some preliminary oalcalatione. In Table VU the available data on
the coefficients a and b in the equation,

n(p) - no - ap - bp2 
, (11-12)

a given together with the source of the dava. For the oaloulatione of
concerning a specific point, Eq. (11,12.), of course, becomes

nay - In0 u apy' b pa
2 .

The type of file used in the experiments studied we Contrast Process Ortho,
which i sensitive in a narrow range of wave lonh centered around oa. 4800 A.tU.
In order, thom to correct nay to Pay it is neoessary to obtain adiabatic valuoen of
a and b for a wave length of 4800 A.U. and for the proper temperature. The too-
therm)lt vae of a was taken from the data Rontlen and Zehndor for a wave length
of 5890 A.U. ad the proper temperature for the given experiment. It was then

70 last$
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oorreoted tor wave length trom the date for various wave lengths Of ROAtIen .it
kshnder, assuming the differeneq due to wave length to Indepandent of tempe utrte.
It was then oorreoted to the idiabatio coefficient from the data of lman GM
Venkatareman, aueln &jin that the dfferenoe between the leothew l sad adil-
batle a Is fidspenden1 o1 teemperatwe. The value ot b was taken directly fro the
LotherWua data of Poindexter and Rosen by inteapolatiag for the proper waVe lenth.
It we asumed Independext of temperature. The eaw m in b an be of the order of
X0 and stil, Make an er. of on Goas 3% i itheloulat~on of the pwesae Sn
the reng of peasure studied (oa. 170CO lb/n. I).

T ile~ V!Z. otoeneaadba -

Tau 11 - U F

t (00) Wave Length a x 1 b x .0 Ty"eof SOW"e
(..) (pe ate.) (per ate.3 ) pwesur- Oho a

-0.7 5890 16,91 - Zootherml A and Z
0.06 2 6.7 -0
0.42 16.78 = *
1.05 * 16.68
2.62 16..
20.67 16.512
2".9 16,- 'A
3.10 16.
0.95 16,26 - a

Soo U40 91"
13.05 15.56-"

13.28 * 15.26 - C
17.831,2
18601 1 15.26 - a
18.03 " 15.25 - C a
23.27 1 U.97 -
23.1 , 14. R I and V
18.0 4861 15.40 - " an
18.0 6007 15.16 - U
25.0 4060 15.02 .003182 F P and R
25,0 4W 3A.65 .002700 * 5
25.0 5MW6 14.75 .003232
25.0 5SM I4. 56 .002990 C
23.1 0 1.66 - Adiabatio R and V

R NOt Z - W+. 0. P~tlen, MAn L. Zahnder, Anra.d. 1 iak (viod.) A" 24-51 (189)1)

.(low pressure study).

R and V - 8i V~mkata Room, .R.$., and 1.8. Vankateramen, ?roe. Rao, Soo. (London),
IM, 137 (1939) (low pressure st).

and R -P. 3. P dolex+r and J. a. Rosen, Plws. Rev. (2), Sl, 760(A) (19U)
(pressvres up to kIC ka/e 2).

This datum semns out of line with the rest.

The peak-preossre of the shook wave we# then aeulated from sewver. values of Pay
in the following nman . The assumption was made that pa alcoulated from a given
intersection of grid li ns with a given value of r was the pressure existing in
the de sying spherioal shook on a spherical srefaoe of radius

7- 1 + (r' -Or)

n I is
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the average radius vector for the vector 11. pav *as then plotted agast JRj w r
("oe Figures 108, 109, 110 and 111) on semi-lag paper. Within experitental acattU
the points V1.1 on a straight line which was extrapolated to gal - r w 0,
that is, to the shock front. The pressure at thi~s point was taken to ?: the pooh
pressure of the shook wave. The error in the assuaption as to what volue of re, the
vaus of pa, applies should go to zero in the limit, g1al re a 0.

(1) ~eif a of Mespest Before the shot, the perpendicular distance from
the cmer oes to the grid was measured. A crops was marked on the Inoite

grid at the foot of this perpendicular, end the distance a (Figure 13&) wap
measured from the center of the charge to the arose. An additional orose !9/
was marked on the Incite grid on the extension of' the line Joining the charge
end the first aross about 4i, n. (measured acoaurately) beyond the first cross.
This second arose was placed so as to be ahead of the shook wave, and thus to
ae er unistrtd in the final picture. It was from this measurement from

t charge to the scond cross that~ the radius of the shook wave was deter-
mined on the final photograph. The Illumination was provided by a flash charge
for which the firing was delayed by means of prisacord from the firing ot the
charge which produce., the shook wave to be studied.

The measurements were talon from prints of the origIrsJ photograph. With a
semle factor for the print determined from the unftooted part of the grid,
the charge position was determined from the experimental measurements refer-
red to the crosses marked on the grid. By use of this as a cenater the shock
front wus drawn in on the print as a circle whose radius was sucoh that it
passed through the breaks in the line of the undistorted PMd distorted parts
afth gid. Boeral of the vndistorted lines were extended behind the shock
Protgving intersections which are called "actual" intersections to which

correspond the "apparent" intersections seen behind the thook. There was no
difficulty in assigning any given actual intersection to an apparent inter-
section. Through each pair of intersections a radial line was drawn from the
charge position, and was extended to intersect the shook front. This is the
intercept~ of the ptical plane in the plane of the grid, The distances rl
end Dr (Figure 134) can he measured directly on this line, a , tho !%di'i
of the shook front, was obtained on the print by reference to the crosses
marked on the lucite grid. The distance d Is obtained by measuring the
perpendicular distance from the cross to the intercept line and using this
measurement together with the experimental measurement of the distance from
the amaera lens to the lucite grid.

(b) I~~jgI31 roced 0040 ,.for Zinmcnsaiit (V ionantal Decsv ostn wtDrM~~ryo light in a non-homogeous di has be
treated ver-y thoroughly by Richard Gans (see e.g.* Hftdbuoh der Experimental
Pbvoikp Volume 19,.p. 341 ff. and Amn d Pbrsik (4), A2, 709 (1915) ). From his
derivation based on Sell's law (se reference to Handbuch dor Experimental Physik)
for a medium in which the Index of refraction is a function only of r, the radius
in plase polar coordinatoo, the following differential equation in obtained for the
path of a ray of lights i D 1 w n I d

r r 2 _D2si 2n O
where 0 Is the polar angle, JR1 is the radius of the shook front, r is the loeth
of the radius vector to any point on the path, I Is the angle made by the ray of
light and the radius vector to the point, r P %Rf , i 0 (see Fig. 134). 4 is
measured clockwise from the point of' ontry into the shook vrave of the reverse
vector I (Fig. 134) for the ray of light studied. In fig. 134 Og the polar asigle
at the grid, is shown. OR Is the irdex of refraction at r w JR and na Is thm
Index of refraction at r.

Q/The secand cross Is not necessary if the position at the first crose is corrected fiw
optical distortion.

'72
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The method used in de trmining the tins constant of the shook wave was to
express a as a function of r In terms of the paramaeters of an assumed exponential
shook wave (expeaontial with distance bob' 4 the front), the peak preseure sad time
consant. This tay be done by writing p in Sq. (11 2) as a function of rp

( i01 - r)
Pp "P - *r * (uz-u)

boo Or Is expressed in units of length.

Substituting p fre Sq. (11-14) Into 34. (11-12) gives
( III .- 3 .. 11 - r

n(p) - no -- p ay e e-0 " * bpmane % , (o1-r5)

wtere no (the Index of refraction at soro pressure), a, and b are functions of the
teempara o fo a given type of film and P i the )oak p fsue to the give,
sh as datermined by the method outlined ingiofs Appenaix I (a.

This function of r in then substituted for a in Iq. (11-13)o In Sq* (r-13)
na Is obtained from 3q. (11-15) by putting r- iN

Eq. QiZ-13) is a famction of the given rq o.f light on a given film, that ts
of the pair of Interseotions (apparent and actual) of the pair of grid lime sudied
because of the expli it presence of the angle 1o. This is obtained for each pair
of Interseotions by the following equations

-n 0  Mg (11-16)
sin O

wher the aowle 0 (ig. 31.) is obtained for the given point (that Lp for the
given pair of Intersections) In the osloulation proeeduwe for Pav for that point.

Ths all the parmnters of Eq. (11-13) are determined except Or. Some gener*
discussion of this equation is felt to be necasosry. A statement of Snell's Law
for spherical s metry, in which ase the path of a given ray of light, as was dis-
cussed prewiously, lies in a great circle, is given by the followings

nvAItsin 0tow nr sin I a 0, (11-17)

wheore i is the angle made by the path of light and the radius vector r to a given
point on the path, and a is the Index of retraotion at ra for some given Or in
sq. (11-15). Then in Eq. (Ir-13) the denominator venaishe at the point of total
refl ection, that i , at the point where sin i - 1.

The right hand Vide of Sq. (11-13), from physical arguents, has a finiteintgl) from r a, III to r o %in. - 46 where,

rain. n(r'I".0r ) - n IlI sin i0 • (11-18)

By making 9 suffioiently mall, the integration can be carried up to within an
infinitesinal distance from rein. Then mines the path of light is sysmetrical
about the radius vector of lenoh rein, the whole path is known from the point
of entry into the shook wave to the point of exit from the shock wave.

The first step in the calculation of r Is to determine Or,min where

(r' - Dr).n(r' - Pror,in) " AIRIN sin io. (11-9)

Physially Or 4i is the lowest Yalu" of the exponential decay constant which will
allow the Ci4n r&y of light studeod to get a fix into the shook wave a the point
at which it is observed to strike the lucite grid, that is at r a r' - Dr (fig. 134).

7m ,,155
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The procedure, then, for determining Q for a given poiit on a givisn film is
to choose several values of r r,min anA To calculate rrlr'-Dr r by numerical

integration.

Drj - Dr nRR sin 0 dr(II-13a)

rIRrVn' r21R2 in2  
-

where n is given as a function of Qr aiud r in Eq. (11-15). it then plotted against
0 and r in Eq. (11-15). is then plotted against 9r at the value of r' - D dater-
m d y the point studied. $ can easily be shown by physical argumentm orby
mathematical considerations to be a monotonically decreasing function of Or. The
value ci 9 giving a value of $ - 4g (Fig. 134), that is, that value of $ obtained in
the cnwse of the calculation of p-v for the given point, is taken as the correct
value n'. Cr for the shock wave as determined by that point. If no value of 9 r 're

gives a value of 4 as large as , the rk- of light ctudied is assumed to have pas sien

through tle point of total reflection after it left the diffuse light source, the
lucite grid. In this case (Eq. I-13a) must be "eple-ed by

rain + 
' Dr

(I.l)in %0 dr + nlRI sin 10 dr

r fn2r2- , 2 (1sii r3 -~ D 1 P i~ 0 (I1b

Again the integration Is carried out numerically. In the merical integration
near r *4L the intervals chosen aust, of corse, be very mall. Again a plot of
vs. Gr-ti a-e, and Or is then deternined for the given p-,%Ini as thast valua which
gives a 4 4 for that Point.

Valums of Or are calculated for spveral points on a given file. The tacit
assumption has been made that Or can be a function of the value of rt - Dr for tho
point for which it is calculated. The conversion of this exponential deoay constant
rith distance behind the shock front to an exponential deoay constant with time
behind the front is discussed below.

(o) Calculation Procedure for Te ontant (Exnonenticl Deca- CnstOatwthTifle

Fn. In the onversion of Or to at, the exponential parameter in

- t

P[ (t) P.x • (11-20)

Ot is asmned constant, but the possibility is admitted of dependeno of Or on
the value of r' - Dr for the point for which Or in calculated. p (t) is the
pressure that would have been recorded by a piezoelectric gage at&e t after
the passing of the shock front of peak preIssure Pmx. p (r) is the pressure
at t m o and at a distance ( Ill - r) behind the eho;.' M*,t of pressure pax and
radius R. IRI - r)

@r. (IX-21)

PO.D 
(r) - p*

can be a function of r if it is necessar- to make Eqs. (11-20) and (11-21)
compatible.

The asumption is made th t 0t changes very little withlklover distances of
length of the order of o. r this asawiption, the decay of P.&T with iR| ,will
follow the same law as the demay oi p(r) (where r - JR| - 0 and v Lr a 0 Is a
constant distance of the order of magnitude of or) with R. That is, since for a
given weight of som explosive,
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VM am .I tat N ion at %be kind ot explosive, then

P0.0. W~ ( 11TPOD (a) ro Cu-a3)

*Milo he 4110"IRI ora at sal ests, in wh a to assumed to he a coovstat

I atlttet t .t .a (t) AM p (r) among fqe. ( ) 2 (l1) an
(UA-U) eU% ti t#gllaide t UDe

The Vale aot 0  (r) te ta ntea a g a Pot which relted In a
Ma Op a r'. -Olit that point. The of~ C As :bi dra, PO-*
1t ts at various va.ea ot IRI LIM (iht of explasi ,

tht te f as peak-pre&e a susimilrey for a given explosive. Zt Sen
1ooet all URI rnith 1lite resulting error In 1. Zt is fouMd by solvng
1Eq. (11-)) tap that the deponoeos at % on r Or a given Ot is not get.

An alternative method of deri"vng an equation to convert Or Lato S which
to Ln essentil numerical sgpeeent with Xq. (1-24) has been suggested by
Profeasor J. 0, irkwood. Here M W Ot are defined only at the chock front as

: N or r-lRI (11-a)

It the logarithmicpeak rosite vs. diataoe urv o has a derivaetve 11 109 Pa ,
them, exa otly, d

-lot g'. Is/

4' li r (11-27)
r r I RI

where o io the shook-front eolocity at peak Macau"e pmx. By using Zqs.

(1u-a5) ad (11-26) end rearnging, Eq. (11-)) becomes

at - .1 1(11-20)

Por a given weight or explosive,

where P Is a contanut depending on the weight wd kind or explosive. Then,

7$ 16,i6
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d log pmx OC ,(11-30)

d IRI R

and thus,

This latter treatment is a more direct approach, but in neither case is the
variation of Q with IRI stated. This is not an important factor however, Eqs.
(IT-24) and (1,-31) are very nearly equivalent nmserioall - and in the applications
Sq. (II-2LA) will be used.

(d) Possible Errgrs. The most apparent source of vrror in this method cf measuring
peak pressure and time constant is the possibility of mechanical distortion of
the lucite grid by the Impact of the shock wave. Preliminar. measurements on the
velooity of sound in lucite indicate a value of approximately 6.0 ft./seo. Thus
the shock wave started at the center of the edge of the lucite grid travels faster
in the luite than the shock wave in the water, iud t".: -. ssibility for mechan cal
distortion of the lucite grid at the time of the photograph is increased.

Measurements on the photographs of the two shots reported in See. III, 3, a
indicate that such mechanical distortion as well as lens distortion is very small,
howover. If the grid lines ahead of the shock are extended far behind the shock
front, they coincide within drawing errors, with the apparent position of the grid
lines in this region of "zero" optical distortion. Since the "direction" of the
displacemont due to optical distortion is the same as that due to mechanical
distortion, that is, away fron the charge, this result indictas a very small
mechanical distortion. Also the fact that the edge of the lucite grid towards the
charge appears as a straight line in the shot photographs indicates no mechanical
distortion of the lucite grid in the interval beteeun the time of impact of the
edge of the grid and the time of the photograph. It should be mentioned that the
curved contour at the left of the grid photograph (Fig. 107) is not the edge of
the grid, but rather the edge of a paper diffusion screen behind the grid. The edge
of the grid is the line in which the diagonal grid linen terminate. Although there
may be some slight curvature to this line in the photograph published, the line on
the original print from which this print was made is as close to a straight line as
is measurable. Thus mc'. lcal t- -l; nt- i " f tc -.r. little !rc n
the results obtained by the optical-distortion method.

Another source of .rrr is in using the index of refraction-pressure coefficient
measured in frosh water for the studies of pressure and time constant in calt water.
Preliminary calculations based on the assuntion that the difference in the index of
refractior tetveen froh and salt water at high preasure is the same as it would be
at zero pressure but at the concentration of salt per unit volume that the water
would have at the high pressure have been made. T'eo calculations indicate that
the error involved in the assumption that the Index of refraction-pressure coefficient
is independent of the salinity iF- of the order of 2.5%. The direction of this error
is such as to make the calculated pressure too great. The data necessary for those
calculations on the effect of salinity are from a report by E. A. Brodsky and J. V.
Sahershewer (Z. Phys. Chem., B, j2, 412 (1933)).

Th oaslhtitty of error in the assumption that Snell's Law of Refraction holds
in a n=-homogenous sodium also deserves some consideration, Gans (Ann. d. Phys.
(4), AL, 1. 1915)) studies In detail the came of retraction of a lincarl)-polarisod

ligt wve n anonhVrosov medium by use of the electromagnet io- fie 14 oqua'5ons.
HP~ assumes that n w ,hore n is the Index of rerraotion of the medium and 4F
in the dielectrin oonntant. This relation, of oourso, does not hold for water. H"
shows that under these assumptior 3nellfn Law holds over moot of the light path, but
viry near the point of tot.l reflection the ray of l1iht daviatem from the path
predicted by Smll's Law and undergoes an angular dieoontintity, "knick", at the
p*Lt of total reflection. A short distance beyond the point of total reflection,
tne path aain coincldes with the path predicted by Snellts LAw.
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It Is felt that this deviation from Snells Law is not important tar the case
of non-polarized light in water. However In order to make a quantitative statement
as to the amount of popiable error, a f',ther anmysis would have to be made.

An expvrimental argument for the assumption that this deviation from 3Jellts
law is not imports t for t4I4 caso of the shook-wave study in water is that, In
several oaloulations o the time constant boed on rays of light which are observed
to strike the lue lt grid at varying distances from the point of total retlaoteng
w aystematic trend can be detected with the distance of the point of observatiou
from the point of total reflection.

,a) § qaqle alulatn or tioe-onstant. -- An an example of the time-constant
couculation, the data for Point 22, Film 536 (Fig. 111) will be developed.

The first step is to obtain n~as a funotion of r tor a given film. The data
neoceary for this a" given ink Table VI:I whiulk Ovi,. datFa from film No.'s 536
aed 537 for comparison.

Table VI ponatanta VAsaaa mr tor . (U.-l

Kind of Film Contrast Process Ortho Contrast Proceso Ortho

Temperature 21,30 a 17,10 0.

a 2494 x 10-6 per atmos- 1,.18: 1, 6 per atmos-
phere phere

b .001578 : 10-6 per atm.2  .0015g7 x 10-6 per a4A. 2

n 1,3435 .I344

II 1..97 in. 15.99 In.

Pmax 17,05, lb/iAZ - 1,160 atm. 17,050 lb/1n - w 1,160 &,w

When the proper values of no, a, b, and pe, from Table VIII for Film 536 are

substituted in Sq. (11-15) it becomes

-1.3435 + .0173284 • ) " .00212286 . 2 (II-2)

where *' #

since tloughout all oslculations, measurements in units of JP4 were used.

Then, sinoe for any pair of interseotions,

sin io no

sin 0 DR

from Eq. (11-16) r sin i a n, min 0. The v lue of no is kown for a given film
(Table VIII) and e1m 0 was foufid for eaoh toint in tho caloulation for Pav' Thus,
for Film 536, Pt. 22, MR sin to a n sin 0 - (1.3435)(.93151) - 1.25152.

Substituting for n and for op sin io the values obtained in the preceding
paragrapha, one obtains the differential equation of vite path of the ray of light
considared at point 22,
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1.25124 dx

1.3a35 - 0.0173284 -0.00212286 (1,25124)

This equation is then integrated numerically by use of Gregory's formila (see e.g.
the Mathematics of Physics and Chemistry by Margenau and Murphy, D. van Nostraxd Co.
1943, p. .59) from

x a 1 to x - - 0.92429
IRI

(for the point) for several values of " grxoter than

Or=--- - 0.18356IRI
The results of these integrations are given in Table 1X.

Table U j:11tA oat+g"Atlo forj % uniton of -.
Value o og a Obtained in Clculazi.<n for Pa, is

OaD78 Radians (Point 22, Film 5M).

0.184 0.3813
.195 .3671
.230 .3528

The data in this table indioate that there is no value of * that will give a
value of j as great as $ Thus, it is assumed that the ray of light considered
for this point has gone hrough the point of tot&l refleetion aft leaving the
diffuse soume of light, the lucite grid. For each of the three values of ),f
then, th value of rain was calculated (Eq. (11-18)), aWl the nmerical integration
of Zq. (MI-33) was carried ot. in two steps, first, from x a I up to x w !a +
end then up to x- 0.92429. The results of these integrations beyond the
point of total reflection are given as a function of -). in Table X.

Table X PC!to of te. r-t1p - for Mt _e .- P'.= j .fr+al ' -...
Value of Og as Obtained in Calculation for p, is 0.oO78

radians (Foin. 22. Film 52§).

0.184 0.3907
•195 .4061
.230 .4232

L plot of these results is given in Fig. 135, from whioh the value of Y* to give
a 4c " 0.4078 radian is found to be 0.197.

Since the value of IRI for this ehot, Film 536, was 15.9? in., Qr is obtained
as 0.197 x 15.97 - 3.15 in.

To oove this to a value of Qt, usre is made of &a. (11-24), where a is taken
as 0.0645 in. Z . a., c- is taken as 1.23 IRI Is taken as 15#.97
in. and r i the vale of r' - Dr for Point 22, Film 536 (-0.92429 x 15.97- 14.76
ini This lesois to a valu, of Ot a 39.1 'A 000
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?able 11 Ihmt ntg ealuation of tim constant

FDAm Po. Point No. 1 ~-r, Qr r' - Or
) (in.) ( too)

536 22 0.61 3.15 14.76 39,1
537 5a 0.63 3.39 14.72 41.3
537 12 0.94 3.23 14.11 39.6
536 6 0.97 3.63 1.4.03 43.8
537 18 1.13 3.09 13.71 38.1

AT. Qto4O.4/asee, average deviation from mean a al.7A( sec.

It w=.! b toted that there is no systemaic trend of @t with distanco of
the point eluoted for calculation behind the shn"k front E JR - ra .

2. Ord in sane vlane with oharte, chariM directly in front rf caneras iherical hook wave

If the experimental set-up is such that the plane of tha grid is perpendicular to
the optioal axis of the camera with the center of the aharge at this point of inter-
section, then the peak pressure of the shook wave may be calculated as followe Refer-
ring to Fig. 136, 2 is the position of the camera; a is the shook wave; 2 is the charge;
9Q ia the grid (perpendicular to the plane of the paper); 1 is the point at which the
given light ray passes through the shock front; r and r e are the true and apparent
point's of intprseotion of a pair of grid lines, respectively. A construction line
4rarn from 2 perpendicular to Br_. As in Sec. 1, (a), the assumption is mado that the
pressure from R to r is constant. I is the ratio of the index of rfraction o7er this
range to the index of refraction outside the shook wave.

The quantities j, , j, l, E, , and jare vuo;eseively determined by the
following equations,

Or)

C on (U -tI) . , cos/ (11-35)

.( + ) . - +,

y 'U Ne la w o f i n g o t . g i n (9 0 0 M -(' 3 7 )

By the law of cosinse

Rz- V r)'+ (rS)2 -2 (Rr)rr) coo (900

Again by the law of sines,

inlf sin (900 -# ) (1-39)
r Rr

19 Snell'& law,

sin 0 sin G
sin 9* Pin (0 -

The eom reponing pressure is tOwin obtained from Table X. After oaloulitiona have been
oatl for Peveral rid line Inter'tittlons, the penk prornuro J.o dstermned by the matho3
6eeerlbed in Section I of Appenrix II; namely, hy plotting the onloulated preeerea
ag i t corresponding distwo, or the midpoint of Vr from the shock front, sAn
&xtrepelatinj to &ero distance from the shook front.

so801
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It to to be noted thts the shook wave photograp in this ease probebly do$m not
show the intersetion of the shook wave and the gridplane, but rather the Interseetien
of the grid pl,.,e end a care whioh has its apex at the amera loh nd is tangent to
the shook wave sphere. Thusp in determining the hook wave radius from the photograph,
a corresponding oorreetion should be ap lied to the apparent radius.

3. A n me ,a th charteit 9haw diretI in font of csrat Mn-gerieA

It the experimental eonditions onst the above requirements, the peak pressure of
the chook wave may be oal.ulat.d as fOllows: Rrring to ig. 1I, a . the position
of the Oarneral a is the shoe'.. ways; 2 Is: t hxe Irs is the grid (perpendicular
to the plane of the paper); A t the point at wtih the given light ray passes through
the shook front; X and at are the true and apparent poin, of intersection of a pair
of grid lines, rospeotivelyl Q is the normal to the shook wave surface at A. As in
scotion I of this Appendix, th assumption to made that the pressure from aIto Z is
constant. #io the ratio of the index of refraction over this range to the index of
refraotion outside the shook wave. Although the s'ook wave is not asmmed spherioel,
it i. assumed that the shook wave surf ace can be rapref*.d by sone equation
f(x~yj%) w O the exaet form being determined from the photograph of the shook wive.

The solution proceeds according to the methods of anlyti gsometry. The charge
Is take as the origin of the coordinate ams, tv f'# j, and the various points in the
experimental arrangement are assgmed the coordnates given In Fig. 137.

The equation of ling 2 Is

--.- x'°~ a -' $(3.
x4 -0 0-73 0-y $1

which simplifies toiU *. 5-i.r-A'

24 73 53

Thes equations e oombinod with f(x,y,s) u 0 to obtain 3.., y%# e.. To direotion
Components of a are--
The direction components of 2A we

14' .73 ' '53

20 22 . 2 (/ [jy ~f2 (4 /2~N A  "+3  "m3 +.0 VM

The equation of line At i

X . M x -4 3 )
0. x 7 - ' ,5 -

m * dirootion oomponents of Wh.s line are

2 , 7 - 'i, m - '1.

7i, 85
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["X4 + (7 - 71) + ( [7se 92 a -!k-X

Raving values now for 01 and $2, by Snul'f law,
sin 01

The oorresponding pressure is then obtained from Table VII.

After oalculations have been made for several grid line intersections, the peak
pressure is determined by the method described in Section 1 namely, by plotting the
oalculated pressures against corresporkling distnoes of the mid-point of Di from the
shook front, and extrapolating to zero distance from the shook front. Since the shock
wav is not spherically symmtric, the other grid lin intersections must be chosen
in the same general region behind the shook wave 'to ob ain ' h- peak pressure for the,
region.

Attention is celled also to the last paragraph in Section 2 of this Appendix,
which is applicable here.

4. rQ1.J gbhind shook wave, charg. dlizzolv in front of eamerat Oaherial shack wave

If the experimental set-up meets the above requirements, the peak pres*su of
the shook wave may be calculated as followst Peferring to Fig. 13 , m is the position
of the camera; I is the shock wve; 0 is the charge; 9A is the grid (perpeni.oulr to
the plane of the paper); a ard j are the points at which tht given light rey passes
through the shook front; X and IL are the true and apparet points of intersection
of a pair of grid lines, respectively a and O2 are the normals to the shook wave
surface at A and j respectively. As in Section 1 of is Appendix, the assumption
is made that the pressure from A tofi is constant. is the ratio of the index of
refraction over this range to the index of refraction outside the shook wave.

The solution proceeds according to the methods of analytic geometry. The charge
is taken as the origin of the ooo.dinat axes x and y, and the various points in the
experimental arrangements are assigned the coordinates given in Fig. 138. Due to the
symmetry of the shook wa s, the problem becomes planar for any single grid line inter-
section. an and FA a ,btalrwd before the shot; and the radius of the shook wavs S,

and !A are determined from the photograph.

The two equations
x12+ .i2 (g) 1-6

71 Y3 (11-7)
311 - X 4  X. s,

are solved oimulteeously for r, and y, the roots c and beIng dtenavded, Due to
the circular symmetry of the ok waWin the &a ps4a ,

ta rQO- taziIO (Z1- M)

If, row, the slope of any ltes Ag is designated , from q. (11-8),

AQr- AO--. . R(
I A. Og I I OR
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But Y4 -'-Y5 (11-50)
Z3 - X5

Xl
. OQ - (II-52)

-OR X (11-53)

Combining Eqs. (11-50), (1I-51), (11-52), (11-53) with Eq. (11-49) result. in an
equation which reduces to

-- x y 4 y x p -3 k (II .. 5 4 )
X9x5 X?+y75 -y 2 x 'K3 xx 4 yy

whs.eo k is a constant 5tor a given grid line iuterseotior. Eq. (!1-54) is oomb~ard
with

X52 + y52 . (OQ)2 . ((R)2  (11-55)

+o obt4an val e for !, and Zj, the extraneous roots being discarded.

5 - -(

Z tan1  AR 0  (II-56)

RQ Rtan
-

- 2_

X5 -Xi" + 7, 7,5- ,.

min z_ O I_ (Snells law), (II-61)

and the (ozr (ponn ) p -e5)ure Is th( obtained from Table VII.

After oaloulations have been made for sevral grid line interections, tha peak
prese is determined b7 the sothod described in Seatioti 1 of the Appendix; namely
b7 plotting the ealmat~ed preeosures aganst oorreoponding diwtanoee of the mid-polntof t2 from the shok front, and extrapoatine to re distan e from the shook VImn%.

Attention to again called to the feat that the apoarent interetion of th, shook
wave and grid on the photograph is the projeotion on the grid of a oone with iti *,Ax
at the camera lens and tenent to the ahook wave sphere, an! the shook wave radius most
be caloulated accordingly.

MIS
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1. INTOW1 TZON

Interetnng photographs of underwater explosions is model tasks have been obtaihed by
aan iLnstigators. Their exprIments suffered almost universally froam the drawback that
it was Impossible to shoot ehaLrges larger than a grai or even a unth of a gram, A tecbaiqw
ha been develoed at UEltL of shooting in the opeo oaea& so that the charge ile is limited
essentially oW" by the transparency of the water rather th" by the strengbh ot tank.

?his report discusses in detail the methods and apparatus tiqed in obtaining the picturs
and the results of some two years of experimentation. It Indic oe the usefulness of photo-
panhtie techniques for studying undrwtter exploIlons.

II. IXPERTI(ENTL WEHODS AND0 EQUIPENT

p Two main tyes of picture have boen takenj the flash photograph is which a sing.. icpicture of aproximately one microsecond exposure van obtained, and Wh motion plotw-s' whichUVA&.r itse thre or row to several hundred pictures In 4 single experimnt. These latter

pictur.s were takn at speeds up to 2$00 per second and eooespon.4 expome, down to DJO
Sie0oseonds. The two methods will be taen up in detail.

1. Mlthads of flaah nhotsnln

(a) Qauz aLo-at na. -- In taking short exposures of rapidly changing pheroena,
shutter o the still camera was opened, the explosion initiated, a short

duration nlash of light emitted, snd the shutter closed. During the winter monuth,
it waa fourd possible to work in daylight Vr actuating Us instantaneous shutter
meochamim, set at 1/100 seond, with a mole;oid and myoroniving the explosion
eleotrioally. 1hon the sun was brighter, haoevr, this mathod ocused a rsarLl
fogging even at 1/20 seond, end it was found n es s-ar to work at night. this
simplified the problem of syinhrowisation inasmuch as it was possibli to set the
shutter on bulb, open it with the solenoid, fire the charge, and close the shutter.

In experiments in which it was neosary to "stopR shook waves, the light soOrce
na an explosive flash charge (Section 11, 1, (4)). The delay btween the time of
detonation o the subject charge ad the flash charg was obtained by the proper
lernt4 of Ensl-Bikford Primaeord whoe et.Ation velocity is 0.240 ia obe per
microsecond.

It is possible to o')tai;, multiple exposures on a single plats by tiring several
flash charges in squencs, using primacord timing.

When extreme speed was not necessary, the flash charge was replaced by a photo-
flash bulb or Eastman Kodatron Spesdlamp.

(b) w. Lzjg. -- One of the Important variables in underwater photograpbhy
in the open sea (near land at least) is the transparenoy of the water. Not only
does the total amount of tranmitted light fron a oonstnt light so'ir-o decrease
at lower transparency, but, since the lower transmiscion is due to turbidity, image
sharpness decreases even if the proper exposue is made. To take this into aacount,
a crude tranoparency measure is rale by dropping a white disk eight inches in
diameter through te w- t.r uutil it diiappears from qqw. The depth of this dis-
appearance is recorded as the "Secchi disk reading." "W A" a rough rule of thumb,
it may be stated that fairly good pictures can be taken with object-to-oamera
distances up to half ths Seachi disk reae.ing.

1/ POt Osr Rernort qn nderjiter Photogranhy, by D.E. Kirkpatrick, J.L. Worzel, M. Ewing,

Stn -4 Divison 6.1), May 4, 19,42.
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For most single flash photogrlyhb, ldotman Contrast Procees Ortho film wes used
and developed in D-U. TypiVIl lens oponirgs witb a 250 gm explosive flash charge
at 8 ft. fron the camera varied from f/3.5 to f/8 depending on water conditions.

(e) C-ran for flaah htocra',hv, -- A variety oi cameras were used for flash
photography with approximately equal success. In order to keep the size of the
equipment at a minimum, 35 mm still cameras were used.

(i) &. Figure 1 shows the Argue C-3 camera and its water and explosion-

proof case. This camera has an internal synchronizer which was sometimes
used to set off explosions when the shutter was at its maximum opening. The
case was constructed from 6 1/2 in. O.D. by 3/4 in. thick steel pipe and the
window is of 1 in. thick "tempered" glass having a 2 1/8 in. diameter for the
unsupported area. The case and window have successfully withstood the
explosion of a 300 pound charge 50 ft. away, both charge and camera case being
at a depth of 40 ft.

(ii) Koda R351. Figures 2 and 3 show a Kodak "35" and case. This cars which ras
made from a pipe coupling, has also survived th3 explosion of a 300 pound
charge at 50 ft. The camera was later modified as shown in Fiqre .4 whioh
shows a much smaller homemade camera using the lens and shutter of " Kodak
35. A smaller case would obviously have been built for this calera.

( ii) UEL caer. In the early stages of this work it was considertd that com-
mercial cameras might not be rugged enough for the work we were doing, and
a camera with laboratory designation "Brute" was constructed. Th. "Brute*
camera consisted merely of a solid brass cylinder with a heawy spring-driven
rotary shutter, a hole for the lens, and &jjother for the film. The camera
also contained a "foolproof" synchronizer for firing the charge which con-
sisted of a contact made by the shutter at any desired time in its travel.
By using an SW seismographic cap (No. 8) which explodes within a millisecond
of the time the circuit is closed, the synchronizer could be eait to close the
circuit when the shutter was barely opened and the timing would then auto-
matically be right.

Subsequent experience showed that the commercial shutters were sufficiently rugged
so long as they were not immersed in sea water, and the "Brute" camera was rarely
uDW.

The cameras were all mounted on rubber as a matter of principle.

(iv) W06410 2homanhv.. One photograph was obtained by means of an automatic
rig. A charge was detonated which activated a pressure switch. Tho pressure
switch closed a solenoid circuit which tripped the camera shutter. As the
shutter opened, a synchronizing switch fVxed a cap in the flash charge. The
battery required was enolosed in the camera cam. The resulting photographic
imape is not reprnduced. This method can be used in experiments in which
external connections with the camera are undesirable or impossible.

(d) Light, U . -- Still close-up photography of explosion phenomena requires
exposures of the order of a V sec and a light source of about a million candle-
power. A satisfactory source of light was developed by the Explosives Research
Laboratory at Pruceton, PAnnqylvanla LV utilizing a spherical cast explosive
charge of pentolite mounted concentrically in a round bottom glass flask; Ue
space between the charge and flask being filled with argon st atmospheric pressure.
Duration and intensity of th,, light increased respectively with the thickness and

area of the argon layer.

a/ ash hotozranhy of Deton E siyves to May 1. 1943, Explosives Reaearch
Laboratory, Bruceton, OSRD Report 1J.98.

2 15518
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Axam..muroumded flash harges wre adopted at UERL I/ tor use wwlerwter and
proed satisfactory. By using conioal rather than spherioal charges It was
possible to pr AO a iven amount of useful liht with loes explosive. The
mount of light ewittedby the eharge was abc halwed if the gao lqvr was air
Instead of argon. Tests vere conducted with charges ooated with aerourous chloride
md sodium chloride (because of their emiesion spectra), but the results were
earrati. The various types of flash charge prepared at UERL are illustrated inFagure 5.

(1) oflil -mnlosd flas h slsems for depths dam" t 20 real. Since this type of
flash charge was ueed mosat, its fabrication will be discussed in some detail.
A primasord fuse is cut to the desired length end onend rolled tightly in a
2 x 2 a /.'42 in. sheet of lead with 1/S in. of priasord projecting beyond
the lead (me 10 of Figure 5). The function of the lead is to prevent deto-
nation except that starting from the center of the sphere. To obtain maxiw tt
charge density end to mininuse segregation, all of the air should be driven
out of the molten pentolite and the mix should be a. cool as possible when
jpur=d. The charge Lo cast In a well-groamed (e.g. petroleum joll) plaiter
of paris mold (Figure 6) with the exposed end of -. nacord fuse in the o atoe.
The half molds re set over one another on their ris with the fuse in the
groove provided and with the filling hole on top. Molten explosive is pomed
in p to the b aw of the filling hole and as the mix cools and shrtnks, dore
is added to lmp the level constant. When solid, the charge is easily remvovd
by tkAM apt the molds. Molds mw be cooled, reresed, and used again
mny times.

Obares smW also be came as two hemispheres. Ons hemisphere is cast. with the
prm maord fme in place and is removd from the mold wbe. the explosive
solidifies. Molten explosive is poured into the secod mold up to tj level
of the ftue groove and the first halt (with fune) is placed on top. */ The
cowpleted charge is easil: removed from the mold when the second half
solidifies.

The *hare Is next mounted in the round bottom glass flask which has been
split into two halves (on 13, 10 of Figure 5) by the hot wire technique
familiar to glassblowers. Rubber tape is wrapped around the lead covered
primoaord fuse to provide a snug fit in the neck or the flaak ad to ceanter
the chare. There is a 3/16 in. space between the charge and the wall of the
flask. A mall ohip of glass is rmoved from e of the split edges of the
flask to provide a filling hole for the gas. The split halves of the flask

e glued together with transparent tygon paint or Duos oment and the region
over the sam is painted twice with the cement for waterproofing. Plaster
of parts is poured into the neck of the flask to fix the charge In position,
aid in waterproofing and mininise the leakage of gas. Bostik co ant (a
heavy-bodied rubber cumpound) or vaseline is p'toed over the plaster of paris
to waterproof completely the mouth of the flask. Just before shooting, the
charge is placed in a steel (for safety) vacuum desiccator, the air evacitated
through the filling hole " argon all&wed to flow in an atmospheric pressure.
The filling hole is then resealed with a piecs of .ootch tape and Bostik.

(ii) CiAoeWl flash ohares for depths dn to g0 feet. Only a part of the light
distributed by the shpsrioal type flash charge described above is used in
illuminating, the field of view of the camera. The lighting efficiency sa
be Improved by using a reflector behind the flash charge. However, there
was little lose in light when the pherical charg was replaced by a onioil

pW;/fU ggin~ of Ch s for the It*v of ;-Igsion henomena at UERL, by P. Newmark andI. L. aterson, 1 DR Report A-381 (OORD 6259)1 also The PZOaration and Teatina of Hiuh-fi 42W, artr Dration tagrwter rUa , by S. L. Patterson, IIDRO Report A-382

A/ While this technique leads to some cavitatin at the center of the cold charge, it was
food in psretioe to make little or no difference for this purpose if the pracautiom
meted above were takes.

7 I~I
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P19. 5,, Various typos ol' flash charges prepared at UERL.

-fa or Figure S - ,aipj tyn. flash p ama nrYaWd it UMU.

3A 2FO ~rloal pentolite flash charge - glass-eased med moaned. (See Figure 7).
FS ricalpentolito flash charge - unoaaed.

38 ftpA 0 0 d, 1/32 $A*. load sheet, rubber tape, plater C' paris, arid split
flask (200 .1 tromt bottoo).

2 Comical flash charges. (ans* Figure S).
3 Cylindrical tetql flach chargea (salt coated).
4 namh charges for deep voter. (se Figure 9).
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whih Vn etwy a04torf~ta phae,(lSo o F1CY 5). the
atle toUdiate 1W ~m"Is he dvanageof hisranwas that

abrso mweth the onmt or OIOsIVI ( Owid 40 ) was required which
r~itd U No a aev In areal whens htuk-ewa ohrge V"

WOii Q414 WON A- 4. Au1 )LL-Ah Ti- o'astratim, of a tuask sharp
byis toldie aerprof I deep a N rG m;ui ne so s uner th
wresatis~ (1atr no~ 5 disklha by caun the ftolite In a tin can

am " a thck A to1/0in.)diskat umit to a window; rigw.e 9 showsVO et.e Photographs of this W"p of Sharpe an given to Figure 9 (4a,
A.the window to clamped against a rubber paet ad a 2/2ina. bole is

drilld In the winde tor an argon tllift hole. This hole was later *losed
wth a cealg tvoaadbotk Aumetal tube, olosed at one end end

"a ad ata o~lecrio lasing ap&wapping the junction aaefsully with
robbr tpeInserting the blasting sen into the detonator well, and initiat-

ing the prisared,

(iV) fthalp-MM. afose SIAg. pictures ot dampg to model structures war* tos
withta = mao lamp o with agsa-illed Kodatron flash tube. Both of

these leaps had to be protetd frm the explosion by a metal case with luaite
wiw. !ne usual sO~loslvs flash charge technique was not employed In this
instance because the Itnal damage to the model would have been &ated by the
saplealon Of the flASh charge.

(e) NW1MA N"$.--figure 10 ahm?* " sketch end Pigure U1 photographs of a
typical ezpriments. sat-up for underwater photography. The majority or expert-
oenta were carried out in rings at this sort. While the ciroular shapo is not the
most convenient for the suapenslon of miscellaeous objects, It is gtoerally les
subject to dostruation from the explosions. Lightweight objects, such as paper
diffusig soas~, were ahayed from the ring 1W light lime, while caftras gauges

and the hevy earwonfastened directly to the ring or to sturdy auxiliary.
stctrebolte rwelded to the png

(t) Pk&" Jsaa.",-- The flash charge ezi the target charge were generally fired a
ahn% tme par tcanneting them with prinacord. Sin*e It was sometimes

undesirable to have prinasord extending between the two oharges, a method wes
developed for olmitltansous3.y firing two chargemswhich were separated in space.
?he method won to discharge a 40 sao'anr1 condenser, charged to 600 - 1000 volts,
through two No. 6 86 esmoraphic caps m otod In series. Vadr the"c en-
ditioss the cape detonated wihi afw microseconds of each other. Primaooa4
was still necessary to obtain delays, but mare control was obtainable over the
Cemtrical configuration of the prinacord sines it was no longer necessary to
hIa nARn1Aam=a lem~th bjetween the two charges. Furthermore, this eliminated
the eeilatj having prinacord In the field of view rhen photographing explod-

Plelatively slew pbensamna such as bubble got ant tructural dmags, can be photo,-
CPSPhad SUsaaNOUl ly umiA igMotto" plctIae t4chnqe Ye9av used two conipontional movie
camereas end an Uastaan High Speed awera, all of which require a continuous light source.
For pietune in which a total duration of only 100 milliseconds is required, such as studies
ef du=ag free a 25 go charge at 6W0 ft. depth, a single #31 phototlani lamp has been used.
For longer duration# It in possible to use several photoflash laps tripped in series.

Irstee Super II film or its equivalent has been used La all uderwater sosiss.

(a ~ as for motion baniue nhotomranphy.

(1) X.4 4k amr. Figure 12 shows the Eastmn high spatd electri-
a d1uriven am oseara with attached Lord vibration mounts. The mounts
slide into the tracks shown inside the case, (Figte 33) and shock mountis

10 1551
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Close-up, showing camera, charge, diaphragm, diffusing screen*,
and flash charge reflector

ApA.

,.~~1 ... ,, ka

Apparatus just entering water Ring swung out over water pre-
liminary to lowering

Fig 11 Steps in lowering equipment for sinqie shot photograph of

charge, dcmaging diaiphragm.
12
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on the ends of the case prevent camera motion along the axis of the cylinder.

The case for this camera is made of stanidrd 16 in. C.D. by 3/8 in. wall
thickness steel tubing, and the ends are hot rolled steel 1 in. thick. We
have never tested this case near its uttimate strength, but it was calculated
that it would stand over 1000 lbs./in. z static pressure and considerably more
dynamic pressure of low time constant.

The high speed camera can be used at speeds up to 3000 frames per second.
Due to the rotating four-sided prism that is interposed between the lens and
the film, the ratio between exposure time and the time between frames is fixed
at 1/4 and the minimum exposure time is 80 microseconds. Another effect of
the optical system is that it requires long focal length lenses (63 - mini-
mum) with the result that the field of view is small (angle of view ca. 50) at
reasonable !bject distances. This feature is a drawbacl in underwater photog-
rapby due to the further restriction cf the field which results from the high
index of refraction of nater, end the severe limitations on object distanoeu
dus to water turbidity.

(i) jmjinza. Figure 14 shows the Jerome 35 wm camera. This camera is of
a conventional type, electrically driven, and is limited to speeds slower
than 100 frames per second. The angular opening in the s&atter is variable,
so that exposures as short as one millisecond can be made. A I in. focal
length len: wee used to obtain the widest possible angle of view. The shook
mounts shown in the figure engage tracks in the case.

(Iii) t. Our sirt ,Lunerwuter movies were taken with an ordinary
spring-wound 16 = camera running at 64 frames per soond, with an exposure
time of approximately 1/130 second.

(b) AsoCiated equiumen. for underter photogranhy.

(i) UNIeQa5 mar. One of the rigs used for photographing damage to cylindrical
targets in shown in Figures 15 and 16. The photograph (Figure 15) shows the
rig arranged for photographing by reflected light while the drawing (Figure
16) shows the set-up for silhouette. The parallel beams in this frame can
be extended to obtain greater object distances. Figure 17 shows the firing
circuit diagram.

(i) t0oflafi la cs. In order to increane the duration of the illumination used
in these photographs, several photoflash lamps may be set off in sequence by
meant; '.: the rotating commutator switch shown in Figure 18. The proper time
interval to use between #31 photoflash leaps is 80-100 milliseconds. In the
clear waters arvund the Bahamas, it was found that a good silhouette of a
cylinder could be obtained a', 4500 frames per second with the lens at f/ll
using two #31 photoflashes 9 ft. from the camera.

(ii) 1. The light source used with the Victor camera was a G. E. high
pressm H-6 mercury arc. This proved satisfaotory except that in a fair
fraction of the experiments the light was extinguished by the shock wave.
Furthermore the intensity is too low for high speed work, and 60 cycle fluctu-
ation would be undesirable in short exposure pictures.

(4) . -- Each camera is equipped with a small noon flasher which provides timing
by arking the edge of the film at a frequency determined by tuning forks - 1000
0yies for the High Speed and 5) cycles for the Jerome. Circuit diftgrams for the
powr supplies that operate these lamps are giver, in Appendix III.

(O) Ponr adly flarjiamra. -- The cameras must be brought up to speed gradually.
The High Speed is equipped with an internal zochanifu which cuts out a resiutor
and provides for gradual acceleration. The Jerome iz a-celerated by hand with a
Tarlac. The High Speed requires about 1.5 kw (2 at starting) and the Jerome
less than 1 kw.

15 15518
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III. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

1. Cavitatjon

Inau mh as damage theorles depend on the presence or absence of cavitation, it was
considered important to investigate experimentally the mcre important factors Influencing
the production and decay of cavitation. The various divisions of this problem wiln be
discussed separately.

(a) Minimum tension neosesary to cause cavitation. -- While theoretical considerations
lead to the expeotation that very high negative pressures should be necessary to
start cavitation in extremely pure (vuoleus-free) water, it can be demonstrated
that if bubbles or particles of rad us rb are present, cavitation should appear
at P - -2s/rb, where a is the interfacial tension between water and the particle.
Inamuch as seawater contains numercus suspended particles, some of considerable
size, cavitation might be expected at small negative pressures (tensions).

In order to determine the minimum tension required for cavitation in seawater,
the following experiment was carried outs A v ak shock wave impinged on an air-
backed oellulose acetate diaphragm 0.02 in. thick and 6 in. in diameter. At a
known time after impact a photograph was taken and the position of tbe cavititing
region noted. From the curves given in Appendix I, the tension was estimated
at the minimum distance from the diaphragm at which cavitation occurred, since
the magnitude of the tension is a direct function of the distance from the
diaphragm, thie value gives the minimum tension necessary for cavitation. It is
possible that lower values can be found under other conditions.

Figure 19 shows cavitation in front of such a surface when a 10 gm charge of
loose tetryl asa fired 24 in. from the diaphz. The peak pressure 24 in. from
this charge is estimated to be 2700 lbs./in. . The charge used in makin Figures
20, 21, and 22 was a three-foot piece of primacord stretched in a straig:It Line
perperdicular to the diaphragm at its center. For Figure 20 the clooet end of
the primacord was 8 in. from the surface of the diapbragm, in Figure 21 it was
10 in. and in Figure 22 it was 20 in. The peak pressures N in the shock fronts
at the target are estimated to be 1100, 900, and 450 lbs./I.' respectively. The
letters A and B mark the positions of the primary and reflected shockwaves
respectively an observed in the original negatives. It will be noted that eavita-
tion is visible in 1 fer pictures.

The theory of Appendix I has been used to estimate the pressures in the water in
front of the diaphragm. This simple theory assumes that the shock front is planar,
that the diaphragm acts as an incompresible free plate of Infin1te extent, and
that the region ahead of the cavitation front is unaffected by the presence of the
cavitation.

Cavitation is observed at least as close to the diaphragm as 1/8 in. From Figure
131 (Appendix I) it is estimated that the pressure at this point (I a 0.04) never
falls below P a 0.1 or p = -0.1 p In the case photographed in Figure 22 this
means, according to this theory, that the tendlon 2 near the diaphragm never
exceeded 45 lbs./in.2. Ne therefore conclude that cavitation in seawater can
occur at 45 lbs./in. 2 (or even less) on the basis of this interpretation of the
experiment. Sines the maximum tension possible in this experiment on an theoret-
ical basis is 430 Ibs./in. 2 we conclude that this value represents an upper limit
for the required enolon. These values are estimated relative tensions, from which
about 18 lbs./in. must be subtracted to correct for atmospheric plus hydrostatic
pre.aure.

(L) Criterion for cavitation in frcnt of a steel dianhrM. -- xkwood V/has

j/ The P etis Deformation of Mar in Structures by an Underwater xalosion fave 11, John
0. Kirkicod, OSRD-1115, Serial No. 450, December 9, 1942. e

20 155is
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postulated (See Appendix I) that cavitation at a particular point in Pront of the
diaphragm will our only if the cavitation time 0 to less than the time for the
diffracted wave to ome in from the adpr nf ,he d h ;*V -,nm that. the eav ition
time can be caloulated for an infinite rigid free plate by

so

In which 1 is the time constant of the shook wave and i1 w m/,.oj * being the wass
per unit area of the plate, and a the density and sound velocity of water,
respectively. In order to test this hypothesis, two series of photographs were
taken.

Zn am srie, shook waves were reflected from a deforuable steel diaphragm,
the center of which should approximate the motion of a fre plato in the jiltial
part of its notion. In the other series, a closer approximation to a true free
plate was made by supporting a steel disk on a weak backing of celluloss acetate
or shim bras, and in a tow pictures there was an support for the steel plate.

Figures 23, 24, 25, 26, an 2'7 show UERL diaphragm gages beirg damaged under the
conditions given in Table I. The table shows that cavitation occurs only when
is loss than A&, where R is the radius of the diaphragm. In a few oases, no
cavitation occurred under this condition, but the conditioni was satisfied by only
a slight margin. In Figure 25 the cavitation region does not exLend back to the
diaphragm. This is thought to be due to the increase in pressure caused by
"reloading" or deceleration of the diaphragm.

Th target used to obtain FIgur 28 was a 0.013 in. thick steel diaphragm soldered
over the mouth of a 6 In. pipe. Five otbhr photographs were taken of similar
targets in which the only experimental oandition c' nged was the time laps after
Impact of the shook war fiom the 50 g charge at a distance of 12 in. Oavitation
occurred in all pictures exeapt one in which this time lapse was approximately 8

;Aec, Whereas the calculated cavitation time (0c) is 6 # sec.

Figure 29 to a drawn of the target used in the second series of photographs to
give a closer appr imation to a free plate,

ThinR o  R

Figure 29. Target simlating free plate.

Typial photographs of cavitation from uch a target are ?i ees 30, 31 and 32.
sine this tnvgnt, It le fni"A thN* the position of the cavitation front is very

close to the reg.on of seo pressure calculated by the method of Appendix I.

Measurements were also made of the radiur R0 of the cavitation region and of the
maximum perpendicular distance from the plM that cavitation occurred, The
time arter impact at which the picttre was taken .t was calculated Trom %" lue
o*f 9( These values ar shown in Table 11, togetter with the oorrospondinp time

'T" equation for this wen developed from the theory fof x -1z/

X66 .( l %100

23
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TABLE I. Cavitation dgta for steel tlates in UERL diaxhram ame.

Fig. Film 0w Plate Cavitation
No. No. wisht Distance (,aeeo) Thicknss Time go R/o Cavitation

(P) (in.) (in.) "a) see) Observed?

2 50 12 35 0.013 6 29 yes
3 50 14 35 .013 6 29 7e

23 1 50 24 40 .025 8 29 yen
218 50 24 40 .040 12 29 yu

24 219 50 24 40 .039 12 29 yes
22) 500 48 8o 1038 15 29 yen
3 50 12 35 .074 17 29 yea

25 19 250 30 55 .073 20 29 yes
26 7) 250 36 55 .076 20 29 7,5
27 24 50 12 35 .156 28 29 no

23 250 30 55 .156 34 29 no
4 50 12 35 .500 45 29 no
21 75 12 40 .500 48 29 no
22 75 12 0 .500 48 29 no
31 75 12 40 .500 48 29 no

15tR
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tfound from the shook wave position. The radius of the eavitation regon
. alo lou+fsd W, the values are shown Table It together with the

measured vales . In the easlu ion 4,, was assumed that cavitation takes plato
on3j, L the region where tha pressure drops to sero bqfore the compressional
diffrmctioni wave from the edge at the plate arws!

It i assumed that *mno cavitation appears, it persists tor some tin after the
diffraction wave from the edge of the plat has rehed it. (See Secton III
1, 4) The rather good agreement of the caleulated sad observed resuts for oth
sets of v tlue argues that the osorptios made In tM olculations, Inluing
the low value for the tension seessary tor eavitatlon, ae a roughly co et.

The target used to obtain figure 33 was an essentially completely free plate which
is $3tatrative of several experiments. A mall as filled with air was hung wth
its open end down ad the diek was supported at the air-water interface on mUl
olips whioh aftered no resistaneo to Its aotion. The fas thAt ho essential
difference is shown between theme eaperiments and the type illustrated by Figure
29 in dontas that plates mounted as in Figz 29 were essentially 5tres" plates.

(a) aL n fom objeat. ogt thaner les Ath * A sIntle photrpaph r am
early UZRiL cylinder taken 200 Asea after ispeot of a shook we froti a 65 g%

tetryl harge 30 in. distant shbed a considerable region of oavitation. This is
seen in Figure 341 the cylinder is nomt sho besause ot Ife restricted field ot
view. The cylinder ais is parallel to the plane of the photograph and the UM
edge or the cylinder is in view at the lower edge of the piotere. Figure 35 Ohows
cavitation off the side of a 4.5 x 5 x 0.011 in. paint aan 129 A eo ater being
daged by a 25 m charge 48 in. away.

Figures 36, 3?, and 38 demonstrate that no oavitation occurs when a 1/4 in.
piesoeleatria gsge, or a Hwtsan type momentum gage or a 5 x 5 in. cylinder of
steel is hit by a shook wave from 250 p of tetryl at 30 in.

(d) Disa na anae of gavitatLon. -- If the cavitation bubbles oonaist simply of
water vapor, it seems hard to understand why these bubbles persist for long times
after the presaure has returned to the hydrostatic level. In an attempt to cast
some light on this problem, a seriec of experiments was performed in which cavita-
tion was allowed to disappear spontaneously, while, In another series, auxiliary
shook waves were paused into the cavitation regitwr,

Figures 39, 40, 411 42, nA 13 show a ser s. of photographe in each of whioh a
0.002 jin. brass diaphragm supported by a 6 L. pipe was ruptured by a 25g charge
12 in. away. The pioutres are taken at different times Lr the impact as shown.
The fonst bubbles begin to disappear by 125 1 as*e and there is only a trace of
cavitation left at 4W lsea.

Fiures 1 45, 46, 47, 18, and 49 show the effect of an auxiliary shook wave.
The amiliary harge, data for which ae given in Table III, is detonated at the
same time as the oharge osusing cavitation either by means of primaoord or the
simultaneous cap method. It may be seen that inorease in the pressure of the
auxiliayr shock wave results in more esffetivo destruction of the cavitation,
that increate in tine constant has but little offect, and that the large bubbles
are sauch more resistant than the fite bubbles.

(e) Qav&tat1gn caued by ebliogs rafle9r4n of ahoek waves fr afr-watr intarm a, -

Experiments were performed to discover whether ther, was a critioal anwle of
reflection from a water-air interface beyond which no cavitation would occur. The

2/ In computing the time at which the diffraction wave relieves the tension in front
of t1%, plate, it nut be remembered that the front of the diffraction wae may actually
reduce the pressure in front of the plate and only in later stages raise i4, sin e
imticily the pressure is higher in front Of the plate than in the urrouding water.
It is only when the plate in surrounded by an infinite baffle that the diffraction
wave is always positive relative to the existing pressure.

2651
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Table II. $_jj '- results of studies of cavitation f'rom siuula'aed iree pDl±toi.

Fig. Film '>ide Thick- Radius Charge Charge- Tim (calc) R (obs.) x,(oba) t e(c&Ic) t5 (o-)
No. No. sdius nes of of disk Weight plate Con- t Tin.) (in.) 'in.) (MIcro- r-icro-

of pi disk (in.) (g) die- stant radiui Length sec) Sec)
n (in.) tance of 10. of o,'ri- of cavi-

(in.) Shock tatlon tation
wave reon region
L (Mic-

77 2.78 .154 1.65 25 24 32 1.59 1.98 1.5 2.0 47 48
79 C 150 44 2.19 1.78 1.5 2.4 56 53

.00 0 * .to a/4 2.19 1.78 1.) 2.6 58 59
83 1.78 * 1.65 25 12 24 .20 1.12 1.1 1.8 42 46

31 85 a • 150 24 44 2.19 0.78 0.6 3.2 69 76
32 88 2.63 .255 2.33 W 0 44 1.33 1./6 1.. 1.25 47 48

93 1.55 .154 1.38 W a 44 2.19 C.5 0.3 --- 7 66
95 1.55 5 " 250 a 51 2.54 0.146 Done --- No 74

Cay.
97 1.79 .382 1.66 150 W 44 0.88 0.48 0.3 1.8 59 67
99 0 C a 0 x 44 0.88 0.48 0.5 2.5 72 81

100 1.55 .190 i.8 a a A -. 78 0.48 0.3 2.4 58 59
201 2.61 .502 2.47 25 12 ;U 0.37 1.80 1.1 3.0 78 78
202 1.80 .382 1.76 250 24 51 1.02 0.33 0.2 2.8 ?6 85
203 1.55 .190 1.34 M " 51 2.06 0.37 None ---
204 1.80 1.06 1.63 a 4 51 0.37 0.04 None --- No 96

Cay.
214 1.60 0.150 1.55 25 12 24 1.20 0.95 0.90 2.2 48 54

33 216 C C a C C 24 1.20 0.95 1.0 1.2 4.1 38

Table 111. ern ntal o.illono aMlyin, to the photorerahs of Firs. 39 - 49.

Target, .002 in. air-backed bras@ diaphragm over end of 6 in. pipe.
Oawitation produced by 25 g loos tstryl charge.
Distanwe from target to cavitation producing charges, 12 in.

A Lliary chari and shook-ways data Aprmcia a time
Inprl between

ligrn. ObaID Char toa Cslo. Peak Gala. tim imac~t of cavita-
ember we hmtwa ressure constant tion producing
(c~ distance (bibm. 2 ) (ucoe) wave and picture

If(miorosea)

39 Now 75

40 None 125

41 None 175

42 None 225

43 None 400

44 25 20.5 400 30 125

45 150 40. 4000 49 235

46 150 35. 4600 48 125

47 250 44. 4400 60 125

48 250 14.5 13000 45 125

.9 25 35.5 2500 35 90

t571
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water-air iyv* rfaces were pro'idad by rilllng with air to hydrostatic preseiw a
6 in. pipe open on the bottom as shown in Figure 50. Other experiments were
carried out substituting a 20 x 10 in. sheet metal trough for the pipe, ald
finally by using the surface of the aea on a calm night. It was found that such
a critical angle existed aid was greater for greater 3iza of surface.

Ocean surface airto comprei' r upply

10'

Interface

I3-
Cavitation -

-*\ Primary
r shock

Ref lected wave
tension

wave

25g tetryl charge

Figure 50. Sketch ahowing experimental arrangement for Figs. 51 - 56,

The results of the experiaents with the six in. pipe are listed in Table IV,
and six reprgsentatiiv pictues are shown in Figures 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 5.d 56.
The M Ical angle is about 700 for the conditions of the-e experiments.

Table IV Data of Exoeriments on Oblique Reflection of

Sh--_ Waves from Water-afr Interfaces

Distame, Angle of Estimated
Charge Charge to Inaidenoe Peak

I . Film Weight Shock Front 4 Pressure
-!. ,. (uRs) (in.) (dezreet) (lbs/. 2 ) Cavitation ?

51 256 25 23 1/2 0 3700 yen
52 270 250 45 45 4200 yes

258 25 22 1/2 50 3900 yes
- 261 25 1921/2 56 4500 yvs

Ic 'j0. -1l' /t ,) X
-- - - -- v -- .. Vo 7-

54 265 250 451/2 69 4100 no
55 259 25 21 "0 4200 no
- 267 25 20 1/2 .3 4- ?00

- 269 250 46 71 4100 no
56 257 25 23 90 3800 no

With the large trough, pictures have been taken up to 600 a d, using the surface
of the ocean, up to 830. Cavitation was present in all oases, although it was
much fainter at the larger angles. See Table V for ocmplete data and Figumnu
57, 58, 59, and 60 for typical examples,

31158
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Table V. Date of -'wriuta on oblique reflection or shock waves frm
20 In. PT IQ in. W&atr-air Interface. -and fro ofeag n A ce.

Estimated

Charge Charge-to- peak pre nmwe
Charge below shock at time of Angle of Qualitative

Fig. Film Wei xurfaoe front p.otograph incidenoe dec~iption
No. I. (g) xif.) (i.) (lb./in.') (degrees) Surfaoe of cavitation

57 281 25 6 20 44o0 73 Trough Heavy
282 25 4 24 3800 81 m Heavy

( Fig. 58)
58 283 250 12 15 3700 75 Heavy

284 250 8 46 3600 n0 Light
( Fig. 59)

285 25 1U 45 2000 75 8 Heavy
( Fig. 57)

286 25 12 50 1800 76 0 Moderate
( Fig. 60)

59 288 25 12 68 1300 80 Light
209 25 12 70 1300 80 W Moderate

( Fig. 60)

297 25 12 73 1200 81 OWean Moderate
( Fig. 60)

401 25 8 75 1200 84 Light
( Fig. 60)

60 402 25 14 74 1200 79 Moderate

33 15518
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2, Mlt~idjog of+ jhe *Mot4 of j Mat oLP irn mg o t o ation ontWa .I £Un

Photographs (repordued in Figure 61 to 103) of the shook wave and bubble
surrounding spherical, cylindrical and Conical Charges sv:gh" ap inately 1/2 lbe
have been taken at intervals r aig from 10 to 200 microseconds attar tbe initiation
at detonation at various palate t the brps. Zt has been found that the shook wave
tend* rapidly to became sphveicel efter it leaves the Charge, A graph (fPgin 105)
gvin bubble else to a function ot shook wave radius for spherioal sharpe @ o this
i3peie&aoes ooluded.

The chargs were a1l of *&t pentolite end were bare eeopt for a vats roof
coatin. The cyliers wore out in the following lent-todiaetr ratoskeee
the weight ounstant)o 1al, ati, Ai1, Oil* The ones were of the same weight as W
cylindera an were equilateral. Timing of the detonation of the main ohaxrg end the
flash charge wasn sacomplished by the simultaneous firing of two No. I seimograpbio
(58S) DuPot wecaps oneted In series, the delay i..ervl Lsin eltermined by a suitable
length of primscord extending fmeu one ap to te flesh aharges the other *up 'vnr in-
sarted in a well provided ix the main clarge . oe Cylinder of each shape was detonated
at the center and another at am end. oat cones, one was detonated at the &aex,
another at the Center of the base eA a third at the "center" deofid as the poLat
equidistant from the be" and ts Conial wall. As control tests, photographs at the
sawe twe intervals were taen of east pentolite spheres of the same weight and
detonated from the Center.

The experimental sat-up for these shot# onsisted simply of the main charge, the
flash oharg, the caera, and occasionally a transluoent diffsig sormen. Tha main
oharp was suspended In front of the eamre by strings cast in the Charges the flash
charge was mounted on the line from the Camera to the main Charge, and behird the
main ohag as viewed fron the comera. The ditfsing sorean, when used, was mounted
between ths flash Charge and the main charge. For the 10 end 50 microsecond series,
the distance fr the omera to the main charge wu about 60 I. 1 the distance from
the main charge to the flash charge was about 24 In. For the 100 microseoond series,
the distances were abut 76 in. and 32 is respectivelyo, en for the 200 microsecond
seil, the distances were about 112 J. and 46 in. respectively.

Zn same of the pbeorioal Che atrl abate, two strgt steel rods )/V Ia
dismeter and about 6 ft. long were mounted perpendicular to the osmera-obarge exis
sad in the plane of the center of the main chape the ends of these rods pointed
toward the *harg and were placed so as to bw Just outside the bbble at the instant
of the photograph (figurs 62 - 64). Sowing the distance between the two ends, It
wan possible to obtain en eotiaste of the optical distortion of the buobble. The reds
whre uffiuintly Lon so that the shook we" n the rod had not reached the tar end
of the rod at the instant of the photographs hoe$e motion of the near end of the rod
could not occur up to the instant of the photograph sxcep by ltoomwsino
tin rod. This mount is well under 0.1 in. In all oasee, Th ends of the rode wro
alcuted from the photograph to be about 9% (2 to 8% farther apart than theyactually won which indiates %bat the diameter of tin bubble must hae loen magnified

by the shook wave by this smoutll.

The photographs are reproduced in Figures 61 to 100. The 50, 100 and 200 micro-
second series aor oomplete; the 10 microsecond series is not complete, but the pictures
which are available for this time interval are presented and also some other photographs
whioh are of interest although they do not fall into am of the fo'r time groups. The
data for each figure appear on the page opposite the figure, and include lengths of the
vertical and horisontal axes of+ the shook wave and bubble as itrmined from measure-
ments on the original negatives and the lens equations. From previous optioal teats
(8ee I1, 5, 6), it in believed that the shook wave azes thus dotrmined ar acourste
to within ome inch.

Each photograph is a double exposure due to the relatively weak flanh of light
given off by the main charge before detonation of the flash charge, the Comer shutter
being open during the whole interval. This causes an Lmge of the original charge to
appear on the film.
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Data for Firs, 101 throuah 1041s KICI~RU -htga

Fig. 101 10~2

Cylinder; diameter (in.) 2-1/2
lengft (in.) 2-3,2 2

Detonatod. at center

Ibtmated time after detonation ("Mec), 25 83

Shook wave &=a (I.)
vertical 8.0 19.4
Horimontal 7.,7 13.1

Bubble axie (in.)
Vertical 4.9 12.7
Horimonal 5.4 4.2

Disance between Ins ide edges
of scale uzkinge(iLn,) I 7 13

Fig. 1 03 Fig. 104

Cylinder; diameter in.l 1-314. Flash ph otopraph following
l@Met In 3-V12.

detonation of Insign-Bickford
Detonated at top end.

prizacord.
Shook wave Just emerging from top.

*Vacorreeted for optical distortion.

42 15518
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Fig 101 Fig. 102

Fig 103 Fig 104

F;9s 101-104 Miscgflngous photogrophs
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Because of distortion occurring in reproduction, horizontal and vertical scales are
providcd in the photogr-phs in the farm of black or white lines dravn on tho prints. The

distances between the inside edges of the lines correrponds in th actual ox[erimente to

7 in. in the 10 and 50 microsecond series pictures and the miscellaneous ph,. _:,graphs,

to 13 in. In the 100 microsec. series and to 26 in. in the 200 microsec. series.

The pieces of some of the longer cylindrical charges which had been brokon in
handling were rejoined after fusion at the points of fracture. It is interesting to

note that the remelted parts are visible in the photographs. In many of tho photographs,
twine, pieces of detonator wire, and part of the d(tonator itself are visible in addition
to the charge, bubble, and shock wave.

The focal length of the camera lens was determined at two distances by photographing
a grid underwater so that calculations based on the lens equations could be made. In so
doing, it was found that the lens used gave some "pincushion" diatortion of rectangular
objects, but this distortion is not sufficient to change the relative axial lengths by
an amount greater than 0.6 in.

Fiavre 105 shows the relation between bubble radius and shook wave radius for 1/2
lb. spherical charges of cast pentolits, Since the time intervals for these shots can

be estimated from the positions of the shock waves, an approximate time scale in also

ineluded.

Figure 106 indicates the rates at which the shock waves from the asymmetric
cylindrical charges approach a spherical shape.

3. &Is and time-constant measurements of shock waves by otical distortion.

Several photographic methods have been developed which allow calculation of t*
peak pressure of a shock wave, and for one of these methods the calculations have been
extended to make possible an evaluation of the time constant of the shock wave. These
methods make use of the fact that light rays passing through a shock wave at favorable
angles are considerably distarted due to the increase of refractive index in the region
of high pressure. A detailed theoretical discussion of these methods is to be fount in
Appendix 11.

(a) Spherical shook wave: chare not on the qtlcal axis: charge inr grid n1mne. --

The arrangement with which most of the work has been done involves placing a
transparent lucite Trid -_5rked off with lines /4 in. apart in front of the
camera, and the shock-wave-producing charge off to one side and in the same
plane with the grid. (See Figure 133, Appendix II.) A flosh charge is placed
behind the grid and is timed by means of primacord to go off when the shock wav.
from the main charge is crossing the grid. The results of both peak pressure and
time-constant determinations from four shots using this method agree essentially
with MML piezoelectric results for similar conditions.

(i) Pea vRs~ e. Two of these four shots were made with 250 gm tetryl as
the main cage, and the photographs were taken when the shock wave radius
was about 15 in. One of these photographs is reproduced in Figure 107. The
theory (Appendix 11.1) relates the amount of apparent displacement of an
individual interctio of grid lino with th average refractive index ol"
that section of the shock wave through which the corresponding light ray must
pass. This average refractive index is then converted to the corresponding
pressure, Pavy This calculation is made for several grid intersection: at
different Mii. Plotting (or semi-log paper) log p against the corres-

ponding dist-nces of the mid-points of the refracted--ffght rays behind the
shook front, (IRI - ray), a straight line is obtained to within the pre-
cision of measurement. Figure 108 is such a plot for a shook wave 14.9 in.
from z 250 gn tetryl charge, while Figs. 109 and 110 are the results of
measurements on two different prints of another shock wave 14.4 in. from
250 gm tetryl. The average deviation, from the straight lines drawn are
approximately 7%, 6%, and 3%, respectively. The pe&k pressure is assumed
to be the extrapolation of this line to zero distance behind the front. Any
errors introduced by as-umption that the calculated Ea's correspond to the

43 ! 11
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Approzxmto tim soals, Vs*o i)

10 30 40 0 60 70 80 no 140 170

9

a a a 6 7 a 9 10 11 13 13 it 15 16 17

Sbook-wave radius (in.)

Figs 105. Dbble radius vs. shook-wave radius for j lb cast peatolit*
(spherioal charge).

l ~ ~ a c e~ ylinders

-4 cylrnders

to 1,4

110 I q

1 ylndrs

a o0 -- ___ _

3 4 5 8 7 8 9 1 11 111 13

shook-wave z i. ,w f e;herloal oharge
after eam t .* erval (units of oharge radius)

Fig. 106. .Oat1o of 1 a: "Ls to short axls of shook waves
frea amtrie *y1ir-Iora vs, Lwhk-rave radius (in charge radii)
for spherical charge of twu weight and after sams time.
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Fig. 107 Typical example of optical distortion

photograph. Filmn 418- 250 gm tetryl at 14.9 in.
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points of mean distance or the light rays behind the shock front should go
to zero in ' -19 limit. The pea±k pressure obtained froii two prints of tho
same shot (Figures 109 and 110) agr-e to within 4.5% (17.200 and .19.000
lbs./in.2). Correcting the result -'rom Figure 108 (pmax - 16,700 lbs./in.2)
to a shock wave radius of 1.4.4 in., using a distance exponenit of 1.13, one
obtains a pressure of 17,400 lbs../in.2, which agrees with the average of
Figures 109 and 110 to within 1.5%.

This method of peak pressure determnination was also aplied mwceeas-
fally to the other two shots, consisting of @a, the equivalent of ca.
364 g TZ and using a shock wave rsdium of ca. 16 in. Measurements

weemde at seerl pairs of grid line interaectionj for each
of the two f ilms. The valuesa of log pav were plotted against 0IR I - ray) at
before and one straight line was drawn through the data fro-i both films,
since the value of LAI, the shock wave radius, for tLe two rilma was identical*
Xxtrap'olation of this line to I.Ri - ray u 0 gave a value for pmax of 17,050
lbs./in.2 . This plot is given in Figure I11. The average deviatiocn of the
points from the straight line is ca 5.5%, with too systematic difference
between the points for the two shots.

(Ui) Tlgcn A The results for the two torpex shots were also used for
calculation of time-constants of the shock save. Since the detailed
development of the theory, together with a sample calculation, is given
In Appendix II, only the results will be reported here. In general, the
calculations are oonviderably more- tedious than for the peak pressures.

Five points were used in the calculations, two from one shot and threc from
the other. The ones whose images were the clearest, and thus the most
accurately measured, were selected. They were picked fromf the plot of
Figure 11-1 at different values of ((RI - re.) and at different deviations
from the line. The results of the calculations are shown in Table VI.

Table VI. Results in the ealuation-of time constant.

run no. PointlNo. JRI -r ~ * IDr 9t

536 22 0.61 3.15 14.76 39.1

537 5a 0.63 3.39 14.72 41.3

537 12 0.94 3.23 14.11 39.6

536 a 0.97 3.68 1.03 43.8

537 is 1.13 3.09 13.71 38'.1

Av. Ot - 40.4 Useec, average deviation from mean - 1.7 /"(5"of

It will be noted that there is no syrtematic trend of Ot with distance
of the point selacted for calculation behind the ahcc'- front ( f I -r,v).

47 151
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(iii) Summary and remarks. As shown in Figure 111, the peak pressure of the shock
wave produced by eo6X4 p TEf at 16.0 in. ib 17_10 lbsd./iv, 2 . The results
for both peak pressure and time constant are in meei-tial agreement with
piezoelectric results obtained at UERL both s . bare chargs and depth
bombs (scaled down). The agreement is within Lto acouracy of either method
for these experimental conditions (a 10%).

This experimental method has the disadvantage thit the results obtained are
rather sensitive to the geometry of the experimnt. For example, to obtain
the desired accuracy for these shots, the point at which the line from the
camera lens, perpendicular to the grid, intersected the grid had to be deter-
mined in the actual set-up to within V116 in. Yor this reason, a single
rigid frame bad to be used to support the camera, the main charge, and the
grid. It has been demonstratsd, however, that the method is satisfactory
if the experiment is carefully net up. i

Further experiments in fresh water for comparison with those made in salt
water should be done.

(b) f~erieal shook wae eharn JW teoieal est to in Zid 1* . --
The theory for peak pressure determination has been worked out for an experimental
arrangement similar to that of Section (a) except that now the charge is located
directly in front of the camera (See Appendix I, 2). Figure 112 (Film 526)
shows a photograph obtained according to this method.

(o) fon- Ma rial shook wa;e char on the ontial Lids charge in arid Dla2i. -

The, theory for peak pressure determination has also been worked out for an experi-
mental arrangement similar to that of Section 3(b) escept that the shook wave
surface is not required to be spherical, but expressible only by some definite
equation of the form f(x, y, s) a 0 (See Appendix 11, 3).

(d) Spherieal shock wa ,eh ceNa on the optimal .ais: char in front of grid 1lene. -

Partly to increase the mounts of distortion measured on the photograph, and thus
improve the precision of the measurements, and partly in an effort to find an
experimntal -. in which lose precision would be neossary in setting u
the apparatus, oe photograph (reproduced in Figure U3 (Fl 531)) has been
taken in whoh the grid was mounted in bank of the charge, as viewed from the
camera. Inspection of Figure 138 in Appendix I, 4 will snow how tU = _.sw%
distortion is increased by allowing the refracted ray, (considered as prcjected
booksr s) to traverse a greater distanoo than in the other experimental cet-ups.
Another evident advantage of this arrangemst is t4at at the time of the photo-
graph the shook wave need not have reached the grid, so that there is no danger
of moeha .cal distortion of the grid.

In thaiu particular shot, the charge was 250 gm cast pentolite and was placed 51 in.
in fret of the amere. The grid was positioned 8 in. behind the charge, and a
flash harge 28 in. behind the id. Since the charge and grid are at different
distances from the namora, both the shook wave and t$js grid cannot be in perfect
focus, but this is not likely tc be troublesome if a reasonably mall lens apqerture
is used.

Not enough work has been done using thus method to warrant a comparison with the
method described in Section I1, 3, (a).

48 I
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(a) Tntdgin -- After sotto of the early UERL experiments on damage -to oylirsirlcel
targets by explosione, It became apparent that bubble pressure was contributing
to a considerable extent t~o the damge. Since, bubble damage does not scale in
the sae manner as shook-wave damage and *lnce then Cress ds.mno Ic the rewalt of
both bubble e&M shook wae dmaj a preliminary stop In the Interpretation of the
oylinder results is the saparation of shook wae" end bubble pulse damage. The
easiest way to effect this separation Is by photograply.

(b) 2$41 lotl. -- Prelimizaary still photographs taken between the time of Impact
of te sookwe"and the first bubble pulse show i that damage was by no seams

comnplete ompeted with the final condition of the cylinder. These pictures, som
of which wre shown in Figures 114, 115, 116, were taken with a photoflash leap
so that the eact of photographing the cylinders does not contribute to the damage.

(a) A0L.aa--mz~ Soec motion pictures were then t ake,,with the Victor
How"!"OP simpa, wllcylinidrical shells of the S' ",p e nd one support.4d

cylinder of the SA type being damaged by a 25 gm charge. These showed t)hat the
unsupported cylinder *as practically undamaged uutil the time of the first bubble
pulse and was damaged by both the first end, second pulses. The suported cylinder,
on the other'hand, was damaged essentiallv completely by the shock wae.

(4) High MuSe M&CLes -- Still mnother serie of experiments was performed with SD
clss* cylinders at depths of 200, 400 man 580 ft. The photographs were taken with
the Zeitman high speed camera, with #31 photoflash leaps for lighting. The
apparatus shown in Figure 16 was used. A representative fi3Ui is reproduced in
Figure 117. It shows that the cylinder wee relatively stable after it was damaged
by the shook wae" but collapsed completely soon otter the bubble pulse.* This
sequence of events was not followed for closer Photal in some of the letterg
Instability resulted from shook wae" damage.

The sharpness of this series is due to the unusual clarity of the Dehamas water
In which the pictures were taken. The Secohi. disk reading was about 135 ft.

A o.mple, description of the cylinder results will be given in a fortheosiq,,

(a) hLU~::;o- Three pictures were taken of Intersecting shook wales hawiiga
pea presse abut 700 time hydrostatic pressure (ow 9,5CC lb./in. In two
cases the intersection was obtained by reflecting the shock wae from a 50 go
tetryl charge off a 1/2 in. steel plate 12 in. away, and in the third came, ,b
the shock waves from two appropriately placed 50 gm charges. (Sea Figure 118)
In all three shots, the charges were approximately 12 in. from the point of Inter-
section of the shock waves. The resulting pictures ere Figures 119, 120, and 121.
The angle of Intersection of the shook waves shown is 64, 710, and 710 respetive-
ly. The Mach effect appesrp quits strongly in the last two cases. A fourth
picture with en angle of intersection of 450 is presented for comparison in Figure
12M This angle is outside the Mach region and no Mach offet shows although the
appear'ance of thes shook waves is somewhat distorted duo to refractive indox dis-
continuity.

(b) Sho ae~O 0 b hae..- A single flash picture of the shock wav* from
a 0 b harpe was taken in the Bahamas at a distance pf 65 ft. and to presented

in Figure 123 to show the possibilities for full scale photography in clear water.
Although lack of time prevented us from following up this-promising lead, it is

3/These cylinders se described in a report by ;.0. Decius end P. M. Pye,Daget
Th~p Std 971 Cvir AaSells by Unsr-water Exulosions, NDRM Report No. A-39,_

DRNo62479
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UNIT OF TIME I MSEC

10 5* 1 S<0^

66

18

.3 -1 53

14 19,24

4 9 .54

FIG. 117
CYLINDER NO SD-47-29C

CHARGE: 253 G. PRESSED, TETRYL
CYLINDER DEPTH: '580:
CHARGE DISTANCE: 28"

OOR: OVERALL= 0,26%, FRONT 900 =0.12%
BUBBLE PERIOD: 7.9 MSEC

CAMERA SPEED: 2500 FRAMES/SELG
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obvious tht good pictures can be taken under these circumatances. A large edition
of the conventionA . flash charge lao used and the equipment, including flash charge,
depth charge and camera was strung out on a line supported by floats. The line was
stretched out by a small boat.

(a) Preseure of shook wave deteEMined from shook wave velooitv. -- One measurement of
average shook wave velocity was made by a double exposure technique. Two flash
charges were omp oyed and met off about 246 a$sa apart. It was intended to
obtain this time difference aocurately by moms of piezoelectric gages strapped
to the two flash charges and recording on an oscilloscope. This part of the experi-
ment failed, and the time difference can be estimated only from the length of
primaoord used to delay the second flash charge. Figure 124 shows the shock wave
at the two positions end a steel scale 15.66 in. long. The shook wave came from a
third charge to the left of the field of view. The average velocity determined
from this shot is about 5180 ft./teo., or about 270 ft./see. greater than acoustic
velocity for the coc4itions of the experiment. This corresponds to a pressure of
about 8,000 lbe./in.9 &vragod over the time ivt.rval, The average pressure over
this period as determined from piesgeoeotric gage measis, nts under similar
conditions is about 11,000 lbs./in.4. Considering the inaou-nicy of the time
interval measurement, this agreement seams satisfactoz. It is to be noted that
sinoe the excess velocity (over acoustic) determines the pressure of the shook
wave, the accuracy of the measurement of the total velocity must be coneiderably
greater then the accuracy desired for the pressure to be determined.

(d) EgsrYaU showiL that te ppaent ositilong of the shook wave coigides
ase v h ITs mutual -- Three experiments have show, that, under

the conditions ordinarily employed at UERL, the position of em underwater shook
wave is within 1/2 in. of the position indicated by its flash photograph.

In one experiment pieso gages were used to obtain the time interval between the
time of the photographic flash and the time 1he shook wave reachod a known radius.
From the knotm velocity of the wave it was possible to calculate its true radius
at the time of the photograph and compare it with the value computed from the
photographic image.

Tha 29 am otnhore of est pm~itn1I4+. whimb '~i^b 'wv~v +,h alol rvav ic' be* plc't
graphed was detonated simultaneously with the Initiation of a 46 in. length of
primacord leading to the flash charge. The tine of the photograph was thus abvut
185 44 geo after the start of the shook wave. A small tourmaline gago fabtened
to the shook wave charge served to turn on the osoillograph spot for a rotating
drum camera, #hile a similar gage on the flash charge signalled the time of the
photograph. A third gag 17 1/4 in. from the shook wavb charge noted the arrival
of the shook wave at this radius. The diagram shows the Arrangement used.

+M positions of pleto gauges Pla'h

Figure 125. + A

The radius at the time of the photog.'aph was 14.7 a 0.2 in. as calculated from
the positions of the gages and the measured time intervals. Values for the
velocity of sound were taken from "Tables of the Velocity of Sound in Pure Water
and Sea W-ater for use in Echo Sounding and Sound Ranging e (Second Edition, by
D. J. Mothers. These were correcttd for the effect of finite pressure in the

57 j5l
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shook front by means of the data of Kirkwood and Montrofl. 2/ Since the distance
betreen the eckwave and the piezo qae at position &wag; only 2.25 in. at the
Instant of the photograph, these :ooL-c ios amount to Loes than 0.25 In.

Asimilar experiment was carried out with the shock wave oharge just out of the
field of view and with a diffusion screen betwn the flash char-ge and shook wave.
The whole 3et-up, uhen in the diagram below,

Screen +-Positions of

Camera + POOGue

31' 24- Flash Charge
*+ and Reflector

Charge
Figure 126

is similar to that used in this laboratory for cavitation studies. The rso.ulting
Photograph Is shown in Tiguz-a 129. From it one obtains a distance of 3.144 in.
from the shook wave to the pieso gage as compared with a value of 3.36 in. calcu-
lated fro, the piaso records.

A third experiment compared the image of the shook wave with the projection of its
shadow on a translucent screen. No piano gagee nwre involved. Two tranuluoent
paper screens wax. put in the sme plane with the shock wave charge arid perpendicu-
lar to the Line from the camera to tho charge. The charge and smrts as viewaed
from the camera are sketched below.

.NN
charge ~

The ftole mt-up Is shmw from the top In the following sketoh:

Figure 1W2 Screen

D2in smnwes wane prodnaed byr an uneratr glosion 1;f, July 1, 1942, by J. 0.
Kirkwood and E. W. Montroll, OMR Repot60
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The resulting picture is reproduced in Figire 130. The image of the shookr -ava
sphere and the imuage of the shadow proj eat4 -'i of the shock wave sphere are seen
nearly to colnoide. On the averoa, howuevr, the redi'Lle of the Lshadow. proje-tion
appears greater than the radius of the shook wave by an amount oorresponding to
0.25 in. The geometry of the experiment would require a radius difference of
0.65 in. The discrepancy is within the limits of experimental errr

(e) Luiminosity ot charres emploded underwater. -- It is shown elsewhere in this report
(See. 111, 2) that bare charges of cast pentolite were observed to emit light when
detonated underwater. Photographs indicate this light to be of very short durationt
probably les's than 1 p sc, because of the detail visible (nmbers on the charges,
cracks, ste.) end because there in no blurring. Foreseeing possible uses for this
flasth of light (e.g., accurately signalling at a distant point by means of a photo-
electric cell the tim at which a charge detonates), several tests were conducted3
to determine if a cased charge would emit light on detonating underwater.

In all tosts, the charge, weighing from 1/2 to 1l1b., was placed 5 ft. in front of
the camera and the lens aperture was et at ft3.5. A short piece of p:izxcord.,
to be detonated simultaneously with the charge, was also included in the field Gt
view to serve ad -- standard for comparison, since primacord had been found to emit
light on detonating underwater (See Figure 104). All tests were conducted at night.

The rosults showed that a heavy opaque casing reduced the emitted light to the
extent that it was no longer detectable. For example, a charge wrapped with black
rubber tape and detonated barely showed on the film, and a charge enclosed in a
piece of steel pipe with pipe cap. on the ends resulted in no Image at all. Less
hekvy casings, however, such as 1/16 in. thick brass tubing, tin cans, and black
lacquer resulted in weak but definite images of the charge and sometimes stramers
of light emanating from the charge. There was some indicetion that aluinini!.*d
explosives (torpex sa.d minol) emitted more light than tetryl or pentolite tender
the sane conditions, but the evidence is ins'zfficient on this point.

GO01
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APPEIMU I

TIECAR, CF PRISSU.. IN FROM OF t1 Afl T- LD REE PLATE
ACCELERATED BY A SHOCK WAVE

When a plane shock wave strikes a free air-backed plate head on, the pressure in the
water in front of the plate first rises as the original wave passes through it, then riser
still further as the reflected shock wave returns from the plate. The pressure on the plato
cause it to begin to move and its motion reduces the pressure, sending out a rarefaction
wave. Consequentl],, the pressure out in front of the plate, after rising twice, then falls
Ind actually Soe negative, provided that cavitation does not interfere. The pressure can
be calculated under certain simplifying assumptionsj namely, the plate is assumed to be made
of an infinitely rigid material, to be of nfinite extent (but finite thickness), I.2., a
rigid body whose motion is restricted only by its inertia. It is also assumed that cavita-
tion does not form and that acoustic (small amplitude) theory can be used.

The rreesure at a point 7 (measured positively out Lito tht -,:ter from the initial
position of the plate) and at a time I (measured from the tima the original wave strikes
the plate) is the sum of three termes

(1) The pressure due to the original shock wave (assumed to be exponential
in shape)

(2) The pressure due to the reflected wave

t+0

0

Poe , for t > (1-2)

(3) The rarefaction wave frow tb* mot-on of te c plla

Pou11 for t > 1 (I-3)
0 .

In the above, p. is the peak pressure and j the duration parameter of the
original wave,' & is the mass per unit area and . the instantaneous
velocity of the plate, Q the velocity of sound in water, and 4 the
density of water. By Newton's law the sum of these pressures (acting at
x m 0) will give the plate a velocity.

U p, - ( Wt/o - e- #t (1-4)

n -!hh n - nQ/m. In inserting this value of V in the expressionfop the pressure at * the proper value of the time to use is t-x/o because
of the propagation time. It is convenient to measure pressure in terms of

t time in terms of @, and distance in terms of ag; i.e., P - p/Po, T - t/Q,

x/cQ. Then the sum ot the three terms becomes

P . *-(T+X) - _ -(T-X) + 2 0 - /(T-X) (1-5)

an equation valid only or T #?X. These considerations natturally hold
only so long as cavitation does not take place.

Figure 131 shows some of the contour lines for F plotted against time Z and distance

61 15', B
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X, both in reduced units. 13 - 83 in this case, representing a very light plate, or a
charge of great duration. Th cashed line represents the front of the reflected vave. Below
it tho pre-.re is positive due* to the ori .nal shock we_ Above it, thi prARsure is at first
positive and then falls steeply down into a valley of negative pressure. Except for the dis-
continuous rise and steep fall near the front of the reflected wave (X a T) the contours for
this case closely approximate the case of a free surface.

Fig=e 132 shows similar contours for e m 4, a heavier plate (or tmaller duration). In
both cafes it will jbe spen that the pressure falls to zero first at the plate, in a finite
time T - [l/(-l g . It reaches negative vlaues first out in the water and below
a certain limiting negative value the given contour never reaches the plate at all.

Assuing that the theory applies between the shock wave and the cavitation front, and
that cavitation occurs at p a 0 we get, on solving Equation (1-5) for the time at which the
pressure falls to Q at reduced distance 1,

T.- t/9 .n 2, s,/
o t * 1 (1-6)

In Table rl, the measured values of x. (farthest distance of cavitation from plate) are
substituted in Eq. (1-6) and the cal~lated ialuss of Z are compared with the times computed
from the position of the shock wave.

In order to determine the radius of the cavitating region at the plate, it is necessary
to take account of diffraction.

A very rough treatment of the effect of the diffraction wave is as follows. The same
basic Eq. (I-1) can be used to compute the time I at which th- pressure in front of the plate
has fallea from 2p to a value equal to that outside the plate, p(T). For this purpose
I a 0 (eurafee orflate) and p/po . e ' T so

2 (1-7)

Beginning at time ! a pressure wave will spread inward from the edges because the pressure
in front of the plate is bing lowered by its motion. This pressure wave will reach a radiusrall time [I + (R-r)/oj . If the pressure at L has fallen to zero before this time, it

is postulated that cavitation will extend out to , but if the diffraction wave eached
first then cavitation will not extent to r. Consequently, this theory predicts that the maxi-
mum radius of cavitation !, will be determined by the equation

'I ( RL. Re) (1-8)

where i the so-called cavitation tire, i.e., time for R to fall to zero at the front of
the pi-te. If 1 0 in Eq. (1-6) t - go so

g@o "' ,/ (I-9)

C6.bining Eqs. (I-7), (1-8), and 1-9),

Re W R --- LS-
-1 2

or

The latter equation expresses tDnc rs", t in a dimensionlesm form, in which the dintnce in from
the edge of the disk, R - Re is measured in terrA of the length unit r&. In the case of
plate surrounded by -r infinite rigid baffle, Y- 0 and Eq. (I-10) becomes:

63 11518
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R - Re(-1.

This is the equation pr~vionsly nod as a avita4tion criterion in Connection withi the photo-
graphs of the MDL dAbraV gags which Is a baffled gage.

Editor's nots: Appendix 11, pages 66 to 86, by R.F.. Hialverson,
appez.rs as a separately published paper in this volumie,
just preceding this paper.
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APPENDIX III

CIRCUIT DIAGRMJS OF CA0,.4A TIMERS

1. Timer for high speed camera

Timing of the film speed of the Eastman High Speed Camera Model III is accomplished
by photographing periodic light flashes from a small neon bulb synchronized .with an
oscillator. The bulb is mounted close to the film on the inside of the camera. The
timing marks appear along the edge of the film and are photographed simultaneously with
the recording of the phenomena under observation. Operating at 3000 frames per secori,
the maximum speed of the camera, the circuit shown schematically in Fig. 139 produces
one mark on the film every third frame. Under these conditions the distance between
two adjacent marks can be measured to one tenth of one per cent (i.e. to one~sec)
by the use of an optical comparator.

The circuit was designed to operate from the output of a 1000 cycle per second
tuning fork (General Radio "ype 813A) although it can be used with other sinusoidal
oscillators operating at different frequencies if slight changes are made in some of
the 'circuit constants. The accuracy of the film speed determination depends o.i the
accuracy of the oscillator frequency.

The essential parts of the circuit are a clipper (tubes T2 and T-) which converts
the input sine wave into a square wave; a counter circuit (T5 and Tj)which divides
the input frequency by two; a short duration pulse generator (T7 a2 TS); a power output
tube (To) to drive the neon flasher, and a tuning eye (TI) to indicate the voltage of
the sine wave from the oscillator.

The neon bulb operates satisfactorily when cables as long as 1000 ft. are used
between the timer and the balbi this is the greatest length of cable which has been
employed. The current in the neon bulb is adjusted by the potentiometer in the cathode
Circuit of T9 in order to control the intensity of the bulb; about 5 mamp is used at
1000 cps and 3 mamp at 500 cps.

This circuit can be used with an external power supply operating from a power
line and delivering 300-500 volts at 40 mamp, in addition to current for tube heaters,
or fr.- -4--. - ... bnttarv1ts-waga if other power is not available. It is desirable to
use a different source of ;ower for operating the circuit that that used for operating
the camera because, when the camera starts, a very large surge is introduced which
may affect the operation of tie electronic circuit, particularly if the power is
obtained from a small generat.r. A Malloiy Tyep VP-552 vibrapack and a filter section
are b ilt into the unit for op3ration from a 6-volt battery and a Mallory Type 107
battery charger is included for charging the storage battery from a power line. The
1000 cps tuning fork, the vibrapack and the battery charger are included in a portable
wooden carrying case which hourtes the electronic circuit.

2. Timer for Jerome camera

Inasmuch as the requirements for the Jerome camera were much less severe than
those for the Eastman High Speed Camera because of the lower speed required, a simpler
circuit shown in Fig. 140 wau used to drive a neon lamp. A 50 cycle, single contact
electrical tuning fork excites thim unit. The signal from the fork is asmplified
and sharpened into short duration pulses in the first two stagee a d then sn-led to
the grid of a Strobotron tube (SR4). The SN4 fires on each pulse, discharging the
4 lAf condenser through the transformer in its plate circuit. The output of this
transformer drives a 1/4 watt neon bulb mounted in the camera and connected to the
timer unit through a cable. The short discharge time of the 4,Af condenser insures
short duration light pulses from the neon bulb suitable for dotting the film.

3/ This is discussed in more detail by 0. K. Fraenksl, A tua =211V

Sburst uespurns by means of 22zo~otr1c" , NDRC hto. A-37,0 No. 6251Chapter 9.3.
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API',1DIX IV

OAusTS AIW r? ZiN DOm ) FOR CA3.t cASEs

We have foued that gasket and stuffing box design for our camera cases is not vry
erttieal. No special effort Is made to achieve very close tolerances on gasket surfaces.
However, whenever pretical we put the gasket in a tongue and groove type of joint. The
only gusket failures we hav, had hav been due to static and not dynamic pressure. At a
depth of 600 feet, for example, re found that we could not use our ordinary 1/8 to 1/16 inch
rubber gasket because it squeesed out. Thir, Vellumoid was found satisfactory it this Instano,

We have used two types of stuffing boxes for electrical leads with equal success. In
the first type (ns Fig. W) the ?ire cable led through a hole in the case which was packed
with ooapresed rubber. In the second type (Fig. 142), an insulated metal Jack was put
through thn ease and electrical connections were made on both sides of the Jack. The second
method is perhapsa preferabli in deep voter because there is no chance of water leaking into
th ease through a hole in the cable invulation.

I I !!.iII nlll~ni --.-
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THE DECAY OF PLANE, CYLIND'RICAL AF'D
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ExoressIcIII are 2olucaC~ connecting the rate of oecay :f tne :ressure at a shock fOnt in

a soherica I cylinir]cal or cianl, wave with the icacC rates ef c'~Sflv of otess.,rS da oartiole

velocity oe)06fl the:-floek ffoilt. It Is sujoestal that these rray Dot use3 t derive some idea of

the thickness 0!f'a S~hoc% Wave When its rate of :rocagatlofl has been dtto mined as a funct;Ofl of

time.

we SOOeV congloer cnly the scncricai wae, sincc the o1anc wwvt is n-frely a dtcIl

case of this mer, -jn~ra! typti, T) ylor(1) has jivtn an acroxiimote exoression reli..tIng trie rate

of aocay to tnr stoze of thie wae Imi'iomely behinid the Shock front. the cresinit ahelysul

results* in j. more u.ccaretj r%,lation, nor*vzr try- cei resoonainj results for soh-riCal and

cylindriC~il wjVLs given ntr. ere nvw.

Asdsmlnj Sohatric.l symmetry in the wave we take samerical Co-OrdlnateS -with origin at

the contra of the Shock front.

r j istance of coint fror- srigin of co-ordinates.
t iro
u oarticlo velocity in jirecticn cf r increasing.

p Oensity of gas.
c arcss'-,- in jas.

0,1 , reksur, irniintaly b.-hinj Shock front.

U I vAicity of oarticl,,s imo3Atcly oenino shick fr~nt.

0,1xvelocity of Shock frznt.

p 1 a density of Wa behind shock front.

2 ra-iius iuf shock frtu!.6 soherto at time t.

Equations of miction and ccntinuity are

U "!_ . - 1 -

t r p Zr (1)

-1 (r 2 *u o (2)

at a 01 0, and R are functions Of t Only end We have

~Dat - er A ~

tt 
(3)

n- + D At ar R
ot t 3- 

3

Let 3emote tmo rate if chanot asscciatsa with a oearticolor iis oartilov, i.e.

A U !6~
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I (- I) = V ' 7 A )

where the suftix a refera to the jnoisturt o ja,.

uhin (aa)-(&.) *w C llo #limito froth (it) all quantities witn tne suffix I toot 3.t

When n1i Ii one we OUltmin ten result

IY (Y -1)( 1) t) 1 1
at ~ l - )y (S Y -- )) R V*

wnere 4!* S 70no It C y y.

sine,, aq . o I at wo my .ritt (io) in th: *-:rm

(?-I) {vy .vy 1) _____ f 2_

The formula for aIano aves is Dt Inel ry 3inj to the li lIt As R -0. Thu term

containing A is simoly Orocoeo fro? cquatins (11) And (18). Taylor's formula ne the Olan

wave I&

C 1 ) -_ or
ot

!!A - - V 7h 1 y,- - 4 -- )at 'Y/"- + y+ 0) y

(10)

which differs from (17). Th oiscrecancy is ouj I: Taylor's asSumotIon that a jvin value of

orosurE just b s ino the ShOCK front is rccjatcl forwaro with d volocity C1 rOlAtivo t,) tho JAS.

if i" w nasJ elimin .t.-t,. frt'
,
- (9) nn (9) w Snoul nevO f,uno

r ~r

-0 +P P, (D t(U)

it 001ea ¢ .1

or

do (0.)V~vyIy O' + 0 P

-(" )Y + ) - 3

" -Y y ( - (7

or

00 (V+ I) - 1)' z vTy1.+ Y 00 7Y (y -
Ot ~ R 00 3y ty 4 1) + 5V Y - I, 3y~ Y ) + 5-7 )}

(22)

If "e omit from (is) anj (22) th~e terms 3eQnoln., on tna form of the wave, we 00tain
two different rtoa~ )f decay. Th.,agc , i hre , njvcr, 4nn 0Is wmall. 880 reduce to thet
orilary recult for small vav,'s. Ah, in rj- , q.iutI -.n (18) A1i"-'

'0 VAY(Y - 1)
4 (2'Y-i) CvY
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Inteiirtlnj we obtsin

y a R which Iet"
(a y- L) tvyi (a,)

ye ;. for the Cste of ilr

[qvstion (2a) live$

am I -- Z or ye - for air U

Since the blalt we from O00s ecay much more rapidly at first than osh $ It follows

that most of the ocy is Ous to the form of the wave. If the fortrt of the WV# could be

tltteneo ?Ar less enriy would be lost in tne early etdes of the blast,

Eluatons 47) (1 ) en (22) may of 'uI0a to firm~ as in (1). or they mey b
used to :etorn I nd whien c is known Asn A furctionr t Ira. It the velocity of

rocsaiatlogpt a shock wave can be recoreo, the orlseure can be calculate@, The qvisatItie
ane 9 then live sve inlication of the thickness of the mve.

-Xoroslng our sqiatlons oirectly In terms of € ana Its rAte of Oct) w2 pst

a 2pa (2 (2 y- 1) b *+ ) + C,2 -(y -a) C0 ] 4b1
i fv * a) (oil" C,')<t- 1) b1*+ 2 c,) at

- . 2 (2V 14
2 - (Y - 1) to (a)

/ 1) 0 1 0 1 4 - co) it ( +

It m ay Os noted that the case of cylin~rical waves can be troptwo In the S annlwer.

The *tetlaons which result are tia wS a for the scherIcal Wave eeXCt that the Coefficient of
Is only half wheat It Is In tn s 0nerlal cast, e, . for a cylinrircal wave (2) becomes

R y a (D "- c(t )- 0) + 2 C09 at

2 p 2 'y bi (y- a ),V

Refe renice.

(a) The Proospgtlon ano Docty of Blast eaves. .t.i. Taylor.
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PRESSURES PRODUCEC BY THE UNDERWATER
EXPLOSION OF LINE CHARGES

0. *Cheirlesworth

November 1943

Pressure-tie curves have been obtained with pj6ZO-elfc'rIr gauges at points near to Mme charges
Consisting Of lengths of Cordtex detonated under water. measutefaents on the perpendicular ois~ectors
of 30. 14 ard 5'fee-t lenQths of Chirge showed that the p'.Ak pre-sure was not appreciably affected by
the length of the charge but that the impuls-i decrecased With Icngth of charge, measurments were also -

made at points on the axes of 5 feet lengths of coratex with detonation towards and away from the gaug.?s.
At the same. distance, froma the ch~trge the mxiirm pressures were greatest at points on the perpendicular
bisector and least on the axis in thco direction of detonation of the charge. The rate of decay of
pressure behind the wAvP front was less o~n thr axis than -At right angles to It. it Is suggested that
the enhanced peak presbiune un Of~ axis wh..n dctcn~tion toot place aw~y frnni the gauge may have been
partly due to the added - ffpct of the detonxItor. The imptul'es on tht. wils were Independent of the
direction of.detor~ation and 6ibout hKilf those on the perpendiculpir bisector of the charge. This
diffeirence iy htve b, in Mrtly du? to the effCct of thL iqtlve surface reflection reducing the
ivrpuises 'more at pofnts on the- :xis thin it right anglcs to it.

Irstr dsic tic-t.

The o'ject of-the teSts was to determine the form and ffegnitude of the pressures produced by
underwater fixpimelon of line charges.

Exjerisental ,

Pressure measurement:- Pressures were measured by piezo-elcctric gauges recordirg
photographically by means of Cathode-ray osciilographs.

Charges:- The charges used consisted of varicus lengths of Cordtex containing about . 3 gis.
af P.E.T.N./ft. The Charges werc strctched in a straight llnc i.~rallel to tne water surface.

i It:- The tests wcre made, in qac oocretz tank Containing about 36.000 gallons of water,
the depth of water being abou, 9 fert 6 Inches. The Charges and gauges were all about 3 feet
I i-thes deep.

Arran'reient of rests.

Two sets of tests wire ede:-

(a) Pfussurwb wet6 nwasurpd at poInta on tht, pnrpondicular bliector of the lime charge
for charg, lvngthS Of 30 ft t, 14 feet And 5 feet.

(0) "aesurimnts worn edc Along the ayss if the charge, the charge being isetonated towards
the ga'vgof In ::na case nM away from thom In the other.

?hit oernments Fire qhw7o dl .iasItli If.-Fiquro 1.

Posults
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typical orosnae-tims recoros obtaied in the team, aee reproduced In Pigure# )(a). (b).
(c), (ti) end (a). it itt bw%,I, tat the records consitt a main pu~ss followed stout I latrl
lakter OY 10'ectiOlIS f?0M tat bottom anid the eSeoinghie 61o the tank, tho two loeor r ecords ohmw
further waves welcl otur 5 %o & milligetaflog After the initial wave, the Origin ot the$#- waves
as flt known but they maly be dat to the buhhlo produed by the cherge. The pulseS were probably

too Sall to be detCted In the other returns.,

The main pulses in Figures 3(11). (0) sees (C) art Similar to those Produced by a Chertie Of
normal shape, i.i'. (I cylindrirat Chiarge with hcijit oquel to diameter and have I hock feunt followed
by a rapid 01cirejsee of r-f.asuro behind toio front. in Figures )(4) and (a), howeyer, the rate of fall
o~f presaure Is much lowier,

The variatiom of jsNe ortaeure amd repulse with diStoanC% along the perpendicularv bisw~or of
the lInk Charge ^r. shown In Fiijro$ 4 04n5 for lengtho of 30 feet, III fItCL and 5 feet of tordtten,
Th,13# figures aiso show the vAluieS for d 1 02. Charge of r.,J.N. of normal shape. it is seen that
In these telts the Irflpth of Corritos did not aporqClvbily affct tile pi~ak pressure at a given distestO6
from it bat that the Impulse elccroastd with coetvoling length, of Chaf~e*

The velocity of detonation along the Cordttn Is at0out 20,000 ft.1soc. whilst the velocity of
SOUnd 1-1 water Is only about 5,000 ft,/see, None$ the pressure-vove front In the wate will rtib I
10Olmt the tow wave 1pfbdueel by tirinq a bullet In air', Tho state of Affairs will be 30proXImately
AS I Opresentad In Figure 2 whorm sr', to equals OAS5, Tho fir%% pulrt of the pressure waeo to reach
A poit a d petpendiculair dintence 0 from the middle of the line Charge thus Comes from a point
at r. distance x from the centre of the Corditua whore x . 0.16d approximatcly. For the lengthrs of
COrdteo and thu dIstafY(.-s d used in the tests, was 1050 tham Kilf the lqngth of the chlarge and It
IS tnurerfort to be oxpected that the Initial peak pressure will be lvdcupendent of the length Of the-
cMArge, this acouuab. a4upimetiom is not ultt iL11 true for explosion waves but serves to inicautv
the nature of ts. offoct4 involv-d, SinciI the tail of tsO ay. Is due to the Cumulative effect
of all the weltsproduced by all parts of the Corttcn the lepalire Will decrees.. With length Of
chargel, as wae In fact observed.

1h, rau'e ,d lm .Iic jalw~eS utp, n on the pCrpcmdICulur bi5,Ctor Of to , 14 ft
chargts wuro about thu Samve as those from osa. P,F.T.N. at iqual 0istaiices from the centrel of the
Charges, Thus at ChaCe points 1,63 oz. P..h~ in Cordtee Is about equivalent to I 0z. P.E.T.N.
In a chtirge of normal ehupe.

Ir. Figuros 6 and 7 the variatioms of pressure ano impulse at pointy4 round S feet of Cordten
arc Shown a fuvCtionse Of the shortest distqn" from the charge. It is seen that the pressure was
;reatont ,, -" p- rpondicui ir biscetor of the line ch ,rgr. and least on the axis when detonation was
towards the gaugp. Tv.: .iiff-frvsc- in peak pressure at points on the axis of th. Charge may have
been due to the Contribution of tho detonitor which Contained about , harge sine, the pressure
(f gure:()&trw M -c d()eoatr wa t r e t he peargear This Is Inpdcated bout .thessue-timue cuve
w(Figur~e 3(d) tvd d eorwsr the Int hlpa rge.s Th f is raidly tlabou he SpreasValue cave

Figue 7 howsthatunde thetestrndions atpoints attesame dsacfo h hre
(fne imOuiect 610M " the axs, of tee cnar~e wereo irroapemae, .~ vi' h ul.rte.Liu, of Olotw Io 'AndO waS ro
about half those on the perp4:vdicular mlh~ctol'. neflecolon from the free surface, however, reduces
t"O Impulse along the 80s. Figure 3(c) shows that porp -ndiculnr to the line charge the pressure-
timv t~urve is not appreCiably offuCtud by Thv surfaCe ruelerti,)n and thpy 75wOurcd impui c Is
approsimatply the total impulse, On the avis of the Chvrj. where the rate of deay of pressure
behind the shock front was luss rapid, PI~ures 3(d) anid (P) show that the negative surface reflection
cuts Uff am apprucirale part of the tall of the pulne. .ovsequentiy the measured Impulse was
POfbably conidreely less them nv o totalim'pulse produced by the Charge in the water.
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Do'onotor cordt.'a

C.. uge

Fiq~f DIAC.RAMMATICAL R~EPRESENTATION OF CAUGE POSITIONS
ROUND THE COROTEX

Fig.2. DIACRAMMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE APPROXIMATE
FORM OF THE WAVE FRONT PRODUCED IN THE WATER
BY THE CORDTEX
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TIME MLLIS~cfOs~

)Oft.Comdext Gaule on pfpwNtduw bistatvro lint chareI 6ft frm

(b)14f , ardtzGone on PerPenodicular bisector Of Ie chdrge. Sf1. Ifm

I.O

TME LLIS(CONDS

(C) 5ft, Cordt#%. Gouge on porp*ndicular bisector f li hEChrq Sit from

ISO~

TIME MILLISIEC0EN0

(d) 5t 4r;tftt Gouge on oxis of tharge Sk rom the end. Detonation

300

TIMi - MII..ICOMOl

(e) Sft. Cordtot Go"&e on ai of Charge Mf. from the an9L Detonation
Awt rmthe gouge

P'5.i. ?rz~r-u ourvas pro..iuh-I by vorio&& loNstha
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DECAY OF SHOCK WAVr.QG i; :,TgR.

A. J, Marris

Road Researeh Laboratory,
- London

December 1943,

summary.

In s.5.8, ee, on certain assumotions, Kirkwood an, Aethe have iven a comolete
solutlun for the shock wave propapnted into water from an exolosive Chars. There Is# huivevero
a manner in which the Selt consistancy of the soluticn c n nO Checked. Assuming that the
pressure at the shock front OOCaya with 0Situnce from tho orlijin as in Kirkwood and Sethe's
solution it is ooisible, through relations given in R.A.L. Note No. I7I/AJH, to Calculate
the Preeauri gradient just behind thO Shock front, and to comoare it with the gradient given
in KirkwooO and Bethe's own solution. It is fount that untli the wave has roved outwrds
five or SIX charge radii those valuos of thr jraoient differ by about 30 Per cent Indicating
some dacreteancy between form of wave And rate of decay in the early Staos.

A further asooiiation of the theory outlined iH Ito7 InOlC~teS that te effect of
wave shoe on the rate of decay Is much smaller than th&t due tv the increasing distance from
the origin, ihteed If the affect of wave shate Is entirely neglected the Pak oressure at
12 charge radIi from the origin Is raised only by sot 20 ocr cent.

The relation between the rate of aecay of oreasure at the shock front and the preesvre
gradient oehind the Shock front in a Nohsrlcwl wave hAS Peen liven In 8.5.L. Noto en. Intl . A)H4
If the rate of :ocay Is known the graoient can De calculateo or vice versa, It was oointed out
by W.G. oenn.,y that this ooeitIlIty orovidos a test of the sif consistency cf any theoretical
wave solution which give uoth the rate of d.,cay and the graclent. Such a solution Is thlat
of Kirkwood and Betn in J.5.R.O. 58, for a oave in water. The test )f consistency useo in
this note is a comoarlson of the orrssurm lraoiont jiven in 0.8.R.O, 558 with that evaluated
from the rate of decay of oressur jiven in tao samo cacer.

Tne solution for the shock wave If, water given by Kirkwood ano setiie(b) may be written

0 (pit) • - '

0 ye

where k binetic enthaloy - enthaloy increment + . u
2

u - carticl? velocity

w . entholoy Increment - E e , - fa

p P0
I internal envrgy

:, P , lure ano Oenslty

t' titm vloas4reo froo Instant of arrival Of the Siek wave at the Point.

C and ,V are crarapeters which cari bt calelilatti as functicns of . , a0 Deinq the Iltial

charge rslus ane R t 0 itance from the centre of the chare. A o

Although .....



*itw4b.h It I 4% INO 10041fillY tht 1" (1) fl It A #111110141 Of 0 *All# It is tN$ At
ks~ t~i' j 40 ttqhpli 101 fee, a little 41ataNde ItlinG it "I bleen S4tW44 In tho

% kf% Ait A 9.~nei" an" I t 10 of f luattI I t roarelfl 44 a fo*6 of

vrosivro I, Avo %tg~vtoip is 41I the prol Jty, Ilk, Valueit 01h St 01altot from 4111161

01fooraWi1 (I) 1 i ftita %ae to is t%

I . V) a , I.

to

at tht e esttea wa ffr any JIVOV4 orint tII* valt ot 4 at thwit .001 t hanjes bostaltN
Iht Ave I, 4vosjIA4 In InlsiF ao alto btiavie %tre s olC wfNPhird the shook frnht varlet

tol~it to toint. tIInsiva, in~ eqtih tform, tfo waitN Joast bihito the shoth fti.~

waste Ui 4 wglotitl, ot sh~h eavo

,U oft 09t afS' tW t slos,a
it

1l111,0i1%mlol from 0j) ovt (a) we ett

afHtte ii termh of t1 his 4:41.1uw

In (4) all symbai refer to voalues just behind the shock Iront, 1.0. to the Mkat Value$.
From' o4uat In ,I) goo5. that %hI* *Oakt value, is giv~ii Ity

and ae~ Calculted@ Functions o~ fl Is jivin In o,&.A.o. 504 for T. o.r. at density 1,-tI.
htnCI %Asia h thi ~bgIt? relation (C) t4teWCsnn and aWt jot C as a Functionl of k. Numerical

~ JI.-S ". 4 l- It Is '.~ t *vtlS14te tphs rIJht-1w10 side

of (6) n^~,ficall as a Funct ion at A

hQiuwtt ion conrtoninj, rato of decay oj sch orical shoct svo and the soaQ rate
Of CNAniJ, 3 CrP"Ctur0 thIiJ th~ Shock Front U 5 y be written(

v fi u 1U u

ot, for Sim.llc Ity

where ..
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where v l goelfic VOlmaat fluid Just oehino ront

* vylocity of Boun in fluiG Jost behind front

(0) ,iVeS us another exerossl for 

the l,'MffiCIq AS a.i I have been ciMeutwO from the *ata of o.ma,0. 47# amd air given In

Table 1, Thl two viuM Of . as Gerlved trm (4) sat (1) art ehowmf in Figure I where

it is isen that until the wave has or srtteo olma five thare rdll there isa oislreo4ney of

about s0 Ol Cant between the kwo vales. At Cistanfee less than seven Chaije raeil the vailue
fro (10) is life than that fram (), osyoon this 01utsnce toe relation is reversend

It Pity at worth white eointinj Out he that close to the enaroe the tM A H in (0)

Is not uf much Isoortance In comeiarlson with * Since a is a known function ot a the s 1uat ion
Is now Intersl0e in the form

II *

or (

whore -I Is the 0e1110 in the waV At thO rVdft Of initiation.

In riguro 2 Is Shown the Value of .0as A funct ion Of .3. derived figs (11) together
with the valut oeriveo from thk, theory of OS.R.D., iba. It IS seen that at first the effect

of shaer. is to delay the attenuatIonM, then at About 2.6 5_ frfw th9 .entre to Incr:43c it.
The effct of shape i not very larpe, for evanole at 12"0 from tho Centre where the aressure
has fnllcn to aeout 10 of tho Initi&l value the oifference between the curves is iome :1 oar
cent, this 4hows that too rate of oecay near to an exoloslvo of this tyot Is not likely to

dtend juch on snythitn , th? Initial 0#0k Value of the areSSUre,

o a e A a

KILOIAR$ NON-INS ICNAL KILOBARS KILSAOS 110- N.- I4ONA, 50060

0.0 0.0 0,0 13.0 - 3? s6.0
1.0 .0637 1.06 16.0 - .40) 20.l4
2.0 -. 130 2.26 17.4 - .426 24.1
M- .6Oo 3. a0.0 - ,5 27.7

4.0 - ,216 4.07 221, - *567 ,.)

110 - .470 1,61 I0.0 - .507 420
7.0 - .29 6.04 )0,. - $)00 9,.4

0.0 J- to1 6.) 40.0 -. 5$0 o7.)
#e0 - .330 It.$ 5.0 - .412

10.0 - 1J 1.2 t0.0 .567 71.4

(a) The DlCey of ra1ne, Cylnricalwl and Spenri cal Shack Wavesi I/17/AJo
,

(b) urojrees, feort on The aressure We = ruucoo t.y an Unoerwater Exelo ion I',

J.(. Kirkwood aml H... ietme, 0.8.111.0. See.

(c) orniroes Re Cet cn "he fresswre Wave ?rmuce. by an Underwater -A01013in If-,

JG. kirewooo enO E.W. montroll. 0.S.R.0. 676.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE SHOCK-WAVE VELOCITY IN AIR
ABOVE A WATER SURFACE, DUE TO THE DETONATION

JF A SUDMERGED CHARGE

D. Cogley and fl. D. Davis

Road Rastech Laboratorys

Aar"o

The velocitie Of the shock 110v, she water surface due to tiic detoniation of suotmoraeu
ii-as. cylinorical charjos of c.i.. have beon cotainov over the first .4 ft. above the water
surface tram a determinat ion With a rotating *flW Camera of the extinctioni timeis at a raw of
acetylene Jcts. aituate in air vortically abov, the charge.

with the charge At a death Of 2 Inches. the water surface and ahoch-wave Velocities
were Indistinguishable vertically above the cherge, the wster surface velocity failing from
about 4,100 fttdeicona at 3 inches. to aout 2,400 ft,/lOtnG At 3 ft. ab1ov4 the sur06c,

Far Charjt 044th$ Of it Inlche sf An 6Inche$. 5hoCk-WaOVe veloc itI aS t j Inchs trawl 111e
we~vr surface asso i.900 anda 1,550 tt.econo respectively (3xis vertical ana horizontal),
corresonoirig vol vsItlce at 3 tt. erei 1,800 ara 1.200 ftdsecone (axis vtertical) aena 10250 AOi
i,xso ftjaecono reeoctivelr (owis horizontal).

ivate~f.race velocities fcr the 4 Inches shea 0inches 360th: were 1.400 and 700
tt./eoo riesoectively (axis horizontal) at I Inches abmee tne surface ami 1,100 aria 500 ft./
scono rescOtIvOly klaxi horl2nrttl) at ft.

Descritio of chao's used.

The charge wssa In esCA of the test$ Consisted Of a 4-oz. Cylindrical ae11.1 o~f C..2.,
a Iches In 3iamhtor, a&ia 1* Inces thick.

fterme t .0 ocd ur

rno snocsowave velocity in air ove tc the detonat ion of a sobmero charge me oweuse
using acetylene flm,819t A raw Of 1111111 acetylene Jete burning verticallY ebove the Chrp~ beiM4
00t6t04igl' by Ohe c5f55.5 of the stinkb wave. rhe ties interval between the extinctioni of
successase flaes was recordeo by a rotatinQ oran camor-. the sl11t Of which wa focussed on the
60urnofe.

in the first series of saoriless %me jets wore owei at a Inches Interval#, tne
lowest Wein ) nonhes above the water surface. kith Wis arran*emnt 6 tests were carried out,
J1 With the axis of the Chewse vertical aend Its Centre (a) 2Inich#$. (b) 4 Inch*$ arid (c) S Inches,
below tne surface ari* ) with the Charge a,'i hor~ontfil, mind tne seesf 3 otna of ioresrsion.

A further test was nisoc with the Charge axis vertical and o00th Of INewrsion 2 Inch#$,
but with the A jets jeo arrririte it 1, 3, 6, ?, 9, it 24 ena 36 incs reseectivOly Above the
water surface.

Serious *wrsge ous to the OilclaCed water was sut'taine3 by the Dorhers ania thlir
supoortimp framwwotl, 3uriri; e.ch fjImint.

Records obtaoneri.

iwo records, tycical of those obtainpm, Are shown In Figures Iafa 2o Ths ties Scale
for each record wLs Calcuiateo from the Jrwmi 5.e usel, anl the tire interval tjetwe, the

extinction.



ex:tinction of swecelfive fiwewe was *btain@3 from direct Mosserasunt3 meae an the eJOAivAS
I Iia a oauolt-travcria ni~rascoes. iImu-oisolsctment wry#& imere drawn fromi thost fltirtt

a NA yglOCItIO2 OfOUC04 In the Usual Way by COaina tAnftj~S. The fosutte AN Shown oraoft~ltl
in Figures ) and 4.

Discugson of-records,.

on emaimntion ot Fijures i end 1. & taint curveem treat willt beOI obervo Oaino both
fotalorars In Figure I the curve *&ise& thromoh the tsflwinationa 4? tie iset trae-. This
trace, Which is orosent an thoso records Which were taptin under bright woethir Coneitionst Is
ettritiotoo tc swollint heflictud into the Caeiwra lens frall th4 atoellsad $*ray tarminj the a&s
at thyl water ollm. It this exclanit ion Is correct thes trace It, therefore, In effect a time-
oisolaci-mont curve tor the Holly~ watar surface. water owrtace velocities have beon caltulate
from thil recjros on which the trae Is sufficiently 1ietinet, ain* they are Shown prashleally In
figure a.

A SOsArnte Shack WIv* In air was mat 5tted On hiny Ot the records taken With the aharge
2Inches below the -ater surtsce, the jets bosi extirjguiSh. by the water allws. for this
r,.aSqn the vilelctios catainta at this eath have been clotted as water-surte velocities on
Figure 4.

The comlartively small difference between the Watter surface So Shoi-wave velocities
when Sthe Lhtftrje Is detonated 4 Incnee below tho surfae,~ suggests that & detached ehook wave
wouldl not be detected tar *oath.- ot Iweersion much less than * Inches.

The results 00tainel at the I inChes deeth fromy the two records taken With ditferent tt
arrnj$M*At$ Were In Very Close aar9ement, and they hae been olottea gs a sin;le curve, In
rIjuro 4.

Finally In Figure 2, the #Maot . the tlakyo trates aftr deflection by tie shock wave Is
ot som Interest, The abro.ot anae In sloeo, aecarenit In Same of the flame traceS ses.y be taken
as a measure ot corresoanalng Changes In carticie velocity occurring In the air sons betweein the
shock-ways front slid tp- rising water surtace.
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2000 - ___ _

SHOCK WAVE VELOCITY

1,5O0 Charge axis vertical
- - " Depth 4M.

Charge axis horizontal
Depth 4 in.

Charge axis vlri:-a1
Depth 8 In.

r" Charqe axis horizontal
Depth 8 In.

1.00c __0 6 12 is 24 30 36 42 46
Height above water surface - Inches

Fig. 3. SHOCK WAVE VELOCITY IN AIR DUE TO THE DETONATION OF

A SUBMERGED 4oz, CHARGE OF C.E.
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W~OO-

- WATER SUPkFAr1E VELOCITY

3,000
Charge axIsetia

horizontal

Char axi
"horilontal

1,000 Deopth 4 In,

Chare axis
- - horizontal

Depth S In.

0 6 2 is24 0 36 42 48
Height above water skirface - inches

Fig. 4. VELOCITY OF WATER% SURFACE DUE TO THE DETONATION Of
A SUBMERGED 4oz.CHARGE OF C.E.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE SHOCK WAVE VELOCITY IN AIR ABOVE
A WATER SURFACE DUE TO THE DETONATION OF 15-lb.

SPHERICAL CHARGES OF T.N.T.

D. C r 0n 1

Road Resarch Laboratory,

London

in a prWINGs Investigation the Shock wvo Ad water burfa, ' velocities due to the at
detonation of submerged 41-os. ch~arges of ^.[. were measurod by an acoty1'Ane jet method. The that
results were used to obtain values for the Peev Shock pressures In the Water Surface, and theSS 41values were compared with theoretieni figures deduced from tho formula given by Penney and nne)
Daoguptao

it Val decidee to repat the Work on approximately four times the previous scale using i
16-lb. Spherical Charges of T.N.T.,' fired at depths (moi.surea to the charge Centre of 04 1 anld O
32 In. This Investigatioin was not completed, but several explorotory cti'rgvs were fired. The f
present report sumarises the results obtained on these charges.

3ome of the a-ox. experiments have been repgatetu, the Narley high-speed camera working fl
et about 6,000 fromes/aecond beinU used to photograph the water pluse. Water surface velocities face
end Peek shock pressures In the ater surface deduced from these records are compared with the red
values previously obtained.

im tro duct ion.

Experimental 1Jata previoualy teported(1) wa3 usod(l) to ob~tain values for the water and the
air Shock pressures associated with the detonation of submerged 4-02. Charges Of C.E. in .
particular, the peak shock vr 3sures In the water surface were compared with theoretical vi~luo$ SOi
obtained from the fo mula given by Penney and 0esqupta(o). A discrepancy between the calculated thi
Wn experimeuntal values In the calse of the m.1liowest Chamrges was In part attributed to the ed I

cylindrical shape of the explosive.

It wis decided to repeat the work On four times the previous scale using 1s-lb. Spherical 6-li
charges of T.N.T. fired at depths (measured to the charge contra) of e, 16 and 32 In. This In.
Investigation waa not completed, Mu the present note sumnarises the results obtained on Several nod
exploratery chargos which were fired.

tomne of thn '4-oz. experimnents have been repeated, and the Masrley high-speed camera d ci
oirking at Abmit A.0oC fraflsmscond han been used to photOaraoh the wAtor pls" WAS.., -trVAC. .
velocities ind peAi~ shock pressurts in the water surfaci deduced from thesec records aire comp-irod 58al
with the valuos pre.viously obtained.

Descrujttiop, of Ckaro#..

The 16-lb. charges were P-In. diameter spheres of T.It.T. fitted -;th radial C.C. primers I C
each 2 In. In diaeuter andi 4 In. long. The charges were detonated with the primer axis vertical r am
and the detmesator uppermoest.

4-Ox. chmtaes.

The 'I-oz. charges wera. cylindrical pellets of CE., R in, in dilmeter mind 1* In, long. 1
00cm charge was fi red w ith I ts principal axi 5 vertical.

Detalis .... eDtai
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Ditais~s of charres fired.

16-lb. charge-I.

Three chSar06a were fired, one each at depths (measured to the Ctrge COMMr) Of 0, 16
AntI 32 Iflthttt.

6-9. Charasl

Three chargesa were fIredt ont each at dep~no (measured to the charge centre) of 2, 4i and
8 Inches.

NElcrime,'tal oroCc~t!c.

The tests were carrIed out In a disused gravel pit, In about 15 ft. of water.

16-.0 Ohaggs.

Figures I(a) and 1(b) show In plan end elevation the layout Used for the larger charges.

A roN cf pho.oflood bulbs fixed to a vertical pole and spaced as shown In figure 1(b) was
viewed using a double mirror periscope through the horizontal al It of a drum camera. The loesut
lamp and the centre of thu lower poriscope mirror worce ach Sat at approximately j In. tram the
eater s-irfa'e. The chari. was arranged to lie In the plano containing the lmp standard and the
lower periscope mirror. Tha method by which It was supportodi and Its height adjusted, will be
3ppirent from figure 1(b). the length of the bambno polo used In the charge mounting wee
opproxlmetoly 10 ft. and the sealed cans used to provide the noCes$Jary buoyancy were about 4 ft.
below the chargo. Ejh charge was fired through a switch operated by the shutter of the drun

The complete me-Mhmu used tor aupporlin,, the charge was destroyed by each ,hot.

IA-01. Charge$.

Flours 1(c) shows the arranqoment used for the "b-z. chasrnes.

A len4 cover plate provided with 6 In. slots, together with a rotor having a single
i In. slot was u.acd on the tlarley camers, With this cominlation a sequence of 60 plctures Is
recorded during one complete revolution of the rotor, with a ltmi Aperture of about fMill

to record the plums with this aperture, artificial Illumination wee necessary. This
wes provided by thb two flash bombs Shown In fIgure 1(c), each consisting of a 3-oz. pellet of
CA. surrounded by z oz. of alumilnium powder, buring the tests the camera teas shielded frMM the
dIrect flash of thesc chrargcs by cardboard screens.

The detonators used to fire the onderetater chargp and the fle'.o bombs were wi r'd In
parallel. To ensure adeiquate Illuinlnetil In tho early stages of the explosion very short delay
detonators wcra used in the flash bamse.

Recornds. obtained,

16-lb. charges.

Figures 2, 3 end ii Show the records tan on the 16-1 h, charge!, at depths of a, 16 "ad
SIn. respectivuly.

The Ivnp Imigoi focuted ont the maoving filmr givc rise to luaelnou3 traces, As a &hock
front rising oatwee the caera *ind tie l1,3M standard Intercepts the light pencils subtonded of
the C e~;by ech Itump, the riyn arc refracted momentarily out of tho cwn' slit causing waell
bre,.ks in the I w.V traces. Tho traces ire terntita~d Is the lamps become obscured by the rising
water turf cc.

-irkihanrhg th progress of the Shock we cnn be sevn In figue 4, but they are
.bsecnt In figure 2. This indic~tos that I Shork Nvev triwailling f~stcr than te water surf'sce
w i not dCL~cttA With tn churge centric a In, ocrew tho Surface, With the cnerge 56 In. deep,

figure 3.
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figure 3, there Is evidenCe of a shock wave moving ahead of the spray. In the cueo of
figures 3 and 4 the water surface, which was IIII iInsted by bright sunl ight, has recoensed.

4-el. tharqes

Figures 6, 7 and S show selected frames from the Marley cwmr- retcords.

heialatign of recortit,

16-l b, Charges.

The distance vertically above the charge which It vws necessary for the Shock Wave or
water plume to travel In order to intercept the light pencilS subtended at the camets by the
lamps was daduced freom the geometry of tho layout. A reduced distance scale corresponding to
the potition of the charge waS obtained in this eny. (The arrar in height Introduced by
assuming thnt the Shock wave first Cuts the lighrt pencils vertically above the Charge Instead of
slightly nearer to the c'miCra, is very small).

From the records time-displacahent curves have been ploi trd. In the case of record3i 3
end 4 the trace terminations were not sufficiently well defined C3 giv4 a satisfactory displacement
cirve for the water surface.

Velocity Curves have boon plotted from the displacerent curves and these are Shown~ in
figure 5, compared with the corresponding results In (1) scaled up.

4-02. chrtes

Tho distance-scale for the ktricy comers rccord~j was obtaineid by takng a record of a
graduated pole supported vertically ovcr charge position. From this scallc timo-displacoment
curves fo3r the watcer surface havo e plotted. W-dured velocity curves arr., ShOWI In figure 9,
compared with the corresponding acetylene jot results reported in (L).

Discussion of resuts.

In (2) a table was given In which water surface and air shock wave velocities were
tabulated with the corresponding pressures in tfie water surface and the air Shock Wme. this
ftti ca be used In Conjunction with the curves given In figure 5 to obtain values for the
water and air shock~ pressures at various heights above the undisturbed water level.

AS In the cast of the previous 4-m2. Charges the velocities fall off rapidly so that it
is difficult to extrapolate bick to Initial Velocities with muich accuracy. On the basis of Such
extrepolpited values howwr.'ar, the pe.ak shock pressures In the witar surf~ce obtained .are 135,
2 and 34 tons/sq.in at depths of 8. 16 and 32 in. respectively, The corresponding figures

calculated from thjj Peaoy and Disgupta tormul.4 for charges at drpths of 2, Ii and S charge radii
are 61, 19 and 7 tons/sq.in. and those calcul,,ted from the Inter wofli of Temperley and Craig
tira 31, 15 ind 0 ton,;/sq.IM

There Is evidence to suggest that the detonation precess in the T.N.T. was Initiated
near the detonator and not at the centre of the . args. This may In part account for the high
experimental results at 'the Shallow depths. The disagreement between theory and experiment at the
32-in. depth 7sprotoblY Attr'ibutablc if. th2 ufls*titfactory charactcr of the record (figure n).
interpretation of Which Is pirticularly difficult oier the first 2 ft. above water level.

&--oz. charess.

The spray velocities obtained by tie W4rley Camaera technique. figure 9. are in reasonable
Alreeeen t with the drum c.'iors results given In (1). except at the &%-In, depth. txtrapolation
gives Initial spray velocities of approximetely 320%, 1310 and 5e0 ft./sec. respectively fer the
2, 4 and I In. dupths corresponding to peak shock presiures In the water surface of 78# to @ad
9.5 tons/sq.in. respectively for the three depths.

If, as In (2), the charges ara regarded as 3-in. diameter Spheres of cdt. at depths of
2, 4 and I chargo radii# the results agree Closely with the theoretical values given above.(For comparison with r.N.T. the exporimontal results mhould be reduced by about 5%).

Conclusion .....
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The yeslts 3ivan fo~r the larger char2es are. as they stand, bawd on 1nCO.MPlete
experiments) work. 9efors further work In connection with this investigation was abarndined,
it was planned to use a seond drum canera fitted with a telephoto lens to record a row of
closely asactd Imps cove'rin-1 the first few feet above water level. It was also proposed to
photograUo the plume ?rom the 34-lb. Charlei with the Marley carrfara. This procedure would
have 9gvvm ore accurate timo-displaccement curves for both thn shock veve and the water plume.
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(1) ONasurgsent of the shock wave velocity in air above a water surface, due to
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Fig Ia. PLAN OF LAYOUT USED FOR 16*Ib.CHARCES
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Fig. I.e. PLAN OF LAYOUT USED FOR 4-oz CHARGES
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SB0CK- IAVZ PAWSLTWh FROM! SP~hRXOAL TNT ChkkoU DETONATED UM~ER WATER

by J, $. Coles, 1. L. ..hristian, J1. P. Slifka, C. 11- Nifformeer, and
E. A. hogers , Underwater Explosives hesarch Laboratory, Woods Hcolo,
"AS3aohusetts , 1946.

A.UST~uMC

The similitude curves for peak pressure, momentum, time oonstant and
energy at TNT have been determined from experiments with 12 and 14 inch
diameter spherical charges. Data are presented troms piesooleotric gauges,
as well as from UkL diaphragm, LoduGrio, ball crusher and momentum iseohani-
cal CauGea. Xirkwood's theoretical curves for TNT peak pressures, momontum
and time constant have been calculated and are compared with the experimeental
values. Peak pressures calculated from ball orushqr deformations show : ood
agreement with pieboeleotric gauge results for presauwes below 8000 lb/Lu..

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of spherical TNT charges ha. been shot at the Underwater
Explosives Research Laboratory in Woods Hole, 1.'assaohustts, to obtaitn the
parameters of the explosive and to compare the results with Kirkwood's
theoretical calculations

The charges were all fired from the sohoon,r "Reliance" with the
standard rig used on previous underwater work at this laboratory. The
ahar~e end gauges were susp~ended 40 feet below the Aurtace in at least
80 feet of water. It was especially desired to obtain records in the
high pressure region where the theoretical ourve deviates troT , he em-
pirical straight line on a log-log plot ,f pressures versus W A'/ (cube
root olr tho oharGe weight in pounds 1 '411 "-4 and chargs-to-gauge distance
in feet = R). In order to obtain preasures over the range of 400 to
20 ,000 lb/in.2 with the ohar,,eo weight3 used, the charge-to-gauge Aistonoes
were varied from 100 to 8 'oet, and consequently the range of Wlt'3/I was
0.036 to 0.86.

Results were obtained from UJRiL diaphragm, 1lodugno, ball crusher, and
momentum mechanical gauges, and fron piezoeleotric gauges. Data from these
gauges are given in Tables A-I, A-11, and A-III of the Appendix. Plots
have been madel j peak pressiVr6, moment u20,Al1 3, enegyf'3 and time
constant (0)W again-t W 3/R (Figs. 2-8) anid equations determined for
the beet strai~ht line through the experimental points.

IT* ukiAHubs

The TNT charges were cast into 14 gauge *teel spheres of 12 inch
and 14 inch diameter-s, resulting in average TNT charge we ~ghts of 48
pound. and 76 pounds (average loading density of TNT ; 1. jR). A 250 gramn
pentolite booster (spherial) was cast into the center of each charge.
The charges were centrally detonated by U. S. Army Engineer's Special
Electric Detonators (base charge 13.5 grains of PETN) insertead through a
tube from the bottom of the charge as oriented for Tiring. Three eye-pad~s
welded fore, aft, and topside of the sphere wero used to position the
charges (filling hole to one side) relative to the gauge lines. Six
charges were fired, three of each weight.
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III. ;)TRU,,'.6%TATION AND RIG-1/

The rio used for the tests is shown in Fi-. 1. The charge and

Gauges were on a straight line 40 feet be °.. and parallel to the surface

of the water. This line was attached at the forward end to a tow line

leadin, up to the vessel "Reliance", and a sea anchor at the aft end of

the line served to maintain tension as the gear was towed through the

water. The charge was at the center of this line, and the piezoelectric

and rechanical gauges were located forward and aft of the charge re-

speotively. All parts of the gear wore suspended from surface buoys,

and charge-to-gauge distances were determined by steel spacer cables.

The mechanical gauge instrumentation donsisted of:

(1) Two hepy gauge blocks (Fig . B) each oonaining two UEL 5/
diaphragm gaugesz/ two Modugno gauge-Y/ and two NOL ball crusher gauges$,

All gauges are held face on to the charge by means of the strain of tim

spacer lines on a rigid tail extending 4 foot out from the back o: the

block. The ball crusher and L'odugno gauges in these blocks were baffled

by the face of the block (ca. 3.5 inches from center of the gauge to the

nearest edge). The diaphragm gauges were unbaffled except by the faces

of the gauges themselves. Lot V-B thin plates were used in the diaphragm
-gauges farthest from the charge, and lot V medium plates in those close
to the charge.

(2) Five light ball crusher gauge blocks (Fig. A) each holling four
TOL ball crusher gauges. These gauges wore side-on to the charge, and
were unbaffled except for the face of the gauge itself.

(3) One momentun gauge rig (Fig. iC), holding two hartmann type "Y"
and three Eartmann type "A" momentum gauges.

Piezoelectric gauges with 6 inch and inch diameters were used; the
smaller were 4 or 8 pile and the lar-3r were 2 or 4 pile gauges. They

were mounted on a 40 foot copper tube which :served as a shield for the
central nonductor4 and a cable attached to the end of the copper tube
was run back to a compensating network located on a float barrel about

130 feot from the charge. From the float barrel the cable was lcd along
the surface to the "Reliance", where it was terminated in a compensating
network within the vaster control panel, then to the vertical amplifiers
of modified DuLont 208 cathode-ray oscilloscopes. The main gauge cable
used was Arry-Navy type RG-41/.

Previous tests had shown that in order to eliminate a jagged rise
line which had been noted on gauges at large distanoec from the nharge,
it was necessary to: (1) run the cable from the two pairs of gauges

nearest the charge to the surface separately from the cables for the
other two pairs of 5auges, and (2) position the pair of gauges farthest
from the charge at least 2- feet from the cable. The three pairs of
gauges nearest the charge were held aboiit 6 inchee from the cable by
It-frames havinZ a 1 foot crosstree (Fig. IE), whereas the pair of gauges
farthest from the charge were mounted on a larger frare which held them
2 feet from the cable by means of a 5 foot orosstree.

*The list of references haz been deleted.

- 2-
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The ohargns were fired in three strinCs , oe oharGe of eioh weitht aah
beinZ tired in each 0 ri r;f Uhur~e-to-au e distances were e, ried for ri4
oach otrinC to obtain Oi/I values over as wld a range as practicable. aol

IV. RESULTS OF TESTS

Tho data obtained are presented in Tables A-I, A-1I, and %-III of A-:
the Appendix. The results are presented as the mean and percentage do- nto
viation from the moan of the readings of pairs of equivalent gauges, aul
and the + or - sign refers to the deviation of the first gauge listed.
Where no percentage follows the table entry, the value is obtained from mt
a single gauge.

I. Piezoelectrice f auge Results

(a) Peak gressures--The log of the peak premstire plotted s Ott
a function of log VI;/3/R for spherical TNT charges is shown in Fig. 2. Fi
The best straight line through the experimental points may be represent- re;
ed by the f'ollowing equation,

p a 2.16 x lo 4 (jil/3/R)1'l3 lb/in.2

The standard deviation of the experimental poInts from this line is 8.9w. no
Values from Kirkwood's theory, which were cslouleted from Ref. 4 and are 4
represented by the dotted line are in better than 6" agreement with the t W
above equation for values of WI/3/ < 0.2, and differ by only 13' at the
upper limit of the experimental curve. There is a slight tendency for no
the experimental curve to deviate upward at the highest pressure values
obtained, but the theoretical line shows a much greater curvature than ure
the experimental.

(b) Time oonstantst--Sinoe the first portion of the pressure pr
time curve fits reasonatiy closely an exponential of the form p Poet/e p
out to t 0 9, the time constant 9 (i.e., the time required for the curve th
to fall to a pressure value a pma /e) of the initial portion ot the shook
wave may be determined. Curves ol -jx-rimental values of 0AV/ 3 plotted
against 0l/3/R for TNT, and the line from Kirkwood's theoretical calcula- al
tions for TNT are shown in Fig. 3. Though the theoretical line drops off i
sharply the beaL line throuuh the e~per .njntal points iu only very slihtly ver;
curved downward at the high values of ,I /3/R in each case, and might almost mu
equally well be a otraight line represented by the following equations qual

Q 0 0.060 ,/ I/)"

(a) Impulses--Impulse values were obtained by inteeration of ratJ
the pressure time uurve to 6.7 times the nominal time constant which, for
each particular value of WI/3/R, was taken from the line representinG seni
Q I/, versus l/5/R shown in Fig* 3. The use of these faireid time oon- t iii
stants prevents the low precision of the measured time constants from
Introducing an unjustified scatter in the momentum and energy. Integr- Ir
tion to a fixed muttiple of the time aonstant, for each _,/ /R, gives gi
values which are more nearly proportional to the total momentum or total OX
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energy than would be obtained by integrating to some fixed time which
is independent of weight and distano.

Log VWii/3 (reduced impulse) is plotted against log WI/3/R in
Fig. 4, and the empirical equations obtained fran the best straight
line through the experimental points and the sta2dard deviation of the
experimental points from the line is2

I - 1.46 Wl/3 Wl/3/R).89,C._ _ 10.3%

The experimental ourves are not conoave dowaward as is the theoreti-
oal ourve, which is showas a dotted line on Fig* 4. The spherioal
pentolite impulse ourve. agreed with the theoretical ourve in this re-
speat, but the linearityof the TNT imulse curve is to be expeoted since
the log time. oonstant/tl/ 3 - log W1 / 3/R relation is nearly linear.

(d) Energy:--The energy factor (E) reported here is defined as,

1 (1 - 2.3 %06 p) -6.70 p2 dt

?0 00 0

(where 0 is the nominal time oonstant at the parj, oular value of Wil/3/R)
and contains the correotion for finite mplituda..(4 hough the "af, flow"
terms are omitted. Figure 5 is a plot of log 4A;/ versus log W /'/R
for TIT. The empirical equation for energy as a funotion of oharge
weight and charge-to-gauge distanie obtained from the best straight line
through the experimental points iss

From Fig. 5, for TIqT,

3 a 2.44 x 103 Wl/3 (KvV3/R)2.04

with the standard deviation of the experimentally determined values from
the line of 16.0%*.

The total energy flu= density per unit area is given by the equations
-- (1 - 2.3 x 10- 6 Pro) xS.Tg7 p 2dt + aO 6.7Q p ot dr

00 L 0 P dt]

where F - total energy flux

p a pressure as a function of time in lb/in.2

pmw peak pressure in lb/in.
2

t - time in seconds

oo W velooity of sound.in sea water at given
temperature in ft/seo

-4-
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/do a density of sea water aw given temperature and salinity

,Oo a 5.58 + o.0065 T, where T is temperature in degrees
Centigrade

R a oharge-to-gauge distance in ft.

The first term only of this equation is usually repcrted as the
energ;y factor (see Sec. d), but in the case of a spherical shook wave
the second term is not negligible when the charge-to-gauge distances
are small. Figure 6 shows the second, or so-called "afterflow", term
of the equation as a percentage of the first, or "primary", term plotted
against 0i1i/3. A scale of charge radii for TNT is also shown in Fig. 6.

Charge-to-gauge distances (R) in Fig. 6 vary from 5 to 47 feet, ine.
the importance of the afterflow term is seen to increase rapidly as R i/3
decreases.

(e) The pressure time ourvest--Average pressure time curve
for TNT shown in Fig. 7. The curve is based on ten records corrected
to a 4dl/i/R value of 0.242. This curve falls off exponentially out to a
time t 0 Q, passes through a minimum (pmin, tmin) and a maximum (p .
tmax) to form the "bump" characteristic of piezoelectric pressure I
curves, and falls off again, -t first exponentially and then more slowly.

Log-log plots of the quantities Pmin, Pm., tmir i&1 / 3 , and
t,,/,- versus Wl/3/R are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The Pin and pma
values lollow the siTn4ktude law though their scatter is great, and the
ti,/i/ and t.,,4A/i quantities fall on a very nearly straight line
with slight negative slope

2. Mfechanioal Gaue Results

Table A-Il of the Appendix shows the deformations in inches for all
the ball crusher gauges, and Table A-Il of the Appendix contains the
data from momentum, diaphragm and Mcdugno gauges.

Ball crusher gauges were mounted in two ways; four to a block in
side-on orientation at distances from 5 to 67 feet from the charge, and
two to a block in face-on orientation At distances 15 to 60 feet from
the charge. The deformations from the gauge blocks in side-on orienta-
tion have been interpreted in terms of peak prassure. Fig. 10 shows
log peak pressure versus log 'J/3/R for TNT und the best average line
through the experimental points may be represented by the following
empirical equation:

p a 1.9L x l04 Oyl/3/R)l
08

with a standard deviation of the experimental points from the line of
2.V.L Peak pressures from piezoeleotric gauges are shown as do*ted lines
on the ball crusher peak pressure plots. The method of determining peak

-5-
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pressures from ball crusher deformations used in this report is described
in E-of. 7, Appendix I. The equation for peak pressures from 3/3 inch
copper balls is

p 7.62 x 104 X

where x. is an average deformation in inches of the four gauges in one
block, and values for V, the relative response (as defined in Ref. 7),
are based on the 0 obtained from piezoelectric results (see Fig. 3).

As can be seen from Fig. 10 the ball crusher peak pressures agree
very well :ith the piezoelectric peak pressures in the lower portion of
the curve, but they are about 11%lower than the pi6-oelectrio at the
highest pressures measured. Several considerations neglected in the
above calculations may tend to lower the peak pressures calculated frc
large ball crusher deformations:

(1) The calibration curve for the copper spheres is assumed to be
linear throughout, although it deviates appreciably from the linear for
deformations above about 0.09 inches. For shook waves of the type dis-
cussed in this report, the time constant is of the order of 300 micro-
seconds a-ad the ccrrection factor (W) is approximately 0.80. Con-
sequently, calculated pressure values above 8500 lb/in.2 would be lowered
6y the assumption of a linear calibration curve.

(2) The rate of strain increases with large deformations.

(3) It is possible that, under the volncities of the piston attain-
ed during deformation of the sphere, there could be an increase in the
friotional effect uIffcIntly groat to acc for a p°" 4 .." +14e A4 .
crerancy.

V. SUMM~AY

If the equations for peak pressure, impulse, and energy are re-
presented by the equations3

p - x wl/l/3/R),' (1)

I z wl/3 (Wl/3/R)d (2)

Table I shows a comparison of the parameters for TNT based on
piezoelectric and ball crusher gauge results from tests on spherical
charges. The constants for the Kirkwood theoretical curves for TNT are
also shown.

-6-
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TABLE I

SDLILITTUDN LAN PAAWSTl8 OF TNT FOR UNDIIR(LT
SEOCK-WLVI PRAK PRISSURZ, MOIJENUM ANlD ENRRGY

T17T

Piezoeleo- Ball Crusher Kirkwood
trio Gauges Gauges Theoretical.

2.16 x 104~ 1. 92 x .L04  2.34 x lO
1.13 1.08 1.16

1.48 1.59
0.89 0.89

2.44 x10
2.04

-7-
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APP3II Ix I

TABLE A-I

-PZ3ZMi0TRI0 QAUQ RESULTS FROM SPHERIGAL TNT HAR

Distance 101 201

RE 385 AR-136 8185 321 0.30 2070 AR-52 3755 1.52 0.32 409
1, TNT 104-t 0.3% -3.1% 0.30 +2.3 3-857 -5.2% -12.5% 0.33 -15.2%

E 386 AR-136 6595 2.26 0.28 1150 AR-52 3220 1.15 0e29 255
1" T 10di -3.6% -7.5% 0.27 , 3.5%..-857 -5.6 -5.2% 0.30 -15.5%
Distan.e 7' 17'

IM 387 AR-136 12,"400 4.06 0.27 3970 .R-132 4215 1.63 0.,29 570
14" TNT AR-I,4 -0.8% AR-$4 -3.7% -11.1% 0.34 -13.7%

R389 AR-136 9900 3.00 0.24 2280 AR-132 3"40 1.31 0.28 334
12" TUT .AR-46 +.2$ . 24% 0.24 +2.4% AR-90 -4.1% -8.0% 0.28 -9.6%
Distance 5' go.. in ' ...

M., 392 Af-1,2 14,o00 3.65 0.23 4200 AR-,46 3795 1.33 0.28 395
12" TNT AR-48 AR-80 -7.5% -11.7% 0.28 -12.3%

R 393 AR-132 18,950 5,62 0.26 8I40 AR-46 4530 1.97 0.35 733
14" TNT S-1114 -45% -4.0% 0.26 +1.7% AR-80 -10.40 -1.8% 0,32 -1.8%

Ipleand energy time of integration is 6.7 nominal 9.
b) Va e, for gauge AR-84 on shot Re-389 omitted boause puge wasn found to

be faulty when removed and teuted.
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APPEU D I

TAME A-I

PMZCELECTRIC GAMEP, RESULrs FROI,1 SPHERICAL TNT CHAIRGE

Diltlgoe 621 1,.
AR-90 lo66 0.59 o.44 44.1 AR-.0 577 0.31 0,48 14.5
AR-S4 -7.40 -4.3% 0.43 -6,4,', AR-86 -1.9% +3.3A 0.48 +4.3%'

AR-90 923 0.42 0,34 26.7 hJ-80 485 0.31 0,.42 10.6
AR-84 -3.0 -, C.)3 -3.6 .AR-86 -3.6% +3,3% 0.40 *3,4%j

Ditr~.471 871

8-857 1595 0.73 0.37 77.8 104-R 760 0.41 0.44 21.5
AR-48 +3.5% -2.8% 0.34 -5.9% AR-86 .2.7% +8.6% 0.4 +34.0

.-857 1190 0.58 0.34 49.2 104-R 603 0.32 0.39 13-.1
Alm 4 8b +343 AR-86 +9.6% +603% 0.40 +12.3A
Distance r.'481__________ 781

8457 1590 0.75 0.39 78,2 104-R 701 0035 0,39 17.2
3-1106 -4.4% +2#0% 0.41 +25% AR-90 +7.9% +1.5% 0.39 -4. 6%

S-f57 215 0.98 0.35 136 104-R 814 0.49 0.43 8.6
-1106 +1.7% -7,2% 0.36 -12.2% AR-90 +5.2% +413% 0.44 +6.8
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ABSTRACT

Pressure-time curves from piezoelectric gauges located on the
extension of the longitudinal axis and In the bisecting plaus of
iark 8 Doelition charges (25 ft hose filled with 50 lb TNT) fived
under water are Interpreted quantitativoly in terms or time phenomenal
and qualitatively In terms df grspr time phenomena bf conideration
of the gometry of the experiment detonation velocity (v)# and
velocity of sound in sea water (*5. For gauges off the initiating
end, (gauge position A) tr - ti * .(l/c + 1/i')s where ti, is the
arrival time of the first signal to reach the gauge# tf the arrival
time of the final signalto reach the gauge, and 4Z Is the charge
length. for' gauges oth opposite (non-detonator) end of the
charge (gauge position B),0 tf - t1 a 1S(2/ - I/V) 0 . Fr gauges in
the bisecting plane (gauge position 01), at small ohwge*-to-jauqo
distances (z'o) for which to$ the arrival time of the signal from the
detonator end of the charge, is 1reater than ti,

ti (1/v) //2 + (ra/0) (T2 - c2)*

The arrival time of the signal from the opposite end of the charge Is

te Utt [r.2, 2]+ 4,V

Pressures measured by gauges in position B are 20-40% greater
than those measured in position A, and those measured in position C
arc several fold greater. These are so compensated by the durations
that differences in impulse in the various orientations are not
significant# Shook-wave energies obtained from position C are severalI fold greater than for positions A and D, which lo not differ
significantly from one another. These relative parameters off the
ends and side of a cylindrival, chargo agree with the recent
theoretical results of Polachek ,JOJ* and confirm earlier results
obtained at UBRX. on somewhat more symmetrical eyli vnri cs. charges.

*Suporaenript numerals refer to List of References at the end of this
report.

-Vi-
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SH0OK-WAVX PARAMERS MASURED WF THE ENDS AND PERPENDICULAR BISSCTOR

OF LINE CHARGES 25 FT LONG CONTAINN 50 LB OF FY.Z 114T

I* INTRODUCTION

1. mature gt Proble

A great many measuremento of the primary shook wave have been made
for large charges, usually of symmetrical cylindrical shape (i~e.,
height - diamet~rt although spherical charges hie" been used in certain
experiments *,2) To develop a bettor understanding of the fundamental
nature of shook waves as they are affected by charge shape, a number
of different charge shape# munt be used#* Such studies have been
carrIed out on small 9harges photographicaaUy3) rnd with pieoelectz ic
end diaphragm gaugsQ at URL, on Cordtez (similar to primcord) byp
the British 5) )and have been investigated theoretically by Ries wa
Grinnel * #7) Owing to instrumental and experimental Limitations,
the Cordtex experiments did not yield as much information a was desired.
To obtain more information, a nauber of measurements of the shock wave
he" been carried out at UERL with gauges on the extension of the
longitudinal axis and also on the perpendicular bisector of 50 lb
*flexed* TNT charges, 2 ft long. The results so obtained are in agree-
ment with calculations made by considering the relative velocities of
the detonation wave through the explosive and of the ohook wave through
water. They cannot be compared directly, however, with the calculations
uf Rico, 6 v7 ) owing to his assumption of infinite detonation velocity and
charge length.

11.* EXhCRIENTAL ABWAGEMENTS

2. Chre
The charges used in these tests were US Navy Mark 8 demolition

charges, which contained 50 lb of "flexed" TNT in a 2 in. inside
diameter rubber hose 25 ft long. ("Flexed" TNT is prepared by
pouring the molten TNT into the rubber hose, which is then subjected
to continued flexing until the TNT has solidified in the form of
doeiely packed crystals.) An will be noted in Fig. 1 a tetryl booster
was cast into each end of the charge; the charges were detonated
statically by means of a US Army Engineer's Special Electric Detonator
plaued It, um, or W~th vut the .sude of the cbcrgo, as desired.

3. Int~~a~k

Four pairs of piezoelectric gauges were arranged at four distances
from the charge, on a horizontal line 40 ft below and parallel to the
water surfaoo. These gauges were all forward of the charge as it wILs
towed through the water. Two light gauge blocks, eachi mounting two
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UL, diaphragm gauges, were similarly arranged at two dl.stanoes aft of
the charge. A full description of the t pesof Instruments used has
b en reported previously in UKRL reports.-

4. La
The varioua gauges were attached to one another and to the charge

by stel spacer cables which were maintained taut by the drag of the
sea anchor moving through the water at the extreme aft of the rig.
When measurements were being made with gauges off either end of the
charge, the charge was lashed along the steel spacer cable in the correct
position. Five surfae floats were affixed equidistant along the charge
to maintain its alignment with respect to the gauges. This is shown in
Fig. 2A, When measurements were being made with the gauges off the sides
of the charge, the charge was lashed with its mid-point at tt.e spacer
cable to a vertical line running from a surface float to a 55 lb weight
bslow the charge In addition, the charge was bridled at four pointe
forward to the spacer cable# as shown in Fig. 2B.

Il. USULTS

5. kua Curve

To simplify the further consideration and discussion of this group
of experiments, the various gauge positions and distances have been
defined as indicated in Fig. 3. In practice only one of the gaug,

PO GUITION XOSO -EL4 O POSITION

' A T- ~
PURPENOICULAR
-F IISECTOR

FIG 21
GAUGE POSITIONS RELATIVF TO LINE CHARGE AND DETONATOR

positions indicated by Position A, Position Bp or Position C was obtained
from a s~ngle shot, three different charges being fired to vbtain data for
all three positions@ However, measurements at four different dislances

-4-
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along a given direction from the charge were obtained on each shot.

The pressure-time curves obtained from the ends (Positions A and B)
of these long cylindrical charges were characteristically different from
those of spherical charges or cylindrical charges with the ratio of
length to diameter not greatez than 2. In addition, the pressure-time
curves with gauges off the detonator end, off the non-detonator end and
off the aides, are distinctly different from one another (reo-rds from
Position A, B, and C, respectively). The characteristics of pressure-
time curves from various poitiona about long cylindrical charges are
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, where ti is the arrival time of the first
signal to reach the gauge, tf the arrival time of the signal from the
charge element producing the final signal to reach the gauge, to the
arrival time at the gauge of the signal from the detonator end of the
charge, t 412 the arrival time of the signal from the midpoint of the
charge, and t1 the arrival time of the signal from the non-detonator
end of the charge. The pressures corresponding 'o tf and tj are
pf and pi. The actual time of detonation of the charge element at

x a 0 is the zero point on the time scale. The pressure measured at
the gauge between times t i and tf does nut show the initial exponential
decay obtained with spherical or more symmetrical charges, but is
sustained by the finite detonation time of the charge. Not until
detonation is complete, and no further contribution to the shook wave
from detonating exploslve is reaching the gauge, does the shook wave
'begin decaying more rapidly (at time tf).

Table I gives the experimental pressures (p, and pf), durations

(tf - ti), and momenta (f pdt) and energies (/,0oO of pfdt) together

with their integration times for the various gauge positions and
distances used. In Table II are presented the experimental data for
the UERL diaphragm gauaes, with thin (0.038 in. standard thickness)
and medium (0,085 in. standard thickness) diaphragms at various
distances from the charge for the ;hree charge orientations.

IV. DISCUSSION

7. Non-Lin nteracton Aa

The treatment of the pressure-time function at a given point in
space as a summation of the contributions of the elements of a line
charge is extremely difficult because of the complicated non-linear
manner in which shock waves of finite amplitude interact. A linear
super-position theory would, under the conditions employed for the
off-end shots in these experimnto, fail to account for the observed
initial peak pressure, but would predict instead a finite and
meaurable time of build-up to a meximum pressure. A more nearly
correct theory is no doubt possiblo, but no quantitative discussion
of the'pressure-time relationships as a function of distance and
orientation from the charge will be attempted here. The qualitative
features which appear to be related to the times of detonation of each
charge element and to the corresponding transit-time of the shock wave
from each element to the gauge, as estimated by the acoustic approxi-
mation, will be discussed in detail.

-5-
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TABLE I

PIEZOELECTRIC GAUGE RESULTS FROM 50 LB TNT LINE CHARGES

Shot Channel rA Pi Pf tf-tj I Integration E Integration
No. Time for I Time for E

RE- (ft) (pat) (pet) (meeo) (psi se ) (me) (in. le/jn ) (mseq)..
398 1 2.5 4100 . . 5.06 8.0 1398 8.0
398 2 2.5 4400 . . 5.09 8.0 1317 8.0
399 1 2.5 3750 . . 4.46 7.0 1001 7.0
399 2 2.5 4000 . . 4.50 7.0 1133 7.0
400 1 2.5 4350 .. .. 4.25 7.0 982 7.0
100 2 2.5 3900 " j.72 7.0 54. 7.0

S 4A.35 7.3 1029 __ 7,
< 398 3 12.5 760 100 6.5 1.45 6,5 75.8 8.0

398 4 12.5 780 -- .. .... 83.5 8.0
399 3 12.5 780 40 6.5 1.37 6.5 7.4 7.0

o 3 4 12.5 722 20 6.5 1.10 6.5 58.2 7.0
M 400 3 12.5 810 80 6.5 1.51 6.5 86.0 1.0
" 400 4 12.5 804 60 6.5 1.29 6.5 67.2 7.0

Ave rge 12.5 776 60 6.5 1.34 6.5 74,2 7.3

o 398 5 35.5 270 60 6.3 0.638 6.3 13.5 8.0
,, 398 6 35.5 270 70 6.4 0.682 6.4 15.5 8.0

399 5 35.5 260 35 .. ........
399 6 35.5 260 65 -. ...... ..
400 5 35.5 295 40 6.4 0.598 6.4 12.1 7.0
400 6 35.5 310 60 6.4 0.686 6.4 15.7 7.0

SAverage 355 278 55 6.4 . 651 6.414.2 7.
0 398 7 55.5 140 45 6.4 0.452 6.4 6.65 8.0

398 8 55.5 160 30 6.4 0.401 6.4 5.32 8.0
399 7 55.5 153 50 -- -- -.

399 8 55.5 160 52 -- ......
400 7 55.5 190 41 6.3 0.440 6.3 6.26 7.0
400 8 55.5 200 55 6.4 0.522 6.4. a.30 7.0
Average 55.5 174 1.6..4 0.454 6..63 7.5

rB

397 1 2.5 6400 .. .. 2.82 4.2 984 4.2
397 2 2.5 7200 .. .. 2.75 4.2 926 4.2
403 1 2.5 6200 .. .. 2.80 4.2 942 4.2
1403 2 2.5 7400 .. .. 2.70 4.2 940 4.2

0 Average 2.5 6800 . 277 4.2 948 4.2

: 397 3 12.5 1130 90 3.96 1.16 3.96 80.6 4.2
397 4 12.5 970 70 4.0 0.992 4.C 62.9 4.2
403 3 12.5 900 170 3.9 1.30 3.9 91.8 4.2

C, 403 4 12.5 920 120 3.9 1.12 3.9 74.6 4.2

ow Average 12.5 980 113 3.9 1.14 3.9 77.5 4.2

397 5 35.5 390 95 3.85 0.588 3.8 18.( 4.2
w.2 397 6 35.5 390 84 3.8 0.531 3.8 17.6 4.2
0 403 5 35.5 370 80 3.8 0.540 3.8 16.0 4.2
i 403 6 35.5 370 80 3.8 0.558 3.8 17.3 4.2

4 Aversee 35.5 380 85 3.8 0.554 3.81 17.4 4,2
( 397 7 55.5 245 70 3,8 0.383 3.8 7.64 4.2

397 8 55.5 267 67 3.8 0.407 3.8 8.55 4.2
403 7 55.) 237 67 3.8 0.384 3.8 7.73 4.2

403 a . , 270 70 3.85 0.420 3.85 9.09 4.2
Averag %5 5 255 69 3.8 -.P.,2. .3_,81 -4..
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TABLE I

PIEZOELECTRIC GAUGE RESULTS FROM 50 LB TNT LINE CHARGES

Shot Channel rC Pi  Pf tf-ti  I IntogrIA,lon E integration
No. Time for I Time for E

RE- (ft) (osi) (psi) (msec) (os-f sec) (msec) (in. lb/in2 ) (msec)
409 1 5 11,600 1000 2.43 3.54 2.45 2438 2.45
409 2 5 - -- 2.58 -- -- -- --

411 1 5 12,700 1200 -- 4.23 2.45 3023 2.45
z 411 2 5 12,300 900 -- -- -- --

412 1 5 10,500 1000 2.42 3.77 2.45 2725 2.45
412_ 2 5 10.200 1000 2.42 3.19 2.45 2389 2,45

p AveMrge 5 11460 1020 2.46 3.63 2,45 2644 2.45
409 3 15 4900 100 1.64 1.60 1.64 741.5 1.60
409 4 15 4870 200 1.58 1.38 1.58 524 1.60
411 3 15 5000 300 1.6 i 1.80 1.72 671 1.80
411 4 15 4900 200 1.56 1.60 1.52 603 1.80
412 3 15 5100 120 1.65 1.42 1.65 610 1.70
.12 4 5 4450 110 1.61 1.31 1.60 .90 1,65

z Average 15 4870 172 1.62 1,52 1,62 607 1.69
409 5 38 1210 230 1.30 0.633 1.30 75.8 1.60
409 6 38 1570 260 1.20 0.695 1.20 100 1.40

o 411 5 38 1750 125 1.30 --- .....
411 6 38 1920 365 1.08 0.723 1.04 113 1.60
412 5 38 1730 250 1.23 0.676 1.20 103 1.50
4;2 6 38 1800 290 1.10 0.722 1.10 _ I6 1.35
Average 38 1663 253 1.20 0,690 1.17 104 1.49
409 7 58 835 2(k 1.30 0.461 1.30 34.9 1.60
409 8 58 - --- --- ----- -- - --

L 411 7 58 925 265 0.98 0.450 1.00 42.5 1.40
411 8 58 1000 290 1.04 0.430 0.96 40.9 1.40
412 7 58 1025 275 0.83 0.429 0.825 49.6 1.20
4,12 8 58 965 225 j.22 0,476 1.20 421 1 1.58
Average 58 950 251 1.08 0.449 1.06 42.0 1.44
410 1 5 18,000 -- 1.06 --- -- -- --
410 2 5 18,000 1400 -- ...

2 413 1 5 18,000 1600 1.20 ---0
413 2 5 19,000 1400 1.20 ---

415 1 5 20,400 -- -- --- -- -- --
EO 415 2 5 19.300 1700 1.13 3,16 1.15 3810 1.15
W Average 18.783 1525 1.15 3,16 1.15 3810

410 3 15 7500 600 0.52 1.47 0.52 1136 0.7?
410 4 15 8400 400 0.47 1.22 0.50 914 O. 56
413 3 15 11,500 350 .. ........
413 4 15 10,000 400 ........--
415 3 15 10,000 600 F).50 1.40 0.50 1057 0.63515 -1 - --- ---.. .. ..
Averae 5 91,80 470 0.50 i,16 0,51 1036 0.64
410 5 38 3710 210 0.46 0.498 0.42 176 0.56

0 410 6 38 3800 200 0.43 0.554 0.44 203 0.60
413 5 38 J00 320 --- -- --- --

O 413 6 38 .. .-- -- . .
415 5 38 3630 250 0.49 0.616 0.49 218 1.80
415 6 38 4650 300 0.42 0,634_ 0.42 277 0.60
Average 38 3938 -2,56,0.45 0.576 0.44 218 0.89
410 7 58 2240 195 0.47 0.373 0.48 76.0 0.84
410 8 58 2650 200 0.44 0.374 0.44 36.2 0.72

413 7 58 1740 90 .- -- -- --

413 8 58 1710 90 -- --- - --

415 7 58 2340 210 0.50 0.423 0.49 9".0 0.80
415 8 58 .1_50 ..-- --- -- 93,2 0,,7T _
Average 58 2105 157 0.47 0.390 0./7 88.4 0.81

-1j-
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TABLE II

DIAPHRAGM GAUGE RESULTS FROM 50 LB TNT LINE CHARGES

Plate deformation in inches x 100

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF CHARGE(ft)
Shot No. Thin Plates - Medium Plates

Standard Thickness a 0.038 Standard Thickness - 0.085

55 25 20 15

398 32.6 48.3
32.5 48.8

0

399 26.3 44.0
30.9 47.6

400 29.2 44.6
29.7 44.8

Average 30.2 46.4

397 26.5
26.3

403 25.4 39.3
25.0 39.0

Average 25.8 39.2

409 99.2 60.0
01.3 57.5

77.4 53.7
77.6 51.9

412 65.9 54.0
U 66.4 52.1

Average 71.8 100.2 54 9

410 Burst 85.5
Burst 82.9

V 413 Burst 84.4
Burst 81.5

o 415 52.0 92.2
53.0 89.4

Average 52.5 (i00) (>100) 86.0

-10-
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8. Time Phme

The abrupt increase in the rate of decay of pressure with tL'e,
which was observed in the records Of Figs. 4 and 5, may be qualitatively
correlated with the termination of sustaining contributions tc the
pressure by the detonation of new elements of the explosive charge.
The times at which these breaks should occur may be estimated from
simple considerations involving the velocity, v, of detonation,
the velocity, c, of the shock-wave transmission through the see water
(assumed acoustic as a first approximation), and the geometry of the
gauge-charge system. Figure 3 shows the geometric arrangement for the
three cases involving detonation at one end of the straight line charge.

Figures 4 and 5 are actual photographic reproductions of typical
piezoelectric records for the various experimental Londitions. In the
shot illustrated by Fig. 5C, t6he detonations of the two ends of the
charge were not simultaneous. It will be noted that the second peak,
which is barely visible at rC - 5 ft, is equal tc, the first peak when
rc - 58 ft. The records for this shot are included for interest only.
No quantitative analysis of any sort was attempted.

It should be noted that the pressure scales in Figs. 4 and 5 are
differbnt for the various distances.

A. Gauze Position A. on Charge Axis. Near Detonjtor. Let t - 0
at the time of initiation of detonation. The first signal of the
explosion then arrives at gauge A at the tine

t-1 - rA/'o (1)

and the signal from the last element of charge contributing to the
pressure arrives at the time

tf - iv + (j + r)/c (2)

The difference

t f -tt i (1/c + 1/v) (3)

represents the time after the shock front that the gauge pressure-time
record should show an increase in the decay rate. ThLis "duration" for
gauges on the charge axis is seen to be independent, in the acoustic
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approximation$ of the distanoe from aharge to gauge, Figure 6 shows
the comparison of observed durations with those calculated from
Sq. (3) using the approximate velocities, v - 19 ft/milliseo and
o a 4.75 ft/millisec.

B, G~g P~on9 D. pn "to o. The
first signal to arrive at gauge B is from the charge element at x is
i*e., the explosive farthest from the detonator. Zn this case,

t. 1/v+ r./o (4)

The final signal in from the charge element at x - 0, and

tf ( + rl)/o (5)

Thus the duration is

tf - ti  0.e(/0 - 1/v) (6)

Comparison with observed durations in this garge orientation are also
included in Fig* 6.

It is interesting that the ratio of te durations at the two axial
gauge orientations relative to the initiator end is independent of the
charge length.

i ...... duration near the ,.lgtoator 7 + - (7)

duration ayq from the detonator V - 3

C. ,Lm gE _ ,"2 0 Qj. Lp,_,1, .r BI. ,, ,ULP,.a n ,_ ._P.+,natedt,
This case is considerably more complicated to treat than are the cases
in shich the gauges are on the charge axis. The principal difficulty
arises from the fact that the initial signal to reach the gauge at
timo tj may come from a charge element, xi, at 0 6 xi  .4 2, depending
upon the distance rC of the gauge from the charge center. This is
illustrated in Fig. 7. For convenience t x - t i is used in plao-i of tX
(the time of arrival of a signal from a charge element x ft from the
detonator) to reduce the scale of the graph. "Break points", or points

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"_ _"
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at which the pressure-time curves might show increased deeog, rates
related to the cessation of oontributions from explosive elements
on the &b.... . of,.... my be expected to occur at to ,nd
representing the *ontibutiob OfOWg elemeuts at x 0 0 nd x -4,
respectively. For re )P ct( 2 a-)t/2c * ft. ti a too The expressions
for t , x til, top And t a as follows

f ao rr2 (8)

, ar 1. 2 v. .2)14 for rc 4R (9)

x0 0fortro R (10)

t+- . forr C; R (11)

v am

t [-2 forrc R (12)

.4- *to + 1. ?+ : [r2 +()2I + (13)

for r,:4..R (14)

t - t a -/v forr. >.R (15)

In this case, t. the time of arrival of the final signal at the
gauge, is always equM to t, . The times of breaks on the pressure-
time record as measured from the shock front, assumed to coincide withti
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.:re then given by the appropriate intervals to - end tj - ti. These
are Civen in userical form below as functions of r for h expe imental
, onditions used in this study, i.e*, the substituti ns ,0 - 25 ft,
v 0 19 ft/mlliseo and a - 4.75 ft/illiseo (v * 4c) have been made.

to- • - 0.6580 - 0.2039 r .75 [, 0a . . * ail+a. o

for r. : R (16)

t - ti 00r r. (17)

tr i a t'A - ti - 131:6 + to - ti 0A)

The line representing Eq. (18) :is plotted in rig. 6 (solid curve)
and the observed break times corresponding to tf - t are shown to
ag e well with this simple calculation. The Ireek times corresponding
to to - tip which might be expected to occur when r < 1 - 48.4 ft9
wore, however, not distinguishable on all the recorgs, since they
usually occurred too close bo the initial peak where the decay is
extromely rapids The points observed, however, aree well with the
theoretical values (dash-dot curve of Fig. 6). The critical distance R
is indicated by the short vertical dotted lines interseoting each curve
at 48*4 ft. At distances greater than this critical distance the time
diffotenoes are constant.

D. UsuLfe POuitiRM C. in Diagtti= Plane. loth Ends Detonated
Iha a -u@. From the symmetry with respect to the time of signals
from xandX- x, the time factors for this case can readily be
derived as equivalent to those for the single-cnd initiation of a
charge of length .4/2 withi the gauge in a plane perpendicular to the
charge aies through x - 9C/2* The expressions for t , i eand to are
the same as given under o. The additional term requfrod, tV/ 2 , t

I + + a 0.6580 + 0.2105 rc (19)

Break points are thus expeot l at

-16-
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to . ti a -0.6580 - 0.2039 ro + + 156.25) 1* V~llisea
4.75 Irc

for r SR (20

(t o - t 0 fort 0 R) (21)

as before, and at

t1/2 " a 0.0066 rc for r,! R (22)

t 1 2 - ti, a 0.6580 + 0.2105 r - (r. 2 + 156.25)*l -illise

for ro Z R (23)

For double-ended detonation, there is a second oritical distance R',
at whioh t P,2 " to- When r i R', t a to, and when rC pR',

t0 t A/, The theoretical lines for tf - tit to - tis t,//2 - ti,

and tj/ 2 - to ar given in the lower portion of fig. 6, and the
observed values of tf - ti are plotted* The critical distances
RI 23.4 fto and R a 48.4 ft are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
t- tj slowly approaches a limiting value of 0.658 milliseo as rC
increases,

The theoretical oxprovelon6 for to, ti, te, t ,/2' and t" ae

simrisod in Table III, and the appearance of these points on the
pressure-time curves is indicated in Figs. 4 and 5.

For all charge orientations and conditions of firing, the
observed time intervals fall further below the calculated time
lntArve'e a the charee-to-gauge distanee ircroaaes, This to what
one would expect from the assumption of constant shook-wave velocity
in calculating the time intervals. Actually, the latter part of the
pressure wave, travelling in a higher pressure region, has greater
velocity, and gradually overtakes the shook front. The greater the
distance from the charge, the more pronounced will be this overtaking
effect.

-17-
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TAML III

XPRESSIONS FOR THE ARRIVAL TIMS AT A GAUGE OF SOCK WAVES

FOM VARIOUS PARTS OF A LIN CHARGE

TIM  GAUGE POSITION

A B
Single-ended Double-ended
Detonation Detonation

a a ended detonation

'to, ror r ,

0 ;

t/ to2e d d d t n t o

tf to t0, for rC < R +*

t /2' f or. ro > R

(v2 .2 1 (v 2 . o2)

-18-
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9. Ervamua, Iapn, ad g a MaeuremeD

The values for the initial pressure (pi) for gauge positions
A# B, and C, and for the final pressure (p) for gauge positini
A and B, are plotted as a function of dietLnce in Fig. 8. The dash-dot
line shows for comparison the corresponding pressures from a spherical
charge. Also, as mentioned previously, pressures at position A are
about 20-40% lower than those at position B, and at both A and B the
pressures are several fold lower than at position C. This Is, of
course, in part due to the way in which the various r's have been
defined.

At position C, clo8q tT the charge the slope approaches the
tice-Ginnell theoreticalc,7) s)3np for an infinitely long line

charge with infinite detonation velocityl at greater distances, the
slope approaches that for spherical charge,i,2,J) and is also at
about the same absolute level. Even though the theoretical slope for
line clurges is in good agreement with the measured limiting slope
close to the charge, It does not agree in absolute level, being about
30% higher than for a single-ended detonated charge and about 30%
below a double-ended detonated charge. As the Rice-Ginnell theory
assumes infinite detonation velocity, and it is reasonable to
suppose that a double-erded charge approximates infinite detonation
velocity more closely than a single-ended charge, it would appear that
the theory would be even wore than 30% below such exnerimental data
as might bq used to check it. (Note that altnough the data are plotted
as p vs W1/3/r as is usually done for similitude, actually only 50 lb
charges were fired. The relation found probably should hold for
oharges of different weights provided the ratio of charge length to
diameter -gere kept the same.S

The reduced impulse ia plotted against Wi/3/r (W - 50 lb) in
Fig. 9. This impulse was obtained by integrating over roughly the
interval tf - ti. Also plotted is the reduced impulse for spherical
TNT charges, the integration time being 6.70, where 0 is the time
constant of the shook wave. In contrast with the pressure measurements,
impulse measurements do not differ radically from one another. Con-
sidering the fact that the pressure-time cuiaves were Integrated over the
interval tf - ti, which differed for positions and methods of detonation.
the data indicates that the 4,otai shock-wave impulse in about the same
for the different conditions and not widely different from that of a
spherical charge. Since from acoustic theory the pressures at
positions A and B are in the ratio pA/pB - (o - v)/(c + v), and the
drttions are in the opposite ratio (tf - tl)A/(tf - ti)B - (u + v)/(c - v),

the Impulse should be virtually the same at A and B, when rA - rE. The
apparent agreement in absolute Level with the reduced impulse for spherical
charges plotted in Fig. 9 is partly fortuitous, owing to the arbitrary
time of integration.

Reduced energy is plotted against W1/3/r for 50 lb charges in
Ftg. 10 and the same remarks made about press-ure and impulse with regard
to weight, integration times, etc., apply equally well here.

-19-
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10. Diaphr gAH f Measurements

The deformations of the steel diaphragms used in the diaphragm
2augew at various positions aft of the charge are given in Table I.
Note that the shot numbers for position A and position B are inter-
changed from those of piezoelectric gauges due to the diaphragm
gauges being on the opposite end of the charge from the forner.)
These deformations have been plotted against distance (log-log) in
Fig. U, together with the deformation-distance relation for normal
cylindrical 50 lb TNT charges (ratio of length/diameter - ca. 1.7).

The relative magnitude of the deformations for the various
gauge positions with respect to the charge follows the relative
magnitude of peak pressure (Fig. 8) rather than tlAt for impulse
(Fig. 9). This is in accord iith previous observations at UERL
wherein the diaphragm gauge deformations on large charges, owing to
their short response time relative to the time -onstant of the
pressure wave, follow peak pressure; for small chiarges, where the
response time of the gauge is long compared with the time constant
of the shock wave, the diaphragm gauge deformations follow the impulse.
Deformations measured off the non-detonator end of the charge
(position B) are greater than those off the detonator end (position A).
Owing to the "piling-up" of the shock wave in position B, the pressure
averaged over the reaction time of the gauge is thereby greater than
that in position A. The same effect is noted for double-ended
detonated charges compared with single-enred detonated charges with
gauges in the bisecting plane of the charge (position C).

The slope of the log deformation-log distance curves for the
positions off the ends of the charge is greater than that for
positions in the bisecting plane, as the curves were plotted. This
is probably due to the fact that the distances plotted were as
measured from the center of the charge (rA + 1/2, or rB + 2/2).
The gauges off the enis, therefores, are actually nearer the end of the
charge than indicated, and the difference is relatively greater for
the gauges closest to the charge, hence the greater slope. If
deformations for more than two distances were available, this woiild
be indicated by an upward curvature of the line at smaller distances,
When these deformations are plotted against the distance to the nearest
ends of the charge the slope diminishes to approximately that obtained
in the bisecting plane (which is roughly equal to that from nearly
symmetrically shaped cylindrical chargos).

Compared with nearly sym.metrical cylindrical cnarges of equal
weight, the deformatiowi, ,oa~red off the ends of the line charges are
much lower. Line charge deformations are about equal when measured
in the bisecting plane of charges detonated from both ends. These
data are in agreement with the piezoelectric gauge results.
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Energy Partition in Underwater Explosion
Phenomena*

A. B. ARONS D"..) I R. YE.NNi

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

and

Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey

Pressure-time curves. continuous fron in;tal shock wave incidence through the second
bubble pulse, are examined in the light of acoustic theory. Calculations of impulse and reversible
and irreversible energy flux are made for the various pha.,cs of the nhenomenon. An estimate
has been made of the amount of energy dissipation associated w~in the propagation of the
shock front. A tabulation of the energy partition is included, and it is shown that substantial
quantities of energy are radiated or dissipated by mechanisms other than these taken into
account in this di ,uoion.

I. INTRODUCTION 2

1 The remainder of the energy transferred to the

M OST of the energy released by the detona- water is imparted to it as kinetic energy, the
i.-a. tion of an explosive charge is ultimately water being pushed radially outward against the
imparted to the surrounding medium and be- opposing hydrostatic pressure. The gas globe ex-
comes distributed among the various phases of pansion continues until the energy available to
succeeding phenomena. It is the purpose of the this phase of the motion is stored as potential
present investigation to examine the distribution energy in the water. At this point the gas bubble
of this energy in under.water explosions. particu- has attained its maximum radius, and its in-
larly from the point of view of making a complete ternal pressure has fallen well below that of the
interpretation of data now available in the form surrounding hydrostatic level. The potential
of pressure-time curves, energy now stored in the water is given by

In general, underwater explolons are charac- E,= (4/3) rA m=Po,
terized by the emission of a shock wave followed
by a series of pressure pulses caused by subse- where A.r, is the maximum bubble radius and P 0
quent oscillations of the gas globe containing the is the absolute hydrostatic pressure. This will he
products of detonation. A typical pressure-time referred to as a "reversible" energy, since it is
record is reproduced in Fig. 1. returned to the gas gk,be on the succeeding

At the instant following detonatin the re- collapsing phase.
lea-,ed energy is present in the form of potential The collapse of the bubble and the following
energy of ex-eedingly high pressure and tempera- expansion are characterized by emission of the
ture in the resulting volume r' gas. As the gas first bubble pulse, in which part of the energy E,
pro-eeNin to expand it tra-f lem cn.crgy to the ;-. :acoustically." Thus al! the
water, Part of this energy is 'radiated" in the potential energy stored in the water is not re-
sense that it is not storid as reversible potential turned to the bubble as compressional energy in
energy in the water. Rather, it is gradually the gas** at minimum bubble size. An additional
dissipated by conversion into thermal energy "If the charge is detonated under conditions such that
which elevates the temperature of the fluid the gas bubble undergoes appreciable migration because of
through which the pressure wave ;3 propagated. the influence of gravity or boundary surfaces, a substantial

part of E. will be imparted irreversibly to vertical motion* This investigation was supported under contract with of the water, The condition principally considered in this
the Navy Department, Bureau of Ordnance. Contribution report is that in which the bubble migration is negligibly
No. 449 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. small. Thii, however, has no bearing on consideratiof-s

519
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I I
zhIk Calibrmtion First Second Third Fourth Fitt h Sixth Seventh
\Vav. Step Pui6e Puke Pukl,e Pulse I'uke PuIke Pulse

I kc. Timing Wave

FIG. 1. Pressure-time record showing shock wave and bubble pulses. Charge: 0.505-b. "INT
gauge dist: 2.25 ft.; depth: 500 ft.

loss occurs on re-expansion, resulting in a value will be uniform over the surface of a sphere, and
A.vt (for the second maximum in the bubble the total flow of energy through the sphrical
radius) considerably smaller than A.v i. surfice will b- given by:

3E -4R 2 F. (1)

In addition to the energy observed in waves of The symbol E will be used to designate the
compression and in reversible interchange be- total energy flow through the surface, and a
tween the gas globe and the water, energy is also component of the total will be indicated by
being continually dissipated because of various attaching a suitable subscript. The symbol F will
other factors such as: be used in a similar way to represent the energy

(i) radiation and conduction from gas globe, In general, the energy flux will be found to

(ii) viscous loss in the water,

(iii) turbulent loss in the water. coinsist of a iumber of components varying
inversely as some power of the -adius:

F=F/RR'+F2/R",+F1R"1+,.. etc. (2)
An observer at a fixed point (radial distance R

from the center of the charge) would see a "flow" If the value of an exponent n happens to be 2,
of energy past his point in the positive or nega- Eq. (1) shows that the total energy flow, E,
tive direction of R, depending upon the phase of corresponding to that term will be the same at all
the explosion phenomenon. Piezoelectric gauge radii and therefore the energy will be radiated
measurements provide a record of pressure vs. away to infinity. If the value of p is greater than
time at just such a point of observation. In order 2, tie total energy flow will be smaller at larger
to investigate the energy flux, it is necessary to radii, indicating that some energy has been left
have a relation between energy and the variables behind in the water. In some cases the energy
pressure and time. These relationships are de- left in the water is in the form of kinetic energy
veloped in the following chapter. or other undissipated forms and therefore should

The experimental results to be quoted subse- be returned ultimately to the gas globe. In other
quently were all obtained from measurements cases it represents an energy which has been
on TNT. dissipatee. irreversibly and goes into heating of

the water.
U. GENERAL EXPRFSSIONS FOR ENERGY ?LUX

0

The general expression for what might be
aIt this report the energy flux will he defined as termed the "useful" total energy flow through a

the amount of energy that pas.ses through a inlit sphere of radius R relative to the center of the
area of surface during a given time interval. In explosive charge is given by the following time
the case of spherical s%:nmetry this energy flux integral:
pertining to events up to the first bubble maximum, since 102+ (3)

iation never become appreciable until the phase of E - 4PrR + 0 + IT) pudi, (3)
bubble collapse.C
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where I- time measured from Instant of incidence region normally nevessible to experimental
of the pressure wave, 1i -arbitrary upper limit of measurement.
Integration, Ap -excess pressure (p-P), a func-
tion of time, Ps-mabsolute hydrostatic pressure
level at point of detonation, id - particle velorit. Trhe acoustic approximation in a case of
relative to the unpetrturbed fluid, p-density of spherical symmetry yields the following relation.
the fluid at time 1, Ail - increase In in ternal energy ship for the particle velocity, u:
of a unit mass of fluid relative to the Initially
unperturbed state,.4,4..+ P 4The term in Ap represents a compressional 1--- PO - adI(4
eneorgy capable of doing work against the fluid pC a
external to the sphere through which it paimes. where
The second term represents the kinetic energy of Pa-mthe den-Rity of the unperturbed fluid,
the mass of fluid moving past the point ofCo-(/p.* tievlc yofsudnhtli.
observation, wh~ile the third term In Aq represents c O/9 0 aI n eoiyo on nttfud
the Increment of internal energy of this mass. It The second term oii the right-hand side of Eq. (4)
will be shown that at values of R which are large is frequently referred to as the afterflow term in
relative to the initial charge radius, the last two the particle velocity.
terms are both very small compared to the term Combining Eqs. (4) and (3) we ind
In A. 7ZE-4tr tlf 4 ( A 1 +A 4

The type of experimental data available for +"' , (AP/P) +Wu+4100 I
making an analysis of the energy flux consist j [,---- Apds diI (5)
mainly of prestiure-time curves recorded by 4PN f
means of plesoelectric gauges.' 'rhe sumn (Ju'+Aq) Is small relative to 4p/p, as

Such data havot previously been available for will be shown in Section 10; at low values of Ap it
the shock wave to times of the order of 100, where can be neglected entirely. A correction is justified
* Is the time constant of the initially exponential at high values of 4p, but only the first term In
shock-wave decay, Additional data have recently Eq. (5) requires this correction since the second
been obtained from bubble pl)UIM itieavurvettt, term is initially zero and does not acquire ap-
making it possible to extend the pressure-time prct-iable value until after the elapse of a certain
curve from too through the second buhble pulse, amount of time, during which the pressure is

If u in Eq. (3) can be expressed in terms of the dec-aying very rapidly.
variables 1,p and 1, It becomes piossible to evaluate Thle Rankine-H-ugoniot conditions" afford
energy transfer from the primanry pressure-time rtlationships for u., tU, and 4n~ in terms of Alp andIdata. A rigorous developmenif would lnvo~ve the the change in density across a shock front, (Uf
exact solution of the hydrodynamical equations represents the velocity of propagation of the
of motion, Sti-h a solutio wottil involve ex- shock.)
ceedingly laborious andi complicated numerical 44 and a in the first terni of Eq. (5) are then
intteadtiu wht mcu impractical cxccPt in a replaced by thc appropriate Hugoniot relations
very few special cases. I ,LmH-r-nmt UieriyNu on

Fortunately the comipressibility of water is 1 j,dge 191,i~damc VUiest 400,, ai,
suffclendy low to iuke the so-called acotstic 11 The Pankine,H U oniot conditions are obtsined by

~~~~~~~~~~~~~appxiation ueu adpoal dq t)a~odoa the laws 0o conservation of mats, moanentilrn,
and energty at that shock front (wee reference 31). These con-

lor tho treatment of pressure-time data in the ditlons are:

'8. Cole.. 03RD Report No. 0240. u.(~P) V,))tW
'S. Arons, 1. P, Sllfko, and A, Carter, J, Acous. Soc. .~.'(.p('-)

Am . 271i (190). and A. 8, Aron#, Wb4, 20. 277 (1948). .I
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and Co is replaced biy the propagation velocity V, I i acoustic theorvy Ap varies inversely as R, the
This is equivalent to treating the fluid at time I distanc'e from the origin Inspection of Eq. (7) in
behind the shock front as though it had just the light of Eq. (2) therefore indicates that the
passed from its unperturbed state through a first term n the right~hand side represents
shock front of correspondintg amplitude lip, i~e., principailly "raditated" energy associated with
directly ultg at Huguniiot v.urve front 0 to ap. what will he termed the "irreversible oergy
Strictly speaking this is not correct, since the flux." while the sec'ond term represents energy
particle of fluid uinder consideration hins actually stored reverseibly in the region covered by the
passed through a shock front of greater amplitude shonck wave. It mhouldi he tnted that the small
at a preceding time and hits returned to the contributions made by lit' and An to the first
pressure Ap along an adiabatic. Also neglected is term are also reversible.
the effect of spherical divergence on thle particle 111 THE FIRST TERM FOR THE ENERGY FLUX
velocity, u, However, the above substitution is IN THE SHOCK WAVE
introduced as a first approxiniation, and since the
correction is quite small for all practical cases, the *ro complete the development of expreitsions
approximation is probably adequate. necessary for the interpretation of pressure-time

Making the substitution discussed above in the data, we return to that part of the energy flux as
first teia of Eq. (3) and neglecting Jul and A.n in given by the first terin of Eq. (6):
the second term, one obtains, after algebraic I It AP
manipulation: Pim.. f t. (8)

4wRi (p) 5 aPo U-(Ap/Pou)
E. if I-d The Rankine-l-l o~t conditions give a rela.

U_ Pa E tion for I! in termy .Ap at a shuck front:t
paZ v o(AP, t - t' ,(9)

+i 4 4pi t (6) where AP. is the excess pressure at the shock
fotand to and v are the sneciti- volumes of the

fluid ahead and behind the shock front, re-

For comparison, it Is convenient to state the spee~vely.
result yielded by Eq. (5) if Ju and At are neg- Ccmblnation of Eq. (9) with certain thermo-
lected throughout and Co is not substituted dynamic rclations and with equation of state
by Ut data' mtakes it possible to calculate U for corre-

1 01 sponding arbitrary values of AP.. Such calcula-
I-r~ (Ap" tions have b~een made for sea water at quite

- j (p)'dLclosely spaced vaiteo of AP., and the results can
,.C. he rep resented empirically by the following ap-

j~t '[AP(7)proximate fit t

It will be shown in Section 10 that Eq. (6) -17 X Ifl1(4P,)1J, (In)
differs fromi Eq. (7) only lin that the first term where the excess pressure is expreeseci in lb,/in,'.
contains a correction~ factor which does not de- For the purpose of obtaining a first-order cor-
part from unity by more than a few percent at rection to the energy flux, the propagation
pressures as high as 20- or 30-thousand pounds Veloii may be represented approximately by
per square inch. the following lincar relation:

tNote that the Re aond integrjd of E~q, (o) mtay also lie U -CACl ±aAP.j,
III tlic -tli (CEI +5-.j ilaP,]. (11)

a~f]M, Richsrdmnn, A. R. Arons, and R, R. Halverson,
this term being more useful tor purposes of computation. ICern.Phyt 15, 785 (1947),
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E~quatioii ( 141) lilo' lilt, ic'cscl1% )f rc'ferecc k4l Althltiglt 1hc. is ittt I I till i I ccchr ofl
(1111te i'Onsely from .ckrc in 60.0010 p.~A %)il thil e whIolte wacve, it is true fill till vs p III 1=06
Eq. ( itI) represents a roui~h average fit of a fromn wich 1jit iv ios tn t ofi lilt ccillrcio it) di ( t
straight line in the reg ion fromt zcro to 4i 00 energy Iit. actuail M tiois lih'ievft.t applyinog
psi. Firqti.-tion (11) fal,. slighly Iteh'o tle true this nltproiialit II
values n' lo\\v acntl 'c''te\%It ,tliot% .1 it111

Inserting Eq. (11) tini Eq. 18). andtc vaiotig
the result to irst-orcler termns, t lie fniltct ing ex-
pression is obtained z A It' ?/I (pt

1 0 r /f\
FI - ~-J (40i 1- a--),1+ , (12) The first energy Iltc. Ic'rtt thcin becomies

POCO f

where K - Pctil. F, I~1- -'P,] ~)d.(6
The same expression may lie derived by .p .pnIn I ~ J t

plying first-order corrections directly to thle 1'li correction relpresetited by t lie second terni
general expression given in Eq. (5): i tlie bracket issmtalI (tile ordvr of a few percent),

fit iAP so that even thought the corretion itself might bie
F1 - ~ +024-n dl. (03) subljec't to a lcarge errolihevatsle of tile Cruidentess

Pof various applroxNimiations, ilke final result for

where ti is given by the Rankine.Hugoniot energy flux should not be greatlv in error, F~or P.
conditions in lb./ii. and P, in in. lb./in.', Eq. (16) may he

written

and the internal energy increment, Ant, is ap- F, --- [I 16X10-PmjJ (ap)-di. (17)
proximately the compressional energy of the PtcCOf
fluid: I-quation (17) is based oil LUis given by kq. k1 I

4n i(AP)'/KPO. (14) 1Thisequation can now lie used in the coiputrat iott
of the energy flux given by the firsit trwi of

se being the bulk modulus. T~e ki ietic energy per Eq, (5),
unit mass is '[Ii is apprnox imat ion can easily lip rarried ItIo

j u'- j(Ap)/pOl'l U'V (P)/00Co' second-order terms, although for most. anplic.-
I(AP)/pitl47.(5 tiong this is an unnecessar5, refinenic:,I. Th~e

-An. (15)result to secondl order is
Equation (12) is verified by substituting these

relations in Eq. (13) and carrying the results to F, -I 1I8XI0-6P±+4X lO"Pm2 j
first-order terms. PeCO

In its ptient forin, 1-q. (12) is unwieldy he-.i
cause it requirfs intc4Cr~cais of bo0th (4p)l and X (p t 8
(4)"'. The term in (An'i, however, introduce% f
only a small conrretion, and it is convenient to Euto 1)i ae nC~inv~-(4)
represent the average value of this correction itt
teii of onk, convenient paranicter, such ats thc If pressures are expressied iii ahoid. cowtl

peak pressure (If the shock wave. To do this, it is in reconds, F, is obtained in in. l./inl,' bcy oiictg

atistniedth fat the shock-wave pcretscure varies PnCo-5.58+0.00657' 09t)
exponentially with !im', where I' is temiperatture of the water in cIogrccc.

AP Pc.' centigradr:.
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The quantity poaCo is commonly called the IV. ENIERItY DISSIPATION AT THE SHOCK
acoustic impedance of the medium. Equation ,19) FRONT

applies specifically to me water having a salinity I I
of 32 parts per thousand, Acoustic theory, which does not admit dissi.

10 pative effects, predicts that the pressure in a
spherically divergent wave will decay as the

It is now possible to investigate the relative inverse first power of the radial distance. It would
magnitude of the terms for internal and kinetic naturally be expected that a finite amplitude
energy in Eq. (3), The part of the energy flux wave should decay somewhat more rapidly, and
given by these terms is this fact has been confirmed by experimental

pressure-distance cures.
F.-| (4pu'+pv)udL (20) As noted in Se.tion 5, a decay of this type

implies that sorme energy is being left behind as

From Eqs. (14) and (15) thermal energy in the water through wh;-h the
wave has passed. Most of this distdpation ran

ipu-pAi -I(Ap)'/,' (14), (15) probably be ascribed to the irreversible thernio.
dynamic process occurring at the shock front.

and the pa,-ticle velocity is given by As an element of fluid passes through the shock
u - Ap/poCo, front, it undergoes a sudden non-isentropic com-

pression, the final state being determined by the
approximately, Rankine-Hugoniot conditions,4 When the pres-

Using the exponential approximation for the sure later drops to the hydrostatic level, it is
pressure versus time relation, the part of energy found that the element of fluid has suffered a net
flux given by Eq. (20) becomes increase of enthalpy (and entropy), This increase

1 /2 P of enthalpy, which depends on the magnitude of
F. f (AP)'dt the pressure at the shock front, is known as the

PoCo \3 it dissipated enthalpy increment and will be desig.
1 'nated by the symbol h.

"--L-(2x 10-1P,.) C (4p)2di, (21) The dissipated enthalpy increment is approxi-
poCo mately proportional to the cube of the shock.

wave p-essure for low and moderate pressures,
where pressures are in lb,/in. and the energy flux the limi ing law for low pressures being given by$
is in in. lb,/in,. The term (2 X 10-6P.) represents
a fractional part of the total energy flux given by h - (I/12)(Oa'v/PI).(AP,)'. (23)
Eq. (17). The contribution of the kinetic and Using thp Fkman equation of state' for sea
internal energy terms to the flux F, is, therefore, water anld applying Eq. (23), it is found that

F. 2 X 10-p.. h - 1.52 < 10-1-(AP,)', (24)
......- X 100 percent

F1 1-1,8Xi0'P., where h is in in,-Ib./lb. and AP. is in lb,/in,2

Equation (24) holds quite well for pressures up to
or approximately 5000 lb./in.2.

(2XIO-P.) percent, (22) 12

At the highest pressure levels so far investi- For higher pressures a modified adiabatic Tait
gated (ca. 30,000 to 40,000 lb./i.,) this contri- equation of state has been used :4
bution is of the order of a few percent. For
pressires below 10,000 lb,/in.' the contributions P-B(S)E(v,/v)"-I], (25)
of the kinetic and internal energy terms are j, G. Kirkwv and H. Bethe; J. G, Kirkwood and E.
negligibly small. tMlontrolt OSRD Reports No, 588 and 676,
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where n- 7,15 and B(S) -44,400 lb,/in.'. v, is the to 50 kilobars. The calculations cited& I both had
final specific vnhlme nftor return to hydrostatic to values close to 36 kilobars.
pressure, and v is the specific volume immediately In Fig. 3 the pressure-radius similarity curve
after the passage of the shock wave. This equa. for TNT is shown extrapolated back to two
tion of state leads to the following formula for arbitrary values at the charge surface. The value
the dissipated enthalpy increment: of 36 kilobars or 520,000 lb,/in.' is considered to

be the order of magnitude of the actual peak
(-)-'- I 2] pressure. The similarity curve extrapolated to

h 21 vI, n-+ '_- 1  1,000,000 lb,/in.' is given for purposes of compari-
sun as a possible upper limit of error. Isolated

B(vi-vo)F(,,, _I1] experimental values from dome velocity measure-

L'V/ (26) ments are plotted on the same figure.
Using values from Fig, 3, the integrand of

The term vo appearing here is the specific volume kq, (27) is shown plotted in Fig. 4. For the solid
of the fluid before the arrival of the shock front, curve of this :gure the empirical reation
The last term on the right is relatively small and xh 1230x' - 1 (where x - R/Wt) satisfa(torily
may be neglected for shock pressures under represents the integrand between the limits of
40,000 lb,/in.', x-0.136 and x- 10. The dashed curve represents

Figure 2 shows a plot of h as a function of the an upper limit to the integrand based on a peak
shock pressure, as computed from Eq. (26). pressure of 1,000,000 lb./in.2 at the charge. This

curve is drawn to indicate the possible extent of
13 the error in calculating the energy dissipation.

In a spherical wave the energy dissipated be- From the empirical relation given above, the
tween two spherical shells is given by energy Oissipated between any two splie-ical

surfaces may be readily calculated:

Eo-4to f R'h(AP )dR, (27) E _ 1"0
t " -4wpu 1230x-I' dx

where h(AP.) is the dissipated enthaipy incre-

ment at pressure AP., and AP, is the excess shock = 4,300,000[(W/R,0 ' - (MW/R) 02
'J

pressure at distance R from the origin. in-lb.
This integral can be evaluated in the low pres- ..... , (28)

sure region by use of Eq. (25: and at higher lb chg.
pressure by use of Eq. (26), providing experi-
mental data are available, giving AP, as a func- where W is charge weight in, lb, and R is in ft.
tion of the radial distance R.

Reliable pressure-distance data, based on
piezoelectric measurements, are available up to -
pressures of 20 to 30 thousand lb,/in.'. A few
experimental points based upon measurement of
spray dome velocities are available at higher 2

pressures, but values for the region between thesurface of the charge and the 30,000 tb.,/i 4.
pressure level must be based principally UlX) II:ti t. r

theoretical calculations such as those of Kirk- j I I1'!

wood, Bethe el al.,' or Brinkely and Kirkwood.' .........[.
Available estimates of the pressure in #he ...........

water at the surface of the charge range from 30 --

6S. R, Brinkely and I. G. Iirksuod, t'hys, R, ev71, 606 Fi. 2 Dissipated enthalpy increment, h, versus shock front
(1947). pressure, aP..
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-- _ ___,* 41F
Fl.3.Pa pesresmlai urefr NLeed FI. isptdetap ntgad 8WlL w"

Pro. .prssur eimiarit ~ esr T eend:f / FI. fo. TNT.I Leen:ataed onhlyiier n sol (R r% WI ,4& isolated ex~permental points based on Permn fRW frTT eed bsdo ldcre
spray dome velocity. -- experimental curve based on Fig. 3. - - - -- based on dashed curve, Fig. 3I
pi.ezoelectrie rmeasurements, extrapAated to a theoretical
value at the charge surface based upon the results of
reference 5, 6. - - -- iirnilarity curve arbitraril extrapo. there is considerable scatter in the shock-wave
lated to a valve of 104 lb,/in.' at the charge sur?~ce. data available, so that it is hard to state precisely

what the energy flux is al. a given radius. As a
As an example, the amount of energy, dissi- reqult,' the total energy flow through a surface is

pated between the charge surface, (I-0/R) -7.35, known only to within .about 5 to 10 percent, and
and a radius given by R = 11,/0.352 is approxi. although the total flow at a given radius may be
mately 3,400,000 in. lb. per pound of charge or known to within these limits, the experimentally
200 cal./g of charge, measured dissipation, which is given by the small

A calculation based on the dashed curve Of difference between flow at each of two radii,
Fig. 4 for the srime limits of integration would will be very appreciably in error,
yield roughly 25 percent additional dissipated 'ro illustrate this, for TNT the flux at W'/R - I
energy. Th't actual error is probably smaller is 2700:.250 in. lb,/in.2 lb.', and at W1/Rw-0.1
than this, but the above value is an indication, it is 20!4:1. in. lb./in.1 Ib0. TI'e total energy
ast least, of the uncertainties involved in the flow at 10/'R =I is then 4,900,000::450,000 in.
assumption of the form of the pressure-radius b/Ib.and at WiIR-0.1 it is 3,700,000:t27G.000
curve in the region very close to the charge, in. lb./lb. The ene~rny dissipated in the interval

it must be remembered that an additional WiIR -I to 0.1 calculated from these figures is
error, the malfnitude of which cannot be esti- 11200,000-720,000 in. lb./lb. The large uncer-
mated, is present because of uncertainty with taint), in the disspated energy is immediately
respect to the equation of state data in the high apparent. (TIhese values are obtained from data
prcssure region. The equations u-sed ar., based on taken at Woods Hole by J. S. Coles and his cb-
extrapolation of experimiental data' from prets- workers.)
sures of 1W kilohars. and at high pressurs 11" thte .i1- of~ V9. (28). thle enerizy loss resulting
actually imply applicability to mectastable liquid fromi dissipation between iV1/R= I and Wi/R
water in the ice VI I region, =0.1 would he 1,760,000 in. lb./lb. This value is

14to he compared with that of I,2iJ,000:020,000-
in. lb. 'lb. obtained above from the Woiods

It iA now possible ito compare the measured Hole data. It will he noted that the two reiults
shock-wave eneigy flux Lit ditfertent radii with ,ijree within the limit of error of the experi-
the loss caused by dissipation. Un fort unately, mental mneauorelnient. The calculated value,
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based onl a knowledge of the soinewlwt ii~ore based on measurements with 0.50-, 2.50., andi
avcurale pressuire-distalice curve. is probably the 12.0-lbj. iharges of TNT at ilcptiis of 250 and
better of the two. 500 ft. Gauges were placed at such distantes ats

to keep the value of W11/R constant at 0,352 for
V. IMPULSE AND ENERGY FLUX ASSOCIATED each charge size. TIhe curves are shown ink Figs 5,

WITHk THU SHUCK( WAVE 6, and 7.
is

The general character of the presiure ua.ve
emitted by an unideiiwater explosion is illustrated The impulse delivered up to any time i is
by the oscilloscope trace reproduced in Fig. 1. defined by
rhe first portinis generally referred to as the
shock wave, and this in turn is succeed-,I by I=JoAPds. (29)
the first, second, etc., bubble pulses. 'Ithe pres-
.sure-time record is continuous, and naturally TIhe shock has an initiol positive '-hase
there is no sharply defined demarcation between of relatively short durnflion and high amplitude
the various portiolns Of the wave. For con- followed by a long negative phase of low ampli-
venience, an arbitrary demnarcation '\ Al be intro- tude. The positive portion of the impulse is of
cl for the purposes of this report. principal interest as far as damage conbideratiotts
The shock wave will be defined as the portion ;Ire :rivolvedI

of the wave lying between the shock front (I t0) ; As the integration is carried to iml, th~e value'
and the first bubble maximum (L1t.mi) which of the integral becomes very small and in an
occurs at the pressure minimum lying halfwaY incompressive system wouild become zero, In a
between the shock front and the p~eak of the compressive fluid the integral has a small posi-
first bubble pulse. The first bubble pulse will lhe tive residual at 611a, as indicated in tie following.
defined as the portion of the wave lying betwVeen AL iyj the bubble has attained miaximnum
the times of first and second hobble itiaximta radius, and the par-ticle velocity at its surface
(i.e., between I *a~and I =6Mg), etc., for the is zero. In the acoustic approximation the particle
succeeding pulses. velocity as a function of time at a point in the

Usually, shock-wave pressure-time recording is flidi is given, by
carried only to times of the order of 100, where e
is the time constant of the initial exponential u P -- Ap+-I A (0
decay. Recently, a scries of deepi water ineaire- po(..o poR f.
mental has provided data making it possible to
construct average or composite curves out to If we make an -Thservation at R=ui wher'
time Im, as dlefined above. These curves a,-! Anir is the mixinion bubble radius, 0,ett at

Ft(,. 5. Composi~te pressure-
timne corve for i ojf shuc-k wave,
Fxplosive TNT, chjive depthI
250 ft.; tJstance from vete i r-I
charge: - ,4'*,O.352, I egce,: I L

wav~e duec., *,X0.5.lb. and 2.5.
lb. ;:hkirgces (rum measouremhents-
of reference 2. 4 Points front
shts'k.wave t'umposites obtainmd4

I .S. Colesu el al,, Wtx *~
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K44~~o st4~ hwkI wave.ClKsplosive!'St iii- *fN1il C:.1ife tleptht Soo
h' I.tne4ra%4oit

- ~~ t I ul clie M- 0~/0.323
* ' i mital shock~wave dvc4y.

I l. ctsr~es based on wates
lot". I wements Qf reference 2. a

-it ~ om roni shrkii

I sftt itv UO and fr-omt IKq, tSo) imterflow term represents the contribution of
IV, Af kilp tssientially inconipressive Hlow consequent upon

1m f r the bubble expans~oii, it canniot be regarded as a
fo purrly :ncompressive termn throughout the in.

tegration. Incompressive kind compressive effectnm
Sinet aj it~ nellAtive in this reion, Im is are not disboclable in then arountic .ipprrnwimatlon,

inherently pusitive, Its magnitude is ver, siliail and in the region just behind the shock front
compared to that of the total positive or negative the afterflow term repre~nta principally a cout-

limputlse. presalve contribution due to the radial divergence
17 of the flow Initiated by passage ol the wave of

Comibliig lqs. (6) and (17), fihe complete orprsin

expressioni fur total energy flow to timte I be- i
Vollnes Figtirest 5, 6, and 7 are comptosite pressure-

4vrXI titme curves for TNTr at the depths of 250 and
K" e. ( ,'1 X lQ-PI) (ar)'dt 500 ft. and at a distance from the charge given

"oby II', R -01352, Several charge sizes have been
U, I. \'1plo'Aed un the stime curve by scaling the time !in

2R- I pd) (02) terms of 0, the lttme cunsma~it of initial -shock
2R. wave decay which is given bytt

As previoulyb indicated, the t6rat term in tht ~u(~,'-.
bracket increases monotonicatlly with increatinK - 0.725 I', millisec. at 111/R -0.352, (33)
time of integration and represents energN- radi-
ated acoustically, while the eond or afterflow U img this scale Iactor, the reduced time r is

temili represets i eiiergy which s stored reversibly defined by
In the water and retoirned at intervals to the gasIA (34)
bubble, This term attains a maxinmum at time t
I'nrrt1ndlng tn flip .nrt IN tje ~ti\ ;ph:i,. r is. of rourse.. . rlimniisionh 9wintity. Amp,
;%ndl then demtreaw. hecumting virtually zero at other scale factor proportional to Wi, such as
I - ty I since it invulves the squaring of the small the bubble period at the given depth, might
lellidual illpuklw. givetl b". E"q. (31). Inl the later equally well have been used.
stages of the positive phase at dlistances fairly From the pressure-time curves in Figs. S, 6,
close to the charge, the aftertlow, term predui- ind 7, certain quantities (liisted below) have been
naten uver the irreversible term.

I t~q~minIA) i an Inrici fit Of TNT (itik obtainedAlthuuj'h inl the limit of low pressures the at Woods Ile by J, S& Cokp" 01 "1'.
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computed and plotted !in Figs, 8, 9, and 10). the total afterflow energy up to this time is also
Figure 8 shows curves for the initial positive very small. Phyvsically what has hapfed im
phase, iLe.. up to the time at which the -,xcess that the nfterflow velocity Wab always outward,
pressure at the point of observation becomes while the excess pressure was first positive, then
sero following the arrival of the shuck wave. itegalive. At one time the afterflow was with the
This figure is for a charge depth of 500 ft, only, pressure, later against it so that the total work
but a similar one for a depth of 250 ft, would not dlone becu.'us of the motioii hall a net value that
be very different, Figutes 9 anti 10 showv the some is very small, while each of its positive and
curves extended to the- time of first bubble iiegative components are large in magnitude.
maximum for depths of 250 ft. and 500 ft., t% Jmpulse; the impulse is defined by
respectively. They are essentially the sanme ill
form, the principal differences being due to theI Apl (29)
longer negiltive phase and smaller negative pres-ef(
sure at the 250-ft depth. The funvtions plrtted
in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 are a d. Particle ve;!j, (y: the total particle vehicity

a. Irreversible oergy flux, given by is given by

CI - F 06 ' (a@l (32a)Ft~-It6 1~PJ (p 2 i 3a U n+- apdt. (30)
psf. JoPDCo POR fo

b. Afterflow: the afterflow~ energy, flux should, Separate curves for each eoniponent of the
according to the criterion of Section 5, average particle velocity have not been plotted, since
out to zero because it does not represent a their form may be obtained directly from the
radiated or an irreversibly stored energy. After- pressure-time and impulse-timne curves. The form
flow energy flux is given by of the total particle velocity curve will chuolge

I/~ \j with the distance front the chat ge, tiince Lte two
FA 1-( A1pd2 ) (32b) components vary as the first and second powers

2poR 0 2poR of the radius, respectively. The curves slown
Since the total impulse up to I - (st, is very small, apply to the sperific case where R - 1010.352.

J9 4

Flut. 7. Contpuoie premsure-time curve for cotire shock wavc. lHxplornive:TNT: (Ii6;ijoce from.n
centero .ct arge: R= 10/0.352. l.C$Critj 9 timeW conmotl of iiitl shok wave docay.
initi portiuon of shock %ave fromrnmeasurements by J. S. Weic et at., Wo do Hole,.-- tail
of curve from Fig. 5, 230-ft. depth, -- tailo.f curve from Fig, 6, 500-it. depth.
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FIG. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~u bubblj.,fuipusat ttlpricevlctyvra ie fritadiu sit v h ressue ndphhas

0n theca e dconsta ntionl h oale voeai ~ bb~ adu nfet Vi

Thoeu to the tolme ofle th xmutg a shr char eiuh in pod ounds, J. is he ttald hydrwif-

tOI stuti bueradi s eto d rept 3 t.) and dept isa

a 1'- 4rR2 f -dt nearl) constant factor which has a valuc of 12,6
J O pCO for Tr 'r over the ranige of depths under con-

sI~tr~,t A ideation.
+4s'R Il d [f di, At a depth of 500 ft. Eq. (35), utilizing the

S0 L 0  I pressurc time curve of Fig. 6, gives a vohtnip or
17 cu. ft. per lb. of explosive, while E~q. (36)

and since the first term on the right is very sniall, gives 15.7 cu, ft. per lb. At 25C ft. the respective

4rR 14,'t figures are 33.6 tu. ft. per lb, and 29.6 cu. ft.
AV-- [f *dldl per lh. fin each case the integrated particle

P0 velocity gives a greater volume chiange than the
dir~ect measurement of the radius by 8 and 13

Since all is nearly independent of the radius, percent, respectively. The error in the radius
Eq. (35) should give us the total flow through fonnula (36) is of tite order of 2 percent, which
the surface at thc maximum bubble radius, i.e., could vimotint to an 8 percent error in the
the volume of thv bubble at 6it . This volume may volume,. The error in the double integration in
also be calculated independently from experi- Eq. (35) is of the order of 5 percent, because of
mental knowledge of the maiximium radius. base line inaccuracies, etc. (A base line shift of

Fran, high speed photographic work carried aLout 5 lb.,/in.1 in the pressure-time curve would
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Fiq, 9. Afterfiow ener Y flux. Impulse, and total particle velocity vUrs, time to Instant of first
bubble maximum. Exproelive TN r- charge depth: 250 ft, distance from center of charget
R- Wi/O.332; #-time constantt of initial shock-wave decay,

make the discrepancy in the volume almost For thesn masons it is impossible to say whether
negligible, while it would not seriously affect the the discteplkncy is due to inaccuracies In inter.
impulse and afterflow energies, and a base line preting the experimental results or to inadequacy
error of this magnitude could easily be present.) of the acoustic approxdiation.

IMPULS

Fa 0Atrio nr lxiple ndttlpricevlct vlu ietoisatoZfrtbbl
maximum ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~TOA ExPOsie TNL chredph 0 t:dsinert eic fcart -W/,5; .iconstant~~~~~~ ofiilChc~av ea'

4it'O
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VI, IMPULL&t AND ENERGlY FLUX ASSOCIATED fore be
WITH THE BUBBLE P~ULSES IAM (A) A~v Co), (39)

20 TPhe impuilse varies Inversely as thle radius ailuw-

The biubble rulsci. have been tihnod as those itug for the time lag due to finite velocity of
parr-i of thle ptCe5Lure-tiiiI curve lying between pr'opaga~tionl), so that thle impulse) at radius R
times of successive bubble maxima., In practice, wVouild he
the times of bubble maxima are taken to he half. h- - (Am,'A1PA,/RCo)- (40)
way between successive p~ressure peaks, Trhis The incremental imple delivered at a radius R,
assumsps that thle time of expansion of the bubble between the times of first and second bubble
is equal to thle time of collapse. According to the
theory of the bubble phenomenon,' thle period maxima would therefore be

(or half-period) is idependent n the amount of .1it (' A A,,aPni/RGs)
enerZy available for the oscillation. Since the -(-A 1'P,i/RCo), (41)
bubble is continually radiating acoustic energy, Tlhe terms in parentheses arm inherently small
the bubble expansion has mnure energy associated and positive bnce the 'IFPm's are small '):. ! ega-
with it, and therefore actually lasts longer than tive. The first term is smaller than the secund in
the following contraction, Our approximation magnitude because both Am, and 11 mli are
can be justified, however, because most of the smaller than the corresponding quantities in the
radliatici occurs in a relativcly short length of second term. allt, which is the net imipulse de-
time near the bubble minimutim, and during the livered between the first and second bubble
major portion of a cycle the bubhle has nearly maxima, should therefore be small and negative.
constant energy. T1he differerce between the time The same statenment is, of course, true for the
of expansion and contraction should therefore be second and succeieding bubblc pulses. Thc ncga.
very small. tive impulses delivered in this manner should

Composite curves ot the first two bubble ultimately cancel the ilet positive impulse de-
pulacs from the series of rneastircnlcnts reported livered by the shock wave (see Section 16,1.
in reference (2) are reproduced in Fig. 11. This treatment neglects the finite amplitude
T 'he particular composites shown are for a depth of thle wave and other effects such as turbulence
of 500 ft. and W1/R equal to 0.352, the gauges and migration of the bubble. 'rhe effect of these
being positioned to tha! side of the cylindrical factors onl the impulse is difficult to ascertain,
charges used. The time rcal(. has been reduced bu't it is believed that thle results of the above
by the cube root of the charge Aize, thus; discussion are in any case qualitatively correct.

zt/ , (37) Ini egrations of Fig. 11I show that the positive
impulse delivered by thle first bubble pulse is

21 1,076-lb. sec.,1in.2 fb0, while the net impulse for

As in the case of thc shock wa*_%ve, it is possible the whole pulse is +0.106-lb. sec./in.2 lb.,
to determine the nature of thle net impulse de- , \lthoUgh the net imlpulSe appeari to be positive
livered by a bubble pulse from theoretical cont- in contradictioni to Eq. (41), a base line shift of
siderations. At the time or a bubble nmaximium the order if 5 /i. in F-ig. It could make the
the following condition h,)Ads at the bubble impull, co-nic out iero or even negative. This is

surface: the under (if 11iagiitude Of 0he CITuo in iiyiullll
Api I determining the base line onl thle pl'otographic

CMs =0 -. .+p' -38- rccuord.
poCo PoA itf If the net volume flow from the time of first

where AP~v is~ the pressure ill the gas bulbbklc luemxmu oscn ubl iainmi

T1he impulse as mteasured at Am would thcrc- , alulated from 1-.. (35),

I Benr Friedmn , rheorv or' t.nderw.Ucr ,.xplosian 4i R .,, 7 -

Bsbltes, Report INMM-NYIU '16, inst. for Mth. and I V . pdtldi, (35)
Mech., New York University, Septemnber 1947. Po V'ML
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FIG. I I. Composite pressure-time curves for first and second bubble pulses. Explosive- TNT: charge depth:
500 ft.;, distance from center of charge: R - 101/O.352. (Based on measurements cited in reference 2.) Legend:
0 0.5.1b. charges. X 2.5-lb. charges. * 12.0-lb charges,

it is found, using the curvc of Fig. 11, that the cumulative effect of base line error upon the
net flow is 9.7 cu. ft. per lb. toward the bubble. integration.
The ratio of the volume of the bubble at its The impulse of the second bubble pulse will
second maximum to its volume at first maximum not Uc considered as the error in the base line
should therefore be in that region is excessive.

(17.0 -9.7//17.0) - 0.43, 2

since the volume of 17.0 cu. ft. was found inl 'rhe radiated energy flux for the first bubble
Section 19 to be the total outward flow up to pulse is given by the equation
the time 9 - 1.1

As in Section 19, we have at our disposal an1 li

Plitafinn giving the second bubble maximum in Fi ~)d.(3
terms of the charge bize and the depth: PC

AM J2  /Z),42 Integration of the energy flux from the com-
.v2 J20I~o 1. 42)posite of Fig. 11, yields

where J2 -8.5.
The. ratio of the firs~t and second maxium ri Fftj'i- 139(in.-lb./in.7 lb.I) (at R- IV/0.352)

volumes as obtained from direct bubble radius 11d

(Amv/A.~t) 2 i(J/J0)-0.31. Similarly, for thc second bubble pulse
This ratio is considerably lower than the value F /HO- 16.8(i.b/n. .1of 0.43 given above by Eq. (35), but the dis- (at iR-bi~ lb.0352)
crepancy is in the direction of the same type of (atIt" R- WI/0.352),base line error that prcib;bly crtused the net
impulse to be positive. In this case the effert The error in the energy flux of bubble pulses
would be sornicwhat excaggerated bt.causeW of the causerd by error in the base line is very small
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TARnLg 1. Repoted detonation enerxies of TNT. TABLE 11, Energy pirtition at time of first bibble maximum
-- (IV-charge weight in lb.; R-distance In ft.).

~ S ______ _____sour"__ Acoustic energy flowing past R - Wi/O.352 275 cal./g
Enery diir.1edat the shock front diiring840 Btriaht s&#~ shE AP~IM3hgnigg p nrgocl:tdt -W/.5 cluae

woretn, iau~!c von. der Arooligruppe Mar paato upt - /.52(acuae
Rust/FE11 im OKM am 28/29 Oktober 1943 'im ncontdfr9
Harnackhaus im Berlin (experimental) Uacutdfr9

8M G. 1. Taylor, Ther Vertical MUotion of a Sp~herical oai nryascaedwt msino hcBMMJE ard ther Pressure Surroiunding 1t, TNIB rtleeg soitdwt msino hc
510. August 1943 wave (10lS0-480) 570

950 G. D. Clift and B. T. Federoff, A Manwual for
&xpimisros L~abonqtories (Lefax . lr.c., Phila- Potential energy stored in water at first bubble
delphiA. 1942). This value seems to have been maximum as calculated from measured
obtained from Soukharevsky and Pershakoff, maximum bubble radius 385
Explosives. Moscow, 1932 Internal energy o; gaseous products (referred

1060 Private communication from S. R. Brinkley to W, to infinite adiabatic expansion: (480- -385) 95
D. Kennedy (theoretical)

because of the fact that the calculated energy
flux is near a minimum with respect to a base detonation energy of TNT, giving 1050 cal./g as
line shift,. In this case an error of 10 lb./in.' in the approximate detonation energy relative to
the base line would cause less than 2 percent infinite adiabatic expansion of the products. The
error in the energy, while it would cause a very uncert,.inty in this figure is at least nf the order
large error in the impulse. of =00 percent.

VII. PARTMTON OF ENERGY IN AN 24. The Shock Wave
UNDERATEREXPLSIONIt is known that the total energy associated

23. Energy of Detonation with the gas bubble at its first maximum is

At the present time there seems to be a lack approximately 480 cal./g.' Of this quantity, 385
of precise know~ledge concerning the quantity cal./g are stored as potential energy because of
of energy released in the detonation of various the formation of the cavity in the water, while
explosives. A wide range of values is quoted in the remainder is in the form of internal energy
the literature, and it is not ilways possible to of the gaseous products (referred to an infinite
ascertain the original source of the data. A sum- adiabaxtic expansion). The value of the potential
mary of such results is given in Table 1. Detona- energy stored in the water is based on the experi-
tion energy is defined as the enthalpy change, mental maximum radius as given by Eq. (36).
All, in calories per gram, with final products T he net energy lost by the bubble up to the
reduced o standard1 conditions. timie of the first niaximum is therefore lOSO

In tht; theory of the gas bubble oscillation? it minus 480, or about 570 cal./g.
is customary to tise as a -,ero energy reference The partition of this energy has been dis.
the state of infinite adiabatic expansion of the cussed in previous chapters and is summarized
product gases. Since it is out p'ur-po!-. to include inl Table IL.
bubble phenomena in' the discussion nf encrgy The unaccounted term should comprise losses
parlitinn, it will be niore rinvenient to adopt resulting fromn turbitlence, viscosity, conduction,
this reference rather than the standard state etc. It should be noted that the magnitude of
usually used for All. The order of magnitude of A1,1I1.Sccopeidufbblusilton(N

theintrna enrgy(ifthepr~ctsat tanardchargcs in free water)' at a depth of 5%) ft,
coiditions (relative to infinite adliabatic expan. -

*ion - is 1I0 cal./g, aind this quantity should be Ti 1 VI23,2 milllsec./lb0
sudded lot the valuett given in 'rable 1. T:/ IV - 10,

For I.turxo of fuirther discussion, we shall T,/ IV, - .'s5

orbitrarily adopt the value of 950 cAl./g its the I" Moini3
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TAULn IV. Energy partition at time of second 'AI E V. EnerRy partition at. lime of third
bubble maximum. bubble maximum.

Acoustic radiaioll in first bubble pulse 120 cal./g Acoustic radiation in second bubble put= IS cal./g
Potential energy In the water at time of second Potential energy in the water at time of third

bubble maximum based on measured mixi- bubble maximum .5
mum radius 120 Internal energy of gas at third bubble maxi-

Internal energy of gas at second bubble maxi- mum: (B.-55) 40
mum: (Be- 120) C0 Unaccounted for 70

Unaccounted for 180 -
- Total energy associated with second bubble

Total energy associated with first maxi- maximum (B,) 11) cal./g
mum (B,) 480 cal./g Total loss during emission of second pulse

Total loss during emission of first pulse -70+15 85
(180+120)300

(180+120) - Energy left for succeed:ng pulses (B,) 95
Energy eIft for second pulse (Be) 1:_0

in Table VI. P- is seen from Table VI that less

this portion (95 cal./g) is much smaller than the than half the detonation energy is to b! found

combined uncertainty in the detonation energy in waves of compression, while somewhat more
and in the energy dissipated at the shock front, than half is lost in dissipative processes.
and therefore even its order of magnitude is in It is difficult to ascribe any apprciable portion
doubt. of the unaccounted 345 cal./g to dissipation simi-

lar to that which was computed for the shock
25. The Bubble Pulses front. Figure 11 shows the pressure pulses to rise

Frcn the theory of the bubble pulsation it is relatively slowly with time, and the resulting pro-

known that the period is proportional to the cess sho-ild be very nearly isentropic on both corn-

cube root of the total energy associated with pression and expansion. Furthermore the se.cond

the oscillation as defined in Section 24. Since the pulqe riss very much more slowly than the first.

periods of successive oscillations decrease pro- and yet the unaccounted portion in this pulse is

gressively, it is evident that energy is lost be- an even greater fraction of the total etergy loss

tween successive bubble maxima. Using the cube than is the case in the first pulse.

root law stated above, it is seen that the energy Because of the shortness of the time intervals

left after the emission of a bubble pu!se ;s during which temperature and pressure in the

given by gas bubble are high, it is doubtful that losses of
such magnitude could be attributed to conduc-

B,+-B,(T,+4 /T,)', (44) tion or radiation of heat.
We conclude, therefore, that the unaccounted

where B-total energy associated with the nth for energy losses are associated with some con-

oscillation and T. = period of nth oscillation. bination of the following factors:
The necessary period data I are summarized inTable Ill. (i) turbulence induced in the water surrounding the
Using Eq. (44), the data of Table !l, and bubble,

(ii) chemical or phvsical changes in the gaseous product-l
the maximum radiun data quoted in Sections 21 (ill) actual lom-i of gaseous products in the form of sinai.

and 22, we obtain the energy partition for the bbbles in th! water, perhaps due to high degree of
first aid becuiid bubble pulma ut givci hi tuhrbulcncc nt ttc. priphcry of the ga. globc.

Tables IV and V. TARLK VI, Summary of energy partiin tailes.
Since the total energy associated with an .......... . .........

oscillation and the energy of acoustic radiation rotal acoustic iadiation (through emisio of

are both known to within .4-3 percent, it is second hubble pul%e) at R- W/O,352 410 cal./g

important to note the magnitude of the unac- Shocc front dissipation up to R- 0/0.332 2100

counted terms in Tables IV and V, Total energ,, left at third bubble maximum 05

A summary of energy partition data is given -,==,,--,-... . . - .. .....-
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APPENDIX I

SUMMaa7 of Notabtt

#-absolute pressure at any point as a function of time
Peu-absoluto hydrostatic pressure
1p - excess pressure as a f unction of time (p -Ps)

P. -excesis peak pressure of an exponentially decaying shock wave
A.IP-excess pressure at any shock front

w- specific volume of the fluid at pressure p
o -mdensity of the fluid (p -lIp/)
E- total energy flow through a spherical surface
F- energy flux (energy flow per unit area of a spherical surface)
R- radial distance
A - radius of the pas bubble
I5-time measured from instant of incidence of the pressure wave
an- radial particle velocity relative to the unperturbed fluid
1)-shock front propagation velocity

C.. -sound velocity (Ca - (aPOP/B))
.1,- internal energy increment of a unit mass of fluid relative to the initially unpef turbed

state
AH-enthalpy increment of a unit mass of fluid relative to the initially unperturbed state

(61- Avj+4(PY))
h -dissipated portion of the enthAlpy Increment 611, per unit mass of fluid
S-entoy per unit mass of fluid
x - bulk modulus of the fluid (a - P.CoP)
0- time constant of initial exponential decay of shock wave

B(S)-characteristic pressure parameter of the modified adiabatic Tait equation of state
%-exponent of Tait equation of state
x -reduced radius (x -R/ WO
I-impulse delivered--the time integral ur the pressure
r - reduced time defined by r = 1/
s -reduced time defined by s wI/ W1

r.-period of uth oscillation, measured between successive pressure peaks
B.-total energy associated with the xt1 wsillation.
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Sum-.or.

Sorr. work of F.G. Friedlander Is aummarisel which deScriLb-: *!-z way ink whICh the pressu' r
due to reflection of a Pulse from an explosion Is built up Curing the passage of the pulsu alony) a
plane set obliquely to Its airection ot motion. The pressure ultimately attained at soe distance
from th-, point where the pulse4 first Str[4eS the reflezting surface Is twice that In the incident
pulse when that surface is iimvablo, but when the reflecting surface Is not fixed, as when it i3
a Steel plate, the motion of the reflecting surface riduces the pressure acting on It. This
reduction Is great-er for oblique than for normal incid*ence. For comparatively thin plate$ the
)ressure cl-anges to tension in a time which Is small compared with the duration of the pulse.
If water can support tension the displacement of the plate IS smqll Competr-d with the displacement
which occurs when no tension can be hold. The amount of tension which water can Suppjrt f.;r periads
of the eroat of I micllisecond at a free surface can be estimeted from observations of the radius of
the circlte over which spray is projucted upwards from a submarine r.plosion. It seems likevly that
this totnsiv. coula be Appl ied to a surface which is wetted by water Out cxperiments on this subject
are Jesirab'c.

Thoulh the amount of dartage Cone to a 3hip must depend on the strength of the structure
Supporting ta., pl.ote inJi other factors nut inu.~ed In the present analysis, the results give the
relatiorship between weijht of charge and distance for a given amount of damage. It Is found that
if water can surport tension the charge weight for given darrage is proportional to (distance)i *On the other !ianl If the water is incapable of withstanding any tension, the law of varitlon Of
charge w',twith distance I ; not a simple power law. If, however, fin attempt were made to
represent arpritntl results C, me.ons of aformula

(distanci' for giv,:n damage) *constant x (charge weight)S,

S would have a value which In the extreme range of charges and plate thickesses vrie from
to ~. In t1 4 tenge covered by charge$ from 300 to 2,400 lb. of T.N.T. and plate thicSknees Inch
to 6 inches, S varies from 0.30 to 0.54, the mean valuo of S being 0.116.

Ti,v (v1lrj~tt, of sor. jvacs zot., In air and W.atvr t. :n infinite" rii l.-I! vove: a
simple w~ther~tical aroolem. The amplitude of the refetvd ave Is equal to that of the Incident
wvye, so that qt th*7 reflecting surface whcrc the presures due to the Incident and rvflected waes
are In phase. the prelsure in double that dis to the Incident wave alone. Tais Statement is corrtct
weCteer the. incident disturbance Is a trin of harmonic waves or a single pulse, It is Also true
for all AfNl"S M? In:idenc.

ehent the reectior Dftween 8 plate and's pulse Is considered, certain limitations to tpe
simple thser, iIOIIAtuY appoar. Thso aire due to the tWO assumptions of the Simple theory that
the r*e'l'Ctif.j pleit, Is Infinite and tat It Is rigid end tixnd. Neither of %host! eeeumpt ions is
tINe wft' t' reflct InJ plane Is m finite flat or bent stool plattol though it is to be fixpuctad
at In tP~i I4Itin; cml *Ivn tit: vinV Is v.ry thick and of very large Area, thec siffple tiowrp,

will apply. Tho o'e sf of the present notq It to eXPlore the modlificat ions which the reflected
901ls11 wi trl-'nc, Owing to thC fInItt &It". IC thilZhfilf of the plste And to doecrib# thr, motion
(st IN4 pln.L ;-1 t P.46 of the [nCident W.,aiae.

..t . . ...



the inadoquacy of %he simole theory to represent the reflection conditions of a fixed
finite plate fty be seen by iffmoIingN the angle of Incidence of the pulse to decrease to zero.
As lorg as there Is a flaits angle of Incidence the pressure on the plate Is according to the
simple theory toles the pressure In the Pulse. On the Other hand, When the pul s Is travelling
parallel to the plane It Is undisturovd by It so that the pressure on the plane Is equal to that
In the pulse. This *ppsrunt dlicrecpency or paradox IS resolved when the ruflection of a pulse
by a finite plant or wedge Is considered. The change In a special type of pulse (chosen because
It closely reseetoles tne pulo* produced by a submarine explosion of a high explosive charge) when
It Is reflected from a symetrical wedge. tho angle of which Is 2 0, has been calculated by
F.G. Friedlander. This pulse Is a sound wave In Which the pressure Is zero till the arrival of
SWok NOVe In which the sudden pressure change Is p 0. The pressure Subsequently dies down
exponentially so that tree pressure p at tiffe t after the onset of the wave Is

P -P0 e7nt R1)

This pulse has 6 characteristic length I - c/n, (w~ore c is the Velocity of sound). In which the
prsure dies UciWR to Q..368 Of its mximum Value. The ref lected wavo ar4 the pressure on the
wedge is proportional to p0 and Is a function of 0. r/l and n (t - whr i h dsac
Of any Point On the surface of the wodge from Its vertex. The characteristic features of
reflection by a wedge can be &pprtciatod by refironce to Figure 1, which shows the form of the wave
fronts of the Incident, reflected and diffracted waves. in Figure 1, 6 Is the vertex of Ite wedge.
The wave strikes the wedge Sym.,wtrically. the angle of Incidence on each fafce being 90' - 9. The
line A 08 13 the position of the wave front at the moment of Striking the vertex. After a time
r Cos &kcthe Incident wave fron* consists of the two parts A ICID1 09B1 abovo and below the wedge.
The reflected wave front Consists of the lines C E, 0 F I which are tangential to the circle
described with Centra 0 end radius 00 u 0C1 Icos h r Cos, 6. The wave front of the diffracted
disturbance Is the pert of tive circle of radius r which lies outside the wedge, I.e. the sowment
HECIKF IL.

ASSiumlng that 9 < 900. points on the wedge are reached first by the Incident wave. In
t"e section C I the pressure Is double that due to the incident wave. The Section ON Is subject
to tM rear parts of tne Incident and reflacted wave and also to the diff~acted wave which IS a
suction ave whi~n tha incluent wave is a pressure wave.

The time Interval between the arrival of the wave front at the point C1I and the arrival
of the diffracted %svo is (I - Cos (9)r/c. if therefore the Incident pulse Is limited so that It
4% passed any jiven point In a time Interval 'r after the pa$ss.ge of the. wave front, then If r is
griAter than c -r1(1 - cos 9) the whole o)f the Incident and reflected waves will have passed the
point C I Oofort the diffracted wave reaches It. At Points further away from the vertex than
C r/ii - cas 89) the progttiro-timp curve ic Mq shn'WR Ii Figure 2b, which sheows the distribution
for a square-topped pulsI, i.e. An Incident pulse In which the pressure suddenly Increases by an
Wut p,, And remains At this value for time* r7 when It suddenly returns to its init Ial value.

At the wRVe Proceeds the Ineideint and reflected polos remain Const~nt In eMight but get further
wa rmthe region of the diffracted disturbance. The diffracted disturbance continually

decreases I nest u nrao nteae otaSn*I xqd vrtewoerdu
from the vertew ti the diffraction wave front. rigure 2b Shows the pressure-time curve
calculated by riedlander at distance 4 Pulse lenglths 0i4. VC '7) from the vertex of a 90* wedec0.
Ffgure, 2C show$ he pressure-time curve for a point 10 pulse length& freta the vertex. The
reduction of intonsity In the diffracted wave as distance fro the vortex Increases nray be noticed.

At points neorer to the vertex than C 'r/(1 - COS 0) the Incident and reflected wasa are
Otwt :40eRated freom tr' diffracted wave. At Such points the pressure-timgeCjryt is as Shown in
rigurs* 2a, whichi rwpr..Sonts tn. state of affairs at distance r a 4C r7 from the vertex.

F1i06la0or As Proved seeme interesting properties of the diffracted pull*. He shoos for

Instaff.e titat III total Im!oulso, (i.Q. Jo 0 (diff'actea tv)d)icosattaidstne

from the viertew.

ru'l"Ar, ". finds treathis constant is 'loflnitely related to thu angle of incidence of
Ih us - 0. of tree iwAeUi4 of tntq incidqnt wVV Is I where1t iJ"0 P1 dt andtp, is the

#1FqOurC ii4 t*Iv~4et a# t~og bO I.ippli-d at Iny poInt of the sur occ by tho Incident

end
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and reflected beam 1s 21. T4e im~pulse 0f tne diffracted Owl$* Is - 9). Thus when
e9 * IV so that the *edge has suen a wide angle as to become & singlt Plan., the total ImpuIS
Is 21i. Whene 19 0 so that the wedV9 IsI a Sem iI in In Ite sheet the tOtnl IImpul s Is 21 - I I

It Will be leen, therefore, that Friedlander's resolution of the apparent poiradox with

which this invsstj gation started Is that the total Impulse of a Pulse striking an Inclined plane
is always (1* 4 .1 wherv I Is the Impulse of the IncIdunt pulse. On the other hand, at points
far from the vertex the pressure pulse predicted by the simple theory of reflection at an Infinite

plane s.; rates from the diffra.cted Suction disturbknce, the Intensity of .which becbmes ultimately
very atell though Its pulse raIns constant.

When the Incident puliq is not confined to a finite duration but etsnds Indefinitely as
does the exponential pulse represented by (1), the reflected and diffracted zones an the reflecting
plans do not separate, so that the above discussion must be modified. A useful method for
discussing the reflection of a pressure pulse of the type representkd by (1) Is to calculate the
Impulse of the part of the sstsam wt re the pressure Is positive. its Initial value near the
vertex Is equail tol CI I + 4, for this Is the value of the total Impulse and it Is found that near
the vertex no suction region Is formind. At gruat distance.- frn the vertex where the inc;lent and

retracted pulses have almost completely separated from the diftractod suction area, the pertive
pressure Impulse tends to the limit 21. The ratio of thte positive pressure impulse to Its limiting
Value 21 at any istance from the vbrtex may De taken as a measure of the Completeness Witth which
the true reflected pulse has established Itself at this distance.

Figure 3 shows FrIedlender'3 calculated value& Of
*positive iliulst on plane as a function of ! a r~n . distance from vertex
Impulse of Incident pulse 1 C pulse length

for the pulse represented by (1). Here the *pulse length' Is defirned as c/n.

The calculations show the values for 9 a 450 andt 6 ' 18' and the results are plotted in
Figure 3 with rnic on a logarithmic salI. It wIll be seen that with a plane Inclined at 450.
the reflected pulse Is establishcd to within 10oper cent. of Its ultimate value wtien the Incident
pulse has moved about 10 pulse lengths up the plane.

when tne angle of Incidence Is 150 the reflected pulse does not establish itself to this
extent until Mhe Incident pulse has travolled a distance of 80 pulse lengths along the plane. In
the first 1 pulse lonjths the positive Impulse has only risen from Its Initial value 1.061 to
1.241. For smasllur angles of incidencii %he positive Impulse on the plane tends-to 1.01 near the
vertex a&M the distance frvm the vurtex at which there Is any appreciable Increase over 2his value
becoime very great, to that in the 11nrit when 6 tends too0 no reflection takes place.

Reflection at curved suLLaces.

The reflect ion of pulses at curved surfaces provides a difficult problemi. In two cases
liowever, mnly, the paraboloid and the pArabolic cylinder, the solution has bean obtained. The
mthod, originally due to Uawe, has bqen modified by Friedlander, who finds that, unlike the Case
of the reflecting Plane, the prussurt-tie curvm Is Identical at all points on the surface, This
Is trAi for all kinds of Incident plane pulse or wava and the total %inu Integral of the Puls* Is
simply 1, iNe. the positive contribution due to the reflected and diffracted wave systemn Is .oxactly
neutralisedl by their neoative contributine. If, hrwova., t4e literil -.? t .c OZ~jtIvC pC$
alo011 be taken, the positive pull* thus found depends on the ratio C/Of, f being the focal length
aid c/n the pulse length.

For very thin Pulses this Positive pUlsu Is 21 and this ccrresponds wit.,. ..- .'to -~flnction
ofY the ordinary type. When the0 pulso longth Is twice the focal length, I.e. O/n v, _. -!j f
curvature of the parabolic cylinder at the vertex, the positive impulse Is 1.31. For very long
pulses tha positive impuilse Is 1.01. rriedlandur's risaultz are shown in rigurv v.

Nelflectiori of aarsgr

vhe n te Isis rpfiv'.:tqd parveeicularly from A Plate which Is not rigid and fixed the
4otio4 Of th@ 0141! duo to the CeobIftd uct ion of the Incident aid reflected pulses lives riss to

mod ificat ions...
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meltleetlons In the reflected wave. T,, pressure In the Incident wave will first be taken i

P, " P, ce(t -x,') , (2)

wore x is distance moasure0 perpcndicular to the plate In the direction of the oncoming wavu.
The pressure In the riflectod wave will necessarily Do of the form

or " PO 6(t + ) (3)

At the surface of the plate itself x a 0 and the total pressure Is

• -A" t q M(t) (u)
0

where 0 - Pr +pi. I f c -d p/ d/oO is the velocity of soued, the velocity of the wattr (or other
maim of densityp) in the Incident wave Is pl/PC, while the vclocity due to the reflected wave
is- /I. If Is the displacement of te plate the equation of continuity at the surface Is
therefore

P e - € (5)
PO

where9 Is written for d f/dt aod 4 for 4 (t).

The motion of the plate Is determined by Its rss per unit ares, m. by the pressure, p, and by
external constraints such as the supporting framework. For simplicity It will be asssumed that
these constrLints are eluiralent to a spring which would cause the plate to oscillate freely (i.e.
when not In Contact with water) with a peoiod 2 T/U. Th. equation of motion Ig

AL ee (6)

Eliminating the Lquation for6 Is

* A P - (n2 + U2) o nt (7)

The solution of (1) Is

A: + h 0 2 e-nt (8)

where S1 and 5 are the roots of

32 # 4 * S # III

Th Conditions at t • 0 are 0 and p p/r. When expressed In terms of these become

"e1 J wh t• (10)

lFw wquatione for A 4nO t are tn reforC

*,#w** + t , I'*+  q ql l ht l l i (@1 , Va Ifl * - t. -j+ *4 +

A I
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When the Incident pvtoo falls Obliqiuely on the plate It Is no longer possible to consIdor

I he plate as though it *or* thovinj as a whole. the pressure pulet will In fact travel along the
Vila and giv%. rise to a corresponding alsttsoarto In the platfe and It I$ possible to Consider a

oa1.yof patiol conditions of sujpport which would givc Fist to Cwrcspandig mpt ionS. 'he
simplrst of th-tat and th~ t Ws~l .141YAtInalOV3 to the Cat- Of nrms)~ Incidence already discutiod
It to 8555MU that the pli't* has Ito atiftm,1fi Ini tkfdinit .1ld %oat It Is supported In such a way tht
each eloftnt of It can viorae frve.ly In 3 dir.ctioA w~mil t , Its pl.%ne with froquocflyMIhfl
It is shuot In %t fi4t part ',? thii r.~urt that the PraSsure on an Oblique fixed &no Pi9i0 plane
Only develop& Its final value (tW'C thit In tre Inclaunt pulle) at aom distance fPOrM the leading
ea0le where the pulae first Strit.os It. It. w00ld OI difficult to take account of the finitu mss
of the plate as well a% thu distdoxe fromn the IeAdino cd~v; accordilngly only tho motion of the
plate tar from the leading edge will be considered, in this case the pessure In the Incident
ed ectlected pulses Moir be assured In the~ forms

0 0 (t , sin CO

The ortcawre at A a a 5 theroforc

(, t wt) }(s

wrt , t (y to$ 60) /c. it

?hq etiuation of :otniyat the surfnce Is now

wthere f now represents cl~ldt'.

With the above Imjntk.nod su~mt ion that the plate has It stiffness in Dending, the equmtir, of
motion is idenkitial With (6) and the equat ion f~r4:aS'.unies the form

--- - -, 0 h -q , ) *-nt C,
m sin 1) 1 n S n

which 1. Wontitat *I1h (1) . -p tht (nn 0 i uostit~td for M and t' for t,
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The* expressions for p and f are

±C3 ( S2 n) 3 t , PC3 2 (51  S i St, *(2 , 2) e-

m ne - 8(i-m sinO 69 1 (20)

which Is the sane as (12) except that m sine Is substituted for m. and

2 p si3ne r -nt' '2 " .3t S1  2 tl(i

-: f 0"-"j''q-A) Is -2 St s 2

Which Is similar to (13) *xcoot that m sin 0 Is substituted for Mi and a factor sin 9 has appeared.

Nusitrcl exam%.L's.

IThe pulse from a submarine explosion of 300 10. of T.N.T. falls to half value In 0.3

milliweones. This gives n a 2.3 x 101 sec-1. The motion which this pulse gives to A Stfiel plate
0.25 Inches (6 0.635 cm.) thick will fir:t be calculated. Here ma 5.0 grammwes per sq.cm. 4.The
velocity of souna In water Is ca 1.1 x c 5 o. pur second. Taking p 9 1. pc/rn a 2.6 x 1011 In
general IA Is I kely to be smallI comparod With jfc/, CVen if, for Instanco, the plate Is so rigidly
supported that Its period of vibration Is 1/100th of a second, so thati m 6.3 x 102 1 )AIs only
1143th of PC/n. In these circwimstancos the approximate solution of (9) Is S, *-PC/n, S2
.- m2npc. This gives for the Inch plate

P 2.19 72 .8 x 10o4t -0.012 6-'.t - 0.18 e 2 .3 x 101t

and

*0.677 X 16-' OAS2 e7 2* x lo4t * .98 - e 2.3 x 103t

P 0

If the Same plate had bee unsupported the motion would have been almnost Identical except
that the terms 0.916 e-t would be replaced by the constant 0.918, The displacement would have
terndod to a definite value of 0.667 x 10- p0 (0.918).

The pressure-timu curve for points on the surface of the 'a Inch plate is shown In Figure 5.
Since p Is proportional to p 0 values of pip 0depend only on t. The displacement of the plate Is
alzo :11cwn ir. Fi;wrc !, cut In thicce: theuph the displcement Is al~o propo'tlonal to' p0., t hA
result may be expressed more simply by assigning a definite value to p* The value chosen i
I ton/sjiuar. Inch or 1.51 x 108a dymes/sq.cm., T.his correspondas with the prsissure found at 50 feet
from a submarine explosion of J100 lb. of T.N.T. The displhcoment-time curve for Il Inch steel plate
struck normally by this prossue, wsve IS shown In Figure 5. It will be se011 that the pressure
vanishes and the msxineum speed of 17, rro.rs/secood Is attained after only 1/10th of a millisecond.
At that time the diSplaiS.~Met Is only 1.) milliftetros. The pressure-time curve for the pulse Is
also shown in Figure 5, in Figure 5 the tine-scale Is rhosen so that only one millisecond Is
covered IF, orA-ir that tne, form of the pressurw-timi: curve may be visible. The plate goes on moving
for a consideraele tine after the attainment of thi traxium velocity. It will be Seen later In fact
that If the supporting structure exerted no restoring fore* the Plate woulil come to a stop at a
definite limiting 11SPlaceftnt. The restoring force makeus It return slowly to Its original position.
The disolacement-tIps curves are Shown In Figure 6 for plates Inch and 1 inch thick, the restoring
fore.$ aeing soch thdit In each, case0 the plate would Pave a free period of 1/100th of a second when

not~~~~~~~~ n ottwihtwte. ?, Inch plat. roaches Its naxirnuM dlspl,,CURmnt of 0.96 ren. after
two will~secomds, 4nd after ten millisecondls It nat only returne.d! throujh 0.12 cm. to the value
0.04 cm. FI;UrJ, 6 $li) ShOWS the time-d11iAslewnt curve for a plate 1 Inch thick.

horoximatr.!ne ua

If tWn VreqIUOy Of $rFOP VIDF,tIUM Of 11 0 PI~tt is SMII Comnarod with the time coniktantita
evi DO/M. !ne ferwulte (20) and (21) cam be writtun in ipprowivrwte forms obtdino by neglectinyg UAmd
ariting 51 (00)I(M sin 0), S2 a 0

F-
'JO..
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these my be expressed In the simpler forms

f - P- { 4 - 1 4 e" - e n  ) (s)

mn (11- a

J oe ,- n t w' #- . r o t s ) ( 2 )

T
h6 maxlUm velocity Occurs wh.n ,p* 0, Ie., When

nt I loe 6, (26)

and Its value Is

SO'Mi values of l og art !in in Column ) and of e " In column 4 In Tabic I.

Values of 1 10 lann o0410 are shown as funct ion$ of loglo C In rlgure 7,

These curves csn be used to find the maximum velocitlei with wh lm a plate Is projected at right angles
to Its piane y the pressure wave from a subarine explosion. A few ex&MPlwS of the us,, 9f these
Curves Pre sr o1n In Table I1. 300 lb. of T.N.T. gives a pressuro wave which raios to nail vajvl il

0.) millIsecondls so that n • 2.3 x 103 suc-1 , For plfates of thickness t w I inch, I Inch, 3 Inches
and S Inches, the values of pc/nm are 12.1, 3.0, 1.0 and 0.5. These are the valuds of e for these
plates during normal Inciodncu. Values of logi 0 6 arc. given In column 2 snd the values of

o000 4 i- i from FlI-rw 7 In column 3. Values of J rn. eiven In Col I iMn 4.

A 0 H,! lvO f.- .t vhInlmn no - I tnn/sjuar, rIch, SO that

U . 1X 1.54 X 100 .V x0
rM m x 2.) x m

veluws of "_ e - ArL )iycn In column 5 for normal incidence and In colume 9 for
icldcncrt 0 - 100. It Will be sern that as the anglr of imcidence docreasris thL velocity wlth which

tht plat, I, thrc"n in '.he dirbctlnn p.2rp.elcular to It5 ,;orfA.r dcrtases. This decreaso, however,
dimilhes as the thiCeAhess of th(. plat incrlases. For rttremaly thick plate the steril would act
es a p.erf: ;t r'l,)ctor arn d the pr'ssure at Its surface would be doutle that in the inciler,. pulse, so
that $061 would bi Irdependent of th.,, eni of IneIdoincu. Values of t and C for normal Incidence
of iate it 50 fe.et f'om )00 lb. T.N.T. sre also given in columns 6 and I of Table I.

Maimu .
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maximum Us#*Zacemnt,

in the 40praxitle tormulat (a-wI the maximum aisplacement occurs whoe .#. when
t tectrs very large. The imiximws dispac,rheft is 4ccordiny to this tormias0  apoImn~ 4. with

Inch pltst exposed norifuliy :%ts Sb l tram 300 lb. of 1,5,1., n 2.) X 1 I , is 5.0 gfre/s11CIA.,I

PCVItonisq.ifl~Ch I lbb~ X 10 4yns/1q.cm., 4 a 12.,thlIs coQooands wih .t flo m, nt o t~

0.99 CA. It snight therefore be suppostid that It a structure af which a IIc lt ona ue
*&Il canl C Subjected to a jdt~fn displocermrnt at 0.99 cm. without Injury It would nocoStSIi1V be
uninjured oy the explosion t $f~00 1b. of T.ii.T. at qdiitnee of 80 tel. Such a deduction. though
In agrAewftnt with the formulae so ?or developed. would probably not turn out to ba justified in
practice because the tformulaif asur that wator Can sustain teonsion to well ati pressure, Referring
to figure 5 It will be seon that tr. iipsitli prossure Is misntailrwd only t.ir 1/1O,CO0th 0 i a seCand.
Ouring this time the plote acquires a velocity of about 17 metrostsoicond. anid maoe through a distance
at about 0.13 Cm. The SlIwing down of the plate IS due Chietly to the a tulPhoto which, though telr
less lntvnse than the Pressure phav~, continur., tar much longer. Ogring the Slowing down process the
1Inch plate of Figuro 5 suftirs a further diapl.icenint at 0.0 - 6.13 -' 0.0,1 cm. Thu Aae insm suction

in this Case Is 0.12 x (maxieten prtsaure In the incido-0 pulse) I.e. 0.12 tons/awUare Inch or
269 lb.iequare Inch or Ill atmospheres, It is tWi Suction which In the foragoing thaortttictl treatinent
Is responsiblW for the rapid deceleration Of the plate, if the water Is Incapable ot loxorting Suction
the plilte will loave the wterSi aSoson so the positive pressure vanishes. it is then Inoving at
17 Retres/secenid and the distance It will move Deterg being arought to rest depends on the naturo of
the structure which Supports It. If. tor Instance. the supporting structure It vlastic and IS of Such
StIfftn4* that the plate would eXecute iu2i vibrations per seond In the aba&?ncu at the water (sa that
1A its the riomfli assigned to It In equation (6)) the equation connsictinq displacement and velocity Is

fa* f'
2

1s - A' (26)

where A is the emolitude ot tmu vibration and Is theeoire the maximum displacoment, it 0 foIs the

diSplaceitint wn.n tne pliitr Wiaves th. watur tnx .o tho v~lCty at thia timec

If thoin trvquey with which the 1Inch plat ' vibl'etKS owing to Its qwn stiftness and that ot Its

ouppol'ts Is 100 cycles per second, A a 628. using a 0.1) cm., f 0 1700 cM./sec., A' - (.10)2*
(9.7)' S0 that A - 2.7 CM. In this case theretore tho taxinum displacement Is nearly thrato tim'?s
as great as It would be If the water m~d mioen a3iiuncd to De ctpeblC of xertlng suction uInd 21 timws
as great ws tie displACerwint at th'. momnt when It lItft the water. The displacconit-timie curve tor
t he Il Inch plate when It leaves the water on attaling inaxilmon velocity Is shown In Flgure 6.

Pir this eA~n It Is imprtent to kno0w whet suction soea water will stand duriflq the suction

phase ot a pulse and Its reflection. Estirres based on the radius at the circle over which spray i
trown upwards whrjn the pulse from a suuwarine explu-,iun strikes thi? surface of the sea Seem to show
that water wil I) tand a tjnsi ~n of 4bout 200 or 300 lu./hiuare Incn for tirMS Ot the order of
Imillisecond. It does not svem to oo cortain, howeyvqr. whether this tt~nsion could Do mfntrntimod mt

thE, surface betwe'-,n water Andi, :Ay caitt or Iron.

In connACI i tih the forMula (Z4) It seena worth while to give thle expression ?or the
displacement 4, Of a plwte at the MicernO when the pressure changes to suction, In the case whAr. lt1
Offnct of tho stiftness ot the structure Is neglact-)a tormula (24) jives

in 9"n~ml this is sr%)ll compar.O with the subsoweunt displae~mnt whether the plltc Is assunoed
to leave the water or not. In the latter CasQ, when watr Is assumed to Ce capable of exerting suction
Iwill Do $9ei0 tist lii' ratio

DI1 0iil wrent when relsur;6rhl$ qto suet It *Fm'
on,'rO -0 andsl trcon nTai t with water + c

(31)

vaii,n vt this rttio are jvi n coun 9, %tol, 8, ;,, Ir i .jo rrh!Cally in Pljurrt 7, ItJ

rrax Iiu nIe ~uc, 0'.: 62, xcurs whn m e.
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Damoia to -rftrucure .Pu orItnt tA. lbta*

though the datng whign the water pulse will do depends on the strenqth o the supporting

Structure, so that the actual amount of amagec cannot be calculatod, the foregoing analysl shows

thet for a given aMun% at damage the rolationship betwaun charte and distance can be determined.
This will depend on whether (a) the plate reRAIni in tofttstt with the water or (b) It break$ contaCt.

(a) The water rwmln$ In contact with tk t.,LLIM

In this Case the Plate Is moved through a distance f'ux and Is brought to rest by tne suction

of the water. The true value of~m. will depend to A s all extent on the stiffttss af the strtaure

out this effoct will always be antil Comparod with the effect of water suction in a structure' of the
type used In Ship Construction. In assessing the Uage expected actord'ng to (a) it is nocessary
to compare the charges which witl produce ., given value off.$ FrNm (14) It will 1e seen that

f~ l_, . , or, Insvrting c tram (22),

n x S 2
€.p frin9 (,1)

flat

For a given amount of destructIon therefore a constant valus of po sin SIO Is necessary. The

maximuim pressure at distance r from a submarine explosion of a mass of uxplosive is po A411 /r
where A is a constant depending on the composition of tne explosive and a number of other factors
which can be riaorded as constant when the eelatlonShip b(tween charge-weight nnd Alst*,cV for a
YIvenaseqnt ot dwae is being considered, The time constant n is proportionel to "l so that
A - Orl" t;'us for a ivun amownt of destruction according to hypothesis (a)

MI /3 . COnst-n

or r Is proportional to I4/3 sinO
and for normal Incidcnce r Is proportional to 2/)

(b) Thu watir br,'9s cunt.)ct with the plit&* when thei presaura CRSes to be positlvt.

In this cise the Opit is Jischargnd from the watk.r with velocit*
= - 

= wh; refxm is olgvn

by (27). in this Case InsertnQ the exorossions In AM!/3 i.(27)

2A M2/ e(asor

To find how r vsrles wit, the case of nueriil incidence may bst nonsidered. in that case E - Pc/mn.
For a given thickness of plate thcrnfore e it proportional to M, ) Though () shows that for a

lvtn amount of destruction r is not related to M by .,ny simple poer law, y',t for practical purposes
It may b convenient to find the power law which rost nn;,irly r .prliants (34) over a I mited tOngn,

AsSUmin t;ifs to Ue

r - (constant) M3 ()

the valuO of S may be ,etermine.d by logerith-ilc dlffersntistion of (35) ind (34), thus

dr (36)7 - r4 -r

and since c is proportional to 41/3. / - i (dH/tV). Hencn c mparing ( s) and (37)

Vdlue ...
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Veto- ot S c"Iculatm frpn (31) are 41yVen In cohE 5, Toil* I. it will be seen that S varihs
I for larie values ct d (Iot, thin plettoa) too o snali values Of 6 (Ie. thick paeS.

For the qwPloalon Culse from 00 lib. of r.eT, , o r nstar,4.v C varies trom I2 to O. as the Plat$
thichness Imltases from 0.35 to 6.0 inchos, Tit. vwes of S varlos trom O,3 to 0.5 In this
range. With a thatr* Of 1400 1b. of 1T.. C vari,$s from a4 to 1.0 AS the 01to thicknosA vatries
tram 0 5 to 6,0 Inch.I. In this range $ varl.1 from 0.)? to 0.50. It, thuritfre thq question
'whet IS the telatIunahip titoWin Charg,,-weiht and dIatance necuss-ry to prcouco a ilven anicipt
to tho StruCturt' 0A shio' r-kO DC11M put In tho form *hat Is the best eXponunt S to choose 1- 1 1
ASswmO power law of thO form

(raolus of destructlon) proportional to (chsrge..eeIjht) (09)

when the Charge varies Octeen 3)0 and 9600 lb, 4n the plate 0otwien 0.21 and 6.0 Inches In
thiCknest?' tho InSWer NIven by the foregoing analysis would be that 3 varies betw n 0.3? aind
0.54, the nean value beInV 0,6.

Cortaring (A) and (4) It Ill o notiCud that It tns uxponent Is determlned experitmntally
a valu-' near 0.66 might IndIcatk that the wat-.r runilins in Contct with the platu, whureas & v~ttie
rieor 0,. woulu Indicut, that tho plate separats fr0m the wltcr.
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1-4

Chane In positive imnpu se as a
sound pulse travels alo 9 surlac
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THE REFLECTION OF A SPHERICAL WAVE FROM AN
INFINITE PLAT .

1. N. Fox

LUX1

Iet~roduction.

Consider 4 spherical wave propagated trom contra A in a medius of density p with wive-
velocity C. The moilum Is bounded by an Infinite plaka POO distance a fram A. The wave Is
asiSUMed to 00 of sufficiently eimai amplitude for the ordinary Soud.,wave equAtions to hold
while the plate Is assumed to move normal to Itself and to offer purely inertia resistance to
Such mot ion.

in the report *the pressure and Impulse of submarine explosion waves on plates',
heleafter calld Report A, GI, Taylor considered a similar plane wave problem with the Nore
general boundary condition In which the plate offers also an olastic resiatance to motion normal
to Itself. $inte the frequency of vibration Is usually relatively emall ol prantice, Taylor
gives approxiete fornmlne which correspond to the exact solution for purely Inertia resistan:e.
The present problem is thus the spherical wave analogue of the plane wave problem whose Solution
is given by eqiuations (Ua) to (27) of Report A.

General Solution.

If 5' be the Image of A In the plane POO then the problem Is one of exit syfmemtry about
iA' and we hall use Cylindrical co--rdInate x, r, with origin 0 and denote bV R and R the
distancesof any point from A and A respectively. The zero of time t will be token to
correspond with tho front of the incident wave leavlng A and we are concerned only with the
reilon x 4 a.

the pressure p satIsftles the usual wave equation

p ,7 (1)

while the Il ident wave from A Is taken to be

• f(C - R ()
R

The tounlary cquation at tho plat ̂ !

ot

where m Is the mass of te plate prr unit area ano v Is its velocity ssueo norral to itself.

WN In terms f she velocity-potertial t we have

v 1 
ed

'jt

and ......
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end thvi from (0) and () the ooun 1
ary ono ition mse be written in too form

where

•4 + P6

m

In OIrder to soIl the equation (i), (8) andl (a) let uS introduce a pressure pI dliwEll bW

then p, satisfiss the wave equatlon, vanishes at w a O and contains the Inc idnt wave tine

ofa!j ( t (C.1ft t c- ) )

the problem for p, is thus that of a wave source and doublet ait A with a free surface at
x 0 o. Plnes Oy the addition of terms corresponding to a virtual source 11li doublet of
appropriate signs a. the linae point A* the solution for pl Is

+ I t -R ) -:t,- ,, P,,- ' J . *m*
4 'a x . t of

From (7) and (9) we have

.2 * *(* (t - 4) " f (Ct-N)3

and theo nolitiln 0!.r r Is obtair.d In the fom

f (Ct f~ . .L.' [ e M(ct a x_ ?j t 2)

.1Z

Ct t R A

XSy

where

R 2 r2 ( x I)

0,2 , (M+ _ )

Ro I a .2 "0, ' '

it can be verified b~y Oire<:t substitution In (1) and (5) that (sl) satisfied beth thselp
equaltions. Far ct < R1 the solution for p 18 Of Loorse girvn aolsI by the ihocldent wave (2).

Sy .....
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ty chl"1g0 of intgrtation varile to II "Wation (11) can ote wrlttan in thl ftoo"

ct r / r-'rv

t f (Pet R, r
o)x x o

The solution for the velocity potential 4 Is 4 Iven sI' by subtlittting - flip €
for f In (1)) where tI Is defined by

A.4 icoation to undterwater ,xPlosion wave.

for an underwater exploslon wave we asumeW as In Report A that the Incidant wave has the
form

t(ct-- ' - (1$

whore p 0 is the maximom pressure In the Incident wave at ditant) R from the exploui4n. We
shall consider only the pressure and velocity at the plate since tns Is the Item of major practical

Importance.

Now from (i) and (15) #e have at X 9 0,

-M(.RaM+ ct -. * j -n R2l.IL++ 0 '8 " 4 1oeJo' .... -+-

x a o. t> .X +

where A 0 Is the distance of a point P of the p aty from tne explosion contr m4 Is given by

R. a rt n 52 (17)

The velocity v comrnrnicated to the olate Is from, ()) end (A) jiven ')y

and - P c Is obtained 1 putting fI for f where from (u1) and (15)

SI (t- .-,) n (is)

Hence - n (t + P Is eo ual tQ the pressrv when the incidunt wave is of constant pressure pd atc,

I.$. wWen n 0 a In (16). Hence



0X t 0.

the Intsirals in (it) aria (lcannot ae Intspftted In termsat~ ltoon taooletild functions
Pod can at cost to atcile@ In terms at In Indefinite intsjtal involfing also ft paratef,
humric-il evosut ion of this Integral fgt all possible coolrat ions of upper limit and Paraiftetr
wo41d be *XtIW5*1 2 Isboros And it Is thusS @eir'molt to consider What sfp!orift MIons are poalblt

Lot us out

ft aft At ' Raaa

ae that V I& the time attar arrival of the Incident Wave at a point 0 at the plate and a Is a
noflenwlill quant ity defintd by the sae soustion as In Report A.

how attn t, and therefore Is small,

ea'

and thus It

and we neglect term: of theit orjfrs Ili (16) we ootvj;1

J.. at a -. c t(*

whence after Imtiljjrst Ionl

WhiNIh1 iIMIMinIC4 with n1Ut~in (2J) 0f ReOOrt A. The aPpirwta1 Lnpreson for v miii similarly
ajree 0its !Iatl 051 2t' R.-Por: A.

Thy$ th solution Ji~en in Rteport A for am incident plae wave will hold as a ;o00
appri"l~htom for In iw.!in~t *thr ~ e s'd rovtded t' is Snt1 eflooji to Sttify the ComaitionS
1W2 abOVa.

It Is of .Scucl imtr,.,% to con,-Ij.,r ,qr-tp.r th(,se Conditiins$ tjoi up to IN tLime Whim p
chamjes from oositiv to mitive. 1,nco if so th solution jmj c, n,1I3Ios of Rrport A for the cads
Whore to, pitt leav-2s thu A ,ill hole *It,' 4offickntt uccuracy for the sphertCal wave ne

NOW th. timv at A~ich tht soat r livcs %he plate for in Incloemt plane wave Is from o~uatlom
(20) it 5R:port A jiv-2n oy
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and the correspondisgj velocity commuwnicated to the plate Is trom equation (27) of Report A given by

nw"

The above equations (26) and (27) will hola as a good approxlimation for the present cim1S
of a spherical wave provided (26) satisfies the conditions (23), I.e. provided

109 and - are small

and these conditions can De written In tile fonm

I Loa an r2 e 4121e 2 are Small (7.8)

Now in practice (ace Appendix 1),B a will be large and thus.-unless LC Is large conditions %26) will
hold and therefore equations (26) and (27) as In Report A.

Since a can be large in practice, especially for small sales of incidence, an approximation
to cover this case Is obtained in the Appendix where It i3 shown that under the conditions a and

larewhie -S R of order unity, then. correct to fractional errors o? ordver Iand

equation (16) Decomas

0 -2 A V-zt r ) i 8 nt' 29

p0  ct (29)

and p vanishes when

A'aLog oL, 1 (Loa a.1)
2

where a±*

The velocity given to the plate if it leaves the water !a still 41Ven, however, by equation
(27) corract to fractional errors c4 t~u first 0' 'r

Thus although when f Is large the conditions (23) do not hold up to the time When the plate
leaves the water yet equation (27), is 9011l a good approximation for the velocity given to the plate.
The apparent anomaly is die of course to the fact that when e Is large tne Pressure on the plate
lIarjsqui very rapidly at first so that practically the whole of the velocity given to th.. plate is
coomnicated In the very early Stages during which the Conditions (23) are valid.

NOW, AS shown In the Appendix, the conditions (OR a large and, (iH) I- S R~ positive of
order unity, will usually nold In practice at distances from the explosion at which th exl0onwv

can be regarded as Of s6Tall amplit--dt. We thus have finally that the velocity cormmunicated by an
underwater sphar*.al -vave to the plate If it leaves the water is given spproxi-ately, whether LC be
large or not, by the samr expression (17) as that obtained In Report A for an Incident plane wave.

A general solution Is given for the problem of a spherical wave of small amiplitude Incident
on an infinite plate which moves normally to itaelf and offers a purely inertia resistance to -.uch
motion.

The Case of an underwater explosion wave is speclfcelly considered and approximate formulae
bea obtained whilch will usually hold in practice at distances from the explosion for which the
explosion wave may be expected to bDhoYe As one cif rsjI iampl itude, It Is shown In particular that

If no . .
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it no ten~icn can oe sustalflC3 Oetween alattb and water so tnat the 01ate leaves the wpAter when the

pr*%sqrA ten~d$ to h"'m1~ Apgative, tn.:'l Wu~ v. l C .1i dnicated 'a tn? Platd,' ;S ivli-n to a 006~

ao@rowlffati1f Oy tr. Sam~ txprslr. on (27) a% j.rjfiv In Raport h for at) Incldnt plane waVi.

it follows trat irho conclisions jiv n oy Taylor in R port A for tht: zarme law to N, kspeCt~d if

the plate IWOas tha water still no 13 wnefl alowance. Is meoe for the spherical nature~ of an

explosion wav%,.

Best Available Copy
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A PPENDIXt

I. Numerical values for underwater exp*losion waves.

L t p0  w ax i mmj' pressure in explosion wave, t onf l s14 u r e inch.

A * total Irapuise in explosion wave, 1). seconds /square Inch.

w 0 weight of charje, lbs.

0 z istance from Charge. feet.

C a velocity of explos ion wave. fet~second.

h - plate thickness (inches)

Then for oistances at whi~ch p 2 tons/square* inch the followinj -impirical relations
INSV6 ti.n estaollShod3 for T.N .T., areatol ana ;uficotton.

p0  a Z-1 tons/square inch

A 1~2!23 lb.second/sqjare inch

Since the experimental curve Is not exactly of the exponential form assumeo theoretically the valiac
to be assigned to n will vary to a sioall extent accardin3 to the criteria used in fitting an
exponontial to the expErinental curve. Since we art. conevrned her only with trt'. ord, r of
quantities Involving n It will ce sufficient to take the simple criteria that theoretical and
experimental curves rive the sane p 0 andj A. Then since n - p I&/ for the theor;otical curve, the
same will hold for the .oxperimental n rcmemeorn-triMa an.1 A most be exprcssed in trie some
Units. On this basis the empirical formulac (31) jivb

-13siod (32)

whence tskklj C 4 ~900 feett/secone for a small emplituie wave we have

. 13 C- (33)
n .6a

in order to OLCcide on at roa~onable value for tne distance, 0 say, beyn nc thaeplso
wave my )e rtgardtod #6 of small amplitude oe note triat the empirical r-,lations (31) agrae with the
Inverse distance law valid forea small amplitude wave. Since ttese relations have been established

inch.

On this basis

00 a . W113 feet (314)

For a spherical charge this value of nI0 corresponds to about 13 charge diameters and for a charge
Of 390 lb. T.N.T. olvas D~ - 25.6 tedt a 780 cm. For this latter Cherie Ptnney has calculated
the thuorketic.11 viriat ion 0of p 0 0 with D and from his paper we see that Do a 780 Cm. i3 a reasonablec
vAluO for the distinCe beyonj wich p0 0 D s constant. It may be nOted that the equilibrium radius,
D~ tSay, Of thi bojbbli as given by Ramauer's forrmula Is

yVlw frs3t (35)

where ..
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anere w Is weiht of charge. in lbs.

P is ex"rnal hy 'ostatkC pressure in atmosoheres.

For depths from C to 90 feet, 0l varies from I to 4 atmospheres and O Is much thR same

as D 0iven by (34).

Taking (34) tnurcfore as a reasonable estimate of the distance D beyond which the

assumption of a sirall amplitude wave is justified we have from (3) an b),

n 90
5 .9

C (36)

R 
0 I

Considaring now th.. order of the value to be exoectad for8 a we have

a -1 (37)
m s h

where h is the plate thickness and s is the Specific jr vity of the plat. rel.. tivc to the water.

For steel plates rolativc to soa ,nter we tslk 3 * 7.7, whence

7.7 h

where h rnnd -t -ire in sAme units 0

1.56 i , in feat (38)
h

h in inchcs

For a small amplitude wave we thus nave

a W in lbs.

n in inches

Wle thus see that except for small charjes close to thick ;'ates the value of , a will D6
large, of order 10 or jreat.r. It may oc noted that for the partic,)ler case considered in Report A
of 300 I. T.m.T. at 50 ftot aginst k inch platc, 4 a - 147.

II. iproximatq solution fo" 16 a and e largj.

Let u ari w be functio,is of 1 2 Jefineo by

= q - - -
2

Then
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Then the following relations hold

du * -22

2_ u 2 W2n
2  r2

W U
Iu W

W W.

The intoJr 1l in equation (16) may now be intejra m by parts to give

n R
2 O

-2
W

0  du7

Whence Uising3 tho r01stions (111) WO hAVS

£~~~~~~ (2o -) n2 ar2
c  { ~

Nwputt ing ms in (21)k ~ -(a

S 2 c

we have since R ea the inq alities,

> V 2 -. a+ oc (43)

whence

+ (0 *C) [a .Rc} . (RcC + c (a + C

which may be written In tho for,

I. 00 O 0

Since C~t' we see that It nt'/.r a is sml I and e isrjG,

whe~nce...
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venice since 8 a is large and R > a ve see tnat W is large of order , Ro or greater. Hence it

can De Shown that

. "o - n'/c2 ) r 2  0 , w

and we thus hAve from (42)

wr,.ere

177 e= 9 or less:

From equation (16) we have

( + 2 (81 2 (RI

and thus from (147) we find after simpilication

= ." -nt ' a - n R/C (8)
2 C - I n R. - na/c)

"

.40 { V c2t 2_'2_ . /?Vcltz - ; nt
-t niZ -r 2 ~ Z_ L - (+ ct~n _tZ _rZli 7  • o ( i

(149)

Under the asswmptions Ba and E large and nt//P, a s all the above equation (149) thus Naves

the solution correct to 0 (61), i.e. the errors arelof tne second ord1tr.

if we now approxmate further we obtain from (19)

--P.-.. .'o e- 
V : 2 2  r a..  

--1 !1-- o e- nt' 5)

e%- nt' (o2 po ct n-

which is cofrct to fractional .rrors in echn term of the first order i Pl ro Ide -FT

is not sm11. AS Shown in .,pptndix i, c/n R V ;'I usually be of orjcr or less for underwater

explosion waves of small amplituOc and thus (i - c/n R ) Is positive of order unity. If

.juatIon (50) is tru,. up to thE: tlmz! of maximum velocity corresponaing to p - o then tnis fine is

,iven Oy

- ~ "t a + nt' a ct

0 (i

where .1  " I
In order to solve this Implicit eqjati;n we assume ct/R o0 Is smell and, retain!ng only the

predominant terms, we obtain as solution

sfne ,,52)
2 -

since
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since, for I - c/n %o posltive of order unity.

Loj €06 0 ( Log e) l(l

C. t. -s)n*t. ...S. nt.

R0  n Ro

We thus see that for large 4 and &a. then up to the time of maximum velocity the AISSuMptiOMS

that nt'/ a and ct'/R0 are small are oath justified, especially the former since nt' is Itself

$ml up to this time.

Corresponding to the approximation (54) for (16) we have a similar approximation for

equation (20) given by

R v/ c t - r *,A
m y n v * -9 e +----. (sa)

2 P0  ct 6 n It

whence

2 p 0 n Ro  n R0

Now at the time of maximum velcity we have from (51) ano (52)

-~ ,e'cZtZ - rZ * a

C( _-t') _ c nt' . (1 x 0 t
IFn R ae n q.o

(nc
n t *Log~ * + 0(4) + 0 (~

whence to the first oroer

E

2 Po 
(5

20  £

which Is correct to small fractional errors of order ct,

0

Thus under the conditions 8 a larje and 1 - c positive of order unity, when E Is large

to max!-m, velocity c'mnunicated to the plate is given approximately by the same expression (27)
as for e not large.

III. Validity of solutio whomen *atejaayes the hwatar

The solution has been outainso on the assumption implicit In the boundary condition (5)

that the plate is In contact with the water. If the plate leaves the water at any point 0 then
the solution will be valid at P up to this time provided no effect has by then reached P of earlier
separation of plate and water at oth.r points D' of the plate. Since the affect of such ea&,'Ilr

seperation will travel from P1 *o P with velocity C tn solution will be valid provioed the
suparation of platu and whtI.r tr,vels over the platu with vulocity greater than C.

NOW ,...
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*0w the time t at which the Plat@ leaves the water Is given by
R
-2 . ~(57)

wh~ere V, It the solution is valid, Is given by' equation (52) or (2m) according to whether 9 is
large or not. Equation (57) ;Ives the relation for the time t at which the separation reaches.
distance r Orom the centre of the plate and thus

volocity of soparation *(0

and from (47)

(I) ? not larga.

Then froim equation (26)

Z V -L ) tc 9a Lmo a1 C ()0

It can easily bei Shown tnat as C Increases from 0 to C the function In brackets In

equation (60) decreases steadily from I to 0.

nfl

whence from (59)

c Roc ~ r Rot c n1R0J

provided n Ri 0c / )I. As shown In Appendix I this latter Is satisified by small amplitude

t , c(6))

ii) larje.

r*.- zquatiom (51) ro.ar'mim2 ot as a function of 00 we MsVe

a, -

defining B WIch is of orde~r unity since n Ri / c Is of order 6 or greater.

Hene from equation (52)

____ f (L g ) d, 1 )2 ~ (65

Since Got.,
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$ nes a. is of oroer e which is large the brscketel function in (65) Is smell ano positive,
whance equatlons (61) am (63) hold also for t large.

Thus whether e Oe large or not the velocity of separation is jreater than C and the
Solution of this paper is valid at any point of the plate up to the time it leaves the wter.

!:I

!I

I
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THE EFFECT OF STRATIFICATION OF SEA-WATER
ON THE PROPAGATION OF AN EXPLOS[ON PULSE.

H. K. V. Tesperiey

It Is possible that the propagation of the pressure-pulsa from an
underwater explosioni may be affected If th? vilocity of sound Is different e~t
different depths of wst'ir. The suggestion by Pr3fi,!t-r Taylor that energy
-ray be concentratsd n~ar the surfacz by a ILay--r of frbsh water lying over
-%hit water, anJ thAt shock d wagp nay thus be caused to ships At ebnormilly
groiat distances, Is examined mathsmatically fusing linear sound theoryI.
It npp'Srs that the energy flow per unit area might be incrrased by a factor
of iho order of three If the top ten feet of water were frcsh Instead of salt
provid,,d thiat the qxplosion occurs Ir, or within a few feet of, this layer.
Thi effict of teMpq ratur . variations Is concluded1 to be too smalltpouc
an appreciable jffet. The extent to which theisi conclusion~s arz affected
by tho depsrtur;s of explosion puls-'a from ordinary Acoustic th'..ory Is
unce2rtain.

I. ntroduction.

It has been suggested that the propagation of the pressure pulse from
an underwater explosion may be materially affected by the fact that, dwc to
variations in temperature ani salinity, thc. velocity of sound is dliffe-rcnt In
difforont plac. s. in particular, certain casps of shock da-aac to Ships at
unexpnctedly large distances of-the order of 1,000 yards might be account-!d
'for by a concentration of engirly by some such rmcl'anism t 1). An Investigation
of this point, followiig up suggestions -made by Professor G. 1. Taylor has
been m1ade. inl order to make the mathematics manageable, It has been necessary
to use ordinary sound theory, to neglect both the variation In the vi0ocIty
of sound with prassure and tha cavitation phimomena which occur when an
epiu.orn pus I, reflopt*d -of A frost surface. This means that we c&.,not

hope to obtain more than a sersl-quantitativc picture of what takes placn, out
the indications se-n to bn that isolated casi-s of shock da'r?ae at abnorral ly
great distances can' be ar-eunted for im this way.

2. The )yi ca. echais .

Althnuoh one can think of a number of ways In which a concentrntion
of ener.1y miqht be caused, practical considerations seem to flarru~. '. the
field of choice. One might Imagine a section of coast or- sc a-bottom acting
as a concave: mirror, or a larcia body of water, slightly different fro-n Its
surroundings, acting like a converging lens.121. Such possibilities cannot
be ruled out, but it is alnost impossible to form an estimate of thlr
probability or importanci., Woe consider h.jrt. a phcnomenon that Is d-afinitely
known to be app ro i abi , tha rafriact ion "f -,niind by st rati fi ed sz-a-wat: r.
A little consideration shows that the general offeoct of refraction Is to
cone-:ntrate the flow of energy Into thosc, re~a?ons whir? the velocity of sclur.d
is least. We considcr, therefore, the casz of L lseowl I.iyer of ;trying

above ...

Best Available Copy
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above a "fast".one and investigate the extent to which such a concentration is

likely to occur. We need a numerical est-iate of the likely differerce of

velocities. If we supposa that we ar.- near a river-mouth, it Is possible

that a layer of fres water will lie above the salt water for a considerable

distance out to sea. TO velocity of sound in fresh water Is about 4% I:ss

than in salt which turns out to ba of th3 right order of magnitude to give

an observable effect of the typa for which we are looking. If we attempt

t3 attribute such off-cts to temperatur. variation in the wate-r alone, we meet

with a number of d!fflculti..- so serious as almost to rule out this possibility.

(a) The temperature difference between the two layers to give a velocity

difference Of 4% would have to be about 150 C., a large value.

(b) Even if such temperature differences w er* possible, the transition

between the layers would not cc as sharp as it caA be between fresh

and salt water, and reflection effects would b
. 
correspondingly

reduced.

(C) In order that the
. 
energy should be conce-ntrated n-ar the surface, it

would be necessary for the "slow" or cold layer to 1b3 abov the not.

Such a state of affairs does sometimes occur, eut It is rare, being

essentially unstable, except in the region between 40 C. and zero,

over which range the change In velocity is very small.

3,1I. State nt of the Nathematical Problei..

To fix our iHles, consid.r a s.a of salt water, with s ten-foot layer

of fresh wator abovu it. We wish to investigAte tha propagat ion of sound

wav-s of various frequencies, and this b'ino known w- can infer tn" way in

which n pulscl uf stroitrary shp.J will be prop.agited from a point source. For

mathematical rasons, it is diYflcult to treat directly tn, ces- of tn InFinitely

decp scA, so wc consider th case of a tan-foot layer of fresh water above a

hundred-foot lay,,r of salt water rest!ng on an acoustically rigid bottom.

(This Is protably not unlike the conditions that do in fact uxist near a

river-mouth). We first revicw two AvalIlbl me:thods for dal Ing with thc

corresponding probl:m in uniform sea.

(al ThC method of imagns. Th: effect of the surfPce !1nd bottm -is

replaced by that of an infinite s-rics of imaqgs of the source, and

the cff-ct -"t a 11stant point is comoutod as :he sum of all these.

The rcsulting series is very slowly convergent, but can be trtnsform.d

in various wrys, provi,.J th.it w. aSSi:.. perfact rfIcc'tior. at ott-

and surface. Application to the pr-scnt problem, wher
- 
we are

concerned with a partially reflecting surfice, would bc difficult.

Ib The method of normal modes. We use cylindrical co-ordinates,

the axis of sywzittry being the vertical through the point source.

Let the free surfane be the plane y = 0 and let y be the distance

below this surface. Let:

Yo be the depth of the source;

h be the depth of the boundary between the two layers;

I bo the thickness of the lower layer.

If the velocity of sound is Jnlform, a typcal soajtion of the wave Cquation

satisfying the boundary conditions at the. fr: aid rigid surface Is:-



4t it , \ 41h + ii1

We imlit a sitne fvntiien *f %his type In Nrdar V% 4att f , st V10 freyo

.%u FtACe, I n N at the rigio curfatii. IThe fun tio M 4 could big

r~plit.'dty .T. Wil solve thr prbe- of ,4 point s*ieiic 'fls by aiding
figetar uuch aCllutiofls In ordr to nAlk thl poti-mtll Ma~ Y % agree
with that of a point snilre%. we -.ould thon asi up these solutions for
virious fruorls% to millo a oulat eP thli fee,, Wet with to stuly, For thA
pIICottont icehfirto ouraeivoit to a single fr,,qu ,nlcy sourcii. Th-. appropri ate
solution for this enso en be shown to bet- 131

P~L5n~l~ U 0
1 

S(~ I n
2 )*~ e .IryIH 121

lit 4 A I fh41 sin 2 I~Y Y dy Ij
Whe re 2f -,V, and H ol 1 IS the first H O WkQ une tion . At large
where ~ 2 (h +~t 0 fy -

di stances thisa funct Ion may bo wri ttkMn N0
1

li.

,lmd therefore rilprusionts, I f x I S real , 11 AhOl 1Y outgoing wave1, the factor
Sbqlng thv familil' one asslcl~ied with cylindrical stircilng. if y is

,aglmary, this function represents a decreasing 4xponentli, and will die
away to at very sm all v a Iue aIn a dIsat a ncea r 0 f 1s o%0rde0r of Il 4m I , Thus, at
dirotances great compared with the depth, the contrlbutionts of those modes
for which -/ :ot willI be ni.gigqlbin go that the or~ssure willI fat I off as

C
the sound b:,lnni conitinually reflected betwo~n surfaco and bottom, As

we approach tn distaneces of the ordar h + I th.. contributions of thesO
"exponiintial-lW." modes bdcoma appror.1bi4 until finally vory near thn source,
we find that the pressure IS falling off according to the famniliasr Inverse
distoknco IAw I * Fo r br(vvI ty, wo shallI dose riO1: those modes fo r

1 r 2 + y 
2 1*

which y, <.) which alot a ,r Important tt groat 1istarec~s, ~fthe "carrier"
modes. C

Thi mathamtticl proolqm 15 now quit&I Clear. wo hivi to ropeat +he
w-)rk we have just sunaristI, iisn'j, mono moles ;%ppropr'iq. uuw
wh' n thl valoCity In ths tmo lqyerS Its d1iftrent.I 3.2. lAt Vow .ormal "cdes.

Let C, bo the volocit, In tho upper layer, and c that In the lower
layer. 8 y cont inuity consiacrat ions, we should exvect our normal modes to be
blitIildr tu thosev that 04ccu;r Itn the unl!oer case. We thrfr trV snilutione~
of the wave oual.ion o# thot filiowinj typ~a

q;fl - Sin p :' H in top layer

Wt Co + " -qy) H 1 I w + Q )In lowor I it31r

whore for the pr -spnt wo leav- upon th.,, question of whothor po nd q are real
or imaoinary. A' : use a SIM(, In the top ley'r in order that 64 mly vanisr,

at..
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at the free surface y = 0. -rom the conditions that the pressure and normal
velocity are continuous at the boundary y = h, we obtain:-

p2 + q2 =2 . say. ,L is always real since c,<c) ,41

sin p h = an eq Cn .-qh (Pressure continuous at boundary) 151l

p cos p. h = q (5n e
q h  Cn e-qh)IPor"a volocity continuous at (6)

boundary)

an and Cn are. related by the fact that tn normal vslocity at the bottom
must be zero. This makes:-

-n . q (h + I1 1 e -q (h + 11i 7

Eliminating B. and Cn we obtain the following relation between p and q:-

tan ph + ! cotn q I: (81
q

and the following form for the typical normal mode:-

On e1l"t sin p o 1(W ) rj In top layer

j 191

C'' in p h1 c/s 2 _y p2 i - I 1 in bottom layer,
cosh q I )1

It can be shown without difficulty that the-te functions are orthogonal If
two distinct ones are m-ltipiled together, and integrated from y = 0 to
y = h + I. They can therefore be treated exactly IlIke Fourier series In
every respect but one. In equation 121 the nornalisatlon factor is
independent of yn and is silmoly h + I. For normal moes of type 19) the
expression is:- 2

fh Sin2 P Y dy + jh'l sin 2 p h cosn 2 q ly - h - I)

cosh "  q I

h . sin2lp h) + I - cos " p h ' (d - hi = Kn (10)

2 42 pq - 2 -_

which has to be computed separately for each mode. Repeating the work
that led to equation (2), we have to replace sin 1,)9 yo)

h+1 sir.2 ( )h y) dy
0

ty sin (p)b l or by cosh q lye - h - I sin p h according to whether the

Kn  K M cosh q I

source is in the top layer or the lower layer. Our problem is now solved
if we can determin. p and q for each mode.

3.2.1 ......
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3.2.I.h~e Solutionis of Equations 1i) anud (8)

We consider various possibilities:-

(a) p Imaginary. This would only be possible If c1 > r~ (L Imaginary).
For L real Equation (41 implies that q must be real, and there Is
then no solution of equation (8).

(b! p real, q reat. This corresponds to a mode which oscillates with y
ir the top layer, and dies away exponentially In the bottom laye-r,
so thnt most of the energy is carriad by the top layer. We catll
this type Of modis a "canalised" one.

1c) p raal, q im~aginary. Thjis corresponds to a mode which oscillates
with y In both layers. W3 call tlis.type of node "non-canalisod".

A rather troublesome problem is to prcve th,* the canal ised and
non-canal Ised -modes together form a cemplete sot, so th~at we need not consider
compCW values of p and q. Perhaps tho best argumpflt is the physical ons.
If we allow~ I to. approach zero, our problem goes over Into that of uniform
sound velocity and It can be showni that thr modes of typ:)s (b) and Ic) go
over smoothly Into tha Fourier Serics for the uniform onedium, which Is known
to be a complete sot. The Introduction of complex values of p and q would
lead to mod,?s which would go over into something of the type sin [IEt + I b) y]
which would be redund:int In a Fourier 2xpansion.

Thore are only a flnitc number of canAl isad -modes. From cquattion
18), If p and q are both real, tan p h must be negative, which ?means that
p h can only take certain values between 77 and -r,, betwee ' and 27r, and
so on. As p Is less than I by equation 141, this impliesltat I must be

g reate r than '7 for a canal Ised mode to exi st. This implics a tower limit
to the frequency for which such a mode can exist. As the frequency ris,2-,,
two things happen. First, q, for any given rmode, Increases steadily from
zero, which em-ans that thg exponsntiat lecay in the bottom layer becomes morc
and morv rapid. Secondly, more and *more mod.:s of the canalis-2d type appear
as - passes ths values -1'7 etc. so that w,, might reasonably Infer an

L
Increasing conc ntration of energy in the upper laye r, An the frequency ris :s.
However, a rise In the frequency also Increases the number of non-canalised
modes tp real, Q imaginary) for which 60 > p an~d which therefore remain Important

at great distances (say of the order of' 500 feet)3. We therefore Investigate
the energy flow for a few froquencies in a typical case.

3.3,Yesults of Cal culations.

We assuma the followving conditions:-

Thickness of top iayer iG feet, veiocjty :r, t, I' layr :5,C-0 secr
Thickness of bottom layer 100 feet, velocity In this layer 5,200 feet/

second.

Whence we have CI 5.,49 x 0 - 1ll)

1he critical valuec of w is given by tan tO0 -100 whiti , solves by successi-"0

approximations..
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QpPu~t~7, 1a ~'R Cil ait 103 Far a v~p lar~v ovpli% of w*e(
a %sitts thl *IlptyI *Mal3P .Vlve4 1..o V 10 for the some thI41NissS of
lot layer. WIj now WIealts p in# t0 %1~ ovetress'vt 40proolmatifs frit

tow Ion 1 141 4fo III and g "Ia I *eIuIII. I frae )%qu Ion 1101. To I: was

alovit It. It oat #as oft$ that% *Ih~5 thrut~ frequtli41l~ive a5~ lyffisleAtI

lltoo ohJysise plttre of the situation, fib frthse 44 *itusioes were tipple$

out, Soe sottiffin results at's tatula~o4 Oslo*.

TAIS 1. 1 S , Total Inu."Ve of wSrior moles 7

Numbsp and Type of moot 1 1 4 N I N 4 N

K, 630 *1 4...... ,*. - )

q tat,' unfr.iti .1 041 .07016 .099 1

TABLE 2. w * 04 ToA1 number nt .rlae n~odes 9

Number and~ Type of Mal1 I C 2 C'. 5 4 '1 N 14 14 23 N

0 .264 .510 -555 1558 .674 .453

KA1 .94 1437 559 135 69.2

-io- -w T-- -. * -;11-

TABLE 3. w 1.82 x 104. Total ouiiher of carrier modes 125l

NUffber amd Type of k~o-e I 3 C 12 N 24N 30ON 40 N

p2 .568 .842 1.034 1.492 1.319 1, 547

q -9b .82S .53 .2'54 .640 .1140 1.180

KI .5i 5.61 5.94 325 1?0 1110 so

q irurfo~ wat 9. .243 .58t 7 60 1.045

SstanM0...
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C stands for a canal I sed mode, N for a non-canal Isad mode.
K. would take the vt.Iue 55 for all modes In 1 10 feet of uniform water.
The valups of Ill for unifto.'i water"0 are calculated on *.jie assumption

that the speed of sound Is the same as In the lower layer. If
we took it equa4 to the speed In the uper~ layer, extra modes,
corresponding to the canalsed modes, would appear. p Is always
real, q Is real for a canalisad made, imaginary for a non-canal Iscd
maode.

The K n (the mormallsing factorst are all cmiculated on the bas of
the ampl~tude of the sine wavie In the top layer being unity, We
therefors have three possible cases:-

(lI A very latrg2 v2lue of Kn Indicsths that the amplituda of the sIne-
wave In the lower leyer Is large compead with that In the top layer.

fbi A value of Kn, of the order of indicates that ths mode Is.
practically confinesd to the top layer (a camalised model.

(ci A valuls at Kn, of the order of 55 Indicates thtt the amplitude of
the mods In the two layers Is practically equal.

By qenerallsing *queatlon 12), we find that the extent to which any
given mode Is stimulated is proportional to the expression oh'tzlned by putting
Y y (where yo Is the depth of our sourme) In equation 11)), and then
olvid~ng by Khg. We thus see that, for a source In tho top layer, -modes of
type ib) (canailsed modas) will be strongly stImulated, modes of type (c)
molerately stimulated, and modes of type Ial will be weak. For a source In
tht tottom layer, the stimulation of the canalisad modes wi'l be week Iduo
to the exponential decay), while modcs of types Ial and (c) will be moderately
stimulated. In othar wards, we should expect a canailsatlon effect If the
source Is In the top layar dus to rmflection at the boundary tending to
confine the sounid, tut, If the sourco Is In the bottom layer, the sound will
bo transmnltt-tt very much as I# the top layer ware not presant at all. we
therefore confine our attention to sources in the top layer. The stimulation
factor of every mode wIll then te of the order of malgnitude . .Strictly

spain t * ein 9 Y,, but -" are r.ct z:enc~d w.th e!eAans of~asr

fields due to sourc'as at particular depths, but we want rather a rough averago
Over Sources at all dapths withi t n the top layer. In the sams way, 1-. Is
parmsioblo to aydra9'J the Ha%,: iic~on.7 thrv ,,t thc~rar _er~ts
a ro real) over a distance of th,. order of a wav-length, so that we neglect
the oscillatIng prope:rty of th2 function and simply retain the factor ..
Of course, wc may not do this If th-.: argument Is Imaginary. /

Expr~ssed more precis-zly, what we aro rerkiry doing Is to estimate
th-, energy residing In a hallow cylinder of large radius duo to point sourcesdjistrinuted along the r nx; it di; jipthS in "he tzp !zy-r. T oth ,
take an expression of the type 12) for the pressure, substitute In It normal
modes given by equation 19), square and then integrate over the whole% depth
of water. All the cross-terms then vamnsh owng to th.o orthogornality, and
the contribution Cf all except the carrier modes Is negligible owing to the
exponential decay of the others with r. We have therefore simply to estimate
how the energy of each modi: divid,,s Itself between the upper and lower layer,
and how much each ccntribut-2s to the energy. The energy residing In the
upper layer is~proportional to jh 2 and that In thl lower layer

0oPmd
Kn

to..
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10 h (Al dy. Proc'nealne on thise lines, we obtain the following

final results, comparing this case with the one for vniform wator:-

t: = 103  No change in flow of eviergy due to stratification.

(a C'0 Energy flow In top layer Increased ble factor of 2.5
Energy flow In bottom layer reduced by about 15%

=1.82 x 10~ Energy flow Ini top layer Increased by factor ty strati-
of 2.9 fication

Energy flow in bottom layer r-.4ucod by about
20~

Thiese results were not obtained by a very accurate method, as it was only
dr-si red to calculate the order of magnitude of the effect. Since thi pressure
pulso from a la8rge chsrge Is represented approximately by In t and . 14
of the order of 103, It Is clear that only tha higher frequencies, making
up the huad of the pulse, can bei canalised.

3.4. Extensiom t, other 9@pths of Vat er.

The difficulties that stand In the way ot applying this theory to
Infinite depths are fairly obvious. Not only does the number of carrier
mnodes become Infinite, so that we have an Integral to deal With Instead of
a sum, and the processes we havi adopted 4while clearly justiflablo for a
finite sarics may not be so for an Integral, but we have to take iccount
of tho remaining modes as well. it can, however, be !'iown without difficulty
that If we are 1,000 faet away, the figures we havt given for Initial
frequency and energy flew would ha. jiy be &sterad up to depths of 1,000 feet,
so that our Invoetigatlon SeeMS to covor Most of the s1tuations that arto'v?r
likely to occur at a rivqr mouth.

4. ConcLusio"S.

It appears that the canal isation mochanisn suggested by Professor
Taylor is In principle capable of accoumt!r.-, for f.ea-k nAeAS Of 6"shztk daomaqe"
In such placee an river -nouths where fresh water Is likely to lie above salt.
it also seewrs that this mcchanisn Is not tapabl'2 of Accounting for freak cases
of c~lg to shipel Plating, bneausz only part of the pressure pulse Is
transmitted In this spocli way. it also saems that stratification JUG to
temptrature alfferenes In too small an effet to be of Importance In this
connection. The extent to whIcM the conclusions must be #-odlfiod In ordnr
to tak~e account of' the differences between sour.d and explosion pulses Is
uncertai n. The factor found fot the higher frequencies Is about three In
the one rgy flIow, wh Ich woulId gi ve a f acto r th ree inm the m'ax i-uin .1 1;tance
for damaga caused by thes# froquofteles.
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M.-ASUH ?4E?4TS ON ?PJ'SStJIE WAVEFS IN fEGTON OF TWO OBLIQUELY
INTERSE!CTING U1r.ThBWAT_7R SHOCK WAVES

A. 11. Shanes
"nderwater Explos'ves besearc- Laboratory

Woods Hole Oceanographic.,Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts

introduction, When two equal waves interse ct, elementary theory
Indicates that the maximum pressure sbould be apnro'ximptely twice
that of one of the shocks alone. :y more advanced method~s, Von
Neutmwnn (Bureau of Ordnne, Explo3ives Reaearolh Rerort No. 12, J.943)
has shown .that when the finite amplitude of *che -res Is consideiedt
the pressure in water should exceed the sum of the com'ponents by an
amount which Increases as the waves Intersect more anid more obliquely,
i,e., less head-on, At A certain critical anl, however, the
phenomonon changes qualitatively the two waves merging Into one
In a certain region (Mach region) about the intersection plane of
the two shouks, It has been postulated that In this region the
pressure at first increases and then falls to a relatively low
value as the Interseotion becomes more and more oblique, approaching
glancing Incidence,

Experime-ite on the underwater shock waves from two Bimnultanleous
explosions have now confirmed this picture, at least quslitatively,
Pressure-time curves In the region of Intersection of'the shock viacves
from the twio charges were obtained with 4 small piezo gauges, Two
of the gauges were located on the perpendicular bisector of the
line joining the charges, The gauge-to-charge distances for theae
gauges were kept constant but the angle of Intersection R,6 the gailges
was varied by changing the coiarge-to-oharge distanoe,

The pressure versus angle curves show the expected maximum
%L.LtS it, 001, *J. h.LIB Is 1I01- prulloulIued ±1. tilt: olberved ptl%'A pi-6
sures are oor-4ected In the customary way for the finite responee time
of the sauces.

The inpu~se Integralfpdt and the energy Integrali-pd
were also evaluated (Figs., -10). pfr d

From the practical viewpoint these results indionte that a
given weight of char e should he more effective in certnin directionsIf divided into two or more) equal parts fired imulaneously,For damege tests with double charges see UE-l8, p,. 68 and UE-19, ;.2.2l

A geuge on the line through the charges shca the expected
strong shielding of one explosion by the gas bubble of the other,,

thod., The shook wAves studied were generated by the simultaneous
detonation of the two oa, 1700 g, spherical cast pentolite charges
and reoorded by 0,22" diameter doublet piezo gauges. The arrange-
ment of charges (C) and gauges (0-AP GB# G-2, G-4, G-Z) is shown
In the following sketoh.
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C) - I-02 gag -cto

2.C - --ls PetIL

c a g .- I... ,.

-I

C h piozo gauge ocaetiC0fn

C-. rheriosl Penton-II m
, c --*charge (oa.w700=) w

(4Inhes frotanc D ad G-2t2 Iroba ferom G--Bigl),r~

Teor otain eprdo s ofte reeain trw efct o tie gas bule

from! one charge on the shock wave f'rom the other charge, gnuge
G.Z ws pin ced aloxi- the line of the charges as shown in the
ske tch,

Sirmultnneous detonation was obtnined by diechar .ng dykAnoi
conderasrc, totr'Jling 36 miorofarads capacity, charged to cA, 1000
Volta, through the 2 Dupont "OSS" seismograph caps aorinecteci in

er i~e

thi'.ur Co aeDon ofaihe above technique for imnuletneou
deonntion of clheha a more eytnn5iv, series wne run in which Dalin
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Of 50 9. loose tet-rYl charges were detonpted with one oap by means
of ecual lengths of primacord,. Two gauges were employed, both 0in
the interetion plane, The results on peak pressure, the only
Ofleo obtalaable because of the interference of the primscord w aves,
are In agreement with those obtained with the larger charges..

Results; Peak Pressure, Table I and Figs, 1 3 and 4 eummarize
the peak pressure data, In pprticular, Fig. i showvs the results
obtniried in the Intersection plane for the 1700 g,. chergea, corrections
having been appl.ied for syatematIo gue di-"ferences and for the
reavonee time of the gauges :see beloW) It Is 2eeni that the Initial
shape of the curve f ollows the thevry (H. Polon)ec& and R. J. Seeger;
Bureau of OrdnAnce, Explosives Research Report No, 14g 1944) )but
that the quantitative agr'eement Is not pe:'fect,

It is Important to note that the correction for rinite frequency
reoponse was made by extrapolating the preasurt!-time curve to zero
time on a semi-log plot, Normally this plot Is c: straight line for
a time of the order of the time constants, Indicating an Initially
exponential decay,. In the reg~ion neair the preesure maximum (0( W62-720),
th'P Initial decay was not exponential, and the serii-log plot showed
a pron3unoed upward oturvsture In the initial portion, This causes
the extrapolated valuee In this region to be 'oonsider'nbly higher
than the uncorrected values, In fncte the uncorrected peAk pressures
(F't.g 3) do not show a very prononced maximum, Although the exact
valuo, of the correction for finite gauge size my not be obtained by
this extrapolation prosedure, there Is no doubt that such a correaticn
Is r' oulred and that It will be largest in the region indicated,
wher:? the pressure Is decaying abnormslly rhpidly with time,

The peak pressure curve obtained with 50 g. charges is shown
In Fla. 4. If extrapolattAon had been possible, prestinably the
level of pressure, particuiprlAy In the Mach region, would have
been grepter, The maximum pressures occur at larger angles than
for the 1700 g, charges, as would be expected from the larger

C11/' tr-edicted for the lower pressure levels obtained from

The gnud&8 G-2 hn - c4 A~a~.airl dififermnt behavior
from thooe In the Intersection nlane,, For smnli angles (c(-)
G-2 RnO G-4 show two distinct peakn1, corresrondin'g to the waves from
the two chsrge. C-A anid Cl-B do not jj4how twc pea2'is beo-use h
waves arrive st the samne time, At about o(.- 720 , G-2 begins to
shcow only one peak, Indioating that~ it has come within the Mach
region, while G-4 does not ehow single peaks until oC - 80.80. As
a rough estimpte, a linear extrapolation to the InterseQtion plane
can be made, which Indicates that the oritical angle ror the onset
of the Mach effect at this pressure (8900 psi) Is of the order of
63', which is oomparable with the theoretical value of 57,ti

The pressures measured outside the plane of Intersection were
the arme as those within for 80.8,0 and higher. At smaller angles
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ths aprearance of two peaks requires a less direot oomparison,
viz., that of the total pressure which would obtain in the absence
of the exponential deoay of pressure and if the waves were plane
This may be obtained by adding the second aP.m.n In pressure to
the first peak correcting both pressures to the same distance from
the charges, from analogy to the reflection case, the pressure so
obtained Is equivalent to the total pressure behind the shook front
upon reflection of a plane, step shook wave Incident upon a rigid wall.
This pressure, relative to the Incident wave (i.e., to the shook front
from a single charge) is given in Table II it may be seen that
even in the absence of Mach interaction ((( 4 EXTRME) the pressures
from the two oharges do not simply add aoousticallythe ratios being
greater than 2,

The gauges outside the plane of Intersection Indicate the width
of the Mach region, Thus the disappearance of the second peak for
0-2 at ?72 and for 0-4 at 80,30 means that the M1sh zone was at
least 4 Inches wide in tle form.ier canse and over 8 inches wide in the
Istter. It must be borne in mind however, that a seoond peak would
hnve escaped observation If it ha been loes than about 5 microseconds
beh~nd the first peak,

The observed effeotive time constants are given In Fig. , They
were obtained from the Initial elope of the semi-log plots. The low
values obtained in the range of eC In which maximum pressures occur
are a measure of the abnormally rapid deoay in this oritioal region..

Nonen$Mm Integral. The evaluation of the momentum Integral/pdt is
comnliosted by a "out-of?" In most of the pressure-time curves (See
Fig. 11), This out-off is believed to be dve to the arrival at the
gauge of a rarefaction wave prot'tuood by the rofleetion of the shook
wnve from one charge off the gas bubble of the other. In Table III
this hyoothesis is applied to the observed out-off times in order to
roiia ly estimate bubble radii. The radii were craloulated by assu!ing
that all waves traveled with sound velooty, The results are consistent
with the bubble radii from smaller oharges (3ee Section 2).

Because of this oorplioation, the impulse IntegrAl was evaluAted
out to both 218 and 560 miaroseoonds, the former time being the
shortest out-off observed, Figs, 5, 7 and 9 show the values
observed for ) pdt within, 9," outside, and 4" outside the plane of
intersection respectively, See also Table IV. At the shorter
integration time, the gauges in the plane of interseotion show no
maximum, but instead a steady decline as the oharges are brought
together, The other gauges show a slight small maximum but this
is probably due to the smaller contribution of the wave from the
second oharge at smaller anglqs because of the arbitrary limitation
of the integration to 218 miorosoonds, The slight minimum in the
580 microsecond curves is believed to be due to the early out-off
when the charges are close together (see Fig, 11),

En.y F'unotion. The quantity - J'p2 dt is plotted In Figs, 6, 8
and 10. Only the integrations t 0560 microseconds are given since
those to 218 mioroseoonds give essentially the same general ourvell,
It irs apparent that this energy function does nc ; pass through any
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T N.ls1e , ViioAM1t Efo-f_# ilstrated bv the
ratios (P0 xP)iPI (*D) to double shookak s

it hooks At% Is "Ne Inferval

P: Peak presw'e at tlwst (UnoIdeut) shook,
e vSY alv ed t tz* o f 3a5 Bu1,emont of P e;

Ps a Fotsure L.U..j~L at sooond (roaflootei)
shook.,

P a Ptak reseure at single (Maoh) shook.
P Z Peak p'essuze 4 fest from s1ngle 1700 g.

~jAo t~
0*1.31 (5) 1 0 13 (8) - :. J9 (8) -

87 1.44 (6) 1.43 (3) 0 1.48 (5) 0
07 1.37 (8) 1.n. (s) 0 1.45 (5) 0
8008 ).9go (a 1.90 (8) 0 1.92 (1) 0
so's 1.90 (8 2.70 (3) 0 1.97 (3) 0

72 2088 (8) 2.10 (S) 0 1.04 (D) 12

67 2,99 (3) 2.13 (D) 2, 2.05 (J) 41
62 2,52 (S) 2.24 %L) 33 2.30 (D) 58
82 208 (5) 2.06 'Do 27 2,21 (D) 45
87 2.34 2 s 2.24 (D. 26 2.04 (D) 82
51 2.13 O2.14 (D) 26 2.02 (D) 70
45 2.08 (8) 2.18 (D) 81 2.08 (P) 95

8 31s3400.. . ohaer,, __

Table III, ",to! ire8TIe~ '

Di tanoe between Measured Cal oulpted Apnroximate
ohmrge eurfsoes timn time bubble radius

11.0 76,2 183 618
l1,0 74 0 183
24,8 28 408 6,1
3. 402 1542 6,,?
40,0 522 6817 7,5
40,0 473 667
47.0 568 7B3 9.1

8hook front veloolty v aesoumed 0,0607 In,/oeoo
;4 (t 2 -tY)v + 2* (21 In., w oharge radius.)
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Theoretical

S22

le4

* 8. Averaa ezxtrpolated peak pressures
In the plane ot Intersectlon of &book S1wves, produced by two oa. 1700 g. e
pentolite cheges 4 teet from the Inter- \ -is
section, as a function of oharge separ.-
etion (0 0o c feet). charg

0
Single

10 1700 .

OC (de~eo )

40 50 60 70 An a

0

0A

40 -GO S nl 3400 S. charge

Fig. 2 The effective time constant (so* text)
obtained under t;he same conditions an In
Fig. 1.
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CL 1.2 Fig* 5 Vuriation of mmntum funotion, com-puted to 218 aM 560 mtarosaonds, with,-, o)uip spWation (8 Go$ O eet). Gaue. \1 , ,
Ia the pl&an of Latereostion of shook 1?0 ,
wasa produoed by two 1700 S. pentolte,
o0awos 4 test fr1om gauges.

0.8

oc (Aeg is.)

40 50 60 70 80 90

3000 - 0

2200
Single 3400 gor4r

1400 Single 1700 as

Fig. 6 - Vaiation of the energ funotion marci
the ooftltion. of Fig. 5.
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Fig. Vuriationi of moatm~ tunctiou,
1.2 - comuted to 318 and 880 miowoseoonds

with charge separation (8 a** cic .tS.
Gauge two Inches fma the plowi of
intersection of shook waves produced si~l 1700 s.
b7 two 1700 go pentolite charges cag

0.+8& 4 feet fra ups
CK (depose)

40 50 60 70 80 90

3000 0

c4 2200

Fi'g. 8 -Variation of the energy function, br
amputed to 580 miorossoezids, under
the condi4tionsg of Yig. 7.

G00
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200%A* --- 04~

43, 00
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Fig L. Typical Pressure Tilm6 Records Obtained at the
Intersection of Shock Waves .

Gauges 4 ft. from two 1700 g. pentolite charges separated Lby (A), 16 in.; (B), 29.5 ..,rA ., and' (C), 4.5 in.
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maximum in the plane of intersection but decreases steadily and
greatly as the ohnrges are brought together, Outside the plane
of intersection, on the other hand. the curves show maxima, again
to be explained on the basis of the late arrivpl, for the snauller < 's
of the wave from the more distant charge,

Shielding of One Exulosion by Bubble frcm Another, The gauge at
G-Z recorded the shock wave from the more distant charge as affected
by the presence of the gas bubble frbm the nearer charge. The
observed pressure was found to be j to 1/3 the value expected in
the absence of "screening". Furthermore, the pulse arrived later
than would have been the case without the screening,
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THE MULTIPLE CHARGE-EFFECT

it. G. Doke an . Harntn

M(ine Design Department,
Admiral ty

The reccft 31scaisses an ttff... caiic the maitfc1 cnarje effect, by which an enhanCA0

9stolosive eff.'ct Is cotainea In a certain aorztIcn. Trials nave crevea that a miuticle chaer,.
Cf weljnt 39 ins. T.N.T. :r~c',s a maxim'um Pressure &*omj a liven line equal to that fromn a

normal charge of weight 1* los.

Theoretical considerations su;jest triat la.rjer yfins in efficiency are Possible.

in connection with the jevitewsent of a i waoon einoloyin. symzatnetic otcniticn bse.a

miens of Infltatimi a secono Cheri,: It ws necessary t: o del.= r,:-ons of recora~inj thi oetcnatiens

of the second ensrjo. small scale trials wr -irrie3 out i.1 Hirsv L:.As with two Is lb. T.4.T.
charges, one 0iet1naev iyncitneticza.ly ny twho oth-i-T. to finc If tn, .oaol-' .1Cc~tctt is

distlnjushaible by cizo-4ectric jaujes rcccr'Oinj on -' c.thod. riy jscIllojr,,zn ioOhotzriameo

by a corners rammning n.t tovroxirto~y too Inch~s 4 sxco. 3urln.; tm-su! trlils the .-ffect reoorteo
was adi;cv.r.3.

Trias nave been carried cet els--fter, its which one 2 CZ, Cherie Setcnatea electrically.

egerate a cre$sserc switch, ohien firea a second 2 Cz. emerge at 3 ft. distance fran the first.
The time Ing Oitwenm the firin1 Cf these twv0 ch.drges was cf the oro-.r of 2 or 3 millisocnas,

and were of no us-? in relaotion to the arasent investigation. Sym.-Atnotic detvrition on the

other hand can reduce the time lAq be-twen trit firing of the Charjes tC the order of L00

Aicroseconds. Wn this Is the oraer of nvsjnituO9 ,f the interv;Rl WhiCM Must not be exceedoo if

the Oheflmenn dJiSCUS59d herk *.r.z to be stuoied.

Extersetental deta2ils.

Tx: :z ?e. T.1T rhi*jca. f;ttM i;th A 14 oz. C.E. arirrer an3 a detonatc~r in U~ lb..
demnlit ion tins were sbjnj 7 ft. deto and 6 inenes acart, (i.e. there as 6 inc~hes of water

beetialynn th ett C.-nso he dctats se satnet1,cigu1. 'wrele cargles eredun
eeletcll nte o t hej.1 car dtont- se 'atnet1 ic ur 1. he ltiv aijes wase firnd

7 ft. deco one :n either s12a of th, Pmltil? cmarle In the ~ln'COntaiminy the axes of tne

charges. (See slate 1, Fijure 1). o :o-otrj X!Jge A, on the live Char.%~ 5ide sNtwsis
two d~sti- ct vrssure oolses. Ga jc . on tno tir1:t CPharl-e rije recorled one Pressure oulsi?

with a m& imk lb.sur T.N.t 6 har e ha f .r wit s oz.l chr ther e a no ouj~ne of a.

w Th h xii re ue abou. N t. Ch lhe r han fitt.r with Ie Cz.rje:. threrw wnas n ometiof a-r:

slunl 7 ft. Cti: cod with 4 inCnhCs water jdc- twz thr charges. Th,- chafit dt onve COO, tire

line charI-, w, s firra .. hoztrically, Wn the ta: ter,-et ctir :s detonated symloathetically,
eLJOr-clelctric j..ujc a -n th, live charjc Zia-e sn.Owea tnrJ., :ditint P^WldqS (See *late Iii,

Figure 5). G u. ^ on to.- t.rj~t ehwra-: side recorded crc Pressure Pulse swltm -a mixithum or-ssure

a bout 80., Mi .h..r'thM tMn't of - incl,' ch.rge inc .iJJn therc *fl 00 indication of rrultiole kijck.

A oerie- of ShotS witth MnuilitiC -har~e! C~n:S-eC of 2, j Aa '- ti-l! U* lb, T.M.T. Charges,
arni com.-aris.-n sinjlt! charjes vere fire: alterna.ely. to gtneril the distance between tt
char jes was 6 incnes out for t*c sncts the aistanc&, wa% 3 inches and for another it was Z, inchet.

Tit-T results irr eiv,?n in Taoic 1. r: -ixi,%- zr~ssur,. morentum (arza under tmeA vailable Cop 3sur-tine. curv.) 'ocrjy (f c't) 05d tIn, tri -conrtal ti-i Constaint (ti ietakin ?,-rthe ...I
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the cressr* to fall tO I/P of the ,mxljt ,ressirs) are given as :ercentajes of the values for
tn- S;n1 .harj=.. The a4J;valent w-ilnt .,f t:' crarjc Is thc weljht -f a chol cnarge which
wOJlO oroOiC. the Sam' eff.rt as the Milti:le charpi, uSing thO laws.

maximum aressuro - K t1
1 3

Koi-ntm 0 K2 f2  
W 8 .e hi of Charje

Energy * K 3'

TABLE 1. Value of maximum Oressure, momentwm ard enery for multiole charge
of 2, 3 and * timos I* los. T.P.T.

#0. of Dist. Mimum Mmentum if a.*%) Energy T *dt)
units in b.:- greisure
MultIGCCquiv. Equiv. Eliv.cIh.rj units weight 4 weignt S Weignt S

Is.of of of

cherje charjo charge

cne - 100 (- 1 100 w 3 1V 10
ls.)

Two 6 13 154 2" 04

* tel 162 286 17i
* 161 1"A 30 146

TWO 3 1"1' 142 214 92
Two 9 19 154 1634 1 8

Mean 159 40.0 W 1 57 .0 W 271 2.7 IN

Three 6 192 207 300 94
S 170 '307 445 64

wean 11 5.9 , 307 3.0 .462 a.6 V

Four 6 197 7.6 a 246 3.9 W 68 4.8 W 172

Fr*4.9 14 LC 1b

It is consilereo oaSsiole that only 3 :? these charjes oetonted.

Thcoretical considcrations.

the :ressure culse from an ex:losive Chsrge consists of a very raoio rise to a maximum
zressure fcltoweZ oy a morc jrajal fsll -f cressore to zero. As a fair aooroxlmation the oulse
at distance C ft. from W los. of T.N.T. may he takcn tc be

0 •0 t o

with 0: • anon % €l /,

wheru a is te :resjure, t the time, W the wiht Cf charje, 0 thf Oistance from the charge to
tnt ooint in question and K, C ar constants.

If th. cnarjs of wetght % is reolacei b~y a cnarje of welpdt B W the oulso becomes

;- M o Best Available Co:
, ~~i~e.,
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i.e., the max imum Pressure is 0UubleO and the time Constant of the exponential (i/n In tne
first case) is als .. :oub'leo.

Sucose the charge of weight W Is now reolaces Dy 8 single charges of weli-t W soaceo
on tna cirramfirence of a circle (Plate 1, Figure 3) and the charges are oetenatia simnultanleously.

At the Point o, of the cresium-3 aro aeoitive, the cia15@ is still exponential with the same time
Constant as for the single charge (1/n) oat with a maximum prsuTC eight times that of the
singla Cherie. The effect 11 illustrated in slate 1, Flgurz 4.

Table .2 give'4 the maXimjwM Pressure. ,mWfltum and energy In the 3 cases.

TABLE 2 Maximum Pressure, momentw,. and energy In the pressure pulse at a
Point distance D from a msuliple charge and a normal charge.

Charocu ~iif ns .

Single Cherie atft to %Inl :2

Multiple charge, a S0 0 n 64D0 2/2A
separate charges of

Weight 11

Norwell charge of 200, 400In s a 0 
2/2fn

W*Ijht OW

The muiltiple charge has as Much enhanced effect at the Coint In quiestion over the norffel
charge of equal weight. The multiole charge effect Is equivalent to an Interference effect.
the sonsrate :ulsos reWorclng each other In a certain Iir,-ction and interfering In the
geometrically ocosite 3iraction. For a normal charge the erorgy Is Prompated equally in all
directions; for a multiple charge an excess of the mnotqy is directed towrds She point in
quest ion.

The f~jures of the expontential time Constant Lin given In Table i Suggest why the 3ctual
gain In officiencyi Is not as great as the theoretical waxifm. with absolute coincidence of the
arrival of the pressure Pulses the time constant should be equal to that of the single charge
(i.e. should - 1005). Generally Ztre excerimentsol time consiani3 WWe Of till w(.i~ . 1Z; n
for shots In which the time consthnt is low the Cquivalent .eght of the multiOle Charge Is
high. e.g. the double Charge with 9 Inches Oetwa-?n the units hais ,n freak time constant of 535 and
an eoulvalenl weight C' 6.7 W as against a, mean time constant Of 125S an3 an equiv1alen: weight
of 4.0 W.

It Is of Interest tc findl the lag In the arrival of the oulses from a double charge
Which would give the maximum aressiare actually obtained (159*). Taking 740 60Dfr h

"I'a600frh
ii lo. T.W.T. charge the lag is 75 microseconds. Similarly for a triole charge In which the
pulses ar'ive at time 0. t. 2t the maximutm Cressure c.Otalnej (181s) corresoones to t - 92
microseconds. If, however. it is assumed that the time lag of arrival Of the first two Pulses
Is 75 microseconas (i.e. the value for a couble cnarje's Lhtn iix ;. lai ejt.Z2-n thearvl
of oulsos two and three becomes aoofoximately 100 microseconds.

The gracn3 elats IV and V illustrate how %h5 hFximunv aressire and equivalent weight of
Char~c vary witm *.nc tire la~j Oetwetn the arrivil of tnt: multiol.m oulsS. Tne muitlole chArges
firca at ftorste hPG lags3 of t'e orlJer of 75 to WC miCr-,Seconos t~twe~n kicks. If these lAgs
Can be Cut down Say by 50% then a triole charge of actual wei~nt W w ould have an equivalent
weight of over 10 ol i.e. a jain of ever 3 : I as against the 2 1 obtained.

The recort ZisCusseS in effect, Callao the rnultlole chargo eff-zt, by which an enhanced
PX0loS~v! 'tfficiency is 00taine.1 in a certain 0irect;On. Trials have orovi2 that a multiol?
Charge of *eigno 3t IDS. T.N.T. ;r3oojcCs a mcaximum Creesure al~r.g a given line equal to that
from a m-,rl chalrge of wtoijnt Ij los.

Tneoreticdl c-,ns130-ritions saugest that largcr gains in zfficicncy Ire osuittle.

est Available Copy
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A'V C IX

Till NECIANISN AKD TIMING OF TIE MULTIPLE PULSE EFFECT
BY SYKA THE?!C DETONATION

An at temot Is na~ el. taowO Ces.Cribe now the miltiole Dulse affect is obtained by
symcathetic detonation.

Asswso that the eharit x (see slate 1. figure 1) vetonates Instantaneously. The
,rays, of the aossuro oulso travel radially outwaros from th:- charge through the water at a
velocity jr,3ter than 5.000 ft. :ir Second, an Strike the charie Y along the line L ", am.,
until letonAtIon, travel through thnt charge With the Velocity Of Sound through T.N.T. (about
6,000 ft. oar secon - see 40oa, S.S. Aecoof No. 1064). At some time to0 aftcb the ratys
arrive at L m the chorge, Y Is detonate symostoetically. .1aring etionmtio' tW detonation
wave travels from the coint of Initiation In all airtct ions through the charge at arowimately
20,000 ft. ^er secono (the -oolocity of aetonation for T.N.T.). on reaching the far sloe of
Ch~trge Yr at (9 0) the ovle then travels through the water with a velocity which WOO ro"e to
acoroxiwately 5,000 ft. cr second.

Twu culses therefore arrive at ;auge :. one from X oiffracteo round the cheris, To which
t ravels through the water at 5,000 ft. Der second (soroximtely) anea the other originating from
Y t seconds after th~e X culs. arrives at L .N which travels to the *0 si0e of Yeat 20.000 ft.
car second, and3 then travels throough th,7 water at a Velocity Soon fallin~g to 5.000 ft. cor second.

Consider thua times of arrival of the tw. :uls, s at C. That due to the charge T has5,
as comoared with that Cie te x, a lag t seconds en3 jalms (1) out to the aetonation wave
travellinj at 20,000 ft. :er s~con3 through Dart of the cnarje Y (As Coftar@O with 5,000 ft.
oer Second) (2) Cue to the Coont of Initiat ion 0z the Chtrge Y not oing at the edge of the
chArje, Aloq. L N. but sit some co0int In the Interior ef the charge.

If the 1.g t 0 is equ~'l to the Sum of the gins the two culsis arrive at .1 mimultoneously.
AS OifCuSod In the raccrt the cifferinct, ctwen thue lag t~ C ld the two gAIins Is of the order
of 75 microseconis.

Gauge Au recorme thue nwltizle uolses secarately (See 3late 3, Figure 5). The time lag
.a~aat" arrival V' the. Met as always mcr iti.. !! - *h.oztC ?

travelling at 5,000 ft. cr second from X to the .oge of y (at L M) 3nd back to the ooint In
soaco which was originally the cantre of tue charge X. The extra tift Is not neesserily the
time lig to 0btween thw tirrival of the Dulse at L X 3no thwo symoathatic detonation, because
tht retwrln -t cirrvv ;.'thLe ..auge A after travelling through th2 gas butiole from x and the
velocity of the OUIS9 on the return oath may droo below 5,00 ft. :or second In oassing through
the gas bubbl-.

Best Available Copy
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A. Gl_3gottr _and IPHarrinetM

Pine DesIgn Department.
Admiralty,

Jualy 1943,

A previous paper (1) described trials on the Multiple Ch~rJO Effect by which On Onranoed
explosive effect is obtaineO in certain directions, The effect was obtained by means of b

tyslathotic detonation, A now mtethod of initiation using cordtes has been developed aod Is Ivi

found to Vive a more efficient charge as well ea taimg easier of appilictlon to explosi%,o weapons,

?yoes of inultiple charte ustw in the trial.

(xperimonts, were carried out an two essentially different typos of multiplo cliargo (agoeI

Figures I and 2). They both Consist Of two 16 lb. T.N.T. chirgea each with a 1$ or. C.t. primer

and fitted In the IA lb. doftslition Charge tin. One of the 1A lb. charges, called the :nitiator t

charge, Ib Vitted with a detonator No. 21 mark VII and Is fired electrically. The second 1i lb.

charge celled the target charge, has no detonator and Is Initiated by -m5a 0~ A lelloth Of cardtoxP
running freom the Initiator charge. o* endl of the cordtox 13 attached to the OUtaide Of the

Initiator' charge parallel to the axis of tho chnr~o the oti~er end runs threujh the primer of thd )h

tar~at Charge which IS placed In thd charge In tho res~r!. direction and1 the o'ni of the cordtox Ar

is knottea to arevent tm cerattx pulin1g nut o the orimer.

The sequence of event3 In the Ietonation of the stsltiple charge, isas foiliwet-t

(1) The dqtosflto of the Initiator charge Is fired electrically.

(2) From the detonator, the detonation wve travels through the primer end the
T.N,T. to the cordtex strapped on the Outside of the initiaotr charoe.h

I)) Tee detonation wve tr~lvels through th, CorJte to the entJ whi'h passes
through the prinuer Of th4 tor33t ChdrgLe.

(U) The primer JOI th; C..T. of the target charge are detomated.

The tardet Charje IS 3etonstod by tns firinj it the initiator char~e but after a c;me iaj
determsinedl by tat tine f~r the 4etonAtlon wAve to travel fromn the detonator Of the Initiator

charge to the primer of the tmirjet cmar~e. This time lea Canl be vsrie by veryiej th,, length

of cordtex.

In Multiale Charje tyo#A JA and JS the two 1% lb, CherjeSoare fl'.ed by swall ese#$
Of wooi witn axs vertical and with a 6 loch water soa~retion beteen them (Fi jure i)o it is
known frem the trials rtioortq1 In (1) that symoethttic detonation dosu not occur with a Water u

Separation of 3 inches or more. 6 Inch water suarat ion wee cnoson for tyse I as a cenerotIineI
OetWeOn the mininunm ooseiblb s~caratisn (wnich may oc I Inch ;r less) an,) d lirge ste;arstion

(t.j. I ft.) wmich Is best for inoerIrsentsi r,.,SOAu Since ew. rimmntoi error& In theI
nmeasureent Of distance$ and ,Injies are thinlby ren~erod iless imoortant, Altheujh Syotedte A

Weonotien OeCCrS *t 2inch PrbrWtOn M 188A lAn nUlsiee ChArpl With A $senAratlOn leon then
tee Symcathtic dttzytion ramgp nay still be inItits by c2rdten if thy tie t~r tee detonation
waet to travel tcroujh te Ccrltns it less than the tipe f~r symoatnetic Iftonation to occur. a

vilitiole Choirges tyoo IA no If iiff'r only in the2 len~tn ef c~rltex jeda. Typo 1,4 bee I

40 Inches of lorotjs frot' the Can; Of an ch-rjL I. th, Sung ef ti. oth. r chirge, i~e. there in r

At ineeos Cf corottx osCmetj~jy surrounded bjy mter. This czrrestonas tc distnce which thge

detonation wove cMe SO trWvel Cf -7 licCt : C~rite nO U0 IA invs Of rin.-r amd a~

Tyc to
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Tyoo IS has 12 inches of Comoex. from the Dung of one charge to the bunj of the other charge,
corresponding to a distance which the detonation wae. has to travel of 19 inches of cordlex and
1A inces of Primer and T.N.T.

In Multiple Charle )'oe 2 (see Flire 2) its two it lo. T.N.T. chargss are fixed by
SmaIll dCets of woo with axes horizontal, with the orlm-r emd of the two charges Pointing in
the sair airoCt ion and the crimfer eno of th3 tarj-t charge nzarer to the lr~itiantor charje.
There 1% a Inches of water between the twocCharges and 6 inches of corntex oztween the bung of
t03 target chargc Akn* the croz of lth' Initiator ch.-tg.2. Corruesoding tr aolst-Anc: which the
detonastion wave has to travel of 5 Inches of Charge and 10 Inches of Cormex.

mutliple charge type 1A Is more efficient than Multiple Charges type tt and 2. Trials
were carried out on the latter two cilargal to clear uaD points of interejt which &roe. The
Charge type IA Is found to hae a high efficiency within a cone of so degrees .ini-vertical
angle about theo a Soiree direct;on as axis fthroughout the remort the o degree direction Is the
horizontal IIne from the Centre of the initilator charge to thc Contra of the targt. charge and
31 1 directions quotas mrs 1irectlons in the horizontal Plane through the 0 degree direction).
bithin the con* the Pressure ;.alsos f rom tae two constituent charges combine to form a leach nae.

Charge type 1S was investigates because It was already known that the Mach Wave from auch a
charge extended to the "0 degrec direction at least. Tmneo:ticol consacratiorla Suggest that
whtre the constituent chergeS detonate 9imultaleously the Mach weS angle Is centred abt the
90 6"Mre direction. Ilultisie Charge type 2 in ChoSen as LOsing one In which the detonations
were nearly simultaneous, It bWilg iaesaibls to cut down the length of coratex In the Type I
Charges below 12 Inches w;thout introaacingl right angle bends.

&Since the distance between the Centre of gravity of the constituent charges in Type I. Is
14 Inches as coileare with 1S inches In Tyoe 2 no comfariso between vertical, anW Iforilontall
charges Is possible.

WxerimentaZ deais

As a preliminary trial the length Of cofdteX In, Wtiole Charlie Tjee I was varied and
the efficiency with M~h length of coraoe masured oy four pitzo-electric oressure vaumes.
The gauges, with aXes vertical ad One side facing the cnarge were slunj at the Sam death Is
the charge, 7 ft. In Morse L~ail& as follows (see Figure 3)s-

(1) "ear Gauge (crystal area 2 slits x :# inches oiameter) %3 ft. from the
charge, In It 31rection a degrees.

(2) .A third size stria jauie (crystal area 2 sidas x 5 Inches X 14 Inches)
30 ft. from the ChargO In the direct ion 30 degrees.

() A full size Strip gauge (crystal area z siows x IS inches x I# Inches)
55 ft. from the charge in !he direction 43 degrees.

(a) A& full size strip gauge 3? ft. from the charge in the Oirecti'.n 90 deirees.

The gauge was olaced at 90 degrees to live an aooroxiiate value ?fr the time interval
between the detonation of tile Initiator and target Charges. the argument oting that since the
gauge Is equidistant from tha two charges the culses'from the Initiator ana taroet chmrjes would
travel to theo gauge In equnl times and hence the time between the arrivals cf the two aulIses at
the gauge Is the time lag oetwen the detonntlons thmeelves. This arg..awnt is only
approximately true oecausu the or':ssuore Dulse froml the target cn.krg? tiny travel in osartthrugft
water Which I& Already at RI high resuf due t: the jnjtijt~r "ChOpg. Again the meAsurements
Show that when the target Charge 3etonates a IMtIll O~at finte time (e-g. 0 miCr0S3CcnJs) after
the Initiator charge the 90 degree gauge recoros root two but cha Ouls.. Only Which on the above
argUmecn6 11110119 that the two charges d'tonate similtaneously whe.-as in fact Simultaneous
detontiton is nct 0c55ible. This rethOO of tine interval measaremet falls in Such
circ~jIMtaC(, due- to the formantion Of a lech wave.

The results of the Oreliminery trial *ar-? given In T.,Itle 1 tno In Figures 6 and 7.
A nmflIIl 2 lb. T.N.T. chorgp consisting of lac la lb. T.M.T. Cflrp~s strao~ed together was
?fied At Feiulrr intervAls pand rjalE I *giveS Wt moxirsn Or,-.Sure 8A7 nMentur of the 'nultiple
Chnrgr I with lengths Of Cordtda varying fro#- 9 in~rtes to 50 Inches given Is o?.-centages of the
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maximum pressure and mormentum for the standard charge.

.feasursa.ent of the efhicienc' of multi,!f charges Tyoi: :A. o? and A.

Four ciezo electric aaujes were slunj ? ft. deso in morsea Lake in two aireotions from
the charge making 15 Iejra"s with each other and with one gauge at IS ft. and ont at 25 ft. In
each direction. The gauges were ke-t fixed and thi char3ts which were Also slun, 7 ft. dftv,
were rotates sout a vertical axis relative to the jues sz that the zr-ssure oulse was
maeurvo for all three types of ultiole Charje mt MI an;3s from 3 oe~rees to 180 degrees in
less of 15 oedrees.

The miesuiswnta were receated with the two jauge directions at 30 oegrees with each
other an with the gauges 37 ft. and 50 ft. from the charge. The charges were rotated relative
to the gaue directlons so that the pressure pud1t was measured for all three ty&.,s of charge
at all angles from 0 oegro-.$ t. to degrees in steos of 30 oejrwes.

A normal 2* l0. T.M.T. :harjr consisting of two is lt. T.N.T. Charges strapped togetmer
was fired at rejular Intervals and the result for tnc thr'O tv:vs of Multiole Charge given 'n
Tables 2. 3 ano a are exprehseo as oercntajes of the results for this standard charge,

The areliminar. tria' results show that in the 0 degree direction the most efficient
multiple Charge Tyoe I (two Ui lb. T.N.T. charges, axes vertical, 6 inches water seoartion)
fMa a length of cordtex of 4o inches. This Is the reason why Multiolo ^harge Js was Chosen

with c0 Inches of Cofetex.

The 'w'ooSIvf sefficincy measurements of Pultiole Charps Tyces JA, 16 sIo 2 have been
plottee In iolar co-oralnatc form in Figres s to 1. In the pxiium oressure graahs fIgurs 0,It. i1 the value of te mwxim"m tressure on the four Iso-lines drawn Is the value of the mwximuNpreuur 15. 25. )? and 0 ft. from the standard 31 10. T..T. cmire, in the moWet. grapnsFlgurn 9, 1, i the value oa the mamnt.Um on the four Iso.lins drawn is ten value of the
momentum at is, 25, 3T and 50 ft. fropt the standard 2b lb. T.N.T. charge. In the energi gresaoigures 10. 13. 16 tw- value of the energy on the four Iso-linus drawn is the value of tIn energyat 1s. s, 37 sanW 50 ft. from th- standarO 24, 10. T.N.T. charge. It has been assumej that for
the Wiltiols Charies the maximun ressure and m0wontum obey the ire*rse distanse law and the
energy obes the Inverse stace squared law. The maximum orlsure momcnt, and energy from
the normal 2* 1o. T.N.T. Charge have been obtalned from the follcwinj emoirical laws:-

Maximum' creusure - 20,4m ,i lbs. pcr square inch.

Pomentum - 1.30 . X W113 lbs. SeCcnos per square l..n.

Energy - 2.79 X 10w (-) ft. los. per square It.

Figure 17 gives the maximum ressure, momntum am energy 15 ft. from the Mltiole Charge
Tyoe A tworesss2. as a ratio of the fimgn pressure momentum ano energy 15 ft. from th e nrmal
2* lu. T.N.T. charge.

lach wti efects.

Colonel Libessart of v.O.j.s. and "Caougall of the U.S.A. and others have cotAInW
ohotogr-Ohs showing that when the -ulse from 3 charic tr.Ies a 0o rCary geometrcal raflectionbreaks down when the ressure if the oulst. i!! ufficiently hi.h and tn; reflection near to grazingIncidence; the point of junction of th: direct . d reflected ISes lCaves the oounoary and a
MACh shock wave is fOcrMe betwetn the intersection an the ourngAry, i.C. SOMI oints n nr tnooundary Are traversed not oy two oistinct ulses, th* oir.:t nd reflectls pulses. out by ne
only, the Mach w"ve. - similar effect has lso been aoserveo when two :hnrges Metonote
sImultAneously; sofe ocints nc,r the right bisectO- of thc two Chirgos 1,e traverseC Dj one *ove
Inly. the Mach wave.

In the citmentt ry I€.Custic teory when two uises m.et t mn n1l4 hey c. Ss tnroujj t ecoint of intersection am Continue in their orlginal irction etert unntff~ctgo oy thL other.

Von Neumann ....
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Von Nsufmann (aurtau o ordnance Exclos;ves Research Reaort .o. u: oblique Reflection of ShoCkS)
has showf theoretically that When two shock waves mit at an angle then if the Intensities Of
the wavn are lar e An the arali Detween their two dircti oe sufficilently S3Ml the two waveS
merge Into ore, known as tn.. .cn wave (s'e FIgure 5).

Figures is and 19 are oressure :ulse re:res at angles from 180 degrees to o aejres an
at alstences cf 37 ft. ani 50 ft. from the l9ltile Charge Tyae IA. As the angla of measurement
decreases from 180 cagrees the tim interval between tn two d;stinct zvises recormo decreases
from 300 mlcroseconds to about S microseccnds at 60 "egries. At anjles of les than S0 oggreis
the two pulses merge Into one.

Consider flgure a in which A end I reoresdnt the Initiator am target charles rescectively.
Charge A Is fired electrically at time a and as noted oreviously charge S detonates after the time
the detonation wave reqlros to trwrl through I* Inches of C.r. oraer ane T.K.T. chArge aw
through 47 Inches of corata. The time interval between the detonation of Charoes A and I as
measurd by the gauge at 90 deores is looroximtsly 90 microec.onds. The Dreuure culses from
A and I Initiated at time 0 and 90 microsec*Ms resoectively travef in all direct.ons with the
velocity of arostpation u? the cressure oulse In water. For the guit in the IS0 degree
dir ction the oulse from A leo the oulse from S Oy g0 microsoconms las the time for the s oulse
to travel SA (including the extra time the I Dulst requires tc traerse or diffract round the jas
bubble of a). For the gauges at 150 dagre the oulsa from . l-es by 90 microsecons *us the
tim for the I oulls to travel the extra distance AS CGS 30'. For the gauges at 0 degrees the
Sulse fr= A leads by 90 mliergeecaep minus the time for the A QlSg to travel the extra distance
Al COS 40. ,  

far the gauges at 0 degrees the cull from A leods by 90 microsecods minus the timfor the A oulso to travel the extra distance AS.

The reasoning in the orecedi-q caragroh exolains why, for mltiole Chare Tyce IA. the
time Interval between the two distinct Dulles recorislf decreaes a the atle of measuremnt
decreases from 180 degrete to 60 egrees. At lass then 60 oegrees the two oMlSn merge into a
Mach wave.

For 4ultiole Chari Tyoc 10 thP Mach zON extends from 0 egire, to 100 degrees. For
lultiole Charge Tyu 2 the nach zoe extends from 60 degrees to 96 dUres a.roximntgly.
Table 5 analyses the results from a mach wve stancoint.

figure 5 illustrates the forration of the Mach wave Zone for the Multile ^mrjq Tyce .

Charjo S detonates aoCroxiwetely 3O microsecoMs after charge a. Consider the hyoeubola,
foci A and 9, whot difference in fecal OistanceS PA minus 99 Is euivalent to 30 microsteolds.
This hyoerola is the locus Cf Intersection of the oulses from A aO *. Lot P, be the ooint of
intersection neaev.t tc, orgoc. !f tho angle 3 11 is sufficiently ali Or the intensity
of the Intersecting ,ressure oulses a oach wave will be frneo. It As3I is too large the two
oulses will Continua in their original directions undisturbed. It eI be for Sam other coint
on t-e hycerola, that corresonal to tn. Intensity of the constituent bulss at that oolnt,
the angle A:S IS small tnougn for a Pwe wa. e; .: .... ,-j a is the ooint at which
the Mbch wave Is formfeO id *2 L1 and 3 M ire oositions cf the wave fronts from the chargas A

and 8 rescectivelv. at A loter time th' wcve front from charge a is at QI2. the wave front
from charge 8 is at R4M2 and the Mach wave front is R iQ2. The csition of the three wave fronts
at an even later tim are -, t9,R and R Q, resoectively and the Mach zre is the area boundeO
by the lines *9RR - ano 32 32Q3  3.

When the time int.-val between the detonation of the Charges is zero the hycerbola of
intersection aecome !h .ia qt '.,, !.- t'. en n.,re. direction afl the Cn ze is formed
symmetrically about that line. hsn th? time interval between %he *etonaticn 3f the charges is
equivAlent to the timo for the oressure olse to travel from A to I then the hyoerbola of
intersection oeco es thw strfaiht l"no in te 0 e:re..S direction an the Mach SON is for""
symmtrically about that line. The equations of the asynOtoteS t, the hycertbla of interection
3re

y6T

*pere ti.. x axis is the 0 ae3reg airection

the y 3xis it the 90 dejree Oirection

2b - off0otive distan.,. t. s.,n tr' charges

28 - Oistance Ikg o-f 11, tarcie.Fr
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For etultio-le Cliaraes TyoeS 1A An* 19 tm- oiance between the centres of0 the tw: chutQOs is

Ii Inches, I.e. b - 4t Inches. For 4ultilt ^.narge Type 2 the listane between the Centre of the

charges Is to maos i.e. o - 9 inches. Thes- values are only very aooroximate since *the
effective 1istance, between the charges may ot the distance between the Centre of gravity of the

two charges or It may be tne water secaration betweoen tme charpeS or so"e atanec between thil two.

Any 03tismti.ns of the distance lag of tne two oulseso I.e. tn. distance travelle: to the ont of

Intersection boy the cgilse from the Initiator charge aove that travelled &'y the target chrrje Is

even mo0re aooosclte Involving as it 300s a knOWleoge Of the tIM lag Oetw~en the detonations of
the. two Charges and tne velocity rf the two creseure pulses. An estimate .is been made at follcws.

The Velocity of the oetofiation wav, through corctex Is about four Slis the velocity of the oressure
Cult* when the two VelCits settle lawn to their steady value, i.e at low distance from the
Initiating chatget. As a rough estimticn therefore the distance iag 2 S Is taken to be one quarter

Of the distance the detoat ion wave has to travel through n . T.N.T. and corltex, I.e. b a 6,

2* and I Inches for MultIole Chage Tyoes IA, IS AM 2 respectively. The corresponding directions
of the asynototes are 0. 10 and 15 degrees resoectivoly. I.e. the Mach zones for the chares thoulO
Ot centredS about the9e direttioft3, respectively. These Calculated values agree with the

exoerimental results.

For okiltiole Charge Type LA the Mach zone is centred about the 0 3ejroos irection anl

extends 50 eGees In any cland ii.-o that direction. The Intensity of the culse In this Mach wave

Cone Is higher then the Intensity In the other directionj, and Is greater than that of a normal

* 11a. charge. Figures 6, 9 and 10 Show that within trio Mach Zone the Intensity Is almost constant

With a $light inCrse in the 0 Pegree direction.

For Mfultiele Charge Type to tmv Mech tome 13 centred about the V~ degree direction Aa
& extends so degrees to Any clame from that direction. Sincte cmh. o ~h *Is sywsetrical about

o degrees there is a Meni Zone at -5O degrees which also extends 50 aggrees in any plans from that

direction. Therefore the two Mach zones At the Charie merge into a Cone of semivertICAl angle
100 degrees centred about the 0 degrees direction. Figures It, 12 and 13 show that within the

Mach zone the IrteNeity Shows maximum value in directions About S0 to 60 degrees. I.e. In the
direction aoout which tria mch zone is Ocntr,,a. "e* the oreceoing theory give& an exclamation

Of the greter efficiency at 50-to 60 degrees in Figures It. 12 and 13.

For loultiole 'her;@ Tyos 2 the 4ach Zone Is centred about t.,e 7$ degres direct ion and

extends 25 degrees in any olane from that direction. Since the Charge IS symmetrical &Doug

0 dGrees there Is a Match zone from -50 degrees to -tooCtderees. The Intensity of the charge Is
higher In the MaCh Zone than in any other direction and Is greater thant that from a normal 1# l1b.
charge. Figures tit, IS and 16 show that within the Mrach Zone the Intonsity is not Constant but
has a wmimum value in the 71 degrees direct Ion. Whilst for the previous two Mltiole emarges
I& S&o 1S the angular %orek of the ftch Zone Is the same at 6li d0stAnces measured from L5 ft,
to 5O ft. the results for this Charge give I ACh Zone at 60 *egrees for )7 Ant So ft. distance.

but a norwal zone iM the Saint direction it IS voi 25 ft. This way be clue to exoerlwntal error
In orientino the chargle relttlve to tnt trot. These orientations tre considered only Mtcurete to
t 5 deirees.

A.M. Shants o-f U.S.A., as reoorted creviouSly, founa that 'for two Intersecting undervater

Vresure Cult#$ with ocat pressures 8900 c.s.i. at the coInt of intersfction the critical angle
between the two oulse directions for the onset of the Msrh effect is 54 degrees, I.e. If the tO
pulses intersct at less than 5A oa1;rees they form a Mach wayo. The angle of Intersection of the
two pulses for Iutl le Charge Tyoe 2 is less than IA legrtes fcr all coints on the nyoerbola Of
intersection I ft. ,iM mre from the Milnt mi~way betweeft the two charava. .t I ft. the oas
pressure Is much jrEator thdn 6900 o.s.i. Therefore the Mach wave extends beck to, within I ft.
and nearer of the Charge. The sAmo reasoning acolies to a Muiltiple Charge Tyaes LI and Ig. Thus
for all cractical ourcoses the 'ftcn Zone.' c~n Oe snid to extend back to tnt charge itself.

To sumirarise: iltiole Charges Types JA, 18 and I form mach wave z ones within volumhes which
are, to a first oejree cf accroxilotion at least, comes with seal-veria nls50 10ad2

degrees~~~~~~~ rsctvltevreofheCone being At the charge. Within the wA tone th'.
Intensity of the oressuro cjlse Is great r than in other direction andM i3 greater tha At from

a nrma chrgewit e~al eigt-f T~..F~r It id~e Charp. Type 2 the intensity within the
Mach Zone varies aesreelatly and Is greater in the flre~ticn of the axis of the Mach tone ce.
Fer multiole Charge Tyoe IA thi. Mach zeo "s ~a rtr volume nae wilst the variation of intentity
Within the Zone IS niot so jre~tt tn- Intensity is still much Ireiter than th'.t cutside the Mach zone.
For Multiple :nnire lyot to the vach zone is of even jr!eter volurro eriCndiP; over more, than A
heMisphe.r. the variation cf Intensity within the zzns is ageil. small ana the intensity witoin the
zone Is not much jreiter tmn thmt outSioe th.% Zone.

Summary
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Sw-..,,....fre.! ty*

ror Multille Cnare Tyoe 1A, at 15 ft. distance, the Mch zone extends 50 degrm either

sloe of the 0 aegree direction and the ,xlmm preesure, momentum and eNirjy in this zone are
140j, 158; snd 212s resectively of the corresoondIng valise at the sa alstance from a norml

chari. with eqal weil pt of ex;loslve. Tho 2* Ib. Multiple Cherie 1A ths oroduces at iS ft. a

fximrn pressure, momentum and energy equal to those from normal charges of weights 7 lbs., 5 lbs.

asa 5.25 10s. resoectively, i.e. this Pulticle Cnarge has the oX2loslve efficiency of a normal

Charge Containing at least double Its =m weight of exOl..*ve.

For multi;le Cherge Tyor 15. at is ft. dista.nce, the iMch zone extends 100 degrees either

side of the 3 oejree direction. The har hme higIhest sXIolsive efficiency In the directions

Wotw 40 and o degrees where the maximm oressre, mmentutm avd energy are 101, 135S and 1351
respectively of the corresoonding values .at the sam distance from a noral char;e with equal
weight of exoloive, i.e. Multiole Charge TyoI iI aroduces at Is ft. In the direedn5 between
D and s0 stgrees a hmaimum oressire mentum ar.3 energy equal to those from normal chares of

weights I ibs., 4 tbs. amn 3.5 lts. resoectively.

For M4ultiple Charge Tyee 2, at LS ft. distance, the MCh zone exten" from about 10 to
100 degrees. The charge has highest exolosive efficiency at about 75 degrees where the maximum
orssure, momentum and energy are 1451, 165 anm 159 resoectively of the correasoilng values at
the sas u1mtence from a normal charge with equal weJht of e oslcive, I.e. lltiole Cherge Tyse 2
oroduce at 15 ft. in the 75 degree direction a maxim pressure. mmentum and energy equal to

=e from normel charges of weights it Ios., lbs. Pn'd S lbs. resoectively.

A further trial ha been Carrit out on the ultilet Charge Effect using a sew methed of
Initiat'ing the charge by means of Cordtox. treasure measurements have been made at foar different
distances eno in vVIUis directioni fOOM three tyoIs of tultiple Charie each consisting of two
1* 1, I N.T, dmo',tioi Charges. A 2k IS. T.N.T. Multiple Charle gives within a core of
0 degree- :=:-vertical angle a mexims oressure, mimentum and ter6W equal to that from norI
charges of weight 7 Ibs.. 5 1s. end S.25 Its. resoctively.

The effect is found to e closely Connected with the Mach Wave effect.

Refrence*.

(1) 'Tha Multiple Charge Effect', by A.G. Scoker and C . frrlngton.
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TABLE z. Mulviole Chargre t. Effect of varying
the Lcmrth of Cordtex.

Two U 10. T.N.T. chargs axes vertical, 6 Inches water
secaration. Results exoresso4 as cercentage of results
for noewal 24 lb. T.N.T. efarge.

Length of Tim interval DRESSURI OULSE M.ASUIEMNT3
Ga.uge at do Gm at 3e  Gaule at 4 '

00. (U to atiOn of A ard. ..
ounn) ins. m as masured N II.m om.ntus .3Mo.ntftWN

DY pu. aisureL Pressure ,ressur,
S S, s

S 0 106 113 111 105 115 113

a 30 28 11) 120 114 114 118 114

3 30 63 121 13 132 124 126 US

4 40 11) 136 141 134 132 134 134

0 0 L 170 136 135 140 136 130 130

TABLE a. T ressure field round VuLtiple Charre 1A.

Two U lb. T.n.T. charges. mt vqrthal. 6 inches water
seoeratlon 40 Inches Corotex.

Results exoresseo as tercentajes of results for normal
lb. T.N.T. cnarav.

AT 1s ft. AT 25 f,. AT 37 ft. AT So ft.
Angle "a. En,- Max. M-w En- M x. Mob En- lax. Mo- *En-
aegirem Oress. entum eroy Ires. ent um ergy 3ress. entum try Press. enum ergy

Sol 170 125 130 174
15 130 176 196 136 127 166
1 147 154 193 123 115 141

45 140 16 216 14L 146 215

4S 136 99 129 137 117 25

54 It 136" 172 128 130 172
60 137 13 178 146 L1S 151 140 146 204 116 141 1e469 105 124 149 111 108 133

U' 11 Lis 10) 1,3e 16 ISO
90 1I2 114 121 115 116 U8 105 123 139 110 t23 144

to5 75 I1b 6e 100 110 90

10 83 97 86 70 914 ol 83 0 63 14 73 32
Us 63 9 76 69 67 45
1V 64 670 48 78 72 57 78 86 70 59 7 44

15 79 66 48 77 66 41
oo 70 - 72 56 78 71 65 72 81 59 o 70 65 45

-- = 3 _ _ _
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ABSTRACT

When a shook collides with a dtructuro, the resulting

damage depends upon the duration of the blow as well as upon

the initial pressure due to It. In spite of this comonly

appreciated fact no theoretical attempt (going beyond acoustic

theory) has been made to find the complete pressure-time curve

at a reflecting surface except in one oalculatin by Chandrasekhar

He treated the case of normul reflection from a rigid surface

in air and obtained his results by a numerical naetho.. In

the present report, too, norual reflection from a rigid

surface is considered, but the numerical method is replaced

by an analytical one and the work is extended to pressure-

time curves in other gases and in water. Now the pressure-

time curve at a wall can be roughly described by three characteris-

tics, namely: (1) its peak pressure, (2) its curvature, and (3)

its duration. It is well-known that in all media the initial

overpressure caused by normal reflection at a rigid wall ex-

ceeds the acoustic value (which is double trio overpreasure in

the incident pulse). In this report it is found that the

correct theoretical pressure-time curves at the wall are, in

typical fluids, concave upward more strongly than their acoustic

approximations, Wtth respect to the third uf the above prop-

erties, however, gases and water are here found to behave

differently. In gases thu blow is prolonged and the impulse

delivered to a rigid wall exceeds the value predicted by

acoustic theory. In water, on the other Iand, the blow is

shorter and the impulbe i, less than one would expect from

-I1-
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the acoustic approximation. For shocks of 1500 atmospheres

in water, duration and Iipule are respeotively 11' and 0Q

less than the prodiotions of acoustic theory. In air for

shocks of corresponding strength, namely 0.5 atmosphere

overpressure, duration and impulse are respeotivoly 10,j' and

4; greater than their acoustic approximations. 'esults of this

report may be applied to current danage thjories to estimate

orrors introduced by the use of the acoustic approxiiat.ion.

These orrors may be very larae If the target is close to the

charSL (e.g., contact mine, torpedo, depth charge, or a near-

miss bomb), although they may be neglivible if the targot is

attacecod by a distant charge, such as one in an influence mine,

- TI-
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PRINCIPAL NOTATION

a velocity of sound in undisturbed fluid

a velocity of sound in disturbed fluid

00= 1-.

i subscript referring to incident shock

k constant in equation of adiabatic = effective pressure

at unit density

p overpressure

effective pressure z p + W

pm maximum value of f in incident shock

qj defined in equations (22.8 - 22.10) for i = 0, 1, 2

r subscript referring to reflected shock

a velocity of shock wave

t time

u material velocity

v specific volume

x distance of an arbitrary point from the wall

B maximum mater.al velocity

D shock discontinuitT in x,t - plane (Fig. 8

I impulse in shook

L length of shock pulse

U0  region of xst-plane between D and x-axis (Pig. 8

-VIN
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M region of x,t-pl:.zie between D aiud t-axis (Fig. 8
2

P *Remann fuxction u
2

Rieman X function v o - U

$ shock

T tail of pulse

W wall

6,S defined In equations (21.3 and 21.4)

; adiabatic constant

ratio of the greater to the lesser'bffeotive" presswre

on the two sides of a shock discontinuity

average slope of a Q oharacteristio in M

't constant in equation of state s 1 atmosphere for gases#

3 x lo3 atmospheres for water

Sdensity

-VI-



I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM AND RESULTS

1. When a finite shock-wave in a fluid is reflected

from a solid body, the pressure on the body at fir'st rises

nearly instantaneously and then decays to its initial valne

when the reflection is completed. In theoretical studies

of reflection attention has been directed mainly toward the

initial increase in pressure. No attempt has yet been made

to determine the subsequent decrease in pressure when the

incident wave falls obliquely on the reflecting surface.

When, however, the incident wave is reflected normally, the

situation is much simpler. In this case Chandrasekhar

has worked out the complete pressure-time curve for air by a

numerical method based on Riemann's treatment of motions of

finite amplitude. The purpose of this report is to extend

his work to other fluids, particularly wate*. In so doing it

has been found possible to replace his numerical method by

an analytical one.

2. Let a laterally infinite, rigid wall be struck

by a normally incident, plane shock. (An exactly equivalent

hydrodynamioal situation is presented by the head-on

collision of two eqaal shocks, and so results obtained

her are applicable to such a collision.) Since the wave

incident on the wall is pianu, It ia able Lu prmogat-

in only two directions - forward and backward. In order

to desoribe this wave completely if. is necessary to

I
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specify the pressure, material velocity, and .entropy

distribution in it. The customary experimental descrip-

tion of a shook in tezmi of pressure alone is therefore

incomplete* In this report it is assumed that the

entropy is constant on both sides of the shook front,

and that it is continuous across this front. Three

particular kinds of incident pulses are considered here.

At the instant the wall is first struck, they may be

described as followst

(a) Both the pressure and the velocity fall

off linearly behind the shook;

(b) they both fall off exponentially;

(c) the velocity falls off linearly and the

shape of the pressure pulse is determined

by the condition that the wave is pro-

gressive, i.e., by the condition that the

incident disturbance propagates only toward

the wall, rather than both toward it and

away frmm It. (Tt will be shown in par. 16

how the progressive assumption fixes the

pressure. )

Some remarks will now be made about these assumptions.

I. Although a continuous wave of finite amplitude

can propagate without Iirtoase of length, the same is no

longer true as moon as it has evolved into a shook (3ee

for example, reference 2). After it has become a shock,
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reflection of the conLinuous portion of the pulse from

the diascontinuity bejLns; as a result the diaturbanuo

propagateb bakward, as "oll as forward, and the peak

pressure steadily decreases, This phenomenon is called

"deoay" of the shock-wave, Hence the progressive assump-

tion (a) can not be rigorously satisfied by a shook any

time attar .t Is formed. It is, howevsr, a good approxi-

mationj In fact, Rhocks of the type (a) and (b), of the

strengths considered here (res.ure-ratio across shook

161.) are very nearly proeressive. 'thero one may

verity that a shokc type (c) has a pressure distri-

bution which is nearly linear*. That ir: the difference

between types (a) and (c) is invignifioant for shocks of

the strengths considered here. It may also be remaked

that the descriptions (a), (b), and (o) apply to the in-

cident shock only at the moment the wall is first struck.

Before and after this time (a) is not linear, (b) is not

exponential, and (a) is not progressive,again because

of dena.

4. The general oouruie of a reflection may be

described qualitatively. When a normally incident wave

strikes a rigid wall, tho overpresaure on the wall is at

first increased to more than twice the peak overpressure

previously existing in the wave. (In the limiting case

of a weak shocx the overpressure is exactly doubled.)

After the instAnt of impact the head of the wave reverses

direction and begins to travel toward its tail (fig. 1.)

- 3-
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?i. , 1 Just after impact the

- TAIL,T ovorpressure in the re ion,

1,4pbetween the shock frontS,

Mo 4nd the wall,W',, Is nearly

2p, where p is the peak
-..... HEAD, S

I' overpressure before oolli-
I M ston; in the reGion,,0, the

7 7 7 7 77 7 TWAL,W overpressure is slightly less

than p just in front of S
of -,ndaterial and it decreases to zero at

the tail, T. Now when 3

reverses direction the medium in front of it ohanges

from tI to Ms° Therefore, as soon as 3 has reversed direotion,

the pressure has increased immediately in front or it and

behind it by about the same amount (p). At the sane time

the medium Alo, now in front of 3, is still travelling

toward the wall. The net result, in the examples considered

in this report, is that the velocity of S relative to the

wall is subuonle in air and aupersoni in water (wheret "sonic" refers to undisturbed fliid). Now as soon as S

has been reversed by the wall, the total disturbance

may be rerarled a Fin ferprTfCim.t, mperposiLiun of two

waves of finite amplitude. One of these moves toward

the wall and is boundei by T and :4/. The other moves

away from the wall and is bounded by W u 3r .. These two

waves penetrate each other until T reaches the wall and

-4-
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thereby Tmarks the 'and of' the reflection. DurLng this

interpenetration S is moving away from the wall with

one speed, and T is moving toward it with another speed,

namely, a, the speed of sound in undisturbed fluid.

When S and T meet, the original pulse is very -much com-

pressed. Since both head, S. and tail, T, travel at

nearly sonic velocity, a, the pulse has about half its

initial thickness when they meet. At this instant the

entire region of disturbance is contained in M, and the

fluid here is at high and nearly uniform pressure. After

passing through S, the tail of the incident wave travels

relative to M with the new velocity, c, that of sound in

M. Its velocity with respect to the wall is c-u, where

u is the material velocity in M away from the wall. The

velocity c-u may be either greater than or less than a.

In our examples c-u ( a in air; c-u > a in water. When

T reaches the wall, the pressure at the wall has fallen

to its value before the impact, the incident pulse hRz

reversed its direction, and the reflection is finished.

5. Let L be the initial length of the pulse. Then

the time from the start of reflection until head and

tail meet is nearly LU2a, since the velocity of both is

nearly sonic for shock9 of the strength considered here.

The time for the tail 'o reach the wall after it has

passed through tlhe head is approximately L/2(7--), where

--t is the average velootty of the tail in M.

--
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Hence the total time required for the reflection, or the

duration of the pressure on the wall, is approximatelT

L/2a + L/2 (3-ii). On the other hand, the duration of the

pulse in free fluid is L/a. Hence, it F % a# as in air,

the pressure on the wall lasts for a longer time than the

pressure in the incident pulse. Moreover the reflected

pulse i in this case longor than the incident 0o*, In

water, where -u- ) a, opposite remarks are true. (The

difference between the behavior of air and water may be

conveniently referred to the difference of material

velocity, u, in the two fluids; in air u is las ge a'so in

water it Is small.) The result is that in aiL, the dwa-

tion of the pressure on a wall and the impulse given to

the wall are both reater than the acoustic approximation

would indicate, and in water they are both less tran the

predictions of acoustic theory. These qualitative con-

siderations are corroborated by the detailed calculations,

the results of which are Ziven in par.9 and 10.

6. One other general remark may be made. Since the

velocity of the shock S with respect to i0 Is greater

than its velocity with respect to the w*l1, the wall may be

regarded as a piston which helps to sustain the shook.

For this reoson and because the total time or reflection

is short, the assumption that decay during reflection is

negligible may be a good approximation. The importance of

this point will be seen in par. 21.

7 To compare differert fluids it is convenient to

-6
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neglect entr.opy changes. It is then possible to write

3)
for certain fluids the following common equation of state

v - k (7.1

Here p p +1T . T is an effective pressure, p is the

overpressure, and 1r is a constant, characteristic of the

fluid (for example, in perfect gases Tr = 1 atmosphere

and in water, Tr = 3 x 103 atmospheres); v i! %he

specific volume; y is also c.haracteristic of the fluid

(ror gases it is the adiabatic constant, lying betweer 1

and 5/3, and for water it is approximately V.153); k

is another constant characteristic of the fluid. The

constants appearing in (7.1) are actually functions of

the entropy. Hero it is assumed that the entropy is

a constant on both sides of the shock front and ths-t it

is continuous across this front. It will be shown Thter

(par.9) that this approximation is adequate for th* problem

at hand. Hence (7.1) is assumed to hold everywhere IP

this report.

8. In this report two methods are used. One method 1)

is numerical; it is described in part III. The other

method is analytical; it is descri~ed in part II. The

numerical method allows The ontropy to change across the

shock front, but nowhere else. Except for this apprcxi-

mation it is completely rigcrous. In the analytical

metnod, on the other hand, there are oe ,Lal approximations

which are d! "cussed in part II. These approximati~ona are

-7-



apparently oatisfactory, however, because aereement between

the nethods Is ;ood, as one can see in the next paragraph.

9. In fig. 2 - 4 five examples 4) of a pressure-

tirme curve a.e ;iven. These ourves show the pressure at the

wall during reflection. The three linear oases wir*

worked out by both the numerical and the analytiol

methods. The two exponential oases, however, were computed

by the numerical method only. The expons-til oases

were calculated because the experimental pressure-time

curves are more nearly exponential than straight* The

underwater shocks were chosen of the strengths indioated#

because their strengths probably bound the range of most

Interest. A shock of 300 atmospheres is of about the

violenbe ordinarily measured by underwater gauges. On the

other hand, it would be difficult to realize the relection

of a shock of strength exceeding 2000 atmospheres from a

rigid surface, because no surface would remain rigit'. "ander

such a blow for long. (The elastic limit of mild steel is

not more than 2000 atmospheres.) Calculations like the

ones in this report for shocks of -reater strengths than

2000 atmospheres can be'intorpreted, hcwever, as relating

to collisions of equal fnd opposite shocks, rather than

to impacts between a single shock and a rigid surface.

The curves in fig. 2 - 4 are tlos,3ribed in the fol. )wing

table.
N - 8-
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TAI3LE .

,edum Incident Pulse FGresk-Tme Curve at Nallf

Sha. Peak Pressure hIp~ulseqj Acoustic Impulse
Ttulle mric Analt~

Water Linear 300 1.10 0.98 0.98 2
Linear 1800 1.60 0.42 0.92 2a

Expon. 300 1.10 0.97 ... 3

Expon. 1800 1.GO 0.90 ---- 3a

Air Linear 1,50 1.50 1.04 1.04 4
( I =1.40)

Here is the ratio of the Z eater to the lesser effective

pressure on the two sides of the incident shook. In this

table "impulse" means th) time-irteGral ot the ovevprcrsure

at the wall. In eopuLaLiun of impulse the duration of an

exponential pulse was arbitrarV.y taken to be the time re-

quired to fall to an overpressure of three atmospheres. The

impulse is normalized by dividing it by the "acoustic impulse",

i.e., 2 fPi dt, where pi is the value the overpressuze would

have at the position of the wall, if the wall were absent

1nd ll part-s of thj i.WiHAnt wVA moved forward with the

velocity of sound in undisturbed fluid. In fig. 2, ia, and

4, the points obtained by the numerical method are circled,

and the curve calculatud by the analytical method is drawn

in. The agreement is s en to be good. Fig. 4 provides a

test not only of the analytical methnd, but also of the

adiabatic assiumption mentioned in par.__I. inasmuch as the

circled points in this fig. were calculated by Chandrasekhar

m-9
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under the Rakine-Hugoniot rather than the adiabatic assump-

tion. In each of these figures ls ales drawn (as a dashed

curve) the acoustic approximation, 2 pi. When the acoustic

approximationsare straight, the correct pressure-time ourves

are seen to be concave upward, and in the exponential cases

the correct pressure-time curves are more concave than the

acoustic ones.

10. Probably the most Interesting feature of the

curves In fig. 2 - 4 In the difference in behavior shown by

air and water. In terms of the y defined in (7.1) the In-

fluenoe of the fluid Is shown In fig. 5. Here the impulse

given to the wall is plotted as a function of y for three
values of the strength, S, of the incident shook. In fig.

5 the incident pulse is always of type (o)p that lap it is

progressive and Its velocity decreases linearly behind the

shock front. As remarked beforet, the pressure in this case

is also approximately linear. The impulse in fig. 5 LI

normalized as in fig. 2 - 4. In this graph all Sases lie

between Y = 1 and Y a 5/3. The limiting value Y n I may

be interpreted as relating either to an Isothermal reflection

or to reflection in a gas whose polyatomic molecules have in-

finitely many Inner degrees of freedoms Y - 5/3 describes a

monatomio gas. The curves show that in gases and water the

impulse given to a rigid wall is respectively more and loss

than aooustio theory predicts. The essential reason for this

was .ndicated in par.5, namely# in gases the tail of the in-

-10-
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cident wave travels slowly after passing through the dead

of the reflected wave on its way to the wall. Consequently

the reflection Is prolonged and tha impulse is increased.

11. The momentum in the reflected pulse is easily

found from such pressure-time curves as are shown in fig.

2 - 4. The equation of momentum transfer for one-dimensional

flow is (fig. 6)

(P1 +Fjl Ul ) (P2 0 2) * (11.1

where the eubeorlts refer

WALL TAIL to two planes perpendicular

to the motion and separated

by the distanoe x2 - xI.

P. u1 and r are pressure,
'" 143 ILI velocity, and density. O oNse

the plane x, at the rigid

wall and the plane x2 i.n un-

disturbed fluid. Then

Fi, (11.1) becomes

P]r u dx,

and after integration one has

Pl dt =u 1 Srud (11.2
o tX1 -

31 -
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Let t be the time required for the reflection. Lot I i

and Ir be the impulses of the incident and reflected

shooks. It followa from (11.2) that
t

S I +I pl dt, (11.3

where I =f2 U1 dr,

1r Ll r ur dx.

11. TE, ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

12. Consider a plane shook, S, imptiing on a rigid

E&R. 7 wall, W, at normal incidence

Me IA940 (fig. 7). Let the plane of the

T S wall be x = O, and let the

t w A)0 x-axis be direoted toward the

W onooming shook. Let the post.-
tion of any element of the fluid

be x = x (t), where t is tho

FiR. 8 time measured from the moment

D -at which S strikes W. The

situati.on is represented in the

x, t-plane shown in fig. 8. Here

D is the world line of tbhu shook

'ront after the time t w 0. The

t world line of a typical element,

initially at xo, is shown wit.. a

- 12 -
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discontinuity in velocity where It orossea D. No and

M are the regions between D and the x-axis and t-axis

respectively*

_ The problem may be stated in this way. The

tollowin8 conditions are given:

(A) Boundary conditions on axes and on D.

(1. Distribution of pressure, pi and

velocity, u1, on x-axis. This is the

distribution of pressui.., and velocity

behind the shook front when it strikes

the wall.

(2. u - 0 on t-axiss since the wall is

rigid.

(3. The shook equations across the dis-

continuity, D,

(a conservation of mass.

(b conservation of momentum

(o oonservatiort of entropy (an

approximation)

(B Equations to be satisfied In gO and in M

(. eonervation of mass.

(2. conservation of momentum

(6. conservacion of entropy (an approximatiun)

We wish to find the pressure, ps and velooity, us as functions

of x and t in both regionsp MO and m. rn addition, we shall

find the equation of the ourve D, which separates them.

13 -
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14. The conditions B may be expressed by the

following equations:

+j 1)4 (14.1

a+ U 4 1-) (14.2

k* (14.3

where = densitys. quations (14.1) and (11.2) are tha

conservation equations for mass and momentum, respeotivelyo

(14.3) may be regarded as an empirical equation of state,

which is correct for adiabatic processes. It Is assumed

that motion is entire adiabatic so that (14.3) is trUe

in both Id and M0 and that k is the same in both regiona.

By Riemann's method the equations (14.l) - (14.3) are

rewritten.

4 P - (c + u) -D P (14.4

- -= (a- U)" :x' (1]4.5

wh-ie r and Q are the R!,mann functions, which are defined

in this report as

P 2 0+u(14.82

Sc- U (14.7

-here o =()= velocity of sound. (14.8

The conditions B are now contained lu t;,e equations (14.4)

- 14 -
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aid (14.5) in the form to be used here.

15. On the other hand, the conditions A-k are equi-

valent to the following equationst

/1/2U1 =- vo V A v l~

u = U + I(P - po) (v. " v)J 1/  (15.2

where a is the shook velocity (s = alop of D) and V is

the specific volume. The variables in these equations are,

of course, to be evaluated on D. Variables with and without

subscript refer to the regions Mo and M respectively of

the xt-plane. The first two equations, (15.1) and (15.2),

again express the conservation of mass and of momentum,

respectively. The third equation supposes no entropy change

in crossing D. It is convenient to rewrite (15.1) and

(15.2) with the aid of (15.5) and (14.8) in terms of these

five variables: c, u, co, Uo, and s.

2 1/2a W -'Uo -+ tL) - -z 2 i.

+i --b

o /2

u0u (l - 6

' (15.5

The equations (15.4) and (15.5) may be simplified if the

-15
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shook is not too strong. They become respectively, to

the first order in c/c o -1,

a = U0 +00 + CoCo, (15.6

Q W Qo (1507

where tho following abbreviations have been introduced,

1
e~-

(The first higher order term neglected in (15.7) is quite

small* In fact one finds

Q0-- 192 'Y 0 i c
for a shook moving into undisturbed fluid. Here f, Q

represent quantities on the high pressure side of the

discontinuity. For a shook in which V/po = 1.6 one has,

as far as third order terms,

S- . .
-- O -. 009 ,, ,

= - 0.0012, in water.
qo

It was pointed out in rieerenoe (5) that Q Is nearly con-

stant across a shock front in air, even without neglect

of the entropy change.) The procedure in this report has

been to use the equations (15.4) And (lb.5) in the numerical

integration and to u e (15.8) and (15.7) in the analytioal

-16-
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integrationt As alroady seen. (at* pv%9 the two Malwhods

lead to itearly the same results,

I& Only the condition A-1 remains to be torustedo

Am stated above (or. par. ), three types u" Incident pulse

are oonsidered in this report. Incident pialses or type (a)

and (b) were treated numerically and the results were

given in Table i, par, go We now consider an incident

shoock o type (a), in which the velocity pulse is linearo

and the pressure distribution Is determlrnd by the oondl,

tion that the wave In progressive. From equations (14.4)

and (14.5) the progressive condition follows. For according

to these equations, P and Q travel in opposite directions

with the velocities o + u and o - u respentively. The condi-

tion, theaefore, for a progressive wave is that either P

or (A be constant; and in this case, it must be P, since

the pulse Is travelling in the direotion of - 9. %he

boundary condLtions A-i on the velocity, uo (xt), and on

the Riemaiin function, P0 (Mt), are then

u0 (X,V) - "D A X, '.- (U.1

u (xO0) = 0 , xB/A ,B>0

P0 (x,o) .=Y 2 sa (18*2

Here B is the peqk velocity and B/A is the length of the

incident pulse. The volocity, a, Is the value or c in un-

disturbed fluid ( wir). Equation (16.2), together with

(1403) and (14.8), determines the pressure as the following

- 17 -
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funotion of the velocity.

As already remarked in par. , the pressure pulse oomputed

from (16.3) and (16.1) Is very nearly linear for shocks,

whose / r 1e.. Prom this it follows that the Icind of

pulse oonsidered here, type (o), is essentially equivalent

to a pulse of type (a).

17. It is ounvenient to choose units of length and

time so that a = 1 and so that the initial length of the

incident pulse is also unity. Then the boundary conditions

(16.1) and (16.2) become

u0 (xO) = - B + B, x.1 (17.1

uo (xO) = 0 x 1

Po (x,O) = 2(17.

10.- - no cola cpscify tho initial prozurO-_3Iatrbutlcin

instead of the initial velolty-distr .bution, as has been

done here. In Vact, this would be desirable, since eauges

are usually interpreted to give pressures rathor than

velocities. The reasoni for adopting the opposite procedure

here is that it is analytloally more convenient to regard

the velocity as given. Since, however, tho experimental

data generally concern pressure, it is necessary to have

- 18 -
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a way of determin the maximum velooity, B.Trom the given

peak pressure* This can be done by means of the following

foin'la, which follows from (15.2)

where M/W

p-- effective peak pressure in incident pulse.

It may be noted that equation (16.3) provides a ielation

between - and B which is not consistent with (18.1). Equa-

tion (18.1) In for a shock, whereas (16.3) Is the progressive

condition; as mentioned before (par. 3) they are not compatible,

and decay must always be expected. The procedure followed

here is this% I is reearded as given. From (18.1) B is found.

From (17.1) u is found. (17.1) and (17.2) then completely de-

termine the wave. Fm is the given effective peak pressure. Let "m

be the approximate effective peak pressure computed from (16.3).

The difference (p m i is shown in Table 2; it is seen

to be unimportant.

TABLE 2

Air ( ? = 1.W0 ater(f = 7,15)

lol 0.0005 0,0002

1.5 O.0020 0.0000

10. The differential equations (14.4) and (14.5) can

at once be solved in 1o subject to the boundary conditions

(17.1) and (17.2) if the approximation is introduced that the

- 10 -
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,isturbanoe In M. remains prog'ealve. One may veri ty that

the error so Introduced is negligibl by comparng the aMlytic

solution so obtainod with the result of the Hiemann type

of numnorial intearation* Therefore$ let the disturbance

everywhere in MZ bo progressive so that
IL

Po(xt) - (19.1

Let a * 0 - U(19.

Then by (19.1), (19.), (14.5), (14.6), and (14.7) it follows

that

~ = A (1993

The solution of (19.) is

&t + = w (() (19.4
where w is.a funetion to be determined by the boundary condi-

tions. When these oonditions are (17.1) and (17.4), then
2

AU a ...... WT x <1 -t (19.5

B + 
-2

1I ,x> i- t

The disoontinuity in the derivatives ofl 4 along the line

x + t = 1 (see fIg. ) has iti origin in the disoontinutty

at the tail of the initial pulse (equation (17.1)). The

straight line EF is the world lim of the tail of the incident

shook, and F represents its intorseotion with the head of

- 20 -
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x Fi . 9 the reflected shook*

me Here we are interested

E only in the part UEF ox' the

rez gion Mo; and so only the

0 M first representation of

A in (19.5) will be oarried.

The quantities ue ,oo, and ;.
.. .. t are now readily found*

is+t -U =- t x (19.6

13 2

oo  -3- X t - 1x -t (19.7

8 2

=2 + t 1 X'(l-t (19.8

With these expressions the problem is solved in Mo0

O Tho aituaticn In thox i-rion M is more diffiou.t;

for although the boundary conditions on D are known, the

position of D is unknown. In the approximate form which is

adequRtmR here the shock equations are (15.6) and (15.7).

These two equations contain five variables: u0, cop u, c, and s.

Now u0 and co have been found in (19.6) and (19.7). There !s

- 21 -
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still one more condition needed to fix u, c, and s. The

additional condition is easily available only at the wall#

where u vanishes. Elaewhere the approximation is made that

the line D is a characteristic of P. i.e. 8

P(g(t),t) a P(0,0) (20O.

where X W g (t) (20,2

is the equation of D. The required additional condition

is (20.1); its accumoy will be disoussed in the next para-

graph.

21 The best arguments for the condition (20.1) are

that the deoay of P along D. computed by the rigorous numeri-

cal method$ is small and that the pressure-time curve, obtained

on the basis of (20.1), agrees very closely with the oorre-

spondtnV curve computed according to the numerical method (as

shown in par. 9.). In fig. 10 the characteristics of P are

actually steepor than D. In this figure two such characteristics

F±x, 10 are shown. That these lines

mviAt he steeper than D may

be shown as follows. ByL-P CAPACT3RM5TICS (15.6)
------- -- a = U 0 + a a + 000 0 0, Uo + 0$

since 00 < a, because a is or, the h-.gh pressure side of D.

Sin(.e uC 0 0, and u > 0,

3 '(O + U.

- 22 -
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But s is the slope of D nd c + u is the slope of a P-

characteristic. Hence D is intersected by successive values

of P. 6ince these values decrease, the result is that P de-

ceys at the shock front. Since any shock will decant if not

supported from behind, the physical meaning of the approxi-

mation (20.1) is that this decay is negligible during the

period of reflection. Aside from its numerical success, this

assumption has in its favor two facts which make it plausible:

first, the time of reflection is short; and second, since the

shock travels faster with respect to 1o than with respect

to the wall, the wall behaves as a sustaining piston behind

the shock.

22. The equations (15.6), (15.7), (19.6), (19.7), and

(20.1) lead to a differential equation for the shock front.

This equation is

dx f + hx+it
dt 1 + - -= t

B 2

where f =( + 113 z(3 Y 5)

h=

2

j =2 + ( + 1)2

The solution of this differential equation is

3+
+21- (1 !+ Bt +

-23 -
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(22,1) is the equation oV D from 0 to F in fie, 9 , It is

more convenient and numerioal oomparison with the complete

equation shows that it is little less accurate to use only

the first two terms of the expansion of (22.1) in powers

of t*

x * et + 00t 2 ,  (29.2

where B 1223

he 2 + 2B (22*.

The equation (22.2) fixes the boundary D. The boundary condi-

tions on it are

P(xt) = P (0,0) (22.5

001~t) = qo(zot) (22.e

Qo is given by (19.8) and (22.2), If the value of qo s

obtained is put in (22.6), one gets

Q(xt) = qo + qlt + q2t
2, (22.7

where qo = 2(- + B) (22.8

q, =-4B(s-- B + 1) (22.9

q2 - B2 (,31-_1) (5,1-3,- B "1) (22.10

In (22.7) higher order torms in t werA again dropped (the

error was found to be small in this case, too). One also has

P(xt) = P(OpO) = Q (0,0) = qo (22.11

The boundary conditions are most convenient in the forms

(22.7' nd (22.11).

-24-
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,IL, The boundary D, and the boundari oonditions on it

having been fixed, one oan solve the squatione (14.4) and (14,0)

VIA_____ in Me Her'e n.merloa1 integra-

mo 0 tioni shows that it 18 LOcurate
enough to assume that the

| W \ charaoteristi s of Q are

Q straightG Now the actual elope

t or a Q charaoteristic to o - u#

4" Lot thes t..ed constant sl.pe

be-A, which is defined as fCollows;

2A a (0-1) a + (0-u)b (23.1

where the points a and b are shown in fti, 11. One then finds

(°-u)b a Ob =V1 Q V Q

and by (22oll) (o-u)a = -3 P1 + +1±k -3~ + Y±
_T a VQa TN

lienoe A q + 3Yq0  -*1 Qa (23.2

Then the equation of a charaoteristio paainr through (Otb)
is

x- A (tb - t), (23.3

where A is given by the precedln& equation (23.2).

24. One ia, now find Qa3 a function of tb. To do this

it is convoniont to regard ta as the independent variable. The

relationship between Qb and tb is thon given by the parametrio

equations:

Qb qo + q1ta + q2 ta
2  (24.1

tb ta + (t&) (24.2
A(ta)

aooording to (22e7) and (23.3), where,

25
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x (ta ) -' ta  t 2

a~" at ) - qo (ta)6

auuqo&-4in to ( .2) and (23.2),respectively. 'The tim6 t a

is a retarded value of the time tb# since tb w t a Is the

time required for a eiven value of Q to propagate itself

-from the shook front to the wall% If the shook and q both

travelled with the velocit7 of sound (unity), then one would

have exactly ta w 0. tb. This relation to nearly sattefiaC.

in any case.

A4 Our aim is to calculate p(Otb) fron tb. For this

purpose it is sufficient to find ; (Ootb)I because at the wall$

where u = O,

and from o the pressulne follows according to the equation

T - V7(25.9

as one may calculate from (14.3) ard (14.8). It is con-

venient to combine (25.1) and (25.2)

Since Q (Otb) is known from the preceding paragraph, this

equation completes the detenaine.tLon of p(Otb) as a function

of tb. The problem will be aarried no further here, but it

is possible to deteolne all quantlties of interest in the

complete region, M, by similar methods.

2. In this paragraph all formulas necessary for the

oaioulation of the pressure-time curve on the wall are
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gatherod together, The incident shook is specified bvi

Its pressure-ratlo, , The maximum material velooity# B,

to first found B 4 W-

The following constants arb funotions of 8 and y i

q 0 2(-#.* 4 ) (2

q, ,w4B(_5Yf_ B + 1 2~

q2 0 a B (3 Y - 1) q3 (22.10

at0 15 B + 1 (22.3

PW Y -3B2 + 213 (22.4

These constants detemine the auxiliary funotionst

x(t a ) - Ott + (Sts2  (22o2

Q(t+) = qo + q1 ta 4 q2tg2  (22.7

t(ta) - 3q + 3V -1n (ta) (22.3

Zn toes of these functions the parametric equations of the

pressure-time curve *.t the wall are

t = t + 2S (24.2

* ir( (tuh) (25.3

The duration of the pressire on the wall .s determined by

putting Q -1 in (220,). and then using (24.2).

- 27 -
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111Z, THE ,NUMERICAL -30,.TTON

27 The numerical method, as applied to this problem,

is described in reference (1). Briefly, the method is

as followsa If the lzltial di3tributiontof pressure and

of velocity are given, then the initial values of P and

can be found f(rm equations (14.6). (14.7)s (14.3), and

(14.8). If P and q are Icnown at any time tt they can be

found at the later time t + A t since P moves with the

velocity o + u. and Q moves with the velocity a - ut

according to (14.4) and (14.5). These new values may be

found by a simple deformation of the P,x and Qx curves.

This process is carried out in both regions, lN! and Mo.

On the Mo side of the shook Pc and q0 are always known.

On the M side, however, Q travels away from the shock, and

so a gap in the Q distribution develops aeter each deforma-

tion. Since Po, Q00and P are known, by means of the shock

equations one can fill the gap, and determine the shook

velocity at each step. 6imilarly at the wall a gap appears

in the P curve, and this has to be filled by the relation

P (wall) V q (wall)

- 28 -
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ABSTRACT

The best utilization of the pressure and momentum

produced by an explosion need not be for head-on impact of

the shock-wave. Theory predicts that the pressure produced by

oblique impact may exceed that obtained by head-on impact of

the same shock. The theoretical Investigations have been

summarized by J. von Neumann in ERR No. 12 on "Oblique Reflection

of Shocks."

The present report deals primarily with the reflection of

plane shook-waves in water-like substances. It is shown that

in the case of water the pressure for any oblique, "regular"

reflection of a given shock is &reater than that for head-on

reflection. A complete set of graphs fcr quantities involved

in regular reflection is furnished for r. the adiabatic ex-

ponent, equal to 7.15 for water and 2.00 (also certain ones

for r= 1.40--for comparison with the RankineHugoniot values).

For convenience there are included essential formulae and tables

of various functions used in the discussion of the propagation

of plane shock-waves in water-like substances with = 7.15 and

2,00.

To complete the theoretical discussion the one-dimensional

interaction of shook-waves and rarefaction-waves has been con-

sidered, as well as the so-called "simple" theory of three-shock

intersections. The latter may be of value in the interpretation

of the Mach phenomenon, which occurs when regular reflection

ceases. Graphs of the paramoters needed to specify three-shook

configurations in water are accordingly given. In this

-1-
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connection the essential di-'fereonoes between water-like

substances and ideal gases are noteworthy*

The experimental evidence is still fragmentary, but for

water it shows definitely the existence of the expected

higher-than-head-on pressures for oblique, regular reflection

and of the Maoh effect. There Is included a brief survey

of the experimental work done to date at Oxford, Englandi

at the David Taylor Model Basin$ Carderook; at the Explosives

Researoh Laboratory, Bruceton; and at the Underwater Explosives

Research Laboratory, Woods Hole.

-2-
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INTERACTION OF SHOCK-WAVES

IN WATEI1E BUMTANCFS

I * PLUME SHOCK-WAVES IN WATER-LIKE SUBSTANCES

It is desired to detex-mino the interaction 1)of

shook-waves colliding in a water-like substance, The follow-

Ing theoretical discussion will be restricted to oonstant,

plane shocks In liquids of negligible viscosity and thermal

conductivity; it can also be applied, however, in the

neighborhood of the line of contact for shock-waves that are

not too curved* For convenience the usual development of

the equations for a plane shock will be repeated here,

Fiji. 1

4- b

U 0

The plane shcck-wave I (cf. fig. la) is moving

with constant velocity in a liquid that is initially at rest.

Let the state of t%-he undisturbed liquid be specified by its

Pressure P0 and its specific volume'vo., The state of the

liquid behind the shock-front will,, in turn# be determined

by Its pressure p and its speclific volume v. Let V designate

Cie YJS



,he rosulting velocity of the liquid* It to convenient to

consider tbe flow ot the 1%quiO ral~tlva tec the 0'10-',Wt

Sfig, eb). I y the couserva ion of mass we have

TO

The conservation of momentum states that

PmP0 WL U.V
0'0O

EliminAtLng V from these two equations we obtain for the

velocity of the shoolt relative to the medium in front of It.

U W vo  (1

The substitution of this value for U in the second of the

two original equation then gives

v a .F0)vT (2
Thus the velocity of the shook relative to the medium behind

It is given by

U-V W v (2a
V Vo

Finally# the conservation of energy requires that

a-Eo  (p+po)(vo-v) (3

where R ts the intrinsic energy per unit mass of the liquid

behind the snok and E. is the intrinsic energy per unit

mass of that in front.

Tawma eqtion of stat*e# which is sometims

used for liquids at high pressures, is
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(p+ rr) (v-b) z KT

where T is the absolute temperature and r , b, K are all

constants. In UdS case we find that

E-E 0 = Ev (T-T0 ) + IT (v-v0 ) (4

where Evs the average specific heat at constant volume,, is

given by T

'v T0 Ov d T

Using the equation of state to eliminrte the temperature

from equation (4) we obtain

E-Eo - [(p+ n)(v-b) - (po+ 7)(vo - b)J+

+ "r(v-vo)

The substitution of this expression in equation (3) given

v-b = ?+ 1)0+ ? 1.b i r"- + + i
-Ir Po+ 7

-P -+I 17

and vb-

and - K
Cv

Then the so-called Rankine-Hugoniot dynamic adiabatic is
given by

i +11 .+ .Lz (31

-5-
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In terms of the variable z equation (1) can be written

U-O

where Go i

Likewise trom equation (2a) we obtain

Cr V.V M -. (-1"

where a u -

The funotions o0 and o represent the speed of sound In front

or the shook and behind It, respectively. It Is to be noted

that the equottons (11). (2a), and (51) are identioal with

those for an ideal gas having the same value of 0

If the change in entropy aroses the shook-front

is small, the pressure-volume relation is expressed approxi-

mately by the static adiabatic, viz.,

-1-t (311

In this Instance equations (1) and (2a) become respeativelys

- "(i"

and or * ((-Vi (2a"

For vrlues of P slightly less than unity equations (3')

and (3") both reduce to
i " (.'-i€"'

-L 
W
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Likewise equations (1') and (1") become

and equations (2a') and (2a") give

JL-' Ill t) (2a"'4 r %l~
Thus for weak shocks ( -l) a water-like substance character-

ized by the adiabatic eqivtion behaves apparently like an

ideal gas that would have the same value of the adiabatic

exponent r 1,3). (We shall note later that this conclusion

is not generally v~lId.) The adjective weak connotes here

that p <(q' (and hence poeqy, too).

We are particularly interested in water* Here the

parameters take on the following average values 4) in the

domain of physical interest: 7= 3,000 atomospheres, b = 0,

and 7.15. In fig. 2 there is shown a comparison of the

static adiabatic for these water constants with the rigorous

Rankine-Hugoniot curves computed by various individuals

For the purposes of the present discussion it will be adequate

to use the simple adiabatic as an approximation. It is con-

venient to introduce two more expressions which are functions

of the pressure-ratio and which become for b = 0

where or represents the velocity of the shock relative to the

medium in front of it ('r differs from M in the sound-

velocity that is taken for reference), and

-7-
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where V signifies the change in the material velocity across

the shock-front (the sign of -I corresponda to that of (1-Y

It Is to be noted that

~=

In addition, it is of theoretical. interest to consider
6)

the so-called hydraulic jump in the case of water flowing

in an open, shallow channel. This phenomenon is somewlh.t

analogous to the propagation of a plane shock-wave in water.

The height h of the incompressible water corresponds to

the density of a compressible fluid; the "sound velocity" is

equal to . Hence there ii an analogous "adiabatic

equation", viz.,

I?) = l/2

Thus y has effectively the value 2, which can be immediately

substituted in the above equations.

Table 1 7) gives Y as a function of M for = 2.00

and 7.15 (in this ease p/p0 also).

The same formulae hold for normalization n with respect

to either region provided that Y is defined as F/Fn" In either
v -b

case I is the density-ratio .D..., -is the shock-velocity
v-b

relative to the fluid in the normalized region, 7T is the

shock-veloolty relative to the region not normalized, V is

the increase in material velocity across the shook relative
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TABLE 1

1.000 1.00000 1.0000 1*00
1.001 0.9973 0.9965 11.54

1.002 .9947 .9930 22.10

1.003 .9900 .9896 32.69
1.004 .9894 .9861 43.29

1.005 0.9868 0.9827 53.92
1.006 .9842 .9793 64.57
19007 .9816 19759 75.24

1.008 .9790 .9725 85.92
1.009 .9764 .9691 96.64

1.010 0.9738 0.9658 107,4
1.011 .9713 .9624 118.1
1.012 .9687 .9591 128.9
1.013 .9662 .9558 139.7
1.014 .9637 .9525 150.5

1.015 0.9611 0.9493 161.3
1.016 .9586 .9460 172.2
1.017 .9561 .9426 183.1
1.018 .9536 .9396 194.0
1.019 .9512 .9364 204.9

1.020 0.9487 :0.9332 215.9
11021 .9462 .9300 226.8
1.022 .9438 .9269 237.8
1.023 .9413 .9237 248.8
1.02. .9389 .9206 259.8

1.025 0.9364 0.9175 270.9
1.026 .9340 .9144 282.0
1.027 .9316 .9113 293.1
1.028 .9292 .9082 304.2
1.029 .9268 .9052 315.3

1.030 0.9244 0.9022 326.5
1.031 .9221 .8991 337.7
10.3 .9!97 .8961 48.9
1.033 .9174 .8931 360.1
1.034 .9150 .8902 371.3

1035 0.9127 0.8872 302.6
1.036 .9103 .8842 393.9
1.037 .9080 .8813 405c2
1.038 o9057 .8784 416.5
1.039 .9034 .875b 427.9
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TABLE 1 comw.

U .2.00 ~ m7.15 -ws

1.039 0.9034 0.8755 427.9

1.040 0.9011 0.8726 439.2
1.041 '8988 .8697 450.6
1.042 .8965 .8668 462.1
1,043 .8943 .8640 473*5
1,044 .8920 .8611 484.9

1,045 008898 048503 496.4
1.046 .8875 68555 507.9
10047 .8853 08527 519.4
10048 ..8830 68499 831.0
1049 18808 .8471 542.6

1.05 0.8786 0.8444 554.1
1.06 68569 .8174 671.2
1.07 ,8360 .7917 790.4

1.08 08159 07672 9118e
1.00 .7964 o7437 10E.

1.10 0.7776 0.7212 1161.
111 .7595 .6997 1289.
1.12 ,7419 .6791 1419.
1.13 .7250 .6594 1551.
1.14 .7086 e6404 1686.

1.15 )16928 0.6223 1823.
1.16 .6774 .6049 1962.
1.17 .6626 .5881 2103o
1018 o6482 .5720 2246.
1.19 .6343 ,5566 2392.

1.20 06208 0.5417 2540o
1021 o6077 e5274 2600.
1.22 ,5951 ,517 2842.
1,23 .5828 05005 2997.
1,24 .5709 .4877 3154.

1.45 0.5593 0e4'74 3313.

1.26 .5481 .4635 3474,
127 o5372 ,4521 3638
1.28 *5266 .4411 3004.
1.29 o5164 .4304 3972.

- 10 "
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TABLE 1 (cant.)

-~ ~2*~0 ~ 7.15 7' 7.1r

1,29 0.5164 0,4304 3972,

1.30 0.5064 0.4202 4143.
1.4 .4205 .3343 5976.
1.5 .3545 .2717 8043.
1.6 *3028 .2248 10350.
1.7 *2615 :1888 12900.
198 ,2280 01805 15690.
1.9 *2005 *1380 18740.

2.0 001777 0.1199 22040.
2.1 .. 1050 25590.,
2.2 .. ±2 0926 29400.
2.3 -I284 e0823 33460.
2.4 1i164 e0736 37790.

2.5 0.1060 0.0661 42390.
21.6 *0970 .0597 47250.
2.7 .0890 e0542 52380.
2.8 *0820 .0494 57770.
2.9 *0758 .0452 63440.

3.0 0.0703 0*0415 69390.
3.1 *0653 o0382 75600,
3.2 *0609 .0353 82090.
3.3 .0569 e0327 88860.
3.4 .0532 .0303 95910,

395 0.0499 0,0282 103200,
3o6 .0469 *0264 110900.
3. ,0442 .0246 118700,
3.8 .0417 e0231 1269000
3.9 .0394 .0217 135400,

4.0 0,0373 0.0204 144100,

to the nor~a1 4zed Me Siw~*gn as ( f- -'I)I and c/^

the velocity of~ sournd in the region not normalized. Tables

2at b give thesie quantities for =7.15 (of. fig. 3a,b) and

2.00, respectively,
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0.00 0 0 0 0 0

0.02 0*5786 0.4338 0.7498 0.3159 0.1859

0.04 ,6375 .4859 .7622 .2763 .2505

0.06 .6747 .5222 .7740 *2518 .2982

0.08 .7024 65E.1 °7846 .2335 .3375

0.10 0.0247 0,5'86 0.7943 0,2187 0,3715

0.12 .7434 .5971 .8032 .2061 .4018

0.14 .7596 *6165 S8116 .1981 .4293

0.16 .7739 .6341 .8194 .1853 ,4547

0.18 .7868 .6505 .8268 .1763 .4783

0.20 0,7984 0,6857 0.8338 011681 0.5005

0.22 .8092 .6801 .8405 .1604 .5214

0.94 ,8191 .6937 .8469 41532 .5413

0,26 .8283 .7066 .8530 .1465 ,5603

0.28 .8369 .7189 .8589 .1401 .5784

0.30 0,8450 0.7306 0,8646 0.1340 0.5958
0.32 .8527 .7402 ,8701 .1282 .6126

0.34 .8599 .7529 .8755 .1226 .6288

0.36 ,8669 *7634 .8806 ,1173 .6444

0,38 .8734 .7736 .8857 .1121 .6596

0.40 0.8797 0.7834 0.8905 0.1071 0.6743

0.42 .8857 .7930 48953 .1023 .8886
0.44 IB-15 .8023 .8999 .0976 .7025

0.46 .8971 .8114 .9045 .0931 .7161

0,48 ,9024 .8202 .9089 .0887 .7293

0,50 0.9076 0.8288 0.9132 0.0844 0.7422

0,52 .9126 .8372 .9174 .0802 .7549
0.54 .9174 .8458 .9216 ,0761 o7672

0.56 .9221 .8535 .9256 .0721 .779Z

0.58 .9266 .8614 .996 .0682 .179l

0.60 0.9310 00889 0,9335 0.0644 0.8028

0.62 .9353 .8767 .9373 .0606 .8142

0.64 .9695 .8842 .9411 .06b70 .825A

068 .9435 .8915 .9448 .0533 .8364

0.68 .9475 .8986 .9484 .0498 .8472

0.70 0.9513 0.9057 0.9520 0.0463 0.8578

0.72 .9551 .9126 .9556 .0429 .*582

0.74 .9588 .9195 .9590 .0396 .8785

0.76 .9623 .9262 .9624 .0362 .8887

0.78 .9658 .9328 09658 .0330 .8987

0.00 0,0693 0,9393 049091 0,0298 0o9005

1 12 -
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TAML 2& (contj.

0.80 0.9693 0.9393 0.9691 0.0298 0.9085
0.82 .9726 .9458 .9724 .0266 .9182
0.84 .9759 .9521 .9756 .0235 .9278

0.86 .9791 .9584 .9788 .0204 .9372
0.88 .9823 .9645 .9819 .0174 .9465

0.90 .9854 0.9706 0.9851 0.0144 0,9557
0.92 .9884 .9767 .9881 .0115 .9648
0.94 .9914 .9826 .9911 .C085 .9737
0.96 .9943 .9885 ,9941 .0057 .9826
0.98 .9972 .9943 .9971 .0028 .9913

1.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000
1.10 1.013 1.028 1.014 -0,0136 1.042
1,20 1.026 1,054 1.028 .0265 1,082
1.30 1.037 1.079 1.040 .0389 1.119
1.40 1.048 1.103 1.052 .0507 1.156

1,50 10058 1126 1*064 -0,0621 11191
1.60 1.068 1*148 1.075 .0731 1.224
1.70 1.077 1.170 1.086 .0837 1.256
1.80 10086 1,191 1.097 .0940 1.288
1.90 1.094 1.211 1.107 .1040 1.318

2.00 1.102 1.230 l.117 -0.1137 1.347
2.10 1109 1*249 1.126 .1231 1.376
2.20 1.117 1.268 1135 *1324 1.404
2.30 1.124 1.286 1.144 .1414 1.431
2.40 1.130 l.305 1.153 .1502 1.457

2.50 1.137 1.321 1.162 -0.1589 1.483
2.60 1.143 1.337 l.170 .1673 1.508
2.70 1.149 1.354 1.178 .1756 1.533
2.80 1.155 1.370 1.186 .1837 1.557
2.90 1.161 1.386 1.194 *1917 1.581

3.00 1.166 1401 1.202 -0.1996 1.604
3.10 1.171 1.417 1.209 .2073 1.627
3.20 1,177 1,432 1,217 .2149 1.6493.30 I.I82 1.446 1.224 2224 A A I
3.40 1.187 1,461 1.231 .2298 1.693

3.50 14191 1.475 1.238 -0.2371 1.714
3.60 1.196 19489 1.245 .2442 1.735
3.70 1201 1503 1.251 .2513 1*755
3980 1,205 1.516 1.258 .2583 19776
3.90 1.210 1.530 1.265 .2651 1796

- 13 -
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.TAIRL- ga (pOODA)

3,90 1,210 1.530 1,268 ,2651 1,796

4.00 1,214 10543 1.271 -0.2719 1.818

4.10 10218 10856 1.277 .2787 1.835

4,20 1.222 1,569 1,284 .2853 14854

4.30 1,226 1.381 1.290 .2918 1,873

4.40 1.230 1.594 1,296 .2983 1.891

4.50 1,234 1.606 1.302 -0.3047 1.910

4.60 1,238 1.619 1,307 .3111 1,928

4.70 1.242 1,631 11.3174 1.946

4.80 1.245 1.643 1,3.W .3236 10963
4.90 1,249 1,654 1,325 .3297 1,081

5,00 19252 1,666 1.330 -0.3358 10998

5.10 10256 1.678 1.336 ,3418 2,015

5.20 1.259 1.689 1,341 3478 2.032

5.30 1.263 1.700 1.347 ,3537 2.049

5.40 1.266 1.711 1.352 .3596 2,005

5.50 1.269 1,722 1.357 -03650 2,082

5.60 1.272 1.733 1.362 .3712 2.098

5.70 1.276 1.744 1.367 .3769 2*114

5.80 1.279 19755 1.372 .3825 2,130

5.90 1.282 10766 1.377 .3881 2,145

6,00 1,285 1.776 1.3e2 -0.3937 2.161
6.10 102e8 1.787 1,387 *3992 2.176

6.20 1,291 1.797 1*392 ,4047 2.192

6.30 1.294 1.807 1.397 .4102 2.207

6.40 1.296 1.817 1,402 ,4156 2e222

6.50 1.299 1.827 1.407 -0.4209 2,237

6.60 1.302 1.837 1.411 .4262 2.251
6,70 1,305 1.847 1,416 ,4315 2,266
6.80 1,307 1.857 1.400 .4360 2.281
6.90 1,310 1.867 1.425 .4420 2.295

7.00 1,313 1,877 1,430 -0,4471 2.309
7.10 .... 1,8GG 1*4 A. A 2.323

7.20 10318 1,896 1.438 .4574 2.337
7.30 1.321 1.905 1.443 .4625 2.351
7.40 1.323 1,915 1.4-47 .4675 2.365

7.50 1.326 1.924 1.452 -0.4726 2.379
7.60 1.328 1.933 1.456 .4775 2.392
7.'0 1.330 1.942 1,480 .4824 2.406
7.80 1,333 1,052 1,464 .4873 2.419
7.90 1.535 1961 1,468 .4922 2.432

- 14 -
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TABLE 2a (cont.)

z =7. 15

7,90 1.335 1.961 1.468 .4922 2.,432

8.00 1.338 1.970 1.473 -0.4971 2.446
8.10 1.340 1.979 1.477 .5019 2.459
8e20 1.342 1,987 1.481 .5067 2.472
8.30 1.344 1.996 1.485 o5114 2o485
8.40 1.347 2.005 1.489 .5162 2.497

8.50 1.349 2.014 1.493 -0.5209 2.5108.60 1.351 2.022 1,497 o5256 2o523
8.70 1.353 2.031 1.501 .5302 2.53f.
8.80 1*355 2.040 1.505 5349 2,548
8.90 1.358 2,048 1.509 o5395 2o560

9.00 1.360 2.056 1.512 -0.5441 2o573
9.10 1.362 2.065 10516 .5486 2.585
9o20 1.364 2.073 1.520 .5532 2.597
9030 1.366 2.081 1.524 .5577 2,609
9,40 1.368 2.090 1.528 .5622 2.621

9.50 1.370 2.098 1*531 -0.5667 2.6339.60 1.372 2*106 1.535 .5711 2.645
9.70 1.374 2.114 1°539 .5755 2.657
9.80 1.376 2.122 1.542 .5800 2o669
9.90 1.378 2.130 1.546 5843 2,660
IO.CO 1,380 2.138 1.549 -0.5887 2o692

TABLE 2b

__ = -/2.00

0o00 0.0000 000000 00 00 0.0000
0.02 .1414 .2841 24009 1.7248 3761
0,04 .2000 .3464 1.732 1.3856 .4472
0.06 o2449 .3905 1.594 1.203f .4949
0.08 .2828 .4259 1.506 10800 .5318

0.10 0.3162 0.4562 1.443 0.9864 0.5623
0.12 .3464 .4829 1.394 .9111 5886
0.14 .3742 5070 1,355 8481 .6117
0.16 .4000 .5292 1.323 .7937 .6325
0.18 .4243 o5497 1.296 .7459 .6514

- 15 -
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TABLE 2b (cont.)

0.18 0.4243 0.5497 1.29G 0.7459 0.6514

0.20 0.4472 0.5689 1.272 0.7032 0,6687
0.22 .4690 .5870 16251 .6644 o6849
0.24 .4899 .6041 1.233 .6290 .6999
0.26 .5099 .6201 1.217 .5964 .7141
0.28 .5292 .6361 1.202 .5600 .7274

0.30 0*5477 0,6510 1.189 0.5376 0.7401
0.32 .5657 .6655 1176 .5109 .7521
0.34 .5831 .6794 1.185 .4857 .7636
0.36 .6000 .6928 1.155 .4619 .7746
0.38 .6164 .7058 1.145 .4392 .7851

0.40 0.6325 0.7185 1.130 0.4175 0.7953
0.42 .6481 .7308 1128 *3968 .8050
0.44 o6633 .7427 1120 *3770 .8141
0.46 .6782 ,7544 1.112 .3579 .0235
0.48 .6928 .7658 101C5 .3395 *8324

0.50 0,7071 0.7769 1.099 0.3218 0,8409
0.52 .7211 .7878 1.092 .3047 .0492
0.54 .7348 .7984 1.086 .2881 .8572
0.56 .7483 .8088 1.081 .2720 .8651
0.58 .7616 .8190 1.075 .2564 .8727

0.60 0.7746 0.8290 1,070 0.2412 0.8801
0,62 .7874 .8389 1.065 .2265 .8874
0.64 .8000 .8485 1.061 .2121 *8944
0.66 ,8124 .8580 1.056 .1981 .9013
0.68 .8246 .8674 1,052 .1845 .9081

0.70 0.0367 0.676.5 1.048 0*1711 0.9147
0.72 .8485 .8856 1.043 .1581 .9212
0.74 .8602 .8945 1.040 .1453 .9275
0.76 o8718 .9033 1.036 .1328 .9337
0.78 .8832 .9119 1.033 .1206 .9398

0.00 0.8944 0.9204 1.029 0.1088 0.9457
0.82 .9055 .9289 1.026 .0970 *9516
0.84 .9165 .9372 1.023 .0854 ,9573
0.R6 .9274 .9453 1.019 .0740 09630
06F30 .9381 o9534 1.016 .0629 .9685

0.0 0.9487 0,9614 1,013 0.0520 0,9740
0.92 .9592 .9693 1.011 .0413 .9794
0.94 .9695 .9771 1.008 .0307 .9947
0.96 .9798 .9848 1.005 .0203 .9898
0.98 .9899 .9925 1.003 .0101 .9950

- ic -
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TABLE 2b (cont.)

.(= 2.00

0.98 0.9899 0.9925 1.003 010101 0,9950

1.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0000
1.10 1.049 1.037 0.9883 .0488
1.20 1.095 1.071 .9780 .0933 l.047
1030 1.140 1.105 .9688 .1358 1.068
1.40 1.183 1l36 .9605 .1760 1.088

1.50 1,225 1.167 0.9530 -0.2142 1.107
1.60 1,265 1.197 .9462 -2507 1,12r
1.70 1,304 1.226 .9399 .2856 1.142
180 1.342 1.253 .9342 .3192 1.158
1090 1,378 1.280 .9288 .3515 1174

2.00 1.414 1.307 0.9239 -0.3827 1.189
2,10 1449 1.,332 .9193 o4129 1*204
2.20 1.483 19357 o9149 .4421 1.218
2.30 1517 1.381 09109 .4705 1.231
2,40 1.549 1.405 o9071 4982 1.245

2.50 1.581 1.428 0.9035 -0.5250 1.257
2.60 1.612 1.451 .9000 .5512 1.270
2.70 1.643 1,474 .8968 .5768 1282
2.80 14873 1.496 .8938 .6018 1.294
2.90 1,703 1.517 .8908 .6262 1.305

3.00 1.,732 1.538 0.8881 -0.6501 1.316
3.10 1.761 1.559 o8854 .6735 1.327
3.20 1.789 1.579 .8829 .6965 19337
3.30 1.817 1.599 e8805 .7190 1,348
3.40 1.844 1.619 o8782 .7411 1.358

3.50 1.871 1.639 0.8759 -0.7628 1.368
3.60 1.897 1.6e8 .8738 .7841 1,377
3.70 1.924 1*677 .8717 o8051 1.387
3.80 10949 1.695 e8698 o8257 1.396
3.90 1.975 1.714 .8679 .8460 1.405

4.00 2.000 1*732 008660 -0.8660 1.414
4.10 2.025 1.750 .8643 .8857 1.423
4.20 2,049 1.768 .8625 .9051 1.432
4,30 2.074 1.785 .8609 o9243 1*440
4.40 2.098 1,802 e8593 .9432 1.448

4.50 2.121 1.320 0J$577 -0.9618 1.456

- 17 "
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4.30 2.121 1.820 0.8677 -009618 14656
4.0 2.148 1.836 .8862 0.9802 1.468

4.:70 2.168 1.883 .884 0.9983 1.472
4.80 2.191 1.870 A8M3 100162 10480
4.90 20214 10888 OWN2 1.0340 1.488

8.00 2.236 10902 0.8507 -1.0518 14495
5.l0 2.288 1.918 e8494 loos88 1.503
8.20 2.280 1.934 .84831 1.00059 1.810
5.30 2.302 1.980 .8469 1.1028 1.817
8.40 2.324 1.968 .8457 1.1195 1*824

5.850 2o345 1.981 0*8448 -1.1360 1.831
5.80 2.366 1*996 o8434' 1.152 1.838

5.70 24387 20011 .8423 161688 1.845
5.80 2.408 2*026 .8412 1.1847 1.552
5.90 2.429 2.041 18401 1.2006 1.859

6.00 20449 2.05 0.8391 -1.2163 10868
66.0 2o470 2.070 e8381 1*2319 1.572
6.20 2.490 2*084 .8371 1.2473 1.578
6.30 2.810 2.099 *8362 1,2626 1.884
6.40 2.530 2s113 .8352 1.2778 1.891

6.80 2.550 2.127 0.8343 -1.2928 1.897
6.60 2.869 2.141 .8334 1.3077 1.003
6.70 2.588 2.155 .8326 1.3225 1.609
6:80 2.808 2.169 *8317 1.3371 1.618
6.90 2.627 2.183 .8309 1.3516 1.621

7.00 2*646 2.196 0.81,00 -1.3661 1.027
7.10 2.665 2.210 .8292 1.3804 1.832
7.20 2.883 2o223 .8288 1.3945 1.838
7.30 2.702 2o2b8 o8277 1.4086 1.644
7.40 2.720 2o249 68"69 1.4226 1.649

7.50 2,739 2.263 0,8262 -1.4364 1.688
7,60 2z757 2*276 148255 10402 1.860o
7.70 2,775 g2e8 .8247 1.4638 1.666
7.80 2o793 2o301 .8240 1.4774 1*871
7.90 2.811 2.314 98233 1.4908 1*677

C*00 2,e28 2.327 0.822,7 -1,5042 1,eS2

*18-
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TABLE 2b (cont.)

y/= 2.00

"1--- -C n

8.00 2.828 2.327 0.8227 -1.5042 1.682

8.10 2.846 2.339 .8220 1.5174 1687

8.20 2,864 2.352 .8213 1.5306 1.692

8.30 2.881 2.364 .8207 1.5437 1.697

8.40 2.898 2.377 .8201 1.5567 1.702

8.50 2.915 2.389 0.8195 -1.5396 1.707
8.60 2.933 2.401 .8188 1.5825 1,712
8.70 2.950 2.413 .8182 1.5952 1.717
8.80 2.966 2.426 .8176 1.6079 1.72S
8.90 2.983 2.438 .8171 1.6205 1.727

9.00 3.000 2.449 0.8165 -1.6330 1.732
9.10 3.017 2.461 .8159 1.6454 1.737
9.20 3.033 2*473 .8154 1,6578 1.742
9.30 3,050 2o485 *8148 1.6701 1,746
9.40 3,066 2e497 .8143 1.,6823 1.751

9.50 3.082 2.508 0.8138 -1.6944 1.756
9.60 3.098 2.520 .8132 1.7065 1.760
9.70 3.114 2*531 .8127 1.7185 1,765
9.80 3.130 2.543 .8122 1.7304 1.769
9.90 3.146 2.554 .8117 1.7423 1.774

10.00 3.162 2.565 O.8112 -1.7541 1.778

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTION

The one-dimensional interaction of shock-waves,

rarefaction waves, and contact-discontinuities (density alone

discontinuous) can be conveniently discussed for water-like

substances in the manner used by Courant and Friedrichs for
A)

ideal gases. - One considers the change In material velocity

in terms of the characterizing pressure-ratio

Consider a plane ehock-wave. Let Vn be the material

velocity of the normalized region and V the material velocity

of the other one. Then we have from the definition of Ax

- 19 -
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(or. equation (5)).
VrA - v - Qn ()

Put 4i( ) 0 a, V (P)

Then V = vn + f(m (6a

If tIe sense of the direction from left to right be always

positive, the equation (6a) applies to fig. I. Such a forward

shook-wave will be designated -. On the other hand, a back-

ward shook traveling toward the left will be indicated by S

and will satisfy the following relation.

V a, vn - 4 ,,(3) (6b

The various shocks that are possible for a given value of V

or of Vn may be conveniently represented on a Vj diagram

(fig. 4ab), It is to be noted that if a point k is given

on a V, diagram, a single infinity of curves V = Vk + fk(P)

can be drawn through that point, since I(C) is a function

of " and of/ If /0., however, is also fixed, then the

curve through k is determined.

a b

V"

- 20 -
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d

V V

Consider a finite rarefaction wave R (continuous,

adiabatic change) moving toward the right. As before, let

Vn be the material velocity of the nomalized region and V

that of the region not normalized (i.e., on either side of the

rarefacton Then we have from Riemann's argmuent

N2

Put 2 -A (k- .1)
V - c = V 1 - a O

Then V V n + a () (7a

In the case of such a rarefaction wave R traveling to the

left
v. avn - CF €) (7b

The Vf diagrams for such rarefaction waves are shown in fig.

40,d.

The functions f and CF€) represent physi-

cally the absolute oanmge in material velocity across a shook-

- 21 -
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wave and a rarefaction-wave of finite amplitude, respectively.

They possessoertain intrinsic properties (of. proofs in

Appendix A), namely,

-n (8b'

<-- (8b'

4'p), '4( ) positive all f (8b"

S () negative ll (8

if and <

then >~~'*~ (Ba'
if ~ ~~~ 1i ndp

lacthen n()> () 4p (8d'

+ (8e

' f i)= I('p) + all PJ4'.Pt.pI (Set
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It is useful in discussing interaction on the basis

of these theorems to construct for any given state a 4 transi-

tion-curve for waves toward the right (of. fig. 5a) and a V1

transition-curve for those to the left (cf. fig. 5b).

Fia. 5
a b

A W'
-4-

V V

For oxarmple, let us now consider the head-on

collision of two shocks Sland S2 . It is required to determine

the final state of the intermediary region, given its initial

state (po,/o., VO ) and the strengths Y, and 'f,(for definiteness

is taken less than ). Evidently (cf. the illustrative
1 1

example for water in fig. 6a) a common V0 and p0 exists

oaly for the intersection of the upper branches of the Vr

transition-curves through the !nitial V,p points. In other

words, the origiaal colliding shocks result in two new shocks

receding from each other. Thus symbolically we may write

S1  S2 - S3 S4- 4 - 4. .

It is to be noted that because of the assumption of

no entropy change the condition of pressure equality between

two regions implies density equality also, i.e., no contact-

discontinuity can exist in this case.8) In a similar fa3hion

- 23 -



1312 FIGURE 6

ERR 14 WTRlsI

ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTION

BEFORE
I Prz ' 0 1

01=1,47 oi=1.000 Or=1.1 3l

Vjo,14Vi 0,OM Vr= .043

§A_ AFTIER A

p1o3, 0 2  pm"'4" 450 pp*O

V1 =-0,11 Ve. 0 7 0  r -JA

BE.FORt

pi=2 4.0 9 pin 6.003 Pp t=ol 30

2,573 oe 1.604 ezrul.O0

V1 = 0.2 Vm 0. 200 VrwO 000

pjAi'.M pim2 3 .150 PrO-01

2.573 O$WU 2.538 oe000o

Vc0.520 Vus 0.531 Vrw0 000 U
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ERR 14 FIGURE 6

WATER l*7.!5

ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTION
C

S,4 BE FORE
Pi=24.009 pm= 0.001 pr6.0 03  3 4 1

0l= 2.573 C= 1.000 Cr=1.629

Vi= 0.340 Vm- -.204 V o 000

AFTER lo
Pl=24.009 Pm=24 .600 Pr 6 ,0 03  '5

Cl= 2.573 Cm= 2.609 cr-1..6 2 9  14

V1 = o.340 V1= V r=0 00

R BEFORE
Pl= 6.00-1 pm=24 .009 pr =  1

l= 1.605 cm= 2.573 Cr=l.O00

Vi= 0.229 Vm- 0.544 Vr=O 000

C AFTERALI

pl= 6.003 pi = 6.600 Pr=0 0 01 7 1 i
Cl= 1.605 Cm= 1,649 CrlO00 1o

0.229 Vm= 0.215 Vr=O 000
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other types of interaction can be discussed (of. Appendix H

for proofs of two interesting results); they are summarized

in Table 3, which includes also te.o ideal gas results for

c~rparison. It is dignifloant that a water-like substance

does not always behave like an ideal gas (fictitious for r 5/3)

having the same value of r . For example, in the case of

water the overtaking of one shock-wave by another results always in

A rarefaction being reflected* whereas there may be a reflected

shock for the analoeous ideal gas. Then, too, for a rare.aotion

overtakinG a shock-wave the reflected wave is always a shook in

water, but it may be a rarefaotion in the ideal gas. Moreover.,

the kinds of phenomena that occur in water-like substances are

ndependent of the value of 9 , not so in the gamut of so-oallee

ideal oases where a = 5/3 is a peculiar mthematioal boundary.

Typical instances of interactions in water-like substances are

illustr:atod in fig. 6, b, c, and d.

2II. OLIL qF T ;.k OF SHOCKS

The oblique collision of two similar shock-waves

is mathematically equivalent to the oblique reflection of a

single shook. nence consider a plane shock-wave I (of. fi'.

7a) moving with constant velocity in a waater-like substance

a,,d inodont at an a.gle .Xn an infinitely wide, plane

rigid wall. The reflection is said to be "regular" 1) if

- 26 -
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TABLE 3

Water-like Substance Ideal Gas

S T 'S T S S Tc S9 T S
_V4- -9 -

S T-tR T S S T -R T S
-.0 > 4- -9 -

R T -. R T R R T -R T R

R T S T T R R T>-o. T T R

S S-S S S T -- S T S

R R - RT T S

R R - R R 11 R R
4.. 0- 0. -0.

S~ ..* S . 4t- T 4

-t -, --

T~ J

R S ' S R S -S T T S

R S -R T T R 4+. -9 4- -V

R S --vS T T
9 -0 0.

R Sn- T T
-9 ."

R S -R T T

S RsS TT

Note: T . signifies a density-discontinuity with the density
of the region on the left less than that on the right.
T T signif'ies a contact-zone of constant pressure
through which there is a monotonic change of density.

- 27 -
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the line of contact T between the reflected plane shock R

and the incident one is always on the wall. The phenomenon

is evidently stationary for an observer moving with the line

of contact (cf. fig. 7b) so that it is determined by the

Fig. '7

a b

R R

'1 I l I II/'1 /1IIor III

WALL WALL

kinematical conditioni that the relative flow of the fluid

is parallel to the wall both initially and finally. Now the

only changes in material velocity are normal to the shocks,

viz., if at the incident shock of strenth and Vat the

reflected shock of strength i''. Since the total change of

material velocity normal to the wall imst be zero, for

normalization in the region between the two shocks,

to '016

I Vocs~ + .7cos a.--O (ga

Furthermore, the total change of material velocity parallel

to the wall must be equal to the difference between the

initial parallel velocity and the final one, i.e.,

Vsin.-V'sin = -'-. s- (gb

-28 -
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Now Or and 1/are both functions of ~:7and

V 'are both functions of J.Hence equations (9a) and

(9b) are suffl.icoat to determine the strengthy of the re-
A

fleoted shock and its angle of reflection CCin terms of the

known strength rof the incident shock and its angle of in-

cidence OC, For computational purposes it is convenient to

combine these equations in a single quadratic equation as

follows:

L X + MX +N =0 (9

X aos 2 f

L r. 2  r 12-r 2 - ( P 2 - (r2)}

M PV 2j (Pr'2 - C.2) + 0_, 21 _V21 (1P712 -.. r2) + c2)

N a V'2 (0.2 - T2

The graphical representations of typical numerical

solutions are shown here for r=7.15 and 2.00; OE(C) for

given~ or pip 0 ) in fig. Bas b and ~(CC) for Sivenp in

fig. 9a, b. As in the case of ideal gases 13) there are, in
&* It

general, two solutions V' CX for given Ir cx~ : one with

larger and large CLO: the other with relatively smallY

and small CL. For certain "ext2'eme" values, however,

the two solutions merge into one, while for still highir

values of Ono solutions at all exist. The "extreme" values

are determined by the condition that the derivative -. .±.h or

0 becomesinfinite (cf. fig. 9a, b). Subject to this
condtio eqatioe~a, (b) gve or L,

condtio eqatins Qa) (9) gve or extr.( Y extra)

-29 M
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TABLE- 4a

"Extreme" Solutl.ons

t Mextr. Cextr •

0 1.0000 1.000 90.00

1.0 0.9970 1.006 85."28 87 °64

1.6 0,9872 1,026 800029 85?14

1.8 0,9797 1,041 77?.81 83?.89

2.0 0.9681 1.065 74.80 82b.Z7

2.2 0.0501 1.102 71?17 80,52

2.4 0.9230 1,159 66°90 '78!34

2.6 0,8831 1,247 62?02 75.?82

2.8 0,8265 1*378 56°66 73.02

3.0 0,7502 1.569 51.005 70'.05

3.2 0.6545 1.838 45.048 67?.007

3,4 0,5444 2.197 40:24 64:24

3.6 0.4299 2.651 3557 61"°70

3,8 0.3224 3.190 31.59 59,53

4,0 0,2308 3.795 %.31 57.71

4.2 0.1592 4.442 25065 56,23

4.4 0.1067 5.112 23.033 55.01

4o6 0,0701 5.793 21?84 54?00

4.8 0.0454 6.478 20 49 53015

5.0 0.0291 7.167 19!42 52,41

6.0 0.0030 10.759 16?43 49?78

. P 1 atm.
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TABLE 4b

"Extreme" Soluk on

(2. 00 Y .0

YItr %Xtr Y~xtextr. extrn extr.

0 00 90000 0 00 90000 0

0.1 54291 34.036 42.'31 5o455 41 o72 35.08

0.2 3o874 35.17 46.87 3o845 40."34 40096

0.3 3.118 36066 50.,4C 3,051 401.42 46.'52

0A4 29605 38*59 5308O 2.537 41*27 49.65

0.5 2*218 40.*98 57.'10 2,160 42?*76 53:*62

006 1.905 43'98 60.55 11862 ",295 57,89

0.7 10641 47?*87 640'35 1.612 48:*10 62.08

0.8 1*410 53.027 68.'83 1,395 52.83 67.'12

0.9 1*200 61083 74?076 11195 60:*97 73?*63

1.0 1.000 90,00 90.,00 11000 90.000 90,00

2 CLI ax t r I extr.

Table 4ag b lisit these "extreme" solutions extre, 061extro

for' 7.15 'and for' 2.00, 1.40 (included for comparison

with air)respectively. C.,)mparatilva graphs (of. fig. iOa, aft

bt c) show that unless the shocks are very strong the limits

of regular reflection for water-like substances are similar

to those for ideal gases having correspondir...7olue5 of 4

and obeying the Rsxlldne-HWSgoniot adiabatic,

Mhe vanishing of the diseriminait of equation (9) is

sufficient

* ~"-"A - -31 -
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to determine the value of OL. for whioh the refleotedmuine
pressure r is a minimum for given . Thus

with M = 2 l

The minimum solutions for a w 2.00 and 1.40 are given in

Table 51 those that exist for e w 7.15 are not in the region

of physical Interest. The limiting value or CLmtn. for weak

&hocks (r--p l) is the same as that for an ideal gas 3 )

having the same , namel7

-- --

0.1 4.393 W6 92 20 o9 4.6 38.73 2.64

0.2 3.139 240090 20.87 3.371 353 24.'00

0.3 2.504 23.'83 20.86 2.622 334 4 24.87

0.4 2.094 237*14 207868 2.158 32.6 25.055

0.5 1,796 22:.64 20794 1.8o 31017 26.*12

00.6 1.588 P2:27 21:"02 1585 307039 2606

0.7 1.385 22**00 21: 1 1.393 2 9. 76 270010

0.8 1.234 21.979 21*22 1.237 297e22 27.54

0.9 1.108 21058 21.32 1.108 28.178 27.,96

1.0 .ooo 21.47 21'47 1.000 90734 28.34
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The angle of z teotion fCt ts an Inoreasig 4 montonic

function of the angle of incidence o. In the range Ot Ccr '4

It In to be noted 'rmu equation (9a) that the angle of

Incidence is equ.al to the angle of reflection provided

t -V (10a

0eA-4n" Solutions

0 1,000

1.0 1.003

1.6 1.013

l.e 1.030

2.0 1.032

2.2 1.051

2.4 1.080

3.6 1*125

2.6 1.192

3.0 1.291

3.2 1.431

3.4 1.620

3.6 1.860

4.0 2.472

8.0 4.4

6.0C 6.449

P0 * 1 atm.
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TABLU 6b.

"Head-on" Solutions

0.0 oo Co

0.1 6.171 4634

0.2 3.806 3.229

093 2.823 2.548

0.4 2.258 2.116

0,.5 1.882 1.808

0.6 1.610 1.574

0.7 1.404 1.388

0.8 1.241 1.235

0.9 1.109 1.108

1.0 1.000 1.000

Now this relation always holds for the one-dimensional case

of "head-on" refleotion (CK = at - 0). The "head-on"

values are given for Y a 7.15 in Table 6a and for r 0 2.000

1.40 in Table 6b. Furtheamoreo substituting relation (1o)

in equation (9b) we find that these angles are equal also for

an angle of incidence O(given by

sin 2 o. =.t (lOb
-V

- 34 -
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Inasmuch as V is intrinsically negative for 0 4 1, no

such angle exists for r >' t; hence the limiting condition is

given by or'= V 8 for which CO 0. It is seen that. the magni-

tude of K varies in general not only with the value of a R

as is the case for ideal gases 1,3), but also with the strength

t of the incident shock. The situation is shown qualitatively

in f Ig 11 where %'(11 is plotted against T tt and - V( ):)

against or( Y) for = 1.40, 2.00 and 7.15. It Is to be

noted that for Y43 the curves intersect at a point 'r "r '

V -- only for weak shocks, iseo, 'Y' 70 1. Furthermore,

in this r range -'r -')so that the angle cX exists for all

stre -gths P . On the other hand, for r > 3 (e.g., ry a 7.15)

the curves start out in a reversed position so that IV' is

initially less than Or ; in other words, there is no such angle

O e • At some lower value X.e, however, the curves cross over

so that then 7")7 and OC, exists. For example, for Y= 7.16

the weakest shook for which M w CL'is o.8.481 (10)14, i.e.,

Poo/Po = 3.538 (10)1Loutside the domain of interest. Finally,

it is seen that for 1 o 3 the curves form a vertical cusp in

the neighborhood of weak shocks. Let Y-vl. Then

and P(l-)

hanoe d .V)y-, which becomes Infinite for YM 3.

For angles of incidence greater than Q*or 0, if c.r,

does not exist, the reflected pressure actually exceeds the

- 35 -
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"head-on" value, In fig. 12a, as b, c, the ratio of Yextr.

to f'head-on is plotted as a function of Yfor Y= 7.15,

2.00, 1,40, respectively.

It may be that the extreme value of 'coincides

with the "head-on" value for a particular strength 1. of the

incident shock. In that case "head-on" reflection gives higher,

values of Y'than any oblique reflection for all stronger Inci-

dent shocks ( ) Table 7 Gives Y, for I- 7.15, 2.00, 1.40.

TABLE 7

L"Extreme -Head-on" Equalitv
I #

l(extr.head) Yl(e.ttr.head) C l(extr.head) (extr.head)

7.15 6.243x(10) 3563 310o8 3108

2.00 0.02345 0.083 35080 35980

1.40 0.1689 3.9G5 40='39 0 '39

Typical casos of material flow are shown in fi6 13a,

b, cp For a ziuon strongth r stat of the incident shook I

there is always one angle of incidence Cstat. for which the

prcssure and flow-direction of the material behind the reflected

shock Ri are identical with those corresponding to a "simnle"

three-sahock int rseotlon (of. Section iV). For example, suppose

the wall in fit. 7b Is replaced by fluid havtng the same pres-

sure as that of the neighboring; fluid wblch had been in ontact

with the wall. This can be accomplished by having a thire shook

1 (of. fie,. 14) with its front normal to the contact-surface.

- 36 -
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R A denstymdisoontinuity# however*

r wiil exist in the region between

L the shocks M and R. Let p"( u)

be the pressure behind the shook

M and r.= Pe/p" a . Then

by (Sa") we IAve for normalization

r with respect to the region in

front of M
,-' .. M~j )*so O

or 00 Oso A.

Thus In addition to equations (9a) and (9b) we now have relation

(11) holding for the variables ( Jt', t , *). Hence for a given

value of an anrle VKstate is detemined. In the limiting

oasey-*l equation (11) reduces to
sin Ot ar

whe re ,' tat. 2

Tables 8a, b give these so-oalled "stationary" values for

a 7.15 and 2.00, 1.40 respeoitvely.

This "quaai-stationary" flow oorresponds to the rogular-

r.eflection solution with lo,-valued ' for weak incidont

shooks, but with the high-valued P' for strong incident shocks.

The oritical strength P 2 that asparates these two claseso of

quasi-stationary solutions is that particular one whilh is

identiolt with an "extreme" solution (or. fiG. lOa at, bo a).

- 40 -
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J. von Neumann 10) has determined the "extreme-stationary"

contact by means of an asymrptotic expansion for relatively

strong shocks ( 0 ") in which terms like k aic nnlected,

but not terms such as . It turns out that r extr.-stat.

must satisfy the following equations:

(F ( IF : 4

1-i)(1 +

where f(y) -2

(i-)( 1  r y7 -1)1
and F(7*) ( - -1)i' + I

'T (1-f) + (1+f) , 1)

for Yj= 7.15 one obtains thus the asymptotic value (cf. Table 9)

extr.-stat. a 0.0001435, extr.-stat. = 16.395,

C oxtr.-stat. = 15.24, C cxtr.-stat. 47".46. The existence of

such a contact for all Yin the case of vater-like substances

is still another respect in which these behave differently

from the analogous ideal gases 1,3)

As yet, there is not sufficient experimental evidence

to direct the theoretical understanding of the region beyond

the validity of "regular reflection", where the so-called

Mach effect 1,3) occurs. In this connection it is desirable

to consider as a first approximation the "simple" theory of

three-shock intersections.

- 41 -



100 141.0

1.0 141.8

1.s 1400*6

2.0 139.8

2.2 138.8

2.4 136.

2.8 1336*7

2.8 12968

3.0 123.7

3.9 11600

M. 1060*4

3.6 98.57

3.8 84 *10

4.0 72.87

4.2 62.83

4.4 53.46

4.6 45.77

4.8 39.41

8oo 34.23

6oo 20.33
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TABLE 8b

"Stationary" Solutions

0= .00 k'= 1.40

0.0 d c

91 4.441 5.444

92 3.583 3.373

.3 3.b7g 2.729

3.361 2.496

.5 3.418 2o422

.6 3,509 2.418

.7 3*619 ;.450

.8 3,740 .502

o9 3,8 8 2.567

100 4.000 2,639

Table 9 contains the values of k 2 for , 7,15, 2.00, 1.40.

TAmrA 9

"Extreme-Stationar" Contaot

-- 12(extr.stat.),, . -.. 2(extr.stat.) '0(extr..stat.), . .E(extr.stat.). _.

7,15 O0001435 16.3948 15 .24 47.46

2.00 0,2514 3*442 35.087 48.078

1.40 0.4137 2,479 41.°44 50,18

-43-
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Three-shook Interseotions in air are not yet

understoodo I ) although the so-oa]lid "simple" theory ) offero

a first approximation for strong shooks. The requirement

here is that the pressure be uniform between adjacent shooks.

It can be satisfied, however, only it there In a disoontinuity

D in tangential material-velooity (and density) in one of the

regions (of. fig. 1).

The same method 3) has been

used to survey three-shoc it

oonfigarations for water-like

substanoes.

For tLhe limiting

value Y-ol the various sond' - '-

tions result in a oubit equa- o/

tion for sos /3, , via.,

M
f4r, COW^,4 -r* r&+ (r-p"4 ia s 'J/

where m a (+1)a-' +2((--1 .ir'

44 -
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and d o

The other anlea are then given by
,J; ,.w- cot -l( .

and 9ur.4P

and ",00 Got - (j )

The solutions are surprising* Even though the one ahook is

very weak (r-41) the minimum resultant pressure Ymay be man7

times greater, e.g..'m 2-.o234 for - 1.40," O 33.175 for

* 2.00, and -J.38.67 for - 7.15 (of. fig. 17da , db, do).

In ouher words9 for weaker resultant pressuresfno three-

shook configurations exist at all; they do exists however, for

an ideal gas with the same value of r a It can be shown that

this peculiarity is independent of ((of. Appendix C). Thus we

have another characteristic differenoe between water-like sub-

stances and ideal gases The configurations for limiting

oases are shown in fig. 16aS b.

Numerical results for r w 7.15 are show, Graphically for

given values of YI namely J" -*l, Y 0o.78 and 0,10O e.g.1 #A(0)

in fig* l7a, Ja(1) in fig. 17b, t(,) in fig. 17o, 3rI(1) in

fig. l 7 da, dal and c(/5) in fig. 17s. Here too, for each value

of is a minimum resultant pressure I Sg#m2* for

0 .75 and Jr"n.-48el for r- 0.10) in contrast to the three-

shook solutions for the analogous ideal Sas, where configurations

with YIn the neighborhood of unity always exist. It is to bo re-

marked also how clone the various curves are to the limiting one for

-i, which is accordingly a good approximation for qualitative

- 45 -
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ERR 14 FIGURE 16 b
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ERR 14 FIGURE 18b
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desoription. In each case the limiting curve t-01 for the

analogous ideal gas is given for comparison. The two apparent

families of solutions which are usually distinct for an ideal

gas are undoubtedly physical regions of one double-valued

family in the case of water-like substances. Trpioal three-

shock configurations for given values of t and ofCo are shown

in the diagrams of fig. 18a, a'. The influence of is illu&trated

in the comparative oases of fig. 18b, bl*

V, EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

The interaction of shock-waves in water was first studied
12)

by P. Libessart at Oxford, England. In fig. 19, Plate I,

a spherical shock-wave produced byNo. 8 detonator is shown

reflected obliquely from a wall. From the four exposures we

observe how "regular reflection" develops into "Mach reflection"

(incipient at 3rd exposure). In fig. 20, Plate I, shock-waves

from two No. 8 detonators, fired simultaneously from opposite

ends of an ebonite cylinder, have interactd to produce a Maih

effect. It is likely that the central band is the region in-

cluded between two surfaces of density-discontinuity (the optics

of such photographs require furthor study).

(See page 74 for insert.)

L. P. Mac Dougall, G. H. Messerly, and E. 1. Boggs 1 4) of the

Expiosives Research Laboratory, Bruceton, Pa., have invrestigated

the oblique collision of two intense shock-waves produced by

the detonation of an inclined pair of pentolite sticks (1"

diameter) in water. Figure 23, Plate III, illustrates a

- 52 -
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"regular" collision* For J in the neighborliood of 0.174 and
rcr1a )-gre ter r~

for CC a20.8 the measured value of Cis 23:5 th

Ot 0 as the theory pradicts. Figure 24, Plate III, shows a

Mach effect. The measured angle a1= 39" Is beyond the range

of "regular" values (of. fig. loa, where CX extr. for It 0.174

is about 26:6).

The most complete quantitative investigetion 16) has

been carried out experimentally at the Underwater Explosives

Research Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass. In Sineral, two equal

charges are exploded simultaneously at a variable distance apart.

The resultant effect of the shook-waves in registered by a

piezo-eleotrio or diaphragm gauge at some point equidistant

from the two charges (it is convenient for this distanoe to be

kept constant). Figure 25, Plate IV shows a "regular" collision

produced by the spherical shork-waves from two 50-g tetryl
17)

charges 1 while figure 26 illustraLes a Mach effect. The

measurements were made primarily in the case of two ca. 1700-g

spherical, cast, pentolite charges. In fig. 27 a typi.cal

plot is given. The average experimental curve indicates the

predicted increase of resultant pressure twith increasing

angle of incidence CC* The quantitative discrepancy is of the

order of magnitude of the observational error. (Exact agree--

ment is hardly to be expected in view of the above theoretical

assumption of constant pressure behind the incident shocks and

in view of the experimental uncertainty of determining the

peak pressure by a method of extrapolation.) Furthermore, the

5 3 -
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"damage" 18) as lndiated by a diaphragm gauge and by a

cylindrioal shell-target shows a maximuta beyond the "extreme"

angle similar to that found for the peak pressure.

More cata, Inoluding Values of Ot as well as t'over

a wide range, are required before any statement can be made

reearding the quantitative satisfaotoriness of the theory.

- 54
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APPENDIX A

PROPERTIES OF +.() AND j(p) FUNCTIONS

1. The baslo equations for the functions .(p) and

and their derivatives are as follows:

( O =O nv(-) = n 1/2(I" ')I/2 (,a

(, the sign of (.-1))

= o ?(,- Cnfl-) j17 +  (.- - ) (lal'

2 ' I-/2 -r1/

(la

- .L±4~. +_ (1b

2. Proo of ,(a). (3b')

For Ia real, wn -1eo value of A, B

21 t- 1 )

tb n, ( ,1) - 2q , -l k(- + 1 /

- i -
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(a For values of 0 4. <1I the expression R

Is negative, by the rule of signs of equiation (I.), hence
1 ;l r . . 1 +¢

1-1)z +-on

2y ( -1) 1/2 (1." / 1)1/2

or o )<

(b) For values of oo >> the expression

is positive, henoe

/' 2.

or.li/  elj"l / # ,'"' >(Fo,

Si,,oe an) ) and f') ' () for 5-oyn [(8a), (6b)] it

follows that ( ) f) for 5 Yn.

_. Proof of (8a), (8b). (So). (8b")-.-_(_o")-

An 1 It is evident that 4(7) = 0 for

-9I. It also follows from equations (la') and (Ib') that

p ()- - an from equations (la") and (Ib") that
<fit'()  , i" .! . (1+ l")n

From equations (Ib') and (ib") it follows that0()>O and that

< .It remains to prove that A j)~> 0 and that f

- 60 -
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for all va1'n of . We shall first prove the former statement,

(a) For values of 0 < < l:the expression

, Yl* _ 1 1/2

is always positive, since the numerator is always negative, and

the denominator Is always negative by the rule of signs of

equation (I).

JVJ For v l'we have noted that - ,%Ioh to positiv.

ol For values of ce >P>1; it is suffiolent to show that

sin,4- wa have noted that *~("Pis always greater

than zero. This has been shown in the preceding sections

We will now prove that 4(-P)< 0 for all values of •

(a') For values of O<Y< 1; (1)V is negative from equation

(1a), (2) YJ( 'T < Ty r or jr2 2K from preceding

section. To prove that t )<0 it remains to show that
2 ,(i 1 + V . r+

or Ar 1 .}

i- - -1 + 1±2 1
-Y *~ 7' -7- J;, which is true,

(b) For t i p which is negative.

o) For values of .o>r>li ()Vis positive from equation (la).
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(2)I o , 2 2>Y"

To prove that Q < 0 it remains to show that

or ~ I 22 >V ykP i+ ii~

or 2+ yk~ +1 1 which ias true.

4. Proof of (8d)

We have

VPi P i Pi-."'

pp

Pi 7+Pj
1C T~( j)(le )?

If "). ,0 and s) negative; hence theorem (8d)

if ~i~~'~ is positive while ~()is neGative.

Fina'Aly, If i <( (, both A(j ) and ~(1are positive.

In this oase, however ,, the factors for the expression 4()

are jaoh either greater than or equal in absolute value to the

- 62 -
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corresponding factors of Hence in each case>

algebraically.

5. Proof of (ed')

We have 2o'"

2o --iOa

If P1  ' f(P) = 0 and ()is negative; hence theoreri (ed')

Is satisfied. If = p3 , if( ) is positive while fj( ) = 0.

if ~ both *( ) and ()are negativ'e. In this case,

however, the factors for the expression p are each either

less than or equal in absolute value to txtC corresponding

factors of 'F( o Hence in each case *(p)> "(C),

algebraically.

We are to rove tat
,~ o~ H> -{ ) +i +1c) Oj

- 6Z3 -

iiP
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Let pi- and Y5 - , tnOny l to
p.1 aJ

Since ci (p i

the above is equivalent to

Substituting the value of If, we obtain

This may be proved by a method similar to that used in seotion

2. For any real, non-zero value of A,B

A2 -2AB + B2 >0

Let A2 a ( -i)( 7.4), B2 - (f-)(l-j"

then j-c

.o. +, ) r -) (1 - 4) -'e, + ', ,- #

or ~ P( :,• - 0,l(, -. > - '"). -,("tI,4 -.

or~~ +64 -+



TakLng the square root of oaoh elod we obtAin

which is1 what we set out to prove.

This relation may be seen to be true by oonsidering thre

points on a forwarvd rar'aotion wave xj<x j (x k with Cfteotive

pressures P,, ' and Ik and iratera1l velooitSeo V1 . Vj. and " k "

The theorem s.mpL y states that

(v- vi) (V3  V ) + (V k -v).

65 -
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APPENDIX B

TWO PRQOF OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL iNTEnaCTIONS

Table 3 in the text outlines th, results of one-dimensional

interaction of shook-waves and rarefaction waves. In this

section we will discuss in detail several Instances of wave

Interactionn, in which the differences between ideal gases and

water-like substances are most striking.

We shall first recall some relations existing between the

effective pressure, material velocity, and density in front and

behind a shock-wave or a rarefaction wuve. Consider the shook

or rarefaction wave movinr along an x-axis. The x-axis will thus

be divided in two parts. The effective pressure, material

velocity, and density on the right of the wave-front will be

designated -r, VrP anderi those on the left, E1, Vi, rndle.

respectlvely. The material velocity will be considered positive

if it is moving in a positive direction along this x-axis, and

negative if it is moving in the uegat'lve direction, A shook or

razefaction wave moving in a forward or posiitive direction re-

lative to the undisturbed material will be designated and

respectivelyl in the opposite direction, . and I* On the basis

of the above conventions the following ineqalities hold

Fi > Pro P l>Pr fort

P1 4 0r' Pl< ir forA (A

V1 > Vr f r1,or

1l > 1r- / l>P r for 4 (A'

Vi< Vr for-orE

- 66 -



Prom relations (8b") and (8c') it follows that

and V(Y) are monotonioay. increasing functions of p, wile

their slopes are monotonically decreasing functions of ,

Before prooeeding we would like to call to attention that

IT - A(Pr) andi W ' each of which simply

atates that the differoroe of material velocity (V1 - Vi,) a -(Vr-VI),

for a shook-wave or for a rarefaotion-waveo respoctively*

Let us consider the case of two forward shcks following

each other., These will divide the x-axis into three regions$

left$ middle, and right which we will designate 1, m, and ro

Prom (A) we have the inequalities 'i > -m>"r and V1 > Vri > Vr*

These will indicate the relative positions of I, m. and r on the

V , P diagram, After the interaction

71LL

V

has taken place the regions 1 and r remain unchanged, while

a new region mi appears at the center to take the place of m.

The region ml is connected to region 1 by a backward wave, ,

- 67 -
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and to region r by a forward wave , ,. It we draw a I. curve

(it. fig. 28) through 1 and a r curve through r, m' will be

determined by the, interseotion of these two curves. We wish to

show tlat ml is on the shook branch of A, but on the rarefaction-

wave portion of

Since m was connected to r by a shook the curve Y passes

through tho point m. From the disposition of the point 1 and

the slope of A, it is evident that =1 Is on the shook branch )f

,.,, Hence the forward wave connecting mi with the region r will

be a shook, We will now draw. m through 1 and me It follows

from relations (Be) that ., will lie on the left of. for values

of - * Hence m' will lie on the rarefaction branch of

Let us consider a forward shook overtaken by a forward

rarefaotion-wave. The inequalities (A) and (AW ) yield the fol-

lowing relations for the effective pressures and material

velocities in regions 1, m, and rs j1(<1 M>r and VIVm >V .

The points 1 and r will lie on the.& and1m curves, 'respectively

(of. fig. 29a). Now for ('3, #,C-P)CiJ-) (of. Sit).

Hence the ourve m will lie above J6" It may be shown that

4. will also lie above,& for values of - below Fm0 It follows

that the point mi will fall on the .I branch of the &i ourve,

resulting in a weak reflected shook. On the other hand, ml

may fall either on the ir or 4. branoh of , curve depending

on the original position of 1 on the Jm curve (of. fig. 29b).

- 68 -i
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b,

Thus for a strong shook and a weak rarefaotion-wave a ,4hook

will be transmitted$ while the reverse is true for a weak

shook and a strong rarefaotion-wave. It remains to be shown

that Wi will lie above 4for values of 5 below%5. The transi-

tiozi-ourve Arconsists of two branches, It Is composedofA

from r to m and of.;r for values of 'j loes than "fr. It follows

from (Be) that Ar must lie above 4.from r' to m. hence this

portion in also above JL. Also, if we draw a vertical line

through r we pass thr'ough some point t on&. Relation (Be')

implies that oincides withn §. B~ut 5 rand

-kit hence it follows from relations (8d') that

~ *~ or ~ Consequently r lies above lkM4

-69-



THREE-SHOCK CONFIGURATIONS FOR WEAK SHOCKM

In the case of weak reflected shooksy ,-ol, a quadratic

equation has been derived for ideal gases in tems of the

cosine of the limiting anglej,*3 ). The analogous equation

for water-like substances is

A& Is bho case for ideal gases sk approaches 9vas a limit,

aind the limiting angles t,* dare Ziven by

tan go,u or
080/4'- 00 cotA'

and cot , 6 eeo,/; cot 4,'

The distinction between ideal eases and water-like

substanoes becomes apparent when one considers a value of

slightly less than ones Let this correspond to a value of

00 r 1 - C . where C is a small positive quantit-y. The dis-

criminant of the above quadratic equation is then 6iven, in

terms of a power series In C 0 by the expression

is6C 4 1[~ - 1J + te rms in C)

which is negative for a suffioiently small value of C

to > is Hence, for a value of J sufficiently near one there

is always a region where no real three-shock solutions can be

found in the case of water-like substances.

For ideal gases on the other hand, the disoriminant is

-70-
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given b7 the expression

64C4~ [ 2 _4) -3 (41)2 c

which Is positive for a sufficiently small value of C and

r> 1. In this instance for a value of Y suffioiently near

one there is always a region where real three-shook solutions

must exist. In fact, as Y-0l,A'-O, 11,"W,

tan 44. while W -" W
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of piezoelectric measure-
ments of underwater explosion pressure waves generated and
observed near the free water surface. The charge-surface-gauge
positions were such that the rarefaction wave resulting from re-
flection of the compression wave at the surface was propagating
in the moving and compressed medium not far behind the shock
front. Under these conditions, the interaction with the sur-
face deviates from the predictions of simple acoustic theory.

If the angle of incidence is defined as o = tan "1 (D + Dg)/R,
where D and D are the charge and gauge depths and R is iheir
horizontal sepiration, one finds that the deviations from acous-
tic theory become more pronounced as O decreases at constant
pressure level ( at the point of reflection on the surface) or
as the pressure level is increased at constant CK

The deviations readily observed by the methods employed in
this Investigation are 1) a falling-off of the peak pressure
from the value obtained in free water at the same charge-to-
gauge distance, and 2) a change in the character of the rare-
faction cut-off to zero pressure. The rarefaction becomes less
steep-fronted and, in extreme cases, would appear to haie pene-
trated to the shock front. The decay of pressure behind the
shock front becomes non-exponential and the pressure-time records
become convex upward. The total duration of the positive press-
ure phase, however, becomes longer than predicted by acoustic
theory for the cut-off to zero pressure on the arrival of a neg-
ative reflected front.

- Vi-
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TE ..EFLECTIN il' OF SMALL-CHARGE SHOCK WAVES

FROM A FREE SUPACE

I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena accompanying the oblioue incidence of smock
waves upon a free surface have already been described.5P

6 ,

However, the theoretical descriptions generally available apply
only to that part of the pressure field in which the angle of
incidence is large and the pressure level comparatively low,
less than 15,000 psi. Under such conditions, the normal
acoustic laws of propagation offer a satisfactory description
of the direct shock wave and of the tension wave which is
reflected from the surface. Experimental evidence previously
obtained at this laboratory has been secn to indicate that
for very small angles of incidence and for cases in which
either the charge or the gauge is very close to the surface,
the acoustic theory n9 longer offers an adecuate explanation of
the observed results. O'

These earlier results showed that, at points very close.o the surface, the shock wave duration (the time interval
between the arrival of the directly propagated wave at the
gauge and the subsequent arrival of the reflected negative wave)
is greater than simple acoustic theory predicts. Furthermore,
pressures measured near the surface were found to be much lower
than the similitude values obtained for free water, although
for a given charge fired near the surface this attenuation is
less pronounced beneath the charge than near the surface. And
even before the arrival of the negative wave, the decay of
pressure with time differs from the exponential decay of free-
water pressure fields.

The study here described was undertaken to obtain a more
nearly complete picture of these surface-reflection phenomena.
A program was set up to study shock waves near the surface for
various charge and gauge depths, as well as for varying, pressure
levels at a given depth. Experimental results are presented with
a minimum of interpretation, in the hope that the additional
information will be of assistance in the development of a satis-
factory theory for free surface shock-wave phenomena. The
present foundation for such theoretical development is naturally
based on the Meyer Corner theory and the work o Prandtl and
Mach 9 ), but, except for a brief mention by 'ole the general
literature does not reveal any extension of this work to cover
explosive propagation under the conditions here investigated.

* All such numbers refer to the List of References at the end of
this report.

---
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II. OUTLINE OF SHOOTING PROGRAM

For the shooting which i$ here reported, pentolite was
chosen because of its availability and the ease with which it
may be cast in spherical molds. Spherical charges were used
throughout to obtain pressure fields as nearly symmetric&l as
possible. The first series of shots, with 250 gm charges, was
don* in sea water immediately off the Oceanographic Institution
dock at Woods Holes A horizontal boom (Fig. IA) was suspended
above the surface and from It a vertical rod was projected down
into the water. On this rod were mounted three piezoelectric
gauges, l 2, and 3 ft below the surface. Farther along the
boon, a prAir of movable spreaders held the charge 2 ft below
the surface at any desired horizontal distance from the gauges.
With this rig, shots were fired at horizontal charge-to-gauge
distances that varied from 4 to 45 ft.

During this series, the surface of the water was somewhat
rippled even on the very calmest days, and therefore the depth
measurements could seldom be made with an accuracy better than
3 or 4 in. This was one of the reasons that subsequent shooting
was Ione at a fresh-water pond on Nonamessett Island. Because
of tte shelter afforded by nearby high ground, a good calm pre-
vailed on the pond and, except on the windiest days, the ripple
was less than an inch high.

At the pond, charges and gauges were mounted on a ring
(Fig. 1B). Three uprights were bolted to the ring to serve as
depth indicators. Brightly colored lengths of thin wire were
strung between the uprights and drawn as tight as possible.
Gauges Cend charge were mounted any desired number of inches
below the wire, and the ring was lowered into the pond until
the wire Just broke the surface. Because the wire was light
and tightly strung, there was no appreciable sagging, and tha
gauge and charge depthm could be measured accurately to within
one quarter of an inch.

With this rig, a series of shots was made with charge and
gauges all at the same depth, with the depth varying from
4to.12 in. beneath the surface, and a charge-to-gauge distanco
of 45 in. A second series consisted o.' shots at the 4 in. depth
with gauge distances of 30, 45, and 60 in. All of these shots
were made with 250 gm charges. One group of 500 gm charges
was also used, at a depth of 5 in. and a gauge distance of
19 in.

It was further desired to observe the pressure directly
below the explosive source, but this would nave required
extensive revision of the existing set-up. Instead, a vertical
support was mounted on the ring and extended 3 ft beneath it
By means of this support a gauge could be mounted off to one
side and about 30 in. deeper than the charge.

-2-
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lI* INSTRUMENTATION

Experimental risults in this program were obtained with
UERL Type B gauges1 ) the initial work being done with 3/8 in.
diameter gauges and the pond shooting wit l1/ in. gauges. These
gauges were mounted on 5 ft lengths of wax-filled copper tubing
chosen for low cable signal. The tubing was in turn soliced to
75 ft lengths of copolene cable. To record the gauge signals,
four DuMont 208 Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes were used as previous-
ly modified at this laboratory, and further modified as will be
described below. The cameras which were used in photographing
the oscilloscope screens are of the rotating-drum type, accomm-
odating a 10 in. strip of 35 mm film. The associated electronic
enuipment used to fire the charge, to synchronize the oscillo-
scope bvam brightening with the detonation, and to obtain voltage
and timing calibrattons is essentially the same as has been pre-
viously described.2 )

The time resolution required in the study of small-carge
shock waves imposed severe demands upon the above equipment,
9art icularly since the surface-reflection phenomena are of
urations as short as 10 microsec. The necessary resolution
required a writing speed of at least 0.7 millisec per In4, more
than twice the fastest drum speed for which the equipment had
been designed. The high speed was obtained by running the camera
motors, which were Elinco Midget Type F-78 6-volt D.C. motors,
frnom a 12-volt supply. Variable drum speeds corresponding to
writing bpeeds of from 0.7 to 1.0 millisee per in. were thus
obtaired.

At these writing speeds further modification of the existing
equipment was necessary to obtain readable photographic records.
The intensifier voltage on the 5LP5 cathode ray tubes was increased
from the 1000-volt value indicated in OSRD Report No. 6238 to
3000 volts giving a total voltage across each tube of 4000
volts. Although the deflection sensitivity was thus slightly
decreasedp the gain provided by the amplifiers continued to be
more than adequate for input voltages of more than 0.5 volts.

With increased intensity, satisfactory photography of the
scope faces was possible with an f:l.1+ Zeiss Biotar lens and
Eastman Kodak PF402 green-sensitive Photoflure film. However,
the necessity for recording a time scale simultaneously with
the piezoelectric record lmposed stricter requirements on the
film. Timing marks were obtained from a crater tube (Sylvania
type R-1130B) mounted inside each camera hood, just as des-
cribed for other UERL equipment. ) Because the crater-tube
flashes are red, the Photoflure is relatively insensitive to
them, and at the drum speeds needed here the timing pips did not
show up at all. Therefore it was necessary to use Eastman
LP1.21 Linograph Pan recording film, which is panchromatic but
also particularly sensttive to the blue-green cathode ray tube
light. By force-developing the films thus obtained for 20 min-
utes in D-19, readable records were obtained.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RECORDS

i. Photoaraghic Records

Representative piezoelectriu pressure-time reoords are
shown in Figs. 9-17 for all shooting conditions for which
results are presented in this report. Immediately underneath
each record is a time scale which was recorded simultaneously
on the film. Two different timing methods were used. When
possible a separate oathode ray tube was utilized since it
simplified photographic problems. Otherwise the crater tube
flasher provided timing dots. In both oases the timing
signal came from the same source, a multivibrattr whiot,
operating from a standard 100 kilocycle orystal, gave a
10 kilocyole output and 100 mioroseo markers,

2. Pressure Measurements

Pressaure-time records obtained in this shooting series were
measured to find values of peak pressure, P , and the duration, T,
of the compression wave. Because these shots were shallow, the
reflected rarefaction or tension wave arrived at the gauge a
very short time after the Initial shook front. ?herefore,
nor al extrapolation procedure was not possible, and to derive
a pressure PD, which approximates extrapolated peak pressure,
the following method was used.

It was assumed first of all that the Initial compression
wave arrives at the gauge unaffected by surface reflections.
The first few microseconds of the record, therefore, yield a
value for apparent peak pressure, PAO that starts to decay at
the normal free-water rate until the arrival of the tension way
From work done at this laboratof ywith pentolite in free water?),
a value may be obtained for -/,. 3, where * is the decay time-
constant in microseconds and W the charge weight in pounds. If
GM taken as 62.6 microsec for a 250 p harge, at a value. of
WAtr eu to 00216, the extrapolatedpeak pressure in free
water is 0 pi and the pressure-time curve is as shown in
Fig. 2, plotted on a semi-log grid so that the exponential decayappears as a straight line.

The solid line shows the pressure-time ctrve as it would
be observed by a gauge of infinitesimal suze risntorup eak prsure, P then decayin exponentially. Tho tauges
used fn this stuy have a diameter of more than 114 in$
Including the waterproof wrapping. This finite diameter results
in the recording of a finite rise time and therefore a lower
apparent peak pressure, PAO As seen in Table 1, the average
rise time for the gauges used in this study is about 8 nicrosee,
shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2. Zero time is defined as the
time at which the shook wave passes the center of the gauge. For
these gauges the expected PA is seen to be 3750 psi in free water
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and the ratio Pm/PA Is 1.Q7. The ratio remains roughly the
same for all values or Wl3/R used in this study, and it was
therefore conoluded that, had extrapolation been possible
in the results here presented, the values of Pa would have been
7 per oent higher than the values of P obtained. A derived
peak preimure, PD = 1.07 PA, Is therefore prmsented as an approxi-
mation of Pa.

1000C - ---

S8000-- - -

6000 .. ~ -

I

I ' \
0 20 O

Time (microsec) I

Fig. 2. Free-Water Pressure-Time Curve for 250 gm
Pentolite Charge.

3. UM Duation Measurements

In the accompanying table., computed values of shock-wave
duration, tj are given as derived from acoustic theory. These
values were obtained from the geometric configuration of the
rig, as shown in Fig. 39 and are derived from the differences
in path length traveled by the direct shock wave and the re-
flected tension wave assuming that both travel with the speed
of sound. The experimental measurement corresponding to this
value is called T and is taken as the time interval between the
top of the rise line, at which instant the gauge is recording
the apparent peak pressure, and the point at which the pressure
returns to the hydrostatic value. For gauges small relative to
the thickness of the shock wave, lthis corresponds to the time be-
tween the arrival of the shock wave at the edge of the gauge
farthest from the charge and the subsequent arrival of a steep-
fronted rarefaction wave at that point.

-6-
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Poin 0fdsurface

uAgec o ,\ , Pat of re-
Incidence floated

Charge Gauge

Tens ion Shook
front front)

Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of Surface-Reflection Shook-
wave Path$.

This measurement wail chosen in p reference to the time
between the arrival of the wave fronts -at the front edge of
the gauge because the drop-off due to the tension wave becomes
gradual for inceasingly oblique Incidence and the choice of
the point at which the normal free-water decay ceases becomes
correspondingly unreliable*

Even in the acoustic reg~ion, the time, TD, of the tension
cut-off is longer than the cros sing time, lt, of the initial
pressure wave*

ToWI T TG T

-1 TD

(A) (B)

Fig. "e. Typical Pressure-Time Curves

-7-
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Figure 4A shows, for example, a typical shoek-wave record
in the acous Li roeion, while Fige4B shows the record at the
same pressure love for a much more oblique incidence* Here,
no measurement of TD may be made since there is no parant
rarefaction front, With charge and gauges at the sane depth
D, results were obtained for varying D, Those are shown C
Table I for those angles of Incidence at which measurements of
TD were possible.

TABLE I

GAUGE CROSSING TIMES

D Average Average Ratio
(in.) (degrees) Ta TD TD/T G

(mioroseo) 6(%) (m:Lorosec) d(%)

10 23.9 8.0 24 11.1 20 1.39
9 21.7 8.4 11 12.6 13 1. 50
8 19.5 7.3 11 13.0 19 1, 78
7 17.2 6.9 22 20.0 30 3.34

V. RESULTS

4. Low- essure Series

Pjecau~e the first series of shots was made in sea water with
surfwce ripple always present, a charge depth of 2 ft and gauge
depths of 1, 2, and 3 ft were used, these being the shallowest
values at which depth variations due to ripple could be considered
negligibly small. At such depths relatively large oharge-to-.gauge
distances were required, to obtain small incident angles, oL in
Fig. 3, and the pressure levels at the poi tjof incidence, S,
were consequently quite low. Values for WJ/3/R at point 5
varied from 0.364 (corresponding to a free water similitude
pressure of 8200 psi) at an angle, O , of 51.20 down to 0.024
(535 psi) at C = 3.8 .

Experimental pressure and duration resu.lts obtained under
these conditions show no great deviation from the values predioted
by Kirkwood for pressure in free-water, or from the durations
predicted by the acoustic theory. As shown in Table 11, the only
duration measurement that shows a significant difference
from the acoustic value was obtained for the smallest angle of
incidence in the aeries end the lowest surface pressure. On the
other hand, the individual pressure-time records, of which repre-
sentative examples are shown in. Figs. 9-13 reveal curves that
deviate considerably from the free water exponential decay
pattern. Note, for example, how the decay curve varies for a
2 ft gauge depth as the charge-to-gauge distance is increased,

i ' :T .. ... .. . .. .. . -S , - " ,,,,, ....-
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causing W113/R and Ok to decrease. In Figs. 9 and 10, o(is
large and the records show a sharp pressure peak and a decay
which is definitely exponential. For a smaller Ot (Figs. 11,
12, and 13) the positive peak is rounded off so that for the
shorter durations the exponential nature of the decay is
completely ob3cured. For shallow gauge positions the decays
are even more difficult to reooncile with the usual records.
Note the double peak on record 57-2 (Fig. 12) and the more
nearly normal out-off on 61-1, a subsequent record obtained
with a different gauge. At such very short durations the finite
diameter of the gauge must introduce some error and variations
from gauge to gauge may be responsible for such differences.

5. Bjh-Pressure BoriA

To obtain higher pressures at equally small angles of
incidence, it was necessary to detonate charges much clooer to
the ourface, and therefore all subsequent shooting was done at
a sheltered fresh-water pond where the surface was generally
perfectly calm. Here it was possible to maintain accurate
chargo depths as small as 4 in, Charge-to-gauge distances
were then feasible such that W -/3 /R at the surface point varied
from 1.78 (similitude pressure, 75,900 psi) at s( = 46.40 down
to 0.326 (pressure, 6900 psi) at m a 7.60.

A. Varying Gauge and Charoe Depths. With a oOnLtart
oharvc- o-gauge distance of 45.0 In. a series of shots as
C"%pleted for charge and gauges at the sae depth, D, 4hioh was
varied fvom 4 to 10 in. The value of Wl/3/R at the surface point
half way between charge and gauge varied from 0.382 to 0.429
over this range of depths corresponding to a free-water
pressure variation from 9400 to 10,200 psi. Thus, while the
pressure did not change more than 8%, the angle of incidence
was varied from l0.10 to 23.90. Table III contains a summary
of pressure and duration results thus obtained, and Figs. 5 and 6
represent the results graphically.

From these results it may be seen that at a depth of 4 in.
and for an angle of incidence of 10.10 the derived peak pressure
at the gaugqis only 0.70 of the free-water similitude value for
the same W /3 /R. For increasing angle3 of incidence, the preesure
gradually increases to about 93% of the free-water value at 10 in.
and 23.9 . Under the same conditions the meauured duration at
10.1" is 1.59 times higher than the acoustic theory predicts
and as the angle is increased the duration approaches the
theoretical value. For angles larger than 17 the experimental
results approximate the acoustical values rather well.

Figures 14 and 15 show typical piezoelectric records for this
series of shots. These photographs show much less rounding off of
peaks than was seen for the low pressure shots. The difference is
doubtless due to the smaller diameter gauges used. These figures
show how the decay curve becomes more and more exponential as
is increased.

ii-10-
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B. Constant Charge Depth and Varying Gauge Depths. Because
the deviation from predicted pressure and duration values is
greatest at very shallow charge depths, there remains the
possibility that part of the deviation, at least, is due to
venting effects rather than to surface reflection phenomena. To
shed sorae light on these effects, further shooting was done with
the charge maintained 4 in. beneath the surface and with several
oifferent gauge positions, It would have been advisable to
obtain records from gaugen placed directly underneatu the charge.
The mechanIoal difficulties involved prevented such a rig at
this time, and instead gauges were mounted off to one side of
the charge and 29 in. below it, as shown in position B in Fig. lB.
Records thus obtained are compared, in Table II, with those from
gauges a the 4 in. depth. As is noted in the figure the point of
surface in evidence for that part of thb reflected wave which strikes
the deeper gauge is much closer to the charge than the similar
point for the shallower gauge. Therefore, the angle mf incidence
and the pressure are both considerably higher than for the 4 in.
gauge position.

In both cases the gauge pressures are lower than similitude
values, but for the 33 in. gauge depth the measured duration is
not significantly higher than the theoretically predicted value.
This is particularly interesting in view of the fact that Table II
indicate. that, for changing angles and constant pressure, Lhe
duration starts to deviate from the theory at larger angles
th; n does the pressure.

GMAJUtI or RUSULLS FOR GAUllt DIM8 Cr 4 AD 33 IN. WIIH
MAR= DM! 4 IN., AND C(IUM-J-GAUU DISAJWON 45 In. IN 30TH CUPS,

W23 0.216 at gaug (aliUtudo ?a - 4300 PA)
S - " - -- - = i. . 0 048
up W PS Averag PA ?aRM1 5  FW% t AV*;&AW94~~

( *) (Pat) (pot) ( ) (,,eroao) (__crod) %

A 10.1 9,700 2820 18.4 3040 0.718 11.7 20.7 15.9 1.77

33 46.4 75,900 3150 9#4 3370 0.784 91.2 98.1 6.5 1.07

It may be noted that since the duration time of 90 microsec was
ample, normal extrapolation teohnicues could be applied. Extrapolate,
peak pressure was 3300 psi, differing from derived peak pressure
by ony l.2, and thus affording a check on the procedure out-
lined in the analysis section. 3hock-wave time constants could
also be obtained from the extrapolation plots, and the average
value obtalned for this troup uf sluts was 59.1 durusecoonds

-14-
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with a standard deviation of 6.4%. The time constant for the
same charge in free water has been observed to be 65.6 mio:msec,)
Typical pressure-time records ere shown in Fig. 16.

C. Constant Charge and Gauge Depth and Varying W1/3/a.
Additional investigation into the hature or surface rerleoion
phenomena from very shallow charges consisted of a series of shots
made with both charge and gauge 4 in. beneath the surface but
with charge-to-gauge distances changing fro 60 in. to an effective
151in., oorresponding to a variation in Wl A/ at the gauge from
0.164 to 0.657. The 0.657 value was actually obtained with 500 gm
at a 5 in. depth and 19 in. charge-to-gauge distance, these
dimensions being obtained by appropriate use of scaling laws to
obtain the desired angle of incidence and peak pressure at the
incident point. Typical records ;or this shooting are shown in
Pig. 17.

Retsults, as shown in Tble V and Figs. 7 and 8, indicate
that for high values of Wl/'/R the measured duration apprgximatea
the theoretical value rather well, but for decreasing W /A
(and this involves a decreasing angle of incidence as well as
a decreasing peak pressure) the measured duration becomes higher
and higher compared with the acoustic value. Pressure deviates
in muoh the same way from the similarity curve for free water,
except that the deviation does not become as noticeable until
wl/3/R drops to about 0.3. This is what might be expected from
the results of Sec. A above, where, as the incidence becomes
oblique the duration begins to deviate from acoustic theory, and
only when the incidence becomes even more oblinue does the pressure
begin to deviate from free water similitude values.

V7. CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions may be drawn from the above e~perimental
measurements of shook-wave peak preasure and duration, as measured
by a piezoelectrie gauge at some pctnt beneath the surface .n the
path of propagation of both the direct shock wave and the reflected
negative wave.

(i) When te peak pressure at the point of surface inci-
dence is low, %00 psi or less, the shock-wave peak pressure
conforms reasonably well to free water similarity law predic-
tions, even for the smallest angles of incidence observed. The
duration satisfactorily approximates the computed values ob-.
tained from the geometrical structure, assuming the shock waves
to travel with the speed of sound.

(ii) For higher pressures, at the same angles of incidence,
peak pressures are appreciably less than the similarity values
and the difference increases witn decreasing angles. Durations
are larger than acoustic prediitions, and the difference again
increases for decreasing angle.
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(iii) As the angle is decreased, durations first begin to
deviate from the theoretical predictions, and only when the
angle is further decreased does pressure deviation become
significant*

(i) If the charge is very close to the surface, there is
a diminution of peak pressure even when the rarefaction cutmoff
is steep, This may possibly indicate that some of the pressure
effects might be due to venting of the gaseous explosion products*

Although there is no theoretical formulation which covers
these conclusions at this time the general manner in which
deviations from ordinary acoustic theory occur is in agreement
with the description of finite am;litude effects presented by
Cole5) and the deviations are In the direction that Cole
indicates,

Throughout the results presented above, standard deviations
appear which are higher than might have been expected. This
would seem to indicate that the methods of measuring depths
were not so accurate as was believed, or simply that the number
of shots was so limited that significant results could not be
expected, In any case, the need for futther investigation is
apparent. For example, additional work may enable one to define the
boundaries of the non-acoustic region, and to describe the na-
ture of the shock wave emitted by shallow explosinns,
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ABSTRACT

The surface retleotion of underwater shookwaves o I

problem of non-linear mechanics at omapressible fluids, The

tact that the speed at sousui behind the shook front is larger

than the Propagation velocity of the shook tront to the rtason

that tor certain conditions of re lection, that is to certain

angles at incidence, the attenuation of the retle ted (rare.

traction) wave propagates along the Initial wave front, thus

producing a range or distortion ot the initial wove,

It is shown that this range of distortion exist@ for

any charge weight and charge depth, and that the geomtrioal

conditions at thi.s range are Eubj ect to the Well kn"w law

of similitude of underwater e. plosions.

The critical distance from charge to the point of the

surface where this disturbanoe starts to travel along the

initial a"etront is derived as function ot the charge depth,

expressing all distances in charge radii$ that xe in a non-

dimensional sal*. The boundary between this ourfeos distur-

bance and the undistorted propagation is calculated for a

series t ohvre depths and a general rule is formulated which

readily permits the derivation at this boundary for any charge

depth.

The oomparison between this theory and the small amber

of experimental results evince agreement between theory and

experimnt.

III
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The Investigations of the surtaoe rlectionta tor au

underwater shukwawv anti of the oandition where the Maer

oorner eolu1ion taile to deaoribe the refleotion are Lu oertain

ways samlar to he LIvestlatiou ot the 11aoh oteots. There

the oonditions, under whioh the retlection of a shocknwe by a

rigLd surtaoe en no longer be desoribed by the two shook eon-.

dltLous ot inoident and refleoted wave, have to be deteraLod.

The uathematioal relation between the oritlal angle ot in.

odenao for both oases is derived iu the last seotion.

tv
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BOUNDAY OF D18TlRBANCE

FOR OW-LINAt REFLCTION OF USIRWATIR

8BOCKWAVCS AT A FRI SURFACR

CONTINTS

seotion 1. Introduotion

3. Basio theoret1,a2 relations for hookwves
in water

3e lxperimntal pressure d&stanoe relations for
explosion shookwaves in water

4. The critical angle

5. The critical distance

6. The rance ot peak pressure distortion

7. Oomparison with experimntal results

8. The relation to the oritioal angle for refleation
at a rigid surface
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NOTATI0M

s pecifio volume

I a density

t * temperatwe

T' a temperature diterence, paesin the shooktront

p - pressure

a pressure dLtteronoe, passing the ehocktront

a specifit heaot at constant pressurg

0)

A rr
U - - r

D ~elocity at shookwsve with amplitude r
Ifoa a speed at sound in medium in front ot shookwavo

a w speed ot sound in Ywdium behind shoektront

u a speed of tlw of medium behind shooktront

vii1



r v distano rrom oharge

r. w oh~rgo radius

W * oharge weight

a see Formula 9

a dista oe in oharge radii

a angle betwen wavitront and normal to the surtaoe

' critiOal angle

rorit 0 oritical distance

or,,t e critiOal distance in charge radii

d a charge depth

I s charge depth in charge radii

y a depth ot boundary of disturbance in a distance r
from charge

a y, expressed in charge radii

Tiii
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I. INTRODCTCION

The ref'Lction p".n " na are complicated problems in

acoustics or more general in the theory of waves. The usual

solution for the linearized equations and infinitely extended

plane waves being reflected by an infinite baffle is simple and

well known. However, the exact solution of the reflection of

spherical acoustical waves by the plane boundary of two mater-

ials requires a complicated mathematical investioetion.

The situation is more complicated for waves of finite

amplitudes and shockwaves owing to the fact that the hydrody-

namic equation can no longer be linearized. Exact solutions

can be derived for the free propagation of plane shockwaves.

The waves of practical interest, however, are spherical

shockwaves; they cannot be treated without simplifying as-

sumptions (Bethe, Kirkwood, Brinkley).

The exact treatment of reflection phenomena of plane

shockwaves present6 considerable difficulities. The case of

plane shockwaves, reflected by a rigid surface, has been inves-

tigated by J. von Neumann (Ref. 1) and some calculations concern-

ing the reflection of planr shockwaves from a free water surface

have been carried out by Dr. Penney.

A partial but interesting solution for the reflection of

the spherical shockwave at a free water surface is given in the

following. Only shockwaves produced by an underwater explosion
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are considered, using the roliable experimental results obtained

for the presaure distance decay of these waves (Section I11)

and the available thtoretical investigtion for the relation

betwees, velocity and amplitude for shockwaves in water (Sec-

tion I).

!a
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II. BASIC THEORETICAL RELATIONS FOR
SHOCKWAVES IN WATER

Prior to formulating any discussion concerning shockwaves

in water, the relation between pressure, temperature, and

specific volucme must be known. This relation is usually dea-

cribed by the equation of state which, in the case of water, is

difficult to derive. Usually "n approximate equation of state

is applied, such as the one gi-en by J. von Neumann in Ref. 1.

For extremely high pressures an equation of stats was derived

theoretically for water by G. Burkhardt (Ref. 2) and correlated

to the measurements of Bridgman. However, it is often possible

to use initially the experimental data as presented, for in-

stance, in Ref. 3 and derive the relation mentioned above.

In Ref. 4 the following equation of state is used to de-

rive the speed J of a shockwave in water:

v - v0 ( ()

The values for o , k,/3 , 4 and 74 are given in Ref. 4 and have

been derived from the original measurements of Bridgman. Tis

the difference between the pressure in the medium behind and in

front of the shockwave, Z the corresponding difference in temper-

ature. It was found

D~a0 (/ar) - Ox. (/+~ear) (2)

3
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with ao  as speed of sound in the undisturbed medium and

ej 8.7 x 10&~ / t (3)

In Ref, 4 a numerical value of 1.1 x 10 at -1 was Siven

for v using earlier measurements only.

In addition to Do the value for speed of sound in the

medium behind the ahookwave is needed. It oan be derived in the

following ways

The temperature rise behind the shookwave tront (see Ref. 4,

page 9) can be derived

and therefore the medium behind the first shookwave oan be des-

oribec bp the equation of state:

v v, ( " r V. _ A )r. o ;vo -

Since aa  = V &
iv there is

/. W O A--

and with the above mentioned relation between v and Tot

a . o , *, (4)

The speed of flow behind the shookwavo with an amplitude 57V can

be found easily with the relation t? 5 4,, at

4
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fao

It further is of general interest to know the speed of a

shockwave propagating in the medium behind the primary shock.

De-ign tirn the data behind the primary wave with a, ,

etc., and those behind the second wave with a2  2 P etc.,

the velocity D1  of the second wave can be derivedi

* a1I ( 1 * (., ')

with '
1 as pressure difference between behind and in front of the

seoond wave.

Therefore

D a.{ o. (a a -A)4f I

because 7I * , . Neglecting terms 7 i we gets

and for 7' 1

Attention is called to the fact that D and a are

speeds relative to the medium behind the first shockwave. Since

this medium flows with a velocity u these velocities related

to the medium in front of the first shockwave are obtained by

veotorially adding u to D1 and a.

5
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The approximations used above are only correct for "small

compressions", that means for pressures N I 500 at. as can be

derived from the experimental data. But it will be seen that

these relations are useful for handling the problems which shall

be investigated.

For higher pressures (500 at. < ) the calculations are

more difficult. Based on the theoretical equation of state de-

rived in Ref. 2 the relation between shockwave velocity D or

flow velocity u behind the shockfront and the amplitude 7 of

the ihockwave were calculated by G. Burkhardt (Refs. 2 and 5)

and lator by Wl. Doering (Ref. 5). These relations are repoated

in the following tablei

at T v fl/a0  u 0  a/a0l /

0 15 1.0007 1.000 0 4.54 1.000

1000 16.6 0.962 1.072 0.042 3.455 1.102

2000 19 0.9324 1.145 0.078 2.763 1.195

3000 22.1 0.9091 1.206 0.110 2.23 1.286

5000 29 0.8735 1.322 0.168 1.69 1.430

7500 39 0.8403 1.447 0.I30 1.255 1.597

10000 51 0.8183 1.564 0.285 0.97 1.769

';"ABLE I' plitude and propaGation velocity of a shockwave in water,
as well as temperature T, specific volume v, velocity
of flow u, compressibility of vater and sound velocity a
of medium behind the shockfront.

6
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In addition Go these data, Table I gives the compreaisi-

bility of the medium behind the shockwave. This compressibility

was derived from the tables presented in Ref. 3 for the differ-

ent conditions given by 7 r. and v in each line of Table 1.

The last column of Table 1 gives the value of speed of sound in

the medium behind the shockwave; this velocity was calculated by

using the derived data for 2, and v for each shook pressure.

All these data for D, a, and u are plotted in Fig. 1

as functions of the amplitude of the shockwave. The approximation

formalas (2), (4), and (5) are plotted as broken lines. This

diagram proves that the agreemnt between the approximations and

the exact data is good for pressures up to 500 at.

7
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111, PPMUMMAL PTRIUIMS MTTA~U RLATION
FOH EXPLOSION 31(0MAVES IN WATUM

The whole problem investigated here oncern* underwater

elootan ahooiwves al their refleotion by a free water surf&**.

For tha%, reason it tI necessary to go intn some details of these

spoial shookwaves, The theoretical treatment of spherical *hook-

waves &e complicated and only approximate s.outions exist. How-

over, a U'et numbt% or experimental inveli ations have ben

icnrried out to meare the shookweve parameters an a function of

uhe wt&|4ght and distance from the oharge. An important result

ol ',.jth , Natigktions Is the fact that a law of similitude exists

whi.ch p., the pressuro-distance relation to be plotted for ny

wr ,,ht I a non din enaiontl scale, am for instance In ex-

t .J+ , thu distance from the ohearge in ohcrge radii.

The result4 fr pentolit! have been summarized in RPt, 7.

The experimental reuults derived from early piezo-electrio measure-

mouts in the rango from 1000 to 40.O ,i were described by the

formula

This fomrula i ploted In Fig. 2.

In lddition, the re1,ilts of the spray dome method and of

nower pieso-eleotric measutomonte for Pentolite (Re. 7) are

plotted in FiC. 2. The high pressure range had already been
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measured using the %park camera (Ret, 4) and the results of this

investigation are also presented in Fig. 2.

All results are in good agreement. The solid line drawn

in Pig. 2 therefore is considered as a pretty reliable overall

peak pressure-distance relatiou for the underwater shookwave of

pentolito.

The results for TNT, which were sumarised in Rae. 6,

Diagram 4. are replotted in Fig. 2 also. They show that the

estimation of the high pressure part by A.B. Arona and D.R.

Yernie agrees well with the obtained overall behavior of this

relation for pentolite. This curve therefore will be used to

derive results tor TNT.

The pressure range from 5000-20000 psi for pentolite is

presented by formula (8) and a similar firmula exists for TNT.

However, because of the curvature of the pressure distance curve,

the experimental results in the range of distances corresponding

to the approximation formulas (2) and (4) can be described with

adequate accuracy by the simple formulas

;i r n 7 /60 0co (psi) (9)
Pentotlte 0 roP_ - T-

TNT (P' (psi) (9b)

9
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IV. THE CRTT'A, A PT,

If an infinite plane shookwave is subjected to an oblique

reflection at an infinite plane free surface, the effect is

usually steady it we move with a velocity of D/aa Q parallel

to the surface. Herein D Is the speed of the ehookwave and (9

the angle between wavefront and a normal to the free surface.

INC IDCA'- WA VC

The undisturbed ,,edium flows from the left to the right side with

velocity D/c ' . The stream lines in the undisturbed medium

are deflected through an angle /J when passing the incident

wavefront. In the pictured diagram the flow velocity along the

streamline is D/'" 6. in the undisturbed medium and vI in

medium behind the incident wave. vI usually in larger than Iio

speed of mound in the medium behind the shockwave ns further in-

vestigations show. Therefore the part of flow to the right of

ths incident wave in the above sketch oorresponds to supersonic

10
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flow around a corner P, whieh is known as Meyer-oorner (P,'aodtl

and Meyer, see Ref. 8, pace 243), The reflected wave theristore

is a Vachwave produced at point P.

The problem which will be investigated here is not so much

the pressure distribution behind this reflected wave but rather

at what anglsa of incidence this whole assumption *eases to be

correct. It can be derived

Yla U *;" 6? / _

and therefore as conditione for the Msh angle / -11i r

_ _ (10)

It further can be found

From (10) and (11) an equation for r can be derived

es C--0 ..- 4 42a cv('(12)

This is a quadratic equation for sin ' and real solutions will

exist with the exception of the case when the expression under

the square root in the solution becomn negative. The boundary

between both cases is given by:

11
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1I,# -(13)). f

O it i the critical value of 6 derived here, and

shall be called the critical angle. As can be derived from

(12), the normal solutions exist fore > , . There are

only imaginary solutions for 8 < (,;i which means that con-

ditions for () < (,9,it may not be considered steady. The

phymical eensu behind that condition is that for 60 C o,; the

reflected wave behind the incident wave is so fast that it prop-

agates into the wave'ront of the first one.

In a pressure range 0 16 ;P'1 ,G o 500 the approximations

(2), (4), and (5) for D, a, and u can be applied. Therefore

G r- can be determined here by an explicit function. Combining

k2), (4), and (5) with (13) eives

-C-, /*Y (14)

Considering the smll value of R it in that range of

pressures# T' , cau be approximated by , and it is

fount

(14a)

'C't a ,# in psi) (14b)

12
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This formula a&raes with the one derived by Dr. Penney (Rer. 5)

who gives 0. i e)

For higher pressures, CA;,t can be derived directly for

each pressure from (13) in using the data given in Table 1. The

results which were obtained that way are suzdarized in Table 21

(at) 500 1000 2000 3000 5000 7500 10000

19,:,t 16.1 20 25.1 29.2 32.5 35.6 38

TABLE 21 Critical angle 0,,,t as function of' shook pressure.

These results are plotted in Fig. 3 aid can be compared

with the approximation (14), The curves show that the approxima-

tior, is adequate (5% difference) up to 600 at.

13
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V. THE CRITICAL DISTANCE

It is necessary to remember that all investigations in
Section IV concerning the critical angle were carried out

c rit
assuming plane waves. The case which is of direct interest for

underwater explosion shoakwaves is the propagation of a spherical

wave. A email section of such a wave shall be approximated by a

plane wave so that the results of Section IV can be applied.

A spherical shockwave in water produced by a charge in the

distance d from the surface propagates and hits t~e smrface at

first under * 900. This angle of incidence decreases during

the further propagation, the pressure in the wave decreasing also.

Thus the intersection of wave and surface travels at first with

o' *' , this speed c' decreasing to velocity of sound lor

U o. In a certain distance corresponding to the critical

angle the reflected wave will begin to travel along the primary

wavefront and thus attenuate the peak pressure, if a critical

angle exists.

Before going into further details the c!itioal case shall

be investigated to determine if it always occurs for any charge

weight and any charge depth. For this purpose a spherical shook-

wave whose de, ay is given by Fig. 2 shall be considered. The

critical angle defined by (14) is

14
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which means that Orit is a sintle valued function of the

prebsure in the shookwave. Assu ing a ohargeweight W with

a charge radius ro and a charge depth d, there La

)crit "
8ant

with rorit as critical distance corresponding to the critical
angle 6 r Therefore the above equation for can be

anlcit
modiLiedi

f( W 1

wherein g(r) is given by Fig. 2. This is the equation to de-

termins bhe critical distance, that is, the distance from the

charge to that point of the surface where the reflected (attenua-

tion) wee just starts to prtpagate along the primary wave front,

A general remark shall be stated first. The critical dis-

tanes Given by the general equation (15) mest the conditions of

the general law of similitude, applied in underwater explqsion re-

search. If all linear dimensions are changed by the same factor

n, then the pressure fLeld for a charge with the weight W and

n3w are the same.

Starting with a charge in a greator depth, the pressure at

the surface is low enough so that the approximations cla be useds

~e,

Herefrom the critical distanob is easily determined as

15
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Applying (9a) and (9b) it will be obtained

Pentolite Foj'it 0 0.5 d" (lea)

TNT rcrit " 0.6 d (i6b)

Theme formulas show that there exists a critteal distance even

for large depths, that is, for small pressures at the surfaoe.

If the charge weight is kept constant and the depth d to de-

creased, this critical distance decreases much faster because

refit " d * Therefore we quickly approach a range where the

apr~oximations are no longer correct,

For this reason it is necessary to control the range where

(16) may be used. This is simply obtained in checking the assump-

tiou . Formula (16) is correct as long as Wmo g(r rit ) A 500 at.

If the initial peak pressure at the critical distance is

larCer, a general consideration is necessary. This general cal-

oulation for rCrit as function of the depth d is not difficult

if the pressure-din't"no -Alations (Fig, 2) and he relations

between 9crit and the pressure (Fig. '5) are used. The relation

between (:crit and rcrit is given by sin & orit * d/rcrit *

All calculutiou will now be carried out in expressing all dis-

tanoes in charge radii, The way of obtaining the derived relation

between rcrit and d is as rollowst Startiie with a certain

/16
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valuo of Forit the corrobponding pressure ; is derived from

Fie, 2. Oorit corresponding to this pressure JV is taken

from Fig. 3. The value which finally oorresponda to the used

value of refit i derived as d * Fot sin rit The results

thus obtained are plotte in Fig. 4. They show that the opproxi-

motion formulae (la) and (16b) are adequate for describing this

relation for depths larger than 10 charge radii. This corresponds

to a pressure at the critical distance of about 1000 at, which is

about twice the limit given above.

Regardine the initial question "if a critical distance

always exists for any charge weight in any depth", it has been

f'ound that this critical distance always exists for the ahockwave

of an underwater explosion thus giving a range of distance between

oharge and surface from this critical distance on to infinity.

wheroin the reflected wave propagates along the primary wavefror*

and attenuates its peak pressure.

1

17
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VI. THE RANGE OF DSTORTION

For distances larger than the initial distance the attenu-

ation (rarofaction wave-reflected wave) is traveling along the

primary wavefront of the considered spherioal shockwave. This

attenuation will propagate farther as the shookwave propagates.

For gotting the mathematical formulation of this distortion the

following case will be oonsidereds

SdURFACF

WA VE

The shockwave Id produced by a charge in a depth d

(expressed in charCe radii). The primary wave has travelled

over a distance F (exprersod in charge radii). A point P in

a depth y(Ycd) shall be considered on the original wavefront

and it is assumed that this point P Just defines a point on

the boundary between distorted and undisturbed peak pressure.

The undistorted propagctlon of' the peak pressure during

a certain time intervsl dt is dr -. Ddt . Tn that. time the
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disto-bnce travelling with speed . of' sound In the mediun,

behind the shockfront which flows with flow velocity u has

propagated from P to P1  and this distanue do can be de-

termined as

ds U

The angle between do and dr Just has to be the

critical angle, derived in Sec~ion IV, if a free surface would

have been produced along de, the attenuation by the reflected

wave would just have the same speed of propagation it this direc-

tion as the point of intersection between incident wave and the

imagined surface. Therefore it is easy to derive the following

equationst

Oi ( 1 7 )

Since a, u, and D are known as functions of the presovre

1 , equation (17) can be considered as diPfArrntial equation for

y a y(r), that is, for the boundary of the range of' distortionj

the charge depth d is acting as parameter.

A general solution of (17) will be difficult. However,

simpler solutions can be obtained for the came /< 500 at, because

the approximatlons(2), (4). and (5) can be used. If (9) and (11)

19
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are applied, i' will be seen,

and if $< d , it is possible to simplify

and therefore:

~(18)

This can be integrated and Cives

4 0(/- An C€

Considering the condition j(icrit) 0 , it will be derived

-/-. i'~aj(19)

with n -'orit (19a)

It should be remembered that this formula holds only for pres-

sures 7 4 500 at at the critical distance and for depths of

that boundary of surface disturbance which al'e small compared

with the charge depth ( 4 )

F'or smaller charge depths, that is, for the range of small

depths where the pressures ar. too high and the approxinam,.ona

therefore are no more correct, the boundary of the range of dis-

turbunco can be derived directly. This is not diffioult it the

20
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relation between charge depth d and critical distance ('ig. 4)

together with the relations plotted in Fig. 2 end Fig. 3 are used.

However, it is more convenient to investigate the following

case first: A spherical shockwave, produced by an underwater ex-

plosion, will be considered in infinitely extended water with a

sudden disturbance (attenuation) produced at one point P1  of the

ahockfront. The shockfront is chosen to correspond to about the

highest pressure 7, for which the critical angle is known. Accord-

ing to the above investigations, the disturbance begins to propa-

gate in a direction differing by that critical angle 0 from the

direction toward t!e charge. If a series of spheres of equal

pressures / < are constructed, the sphere 17 is soon

hit in P2  if we followed the direction given by -a r9t(A "

C .Nrt r;.

At P2 we would have to follow a direction inclined by

9 " icrit (r2) against the connection to the charge.

However, this would not be the best approximation. We have

21
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|a

w Iki L In %g'aein*%. the radius of' the ehookwave, this

diretlon just Intowre ,s with the inte PIP In the center be-

tween P, and PZ, Following this directioni thro%.igh P%* out-

ward dv'os the nterasooton P3 with the wavo'roant corkesponding

to0#3 Now P3  has to be alhoson so) tht the drection 403

aaknt the connection of P3' with the char,e just Hts the

4nection Pa'P 3  in its centwr, Zn this way a boundary of the

'&ntnlitortsd propa1 3atLon is derived in non-dimensionai scal ut,.

kuse all diLianaoe were expressed in charge radii, ThWsresult

is presented In Fit. , both f'or Pontolite arid TNT. It can be

senn that the renge or disturbnce gotuo Greator for Pentolite

Otha rur TUT due to its hirher pressure.

1nothor way oZ' obtainig, thoee two curves could have been

acompliahed by tialng the faot that tho pressure-distance relation

for Pentolite and TN' &a plotted in Fig. 2 is described by two

nearly parallel curves. Therefore, i the pressure for a TNT charge

of a certain weLght W Is ,vn by ; "f (r/ro), the pressure

rolatlor, for it Pentolite charge of the same weight W would be

tivut by /?p a 1'(r/a-el with n 7- 1, thus permitting the sub-

atttjiuj.0 a Foutwite charju W by i. T ha oltrge O3W. Howover

this wult. trt bu airr'lor than the way uaoed here.

With thq (urvs FiG. b evailable it is now easy to determine

the bouxndaries of the peak pros. ro uttentaution for different charge

,lotst , Tho rn,-,t tha tlh wll :r n liow of bimilitude is correct
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tar that Oase here, also permits the elimination of the parameter

*Charge weight"~ in *%pressing all. distances in charge radii, The

decired group of boundaries oan be derived from Fig. 5 in putting

the center (charge location) in different charge depths Z and in

This curve (see\

touches the surface \
(point P)

turning the construction Fig. 5 until the bowidairy curve given

there just touches the surface. The group or boundaries obtained

that way are plotted in Fig. S.

23
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VII, COMPARISON WITH MPERILM17AL R.SULTS

There is experimental evideaue for small oharge depths

that the reflection of the underwater explosion ahookwave is

untsual (Ret. 10). There is a certain range or distortion

wherein the peal. pressure is smaller and the reflected wave

arrives later than expected. The boundary between that range

of disturbance and the free water propacation can be found for

two conditions wnioh wore invostigated in Ref. 10.

In Fig. 7A the results of Fig. 5 of Re'. 10 are replotted.

They were obtained for 260 p Pentolito with a charge gauge dis-

tance of 45.6" (i a 34.8) and different depthsl charge and gauge

were in the some depth. Using Fig. 8 the fact can easily be de-

rived that the disturbance should reach the gauge only for depths

d - ?.5 , that is for d a 4.6" under the test coaditioks. The

results of Fig. 7A seem to give a larger depthl however, these

measurements scatter considerably and were not obtained with the

last gauge type (pare 10 of Ref. 10). An estimated curve con-

aidering this voatterine of the peak pressures is plotted as a

broken line in Fig. 10 and ,ives a critical depth of about 5",

which due not differ groetly from tho cal-ultaod value of 4.6".

In Fig. 78 the results of Fig. 7 of Fof. 10 are replotted.

Theae results werc obtained for 280 g Pentolite with gauge and

charge in constant depth of 4' (Z a 3.06) and different distances

between charge and gauge. Fror, Fig. 6 it was delved that the

2a
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disturbance shnuld reach the gauge for 7 a 26.3, that is for

34,4" under the test conditioa. This corresponda to 7r - 0.56

which is marked In Pig. 7D and is in fair agreement with the ex-

perimental results.

A much better chezk of the calculations is possible i1

the followIn G experimental result I# considered which was pro-

snted in Ref. 4 and which is repeated in Fig. 8. k spherical

shookwave propagates from the lower side of the picture. A plate

out of plastic material, hard oponje ebonite with cellular con-

struction containnlg air bubbles and an overall density < C.l,

is arranged above the charge (see Fig. 8). Wheo the spherical

shockwve hits the plate, a sudden disturbance (attenuation) is

produced in the shookfront which should proprgate according to

the theory described above#

The observed waverronts at that test are drawn as thin lines

in Fig. 7; they are no longer circles but are additionally curved

near the material presenting the surfas. The attenuation propa-

gates along the wavefront decreasing the peak pressure, thus de-

creasing the speed of propagation. The evaluation of these wa .-

fronts rosulta in the curves of equal peak rressure, which are

drawn on Fig. 8 as solid lines. They show that a range of dis-

tortion exists which inuremses with increasing distance trom the

charge.

With the undistorted peik pressure known for different

distances by the spherical behavior of the undistorted curves of

25
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equal pressure, and using the known relatiou between critical

angle and pressure (Fig, 3), it i possible to determine the

theoretical boundary of the disturbano. This boundary is plotted

in Pig* 6 as a broken linel the agreement between this theoretical

curve snd the observed facts to surprising.

There is another test recorded with the spark camera which

per4.ts a comparison with the calculated boundary of the distusr.

bunoo, The test arrangement is shown in Figs 9 which is an en-

largement of a single picture of thi taken series of 24 piot;.-s.

A charge is exploded in water below the cenver of a horisontally

suspended bar out of the same hard sponge ebonite mentioned above.

The sudden attetuation of the initial shooktronut at the points

where the shookwave hit*s the sides of the bar must propagate along

the ',xitial wavefront during the further propagation of the shook-

wAve. The range of *,he disturbance should be in agreement with

the calculations which were carried out in the above section.

Enlargement. of the single pictures of the taken series

were prepared and the spherical shookwave drawn on each or them.

The radius was chosen to fit the outer parts of the wavefroe.

(Fig. 9)o The range of disturbance must show up in these pictures

as deviation from the spherical shookfronut becaues the lower

pressuro in the range of disturbanoe correspond to a smaller

velocity of propagation. These points where the observed shook-

fronts begin to deviate from the ciroles were marked on each on.

largement and all of them tranarerred to Fig. 10. They determine

26
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the boundary between dietiurbance and undistorted propagation.

It should be noted that a more complete determination of that

boundary over the curves of equal pressure was not possible for

this test because a tinw scale had not been recorded,

The theoretical curve is drawn also in Fig. 10, It was

derived troum the known charge weight and the distances assuming

a spherical charge (instead of the cylindrical charge which was

used) and neglecting the dirference between Pentolite and the

used Tetryl. The agreemnt is good.

It is interesting that the consideration concerning the

range of disturbance con be applied to another problem. In Ref. 11

the pressure distribution around a cylindrical charge in water has

been determined. It could be shown that the curves of equal pres-

sure initially are parallel to the charge surface and that this

parallel part gradually becomes smaller for smaller pressures duo

to the propagation of disturbances produced at both ends of the

charge and propagatinG along the wavefront. A theoretical boundary

for the propagation of the disturbance could not be derived because

the critical angle has only been calculated for pressures up to

10000 at. (pressured up to 50000 at. occur here), but mainly becauie

of the fact that the detonmtioa wave has to propagate over a certain

length of the cylindrical charge before the detonation beconmes

steady.

27
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Vil,. Ti REUTION TO TIM CRITICAL AO1LE FOR
REFLECTION AT A RIGID SUUPACE

The condit.,ns for the begianin5 of the surface attonua-

tion of the initial shookwave are due to the failure of the sLyur

corner solution. The treatment of the retlectione of a shockwave

at a eiGid boundary is similar, the condition hap to be found

vo'n#* the reflected shookwave just begins to travel along the

initial shockfrontj that is, when the usual assumption or inci-

dent and reflected wave are no more correct,

The difference in solving the two oroblems arises from

the fact that for a surface reflection the propagation velocity

of the reflected wave can be assumed to be the sound velocity of

the medium behind the incident wave. For the reflection from a

rigid wall the pressure behind the rifletcto wave and thereforo

its velocity of propagation is unknown. For this reason an

additional condition has to be appliedt the flow behind the

reflected wave must be parallel to the boundary.

The problem can be solved in using the following picture.

The incident wave (1) with an amplitude a's /*i -A and a

velocity D has an angle of incidence 6, the reflected wave

(2) with an amplitude ' 'v pj -po and a velocity D' in

the medium behind the incicent wave has an angle 0 between

wavefront kad a normal to the boundary. The initial conditions

are Pj , !? and flow velocity u1 a 0. Behind the incident

shookfront there exists fA and flow velocity u In direction

28
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vertical to the inaident waves behind the reflected ahookwave

there Is ; t ? -f and u3 * u' vertical to the front

of the reflected wave.

R&FLFCTED WA V$U

I III0

I - Ill e

m The two conditions, which have to be satisfied, shall be con-

i sidered now.

i (a) The velocity of' the intesection between incident wave

-- (1) and houndary has to be equal to the velocity of the

i intersection between refleote! wave (2) mn! boundary.
i The reflected wave travels in n medium i hioh f1lows

1 with a velocityf 4 U oos( 40f) vertical to the re-

_ fleoted wave. The velocity fo" the observer at rest

i therefore is D' * ut oos( * Of) and therefor'e

S- ----- (20)

29
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(b) The seconi conditiou is that th4 maitun bslind the

reflected wpve flows paral]el to the boundary alsoo

U ^, (0 . u 4 (21)

All invastiest:ons for this effect ahall only concert low

pressure ( 70 < 800 at). Then these two conditions can be com-

binod with the relations (3), (4), and (6). If we designate

.- P I

it will bt ound

~~~~~~~4- ,* 4) ~' ~ v'( ( r)

CombinAtion ur (2Z) with (20) and (21) together with the

fact 1' ,t V and 'for that range are small, Zivesi

(20a)

-

(20a) can be tru3erormed and finally givost

30
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wheroin the noted terms can be neglected:

I-I-" A - (25)

Iaking the same negleoction as for deriving (25), it is found

from (21a)

(26)

These two equations (26) and (26) correspond to (20) and

(21) and combining them, the following equation for 9 'as func-

tion of is found:

9 _9 ." -0 (27)

which has only real solutions as long as

Thorefore the assumption for these calculations, that is the

incident and the reflected shockwave, Is only correct for ( at
with

Combinin& (28) with the formula (14a) for the critical

angle at a frea surface reflection, it will be found

., -. (29)

31
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This is iu Cood agreement with tho result of J. von

!ounann (Rof. 1) who Cives

while it was derived here

Aooorling to the oritical distance r rit for reflection

of an underwater explosion shookwave at a free surface, a critical

distance can be dorived for the reflection at a riGid boundaryi

r 'I rrit (30)

whit. .s ,ret only for small precauros ( A" • 500 at) aloo.

A general result, which was derived by J. von Neumanxn In

R-er. 1 can easily be reprodtced laore:

Combining (25) and (26) Cave (27), and it was found

'rho minus sign ror the root gives no physical sense and

is neglected. This result can be transformed with (28) and gives

and

32
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For a plane shonkwav" with a fixed small amplitude

( 1 4 500 at) and smaller angles of incidence it therefore

can be derived that r /so and 0't as long as

Q is much larger than QM , that is, as long as (a is rar

off from the critical Uach angle. The more 0 approaches

, the more (9 falls off comparied with 0 and the more

7'increases. For 6 " O1 the differonce is still

only 10%. But for the critical case ( 6"., it is found

and 4 " 7 . The derived theory no more holds

for V that is for the range when a 14aoh wave (Bridge

wave) occurs.

33
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Abstract

The theory of oh)liqtie reflection of low amplitude

exponential shock waves is considered in ,rore detail than in

the preceding report (NavOrd I+nl) and is extended to include

higher order reflections in shallow water. Errors arising from

use of the plane wave approximation are discussed.

Recently published data on the attenuation of harmonic

sound waves in sea water are used to develop a theory of iA

6ffect of viscous attenuation on the front of a shock wave

propagating over long ranges. Crude correction is made for the

compensating effects of finite amplitude.

Experimental data on impulse and energy flux at long

ranges are reported. The energy dissipation is analyzed in

terms of the theory of viscous attenuation and an attempt is made

to account for the slope of the pressure-distance curve.

Experimental data on negative gauge pressures in surface

reflections are reported and analyzed in terms of a new treatment

of the cxpected region of bulk cavitation. The data indicate a

very low value of the "breaking tension" of sea water.

An improved microcoulometei cir~uit for the calibration

of piezoelectr.c gauges is described*

vi -
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I. Phase distortion associated with oblique

reflection from the sea bed.

2. Introduction.

1.1 A preliminary discussion of critical angle effects and phase

distortion of low amplitude exponential shock waves upon

reflection from the sea bed was given in NavOrd Report No. 424.

Since publication of this report, the theoretical analysis has

been improved, extended to iclude multiple reflections, and

examination of the experimental records has been completed.

Tha results of these investigations are described below.

2. Revised theory of critical angle reflection of transient waves.

2.3 Figure 1 defines the-notation for angles of incidence and

reflection, properties of the adjacent media, pressure wave

parameters, etc. Using the notation and development given in

Sections 4.4 through 4.7 of NavCrd 424, we have for the incident,

reflected, and transmitted waves at angles exceeding the critical:

r" p e xp [- " - (2)

It will be recalled that since region 2 is one in which

=_1
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Oblique reflection of a plane wave at 4 plane interface.
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y is always negative$ .02 was set equal to -j A to hake the

real exponential term of eq. (3) tend to zero as y- -d

For the same reason one must then use I LO I rather then W in

the same term.

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are:

P'~ A~bpr(4)

(5)

2.P Application of these boundary conditions leadsto the

following expressions for the incident and trainsmitted waves:

C-0 49t cs£ep~to~) /W/(/eAI~ (7)

It will be seen that the factor / C/ /W enters through

the differentiations with respect to y in equation (5). This

factor is simply set oqul to unity in Rayleigh's trestmentI and

in Navurd 424 since in the consideration of harmonic wave trains

negative values of W have no physical significance.

In the present treatment, however, we wish to apply the

phase shift of equation (6) to the Fourier spectrum of an

exponential transient and to do this by utilizing the general

-3- " ) - I

I
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complex FoMwier integral In which integration over the parameter

4%) is caried from winus to plus infinity. For this treat-

ment we may no longer regard w. as a simplo positive quantity

and must take account of the change in sign oV the phase shift

indicated by equation (6) for negative values of W .

2,6 Suppose the incident wave Is now given by the general

form I
*0

!r 
(8)e-,p ,w)d

where so

Applying the phase shift indicated by equation (6).

e00

From which it follows, upon substitution of the trigonometric

form of exp(.'alo//) , that:

where 00

1 2) /. ex 1"



The problem is further simplified by replacing the

term /6// with the Dirichlet discontinuous factor

expressed in the form
, of -I W <0

-06

The symbol P stands for "principal value." 2 Equation (12)

then becomes

~ (33/a J X fc) [X74)(tX~jdW~ (14)

and the problem reduces to the evaluation of the double integral

F (t) for specific cases in which P(W) is available.

In the case of an exponentially decaying shock wave

At

00

PC (16)

Substitution of (16) into (14) and evaluation of the complex

integral in W by standard methods of contour integration

=-5
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gives I

r CAj P, a-rp.L ,

The principal value of the integral in equation (17) Is identical

with the negative of the Nexponential ntepal" defined A

tabulated in reference 3. Thus

I6J i.. 7?' . (18)
r~t/, P. 7r" Le F.(, J€8

If a higher order reflection undergoos more than one

reflection from the bottom at the same angle of incidence$ the

total phase shift to be applied in equation (10) becomes

N C / W/ where N is the number of times the wave has

been reflected from the bottom at an angle of iniidenoe corres-

ponding to the shift C * Each time the wave Is reflected

fram the free surface It underguei a compete inversion; thus

if M is the number of times the wave has been reflected from

the surface, the general expression for higher order reflections

becomes, analagous to equation (11).

2.4 Conservation of energy. The energy flux in the incident wave

is given by
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Oc,) -) -(20)

or, using Plancherel's theorem4

a C 
00

Using equation (10), the energy flux in the reflected

wave is given by

- (22)

Comparing equatiorn (PI) _ d (22) it is seen that:

Ei  = r •

Equation (22) also shows that despite the distortion of the shape

of the pulse, the distribution of energy in the Fourier spectrum

remains unaltered upon reflection.

2.5 The preceding development, leading to equation (18) is

simply a more elegant and rigorous treatment of the material

- 7-
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ooverid in NavOlz 484. The derivation of equation (19) extend

the treatment to include higher order refletionse.

3, Mtaperintal verification of the character of the phase distortion.
3.1 Experiment el pressure - time curves were obtained by

cathode ray oscilloscope recording of ignase frm tourmaline
5piesoelectric gouges . The overall, effective high freqaeney

response of the system depends upon the mlne ot the gauge,

which In turn to selected an the basis ot expected pressure

amplitude aud uorresponding sensitivity requirements. (sti'ge

diameter& varied frem 1/2 to I inch, and It Is estimated that

the frequency at whioh the response would be down to 701 of

mldband would be 30 and 15 ke. respectively. (The high frequency

response or the amplifiers was known to be much higher tban that

of the gauges.)

Cathode follower preamplifiers were used to obtain high

Input Impedance. The low frequency response was determined by

the overall time Constant of the oscillosope amplifier and is

estimated to be down to 70% of midband at 0.1 cycle per sea.

The experiments were performed with 1/2 lb. pentolite

charges and 25 and 85 lb. TNT charges in Vineyard sound off

Naushon Island near Woods Hole. Gauges were placed at a depth

of about 25 ft. below the s-xrface; charges at about 40 ft. Heavy

tidal currents in this region insure rapid mixing of the water,

which was always found to be very nearly isothermal over Its

average depth of about 70 ft.

J-8-
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The bottom of Vineyard Sound in this region is of firmly

packed sand and is relatively smooth. Fathometer traverses show

fairly gradual rise and fall of the order of 5 to 10 ft. over

horizontal distances of the order of a few hundred feet.

The range, or horizontal distance between charge and

gauges, was obtained by timing the intervl between charge

detonation and arrival of the primary shock wave at the gauge

position. This time interval was then converted to distance by

using the value of sound velocity in sea wter of the salinity

and temperature obtaining at the time of the experiment.

3.2 Sample experimental records for a variety of conditions are

shown in Figures 2 and 3. The first event on all of these records

is the incident exponential shock wave; the subsequent distur-

bances are reflections of successively higher order. In Figure

3, the emphasis is placed upon the comparison of theoretical and

experimental curves for the first bottom reflection, denoted by

BR, for various angles of incidence. It is believed that the

critical angle for total reflection ( I) is about 580 for these

experiments. Taking the density ratio to be about, 2.7*,

the velocity ratio C2/C 1 appears to be roughly 1.15.

The theoretical curves in Figurq 3b are plotted at 150

intervals of the angle 6 . The adjacent experimental curves

Information supplied by Dr. Henry Stetson of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution.

-9-
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were selected because of their resemblance to the theoretical

ones rather than on Lie basis of R-on apricri values of

An objective mathematical method of analyzing the experimental

curave to obtain the experimental 1 has not been successfully

developed, and at this time it is only possible to guess at the

angles by qualitative comparison of the shanes of the experimental

and theoretical curves.

Figure 3 illustrates the very close agreement between

theory and experiment as to the progressively changing shape

of the first bottom reflection with increasing angle of incidence,

including the complete phase inversion predicted at glancing

angles.

Figure 2 compares theoretical and experimental curves

for an entire record of several millisecouds duration. Here

account is taken in the theoretical curves of the superposition

of the various reflections which follow closely upon each other

and of the cumulative phase shifta taking place in higher order

reflections undergoing more than one incidence at the bottom,

The theoretical curves are calculated using the assumed

values of 2.? for , 1.15 for C /C1 , and the values of

@1 for the various reflections to establish the values of C

The values of 8, for each reflection are obtained from the

geometry of the particular experiment. (The shapes3 of the curves

are not critically sensitive to the value adopted for C-'I so

that a comparison of experimental results with theoretical shapes

- 3-
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would not afford a good, critical method of selecting the velocity

ratio.)

3.3 The striking measure of agreement between theoretical and

experimental curves in Figw-e 2 affords added confirmation of

the predicted effects of the phase distortion. It must be

remembered that the theoretical analysis assumed (1) plane

rather than spherical waves, (2) smooth, plane, horizontal, fluid

bottom rather than the actual sloping, uindulating semi-solid

one, (3) purely exponential decay of the V-imary shock wave,

whereas it is known that the decay is exponential only for n

interval equal to the time constant and then proceeds much more

slowly.

It is not surprising, therefore, that various

discrepancies can be detected upon closer examination of

Figure 2. Some reflections seem to disappear on the experimental

records; others differ appreciably from the predicted shape; in

some cases there are appreciable discrepancies in arrival times.

All of these discrepancies could reasonsbly stem from errors

in our knowledge of depths and ranges and from deviations from

the idealized model assumed in the theoretical analysis. As

would be expected, agreement between experimental and theoretica.

curves becomes poorer with increasing order of reflection.

Many records were obtained in which the peak of the

first bottom reflection was considerably higher than that of

the incident shock, and much of the true peak may actually be

- 14-
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lost because of the limited high frequency response of--che

recording system. The theoretical peak pressure of the

r;flected wave is infinite since, in equation (18), /O-'o as t

0. This singularity is associated with the assUmption

of a mathematical discontinuity (perfect shock) in the incident

pressure wave. For a shock with a finite rise time, the

reflected peak would be finite. Even in the case of mathematical

discontinuity treated aboive, energy conservation is not violated

since the function P, is of integrable square as shown in

Section 2.4.

The high toxperimental peaks attest to the effect of the

steepness of the shock front even though the rise time is

actually finite.

The slowly rising precursor which leads the peak of the

reflection is associated with the propagation of a certain amount

of energy through the reflecting medium at a velocity higher than

that of the primary medium. In the plane wave treatmentt the

precursor starts rising at -00 since the plane wave must

essentially be considered as originating at an infinite distance

(or time) from the point of observation. For a spherical wave

originating at a given point source, the precursor would start

at a finite time before arrival of the reflected peak, the time

interval being determined by the least time path connecting the

origin and point of observation.

3.4 In cases of shallow layer propagation, successive higher

- 15



*'rerCloctions from~ both bovuidaries will fo~llow the primary

vav,-, The *ase or intereat here is one in which the lower

bi~ary 14 a plan1 , horizontal sea bed as treated above, and

the upper boundary Is the free surface of the water* Since the

sound velocity in air i lower th&a that in water, the surface

retlectIoL does not involve any critical angles or phase whifts

other than the usual acous:ic inversion at the free surface.

(Finite amplitude effects Introduce their own complicationcs

which are not considered in this treatment.)

The various higher order retlectictia will in general

undergo more than one reflection from the sea bed. For example,

the ret1ef't,,. .esignated by the notation 9 a 1, ji.aj undergoes

the following sequence before reaching the point of observation:

reflection frow tha bottom, reflection of this wave from the

surface, and again a refleotion from the bottom. The reflections

all take place at the same angle of incidence, and the resultine

presbure wave is given by equation (19).

Equation (19) makes apparent the cuulative nature of

the successive phase shifts. For example in the case of reflection

14M * 1, - cited above, equation (19) becomes

A 0 r () , e.(e), c Ps 4c ,*(Ce) T/w,#e (23)

If the geometry and acoustic properties @re such that

a 45n , equation (23) reduces to

, }, = " 6'! ., (24)
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and this particular reflection is identical in form and

amplitude with the incident wave, the various phase shifts and

inversions havinc neutralized each other exactly. In general,

distorted forms depending upon the geometry and other para-

meters.

The experimental record in Figure 2b illustrates a

case in which cumulative phase shift prod ces a reflection,

S , N a.which is an almost perfect rocanstruction of the

incident shock wave.

3.5 The changing character of the wave with increasing range is

also illustrated by the sequence in Figure 2. It is seen how the

reflections become more distorted and how they increasingly

interfere more strongly with each other and with the primary

shock wave as all the superposed disturbances get closer and

closer together.

The increasing interference is, of course, a consequence

of the spherical nature of the waves, since in the case of truly

plane waves "range" would have no meaning and the time intervals

would be fixed by 0, and the position of the point of observation.

At very large ranges so many higher order reflections

would overlap and interfere with each other that the simple

treqtment developed above would no longer be useful and the

resultant wave would be better described in terms of the normal

mode analysis of Pekeris6

- 17 -
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Figures 2d and 2s illust'ate this increasing com-

plexity at very long ranges. (One theoretical curve in

Figure 2d and the theurotical curve In Figure 2s are plotted

on the assumption that all orders of reflection take place

at glanoIng incidence, without entering into the detailed

calculations required to account for the actually expected

phase shirts.) It is evident that even in Figure 2e, where

many processes have probably participated in changing the

character of the wave, there is still a general correspondence

-a.,vpcn the principal features of the experimental and theor-

etical curves. In the experimental record, the primary shock

wave show,. eviuence of having been cut down by the finite

amplitude effects discussed by Keill5 ; viscous attenuation and

gauge size have also played their parts, and as a result the

initial portion is very much lower in amplitude than the linear

theory predicts. The higher order reflections, however, are

of the expected amplitude and show the gradimlly increasing

amplitude of oscillation predicted by the theory.

The marked rounding and smoothing of the wave which

is apparent In the experimental record in Figure 2e is too

strong to be ascribed entirely to viscous attenuationn and

gauge size effects. At least part of it must probably be

ascribed to aboorption or Itielaotic losses in the various re-

flections, etc.
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The treatment developed In this paper affords a detailed

description of the progressive changes taking place In the

pressure wave dui'ing 1hallow water, propagation between the region

close to the charge, discussed by R. H. Cole7 , arid the very

long range effects treated theoretically by Pekeris, and

experimentally by LwIng 6 and his co-workers at Colmbia

University and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

It should also be noted that when acoustic pulses

are reflected from media of greater sound velocity at angles

exceeding the critical, it is no longer possible to attach

meaning to any single quantity described by the term "reflection

coefficient." The reflection of the pulse so distorts its

shape and amplitude that descriptions in terms of reflection

coefficients become virtually useless.

It is somewhat surprising to find that the naive

approximation of the bottom as a fluid medium proves as successful

as it does in predicting the experimental curves. In this

connection it is interesting to note Dr. Ewingis observation

(privately communicated to the authors) that even limestone

bottoms are more successfilIly treated as fluids than as solids

in his very long range experiments.

39
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4. alternative treatment Or plane wave reflection as a boundary

value proolem.

4.1 It will be noted in the harmonic wave solutions (eauations

(6) and (7)) that It and X always appear in the combintitm

( &*-%Ozx ) where O'e Co $,i'4A * Thus the wave Pattern as

a whole moves in the diectn of Increasing wIx ith a

veloOty qI'/,A ,

Since we are interested In pulses rather th-n in

haimonlc wave trains, we are led to inwestigate the conditions

under which a more generel Pressure field may be propagated

with constant velocity parallel to the surface of discontinuity.

Such a Pressure field may be written in the form:

A 1 OA xf' Y , e t-r s 4eXW) (5

where k a ~ (i/A

The pressure fields in regions I and 2 must satisfy

the wave equations:

S. +b0L

6- a.-
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Combining equations (25) and (26) we have:

0 (27)

4.2 Considering the situation in which C2.> ( , there are

three distinct cases for which the equations must be solved:

Case (1) c 1c. r

Case (2) / 1 ( ,/CL

,lCase (3) I C

Comparison with the previous derivations shows

that r corresponds to the sine of the angle of incidence, i.e.

sin " In case (1) both equations (27) and (28) are of

the hyperbolic type; physically this corresponds to the situation

in which 9 is less than the critical angle since r is less than

C1/C2. The solution for case (1) must therefore prove to be the

usual undistorted acoustic reflection.

In case (2) eauation (27) is hyperbolic while

equation (28) is elliptic. This corresponds to the situation in

which G, lies between the critical angle and ?r/2,, and the

solution cor:responds to that developed in Section 2 above,

In case (3) both equations (27) and (28) are

elliptic, and do not describe any real physical situation since

sin exceeds unity. (It can be shown also that the only
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possible mathematical solution for this case is the trivial one

of zero pressure throughout the system.) We are therefore con.

cerned only with oases (1) and (2).

4.3 Mathematical solution of case (1): Since both equations

(2?) and (28) are hyperbolic, a general progressive wave solution

may be written down at once*

-orJ.k ) (~ # )# *4 (29)

(30)

where

(31)

,C S/C (32)

and where fl, f2 , g_ and g. are arbitrary functions.

Making use of the boundary conditions given by

equations (4) and (5):

I
L ~ ~( 34)

Integrating equation (34):

74 - 4<-J ./7 </, - <,
- i(35)
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The constant of integration in equation (35) has

been set equal to zero since it does not represent any rogressive

wave solutions.

Eauations (33) and (35) provide two relations among

the four functions fl, f 2 ,gl and 92. Thus two of these functions

may be arbitrarily assigned and the remaining two expressed in

terms of them. To realize the condition of plane wave reflection

under discussion, we set g2 = 0'and let f, represent the incident

pulse given by

o 'i,, + , )(36)

The reflected and transmitted waves are then obtained by

simultaneous solution of equations (33) and (35):

= - / (37)

2 (38)

where CoS ,9

These are the familiar results of conventional

acoustic reflection theory and have been developed principally

in order to illustrate the nature of the present mathematical

treatment.

- 23-
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If we were interested in the case of a plane wave

progressing from a medium of high to low sound velocity, we coitld

set a 0 and express i and f2 In terms of go. The results

would be analagous to equations (37) and (38).

4.4 We now consider case (2) where equation (27) is hyperbolic

while equation (28) is elliptic. The latter equation does rot

have a Progressive wave solution, and the problem Is somewhat more

complicated than in case (1). Tkder such circumstances, it we

specify the pressure along the surface y u o, then the .~tion

is completely determined in the region y < o, provided that we

require it to remain finite as y--O-oc * This pressure field

can be expressed in terms of the Fourier integral:

-04

where

/ Ca.(41)

from equation (28).

The boundary conditions (4) and (5) determine the

pressure and normal derivative of the pressure at the surface

of discontlnvity. This completely fixes the solution in the

hyperbolic region, where we can again write the progressive wave
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solution

4(t<* ~) -~(29)

Application of the boundary conditions and equation

(40) gives:

and

€-to

/ ~ ~ ac F' LV d~~= -dc 0/,Zt (43)J~(~~~
L 2k f f?(FA rL.-(¢,

Integrating with respect to 4 , equation (43)

becomes:

d ) .jf Lo (%~44)

Eauations (142) and (44) serve to define the functions

A (A) and B ( ).Solving for f, and f2 in terms of A and B,

we have:

(45)

__ (46)
25
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For convenience, at this point we define the phase

angle C by:

This is identical with the angle previously identified as the

phase shift in the simple harmonic treatment. Also let

We now express A and B in terms of the Fcurier

transforms of A:

0

-. 0 (49)

(50)

06

where,

-o{.J

vividing equation (45) by M and utilizing (47),

(49), and (50), we have:

-- ), A coS E' /- ,

, (52)
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Similarly from equation (46):

(-?r)' A) ex -t ti-/csj '
-, (53)

Since we shall denote the known incident wave by

it will be converiont to determine t in terms of f, or

its Fourier transform. Exressing fl qs a Fourier interTal:

S(54)

where .o

(2., (55)

Comparing equations (52) and (54), we see that:

IW~O) 0 ~ A cj (56)

and combining equations (53) and (56):

*0

From here on the solution becomes identical with

that of equation (10) in section 2 above.

-27-

f
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4.5 The purpose of this alternative development has been to

show that the distortion of an acoustic pulse on oblique reflection

can be treated directly as a boundary value problem without

recourse to the initial harmonic wave treatment developed by

Rayleigh 1 and described in section 2. The phase angle2M defined

in equation (47) can a posteriori be identified as the phase shift

which is applied to the Fourier spectrum components of the

incident pulse, but it is not a priori introduced as such.

4.6 A few remarks may be made at this point concernlng the

pressure field, P , in thebottom. An exoression for , may be

obtained in section 2 by combining equations (7) and (9) or from

the treatment in this section by combining equations (40), (3l),

and (56). In either case, one obtains the form:

aO

-= Z. S I:2os , (#,,* j rd-- J ~ #

where V is identical with the quantitye, defined in section 2.

It will be seen that the inte"_and in the

expression for / is not analytic because of the presence of the

- 28 .
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tcorm exp '4'/.(One can easily demonstrate this by

showing that the Cauchy - Riemann conditions are not satisfied.)

For this reason, it is not possible to evaluatc an expression foi

A by means of the usual methods o.1 contour integration,

which are only applicable to analytic functions. It is felt that

whatever additional information might be gains,- would probably

not be sufficiently valuabie to justify further laborious

manipulation of the complex integrals involved.

5. Reflection of spherical waves3.

5.1 The preceding discussions (section 3 in particular) have

been based on certain simplifying assumpticns which may be re-

stated briefly as follows:

1. The ray approximation was used tc calculate the

paths along -hich energy passed from the source to the receiver.

These rays included direct transmission through the water and

various orders of reflection from the surface and bottom.

2. The shaDe of the individual reflections was

obtained by using the plane wave theory of Section 2.

3. The effect of the point source was allowed for

by assuming that the amplitude of the wave was subject to normal

spherical attenuation (fV '/,). No other effects due to prop-

agation from a point source were taken into account.

A3 will be seen later, these approximations represent

the first order term in an asymptotic expansion of the spherical

wave solution. Before proceeding to this asymptotic expansion,

- 29 -



we shall, I)Iustratt 1),by 'z ci' PA simle eai how tAe8,

approx~mA~ti~ must fall down for angles of incidence near the

.U The xsffuII1t Is sketched In F'igwea 4. Path ABC Is the normal

path or a r 'IvtM Pay, making equal anglCs of incidenc. and

roflectvn C 9 ) with the bottom. Thu vgle 4 would-be used in

ohl.~U1,dtin the phns. 1-hi, F fr, thi way'. ath ABVV"C is the

pri; -, ir .t%,ntr1n:,, rid leaving the bottom at the critical

114,0 of il.Atdpr, )p in- travelins just within the bottom

Ie %% 1 k to calvilate the difference in time of

I'r¢puggticn vlong the two paths and also to show that AB'B"C

IV the lc.i 2t tima path for all rays from A to C which touch the

bottom. To this end we make the following constructions: In

order to s how that AB'B is a least time path, consider a varied

path AbB. &btenid A' wid droD a perpendicular 6D to it from b.

Then we have:

.Y.#,L~c -(58)

Thta cxilression shows that propagation from B' to d

at ve Ity Cp take s the sanre time as propagation from B' to b
it at vl'¢lly Ce. It encc the difference in time between the two
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r*150 ft

A (source) 
(receiver) C 7

&I% C,B

Fig. 4

Simple geometrical arrangement of source and receiver.

c,- 5000 ft/sec

c.- 1.15c, - 5750 ft/sec

angle of incidence, -arc tan(75/40) - 61.930

critical angle,@,,.are sin(l/l.159)

-31 -
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paths AbB and a 'B is:

6 C C' L 59

where

This expression obviously has a winimum of zero for to 0

and AB'B"C is then the least time path as %as to be proved. The

total difference in time of propagation for ABC and AIIB',C is

now:

- - U , (for small - ) (62)
C,-

(Note: in case that hl# h2, it would be necessary to replace

AB by i (AB + BC), in this expression.)

5.3 For the geometry assumed in Figure 4:

L9- 9. z .0267 radians

AI t a .012 milliseconds

To see how this affects the reflected wave, we consider a

particular case where the source is emitting an exponential

shock wave of tine constant .150 milliseconds, which corresponds

io~lghly to an explosion of about 0.5 lbs. of TNT. The theoretical

pressure time cu:-ve using the plane wave reflection theory(which

- 32 -
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gives - 6.7l 0 )is shown in Figure 5. 1- this figure the origin

of time is the instant of arrival of a wave which has traveled

along the path ABC. The arrow indicates the expected arrival time

of sound which has traveled along path AB'B"C. Since this is the

earliest instant at which sound should begin to arrive at the

receiver, we can see from the plot that the plane wave approximation
is in considerable error. It .iS 4tt n-i...1 , 0vit , t.h-..

the major errors occur in the treatment of the lower frequency

components.

If the rarge is increased from 150 ft. to 200 ft..

the difference of time between the two paths increases to about

0.4 milliseconds. This is due principally to the fact that 9-6

increases to .136 radians, that is by a factor of 5.1 over the

previous value, and 4t varies as ( 9-c)2 . This value of 4 t

is nearly three times as large as the time constant of the wave,

so the plane wave approximation should be fairly good for ranges

exceeding 200 ft. under the assumed conditions.

5.4 It i!h possible to give a more exact treatment of the reflection

of a spherical wave from a surface of discont-nuity6 ,8 . ifere

we shall merely quote scme of the pertinent results from ref.

(6) p. 49. Pekeris gives the following asymptotic expression for

the "reflection coefficient" at a given angular frequency CO

co 9- bSz (* cChj 11 a

"' ](63)

- 33 -
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where R9 ',' .'0" C1:

(Note that becomes imaginary if 9 - 9 c ) In addition a

spherical attenuation proportional to I/R is to bA applied to the

amplitude of the wave.

The first term of this expansic-n is the familia::

reflection coefficient for plane waves incident at an angle P .

The second term is frequency dependent and represents a correction

term which will be small for high frequencies, that is provided

;/ARO3  )/.7viqjis small compared to unity (A is the wave length

corresponding to angular frequency 60). For angles not too close

to the critical angle (which makes J- ), the reauirement is

essentially that R be much greater than a wave length.

For the geometry assumed in Figure 4, we have

1/ .15

Taking as a typical wave length the distance a signal would travel

in twice the time constant:

* a 1.5 ft.,

we have

This confirms that the plane wave approximation is poor for the

case of Figure 4, and in general when the angle of incidence is

near the critical angle.

35 -
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5.5 It is evident from the preceding discussion that the

plane wave approximation fails in two principal respects.

(a) It does not give a reflected pressure time curve with a

precursor starting at a finite time prior to arrival of the

reflected peak as would be expected on the basis of the ray

pitture, but instead shows a precursor starting at -00. This is

evidence of error in the treatment of the lov: frequency components.

(b) Equation (63) shows that in the general soherical case, the

phase shift at a given " is a complicated function of w instead

of being independent of ' as in the plane w.ve theory. This

means that the shapes of reflections based on plane wave theory

would be somewhat in error even in the neighborhood of the peak,

,where the higher frequency components dominate. That this

error is not very serious at reasonably large distances -rom the

charge is demonstrated by the general agreement between theory

and experiment in Figures 2 and 3.

The rigorous calculation of the shape of the

reflected pulse when an incident expcnential is subjected to

the shifts implied in equation (63) would be an exceedingly diffi-

cult problem.

-36 w
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6. Comments with re3pect to oblique reflection of strong shocks.

6.1 The theory developed in the foregoing sections is purely

linear, applicable only to pressure waves which do not deviate

appreciably from the restrictions of the acoustic approximatiorE,

and it is not possible to discuss the oblique reflection of

strong shocks (such as air blast reflected from ground or water

surfaces) in the same terms.i

1anv workers have discussed the strong shock problem,

but the theory has so far met with rather limited success. In

view of the results described above, one is led to question

whether present theories take proper account of the interactions

occurring at the boundary surface and to speculate as to the

typ.e of experimental investigation which might cast some light

on the problem.

One suggestion (made by Dr. W. D. Kennedy) is the

systematic comparison of pressure time curves obtained at the

plane which is the perpendicular bisector of the line connecting

two simultaneously detonated charges, with curves obtained

close to a rigid boundary (such as a piece of armor plate), the

charge being detonated at a perpehdicular distance from this

surface equal to half the charge spacing in the first experiment.

Such an experiment would essentially provide a test of the

hypothesis that the rigid plane boundary can be replaced by an

image charge to satisfy the boundary conditions at the surfRce

of discontinuity.

Furthermore, it is conceivable that various dcrartures

- 3?-
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from expected scaling laws which have been observed under

conditions of Mach reflection near the ground in air blast

studies may be at least partly associated with distortions

originating in interaction with the reflecting medium as well

as with the Rfterburning effects to which all of the deviations

are now generally ascribed.

The development of an accurate theory of the pressure-

time curve of an obliquely reflected strong shock wave presents

an extremely difficult if not insoluble problem, and it is

felt that the most fruitful approach at the present time lies

in further experimental investigation of pressure-time curves

in air blast and in shock tubes. Results of such investigations

may in turn provide fresh assumptions and starting poin-;s for

theoretical development.

I. The effect of viscous attenuation on

exponential shock waves.

Introduction

7.1 In view of the fact that shock wave measurements at relatively

large distances from the origin of the explosion are now becoming

available, it seems appropriate to examine the effect of viscous

attenuation upon exponential shock waves. It is a familiar

result of acoustic theory9 that harmonic waves would be subject

to an exponential attenuation of amplitude with increasing range

of propagation, and that the attenuation coefficient depends

upon the viscous forces and the sauare of the frequency of the

harmonic wave.

- 38 -
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Liebermann has recently roported accurately measured

experimental values of the attenuation coefficient as a function

of frequency for harmonic waves in sea water, and it is our

object to apply these results to an analysis of effects one

might expect to observe in the long range propagation of low

amplitude shock waves.

7.2 It should be noted at this point that the object of this

analysis is not that of determining the so called "thickness of

a shock front" which many :investigators have discussed7. We

start with the essential result of these investigations, that

the shock front thickness is vanishingly small at large

amplitudes, and proceed to investigate the change in shape which

might be expected due to selective attenuation of the higher

frequency components in accordance with Liebermanx. _ amDirical

data.

The analysis contains a number of rough approximations

and is obviously open to criticism on that account, but we feel

that the present status of knowledge and interest in this field

does not justify expenditure of the time and effort which a

more refined theory would require.

8. The effect of viscosity alone on a low amplitude exponential shock.

8.1 The propagation of plane sound waves in a viscous medium

is governed by the equationg:

" (64)

- 39 -
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where the notation is that adopted by Lamb. Thi3 ecuation mny

be reduced to an ordinary differential equation in x by carrying

out a Laplace transformation with respect to the time. The

transformation is given by the reciprocal formulaell

The transforms of the derivatives are given by
T he dt Re r >,-/ (67)

N0

ph hysical case of interest here is the propagation

of a transient wave which vanishes everywhere for t £ 0 and is

then a known function of the time at x "- 0. These conditions

require :

0P J e) (68)

Then the propaaton equation (64) becomes, upon use of eqations

(6'7) and (68):

(69)

fo 
C~

The~~ ~ Phsclcaeo ntrs ee steprpgto
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where * ~ .(~.P)(0

The general solution of' this equation is:

P~ + (71)

The functions A and B are to be determined from the boundary

conditions.

8.2 The function /(2 ± )
- / .3

has a branch point in the complex Y(-plane (Fig. 6) at -: .3c4L'.

* From this branch point, a cut is made to r=- w . The upper

sheet of' the Riemann surface so formed is chosen so that b is

real and positive if ris real and greater than -3Ca 4-

The integration in equation (65) will be taken on the upper sheet

or the surface. The integrand or (66) is:

For x ;P 0, the second term becomes infinite as 0± .o

since Re ((t+ bx) --- P -1 *t- (3 iII/'WV) X - +00 *The

first term approaches zero strongly because

We accordingly Set B T0, ard ob.,tain A from the conditions at

x C o:

Ar): pot~erp(-t) cd (72)
analytic for Ret>c
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Splane,

4v 0

Fig. 6

Branch point and path of integration for equation (66)
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Then

X,-) e,,p(t-) . - dr - 6, > (7
0"- €

8.3 For t 46 0, xO, the path of integration of (73) may be

closed by an infinite arc in the right half pline. The contribution

of this arc will be zero, and since no poles of A will be enclosed,

we have

0 ~for t.-<O, x'#o.

For an exponential shock wave, we have:

pvo, t = o t . o

: bo, J - e'~b(- *)t >,b , (74)

and

Then o-t '

(76)

Since V) , the coefficient of viscosity, is small, we approximate

b by a series expansion:

.... )
7E 3 c3

- 43
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This expansion is valid in the region which gives the major

contribution to the integral (76). Since the integrand is

small outside this region, we can use the first two terms of

the expansion over the entire range. Taking 0-a 0, equation

(76) becomes

;vrpfrfr-x/c)
(78)

For convenience, we define the parameters:

a''

&YP 0- a"(79)

Combining equations (78) and (79):

(80)

Differentiating I with respect to Z it is evident that:

too

).t* dz exbfd-- - ek1'

and completing the square of the exponent in the integrand:

- L.2 (82)

S4i4-
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Setting r h in equation, (82):

77-~

4(83)

Also:

-> dx "(84)

Combining equations (83) and (84):

/Vk . r)] , (85)

Integrating equation (85) and using equation (80):

2>7ri. -7

the lower limit being - /C since p's 0 at t = 0.

Completing the square of the exponent of the integrand

in equation (86):

lO~r) =.4,p - 04 r + cr(0/ -(7
11(87)

J/z
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where

8.4 Since a is very small (it will be shown to be of the order

of 10-7 x for length units in feet), the upper limit of In-

tagratLon in equation (87) can be considered + O0 for all

practical purposes. Using this approximation, and introducing

the parameters 0 0 C a; ei 'C/a, equation (87) becomes:

In order to plot curves and perform computations with

equation (89) it is convenient to introduce the form 
of the

probability integral which is generally tabulated:

042P AOpV )di (90)
7M~

Noting that

os

equation (89) takes the form:

(91)

_ _ _ _ _ 
o cag/
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Equation (91) Is then the most ctnvenient form for plotting the

flunet1 ot1 , which, in termc of reduced parameters, represents

the shape imposed upon an exponential shock wave by viscousI

attenuation after propagatirn over various distances, X . For

spherical waves, one would simply intranuce the factor I/R,

where R is the distance of the point of observation from the

origin of the wave*

Figure 7 shows a family of curves of ?N vs f for

various values of eC , based upon equation Inc.), Inreasing

OC corresponds to increasing range of propagation.

8.5 It will be noted that all the curves in Fig. 7 can be

considered as originating at - = -4, and that they attain maxima

at values of t which increase with decrijasing o . We shall

define /d- as the reduced rise time, i.e. the total time in

units of 1 for a curve to rise from essentially zero atI4= -4

to its maximum in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows a plot of the quantity

( r -4) vs, oW based on values obtained from Fig. 7, and it

is found that can be empirically represented byt.

The actual rise time 2" would then be given by:

Thus, although thet reduced rise time r increases with decreasing

94 (or decreasing range), the actual rise time decreases end

47
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tends to zero when o--. 0 , as would be expected.

8.6 In orde.v to use the above results to predict rise times

snd wave shapes for actual cases of interest, one must be able

to estimate the value of A and consequently o . For this Dur-

po3o we use the attenuation coefficients for sea water reported

by Liebermann I0:

A*
/, (94)

where A a 2.9 x 10- 10  sec/cm

B a 1.2 x 10-17 sec 2 /cm

9 a 1.1 X 106 se.

(Liebermoann uses a to denote the attenuation coefficient, end

we replace it by r to prevent confusion in notation.)

Instead of simoly relying upon classical values of

shear viscosity to calculate & from eouation (79), we adoDt

LieberwannS results, which include the effects of dilational

viscosity as well as shear, and evaluate & on the basis that

-O/(95)

A rigorous evaluation, using equation (94) for (
woul d be extreme] y difficult because of the manner in which it

would complicnte the integral in equation (78). In order to

utilize the simplified results already obtained, we npelent the

rela,,ation offect indicated in (94) and approximate by setting:

A A * (9w)

ot-
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This anproximation has the effect of subjeting

frequencies higher than 30 or 40 kilocycles to too seiere an

attenuation, but since in any case the very high frsuency

components rapidly cease to contribute appreciably to the pulses

in which we are interested, the approximction is probably

justified.

Using eauations (95) and (96) toge;her with the numer-

ical values of A, B, and , and converting to ft., sec. units,

we obtain:

a a 7.). (10-8) (97)

Liebermann argues convincingly that, all the attenuation

in underwater sound propagation is ascrCbable to viscosity,

thermal conduction effects being negligible. Thus, if finite

amplitude effects are entirely neglected, one car use estimates

of I based on (97) together with the known ; of the shock wave

under consideration, t7, predict rise times and wave shapes for

various distances X by use of equations (91) and (93).

9. Correction of the preceding theory for certain finite amplitude
effects.

9.1 The theory developed in the preceding section ti-eated the

effect of viscous attenuation on purely acoustic pressure waves

and completely neglected the effect of finite amplitude in

modifying the shape of the wave. Finite amplitude modifications

enter our problem in two principal aspects: (a) spread of the

profile (b) "sharpening effect" at the front.

- 51 -
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The spread of the profile makes X(the recLprocal of

the time constant) in the above thoory a function of distance of

propagation, We take this effect roughly into account in the

ultimate numerical calculations by using an average value of

the time constant over the region of propagation to determine

, but continue to treat A as a constant in the mathe-

matical analysis.

The sharDening effect is more sinificant In modifying

the shape of the front of the wave, and we attempt in this

section to make some correction for it.

9.2 Assuming that the front of the wave has developed a finite

rise time, we see (as a result of the theory of finite amplitude

waves) that the initial portion of the wave will propagate at

the velocity of sound C0 while the peak of the wave will propagate

approximately at the velocity C0+ , where C is the local velocity

of sound and " the particle velocity. Since (C4-P.) > C0

it is evident that the effect of finite amplitude is opposite

to that of viscous attenuation in that it tends to decrease the

rise time and sharpen the front. From a slightly different

point of view, we can regard this appro:iately as a process of

restoration of higher frequency compunents to the spectrum of

the pulse.

An outline of the correction proceedure follows: We

cal.ulate the rate at which the rise time is increasingwith

distance from the origin owing to viscous attenuation and also

the rate at which it is decreasing owing to finite amplitudes

2 -
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The net rate of increase of the rise time is then used as a

basis for a numerical Integration which ultimately yields rise

time as a function of distance. It is then assumed that the

shape of the wave Is approximately that given by Figure 7 for

the resultant rise time., Thus we introduce the rather crude

approximation that the compensating effect of finite amplitude

affects the resultant rise time without appreciable modification

of the fundamental mathematical shape as given by equation (91)

and~ plotted in Fixure 7.

However, the errors thus introduced should not be too

serious at long ranges, and in general$ one should obtain

correctly the rough magnitudes of the changes invcolvede A more

refined analysis does not seem worth wh.4.le at the present tirne.

9.3 To calculate the effect of pressure on the rise time we

,write:

C+o

Using the results summarized by Cole (ref. 7, p. 14):

U C,(v~o-)(100)

where U is the shock~ propagation velocity as obtained by
application of the FBankine-Hugoniot conditions*

-53 -
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Empirically, the lower pressure range results of

Arons and Halverson12 can be expressed in the formi3 :

U(101)

where P is the shock wave peak pressure in lb./In2

Comparing equations (99), (100), and (101), we obtain:

= /4 X /0 P(102)

Combining equations (98) and (99) and expanding to first order

terms:

I t (103)

The empirical pressure-distance relation for TNT isl 4 :

R (104)

where W is charge weight in pounds and R is distance in feet.

Substituting (104) into (103):

Kd~ -~4 oe ' (105)

9.4 A complication is now introduced into our consideration

of the viscous effect on the rate of change of rise time with

distance. The variable X which in section 8 was simply

-5L4-
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regarded as the independent distance variable can no Itinger

be treated as such, or associated directly wl.th R. %'e shall

use X to represent the "equivalent viscous distance", i.e. the

distance of propagation which would have produced a given rise

time with viscous attenuation acting alone. Thus X will be a

complicated function of R and in the case of compression waves

will be less than R at any given point because of the restoring

effect of finite amplitude. The rate of increase of rise time

with .X is obtained by differentiating equation (93), making

use of the relation between a and X In equation (97):

-t 4 .Q (4. -..s - (l8

- 4~(,oX'7 ~'(106)

The overall rate of change of rise time with R is

obtained by means of a similar operation:

(107)

We assume that to a first approximation:

and com.bining (105), (106), and (107), and sol.ving for AOX./A

P. 'Cl8 ' &0(,r ,/W011.
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with Zr to be expressed as a function of X by means of

(93) and (97).

We can now use equation (108) to determine the

"eaulvalent viscous distance," Xr , by numerical integration

for any valub of R. As indicated previously, X4 represents

the propagation distance which would have led to the rise time

existing at this value of R if only viscous effects had beer.

present. Having ?4. as a function of R, it is then possible

to compute the effective a at any given R and from it in turn

the rise time t. and the form of the wave from equation (91)

or Figure 7.

9.5 In order to effect the numerical integration of (108),

it is necessary to select an appropriate starting point, i.e.

fix the value of Xr at sone initial value of R. To do this,

we first examine the general behavior of eouation (108) in some

detail. We write the eauation in more concise form:

-'.d (109)

and examine its properties in the D-R Dlane, a schematic

sketch of which is shown in Figure 9.

The family of curves (shown as solid lines in Fig.9)

defined by:

-56-
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-'Eq i lib riu rn

A0 Trajectory 11
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- II

Fig.9

x -R rane for equation (109)

Solid Lines: loci of constant slop-s,

Dotted Lines: "trajectories", or solutions of

equation (109) for various

boundary conditions.
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tre the loci of constain slope of the solutions of (109), while

the dotted trajectories are the solutions themselves for various

ubitrary starting points (or boundary conditions) of Xr and R.

Examination of Figure 9 shows that all the trajectories,

regardless oO their initial starting point, tend at larger values

of R to approach very close to a certain central trajectory

rhich has been denoted as the "eaullibrium trajectory." It seems

reasonable therefore, in view of the lack of any well known, a

priori boundary condition, to select this equilibrium trajectory

as the solution of equation (109) which is appropriate to our

particular problem.

Thus, differentiating eauation (110) we have along

any of the loci of constant slope:

But for the solution we seek, d x /dR in (111) is given by

equation (109). Therefore

/,/3{C)-- o

(112)

Is the equation of the eauilibrium trajectory, and we could

obtain P. as a function of P by graphical solution of (112) at

R , uccpusion of points.

For Dractical purposes, it is more convenient to solve

eauation (112) once in order to obtain an appropriate starting

56 -



point and then proceed to integrate (108) numerically by means

of the Runge-Kutta method. This proceedure was used to obtain

the results shown for a few representative charge slaes .n

Figure 10,

9.6 The results sumarized Ji Figure 10 are then used to obtain

expected wave shapes for various specific oases by using Xr

for a given R and charn size to calculate £ from eouation (97)

and ot from the definition k v A a. The resulting ce Is

then used in equation (91) to obtain the wave shape or (9:)

to obtain an estimate of the rise time.

Some typical results for 0.5 and 8 lb. charges are

shown in Figures 1 and 12, Curves of riae time vs R for 0.5,

8, 25 and 300 lb ohargem are shown in Viure 13.

I,
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10, 'teat of' gauge size Un rise time and shape of shook wave which
has w4ergone viscous attenuation.

10.1 Owing to the low pressure amplitudes obtaining at ranges

where viscous effects have become apparent, experimental

measurements must be made with sensitive (and consequently

large) -tuges. It is desirable, therefore, to examirte the

effect of gauge size in distorting waves of the type illustrated

in Figues 11 and 12.

In view of the approximations already introduced into

the theory, it is not worthwhile carrying out the analysis

r~prously in terms of circular gauge shapes and equation (91);

we rather introduce simplified forms for the step response

and incident wave as follows:

Relative step response of gauge, R(t) t/m or i ", (11)

Relative pressure of incident wave, /.(t) a-
t/n t (114)

'nus the sibp response is assumed to have a linear rise of

duration m where & is tihe transit time of the pressure wave

across the gauge, and the incident wave is approximated by

a saw tooth shape with a linear rise of duration a and a

dec y.'cons'~ant A -
To obtain the expected response of the finite gauge

LJ-
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toc L Liient wavfi we use theo superposition integrall:. in

the f orm,
t

pel) jf)* Op "r)R e - (15

The results of integration for various case& of interest are

suznarized below. (tm denotes time of maximum response)

For n > m:

i-A 0 < t <

t A/ I /j -t + 'I)

For, n < m
t~~ ~ ~ ~ 44f 

M" (11.8);)

For i n

A (120)

t4
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It will be noted for cases in which 1A Is large relative

to the rise time of the incident wave, tle rise time of the

response, n, becomes essentially equal to m+ra. Thu." the

rise time of the recorded trace would be nearly equal to the

sum of the rise time of the wave and the transit time across

the gauge,

These results are applied to two Df the 
curves of

Figure 12 to illustrate the effect produced by a 21 inch

diameter gauge, and the resulting curves are plotted in

Figure 14.
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10.2 The experimental reuods obtaincd =. this program unfortunately

do not provide an adequate test or the theory developed above.

The ranges are such thnt the expected rise times would be some-

what less than the transit time across the gauge, and the recordirg

speed was such that the rise of the record is not highly resolved.

Furthermore, it proved very difficult to keep the oscillos-ope

tubes rigidly aligned so as to mpkAe the spot deflection accurately

normal to the plane of rotation of the film drum. Thus, the

measured rise time on many records is grossly in evror becquqe of

the presence of a slight tilt of the "verticu.l" axis and in general

the scatter is extremely large. One can only conclude from the

records that the recorded rise time is of the order of LA transit

time across the gauge, but it is impossible to obtain values

precise enough to justify subtraction of the gauge transit in

order to estimate the actual ribe time of the pressure wave.

Lhere now uxist very ]org range data, obtained during the

Spring of 3949 by Dr. E. Swiftfs group of the Naval Ordnance

Laboratory Explosives Division. Some preliminary tracings wich

Dr. Swift kindily supplied the authors seem to correspond to the

wave shapes of Figure 14, and the rise times are of the order

predicted by the theory, but these rema.rks are based on the exam-

ination of a few isolated reuords rather than on an an&lysis of all

the dat.a now available. It is possible that a complete analysis

of the NOL records -M1i1 afford a more critical test of the theoret-

ical results than the data so far available.

- 8
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III. Energy Flux and Dissipation

11. Extension of the similarity curves for shock wave impulse and

energy flux.

31.1 Certain of the 0.5 lb. pentolite charges were fired at

ranges and depths such that the primary shock wave was not dis-

torted by arrival of the first reflection until after it had

decayed to negligibly small amplitude. The rasulting records

have been integrated to obtain the impulse and energy flux for

the primary shock, and the data are shown in Figure 15. Impulse

was calculated as:

(122)
0

where 6 is the average decay constant at the given Wl/3/R

obtained from Figure 2 of NavOrd 424 . Energy flux was cal-

culated from the purely acoustic equation:

J.
C~ <123)

The numerical results used in Figure 15 are summarized in Table

I.

It was not practicable to obtain similar data for greater

ranges or for any of the TNT shots because of interference

resulUla fruw th1e arrival of the first reflauolun.

12. Ratio of reflected and incident energy ilux for bottom reflections

up to the critical angle of incidence.

12.1 A few records were available in which it was possible to

i9
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Table 3

Impulse and Energy Flux for 0.5 lb.

Pentolite Charges

Shot No. W1/ 3 /R __ __1 3  I_ 1  3

(lbJl/ 3 /ft. in. lb./lb./3in. 2  lb.sec.iin 2lb. 1 /3

214 .'114 .242 .0247
218 .00993 .176 .0243
230 .00836 .120 .0188

1 240 .00662 .0748 .0160
231 .00635 .0723 .0146
232 .00635 .0667 .0145
233 .00635 .0656 .0.42
235 .00443 .0320 .0107
259 .00399 .0249 o00920
241 .00306 .0167 .00850
242 .00290 .0146 .00766
243 .00262 .0130 .00678
25 .00213 .003"" .00597
250 .00210 .00845 .00607
258 .00157 .00478 .00463
259 .U0123 •00262 .00348
261 .00122 .00266 .00312

- 71 -
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mieasure the eii ry flux of' both the incident wave md the

Vottom rfteotion f'or various auiglea of incidence up to the

critioal, A'he flux in the bottom reflection was corrected to

the , m4' r#diun uc the Incident ftluxlnd the measured ratios

at ar/91 are given In Table 11. Thu observed ratios are com-

pored with theoretical ratios based on the resUt of acoustical

theory a

t

Theoretoul Er/'1 P - (124)

In accordance with the disoussion of Chen"te I, /(,o wAs

taken as X.? and 02/C1 as 1.15.

It is evident in Table I that the observed ratio

Fr/Rji s In r eneral significantly lower than thet given by

equation (184). This could be adjusted at lower angles of

Incidence by nsin somewhat lower values of eal/ , but such

an adJustment would not serve to explain the fact that tLe observed

rauio remains less than unity even when the citical

angle is approached or exceeded. It is probable that the low

values of observed E./EI indicate subsbantial energy los to

inelastic pT,,esses and absorption occurring at the reflecting

tnteriface.

Jdo.2 Ettegy fl~t !ntios were measured rather than amplitude

ra ios in order to take advantage of the smoothing or averaging

afforded by the integration process. An averave aripi~tude ratio
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Table II

Ratio of reflected to incident energy flux (Er/Ei) for bottom
reflections at various angles of incidence.

Theoretical E/E calculated by means of equation (124) with
, 2.7 aftd C2/C1  1.15.

IShot No. Angle of Theoretical ObservedIncidence, 0
(degrees) Er/E (Er/E i ) i Er/E i  (Er/E i ) i

'214 0 .26 .51 .10 .32
218 0 .26 .51 .09 .30
230 46 .34 ,58 .26 ,51
240 51 .40 .63 .45 .67
231 52 .40 .63 .28 .53
232 57 .52 .72 .45 .67
233 60 .82 .91 .47 .68
235 64* 1.0 1.0 .48 .69
239 64* 1.0 1.0 .65 .81

*Critical angle exceeded

- 73 -
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can be obtained Indir' -;ly by extracting the square root of

I/Bi , and these square roots are also given in Table 11 for

comparison. It will be noted that the amplitude ratio near the

critical angle is about 0.7 to 0,8 rather than 1.0. The

amplitude ratio has no meaning at angles lying between 6 0 and

glancing incidence, At glancing incidence, however, the bottom

reflection is simply the inverted image of the incident wave,

and from the point of view of the idealized theory, the amplItude

ratio would be unity. Examination of the experimental re-iords

shows that the observed ratio again lies "a the neighborhood of

0,7 to 0.8.

13. Energy loss due to viscous effects.

13.1 We shall now proceed to extend the theory of sections 8

and 9 in an effort to estimate the energy losses which may be

ascribed to viscous dissitation. Making use of equation (66),

supposing a< 0 and taking Ow 0, we have:

00 so 4,64

We . , et *0(t 
15

The integration with respect Lo t gives P( X) -1) if Re (-)

OC . Since Re ( r ) 1 0 for the integration over , and

<0 , this condition is satisfied. Therefore:

* 7 -4.
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For an exponential shock wave we have, Rs in equation (76):

+ * kx (±27)

Using the expansion fir b in equation (77), the definition a2

2 VX /3C3 , and setting iA equation (126) becomes:

17 (128)

The integral on the right hand side of equation (128) can be

transformed in a manner very similar to that employed in

obtaining equation (89) from equation (78). We set u ='2a2 and

define
Pa

Iu ce (129)

where

-~ p~~ L) ~ (30)

Then

7(131)

m 5



Integrating equation (131) with respect to u; and noting that

J - 0 when u. - 0 s
77 00 1

T.-ansforming the variable of integration In (132) by setting

y2 a 2a2A 2, ve have from equations (128) and (129):
.0

Adortiag the notation uf section 8 with 0 1 AA.

00 ade -a o '(e(..j f 14

13.2 The total energy flow through a spherical surface or

radius m surrotuiding the charge would then be given by

where V7 is an &oraplitude parameter, which at small values of

A is essentially the peak pressure of the shock wave.

Thuii !.f we consider aer ideal casi in which finite

amplitude eaixeuL are abocnt, said changes in s3hape of the shock

wave are due only to viscous attenuation, the dissipation

parameter X is zero at some initial low value of the range

denoted by R0 where the rise time is assumed negligibly small,

and then increases with R in the oimner:

)f- 9- eO
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To calculate tho energy disslpe.ed over any arbitrary interval

between P %nd H2, we would substitute the appropriate values

of ;e and Xg into equation (135) and obtain the energy loss by

taking the difference C(R l) - E(Rp). The quantity R W e

w-uld be a constant, th, value of which would be giver by

RO 0 PO ,where Po is the peak pressure of the shook wave at e

From a slightly different point of viewfbr the same

ideal casewe could consider the rate of energy loss with respect

tu R by differentiating equation (135) in the aIght of (136):

de 4vR'7,,, r e % "

- A41RI'r,' d, .fi____ (137)

where a k X i and k w 7.11 (10-8) in accordance with equation

Since eL is generally small, the first term in the

brackets of equation (137) is of the order A.0, and the ratio

of this term to the second term is therefore of the order (2 T'AoL

which is also small. We therefore neglect the first term and

w e approximately:

T d a 7ro 'T Xde

('7 K (138)

To the degree of approximation iriuolved, this expression gives
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the rate of energy .loss with respect to R for the vrit 1, Qh.101
vJscous effects alone are present.

13.3 In order to estimate the energy losses in the case where

we take account of the sharpening effect of finite amplitude,

we make use of squation (i 8) as an expression for the rLte of

energy loss, and Integrate it over the range under consideration,

using for X the results of Fivure 10 rathez than equation

(136). It would nct be correct to evaluate (135) at R1 and R.

by substituting the corresponding values of XN and 'ka

from Figure 10 and taking the difference to measure the energy

loss. This method would not. take into account tle fact that

the sharpening effect causes the wave to travel a given range

with a shorter average ise time, and therefore greater viscous

dissipation, than it would have had ir only viscous effects

were present. By' using (138) as a measure of the rate of dissi-

pation per fuot of propagation for a given value of , we can

apply the results of section 9 to estimate the total energy loss.

There remains the problem of selecting appropriate

values for the amplitude parameter Tr. As indicated above,

an upper bound can be set by teking 'iT as the peak pressure

of the wave at some relatively low value of the range, Ro , where

viscous effects have not appreciably rounded off te front and

thereafter settLng HlT, equal to the constant RoPo . This

method would be strictly currect only for the case in which

change of shape is due solely to viscous effects. The situation
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which develops when we include the sharpening effects of? finite

amplitude is illustrated schematicolly in Figure 16. The initial,

steep fronted shook has a peak pressure 7rml; in the course of

propagation, viscous effects would produce the rounding and

lower peak value as shown. Finite amplitude effects would, in

turn, sharpen the front of this roun.ded wave without affecting

the resulting peak pressure (tc a first approximation). The

final wave in which viscous and finite amplitude effects have

been sperposed has a lower vtlue of T1 as shown in Figure 16.

Thus ve can set a lower bound to the amplitude parameter

T-m by equating it to the actual peak pressure as given by the

similarity curve (ecuation (104)) for various values of B. In

the calculations to be made below, we shall compute the upper

and lower limiLs of the expeeted energy dissipation in accord-

ance with the above methods of selecting 7-m . subatituting the

appropriate numbers into equation (138):

_q 117(1o Inch,lb./ft. (139)

where R end X are in ft. and 7m in lb/in2 . In eauation

(139) X is obtained as a 'unction of R by use of Fi sure 10.

The results of numerical integration of (139) for various cases

are given in Table II, where we have calculated AEV. (the
vizcotls i~tion) over the interval WI/ 3 /P ' 0.0053 to

0.00022 for charge sizes of 0.5, 8, and 300 lb.

- 79 -
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Fig. 16

Illustrut ion oV' the behavior of' the amplitude perameter 'm.
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13.4 If we assume that the rise of the front iU sufficiently

abrupt to justify our continued use of the Rankline-Huxoniot

conditions, we may calculate the irreversible shock loss by use

of equation (36) of NavOrd 40613, which after some mnipulation

leads to the form:

Ad& = ,. 61O°) W - °' 40

Values of A C'3 calculated by means of equation (1,40) are also

given in Table 11, together with the sum Ar' -

where is the average of the upper and lower limits of

the viscous dissipation. This sum is compared with the quantity

4 a calculated over the same interval of W1/3/R from the

energy curve of Figire 15 extrapolated to Wl/3/R a 0.00022.

The uncertainty In this calculation is large since 46 is a

small residual of a subtraction of large numbers.

Another rough estimate of /d may be obtained by use

of the peak pressure and time constant similarity curves and

calculating A (Pm2 9 /2 p C), on the assumption that the pressure

wave is purely exponential frcm t a o to 0. The empirical

equation for the time constant as obtained from Fiaure 2 of Nav

Ord 4242 is approximately:

5 106) W/3 W/3 0.22
6 58 (lo -6) w'I 3 (-) sa. (141)

Then, making use of equations (104) and (141),

P, a ot ' (')'°+ , , 142)

62.
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Results obtained by use uf equation (142) arc cxceedinc2y rouvh,

not only because of the exponential approximation but because

of the large uncertainty in the exponent of R. Values aret quoted

in Table III to no signifi'ant figure,

13.5 Tt Is apparent from Table III that the observed energy

loss over the interval considered is approximately accounted for

by the sum of the estimated visccis and shock frout dissipations,

if it is assumed that one may correctly use the shock dissipation

resi.lts for waves having rise times of the order of 10 to 20

microseconds. Furthermore, it is apparent that the predicted losses

are such that one would not expect to observe significant depart-

ures (relative to the present experimental precision) from

similarity scalini, of the energy flux out to values of Wl/ 3 /R

of the order of l0-4 .

9 3
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14 Slope of the peak pressure similarity curve.

14.1 We can use a method very similar to that of section 13 in

order to estimate the peak attenuation due to viscous effects.

CobiAning equations (89) and (92), the relative peak pressure is

given by

660

-7- 1%143)

Then, as in section 13, we differentiate equation (143) with

respect to X and account for the sharpening effect by setting

the resulting expression equal to dP( /Cr)/dA and obtaining A

as a function of R from Figure 10. The result of differentiation,

making use of equations (92) and (97), is

e.~.pfrt + 0.

- ~p~(4)4 (144

ln thiese calculations r - 4), afld 1 4-1-

is always very nearly equal to 2. Therefore equation (144.) may

be somewhat simplified:

Numnerical integra-tion of equation (145) was carried out for two

zharge sizess 0.5 and 300 lb. over the W1/3/R interval 0.0053

to 0.00022. The resultinE! relative preseures were plotted against

- -n
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R on logarithmic paper and were found to be approx,m tely

represented by power functions of average slope -0.11 snd

-0.08 respectively. (The lines actually show a Slight downwrd

curvature.) These calculations probably overestimate the

viscous effect somewhat because of the approximation involved

in equation (96).

The asymptotic shock propagation theory of Krkwood

and Bethe (see reference 7, P. 126) predicts a peak pressure -

distance dependence at long ranges of the ±c;m

Ao (146)

where ao is the charge radius. The logarithmic term in equation

(146) measures the departure of the distance decay law from

the Il law of spherical sound waves, 9nd represents, essentially,

the effect upon the peak pressure of the continued spread of

the profile of the wave. (Note that the quantity Pm2 1/2 eC as

calculated from equations 4.20 and 4.22 of refererce 7 represents

the energy flux of the shock wave and varies as R-2 , the

logarithmic terms in the pressure and the time constant jivst

serving to annul each other.)

The effect of the logarithmic tPrm in equation (146)

can be ascertained by plotting on log-log paper, and it is focmr

that this term contributes an "verage slop, c.f about -0.06 to

the Pm VS. R curve in the region between W1/3,,-R 0.0053 and

0.00022. (The.-aJe actually shows a slight wi curvature.)

If we now combine the effects of viscous attenuation
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and spread of the Profile and add the spherical effect of R- I

we would expect a pxreasure-distance dependence of the form

R o " , -R J 7 f o r 0 . 5 l b . c h a r g e s
( 147

PM for 300 lb. charges

This calculation omits a small contribution from the residual

Pankine-Hugoniot dissipation.

Most experimental peak pressure similarity curves have

been found to have exponents of 1.13 to 1.15, and the results

reported in NavOrd 42422 show that this el.pe persists into the

low pressure region to which the calculations leading to equations

(147) apply.

Our interpretation of this result is that in the high

pressure region the contribution of 0.13 to 0.15 to the exponent

comes from the combined effects of spread of profile and Rankine-

Hugoniot shock dissipation. As the range increases, the RPakine-

Hugoniot effects drop off, and the slope wouldi tend toward the

magnitude of 1.06 as given by the asymptotic theory; but it is

in this region that viscous effects become appreciable, and

apparently take over most of the role initiafly played by

Rankine-Hugoniot dissipation in such a way as to make departures

from the straight line on log-log paper undetectable within

experimental error.

IV. Distortion associated with reflection from the sea surface.

15. Introduction

15.1 In the derivation of equation (19) it was tacitly

assumed that the wave reflected from the sea surface was

simply inverted withcut distortion or attenuation. Thia
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ideal behavior may not be realized at the receiving gauge owing

to: (a) non-linear reflection (b) transmission to the sir (c)

sea-surface roughness (d) cavitation near the sea surface (e)

propagation with finite amplitude (f) viscous attenuation.

l .2 Keil has shown 1 5 that for any charge weight and charge

depth, if the angle of incidence at the surface is sufficiently

oblique, the reflected wave propagates along thi initial wave

front, producing a range of distortion in both waves. In all

shots of the series reported hare, at ranges less than 5000 ft.,

the direct and reflected waves are clearly resolved on the records,

so that non-linear reflection plays no part In these cases.

However, the few shots at extreme ranges (~I0,000 ft.) exhibit

gross attenuation of the direct shock wave and show nothing

directly identifiable as a reflected wave. (See Figure 2e.)

If a half-pound charge of pentolite is detonated at a depth of

40 feet, distortion should begin to occur according to reference

15) at the surface approximately 8000 feet from the charge, and

will then travel along the initial wave front, influencing it

for exa:ole, to a depth of about 7 feet from the iurface at a

range of 20,000 feet. In the case of Figure 2e where the

receiving gauges were at a depth of 25 feet, and at a range of

9100 fte the d ltnrtion already appears quite pronounced, while

the theory indicates that it should not have set in. We are,

however, :lose enough to the border line so that suall changes

in the parameters could reverse this prediction, and we can

probably consider this as within the margin of error of the

th , ry. Thus it is not unreasonable to ascribetentativ.,yt
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least part of the obsorved attenuation at very long 'anges to

non-linear reflection.

l.3 It was pointed out previously that when an acoustic wave

in water is reflected from a water-air interface, in view of

the higher sound velocity in the water, reflection is regular

for all angles of incidenoe. The reflected wave is undistorted

but !a slightly attenuated due to a very 8mall transmission of

sound into the air. Even in the extreme case of zormal incidence

this amounts to a decrease of less than 0.01% in splitude. Thus

no observable attenuation can be attributed to this cause.

15.4 Roughness in the sea surface (which prevailed to some

extent during all the measurements) undoubtedly produces some

incoherent scattering of the reflected wave due to the essentially

chaotic character of surface wave motion considered on the scale

pertinent here. However, the remarkable sharpness of the front

of all reflected waves measured up to ranges of 5000 feet (see

Figure 2) makes it clear that scattering due to surface roughne so

is not an important means of produciag distortion of the surface

reflection in these particular measurements.

16. Dulk navitation

16.3. The phenomenon called by Kennard 1 7  buk c Lv etion" ha

a most '.q)ortant effect on the structure of the reflected wave.

If the negative pressure of the reflection is great enough the

water experiences an insupportable tension and is torn into many

bubbles, giving rise to a region of cavitation which has a rapid

- 8S8 -
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subsequent history of expansion and contraction. The cavitation occurs

within a space lying near the surface and having a large horizontal

extent. This distorts and attenuates the reflected wave which is

causing it to an extent depending on the vigor of the cavitation. A

quantitative theorAtical description of the character of the reflected

wave both during the cavitation and after it emerges into homogeneous

water is very difficult, involving Ps it does, wave propagation

through a medium containing randomly-distributed time-dependent iphomo-

geneities which have been initiated under conditions not yet adequately

described .

16.2 The surface reflections in the present series of axperiments

frequently show the following characteristics: first, a, sharp drop of

duration approximately equal to the transit time across the gauge; this

forms the leading side of a brief, but strong negative pressure spike;

the pressure then rises somewhat and oscillates erratically at a constant

level for a few tenths of a millisecond and eventually merges into the

succeeding event. In his theory cf bulk cavitation, Kennard assumes that

cavitation occurs whenever the pressure in the water falls to r. character-

istic fixed "breaking pressure", then instantly becomes equal to a

characteristic "cavity pressure" which cannot be less than the

breaking pressure, and finally cavitation disappears instantly when I
the pressure rises above the cavity pressure. Owr' observations seem

to support this qualitative picture. Whether or not the breaking

and cavity pressures are fixed magnitudes however, cannot be

determined. j
-9I



t. iu believed that th, onillationq noted in the tail of

the refleotod wave do not originate in the 4auge response or record-

in;. system, no' in the jUmiediats vicinity Qf the gauge, for in

soare oases a striking qualitative -orrlation has been observed in

the detail )f 'the oecillatlan as r'ecorded by the several channels.

't is felt that these small pulsc: originate in or near the

.'itotiOvi ,'egion and .ay be associated with the fornation and

col4.a'so of bubbles.

The IOessure drop in the reflected wave is alwVAya laaa thaun

thnt t,, be exqected ideally. In Figure 17 the mcasured ratios of

rc-Ii cted tn kllznt peak prcssros from 0.5 pound pentolite

charges are plotted against range, both foi, the drop to the tip

of the negative spile and the drop to the level region emothed

throu~c-b thp oscillations. The scatter of Ilhe data is considerable)

but th, trend is clear. The reflected wave has an amplitude of but

a few tenths of the direct shock at short ranges and increases to

an appreciable fraction of it at large ranges. On the same plot

is shown the ratio to be expected if there were no drastic atten-

uation due to cavitation. This cu've is not horizontal because

account has h-en taken of the extra distance traveled by the

reflected wave in its passage to the gauge. Also displayed is a

curve shcwing the ratio to be expected when a crude account of

ca'Nrttion iz taken by the method descrihbJ bplow.
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16-3 Whuon an exp.ooion tam.es riate noar tho %&A surface ve Vill

asnume that%

(a) CUvitation begins when the pressure in the watez drops

to a fixed value, Pe I the Cavitation pressures We will, take A a 0

ps e, to This assumption will be examined later.

(b) The pressure at a point on the frozkt of the reflecoed

wave can be deo.lAid as emanating from an iae oharge above the

surface, having a variable apparent weight, W1, so adjusted an to

account for the pressure dimixution due to Cavitation,

(a) W1 Is a continuous o-oas,= atuntion of distance

along a ray away from the iagje charge, being equal to the true

charge weight W, before any cavitation takes place, decreasing

monotonically in regions of cavitation and remaming constant in

region& of no cavitation.

The aesu+,tinon (b) and (a) imply that cavitation propagates

as ltW as the spherically expanding negavive reflected wave is

deoayin, in amplitude less rapidly than is the positive pressure

region into which it is propagating in accordance with the criterion

given by Kennard. 23 The assumptions, however, take no account of

the effects of pressure gradients along the wave front.

Referring to Figure l8c) where the origin of coordinates is

taken at the image charge, the total pressure at a point (Rg,S)

on the front of the refleted wave is the sum of the hydro-static

d thi poflt, this ), the pressure at distance E from a

charge of weight W at a reduced time r (associated with propaga-

ti-la through the disance X ) babind its froiit, p Wi', JT4, and tile
preosure at the front of a negative wave at a distance Al from a

charge of apparent weight We, "p(,- 0), If oavitation is

92-
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occurrina at(,R, 4) th ,o the total pr~ure must equal the oavitation

presaurea

~L u41'*8 (148)

W is deftied oy this equation in the region of cavitation

ard by aaaunttion (e..' elsewhere. To make (14 S)0xplicit ror calculation

using empirical data, we note from the geometry of Figure 18* that

7, a I-L R2(L49)

R23 a R12 4-4RA , o 0

If p a the atwapherio pressure and H is the vertical

hydrostatic pressure gradient)then

P, (RlO) 4 + if (RI. cooe S.d) (150)

Lttinj ( ) be the ftraction oft the peak pressure which

obtains at reduced time Z we can write

The f±unctLon is ( ) ± obtained from a compoaite curve of

preasure versus reduced Lime at some parlicular reauced distance 13

and the fuixtion p( -, 0 ) f rorn a 6imilarity curvc 1 4 .

The reduced time t is related to the liatnce X and t!.e

sound velocity C by an empirical relal louIi valid for TVT or

pcntulite

(152)

V / W' "

On(7'
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whers weight in in pounds, distance in feoetand time in mi:Lliseconds,

Inseting (.10), and (1.L) into (148)8

A6 # 'q.di Pkp%~ )~O) ape.~ 3

To find Wi at any point (RI, ) one calcula ie R2 and . by

(149), T by (152),arid finally Wi from (153). The limits of the

cavitation region are found by var, ing R1 at a fixed & I the value

of R1 which nakes Vi a W determines a point on the upper boundar:' of

cavitation and that which makes W1 a minimum, Wrb 0 determine&

a point on the lower boundary. On this particular ray, according

to (c ) we then aot Wi 8 W abovc the cavitation and Wi M Wmin.

below. The process is repeated for other values of 8 until the

cavitation region is mapped to the degree desired.

The cavitation region found in this way, due to the explosion

of a 0.5 lb. pentoliti charge 40 feet below the surface is shown in

true scale in Figure l8a. It is seen to be a thin layer of wide

extent near the surface, though never touching it. in 18b the same

region is shown with an eight-fold magnification in depth scale.

Here the shading is meant to imply qtua.'.tatively that the cavitation

is most vigorous alori the toi side of the region and gradually

dies out to nothing along the bottom and at the outer t~p.

Ihe pressure dron in the reflected wave arriving at the

gauge is taken to be p(.. ),comnputed for the gaug;Ie position.,
The theoretical curve of Figure 17 was obtained in this way. In no

case was the receivinE gauge theoretically in the region of cavi.--

tation in this particular series o. measurements. At small rtngos

95 -~
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the a reement betwoen theory and experiment is quite good, in view

of the scatter of the data, but at, highe " ranges there is considorabe

attenuation still to be accounted for. If the cavitation pressure

had been chosen as an actual tension of some magnitude rather than

zero, the theoretical curve would be moved upward resuiting in even

poorer agreement with the observations. This gives some support to

the assiXnrnent of a low breaking pressure for init'.ation of cavitation.

16.4 Ajy complete quantitative theory of bulk cavitation must taxe

explicit account of the con~itions and proctse of its initiatio.

The theory must go on to describe the way in which the bubbles abstract

and scatter energy through the pressure field. It has been the view

that sea-water possesses a uniqu:e breaking tension and that this

essentially sLatic pressure condition is the criterion for the initiation

of bulk cavitation and the formation of spray domes due to transient

pressure waves. Observations of cavitation 1s have 1d to the aasign-

merit of breakng tensions smaller by at least an order of magnitude

(0-100 psi) than those deduced from photographs of the spray dome 24

(400-6000 psi).

Breaking tensions obtained by spray dome measuremnents vary

over an ordsr of magnitude depending u'on the smoothness of the sea-

surface, the surface tension of the water, the dynamic structure of

the pressure wave incident at the surface, and even upon the particular

aspect of the phenomenon fNo which the break:Lng tonsion is deduced,

We Pro dealing here with the disintegration of a liquid surface iuto

dropitts, t ne onset of which is intimately connected with the condition

of the surface.

- 96 -
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It is felt that bulk cavitation is not simply another direct

manifestation of the same property of sea water as that controlling

the formation of a spray dome, but depends on something like this

property in an entirely different way. The nucleation of a new phase

in the bulk of a metastable medium has been treated statistically !9

It is found that over a wall range of increasing static tensions

the rate of formation of stable nuclei increases enormously. This

effect makes the notion of a unique breaking tension a useful one at

least under static condi,tions, but in the rapidly varying pressure

field of a shock wave it may be that more detailed account must be

taken of the nucleation process. Photographs of cavitation (Ref. 18,20

21) suggest that cavitation bubbles continue to grow for some distance

behind the front of a negative wave and can become quite large and

occur in such numbers as to occupy a considerable volume fraction

when the cavitation is severe. One hopeful feature seen in photo-

graphs of bulk cavitation is the considerable uniformity of bubble

size in regions which presumably have had the same pressure history.

At the other extreme, when the pressures encountered are relatively

small, "a in our measurements, cavitation can still seriously modify

a negative wave even though the cavitation would appear only as a

slightly inc. - turbidity of sea water.

16.'1 .- .- luinnate some of the patent obscurities that

still " con.. Aed with bulk caiitation, it would be most useful,

as a s4,,. t, to ': a photographic observations of the intensity and

Best Available Copy
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propagation of the cavitation itself and sinwltaneuus piesoelectric

measurements outside of the region of cavitation.

One interesting consequence of the assurptions (a), (b),

and (c) is that there should be no cavitation-vertically below any

charge at ny depth although the cavitation may extend deeper than

the charge off to the side. Thue it should be possible to avoid the

obscuration due to cavitation encountered in photography of shallow

exp)lleaons 21 by 9bserving from directly below tho charge. This

would have the additional advantage of giving a well l.ghted silhouett

picture.

1 7~. ....... "f +he nete.rtve wavA front.

17.1 It is frequently asserted that negative shocks are tuistable and

would tend to spread "rapidly". (see reterence 7, p. 25, and referenc

25, P. ItJ. i interesting to examine the available experimental

records in "4he light of this prediction, remembering, of course, that

tLe mininam "fall time" which can be resolved is the transit time

across the gauge. Examination of the records reproduced in Fig,.res

2 and 3 (and of the other existing records ae well) shows that the

j "fall" of the negative wave is equally sharp at all ranges, i.e. of

the order of magnitude of the gauge trauisit time of 20 to 30 micro-

aenonds, and that any spread of the front due to the contined effects

of finite amnlitude and viscous attenuation mus=t be xnnaller than this

,magnitudes

It is possible to make a theoretical prediction of the ex-

peted spread by application of the itethods of sect:'on 9.3. In the

case of the negative wave, the viscous and finite a:Vlitude effects

both tend to spread the frozit JrA~teAd zf oppositnu ca-h otheii, as in
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the positive wave. The counterpart of equation (108) thus becomes

?. 6 e ooe'- ) '
d - -/ * , - -V -S. 6 , 0- )

VA C (154)

an equation differing from (108) only in sign bu , having an

entirely different character. The differential equation (154)

possesses no "equilibrium trajector.-I" so that it is necessary to

select an a:)popriate starting point by some other means. It is

natural to carry out the integration for the positive wavu by (108)

up to the point of reflection and subsequei,tly by (154) for the nega-

tive wave up to the point of interest, using the condition of con-

tinuity of the "equivalent viscous distance,' at the point o4" reflection.

The results of such integrations show that the fall time of the

reflected wave is greater than the rise "ime of the direct wave only

by an amount too small to be successfully distinguished by our measuring

equipment. For example the fall time of the reflected wave from a

j lb. charge which reflects at 2000 ft. from the charge and then

propagates for an additional 2000 ft. is 32 sec. The rise time of the

direct shock which travels the same total distance is 19tsec. both

of these figures are of the order of magnitiide of the transit time for

the ,,-moes used at hl3i rsnge. On the average, the observed fall

time& appear to b lit,. er than the rise times, but for the re..sons

outlined in section 10.2 it i not possible to obtain reliable absolute

valuet; of these Pmtll intervals to test the theory quantitatively.
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App endix I

An Improved Microcoulometer for the Calibration of Piezoelectric Gauges

by

A. B. Arons and W. Grubs

I. Introduction

1.1 The a.c. powered microcoulometer which has been used for several

years by this laboratory 5926 for the calibration of piezoelectric

gauges has frequently proved inadequate when stability and high sensi-

tivity were required. It was the object of this program to design a new

instrument of suitable stability and sensitivity, capable of operating

with very high input resistance, by taking advantage of recent develop-

ments in electrometer tubes and electrometer circuits.

2. Description of the circuit

2.1 A diagram of the new microcoulcmeter ciri (deZ.gn.ated LE) is shown

in Figure 19. The input stage uti'>rzcs the Victcreen VX-41A electrometer

tetrode, the input grid resistor b-.!ng 105 megohms. The elect,,ometer

output feeds one side of a push-ptull eathocle .o1l"ower otage, che other.

side of which can be positioned by control of its grid bias in such a

way as to set an initial balanced condition of zero potential across

- 100 e
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the output pointa , R1. A signal applied to the input tLem appears as

a voltage chafge across RN which is measured by the detecting oircuit

consisting or two push-pull azplal oat.o stagesp using 6J7 tor 6To7)

tubes.

The detecting circuit is a modified version of an instrument

described by Lyons and Heller 2 7 in 1939. The output is rewmd by noting the

swing of a 50 mioroavpere meter placed across the points Ah for low

:ain oper.ation or CD for high gain. Various normal operating voltages

ie indicated on the circuit diagram. Any well regulated a.. operated

vower supply in adequate for the B and S" voltages.

_.. Tis circuit has been found to be very stable and linear in its

' eration. Some typical calibration results are shown in Table IV and

+ compared with measurements made at 'the Cambridge Thermionic Corporation

by o, ans of the old microcoulometer.

. " sensitivity of the low gain range of the new instrument is such

as to f,'ve full scale deflection of the meter for an input signal of O.5V.

Thu high gain range gives full scale deflection for an input e ignal of

O.05v.

On the high gain range it would therefore be possible '1o calibrate

small gauges having sensitivities of the o-der of 0.1 micro micro coulomnb

per psi. by using pressure differentials of about 4000 psi. and total

input capacity, vZ :,000 micro microfarads.

3.2 instrument becomes quite sensitive to pick-up if the input

capacity is ade very low (ca. 1000 / fds.), but this difficulty could
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be overcome by means of careful shielding. It woull then be possible to

take advantage of the increased effective sensitivity afforded by lower

inp~ut oapaity~and ,)ne could probably adapt the inatrument, to iieasure

sensitivities as low as 0.O1 coul. per p:,al.

4. Further modifications and inm.rovemetnta.

4.1 The diagram of figure 19 uhows the present stage of devolopment of

the microcoulmeter. Various modificitions and improvements suigest

themselves for future veaslons of the device; 'a) Use RCA long li:e

(red base) 6ST7 and 6SN7 tubea,(b) The 6J7 screen balance controls afrect

thej sensitivity slightly. These varia les should be removed and all

balancing des by meia of tih 6S 47 gri-I control. (C) Obtain the 6SN7

plate voltage by putting two VR 75'3 in series acros6 the 150V reg.;Thted

supply.,and use a 75V plate voltage instead of the 90V battery. (d)

inutall 6B5 or 6U5 shadow tube to permit reudy balwiciig ,. voltage

across R1 R, before connecting 50/ an4). meter.

4.2 Fairly elaborate precautions must be taken in r to maintain

an effective resistance of 50 to 100 thousand megohms at the input.

The entire input stage shoul.l be carefully dried and then dipped or

cast in polystyrene to minimize the effects of surface incisture filmn.

Guard rings should also be installed at the input and connected to a

suitable point in the circuit Go as to rise and fall with the 1;ipuL

voltage. Grid blas of the VX-41A must be carefully aajusted for m]finurm

grid current.

5. Ust of a 6peedoriax or irown r., '!''der a6 U detectin device.

- 1o0 -
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5.i Several experimcints were conducted in which a Speedomax recorder

was used to record the signal appearing across R. _R1 at the 6SN7

output. (The recorder was made available through the cooperation of

Mr. A. Bunker's meteorological group.) The Speedomox has ample sensitivity

and stability for this purpose, and the results were very promising.
Calibrations could be carried out rapidly and conveniently, with pressure

signals and standard voltage signals beingrapidly and continuously

recorded on the moving paper. The record can be conveniently read and

the results computed after the paper strip is removed froz t"- recorder.

One man operation is possible.

The response time of the recorder is roughly the same as that of the

Sensitive Research University model microammeters which have usually

been used in this work. The error due to pyroelectric effect (which is

greater the longer the response time) would therefore not be any more

3erious with the recorder than with previous devices. It is therefore

sucrgested that the most efficient and convenient calibration technique

would be to use the electrometer and cathode follower stages of Figure

19 to feed a Speedomax or Brown recorder as described above,

Results of calibrations with Lhe Speedomax are shown in Table IV

and are found to agree well with the values obtained by CTC and by

means of microcoulometer IH.

In the preliminary experiments, it was not possible to connect the

electrometer ground and the Speedomax. This led to some difficulty

with pick-up when the operator touched the pressure chamber. The pick-

up was made negligible by careful isolation of the grounds and in-

sulati'on W1 . ".. a permanent set-up, suitable modifications

could probably be introduced to eliminate the grounding difficulties.

10
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Table IV

Ccqoarison of Gauge Calibrations
with Various Instruments

,A Sensitivity ifl/,4" coul./psi.

CTC : Cambridge Thermionic Corp. calibrations

LX t New microcoulometer calibrations

S : Speedomax calibrations

Gauge CTC LE S

116 2.0 2.05 2.08 2.07 2.07 2.06
11:9 1:9 1.97 1.95 ' 1.96 1.94

120 l.:4 1.11

129 4.31 4.32 4.32 4.37 4.38 4.40
130 4.29 4.28 4.35 4.32 4.32131 4. 4.20
132 4.17 4.24
133 4.21 4.23

143 8.54 8.6
14 8.25 8.2 8.17 8 . 25 8.28

151 24.8 25.2
153 24.8 25.1
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